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iii 6over1111ie11t Service
A number of vacancies, offering
good career prospects, exist for:-

Radio Operators

1

RADAR TECHNICIANS

~

!
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§

with a sound knowledge of pulse tech~
=

instruments.

Cypher Operators
} Male and
Teleprinter Operators
Female
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A FIRST CLASS JOB IN THE G.P.O. .

..

Men between the ages of 20-35 are required
to work jn Central London on installing and
maintaining telephone apparatu and transmission
equipment. Older men, up to the age of 45, will
be accepted, if they have the experience which is
particularly suitable.
Commencing pay is £9/16 /0 per week, rising
to £12/2/0.
Men who show ability to progress will be given
every opportunity to qualify for Technical Officer
posts on which the salary is £600 a year, rising
to £850. Further promotion is available.
Apply in writing, stating age and experience
to: Chief Regional Engineer (Ref. SI D2A(X.6) ),
London Telecommunications Region,
Waterloo Bridge House,
Waterloo Road,
London, .E.1.
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Applicants should have technical qual-

Write, giving details of Education,
Qual ifications and Experience to :-

!

~

tenance and calibration of nucleonic

Male

Personne l Officer,
G.C.H.Q., (Foreign Office) (6/ RCO),
53, Clarence Street,
Cheltenham,
Glos.

niques are required by Pye Ltd. of -~

ifications to at least O.N.C. level, and
be capable of working with
minimum of supervision.

the

=-'

=
=

Please apply in writing, quoting IT/ H,

=
=
=
~

to the Chief Engineer,

~

Pye Ltd.,

Cambridge.

!
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MINISTRY

OF

AVIATION

E.I.D.

ELECTRONIC
INSPECTORS
required for

Radio, Radar, Components and
Electrical Ancillaries at Bromley
and Woolwich
Varied and interesting work with opportunities
for gaining valuable experience and further training. Excellent promotion prospects.
Pay 257/6d.-272/6d. (with prospects of further
progression to 297/6d.) for a 5-day week.
Skilled men apply, stating experience to :-

ELECTRICAL INSPECTION DIRECTOllATE (W)
AO/L
Aquila, Golf Road, Bromley, Kent

VALE
lllllGADIEll ll. G. YOLLAND, O.B.E,, M.A.,
A.IU.l.E.E.

THANK

YOU

THE

Association has cause to be very grateful to Ladies and Gentlemen
of Royal Signals who responded to nhe request made in the November
WIRE. The response was overwihelmiing. Parcels arrived from all ranks
serving and retired, firom wives and widows. One Regular Squadron
contributed TWENTY-FIVE parcels, eaah separately labelled winh the
contents.
In the past many have added sometlhing, large or small, when paying their
WrRE Subscription. Three times as many did so in December, 196o.
Mercifully, there has been some sligiht easing in the pressure of work
in otlher Sections of the Headquarters Office and so other Sections have been
able to give a hand to Welfure, wlho otlherwise could hardly have coped witlh
!!he task of unpacking, sorting, repacking and despatching all !!hat was sent
to them to give to others. See page 31.
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BY llEGll\IENTS AND SQUADilONS

The numbers serv.ing in . Royal Signa!ls are considerably less. Their
standard in generous giving is as g.reat or greater. Written as this is on
15th December, 1960, nhe total income from tlhiis source is not known.
Clearly already income will be lower tlhan in previous yea.Ds but the decrease
is less in proportion tQ nhe reducliion in numbers.
BY

BllAN{,"H.ES

OJ<'

TllE

ASSOCIATION

As always, the Branches have done better than anyone could expect,
some which were failing th.ave held on and gained a new lease of life. Some
already prosperous are now more so. Some who will always send a " coachload " anywhere have gone even greater distances. When a Branch !has had
to cease, always a new one has taken its place or an old Brandh has been
restarted.
The credit and nhe trhanks of all go to the enuhu&.ia;suic few, the "hard
core" who do so much for others.

88, Eccleston Square, L ondon, S.W.I.
T HE

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
15th OF THE MONTH PRECED-

FUTURE

OF

196 1

A first glim pse into trhe future comes in an art:iicle on Blandford Forum
on page 6. Other considerable changes, all for the good, are being
considered and planned and as and when possible these Vlllill be written about
in T HE WIRE.
Suffice that for Royal Signals and the Associanion .the futrure looks good.

ING PUBLICATION.
" T HE

R emittances should be made payable
to : R oyal Signals A ssociation.

except air

scription rates (p ost free,

mail):

Twelve

months,

Sub-

15/-;

single

month, 1/ 3.

Obviously vhe fewer who are currently serv.ing in R oyal Signals, nhe
fewer there are to buy and read THE WIRE. BUT, as sadd in September,
196o, nhere are THREE Corps in the Anny of about the same n umerical
st:rength as Roya[ Signals wh ose s.files of their Corps Magazine exceed those
of THE WrRE. What is accomplis<hed by others can be done b y Royal
Signals - o r can't it?
STAMP

JANUARY
Vol. JG

2

•

(New S e1'ies)

1961

No. I

\VlllE "

COLLECTOllS

The Junior Leaders Regiment has restarted its Philaitelist Club
and will b e MOST GRATEFUL to receive s tamps from all Regiments,
Squadrons, D etadhmen ns servin g overseas.
Amateur Radio ent!husiasts receive many QS!L cards with foreign stamps.
Envelopes containing stamps to please be addressed: Philateli~ Club,
Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals, Denbury Camp, N ewton Abbot,
South Devon.
THE WIRE , JANUARY 1961

With the retirement of Robin Yolland from the active list on
23rd November, 1960, the Corps loses one of its most popular
and versatile senior -officers.
Robin was educated at Wellington and entered the RM.A.
Woolwich in September, 1926, whence he was commissioned
into Royal Signals in February, 1928. After the normal Young
Officers' Courses, on which he passed out top of his batch, and
a short spell with a Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop at Tidworth
(including a month of trwo unexpectedly in command), he went
as a volunteer to India in which theatre he remained for five
years, sc ·ving ucces.:,ively in "B" Corps ignals and Waziristan
District Signals. While serving with the former until he was
M:nt on detachment to Burma and took part in the Operations
in that country for which he wa awarded the Indian General
Se;rvice Medal. Later he commanded a Wireless Section in the
Khost Operations on the North-West Frontier in March, 1933,
and the writer can remember Robin's cheerful face suddenly
appearing on the dusty road between Spinwam and Mirali.
While serving in Iudia he was seleoted to attend the Degree
Course at Cambridge University. He returned to England in
the spring of 1935 and after some months with 5th Divisional
Signal$ at Scarborough went up to Cambridge in the autumn.
I-t is by no means easy to tackle an Honours Course in two
years a an old undergraduate, especially after five years' service
in India, but Robin emerged successfully winh an Honours
Degree in the Mechanical Sciences Tripos.
Then followed the inevitable period as an Instructor at the
School of Signals with a " Hore-Belisha" Captaincy in 1938.
On the outbreak of war he was posted as an Instructor to
r51 O.C.T.U. at Alders-hot, and pent nearly •two years on nhc
valuable but self-effacing task of training ohe great oullput of
war-time Signal Officers, being promoted rto a Major's appointment in November, 1940.
From mid-1941 he spent a year on ohe staff of the Chief
Inspector of Engineer and Signal Stores at Chislehurst at a
critical period of the war, first behind locked doors on the then
very secret radar work and later on rthe booming inspection of
wireless equipment. He was exceptionally well fitted for this
task, and the Army has cause to be grateful for the backroom
work which he carried out at this time in the increasingly complex world of electronic equipment.
At last, in August, 1942, oame a po ting to a field uni.t in an
operational theatre. He went first to 1st Divisional Signals,
but two months later was selected 1to command V Corps Signals
in 1the Nor.nh African Campaign and promoted LieutenantColoneJ. He remained with ithis unit for nearly 18 months,
being awarded the O.B.E. for his services on 23rd September,
1943, early in the Italian Campaign. There followed an exacting
period east of 1the Apennines, in which ihis Unit played an important part in operations before tihe major re-grouping in the
spring of 1944. At that time he was posted as G.S.O.r at Headquarters Eighth Army when it was opposite the buttress of
Cassino, and remained w.ith that H.Q. during the final battle of
Ca ino and the break-through to Rome.
Whilst this campaign was still in progress he was sent to Haifa·
to attend No. 12 War Staff Course. On graduating as "psc" he
was posted first to command XIII Corps Signals, which at this
time was tran ferred 1to Fifth Army under cover of a radiodeception plot. But very shortly after he was appoint S.O.r
Royal Signals at H .Q. 15 Army Group under General Moran
and remained w1oh that Headquarters in Italy until the end of
the war in Europe.
A-t 'llhe end of the war, ·between VE and VJ days in 1945, he
was posted to fill the important appointment of G. S.0 .r, i~nals
3, at the War Office, being concerned with Wireless and Technical Policy for over two years. T hen followed a two-year
appointment as T.S.0.1 iin the Electronics Division of the Ministry of Supply Ordnance Board dealing with the growing application of electronics to armaments.
In the spring of 1950 he was selected to command 1 Wirele
Regiment in Germany. During his period of nearly two years
in command his unit achieved a proud record in spo11ts and a
very high standard of technical effi iency. He was responsible
for 1the planning of rhe move of the unit from Munster to
Bergclin, but before this took place he had assumed the duties
of G.S.O.r at rhe War Office M.I.8, with promotion to Colonel.
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For the next three years he directed an organisation with
important operational duties and showed his gift of diplomacy
by the excellent relation which he esr:ablished with Allies, with
!!he other Services and with the Foreign Office. At the end of
t!his appointmnt it was anticipated that he would return to
technical duties under the Ministry of Supply but this was
changed due to reorganisation and after a short delay he was
posted to Middle East Air Forces as C.A.F. S.O. He served in
Cyprus during the •two most difficult years of the Emergency
and was awarded itihe General Service Medal.
In the intervals between spells of duty he developed his
artistic talent by executing a series of excellent water-colours of
the Cyprus landscape, and even by attempting some underwater sketches.
While mentioning Robin's leisure activities it would be a
grave omission to fail ito comment on his outstanding ability
as an amateur gardener. His successor will have abundant
evidence of this in the garden at Druggon House.
Finally, in November, 1957, he was posted to fill his last
appointment on the active list as Commandant of the chool
of Signals with the rank of Brigadier.
In this appointment he has guided the destinies of a large
number of officers and technicians during a period of great
change in ohe final phase of National Service. He has also been
responsible for the detailed planning of the move of the chool
to Blandford.
T hroughout his service of nearly 33 years Robin Yolland
has maintained an equable temperament and a clear gra p of
essentials. Naturally good natured and \Wnn hearted he has
made many friend not only in the Corp , but in other services
and departments L"l all pares of the world. In his long career
he has been most ably supported by his vivacious wife, Audrey,
who has a natural gift for radiating happiness and bringing' a
smile even to the most solemn assembly. She has worked uncea ingly for S.S.A.F.A. and other Army Welfare O~ganisation..
As hostess at Druggon House she ha taken a maior share in
the social life of the Corps, a fitting culmination to a life of
unselfish devotion to the Service. They have n•,;o sons who
have followed their father through Wellington, one of whom
intends to make the Army his career, and a dynamic young
daug-hter.
We wish them all the be t of good lu k in the years ah ad.
3

®bituaries
LIEUTENA~T-COLONEL

J.

o.B.•;., T.D.
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He died aged 79 at his
home,
" Royston,"
394,
T opsham Road, Countess
Wear, near Exe ter. He
had spent nearly all his
life in voluntary service. He
joined the 1sr R ifle Volunteers in 1896 and transferred
to the Wessex D ivisional
Telegraph
Company
in
1908. H e served in tihis
unit, renamed 43rd Wessex
Divisional Signals 1914 1918. First in F rance and
later in Salonika where the
43rd were sent at the end
of 1915.
In 1916 he returned to
England and was commissioned in l!he 5orh Norl!humbrian Divisional Signals
but when he retu rned to
France in 1918 he was in 3rd Army Signals.
. ..
He cont1nued after the war in the 43rd Wessex D 1v1S1onal
Signals until he retired on reaching the age limit in 1924.
The next sixteen year.s were devoted to e ncouragement of
Amateur Athletics and Scouting.
In 1940 he was again in uniform in the 1st (Loyal C ity of
Exeter) Battalion Home Guard.
He w:as awarded the Boy Scouts Medal of Merit in 1946 and,
unusually, a Bar to l!hat medal in 1957·
Besides being a founder member and Preside nt of the
Exeter Branch of nhe Royal Signals A.5sooiation he was, or
had been, for twenty-five years an Amateur. Arhletic Association Judge. A Life Member of the Exeter City Football Club,
Treasurer of the Devon County Arhletic Association, a member
of the Committee of the Exeter Amateur Boxing Club.
Also be it said, he was for 44 year-.; prior to 1940, a member
of the 'staff of the South West Regional Director of the G.P.O.
Throughout his adult life he kept in very close touch wJrh
all !!hat went on in Royal Signals, partly by correspondence wit!h
his many friends and also because his son, L ieutenant-Colonel
J. R. Western, served in the Corps from r933/1959. To hlm,
very sincere sympathy on the death of his father who was very
well known and much loved in the West of England.
The funeral took place at the Countess Wear Parish Church,
Exeter, and was attended amongst many other.s by MajorGeneral Sir Godwin Michelmore, C.B., o.B.E., o.s.o ., M.C., T.D.,
D.L., J.P., Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. L. Davies, Officer Commanding 43rd (Wessex) Signal Regiment, T.A., who also
represented Major-General Sir William A. Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B.,
c.B.E., Colonel Commandant Royal Signals and Honorary
Colonel of the Regiment; Captain R. J . .Burdon, R .S.M. F .
Holt, S.S.M. R. Marriott, Staff Sergeant L. Ofield, 43rd
(Wessex) Signal Regiment, T.A., Mr. H. G. and Mrs. Randall,
C.S.M. J. Scrivens, late of the Regiment, Mr. S. W. Back,
representing Royal Signals Association. Exeter Branch, Mr.
J. A. A. Broom, Signal Service, Royal Engineers.
Mil. WILUAM E. BRENN AN

Chairman of the Manchester Branch,
Royal Signals Association
It is with deep regret that we inform his many friends and
comrades throughout the Corps of the sudden death, on Monday, 5th December, of Mr. W. E. (Bill) Brennan.
His career and association with Royal Signals was long and
varied.
He joined the Corps of Drums of the 6th/7th Battalion The
Manchester Regiment, T.A., at the age of 18 years, in 192i.
Following his civilian job in the G.P.O. Telephone Department,

he tran ferred to 42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional ignals in 1926
as a Despatch Rider, and served continuously until the outbreak
of war in 1939.
During that time he was a keen member of the Regimental
Band and in 1930 he was appointed Lance-Sergeant. At the
outbreak of war he was C.Q.M.S. His q uick promotion in
those days was due to the wholehearted way in which he
entered into the spirit of the Territorial A rmy. He played a
gallant, but little publicised part, in the hurriedly-formed
Beuman Division at the retreat to Dunkirk.
On returning to England he was Section Sergeant of the
Signal Section attached to the lIIth (Bolton) Field Regiment,
R.A. and 1942 saw him with the 8tb Army in Nor th Africa.
Seriously wounded at Tripoli, he became a line instructor at
the Middle East Signal School at El M aad i, and later he joined
the British Military Administration in Eritrea, unti l his release
in 1945.
Immed iately the Manchester Branch of the Royal Signals
Association was formed, he took u p a prominent part in the
committee and became its energetic Secreta ry.
Bill devoted a great deal of h is spare rime in the welfa re side
of the Association and helped' to m ake the M anchester Bra nch
one of the best in the coun try. I t was duri ng a visit to a sick
comrade that he suffered a heart attack and d ied so sud denly.
Of two things he was very proud, the three bars to h is
Territorial Efficiency M edal, denoting 30 years' service, and his
only son, W illiam.
W illiam junior commenced his National Service, after five
years as an infantry cadet, in 1947, and with the help of h is
father, joined the Royal Signals. H is service took h im in h is
father's foots teps to the M idd le East, and on h is demobilisation, he joined h is father's old Regiment, servi ng until 1956;
business finally compelling him to retire. N atura lly, he immediately joined the Royal Signals Association.
On 13th November of last year, fa ther and son paraded together in S r. Peter's Square, M anchester , before the Cenotaph,
father as Branch Chairman and son as Standard Bearer of the
Association.
M ajor S. Vernon, the Quartermaster of 4:ind (L anes.) Signal
Regiment, T .A., R.S .M . E lsey and four W arrant Officers and
Sergeants of the Regimen t attended the funeral at the Southern
Cemetery, M anchester on Saturday, rnth D ecember, and there
were present a large number of Old Comrades and G .P.0 .
officials.

DISTINGUISHED

CONDUCT - Lll<'E

SAVING

Lieutenant M . L. W . Jennings, Royal Signals, was a member
of the trainee crew of the IO-ton sloop Petasus from Portsmouth
during the Roya l Signals Young Officers' Training Cruise from
21 st-27th August, 1960.
Ar about 23.30 hours on 26th August while Petasus was at
moorings in Cowes H arbour, I sle of Wight, cries of " Help"
were heard. Lieutenant Jennings immediately set off in a
small dinghy in the darkness in the direction of the cries. He
found an elderly man clinging to an overturned dinghy unable
to extricate himself from a tangle of warps in the inner harbour.
The man in the water had reached a state of exh austion.
No-one else responded 10 the cries and i t was winh considerable
difficulty that Lieutenant Jennings m anaged to extricate this
heavy, exhausted man to drag him out of the water into the
dinghy of Petasus. If it had not been for the prompt action
of Lieutenant Jennings there is little doubt that the elderly man
would have drowned .

The Army Benevolent Fund
Certain doubts have been expressed as to the future relationship between The Army Benevolent Fund and the Royal
Signals Association and Benevolent Fund, now that the former
have 'Set up an Appeals Organ~sation . The following is the
situanion.
The Army Benevolent Fund do not helip individuals direct,
but through their Corps or Regimental Associations. As regards our Association, this has been done by a grant, when we
require it. However, mhe calls upon the Army Benevolent Fund
amount to much more than its income and it has been necessary
to call upon its invested capital.
There are many pos.sible sources of income for The Army
Benevolent Fund, which have not already been tapped and the
the Appeals 01'.lganisation has been set-up to organise means of
tapping these new sources.
These are entirely separate from the support given by those
~erving in Corps and Regiments to their own Association.
Indeed in this, our own Regiments and Squadrons and the
Branches of the Association are exemplary.
Suoh assistance as The Army Benevolent Fund requires of
the Army in its appeal to the public will be requested from
Formations and no doubt Royal Signals wjll play meir part
in this as in all else.

Introducing our Regular Recruits
J,ance- f',,o rporal Braniff, Siguahneu lUeauey
nnd Morris on
Three smart, well set up young men playing golf on the
Garrison Cour se caught your roving reporter's eye. Who were
they? Civil servants ? Tycoons of industiry ? An approach
was m ade and they turned out to be tlhree of our regular
trainees in 2 Squadron of 8th Signal Regiment-to wit LanceCorporal Bl'.laniff, Signalmen Meaney and Morrison, all training
to be R adio T echnician s.
They are young men who know what trhey want out of life
and intend to enjoy it to m e full.
Life outside the Army had proved unsa tisfactory. Instability,
lack of advenrure, a humdrum existence had brought them to
l!he Corps. Now they were learning a useful and interesting
trade. Afready Lance-Corporal Braniff and Signalman
Morrison, who are married, are in quarters which, to use their
own words, are " very good " and "excel anything previously
held by m e in aivvy street."
Golf, which they have taken up seriously in Catterick, is
their great hobby and the trio meet most Saturdays for a game.
But rhis is not all. They have taken full advantage of the Unit
DaJes Olu b and have spent a number of week-ends rock climbing in me Lake Distnict. The latest plan is a ski-ing holiday
in Scotland. Let'>S hope this comes off.
A salute tlhen to these sensible young men who are making

IN.t'OUMATION WAN'rED
~lulta Si~1ml

Seciiou/Haltn Counrumd Signals

Officer Commanding 234 Signal Squadron (Malta) is writing
a history of the unit since its formation in 1922 and would be
very glad to hear from anyone who served with the unit between
1922- 1946. De~ails of unit activities and personalities are
needed and rhe loan of photographs would be muoh
appreciated .
Please write to the Officer Commanding 234 Signal Squadron
(Malta), B.F.'P .O. 51.
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Signalman Morrison, Signalman Meaney, Lance Corporal Braniff
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BUCKINGHAM PALACE INVESTITURE
2209868 W.0.11 A. E. Lee, of 11th Signal Regiment (the Depot).
photographed at Buckingham Palace with his wife and son when he
received the M.B.E. on 22nd November, 1960
so much of their army life. The Corps is glad to have soldier
such as these. Their commonsense and initiative should take
~hem a long way in the Army which, Signalman Meaney says,
" has been true in its promises to me. I have the security I
hoped for, my trade training is all I expected and recreational
activities are unequalled."

THE KNIGHTS OF ST. GEORGE
Far too few members and ex-members of the Corps know
of 'the wonderful work done by the Knights. It is an entirely
voluntary organisation and there i no subscription but
membership is jealously guarded.
Briefly the object is to seroe tile war disabled in any pracucal
way, open to the individual.
Many voluntary organisations such as our own Association
are proud to be able to help those in need by advice, by gifts
of money or clothes, but officially we are not in the same class
as the Kinights of St. George. Notice the word "practical."
This means personal service by the individual Knight to the
individual patient, who has no-one else to care for him.
Some members of our own Royal ignals A sociation do
undertake such coJ:1p0ral work of mercy. Some members are
also Knights of St. George-but not many.
The work of the Knights is not for all of us, this is why
' membership is jealously guarded." It reward? It is said
that life-long friendships are made.
Apart from this person to person service, the Knight - of St.
George enjoy their lives to the full and indeed their wive and
lady friends jQin them on some social occasions.
Those who think they have tlhe courage to do this work may
apply for furrher information to : The Knight of Sr. George
3, Wolseley Gardens, London, W.4.
It should be noted that nhe Knights of Sr. George arc in
no way confined to London. Their fellow hip extend all over
England and Wales, as indeed does the wonderful work that
th y do.
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Blandford Forum
Hereto almost unknown Lo Royal Signal - this will be a
name as well-known as Catterick is now.
'
The " PJ~nning Wing " which shapes the official policy of
the Co~ps, is to _an e.xtent paralleled by -Ohe Town Planners of
30th S ignal Regiment.
Visite? in. mid-October it is revealed as a delightful small
town lymg m a hollow. To t1he nort!h are two ridges, each
surmounted by a hutted .camp, the valley between containing
:;ome good modern married quarters. On the northern ridge
~s vhc camp of 30~ Regiment, of which it is said that seldom
is ~ore than ~alf m barracks at any one t ime. Six months
ago 1t ':"lls a wilderness with h uts standirig starkly amid tarigled
veg~tauon.
i ow the area .is trim with mown grass.
Lit:utenant~lonel
J. R Piddington, M.C. makes an
~as1onal albeit galvamc appearance on this the North Ridge.
His work and a good half of his endeavour aies a few hundred
yards to tlhe south, where the Commanding Officer along with
professional architec~ becomes the "New Town Planner."
On. the so~vhern n~g~ is to be constructed the new barracks
and lDSltrucuonaJ bmldrng& for the School of Signals, Headquarters A.E.-R. .Royal Signals and 30th Regiment.
The planrung is revolutionary, the concept most admirable
The wor~ _is to co~ence in the early summer.
·
A Tralfiltig Battalion of R.E.M.E. is to vacate the Soullhem
Camp and then, so it :is hoped, will come the bulldoizers
Saved alone from their destruction are ro be
·
An excellent Parade Ground;
Th7 R eosveldt ~emori~ Garden ~mmemorating the
!\rnencan base hospital which was established in Blandford
m 1945-46;
And,. believe it or not, a small garden surroundina the
~emonal to .the Royal Naval Division raised in this Camp
m 19~4/15, of ;whic~ a Battalion was commanded by he
who 1s now Sir Wmston Churchill.
Reconstruction is to include :
An ed~ti?nal ba!lding patterned, it is hoped, on the most
mod~ ?uildings berng erected by tlhe Ministry of Education
as Tralfilng_ Colleges wherein, on several storeys the whole of
the scholastic work of the School of Signals will be conducted·
Hea~quarters. A.E.R. . will have a.t~ own block designed to
meet J~ peculi.ar reqlllfements of accepting for training in
successive fo11tnights the Army Emergency Reserve Regiments
of the Corps;
30th ~ ignal Regim7nt, too, will have its own particular
labo~tone~ and techmcal rooms providing all that is required
for vital mals.
Central kitchens, dining halls and a modern NAAFI are
all planned.
At the h~ad of the valley conmiriing now few, later very
many, marned quarters, will be another multi-storey building
the Warrant O~cer~' a_nd Sergeants' Mess which with the high
rank to n~encal basis of the establishments will be one of
the largest ~ the country. Here on the upper storeys will be
accommodanon for bachelors.
Betwee~ nJ:te W~rrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess and the
School building will be modern barracks for the rank and file
Beyond tlhe School building on new ground will be th~
Headquarters Officers Mess.
The. wisdom of moving the Headquarters' Mess from
Ca~enck to Bla~dford will lof!g be argued by the traditionalists
against the realists but the site chosen is one of the finest in
England. S_creened by a ~e of r:ees from the north and east,
the Mess will face south with a V'lew of 15 miles or more over
~e town. of Bla ndford Forum, several hundred feet below the
line of sight. T?e appr?'<lch road will skirt the barrack area
separated from it by high hedges which in the main exist
already.
So much for the plans.
Let us ~pe that short-sighted official parsimony will
not be perrmtted to cut unduly this excellent conception
Before Blandford is m~de, Catterick will have been our home
for forty years. Cattenck, much maligned in its reputatio
long r~ded by Press and public as a squalid slum, has see~
many unprovements made by and for Royal Signals. We have
worked hard to make the very best of what we have and this
work has been successful. But Catterick when we first went
there, was a slum !
'
th The Trai~ Bri~ade is to ["emain there and early in 196 1
e nth. Regiment (The D epoe) ~oves back from C hester.
Later 1~ that year the 2~rd Regiment moves in from Lincoln
The Bngade 1s to consist of three Regiments and Catterick
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will again be the place of entry and for many the place of
fimal de~~mure of all the Signalmen.
What in. our area of Catit:erick has not already been reconstructed will be and the Signalmen of tomorrow will be so
much ?etter housed than those of yesterday.
Obvmusly there arc mixed feelirigs about the move of the
~ch~ to Brandford. Many of the older generation will dislike
Lt.
For bett<7r or w'Qrse we moved to Cattertick in 192y
we have made 1t good, let us stay there."
'
There are, however, many cogent reasons for the move
a~d amongst other "traditionalists," the writer has been conVI?ced that the move t~ tlhe South o.f England is founded in
~~om.
~ut and let it be emphasised again, Blandford, if
it is to bn_n~ ~eal benefit to our Corps, must be built in a
man.ner which 1s as. worllhy as is the new Catterick. The 3oth
Regunent are working hard to found a traditio~ in Blandford.
Let us hope that those who follow them there continue so to do.

Anomaly in Pay Scales
I~ wil~ be remembered that a Warrant Officer wrnte on this
sub7ect ir1; the N ovember, 1960, number of THE WIRE, which
also publ1sh~d a reply by the War Office. Another Warrant
Officer continued the discussion and his leuer and the War
Office 1·eply thereto appears below :

Extract from 'Varrant Officer's Letter
The . "appropriate branch of llhe War Office" brings in
promouon : the W.O.II (P.S.I.) refel's only to pay.
Although Q_.R.s lay down the requirement for promotion
th~e are seruor N.C.O.s at the moment holding rank for
which they are not qualified, especially in tlle T.A., which is
ge>verned by further regulations.
. The anomaly is that S~geant A w.illh a B.II operator or
line trade plus a B.II driver or D.R. trade receives 1/6 a
day .less than Sergeant B with a driver or D .R. B.II e>nly.
There are two pay scales for Sergeants jn the A.C.I.
ThU:s, S~rgea?-t A would apparently gain r/6 a day should
he relinqmsh his operator or line trade and would also then
be fully qualified for promotion ?
War Office Reply
We apologisi; if w~ missed the point of the original query,
but as the wnter. did not mention Sergeants in his original
letter we were misled, and without this qualification most of
the first sentence of his letter was incorrect.
The War Office reply published in the November issue is
perfectly_ correct 'BS far as it goes, but the following additional
inform~tion may be published in reply to tlhe furrher points
now ralSed.
" Pa_ra~ai;ih .~1 (a) of A.CJ. 74/6o, .in dealing with the
as~imilauon
of Regular male soldiers (this paragraph also
app~1es to A.E.R./T.A. vide paragraph 4o(b) states:
(1) Ser~eants or above holding the highest classification in
tlheir trade (whether or not it is Class I) will be paid
the ~ate . appropriate to their rank. Those whe>se classification is belo""'. the highest in their trade, will be paid
the rate for their rank less 1/6 a day.
(ii) Corpora 1s. Class I and Class II tradesmen will be paid
the rate appropriate to their t:ank and trade classification
Class III tradesmen will be paid the Class II rate lesS
1/- a day.
" This _lowe,r ra;; of pay is referred to below as the
unqualified rate.
Thus the following rates of pay would
apply to Group " B " tradesmen on Scale C :
Sergeant
(Operator or Linc)
Class I
32s. od. per day
Class II or III 30s. 6d. ·per day
Sergeant
(D.R. or Driver)
Class II
32s. 6d. per day
(highest in the trade)
Class III
30s. 6d. per day
Corporal
(Operator or Lineman)
Class I
27s. od. per day
Class II
26s. od. per day
Class III
25s. od. per day
Corporal
Class II
26s. od. per day
(D .R. or Driver)
.
Class III
25s. od. per day
It 1s fully a ppreciated that as a result of l!he introduction of
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the. new Pay Code, many ~.C.O.s are now holding ranks for
whic~ ~hey arc not qualified, both in the Regular and
TemtoIJal Army, and this has given rise to a nwnber of
anomal!es of which the example quoted is one. These
anomalies have 1becn and still are under review in the War
Office with a view to their elimination.
.·
It is agreed that under the present rules Sergeant A could
by relinquishing his o~rati ng or line trade gain 1/6 per day
and become fully qualified for promotion. This is obviously
~bsur<l.
However, the possibility of a similar case arising
10 the future has been eliminated in the new rank/trade
structure for Royal Signals which has recently been approved
~y the Signal Officer-in-Chief, in which a B.I trade qualification has been made the minimum qualification for promotion
to Sergeant.
It should be added, however, that the case quoted has arisen
because up-to-date, Royal Signals have been granted a dispensation from the provisions of Q.R.s paragraph 4oo(cXi),
nd it has been po~sible for an N.C.O. to be promoted to
Serg~ant or n~ve w1lh a trade classification below the highest
pphcable to his trade.. This dispensation which, since 31st
~arch, 1960, has applied ONLY to Royal Signals, will be
•,Ithdrawn on 31st Match, 1961, after which no substantive
promotion will be authorised unless the individual is
r hrucally qualified. The "unqualified rate" of pay will
t n apply only to those substantive N.C.0.s who have still
. •t obtained the necessary qualifications and who are theretore debarred from further promotion and to N .C.O.s who
in e.·c:eptional circumstances, are granted acting rank befor~
they become qualified for substantive promotion.
The other. P?int _made by the Warrant Officer in his original
kner, t~at it is difficult to persuade a soldier to go for the
m<?re difficull tra.des whe~ ~ey can get more pay quickly by
gomg for the easier ones, 1s JUSt as trUe for the Regular Army
as for the T .A. and it has been a cause for concern for some
ume. It is unlikely that any immediate change can be
effected but the necessary representatiom 1will be made at the
appropriate time when the Pay Code becomes due for review.
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the French got there before him and he was not allowed to
open his set.
In November, 1920, he transferred to the Corps and, after
continuing with his duties in connection with the conduct of
plebiscites in Silesia for another year, he served with the H.Q.
W /T G roup British Army of the Rhine until he returned to
Marestield to attend the First Foreman of ignals Course.
From 1924 until 19'27 he was Foreman of Signals in charge
of Fortress Communications in Singapore when he retired and
was appointed Assistant Telephone Engineer to Johore State.
On leave in Australia and New Zealand when the Japanese
invasion of Malaya and Singapore commenced, he embatked
for Java and tried to join the volunteers in Batavia. As the
volunteers had by then been disbanded and he could not obtain
a passage to Singapore, he accepted the unofficial appointment
of Q.M. in Bornelius Reception Camp set up for stragglers. He
was given a uniform and food but received no pay. When the
fall of Java became imminent he was put on a ship destined
for Australia. This did not suit Mr. Floyd, who wanted to
move nearer to the scene of activities so, taking advantage of
the confusion which existed, he boatded another ship lying
alongside which was bound for Bombay.
He arrived in Colaba Camp, Bombay, in March, 1942, and
the following month received his commission. After service
with l Technical Training Battalion in Jubblepore and J L . of
C. Regiment in Assam and Manipur he joined Z L . of C.
Signal Regiment and in January, 1946, returned to Singapore.
Demobilised in December, 1947, he continued to serve the
Corps in a civilian capacity for another two years until, in 1949,
he became a civilian srores officer in Singapore Engineer Regiment. In May, 1953, he was employed by the Oriental Telephone and Electrical Co., Ltd., where he remained until May,
l96o, when, e>wing to the policy of Malayanisation, he was
forced to retire at the age of 71.
Mr. Floyd would very much like to hear from any readers
who knew him in the old days. His address is : 30, Siak Kew
Avenue, Singapore, 13.

HOYAL SIGNAL S OFFICERS'
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SINGAPORE

W . E. Floyd is now an
elderly man living in retirement in Singapore. His
association with the Army
has been a long one, commencing in 1904 when he
enlisted as a boy with the
Royal Engineers until 1949
when, as a civilian, he transferred to Singapore Engineer Reg:iment tin tlle
capacity of stores officer.
For nearly forty years he
has been associated with the
work of the Corps.
From 1904 until 1908 he
was mainly concerned with
military engineering but
whilst serving in Limerick
between 1908 and 1910 he
completed a Field Telephone and E q u i t a ti o n
course. Other courses followed in permanent line work and wireless telegraphy until, in
Match, 1913, he was posted to the School of Signals at Aldershot where he qualified as a "skilled operator W / T ." After
rhis course he was employed in experimental work at Longmore.
In August, 1914, Mr. Floyd was in charge of the W /T
Section of 2 Cavalry Brigade and he continued to serve with
the cavalry untiil March, 1915, when his duties took him to
G.;EI.Q; W /! Group. Service followed in tlle Somme until, after
being mvalided from France, he spent a month in the Signal
Convalescent _Depot in Crowborough in the early part of 1919.
The following year found Mr. Floyd in Cologne and Danzig
assisting in the conduct of plebiscites.
During this interesting part of his career he served under
General Carton de Wyart. With one operator he was responsible for direct wireless communication to the War Office. In
addition he relayed traffic between Egypt and London. After
this he moved to Warsaw to provide communication to a flagship at Copenhagen. Irt: is a matter of regret to Mr. Floyd that
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The Officers' Annual Reunion was held on Saturday, 3rd
December, at the Drill Hall of 4oth Signal Regiment (Middlesex Yeomaruy) T.A., by kind permission of the Commanding
Officer Lieutenant-Colonel H. R Beazley. A total of 150 officers
attended, being an increase of 34 over those attending in
1959.
The Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General A.
E. Morrison, C.B., o.B.E., read messages of greeting from Her
Majesty The Queen and Her Royal Highness The Princess
Royal.
The buffet was dispensed with, as in 1959, waitress service
being provided at tables, and all agreed that this change is an
improvement and should continue.
A vote was taken as to whether the majority of officers would
like the Reunion on a Friday or a Saturday. Results of the vote
was 52 for a Saturday, 18 for a Friday, the balance not voting
one way or the other.

2 4tla

DIVISION AL SIGNALS
IlEUNION

(191 4 -1919)

The follO\Ying were present at the D ivisional Memorial in
Battersea Patk on Saturday, 15th October, 196o: MaiorGeneral R. F. B. Naylor, G . Bell, T . H. Croft, G. H. Elwick
E. J. T . G room, P . Halford, E. Hayden, H. Hurst, F. W.
K irk, G . L . Olver, T. Parkinson, A. G. Raby, A. W. Rathbone,
H. Singleton, W. J. Smyth, D . W . Ware, W. J. Wood and F.
J. Smith (son of J. W. Smith) with his son.
General Naylor welcomed those present and explained that
owing to a misunderstanding, the Divisional Reunion Service
had to be held at the Memorial on the previous aturday, but
it would be combined with Signals again in 1961. He
reported that three regular attendants had died since the 1959
Reunion, namely, G. H. Walmisley, R. Laing and J. Hopkinson.
He then laid a wreath of poppies at the base of the Memorial
afterwards reciting the words of Binyon's poem " Tl1ey shall
not grow old ... " A few minutes silence in memory of dead
comrades was then observed.
After the ceremony most of those present proceeded to a
restaurant near Victoria Station for tea, later re-a embling at
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the Chevrons Club, where they were joined by P. G . Curncw
and J. Lyons.
The toast of Her Majesty The Queen was drunk after dinner
followed by that of "Absent Friends." The CJ1airman read a
telegram from Her Majesty The Queen replying to a message
of loyal greetings sent to her earlier in the day. He also read
telegrams of good wishes from A. E. Winton and Mrs. Previte,
and an extract from a letter he had received from Mrs. Lloyd
Howard, ending her greetings and good wishes to all present
and mentioning that a very lovely old Worcester china tea service, bought with money colle ted from members of the 24th
Divisional Signals and presented to her late husband in 1949it is contained in a case suitably inscribed-is till used on
Sundays and for parties, and will go eventually to her grandson: Mr. J. Lyons was thanked for the usual gift of cigarettes,
which were passed round the table, and the Chairman also paid
a tribute to the work done by the Secretary, who then read
extracts from detters and messages of good wishes he had
received from the following: C. C. F. Addie, A. Arnold, T.
Ballantyne, W. S. Clucas, 0. Cox A. P. H. Fowler A. C. Gill,
S. E. H ayward, W. Heather D. W. Howie, J. H. Johnston, C.
A. Smith, H. J. Kiberd, F. Mackie, A. D. Norman, E. T.
Robson, A. C. Skinner, A. V. Smith, T. B. packman, A.
Wadsworth, D. Ward, C. A. Wilkinson, A. E. Winton and R.
R. Ward.
.

Major J. E. Carroll
. ..
Captain G. A. S. Exel! .. .
Captain I . G. Hodgson . . .
. ..
Captain J. A. H. K. Findlatcr
Captain G. N. Bell
Captain \VT. G. A. Cathcart
Captain D. Ginens
Captain P. Carr
Captain B. A. Watson
Captain J. P. Hort
Captain J. P. Durrnnt ...
Captain M. J. T. O'Connor
Captain E. J. Hellier
...
Lieutenant M. 0 . N. Bird
Lieutenant P. Goldney ...
Lieutenant C. R. F. Hinds
Lieutenant H . A . Morrison
Lieutenant P . S. Render
Lieutenant D . A . Bate ...
Lieutenant R. I. F . Amos
Lieutenant D . S. Mullineaux
Lieutenant C. D . Brown
Lieutenant P . D . Alexander . . .
. ..
Second-Lieutenant L . M. MacDonald
Major (Q.M.) E. Launders
...
Major (Q.M.) W. F . G. Hockings
Major (Tfc. Offr.) F. Malone ...
. ..
Lieutenant (Q.M.) D. M. P. Shields

,,
,,
,.
,,
,,

H.Q., M.E.L.F., G.S.0.2.
School of Signals.
School o( Signals (Course).
R.M.A . .
607 Signal Troop, Attached 3rd
Signal R egiment.
,, Malayan Fed. Forces.
,. 257 Signal Squndron , U .K.
,, I Ith Signal Regiment (HS),
a1mched A.A.C. Centre.
, 252 Signnl Squndron, Hong
Kong.
,, H.Q., Land Forces (Hong Kong),
G.S.0.2.
,, Air Ministry, G.S .0 .3.
,, H.Q., A.P.L., G .S.0.3 .
,, War Office, GS .0 .2.
,, School of Signals (Course).
,, School of Signals ~Course).
,, School of Signals Course).
,, School of Signal s Course).
,, 3rd Signal Regiment.
,, 23rd Signal Regiment.
,, 8th S'ignal Regiment .
,, 210
Signal
Squadron ,
East
Africa.
,, 253 Signal Squadron, FARELF.
,, K.A.R. , East Africa.
,, I I th
Signal Regiment (HS),
attached R.A .S.C.
,, 21st Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.
,, 26th Signal Regiment.
,, H.Q., A.P.C.E.
,, 4th Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.

llctirements

PERSONAL
COLUMN
London Gazette
From Friday, rrth November, r96o, to Tuesday, 6th December, 1960.
Captain ~· C . Anderson to be Major, 13th November, 196o.
Seoon~-L1eutcnant E. Motley to be Lieutenant, 8th October, 196o.
qiptam J . W. Ing]edow to be Major, 18th November, 1C)6o.
L1eutcnant (Qr.-Mr.) J. W. Douthwaite to be Captain (Qr.-Mr.), 16th
November, 1C)6o.
Ca~tain (T.O.T.) F. Gray to be Major (T.0.T.), r6th November r96o
Ma1or. G. B. Newman relinquished his commission, 26th September; 196o:
Captam (Tic. OIIr.) \VT. Richardson to be Major (Tfc. Offr.) 26th
November, 196o.
'
Captain (Qr.-1'-'ir.) G. Lynam to be Major (Qr.-Mr.), 29th November,
1C)6o.
Major-General K. C. 0. Bastyan, C.B., C.B.E., retired, :znd December,
196o.
Major K. N. Smartt retired, 14th November, 196o.
Major (T .O.T.) H. N. Ransome to be Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.)
8th November, 196o.
'
L6oieutenant (Qr.-Mr.) J. Worsley to be Captain (Qr.-Mr.), rst December,
r9 .
Maior F. E. Berry, T. D., to be Lieutenant-Colonel 3rd June 196o
Ma1or A. R . Glanvill, T.D., to be Lieutenant-Colo~el 4th J~e r¢D
L!eutenant W. J. M. Michie to be Captain, 31st October, 196o. '
·
L1eut~nant B. W. P. Adams to. be Captain, 6th October, 196o.
Ca~tam (Qr.-Mr.) R. S. Ethcnngton from Short Service Commission to
be Lteutenant (Qr.-Mr.), ISt October, 196o To be Captain (Qr.-Mr.)
1st October. 196o.
'
qiptain (T.O.T.) W. Comish to be Major (T.O.T.), 8th December, r96o.
Lt~utcnant (Tfc. Offr.) L. J. Apps from Short Service Commission to
be J,.1eutcnant (Tfc. Offr.). 1st Sepiember, 196o.
Lteutcnant (Qr.-Mr.) W. A. Timbrell to be Captain (Qr.-Mr.), 7th
December, 196o.

Corrigenda
Apology is made for the errors iu the December
"Wire" in the Personal Column-London Gazette In
which four rlist1nguished Ofll.cers of the Corvs ,~ere
promoted to Brigadier Instead of to Colonel. Ba<l proofreading and/or wishful thinking.

Movements -

Olllcers

Lieutenant-Colonel W. T. M. Gaskell To War Office, T.S .0.1.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. S. Mansergh,
O.B.B.
•••
..•
,, \Var Office, A.A.G. P.S.1.
Major R. W. Millo
,, H.Q.,
Southern
Command,
G.S.0.2.
Major G. A. Weedon
,, School of Signals.
Major R. J. Harvey
,, 23rd Signal Regiment
Major T. H. Hesketh
,, 220 Signal S9uadron
Major P. A. M. Tighe
,, 1st Si!Plal RegLmcnt, B.A.0.R.
Ma;<>r F. A. Wainwright
,. 224 Signal Squadron.
Ma1or K. F. Lloyd
,, 21st Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.
Major B. A. Beattie
,,
229 Signal Squadron, B.A.O.R.
Major A. Pagan, M.B.ll.
,, H.Q., M.E.L.F., D.A.Q.M.G.
Major F. Ramsbottom
,, H.Q., Singapore Base District,
D.A.Q.M.G.
Major J . Richards ...
,, H.Q., East Africa Command,
S.0.2.
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Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. St. G. Hamersley, 17th December, 196o.
Lieutenant B. J. N . Ashford, 7th December, 196o.

Engage1nent
JAMBS-BAILEY- NURSA\Vl.- The engagement is announced between
Corporal David James-Bailey, of 24th Signal Regiment, and Miss Valerie
Nursaw, of 1, Grange Road, Colburn Lane, Catterick.

Births
zst Signal Regiment
MERCHANT.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. V. Merchant, a son, on
31st October, 196o, at B.M.H., Hanover.
HARLOW.-To Signalman and Mrs. M. J. Harlow, a son, on 16th
November, 196o, at St. Luke's Hospital, Guildford.
10th Signal Regiment
CATTERMOLE.-To Signalman and Mrs. R. Cattcrmole, a son, born at
Buchanan Hospital, St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex, on 16th October, 196o.
BUNN.-To Sergeant and Mrs. \VI. J. Bunn, a son, born at B.M.H.,
Iserlohn, on 5th November, 196o.
HALL.-To Craftsman and Mrs. A. J. Hall, a daughter, born at B.M.H .,
Iserlohn, on 19th November, 196o.
z8th Signal Regiment
INCE.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. F. A. Ince, a daughter, Gina, at
B.M.H., Singapore, on roth October, r96o.
BACK.- To Sergeant and Mrs. Back, a daughter, Rita Jone, at B.M.H.,
Singapore, on 12th October, 196o.
205 Signal Squadron (Infantry Brigade Group)
RIDGE.-To Corporal and Mrs. J. J. E. Ridge, a son, Simon John, at
B.M.H., Iscrlohn, on 4th November, 196o.

Marriages
•
Isl Signal Regiment
POTTER-SIL VER-Lance-Corporal T. C. Potter to Miss Valerie Rose
Silver, on 12th November, 196o, at the Parish Church, Ruislip, Middlesex.
STONE-MOULDER.-Signalmon G. A. Stone to Mi ss Carol Anne
Moulder, on 29th October, 196o, at the Parish Church of St. Mary,
Chesham, Bucks.
FRYER-TEA BADEKO\Vl.- Lance-Corporal P . A. Fryer to Fraulein
Tea Badekow, at the Standesant, Soltau, on 27th September, 196o.
BULLER-COLES'. -Signalman G. T . Buller to Miss Jean Coles, at the
Parish Church of St. Mory the Virgin, Nether Stowey, Somerset.
zoth Signal Regiment
CARTER-WILKINSON.-Signalrnan J. Carter to Miss Pamela Wilkinson, of 34, Folly Lane, Warrington, at St. Barnabas, Warrington, on rst
October, 196o.
W ~LACE-MULLER .-Sergeont G. \Vlalloce to Hannelore Millier, of
Lmdcnstrasse 10, B., KoningslutteJ A /Elm, Kreis Helmstedt, at the
Standesamt, Essen-Riluenshield, on 28th October, r96o.
BIRD-DOWDING.- Drivcr W. J. K. H. B. Bird to Miss AJeanor Ann
Dowding, of 8. \Vest Adam Street, Edinburgh, at the Registry Office
'
Haymarket, Edinburgh, on 13th June, 196o.
WARBURTON-TEAGUE.-S(gnaJman J. Warburton to Miss Norman
Lillian Teague, of 174, Lansdown Road, Birkenhead, nt St. Mary's
Church, Upton, on 10th September, 196o.
BURNETT- MACKIE.- Lancc-Corooral A. Fl. Burnett to Miss Iris
Mackie, of 41, Grampian Circle, Torry, Aberdeen, at the Registry Office,
Southern District of Aberdeen, on 3rd September, 1960.
GILI?ER- GERRITZEN.-Corporal C. T. Gilder to Christel Gcrritzen, of
Duisburg, W-Ort, Eschens1rnsse, 135, nt the S13ndesnmt, Duisburg, on
27th October, 196o.
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BIRD LAMB. Signalman J. G. Bird to Miss Mavis Lam!:-, of 67,
14th Avenue, Tong Road, Leeds 12, at St. Wilfred's Church, Ralton,
Leed•, on 15th October, 1960.
CUTHBERT-McGOWAN.-Lancc-Corpor~! J. R.
Cuthbert t~ Miss
Coralyn Margaret McGowan, of 40, I hornley Avenue, Krutswood,
Glasgow, at Balshagrcy Church , Glasgow, on 8th October, 196o.

f14•11ths
DALBY. C .S.M. G . Dalby , on 12th November . 196o. Royal Signals
3rd October, 1923-22nd Septembe~, .1948. An Annual Member of
the Manche ter Branch of the Associauon.
\'(IE TERN. -L1cutcnant-Colonel J. W. Western, o.a.e., T.~.1 on 20th
November, l96o, at Royston, Count~s~ Weir, Exeter. A Lite Member
of the Exeter Branch of the AsSOCiauon.
IJRIDGE.-23647329 Signalman K. Bridg~ , nn 24th November, 1C)6o. An
Annual M ember of the Association.
I A. NIGAN. -2308821 Ex-Sergeant T. Lannigan, on 27th November,
• • 196o. aged 64, at Millbank Hospital. King's Royal Rifles, 1915-1919;
Royal Engineers, 1919; Royal Signals, 1920-1934 and 1939-1940. InPen , ioner, Royal Hospital , Chcl~"'1 , from 8th June, 1955 .
HREN ' AN .- W . E. Brennan, on 5th December, 196o. Royal S~g~ah,
1926-1945. The Chairman of the Manchester Branch of the Assoctauon.
Dl•EGAN. -Mnior (Qr.-Mr.) M. Decgun , on 30th November, 196o, whilst
.n lc:ive in Germany from Ghana .
l'l'TRIE.-22212873 Lance-Corporal M. Petric, of 15th Si11nal Regiment.
on 25th December. 196o; result of a road accident. Life Member o(

==PROMOTIONS==
The following
November, 196o.

promotion'
Si~nnb

Fort•otan oi
To W.0.I

2668121

To W.0.II

were

authorised

during

the

month

of

floster
Willam , A.

W.0.II

(620)

21015573 S Sgt.
14469928 S Sgt.
19175118 S Sgt.

(1020)
(1030)
( tIOO)

Craze, T L.
Moxon, B. R .
West K. J

Hegimental Duty Roster
(1080)

Clarke, B. E.

To W.O.II

2118t459 A / W.O .II
22212.672 A / W .O.II
22242505 S Sgt.
19041610 A / W .0.II
2548944 A / W.O.Il
14041463 A/W.O.II
2328463 A/ W.O .II

(2420)
(2440)
(2450)
(248o)
(2490)
(2500)

Hall, T. E.
Wombwell, R. J.
Trow, J.
Molony, P . D.
Link, B. V.
Porter, R.
Bullock, A.

To S Sgt.

2549742
867195
254948o
21005762
22289727
22242334
223 I 2337
22031273
21t81758
2549584
22242140
22247172

( 15 20)

To W.O.I

2325245

the A' odation.

Pl A ll". -6o85382 Staff Sergeant V. H. G. Plau, of 7th S!~al Regiment,
on ioth December, 196o. Life Member of the AssoCJauon.
HlvH.-22950776 W .O.II W. J. High, of 22nd Signal Regiment, on 19th
De<:ember, 196o; result of civilian traffic accident. Annual Member o( the
A , 'ICiation .

JONE .-7500 Ex-C.S .M. W. H. Jones, 117, Greys Road, Hcnley-onThames, on 18th December. 196o. Served in Royal Engineers and
RE. Signal 1901-1919. An Honorary Life Member of the Association.

A /W.O.I

A/ S
A/ S
A/ S
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt .
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/ S
Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

(2520)

~

Mercer, G. W.
Daglish, H. G. S.
Miller, H.
Burges!, A. D.
Sugg, R.
Craddock, G . R.
Evans, J.
Mouis, J. A.
Hadfield, K.
MacDonald, G. S.
Rose, J. B.
Hammerton, R . W. J.

1550)

t590 )
5320)
(1630)
(1640)
(1670)
(550)
(430)

(1690)
(1 700)
(580)

Sgt.

Technical Roster

lr1•iual.s tind D"ptrrt11rf's

To S Sgt.

Signal Regime111
Arrivals : Second-Lieutenant J. R. S. Ovenden.
lkpar111re.1 : Lieutenant H. A. Morrison, Staff Sergeant A. J. A. Bell,
Sergeant L . S. Bodys.
18th Signal Regiment
Arrivals: W.O.II Chambers, Stoff Sergeant Harvey, Sergeant Longbottom.
Departures : Staff Sergew1ts Daker, Davies and Hammill.

(700)

Palmer, D. J.

(310)

Richardson, F.

~280)

Woods, C. A. N.
Bird, A. W.

(170)
(424)

Wells, C. w.
Constantinou, A.

A / Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A/ Sgt.

~ 1490)

176o)

Adams, E. V.
Sneddon. P. M.
Wilson, M. 0.
Rawlin , G. E.

22679510 A / Sgt.
22232300 Cpl.

(910)
(920)

Holder, D . E.
King, A.

22246o70 Sgt.

ISi

Clerical Roster
To

w.o.n

A / W.O.II

14194833

To S Sgt.

14836642 A / S Sgt.
22539465 Sgt.

To Sgt.

22590907
22537728

Operatin~

To Sgt.

300)

Cpl.
A / Sgt.

lloster
2256o569
22547598
25771397
22771364

158o)

~1740)

l.i11e111an .Hoster
To

'l'lu- lath ~feetiug of the re11resentatives of the
Hra1whes of the Association
will be held in London on Saturday, 8th April, 1961.
to Branch Secretaries in February.

Details will be sent

gt.

General Trades and Duties lloste1·
To Sgt.

The ::Vationnl lladio and Tele,·isiou Exhibition
is to be held at Earls Court, London. from Wednesday, 231d Augu~t,
to Saturday, 2nd September, with a preview for overseas S?d other .special
visitors on Tuesday, 22n.d August. It will Il);'rk ~he Sil.ve;, Jubilee of
television programmes which were first seen at Radiolympia m 1936.

llOYAI,
February 4
March 1
March 8
Morch 22
March 29

UOYAL

R .M.C. of Science
Aldershot Services
R.E.M .E .
. ..
Welbeck College
Scarborough
Easter
Festival

SIGNALS HUGBY
Fixtures, 1061
Hartlepool Rovers " A "
Hull University
...
Royal Military Academy
Command Cup Final
Command Sevens

SIGNALS
ASSOCIATION
Fixtures, J 96 I

Saturday, 25tl1 February
.. .
Wednesday, 8th March
.. .
March/ April
...
. ..
*Dates

Sheffield University
Durham University
*R.E.M.E.
not yet confirmed
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(320)

A/ Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

22800051

~1180)

136o)
(1400)

Thornborough, P.
Maskill, W.
Tyler, N. C. I.
Pylec, C. A. E.

DELETIO, S

Sil!ual Ct•ntre SnJtPr,·isor lloster
W.O.I

II OCKEY
UOY."L SIGNAL
Fixtures and Trials, 1961
Wednesday, 15th February
Thursday, 16th February
Friday, 17th February ...
Wednesday, 22nd March
Friday, 31st March
to
Mondny, 3rd April

2n.µ016
23467121
22775633

207

T.-cllnieal Ilostt•r
Aldershot
Aldershot
Arborfield
Welbeck
Scarborough

FOOTBALL

W.O.I

Duf~·

llt•{timt•nfal
\V.O.I

610

\Y/ .O.II

390

S Sgt.

204

280

930

1970

3380

2510

4740

5010

GN1eral Trades and Duties
gt .

Hartle pools
Cauerick
Camberley

60

OJterafin~

gt.

430

970

2430

Rostt•r
5220

5530

6190

J,i11e111a11 Hoster
FOOTBALL
Home
Away
Away

gt.

2490
ERTIO

llt·~inwnfal

Duty Uostt•r

2326968

Sgt.

Evans, T. \X'.
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Visit of
JUNIOR LEADERS
REGIMENT BAND
to
LONDON
November 11th -13th,
1960

The Junior Leaders turn to face the Royal Box to sing
"Soldiers of the Queen"

[Photo : Tht Timu
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The Corps of Drums of the Regiment left Denbury by coach
in the bleak and early hours of Friday, I 1th November, r96o.
They joined up with the Regimental Choir at Paddington later
in the day and went straight to the Royal Albert Hall. There
they were disappointed, but not di heartened, to learn that nhe
final form of the programme precluded their playing anything
more than a token part in the British Legion Festival of
Remembrance.
Saturday, 12th November was spent in the living accon;unociation allotted in the Royal Artillery Depot in Woolwich, where
preparations were made for a special performance arranged by
the Commanding Officer for the following day at the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea.
The day of Sunday, r3th overnber-Remembrance Sunday
-dawned bright and clear, and in bright sunshine the Corps
of Dnuns, 55 strong, entered the venerable precincts of the
Royal Hospital and prepared to begin their counter-marching
display. At I I.45 a.m., as the Remembrance Service congregal!ion moved solemnly out of the "dim, religious light" of the
Hospital Chapel, the opening fanfure echoed through its courts
and cloi ters.
A distinguished gathering, including the Lieutenant Governor
of the Royal Hospir.al, Major-General Sir A. Do~Jas Campbell,
K.B.E., c.s., o.s.o., M.c., the Adjutant, Brigadier P. B. Cuddon,
C.B.E., M.C., and such Corps personalinies as Brigadier H. R.
Firth and Colonel H. A. Prince, w-atched the resplendent lines
of scarlet march, counter-march wheel and circle wim precision
and steadiness while playing a varied repenoire of marches on
dnuns, rrumpets and bugles. The final touch to an impressive
performance was added when a file of Scottish pipers, wearing
the Grant tartan by gracious permission of the Countess of Seafield, played a few stirring airs from over the Border.
After an advance in review order had taken place and the
General Salute had been sounded, the Lieutenant Governor
thanked 11he Drum Major for an excellent performance. The
files of fresh and yout!hful Junior Leaders then marched brisldy
and sm.art!ly past the spectators, among whom could be seen the
lined and battleworn face of many a veteran who had come to
spend the evening of his days in this happy and pleasant place.
So age and youth met, communed with each other for a shon
while and then, inevitably, their ways divided. Bur perhaps
for a few minutes some old heart had been uplifted and the
thrill and magic of a soldier's life recalled to an ageing memory.

I was There
BY

J/SIGNALMAN

CRAGGS,
WHITE
SWAN
JUNIOR LEADERS REGIMENT

TROOP,

On nth November I, along with 126 other members of lhe
Regimental Choir, travelled to London for the British Legion
Festival of Remembrance.
We arrived in London at around one o'clock. Durjng the
journey on the train we had been kept busy learrung and perfecting a new harmony for " Soldiers of the Queen," that kept
our minds occupied, but I still felt a lintle apprehensive at 11he
thought of appearing before the Queen.
I think it is true to say that nhere was no-one in our pany
who was not nervous by rhe ttltne we reached 11he Royal Albert
Hall, where the festival is held. The first feelings I had were

of minuten , which is not surpnsmg \>..ilien you think of the
tremendous grandeur of the building.
At the first rehearsal I nhink everyone w.as very nervous. The
\Vhole Ohoir was ge1lt!ing lower and lower in botlh volume and
spirit. After we finished I felt like crawling away to some dark
corner to hide. However, we were cheered up by Ralph
Reader's r.alk, and by the promise of microphones for our next
rehearsal, to aid the volume. After lunclh everyone felt better
and in the next rehearsal we sang much better. When the time
came for the matinee performance we were again a bundle
of nerves. This is understandable When you consider that rhe
previous audiences we have had were small, compared to rhe
vast crowd in the auditorium. However, the whole Choir
resµonded to Mr. Webber's cool, calm coillfidence, and sang
very well. Later, during the community singing, we all relaxed
and sang as if we were havling a sing-song in nhe barrack room.
In the evening, as we watched from 11he side of the hall, I
was deeply moved When the Chelsea Pensione!'S came down
the steps to join the rest of the forces in the muster. Indeed
I sang " Soldiers of !!he Queen " }ust for them, and was proud to'.
Though I was young, too young to remember, during t!he
War I did lose a number of relations, some of whom I
never met. During the silence I was thinlcing deeply of nhese
lo t relations of mine, and it was not until the Lord Bishop of
Birmingham read the Blessing that I realised where I was.
I had an immense feeling of bonh pride and joy when I
entered the Arena, and sang in front of the Queen. I sang as
I have never sung before, so did the rest of the boys, from what
I could hear.
The Royal Albert Hall impressed me witlh its magnificence
and tradinion. The Festival with its glory, splendour and the
memories it stirred.
I am indeed proud to say that I appea'fed before Her Majesty
The Queen in the r96o Fesnival of Remembrance.

Grndnation J•arade
14th n.-cember, 1060
It was fine but very, very cold winh an icy wind from
Dartmoor.
The Regiment paraded by Troops with very considerable
interval and a wide gap in the centre ooowpied by the Band in
full dress.
The graduates paraded on the outer flanks in Butle Dress, tihe
remainder in Service Dress.
T.he Drwns marched to the saluting base, received the Regi mental S11andard and Esoort, which was marched to its place
in nhe centre of the Regiment.
Major-General A. E. Morrison, c.s., O.B.E., Repre6enra.nive
Colonel Commandant, was received witlh vhe General Salute
and• commenced his inspection at the conclusion of which the
Regiment marched 1)ast by Troops in line.
Tihe Regiment nhen " broke ranks " and a-s sembled in a half
circle for nhe Inspecting Officer's address, whloh dealt in rhe
main with his congratulations to vhe Regiment on turn-our and
steadiness.
The Regiment reformed and nhose who were to receive
Trophies and Awards marched out on the long and d:iffioult
journey to and from the salulling base.
After the Advance in Review Order and General Salute the
finale was impres~ve to a degree.
(Conrin11ed on page 12)
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The two Troops of Graduates turned inwards and low
marched through th ranks and off parade to tlhe traditional
music of the Pipe . A they disappeared in rhe distance two
Troops from the Recruit Squadron marched on from either
flank and took their place .
Impressions. As always in this Regiment, near perfect drill,
excellent rurn-<>ut AND a steadiness on parade which could
not be improved on by veteran troops.

con1•s SILVEll

GRADUATION LIST, DECEMBER, 1960
Training
Regiment

ame
B. M. Aslett
T. H. Coates
M . E. I. Digweed
J. Grant
J. Kelly
R. B. Phillips
M . Young

24th
23rd
23rd
8th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
224 Sqn

Pr~clectcd

Trade

Troop and
Adopted Regiment

Wrls Op
TgOp
TgOp
Radio Relay Op
Spec Op
Spec Op
Spec Op

Kohima Troop
2 Signal Regt

"
"
"
"

"

A. L. Allsop
L. W. Batram
R. J. Buecher
M . J. Edwards
P. Law
A. Rhodes
P.R. Rouget
R. Thompson

23rd
23rd
23rd
8th
24th
8th
23rd
24th

Tg Op
Tg Op
Tg Op
Radio Relay Op
Radio Relay Op
Radio Relay Op
TgOp
Tptr Op

Bruno Troop
10 Signal Regt

S. G. Alexander
K. E. Bates
E. Davis
J. R . Fuller
T. A. Griffiths
P. D. H . Hall
D. Musson
A.C. teWinan
P. 0. Rixon
R. A. C. Sharp
E. A. Thomas
T. A. Tracey

23rd
224 Sqn
23rd
23rd
24th
23rd
23rd
24th
24th
24th
24th
23rd

TgOp
Spec Op
TgOp
TgOp
Tptr Op
TgOp
TgOp
Radio Relay Op
Radio Relay Op
Tptr Op
Radio Relay Op
Tg.Op

Anzio Troop
I Signal Regt

M. R. Bensley
D . M. Colliver
A. S . Dent
J. R. Hawdon
D . J. McClcnaghan
A. Schofield
D . W. Tanguay

12th
24th
24th
23rd
23rd
23rd
224 Sqn

Lineman
Tptr Op
Radio Relay Op
TgOp
Tg Op
TgOp
Spec Op

Quadrant Troop
4 Signal Regt

A. Buston
G. C. Dyson
A. Garrehy
A. J. Gardner
A. C. Hamett
T. C. Rooney
M. R. Smith
G . R. Stevens
M . T. Stratton
P. Walker

224 Sqn
24th
23rd
23rd
24th
23rd
24th
24th
224 Sqn
24th

Spec Op
Tptr Op
TgOp
TgOp
Tptr Op
TgOp
Tptr Op
Tptr Op
Spec Op
Clk

Kukri Troo~
17 Gurkha ig Regt

G. B\1-on
J. S. . Barron
D. H. Chick
D. A. Francis
R. P. C. Hartley
W. Jay
E. P. W. Lewis
K. W. Ramsey
D. Williams
W. M. C. Williams

224 Sq n
24th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
24th
224 Sqn
24th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
224 Sqn

Spec Op
Radio Relay Op
Spec Op
Spec Op
Radio Relay Op
Spec Op
Wrls Op
Spec Op
Spec Op
Spec Op

Iron Troop
3 Signal Regt

D. J. Bates
K. J. Chambers

8th
24th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
23rd
24th
224 Sqn
24th
23rd
23rd
23rd
24th

Radio Relay Tech
Tptr Op
Spec Op
Spec Op
TgOp
Tptr Op

Jer boa Troop
5 Signal Regt

ptr Op
TgOp
TgOp
Tg Op
Tptr Op

24th
24th
8th
12th
8th
8th
24th
24th
224 Sqn

Tptr Op
Tptr 0-f,
Radio clay Tech
Lineman
Radio Relay Tech
Radio Relay Tech
Tptr Op
TptrOp
Spec Op

White Swan Troop
30 Signal Regt

TgOp

White Spear Troop
7 Signal Regt

J. A. K. Couper

S. B. Elliott
C. V. G . Fletcher
K. E. Greenhalgh
A. Riding
I. A. Saunders
B. Schofield
A. J. V. Sharp
E. J. Smith
A.R.Tai
R. M . Chambeni

J. Coverdale

B. Craggs
A. D. Friday
M. E. Gordon
J. A. Naisbit
M . G. Organ
J.P. Pruett
J. R. Riches

I

D. G. Edmond
P.R. Grunccll
W. G . McClcnaghan
R. G. Mills
P.R. Read
C. P. Thompson

12

23rd

I

23rd
23rd
24th
24th
23rd

~ecOp

Tptr Op
~Op
rls Op
Radio Relay Op
Tg Op

"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

SCHOOL

"
"
"
"

"

"
"

..

"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

SIGNALS

Administrative '\Viug. Winter appears to be finally
with us, and tlle perennial damp, which always seems to be
worse in Catterick, descended on tihe area, however, we have
had the occasional spring-like day, to cheer one's spirits, and
maintain a cheerful optimistic outlook on life.
Since our last notes the Commandant, Brigadier R. G.
Yolland, has left rus on retirement; we wish him and Mrs.
Yolland a very happy and pleasant retirement, and all success
in the funure.
We welcome t:he n w Commandant, Brigadier A. Fitz G.
McGill, O.B.E., and trust once he "settles in" he and Mrs.
McGill will enjoy their stay in the "Garden City" of the North.
Preparauions are now going ahead for our Annual Ghildren's
Christmas Party, which this year is much bigger than ever
befoce, and we are keeping our " fingers crossed " hoping all
goes well. The last count of children was very nearly 450, so
trust we will be able to cont1rol rhem on the "Big Day " and all
goes well.

I ·t

llEGHIENT

(DIVISIONAL)

November has ended in a blaze of glory in tlte spor~ing field.
We have won through to the next round of the Momson Cup
in all three major sports. On Saturday, the 26th November,
2nd 'ignal Regiment came up to Verden to meet us on the
Rugby field. We won by 26 points to 19, but <>D;l)'. after a very
hard fought game. This was a particularly exciting match to
vatch and for a tli.me it seemed very much as though we would
have to concede victory to 2nd Regiment. However, our team
rallied wonderfully well and towards the end of the second half
swung the result to our favour.
At the same time our basket ball team was battling away
against 7th Signal Regiment; in this we lost but were by no
means disgraced.
We met 2nd Signal Regiment at Hockey _on Monday, 28th
November. This was played on nhe 2nd Regunent ground. We
won by two goals to one after a close 3?d even match. .
The last day of November saw us agam on the touch. line
shouting ourselves hoarse While our S~er team played 7th Signal
Regiment here on the forest ground m Verden..7th ~red early
on m the game and the firs.r half proved an anxious tllllle for 1st
Regiment supporter . MaJor _Alex Lamb1 who runs our football was a worried man until well on mto the second half.
Th~ equaliser came just before half-time and as our team
settled down t'hey achieved a safe lead of five goals to one.
The 7nh scored again at nhe end of the ~econ<l; half to make nhe
final score five-two. This was a great Will agamst a ~trong tea~
and I have no doubt rhat eleven members of 1st Signal Regiment are felling very pleased with themselves.

21 Snbaltea·11s Part II. Sixteen British Officers, one
Officer from Iraq and one from the Sudan have now started on
their Parr II Courise. Perihaps it is a poor time to look at the
course, we have had three weeks in Basic Group and we are
feeling a little "shell shocked." Most of the course are finding
it a little difficult to ger back into the routine of "amps and
ohms."

"

"
"

..
".

"
"

"

"

"

"
"
"
"

"
"

Francisca Troop
28 Signal Regt

"
"

OF

20 Subnltt•1·ns Part II. 20 Subalterns Parr II have
now left rhe School, they made their farewells on 12th
November. Many will have joined nheir new unirs and many
will be on the high seas.

"
"
"
"
"
"

"

Silver Grape Bowl presented to nhe Co11ps by Brigadier R. G .
Yolland, O.B.E., on the occasion of his retirement and inscribed :
"Pr~nted by Brigadier R. G. Yolland to conunemorate tlhe
4otlh anniversary of Royal Signals and nhe visit of H.R.H. The
Princess Royal in her 25th year as Colonel-in~Chief, Oatterick
Camp, 24nh June, 1960."
" Hand beaten by Major J. T. R. Sylvester-Bradley.

graph Office and its associated school, Croydon Telegra];)h
Office, London Telephonist School and finally an Automatic
Exchange at Wembley.
·tll ·c q " Course. In the middle of the month ca!11e
the news that rhe form of ~he Qualifying Course was be1~
changed and that as from the ncx!t intake of Y~ung Officers ~
January, the course would be in !iWO parts. ThMl meant tlhat if
we were to leave the School before the next Part I Cour~ l~r,
our course would be shortened. Consequently we arc fimshing
the Basics phase this December, and compleun,g the other four
phases of the course by next April. The sylla~us has b~en
amended for us but there is still a slight suggesuor: of havmg
to "Beat the Clock."
On the 24th we attended the Dining-Out of our Co~ndant,
Brigadier Yolland, and, having been_ impressed by his farewell
speech, helped in throwing some light on the Cable Wagon
proces1>1on.
h
C. D A. Blessington has tak~n over. manage_ment of t. e
(,armon Scottish Country_ Dan~~g Soo:ery, ,;which }1o_lds 1rs
meetings in the Mess. This acnv1ty (or is 1t SJ>?ft ) i very
popular among the members of our Course, and is e~~mre~ of
our enthusiastic, if not expert, suppollt on St. Andrews Night.

-

47 " Q " (;ours•'· The last week in September was
ser aside for the Course' LeadeI!Ship Training Week. The aim
was to practice each officer in planning and or,g anising a personal activity, which would exercise his powers of originality
and initiatiive while at the same tfime being of value to his future
ca.reer. The repons for 47 " Q " Course enterprises have ju&
been judged by a committee and prizes awarded for rhc best
efforts.
First pnizc was awarded jointly to Lieutenants N. Last and
M. L. Jennings. The theme of rheir activity was "A Mounooin
a Day " and involved the climbing of .B en Nevis, Scafell and
Snowden, in three consecutive day.s ! One of the chief factors
was me distance, wih.ich exceeded thirteen hundred milos !
However, the weather was fine and the entire proj ect was com:.
pleted without incident. Indeed the advenrure was very greatly
enjoyed and made a ~orious break away from lectures.
Second prize was awarded to Second-Lieutenant J. E. Barnes
who spent a week studying training methods and organisation
of the Telegraphy and Telephony Seotions of the G.P.O. Visits
were made to Faraday Buildings, home of the Continen tJal and
a Trunk exchange. The International Exchange, Central TeleTHE WIRE, JANUARY 1961

!Jrd

llEGDIE~T

(Dn'ISIO. 'Al .•

The last few weeks have been spent in preparation for the
C.I.V. and Tels inspection. Everyone has ~en called
upon to do his bi.t from before _dawn to late at mght. These
two inspectfons have brought their usual work and worry. T~p
Officers and Sergeants coul~ be ~een alm<?St every ~y takmg
a worm's eye view of their vehicles, while ~e dr~ver of I
Squadron have desperately tried to. keep their vehicles away
from the digging screwdrivers of their O.C. Corporal Dawson,
1 $quadron, and Corporal Dewhurst, 2 ~quadron,. are worthy
of mention as they did most of the spraymg of their quadron
transport. The moment of truth is upo~ u~ and we arc confident the results of the inspection will Justify the hard work
put into the preparations.
. .
In the field of sport there has been much actlVlty an~ ~e
Regimental teams have tried h~rd, ~ some cases gamrng
distinction. The hockey ream is having a very succes ul
season In the Southern Command Cup we are through to
the q~11ter finals by beating 22 S.A.~. in_ our replay (a
promised in the last edition). The score m thi_s excellent game
wa s 7-2. The team is also through to the third r?und of the
Army Cup, Southern Command Section, by beatmg the 2nd
East Anglian Regiment 7-1.
The basketiball team has been doing well, though the te~m
got awa:v to a slow start at the beginnin_g of the season. HaVlllg
to try to fit in practice between Exer01ses was found to be a
difficult task and by the time our first league match was due
the teruu w~s not fit. However, having lost the fir t march
against r.he Grenadier Guards we have since gone from success
to success beating all comers. Even th~ much feared Royal
Fusiliers had bowed to our onslaught (m our one. e~unrer
with them so far!). The administration and _o;gamsau?n ~s
been ably handled by Lieutenant E. G. W1lhams, with hi
chief scPibe (who does all the work), Corporal B. J. Hayward.
It is with regret we have to 53Y farewell to one of our
brightest stars Signalman Chalmers, who was recently awarded
rus Cor;ps eolours. We welcome. Captain P. S. Reader, who
in the short time he has been m llhe ream, ha scored 51
poinr.s The team as a whole would like to thank Sergeant
R. M.· Sanderson for continuing to play his ~· robust" game,
while being caught fouling less o~en.. It 1.S_ thought ~~
Corporal P. J. Freesron will be taking m trucnon from hi_m.
To dare we have played six games and only lost one, haVlDg
scored 213 points, with 137 against.
.
The Rugby team continue to quietly ruJ?-b~e along_ with a. gam_e
every week and have succeeded in obrauung a mce SOCJal au
-they have also won a match (witlhout Captain Roberts as rhe
referee!).
.
Gar ·
F ·
The Regiment played a prominent part m the
nson a1f
run in aid of S.S.A.F.A. The L.A.D. made a doll's ho~ e,
which was raffled and contributed just over £40. TJ_ie w:-ves
dressed toys and several Troops ran stalls. The Fair ra.J.sed
£i39 for a very good cause.
.
...
We are on the verge of 01;1f Christmas I7;>t1V1t1es. Prepara;;
tions for the Regimental Christmas concert . L?ud ai:id Clear
are well under way, under the enrhus1asnc guidance of
Lieutenant M. J. Pickard.
We would Jike to congratulate Captain and Mrs. J. Plununer
on t:he birth of their son.
We bid farewell to O.C. I Squadron, Major R. W. Millo;
he will not be far away, as he .i only going to Wil on as
G.2 ( .D.) trategic Reserve.

CJHEBBY'S
Market

Left to right standing : Private Spiers, Lance Corporal Cheyne
(Captain), Driver Spence, Lance Corporal Litster, Signalman Brooks,
Lance Corporal Titterton
Kneeling : Signalman McBeath, Driver Rooney, Signalmen Schofield,
Faithful and Jones
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Place,

Richmond,

Telep11one

2293

FISH
GAME
AND
POULTRY

Richmond for Beauty -

*

Yorks

(2 lines)
FRESH FRUIT
& VEGETABLES
WREATHS AND
CROSSES

Cherry's for Quality
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10 REGIMENTS GUARD
Brigadier - General Dr. H.
Maultzcsh accom pani ed by th e
guard commander, Captain
Bolt, inspects the guard. Right
to left: Corporal Wilkins ,
Lance
Corporals
Far r,
Wooton, Signal man Elliott,
Lance Corporal Rothwell , Signalmen Collict , Dougal

10th REGIMENT
(Army Group)
Ceremonial
Hand-Over at Essen

[Courtesy: Erich Wiedemann
[Court•sy : Erich Wi•demam1
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The German guard saluting 10th Regiment's Guard as they marched out of their barracks.
Houghton is the last man to leave

Our move to Krefeld is
over as far as the actual
movement of men and
material is concerned. It
will, however, take some
weeks for the many details
to be completed. One of
the more important of these
is the placing of our Regimental
mascot
on
his
pedestal near our new Regimental Headquarters.
Bruno's departure from
Essen was witnessed by
only a few men of the rear
party. The majority of us
had moved by the 27th of
October and so when a
party of Sappers from 4oth
Advance Engineer Stores
Regiment arrived with a
very large crane, the only
people left to greet them
were the broom and brush
squad. Bruno weighs just
under two tons and it was
with great care that he was
lifted into the back of a
IO-ton truck.
Lieutenant
BRUNO the Resimenul Mascot being
Cleary, Royal Engineers,
moved from his pedestal in Essen
was extremely worried at
this stage because an examination of Bruno shows
that he is constructed of a special type of concrete which is
resistant to sulphur fwnes. He has now weathered to a point
when he might shatter and so instead of being lifted with
tackle and chains he had to be wrapped in rolls of hessian and
then lifted wirh rope. He is at present in a hangar "somewhere in Germany" until the concrete base has set at his new
site. We hope some misguided person does not pay him a
visit before he comes home thinking he is the original Berlin
Cable Bear. The original was ceremoniously handed back to
the Fernkabel Gesellschaft in 1958 and an exact replica was
then presented to us.
To mark our departure f.rom Meanee Barracks, Essen, a
ceremonial guard hand over took place on 2nd November. It
was a cold and windy afternoon with just sufficient sun to
raise some colour on our special Regimental friend, "Kathrina."
This is the coal mine which stands across the road from the
barracks and which has sent its dust and good wishes over us
for six years. At two o'clock the Corps Band, under direction
of Lieutenant-Colonel Judd, marched up to take its place

,..

Staff Sergeant

inside llhe gates to be followed a few moments later by the two
guards. These formed up with our guard of 48 men, commanded by Captain Bolt, on rhe right, facing llhe flag pole with
the Union Jack standing out well in the wind, and on the left
the German Guard of one Officer and 48 men facing an empty
pole on whiah later was to fly the German flag. From a half
staff on the ersnwhile R.H.Q. building flew the battle axe flag
of Northern Army Group Troops.
Soon after half past two the car of the Ohief Signal Officer
Northern Army Group drew slowly in through the crowds
whiah had gathered outside, to stop opposite llhe guard. As
he stepped out Brigadier-General Doctor Maultzsch was met
by our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Donald and
Lieutenant-Colonel Strodter, llhe Commanding Officer of llhe
71st Signal Battalion Bundeswehr. Then followed the General
Salute and an inspection of both guards.
At a command from the German Guard Commander the
Gennan Black, Red and Gold flag was slowly raised on the
left flag pole, while the Band played nhe German Anthem.
At Captain Bolt's command the Union Jack was slowly lowered
by tihe flag party of Staff Sergeants Winter and Douglas while
the Band played our National Anthem. Captain Bolt then took
command of his guard and marched off past our famiLies, tihe
German Battialion and then our own Officern. As the guard
came level with the Inspecting Officers and the German guard
the Salute was answered willh an eyes left and our guard
marched on out of our old barracks past the crowds on Route I
and on to the 'buses waiting to take tihem to Krefold. By
special request of the Germans our Band played " Colonel
Bogey," known in Germany as nhe River Kwai March, as their
guard marched off into the barracks, to be followed by the
remainder of their Battalion. So ended our six years' association winh Essen and it is perhaps appropriate for present
members of the Regiment to recall that from being in turn
21st Army Group Signal Regiment, H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal Regi ment, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment, H.Q. Northag Signal Regiment, and 18th Army Group Signal Regiment, we have moved
from Bad Oynhausen via Herford and Essen to Krefcld.
The move itself went very smootihly and we have heard
very few unusual reports or tall stories. Sergeant Bonney, of
our L.A.D., found himself (aced with an almost impossible
task when it came to lifting vhe carpenter's saw with four men,
it weighs about it tons; fortunately it was the same day that
Bruno was moved and the Sappers' crane made short work
of the job. It is also reported llhat the Scammel broke its
clutch and tihat rhe T.O.T. had to be helped with his lathe.
In spite of llhe move, sport and recreation have gone on
uninterrupted. Our soccer team showed great promise in
Seotember by beating two local German teams, but suffered
defeat at the hands of the 1st Battalion Royal Ulster Rifles in
the Army Cup first round. It was a keenly contested defeat,
however, with a final score of 7-5. At llhe end of September
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we sorrowfully bade farewell
to
Corporal
" Geordie "
Smith and Signalman "Jock"
Coyle, both staunch members
of the team; they returned
to civilian life and we hope
that by now they will have
settled into another team.
On the Sailing Front. We
h ave taken possession of
four secondhand Sharpies
which Dummer See Sailing
Oub very kindly agreed to
relinquish, and two brand
new G.P. 14 boat kits, all
of which should provide
much harmless amusement
for
our
budding shipwrights during the winter
months and will, with luck,
produce two new boats for
the experts and one boat per
Squadron, for the beginners
next season.
So far this month we have
completed half our annual
range classification, which we
hope will not drag on . into
December. For the wmter
we expect to concentrate .on.
settling in and completmg
individual training before
the Spring Exercise season
[Courtesy: Erich Wiedemann
starts. The Gym is already
FLAG PARTY
overbooked in the evenings
Staff Ser geant Douglas left and Staff
with boxing training for the
Sergeant Winter retrieve the lowered
Army Cup match on 23rd
Union Jack
November, badminton train..
.
_ing and .ski l!ainin,g. . ~e
hope to make a pos1uve con~nbution . to Royal Signals sk1-~g
next Spring and the hand picked tramee are alrea~y shapmg
well. We expect to ?e a.ble to ~eport on their progre s
at Winterberg and posSJbly in Austria.
BOUND VOLUMES of "THE WIRE "'=======71
We have available material to bind in book
form 20 copies of the 1960 "WIRE."
Messes and individuals who require bound
volumes should please let the Editor know
as soon as possible.

11-============

UEGHIE~T

The pre-amalgamation run down of the Regiment progr(Oes~es)
smoothly. The potential Officer strength of the old 4
1
Squadron is now seven only and they have become a Troop
under the command of Second-Lieutenant M. Walsh.
I
Squadron H.Q. and the Chief Instruc:tor's Department h;ave
joined together and I Squadron tramees are now mainly
housed on the Mons side of the " beck."
.
The Uni.t Association football team lost their fu:st round
match in the A.F.A. Cup competition to 8th. Regiment ~y
three goals to rwo. This after Signalmen Cums and K~1e
had given the Regiment a half-time lead of two goals to nil.
In the Area Senior League the team has lost one game
only.
Boxing. In the semi-final of the ArfI!Y Inter-Unit Team
Championships (Command Stage) the Regunent defeated 4f7th
Royal Dragoon Guards by 20 pomrs to 13.
R esults by WeighlS
J
.

Bamam : Trooper Whelan lost to. Corporal ones onnfpoul~ reface
Feather : Trooper Ward beat Signalman Carter
ter
e
stopped the fight in the second round.
C
ra1
Light : Trooper fl:anson lo t by a knock-out to Lance- orpo
Hornigold in the second round.
.
al
First String Lig1?t-Welter: Trooper McGmn lost to Lance-Corpor
Milan on pomts.
- I
b
kn ck out to
Second Srring Li~ht-Welter: Trooper Marun o t Y a
o Signalman Mitchell in the first round.
.
Secon d String Welter: Trooper Capstnff lost t~ Signalman Barratt
after the referee stopped the fight m the third round.
.
Light-Middle : Trooper Dickson lost to Lance-Corporal Hutchmg on

Ligh~~if::~: Trooper Bum. lost to ignalman Faa;an
referee stopped the fight in the second round.
Middle : Lieutenant Dangerfield beat Lance-Corporal .E.scott
H
. T oopcr Walkden lost to Lance-Corporal Williams
F:S~Strin~ Welter: Trooper Maudling lost by a knock-out
Corporal Taylor in the second round.

after the
.
on po!nt ·
on pomt ·
to Lance-

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts. : -

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
Tem~one
1894

Established

Sixcy Years Satisfactory Service
.. WE BUY THE BEST "

" \VB SELL THB BEST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR DISTRICT
£2/10/0
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PRICE IS

12th

Quarter Guard for visit of the Secretary of State for War, The
Right Honourable J. D. Profumo, O.B.E., M.P., 17th Novembe r, 1960

13th

llEGDtEXT

(WIUEl,ESS)

In our last oontribution to THE WmE we reported a visit by
the then Secretary of State for War. We have now to report
that we have had another visit from the present Secretary of
State for War, the Right Honourable J. D. Profumo, o.B.E., M .P.
Mr. Profumo's visit was on 17th November, 1960 and he
was escorted by the C.-in-C. B.A.O.R General Sir James
Cassels, K.B.E. c.B., D.s.o. It is worth adding at this junctu~c
that this makes me third visit by General Cassels to me Regiment since he assumed the appointment of C.-in-C. B.A.O.R.
this year.
On arrival at the Regiment Mr. Profumo was met by the
Commanding Officer. He then inspected a Regimental Quarter
Guard before being shown some of the Regiment at work.
Throughout the visit Mr. Profumo displayed a ke~n interest. in
the work of the Regiment and took uhe opporturury of talkwg
ro as many member'S as possible. The visit ended with Mr.
ProflllDo having a drink with the Officers in me Officers' Mess.
In ovember the Regiment received an unusual request to
send a detachment to a local village for the consecration service of a War Memorial. 225 Signal Squadron took on the task
of sending the detachment and judging by the letters received,
their efforts were very much appreciated by the local populace.
Turning to sporting events the Regiment has reached the
semi-final in the Morrison Cup Hockey and the final in the
Morrison Cup R ugby. In Army oompet.itions the Regiment
won the Rhine Area Rugby and reached the semi-final of the
B.A.O.R. Cup. We have also reached the quarter final of tl!e
B.A.O.R. Football oompeuition, all in all, nhe sporting si tuation
is very satisfactory.
It is hoped that in our next report to THE WmE we shall be
able to write of some success in Karring. To date we have
obtained two karts and hope to start racing in the new year.

1 4 th

llEGIIU EXT

(COJUCAN)

1 Squadron. The emphasis during November for
members of 1 Squadron has been on hard work and play
with nhe Annual Administrative Inspection and some very
successful social events.
November 5th was celebrated in the usual manner at
Robinswood with the families and children of the Unit
arriving to enjoy a roaring bonfire, firework display, hot dogs
and chestnuts, cooked on the spot by Staff Sergeant Wilson.
.S.M. Palmer and Sergeant Edgar had the time of their lives
setting off the fireworks and their muddy condition after they
had finished was an ideal ready-made CO!>"tUme for the Tramps'
Ball held afterwards in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess. A stranger looking in on the parry would be reminded
of Dante's "Inferno," but the happy participants would have
been oblivious to strangers as they were to the fireworks
exploding under their feet as they were dancing. The party
was talked about for days afterwards, a sure sign of success.
On Sunday, 13th November, the U nit was represented at
the Gloucester and Cheltenham Remembrance Day Services.
At Gloucester during the morning Second-Lieutenant D.

Everitt attended a Serv.ice held at the Cenotaph and laid a
wreath on behalf of nhe Royal Signals. During the afternoon
a contingent of 80 strong from "B ' and. "D" Troops, led
by Major H. Hickman, M.B.E. and a contingent of 24 strong
from our W.R.A.C. personnel, Jed by Major M. K. Cavanagh,
W.R.A.C., attended a service !held at Gloucester Cathedral;
they then led the march !J)ast, the salute being taken by the
1ayor of Gloucc tcr. After the march past Major ]. Oliver,
o.B.E., and his .senior Officers with the senior Officers of the
other Uni represented were the guests of the Mayor to tea.
At Chelt nham a small contingent. 12 strong, consisting of
technicians from
ystem Control Troop, led by SecondLieutenant K. Gunning attended the Service held in the
morning at the Cenotaph; they then led tl!e march past of the
Unirs taking part in the Service, amongst whom were _our
friends and allies, the American Air Force. Both Services
were well oovered by llhe local Pres .
On the 15th ovember the Wives' Club held their monithly
meeting under the new P.residency of Mrs. Eileen Holmes, the
retiring Pre ident being Mrs. Hickman. Approximately . £5
was raised in a bring and buy sale; this and other funds raised
in a similar manner are being put aside for a dinner which
will be held sometime in the New Year.
On the 22nd November the Annual Administrative Inspection took place the Unit being inspected ravher closely during
the previous few weeks by hosts of Staff Officers. Brigadier
Laing took the Administrative Parade and inspected the Unit
area at Robin wood Barracks in the morning and the Tape
Relay Centre in the afternoon. We believe all went well, as
he expres ed satisfaction with all that he saw and made a
rousing speech in the Warrant Officers' and SergCQnts' Mes.s,
in which he complimented llhe Unit on it:s parade, turn-out and
standard of drill which, he said, was up to the standard of
any Infantry Unit.
Our thanks to the Band of R.A.F.
Innsworllh fur playing on the day.
The Un.peccable smndard which was obtained for Brigadier
Laing's afternoon visit to the Tape Relay Centre was maintained the following day wllen we were pleased to weloome the
Director Women's Royal Army Corps, Brigadier Dame Mary
Colvin, D.B.E., T.D., A.D.C. The Director saw llhe W.R.A.C.
Troop at work and took the opportunity to send a message to a
newly formed W.R.A.C. Unit in Salisbury, Australia. She
saw the "new look " living accommodation now in use end
the accommodation being prepared for the <Second W.R.A.C.
Troop which is due to be formed early in 196r.
Other visitors tihis month include Colonel Roberts, A.Q.,
Soullh-Western District, and Colonel Tarrant, Mobilisaflion
Chief.
Owing ro the nature of the work and tihe fact that it is
continuous hift work at Tape Relay Centre, Boddington,
strenuous efforts are being made to give personnel a complete
change of atmosphere, and on the 24th November, 28 soldiers
and three W.R.A.C. personnel set off on the first, we hope
of many, adventure training schemes to illhe Cairngorm
Mountains, Inverness. From reports we have had everyone
is thoroughly enjoying themselves in " tihem llhair hills,'' and
they have had their first experience of snow this season. The
advenlIUre is financed by the Squadron funds but we have
made a bid for equipment and we hope to send a second pa11ty
early in the New Year.
On the 241lh November the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess 'held llheir quarterly Mess meeting, which wa~ followed
by the Regimen lial dinner, to which were invited our Officer
Commanding, Me.ijor J. Oliver, o.B.E., and me P.M.C. of the
Officers' Mess, Major H. Hickman, M.B.E. A first-class dinner
was served and •t he Mess members afterwards retired to a
local hospital dance.
The 14th Signal Regiment have accepted an invitation to
smff an Army Recruiting Smnd at Olympia in the New Year.
The staff will come from 1 Squadron and will consist of three
shifts of one Sergeant and a teleprinter operator. They will
be dressed in jungle green and wihl be situated in a mock
hide, togemer witlh a teleprinter. Visitors to the Exhibition
who have sons or " boy friends " in the Army abroad will be
invited to send a message of greeting to them. Let us hope that
it will boost our recruiting figures.
At the Tape Relay Centre it can be seen that, whil t
atmospheric conditioru; are worsening, the cn~eering and
traffic staffs of t'he COMCAN Network are maintaining the
high standard of work and have been helping our cousins of the
R. A.F. considerably to clear their traffic during trhe last monllh.
This monllh we welcome Major J. Walmsley-Cotham, who
will be traking over the duties of Second-in-Command 1
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Squadron from Major E. Chaffey, who ~ill be retir!ng in the
New Year. A welcome also to Second-L1eutenan~ Sunmons.
Second-Lieutenant D. Everitt and Second-L1eutena!1t N.
Sharman both National Service Subalterns, are returnmg. to
~ivilian life this montih. May we also extend our hearoest
congratulations to Staff Sergeant Giles and Staff Sergeant, Racd
W.R.A.C., both members . of !!he Warrant . Officers an
Sergeants' Mess, who have JUst annou .::: d .thcu engagement.
There arc rumours of another engagement m the near future
from the same Mess.
In the field of sport our rugby team are a bout even in
the overall balance of wins versus losses. Our football team
have only lost one game this season.
2 "'•1m1dro11. As we go to press, extensive prepa~ations
arc being made for Christmas. Our programmi: 1s . s111ylar to
that of last year and includes vhe parry fo~ Unit kiddies and
th s of the local orphanage, the All Ranks dance and a v.ast
Unit Christmas Day dinner on 22nd Decem~r. F.aoh funct;ion
is to be held on consecutive days and possibly, some soldiers
may be far too exhausted to proceed on leave 1.
.
It is of note that the Station Technical Offi~er and Chief
Technical Supervisor are practising shift work m the Tra!1smitter Hall and we wonder if this is for cm.:erage dlln?g
Christmas or for the future run-out of Nanonal Service
technicians! !
We welcome in advance A/W.O.II Jepson as Sergean.tMajor and wish Staff Sergeant Talbott a ve.ry pleasant tnp
with his family to the Far Ea t. Congratulatlons to Sergeant
Cobbett on gaining his XI; yet another hurdle out of the way.
Farewell to Corporals Burlison and Jukes and to Lan~
Corporal Cooper on release, and we wish you all success m
your civilian careers.
3 Squadron. The fruits of labour proved a welc?I!lc
harve t in the form of the recent report on our Arwual Adrnimstrative Inspection. The report was a very good one and all
ranks are congratulated.
.
.
Althoug'h November is nommally . m the close season,
militarily speaking we find ourselves fairly well ei:igaged.
On Remembrance Sunday the Squadron provided a. farge
turn-out for the annual march to Bampton War Memofl:a~ for
a short serViice and the laying of a wreath. We were Jome~
in this parade by the British Legion, the Army Cadets. an
the Air Force Cadets. The ~arade the.z:i ?!arched to thee vofilla~e
church for a combined Service taken iomtly by o~ .
.
and Mellh.odist Chaplain . The rain held off until we were
back in camp.
sful
The next "high-spot " of the month wa.s a most ~ucces
All Ranks' dance held on 26th November 111 the Urut theatre.
Some 150 members of the Squadron and guests atten~47d. 1:large proportion of volunteers under the calm supervision (1t
will be all right on "the day,'' sir) of the S.~.~· (\Y.O.II
Bullock), turned this somewhat drab d1eatre buil~mg mto a
veritable "Hall of Space,'' complete with man-size .rockets
(not O.C. pattern). Corpora~ Owen, A.~.C., and his staff
cooked like Trojans and provided a magnificent buffet. The
few crumb remaining testified to the excellence of the feast.
On llhe military side, we have said goodbye to Corporal ·
Crick and Signalman Edm.~ds, Operators; and LanceCo
al Mowatt R/Technician (H); and welcome Mr.
Civilian Technical Officer Grade II Bampoon, and
M l(i{evett Civilian Technical Officer Grade I.I, Oak~anger
an~ Staff S~rgeant Coxon, R/Technician (H) 1s due m any
moment.
. .
.
Serocant Glendenning is oongratulated on w:mnmg a. prize
t w~ey Technical College as the student with me hig~est
~ark~ in the Ciry and Guilds examinations. for Teleoommumcations Principles and Radio second and third year. .
Corporal Martin, newly posted in and se~t str-a1ght away
on a Unit light rescue course, came ba~ Wl~ a very. good
report and is congratulated on this and his ftymg start m the
Squadron.
· ch a~ d saIi bury Plain
Plans are afoot to set up a hocke_Y plt
Dlsrrict have been very hclpful m allocanng a. large sum
towards the purchase of hockey kit. We ar.e .l?okmg forward
Lo adding hockey to the list of Squad_ron act.iv~nes.
f
We have also been very fortunate m obtall1lllg a p-ant broJ1J
Southern Command to assist in the purchase of ~it to u
up our own "Ham" n·g · We have been operatllng
f s·to date
l)
tihrough me generos},fY. of .w.o.n pavis (Foreman 0
igna s '
a very keen "Ham m his own nght.
.
.d
Christmas is in the air and plots and plans are being 1a1
to cn~ure we make the mo t of 1t.
As tihcse notes will not be read until the New Year, we
0
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close. by wishing all a happy New Year and c~pecially ell
COMCAN Squadrons overs.eas.
4 Squadron. Since our last WIRE n~tes were publ~ hed,
we have said farewell to Major M R. Hewi.tt and se~ hun on
his merry way to Catterick with our good wishes for his futur .
We extend a warm welcome to Major P. A. T~mb, our
now O.C., and hope he will enjoy his ray with us at
Cobbett Hill.
ed
Corporal Ainge is to be congratulate? on havmg comp!~
a succes ful upgrading course at Cantenck, but Sergeant Dyer.
who returned with him, was less fortunate - better luck next
..... 11
time.
Congraulations also to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. • ouwa
on the birth of a son.
·
d
Our football team is still kicking its way to victory an we
have high hopes of a go?<I position. in the league table. Our
table tennis team, in splte of persistent efforts, has. suffered
some setbacks and a good deal of bad luck. Their heads,
however are " bloody but unbowed " !
We ~ke llhis opportunity of wishing all readers a merry
Christmas and a peaceful New Year in spite of gales, floods,
bank robberies and parking meters.

COUP

PLA(tUES

Attention is drawn to the increased price of these
Plaques from £x/6/6, plus postage, to £1/9/6, plus
postage, which is due to the continual rise in cost of
production materials.
It will speed delivery and also assist Association
Headquarters if Units and individuals will specify with
each order the wording required on the gilt scroll
mounted below the Corps Crest on each Plaque.

'Ireat yourself to a

IN BOTILE OR CAN.

Brewed by SIMONDS
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Hl:WDIENT

3

(C'''PUU )

Squadron

DisCO'\' t.'ry nt Dhekelia

In earJy November the
small tin hut housing the
Dhekelia Signal Centre was
demolished, leaving just the
concrete base. A bulldozer
arrived and with much noise
and great efficiency, commenced the task of clearing
the ground for the new,
more magnificent Signal
Centre. Ponderously busy,
it gouged away, taking up
the concrete platform piecemeal, then proceeded to remove a foot or two of the
earth below it, in t!he process of levelling.
Striking a solid piece of
ground, a pneumatic drill
was brought into operation
to break up the rock. Suddenly, sounds of surprise
and manifestations of curiosity brought us out of our
Second Lieutenant Galloway
box bodies, where we had
been ttying to ignore nhe
noise of outside labour . . . to gather round a hole in the
ground.
It appeared that the drill had puncnured a crust of rock
removal of which revealed a shaft, apparently man-made going
down about eight feet. At the bottom we saw ~ dark
entrance of what may be a deep recess or tunnel.
Naturally, in our imagination, it had 'ro be a tunnel and
much exc,ited conjecture was aroused as to its purpose. ' The
O.<_:::., Maior ~· R. ~e, had visions of the existence of Roman
artifacns aSSOClated wuih nheir ancient drainage system· we all
however, pondered on the_ poss~ty ?f the tunnel having bee~
constructed by F.oka to aid the!I designs in the recent Cyprus
troubles.
The tunnel appeared to be of limited diameter, and LanceCo.ryoral _Green, not much bigger cltan tuppence, was sent down
to mvesogate. A rope and torch having been obtained one
e.nd of th~ rope was attached to his belt and winh nhe a~oni
tion mat if ~e found !!he air foul or the going difficult he was
to re~urn w1th?ut delay, he lowered himself into the hole.
Crawling,, he disappeared from view, as Signalman Greenfield
slowly paid out the rope.
As yar!1 after yard of rope ~ank into the darkness, we began
to be a little concerned, especially. when, ~entarily, tihe rope
ceased to move. We wondered, With keen mterest, what LanceCorporal Green :was finding down there. Eventually, when he
had taken a considerable length of rope, nhe O.C. took to yelling
down the hole, requesting him to return. After a while a
d~sty Lance-Corpo!al appeared bringing with him broken
pieces of a small 011 lamp.
He reported that the tunnel, so far as he had been able to
observe, was "Yell constIUCted, with a level floor about !!WO and
a half feet Wide, and a curved heading about the same distance above the floor.
As the broken lamp pieces consisted of remains of a glass
flue, . the O.C.'s hopes of nhe discovery of Roman works were
cons1dera?l.Y dampened, and conjectures on the possibility of
Eok~ acuv1ty ~rrespon<lingly increased, more so on the produ~uon of an iron pit.on taken firorn the roof of the tunnel
This w~ one. of .many, inserted for the purpose it would seem.
'
'
of carrymg hghtmg cable.
Lieutena,nt CJ:allo~y ~d, by now, organised himself for a
more detailed mvesngauon, and was soon in the hole after
Green's return. On this occasion, however, he carried a Tele
L and tclepho~e cable. He set off, followed by Lance-Corporal Green, swll attached to the rope.
Telephoned repons indicated that the air was good that l!.he
tunnel took one or two turns, and that the pitons ::Ontinued
along the roof. There were several recesses in the runnel walls
presumably to allow the tunnellers to face about.
'
. Yard after.yard of rope was meanwhile being uncoiled, and
1t became evident that the runnel extended some distance. By

Second-Lieutenant Galloway's esllimation, it was going towards
Area H.Q. Quartermaster St'Ores and the Armoury. Three
hundred feet of rope had been taken up when Second-Lieutenant Galloway indicated tihat he could go no further· the floor
shelved up to tile roof, the air was foul-he oould he~ footsteps
ovevhead. He has also discovered some old telephone cable.
. He !Ind Lance-Corpocal Green subsequently emerged, carrymg wilih them a battered, ru ty hurricane lamp and a small
square plate of rusted metal.
The tunnel oontinued a
short distance he reported
in the opposite direction,
toward
a small ravine
where however, no definite
trace of an outlet w3s found.
The O.C. at l!hls stiage,
had quite given up hopes of
handling the products of
Roman worklmansh.ip~ and
there seemed to be no obvious reason for the tunnel
nhan that supplied by a
guess at terrorist design.
Still, it could be an escape
tunnel but constructed by
whom ?--German P.O.W.s ?
One
of
tihe
Cypriot
switchboard operators now
came up to say that she had
been told by a workman on
nhe site that in the days of
restricted J e...W.sh immigration into Paleslline, there was
an intermnent camp in tihe
Lance-Corporal Edward Green
area. This gave a lead, and
it was ~ater confirmed by an employee «n tihe Sergeants' Mess
who said that a large number of internees had escaped via a
tunnel, to be subsequencly recaptured by lihe Royal Navy.
~his. would seem to be nhe real pUI'pOSC of the excavation;
wh1oh 1s an exmnple of the ingenuity and hard work put in by
uhe interned of all nations to defeat their custodians. In the
years 1946 to 1948 the Palestine problem was the Emergency
of the moment. The demands for a Jewish national home
the counter claims by tih~ . Palestine ~bs against being dis~
possessed, and worud op1Il1on muddling up '!!he whole issue
had led to. an awk':""3rd situation where the British responsibilit;
for Pale~t1!1~ requ1Ied a _force of the Ist Division and 6th Airborne DlVlsl.01'.1 to be actively engaged in keeping Jew and Arab
apart; and bemg avtacked by both in tihe process. A limit had
been sc:t on . Je:wish immigra~ion into Palestine, to keep the
population within what ~~s Judge? as !!lie economic capacity
of the country. In opposition to this the Jews were determined
to flood Palesnine With immigrants made up mostly of displaced
Jews from Hitler:s Europe. It was these unfortunate pa.w ns
m the gam~, settmg out from Europe in a succession of overcrowded ships to beat ~e blockade, who had to be apprehended
~ff the coast
Palestine and put somewhere while the bigger
issue .of P~esnne was decided. That somewhere was Cyprus,
described m nhe very interesting a~beit prejudiced book
Exodus; shortly due also to be issued as a film.
'

Signalmen Preddy, Pearce and Pms also won a cup for wmning
the 30 minutes Club Time Trial.
Beatnik Fly is being prepared for our next meeting on 10th
December.
rnth

Lance Corporal Rix, Signalmen Bahar, Ajar, Baharum, Lance Corporal Ismail
The fourth day was set aside for chores, going to the mosque
and football against the local schoolboys and police.
On nhe aturday we started a gentle walk round the island.
The first week a five.foot cobra was met on top of a hill and
thirty-two men killed it single-handed. (That's the way each
of them tell. rue story).
aturday night was spent in poncho shelters in a rubber
estate and apart from mosquitoes, centipedes, scorpions, snakes
and gho ts was uneventful. Cooking here revealed some
peculiar dishes, our favourite being tinned salmon and Irish
eedless to say, complaints about food in
stew all mixed up.
our cookhouse are now negligible.
Sunday was a good day. Wherever there was thick undergrowth, wamp or jungle we went through it, over it or under
it, but not round it. Finally at three o'clock we arnived at the
nem: camp site, a pot chosen with great care-by t!he mosqliitoes, not us.
Then on Monday we wended our way back to base, sore,
bitten and t-ired. The remainder of the day was spent either
washing or sleeping and on Tuesday we returned to our
offices, stores and vehicle cabs, but not before we had a chance
to regale the next group with hair raising tales of what was
going to happen to vhem.
The "H.Q." quadron Go Kart syndicate of Major Carn,
Lieutenant Miller, Sergeant Bowker, Corporal Davie, Signalmen Pearse, PitJtS, Preddy and Buckley has done very well in
the three meetings held so far. "Beatnik Fly" as the Kart is
chI'istened, was driven by Sergeant Bowker to victory in the
10 Lap Olub Sprint thus capturing the coveted Rowcroft Plate.
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It is inevitable that in a Regiment such as ours we pend
most of the time maintaining existing communications. Though
a11 essential task, this is rarely glamorous, and we welcome
p::riods of change which bring us new communication projects
to tackle. At present development 1s going on all round us; the
exchange block at Changi is hard to recognise, whilst the whole
landscape at Tengah is being changed as the new runway takes
shape. Cable parties are having a busy time putting in additional routes, and new pits appear almost overnight.
We were glad to be able to produce these examples of our
workmanship to Major-General I. C. Harris, C.B.E., o.s.o .•
General Officer Commanding Singapore Base District, to
Colonel J. J. Thompson, o.B.E.. Deputy Director of Telecommunications at the Air Ministry, and to Colonel R. Linton,
o.B.E., A.A.G. A.G. II, all of whom visited us recently.
The Wives' Club Bazaar and Funfare wa held in early
November, and the All Ranks' Dance at the end of the same
month. Both these (annual) events were even more successful
than in previous years, and the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund
and certain local chariities have benefited accordingly. We shall
long remember the sight of burly Major Jim Ma sey, complete with pinafore, serving at the jumble stall, and the temptation to " duck tlhe Adjutant" (in full tropical Mess kit) was not
often resisted ! Those who give their time and energies to
these functions, however, need no thanks beyond the satisfaction they gain from the success of their efforts, but we arc
most grateful to nhose commercial firms who present prizes and
give assistance in other ways, and also, as always, to the Royal
Air Force for the generous support they give us on these
occasions.
We continue to play a full part in more orthodox sport, too.
The Regiment won the Corps Regatta, held at the Royal Singapore Yacht Club, and provided several members of the Corps
team which (just) beat the Sappers and Gunners in the Triangular Regatta. The Hockey team goes from suength to
strength, and particular mention must be made of Sergeant
jzar, who has played several times for rhe Singapore State
team, and who scored the only two goal in the match against
Negri Sembilan.
This record of porting succe is an appropriate note on
which to say farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel K. M. Evans, who
leaves us for SHAPE as these notcis are written. He and Mrs.
Evans have exerted a tremendous personal influence on all
aspects of Regimental life, and they will be much missed. They
take witih them our best wishes for the future. At the same
time we welcome Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. W. Elston,
newly arrived from Catterick and w:ish them a happy and
successful tour.

ot

18th HEGIMENT

(SINGAPOllE)

"H.Q." Sq~dron, like most ot!her Squadrons, has recently
returned .from 1!1!'. oamp on Pulau Tekong, a small island off me
~astern tip of Singapore.
This ttaining area is a mixture of
Jungle and rubber plantations so Lieutenant Miller who was
fresh from J~gle Warfare Course, was much mor~ at home
than vhe pames of 50 men who camped for a week each.
. The ~nd day consisted of a 15-rnile map reading expedition, whi~ was done in sections. At about 1600 hours we all
met at a disuse<;! RA. oamp, and rested t!iltl after dark when we
marc)led five miles back to our own oamp. A fairly hard day,
but ev711 harder for those who were led by the Pay Sergeant,
who discovered that a swamp is really not such a short out
at all.
The third day we made poncho floats for our equipment
and tested them. Se!geant Zainal's float not only kept his rift~
dry, but supported hlffi as well, so we presume it can be done
but as our own efforrtS showed we do not have the knack yet.'.

Bivouac in a Rubber Estate. Sergeant Louis (R.A.E.C.), Lance
Corporal Yaacob and Signalman Hashim take a rest after bu ilding
their bivouac

<Court<sy ;

traits TU.Us, Sin aport

Sergeant Nizar scores for Singapore against Negri Sembilan
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Our fir t item of news concerns a change of command. In
rober we said farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. B.
Thornton i .B.E., who ha gone to the War Offic , and welcomed
Lieut nant-Colonel J. H. Cooper.
There has also been an influx of subalterns. Lieutenant: C.
Rayner has joined us from . Africa and Lieutenant P. J:?o?dy,
Lieutenant W. Oliver and Lieutenant I. Graham have io10ed
u from 15th Regiment. To complete the officer movements
Captain M. Priestley ha taken command of I
q~dron ~t
icosia from Major J. E. L. Adams who completed his tour m
October.
Great changes are taking place at R.H.Q. in Waterloo Camp,
Episkopi. At long la t our aOC?mmodation has got .beyond the
drawing board tage and new m sen huts are now being er~ted.
The Regiment was trongly represented at the Royal Signals
Middle East RUie Meeting. Although tlhe unit did not win
any trophies Sergeant Mor-rill and Staff Sergeant Weig~ell were
among the .individual prize winners and the meet:mg w~s
thoroughly enjoyed by all ranks. We have also taken pa.rt 10
the Middle Ea t Battle Trophy which consistJS of a five-mile
maroh in one hour, followed by competition shooting. The
Weapon Training Officer suggests llhat: Corporal Cortis deserves
special mention. Feeling violently ill as a result of the fivcmile march he managed to hit the snap target ten llime out of
ten shots at 100 yard s and was sick between each bot. The
unit is now in training for the Middle East Shooting Trophy.
S1tort. The Regiment: has a lively soccer team which
relies largely upon the star qualities of Corporal Hyde LanceCorporals Rand Harrison and Signalrnan McCarthy. LanceCorporal Rand has played in area representative matches for
botih the Army and R.A.F. and may well represent the Army
in Cyprus.
Hockey also f\ouri be under the unlimited enthusiasm of
Lieutenant P. Doody, with !!he help of such Stlalwarts as
Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. Harding, Major E. Buirski, Regimental
Sergeant-Major . Lane, Sergeant Sharman, Corporal Wilkins
and Signalman Aimer. Road Running also has its enthusiasts,
among !!hem Lance-Corporal Oliver, Signalmen Rossall and
Aimer.

I Squadron. This quadron is located at Nicosia, the
capital af Cyprus and some seventy miles from R.H.Q. Now
that most of tlhe troop have moved into llhe Sovereign Base
Areas the Squadron fonn tthe largest army unit in Nico$ia. Its
day to day work consisns of routine maintenance both on the
airfield and of the Radio Relay System and dullies within
System Control.
The Squadron runs its own soccer team in llhe R.A.F. leagl\lc.
Tthe team is captained by Signalman Collins and is at present
t:third in the league table, top scorer being Conporal Cotltis
and Signalman Rooney.
Many happy days were enjoyed llhis summer and autumn
on the bus trips to llhe coast and place of interest run by
Sergeant Merralls. One unique facility is provided in tthc
Squadron : it has its own mobile library organi ed by Mrs.
Cole which visits the families prcad around Nicosia.

11 Ail"field Troo1• (Akrotiri). This Troop has probably been llhe busiest in the Regiment over the last six months.
R.A.F. Akrotiri ha been largely accommodated in tents and
wooden huts. All the squadrons have now moved into permanent accommodation and Air Traffic Control is now in a
spacious modern building. Tb.is has necessitated llhe installation of a 300 line Siemans Automatic exchange in place of nhe
three manual IO+ 50 exchanges which were previously used.
Among many other interesting statistiics this included recovering
over I 5,000 yards of Poled Held Cable in Akrotiri.
21st
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According to Roman historians, the eleventh day of November
was considered to be the beginning of winter, and from then
on they concentrated greatly on indoor activities. Here at Laarbruch we have been organising our indoor activities, although
they are somewhat dissimilar to the Romans, they are nevertheless equally well enjoyed.
The highlight this month has undoubtely been the visit of
the Corps Band. This year we were lucky enough to have
them for our station Armistice Day joint church parade at Laarbrucb. The service was held in Technical Wing Hangar and
was very well attended. The march past after the service was
taken by the Station Commander, Group-Captain H. N. G.
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Whecler, C.B.E., D.S.O., O.F.C., A.F.C., A.D.C. Apart from this
parade the Band also gave two further performances, one,
a mili{ary band concert in the Astra Cinema, ~nd the ?ther ,a
" swing session," given by the dance orchestra m the Airmen s
NAAFI. On both these occasions the Band gave most.polished
performances and our thanks are extended to Lieutenant:
Colonel J. L'. Judd and all his musicians for the pleasure they
gave us.
d
Although the Corporals' Mc~s do not often hold a anc1.:,
when they do, it is generally a good o_ne, and the one they
gave on 18th November was no exception.
..
This month we have had a "near invasion" of officers vismng
the Regiment from the United Kingdom!
everthcless, we
have been pleased to see Colonel F. P. Johnson, O.B.E., Offic~r
in-Charge of Records, who came to .boost our n:orale with
details of the new trade structure 10 Royal Signal~, and
Lieutenant-Colonel P. D. Vaincourt-Strallen. and Maior H.
Mc.D. Chapman from 12th and 24th Regiments respectiv~ly,
who paid us visits to see how their " protegees " from Catterick
were farmg in their jobs.
Departures from the Regiment this month ~ave bee~ .f~w,
and apart from our National Servicemen leaving for c1v1han
life' we have said goodbye only to ergeant Horne, who has
left us to join 44th (H.C.) Regiment (T.A.), and Sergeant
McCollam to nth Regiment. Second-Lieutenant J. C. Groom
has relinquished command of "L" W.S.'!': and has gone back
to enjoy civilian life with B.B.C. Telev1S1on:
Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. Davies (R.A.P.C.) on
the birth of a son on 6th November. Unfortunately, Sergeant
Davies, who has been our Pay Sergeant for two years, i~ shortly
due to leave us to join III Company, R.A.S:C. ~e wish bo~h
him and Mrs. D avies the best of fortune m the1r new umt.
Congratulations also, to Lance-Corporal Kendal, who has
recently got married.
.
Two new faces in the Regiment this month ~ave b.een Maior
E. Launders, who has joined us from 29rh Regiment m Cyp~s,
and is in the process of taking over as M .T.0. from Capram
A. D. Steel; R.S.M . T. A. Vaughan, who has joined the Regiment from H .Q., A.E.R.
Our sporting activities during the. month have been somewhat varied with results, some of which could have been better.
In the Mo;rison Cup Competition we were beaten 94-13 at
basketba.11 by 13th Regiment, and 5-3 at football by 28th
Regiment.
.
Nevertheless, in the North Rhme Westfalen .League, our. foo.tball team has been playing well, and has contmued to mamtam
..
its position amongst the first three teams. .
In the R.A.F., Germany, Novices' Boxmg Comp~tiuon, a
number of our boxers fought well, amongst them Signalman
Hall, La.nee-Corporal Hayes (L.A.D.) and Lance-<:;orpor~l
Smith, who managed to win or become runners-ul? m their
bouts. Congratulations also, to Lance-CorP?ral _McMillan, w.ho
fought well in the N.A.T.O. Boxing . Champ~onsn1ps at Fo~tambleau, and was runner-up in the rruddlewe1gbt co~rest.
.
Cross-country running is being well supporte.d 10 the Regiment; Corporal Smith, Driver Anderson and Signalman Hartnett have all been running well, and are also regular member
of the R.A.F., Laarbruch, Station Team.
This month the Stallion Commander at Laar~ruch presented
a plaque mounted with the.R.~.F. and Royal Signals badges to
the Council of Weeze, which 1s our ?earest tow~ .. The p:esentation wa_s made to mark the fnendly assoc1auon which
exists between the Army and R.A.F. at Laarbruch and the
townspeople of Wecze.
.
Later in the month, senior officers from Laarbach were invited to attend the opening of the Heimat Museum at K~velaer.
It is interesting to note that when the Romans occup1e~ the
area Laarbruch-We\:ze-Geldern, the I:egion "'.hi~h was ~tanoncd
in this area, had the number 21-qu1te a comc1dence .

in perfect taste. Write now for
details to our military department.
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The weallher a u ual, is appalling but in spite of it _our
porting teams go from strength to strength. Congratulanon
to the Foonball ream whidh is now nhrough to the fourth round
of the Anny Cup.
.
al
Ohristmas, and preparations for Chri~a~, have as u u
dominaied everything else rhis monllh. ~ga.m we have beNen
fortunate in g ning a fuLI break over Ohnstmas and the e~
Year and most people have been able to get away to nheit
homes and fami:llies. However, before we left there was a steady
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round o( entertainment which seems to have been thorough ·
<.."rljoyed by everybody.
,
On the 151lh the Warrant Officers' and ergcants Mc .s gave
a party for the children from St. Hugh's Orphanage, Lincoln.
On the 16th there was the Corporals' Mes,, D~nce. The Warran
Officers and Sergeants in Lincoln had their own dance on
Saturday r7th and this was closely followed by the Warrant
Officers' 'and Sergeants' Mess Dance at 3 Squadron, Ne\vad·,
on Monday.
.
Ca · Ash f
This year the Unit Concert, orgarused by
ptam
cro t
and Sig:nalman Sandford, excelled itself and played not . one
night but three. The last night being. reserv~d. for. the families,
who were unable to come last year owmg to hnutauons of pace.
Congratulations to Signalman West, the star of the show, for
the deadest of " dead pan" faces. Anyone else who spends
50 weeks learning morse transcription can get the S8!11e war.
On the 20th the Otiher Ranks of 3 Squadron were haV10g ~ear
Christmas Dinner and Dance, whil t: in Linco'? the F_amiliei;'
Children's Party was going on in the Gymnasium which had
been beautifully decorated by Sergeant Brotherton and twenty
near-volunteers. Staff Sergeant Greene .made a benevolent
Santa Claus, and if you think it is easy being bei;ievolent when
150 children are trying ro get into your toy sac~ sunultaneou:.ly,
nhen we have a job for you next year. my friend ..
This year the Carol Service was held m St. Matthias Church
at the end of the Burton Road on the 21st. The att"'.ndance
was surprisingly good considering the fact that the service was
held during working hours.
.
.
.
1961 will be quite a landmark 10 our ~eer, as in a httle
over eight months we shall haye ceased to exist. o, to all those
operators now doing a useful JOb somewhere who never thought
they'd pass tihat barrier test.

24th llEGllUEI\'T (TllAl!\'L'°G)
After a busy October and the Annual Administrative
Inspection for 1960 behind us, life ~ the re.giment has been
very nomia.1. The training belt makmg steading pr~ess, and
inter-rroop games, Rugby, Hockey and Football, be~ pla~ed
with enthusiasm. Regimental sports teams ar:e still holding
their own in the Garrison League. One sportmg event must
be fully reported on an~ that is ~xing, the match where the
regii:nent fought 8th Signal Regunent.
JJoxing. It was an entertaining and exciting event when,
at hort notice, 24th Signal Regiment. were reqwred to box 8th
Signal Regiment in an In~er Urut Contest on .the I?th
ovember, 196o. The followmg represented the Regunent · Bmumnwe.ight
Featherweight

Lighitveight

...

. ..

...

Light / Wel1erweighi
Welterweight
...

Light/Middleweight
· 1
· h
Muld eweig t

SSig~almlmnn pp B~e~~itchard .
~gna
an. .
·
,
Signalman V. Crumme).
Signalman G. H. Hold~~·
L:mce-Corporal W. Srmt am.
:gnalman F. Dawson.
Signalman F. Henr~ttY.
A. M. Rintoul.
s·ignalman
al an G c Holloway

&1 ml J Dun~
·
o1!i;::g~~t ,~~nt fue di .rance:~t being r?~ Lig~t/Weltet
. · ••

Light / Heauyweig/11

••·

...

•· •

..

weight contest and .firom a boxing point of view, this wa~ t c
best bout of the evening when igna!man Holden ourpornt~d
h ·s opponent: even though he suffered a fractured left h~nd 10
r~e first round. The remaining contests were all terrmnated
inside the distance.
· h ·
hi h
The first bout of !!he evening wa the Ban.~mweig r m w c
ignalman Balmer met very strong opposioon and the fight
ended rather abnuptly in the opening part .of the fir. t ro~d ,
when he was unfortunate in stopping some en ' P pw1ch10g which
ended the fight. At that particular time, it wa felt tha~ the
evening foreshadowed a "difficult passage " for the 24th Signal
Regiment team.
·
·
h ' h h"
s· alman Pnitchard incen ed by the fasluon
m w IC
IS
tea~g~ate Balmer was despatche? decid~ ~ome what may, .h~
would reverse the position. Thi he did m a workman like
fa hion and disposed of his opponent in no u-icer am way a
few moments after the fight had begun.
.
This was followed by Signalman Crum.mey who, de~C1TI11n. d
not to be outdone, proceeded ro underline . the t = ..determination so in turn he reproduced the horizontal ~ mon of
his 8th Signal Regiment opponent, even though this took an
Cll.'tra TOund to do.
.
.
Lance-Corporal Ryan, our second trmg We!tenveig~t, bo.;ed
really well and decided that the heavy punching racucs which
paid dividend. in it.he previou two fight
hould ~erve !um
21

equally as well, so caking adv.antage of hi first opportunity
sent hi opponent to the floor with a very olid blow to the head
knocking his opponent out.
'
ignalman Dawson, our Light-Middleweight, found it heavy
go~ in the first round and it looked as though the tables were
going to be turned, but after the interval in the corner Staff
ergeanc Lawler A.P.T.C., wasted no time <in directing that the
procedure could .and would be reversed. Thi is preci ely what
happened, for Dawson emerged from hi corner a different man
and soon had his opponent in trouble with what was obviously
t~e an wer, good traight lefts after a flurry of right hooks and
hi opponent \Ya on the floor for the count.
ignalman Rintoul who represented the Regiment as first
string Middleweight demonstrated all uhe guts and courag •
that one could wish for against .an experienced and very strong
opponent from the West Indies, but he took the fight ro the
third round. when the referi:e rightly intervened and stopped the
contest. Rintoul proved lum elf a strong contestant who will
go ~mah further wlth more expenience.
~1gnalman Henrercy made shon work of the second Middleweight come t by topping his opponent in the opening cages
of th~ fight. He was cool, calm and collected which made the
occa ion look more simple than in fact lt was.
1!1 the Light He~vyweight contest, Signalman Holloway was
against more expenence, and although he gave his maximwn
effort, he had outpaced himself against his opponent and collapsed as much from exhaustion as from the ex hanges received.
Corpor~l Duncan \vaS for.cunatc. to end his fight as early in
rhc operung <found as he d1d. His opponent sustained a cur
o".er the left eye and the referee righttly terminated the contest
w1thout further ado
Lance-CorP?ral S~~am our first string WelLerweight who
after ~ pr?nusmg opening round was put down by tllc heavier
punching m the second round.
Our con~tulations go to the 24th S ignal Regiment team
for a ~gnificent effort (and to prove it there were three brok n
hands m our team after the contest) and to Staff Sergeant
Lawler, A.P.T.C. who ably directed meir efforts from the
corner.
Our congratulanio;is to 8th Sign.a! Regiment for their display,
and .the well orgamsed events which resulted in an enjoyable
everung.
J\nother event tha.t must be reported in mesc notes is t!he
Guild of St. Helena's annual Christmas Fare in whlch Mrs
Eagle, Mr-s. Chapman, :Afrs. E?\vards and Mr; Brown, put
and operated a stall sellmg .~nstmas decorations. A bright and
colourful stall that was adinired by the many who made purchases. Tu; ra_ble decorations which were all made by the
sral1 holders fair hands, sold well and trade was brisk the
whole a~ternoon. The contribution to the Guild purse was
substanl'laJ.

m:

u -.o.s · and S"r:.f.-:u1ts' ~less. Since our last notes
from m~ Mess in THE WIRE, we have seen may changes. We
have. s:;i1.d fa.i;-ewel1 to R.S .M. R. S. Greenstreet who has left us
for cw1lian life, and ·welcomed in !his place, R.S .M. E. J. Ford.
Our Mess strength has nearly doubled since 25th Signal Regiment's amalgamauion with us.
This winter we have entered the Catterick Garrison Games
League, afre~ two season's absence. To date we cannot record
any ,peat .wms or defaults. In the words of the R.S.M., we
are keepmg our heads above water." Althou!¢1 we have one
!3-ff Sergeant who has a Snooker record, played ro, lost 10, won
nil but we are assured t!hat he will find his form one day.
D We had our Games night against the Officers on the rst
ecember. Unfurtunarely our Commanding 10fficer, LieutenamColonel J. W .. Eagle, M .. B.E., E.R.D., could nor be with us (he was
confined to his bed with a heavy Cat1terick cold). His place
rho~, was well filled by the 2 i/c, Major H. MoD. Chapman
In his o~n words for lthat night "the ball was in his court." Th~
ga.m~s rught gave us an excellent chance ro wish Captains D.
Gmmgs and B: A. W~tson all nhe vary best in their new Units;
we shall . cerminly !111SS them in the Regiment and from our
<;James. n_ights. It 1s hard to find new office.s who have pracuM!d Billiards and Snooker for at least one hour per day for the
pa. t two ,Years plus a~d are stDµ beaten when they visit the
ergMeants Mess, especially playrng against two beginners like
R . . . Ford and Staff Sergeant McLeod.
The result of the Indoor Games was a draw (so the Officers
claim). " Q " Davey entered into tJ:te spi.ci.c of things Gohnni~
~'.11k<;r1 o~, course), although the SJght of the T.ippit players
npJ?1tmg all over the "polished oak tables" nearly put him
off hls drink !
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.. We canno~ end,, our . notes ":'ithout the mcnllion of our
feathered fncnds.
It 1 now six weeks since we found that
we have a "poultry farm" at me back of the Mess being mana~<;~ b~ S.S.M. Jock Tinto. With "H.Q." Squadron nearly all
civiltamscd, the S.S.M. must have something in life to take
place of " work parades." It must be a profitable business
The R.S.M. arrived here in a Prefect and now has a Consul. ·
(.us~•, .

••nou

1• •

Main events for the record of 28llh Regiment for the past
month arc fairly evenly divided between the fields of sport
ai:d ~ork, from the success o.f the Regimental boxing team in
\Wnn~ th~ final of t;he Rhme A:ea Championships ro the
A~101srrauve Inspecnon taken tlus year by Brigadier J. L
Brmd, D.s.o., the Area Corrunander.
·
But with <;:!iristmas .approaching rapidly, while the normal
work of a Signal ~egiment goes on, attention is also being
turned to the p~nmng of fesllive activities, a most encouraging
exll1!1ple ~f w~~ we .have already had, and although the
Regiment is split mto two nllere are enough fort:hcoming events
at bo~ camps to warrant a really good Ohristmas for those
who will not be home on leave
G?ing back, however, for th~ moment to sport, on Friday
eve~ng, 9th Dec~ber, at the Garrison Gymnasium
Rhemd.ahlen, the Regimental boxing team in a very good match
beat Affi?.y Group T~spon Column, R.A.S.C., Dusseldorf,
by 18 .points to 15, ro wm the final of the Rhine Area Championships an~ also q~ for ~e quarter final of llhe B.A.O.R.
Champion hips. This result 1s most encouraging and augers
well for the fort:hcoming Morrison Gup matches.
In a
tre~endous co.ntest at Antwerp, in Belgium, in the Rhine Area
serm-.final a!flmS~ 15 A.B.0.D., 1lhe Regiment fought its \vay
to a one po.mt victory. Most successful member of the ream
so far ha.s been Driver Pottinger, who has won his three
fights all m the first round, twice •w ithin tlhe first few blows
Orhe~s who ha_ve fought in all llhree fights and won on each
occasion are .Signalmen Keenan and Stann1street and LanccCorporal Whne.
Morrison :CJup cv.ents have so far been rallher disappointing
from ?ur pomr of view, the rugby, basketball and hockey teams
all bemg knocked out 1by ..the seoond round. Stiil.l left, however,
arc .the foo~ball and boXlllg (both now m the semi-final).
Smee losing ro the. Ist Loyals in the econd round of rhe
'.">rmy Cup, tr'.ie Regimental football team has won its way
1~to the semi-final of rhe Morrison Cup by beating 2rsr
Signals ~y five goals to two, and now stands with a good chance
re~chIDg .the final. In the Inter-Services League the team
is. fa.i;-mg qwce well, though has been unable to continue the
wmnmg treak of th<; ~ginning of the season. In the Garrison
Le~gu~ the St: Toms team from Francisca Barracks remains
rnvmcible, .haV'Ulg scored no Jess llhan 82 goals from only seven
games .. Highest -score was against R.A.F. "iB," which was 19-0
And still on the same sport, we ha<;! the recent Officers v:

\'\Tarrant Officers' and Sergeants' game at Francisca, which
was .won by the Sergeants .through a last-minute penalty hot,
dcspltc good goals by Maior V. Edwards, Regimental Spons
OHicer, Major S. Quick, Unit Paymaster, and Captain J.
Woods, R..M.T.O. One shot from Major Edwards proved too
accurate, hitting the 'keeper, R.S.M. Baily, full in llhe chest
and craclcing a rib !
Other points of interest from the fields of sport are the
organising of an Inter-Troop .22 shooting competit!ion; the
first stage in the programme fvr training the team for the
B.A.0.R. Ski Championships by sending off the first patty to
Winterberg Gto be followed by others and also a selected pany
to Nor\vay early in the New Year); and the mixed fortunes of
the Regimental squash team, Wlhich has yet to recover from
a sound defeat on the Skating Rink at 13th Regiment (yes, we
arc talking about squash still).
Brigadier J. L. Brind, D.s.o., inspected the Regiment on
Tuesday, 22nd November. He pent six hours inspecting
every aspect of life in the Regiment, including the Comcentre,
Telephone House, the Transmitting Site, accommodation
blocks, cookhouses and offices. On his arrival at Francisca
Barracks, Brigadier Brind was greeted by a quarter guard
formed mainly by men of " B " Operating Troop, 2 Squadron,

detached, from Rhcindahlcn to Francisca. The guard wa
under the command of , ergcant Heslingron. And the report
was all right !
A most successful venture at Francisca was the ne\\<iy formed
Theatre Club's first presentation, a light drama, "The
Gathering Storm," which was produced by Captain T. A.
Hipperson and staged on the two nights 1st and 2nd Deccm r.
From me leading actor to the boys who helped make and
erect the first-class stage, everyone played their part to
perfection, and on the second night the Commanding O!Iiccr
said that although from all accounts he expected a good
performance, the event itself "completely surpassed expectations." The Regiment is particularly sorry to loose crgeant
and Mrs. Rolls this month, who both played such a large pan
in the success of this show. Congratulations also to Sergeant
Hehir, who appearing on the stage for the first time in
his life looked Jike a pro.
Lastly, news of two of our Officers. On Tuesday, 6th
December, Captain J. E. Benjamin, Officer Commanding
Forward Headquarters Troop, was married to Mi Caroline
After three year ' stay with the Regimem
Ferguson.
Lieutenant G. V. Page has left for 24th Regiment at Catteric.k,
where he will be undergoing a two-year Offioers' course.

30th
Regiment

(Trials)

?'.

28th SIGNAL REGIMENT MOTOR CYCLING TEAM, WINNERS
OF THE ARMY CUP
Left to right : The 'A' Team-Signalman A. W. Ellis, Sergeant P.
Lasota, S.S.M . M. G. Edwards, Lieutenant-Col<!>nel J. R. West, Commanding Officer ; The 'B' Team-Captain J. D. Tucker, Corporal
A. W. Baron, Signalman B. Gardiner. Standing, W .O.l (F. of S.)
D. Huxley (team manager)
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No. I SQUADRON , 30th SIGNAL REGIMENT, OCTOBER, 1960
S•ated (left to right) : Sergeants Holland and Drake. Scaff Sergeants Moorman and Gwynne. W.0.1 Knight. Captatn P. D. Mootham,
W.0.11 (S.S.M.} Hornby, the Officer Commanding, Major A. J. Jack.son, Captains W . J. Pritchard . D. H. Briggs, T. A Amott,
Staff Sergeants Thomas and Doe, Sergeant Slater

lleghn4"ntnl Nofos. Although the Regiment has now
been stationed in Blandford Camp for eight months, four more
months have yet to go before t:he Eull round of annual engagements has been carried out. Next year it will be possible ro ·
refer back to "what we did last year"; at <present the Regiment
still blazes its trail.
On i3th November 1960, me Regin1ent carried out its fi11 t
Armistice Day Parade as a part of Blandford Garri on. On
this occasion the Garrison Parade was commanded by the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Piddingron
M.c., Wi.llh the .Adjutant, Captain R. K. Ward, acning as Parade
Adjutant. 'Dhe Regiment provided two Squadrons for the
parode, commanded by Major D. V. Well~ng, M.B.E., and Major
L. . Bamber. Contingents from the Royal avy, R.E.M.E.,
A.C.C., and British Legion also took part. The Salute at the
Ma.rah Past was ·uaken by Admiral Sir Desmond McCarthy,
K.C.B., D.s.o. 'I1he Regiment also acted a hosts at an Armi ice
Day LunCheon in the Officers' Mess at Which the principal
personages present were Admiral McCarthy and hi wife, the
Amel1i.can Consul in SoutJhampton Mr. Jame F. Grady and hi
\Vlit'e and daughter, and Brigadier C. T. W. G<>ug:h, o.B.E.,
Officer Commanding Troops, Blandford Camp, and his wife.
The officers of the Regiment were very pleased co be visited
at the Mess during November by Brigadier (Recd.) R. Chevenix
Trench, C.B., O.B.E., M.c., who left his card, and sincerely hope
he wi.Jl be able to join them at a Regimental Dinner ight in
!'he not too distant futJUre.
Other visitors during tlhe month included Colonel R. G.
Miller, Lieutenarn-Col:onel Newman, United Sl'lltes Army Signal
THE WIRE,' JANUARY
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Corps from the American AttachC's Department, a nwnbcr of
officers from the War Office and a smaH group from me chool
of Signals, headed by Lieutenant-Colonel D. T. W. Gibson,
M.B.E., all of whom came to examine items of equipment currenl!ly undergoing User Trial .
S11ort. The winter season is sufficiently well advanced to
review briefly the activities of me major sport reams.
The football team, under the guiding hand of the R. .M.,
W.0.1 Sinclair, oc.cupies second place in the Bovington Garrison and Soum Western Services League, having won ·ix, drawn
one and lost nwo matohe . The team, which has no particular
tar player, ha two rather intere ting result : ver us R.A.M .•.
Hospital Bovjngton, won 15-2; vcr us 1 Training Battalion,
R.E.M.E., lost 9-r. In the fir t round of the Army Cup Competition the team had rather the worst of the Ju k and lo t 2-4
to 3rd Signal Regiment in a keenly oonre red game.
The rugby rerun managed and kippered by Captain J. .
Taylor, has had :i very average eason with three \11-Ul , two
draws and four lost games. Maintaining a reguhu· XV i not
possible in a Regiment whose commitment range far and \11-ide
but of the more regular players ignalmen Bell, ullivan and
Howell deserve mention for the \vay in which their energy,
peed and keenn s have overcome the di advantage of inadequate exper]ence and expertise. Corporal Harlick ha . hown
masterly kicking ability and W.0.1 Knight is full throated nd
lusty among the forwards.
The hockey team, managed and skippered by Captain D. H.
Briggs, has won four of its fiv matches. The latest u 'e .. fuJ
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ARMISITIC E DAY PARADE
Major D. D. Lister, R.E.M.E., D.A.A.Q.M.G., Eilandford G•rrison, Admi r •I Sir
Desmond McCar<hy, K.C.B., D.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Plddington , M.C.,
with Captain R. K. Ward in attendance on their way to rhe Wreath Laying
Ceremony In Blandford C•mp

match takes it:he ream into the second round of d1e Army Cup
Competition against Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals.
The average age of the team is outrageously high but even at
that it is the young bloods who are probably more suspect than
the older player . Amongst these we are fortunate in having
the Commanding Officer, Major L. S. Bamber, Major . W.
P. Pearce Lieutenant (T.O.T.) J. Pons, W.O.II Kelly and Staff
Seargeam Daglish-solid enough rocks on which to found a
useful ream.

H.q. quadrou. In company with every othi:r sub-unit
in the Corps, and probably !!he Army, the period before
Christma imposes on cilis Squadron many additional tasksChrisOilas Dance, Children's PaNy and so on.
W.O,II (S.S.M.) McG.ranh ~s playing a leading role in all
activities.
The Squadron oongratulates Staff Sergeant Cunningham on
the award of his Long Service and Crt>od Conduct Medal, and
welcome Sraff Sergeant Best who has arrived from 22nd Signal
Regiment.
I S quadron. The Squadron has pleasure in introducing
its members in photographic form elsewhere in these notes.
2 S quadron. Lance-Corporals Chin, Redfern, Lovatt and
Hirst of the Malta automatic exchange installauion team are
welcomed back to the Squadron. The recent acquisition of a
small automatic exchange has allowed the t.raining of installation reams to start.
Staff Sergeant Johnson is now attached to die G.P.O. for
automatic exchange installation training. The fact 1lhat the
exchange on which he is training is only 200 yards from. his
home is considered an organisational triumph wonthy of mention.
Staff Sergeant Constantine and his merry men of Demonstration Team are already busy with preparations for the Staff
College Demonstration in January.
Lance..COrporals Kibble-Whlte and Wyecil are working on a
vehicle installation in the South London area; needless to say
their homes are in Surrey.
Corporal Morgan and Signalman McNair from Plymouth,
Lance-Corporal Charles from Ashf.ord are welcomed to the
Squadron. Lance-Corporal Walker has left on completion of
his regular engagement. The Squadron congratulates Corporal
hanahan on the birth of a daughter (Hazel Caroline) on 24th
ovember, and Lance-Corporal Thomson on rhe birth of a
daughter on 28th November.

:a S quadrou. Twenry-six of our strength are d isper ed
throughout England on upgrading courses or helping our on
User Trials, and the remainder have been engaged in shepherding the A.D.E M.E. Inspectorate cilrough our vehicles and .
wireless equipment.
Three Corporals have returned from courses which they have
passed successfully. Corporal Adcock can rescue people, Corpora! Smith can mend their limbs and Corporal Tanner can
show cilem fihns while they recuperate.
The Squadron Go Kart has recently crackled into life, which
means that the engineering skill of Sergeant Kirk and his
drivers will soon be put to the test on tihe circuit.
lUoultoring T•mm.
At the end of 'July, 1960, the
Monitoring Team, under the command of Major D. V. Wellin@S,
M.B.E., left Blandford Camp to carry out its annual commitments with the B.A.0 .R.

The team was based on 7t11 Signal Rcgi.m m and many old
acquaintances were happily renewed.
The first excrci e, in which the team was tactically employed
with 4 (Canadian) Brigade Group, took place in the Soltau
area. The detachment with the forward Lroops had Lhc interesting experience of learning from 11heir aggressive monitoring
that they were to be right in the target area for an imminent
"enemy" nuclear strike. This ni.mely information enabled
uhe battle group which was threatened to be moved to a safer
location.
In the Brigade rear area Sraff Sergeant (Foreman of Signa~)
Armitage found time, inter alia, to provide the Canadians with
power lighting from one of the team's 27.5 KVA generatorson repayment, of course.
.
The Canadian Brigade's hospitality was greatly apprec.iated
by the team, and in !!he field the visit of nhe Canadian Brigade
Group Commander was very heanening.
Exercise " Skeleton Key I and II," carried out by 2 Division,
was the first big exercise in which the ream was engaged.
Despite tihe hard work and wet weather, cile opportunity was
created beitween the two phases of the exercise for the team to
demonstrate the techniques of monitoring tx> the G.O.C., 2 Division, Major-General E. A. Williams, c.B.E., M.c., his Staff Officers
and to various other units of the Division. The team also
managed during this demanding period, to play football against
teams from the twin villages of Equord and Mehrurn and, after
me matches, competed m somewhat differeRt games in the local
"gasthaus." The team won both me foonball matches.
A quiet exercise followed at Lutjenburg in ScJtleswig-Holstein
with 4 (Guards) Brigade Group, who were preparing for Exercise "Holdfast," which gave the team an opportunity to prepare
for its next major tiask, which was Exercise "Flash.back." For
cilree weeks the team was located at Gutersloh airfield, the
actual site being a dispersal bay on the edge of the main runway. The cilunderous noise of jet aircraft sim~at~ the ~ull
bant!le noises which may be expected when morutonng durmg
the "real thing" and it was interesring to note that the site
was in faat entirely successful. Visitoq from Corps during
the period of the exercise included Brigadier M. A. Charlton,
o.B.E., C.C. Royal Signals. Aloo tlhe team was fortunate
in having 1!he assistance of a civilian, Mr. Stevens,
The R.A.F. kindly allowed the team full use of their canteens
and other amenities, making the stay a very pleasant one.
Finally, during Exercise " Pheasant Tail," the newly formed
1 D ivision came under monitoring scrutiny, and cilis exercise
was followed by a hectic week in whieh preparations for the
return to Blandford Camp were made. During this period the
team "end-of-season" party, which is now a tradition, took
place, and was made the occasion for a small ceremony conducted by tlhe Team Commander in which Mr. A. Sanders was
made an Honorary Member of 30th Signal Regiment, and was
presented with a Regimental tie.
On return to U.K. the ream was granted leave as a prelude
to a period of frenzied work to transform the travel soiled
vehicles and equipment into a state fit for the Annual
A.D.E.M.E. Inspection. As a matter of general i11:rerest, !he
vehicles of Monitoring Team travelled over 4,000 miles durmg
its activinies in Germany without breakdown or accident. While
not necessarily in the record making class, it is an a~evement
in which the room takes pleasure, and reflects credit on the
drivers.
Mr. A. Sanders, who was mentioned previously, joined the
team just before the exercise season began and carried out
supervJsory duties in operatfonal training.
On 24rhe November, 196o, at a parade of the team attended
by the Commanding Officer, Mr. Sanders presented to the
Team Commander a Shield for the Best AIU-Round Soldier of
Monitoring Team, to be awarded annually.
The team was very sorry to lose
.0.I Grant at the
beginning of llhe exercise season but wish him well in his next
posting and offer congratulations on his commissioning as a
Lieutenant (Traffic). Trus monnh Captain R. A. Mac.Heath also
le"fit: the team on posting to I (BR) Corps and takes with him
the very best wishes of nhe team. Staff Sergeant Ridley, too,
has left the team, though he is still se<:n walk.ing around tlhe
camp with that characteristic worried expression on his face
whieh may disappear when his postling evennually comes
cilrough.
New arrivals who are welcomed to the team ~nclude W.O.I
Bell, back from the fleshpots of FontaiDJbleau, Staff Sergeant
Horne, who has become the Team S.Q.M.S., and ScrgeallJts
Arfuur and Jones.

COMMAND INSPECTION , 1960
Inspecting Officer was the Commander Armoured Brigade Group
Brigadier J. A. d'Avigdor-Goldsmid, O.B.E., M.C.
COMMAND INSPECTION QUARTER GUARD
Sergeant Stirling, Signalmen Smylie, Thompson, Toleman, Cadman
and Corporal Mcintosh

200 SqUADRON
(ARMOURED BRIGADE GROUP)
"'The time has come' the Walrus said "-{this is a
quotation an<l nociling mu'ah to do w'ifu che Officer Commanding's Saturday morning confe11ence)--and so here we are
saying howdy to those who have, those who do and cilose \".ho
will in me future uphold the Corps' tradition under tihe sign
of the "Mailed Fist."
On the 1.st January, 1961, we shall be doubly proud_ to w~r
the Triangle of 1st Division on one arm and the Mailed Fist
on the other because on that day we cease to be. a?. Independent
Brigade Group and become a Brigade of Ist Div1s1on. Rerna~s
such as "flaming Christmas trees" and "the left arm wont
know what the right arm is doing" are idle chatter and do
not stand up to democrani.c debate in the S.S.M.'s offi.~e.
Talking about !!he S.S.M., and _you ~ould ~ surp~1sed ~ow
often we do talk about him durmg friendly ~ttle discussions
in cile barrack rooms, we are sorry to lose ~ to the T.A.
All best wishes, Sar'n't-Major and M.rs. Gurne, and thank
you for all the good work you have both done for cile
Squadron.
This has been a year of goodbyes for the Squadron, as we
have parted with many friends from the 9tlh Royal Lancer/ s,
5tih I~niskilling Dragoon Guards, and "A" Squadron 14 20
King's Hussars. Needless to say, we have now many more
friends willh the Royal Scots Greys, xotJ; Royal 8iussadr~: AI .~
Batralion The Argyle and Sucherla~<l; Highland~rs an
Squadron 4 Royal Tanks, Who have JOllled the Bngade: It has
also been a year of achievements and adve~tures. .FIIst-cl.:ass
communications accepted as norm~!, we will not. nsk bormg
you wivh such srories as the 120-nnle R/T C.II link from !!he
week-end seaside camp at T rebor Munde to H.Q. at
Reinsehlen the 85-mile link to our friends of 3 Para<;lmte
Battalion during Exercise "Iron Hand," and the I mm1;1te
50 seconds taken to crash into harbour, cam up and estab]f~
communications during Exercise "Last Chance." If you thrn
that this is being unnecessarily modest please send a stamped
addressed envelope to Messrs._ S•vingler, Jones, Skeggs, Thorpe
and Co., and you will not believe .cile thin~ they can tell you.
Anyone interested in a new cipher angle :;hould co_ntact
Corporal Sadler, . who has had unusual practical expenence
with t!11e new trailer.
I efi.
Laurie, Gutilu~ie, Vosper and Banks oame back from s er,
Norway with varying stories of how Mr. Va ndy~. came to
break his leg during cileir three-week adventure !1'31D1Dg sp~.
They a1l agree on one tantalising fact-he had JUSt found his
feet when it happened.
,,
d th
The party of 13 "try anything once volunteers, un ~r e
monhcrly care of " Q " Burgess, had a pleasant week m tihe
Harz MountJains learning to ski. They adop ted _the Sll!acen
driver's battle cry for cile long slope an~ tJ:ie, natives c~m_g~
when they heard it-" Get oul'a me flippm ~~av',, quick.·
There is absolutely no truth in the stol')'. of me Q openmg
bottles with his "nache" after one parnoular!y cold day.
Our grape ~-Jne whispers heard in the usual meetingll~~e
mention 'bus trips to Paris, Rome and a repeat. to
~m
durin 1961. Harris wi1l not be going on tihese and.is lobb~ng
hard for anociler crack at Amsterdam. O ur latest inf?rrnation
· t:hat he is regularly recceing the route and has dis~overed
~ hicilerto unknown local beauty spot. IM exact location has
not been di.vUlged.

Among the ardent supporters of the 200 qub ar~ Doubleday,
Duffy, Conlan and Brodie, and Blackled~e s Ste1? has to be
seen to be believed. A favourite. on the J~e~x is cile ma~
from the film "Bridge over me Riyer . K.wa1 ( Colonel Bogey
to the older generation), and it 1s well-known _that . tJ:ie
Old Man appreciates it being played whenever ~e is "'.lthm
earshot. Wyatt'1l system on the one-armed band1.t contmues
to cover the cost of late night incidentals and there is a :our
that the Second-in-Command has asked f?r a new ma,
e.
Auf wiedersehen, dear readers; the Christmas leave blll! to
Blighry is on the square and we must not keep the driver
waiting, must we?
d
All the best to all our friends for 1961 an we leave you
with cilis sentimental thought . . .
" Our tanks and guns may bang and roar
But the vital link is the Royal Corps."
(

205 SqUAD ilON
( INFANTRY n mGADE GROU P )
During Tovember tlie White Horse reached greater pasJures
by being televised when a pany from the Squadron went own
to Dus.seldorf to cheer on the Glasgow Rangers.
Prompted by mis leap to fame it went up to Herford,
rogeciler wtith half the Squa~on, to lend weight to the punches
of the Inter-Squadron boXlng finals.
La
Corporal
It certainly had me desired effect on
nceScullion and ·Signalman Shutt, who put up me tw? bcs\:g~s
of the evening and together with Corporal J~1t~, w o . Y
dint of sta~g and Turki h baths, succe e 10 .g~mng
himself into a class devoid of opponents and so obtammg a
walk-over.
· .i.
di ·
J
oner
Just as fue cup was being wetted rn ute tra nona ma .
a crash move occurred and so the depleted Squadrod bac~ dn
camp had to rpack up and vanish off into a very col , wm Y
ni ht. Not even the Foreman ?~ Signa.ls or Orderly Room
s!geant had time to go ~d visit r~anves or arrange anything that would have necess:it-ated theII ab;;ence.
As both Saracen driver were at t?e boxmg, Lanc~-CorJ:!O~~
Ball not a driver himself but havmg had a few cabbie,
on Exercises, did extremely well by driving one of them out
to Go-K
location.
arting is still going strong an d s·1gnaIm en O'Neill and
.
O'H are bot!h iput up a very good performance at a large meetmg
at M unster. U nfortunately, their engine packed up. halfway
rhro~ ithe final of rhe Grand Prix when they were m a very
·
be
good posinion.
d
Those who have an eye for contemporary ecorauon may
interested to know that the O.C. now posses~s. a charcoal grey
walled office wich a lilac ceiling. ~y op1m?ns. adverse or
otherwise may not be communicated dir~y or md1rectly to the
Pre s or anyone not authorised to receive mem (so che O.C.
aid).
h bo ·
h
th
Wheciler it was due to cile success at t e
xmg t e o .er
day or not, Signalmen ~argreaves and Connolly ~~re di ·covered one evening altenng the shape of each other face .
and with the location of Connolly's hand~ tan.ramount . to
attempted strangulation of Hargreaves. This pair of quiet,
pcace~loving lin_emen were. actually accu ed by a burly R.M.P.
of creating a d1 turbance m tha~ they were . . . tc., ~re. .
How misguided can mese :x>hcemen t;>e? The alacrity \".1th
which they shook hands in the .S.M. s office the folloW1Ilg
morning could leave no doubt in the mind of a ca ual ~b rver
rhat they were and alway had been the grcate t of friend~.
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and came second in his class and 4th overall in the A.C.P.
Trophy race .
Finally Captain J. 0. C. Alexander embarked on Ganga Devi
(a five-ton 25fL sloop) on ~he 30th November, and set sail for
England on schedule on the following day.
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SIGNAL T R Ail\"ING CENTRE

(FAR EAST)

At long last we have quitted the atl'ap huts in the Basha
Area and all our training is now conducted in the former living
aoconunodation in Calcurta Camp. Our "living-in" troops are
now quite settled in their compartively luxurious quarters in
Meiktila Barracks.
This has been quite a hecuic period for all in Signal Training
Centre, wh ich has included a week's field training, block ieave
and ~he inevitable Internal Security exercise.
The Internal Security exercise was regarded by all as a tolerable nuisance but llhere is a doubt in some minds as to whether
the field training or tlhe block leave wa~ more enjoyable. Despite
the fact that the camp accommodation was not up to Dorchester standards the majority made themselves reasonably comfortable and the "C<>mpo " rations supplemented with local
fruits and chicken were quite edible.
Some of nbe incidents which provided a little excitement were
the hooking of a snake by Sergeant Heallh whilst fishing, the
removal of a centipede from the back of Sergeant Lawton and
the scorpion bed-mate of Sergeant Richards.
Everything considered the general opinion wa s that it made
a most welcome change from the normal routine.
Recent arrivals whom we welcome to Signal Training Centre
include Second-Lieutenant Dudley and Sergeant Frazer, and
leaving us very soon is Sergeant Lawron, without whom "Y "
Troop will never be quite the same.
Finally, for the benefit of the uninformed, t!he cartoon
is a fair illustration of what goes on during an Internal Security
exercise.

H.Q.,

RO YAL

SIGXALS,

HON G

(Alll F OllMATION )

Although we have been in existence as an Indcpendan t Air
Formation Signal Squadron for nearly a year, this is our first
attempt to make ourselves known to the readers of THE W IRE.
As our title implies we are responsible for communications at
R.A.F. Airfields and Installations, and our area covers th e
greater part of Northern G ermany, which means of course that
tihe Squadron is split into various detachments.
These derachmentJS consist of anythin g from a com plete Wing
Signal Troop down to a single body at some obscure (but nevertheless important) airfield. T his situation tends to make administranion of personnel difficul t, the Orderly Room staff m an age to
cope, ignoring such rumours that Corporal Rowberry has
demobbed himself and joined the Bundespost at Berlin. T here
is no lack of volunteer s ro serve on these outsta tions, especially
Sylt where the summer months axe favoured, both by thooe on
tihe detachmen t, and by visiti ng per>sonnel from Squadron H.Q.
Could this be because of the pr oximity of a well known bath ing
beach ? Sergeant Dunmall h as r ejoined H eadqua rters after a
lonely Jilt at Brockzetel, leaving behind Lance-Cor poral Hammond to tend to the n eeds of the R.A.F . I t is not wiusual for
personnel to be flown from one airfield to another in order to
carry out urgent repairs, as witness Lance-Corporal Baker, who
found himself being transported in a R.A.F. Hunter Jet from
Jever to Schleswigland when a faul t occurred at the latter
installation.
Here at Headquarters we have an international flavour, working not only wi th l!he R.A.F., but the German and Dutch Air
Forces as well. Our main operational commitment here is the
manning and maintainance of the System Control and T elegraph T e st equipment.
Our sporting activities are somewhat curtailed by being split
up so much, alllhough it is extremely difficult for a footballer
to get himself posted to an outstation. Last season our football
team won the Station Trophy, and have made a good start to
retaining it this year. Our atlhletes were just pipped by the R.A.F.
for first place at the Station Sports M eeting, in which both
the German and Dutch entered strong teams. Our photograph
shows the members of the team duning one of their numerous
training sessions. We cannot raise a regular hockey team but
manage to be represen ted by three or four player s eacil time
the Station team plays.

KONG

Since our last quarterly conUiibution there have been many
changes in the H.Q. Royal Signals. Lieutenant-Colonel P. E.
S. Mansergh, O.B.E., left us in August after over two years of
arduous work. Our furewells to Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
Mansergh coincided willh a welcome to Lieutenant-Colonel M .
J. R. Fletcher, M.B.E., and Mrs. Flecher, who took over the job,
the quarter and a major exercise in a very short time indeed.
We have lost W.O.II W. A. Bain, our chief clerk, and Signalman G . J. O' Brien, a National Serviceman whom we failed to
persuade to sign on in spite of the attractions of service in
Hong Kong. W.O.II H. J. Crocker, B.E.M., is now firmly established in W.O.II Bain's place, and Corporal Jepson has joined
us from 253 Signal Squadron. Jepson now captains the H.Q.
Land Forces football team and W.0 .11 Crocker is seeing a very
active service in the hockey team.
There have been three major exercises since August which
have kept us busy. Interspersed with these have been very
welcome and useful visits from, among others, Colonel H. J.
Thompson, A.A. of S. Air Formation Signals, Colonel R.
Linton, A.A.G. A.G. I I and Brigadier and Mrs. F. J. Swainson.
Apart from work several Royal Signals personnel in the
Colony have hit the headlines of the local Press in November.
Captain R. B. Carroll won the Colony Amateur Golf Championship for the second year running. Captain N . R. F. Mackinnon took his Triumph to Macao for the G rand Prix Races
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(From left to ri11ht) Bock row : Lance Co rporals Hall, Edwards, Craftsma n Maxwell

Signalman Greenhalgh, Driver McKeown, Signalma n Mann io n,
Co r poral Day (R.E. M.E.)
Centre row : La nce Cor porals Golden, Bowers (R.E. M.E.), Drivers Ki rk, W e bster,
Bo nser, Lance Co r poral Papa ndreou , Signalma n Vai n, Dri ver G rainger
Fron t row : Sergea nt Cox (R.A.P.C.), Lieute nant Cald e r, Ca ptain Spoon er,
Major Elsmore, Secon d Lieu t e nants Mil bur n, Brad ley, Se rgeant Brewer
(R.E.M.E.).
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Since our formation we have lost numerous personnel on
posting, etc., notably among the senior ranks, for which, these
days, there seems to be no replacements. S.S.M. and M11s.
Gale departed last month for Edinburgh, and as yet our new
S.S.M. has not arrived.
We hope in future to keep the readers of THE WIRE informoo
of our activities, and with this object in view tlhe C.0. has asked
Records to post in a reporter complete wirh notebook and
pencil. Who knows-maybe he will . . . .
As we go to press it is with deep regret, that we announce
vhe deaths of Lance-Corporals HopwooJ and Coverdale and
the serious injury of Signalman Greenhalgh, in a traffic accident
on aturday, 29th October, 1960.
Lance-Corporal Coverdale has been in the Squadron since
its formation and had served before that time in I I (Air Formation) Signal Regiment.
He took part in the Nijmegen Marches in 1959 and although
a very exhausted man, he nevertheless completed t!he marches.
He was a regular soldier and had only recently been promoted.
Lance-Corporal Hopwood joined us early this year and
straightaway justly earned for himself the position Squadroil
goalkeeper and had several games as goalkeeper for R.A.F.
Giltersloh station side.
He was a fine athlete and during the summer represented
R.A.F. Giltersloh at cricket as well.
The loss of these young N.C.O.s is deeply felt witlhin the
Squadron and our heartfelt sympathy goes our to their relatives.
Signalman Greenhalgh is now well on the way to a recovery.

234

S(tUADRON

(MALTA)

The winter sporting season is now in full swing in Malta, and
we are participaning in the SQCCCr, hockey, basketball, .22
shooting and cross-country leagues. Our rugger enthusiasts are
catered for by the Royal Signals (Malta) R.F.C., which has a
fixture most Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. Go Karting
will be starting as soon as we receive our first kart and have
mastered the intricacies of the insura nce policy.
In October we were actively engaged in providing rear link
communications for Exercise " Natation," ably assisted by personnel from 203 Signal Squadron and 620 Signal Troop. Incidentally, a very big thank you to 219 Signal Squadron for rheir
(as always) splendid co-operation during the " Force Eight"
period. We were very gratified ro hear, after the exercise, that
our CW "came through like gunfire on the DZ."
The motoring fraternity of 234 Squadron has been put to
shame with the arrival of a Rolls Royce, owned by Second
Lieutenant M arley. This splendid automobile (circa 1926) is
the only Rolls in daily use in Malta. We have not acceded to
Second-Lieutenant Marley's request for tlhe loan of the Exercise
" N ata tion " "Comcen " sign for hi s passenger compartment.
During October and November we ran a recruit's military
t1raining course. Hitherto our recruits have been trained for
u by Malta Fortress Squadron Royal Engineers. Our Autumn
course passed out in mid-November, and the inspecting officer
for the pass-off parade was Lieutenant-Colonel T . G. Chambers,
M.c., Commander Royal Signals, Malta. By rhe time these
notes appear in print all the ten ex-recruits will be in Catterick
attending tirade training courses. Incidentally, all our Maltese
soldiers go to U .K. for trade training these days, and would
be very glad to pass on the latest news tirom here to ex-members
of" MSS."
After a two year barde wi th " the power.s tlhat be" we have
succeeded in removing ourselves from the Garrison Sergeants'
Mess, and we now share the Lintorn Barracks Sergeants' Mess
wit h the R.A.S.C. All concerned consider this a great improvem ent and, already, a number of highly successful social functions have been held. R.Q. M.S. A. Kneebone please to note
all this. Our Junior Ranks' Club is currently receiving a "face
lift" in t11e fomn of a combined Naafi/R.E./Unir effort to converit the old Corporals' Restaurant into a cocktail bar. The .
problem is somewhat complicated by tlhe necessity of removing
a two inch layer of Royal Signals-applied colounvash from the
walls of the establishment.
As these notes are Wl'itten Ohrisrmas dmws near and the
P.R.!. is busy preparing what looks like being a pretty hectic
series of parties. Our score for t!he children's party is 174 to
date (and yet in official parlance we are classified as a "minor
unit " ). Best wishes for 1961 to all old members of the
Squadron.
We provide a ship-to-shore redio link for each troopship that
call at Mahva, and hope that you will contact our operator on
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[Courtesy: Army P. R . Photograph

234 Signal Squadron Recru its Course await the ar r ival of the inspecting officer on the Pass-off Parade on Floriana Parade Ground

the ship if you pass this way. We will alwa ys be very pleased
to show you round, and discuss old times over a " Hop ." or a
" Blue." All those in charge of drafts please note for action.

Naval Interlude
In November, 1960, a party from 234 and 235 Signal
Squadrons, comprising Captain (Q.M.) A. E. Carter, Sergeant
A. A. Murray and eight others were guests of the Royal .Navy
in H.M.S. "Ausonia." " Ausonia," some 20,000 tons, is the
flagship of the Mediterranean Reserve Fleet, and was proceeding
from Malta to Toulon for exercises with the French Navy.
Followmg a comprchensiv«: briefing by Captain <?irter, the
party boarded cc Ausonia" ~ Lazarett? Creek . (site of the
Quarantine Hospital of the Knights of Samt John m Jerusalem),
and spent their first day at sea acclimatising themselves to Naval
Customs, and sampling l!he "duty free."
.
.
We had been told that this was to be a worklllg holiday and,
on the second day, we were introduced to the ship's st.ore
rooms, where we were .issued out with mops, buckets, squeegees,
bruShes (sweeping and paint) and vast tins of ship's coloured
paint. Those who missed these . items w~re paired ?ff to
different parts of the ship, to work. m the e?gine. room, wuel~s
room, and the various workshops lllstalled m this huge floating
dockyard.
.
Late on the second day out we encountered ~ storm, the ship
doing a certain amount of rock and roll. This sorted out the
true sailors from the lower (Army) deck, and perhaps a few
from the upper deck as well. However, we . awoke next
morning to see a calm sunny day and, fortunately, 1t stayed that
way for the rest of our trip.
Arniving at Toulon, after five ~Y,~ at sea, we ,,~thed ~e ·t
to the famous French aircraft earner La Fayerte, m the nud t
of assembled R N. and French shipping. As soon as the gangways were lowered sports representatives from the French
avy came aboard to arrange Rugger and Soccer fixtures. These
fixtures proved successful, and several ~ood ~es were ~Jared.
We spent eight days in harbour, working contlllually, pamtlllg,
scrubbing decks and helping with workshop repairs. To ensure
that everyone had a good all-round knowledge of the ship,
details were changed round every two or three day . W~ stood
our duty watches in harbow:, and many felt lonely loo~g out
ro sea on dark nights, but Jt gave us a chance to tlunk over
what we would be doing the next day. Would it be more
squeegeeing, or being low~ed on a plank over ~e side, accompanied only by a pot of paint and a brush. But it always turned
out all right in the end.
Sergeant M.l.I'ray of 234 Squadron, our admini trative N .C.O.,
the fir t person to enquire about cigarette coupons,. the r~
ration and times of issue, duly arranged all these things . with
his friend the Chief. All Army personnel, thoroughly ausfied
with his efforts and smoking t\vice as many cigarertes a. u ual,
soon settled down to Navy Routine.
Bus trips were organised by the ship's Padre _ro pla.ce of
interest along the French coast. The most patromsod tnp \\
the one to Monaco, with stops at Cannes, Nice and the Froganard perfume factory at Gra se, for a conducted tour of the
iiactory-with a grand finale in the sales depa~ent, from
which there was no c cape. However, after spending a lot of
27
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money, and thinking of rhe stories to tell the Customs back in
Maira, everyone looked pleased with their purchases.
Many places of intere t were visired in Monaco, including
the Palace of Prince Ranier and Princess Grace, so brilliantly
floodl it in the evenings the casino, bars and otiher places \vith
"liv entertainment ." The look of the local population ar
seeing British battlcdre s again really had to be seen ro be
believed. Arriving back at Toulon in the early hours of the
morning it wa agreed that a good time had been had by all
e pecially the lucky one who had seen Princess Grace out
walking with her children.
After spending several pleasant evenings in Toulon, now
being rebuilt with modern blocks of flats and attractive looking
shops we pulled our of harbour one morning and formed up
in convoy with other ships. Heavily escorted by French and
British warships, including the cruiser H .M.S. "Bermuda " we
sailed back to Malra via Corfu.
Arriving back in Malta after our 17-day cruise we disembarked at Manocl Island, after looking all over the ship to
find a Customs Officer to pay duty on our var~ous purchases in
France. And so, eventually, back to Lintorn and Imtarfa.
Thanks ro ~he splendid oo-operation and friendliness of all
members of "Ausonia's" company it was a first class trip, and
a grand opponiunity for us to get a thorough knowledge of the
working of one of Her Maje ty's ships.
P. .-The Sergeant-Major has just told me to stop saying
"Aye-Aye now I'm back in Malta.

236 SqUADRON" (COlUCAX)
With the imminent end of the shon rains and the end of the
" vi~ts and in pecnions " season, most people' thoughts are
turmng towards leave, and the applications flow thick and fast,
with varying degrees of success. Many want to get away to ithe
coast at Mombasa, and avail themselves of the excellent facilities offered by file Nyali Leave Camp, gogg1ing, fishing and a
!lle ~ach, to mention only a few. Perhaps that is rubbing it
m a little for the unfortunates shivering in the U.K. winter.
Other more venturesome types are setting out on safaris round
lake Victoria or south in Tanganyika. There is also a steady
flow of " lifts " provided by our good friends the R.A.F. here
at Eastleigh to various parts of East Africa and adjacent territorie~. Until very recently, they gave us trwenty seats on a
Hast:ln.gs once weekly for a day trip to Mombasa and this was
much appreciated by the off-duty shifts, as they were able
to spend several very enjoyable hourn at the leave camp.
The Squadron shooting ream have now finished a very
successful season culminating in being runners-up in the Minor
Units Championship in the C.Ommand Shoot. They are looking
forward to next season, but Lance-C.Orporal Al!llle and Signalman James have already returned to U.K., so we shall have
to search our fresh talent.
In a lighter vein, the officers of the R.A.F. C.Ommunication
Centre challenged the officers of COMCAN to a five-a-side
soccer match, with a crate of ale on the result. It was a very
amusing match ,resulting in a 2-r win for COMCAN. Goals
were scored by Major Lyske and Captain Blake and the crate
of ale was swiftly consumed by ten exhausted and limping
officers.
Chri_srmas preparations are well under way. This year we
are gomg to have a separate Christmas dance and draw. Our
social club is still in full-swing, but we have had to go farther

Lance Corporal Attle, Signalmen James, Fanshawe, Vickery, Lance
Corporal Thomas, Sapper Robinson, Lance Corporals Morgan,
Williams, Corporal Haddock, Major W. E. Lyske, Lieutenant C. H.
Glydon, Corporals Catterall, Silvester
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afield for a suitable dance hall, and have been fortunate in
getting rhe Kenya Regiment Drill Hall and a good dance band.
S.S.M. Pearce raff Sergeant Grainger and his committee are
spending many happy hours visiting tlhe various hospitals and
other institutions in and around Nairobi in their quest for
unattached ladies to come to the dance. Wit!h some success I
may say.
Since !!he start of ~he second half of the Hockey League, in
early Oorober, the Squadron has played well enough not to
have lost. Our success coincided with !!he return of C.Orporal
Lines and we improve with every pound he sheds.
We are . providing several player for the Combined Signals
Team which has now reached the final in ohe Major Units
Knock-out C.Ompetition.
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SPECl.\L AIR SEllVICE HEGUUENT
SIGNAi. TllOOP
A

Year's A"eo1111t

We have missed sending a contribution to THE WIRE since
August and can only plead a curious malaise which strikes us
down wtienever wrjting is mennioned. For these notes, however, we will try and describe all this year's activities and
thereby cover any previous deficiencies.
The year began with mo t of t!he troop exchanging the cold of
an English winter for the sunshine of the Persian Gulf. This
~ree-montih stay amid tlhe Arabian sands was very good trainmg and gave us a variety of experience. Murphy leading his
camel home and refusing to ride the last ten miles was one of
the more amusing. The blowing up of a three-tonner on a
mine as it took some of the attached signallers down to bathe
was one of the most dramatic.
While the majority of the .Troop fought off !!he flies and
"le cafard," back in England Staff Sergeant Stephenson successfully dealt wjth the Administration Inspeonion Team and
later moved the troop to its present site in Hereford. Within
Dhe week however, we were away to the north on a recruiting
trip wJlloh has Jed during the year to a steady stream of
hooefuls passing through the Selection Troop, most of them
unfonunately to be awarded t!he initials, RTU. We have
changed one or two personalities over but our numbern stay
steadily under strength.
Easter saw the return of tihe sunburnt desert veterans and a
burst of activity to get the X trademen classified which resulted
in the mechanics remirning straii~ht on to a course. They are
still trying to catch up on tihat leave.
In May we had our first abortive attempt, foiled this time as
later in the year by the Em!lish summer weather to hold a Free
Fall Parachute Display. This involved us in ~mmunications
of a type wltlch we are not used to, speaking on sets and using
VHF for a change.
Again about half of nhe troop went abroad, this nime to Kenya
for three months, supporting a squadron detached there. Your
scribe not bein~ with .them cannot r~port with accuracy and
the hear.say evidence is mosnly unp11mtable but a fair time
apoears to have been enjoyed.
Wihat was left of the troop was taken to Norway and spent
a fortnight climbing the mountains in the north.
This, with a link to Denmark were our longest "hauls" this
year, the one to Norway involving a relay station wltlch we were
able to withdraw evenmially.
T~e r6th July saw nhe whole tr-00p in base as an entity before
rus~ off to the RM.A., Sandhurst, for the annua l demonstr~tJon there.
There followed a quiet ( ! ) period there,
enlivened only by a brigade exercise on Salisbury Pfain the
second (also abortive) Para Display and a Combat suJvival
course in all of which we played our part.
Then came th~ last exercise of the year held in Denmark.
For the troop tlh1s. was a base ''.par excellence" complete with
hot and cold running house-ma1ds and a thoroughly good time
was had by all.
. Now we are filling the period up to Christmas wirti indiwd~I training both within and without the Regiment and
lookmg forward to anonher year in r96r which promises to be
as good as tihe last.

Editor's. Note: Colonel A. }. Deane-Drummond D.S.O.,
M.C., unt1! ~ecer:tly Commanding the 22nd S.A.S. Regiment,
made a distinguished appearance in the British Broadcasting
Corporation'~ "This ls Your Life " series on 12th Decembe;.
196o. T~at a serving officer is selected for this ordeal i;
unusual, m Royal Signals it is unique.
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Rugby Football
Stadium Ground, Catterick Camp, 30th Nov., 1960
ROYAL

SIGNALS

8,

ROYAL ARTILLERY NIL.

It was, unfortunately, not the best of days. A stiff breeze
was blowing and the ground, although it had recovered remarkably from constant downpours, was heavy. Low cloud
cast a gloom which was to cause severe eyestrain to a good
turnout of spectators before the final whisrle went.
The first ten minutes were rather negative, as both sides sized
each other up. Gradually the new white jerseys of the Gunners
were eliminated as their wearers were brought down. Once
these preliminaries were dispensed with, both sides began a
series of attacks on each others line. These came to naught,
due to fine tackling on both sides.
A stirring foot rush by Signals was only stopped short of
the Gunner line; a free-kick brought play to mid-field, it failed
to find touch, and Captain Birtwistle, with the aid of the wind,
returned it whence it came. A quick heel after a loose maul
caught the defence on the wrong foot, and Lance-C.Orporal
Byron crossed for a good try. Second-Lieutenant Shiner earned
the extra points by an excellent kick.
The Gunners returned to the attack, but Signalman Birchill
the Signals' hooker, had the edge on Lieutenant Tucker. This
ena bled them to keep their enemy at bay.
A good attacking movement very nearly saw Gunner Sharpe
cross by the flag after the ball had passed through several pairs
of hands. He was, however, bundled into touch by LanceC.Orporal Byron and Captain Birtwistle. The resultant mess untangled itself without injury to limb or person.
The second half found the Signals against weight and wind.
Not the best of positions with a mere five points in credit.
They were pinned in their own half under heavy pressure and
a try must have come to the Gunners had their backs handled
more cleanly. It was one of those days, and the Signals' line
remained intact.
The Gunners were so interested in the match that they
momentarily forgot the wind and play worked its way back to
mid-field. However, weight was now telling, and a slow heel
was troubling the Signals' half-backs.
Signalman Hazledon was doing a fine job in getting the ball
away from under the noses of the opposition's back row. On
one such occasion it moved so quickly that the Gunners d id
not realise that it had gone. This led to the best try of the
match. Second-Lieutenant Shiner half broke, passed to Signah
man Preece who finished the break to put Signalman Pace over
in the corner, after the latter had made a 20-yard run.
Second-Lieutenant Shiner's attempt at the conversion bounced
on the cross-bar and fell back.
This brought life to the tired Signals pack and several excellent forward rushes were witnessed.
Towards "no side," the Gunners put in heavy pressure on
the Signals' line, Gunner Sharpe twice being within inche of
scoring.
The defence held out until the final whistle.
The players departed into the gloom in the direction of the
pavilion to take part in a different form of activity.
C.Onsidering the conditions, it was an excellent ga me and a
fair result. The Signals, as a whoie, were more lively. The
Gunners deserved a try, but not a win.

l&OYAI. SIGNALS HOCKEY
A much depleted Royal Signals side took the field for tl1c
fir. t game of ·their tour against td1e Royal Artillery at Woolwich.
We had lost no less than seven playeris since last year but nevertheless the side acquitted themselves wcll.
The first matoh, against the "Gunnel's," started with a
Gunner attack whlch continued unabated for ten minutes,
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during wluoh time our defence were hard put to keep them out.
We then settled down and centre forward Last wa unlucky
not to open our account when a shot by him hit the toe of the
prostrate goalkeeper to be deflected away. Shonly after thi
the Gunners went ahead with an opportunist goal by Colman.
The second half saw some good open hockey with the Royal
Artillery forwards doing most of the attacking. This eventually
paid off wit!h two good goals by C.Olman and Selley, the Jauer
being the schemer of the side. We were once again unfortunate
when a splendid shot from Hartnett was inadvertently deflected
by the waving stick of the goalkeeper from going into the top
corner of !!he goal. The final ten minutes saw the Corps continually on the attack but with no success and the game ended
with the final score at 3-0 in favour of the Royal Artillery.
Unlike tihe first game, the second against the appers, started
with a Signals attack which continued for most of the first half.
Once again, however, the old bogey of being unable to finish
dogged us and it was our opponents who, still under pressure,
opened the score.
In the second half the Sappers took the initiative and their
forwards gave an excellent display of hockey culminating in
nwo goals. The Signals fought back well but could not score
and the match ended with the Sappers the winners by 3-0.
The last game of the tour, against the Royal Army Ordnance
Corps, promised much with the Signals opening the acc<?unt
with a fine goal from Last. However, our lead was short hved
for the Ordnance centre forward scored after a brilliant solo
run from the bully. With the score at 1-1 the Signals continued !!he attack and were rewarded with anorher goal from
Last; but by half-time the Ordnance had regained the lead and
had taken the score to 3-2-bonh goals scored by Carr, the
centre forward.
The second half saw the Signals constantly on the attack but
unable to break through a very sound defence. To the contrary in fact, for it was the Ordnance who broke rhrough and
scored twice, bringing the final score to 5-2 in their favour.
The final results were : 9th November
Royal Signals o; R.A. 3.
10th November
Royal Signals o; R.E. 3.
12th November
Royal Signals 2; R.A.O.C. 5.

THE ROYAL SIGN"ALS llEG.lTT.\
SINGAPORE
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The Race Officer had briefed the team captains, the two
reams took the water and sailed to the start line. The tcnminute gun was fired, the five-minute gun, and the tension
rose as the six Fireflies approached rhe stan line. The start
gun fired, the Class flag and preparatory flag were dropped,
r8th Regiment "A" team and 19th Regiment were racing a
team race.
The date was nhe 28th October, 196o, a date to remember,
for it was the start of the first Royal ignals Regatta to be
held in the Far East. The Royal Singapore Yacht Club had
very kindly allowed the use of the magnificent facilitie5 of
~heir Clubhouse for the event.
The race programme included a team knock-out to be held
over ~he 28th and 29th October, and an individual race to be
held on the last afternoon of the Regatta. There were four
teams entered, from 18th Regiment "A" and "B," 19th
Regiment and the Staff Officers.
Racing on the fir t day was very interesrmg, will1 winds
light and variable in !!he morning. 19th Regiment managed
to drift a little faster ~ban r8th Regimer1t "A" and won
convincingly. The afternoon saw 18th Regiment "B" team
racino- against rhe Staff Officers. After an exciting first race,
\'Mer~ the lead changed many time , the 18th "B" team
overcame the Staff Officers in the second race to win the
match and enter the final.
The morning of Friday, tlte 29th, was the team ra e final
between 19th Regiment and 18th Regiment "B." Th wind
was again light and variable but both team got away to r~-ason
able starts, with Lieutenant-C.Olonel D. E. Warren, of r8th
Regiment leading Captain Keech at the fir t mark. After
Lieutenant-C.Oioncl Warren had been passed by the 19th
Regiment team, they finished the race first, second and .third.
The teams went our for the econd race, which tarted m the
same manner as the fir t leg, but two of the 19th Regim nt
team got lo t and missed a m~rk, sailed on, th n reali eel the~r
mistake came back and sailed the correct course. This
mistake' caused r9th Regiment to slump from first ,
nd and
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third to first fifth and ixth, but they had enough points in
hand, so 19th Regiment won the first team race championship
of Royal ignals in ingaporc.
After a furious reach to the second rnaJ:1k with ind1es separating Major McAnsh and Captain Keech, the individ ual
champion hip developed into a battle between M ajor McAnsh
Captain Haw, Major Scott and Captain K eeoh. The fina l
result after a keenly fought contest was :
I. Captain B. 0. Haw, 19th Regiment.
2. Major M . D. Scott. H.Q., Singapore Base District.
3, Captain D. S. Keech, 19th Regiment.
4. Major I. McAnsh. H.Q., Singapore Base Oj trict.
All four finishing wi~hin 26 seconds. There were 12 starters
in tlris race.
The prizes were presented by Colonel A. Freeman, M.C.,
Commander Royal Signals, Singapore, who said that the
si:andaro of sailing was high enough to give hopes of a win
in rhe Triangular Regatta this year.
o ended the first and we hope not the last Royal Signal
Regatta in the Far East.
RJiSULTS

Team ham1>iou , 1960 19th. Regiment.
Individual nelm man
Captain B. 0. Haw, 19th Regiment.

Territorial Arniy

Remembrance Sunday saw the Regiment well represented
on Church Parades, in particular at N ewsome where a contingent from 1 Squadron attended llhe serv.ice at S t. John's, our
Padre s Church.
We wish W.O. II Evans the best of luck in his n ew post with
A. A.S. Harrogate, and welcom e W.0.II Mundy-Gill a t L eeds,
not fogetting Lance-Corporal Pezzack who has recently joined
the York Squad ron.

Association Notes
Torbay Drancll
Arran ged by Mr. D . W. F. Barnfield, th e Honorary ecrctary
Brig:adier H . R. F irth visited the Royal Signals T.A. Centre in
Torquay on 13th D ecember, 1960, and gave a nalk about the
Corps and the Association to members of the Branch and to
members of lihe 43rd (Wessex) Signal Regiiment (T.A.).
A majority of those present were young T.A. volunteers,
almost the first of those many young men who will not do
National S ervice but who join the Territori.al Army.
No. 50 DllANCll -

GOth

(lU)

REGIMENT

(T.A.)

T eam Event

Royal Signals T.A. Competitio11
Individuals Eve111 ...
.. .

(vii) ~ or th um ll er I a 11 11
ounty Rifle teetlng

1 ·Uh llef(iment -

The winter social season got off to a good star t in midNovember with a gene.ml meeting and games evening. A new
entertainments committee has been elected and is preparing a
variety of forms of entertainment for Branch members during
this winter.
Mr. G. B. Blow, B.E.M., from this Branch, went to the Palace
Valletta in early November to reccive his award from His
Exccllency The Governor, Admiral Sir Guy Grantham. George
Blow has lived on tl1e Island since 1922 and has been with
234 Signal Squadron, in and out of uniform, for the past 35
years. George, the Chief Telephone Supervisor, is widely
known and respected in Malta, and is a sta1wart supporter of
Branch aotivitiies. Members who have served in Malta during
the past ten years or so will also remember George Blow in
his secondary role of "Father Christmas," for which he is
much in demand at military and civilian Christmas parties.

School of Signals require as soon as possible, a R etired
)fficer (Lieutenant-Colonel or Major) of the Corps. to take
harge of the Publications Section at the School of Signals :it
pre cnt m Catterick but expected to move to Blandford m
1964 or 1965.
.
.
· The Publications Section consists of a M~ior, ~~ Captams,
one Warrant Officer, three rank and file, m addiuon to the
R.O.II.

H OY .\.JJ SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND
B ENEVOLENT FUND
l 'l1c fo llowing subscriptions
November, 1960 :

gratefully

received

during

l

24th. ignal Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
310 Signal Squadron (ASSU) T.A. ... ...
76 Squadron R.A.S.C. (L.C.T.)
C.S.O.. H.Q., Eastern Command
55th (M) Signal Regiment, T. A. (Officers' Mess)
J II
i!!llal Squadron, T. A. ... .. . ... ...
J I7 Signal Squadron, T.A. (London District)
C.S.0 ., H.Q., Western Command
I Ith Signal Regiment
...
231 Signal Squadron (Park) ...
24t Signal Squadron .. . .. .
42nd (Lanes) Signal Regiment, T.A.
48th. (S.M.) Signal Regiment, T.A.
59th (M) Signal Regiment, T.A. ...
304 Signal Squadron, T.A. ... .. .
306 Signal Squadron (AGRA) T. A.
326 Signal Squadron, T.A._ .. .
H.Q., A.E.R., Royal S1gnrus
C.S.0 ., H.Q., B.A.0 .R. ...
10th Signal Regiment ...
13th Signal Regiment .. . ...
205 Signal Squadron (Infantry Brigade Group)
254 Signal Squadron (Aden) .. . .. .
19th Signal Regiment (Wives' Club) ...
C.S.O., H.Q. (Gurkha). Divisional/ OCLF
17th. (Gurkha) Signal Regiment .. .
208 (Cornwell) Signal Squadron .. .
230 (OCLF) Signal Squadron . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .
247 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron (Infantry Brigade Group)
248 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron (Infaniry Brigade Group) ...
250 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron (Training) .. . .. . . ..
2 Field Regiment, R.A., Signal Troop
.. . .. . .. .
20th Signal Regiment .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .

T he following
N ovember, 1960 :

donations

were

most

gratef11lly

14

6

0
0

IO

0

3 18
7 IO
2
3
I 10

12
14

II
I IO

3
5
I

6

18

0

4

9
0
0

0
0

5

0

9

0

4 0
9 3
6 9

3

9

II

O
0

7 IO
2

15

6

0
0

0

7

0

4 4 7

9 16
17 15
13
15
2

0

JO

0
2

4 4
6 0

dun'ng

l

s. d.
I

W.O.I Jones
W. R. Deane, Esq.
J. F. Benson, Esq.
Major G. Gregory

0

5

0
0

4 4 6
I

Total
EXP'ENDITURE DURING NOVEMBER, 196~

...

0

0

8

0

£6 17 6

.. . [,27 5 3 o

(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds :>nd Bedding; Furniture;
Cots and Prams; General As 1st.ance).

were among the minor prize winners.

Analysis of Cases :

Mr. G. B. Blow, B.E.M., receives his award from His Excellency
The Governor and Commander-in-Chief, Malta, Admiral Sir Guy
Grantham, G.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., at The Palace Valletta

.
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cases of Soldiers who served durini the 1939-45 War .. . [.137 2 7
1s cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War ... £138 o 5
JS
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M r. P. R Tabor, Mr. R. L. Cartwright, Mrs. E. Fladgate,
Captain A. Hughes r4th Regiment, Wives' Club l t Regimen!,
M r. A. Morgan, Misses Carole and Joan Morgan, Mr. F. .
Adams, Major J. G. D irs 23rd R~giment, Mr. .E. E. Partn~ge 3
Squadron 23rd Regiment, Capram G. E. ~ 65th Regunent
(T.A.), B11igadier and Mrs. M. A. Charlton, Lieutenant-Colonel
J. N. Boyland, Miss Angela Boyland, Mr. E. Taylor, Mrs. J .
Thomas, W.0.II W. Barnes, Sergeant and Mrs. D. S. Murray,
W .0.II E. C. Jones, Captain B. T. Grogan 3II Squadron
(T.A.), Officer Commanding 6o5 Troop, Colonel A. H . D.
Lewellvn, H.Q. 23rd Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel G. N.
Welsford, Mrs. T. R. Warburg, Mrs. C. Swallow, Mrs. Carey,
Mrs. D. A. L. Wade, Mr. A. C. J. Chalmers, Colon~l J. C.
Christopher, Major G. W. Vero, Mr. A. Stokes, ~ptam J. L .
Donne, W.O. and Mrs. Russell, Mrs. May, Mr. White, Colonel
T. B. Gravely.

*
During the two weeks to 20th December the Welfare Section
were able to send off no less than 78 Parcels to the children
of widows and those men unable by illness to provide such
things.
Below an attempt is made to describe, with .mitable
anonymity, six cases taken from the 'l!'elfare Sect1011 files
concluded during the second week m Dece>J?ber, 1960.
Also on the same page is a simple statement of mcome and
expenditure.

t.:or1•ornl, 1920-32 :md 1941-46. .fylarried1 one child .
Having a thrombosis of both legs and bemg registered as a
disabled person, he has to have a car to get to work. Illnes
stopped him for a time and so la~t June a grant was mad_e to
help with his car insurance. Smee then he ha remamed
unable to work; hospital and two operations. In late
November he got employment, but needs clothe . He was
sent a suit· alas a little too small, so he returned it, and
another will be s~nt as soon as possible.
Drh•er. 1948-53. Single. After a very serious illness, he
has had to re-shape his life, in which he is doing a serie. of
resettlement courses. During all this time he has received
very little in money. In order to. fit himself for. a _new cour e
he had to obtain clothes on credit. The Association made a
grant, and 36 weeks o.f in_ter:isive s~udy on /;2/12/6 a week
is now a challenge which It 1s possible for htm to meet.
Si~nnhmm,

1941-40. Married five children.
Illne s
stopped him working last Augu t and tlte British Legion
and Royal Signals helped to some needed clothes for the
children.

Sig11nlmn11, 194:;-.Jt;; B.A., l 9 <10-45. H~ has been a
hopeless cripple sine 1949 and Royal Artillery, R? ;11
ignals and the Airborne Forces Benevolent Fund conrmu~
to help him a little each year.
19<14-46. Married, nine children; . beLam ill
in September. The Essex Regiment and Royal 1gnaL each
helped him a little.

Si~1111huau,

.

Families of Soldiers servrng in B.A.O.R.
Widows and Dependants
.. . .. .
Released nnd Discharged Soldiers
Total case ~ assisted

THANK

0
0

~ ~ ~

25

32

received

J. Wise, Esq.

I

Christmas toys, books and clothing were very gratefully
received from the following, and de patched by the Welfare
Seot!ion by 15th December, 196o. A furth~r list \~ill be published in the next issue as parcels are sull bemg received: -

s. d.

I

llOYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION WELFAllE
SECTION

The teams con i tcd of: -

Clark,
W.R.A.C.
W.R.A.C.
W.R.A.C.
W.R.A.C.
W.R.A.C.
A. Little,

most

74 6 I I
Total [,245 4 2

Winner
Second - Lieutenant D.
Oark.
Winner
Regimental Team.
Second-Lieutenant D. Clark.
Sergeant B. Deighton.
Sergeant N. Luke.
Corporal B. Maude.
2nd
Sergeant G. Wilson.
3rd
Captain K. White.
Captain J. Smith, Royal Signals.
Sergeant N. Luke, W.R.A.c.Sergeant D. Conley, W.R.A.C.

Second-Lieutenant D.
Sergeant J. Robinson
Sergeant D. Conley,
Sergeant F. Murdoch,
Sergeant N. Luke,
:tided and abetted in the Royal Signals League by SCt"geant
Royal Signals.

toerc

WELFARE

·----SBCTION====.i.

Civilian Employment

uk-s.

ts.(;.

c::
I

The following vacancies exist at the Tape Relay Centre,
Boddington, Glos. :
Telecommunications Operators
Starting as Operator G rade II ranges from £ 7/1 4/- at. ~ge
21 to £9/7 /- at age 25, or for entry a t over age 25 nsmg
ro £12/1/-. Initial craining will ~e give~ if neces~ry and after
completing training Operators will be liable to shif~ work and
week..end work with overtime paid in accordance with present

(234 Squadron)

Again we have had a most successful season.
Annual Camp at "Proteu ," Ollerton, appears to have gone
dow_n. well with ~veryone and produced excellent reports.
Trauung, both regunemal and trade was intensive. The social
side was not neglected either, with events in all Messes including an .All Ranks' Dance. 2 Squadron, for the third' year in
succ.ess1on, ~er;: nearly swept the board on the Sports Day, in
parncular wmrung the Squadron Athletic Cup, W.R.A.C. Shield
and Tug-of-War Trophy. It is open to de bate whether 1
Squadron could have done better had a certain individual worn
braces.
Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., O.B.E., our Honorary
Colon~, Brigadier W. B. Rowett, C.S.O. Northern Command,
and Lieuten:iI?-t-Colonel. L. Davies, AD.W.R.AC., Northern
Command, v1s1ted us whilst at Camp and were plea"Sed with all
they saw.
Yes, it was a grand camp.
~he shooting members of the Regiment were in good form
durmg the season as the following results show:( i l W.R.A..C.
.22 KO la r
Winners
2 Squadron.
Challenge Cu11
4 medals and [,2 (also won in 1959)
( ii ) .22 Xorthem Command
W.R.A.C. Challenge
Winners
2 Squadron.
Cup
(also won in 1958/59).
(iii) Northern Com 111 and
W.R.A. . Individual
Competition . .
..
2nd.
Sergeant F. Murdoch.
(iv) Royal ignal
orthern
Command W 1 n t er
2nd.
2 Squadron.
League . .
4 plaque .
(v) Roya1 Signals ~orthem
Command W i 11 t er
League . .
..
Winner
Second - Lieutenant D.
Highest W.R.A.C. Score
Clark.
(vi) Royal iguals ortbern
Comm a 11 d
RWe
Meeting
..
W .R.A.C. Competition
lndivid1<al Event

MALTA,

Careers and Opportunities

Serg.. ant. 1941-46: 194;8·56. His wife died in 1957,
leavin~ him to look after his numerous children. The fund
helped, not for the fir t time.
31
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GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS
HEADQUARTERS :

TECHNICAL SIGNALS OFFICERS
Three pensionable posts for officers at least 28 on
I.2.61 trained and experienced in the technical aspect
of radio. Duties demand capacity for individual work
of a research nature and for the direction of teams
engaged on such work. Candidates must be serving,
or have served in

=

I
§
:

Hiorns &_ Miller
Renowned throughout the world

=

(i) the Royal Navy as Communications Officers,
or officers of Dhe Electrical Branch or Naval
Instruction Branch;
or (ii) the Army as Officers (a) of the Royal Corps of
Signals or R.E.M.E., or (b) of any other Arm,
provided that they either have a technical
degree or have passed the Technical Staff
Course. Technical radio or radar experience
is essential, and for candidates applying under
(a) the experience must be extensive;

for Q VA LI T Y
REGIMENTAL CHRISTMAS CARDS

MILITARY TAILORS A D OUTFITTER .
SPECIALISTS IN SAM BROW E BELTS & BRACES.
ALL TYPES OF L EAT HER

& P LASTIC EQUIPME T.

INVITATION CARDS
CRESTED STATI O NERY
ACCOUNT BOO K S

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coaches

or (iii) the R.A.F. as Communications Officers or
Technical Signals Officers.
Salary scale (national) : £r,z45 - £!,575. Starting
salary may be above minimum. Promotion prospects.
Write to Personnel Officer, Government Communications Headquarters, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham Glos., for appl~cation form. Closing date 23rd
February, 1961.

Hobson &Sons (tondon) Ltd

PRINTING O F
ANY DESCRIPTI ON
OFFICE E Q UIP MENT

available.for Military

Brochures and Catalogue on application
Estimates and samples sent on reques1

unit s at short notice

HIOR N S & MILLER LTD

TELEPHONE : RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd

M A R L BOROUGH STREET
DEVONPORT
T e l ephon e : Ply mouth 51373

STABLE BELTS
We are accepting orders for STABLE BELTS now
for Spring Delivery or from stock. Manufactured from best quality worsted webbing.
Royal Corps of Signals Regulation pattern.
Price :

6 / 5 eaoh plus postage at cost.

Overseas

6/- each plus postage at cost.

LEATHER AND STABLE BELT FACTORY
91 LEWISHAM ROAD, S.E.13
Tel.: TID 3467

53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

:f1n 1111 1111n1111111111 n 111 n 1111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u 1111111t11•·

Hillman Minx

CITY POLICE

MANCHESTER

--

tlte t%t4" ~ addd ln(JJA(3-

A

W /notilr~

Hillman has all you want in power pcrformanc<', looks and eomfort, plus
real runnin::r conomy. 'Easidrive '
fully automatic transmission is
r w available ac; an optional
extra. Left hand drive also
available.

OVERSEAS?
H.M. Forces posted overseas are able to
purchase ac generous tax fre ~ rates,
which allow up co s ix mon t hs mo t or..
ing, in t h e U .K . Please write (or details
and brochure to :-

A better buy because
it's better built!

CAREER

is offered to men who have served in the Royal Corps of Signals, and
who are British, of good character, 5'-8' or over, and between
19 and 30 years of age.
PAY: £510 increasing to £695 a year, with opportunities
for advancement to £1,500 a year.
Openings in Specialist departments,
Traffic Patrols, C.I.D. and Mounted.
Generous Allowances for Rent and Boots.
THREE WEEKS HOLIDAY

A GOOD PENSION

Write for details to

ROOTES LIMITED Eu r opea n Section Ove r ·
seas Dept., Picca dilly, London, W. I

TIIE CHIEF CONSTABLE
P.O. BOX No. 51

MANCHESTER

ROOTES AUTOS (Deu ts chla nd) G.m.b.H.,
All eestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

••U·•• • • ._.._VIC•

HUMBER • HILLMAN • SUNBEAM

• SINGER

IN 1e3 COUNTIUaa
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Christmas Greetings to The Colonel-in-Chief
Delivering the Corps Christmas Cards to
Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal
REGIMENTAL

HEADQUARTERS,

ROYAi,

SIGNALS

1961

will be memorable because of the recognition of some of those
portions of the Corps which are not strictly Military Establishments.
In brief, the establishment of Regimental Headquarters provides a
Secretariat for the following as well as much else: The Corps Committee,
the Corps Finance Sub-Committee, Royal S~gnaJs Accountis, the Royal
Signals Institution and a portion of tlhe Secretariat of t!he Headquarters,
Royal Signals Association.
THE

THE
THE

WIRE

ROYAL

SIGNALS

l\IAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
Editor:
BRIGADIER n. R. FIRTH
All correspondence and matter

addressed to The Editor, THE WIRE,
88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.r.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
15th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remi1tances should be made payable
Royal Signals Association.

scription rates (post
mail):

Twelve

free,

months,

ACCOUNTS

On rst January, 1961, by nhe wish of nhe Central Committee and under
au.thority of the Annual General Meeting the previously exislling three
Fnnds operated in the Headquarters of the Association were amalgwnated
under the title Royal Signals Association and Benevolent Fund. There
are many advantages, including a considerable saving in labour. The effect,
outside the office, has been represented only in that only one receipt is
given for each remit.ranee, albeit nhat nhe receipt may cover suoh as payments
for publications, donations or subscriptions, etc., etc., ail of whidh are
ledgered under the concerned headings.
Regiments, Squadrons and Individuals, when making oheques or postal
orders payable "Royal Signals Association " or perhaps more pedantically
" Royal Signals Associanion and Benevolent Fund," a,re asked to state in the
covering letter how me sum is to be sub-divided.

*

*

*

*

The undermentioned accounl!S are also kept at the Headquarters of nhe
Association, but entirely separately:
The Royal Signals Officers' Benevolent Fund.
The Royal Signals War Memorial Fund.
The above should more properly have appeared in the January, 1961,
number, but was crowded out by other matter.

for

publication for THE WIRE, should be

tD :

ASSOCIATION

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

Each year Association Headquartel'S receive several hundred cards from
a:ll over the world which give great pleasure. Unfortunately, it is impossible
to send cards in return; a few of the cheapest obtainable are sent to especial
benefactors.
The Corps will, however, be glad to know that througih the kindness of
the staff of the Records Office all men who are "Y" Listed in hospital. at the
time rec.eive a Corps Christmas card provided by dhe Association.
Also some 150 cards are sent out each year by the Welfare Section to
those families who have received speciail help during the year.
AH t!hose kind Regiments, Squadrons and individuals who send cards
to the Headquart'CTS staff of the Association please accept ouir most grateful
~hanks. We do appreciate the nhought; we do admire nhe cards very muoh.

C.I., G.c.v .o., G. B.E., R.R.C., T.D., D.C.L., LLD.

The most important duty of 240 Signal Squadron (Northern
Command) every Christmas Eve is delivering the Corps
Chrisnnas cards to Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal
at Harewood House.
This year cards were sent by the S.0.-in-C. and the Signals
Directorate the War Office, C.S.0. Northern Command and all
ranks Royal Signals of 'orthern Command, the Commandant
and all ranks of the School of Signals, the Commander and all
ranks of the Training Brigade Royal Signals, and the Catterick
Branch of the Royal Signals Association.
The D.R. selected for this important run was Signalman
F. C. Curtis, a National Serviceman, whose home is in

Manchester. Being the Jubilee Year of her appointment as
our Colonel-in-Chlef, Her Royal Highness graciously consented
to a photograph of the occasion being taken. This appeared
widely in the northern Press.
After the ceremony the Princess Royal talked for several
minutes to Signalman Curtis and he was given a glass of port
to warm him on his way back to York.
Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal receiving Christmas Cards
from Signalman Curtis

Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, thanks Members of the Corps at the War Office for their
Christmas Card

3rd January, 1961.
Dear General Whistler,
1 am delighted with the special Christmas card you sent me on behalf of the members of my Corps at the
War Office. What a remarkable contrast the water-colour shows. The past forty years have certainly brought
vast changes in methods of communication and I feel proud of the part played in these advances by my Corps.
Will you thank and congratulate the artist and draftsmen who made the card.
My best wishes to you all for 1961.
Yours sincerely,
Mar-,,,

Colonel-in-Chief.
Harewood House,
Leeds.

Sub-

THE GOLDEN JUBILEE OF TUE CORPS OF SIGNAl,S OF INDlil

PHOTOGRAPHS

except air

Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., O.B.E., Colonel Commandant,
Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, o.B.E., is representing Royal Signals in a visit to the
celebrations of this annivel'S3ry in February, 1961.

The Corps is setting up a library of photographs and
THE WIRE has been asked to assist.
Until 1st January, 1961, it has been the practice to return
all photographs to rhe sender as soon a practicable. In
future some few selected ;;>hotographs will be offered to the
Corps Library via Signals 1 at the War Office. In all case
t!he sender will be notifi d.
If the photograph is accepted for the library he will he .r
no more. If it is rejected it will be returned to the sender
as usual.
It is hoped nhat Regiments, Squadrons and individual
will agree to this arrangement; the inconvenience is slight,
the cause is good.

15/-;

single

month, 1/3.

Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal, C.I., G.C.V.O.,
G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Colonel-in-Chief, is to

dine with her Officers of the 49th (West Riding) Signal Regiment, T .A., in Leeds on 24th February, 1961.

TUE ARMY STAND AT THE CAMPING AND OUTDOOR I.JFE

FEBRUARY

Vol. 15
34

•

(New Series)

1961
No. 2

at Olympia was visited on 13nh January by Brigadier C. H. Stoneley, o.B.E.,
A.o.c. The Stand, as described on page 46 in the notes of 14th Regiment,
was grearly superior in its appeal to the public than the stereotyped exhibition
of a mass of complicated equipment we have become accustomed to. In
addition to those on duty from 14th Regiment, Bl'ligadier Stoneley also spoke
co a member of the Junior Leaders Regiment Royal SiignaJs and the Army
Apprentices Sohool who were "in attendance " on nhe Stand.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1961

CHRISTMAS

GllEETINGS

Telegrams of Christmas Greetings were exchanged with the
Signal Gorps of the United States, Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, South Africa, India, Pakiston, Rhodesia and the
Malayan Federation.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1961
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National Servicemen, thcir relatives and friends sat down to a
special Chrisunas lunch.
The whole occasion went off very well and from the press
repons and comments of the various spectators the parade was
much appreciated. In the words of the "Yorkshire Post,"
"It was one of those little gestures which the Army does well;
it was also a particular acknowledgment from .the Royal Signals
of the fine material which National Service has offered to its
skilled trades."
The large Sandhurst block of 26th Signal Regiment now
seems strangely quiet and empty. The parade square is not
so full of the bustle of drill squads and the Regulars now have
more space to march in. Something has gone from our midst
that we will miss. The Nation, too, must have its regrets for
the Army was not the only beneficiary from National Service.

26th SIGNAL
REGIMENT
A Salute
to the

NATIONAL
SERVICEMEN
Photographs:
A.J. G/wer, Richmond, Yorks

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

An Appeal from Chislehurst
Branch Royal Signals Association

Major General R. B. F. K. Goldsmith, C.B., C.B.E., G.O.C., Catterick Area, accompanied by the
Commander, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, the Commanding Officer 26th Signal Regiment and
Second Lieutenant R. G. Sanderson, inspecting the National Service Squadron

FINAL PASS-OFF PARADE OF NATIONAL SERVICE RECRUITS
N 14th December, 1960, a special
ceremonial parade on &ghdad
Square marked the passing-0ut from the
26th Signal Regiment of the last National
Servicemen to join the Corps.
The weather was fine for the last of
the 105,000 odd National Servicemen who
have passed off from this regiment.
On parade were some hundred and
sixty National Servicemen plus five deta.chments each of thirty regular soldiers
from each of the five training regiments
within the Brigade. After the inspection
by the G.0.C. Catterick Area, MajorGeneral R. B. F. K . Goldsmith, c.B., C.B.E.,
he addressed the parade. After complimenting the parade he went on to say that
during the last fifteen years National Servicemen had taken t!heir place wdth clistinction alongside their Regular brothere
all over the world taking part in wars in
Korea, Malaya, Cyprus and elsewhere.
They had done rhe Nation and the Army
proud.
On the conclusion of the address the
National Service soldiers marched past
the G.0.C. and then wheeled round past
the five detaclunents of Regular soldiers.
The Regular soldiers presented arms in
the form of a final salute to the outgoing
Natiional Servicemen who returned the
salute with an "Eyes R1ght." Meanwh41e,
the Corps Band played " Auid Lang

O

Major General Goldsmith presenting the
priz:e for the best recruit to Signalman
Evans

Syne." T he Regular soldiers then
marched past the G.0.C. to rhe strains of
" There's Somet!hing About a Soldier "
and " When the Sergeant Major's on
Parade."
The parade took place in front of a
number of VIP guests as well as relatives
and friends of the soldiers.
After the parade, all tihe National Servicemen together with official guests,
parents and friends, assembled in rhe
North . Hall for an address by Brigadier
P. M . P. Hobson, D.s.o., Commander
Training Brigade, Royal Signals. In the
course of his address Brigadier Hobson
welcomed the last batch of Natfonal Servicemen into the Corps. He said that
National Service soldiers had always
served the Corps very well. Many units
he had commanded had as many as 70 %
to 80 % National Servicemen in their
ranks. They had never let him down and
he had cause to be proud of them on
many occasions. The Brigadier also complimented the staff of the 26th Signal
Regiment on the excellent work that they
had done over the years in giving
Navional Service soldiers their basic milillary tram11D.g. The G .O.C. then presen ted certificates to the best recruit Who
was Signalman Evans, the best shot and
best vroop.
Before leaving on Christmas leave the

A chance meeting between a member of this Branch and
m mbers of the staff of the Junior Leaders Regiment led to a
discussion of the way in which our Branch could contribute
towards the exrra-regunental activities of the lads.
An approach was made to the Regiment, which brought a
reply from the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
L. H. M. Gregory, M.B.E., saying that contributions would be
m st welcome to their " Adventure Training Fund."
Colonel Gregory explains that following on their successful
part in last year's Nijmegen Marches, the Regiment hopes to
send over to the Continent the 100-strong Junior Leaders choir.
There they will give concerts with songs sung in French and
German, as well as song from Wales, Ireland, Scotland and
England.
Those of us who watched or heard the choir &ing before Her
Majesty and tihe Royal Family at the recent British .Legion
Festival of Remembrance must have felt a sense of pnde and
admiration for these lads and for those who train them.
Colonel Gregory's ambitious scheme will need a lot of money.
We feel that, as with us, there are many ex-Boys in Branches
up and down the country who WQWd be glad to contribute to
the fond and we appeal through your columns, Mr. Editor, for
a concerted effort by our sister Branches.
Contributions should be marked " Adventure Training Fund"
and addressed to : Officer Commanding, Junior Leaders
Regiment, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbott, Devon.

Royal Signals and Amateur Radio
The idea of a National Radio Society for the Army is by no
means new. For many years, those of us associated with the
Corps, have followed with interest the activities of the R.A.F.
Amateur Radio Society, and more recently, the re-formed R.N.
Radio Club.
Royal Signals and R.EM.E., throughout the worud, have a
large number of amateur clubs. Mo t of these are on a unit basis,
and their fortunes vary from year to year with the posting and
re-posting of those interested in amateur radio as a hobby, and
those willing to helip ro run clubs.
There is a thought that if such clubs were represented on the
council or committee of a national club, possibly by affiliation,
much more could be done to keep the hobby alive, with increased advantage to tihe indivlidual amateur. Official recognition and support would be soughrt, and this practice has
certainly been a big success in the R.A.F. It can be a means
of both increasing tedhnioal skill, and from the viewpoint of
public relations is certainly a recruiting aid.
The Army Wireless Reserve Amateur Radio Society (404
Signal Squadron (Press Communications) A.E.R.) have decided
to see what can be done. The Amateur Club of 205 Signal
Squadron have . already agreed to affiliate \vith A.W.R.A.R.S.,
and many other stations and units have shown interest. All
concerned are invited to communicate with the Honorary Secrerary of A.W.R.A.R.S., Major D. W. J. Haylock, R.A.R.0.,
(G3 ADZ), 3, Norri Gardens, Grange Estate, Havant, Hampshire. This invitation includes those who have already been
in touch with Conporal Crosbie (GW3NMQ), who has unfortunately had to give up his job as Affiliation Secretary for the
time being.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY
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FROST

Letter from W.0.11 (F. of S.) E. M. Frost, M .B.E.,
4o(W02 MQ) Aisnes Lines, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
I should like to report the death of an old member of the
Corps for inclusion in your columns. It is my father, Major
C. C. J. Frost, better known as Jack to his many friends. He
passed away on 10th November last, at St. Mary's Hospital,
Portsmouth, after a sbort illness culminating many years of
failing health.
He was first Commissioned from the Inns of Court O.T.C.
into the Northumberland Fusiliers in 1915, and saw service in
France. He transferred into the Indian Army and served with
the 10th Gurkhas, towards the end of his service with them as
Wireless Officer. He retired in 1924 with the rank of Captain,
and came home to work with the B.B.C. in its early days at
Savoy Hill. Although his work there was primarily technical,
he was also well known to listeners of the younger generation as
"Uncle Jack" of rhe Children's Hour.
He was employed by Western Electric Ltd. from 1928 until
1939, in work on sound for films. He was recalled on the outbreak of war in September 1939, being on the Emergency
Reserve of Officers, and went as a Captain to 2 S.T.C. Prestatyn.
He went to Middle East in 1940, serving on Signals Staff of
G.H.Q. M.E. He went as part of Wavell's staff to India, and
saw service in Burma at the time of the retreat.
At the instigation of the then Admiral Mountbatten he formed
Radio SEAC, using a transmitter on loan from Radio Delhi.
He frequently took part in programmes him.self, and compered
the well-remembered "Message Home " links with the U.K.
Radio SEAC went from strength to strength, eventually setting
up in Ceylon. Major Frost returned home, finishing his wartime service with A.A. Commana.
After the war he worked for Gaumont British until his
retli.rement in 1952. He lived at Hayling Island, Hampshire,
and leaves a wife, a son and a daughter.
STAFF SERGEANT VERNON HAROLD GEORGE
PLATT
· 7th Signal Regiment
It is winh great regret that we announce the sudden death of
Staff Sergeant Platt, from cerebral haemorrhage, on 19th
December, 1960.
He was aged 44 and had served continuously in Royal Signals
since March 1935. He was captured by the Japanese a.t the
falil of Singapore in February 1942 and was a P.O.W. until the
end of the war. As a P.O.W. he survived a period working on
the infamous Siam Railwa y and later worked in a mine in
Japan, having been rescued from a torpedoed P.O.W. transport
whilst en-route there. He joined 7th Signal Regiment on 19th
June, 1957, and had been Officers' Mess Sergeant since
January 196o.
Staff Sergeant Plant was widely respected and. had many
friends. He always appeared fit and was an acuve member
of the Regimental hockey team. He was unmarried.
He was buried with full military honours at the British
.lVlilitary Cemetery, Lim.me, near Hanover, on 23rd December,
1960. The funeral was attended by o~er fifty officers. and otht;r
ranks of the Regimerrt. Representatives of other signal regiments •were also present.
We extend our deepe t sympathy to Staff Sergeant Platt's
mother and ~he other members of his family.

STA~IP

COLLECTORS

The Junior Leaders Regiment ha restarted it
Philatelist Club and will be ~10ST GRATEFUL to
quadrons.
receive stamps from all Regiments.
Detachments serving overseas.
Amateur radio enthusiasts receive many QSL card.
with foreign stamps.
Envelopes conraimng stamp to plea e be addressed :
Philateli t Club, Junior Leaders Regiment Royal
ignals, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, outh Devon.
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PERSONAL
COLUMN
Congratulations
To those whose names appe:ired in the cw Year Honours List, 1961.
O .B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel P . G. Halleu, T.D.
Lieurenant-Coloncl D. H. Grainger, Rhodesia and Nyasaland Corps of
Signals.
For distinguished service in Malaya for the period 1st January to 31st
July. 196o:
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. St. G. Hamersley (now R.A.R.0 .).
.\1..B.E.
.Major A. C. Bate.
Major J. E. Carroll.
Major E. 0. Smith, D.C. M.
B.B.M.
Sergeant (Local W.0.II) L. Howard.
Sergeant A. D. Evans, Royal Australian Corps of Signals.

London Ga:eUe
From Tuesday, 13th December, 196o, to Friday, 6th January, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. St. G. Hamersley retired, 17th D ecember,
196o
Captain W . J. Clapp to be Major 16th December, 196o.
2568731 W.O.I D. McD. B. Shields to be Lieutenant (Qr. Mr.), 17th
October 195o.
14569276 W.O.I H. Stevenson to be Lieutenant (T.0.T.), 21st October,
196o.
2548952 W.O.I D. P. Herring to be Lieutenant (T.0.T.), 31st October,
196o.
Captain D . W . Cox retired, xst December, 196o.
The undermentioned Second-Lieutenants to be Lieutenants, 19th
December, 195o:
C. E. R. Story
M. Y. Miller
W. C. A. Kennedy
A. H. Carling
B. A. Blackwell
M. F. Andrews
D. H. Insall
rf.W~x
D. G. Hammett
H. M. Bonaker
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) J . A. Bevan to be Captain (T.O .T.), 20th
December, 196o.
Brigadier R. G. Yolland , o.s .e., retired, 21st December, 196o.
Captain J . D. Tucker, M.C., retired, 24th December, 196o.
Captain A. R. McCreadic to be Major, 26th December, 196o.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Dickson retired. 31st December, 196o.
.Major A. B. Wheeler retired, 29th December, 196o.
Major J. V. Dearden retired. 31st December. 196o.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) E. Cooper to be Major (Tfc. Offr.), 30th
December. 196o.
Lieutenant (Qr. Mr.) G. J. Bevan, M.M., to be Captain (Qr. Mr.),
27th December. 196o.
Captain J. W. B. Hopley, T.D., to be Bt. Major, 31st October, 196o.
Lieutenant G. A. M. Holland to be Captain, 6th December, 196o.
Second-Lieutenant J. R. S. Ovenden to be Lieutenant, 19th December,
196o.
Captain F. W . Oakes to be Major, 4th January, 196r.
Ma;or J. K. V. Lee retired, 6th January, 1961.
Lieutenant R. J. Costello to be Captain, 8th January, 196r.

t

Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain

M . H. W . Cooper
H. A. Johnstone
G. A. Thompson
J. H. Hild
.. .
P. Wetherill
.. .
D . W. F. Bayliss

Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain

K.
L.
M.
P.

Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant

Staff College ~Course!.
S tnff College Course .
Staff College Course .
Stoff College Course .
13th Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.
,, 241 Signal Squadron, Western
Command.
,, 17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment.
17th (Gurkhn) Signal Regiment.
3rd Si~nal Regiment.
210 Signal Squadron (East
Africa).
,, School of Signals (Course).
,, 2nd Signal Regiment, B.A .O .R.
,, 28th Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.
216 Signal Squadron (Parachute
Brigade).
,, 24th Signal Regiment.
School of Sig,als (Course).
3rd Sig~al Regiment.
,, 3rd Sig,al Regiment.
,, 16th Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.
,, School of Signals.
·
,, 15th Signal Regiment (Cyprus).
H.Q., A.E.R., Royal Signals.
234 Signal Squadron (Malta).
,,

Kirkby
W. Prcstcott
W. Simms-Reeve

H. F. Bullard

P. Vnlder ...
. ..
M. L. W. Jennings
P. A. Treseder
C. N. Last ...

Second-Lieutenant M. G. Sanderson
Second-Lieutenant W. A. Price
Second-Lieutenant M. Marples
. ..
Second-Lieutenant J . S. B. Brinsford
Major (Q .M.) E. G. Chidgey .. .
Captain (T.O .T.) D. Crookes
...
Captain (Tfc. Olfr.) H. E. Berwick .. .
Captain (T .O .T.) T. H . Amott
Captain (Q.M.) R. S. Etherington

Births
HOLLOWAY. -To W.O.I and Mrs. Holloway, 235 Squadron (COMCAN),
a daughter, Susan, on 26th October, 196o, at the David Bruce Military
Hospital, Malta.
CROOKSHANKS. -To Cantain and Mrs. B. K. Crookshanks, a daughter,
Alison Jane, at Rubislaw Wing, ForesterbiU, Aberdeen, on 17th November,
l96o.
CAMPBELL.-To Captain and Mrs. J. C . Campbell Army Apprentices'
School, on 29th November, 196o, at Harrogate Hospital, a daughter,
Heather Francis.
WHITE.-To Corporal and Mrs. M. J. White, 205 Squadron, on 5th
December, 196o, at B.M.H., Iserlohn, a son, Michael David.
PETRIE.-To Captain end Mrs. A. S. Petrie, ~rst (Highland) Regiment,
T.A., a daughter, Brenda Christina, at Cra1gtoun, St. Andrews, on
7th November, l96o.
WOTHERSPOON.-To Major and Mrs. J. M. Wotherspoon, 51st (Highland) Regiment, T.A., a daughter, Victoria Jean Scott, at "Maryfield,"
Inverness, on 24th December, 196o.

Zt1arriages
SIMS-LAMB.-Signalman G. S. Sims, 205 Squadron, to Irene Winifred
Lamb, at Church of Our Lady and the Apostles, Stockport, on 17th
December, 196o.

Deaths
SEXTON.-2586o95 Ex-Si~n L. H. Sexton, of n, Ombersley Road,
Bedford, after a long illncs~ on 20d January, 1961. Royal Signals
2nd September, I939-3ISt January, 1946.
BOWEN.-Major-General W. 0. Bowen, c.s., c.e.E., on r4th January,
1961, suddenly at Rowanhurst, Winchester.

TllOOPEllS
All of the Corps who travel in the new Troopships "Oxfordshire" and . " Nevassa " will be interested to know that the
first Regimental Plaques to be presented to these ships were
from Roy;il Signals.

Movements-Officers
(Taken place or forecast for period ending 15th February, 1961)
~onel A. N. Griffiths, o.e.e.
... To Deputy Chairman, BJCEB.
Signals Wing,
L1eutenant-Colonel K . E. Recs, M.B.E. ,, Commandant,
School of Infantry.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. SylvesterBradley
,, Commanding
Officer,
15th
Signal Regiment, M .E.L.F.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Wotton,
0.8.E.
,, Commanding
Officer,
17th
(Gurkha) Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. Coatesworth,
M.B.E.
. .•
• ••
,, H .Q .. ALFSEE, G.S.0.1 .
Maior R. Thomas .. .
8th Sig,al Regiment. ·
Major R. White .. .
,, 8th Sig,al Regiment.
Major R. W. Seabrook .. .
~4th Signal Regiment, T.A.
Maior E. McK. Erskine
,, School of Signals.
Maior N. A. Butler
Staff College (Course).
Major L. F. Ball ...
30th Signal Reg·_ment.
Maior J. E. L. Adams
,, 10th ~ignal Rc(!:iment, B.A.O.R.
Maior R. H. Maxfield
7th S ·gnal Regiment, B.A.O .R .
Major J. C. Garlick
,, 223 Sij!~al Squadron (Gibraltar).
Major R. Strcvcns ...
,, 225 Signal Squadron (Wireless),
B.A.0.R.
Major V. Edward ...
,, H.Q. , B.A.0.R ., DAQMG.
Major E. H. Davies
...
,, War Office, T.S.0.2.
Major D. W . W. Cooper
,, Ministry of Aviation, T .S.0.2.
Major N. B. Moss ...
. ..
H.Q., FARELF.
Major B. C. Bovey
H.Q.,
Western
Command,
G.S.0.2.
Major J. E. Gray ...
,, Ministry of Aviation, T.S.0.2.
Major R. C. BryMm
H.Q.,
Southern
Command,
G .S.0.2.
Major T. P . F. Unwin
,, War Office, G.S.0.2.
Captain I. MacDonald
,, H.Q., B.F.A.P., DAQMG.
CaPtain R. L. Stonham
Gurkha Infantry Brigade Group.
Captain R. G. Savage
,, Staff College (Course).
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Association of Harrogate A 1•pre11tices
At the 1960 Annual General Meeting it was decided that no
further address lists would be published. Members may obtain
the home addresses of their friends through the Hon. Secretary,
A.O.H.A., Army Apprenllices' School, Harrogate.
The 1961 Reunion is to be held on 25th/26th July, all
ex-A/Ts who are members are invited to attend.
!Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
§
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i Forthcoming Events i

will be held at The HydL Park Hotel on Thursday, 25th May, 1961.

will take plac

place at Catterick on Saturday, tst July, and Sunday, 20d July,

200

8130

Cleric-al Roster
S Sgt.

40

Teehnienl Roster
2410

Annu I T .A./ A.E.R. Royal Sig11DI Officers' •e At
e" 1961

J,i11e111nu llolilter

will he hel

Clerical Roster

at the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Saturday, 4th November, 1961.

ROYAL

ROYAL

Scarborough

FOOTBALL

Hull University
...
Royal Military Academy
Command Cup Final
Command Sevens

March 1
March 8
March 22
March 29

Cattcrick
Camberley

SIGNALS
ASSOCIATION
Fixtures, 1961

.. .
Saturday, 25th February
...
Wednesday, 8th March
...
March/ April
*Dares

Sheffield University
Durham University
*R.E.M.E.
nor yet confirmed

FOOTBALL
Home
Away
Away

==PROMOTIO NS==
The following
December, 196o:

promotions

were

authorised

during

the

month

1700

790

24

2130

INSERrtON~

2559197

Vowles, A. B.

Sgt.
Sgt.

(06)

Glennon, W.

Introducing our Regular Recruit

Arborficld
Welbeck

SIGNALS R1JGDY
Fixtures, 1961

Sgt.

2328308

IGNALS HOCKEY
Fixtures 1961
R.E .M.E . . . .
Welbeck College
Scarborough
Easter
Festival

2090

6180

The 191i1 Reunion will be held on S•turday 14th October, 1961 , 3.0 p.m.,
B.mcrs l'nrk (combined with other Divisional. Units), 6.o p.m. Chevrons
( lub. Oor t Square. London, N.W.1. Informauon from A. W. Rathbone,
fhc RiJg
Penlce, Budlcigh, Salterton. Devon.

,t

Friday. 17th February •..
Wednesda. , 22nd March
Friday, 3rst March
10
Monday, 3rd April

2350

240

Linemnn Roster

llOYAL

3350

4530

01u•rati11g lloster

Sgt.

2iela DivlNionnl Si~nals (1914-19)

of

Signalman Maughan was born in Salisbury1 Sou~ern
Rhodesia, and is the youngest member of a family of eight
children.
--·-'"ed f
After leaving school Signalman Maughan "Luul • or. t\\;'O
years at the Post Office Engineering College, which is m
Salisbury.
He was always keen to join the Briti~ A:mY and finally
travelled to Kenya via Portuguese East Afnca_m the hope that
he would be accepted. His wi~hes were !ealised_.
Before c.oming to England it was quickly_ diSCO':'<'.f7d th.at
Signalman Maughan had c.on~der:ible sporong ebilines and
was taken on tour with the Nrurob1 Garrison Rugby XV. He
had previously played for the Southern Rhodesum Under
19 xv.
.
h
After spending a few weeks with 12th. Regunen.t,_ e was sent
to 8th Regiment for troining as a ~dio ~echnici.an (Heavy),
and is doing very well, so far .. ~e is hopmg that he will be
considered suitable for a c.onurusSJ.on evenruaµy.
.
This young soldier has ~dy 11?-ade his ~k m ~th
Regiment, for he won the Regunental li_ght-heavywe1ght boxmg
title despite a damaged hand at the tnne.
He is also a regular reserve for the fir·st XV l'ugger team.

Signal Centre Su1•ervisor Roster
To W.O.I
To W.O.II

22296852
1447186o
2549568
21005704
22314875

A / W .0.I
A/W.0.I
A/w .o.r
S Sgt.
A/W.O.U

(410)
(90)

(380)
(25)
(120)

Sutherland, P. M.
Holloway, E. J.
Kelly, J. A.
Burman, V. F.
Pilkington, J. S. P.

Regimental Duty Roster
To W.0.II

22212180
2548999
19082669

A /W. O.II
A / W .O.II
A/W.O.II

(2570)
(2610)
(2630)

Crane, J. L.
Rodriguez, R. D .
Mundy-Gill, A. H. J.

(300)
~330)
744)
(3970)
(1610)

Evans, R . C .
Gilbert, J. R.
Berry, C. A.
Charlton, A. W. A.
Jackson, J. H.
McKie, G. J.
Dunmall. M. J.
Castle, E. R.
Clark, J. N.

Teehnienl Roster
To w.o.r
To W .O.II
To
Sgt.
To Sgt.

2548190
2548653
2549517
22983121
22537950
22537718
22771310
22265747
22)37486

A/W.O .I
S Sgt .
Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.

01ternth1g lloster

will be held at the War Office on Friday, 3rd March, 1961.

The lath Annual :Z.feeting of Drnneh
llet•resentatives of the Association

22771406 Cpl.
2252is38 A/Sgt.
2280 741 Cpl.
22793543 A/Sgt.
22537620 Cpl.
22526377 Cpl.
22309336 Cpl.
22771439 A/Sgt.

~1730)
I 30)

3350)
4450)

(1820)

r6o~

;~~~

(2310
t324
2350~
236o

Enrhht, M. P.
Mc. ugh, H. A.
Evans, P. A.
Travers, B. ~Cornell, T.
.
Crawford, F. J.
Drugan , M .
Newson, R. E.

General Trades nnd Duties Roster
To Sgt .
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S Sgt.
Sgt.

The ('orp Week-end, Reunion and 16th Annual
6.-m•rnl Meetin.C of the Association
will tak
t96t.

750
368o

Signal Centre Supervisor Roster

at the War Office on Thursday, 25th May, 1961.

To Sgt.

will be held at The Hyde Park Hotel on W ednesdny, 24th May, 196i.

W.0 II
S Sgt.

'rbe :aath Meetin" of the Central Committee of the
Assoelation

76th Meetbag of the Corps Conuuittee

The Corps Domer

llegimental Duty Roster

The lleJ,Culnr Officers' " At Dome "

§*********************************§

will be held on Saturday, 8th April, 1961, at the T.A . CentreJ. 4oth Signal
Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., Duke of York's .11.eadquartcrs,
London, S.W.3.

DELETIONS

77th Meethag of the C:orps Committee
will be held at the War Office on Wednesday, 24th May, 196r.

22674791
22265358

Cpl.

Al

gt.

THE WIRE, FEBRUARY

(1410)
(1290)

1961

Potter, T. \VI.
Perry, J.
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ARMY APPRENTICES SCHOOL, HARROGATE

1•Hl7,E

WINNEHS -
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.\rmy 4"••1111111n1d• r"H l"rlz•'

" l•or All Round Excellence" : A/T R.S.M. P. A. Re · ,
Royal Engineers.
4 'u111111undnnt' l"rize
"For Con.duct, Discipline and Example": A/T C.S.M.
\,\, (,, Mcinnes, Royal Signals.

Royal Signals Stand on Trad e and Hobbies Exh ibition

The Telegraph Operators Stand, showing the Cll and Transcription
(Visitors were able to send messages to relatives overseas)

In our last two repons we have introduced you to our
Technical training staff. The apprentices at rhe School are
administered by, and given military training, in one of four Companies. These Companies cater for all the wants and needs
of rhe apprentic.e whilst not on Trade or Educatinn. We have
also, a Recruit Company :in which the younger apprentice spends
the firsr term of apprenticeship in !he Scb.ooL At che end of
the firsr term !hey are then moved across !he rood from Hildebrand Barracks to Uniacke Barracks where rhey go to either
"A," "B," "C" or "D" Company. Now to introduce you to
some of the personalities in these Companies. We start this
month with "A" Company.

School teams play in Local Leagues at Socc.cr, Basket Ball
and Cross Country. Rugby and Hockey fixtures are arranged
on a friendly basis. Such sport as badminton, mountaineering,
sailing, canoeing and kart racing arc cla 'Serl a~ hobbi~.
We l:xoke up for the Christmas holiday on rklay, 16th
December, 19(io, and for staff and students this date heralded
a much daired three weeks' break from in~truetfon.
Senior Term Pass.-Off Parade was held on Wednesday, r4th
December, i9()o, and we were very pleased to see our Signal
Officer-in-Ollef who was our RevM:w:ing Officer.
Despite rhe poor weather some sixty parents and a number
of local dignitaries were present at the Pass-Off Ceremonies.
In the morning they saw the whole School on parade and al
which the Senior term " Passed-Off " into man's service.
In the afternoon parents and guests were able to look aroWld
the School and visit our Trades and Hobbies Exhibition whidi
we staged in one of our gymnasiwn. Thls exhibition is a real
masterpiece and depicts the trades and skills together with all
hobbies and achievements that are taught, and take ~ce a
this School.

tt A " Company .
Commanded by Major M. Salmon,
R.A.E.C., this Company consists of Telegraph Operators and
R.E. Survey apprentic.es. Two Royal Signals officers are part
of its establishmen , C-aprain P. Tripp and Captain J. Booth.
The C.S.M. is W.O.ll (S.S.M.) E. Hebdon, M.M.
taff Sergeant J. Stears looks after the Company stores.
The strength of apprentices in the Company is at present 145.
They are divided into platoons, and each term of apprentices
forms two platoons. We have, therefore., eight apprentice
platoons in Company. Four Permanent Scaff Sergeants look
after these platoons. They are all arms Sergeants and two of
them are Royal Signals, Sergeams Taylor and Wise.
pi:eti>usl.y merui~ the apprem::ces m the Umipaoy arc
Telegraph ()peranr.s and R.E. Si=-ey Trades. In }a!ltl:U
1961 a ae9i° policy <XXlJiDCILa:I, 6.is ~..
mean :ia m
e
Oxnpanics
ha c the same tt.adc apprentir.es in rlieuJ...
This _ear the Company has won bom the Senior and Jw:rior
!mer-Company Athletic Trophles and also the Senior Boxing
Trophy.

port at Barr gate. As you can imagine sport plays a
very large pan in the life of the apprentice here and we have
very fine facilities for playmg bom Summer and Win er games.
There are four Anny Apprentic.e Schools in the country at
Arborfield, Carlisle, Chepsrow and here. Harrogate has a very
fine sporting reoord in competitions against these other schools.
There is an Inter-Schools competition at both Summer and
Winter games. This Winter, after winning die Summer and
Wmter games last year, we have had the following .res 1 s : v. A.A.S. carlls e

..

Trnd••/Ed1wnflon PrJz••
Ninth 1 erm (Be 1 All-Round Apprentice):
L•
.. A
'I(, (
raton; A/'f Corpor· I 1. A . .~tcvcn
, '---k~,
"'"'
J ull L1f •," "·1 h · C1rcar Tnv;ii.1011.
dJO ' I :c ni1,; ;in: A/'I .mpor:il K. A. l'c~ n ·11 on, l ,;; ,
"fl.iJw . rl(f 'J I v1 1011 JI ·f r 1
Ho<1 •
1 m 'J • ni1..~n: A(J
J. (1111l11h~, b<;c} ,
' " 'J I ·phony, y,,. IT!'
le, aph Tc linidan: A/T <..<>rp<mll Jt Thea1<1 r, hoc1k,
"' I lcphony, Vol. I."
Hflh 1 trm (Best J>rogrei;. in Junior Sd1ool):
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Army
Base a . rrwith Hill, near Har.t:9gate, ·e prC'liCnf.ed a pro...
c~..onal cross, made in our w~, to the Americam.
Colonel J. P. •orth made the prcrentation to Colo:od W. A.
Hamilton at Mcnwith Hill Station. A representative party of
staff and apprentices from the School were there to see the
presentation.
We were very pleased to welcome Colonel Judd and the
Royal Signals Band who came to give us a musical evening.
This was held in our large cinema and the programme was wen
designed to car.er for all tastes of the large audience of staff and
apprentices.
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The chool, as a whole. proC'eded on block leave _for the period 16nh December. 1960, to
2nd January. 1961, a 1 customary to relax and enjoy a much
earn d rest.
Our c~stomary festivities for Chri · ttna went on as usual.
Our Chn tma dinner wa. held for all Other Ran ks below the
~nk o_f Corporal on the 15th December, 196o, som..: 220
dm~r m all. The meal was well prepared and pre cnted and,
a 1 usual served by the Officer Warrant Officer and senior
.C.O.s.
The Commandant, Brigadier A. F itz G. McGill, o.B.E., made
presentanon to the winner of the School mall Bore Compctilion, held between the 5th and q th D ecember, at 1he
conclu ion of rhe meal.
The following won the prizes :
.\danir1istrafiH.• \\"ini;t.

Best hot Rifle Oub M e mbers
Be t hot excluding Rifle Club· ~\emb ers
Pot Luck Ornw
. ..
...
. ..
...

W .O .II Dad\·
Craft ·man Dnrlinl?
Drh·cr ~fohammcd

The children's Christmas party was held o~ the 16th
December, r96o, in the Other Ranks' Dinino- Hall and attended
by some 400 .~ldren, the son and daughte;s of Officers, Other
~an ks and civ1lia_n . employees on i;he strength of the School of
1gnals. The Dmmg Hall was packed to capacity.
!he party starte? with ~ cinema show of four films appropr~ate to the occasmn which were immensely enjoyed by rhe
children, and some parents !
Ar the conclu ion of th~ cinema show, rhe children sat down
to an excellent tea, ~rovided by ergeant Carter, A.C.C., the
Cook ergeant, and hi staff, ably assisted by Corporal Riddletone, of M.T. Troop.
Whilst the children were havino- tea Father Chcistmas
( ergeant Kent) made a brief appea;ance 'ro introduce himself
and to let the children see for ~emselves he was really there.
Soon afterwards Father Christmas and his attendants did
a~nv~ ~rough the chimney, with their sack<S of presents, and
d1S!J1bu1Jon of pre ents began and all children were soon
a_nsfied and st~rted w_ending tbeir way homewards, to further
e.-.,::amme ~d enioy their presents at their leisure at home.
On Chnstmas Day another Christmas dinner was held for
the ~nforruna.te or should it be most fortunate, members who
remamed behmd to perform various duties during the break.
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Some seventeen Orher Ranks sat down to dinner and really
had a first-class ruck in. Again the meal was served by Officers
Warrant .Officer and senior N.C.O. , in rhe proportion of on~
to two diners.
\\"nrrant Ofrit•ers· nud Se1·geauis' :i.1ess. Since the
la t otes appeared, the Me s has losr one of its most popular
mc~bers R.Q.M.S .. " l.'an" Stanford. On 12th November a
ocial cv~rung provided the opportu11ity to make a farewell
presentation and say goodbye to this moot popular Warrant
Officer.
In December rhe customary Christmas Ball and Draw were
held on ui:e 10th and. 15nh respectively. The former was the
fii;-sr occasion .on which the new Commandant, Brigadier A.
Fm:. G. McGill, O.B.E., had been present at a Mess function.
Both events were very successful.
A fo<;>tball team was " chosen " to represent the Mess aga.inst
the Umt second eleven. Much to everyone's urprise, including
the ci:osen few, t~1e M ess won by seven goals to four. The
team 1s now conS1deill.llg whether to maintain a loo per cent
record or play a second game.
Of the cou.rses
o. 13 Foremen of Signal Part I has left us
on first posrmg and No. 14 Foremen of Signals Part I have
replaced them.
Officers' '.'l.ing, have, unfortunately, nothing to say for
rhemselves this month. They have been so busy preparing
~or die "Rois" and relaxation that WIRE Notes have slipped
mto ~he ba.ckground; neverrheless, they hope to make good our
lo s m the1r next n<;>tes. Derick and Allan (if you know who
I mean), have promised to get their heads togenher.

3rd ICEGHIE~T (DIVISIONAi,)
1}1c C.I.V. has been completed, the result, a ' good " for
veh~cles and ex~ellent for equipment gave everyone the sallisfacnon of knowmg .that our hard work was not in vain. We
were then left to, enioy the Christmas festivities.
The qorporals Club started tbeir Christmas festivities when
they decided to use their accumulated funds on a Mess dinner
The Regimental cooks excelled t!hemselves (as usual) and pro~
du~ed a very good meal. Guests included t!he C.O., 2 i/c,
Adjutant . Q.M. and R.S.M.-all of wh1ch thoroughly enjoyed
the eve~mg. The g!1ests. ~ad to ear? their ~eal by giving a
sp_eech (if the Queen s .shilling had still been m existence Captam c_q.M.) R. S. Ethenngron would have made a mint with his
recru1rtng speech !). The guests were gratified to hear that
Corporal J. Orr, at least, considers that the officers of the Regiment " Aren't a bad lot really." After dinner t!he party moved
to. the. Corporals' ~lub where Corporal Robertson was waining
with his bar. Judgmg by the bleary eyes next morning everyone
ate and drank well.
T~e eve,~ing of 19nh D ecember heralded the second producnon of 1:-oud and Clear," the annual Regimental Christmas
Concert. Lieutenant M. J. Pickard aided by Signalman
Benedek? produced a first class show, which ran for two
hours with fourteen turns.
The backbone ?~ the ~usica l side of the show were the Kiwi
Stampers, compnsmg Signalmen G. Tidd~man (trombone), D .
Pugh (trumpet), Craftsman R. Hornby (piano) and Signalman
J. W. Edwards (drums),_ they played some first class music
~nd SO?,U had the aud1.ence tapping their feet.
Corporal
. Perry
Fallon ~a ng with the band and his relaxed style
impressed the ladies.
Signalman G. Devine sa.r;g Sco!tish airs and songs from nhe
shows. ~e had some serious piano playing by Corporal C
Moore, Signalman D .. Pu~ played a trumpet solo and Signal~
man P. Pla tt led nhe smgmg of Chrisvrnas Carols on his cornet
The Regiment's answer to Elvis, 9liff a~d Tommy, Privat~
l'!· iyiorson (A.C.C.) set the house alight winh his spinited rock
smgmg-even the R.S.M. was beating out the time
. The hard working scene shifters had an opportunity t~ shme
on .stage when. they took part in "Forces Fashions," Signalmen
~v1s<;>n and Rich.ards showed the contrast between army sport
kit sizes-large and small.
The <:0medy sketche were provided by CaptaJin p J Rowland! L1eutenant_s M. J. Pickard and D. J. Holly, their best
received turn bemg some goonery in miming the "y· g T
Song."
m
ong
~tatt Sergeant B. Cleaver was stage manager, willingly
ass1<Sted by Lance-Co11p0rals L. J. Easton and Flint Signalmen
Burton and Brown ro name but a few.
'
. Tohe show went down very well and Lieutenant M J J?lickard
is to be. congratulat~d on extremely hard work and ·lo~g hours
he put m to produomg the show.
(Co111im1cd on page 43)
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The Regimental Christmas Day was celebrated on 20th
December. The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess were
invited to a liquid lunch at the Officers' Mess. Our Jumor
~crgeant, Sergeant Hamilton, marched the members of the
Mess to the Officers' Mess.
Fortified, the Officers and Sergeants served the men's
Ohr.istmas lunch, whiah was served in traditional style. The
serving was done in record time (400 men in 22 minutes). TI1.e
afternoon was free so nhat the men could relax on full stomachs.
After lunch the Officers were invited to "recover" with the
·rgcants in their Mess. At 1500 hrs. we had our first and
last snow of the year accompanied by a bitterly cold wind. At
1530 hrs. the Sergeants' M ess took on the great task of
playing the officers at football.
The Officers had a sli~t advantage as the twelfth man, the
C.O. (dressed in British warm and brandishing his shooting
stick) took it upon himsolf to ensure that the referee, Signalman
Seaton, made the correct decisions ! RS.M. M. C. Buesnel
(goalkeeper) was flattened in the mud by an enthusiastic effort
by the OfficCTS to bcing the scores level-tihe ball went over
the bar. The R.S.M. is at present awaiting a call from the
~llitary Hospital so that a specialist can sort out what is what !
T he game lasted 15 minutes because everyone was so cold, particllll.arly Sil'aff Sergeant Crow, who was dressed in a kilt. The
result was a draw, Sergeants 3 goals, Officers 3 goals.
To round-<>ff our Christmas Day we had an All Ranks Dance
which was well attended and enjoyed by all.
raff Sergeant J. Crow is leaving us for 51st Highland Regiment (T.A.). He has been employed in the Clothing Store and
has helped many people. We wish him and his family the
best of luck.
Mos.t of the Regiment went on block leave for Christmas and
returned to work in 1961 ready for nhe final preparations for the
Administrative Inspection and for the re-<>rganisanion of our
Regiment.

4th

REGHIENT

(DIVISIONAi.)

ot many weeks ago it was possible to look at "Forecast
of EvenlJS" charts in Squadron Offices and notice, with relief,
that December, 1960, would .be a quiet month. Exercises for
me year would be finished; the Command Inspection would
be behind us; upgrading training courses would be due for a
Christmas break; arms, velricle and equipment inspections
would not hit us until some time in the New Year. One could
confidently plan on quite a quiet December.
How wrong one could be ! And on reflection, are any
Decembers quiet? In this Unit, the first fortnight passed more
or less normally, but after that, the Christmas spirit developed.
It started w the Officers' Mess on the 14th, when a Ladies'
Dinner Night was held. This function was originally suggested
by the Adjutant, and immediately flatly rejected by the Commanding Officer, with tihe very firm <Support of the P.M.C.
However, being a persistent character, the Adjutant eventually
got his own way when the Commanding Officer finally agreed,
with a "Be tihis on your own head" attitude. However, in
pite of many giloomy predictions by only a few people, the
evening proved most successful-so successful, in fact, that the
Commanding Officer and P.M.C. are very pleased they thought
about holding such a function.
The next evening the Regimen t was visited by the boxing
tea m of 10th Regiment and also, 11lthough 1onh Regiment is
so far away from our home town we were extremely plea.sed
ro see a very large body of supporters who were so keen to
cheer on their team that they had hired a 'bus without even
askdng rheir P.R.I. to pay a thing. Tille purpose of the boxing
meeting was to decide wiho should go forward to the semifinals of 11he Morrison Cup boxing competition. It was a close
match, but we managed to get tihe verdict and as a result we
will now meet our old friends and rivals from just along the
road, 7th Regiment, in the semi-finals on 14nh January, 1961.
The morning following rhe boxing meering swarms of men
from "H.Q." Squadron, assisted by willing helpers from elsewhere in the Regiment, descended on the gymnasium with
miles of bunting, nets garnishing woodland Christmas trees
and onher types of decoration. The reason for tihis rush of
activfry was the All Ranks' D ance which was to be held that
night. The decoratol'S did tlheir work well. It really is amazing how completely the appearance of -a n Army gymnasium can
be transformed by means of a few pieces of bunting, camourflage nets, beer glasses and young ladies !
The Warrant Officer s and Sergeant held their M ess Dinner
on the evening of Tuesday, 20th December, and, as usual, the
Cook Sergeant and dlis team excelled them·sclves and provided
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a wonderful meal. More than 70 member and wives attended.
The dinner wa,. followed by the customary entertainment ,
which included a comedian (Irish Patter) and dancing. Perhaps
it was the am-:>unt of Drambuie and Cointreau con urned that
enlivened the later proceedings, but the dancing became most
spirited.
The next day, December 21st, the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' M ess was invaded by tbosc responsible for arranging
the children's Chrisunas party, which rook place on the 22nd.
Probably not many of our readers know our Warrant Office~'
and Sergeants' Mess building, but those of you who do, please
try to imagine 120 children under the age of eight and at least
30 Mums and Dads in the ante-room awaiting the arrival of
Father Christmas. What amazes us is that the Mess ~'lls till
there that evening.
ot satisfied with amount of punishment
already absorbed, the Warrant Officers and Sergeants held their
Christmas Draw on the evening of 23rd December. Everyone
who attended was in agreement that the Mess Entertainment·
Committee had laid on a wonderful evening and once again the
cooks came up trumps with a wonderful cold buffet and curry
supper whioh would not have disgraced a West End hotel.
During the Draw the Commanding Officer won (?) a hip flash
of the non-drip type (for which R.S.M. Harn no doubt will
be thankful in the coming Exercise season). Eventually most
people went home full of good cheer, leaving the bar to the
R.S.M., W.0.1 (Tech) R. Webb (who was visittng us for the
evening from the 2nd Regiment), S.S.M . K. West and W.O.II
(Tech) G. Harrison. Naturally "F" Company was discussed
and many a name from rhe past was mentioned.
For a long time now it has been becoming increasingly
difficult to find a certain subaltern at any time out of duty
hours. One could always guess \vith whom he co•.lld be
found, but not where. From now onwards though, things may
be different. During the morning of 24th December M tss Joan
Lister, of our local B.F.E.S. staff, walked up the aisle of
Herford Garrison Ohuroh to find Second-Lieutenant Ron Clayton waiting for her at the end of it. Mr. and Mrs. Clayton walked
out of the church and were driven to the reception, which was
held in the Officers' Mess. Little do they realise how lucky they
are to get to the reception ! It is understood that a recent
stringent petrol rationing which has more ot less immobilised
the Regiment during these winter months, completely spoilt
" Alfa " Troop's plans to ambush rhe happy oouple' car with
two Saracens and ~ve it a close nose-to-tail escort around the
barracks. The whole Regiment wishes Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
all the very best in the fmure.
This year, on Chri tmas Day, we departed from tradition a
little in tbat, before serving lunch in the Other Ranks' Dining
Hall, the Warrant Officers and Sergeants did not meet the
Officer in the Officers' Mess. Instead, they all met in the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, which is situated just
above the Other Ranks' Dining Hall, and after one quick drink
the waiters duly paraded downstairs for tbeir annual traditional
duty. Once again the cooks had done a magnificent job,
which was fully appreciated by everyone present. During the
meal our G.O.C. paid us a visit and also, in a short speech,
some very nice compliments. With a confidence which quite
equalled that of the General, Signalman Maclntooh, of the
Orderly Room Empire called upon the Regiment to drink the
General's healtb.
On Boxing D ay we completed our break with tradition when
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants vi ited the Officers' Mess.
It is understood that Staff ergeant Glennon, the Officers' Mes
Steward who has been in hospital for quite a long while, had
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quite forgotten how much beer Sergean drink. Luckily there
was plenty more downstairs in the ccllar. In reply to last
year's pr sentation by rhe Officers' to rhe Sergeants' Me of an
unframed picture of a Wesrphalian Barn the R. .M. handed
over to the Commanding Officer an original Westphalian Knobkerrie. Apparently, only the C.Ommanding Officer and the
R .M. know llhe true story bcl1ind this presentation, and they
are not talking.
December drew to a olo e, as it always does, on New Year's
Eve, and a always llhe Sergeants' Mess held a Fancy Dress
Ball. The "turn-out" generally was excellent but everyone
agreed that tile first prize was well deserved by Dr.
Frankenstein (Sergeant Benton R.A.P.C.) and his monster
( rgeant Trowsdale, RE.M.E.).
A Piper from tihe lst
Barta.lion The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders was one of
tlle highlights of tthe evening. He had to go to bed fully
dressed, a no-one had the necessary knowledge to get him
properly dressed the next morning. A character known as
" ept" could have performed this task (it was thought), but
after due consideration it ""-"aS decided to abandon the idea.
Those of you who know " Sept " will, no doubt, agree.
Nore 1 : To the P.E.C., W.O.II Harrison, all members of tlle
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Entertainments C.Ommittee and all others who hdped towards Mess activities over
Chrisn:nas - a very big " Thank you " from all members.
Nore 2 : Diamond Floater and Circle Reece would like to
know what Lieutenant-C.Olonel D. K. Binks (our erstwhile
Second-in-Command) did with all his Westphalian Barn
Christmas cards.
7th

llEGDIENT

(CORPS)

Departures. Recent departures include Major N. A.
Butler, W.O.I Archer, W.0.II Kirk and Staff Sergeant Mawson.
Major Butler goes to the Staff C.Ollege after two and a half
years with the Regiment. After 18 months as Adjutant, including t!he period when tlle strengili of the Regiment rose to
about one thousand all ranks, he should not find llhe work at
Camberley too strenuous. Since August 196o he commanded
No. 3 Squadron. Major Butler represented tlle Regiment in
most of tlle major games aad his departure is a serious loss.
We wish hinl and his family me best of good fortune in the
future. W.0.I Archer has recently left on commissioning as a
Traffic Officer. He will be very much missed here because he
managed to turn his hand to many things, running courses
fetes, acting as S.S.M., being a member of a good number of
various Boards and finally as O.C. "0" 3 Troop. We wish him
the best of luck in his new unit, 2nd Regiment and we are glad
that we are almost bound to be in touch with him (telegraphic.ally anyway) in the near future.
W.O.II and Mrs. Kirk have also just left en route for Aden.
S.S.M. Kirk joined the Regiment as a Sergeant in 1956 and,
before leaving, was probably one of t!he oldest inhabitants. He
spent all his time in tihe Line Squadron apart from a short
defection to Radio Relay at the end of 1959. We hope he and
his family are enjoying the change of climate.
Staff Sergeant Mawson is sadly missed in RH.Q., where his
linguistic ability was in constant use. We doubt if he will get
much practice in German in his new job.
Children's Christmas Parties. On 20th and 21st
December about 240 children belonging to the Regiment
attended the two Christmas parties held in the C.Orporals' dining
room. After an excellent tea the children were entertained by
the clowns (Staff Sergeant Davies and Sergeant Gardner), the
"Ravens" (Unit skiffl.e group) and a local conjurer, the latter
produced after a last minute search by Frau Brose and tlle
RS.M. The one originally booked did not turn up owing to
illness.
Farber Christmas turned up this year in "Jenny," the L.A.D.
"Train," under the guidance of A.Q.M.S. (train driver) Warner.
The last lap of the journey was carried out in a real sleigh
complete witll pony. Many eager young eyes were focussed on
Fatller Christmas (Who was he?) who then distributed presents.
The sight of so many happy faces was ample reward for those
willing workers who had voluntarily over the past year given
up tlleir own time in helping tlle R.S.M. with his Tombola
nights. Funds raised at Tombola made the parties possible and
the.refore tllanks is also due to those who attended and willingly
parted witll some of tlleir hard-earned cash.
All Ranklll' Chrh1tmas Dnnce. On l'ith December the
Christmas All Ranks Dance was held in the Regimental Dining
Hall. It was tlle first occasion that a dance of this size had
been held in barracks and was tllerefore something of an experi-

ment. A with most experiments lessons are learnt and the
unc>..'"J)eCted happens. The biggest blow, just before the start,
was receipt of the news tllat the M.C. was "indisposed." However, the show went on and everyone enjoyed themselves, dancing, drinking or just l'al.king.
During the interval a splendid buffet was provided by W.O.II
Morgan and hi kitchen staff who worked wonders with the
rations and P.R.!. funds. The mU&ic was prov.i.ded by Sergeant
Gregory and Iris Band together with the "Ravens."
During the evening the Officers were challenged by the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants to monal combat in the form
of hockey/soccer at a later date. The R.S.M. made tl1e challenge with a white glove while the Chief Scribe (R.Q.M.S.
Craig) read the Proclamation. The challenge was accepted on
behalf of the Officers by t!he Assistant Adjutant who, in tinle
honoured tradition tllrew down an old rugby stocking.
Dancing finished at about 1230 and all "made tlleir way
home."

Tango Troop's Expedition. Becau e petrol was gettfog
a litt!le short before Christmall, Tango Troop decided to ease
their saddle-sores by conducting a reoonnaissance for radio sites
on foot.
Three part!ies of tllree men moved out for two days into nhe
hills around Hamlin. Each party was commanded by a SignaJman who had orders to find suitable radio sites, roads, tracks
and water supplies. This particular area has not been frequented by the Regiment and it was thought that this reconnaissance might produce good information for future exercises
including changes not shown on maps as well as the locations
of all the best pubs.
The parties moved out to the area by M.T. at 0700 on a dark
winter's day and briefed tlleir drivers on a suitable pick up
point for 1600 hrs. the following day. With heavy rain during
tlle whole period all tllree sections did very well in marching
up to 20 miles over rough country and looking at fifteen possible
sites. Boswells account of waking up in the morning with hls
sleeping bag full of water was most amusing but unfortunately cannot be printed.
The fact llhat anotller party had tlleir sock-s washed and
damed by a local farmer's wife while they ate supper and
wat:ched TV has nothing to do with llhe decision that the particular farm has been considered suitable for an exercise site.
Exercise " Jaywalk Il."
ot to be outdone by Tango
Troop, two parties of volunteers from 3 Squadron, in spite of
t!he unpleasant weatller, left barracks on foot on Monday, 12th
December to visit a local beauty spot, the monument to the
German Hermann, about thirty miles away. The parties were
led by Lieutenant Willcox and Sergeant Woodhou~ and
separated outside barracks with instructions to stay away from
towns and main roads. The party commanded by Sergeant
Woodhouse arrived at tlle monument at dusk and brewed up
and fed in the open before finding a comfortable Gasthaus for
tile night. The other party arrived after dark less four men
who had unaccountably strayed. These four found themselves
a comfortable billet for the night and managed to rejoin the
main party next day. All tlle men returned safely to barrack-s
nhe next day with no further incidents apart from a few sore
feet.
8th

REGIMENT

(TUAINING)

The monthly Games Night, Officers v. Warrant Officers and
Sergeants, took place in the Sergeants' Mess on ntll November.
Af;:er much sweat and strain the Wooden Spoon was won by
the Officers.
Remembrance Sunday was marked by a ~ervice in rhe
morning at St. Martin's Church, followed by a March Past by
Signal Units in the area. No. 3 Squadron proVlided the conni.ngent from llhis Regiment.
Training has started recently for this year'.s Pentathlon, the
object is that the Regiment will have at least one ream in the
finals tihis year.
Anot!her new venture which has just started is a form of
"Outward Bound" training. A party of Senior N.C.O.s and
Officers spent a week-end in the Lake District, finding their
way to check points and in so doing, having to walk and climb
a considerable distance. It is intended to make iihis a monthly
occurrence.
Small Bore shooting has been a regular feature of the past
month or so. Headquarters Squadron won llhe Inter-Squadron
oompetitfon for both tlle No. 8 and the Match Rifle, the Regiment has a team in both these classes for the Area C.Ompet>ition,
but to <late, no scores have been published from our opponents.
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In a "friendly" match between the Officers' and Sergeants'
Messes, tlle Sergeants managed to win h}' ~1 points ..
Soccer, both RegimentJal and Squadron, ism full swmg. The
Regimental side managed to reach the 3rd Round of the Army
Cup, the first time for many. years, but. were bear.en by the l.st
Battalion Royal Sussex Regunent. Tius match was played m
Belfast and in addition to tlle team, a party of over 60 from tile
Regiment paid their own fare to watch. Th~ Squadron football
league is doing well, each Squadron fielding a Regular ~nd
National Service side. It is said that No. 2 Squadron arc go~
to be league champions, but no doubt No. 3 Squadron N.S. WJll
have something to say about that.
During the last two months the Regimental Rugger team has
played tllree Arnly Cup games, an<;! one frien.dly game. a!piinst
R.A.F. Dishforth. Captain D. Bayliss at the tl!lle of pnntmg !S
taking tile rugger team to Barton Stacey to play 25 Field Regiment R.A. in tlle U.K. Quarter-Finals of the Arnly Cup. So
far this season the team has not been beaten. We met the 3rd
Parachute Battalion in tlle 5th Round of the Army Cup, and
won by 14 pomts to 13. Captain D. A. Williams and Signalman
Shnrpe have been selected to play for tlle Army v. The Wasps
on r 4th January, 1961.
.
.
Christmas was celebrated m the usual manner, the Regunent
wa on block leave from 22nd December to 3rd January, so
most people were able to be at home; tlle main functions which
took plaoe were, the Children's Party on Saturday. 17th
December, this W'3.S followed by a Draw and Dance m tile
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess in the evening, and was
most skilfully run by R.Q.M.S. Robertson. The Troops'
Christmas dinner was held on 21st December. For tllos.e few
remaining behind a further dinner was held on the 25tll, it was
only too apparent that all training had ceased as appetites were
not good, finally, on 31st December all the m~~ of the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess were lllVlted to the
Officers' Me s to drink farewell to 196o.
9th

IU~GDIENT

(UADIO)

With tlle winter spons well under way, it is a g~ ~ppor
tunity to write about our summer sports. The combinaoon of
the hot sun and the dust of Cyprus encourages many people
to seek their recreation in or on tlle sea. We are fortunate 'v:ith
t!he facilities at Famagusta, where the Golden .Sands p~ov~de
some of the best swimming anywhere. There is a flounshing
sub-aqua club, which has both military and ciyilian members;
it provides many happy hours--and ~ few anxi~us momentsand is a fascinating sport. The Mediterranean is so clear and
there is so much to look at : exol'ic-looking fish, wrecks, sponges
and shells.
People who prefer to be above tlle waves are catere~ fo~ by
the Garrison Sailing Oub, altllough by all accounts being m a
boat does not necessarily ensure llhat the occupants will not
sometimes go below the waves.
The Sailing Club this year has suffered some severe losses
(not overboard but to ollher parts) of skilled helmsmen in
Lieutenant-Colonel Gibson and Major Glover. However, a
small nucleus from t!he Reginlent carried entllusiastically on
and came up against stiff opposition from tlle R.A.F. and 42
Field Regiment. The result was some excellent racing at weekends in the ideal conditions to be found at Famagusta. All the
island regattas Limassol, Episkopi, Kyrenia and Dhekelia were
attended by :Oemboos of the R~ent and all thor?ughly
enjoyed these events. Half of the S1gnals team for the Signals-
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9th Signal Regiment's Cricket Team

Sapper-Gunner triangular match, which .was won b}_' Sig~ls,
was drawn from llhe Regiment, and Captain Garratt witll Ma1or
Pearson as crew sailed for the Arnly against the R.A.F.
There are others of us who prefer tlle Engli hrncn's .nob!
game of cricket to all this "messing about in boats." Thi ~s
been an excellent season for Regimental cricket. A league ~tll
six teams was formed within tlle Regiment and that provided
semi-serious cricket for quite a large number of players. On
a slightly higher plain, mere were tlle Squadron matches. Thus
most cricketers in the Regiment were "noticed" and rhe Regimental team was built up. This team won the Arnly Cup, the
Royal Signals Cup and came top of the Eastern Area (Cyprus)
League. Although Lance-Corporal Nicholson and Signalman
Pardy did play for tlle Arnly, tllis success was due to tlle combined efforts of the team.
.
We had some very good matches and we ~oroughly eni?Yed
our cricket. Some of our best games were against our old rivals
from the other end of the Island, 2otll Regiment, from whom
we managed ro regain the Royal Signals. Cricket Cup. "l}le
semi-final of tlle Army Cup was played ag~mst th<; I~t Battalion
The Devon and Dorset Regiment, tlle Regunent wmrung, thanks
to some good fielding in a low-scoring match, by 89 run;; to 48.
In the final played at Dhekelia the Regiment played agamst the
G.H.Q., M.E.L.F. t~m,. which C?ntained some redo\lbtab~e
Club cricketers. The highlight of tl11s match was the Re~ent s
wicket stand of 124 glorious runs, which was a big h~lp
towards the total of 242 (Pardy 90, Barlow 571 :u>ng 33). W1~
the evening shadows lengtllening, it was excmng as the R7gi.ment snatched valuable wickets; it was also a fight agamst
time, for G.H.Q. M.E.L.F. were ~ring faster and ;;<> would
have won if the game had ended m a draw. But, Wlth a few
minutes to go, tlle lase wicket was taken and G.H.Q. M.E.L.F.
were all out for 181. Lance-C.Orporal Weedon was largely r7spon ible for this successful season which :vas ro~nded off m
fine style willh a cricket social, atten~~ .by ~,tY cncket~rs from
the Reginlent and also some of our fnends from neighbouring teams.
12tla

llEGl lUE~T

(THAl~I~G)

Dec~ber was a month of unu ual activi~ in the Regime_nt;

'Christmas and all the preparation that en~ils, and. tlle gomg
on leave and welter of partie around Christmas raised many
shadows under slightly reddened eyes.
The highlight of the month wa~ undoubtedly the t:Jorthe•n
Command Boxing Final, l2tll Regunent versus the might and
main of the 15/19th Hussars. Although ~e Regiment. had to
concede victory to its opponents, a most enioyable everung was
had by tlle personnel of both units; a .total .of 4~ strong, who
assembled on a typically cold Cattenck mght m Le Cateau
gymnasium, and afterwards in the variou~ unit Messes. We
were honoured witll the presence of the Chief of Staff, Nortllern
Command Major-General J. K . Shepheard D.s.o., O.B.E., B.A ..
tlle C.S.O'. Northern Command, Br~diei: W. B. Rowett, our
own Training Brigade Commander, Brigadier P. M. P., Hobson,
o.s.o., and the C.Ommanding Officers of the local regiments.
Christmas spirit flourished from tllen onward.s, and after
taking part in draws, parties, " Gu.n.fi:re " early Chr:. tmas morning and tllc mad rush away from 1t all, the Chn anas break
ca~e to most as a period of resr, particularly to our A.C.C.
stalwarts, W.O.II Sharp and Sergeant Jackson, who worked the
hardest of all to prepare the traditional fare.
January, February and March will see manv of our cadre and
trainees leaving UoS before we amalgamate \Vlth 8th Regiment,
and to tllem all we send our greetings in the New Year, and
tllanks for all they have dolle in the life of the Regiment, both
training and on the ports fidd.

the party. Anyway, she completely won the heart of the
Squadron Sergeant-Major who was .in charge of the party to
the e)\.°tent that Private McKay W .R.A.C., and W. O. II P almer
announced their engagement at Christmas.
Which brings us to Christmas, over which we will tha nkfully
draw a veil by saying that all the usual festivities were surmounted or succumbered to, and from which Staff Sergeant
Wilson and his cooks, the Officer Command ing (" Santa"), and
six young Barnardo boys who came to the children's party,
emerged triumphant.
. We welcome this month Second-Lieutenant S. Jones,
W .R.A.C., whose arrival coincides with the forming of the new
W .R.A.C. Troop early next mon th. Congratulations also to
the existing W.R.A.C. Troop for winning the Inter-Troop
Competition, based on T raffic H andling, for the first time since
they have been with the Squadron.

Sport nt l Squntlron. W e played off .the second round
of the S.W .D. Football Knock-out Cup aga inst nth R.E.M.E.
Workshops (Ashchurch) and lost 4- 1, light conditions r apidly
worsening towards the end of the game when, with the score at
1-1, the R.E.M.E. broke through and scored three goals in the
last ten minutes.
W ith our Rugby match in the first round of the S.W .D . Cup
it was a happier story, for we beat the East Anglian Regiment
nine points to nil under very wet and heavy conditions, making
open foo tball impossible.
[Courtesy: Kent Phoro N ews
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R.D.Q. a nd Comean Co-ordination Group. A
visit to the Camping and Outdoor Ufe Exhibition in the
Empire Hall of Olympia found the British Army admirably
represented on Stands 61 to 64. A jungle setting with colourful
background, tropical plants and life-like " noises off" showed a
handful of men of the Signal Platoon of No. 1 Parachute Regiment operating a wireless set in their "basha." Round the
comer a Sergeant of No. I Squadron of 14th Regiment could
be seen at work m a Jungle Signal Centre which had been set
up beneath an attap and bamboo leaf r<>ofing. The visitor could
observe within, reperforator, autohead and teleprinter mounted
on tables. This business-like scene, with one other Signalman
and a Sapper member of the Army Postal Services to assist the
Sergeant, drew countless visitors from all over the Hall. And
as an added attraction any member of the public was afforded
the opportunity to send a message over the COMCAN system
to relatives in the Army overseas.
~s service was well patronised and prompted many
9uesuons and enquiries from the public. It is perhaps of
interest to record here that this stand was visited by Sir Vivian
Fuchs, who availed himself of the opportunity to send a message
of greeting to the Army Detachment in the Falkland Islands.
0th~ :-vho ~howe~ ,interest in th~ stand included many overseas v1s1tors m addmon to a formidable array of high ranking
Officers of the War Office. There is little doubt that the British
Army stands did a magnificent job.
Editor's note : Another Signal made by the stand 1s reproduced below :
From Brigadier Sir John Hunt, C.B.E., o.s.o.
To Mo~taineering Institute, Darjeeling.
Uncl~ssified Army . Stand Olympia PD for Brigadier
Ryan Smgh PD Greeangs for 1961 PD to yourself, Tenzing
and staff PD John Hunt.
(? Ranjit Singh). Ed.

*

*

*

Last month we announced the engagement of Staff Sergeant
Giles and Staff Sergeant Race, W.R.A.C. If we had been able
to hold the Notes back by one day we would have been able
to announce the engagement and subsequent wedding in the
ame issue. Cf>ngratulations to them both. Everyone here at
t Squadron wishes them every happiness in their future years
together.
The adventure training party returned on 4th December,
refresh~ after a happy _two weeks' walking and rambling in
the Ca1rngor:m Mountams. Whilst one of the W.R.A.C.
members decided to become cook for the party for the period
the other set out on the walks with great enthusiasm and showed
sh.e was capable of out-walking any of the male members of
46

2 Squadron. If you want your Children's Christmas
Party to go with a swing ask the County Nursery children from
next door as guests. W e followed this trad ition again this year
with unmixed success. Although the Squadron is smaller than
ever before, voluntary subscriptions for " the orphans " almost
completely covered the cost of entertaining them. A very good
show. All sorts of people d id their bit, Lance-Corporal Conway
making a particularly impressive Father Christmas.
The rest of the programme was pretty traditional, too. The
Signalmen had themselves a social and got through a quite
startling quantity of beer with no known casualty. Corporal
Birt was M .C. for the All Ranks' Dance, using draught bitter
as a useful prophylactic against incipient tonsilitis. LanceCorporal R idley, who includes flash photography among his
many trades, produced one or two which will make some future
grandchildren think again.
As the result of a particularly early bid we were lucky enough
to have the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Rennick,
here from R.H.Q. for the Dance and Dinner. W e hear that
3 Squadron, annoyed by this pre-emption, have already booked
him fO£ next year!
Last, but very far indeed from least, the cooks, under Corporal
Allen, absolutely excelled themselves. If anyone ever thinks he
is eating better cooked food he had better pinch himself, because
he is asleep and dreaming.
The New Year looms somewhat foreboding-particularly for
those with trade barriers to scale. Sergeant Copley is off to
Catterick after that X .1 rating. Amongst those depaning to
4 Squadron for their X .2 are Corporal Smith, who only joined
us just before Christmas (weloome!), and Lance-Corporal
Dibble, who has just taken unto himself a wife (congraliU1.a tions !).
How we are to man our shifts and still get a little leave in
remains doubtful. However, we do not despair of keeping our
carriers on the air as long as System Control can pass us something with which to modulate them. The best of luck to alt
Receiver Stations, wherever you may go and hide yourselves
next!

'' S.T.D." by "Grace'' of the G.P.O. It all started
when " they " took away the handle you turned to call the
operator . . . I
Progress since then has gone on and on. From CBS to CB,
from CB to Auto, from Auto to " Subscribers Trunk Dialling"
and now GRACE, "Group Routing Automatic Charging
Equipment."
Last November I arrived in a university town which shall be
nameless for a short course. On booking in I asked for the
telephone and was told it was a coin operated box. I demanded
small c~ange. To my surprise the change contained no coppers.
My raised eyebrows brought the information that the box
operated. on brass threepenny pieces, sixpences and shillings.
I went mto the _box, found it to be unusual, practically devoid
of the usual notices, and promptly came out for more information. The receptionist gave me a 15-minute lecture with a brand
new book of codes to dial. I was told I could dial directly any

number in the country-almost. I asked for the dialling code
for " D . . ." After a search I was told with a doleful look
-"You dial '0' and ask for the operator." My call went
through with no further trouble.
The next day I had to make a local call. I dialled as required.
Instead of getting_ a ''. pay tone" my threepenny piece was halted
by a recorded voice m my ear-" The number you have dialled
is now incorrect. Please dial " 6" in front of it." I did and
heard one short burst of ringing, followed by the " pay tone."
In went threepence. Instead of the person I expected, I was
assaulted by the whole range of tones available in an Auto
e:cc~ange.
Ah well, I t?ought, try again. I dialled againnngmg tone-pay tone, m went threepence. Again the audio
a sault but no voice. I next dialled "0" and asked the operator
why this one-armed bandit kept swallowing my money and
who got the jackpot. He tried the number I gave him and got
the same result. He asked if I was sure I had the number
correct. I look again-oh! My number consisted of sixes, zeros
and ones, and in my confusion I had added a six at the beginning as told, but some how lost it at the end and had been
dialling a one instead of the correct, final, six! My money was
locked in the box, so the operator offered to get my n umber
and "give me twelve minutes." He d ialled the (correct)
number. No reply, and the G .P.O.'s One-Armed Bandit was
sixpence up!
The next day I tried again with complete success from a
phone box in the University. T his box had not yet been
converted and required pennies.
Later on in the week we visited the mai n exchange. There
we were introduced to a girl who was to demonstrate the new
coin box. I backed away, muttering " One-armed band its,"
and something about a lost six pence. On being pressed I went
through my story, to be told it was impossible. Seizing a
proffered threepenny piece I dia lled m y (wrong) number and
let her hear the pay tones. In went threepence and out came
those sounds. This upset the girl. She dialled a number herself and m ade inquiries. W hen she had her information she
told n:ie in amazement that there was approximately 64,000
subscnbers on that exchan ge, and I had to pick the only
number that gave inverted ringing-for test purposes only!
I was then offered the job of fill ing in the exchange syndicate's
football pool coupon for the week!

3 Squadron. Si nce our last report we have been very
pleased to welcome tihe following new arrival"S :
Staff Sergeant and Mrs. G. N. Clarke from B.A.O.R.; Staff
Sergeant and Mrs. J. A. Coxon from School of Signafa; LanceCorporal Perkins from 8th Regiment; Lance-Corporal Tarbuck
from 8th Regiment; Signalman Newman from 121tih Regiment;
Signalman Hurrell from B.A.0.R.; Signalman Neal from Kenya.
On tihe otih er hand we are very sorry to lose :
W.O.II (Foreman of Signals) P. A. Davis on poslling to Far
East; Corporals Chaisty, Rendall, Evans, Lance-Corporal
~al s alt, Sigrialmen Endereby, Blackett, Gillard alt on release;
Signalman Robertson on pas.ting to 21st Regiment; Signalman
Rose on posting to Cyrenaica.
December has been a hectic month widi no let-up on the
works side and with an impressive programme of Unit Ohristmas
social engagements and activ'ities. We are able to say that the
Christmas Draw and Social wa an unrivalled success, and the
children' s party for military and civilian families was equally
successful. On Wednesday 21st December, the whole of the
Unit was provided with a Christmas Dinner, which afforded a
very firring opportunity for the disposal of the six Unit geese
which had been on P.R.!. charge for the previous ten weeks.
Since "we never close,'' even on Christmas Day, quite a
n umber of men were held back for duty, but they were not
forgotten and in faot were provided with a second Christmas
Dirmer-Turkey this time, again served by officers and senior
ranks of tihe Unit. It is difficult to single out individuals on
such occasions; but the sterling effons of W.O.II S.S.M.
Bullock (Messing Officer), Corporal Owen and Cook staff, and
Sergean s Glendenning, Moxon and Sharman (Entertainments)
cannot pass unrecorded.
4 Squadron. We welcome four new arrivals, LanccCorporal Robbins, Signalmen F~gg, Cope and Brooker and
hope they will enjoy tlleir stay at Cobbett Hill.
We say good-bye to Driver Gosling who is •transferred to the
"Y2" List after a long period in hospital due to an unfortunate
motor-cycle accident and wi&.'1 him a speedy recovery.
Congra~ulal!ions are in order for Lance-Williams, T. J., who
has been promoted Corporal.
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Althoug:h we arc a mall unit located in "splendid isolation,"
we have had an eritertaining month.
On 8th December, the Garrison Commander, Blackdown,
visited tihe Tx S.mtion which he inspected with the kcene t
interest.
While enthusi~sric preparations were going apace for the
Christmas festivities, Squadron sport was not neglected. Th~
FooLball team, despite set-backs d ue to the run-down of
National Servicemen who arc the backbone of the side, still
maintain fourth position in the League. Signalman tainer (one
of the few Regulars) has been rhe most prolific scorer, having
more than 20 goals, including several "hat tricks," to his credit;
he has been twice asked to play for Camberley which is a welldescrvcd feather in his beret. Corporal Brown has been outstanding in defence, ably assisted by Lance-Corporal Blundell
(R.E.M.E. attached) at right half.
The T able T ennis team, having suffered a series of defeats,
made Squadron history by winning a match against a woxthy
local team. Signalman Marsh, who is the " shining light " of
the side, has a 100 % record of 30 \lrm s in 30 games, and was
selected to represent G uildford in a match against Aldershot;
he organises both football and table tennis with equal
enthusiasm.
The seasonable festivities got off to a flying start on 17th
December with a Social and Christmas Draw in the Sergcan '
Mess. The Mess has only Dine members, a small but formidable crew who by sheer force of personality sold 730 tickets
for their very excellent draw. The Social itself was a warm,
friendly affair greatly enjoyed by about 40 guests. Much credjt
goes to Sergeant Humphreys who, assisted by Sergeant D yer,
was responsible for this entertainment. It should be mentioned
that Sergeant Dyer and his charming wife carried away most
of the prizes which only goes to prove that endeavour alway
has its reward.
On 19th December, the Children's Christmas Party was a
complete success. Forty-eight children attended, including nine
from The local orphan.age. Sergeant Dyer made an impressive
Father Christmas for all but one d iscerning youngster- Frank
Humphreys-who obviously being a " chip off the old block "
(Sergeant Humphreys), was not being fooled by cotton wool
eyebrows and red flannel and made no bones about h is views.
On 20th December a delightful Carol Service was held in
the Junior Ranks' Club.
On 21st December the Warrant Officers, Sergeants and Corporals challenged the Lance-Corpora.ls and Signalmen to a
" Comic " football match. Some of the costumes worn had
to be seen to be believed, but some of the incidents during the
match could hardly be believed even though seen. Corporal
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Pre tridge, clad as a distracting young damsel, wa practically
tripped of his charm while Signalman Bovingdon was bruttally attacked by a player with a bag of soot. The LanceCorporals and ·gnalmen were scoring vrell when S.S.M. Copetake (\vearing one of hi wife's dresses) decided that swiift action
was necessary. Regardle s of danger to life and limb he
grabbed the ball, mounted a nearby bicycle and with supreme
courage " rode" a goal straight into the net. Out of the chaos
there resulted a win for the Lanc~rporals and Signalmen
but owing to some strange error of judgement, the O.C. presaned the shield -to the Warrant Officers and Sergeants.
On 22nd December the Other Ranks had their Christmas
dinner. Corporal Dolben (AC.C. attached) surpassed himself
by providing an excellent meal \vith all the festive trinmungs,
a nd earned a pecial vote of thank""S for his efforts.
On the evening of 22nd December, the Squadron held their
Annual Chr i tmas Dance with mu ic provided by a local band.
The dance was an outstanding uccess and was considered to
be the best function of its kind ever held at Cobbett Hill.
On 25 th December, S.S.M. Copestake himself (quote "in all
my glory ' unquote) supervised Gunfire at 0800 hours. Later,
Major Davidson attended a dinner fo r nine in the Sergeants'
Mes a t 1300 hours.
On 31 sr December 14 people assem bled in the Sergeants'
Mess to drown t;he Old Year, thereby bringi ng vhe C hristmas
festivi ties .to a happy conclusion.

1 8 th

REGOIE...~T

(SINGAPORE)

We at Headquarters Squadron have now finished our camping
for this year by sending all those in "reserved occupations "
away for a week on Pulau Ubin, an island off the eastern tip of
Singapore. Adventure training and ei..-peditions will however
keep tlhe men in praclice until next year~ camp.
In the sporting world we continue to hold our own in all
games except Basket Ball, but we are trying hard to remedy tlhis
fact and feel sure we shall be up the ladder by tihe time the
com:pelition closes.
We congratulate Lance-Corporal Abdullaih on being chosen
to represent Singapore at Hockey. A great honour for him and
the Regiment and we hope his successes will continue.
Chrisnnas was spent in the traditional manner with " Gunfire" being distributed by the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
to the living-in personnel. The lunch was served by the Officers
and Senior N.C.O.s and entertainment given quite spontaneously by one of our less talented musicians.
We wish all the best to Staff Sergeant Mawdsley, R.A.E.C.,
on his departure to 22 S.A.S. and congratulate him on his
"cro\vn.'-'

On the arrivals side Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Healey were
blessed with a bonny daughter on Christmas Eve at the B.M.H.,
and we congratulate them on their nice timing for such a happy
event.
Finally, congratulations to Corporal Gurr and Miss Patricia
Miles on their marr>iage at St. George's Garrison Church on
11th December.

19th
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. December saw more highlights in the field of sport. F.arly
m the month H.Q. Squadron beat I Squadron convincingly in
the Regimental Badminton finals, descite a mO'>t spirited and
exciting recovery in the last match by the I Squadron pair,
Lance-Corporal Alias and Signalman Hamid, who managed to
beat their redoubtable opponents, Sergeant Nizar and LanceCorporal Harun.
This was followed by the Unit Hockey team's success in rhe
Singapore Base District Major Unit Championship, which they
won for the third successive year. In the final they beat G.H.Q.
by two goals to one. They have again won the Changi Station
~gue, for the third. year running, and are now concentrating
their efforts on the Smgapore Zone of the FARELF Inter-Unit
Hockey Championship 1960-61.
Past members of l Squadron will be interested to learn that
the struggle to maint ain the "Korean" Cables continues unabted ; the current protagonists being the Singapore Telephone
Board, who are laying a ducted route through Changi as part
of the civil development scheme. Between crises r Squadron
have twice come to the aid of the Tengah T roop of 2 Squadron,
who have also suffered with "Contractor troubles." In the
meantime work goes on apace in and around that hub of Changi
communications, Block 20, in preparation for our own auto
scheme.
..8

Around the nliddle of the month our attentions were focussed
on the serious business of preparing for Chtlsttnas. The
Warrant Officers and Sergeants held their Annual Dinner at
the Ocean Park Hotel in Katong, and those stationed at Chang:i
spoke highly of the RA.F. Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Me Ohristmas Ball. At the Unit Children's Party, held in
the Malcolm Club, Second-Lieutenant Drayson played a
harassed Father Christmas fighting a losing battle to retain his
beard, and Lance-Corporal Goss showed that his talents extend far beyond cable-jointing. Despite the fact that me majority
of rhe Unit are Malay Muslems, who do not celebrate
Ohcistmas, the Regimental Bar and Troop parties were well
attended. Christmas dinners were served in traditional fashion,
and a day of oontinuous monsoon rain did little to dampen
pirirs. The Changi Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
band again marched in fine style to the Officers' Mess for
refreshment prior to vheir arduous dullies in the Airmen's Mess,
led by Sergeant Henry with the pipes.
It was back to v;ork with a vengeance at Changii on 29th3ovh December, when a local defence exercise, Exercise "Hot
Foot' was sandwiched neatly between lihe Ohristmas and New
Year fesciviities. Captain Keech's celebrated Defence Squadron
acquitted themselves well against the wiles of the "enemy,"
played by 1 t Foresters, and earned the Stiation Commander's
commendation for so doing.
Sergeant Malone from Selerar has left us for B.A. O.R., via
Canerick, and Secon<l-Lieutenan t H itdh of tlhe L.A.D ., surely
the most travelled National Service Officer in the Far East, is
about to leave on release, via Ja pan and the U.S.A.
A minor reorganisation within the Unit has resulted in the
move from Ohangi ro Seletar of suoh stalwarts as Sergeant
Orton, Corporals Swaine and Bilby, and Lance-Corporals
Winkinson, Clarke, Parker and Hanson .
We weloome Captain (T.0 .T .) P . R. Moores, on his second
Far Ea-s tern tour, and hop e that he and h is wife will enjoy
Singapore.
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The Editor is informed by a member of the Assooiation
that during the Ch.11istmas Day broadcast by the British Broadcasting Corporation a few minutes were devoted to a visit by
Miss Josephine Douglas to Gan Island.
She invited a number of members of the Royal Air Force
to speak in me nlicrophone.
Remember that all on the I sland wear tropical dress.
She is reported to have suggested to an " Airman " that he
should speak - standing very firmly to a tten tion he replied
" I must make it plain, madam, that I am not in the Royal
Air Force; I serve in Royal Signals!"

20th
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The Christmas festivities are now over, the decorations ere
down and it is into another year of hard work I
The improvements at R.H.Q. in Waterloo Camp, E piskopi,
continue and m uch time is being taken at preseillt moving from
one Nissen hut to anorher. I t is a difficult operation, as O.C.
S.W.S. cannot move unlil the Quartermaster moves, O.C . 6
L ine Troop has ro wait until S.W.S. moves and so on.
The Christmas party held for all ranks was a success. The
small ske tch put on by Corporal Howard, of 6 Line Troop, was
brilliancly executed and mudh enjoyed by all present.
Now tihat the cooler weather is with us, golf h as started
once more . An 18-hole course has been buiilt, mainly by se1fhelp, at . Tunnel Beao.h. It is beautifully situated, with high
white cliffs on one side and tlhe blue Medite::ranean on the
other. Aftihough the Greens are Browns and the Rough is
~eally .Rough, . it gives ~u~ pleasux.e to mai:iy in the Regiment,
mcluding Ma)Or E. Bmrsk1, Captam J. Brian and L ieutenant
W. Oliver.
Lieutenant L. Woods will shontly be leaving the comfortable
living in Cyprus and moving to the D esert, t<> tiake over the
Airfield Troop at El Adem.
1 S q uadron-Nico s ia. December ha,g been a fairly busy
!lli>nth for th.e s .quact:on. The W?rk of providing and improv!llg ~mmumC!l tl.Ons l~ always w1rh us, and we have also an
unrrunent Vehicle Mamtenance Inspection and the completion
of the winter's P.E. tests.
During tJhe month a Social Club has been formed by the
Squadron, named the Mercury Club. Led by the enrhusiasm
of Staff Sergeant Bearnc, Signa11:11an Collins, Corporal Gilbert
and many others, an old mud~bnck hut in the camp has been
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converted into a club room, so that we are no longer dependant
on the generosity of other clubs when we wish to hold our
own social activities. In four weeks the hut has been completcly repainted inmde, a bar constructed in one corner with
steel sh.utters and a refrigerator and nhe usual offices built
outside.
The electricians in the Squadron, Lance-Corporals Lack and
Haslam, have rewired the building with chandeliers and wall
lights. All was completed just in time for the opening night
on 22nd December, which was attended by the Station Commander, the Conunanding Officer, guests from Episkopi and
from the Station. The Christmas draw, organised by Sergeant
mall, was held !'hat night · the Episkopi . contingent did
extremely well and carried off many of the prizes.
On 21st December a Squadron children's party was held in
the Sergeants' Mess and was most successful. The majority
of the Squadron children arc below age to qualify for any of
the camp Christmas parties, so their own pamy was greatly
appreciated. It was organised by a Comnlittee of the wives
and all the food was made by the wives.
The Sqoodron at present are standing third in the Station
Football League .and we are also forming a basketball team.

14 Airfield Sir.(nal Troo 1t. Commanded by SecondLieutenant T. M. Wrig;ht, is sta~oned at R.A.F. El Adem, on
rhe North African coast. Tobruk, with many wartime memories,
is only 18 miles away and its natural bay prov.ides excellent
swimming facililies. Visits have been paid t@ many of the
last war battle scenes and also to the large war cemeteries on
rhe outskirts of Tobruk.
Although small in number, the Troop has made a big impaot
on the sporting life of the Station. Due to the fine efforts of
Lance-Corporal Williamson, Signalmen Alder, Sears and
O'Leary, the football team finished just above the halfway mark
in a recent Station League. Good progress has been made in
the Knock-out Cup compel!ition and tlhe team has reached the
quarter finals with a very good chance to go through to the
semi-finals. Signalman Richards has represented the Station
at tennis, and at its indoor equivalent Signalmen Boyce, Sears
and Rfohards are frequent prizewinners in the weekly NAAFI
competition.
A few keen membere of the Troop have started training for
the coming athletics season and results so far by LanceCorporals Jennings, Gaisford and Williamson appear to
indicate a successful season.
Lance-Corporal Punton has developed into a keen naturalist
and his collection of chameleon, scorpion and snakes strikes
terror into rhe T roop Commander's heart ducing kit and
accommodation iinspections.
Recently a trip was organised by Second-Lieutenant Wright
to v.isit a few Bedouin tents. The Troop was lavishly entertained wirh Arab cooking and tea making and afterwards camel
riding facilities were offered. These were gladly accepted.
Signalmen Hadall and Boyce learned to their painful oos.t
how tricky is the upward motion of a camel.
Air Sea R escue operations with vhe Station helicopter has
been another recent Troop activity and Signalman Sears now
fully appreciates the powerful downward blast, for he had an
exposed pile of clothing blown overboard inro 3oft. of water,
21st
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Looking back this past month, everyone in the Regiment
appea11s to have had a fair share of the Chrismias festivities, and
to have thoroughly enjoyed themselves. As is usual, activities
on each R.A.F. Station have been many and varied and have
ranged from Troop panllies just prior to Christmas to " ~
fire " and Christmas dinner served by Officers and Seruor
N.C.0.s. To tlhis have been added a certain number of dances
and sporl!ing activities organised by the various Messes, and
M alcolm Clubs. Although H.Q. Squadron and l Squadron
each produced a barrack room bar again this year, only H .Q.
Sqw dron was able to get a prize for their efforts in the R.A.F .
competil'ion. They presented the " Macabre Club " with hard
work put in by Signalmen Shilling, Frost and yson, Corporals
Buntery and Holliman, while 1 Squadron with the help of
Sergeant McKenna, Corporal Turner and Signalmen French
and Nanson put on "Davy Jones Locker." The decor in both
bars was excellent and truly portrayed tJhe intended settings.
Tihe competition was judged on Christmas Eve by the Station
Commander, Group Captain C. S. G. Stanbury, n .s .o., D.F.C.,
A.F.C.

Just before Ohristmas an excellent party for the young ones
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Air Ma rs hal Sir Hu mph r ey Edwards Jones C-in-C 2nd Tactical Air Force lnspectlnc
t he Quarter Guard . Left to right : Staff Sergeant Sparrow. Corporal Holliman,
Driver Sparkes. Signalmen Hartnett, Foster and Tillett (not in picture Lance
Corporals Prior, Broadbelt and Signalman Craic)

was held at Laarbruch. Although things did get a bit out of
hand towards the end of the proceedings it is understood that
all the " Guests" were satisfied with the cinema show, tea and,
of course, Fatiher Christmas who distributed, with the help of
a few assistants, his load of toys.
This month we have said good-bye to our Station Commander
at Laarbruch, Group Captain H. G. N. Wheeler, C.B.E., D.s.o.,
D.F.c., A.D.C., who has been here sinoe July 1959, and leaves on
· promotion to Air Commodore to join the l.D.C. We wish him
and Mrs. Wheeler the best of fortune and thank them both for
the help vhey gave to the Regiment during their stay at
Laarbruch.
We were very pleased to have a visit from our Chief Air
Formation Signal Officer, Colonel D. E. Harrison, o.B.E., just
prior to Christmas. He vifilted all Troops in the Regiment, and
apart from seeing the normal activities, was able to see a little
of the preparations for Christmas.
This month has been marked by a rarewell visit to the Regiment of Air Marshal Sir Humphrey Edwards Jones, K.C.B., C.B.E.,
D.F.C., A.F.C., C.-in-C. Second Tactical Air Force and Commander of the N .A.T.O. Second Allied Tactical Air Force. The
C.-in-C. was met at Regimental Headquarters by the 2 i/c
(Major L. C. P. Jaggard) in the absence, through illness, of the
Commanding Officer (Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Hulme). The
C.-in-C. inspected the Quarter Guard commanded by Staff
Sergeant Sparrow, and after congratulating them on a fine turnout left to complete visits to other Sections at Laarbruch.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess had their
Christmas Panty at the Burg Brueggen this year. According to
reports, the evening was a great success, particularly as it was
one of the few times when the Seniors and their wives can meet
altogether.
Congratulations to A.Q.M.S. MacDonald-Hardie, R.E.M .E.
on the award of the L.S. and G.C. Medal; the notification
arriV'ing just as the senior's of H eadauar L<!rs Squadron were
having a drink, prior to starting the Christma break !
Congra;ulations to Major and Mrs. Dangerfield (R.A.P.C.)
on the arrival of a son, and to Corporal : nd M r . Moody (r
Squadron), Signalman and Mrs. Wilson (1 Squadron) and ignalman and Mrs. Ross (r Squadron) for imilar events-this
time one daug:hter a piece. Repor ts are that they are all doing
well.
Craftsman Sarginson (R.E.M.E.) has got himself married
during the montih, and we wish him and his wife the best of
good fortune in their married life.

WO's AND SERGEANTS' MESS, RAF LAARBRUCH, CHRISTMAS
DRAW
Left to Right : Mrs. Kyle, Mrs. Meyer, /1rs. Whitbread , Sergeant
Lunt, R.S .M. Vaughan, S.S.M. Meyer, Staff Sergeant Kyle, W .0 .1
Whitbread and Sergeant Appleyard, RAF.
This month we have said good-bye to Staff Sergeant Wilson
( I Squadron) on posting to u.i:b Regiment for draft to M.E.L.F.,
co Staff Sergeant Raymond (2 Squadron) to Ist Regiment on
promotion to W.O.II, Signalman Blake to 30th Regiment, and
Staff Sergeant Wade (2 Squadron) m 306 Signal Squadron
(T.A.). All the above have given valuable service to the Regiment and they will be greatly missed.
On the promotions side Major J. W. Ingledow (O.C. 2
Squadron) has obtained his substantive rank, Lieutenant Jones
(2 Squadron) has got his " second " and is shortly bound for
the School of Signals for a course. Sergeant King (2 Squadron)
has also obtained his substantive rank of Sergeant.
Although sporting activities have been taking a back seat
during Christmas, we have been able to play a couple of games
in the orth Rhine Wesllfahlen League, being beaten 3-2 by
the league leaders, 40 Adv. Engineer Regiment, and again by
R.A.F. Laarbruch "B" team 4-1 .
Although this has knocked the team out of the top places
in the league, it is hoped that in January rhey can redeem their
position. In tlhe R.A.F. Laarbruch League the team will be well
placed if we win all matches we are in arrears.
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal MacMillan (Headquarters
Squadron) for being picked to fight for North Eastern Counties
v. Scotland at Edinburgh on 10th December. Although Scotland won the match, Lance-Corporal MacMillan was an easy
winner on poinns in his bout.
And finally, a note for the married ones amongst us. Did
your wives have a fiasco with the turkey, particularly wirh those
turkeys that are bought ready for the oven ! High on the list
of awful incidents is a letter from a rather harrassed wife (who
lives abroad) that when just about to serve the meal she found
.that the cook "had stuffed the turkey with rhe plum pudding " !

23rd
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24th
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an impressive display of dra·v prizes and gay decorations, all
was set for action. A slow start by a few sedate dancers oon
developed into a crowded floor of young "Lotharios." Well !
some were young !
uring the intervals between dances, the draw tickers were
called and the prizes, all agreed, were worth winning.
By the way, who is the Special Op now r<'Cdving instruction
as to t!he front and back of the microphone and how to conduct
a dance band ?
We were honoured by the presence of Brigaclier P. M. P.
Hobson, D.s.o., Commander Training Brigade, the Commanding Officer and Mrs. Eagle and the Officers and their ladies of
nhe Regiment.
On 21st December the members of the Mes· were invited
to the Officers' Mess for a Christmas drink. Thank you, gentlemen, for a very pleasant time, though the rumour you had insufficient beer is untrue~we all vouch for that.

28th

{TllAINING)

Before tlhe Regiment closed for the Jong Ohristmas break, tlhe
whirl of social events gave members little rime to feel the usual
cold of Catterick in December-Ghildren's Party, Grand Regimental Christmas Dinner-Warrant Officers and Sergeants
Annual Dance and Draw-Corporals' Club Annual Dance and
Draw.
The Children's Party as usual was an excellent s.how,
organised and run by Major H. J. Rae (P.R.I.) and R.S.M. Ford
under the keen eye of Mrs. Eagle. Owing to the large number
of children in the Regiment it was necessary to restrict those
attending tlhe party to an upper age limit of IO years. In s.pite
of nhis limit, over one hundred and seventy children sat down
to a most enjoyable tea provided and served by NAAFI. After
tea the children were delighted to see Father Christmas
approaching nhe building in his beautifully decorated sleigh
which was loaded with sacks of toys. Excitement rose as he
left his sleigh and entered the hall to give out his presents. The ·
last present safely delivered, Father Chrisl!mas said farewell and
disappeared into the night.
The evening of Wednesday, 21st December, 1960, will be
remembered by all who attended the Regimental Christmas
Dinner-the layout of the Dining Hall-the Christmas fare and
nhe music (provided by Captain (Ken) Witt's regimental dance
band) was of the highest order. Over six hundred men sat
down to dinner and were served in the traditional five smr seyle
by the Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior Non-Commissioned Officers of the Regiment. The Commanding Officer
gave a short speech before dinner was served and wished al!l
men a pleasant Christmas and a Happy New YeM. The
Brigade Commander, Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.s.o., visited
the dinner and stayed for a time moving around the tiables
talking to nhe men.

(TRAINING)

We hope that all regiments will note that as usual we were
first with the Christmas news again this year. If you want to
know how its done-s.a.e. please. So whilst t!he rest of you
natter about things past let us get on with some up-to-date
news.
Congratulations to all those willing workers and particularly
Mrs. Woodvine and our T.0.T., Lieutenant Cox, who won for
us the World Community Chest first prize. This award is
presented to the Anny unit which makes the largest annual
contribution of toys to needy children.
Our sincere condolences to Sergeant Lunney, Corporal
Parkes and their families who have been selected to represent
their Corps in the Millionaires Playground-The Oaribbean.
We hear that Loa is only $15 a day and that swimming pools
are optional extras with all married quarters. Poor tlhings !
The New Year came in with a squelch and it is still raining.
Why volunteer for Singapore? We've got everything here.
Four upgrading courses assembled on llhe xot!h and I Squadron
instructors note with desperation !!hat several old familiar faces
are back again. Hope is a wonderful t!hing. Two Sigcen Op. were
immediately placed on a charge for having green-mouldy

so

excrci e book . They said their tent was leaking ! I ask you
-what next?
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal Taylor on being selected
to run for t!he Anny Cross Country team. The secret of his
success ?- he keops fit by doubling round his classroom to keep
warm when the coke ration gives our.
Our late t training gimmick bUI'St like a bomb upon an unprepared Training Brigade the other day. Morse by correspondence course. Model answers will be broadcast at 0300 hrs.
every Sunday morning over Radio Luxembourg.
3 Squadron at Newark are still valiannly trying to close down
but haven't succeeded yet. Just as 0.C. 3 gets to the gate
somebody manages ro rake up a couple of trainee wireless
operators and back they all go again. The latest plot is to
move the Training Brigade to Hawton Road Camp.
We regret to have to inform our many customers tlhat the
unit printing press has at last given up the ghost. LanceCorporal Tozer is heartbroken. However, all orders for winning
Premium Bonds received before 31st January will be executed
by 2 Squadron (Specialists in Doctors' Certificates and Compassionate Leave Passes).

Seasonal music provided at the Christmas Dinner by the Regimental
Dance Band
Sergeant Cui.ms of E.D. Troop must be congratulated on his
coloured light display not only in the Dining Hall and M~,
but also on the fine archway made at the entrance to nhe R~
ment. This was sometlhing new in Gatrerick and was admired
by all who saw it.

S1tort. In the Garrison League the Regimental sports tea_m
are still holding their own. Squash really deserves a special
mention as the team, consisting of Colonel Eagle, Major Chapman and Captain Borland, are still unbeaten in the Garrison
League. Hockey and Basket Ball teams are still in the Army
Cup. The Hockey team is due to meet the School of Signals
early in the New Year in the first round, and the Basket Ball
team having beaten the 15/19 Hussars 14-12 after a most exciting game, are now into the second rounq.
Warrant Officers' anti Sergeants' 1'fess. During
December activities in the Mess proceeded calmly unni.I the
Christmas festivities commenced.
On 17th December, the Christmas Draw and Dance took
place in the O.R.s' Dining Room. With two bars fully stocked,
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The last few weeks of the year brought wirh them a number
of novel events in the Regiment. With the many preparations
for the festive season activities, there was plenty to do for
everyone.
.
.
.
In the pre-Christmas days the entertamment and social life
in the Regiment was qulte full. On Friday, 16th December,
llhere was at Francisca Barracks the All Ranks' moking
Concert. The actors were the men, plus a detachment fT?111
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess who set the evemng
off to a flying start with a lively turn from a band of Nigger
Minstrels led by, with a vengeance, the Regimental Sergeant
Minstrel, Mr. Bailey. Dressed in WD pyjamas with blackened
faces and minstrel hats t!hey set a pace that lasted for the
evening. Where their energy came from only they knew, but
th.ere was no doubt rhat Messrs. Stevens, Thom, Edwards
(twice) Shortroan, Hehir, Mercer and Dolan were minstrels in
the gr'and tradition, causing an almost continual uproar of
amusement throughout their half-hour show.
Community singing followed with Signalman Grey of I
Squadron at the mike. Then we saw Staff Sergeant Green as
a classic "Glasga Comic" (this much is print.able .... ). Craftsman Chadborne and Signalman Summers had the whole
audience "aaahring" through two very funny "Yokel" scenes.
Corporal Nicholson prod':1ced a masterpiece of mi;ned sculpturing, and we had two typical(?) scenes of the Regunent at work
as portrayed first by I Squadron H.Q. and then by the M.T.
Troop. A really successful first venture that left everyone
wanting more.
First of the activities in Christmas week were the various
Troop parties and although at Francisca the H.Q. and I
Squadron Troops held their ow"D small celebrations within the
Barracks, at Rheindahlen several troops of 2 and 3 Squadrons

The lollorving goods are available from
Association Headquarters :
Corps Paint Transfers :
"Jimmy "-on background of Corps Co1our
6
10nX7 1/ 2 n 71 / 2*X5 5 /s'
31/10 X2 2/s"
3/2/8
I/6
Mounted on black plastic (each)
4/9
4/Corps Ties~Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene
Corps Scarves-Reppe, Square
Woollen
Cravats-Reppe
Corps Cuff Links .. .
...
...
...
...
...
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches ...

(each)

7/6
8/6

II/-

21/-

21/-

21/7/6
3/-

Membcr only

Blazer Badges
Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
Small (each)
.. .
...
...
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours)
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours)
Corps Plaques

45/2/3
1/8
35/20/29/6

plus postage

Christmas Dinner, 1960, Service at the hot plate. Major Robertson
tells Padre Cribb how it compared with the Christmas Dinner
he had on the Frontier of India In 1926
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Corps Diaries-Order Forms from Associacion Headquarters.
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THE FRANCISCA MINSTRELS
Left to Right Standing: R.S.M. Bailey, W.0.11 Shortman, StaffSergeants Thom and ' Jumbo ' Edwards, R.Q.M.S. Stevens
Kneeling : Staff-Sergeant Thompson, Sergeant Dolan, S.S.M. Edwards
Staff-Sergeant Hehir
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con:ibined. and made ~ .special effort of lihe!-£ Christmas. party.
This consisted of a visit to Holland and Lieutenant Eric Gill
assisted by Staff Sergeants Frost and Jones, organised a varied
day-long trip, and all had a tremendous time making the many
weeks of money saving well worthwhile.
Many members of the Regiment took advantage of the W.V.S .
.trip to the U.K. for the Christmas grant, but for those who
stay~d in camp there was the traditional Army celebrations.
Christmas Day brought the Officers and senior N.C.O ..s to the
two Dining Halls, one at each camp, Vl-1here in both case1> they
provided a most adequate service for the hungry men. The
huge meal was first class and full justice was done to it.
Then on Boxing Day there were the Officers v. Warrant
Officers and Sergeants football matches, and for those men who
did turn up on a cold morning there was the next best thing
~o a seasonal pantomime.
At Francisca the game developed
mto a free-for-all goal-race, no holds barred, and it was the
officers who won the day. However, they couldn't complete
rhe double at Rheindahlen where tihey ended three goals down.
Perhaps they underrated the opposition in choosing to appear
disguised as " black mammies." The appearance of black
mammies McKellar, Bullard, Lawrence and Cooper would have
been enough to discourage any normal opposition A further
" point to note" was the late arrival of the R.S.M.' for the first
of Dhese gamesi car trou~le he said. However, his opposite
number, tihe Adjutant, MaJor Pitiheram, cherishing a tulip in hls
hand, was equally ineffective althougih present throughout.
On tihe sporting side our Regimental foonball team made the
journey to Tilburg in Holland for the annual match with the
local team. 'Db.is time, however, tihe winning side was challenged by another Tilburg team and in each case the 28th
boys came out on top winning two games in one day. But it
was the wonderful hospitality of tihe townspeople which made
nhe week-end. On the night of arrival tihe team was entertained
after a civic welcome, to dinner and then an exhibition of Hi~~
land dancing to the strains of the bagpipes. After the games
on the Saturday a party was thrown for all player-s continuing
until the early hours of the morning, and t!he next day Sunday
~ spent quietly with the Dutch families, some of 'the tea~
gomg along to watch the Tilburg Ist D ivision team. The return
~tt'h, it i.s hoped, will be played at Rheindahlen in February.
Sm~ Chris~s the f~tball team has distinguished itself by
beanng 4nh Signal Regunent in the Morrison Cup Semi-final·
rwo good goals from Ritron and Osborne and some sound
defence by the backs.
In Boxing the Regiment has gone further than in previous
y7ars. The team won the Rhine Area Final with a decisive
victory over the RA.S.C. Transport Column, and thus entered
the Inter-Brigade series. Although losing to tihe 1st Battalion
The Green HO\.~ards, the 5 Brigade winners, the team gave a
g~ account of itself and had more tihan its share of misfortune.
Signalman Pottinger was wirhin inches of winning his fight
wh~n nhe referee noticed .a cut over his eye, and Lance-Corporal
White when ahead on points, damaged his back when he slipped
and fell through the ropes. II these two had won as seemed
likely the match would have gone to lihe last bout. The Morrison Cup boxing is eagerly awaited.
Finally, Ski-ing, parties from the Regiment are away both in
~orway and at Winterberg, no bones have yet been broken but
httle other news has come back. However, in the nex.t notes
there will no doubt be an adventure or two to record.

Est. 1749

Phone 21(;8

W. l\IETCJALFE
The Sports Depot

47 High Street, Aldershot

STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROY AL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTHJNG
CRESTED MALACCA WALKING
CANES AND PACE STICKS
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JOtll
Regiment
(Trials)
Front Row left to right : Mafors C. W . Ainsworth, J. V. Dearden and A. J. Jackson. Captain R. K. Ward. Lieutenant-Colonel J
R. Piddington, M.C., Majors H. C. Howell, M.B.E., W. T. A. Collyer, N . W. P. Pearce and Major D. V. Wellings, M.B.E.
Centre Row left to right : Captains D. H. Brius, (Q.M.) J, H. W. Roake, M.S.M., Major G. C. Tucker, Captain J. N. Taylor. Majors
J. F. Everard, L. S. Bamber, Captains P. D. Mootham, W. J. Pritchard
Bock Row left to right : Captain W. Ellis, Second Lieutenant H. D. K. Flannery, Capuins T. H. Amott. R. A. MacHeath, Second
Lieutenant T. R. Hunter, Captain W. R. Hefferon, Second Lieutenants R. W . Ferrard and J. Potts

Wbatever else may be enjoying the attention and energies of
the Regiment in December, it must inevitably succumb to the
resurgent spirit of Christmas. Conviviality vies with routine
industry and the latter loses the battle e little earlier each year.
Not, of course, tihat conviviality and industry are in any way
incompatible; indeed this Reginlent would not have been able
to mount a festive programme of some magnitude without the
liberal amalgamation of both.
It all started on 9th December, 196o, with the Cygnet Dinnef",
held in the Officers' Mess, Which is the annual occasion for
dining-in tlhe ladies. Splendidly wined and dined the company
were entenained by nhe Mess Artistic Group at a display called
the Officers' Floor Show, which was, of course, performed on a
Sit.age. Here nhe Mess Guest, Caprain I. F. MacFarJ.ane, A.C.C.,
acted with merry gusto, and the Medical Officer, Captain A.
MacGrath, R.A.M.C., put on a rather Cowardly performance
assist.ed by Captain R. K. Ward. Major D. V. Wellings contributed songs, lyrics and a spirited display of piano playingwhich would probably be appreciated by his many mends in
Germany-and acted as t!he introducer in the highlight of the
entertainment which was an interpretation of "This Is Your
Life." Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Piddingoon M.C., was the unwitting and immensely benevolent guest with a guffaw which
outroared nhe consideraWe hilarity of an easily amused audience.
There was a recorded contribution to the guest from Colonel
P. C. Williams, O.B.E., which was a greatly appreciated feature
and the gratitude of the Mess is extended to him. The stage
managemenr and effecrs were admiraWy arranged by Lieutenant
J. Potl's, and Captain D . H. Briggs contributed the somewhat
bemused direction of the entertainment.
The Officers' Mess having set the pace, the other Sections
of the Regiment responded and by 16th December the whirligig
of Regimental Ghristma.s festivities was well under way.
The "All Ranks' Dance ' was held in tihe gymnasium gaily
decorated through the efforts of W.O.II (S.S.M.) McGrath,
ergeant O'Halloran and Corporals Betts and Walsh, to the
music of a local civilian band.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess followed this up
with their own well organised and most enjoyable dance. O.n
the 19th December the Officers' and t!he Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Messes exchanged visins and in merry temper
descended all together on tl1e Dining Hall where the ceremony
of " serving the dinner " was carried out. The Commanding
Officer, in a very short address, congratulated the Regiment on
its year's work and wished everyone the compliment-s of the
sea. on.
Not to be outdone this year by nhe Officers and Senior
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N..C.O.s the Corporals' Club, inspired, oonjoled and even bullied
by the redoubtable Corporal Little and his oonunittee, held
their own dance in the gymnasium, generously inviting both
Officers' and Sergeants' Messes to their party. This was a very
well arranged evening with the attractive maidenhood of Dorset
very much in evidence, though closely escorted in the main by
nhe members of the Club. The P .M.C. steadfastly refused to
reveal the source of the dancing partners he had acquired for
the members of his Olub.
Tb.e Gymnasium served yet again as the venue for a party
on 21st December; this time for the Children's Party. Prolific
in resource, energy, initiative and industry as the Reg.ment tries
to be, there can be little doubt that it fully succeeds as far as
eo.suring the continuation of the breed is concerned: hundreds
(it seemed) of cinies and little ones and bigger ones tucked into
tihe tea spread provided by tihe P.R.!., Major N. W. P. Pearce
and his many helpers in H.Q. Squadron, who so ably organised
the party. Films followed food and were in turn followed by
the man most likely to succeed at this time of the year-Father
Christmas. '11rus sternly faced patron concealed within his
robes and beard was the benign form of S.S.M. McGrath, who
came mounted in a boat on wheels.
The children blinked not an eye at this strange vehicle for
the eyes were unwaveringly directed at the largesse which
bulged in and out of the sacks forming the cargo. Then the
scene which brings its own reward for all the parents and
guardians who ihave stoically and cheerfully endured the display
of sweetmeats and sticky drinks and Donald Duck-the delivery
of the presents. At first llhe hush as the names are called; then
the rustling of paper, the whoops of delight or sigh of ecstacy,
and then the too-toot of the toy trumpet or clankity-clank of
the 1!in drum, and the tinkle of bells on the ariimated toy, and
the crescendo of noise rises voice on voice, whistle on whistle
and thwnp on ahump. Soon rhe names on rhe packages have
to be relayed by stentorian parade ground shouts and the
observer wonders why, every year no on.:: bothers ro inst:al a
puWic address system specifically for this item. At la t the
gifts are all gone, rhe last small, wondering child reassured that
his name has not been forgotten, and the gue ts, needing no
prompting that tihe ente:tainment is ended, quickly and noisily
leave the hall clutching their bags of sweets and fruit. Another
party given, perhaps, of all, the mo t rewarding.
At the end of the Christmas festivities the Regiment wa
extremely sorry to lo e Major J. V. Dearden, Officer Commanding No. 2 Squadron, who has left the Army to study at
Oxford where he is to take Holy Order . He and his wife tnke
\vith them the very best wishes of the Regiment for their future
happine s and success.
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cquipp..--d with indicators, meters, ~nd recorders that c:ollectively
and continuously show the operatmg status of all primary and
ltcrnatc equipment.
The voice order-wire circuit that spa ns the system is on a
Ic-:tive-dialling party-lice basis.
Communication centres at Midway, W ake, Guam, and Lut on
re Jinked to stations of the system by conventional, modern
radio and cable facilities.
The Pacific Scatter Communication System was designed,
developed, and co!lstructed. for the U. . Army _Signal Corps by
age Communicat1on~ Engm_eers, In~., a subs 1d1a~y of Northr_op
rporation. Technical assistance m the operat:Jon and mamtenance of most of the stations is also being supplied by Page.
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S U BSCRIBEUS' ADDUESSES

Many copies of THE WIRE and of the Royal Signals
List ar e returned by the Post Office with a note that
the subscriber's address is Wlknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the EcHtor
m good time of their new address.

R.S.Ms of the CORPS
R.S.M. A . YOUNG, B.E.M.

PACIFIC SCATTER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
By Esterly C. Page
President, Page Communications Engineers Inc.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Courtesy SIGNAL, the journal of the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association
NEW 6,500-mile trans-Pacific communications system,
utilising the latest ionoscar<er and troposcatter propagation
techniques, today provides the Department of Defense
with the only continuously reliable message traffic service between key points from Hawaii to the Philippines.
Managed by the U.S. Army Signal Corps as part of the
world-wide Strategic Army Communications
etwork, the
Paci.fie Scatter Communication System furnishes the firsr wholly
dependable and trouble-free communications between America
and powder kegs of the Far East. Before the development of
this system, communications between this country and the
Pacific area often had been impossible.
Operating on a 24-hour basis, the system provides 16 teleprinter circuits and one voice order wire--<>n either of two
frequency bands, a regular or alternate band-between adjacent
stations in the system. Teleprinter messages are presently
handled over these circuits and channels at 60 words per
minute.
Largest of its kind in the world, the system presently extends
from Hawaii via Midway, Wake, Ponape, Guam and Palau to
Luzon in the Philippines. Within months it will be expanded
to include Okinawa, and subsequently will extend to Taiwan
and other Asiatic terminals.
All but one link (within Hawaii) utilises ionoscarter propagation for communication between adjacent stations of the system.
This technique assures extremely stable communications under
conditions which ordinarily would disrupt conventional longrange radio communication.
This technique utilises very-high-frequency radio waves,
which are transmitted upward at such an angle that they are
returned from the ionosphere, a distinct layer of the earth's
atmosphere. These waves return to earth as scattered fragments of the original radio waves, but can be detected with
highly sensitive receivers at each suation. Developed within
the last decade, the ionoscatter technique permits reliable
communication between a transmitter and receiver 600 to l,200
miles apart.
A major advantage of the ion=tter technique is its application outside the crowded ltlgh-frequency portion of the
pectrum, minimising interference from other stations and
systems. Also, conventional long-range radio communication
requires frequent changes in operating frequencies to meet
varying atmospheric conditions during every day and night.
The ionoscatter technique uses a fixed frequency for continuous

A

passage of high-speed message traffic over the system. This
allows maximum passage of traffic, simpler operation and maintenance, and eilminates using many radio frequencies of the
spectrum.
One link, between Oahu and Kauai in Hawaii, utilises troposcatter propagation. Operating at about 800 megacycles, this
is an ultra-high-frequency version of the ionoscatr.er technique,
where radio signals are bounced off the troposphere high above
the earth.
Reliability of the system-which approaches within a fraction
of 100 %-is achieved through a combination of advanced
engineering system design, equipment especially developed for
ionoscatter or troposcatter propagation, and standardised operation and maintenance procedures.
To provide almost complete assurance against possible failure,
critical equipment at every station is in duplicate; and the
stand-by equipment is also in operation con tinuously. Sensitive
" fail-safe " devices automatically switch between regular and
stand-by equipment. This loo % back- up of all essential equipment greatly minimises any possibility of human error.
But humans play an important part in the operation and
maintenance of the advance-design system. Meters must be
watched regularly, logs must be kept continuously, and maintenance personnel must be on hand to answer any alarms indicating operating difficulities at any station.
Basic equipment of each ionoscattcr st:ation includes duplicate
fixed-frequency high-power transmitters, stacked or " piggyback" types of VHF corner-reflector antennas, four highly
sensitive dual-band receivers, and automatic switching facilities.
For teleprinter operation, modulation of transmitters is provided by FSK (frequency-shift-keying). Narrow-band FM is
used for the voice ohannel. Simultaneous operation of multiplexed teleprinter and voice channels is accomplished by use of
frequency separation within the assigned frequency band.
Telegraph multiplexing equipment supplies 16 duplex circuits,
each with a 60 to 100 word-per-minute capacity. All teleprinter circuits operate at the same rate. Multiplexing equipment utilises modular plug-in packaging, which permits rapid
isolation and repair of malfunctioning elements. Transiistorised
magnetic storage, shift, and readout circuits are used throughout, operating at low. power and low heat levels to maximise
reliability. Timing circuits are derived from master oscillators
with extremely high stability.
Each station has a central monitor and supervisory console

Starting his career
by
Supplementary
Service in the Somerset Light Infantry, he
transferred
to
t!he
Corps in 1938 on
attaining the age of
18 years.
Early 1939 saw him
in North Africa with
Armoured
Egypt
D ivisional
Signals,
later
re-designated
7th Armoured Divisional Signals.
After " Getting his
knees brown " and his
OWL BII railing he
commenced his desert
service with Advance
H.Q. of tihat division,
and in 1941 joined the
Royal Signal Troop
attached to the Royal
Dragoons, at the same
time making his fir&
step on the ladder of
fame.
Apart from a short
spell in Sy11ia he remained on the Western Desert with an
Armoured Car Squadron of the "Royals"
unliil the end of that campaign, rejoining 7th _Armoured Divisional Signals just before the Division landed m Italy.
.
On his return to the U .K. he joined 33 Armoured Brigade
Signals and served with them through France, Holland and
GeIIIIlany.
. . .
After the cessation of hostilities he once agam ic_nned 7th
Armoured Divisional Signals this time in B.A.O.R., WJ.th whom
he was promoted Sergeant and was awarded the Commanderin-Chiefs Certificate of Merit.
Returning to tlhe U.K. in Maroh, 1951, his stay \~S short
and he renewed acquaintance with Armoured formanons a~
B.A.0.R. when he joined 6tih Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment at Salisbury, reforming en route for B.A.0.R.
During his service witih the "Mailed Fist" Division, he was
awarded the "British Empire Medal" and was promoted Staff
Sergeant and later W.O.II.
Returning home in 1956 he was appointed _R.9.M.S. at~ain
ing his present rank on joining North West D1stnct (M) Signal
Regiment (T.A.) in January, 1958.
Very keen on all sports he has a preference. for boxing and
Athletics at which he has won a number of rmnor awards.
He is married with one daughter, aged 13 years.

n.s.M. F. L.

BOLT

R.S.M. Holt joined the Corps in 1939, was promoted Sergeant
in 1941 and served tlhroughout the North-West Europe campaign in that rank.
...
. .
The cessation of hostihues soon saw him m the Canal zone,
where after one year's service with l L. of C. Signal Regiment
in EI' Ballah, the monotony was relieved by a posting to 6
Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment in Palestin7.
His next posting was to R.M.A. Sandhurst, which he counts
as the finest home posting of all.
In 1951 he was posted to the Far Fast and was a well-known
figure throughout the New Territories with _his stores "~
run," both to Royal Signals Troops and the infantry battalions
stationed there.
1954 saw him with the Boys Regiment _at Beverley and he
helped in the move to Newton Abbot which houses the now
famous Junior Leaders Regiment.
.
Promoted R.S.M. in 1957, he returned from Cyprus m 1959
and took up his present appointment in January, 19(5<>, with
43rd (Wessex) Signal Regime!lt (T.A.).
A keen sprinter and hurdler and much sou~t aftet: rugby
three-quarter in hi~ you!lger. days, R.S.M. Holt 1s roamed and
lives in Taunton with his wife and small son, John.
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exercises due to take place shortly, afi<:I nearly ev~ vehicle
is being festooned with pent-h~uses (whic!i. we provide for the
comfort of the staff) having th~ annual amng. They are used
so rarely that it is quite amazmg to discover not only that we
have them but also th.at we have people who can erect th~
Wireless Troop were slightly hurt the _other day when a ked if
they were going in for market gardemng when we saw all the
bean-poles and pea-sticks in their camouflage net stores.
Recent arrivals include Corporal Webb and young Geo~e
Fenney, son of Sergeant and Mrs. r,e.~mey. Corp,o~al Webb is
a re-enlistment, havirig found that civvy str~ is far WOt'SC
than the Army (all N.S.M. and regular soldiers about to be
demobbed please take note).
al
Sergeant Inglis (late of 207 Signal Squadro~) and. 9orpo~
Birkwood (late of A.A.S., Harrogate), and thelf families; a
we hope they have a happy stay on the Island.
. .
We extend our congratulations to Sergeai:t. Williams
(372) and Sergeant Breese, two very we~come additions to the
Sergeants' Mess, on their recent pro~oons. .
One final thought before we. ~ose-1f you thmk you are good
enough, why not volunteer to JOlll us?

Two men in a boat leave
Singapore for United Kingdom
STORY

BY

CORPORAL

PHOTOGRAPH BY

R. s. H. MANN (G .S .C.)
J. B. H UTCFI ON (R .A.0 .C.)

ERGEAITT

An Army Officer and Naval Radio Meohanic sail<:<! from
ingapore on Tuesday, 27th December , 1960, .lunchtime, on
the second leg of one of the most hazardous Journeys home
to England yet attempted. They will be joined by another
Army Officer when the yacht reaches Port Dickson, Malaya,
on Thursday.
.
The three adventurers, none of whom have any experience
of ocean sailing, are hoping to sail their 22-foot yacht to
England over a distance of 10,oco miles in about. !<>ur months.
The yacht is the 21-years-old "Ganga Devi ' a 4t-ton
Bermudan sloop, which was laid down in Holland just before
the war.
kipper of the yacht, Captain John Alexander, who served
with 246 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron in Hong Kong is vague
about how he conooived the idea of sailing home. He
explained, "I felt I wanted to return home in a different way,
and the idea grew."
After he had decided to sail home, he was inundated with
applications from all sons of people who wanted to join his
crew. From the hundreds of volunteers he chose Radio
Mechanic Hugh Burr (22), from H.M.S. "Tamar," whose
home address is Sedans, Wardour, Tisbury, Salisbury, Wilts.
The third member of the crew is Lieutenant Adrian Corkhill,
of 1/2 Gurkha Rifles.
Lieutenant Corkhill has missed me sailing deadline t\vice,
the first time at Hong Kong when he could not get away
because of Army commitments, and the second llime at Singapore because his medical papers were not in order. His place
was raken temporarily by Second-Lieutenant R. French on
the voyage from Hong Kong.
Only one member of the crew has any sailing experience at
all. Hugh Burr has done some dinghy racing, bur he is keen to
try ocean sailing, and one of the reasons he is making the trip
is co gain some experience of ocean sailing.
The expedition began early in December, when Captain
Alexander, Hugh Burt and Second-Lieutenant French set out
from Victoria Harbour, Hong Kong, for Singapore. Only 17
days and a few close shaves later they arrived in Singapore
after a history-making first leg of their voyage behind them.
It was the first llime that a yacht of its size had ever made
the passage from Hong Kong to Singapore direct. The yacht's
Skipper said he thought that they would have made even
faster time excepting for a navigational error as they were
approaching Singapore, which would have cut their time another
24 hours.
Their yacht was piped out of the Harbour at Hong Kong
by a Piper from 246 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron, and a motor
launch from H.M.S. "Tamar" escorted her to the mouth
of the Harbour trailing a string of firecrackers.
During the first leg of the voyage the yacht went through
probably the worst sailing conditions she will encounter on
the whole of the journey. Gale force winds, air times as
strong as 100 miles an hour flung the small vessel about in
heavy seas and during the whole of the 17 days' trip the crew
saw the sun only for a brief 24 hours.
Their fast sailing time from Hong Kong was due to the
very strong north-east monsoon winds this year and tihey
might have made much faster time had the seas not been so
rough. As it was, they sailed an average of 100 miles each
day, the longest run they made being 126 miles.
Both the high winds and rough seas brought many problems
to these inexperienced sailors. On one occasion when the
crew •t ere huddled in their tiny cabin, a loud and ominous
crack from the deck sent them flying to investigate. They
found the sea had swept across the stern of their yacht and
cracked a quarter-inch steel pipe on the boom crutch.
Fortunately, this was not serious and did not cut their sailing
time at all, but made it "rather invonvenient and uncomfortable," as Captain Alexander said.
The problem of food on the journey has largely been solved
by taking a supply of Army compo rations, as well as a large
stock of tinned products. The cooking is being shared between
the three of them and they hope to su pplement the diet with
fish.
On the way down from Hong K ong tihey tried fishing to
provide a change of dlet, but the first time they managed to
catch one it got away before they could kill it, and the second

203 SIG NA L SQUADRON (INFANTRY BRIGADE GROUP)
Brigad ie r B. O. P. Eugster, D.S.O., O .B.E., M.C., 3 Infantry Brigade
Grou p Co mmander inspecting The Squadron on 29th November
1960, Administration Day

[Courtesy: Public Re/atio11s Service, G.H.Q., FARELF

Captain John Alexander (24) of 246 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron,
Hong Kong, holding the Chinese Goddess of the Sea, Tin Hau,
and Radio Mechanic Hugh Burt (22) of H.M.S. Tamar who are
sailing the 22 foot yacht" Ganga Devi "from Hong Kong to England

occasion they just did not have time ro cook and eat their catch.
They are hoping for more luck during the rest of the journey.
Their only stop between Singapore and Colom~o :vfil be a
four-hour call in at Penang, where they are picking fresh
supplies of water before sailing on to Colombo, Aden, Suez,
Malta Marseilles and through the canals of France, across
the E~glish Channel into Falmouth Haribour, which is journey's
end for the three.
At Aden t!hey hope to call on Lieutenant Corkhill's parents,
who keep the Crescent Hotel in Aden.
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Quite a few events of interest have occurred since last month
and we are pleased to be able to include a short report on
Exercise "Nat:ation."
Early in October, 42 All Ranks departed by air and sea for
Tripoli to take part in a Parachute Battalion Group Exercise.
Detachments al~ went to Malta to run rear-links from Tripoli
to Malta and Malta to Cyprus. Having assembled at Kassala
Barracks and joined up with elements of 620 Signal Troop,
219 Signal Squadron and 151lh Signal Regiment, the combined
Signals Group moved off to the Exercise Control H.Q. in tihe
desert, about 50 miles south-west of Tripoli. Here we were
sorted out into Control, Umpire and Enemy nets and the
Exercise started with a large scale parachute drop of men
and equipment at last light on urh October, 1960. From then
on it was hard work at a cracking pace set by the 2nd Parachute
Battalion and 216 Signal Squadron. But all went well and
Commander 16 Parachute Brigade was profuse in his thanks
and praises at the end of the Exercise.
Like many ot!her Units on the Island at this time of the year
we have just completed our annual Administrative Inspection.
A good report was obtained (natumlly) and the efforts of all
concerned did not go unrewarded, as Brigadier Bugsrer, our
Brigade Commander, told All R-anks on parade !!hat h aving
served with two Armoured D ivisions and various Guards

Brigade Groups he could hones!ly ~ay that 203 Signal Squa?ron
gave him the best corrununwcanons he had ever received.
High praise, indeed ! - and not given just because . of the
expend iture of about a gallon of paint per man during the
prepara tions for the great day !
.
J ust to show that Administrat~ ve Inspections can be ta~en
in their stride, normal work contmued as. usual. Our. shootmg
team competed in the M .E. Battle Shootmg Trophy Just three
days before tihe Inspection and picked what was probably the
worst day of the year to fire off the shoot. The approach marc;h
of five miles across country in one hour was undertaken m
pouring rai n, punctuated by three cloudbursts, an~ the track
used was by then nothing mo~e .than a fast moving strc:am
nine inc.hes deep in water and hqwd mud-loud curses agau;i.st
the S.S.M ., who chose the route ! Ho.wever, the team captaU?,
12 riflemen and four Bren gunners slithered and cursed th_eir
way to rhe ranges, and only th_ree arrived late on the fir~ng
point. An epic march, but 1nev1tably the standard of shooting
suffered slightly. If this was not enough, we fired the M.E.
Shooting Trophy immediately afterwards.
.
.
A detachment of 30 took part in the Dhekelia Garmon
Remembrance Sunday Parade on 13th November and put up a
fine show of turn-out and marching, and although one of t;J:ie
smallest Units on parade they compared VCfY favoura~ly with
the detachments from the larger Regiments 10 llhe Gariilson.
The football season is still in full swing and although we do
not field a team of our own-the cynics say we could hold our
own if we did-the Squadron ~ti~ supplies half of the H.Q.
Brigade side which looks like firushing very near the top of the
Minor Units Cup competition.
.
Most of the happenings in A02io c;::aml? m December have
been purely social, and for the first ttme ill many months the
whole Squadron have been rogether at full strength. Our pese.rt
Nomads who had been wandering the Libyan ~stes with the
Black Watch, arrived back early in the month, as did. th_ose of f:be
"Pink Gin III" detachments who didn't get lost either with
or without the help of Sergeant Breeze. However, the smap.pa~y
~hat went with the 33 Fleld Squadron R.E.- desert expedition m
October only just made it back for Christmas, and Co~ral
Stone was so late in arriving that we all thought he had 1omed
the Senussi.
The festive season seemed to last about thr~ weeks, and
there were plenty of Dances, Smokers, Christmas Draws,
Children's Parties and Cocktail Parties to keep everybody ~usy,
as well as a first class dinner on the day itself. So with a
slightly bloated and bleary look the Squadr~n got down to
serious work again early in Janua~y. Once aga10, the .~q~dron
won the Brigade H.Q. Bank Holiday Footba!! Cup, A . team
beating our own " E " team in t!he final on Bmang Da_y. ~1gnal
men Stokes, Senior -and Peck won most of the pnzes 10 y1e
Christmas Indoor Games tournaments; between them ~akmg
1st and 2nd places in the Darts, 1st in the Crib and 2nd Ill the
Table Tennis oompetitions.
.
.
We are now busy gettiing ready for a series of Bngade
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"Exercise 'Pink Gin III' ends." _With th~ receipt of this
message my wireless detachment left its location seventy-4i~
miles south of Derna, and for the next three.hours headed no
to join our convoy waiting for us at Derna Airfield.
i
in radio contact, we informed control tb;at we were
ml~~ progress. Suddenly ~e desert track whilich we wer~
following came to an 8 brupt endm~. A_ deep w~ h arpeare e
·n front of us and unable to c:onnnue 10 a st;ra1g t 1ne, w
detoured hopi~g to join the track on the far side. O?e h3iur
I er and still no track in sight, I came to the conclusion . at
~~ \~ere well and truly lost. Informing control of .my predica~
ment I requested assistance and, my P ronRto )rrunor on ~e
exercise, Staff Sergeant Simmons (R~covery oy , came on
control set and started rescue operations.
A roximately three miles away (or so we though9, were
a c1~!1ter of lights which we decided to head for, hopmg that
we could find out our whereabouts and also assist rescue oix:~
tions Half-an-hour later, when we were well and truly sdrotuck m
d ·river bed we were informed by control that t\VO 1an
vers
~ad1eft base itx:ation to look for
"Light a fire '.'
e over
the set, so we lit one, but our resctiluers could llnot see h;d fu::g:11
were passed back and forth un , eventua y, we
.
over the place but still no signs were seen by the seeking land-

us.

caz,f

rovers.
·u · · fl e
As a last resort the search party fu~d an i UJ?lnatlllg ar ·
CONTACT! The black sky lit ul? into. a white glow, and
climbing to the high bank of the \Yadi, we lit a I:irge petrol ~
Slow! the twin beams of the landrover headlights broke e
· ht y Walking in front of our Squadron desert re~e team was
pt~in Larrington guiding " Recovery" Rthoy Surunb~ w:
was · driving the rescue landrover. Down ~ steep a .a
into the wadi came the team. Afte_r a short t1IDe, the combin~
efforts of rescued and rescuers alike manag.e d to extract e
two landrovere from the wadi and after a drive of about three
.
miles, moved them back on to the track.
Forty-five minutes later, and five hours after r~portmbg lost,
· · ed the Squadron convoy and headed, tired ut not
ili~~~ed, to the harbour of Tobruk, for return to Cyprus.
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We can hardly think of a worse tim~ f?r a new 0.C. to
arrive at this Unit in Malaya tthan th_e begmn~ng o~ th~ monsooed
season Major B. P. James came with the rams, ut e essur.
U5 trui:t he picked them up on the ~ay and. that they did
not originate in Australia. From the En~li h newspaJ?Cf
r
rts it looks as if the previous ~.C., .Ma1or I".· A. Wam~ht, has jumped from the proverbial f;;'1°g pan ~nto the fire.
Exercises come and go, as do O.~. s ~nd Bngad~ Comd
Brigadier Mogg's last exercise W1tl1 us .was Eleven
Pl~~ ,,er~ <t'he Cameron Highlands. The followmg . '"'.eek _h
bade his final farewell to the Squadron at the Adm101 ~rou~
lnspectiion parade. We believe he almost started a mutmy .
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wearing his Au tralian ouch hat, bearing the uh.rec Jimmies of
th Conunonwealth Brigade on a visit to the 2nd Barw.lion of
the
w Zealand Regiment.
Many WIRE readers may not be familiar with the term
" Au t R ules." T his i not a version of Queen's Regulations
for Australian only, but a game of football (for Australians
only). Th difficulty with llhe game i.s that opponents are few
and far between particularly outside Au tralia. The Squadron
ha provided a few players for the Brigade whioh has found
opponents at the R A.A.F. station at Buttenvorth.
Farewells and welcomes are a regular occurrence in most
quadrons and o urs is no exception. L ieutenant Bygrave
arrived from Singapore just in time to say fa rewell to Capt:ain
1o tyn, who has now rerurned to Australia. Staff Sergeant
Banham arrived to send Staff Sergeant G ilmour on his way
to H ong Kong. Staff Gilmour will be missed, not only for his
hockey skills but by the T aiping Amateur Football Association,
who voted him the fairest soccer referee of the year.
T he Squadron now runs a " ham " Radio Club fur members
of the Brigade. 9M2FP had been o n the air for about a fortnight at the rime of going to pr ess. So fa r satisfactory reports
of strength and r eadability have been received from most of
M alaya, but contacts " outside " are eagerly awaited. T echnical
and eq uipment assistance from Captain R. Chambler, of the
Royal N ew Zealand Signals, who is attached to me New Zealand
Battalion, were gratefully received when the Club was born.
The members of the Commonwealth Squadron extend their
best wishes to all members of the three Corps for me ew Year.

205 SQUADRON (ll\"FANTRY BRIGADE GROUP)
Signalman Bill Kennedy's foet are killing
him. Lance-Corporals
Scullion and Leyden
and Signalmen Hosey
and O'Donovan who
share Bill Kenned y's
barrack room, also
t!hink that the Kennedian lower extremities are pretty deadly.
I t wouldn't be so bad
if he me nded h is
socks, but the trouble
is that he has bent the
end of his darning
needle in trying to
switch on Lance-Corporal Charlie Bennett's igom on and
now it is only fit for
crochet '(>.Tork. Anyway, tfie M.0. declares that Kennedy's
Signalman Peyton Skipwith
feet must not be
drilled, marched or
~ ven fallen-in and tihat is the way it has to be. Every mornmg at 0825 hrs. the Squadron falls-in and Bill Kennedy is
left standing on the edge of the square facing the parade. New
members often think that he is actually taking tihe parade and
even the Sq~dron officers passing him by at that eaI'ly time
of day somenmes throw up a salute without thinking. These
Kenne<;ly acx::epts. wi~ rega~ charm. Inciden~ly, Ke nnedy's
salute is developmg rnterestmgly. Whether this is because of
the prac::tice he has ea~ mor~g or whellher it has something
to do V.'lth the expans1on of his torso resulting from a Chariles
Atlas course which he is taking, it is not easy to say. In any
~ se the less robust members of the Squadron are enoouraged
m the knowledge that they too can have bodies like Bill
Kennedy's.
It was . an unexpect~d tu;n of fate that found Signalman
Kennedy m company wirh Signalman Davidson as escon to the
" accused " when on Christmas Day the O.C. was marched in
by a ferocious "S.S.M ." Hough in front of " O,C." Driver
To~ey and made to answer several outrageous charges.
Signalman Peyton Skipworth conrinucs to turn out h is
ta~ng ~ paintings and invites interested members to pay
tartling pnces for them. He is at present looking for a model
but so far the only volunteer to give him any inspiration at all
IS our cleaner, Paula.
Our picture shows Skipworth soon afuer
oo~pleting_ his work "A Senior N.C.O. at Bay." The ooncentranon which must have gone into this picture can be clearly
seen by the wan look of llhe artist.
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Well, here lt 1s again-219 Squadron epistle with apologies
to the Editor for late arrival of January notes. However, six
days by airmail is certainly not Royal Signals idea of Certa
Cito. Perhaps we should uggest ex-Royal Signals types to
help speed the service up. It's here again-another New Year,
another February, another year older (old fallher time certainly
keeps rolling along). Well, since we had January's notes returned let us re-cap on Squadron '<!ct'i.vittles fur the last two
months or so.
The Signal Centre is still in the throes of alterations. It
seems never ending. Everything oseems beallilliful now, complete with nicely painted doors, walls, etc. Then in it comes;
new equipment, must alter rhis room and that room and would
you believe it, they actually forgot to put the roof on the Sigcen
itself. Back ro square one. Workmen literally crawling all over
rhe place.
As for our entrance-welllllllll (what's that, the Brigadier's
moving his office into the O.C.s). Still, it certJainly stops life
from getting tedious.
We were interested to hear about our neigh bour's dog (6oo
miles up ltihe one and only road) to wit 245 Signal Sj uadron.
At the nime of going to press o ur own dog is alas no more. We
were only boasting about his merits and "galfantries in the
field " in our last notes but it seems he wasn't gallant enough
to argue with a Land Rover and now lies very dormant forever
more. R. I.P. "Sprog."
By the time these notes go to press in T HE WIRE, we hope
to have some new arrivals including W. R.A.C.
We h ave lost
two of our girls in tihe matrimonial field. 1 do wish cupid
would stop throwing those darts about and have some oonsii.deratio n for the typeS w'ho m ust start all over again and train
t?e inexperienced replacements. Nevertheless congratulations
(if rather belated) to ex-Lance-Corporal Wilkes a nd PriV'llte
H yslop.
Now to some more general news.
Sport. W e are doing well; t he soccer room undefeat.ed in the
league, and our affiliated rugby players wjth only one defeat
to da te.
Communications. Signalmen Peter Balaam and " Geordie "
H ewirt are still maintaining a good solid pigeon foroe-perihaps
for the case of .emergencies (not to be oonfused with the precedence) we still manage to clear without resorring to thait
extent.
. Hmm I wond er, should I send these notes by one of those
pigeons.
The puzzling thing abou t the pigeons is of course tlhat they
still actually return (obviously they have not heard of the " Oh
go and get lost").
'
Arrivals : Sergeant Kitchen, Corporal Jackson and Signalman
Goss. Welcome to rhe fold.

Departures: Sergeant Fred Hughes and family to Munchen
Gladbach. Best of luck, Fred, and now that your car has eventually ldt the pleasant shores I still think you'd have been better
flogging it. Hope you don't end up flogging a dead horse,
especially with llhe new horse trade rules. (Oh, I say, we
craoked a funny). Weather. The lcasd said about this subject
the better. It's cold, wet and if anyone mentions the swmy
Med at the moment, they must be barmy. However, I suppose we're never really satisfied. ln a couple of months or so
we'll be complaining about the heat again.
Ham. 5A5TZ (the O.C.) on 20 mcncs welcomes calls from
all who can send real morsc and read it. 5A1TP (Squadron
Club) is in temporary difficulties. (Why can'tt these Mechs stop
fiddling !).
2
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On the ut of December on a cold December morning Captain
John Alexander cros ed the start line of the Royal Hong Kong
Yacht Club on the first leg of his journey home in his 22ft.
sloop, the "Ganga Devi," flying our Squadron pennant. Suoh
is our confidence in his success that we have already earmarked a proud place in our Gurkha Officers' Mess for that
!illmC pennant whioh he is charged to return to us on the safe
completion of his journey a a permanent memento in the
Squadron of a gallant endeavour. We wish him and his crew
fair winds and good land falls. On thing we do know,
that he is assured of maximum assistance at every port of
call where the Corps is represented. It was only a pity that
he left before the Gurkha Captain had had a really long sail.
He expressed pleasure at his brief sail round the harbour but
pronounced in Gurkhali his rendering of " sooner you than me,
sahib."
An account of the first part of the ;ourney of Captain 1.
Alexander is on page 56.-Editor.
In our la t notes we said we hoped to have a Saracen and
other new equipment before we went to press again. For a long
time it looked as if this might have been a vain hope but one
day 108 packing cases arrived on our doorstep and we are now
initiating the operators into the mysteries of the new wireless
sets.
Despite little training we managed to retain the Brigade
Group Minor Unit Cross-Country Cup for the fifth year
running, being placed in fact before any major British Unit.
However, we had to bow to our newly arrived G urkha A.S.C.
Company in the Colony event and will have to work hard
next year to regain that trophy.
Lastly, we welcome back to Gurkha Signals Captain F . C.
Lettin. His fatiher and mother, Major and Mrs. F. Lett.in, are
also in Hong Kong and when we can get his younger brother
up from 17t!h G urkha S.igoal Regiment in Malaya we shall
have an almost unique family garhering.

Captain R. B. Carroll driving off in the 1960 Hong Kong Colony
Championships, which he won for the second year in succession

*

Major N. R. F. MacKinnon, Macao Grand Prix Races, 1960, 2nd in
class and 4th overall in Automovel Club de Portugal Trophy
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Brigadier N. J. Dickson, Commander H.Q. Libya and Tripolitania
Area toasts 219 Signal Squadron at Christmas Day Dinner, Tripoli,
1960. Left to Right : Signalman Plumpton, Standing : Lance-Corporal
Farmer, Corporal Machin
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1961

Captain J. 0. C. Alexander of 246 Gurkha Signal Squadron setting
sai l for England from Hong Kong Harbour on ' Ganga Devi,' his
5 ton, 22 foot sloop
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 1961

The writer does not know of the last time we appeared in
THE WIRE (so long ago)? but here we are to tell you of our
activities in 3 B.0.D. since the departure of our previous O.C.,
Captain B. Sellar. Altihough he only left Singapore-U.K. bound
in June 1959, we understand that he is back out here againrhis rime with 18th Regiment.
Major W . R. Pear e has been with us since Captain Sellar'
departure and our u _cesses in both work and port have continued to be most plea ing to us and n eedle to ay r'1e envy
of our friends in R.A.0.C. circles.
22 nd Oc tober wa - the day of the fin al rehearsal before th
Annual Administra tive Inspection and after the parade the
Commanding Officer of 30 Bamilion R.A.0.C. addre ·ed all
officers in the 3 B.O.D . Officers' Me and in doing so mentioned llhe efficiencv in drill and mart turnout of all Royal
Signals per onnel on parade, needle to s:iy Major Pear e wa
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a very proud officer, which indeed he .told us all on the following
• ionday morning. The Administrative Inspection was held on
Friday, 2 th October, on Friendly Hill sports ground, the
weather wa fine and unny, there bc.ing a large crowd of spectators there to watch the parade. Several Warrant Officers and
Senior N.C.O.s were pre:.ented with the Long Service and Good
Conducr Medal which included a rep escntative from nhe
quadron,
raff Sergeant ' Bob " M artin, congratulations
"Bob."
For the third year running Royal ignals of 3 B.O.D. won
rhe " i ation " wocer challenge cup. This match is an annual
event between Royal Signals and 3 B.0.D. Civilian Association.
This year, however it took us two games ro win the trophy as
after an exciting game we drew 3-3 after extra time, but scraped
through to win the replay by the only goal of the match.
As w ll as producing a regular core of seven players to represent the 30 Battalion (3 B.O.D.) soccer team, as many again
have excelled themselves in tlhe Battalion boxing team, particular mention at this time must be made of Lance-Corporal
Storey who, in addition to his contribution to t!he last named
ports represented the Col1ps at soccer and cricket and played
for the Army at cnicket. Lance-Corporal Storey crammed his
very creditable performances all in the space of his nine months'
stay.

In our last soccer sea on the Battalion honoured us by
choo ing Lance-Corporal Rickel! as its captain. He played in
every match throughout the 1959 season at centre-half, and it
was a proud moment for us all when he received the Singapore
Base District Senior Cup after 30 Battalion had beaten l8oth
Regiment Jn the final 4-0. TI1e Commander-in-Chief, FARBLF,
General Sir Richard Hull presented the cup after the game.
Lance-Corporal Rickclls also captained the Corps against Royal
Signals Malaya whom they beat 4-3, this was his last game
before R.H.E. in eptember. Well done, Brian.
At this time we have a clrnnge at the Signal Park, as early
in December, raff Sergeant . Hughes arrived from U.K. via
Hong Kong (flying vi it) to replace Staff Sergeant R W. Steadman who ha just left us for Signal Training Centre (Far
East) on promotion. To Staff Sergeant Hughes and family we
extend a welcome for a happy and successful tour and to S.S .M.
ceadman our congratulations sir.
Finally, we all had a very enjoyable Christmas which started
with a party on the afternoon of 23rd December. This was a
combined event with the R.A.0 ,C. of 5 Sub Depot held in the
Civilian Canteen to which all Military and Civilian personnel
atrt:ended. Who danced Jogec that afternoon?
The \>JTiter concludes in wishing on behalf of all of us here of
Royal Signals, 3 B.O.D. a very prosperous New Year to all Roval
Signals everywhere.
·

Southem Command Royal Signals Archceological Club
The Club is now one year old and during this first year it
has grown from an idea to a working club which has given
assistance to loca1 Archaeological Clubs during the 1960
"Field Year." It has received valuable help and encouragement from Hugh de S. ShortJt, of the Salisbury, South Wilts
and Blackmore Museum, and J. W. G. Musty, Secretary of t'hat
Museum's Archaeological Sub-Committee as well as from
R. H. A. Farrar, Secretary of t!he Wessex Grnup for Council of
British Archaeology, and Reverend E. H. Steele, M.A., Secretary
of the Wiltshire Natural Hisrory and Archaeological Society.
During me year it has published six issues of its Magazine.
The Magazine gives details of excavations, courses, tours and
lectures, current. b<;>ok reviews on arc:haelogy and history, as
~ell as selected amcles on excavations and places of historical
mterest.
Members of the Olub have taken •part in the Salisbury
Museum's excavation at Armsley in the New Forest on a
Roman-British settlement site. This excavatlon proved to be
of great 1nterest and ;o;vas of part!icular interest to new members,
as an abundance of pottery was uneaITlihed at this site, as well
as coins, glass, etc.
The Club was also represented at the Wiltshire Natural

MEMBERS OF THE SOUTHERN COMMAND ROYAL SIGNALS ARCHAEOLOGICAL CLUB AT ARHSLEY. 1960
left to ritht : H iss J. G . Bowler, C.S.O.'s Branch, Stenos rapher, Ser1eants
A. Push and K. Sloane, Lance-Corporal S. F. Abrahams, Mr. J. W . G. Mu$ty,
Director of Excavation
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Society excavation at the Iron Age
site at Bilbury Rings, iust south of the village of Wylye.
A pamphlet entitled "A H1story and Guide to Chilmark
Church " was written and produced by members of the
c.l ub, . w~ch involved considerable research rhrough various
libraries m the County of Wiltshire. All 125 copies of this
edition were sold, toget:h.er with a number of photograph po tcards whiab were taken and produced by club members.
During the course of !!he summer, work was carried out
on the mapping of the Roman and coaching roads whiab pass
nhrough Glovely Woods, near Wilton. It was whilst on this
work that the site of an old coaching inn was discovered-this
!nn is. shown on a map of Wilt hire dated 1771, but went
mto disuse about 1800.
During tlhe winter months members of !!he Club have been
wo~king for t!h~ S~Hsbury" ~useum, . plann.U:ig the Iron Age
gram storage plt site at Tmker Pn," which is a work.ing
chalk pit sinuated about one mile from the Headquarters of
Southern Command.
The. prog~amme for 1961 is being planned and at present the
Club is acru.vely engaged on the following projects :
The planning of Roman and ~oach roads nhrough Glovely
Woods (near Wilton), which will culminate in the excavation of a cross~sectiion of the Roman road.
Preparation and publication of a second edition of the
" History of !!he Village and Guide to Chilmark Barish
Church." It is hoped to have this edition on sale at the
annual Gar~en Fete in May/June, 1961.
Tmker Pn work to be completed and the exhumation
of a skeleton from one of the storage pits as weH as the
excavation of four otlher pits.
'
.In the P.ar!sh of WiS;ltfor?, near Salisbury, Club members
w:1~ be as~1stm~ the Wiltshire Natural History and Archaeological Society m nhe excavation of an oval-shaped encfosure
winh a bank and ditch.
'
~t Od~ha11_1 , Hampshire, rht; Club has contracted to oarry out
an mvesogat1~n of two wclls situated within the property known
as No. l, Kmg Street. The house is Tudor and it would
appe~r that one well, situated in the garden, is of a similar date
a!1d 1s some 55 feet deep. The second well, 45 feet deep is
situated under the floor of the dirring room and may well date
from 1740, when t:he house was converted into a private
brewery. To date this property has produced 17th century
po.ttery and part of a lady's shoe, a 17th century padlock and
com, and numerous old clay pipes.
~ny o.~ccr or 9~her Rank, eiuher serving or retired, and
thelr families, may iom the Club. Any person interested should
write to llhe Secretary, c/o C.S.O.'s Branch, H.Q., Southcrn
Command, Salisbury, Wilts., for particufars. Membership is
!lot confined to personne~ ~rving in Southern Command, as it
1s hoped that the Olub will evennually be Corps-wide.
A few copies of !!he 1960 issues of nhe Olub Maga~ine remain
and are available to new members.
THE WIRE,
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Royal Signals win
St. Barbara's Buoy
An account of the first win by Royal Signals of the F ARELF
Royal Artillery /Royal Engineer /Royal Signals
Triangular Sailing Regatta
The St. Barbara's Buoy is a silver model of a Firefly sailing
round a buoy, awarded as a ttophy to the winne:r of the
FARELF Royal Artillery, Royal Engineer and Royal Signals
Triangular Regatta. It is so called because the first race of
the first regatta, of tihis nhree-day annual event, took place on
4th December, which ii.s St. Barbara's Day.
The triangular regatta has had a comparatively recent introduction to the Far East. Starting in 1958, it was sailed in
Fireflies and RNSA's, at '1Jhe Royal Singapore Yacht Club,
where it has been held ever since. The initial rules provided
for two teams, each of three dinghies compening at a ti.me.
Each team sailing against both opposing teams in both types
of dinghy, a total of six races were thus sailed over the three
day . The result of 1Jh.is first rcgatlia was a win for the
Gunners with 189 points, Signals coming second with 150
points and the Sappers tlhird, with 132.
Jn 1959 steps were taken to improve the standard of the
Signals' team above that of the Ad Hoc entry of 1958. As a
result of practice team races, the team put up a better pe:rfonnance, and by halfway through the regatta was leading on
points. However, a protest in the second half went against
Signals, resulting in the Gunners winning again. In 1959
the regatta rules had been modified to enable all three teams
to be on the water at once in an attempt to acllieve a triangular
flavour afloat. There were six races over the three days-three
in Fireflies and three in YWGP's. Each team entered three
boars in each class, the crews changing boats with the other
teams after each race. Although this produced a certain amount
of excitement afloat with nine boats on the water, it was felt

[Public Relations StrtJite

Captain I. M. Rose, Major M. D. Scott and Lieutenant-Colonel D. E.
Warren discussing the day's tactics with the Team Captain, Major
L. D. Line

that team taetics as such could not be employed. Consequently,
for the 19(5<> regatta, it was decided to revert to the original
rules of only two teams at a time on the water.
Having just missed the trophy in 1959, Royal Signals in l96o,
unde:r their captain, Major Laurie Line, were determined to
capture the St. Barbara's Buoy. A Royal Signals (Singapore)
Regatta, following Corps Week in October, was used to train
and select the team with a final selection takine place during
two short r~es, four days before the commencement of the
Triangular Regatta on lst December. As the Smgapore winds
at this time of year are so completely unpredictable and can
change swiftly from a fiat calm to a Sumatra, Laurie Line
had arranged a permutation of the permitted eight team members
to cater for all possible conditions.
Based on previous abi)ity under various wind conditions, the
Royal Signals representatives were :
Light Airs
(0-5 knou)

[P11blic Rtlations
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He(l!Vy Weather
knot upward )

( 12

Major L. D. Line
and
Lieutenant J. Crow

Major L. D. Line
and
Lieutenant J. Crow

Captain I. M . Ro
and
Major M . D. Scott

Lieutenant-Colonel
D. E. Warren
and
Lieutenant M. Ford

Captain I . M. Rose
and
Lieutenant M. Ford

Captain 0. S. Keech
and
Lieutenant M . Ford

Captain D . S. Keech
and
Lieutenant-Colonel
D. E . Warren

Maior L. D . Line
and
Captain B . 0. Haw

Captain D . S. Keech
and
Captain. I. M . Rose

Captain D. S. Keech (Helm) and Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Warren
sitting out during a race in Singapore Roads

Mtdium Breeze
(5-12 knots)

For this 196o regatta it was decided to hold all the races
in Fireflies .
The first Signals race was in the afternoon of 1st December,
against the Sappers. The waters off the RSYC had a smooth,
oily look and Laurie Line, looking at his limp tell-tales and
burgee chose the "Light Airs " team. The boats paddled out
to the' start to the prospect of an aintless drifting match, so
common and so hot in the Singapore clim~te. F<?rtun~tely, however as the five-minute gun went, a slight wind rippled the
surf~ce and by the start-gun all boats crossed the line within
seconds, moving briskly towards the fir~t mark-_Mole Buoy.
Nearing Mole, Captain Derek Keec:J:i, with Captam .I~n Rose
crewing crept up to round the mark m the lead, a posmon they
managed to keep throughout the. whole race. La~e L4ie had
an interesting race, clo ely :narki?g and . cross~taekmg with the
Sapper team captain to ti.rush third, whil t Lieutenant-Colonel
Warren who had b~d luck at being put about at Post Buoy,
came i~ sixth. The re ult being Royal Signals 20t, Royal
Engineers 19.
As the Gunners had already beaten the Sappe~s by 23}. to 15,
it was imperative that if the Signals were gomg to wm the
regana a decisive win against the Gunners was necessary in
the fir;t race against them on the morning of the 2nd.
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The morning brought a slight wind blowing over Singapore
Harbour and the " Medium Breeze " team was chosen. This
team subsequently sailed for the other two races, much to the
di may of the " Heavy W eights," Major Scott and Captain
B. D. Haw, who were only down to sail for the Heavy Weather
team. Thi caused them to miss their chance of a prize, which
was J1krticularly hard, as they had sailed in the previous two
years' regatta . The first l<:jr of the race was a short one to
Malay Spit Buoy. At the start the Signals' team spaced down
the line, Laurie Llne at nhe ODM Ian Rose in the centre, and
Derek Keech at the IDM, in order to obtain one boat in an
advantageous position for the widely veering Singapore winds.
The cent.re proved lucky, and Ian Rose, with Lieutenant Mike
Ford as crew, crept into the lead halfway to Malay Spit-a
position which they kept throughout the whole race. Around
the first mark Signals held first place, third with Laurie Line and
sixth with Derek Keech. Laurie Line shortly moved up into
econd place and a good chance of a Signals' victory was in
sight, especially when by superior tactics, Derek Keech, to the
delight of the Signals' supporters ashore, strengthened the
Signals' position in the third round by mo~ up to fourth
place. Towards the end of tllls race some amusement was
caused ashore as Laurie Line caught up Ian Rose and challenged
the lead. Shaken from his complacency at having led all the
way round Ian Rose fought back in an exciting finish to get
the gun, the final result being Royal Signals 23t, Royal Artillery
16. The regatta was now halfway through and the scores
stood at:
Royal Signals, 43t.
Royal Artillery, 39:}.
Royal Engineers, 3r.
In the following race in the afternoon the Sappers beat the
Gunners by 20t to 19, a result that helped Signals, as the
regatta was being decided on total points instead of the RYA
recommendations of a result on the total number of races won.
Saturday morning, 3rd December, again saw an oily, calm
sea with a typical Singapore hot, humid atmosphere. The boats
paddled out to the start, wit!h Mike Ford paddling furiously
for Ian Rose, who bad been delayed due to a broken rudder pin.
As the starting gun went the wind got up and there followed the

best sail of the regatta, with helms and crews sitting right
out balancing the boats. The Sappers were unfortunate in this
r ace for by the end of the second round they had lost two boats
retired. The firs t was " put out " by Derck Keech in a clear
case of Port and Starboard, and the second had the misfortune to
round Outer Shoal Buoy too close and was caught by the strong
wind and tide and carried on to the mark with a most convincing
"clang" that was unmistakenly heard in all me Signals' boats.
At the end of the second round the order stood, first Sapper,
second Laurie Line third Ian Rose and fourth Derek Keech.
Now followed one of those perverse changes of wind that can
only happen in Singapore. From a 12-15 knot wind it dropped
to a flat calm and the first three boats drifted out to sea in the
hope of making the next mark, Halfway. Derek Keech, seeing
the effect of the tide taking all three out towards Changi, the
opposite direction, cunningly turned shore-wards and crept along
the coast towards the harbour before stemming out to Halfway,
to round it first, so far ahead of the other three that they were
only just visible in their boats, vainly trying to beat an adverse
tide with no wind.
As Derek Keech came back towards ~e line, excitement rose
as it became a race against the time limit of 2t hours. If Derek
Keech could make it with Laurie Line still second, and Ian
Rose now third, Signals would be in an almost unshakeable
position. However, it was not to be, and D erek Keech crossed
the line one minute after the e:i.'Piration of the time limit, and the
other boats were ignominiously towed back by the RSYC
launch. The result decided on the second round order was:
Royal Signals, 21; Royal Engineers, 15t.
All now depended on the last race against the Gunners, in
the afternoon; the startling scores being, Royal Signals 64t and
Royal Artillery 58t. The race under the moderate wind conditions that had fortunately sprung up over lunch was notable
for two things. Firstly, the raising of the only protest flag of
the regatta, when Laurie Line, incensed at finding Mole Buoy
moved since he last sailed round it, protested against the Race
Committee for not informing the teams that it had been moved
(this protest was later dropped in discussion round the clubhouse bar). Secondly, the intense excitement of the last round,
sailed in front of the club house, as boats changed places and

H.M. Forces posted overseas
are able to purchase at generous
tax free rates, which allow up
to six months motoring, in the
U.K Please write for
full details and brochure to:
ROOTES LIMITED

European Section , Overseas Dept. ,
Piccadilly, London, W . I.
ROOTES AUTOS

(Deutschland G.m .b.H. ,
Mil itary Sales Dept. ,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

the fully-proven family car
Go Hillman. Go places. With Hillman you go confidently ... sure of its builtin reliability, its world-proven engine and its extra wide margin of safety.
Hillman, the only car in its class available with fully-automatic transmission
which is so easy, so effortless, it practically thinks for you. See us today
and go Hillman -the fully-proven family car.
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team tactics were beautifully employed to lead off the other
team Were Signals going to make it? Hasty calculations were
mad~ ashore every time boats changed position, whilst those
sailing, too busy to make mental calculation~, ke~t their fing~rs
crossed. 'The .line was finally crossed with ~1gnals commg
third (Laurie Lme), fourth (Derck Keech) and sixth Ian Rose).
This made the total score for the rc~atta, Royal S ~gnals 81t ,
Royal Artillery Sot, and Royal Engrneers 691. Signals had
won by one point- the excitement ashore on the last round can
be appreciated . .
.
, .
It was a satisfying moment, crowrung the .t hree years build 1!-P
of Signals sailing in Singapore, and particularly for Capta10
Ian Rose, who had sailed in all three r~gattas, when ~e Signals
team lined up before Mrs. Thomas, wife of the Chief-of-St~ff,
Maior-General G . A. Thomas, c.B., c.B.E., to be presented with
the S . Barbara's Buoy trophy and a silver tankard each.

ROYAL

SIGNALS

HOCKEY

A t r a somewhat disastrous opening to the 196o/61 season
when the Corps team suffered defeats by the Gunners, Sappers
and the R.A.0.C. (all by a three goal margin), it was most
encouraging to see me "New Look Team" (there have been
ome changes) achieve an unqualified success on the second
tour
Again t the R.A.S.C. on 29th November the game started
with a Royal Signals attack after which they never looked back
and notched eight goals without reply. The pl.easing feature
of this victory was that the Corps team, even with a five goal
advantage at half-time, did not slacken pace as has so often
been the case in tlhe past when they were on top.
.
With tails well and truly up the team took llhe field agalllSt
the RM.A. the following day. The Academy fielded a strong
fit side which included four members of the permanent staff.
A hard hitting, fast game on a soft pitch ensued, "."hich if anything, produced better hockey tJhan that of. the preVIOUS day, ll:nd
in which the Corps did most of the attacking. Good goalkeeping
for rhe RM.A. and some indifferent finishing accounted for
Royal Signals being only a goal ahead at half-rime. The pace
slackened somewhat at the beginning of the second half, but
after an equalising goal by Sandhurst the Corps team worked
really hard on a ground, by this time, not conducive to good
hockey, to score the winning goal a few minutes before llhc final
whistle, with the score 3-2.
All members of the team, particularly the younger members
playing for the Corps for the first time, are to be congratulated
on the result:s of these games. The Corps has now got the
makings of a really good team, botlh on the field and off, and
promises well for the remaining two tours of the season ..
Very welcome support was received from the Comcan Signal
Squadron at Guildford for both games.
.
Team: Captains K. Kirby, E . L. Rogers, J. Ridge, P. ~·
Tripp, F. C. Lettin and J. Cook, Major H. Rothwell, Capta10
M. A. J. Hartnett (captain), Lieutenant C. N. Last, SecondLieutenant A. Stutchbury and S. Gordon.

Careers and Opportunities
(IMPORT ANT : Anyone obtaining employment t~rough
answering advertisements in THE :WIRE MUST. n?tlfy the
Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1)
MESSRS. GARDNERS TELEMETER LTD.,
CINDERFORD, GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Offer good Staff Appointments wi.m the Company at
generous salary and pay scales with bonuses. .
Immediate vacancies exist for three Area Serwce Managers
to run area workshops witlh m?t?ile an? static television
mechanics. Courses arranged (transitional with manufacrurers).
Ex-Foremen of Signals and Technical Warrant O~cers and
N.C.O.s. Also immediate vacancies for three Area Chief c;;tei;ks
to work under the Area Sales Manager. Several JUWOr
administrative and technical posts. Area Stoek Controllers for
taking delivery of television and othe~ el7ctrical stock from me
wade and distribul!ing it to our Distnct Stores. All these
.
appointments are to be filled immediat~ly.
Wiuhin twelve montihs a further rune Arca Offices will. be
opened ohroughout me United K.ingdom, so the Sa!fle appol.!1tmcnts as above will be becoming vacant progressively durmg
tlhe year. Ex-Servicemen (and women too if possible) wanted
for our progressive Company.
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Applications may be made direct ro Messrs. Gardner ,
Royal Signals Association.

m~ntioning

MODERN OUTBOARDS LTD .
Vacancy exists for a Mechanic to work on Boats anJ utBoard motor en~es. Ability to drive essential. Young' man
required, aged 18 to 21 years, Single. Mechanical knowledge
e and
an advantage, but training given. Opportuni~ies to
test Boats, and work interesting and varied. Salary t? be
discussed at interview. Application may be made direct,
mentioning Royal Signals Association, to Modern OutBoards
L td., 229, West End Lane, Hampstead, London, N.W.6.
Telephone Hampstead 3430, asking for Mr. Stokes (ex-Royal
Signals).
14th REGIMENT - CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT
The following vacancies exist at the Tape Relay Centre,
Boddington, Glos.:
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATORS
Starting as Operator Grade II ranges from £7/14/- at. ~ge
21 to £917 /- at age 25, or for entry at over age 25 ns10g
to £12/1/-. Initial training will ?e give~ if neces~ry and after
completing training, Operators wiµ ?e liable to shift. work and
week-end work with overtime paid m accordance with present
rules.
Vacancy for married couple, live .in, perf'?rm normal duties,
both domestic and bar. Further informauon from Mrs. T .
Shanley, The Railway Inn, Borth, Cards.
REQUIRED AT SCHOOL OF SIGNALS as. soon as
possible a Retired Officer (Lieutenant-Colonel or Ma1or) of the
Corps t~ take charge o~ the pub~ications section of the School
of Signals at present 10 Cattenck but expected to move to
Blandford in 1964 or 1965.
.
.
.
The Publications Section cons1sl.'S of a Maior, two Capta10s,
one Warrant Officer, three rank and file, in addition ro the
RO.II.
REQUIRED BY 24th SIGN~ REGIME~! a Reti~ed
Officer as RO.III Training AdJutant. Post ~s ill .Cattenck
onnal Retired Officer terms of service will apply,
Camp.
ACI 44/59 refers. Applications should be addressed to the
War Office (C5/R03).
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4lst REGIMENT
(PRINCESS
KENSIN'GTON
REGHIENT)

LOUISE'S
(T.A.)

The year 196o has not had the ex~tements of 1959's Centenary celebrations but ~evertht1:1ess will be lo~ remen:_ibered
as the· year which culminated ill another ma)or step m the
history of the Regiment, me news that we were no longer
required as a Phantom unit, but ~stead are to .be expanded by
the absorption of three hitherto illdependent. Signal Squadro-';15
in a U.K.L.F. Trunk Regiment. The . details of the form ill
which this new Kensingron Regiment will be created out of the
present Regiment and 31.1, 314 and 317 ~dependent (U.~L.F.)
Signal Squadrons are sull, of course, being W?~ked .out,_ however we can already say that the volunteer spu;it exist~ ID f~
measure in all these units, that the squadrons expenen~ ID
the role will prove most useful and that, to our gr~t sat1sf~c
tion, the idea of joining a " hundred-}'.ears-old " regunent with
its own traditions, its own badge and its own col~urs seems to
be very popular : so in a few m?nths the Ken.smgton badge
should be in evidence in Hackbndge and Wallington and a
.
far afield as Portsmouth and Bourne~outh.
Training during the year has continued on the. old Imes, as
a Phantom Regiment, wim most of the emphasis placed on
individual trade training. An Officers' and Sergeants' S~dy
Day was held in January which r.eally made both orgarusers
and participants think hard; exercises were held each. month
from February to May and from July to ~tober, and ~n June
the Regiment camped at Proteus Camp ID the Dukene , the
firsit time since the war that we had been out c-f Eastern or
So~thern Command, and ma~e the acquaintance of 6oth (M)
Signal Regiment from Yorkshire and Northwnberland. A two63

day exercise was held in the first week and a four-day exercise
in the second, taking u from the Lincolnshire ridge west across
the Trent to Derby · e and the hills above Sheffield. It was
all new country to us and we proved to ourselves that wireless
will work wherever you are, provided 'OU keep the rules l In
camp we had the pleasure of being for the first time, with a
mixed regiment and we much enjoyed their company.
In March we dined-out Major C. 0 . Bound who had been
our Adjutant and Training Major for three years and who left
to take up an appointment with the Junior Leaders Regiment.
He had taken the fullest possible part in all the Regiment's
activities during his time with us, from organising Centenary
celebrations to playing liar dice and he and his charming wife
Peggy will long be warmly remembered.
Earlier in the year we lost Captain R. A. Wilding, M.B.E.
Captain M. Graham and Captain E. E. Blogg, and immediately
after camp Captain J. M. Bozman, in the three latter cases due
to their businesses taking them away from London. Ali these
officers were efficient and keen and we have missed them. On
the other hand we have welcomed Major J. R. Ellis as Training
Major, who found himself landed with camp on his hands
almost as soon as he arrived, and Captain T. W. Turner from
the Midlands and Captain J. M. Moffatt from the R.A.F. Regiment and Lieutenanc R. C. R. Barder from Kensington. And
just before Christmas Second-Lieutenant A. R~ll was commissioned from our own Sergeants' Mess.
Captain D . A. W. Clark had the Regiment on me ranges in
March and again in May. In April we took part in the London
District T.A. Rifle Meeting and in September we participated
in the Royal Signals T.A. Rifle Meeting, on neither occasion
with outstanding success, though both times with credit. The
Regiment fired its Annual Classification in camp, with another
meeting at Pirbright in July for those who were not in camp,
and we held a most successful Regimental Rifle Meeuing in
A~st, supported as always, by the Old Comrades in strength.
L1eucenant Barder has found the nucleus of a small-bore rifle
team which has already fired a number of matches in the local
league and is getting excited about the possibility of us getcing
our .22 rifles fitted with special sights.
The lighter side has not been forgotten, socials, dances and
Officers' Mess parties being held at intervals. The record
attendance at the Ohristmas Dance on 17th December, when we
were supponed by representatives of the rhree new squadrons,
augurs well for the continued good heart of the Regiment.

51st
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Ali ranks are delighted and offer congratulations to three
popular members of the regiment whose considerable effon on
its behalf is recognised by recent awards to them of Lord
Lieutenants' Certificates. The presentations were made to
W.O.II G. Mathers, Staff Sergeant ]. W. Duck, both Royal
Signals, and Staff Sergeant J. McEwan, RE.M.E., before a
parade of representative deraclunents from city territorial units
and a large civilian audience, by Lord Provost and Lord

Lieutenant of the County of the City of Aberdeen, G. A.
Stephen, O.B.E., LL.D.
Regimental chief clerk Mat!hers served during the last war in
R.A.M.C., and has been, m addition, a territorial soldier for
over twelve years. "Boy" Duck joined the regiment in 1937
and apart from a more adventurous airborne phase during the
war, has remained loyal to it s.ince then. He is now S.Q.M.S.
to 1 (Aberdeen) Squadron and also caretaker of Fonthill Barracks. The care and attention given to regimental transport
by civilian employed "Mr." McEwan is equally as important
as his successes in keeping wheels turning when in command
of the attached L.A.D. After a six years' Regular engagement
followed by war erv.ice with R.E.M.E., " Staff" McEwan became a full-time employee and spare-time soldier in T .A.
service. Everyone is familiar with last year's slogan "Twice a
Citizen " but surely more appropriately it can be said of these
three m en, all holders of the Efficiency Medal (Territorial), that
they are indeed "Twice a Soldier."
Having survived the Scots' traditional New Year celebrations,
instructors and students alike are now concentrating on the
" second leg" of winter individual training and, in spite of their
Gordon tartan kirts, a very warm welcome is extended to personnel of 316 and 317 Battalions (Scottish Command) W .R.A.C.,
T.A., wlho have joined training classes of l Squadron and 2
(Stirling) Squadron for basic in truction into the mysteries of
certain aspects of signalling.
Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel T . B. S. McMain,
M.B.E., T.D., placed a wreath on behalf of the reg;iment and
Aberdeen Branoh Royal Signals Association, during the combined Service of Remembrance conducted by Regimental 01aplain Captain ]. B. Deans and attended by many past and serving
members of the Corps with their families.
The programme of marches, strathspeys and reels broadcast
by the Regimental Pipes and Drums on Scottish Home Service
during December is estimated-by statistical analysis experts of
B.B.C.-to have been heard by a large home-listening audience.
This further engagement "on-the-air" reflects great credit on
Sergeant A. McDougall and his bandsmen, and as previously,
a recording will be included in some future Britis'h Forces Net·
work programme.
The fortieth anniversary of the formation of the Corps and
the remarkable progress made during its short "life" formed
the theme for remarks by Lieutenant-Colonel A. F . Duncan,
T.D., Commanding 117 (Highland) Field Engineer Regiment
R.E., T.A., who were hosts at the annual Royal Engineers-Royal
Signals dinner in November. "Standing Orders" dated 1908
for Highland Divisional Telegraph Company R.E., T.F., contains however, a cable drill in rhyme which readers will agree,
has changed but little in half a century : COMMENCE

TO

WORK

" Commence to work," shouts Sergeant "A,"
" A first-class line we'll lay today ! "
Number ONE, he jumps to ground,
His office gear already found,
Connects his box to earth and line,
With Number TWO exchanges sign.
Then Number TWO
Will shout, " I'm through ! "
Number THREE unwinds the the cable
Just as quick as he is able.
jumps for "earth" and staff the hole,
And hoists the flag upon the pole.
FIVE gets the "eanh" and tente d'abri.

FOUR

With SIX he'll pitch it; now you see
With mattock he will hammer in
Round the tent each several pin.
The tent is up in half a minute
And Number ONE is siHiing in it.

Staff-Sergeant J. W. Duck, W.0.1 1 G. Mathers and Staff-Sergeant
J. McEwan

SEVEN will on 1!he ground remain,
And round his foot will take the strain.
"A" whistles twice, without more talk,
The horses now begin to walk.
Twice more he whistles1 and the lot
Straightway from walk oegin to trot.
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LAYING CABLE
The wagon's gone, now ONE must see
His office neat as it should be,
The Cable buried 'neath the grassSo's not to trip all men who passHis pencils sharp, his forms all neat,
For then the work will run quite sweet,
His candles ready for the night,
When he can't work without a light.
His diary now in book he'll start,
And note each time he calls the cart.
He' ll call it oft, that he may know
The line is through O.K., and so,
When officers come, he can report
The line is good and as it ought.
sits on box and taps his key,
E changes calls, and is readee
Each time the wagon checks anew
To bout to Sergeant "A," "I'm through ! "

TWO

sits upon the seat behind,
With apron on he will unwind
The cable, which, without a strain,
Oo road in rear will now be lain.
THREE

FOUR sits on perch, attends to brakes
When downhill course the wagon takes,
By wnistlle loud and long he's taught
To stop the team if cable's caught.
FIVE sits on box and there remains
Till other order he obtains
If mounted men behind all stay,
With crookstick he will cable lay.
I

SIX now takes crookstick in his hand,
" Oh, listen well, my noble band !
" I cannot tell you where to lay,
" But ' safe' be sure's the only way,
" A line upon the road won't last,
" When wagons over it have passed;
" If over thorn and bush it skip,
" Beware lest man or beast it trip,
" Both these, full oft, will leave the track
" And break the line when coming back;
" On grass lay flat, on hedges high;
"Lay out of sight of passers by,
" For many an idle boy or man
" Will play with cable when he can."

Number SEVEN will ride behind,
And, bearing all these mies in mind,
At every point will carefully see
The line is laid where it should be.

The Sergeant's mind may be at easeIt's safer and it's sure to last,
Though making it is not as fast.
Then FOUR and FIVE the ladders bring,
While THREE and SIX up them will spring
And in the branches quickly tie,
With spunyarn, cable firm and high.

BURY
Or if the road is soft and sandy,
A buried crossing may be handyFOUR, FIVE, with pick, THREE, SIX, with spade,
Dig out a trench, where cable's laid.

LINE "DIS"
And so they reach the goal at last,
And messages come in quite fast.
The signals cease; we know by this
The cable surely must be "dis."
" A " tests the wagon first, of ceurse;
Now stra ightway SIX gets on his horse
Rides back along this faulty cable,
Puts through as quick as he is able.
equipped with telephone D,
At every joint comes in tee.
He hears the wagon's call and so
He knows he further has to go.
He hears the signals of the base,
Rides back again at steady pace.
The "fault" he's passed, and he'll be cuss'd
If quick he does not mend that bust.

SIX,

And so I end the Cable Song,
I hope you havn't found it long.
On Christmas Eve, M-ajor D. M. Sutherland, O.C. l Squadron
and Major G. Louden, T.D., O.C. 2 Squadron, coped magnificently with vast numbers of children and parents in their
respective Drill Halls. " Dennisses," ·~ &:ryls " and mos~ of
" St. Trinians" seemed to have been mvited and coIDmlttee
members were fully extended in eqtertaining and serving festive
fare to their guests. At the Aberdeen party Honorary Colonel
T. P. E. Murray, o.B.E., T.D., A.D.c., again played the role of
Santa Claus, while at Stirling, Lieutenant-Colonel J. Coc;Jiran,
o.B.E., T.D., Chairman of Central Scotland branch Royal Signals
Association-in conjunction with which tihe party is heldkept a fatherly eye on activities.
No. 1 Squadron welcomes Second-Lieutenant S. W. Tough,
former Officer Commanding the affiliated G.P.O. Squadron
A.C.F., on T.A. Commission.
And finally, best wishes to Captain and Mrs. B. K. Crookshank>s upon the birth of a daughter-Alison Jane.

59th

CROSSINGS
One
The
One
The
Just
The

whistle sounds (again no talk),
horses have slowed down to walk;
whistle more, and now I see
wagon quick will halted be.
past a crossroad it has stopped,
men from off their seats have dropped.

POLE
Number TWO
Shouts " I'm through ! "
THREE to a pole, complete with guy,
Will cable with a clove hitch tie;
When SIX is ready, raise the pole
And firmly plant it in a hole,
Which FOUR with jumper first has made,
Working back where cable's laid.
So FOUR and FIVE will jump the holes,
While THREE and SIX will plant the poles.

TREE
If they can find some tree near by
To which the cable they can tie,
It's better far to cross by theseTHE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1961

REGl.lUENT

(T .A.)

Annual Camp last year was in May at Chickerell Camp,
Weymouth, and although it was our second early camp, and
few really expected a repeat of the prev.ious year's weather, all
such pessimism 'Proved to be groundless.
Two very successful exercises were held-" Brush-Up" and
"Clean-Sweep," and during the course .of ~he latter we h:id
a memorable visit from our C.S.0., Brigadier C. Nettleship,
O.B.E., T.D.

.

.

A ceremonial parade was held on the rruddle Saturday, Wlth
our Honorary Colonel, Colonel F. J. Behan, o.B.E., T.D., taking
the salute. He presented the Territorial Efficiency Medal to
Driver McEntegart, of Headquarters Squadron, to whom we
offer our congratulations.
A Regimental Dance held in Weymouth was extremely well
attended and proved to be an outstanding success.
320 Signal Squa.dron (Port !a k For~e) camped with ~s and
very quickly fell mto tihe wmg of things, both operationally
and socially, and proved to be u real asset.
Soon after our return from Camp, we learnt that the Regiment had received four B7os, and it must be confessed at the
outset that one or two of us thought that these m t be ome
type of aircraft. However a Radio-Relay Troop ha been
formed and now we know a little about them. Well, we
know that they are not aeroplanes anyway !
Since our last notes were publisl1ed Major D . D. W. Brou n,
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W.R.A.C. and W.O.II Cross have joined the permanent staff
of our Regiment, and more recently R.S.M. L. Davies. We
take thi opponunity of wishing them a long and happy stay.
On the T .A. side we welcome two new officers, Lieutenant J.
!sterling and econd.,Lieutenan t R. C. Christian.
In July, Lance-Col'poral Williams, now W.R.A.C. P.S.I. of
1 quadron attended a nine-week course at the W.R.A.C. Training Depot in Guildford and w11s awarded a medallion as !!he
outstanding recruit, the first award of its type.
Congratulations to Major A. H . Thomas on his promotion
and award of the Territorrial Decoration.
The re-organisation of the T.A. was received by us with
mixed feelings (this is hardly surprising, since we were a mixed
Regiment). Our W.R.A.C. have left us to join 42nd (Lanes)
Divi ional/District Signal Regiment (T.A.). However our loss
is their gain and this loss is perhaps compensated for by the
new role which ha been allocated to our Regimen t.
Notwithstanding this we bid our W.R.A.C. members a fond
farewell, ever mindful of the splendid service they have rendered
to the Regiment and hope that contact with them will not be
entirely severed.
Two new Squadrons have been formed from units whioh
have been absorbed by me Regiment, formerly 306 Signal
Squadron (AGRA(AA) ) (T.A.), 320 Signal Squadron (Port Task
Force) (T.A.), and 24 Engineer Group Signal T roop (T.A.). We
welcome these new members to what is virtually a new Regiment and in the words of the commanding officer, " our future
has never looked brighter."
Finally we take this opportunity of extending to readers, who
have in the past served or had connections with the Regiment,
Best Wishes for 1961.
65th REGIMENT
(T .A. ) a11d 328 W .R.A.C.
SQU ADRON (T.A.) ( S p ecial Conununications)
" The Army Husband and Wife will be ' At Home ' " was
headlined in London's Evening News when The R t. Hon. The
Lord Mayor of London and the L ady Mayoress ho:°oured us
with a visit on 15th D ecember, 196o. Our Commanding Officer
is Lieutenant-Colonel E. W. Milner, and his wife, Major

The Lord Mayor of London speaking to Maj or C. H. M. Mil ner,
O.B.E., W.R.A .C. (TA), The Commanding Officer, during t he
annual visit of the Lord Mayor t o 328 Signal Sq uad ron W .R.A.C.
(Special Commu nications) T.A .
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C. H. M. Milner, commands the W.R.A.C. Squadron. The
Lord Mayor was also accompanied by Colonel Alderman and
Sheriff R. H. Studholme and Mrs. Studholme and Mr. Sheriff
A. K irk and Mrs. Kirk. The visit covered a reception in the
Officers' Mess, then on to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess and an inspection of regimental training. The Lord
Mayor saw men and women training together in the Morse
Room, attending various lectures and films on M.T., keyboard
training for teleprinter and cipher operators and ground
tra ining for parachutists. The Lord Mayor was very impressed
with all he saw and sent us a very enthusiastic letter of
congratulations.
Our Cadet Squadron provided the Guard of Honour which
the Lord Mayor inspected. Our guests included the Earl of
Buckinghamshire, the Mayor and Mayoress of Shoreditch,
General Sir Edwin and Lady Morris, Mr. G . K. Young, Mr.
and Mrs. E. F. Maltby, the Master and Wardens of the Skinners'
Company, Major-General and Mrs. A. M . W . Whistler,
Brigadier Dame Mary Colvin, Major-General W. A. G. Burns,
Brigadier and Mrs. C. H. Stoneley, Brigadier and Mrs. R. B.
Ridley-Martin, Colonel J. E. Rivett-D rake, W.R.A. C., Brigadier
and Mrs. R. G . F . Frisby, Brigad ier and Mrs. J. G. N icholson,
Brigadier and M rs. C. A. H. Chadwick, Colonel J. E. Anderson,
Colonel and Mrs. H . Prince and Colonel T . Griggs.
We were delighted that our Honorary Colonel, the Earl of
Malmesbury, together with th e Countess of Malmesbury and
L ady Nell H arris were able to be present.
The annual presentation of "The Tiffen T rophy" was made
on Thursday, 15th January. This trophy is awarded to the
best male recruit in the current T .A. yea r and a similar award
is made to the W.R.A. C. Mr. G eorge T iffen, well-known in
City business circles, generously supplies the prizes for allround progress and proficiency. Congratulations to Signalman
Clift and L ance-Corporal Campbell, who received the awards
from Mr. T iffen this year.
We are about to be the first T .A. Regiment to have its own
Cipher Room and cipher training facilities. A warm welcome
awaits ex-Royal Signals and W.R.A.C. Cipher Operators-we
are ready to train beginners as well.
402
SQUADRON A.E.R.
Another year passes and t!houghts of camping in 1961 arise.
As a unit, we have had a good year W<ith a steady influx of
recruits and a good camp with no casualties. However, at this
time we remember that the old order certainly ahangeth for we
shall not be seeing Blacon Camp again and the old haunts
in Chester will soon be just memories. No more rooming round
the Welsh mountains-what splendid scenery we saw and those
w-on<lerful dawns when we awoke to greet the day and found
that the B10 link was STILL not mrough ! No doubt we have
had our last camp with our old. mends of 84t!h Signal Regiment
--.another year or two with them and I am sure that nhey would
have adopted us. This year it will be a case of fresh pas tures,
new sites and faces in Blandford and maybe we can get in a
trip to Bournemounh or Poole. Several other units will be in
Blandford to camp before us, so if the grapevine sl'ill works
perhaps we can pick up a few tips before we arrive.
For the first time ever, four members of !!he unit were selected
to do their annual training in B.A.0.R. The lucky ones, Captain
L. Mallett, Lieutenant R. Banister, Sergeant E. Addelsee and
Corporal W. Castro, were attached to 4th Signal Regimentthank you 41lh, for looking after nhem so welt All had a
very interesting and enjoyable time and their knowledge will be
useful should we ever go "en bloc" to B.A.0.R.
Reports have reached your correspondent that our 0.C.,
Major I. B. Jones, was able to launoh his dinghy and assist in
flood operations in Bath. "Kristine," an II-foot boat, pottered
around the side streets of the city before earning a rest~hope
you didn't lose roo muoh paint, sir! (I suppose he knows that
he can't count service afloat towards the E.R.D.?) Still, a bit
more experience and we might have a qualified deck hand for
PetaslllS in the unit.
Now a word to Troop officer.s of our regular units. Do you
tell your men all about the A.E.R. and T.A. Signal units, when
they leave you for release ? No doubt you have seen the
posters saying " 1there is a place for you in the Regular Army."
There is also, without any doubt, a place for the men whioh
you have helped to train, in the A.E.R. and T .A. We, in the
Reserve Signals units, must lose dozens of good members
simply because they have not been told that we exist AND that
we are actlive- please do your best to help us. Any inquiries
sent to Major I. B. Jones, 8, Horsecombe Brow, Combe Down,
BATH, can be sure of a speedy reply.
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THANK YOU
Christmas toys, books and clothing were very gratefully
received from the following, and despatched by the Welfare
ectlion since 15th December, 1960, to date:
Christmas toys and clothing were gratefully received since
r5th J)e{;Cmber, 1960, to date:
Captain D. C. Sidney, Colonel T. B. Gravely, Mrs. K. R.
Brown, Mr. P. R. Tabor, Major T. D. Shillcock, Major G. A.
Horn~, Mr. A. Stokes, Mrs. V. Fraser, Brigadier R. H. 0.
Coryton, C.B.E., Major R. N. Seddon, Wives' Club 13th Signal
Regiment, Major D . M. Humphries, Major F. C. Forbes,
London Branch Royal Signals Association, Captain B. T.
Grogan.
A

LETTER

"Words fail me in expressing my appreciation at receiving
£2 from you for Christmas, and my wife's words will surely
suffice as she said, when she read your letter, " It makes one
feel proud to have belonged to the Royal Corps of Signals," and
I feel the same myself. The grant you kindly made last year,
and the lovely clothing was a help to me beyond explanation
and I !!hank you all again.
I am glad to say my wife is now enjoying fairly good h ealth
and although myself I have a touch of lumbago at the moment.
Once again thanking you all for your kindness and wish ing
you Mr. Secretarv, your Assistant Secretary and your Commintee a Merry Christmas an d Prosperous New Year, 1 will
close. God bless you all."

Below an attempt is made to describe, with suitable
anonymity, nine cases taken from the W elfare Section
files concluded during the first week in 1anuary, I96I .
Also, on the same page is a simple statement of
inoome and expenditure.
Si J!)tnlman, Hl40-46. Ma rried, two school aged children.
H e is a disability pensioner (F ar East Prisoner-of-War) and
suffers almost continuous ill-health. H is wife too is ill and
has a disability pension for her war service in the A.T.S.
Unable to obtain the very light work which is all the doctors
will allow, they appealed for help, which was given promptly
by Royal Signals, who later put the case to the Far East
Prisoners-of-War Central Welfare Fund, who gave most
generously to clear their debts.
Sil(rmhnnn, 1941-46. Married, one grown up child. He
is a disability pensioner. Hospital treatment deprived him of
h is income in August. He is buying his own house on
mortgage and had a good income. Roval Signals and the
R.A.F . Benevolent Fund (his wife was W .R.A.F.) shared the
not inconsider able cost of putting him straight.
Corporal (T.A.) 1928-39 a nd War 1939 -45,
P.O.W. four years. Married, nwo of his four children
have married and gone away, one works and contributes, one
still at school. He had a good employment until tuberculosis
got him in F ebruary, 1960. The fund gave a small gift for
Chris tmas and a grant to help nhe youngest daughter to
clothing,
Drlv•~r,

1938- 45 (two years T.A.) . Married, four
children. He has been ill almost continuously since 1949.
The Local Authority. the National Assistance Board and
others have all been involved by the Welfare staff, with the
result that the man's house is now Council property. A large
grant helped them to much needed bedding and we were able
to send a good box of toys for the children. Although known
since 1949, this family have been able to manage without help
since 1950 and have only just "come on the books again."
Self-measurement forms have been sent and soon some clothing parcels will go off.

A Whlow w r o te on 3 1 st D eccnaber from her sh:
children - " Many, many thanks for the most lovely gifts of
£5 and toys and clothes; when we received them we were one
of the happiest families in the world . . . ." Her Signalman
husband served 1941-47 (Africa Star) and died in 1958.
T H E WIR E, F EBRU ARY 1 9 6 1

Widowed In 19a9 (her hu;:band did two years' National
Service). Mrs. X manages seven children on an income of
£10 a week. She too writes to thank for unexpected Christmas gifts of toys, books and clothes, and a small cash grant
to purchase some extra food.
Signalmma. Born 1891, served 1916-22 in R.A., R.E. and
Royal Signals. He and his wife, also aged 6o, live in Ireland;
he has been unable to work since 1955. Royal Artillery
Charirable Fund, the British Legion and Royal Signals keep
them going mainly with clothes in kind from us and cash
from the others. A small cash grant at Christmas and some
part-worn clothes elicited "How can I thank your Association
for your great kindness to my wife and myself. . . ."
Cor 11oral l 939-46. After coping with years of illness his
wife left him to look after his two children. H e is now doing
a Ministry of Labour Retraining Course. H e wrote with
gratitude for Christmas gift of books for the children and
for some part-worn clothes for himself. (Someone had the
genius to put in a Corps T ie and of this he is very proud).
Or1•ha11. Daughte r of u Signalman who died In
1951. She is 12 years old, writes, " Thank you very much
for the two books you sent to " K " and I; it was very kind
of you." Their mother had written previously to thank for
clothes sent for the two children.
ROY.AL

SIGNAI..S

ASSOCIATION
FUND

AND

BE~""EVOLENT

The following
D ecem ber, 196o :

subscriptions

were

most

grare/11/ly

receiued

d uring

[.

School of Signals, Planning Wing
8th R egiment
...
...
. ..
8th Regiment (Wives' Club) ...
23rd Regiment . . .
...
.. .
24th Regiment .. .
26th Regiment .. .
240 Squadron
...
. ..
.. .
...
. ..
46th (North Midland) Regiment, T .A.
14th Regiment ( r(Squadron)
...
. ..
14th Regiment (3 Squadron)
14th Regiment (4 Squadron)
201 Squadron
216 Squadron
...
...
. ..
Junior Leaders Regiment .. .
. ..
63rd (M) Regiment, T .A . ...
. ..
41 sc (Princess Louise's Kensington) Regiment
J JJ Squadron, T.A. . ..
3o6 Squadron , T .A. ...
.. .
...
. ..
.. .
C .S.0 .'s Staff. H .Q .. Scottish Command ...
288 Squadron (SHAPE)
H .Q ., I (BR) Corps .. .
20d Re~iment
.. .
...
. ..
4th Regiment (Warrant Officers and S-.;rg.,;,;ts)
7th Regiment
ioth Regiment
. ..
. ..
. ..
28th Regiment (Wives' Club)
22 I Squadron
234 Squadron
254 Squadron

• . d.
8 6
17 3

I
JJ

3

35

0
2

0

6 7

25 I S
5 0
5 15
46 17
2

2

2

3

9

6
8
3
0
0
0
0

9

0

0

11 11

0
0
0

12 17
I

2

I
0
0
0

0
0
0

6 0
IO 0
J IO 0
J5 0 0
J5 0
30 0 0
92 7 l
JO 0 0
JO I 0
JO 0 0
2 2 4
I

Total

[.3 59

7

JI

ROYAL SI GNALS ASSOCIATION
WELFARE SECTION
The following
December, J96o:

donations

were

most

gratefully

d uring

received

[. s. d .

The Robert Hart Trust
Major H. Maco. Webster
F. C . Wilson. Esq.
H . J. Woll, Esq . . ..
F . E. Foulds. Esq .
A. Gent , Esq . . ..
M. Simmonds. Esq. . ..
...
. ..
H.Q . Mess, Royal Signals (Sale of
C. L . Ommanoey)
...
. ..

JO

0

I

0

0
0

12

5

0
0

0

0

8
Total

0

5

5 0
J5
15

0

£26 12 o

EXPENDITURE DURING DECEMBER, 196o ...
...
£4n JO 3
(Includes : Rent nod Ra tes; Beds nnd Bedding; Furnit ure;
Cots and Prams; General As isto nce).
ANALYSTS
Families
Widows
Released

OF CASES
or soldiers serving in U.K .
and dependants
...
..
and discharged sold iers
T oto! cases a isted ...

I
J7
58
. .. 76

46 coses or soldiers who served d uring the 193 9 -4~ Wnr
30 ca ses of soldiers who did not serve during the W ar

[JOJ

•9

0

£120

JI

1
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VA CANCIES
i11

6over11111ent Service

I

~

~

§

§

~

~

Men between the ages of 20-35 are required
to work in Central London on installing and
maintain ing telephone apparatus and transmission
equipment. Older men, up to the age of 45, will
be accepted, if they have the experience which is
particularly suitable.

A number of vaca ncies, offering
good caree r prospect s, ex ist for:-

Radio Operators

Male

Cypher Operators
} Male an d
Teleprinter Operators
Fem ale
W rite, giv ing detai ls of Educatio n,
Qual ifications and Experience to : -

i
E

Personnel Officer,
G.C.H.Q. , (Foreign Office) (6/ RCO) ,

53,

~~·;~~::•~~eet,

§

Sic111dard Telephottes and Cables Limited

A FIRST CLASS JOB IN THE G.P .0.

Radio Operators
Cypher Operators

Male and
Female
}
Teleprinter Operators

Men who show ability to progress will be given
every opportunity to qualify for Technical Officer
posts on which the salary is £600 a year, rising
to £850. Further promotion is available.

Write, giving details of Education,
Qual ifications and Experience to:-

Apply in writing, stating age and experience
to : -

!

Male

Commencing pay is £9 / 16 / 0 per week, rising
to £12 / 2 / 0.

E

Telephone Installation
LINEMEN
and
WIREMEN
Ex-Service Signa ls p ersonnel with experience of telephone
exchange systems are o ffered o ppor tuni ties to install private
automatic tcleph.oae equipme nt o n va rious co ntracts in the
following a reas :

1.
2..
3.

e
e

Personnel Officer,
G.C.H .Q ., (Foreign Office) (6/ RCO),
53, Clarence Street,
Cheltenham,
Glos.

Chief Regional Engineer (Ref. S/D2A(X6) ),
London Telecommunications Region,
Waterloo Bridge House,
Waterloo Road,
London, S.E.1 .

e
e

Lancashire and North Wales.
London and t he Home Counties.
The West Country and South Wales.

Living-o ut allowa nces p aid.
Travelling allowa nces pa id .
Free Pension and Sickness Benefit.
Informal interviews can be arranged in Bristol. Newport,
Manchester and London.

For further information write to:

W . J. Yeomans, Personnel Manager,
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Footscray, Sidcup, Kent.

§
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING AUTHORS
The Technical Literature Division of E .M.I. Elecu-onics Ltd.
has a limited number of vacancies for staff to be engaged on
t!le prepara:ion of handbooks for the Armed Services.
Applicants should po css academic qualifications equivalent to
H. .C. tandnrd and should have gained experience in design
and/or maintenance of electronic equipment.
Prcfuential consideration will be given to authors who are
already experienced in the preparation of Air Publications,
EMER Manuals. etc.. but applications from engineers with
suitable techrucal training. desirous of taking up technical author,hip, will also be considered.
There is a choice of activity open to successful applicants with
one of the many teams of authors engaged on the production of
IJ:erature associated with ground radar, airborne radar. guided
"'capons and other electronic projects.
There arc good prospects of promotion with salary adjustments
commensurate with the applicant's increase m capability.
Please write, giving full details and q uoting Ref. EL/ 57 / 3, to:
Personnel Man age r,

E.M.I. ELECTRO:"fl CS LTD ..
H A YES, MIDDLESEX.

I

II

-I

I
III
III

§
~

RADAR FITTERS AND MECHANICS
who are leaving the Services are invited to apply

§
~

~= ;= S!~e::~~:~. ~ f:~~r:~f o:::!ti~~e:st~ ;

==_=-

The Company manufuctures a complete range
of television equipment for both broadcasting and
industrial use, and requires the following staff° as
a result of expansion :
Ref: Tr.E/r. TELEV I SION TEST ENGINEERS of various grades for
nhe setting up and proving of tlhe
above equipment. A sound basic
electronic knowledge is necessary,
though previous telev.ision experience is not essential.
INSPECTORS
Ref: TDE/2. ELECTRONIC
who are capable of checking complex units, bovh electronically and
mechanically, w.inh the a!id of
circuit diagiraims.
Please write, quoting ~he appropriate reference,
the Engineering Personnel Officer, Pye T.V.T .
Ltd., St. Andrew's Road, Cambridge.
to

X TRADESMEN

(b) Computers.
(c) Automatic electro-mechanical and electronic telephone exchanges.

Plea e apply to :

STAFF OFFICER
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.
COPSEWOOD, COVENTRY

THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 196 1

i~

Five posts for men fully skilled and experienced
in the maintenance of equipment, able to teach,
and to supervise trainees. Possession of appropriate O.N. C., C. & G. Certificates or equivalent
qualifications desirable.
Selection by written
test and interview.

We manufacture:
(.a) VHF and microwave radio and multiplex·ing equipment up to 1800 channels.

Vacancie ex.ist at all levels in our test departments and staff salaries tart at £13 a week for
electrical testers, £833 a year for test engineers,
and £963 and upward for enior test engineers.

Telecommunications, Radio, Line and
Telegraph (Technicians)

CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS

If you have been working on telecommunications or electronic equipment during your service,
the
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
LIMITED would like to hear from you.

Starting salary £ 692 (at age 21) - £966 (at age
30 or over) rising to £1041.
§

=

i=
~

==
=
§

Prospects of permanent pensionable appointment and promotion.
Write stating qualifications and experience to :

C.E.P.O., Peronne Lines, Catterick Camp,
Yorkshire.
Closing date 30th March, 1961.

§

i==
§===

=
=
~
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Editonal continued
Obviously it would be very nice if several shont stories
or accounts of in~resting experiences were included eadh
monllh. THE WIRE is frequently offered such articles
which have been rejected by the Journal of the Royal Signads
Institution. They are invariably read-end the number of
words counted. Verbooiity is the maiin cause of rejection.
There are few "Short Stories" that won't go into 1,000
words. There are few illustrated articles that merit more
llhan say 1,500 words and vhree or four pictures.
SUGGESTED llUPUOVEMENTS IN THE WIRE

T

HE Editor has received a list of no less than twenty-six suggestions.

Some of these are wise, some impraoticaJ, some are agaiinst policy.
Before dealing willh some of llhem, it is desirable to make it perfectly
clear that criticism of Wlhait appeairn in THE WIRE is, in the main, selforiticism. In ot'her words THE WIRE prints what it is sent.
Obviously, the Editor must have authority tO EDIT what is written
by others, equaJly he cannot write it all himself.

WIR E

T H E

RO YAL S I GNA LS
~IA G A. Z INE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

" Unit notes to be shortened by excluding parades, visits by senior
Officers and exercises. Only items of universal interest to be included."
" Units to tell more about the country in which they are serving, giving
local customs."
During the last ten years llhe Editor has asked at least once a ye<![" that
exactly this be done.
Most Regimenns, Squadrons, keep a file of t!heiir connributions to Unit
notes. Lt IB recommended llhat what has been written for and published
in THE WrRE during the last six months, be re-read. It will be found t!hat
much of it is pretty dull and not of "universal interest."
The rem edy . .. !is fairly obvious.

"Fuller reports of Corps Sporting Events."
Editor :
BRIGADI E R B . IL F IRTH

All correspondence and matter for

There is a separate seocion for this in each number of THE WIRE, and
into this section goes EVERY account which is received. BUT the Editor
always hopes to be allowed ro publish " Bemer reporrs." All too often he is
disappcinted.

publication for THE WIRE, should be
addressed

to

The Editor, THE WIRE,

88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I.
MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
M UST BE RECEIVED BY THE

"Include articles of interest to wives, giving domestic notes on the
various stations, together with suitable information for W.R.A.C."
Now t<his is a moot excellent idea. Oillly a few monillhs a.gx:>, the Editor
received, read wiith very great interest, and published a very interesting artiole
by the wife of a serving Officer. BUT how can he peI'Suade others to do
likewise?

15th OF THE MONTH PRECED-

" Regiments in turn to write a major feature, with six months' warning
to ensure a good article."

ING P U BLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Xssociation.
scription rates (post
mail):

Twelve

free,

months,

Sub-

except air
15/ -;

single

month, 1/3.

Again a most welcome suggestion, Wihioh has been advocated time and
again in Editorials and more partli.cul.ruily in DIRECT CORRESPONDiENOE
willlh individuad Regiments. Any Regiment- any time-<:an have two foH
pages. The Ed.iitor will be deligihted, especially if nhe Regiiment wil:l eilil1e1'
book the space in advance, or send 1t to llhe Editor "to be published in one
of the next two or three numbers."
Again the reason is obvious. Some numbers of THE WIRE are ailready
bespoke by another big feanu.re.

*
f J\ll('JI
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*

Obituaries
MA.JOR·GENERAL W. O. DOWEN, C:.D., C:.D.E.

*

THE

*
will continue to publi h exactly what is sent
to it By custom, and by tradition, " Unit notes" provide
the major part of eaah issue. If the contribution of YOUR
Regiment or Squadron is not to YOUR liking . . . .
THE WIRE

*

There is ju.sit one small voice-the cost. THE WIRE oosts about
£15 - £20 a page - or £7 - £10 a column, depending on llhc n umber and
size of t!he pictures.
Continued on next page
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The news of the sudden death of Major-General W. 0 .
Bowen, C.B., C.B.E., on 14th January at his home in Winohester,
at the early age of 63, came as a sad blow to all his friends in
the Corps of which he was a distinguished member.
Despite the importana: posts he filled during his last eight
years of service, including 11hat of Di.rector of Signals at the
War Office, he will be best remembered by a large number of
Service people and others for his work between 1939 and 1945.
During this period he held the appointments of C.S.0. Burma
Defence Force, C.S.O. Burma Army, C.S.O. Eastern Army, and
finally, C.S.0. 14th Army from its inception unnil the end of
the campaign in Burma. His prevfooo knowledge of that country, gained between 1930 and 1934 as Inspector of Wiireless,
BuNna Military Police, had ensured a knowledge of the terrain
and inhabitants, bollh indigenous and European, whiah was of
great value to him and through him to vhe commanders and
staffs under whom and with whom he served during the war
years. It must have been a proud moment for him when vhe
campaign ended victoriously and he could look back as one
who had seen it through from start to finish.
Beneath Bowen's somewhat reserved manner lay unusual
~tliousness, much sense of humour, and great tenacity of
purpose. These sides to hls character were not noticeable during
early meetings but became apparent after longer acquaintance.
The fact that in llhe early part of his career he was adjutant

of both 4th Indian Divisional Signals and 1st Divisional Signals
at Aldershot (in that order) shows that his commanding officers
at those times recognised these characteristics, the third of
which was amply illustrated by his work in Burma.
He was at hls best in the wide open spaces where his desire
for quick results and powers of improvisation could have full
rein, widisturbed by frequent outside influences. The length
of Ills service abroad, some obviously at his own request, is an
i.ndi.cation of his preference. In his technical work he was a
perfectionist whenever possible : the signal layouts for and
forward of 14th Army Headquarters at places such as Comilla
and Imphal during the advance were models of their kind under
difficult active service conditions.
His funeral, which took place at FelinfoeJ Church, Llanelly,
on 18th January was attended by Major-General A. M. Whistler,
C.B.E., Signal Officer.Jn-Chief, and Brigadier C. Nenlesh.ip,
O.B.E., T.D., Chief Signal Officer Western Command. The Pall
Bearers were Major A. D. Inglis, Royal Signals, Lieutenant H.
M. Jones, Royal Signals (T.A.), and four Officers of the 4th
Battalion The Welch Regiment.
The deepest sympathy of all those in the Corps who knew
him goes out to his wife and family.

n.s.M.

(lletd.)

w.

A.

S~TR

After short service in the Gloucester Regiment during 1919
he transferred to Signal Service Royal Engineers and thence
to Royal Signals, serving 18 years including Turkey and India
to 1937, when he went to the Reserve in the rank of Sergeant.
Recalled in 1939 he became R.S.M. in 1940 and was released
finally in that rank in 1946.
He was a very active member of the Glos.sop and District
Royal Signals Old Comrades' Association, being Honorary
Treasurer from 1951 unnil 196o. During this time his energy
and financial acumen was largely instrumental in stabilising the
finances of the Branoh. His infectious enthusiasm spurred
others to aid him in organising social funcnions including the
Annual Dinner at Bakewell.
He was taken to hospital on 2nd February and died on Saturday, 4th February, 1961.
The sympathy of all will go to rus widow at 198, High Street,
Glossop.
THE CAMPING AND OUTDOOR LIFE
EXBmlTIO:N-OLYMPIA, JANUAR Y 1 9 61

Mention of this was made in the February number and again
on page 85 of this, llhe March number.
Major-General A. C. Shortt, c.a., O.B.E., The Director of
Public Relations at the War Office, wrote on 19th January to
the Signal Officer-in-Chief:
"This year we have experimented in an entirely new exhibition--'l:hat of the Camping and Outdoor Life Exhibition. I think
the participation in this Exhib1tion was quite a success and I
am sure that the members of the public were impressed and
grateful for the facilities 'laid on ' by the Royal Corps of Signals
in their signal message theme to relatives serving abroad.
I am very grateful to your Directorate and technical advisers
for their help and co-operation in the planning stages and I
shall be pleased if you will pass on to all officers and men of 14
Signal Regiment my appreciation of the way they cheerfully
rmdertook their duties."
R.1'1.

T ROOPSH IP

tt

OX FOUDSR mE "

For very many years a shield of Royal Signals held place of
honour in the old Bibby Line Troopship "Lancashire,"
which indeed was proudly known as the " Royal Signals " troopship, having a special affiliation with the Signal Unit in Singapore. Over the years this affiliation has very frequently been
referred to in THE WIRE.
When "Lancashire" was renired this shield, and all that it
implies was transferred to her replacement, " Oxfordshire,"
wherein it now hold pride of place.
Suoh is the affection between ship and Corps that there is
another small plaque of Royal Signals in the Captain's cabin
(rhe only crest in that holy place).
Many of those now elderly who knew H.M. Troopship "Lancashire " will wish to correct errors in this note, which is written
by one less wise, who has never voyaged in her or been stationed
in Singapore. Ccrrrespondence is invited.

Our 6olden Jubilee

Indian Corps of Signals Golden Jubilee

BY BRIGADIER

By Major General R. J. Moberly, C.B., O.B.E., Colonel Commandant

bas been a wonderful experience to take part in nhe
reunion celebrations in Jubbulpore from 12th to 17th
February.
BrigadieI E. C. R. Blaker, my wife and myself travelled
by air. Brigadier C. H. Akehur t went by sea.
It was in 1911 that the fir t four Div:i "onal Signal
Companies were formed within the Corps of Sappers and
Miners but entirely sepal"ate from tha.t Corps for enrolment
enli un~t and discharge of Indian personnel. Thus, there
has been an Indian Army SignaJ. Service for 50 yeMS,
although complete separ.nion from the Sappers and Miners
did not take place until after World War I, when the
Indian Signal Corps was formed.
The Signal Training Centre at Jubbulpore has been
expanded and modernised and has a strength of neall1iy 7,(>00
all ranks. This is because the Corps of Signals is larger
nhan Royal Signals, and because it takes longer to train
tradesmen than it does in our case.
The technical and militairy standards at Jubbulpore are
excellent, and the standards of drill, physical training and
athletics are outstanding.
We saw three remarkable ceremonial parades. The first
was the unveiling of the War Memorial on the edge of the
old parade ground. The second was an attestation parade,
during which the national flag was paraded (on no other
oocasion does it appear on parade). Finally, t!here was an
S.T.C . parade of some 2,400 all ranks for the Chief of the
Army Staff, on a vast new parad e ground, recently completed behind the lines of the Boys R egiment. In his
address, General Thimayya said:
" I t is a great privilege for me to be wi1lh you. In both
war and peace you haive earned for the Indian Army a high
reputation of bravery, skill and reliability. I am indeed
happy to see among us three British Officers who h ave come
such a long distance to be present. We appreciate not only
their presence, but it also shows us that they really loved
working with us and for us, and I would like to say how
grateful we are to them for helping us to reach these high
standards. I hope t!hey will en joy their stay winh us and
will carry back to Britarin and the British Army our goodwill and good wishes."

There were many onher functions duning a crowded
week. We saw football and hockey finals, a fabulous firework display, an athletic meeting which included the motor
cycle display, and a p agal gymkhana. During the latter
ohere were musical chati.rs wiitlh Indian girls riding on the
backs of scooters, a colourful Punjabi dance, and a donkey
race, in which bonh Subedar Major (Honorary Captain)
Chhajja Singh, and also a certain Colonel Commandant
and two Brigadiers Royal Signals took part, with, however,
little success.
The Corps of Signals Pipe Band, judged by many to be
tlhe best in tlle Indian Army, was muah in evidence throughoUJt the reunion, as was also llhe Brass Band.
Our memories were stiirred. by oountless old friends. The
Officers talked of t!hei.r war experiences and their association wirh the British. But some of ohe older pensioners,
and nhere were some 300 of them, ta:lked of days long before
tlhe war. They repeated countless BritiSh. names, and
eagerly asked for information about tJheir friends.
Here was Subedar Kehar Singh, who enlisted. in the
Cavailry in 19n, as his fatlher and girandfather did before
him. He was in the Mounted Company ait Jubbulpore
under Brigadier Rayner in 1928 (Brigadier Siir Railph H.
Rayner M.B.E.).
Here was Subedar Ujagar Singh, who enlisted. in llhe
Infantry in 1907, and who was well-4<n.own as a Cable
Detachment Commander.
Here was Jemadar Sher Singh, who joined the Gunners
in 1912, and who was Jema<lll'l: Adjutant in Peshawar for
yea.rs. Brigadier J. F. Charlesworth, Brigadier W. C .
G3!1wey, Colonel T. W. Boileau and many others will
remember him.
Here was Subedar Major (Honorary Captain) Mohammed
Slhaibab Khan, Subedax Major (Honorary Captaffi)
Chhajjar Singh, and Major Salhib Singh..
There were countless others, eaah willh bis British
friends.
The organisation of the reunion was faultless. Greait
credit is due to Major-General Iyappa, the Signal Officerin-Chief, and to Colonel Prem Singh, Commandant of the
Signal Training Centre, and to countless ollhers.

G O L D EN

,J U Jll LEE THE COUPS O F
SIGNALS OF INDIA
Major-General R. J. Mo&rly, C.B., O.B.E., Colonel
Commandant, and Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, o.B.E., represented the Royal Corps of Signals at the Reunion at
Jubbulpore, and doubtless on other occasion-s during
February. As a very pleasant part of his duty General
Moberly presented to nhe Corps of Signals a Golden Rose
Bowl, the inscription on which reads :
Presented to the
Corps of Signals Indian Army
by the
Royal Corps of Signals
as a token of
T he lasting friendship between the two Corps
on the occasion of the 5oth anniversary
of the formation of the Indian Signal Corps,
19 11- 1961.

The bowl is ornamented by the cresllS of the two Corps,
differing only as to nhe Crown on t!he one and the Star
of India on the other.
An article by Brigadier T . Barreto is on page 73.
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T.

BARRETO

The Corps of Signals of India cel.ebrated the Golden Jubilee of its formation in February and the Corps of
Signals of Pakistan is to celebrate during April.
The following article will be re~d with the i;reatest interest bl'. all who have served with our fellow Signalmen
in what until !947 was the Indian Signal Corps.
It is reprinted by courtesy of the Author and the Editor of SIGNALMAN, the Journal of the Corps of
Signals of India.

E are due to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of the Corps
tihis year but how many of us realise the significance of
the oocasion, or even know what it is that we are
el brating? In this article the historical background is
e,xplained so that we may approach the event Wlith our minds
corrcotly orientated.
The 15t:h February, 19u, marked the fruition of the attempts
ovCf" a period of years to integrate the existing means of intercommunicaition. Up to this time, field telegraphy, visual
signalling, and message carrying had been .t'he responsibility
of different departments of t:he Army. F.ield telegraphy was
the monopoly of the Indian Telegraph Depantment; visual
signalling was the responsibility of individual units of the
Infantry and me Cavalry, and was supervised by the Quartermaster-General through the Central Signalling Schools; field
telephony was provided by the Sappers as well as the Infantry,
both of whom had ~he necessary equipment on their establishments; message carrying was a staff responsibility. No
establishment ex~ted for intercommunications within the
headquarters of Divisions and Brigades, and between them and
their units. In the event of field operations, improvised
signalling sections were formed from regimental signallers of
the force 1to provide visual signall:i.ng communications forward
of force headquarters under an Officer drawn from the Cenual
ignalling ahools or from the units in the force. Even so,
rhere was no co-ordination between rhe field telegraph system
and tihe visual signalling chain, .the former being controlled
by an Officer of nhe Indian Telegraph Department.
As a result of the report of t!he Headlam Committee, set up
in 1909 •tO examine t!he co-ordination of the various methods
of communication, four Divisional Signal Companies were
sanotioned for the Indian Army. These inoluded facilities for
field telegraphy, field 1telephony and visual sigmilling and also
provided composite sections for each Brigade. In this, the
Army in India was ahead of t:he Bl'itish Establishment which
did not integrate its commun~cat.ions in a similar manner till
a year later. These Divisional Signal Companies were to be
Sappers and Miners uniits, but we must be quite clear of the
relation hip between t:he Signal Units and t!he Corps of
Sappero and Miners. Indian Army Order No. 100 of 1911
on t!he subject of the organisation of these Signal Companies
defined the sraliUs of the new units in the following terms:,
" Each Company will be a Corps for ihe purposes of enrolment,
enlisimeni and discharge of Indian personnel." The Signal
Units were to be independent of the three Corps of Sappers
and Miners for all purposes. They had no overall headquarters
organisation. They carried out their own recruitment and
training, and maintained their own records. The Officers and
men were obtained from the Infantry, the Cavalry the Artillery
and the Sappers and Miner . The new Signal Units were
therefore only nominally unirs of the Corps of Sappers and
Miners.
Of these four Divisional Signal Companies, the first two
(Nos. 31 and 32) were raised at Fategarh on 15th February,
I9II, Nos. 33 and 34 being raised at Ahmednagar on 1st March,
191 I. On our fiftieth anniversary we commemorate the raising
of the first Signal Units of the Indian Army. During the Great
War the rapidly expanded Signal Units came to be referred
to collectively as the Indian Signal Servti.cc and were aunhorised
a Signal Service Depot at Poona. Its independence of the
Corps of Sappers and Miners was even more marked as a
result of the war. Strangely enough, we can find no Gazette
Notifications or Army Orders which notified the breakaway
from the Sappers and Miners and the formation of the Indian
Signal Corps. As late as 1922, the staff had to be reminded in
an Army Order that an Indian Signal Corps existed. The Indian
Signal Corps had been included as a Corps in Indian Army Act
Rule 161 by an Army Department otificarion publi hed in
1920 and from this fact it has been ded uced that it existed
THE WIR E, MARCH
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before the publication of these rules. This anomaly has never
been resolved.
The celebration of the anniversary of the first Signal Units
is not an innovation recently inuoduced. In 1936 the Silver
Jubilee was celebrated by a grand reunion at Jubbulpore. The
occasion was considered important enough to warrant a visit
by Major-General S. H. Powell, the then Colonel Commandant,
who was in retirement in England. Congratulatory messages
were received from Major-General Sir John Headlam, the
Chairman of the Headlam Committee. and from the Commandants of the first Signal Units on raising. The Corps
being twice as old this year. The Golden Jubilee celebrations
may be considered doubly important.
How is the Corps scheduled to celebrate this great occasion?
The reunion due to be held at Jubbulpore next month will
follow generally the pattern of previous reunions, but an
attestation parade and the unveil:ing of the Indian Signal
Corps War Memorial will be additional items in the programme,
as also the Corps Motor Cycle Trials. At least one British
Officer is expected to attend and, fittingly enough, he is
Brigadier C. H. I. Akehurst, our Signal Officer-in-Chief from
1947 to 1954.
Although invitations were i sued to the survivors of the first
Signal Companies. they have been declined due to old age.
Representative batches of Junior Commissioned Officers and
Other Ranks from every Signal Unit will also witness the
celebrations. An important feature will be the presentation
for the first time of regimental colours to the Corps.
And while these celebrations are going on in Jubbulpore,
how are the units of" the Corps intending to celebrate this unique
occasion? If you have not started planning, it is time you
did. A good way of inuoducing a Signals touch to the
celebrations is the organisation of commUPication races and
motor cycle uials. Not only must we be imbued with a strong
sense of esprit-de-corps, but every outsider must be made to feel
that we are a Corps which, though young by comparison, has
met its responsibilities over the past fifty years with honour
and in a manner second to none.

*

*

*

The Signalman, in its January, 1961, number, also published
an extremely interesting account of a first and most successful
experiment in 1917 of raising a Signal Section without the
usual proportion of British Other Ranks.
T h e Punj ab r ni vers i ty Brig ad e S i g na l Section
was raised at Ferozapore on 7th May, 1917, by SecondLieutenant J. L. Cowan, 5211d Light Infanuy, and was
composed of students drawn from College in the Punjab·
Mohamadans 19, Silcl!.s 23, Hindoos 15, Christians three.
The Section proceeded overseas in February, 1918, and served
on the Karun River front during the concluding stages of the
campaign in Mesopotamia.
The "command structure" was expensive by 1939/ 45 War
standards in that it included two Jemadars and six Havildars.
Two members of the Section, Jemadar Mohammad Munir
Khan and Lance Naik Pritam Singh were elected as candidates
for a King's Commission and reached the rank of Brigadier in
Pakistan and India respectively.
Several other members of this exceptional ection later
attained high office in their own country.

P AKI STAN

The G olden Jubilee is being cel ebrated by the Cor ps of
Signals of P akistan at Kohat during April and M a jorGeneral L. de M . Thuillier, C.B., O.B.E., R epresentative
Colonel Commandant, and C olonel J. M . S . Tulloch, 0.B.E.,
will be representing Royal S ignals.
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PERSONAL
COLUMN
THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF is to visit
30th Regiment at Blandford on r9nh April
242 quadron ( cottish Command) and I Independent
Squadron W.RA.C. at Edinburgh on 28th April.
6r (M ) Signal Regiment (T.A.) at Edinburgh on 29th
April.
London Ga;elte

,,

From Tuesday, 101h 1amwry, 1961, ro Frida)', 3rd Febniary, 1961.
Captain J . A. H. K . F indlater to be Major, 13th Janunry, 1961.
ccond-Licmenam P. L. Sanson to be Lieutenant, 8th January, 1961.
232355 W .O.I A. Page to be Lieutenant (Q .M .), 27th October 196o.
254893 W.0.1 W. B. Archer to be Lieutenant (Tfc. Offr.), 21st
November, 196o.
The undennentioned Cadets to be Second-Lieutcnnnts, 3rd December,
T\)6o:

A. P. de B. Gordon
I. G. Dorward
G . J. H . Grist
F. D. Hnwes
J. H. May
A. K. M . Murdoch
C. T. Williams
J . W . Wolfe
Territorial Efficiency Decoration :
Second Clasp Captain (Honorary Major) K. G . S. Llewellyn,
Retired .
First Oa p
Major L. W. Wright, T.D.
Captain (Honorary Major) K. G. S. Llewellyn,
Retired.
T.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel T. B. S. McMain, M.B.E.
Major W. Brindley.
Major D. W. Courcll.
Captain J. H. Batchelor.
Captain K . A. Biggleston.
Captain (Honorary Major) K. G . S. Llewellyn,
Retired .
Captain G. Oulton.
Captain (A/Major) D. Pedan.
Lieutenant M . 0. N . Bird to be Captain, 18th October, 196o.
Second-Lieutenant R. A. H. Hoghton 10 be Lieutenant, 11th December,
196o.
2547741 W.O.I A . C. Deu to be Lieutenant (Trf. Offr.), 15th November,
196o.
Lieutenant R. J. Tanner lO be Captain, 23rd January, 196r.
Second-Lieutenant W. A. Price 10 be Lieutenant, 23rd January, 1961.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) L. Bainbridge 10 be Major (Tfc. Offr.), 21s1 January,
196r.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) M . Turner to be Major (Tfc. Offr.), 23rd January,
1961.

.Major H. D. Bould 10 be Lieutenant-Colonel, 20th September, 196o.
2326642 W.O.I A. J. Lees to be Lieutenant (T.O.T.), 281h December

19k

'

2325436 W .0.1 W. E . Oates to be Lieutenant (T.O.T.), 1 t September,
196o.
Retired on dates shown :
Lieutenant-Colonel G. D . B. McKean, JSI February, 1961.
Major J. P. D. Mullaly, 30th January, 1961.
,\.\ajor H . C. Howell, M.B .E., 1st February, 1961.
Major J. St. C. W. Robinson, 1st February, 1961.
The undermentioned Lieutenants to be Captains, 4th February, 1961:
D. W. Gent
P. D. Alexander
R. Bell
I. R. D. Shapter
J. D. Morris
B. C. Hodgson
R. A. Burliu
T. R. Earney
J. Westlake
D P J La
d
B. J. Burke
c.· M. Senio~en er
R. A. C. Randel
.Lieutenant C . F. Jansen from A.E .R. National Service List 10 be SecondLieurenam, 16th Jant1ary, 1961.

Mu vemPnts -

Ollit'ers

(Taken Place or forecast for period ending 151h March, 196t)
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. P. Sampson To C.I. Wireless School, R .A.C.
Centre.
l\.fajor R. J. Harvey
,, 24th Regiment.
M.a1or E. A. Knott
30th Regiment.
Major S. J. Thompson
., r8th Regiment, FARELF.
Major R. 0. Wilson
26th Regiment.
Major A. P. Baker
,, 24th Regiment.
Maior A. T. Scott
U.S.A.
Major N. G. Gallycr
,, 13th Regiment, B.A.O.R.
-"\aior J. R. Cubberley
J .S.S.C. (Course).
Maior D. S. A. Hutley
,, 26th Regiment.
Ma1or S. P. Irwin
H .Q., Caribbean Area.
Major M. Stear
..
.. .
13th Regiment, B.A.O.R.
Major M. E . Golding ...
,, 243 Squadron, Southern , Command.
l\.fajor C . E. H. Mawson
H.Q., ALFCE.
Major H. Meo. Chapman
241 Squadron, Western Command .
Major C. Robinson
..
,, 222 Souadron, Aden.
Major R. M. Watterson
SHAPE.
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Major R. 0. Dunmore ..
.,
Ma1or R. C. Pringle ...
,,
Maior D . M. F. Barker
,,
Ma1or A. Pngan . . .
.
Captain M. J. H . Williams
,.
Captain J . Prescott
Captain J . E.
tockill . . .
,,
Captain A. F. Sevmour ...
,,
Cnprnin R. M. Wright . . .
Captain P. J. Hartshorn
,,
Capuiin S. W. Mawson
,,
Captain J. L. Botterill . ..
,,
Captain G. W. Tacey ...
Captain P. ). Holland .. .
Captain A. J. Jackson ...
,,
Captain D. A. C. Randel
Capuiin M. J. T. O'Connor
,,
Lieutenant G. V. Page ...
,.
Lieutenant P. T. Jones ...
Lieutenant B. J . Weston
,,
Lieutenant C. R. Oehlers
Lieutenant R. S. Mansfield ...
,,
econd-Lieutenant C. F. Jansen
.,
,,
Second-Lieutenant P. J. Brunton
Second-Lieutena nt M. J. McCann ... ,,
Second-Lieutenant M . J. A. Felton ,,
Second-Lieutenant J. E . Barnes ... ,,
Second-Lieutenant M. E. G. Chandler ,,
Second-Lieutenant C. D. Birch
,.
M ajor (Q.M.) P. D. Legge .. .
,,
Ma1or (Q.M .) J . A. Dunbar ...
..
Major (Q .M.) G. B. Atkin ...
,,
Maior (T.0.T.) H . N. Rao ome ... ,,
Ma1or (T .O .T.) F. Speakes, M.B .B. ,,
Major (T.O.T.) I . M . A . Jones
,,
Captain (QM.) H . G . R. Bond
,,
Captain ('r.O.T.) J . V. Wolfenden
.,
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) W . Irvil'e
,,
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) G. B. Miles
,,
Lieutenant (Q .M.) R. Halford
Lieutenant (Q .M .) R. R. Rose

War Office, T.S.0.2.
J .S.A.W.C., G.S.0 .2.
G.H.Q., FARELF, G .S.0.2.
H.Q., M .E.L.F.
12th Regiment.
261h Regiment.
25th Regiment.
8th Regtmem.
227 SqWldron (ALFCB).
24th Regiment.
30th Regiment.
7th Rcg.ment, B.A.O.R.
FARELF.
H.Q., Northag, D.A.Q.M .G.
H.Q., Libya.
Wnr Office. G .S .0.3.
H.Q ., A.P .L., G .S.0.3 .
24th R egiment.
chool of Signols (Course).
26th Regiment.
24th Regiment.
221 Squadron, B.A.O.R.
School of Signals (Course).
10th Regiment, B.A.O.R.
28th Regiment, B.A.O .R .
7th Regiment, B.A.0.R.
1st Regiment, B.A.0.R.
4th Regiment, B.A.0.R.
17 (Gurkha) Signal Regiment.
H.Q., B.A.0.R .
H .Q ., Ghana Army.
46th (NM) R egiment, T.A.
War Office.
19th Regiment, Singapore.
30th Regiment.
220d Regiment. B.A .0 .R .
9th Regiment, Cvprus.
28th Regiment, B.A.0 .R .
30th Regiment .
64th (Ml Regiment, T .A.
45th Regiment, T.A.

CARRUTHERS.- 2824495 Ex-Signalman R. S. Carruthers on i8th
Jnnuary,. i961, aged 41 yenrs. Seaforth Highlanders 15th March, 1940,
Rcyal S1gnal1 3rd March, 1941-17th December, 1946.
SNOOK.-7581477 Ex-S.S.M. A. N. Snook, of 21, River Gnrdens
Carshalton, Surrey, aged 56. Served 15th May, 1922 10 14th October'
19 2. An Annual Member of the Association.
'
CURTIS.-230633~ Ex-Sergeant F. J. Curtis, on 191h Janunry, 1961.
Served R.E. Signals 19th August, 1912, to 19th Deceruber 1920
Royal Signals 201h December, 1920, to 23rd January, 1936. Aged 63. '
SMITH.-186o641 R.S.M. (Retired) W. A. Smith, of 198 High Street
West, Glossop-'- Derbyshire, on 4th February, 1961. Member of the
Glo "'P and uistrict R.S.O.C.A.
ELLISON.-;<>uy ~reton. Elli'IOn, aged 78, of Waddinton, Yorkshire,
la1e the L!ncoloshire Regunent.. He was attach~ 1<! the Signal Service
Royal Engineers from 1912 unul wounded and mvabdcd out during the
19t4/18 War.

Arrlrals and Df'pa1·tures
ut Regiment
llrritia/s: Majors J. G. Melsom, P. A. M. Tighe, G. Hensbcr, Captains
G . . Jenkins, D. G. Pratt, Staff Sergeants ) . A. Raymond and A. C.
Rurgc• .
l' (>arturos · Majors D. L. Sylvester-Bradley, 0. J. Peck, R. Thomas,
Captains D . W. Cooper, P. Mallin, A. S. de Bretton-Gordon,
Sergeant J. K. Roberts.
18th Regiment
Arrivals :
ergeant O'Brien.
234 Sq11adron
Amvals : W.O.II Charles and Sergeant Sharrock .
Departures : Sergeants Bowman and Perrier.
Army Appre111ices School
Arrivals: Captain E>. F. B. Anthonisz, Sergeant T. David, J. B. Mackie
and J . Lakey.
Departures : Captain P . Carr.

Retir4'ments

Corps Silver

Ma jor E . H. M . Rayner.

R e linquishments
Captain R. C. Roberts .

Births
t s t Regim ent
TAYLOR. -To Corporal and Mrs. S. Taylor, a son , Neil Alexander, on
27th December, 196o, at B.M .H ., Hanover.
HOLLAND.- To Sergeant and Mrs. G. J. Holland , a daughter, Angela
Tamar, on 5th January, 1961, at B.M.H., Hanover.
BUNCE.- To Captain and Mrs. C. R. C . Bunce, n son, Nigel Antony
Colin, on 13th January, 1961, at B.M.H., Hanover.
TETLEY. -To Signalman and Mrs. T. Tetley, a daughter, Joanne
Beatrice, on 16th January, 1961, at B.M .H ., Hanover.
ROSE.- To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. T . W . Rose, a daughter, Angela
Dawn , on 24th January, 1961 , at B.M.H., Hanover.
10111 Regiment
CUMMINS.- To Sergeant and Mrs. Cummins, a son, David John, at
Knappschafts Hospital, Essen-Steele, on 18th December, 196o. •
COOPER. -To Signalman and Mrs. Cooper a daughter, Hildegard, at
Knappschafts Hospital, Essen-Steele, on 3rd December, 196o.
H.Q., Royal Signals, Malta
WARD.- To Captain and Mrs. C . S. Ward, a daughter, an 1st February,
1961, at B.M.H. , lmtarfa, Malta.
205 Squadron
TYLER. -To Corporal and Mrs. A. T yler, a son, Vincent Lee, at B.M.H.,
Iserlobn, on 24th January, 1961.
210 Squadron
YOUNG.- To Lieutenant and Mrs . G . Young._ a daughter, on 31st
January, 1961, at Princess Elizabeth Hospital, Nairobi.

In March, 1959, I sent a circular to all officers wJio had
served in Malaya during tihe Emergency and suggested that we
should present to llh.e H.Q. Mess a suitable piece of silver to
commemorate the continuous service of the Corps in that
country. Nearly everyone to whom I wrote sent a cheque and
the amount Which was collected ($630) was very gratifying.
After a lot of discussion and enquiries of various looal firms
we came to the decision that a bullock cart in silver, which was
one of the suggestions in my circular, should be the presentation (see photograph). The bullocks can be criticised as
being rather too well covered and a little on the small side but
the workmanship of tihe Kelantan silversmith is very good and
the piece has been deemed to be a most attractive ornament.
The inscription on a silver plate on one side of the base
reads:-

Calling All Ex-Boys
ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO WERE IN TllE
BOYS COMPANY DETWEE...~ 1930 A..~D 19'10

Marriages
CRAJG-WHALLEY.--Corporal R . Craig, of 18th Regiment, to Ailsa
Doris Whalley, on 14th January, 1961, at Alexandra Garrison Church,
Singapore.
DARLINGTON-FORTMAN.-Signalman Darlington, of 10th Regiment,
to Angelika F'ortman , of Essen-Ueberuhr, Hinseler Hof 5, on 30th
December, 196o, at Standesamt Essen-Kupferdreh.
THOMSON- F INDLAY.- Signalmao Thomson , of 10th Regiment, to
Mary Findlav , of w, Coronation Street. C1rstairs Junction, Lanark, on
10th December, 196o, at Carstairs Junction Parish Church.
HEARNS-McCORMACK-Corporal Hearns, of 10th Regiment, to
Kathleen Mary McCormack, of 274. Station Road , Stechform, Birmingham 33, on 7th January, 1961, at Birmingham Registry Office.

Deaths
KIDD .-2577514 Ex-Sergeant E. S. Kidd, of 45, Dennis Avenue, Beeston,
Noningham, on 4th October, 196o, aged 42.
Royal Signals 19th
September, r939- 23rd March, 1946.
BROWN.-236481o6 Lance-Corporal F. W. Brown, on 14th January, 1961,
at Nairobi. An Annual Member of the Association .
WALSH.-23707304 Signalman L. Wnlsh, on 14th January, 1961, at
Nairobi.
RORWOOD.-23804145 Signalman R. A. Horwood, on 25th January,
1961, at Bristol Royal Hospital.
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" Presented to Headquarter Mess by Officers of the Corps
who served in Malaya between 1948 and 1959 during the
emergency operations against the communist terrorist
organisation " ;
and on the other
" A Typical Malayan Bullock Cart."
It was in fact christened on 27th November, 1959, at one of
our Royal Signals (Malaya) Dinner Club guest nights, when
me new Director of Operation, Lieutenant-General Sir Rodney
Moore, K.c.v.o., C.B.E., c.B., D.s.o., was our guest, together with
several officers of the Corps of Royal Engineers.
I handed over me bullock can to the Representative, Colonel
Commandant Major-General A. E. Mornison, on behalf of the
offic.ers who subscribed on the occasion of .the Corps Dinner held
in Jwi.e last year wlhen Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal,
C.I., G.C.V.O., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., G.D., D.C.L., LL.D., attended on
the occasion of the 25th Anniversary of her appointment as
Colonel-in-Chief. Tihis silver piece, in which Her Royal Highness 6howed great .interest, was shown to her m detail after
dinner.
The Directorate " fixed " the Customs at Southampton so
wcll that there was no trouble iin getting nhe bullock cart
through, on the contrary, nhe laner took my personal belong~
tihrough witihout any arguments or questions. I was most
grateful.
J. M. S. TULLOCH, Colonel .

Royal Signals Boys.

Winners Catterick Garrison.
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Boxing 1934/35

11his is a special appeal to you all to get the Grape Vine
working and see if we can get a really bumper gathering of
Ex-Boys this year. The opportunity is ready made. The nex;t
Ex-Boys Dinner takes place at The Victory Club, Seymour
Street, London, on 16th September, r96r. This appeal to
" The Boys of The Thirties " is made because there are three
people who will be there who want to meet you all again.
These nhree are : Tommy Blades Lieutenant-Colonel Victor
Holland and Colonel Tom Boileau. Yes, Torruny Blades is fit
and well, as you will be able to see for yourselves.
So now it is up to you. Pass the word round and try and
make it possible for you and many others to be in London on
r6th September, r96r.
If you want details about the tickets for the Dinner please
wriite to the Secretary, F. W. Jacob, E q., 40, Ashburnham
Road, Bedford, or to the Chairman, Major F. G . Stranfie 9,
Kidmore Road Caversham Heights, Reading.
Also, watch THE WIRE for further announcements.
The photograph published with these notes is just a reminder,
picked at random. Get cracking . . . .
T.W.B.
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IGNAL'

JlOYAL
16th March
31st March

.

llO'l.AL

Tb

\Vednesday, 22nd March
F riday, 31st March
to
Monday, 3rd April

15th A1mual lUceting of Branch
llcpres ~nuatives of the Association

will be held on Saturday, 8th April , 1961 , at the T.A. CentreJ. 4oth Signal
Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., Duke of York's Headquarters,
London, .W .3.

The Corps Dbmcr
will be held at The Hyde Park Hotel on Wednesday, 24th May, 1961

77th

~leeting

llOY,\.L

JJAND

FIXTUllES

491h Signal Regiment ...
Eastbourne

Leeds

SIGNALS llUGJJY
Fixtures, 1961

Wclbeck
Scarborough

FOOTBALL

Command Cup Final
Command Sevens

March 22
March 29

SIJf1ual ('c>Hi rt• S111mrvilomr Hosif"r
I" W Oil

149,.17s6

Ht•~i11U"11tal

'lo W.0.[
'l'o ~ .O.II

The Regular Officers' " At Rome "

HA VE

YOU

ORDERED YOUR COPY
THE WIRE?

OF

will take place at the War Office on Thursday, 25th May, 1961.

Indian Signal Units 1911-1948 O.C.A.
This O .C.A. held their 13th Reunion Dinner in London on 28th
May, 196<>.
At the aonual general meeting held before the dinner, important items
were discussed for OC..'<t year's reunion (our Golden Jubilee, 19n-r961),
on SaJUt'day, 27rh May, 1961.
It w3$ decided to invite as our guests of honour:
(i) Field Manha! Sir Claud J. E. Auchinleck, G.C. E., G.C . l .E., c .s .1.,
D.S.o., O.B. E. (Accepted).
(ii) A representative of the Indian Corps of Signals.
(iii) A representative of the Paki tan Corps of Signals.
(iv) Two Britisb ranks from the Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal
Signals.
(v) Two representatives of the Gurkha Signal .
The Signal Officcr-iI.1-Chief, Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., O.B.E.,
was present and promised to a ist in making this next Reunion Dinner
the success we hope it will be.
Since there are a large number of Royal Signals who served in India
up _to the time of the Partition, who arc eligible for membership. full
parncuJars may be obutined from the Secretarr, I.S.U., O.C.A., 153,
Mytchcn Road, Mytchett, near AJdershot, Hants.

The Corps Week-end, Reunion and 16th Annual
General Meetin~ of the Association
will take place at Catterick on Saturday, 1st July, and Sunday 2nd July,
1961.
,

The National llndio and Television Exhibition
is to be held at Earls Court, London, from Wednesday 23rd August 10
S.a~urday, znd September, with a preview for overseas' and other special
V!S!tors on Tuesday 2~d August. It will mark the Silv~-r Jubilee of telev1SJon programmes which were first seen at " Radiolympia " in 1936.

24th Divisional

Introducing our Regular Recruit
Signalman Duncan left school at the age of fifteen to serve an
apprenticeship in his father's shoemaking and repairing business.
At nineteen, he had a desire to see the world, so he joined the
Army as a Regular Soldier.
After basic military training he joined 3rd Training Regiment
(now 23rd Regiment) and was trained as a Clerk.
After trade training he was posted to Germany, but just at
that time the Suez Crisis was developing and his posting was
changed to Tripoli, where he joined 10 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment. Life in his first field Unit he found very busy,
but exciting and enjoyable. After nine months this Regiment
was disbanded and he was posted to Cyprus and joined 50
Independent Brigade Signal Troop. Again he found he was in
a very busy and enjoyable Unit and in spite of the many restrictions in Cyprus at the time, he thoroughly enjoyed serving on
the island.
His three-year regular engagement was coming to an end and
although he wished to sign on, this was not to be. His father
asked him to come back and join the family business again.
Once again he found himself a civilian and this time in a
more responsible position. However, in spite of a good home
and a motor car, he missed the excitement and comradeship of
service life. The call to return to the Army began to become
more insistent and after 18 months he decided to return to his
original career.
Now after nearly completing trade training again, he is looking
forward with excitement to seeing some more of the world, as a
regular soldier.

iguols (1914-19)

Wednesday, l9th:rril
Thursday, 20th A . .. .
Friday, 2ut A .
.. .
6th-12th May .. .
.. .
Wednesday, 315t May ...
Wedne>day, 21st June
Thursday, 13th July ...
.. .
Tuesday, 25th July ...
.. .
Tuc"1lly, 5th September .. .
Wednesday, 6th September ...
Wednesday, 20th September
Thursday, 21st September ...
Thursday, 2znd September .. .
Saturday, 30th September .. .

Cpl.
A /Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/ gt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A /Sgt.
Cpl.

To Sgt.

22482133
22289398
22563093
22958090
22548392
23062346

A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

(3970)
(390)
( 1610)
(1730)
( 1530)
(1350)
(4450)
(990)
( 1500)
( 1560)
( 1690)

Charlton, A. W . A.
Clavey, J. R .
Jackson , J. H .
M cKie, G. J.
Dunrnall. M . J.
Castle, E. R.
Clark, J . N.
Hulme, A.
Ainge, D. H .
Brown , D.
Thom, D .

(320)
(690)
( 1230)
( 1290)

Shirley, P. W . F.
Cairns, P . B.
Pe1ers, A . E. J.
Leed ham. R. B.
Smith . J . J.
Campbell, F . K.

( 1320 )

( 1720)

19034500

l.in~nunt

To Sgt.

76

( 1070)
( 1040)
( 1200)
( 1290)
( 1380)
(9So)
( 1140)
(990)
(1330)

A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.

22~62 1 51

S~t.

2548938

W .0.I

2547741

W.O.I

2329433

W .O.I

2325436

w.O.I

14569276

W.0.I

2548952

W .0.I

(380)
Potts, J.
Commissioned Lt . (T.O.T.)
r Sept.
(400)
Oates, W . E .
Commissioned Lt. (T.O.T.)
1 Sept.
(410)
Stevenson, H.
Commissioned Lt. (T.O .T .)
21 Oct.
(420)
Herring, D. P.
Commissioned Lt. (T.O.T.)
31 Oct.

Si~nals

Stockwell, J. E.
Mourant , E. E.
Marshall , H .
Rowe, L . T.
Milne. P. J.
Ireland. B. D.
Fergusan, D. M.
Coulson. F.
Sheridan. M . J .

Uosi••r

Dni;v llostPr
3350
4 11 2

26o

zr40

3r40

s286

2

W.0.Il
S Sgt .

so

320

2506

330

4450

30 0

1200

900

Sgt.

So
320

40

«•••Ht•rnl 'l'radl's and Bui it's nostt•r

York Golf Club
Spring Meeting

Strensall, York
Catterick Camp

A.G.S. Meeting ...
...
Ro~Military Academy,
urst
.. .
. ..
R.'E.
R.A . ...
R.A.O.C.
...
A.G.S. Meeting

Sandwich
Camberley
Heath

01u~rniin~

Sunningdale
Swinley Forest
Sunningdale

l,i11t•IHHH Hosh•r

Ironsides
...
Autumn Meeting

Berkshire
Berkshire

SiJ.!nal

Staff College

Camberley

gt.

2720

Sg:.

Sgt.

1990

3060

6s10

24_0

2 20

HosiPr
r44

24

...........

W .0.Il

31 0

6310

6874

7950

Su1u•rvi!'Or llosie•r

900
ER TIO

'l't•e·hnh•lans llosit•r
22309296

Sgt:.

(2172)

Trchurnc, D. G. E .

6o
6o
6o

6o

Duty Ro ster

2568731

W.O.I

2323558

W.0.I

13th

Bo
1050

2820
1340
4'0
750

S Sp;:.

1961

( 220)
Grant, P. H .
Commissioned Lt. 29 Aug. 6o
(Traffic Officer)
(240)
Archer, W . B.
Commissioned Lt. 21 Nov. 6o
(Traffic Officer)
Ilett, A. C.
(230)
Commissioned Lt. 15 Nov. 6o
(Traffic Officer)

(1020)
Sbields, D. M. B.
Comrnis ioned Lt. (Q.M.)
17 Oct. 6o
Page , A.
(36o)
Commis ioned Lt. (Q.M.)
27 Oct. 6o

FRANK

Jle~iment

'ft'"HEEl..ER

(Wireless)

Corporal Frank Wheeler is 23 years of age, comes from
Tooting, London, and is an All Special Operator. He joined
Royal Signals for his National Service at Carterick in October,
1958 and his present unit-13th Signal Regiment-in May,
1959. Before coming inio the Army he served five years
apprenticeship as a Transformer T echnician but even soafrer considering all the factors-he has decided to make the
Army his career. He is an amateur weight lifter (400 lb. from
the Squat position) and is a keen games player.

Hoster

ovember, 1961.
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DELETIONS

W.0.Il

CORPORAi,

(3 30)
Coo'.<e. C .
( Accelerated Promotion)

S Sgt.

22551000
2296911 5
22s50407
23202130
22515270
22515 448
229'i7994
22537393

W.0 .II

Thursday, 12th October
R.A .M.C.
... Swinley ~~~
H 1'1embers wi hio.g to play in any of the above matches should notify the
°'!· Scctetary, L1eutC?ant.COlonel D . D . Fairman, Room 339, War Office,
W"rutehall
Tel.: Whitehall 9400, Ext. 1527.

OTHER

lle~imentnl

4'1t•riNal Hose ...·
To W .O.Il

Hudi.on, A. A.

(854)

Foreman o( Signals Roster

01u-rath1g lloster

S

New Zealand

lloster

W.O.ll

22232632

(1090J
Keay. E. H. W.
(2690)
Wh11e, B. L.
(3290)
Emery, G. J.
(3520)
Allen, R . D .
r Accelerated Promotions)
(490)
Stephenson, G . A.
(1730)
lent, J. E.
(soo)
Roberts, L. L.
Eldridge, D . N. M.
(1390)
(1800)
Smitb, W . P .
Leonard, .H . W .
(570)
Robertson, S.
(450)
(480)
Blundell, I.
(1680)
Landymore, W . D .
(490 )
Newman, A. W.
<440)
Simmons, J . W. G .
(llfO)
Turner, J . G .
(Accelerated Promotion)

A/W.0.I
S Sgt.
A/W.0.II
A/W .O.II

2298312
22296,46
22537950
22537718
227713 10
22265747
22537486
22812737
22537804
22550296
23231 448

lll'~imNainl

IGNALS OFFICERS' GOLFING SOCIETY
Fixtures 1961

Su1•~rvhi0r

22212484

Hosi t•r

{'lt•ri•·al l&oioii••r

ROYAL

c ...1tr'~

'l'N•h11it•inns Rosit•r
'fo S~t.

J.'or••mnu of
w.o.r

Annual T.A./A.E.R. Royal Signal Officers' «At
Hom " 1961

Signal

Berry , G. A.

Sgt.

Sigma) fA'mtr•• S111mr\•isor Roster

Dossor. C. A.

DELETIO S

The 1961 Reunion will .be hel~ on Saturday, 14th October, 1961, 3.0 p.m. ,
at Battersea Park (combmcd with other Divisional Units), 6.o p.m. Chevrons
Oub, J?orset Square, Lond~n, N.W.1. Information from A. W. Rathbone,
The Ridge, Penlee, Budle1gh, Salterton, Devon.

will be held at the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Saturday, 4th

D11i~·

(200)

22,39358 A/W.0.11
22296837 A/S Sgt.
22278594 A/ ' Sgt.
1'002,s1 A/ Sgt.
.z549614 A/S Sgt.
:2212669 Sgt.
22s40026 A/S gt.
14459499 A/S Sgt.
2113006 Sgt.
79S1646 Sgt.
22288630 Sgt.
22821479 A/W.O.II

I u S Sgt.

will be held at The Hyde Park Hotel on Thursday, 25th May, 1961.

The 35th ~I eting of the Central Committee of the
Association

A/W.0.II

2'73083
2too5442
"H930I
22,50950

of the Corps Committee

will be held at the War Office on Wednesday, 24th May, 1961.

2323915

Ir
for
run~• ahove Corporal (Sergeant in the case of Technicians) on JSt January,
1961, except Foreman of Signal : J'hc following promotions were authori•ed during January, 1961.
houh.l be not~'tl that promotion " by selection " became operative

SIGNALS ROCKEY
Fixtures 1961
Wclbeck College
car borough
Easter
Festival

Hegimt>nial Duty Jlostt•r

= = PROMOTIONS==

Back

Inspired by a Conversation
with an Ex-Junior Leader
3·

We're terribly, terribly D enbury,
That's what we like about us,
We get on and do all our businessWith the m inimum bollher a nd fuss .

As the mis.t rolls back from the hill ide,
'nd the horizon extends to the sea
I gaze up in wonder at HaytorMajestically, Haytor glowers at me.
5.

West winds sweep up from the valley
Blasting fresh, into hearts, huts and mind,
The flag flutters hysterically in tatters" Sergeant Major? Another-in kind! "

,....
.•

-

We' re the adopted of many great Regiments,
And they love us, or so we are told,
But the richness of love's manifcstationLike the sands of the desert run cold.

..........

16.

HO

it~

Eyes front for six terms' hard labour,
·f'1~ aim? Not yet clearly in view,
Some say 5ignal on, Royal SignalsWcll, well, and how do you do?

I'm a communications JL all purpose,
In peace time and war just the same,
On the battlefields of freedom or Whitehall
Oh boy! this is surely some game.

As a graduate from this here Den-bury,
I'll wear a symbol, or so people say~
Of a world wi th crossed flags upon ItAn honour without any pay !

Then onward I'll plunge, willing victim,
On location with Training Brigade,
To specialise in something specificJunior Leader in quest of a trade.

But why must there be this upheaval,
What's wrong with old Senior Wing?
If I take my trade test at DenburyI'd still hear the camp choir sing!

Where ·the trumpets '11 still sound reveille,
For the quiet of Regimental prayers,
Midst the plans for Ten Tors and
NijmegenSo much laughter and very few cares.

Paddy and the club rooms about us,
The theatre and jolly good fun,
The pigeon race, the canoe race,
rememberThat blistering day in the sun?

The
The
The
The

This is now home with a meaning,
One peculiarly all of its own,
Ir fashions its rules by its errorsAnd no one is ever alone.

•

Through the gateway to Leadership,
And under the stars in the sky,
Denbury, the true heart of D evonBy whose standards l'll live and I'll die.

Ji. -

7

That verse surprised me a little,
Coming out so sudden like that,
It's magic, no wonder, believe meOr my brain's gone the plural of bat.

Now the secret of Denbury is whispered,
Hush, hush or we'll miss all the rest,
"In accordance with Army tradi tiony ou chaps will now all do your best ! "

Junior Wing and dear Captain Beadon,
Ah, yes ! I r emember it well,
Two SDs, two boots, coarse undiesBD trousers the Q co uldn' t sell.

In pattern and styles of un iform,
Wa terloo and Denbury hold h ands,
The fashion now famed for its foresighrCasts shadows in far distant la nds.

Some blankets, two sheers and a pillow,
P yjamas, vest red-white, shorts blue,
Two socks (pairs) and a cardigan pulloverA few bits and that's that for you.

I n honour of yesterday's tradition,
And the sp irit o' .t hose Crimean chaps,
Who first pitched camp here in DenburyWe wear coloured Bal'clava caps.

lights in the camp shops winking?
restaurant open till ten?
farm bobby and old Sergeant Avenfuss o'er the first laying hen ?

Through the gates on aturday evening,
Wearing the old " claret tie{'
UP TOORIES ! We stand here unitedFail Denbury? No, ir, never, not I.

The band so resplendent in scarlet?
Yates spluttering abuse left and right,
" Take a fine! Inward bound! Stop
breathing!
.
,,
Oh! my No. I H at-what a sight?

'

L et the west wind blow like the devil
Bringing snow or the mist and the rain,
A part of our hearts lie in DenburY:And someday we'll come back agam.

Postscript
In support of the Editor's sterling efforts to popularise the Wire

On, on, Junior Leaders, get moving,
" Ah, help me, the sound of that voice,
Please, God, that I pass the JuniorAnd escape to the Troop of my choice."

78

"Hey! White Swan! Kohirna I I'm coming,
Bless us, life looks pretty grim,
White Spear! Iron! Jerboa! The Squadron now n amed after Slim.

Alexander h as five other choices,
Wanh Francisca, Quadrant and then,
Anzio, Kukri and Bruno-Complete troops in the Regiment .to TEN.

THE WIRE, MARCH
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" Greetings, my old friend and comrade,
Nice of you to pick up THE WIRE,
T ell me now: did you just buy itteal it, or take it on h ire?

Monty says ' We must have decisions,
And the coi'.rrage to see them through,'
He says that we must be unselfishTo change all the old dreams for new.

This is the page marked for glory,
So read on and don't miss a line,
Reading your own Regimental journalI s indeed a most h ealthy sign.

So fortified with inner conviction,
In language both simple and true,
Won' t you buy from your corps for a shilling-(and thruppence)
The magazine dressed up in blue?"

THE WIRE, MARCH 1961
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Army Apprentices School

Harrogate
When you read these nores we shall be thinking in terms of
what to do and where to go over our fortnight' holiday at
Ea ter. As I sit her w·riting th:S we are only just getting over
the effects of three weeks holiday at Christmas. Communication are a wonderful thing !
What has been happening since our last appearance in THE
'\ IRE?

Captain Peter Carr has left us, and gone off to learn the arr
of flying. We hope his course at Middle Wallop is a ' flying '
uccess. Captain David Anthonisz has joined us sllraight from
Germany and has taken up duties as Second-in-Command " B "
Company.
We are all very sorry to lose Staff Sergeant T. W. Evans for
a while into hospital and we wi h him a speedy recovery.

•• D" Company. Commanded by Major L. Scott, R.A.
this Company has up ro the present been composed entirely of
radio technicians. ince January however, we are now posting
recruits into Companys irrespective of their future trade and so
in the junior terms of our Company we are finding representatives of prospective Line and Telegraph Technicians and
Telegraph operators.
Raval Signals are represented on the raff in the form of
Captain Anthonisz and Sergeant Mullen. The latter imparts his
knowledge of weapons and drill to the long suffering apprentices.
This term we carried off the junior cup in Rugby and were
beaten by " D ' Company in the finals of the senior cup.

Other ha p 1• enin ~s th i s month. We decided to Trade
Test to Class III standard the 7th term Telegraph operator
apprentices. Usually this does nor happen until the end of the
8th term. Our experiment was a success and eight of the twelve
candidates passed.
On Saturday, 4th February, 1961, the whole school was
present in the cinema ro see our Regimental Sergeant-Major
(W.q.l) T. Rackley, Coldstream Guards, receive his Long
Sery1ce and Good Conduct medal, at the same time the opportumty was taken to present GCE certrificares to apprentices who
have obtained them whilst at this school.
Snort. Hockey. Our permanent staff team has reached the
finals of the Northern Command competition. The:r opponents
w!ll ~ the S_chool of Signals. In our team, Corps members are
Captains Tnpp, Earl and Baxter, W.O.II Griffin, Sergeants
Boddinq, Irons, Callow and Grahame. They reached the final
by beating 38 Corps Engineer Regirne,nt one goal to nil.
Basket Ball. Major 'Jack_' Frost is. in charge of this sport in
the school and so lt goes without savmg that there is plenty of
basketball being played. But with what results?
For two years now our apprentice teams have not been beaten
by any o~er school. This year it entered and reached the last
16 teams m the All-England Junior Championships.
" A " Compa11y and " D " Company are in the finals of the
orthern Command (Youths) basketball competition.
Our school team reached the finals of the Northern Command
competition where their opponents were the present Army
champions-26th Signal Regiiment. Phew, what a game ! We
eventually ,won by two points-a score-31 points to 29 points.
To .reach the fi~als we met and beat 23rd Signal Regiment
50 points to 41 points.
0~ Corps members in this team are Major Frost, Sergeants
Jenrungs and Lakey.
Lance-Corporal Grant

It means that thi year in the Army Championships at Aldershot, we shall be represented fo the Men's and Youth
competitions.
Gt•1u•ral ( ' c•1•f Hh•att• o( Eduf'af io11-Sm•<•w;s1•1!i. J HOO
MATHS

Devereux , S.
M.ulcahv, J.
King , i:>. A .
Grant, G. A.
Williamson , W. K. C.
Gillingham, H .
Dean, \V/. R.
White, E. G.
E'IG.

rcrgusson, P . J.
Parsons, M. V.
Booth, J. A.
Mathie, D.
Gilbert, I.
Mos.Icy. A. E.
L aws. R. J.
Turner. A.

Hawthorne, B. A. G.
Roben son , J. A.
Coul•on, J. T. B.
Mcpham, G. D .
Brittcndcn, A.
Sims, S. M .
Morgan , H. J.
haw, J. A. C.

eilson, A. G.
Booth, J. A.

King, 0. A.
Yarnell, R . J.

LANG .

Everith, M. G.
Biles, J. A.
GEOGRAPHY

PHYSICS

PomrO)', R. A.

de le Marc. M.
Harrison, J. A.
Hull. J. R .

T··•••J.(r111•h
Aitken
Clevcrdon
Stephenson

o, ... rafor

.\111-StH'f'('SSt•s,

Backctt
French

~ov.

104l0

Brooker
Gledhill
Watkins

TELEf,.llAPll OPEllATOll
OF THE ::UONTll

.\l•l'HE.'.'"TICE

.-\ p1•re11fit•t• Trades111an Cor1•oral .Janu•s Uenu1no111

(You will remember from last Month's WIRE that Corporal
Beaumont received the Operator's Prize for the best progres
in the Junior School.)
"I live at The Bungalow, Elgin Avenue, Grangetown, Middlesbrough. DurJng llhe last war my fallher served in Royal
Signals. I went to Mill Lane Secondary Modern School in
Stockton until June 1958 when I was 15. I liked school and
my favourite subjects were English, Maths and Art. On leaving
school I saw a film and read a lot of pamphlets about the Army
Apprentice scheme and thought " this is the life for me." I
came to Harrogate and started to train as a Telegraph operator.
I am glad I chose this trade because I find it very interesting
and the Morse Code comes very easy to me. I am at present
in my sooh term and am reading 22 w.p.m. I am very fond
of doing a bit of amateur monitoring of morse stations, and in
my spare time, and on leave, love to take down morse from my
radio set.
I have my complete Army Senior in Maths, English, General
Physics, Current Affairs and Map Reading and am now studying
for GCE subjects. Because I am in possess·ion of my Army
Senior I am now able to study German which I hope will help
me in my Army career.
My Company is "A" Company and as a corporal I have
more privileges and of course more responsibilities. But I like
to be given responsibility. ·
L ast year I boxed for the school at bantamweight and got as
far as the semi-finals-the !SBA championships. At present I
am nursing a broken wrist and when it is better I hope to have
another crack at the ISBA championships. I love gymnastics
and in fact find that there is plenty to do at this school all the
time and I am rea!Jy enjoying myself."

SCHOOL

OF

SIGNALS

Administrative Wing. The weather bas been the main
asset, and we have been really fortunate in comparison to the
rt.-st of the country. We have had the odd snow shower, but
not heavy enough to lay. The winter sports "ires" have been
disappointed, but the majority prefer the weather as it has
bl'Cn and hope that it will continue throughout the winter.
We have had several new faces posted in during the month,
far too numerous to mention, with the exception of M ajor
G. A. Weedon ("Snowy") to his pals, who has now taken
over the arduous duties of 0.C. "H.Q." Squadron, and R.S.M.
Stout, who has taken over from R.S.M. Rose, now commissioned. We trust their stay will be a happy one.
In the sporting field we have met with quire some success
in the Command Stage of the Army Hockey Tournament. In
the fii t round we met and beat 24th Regiment, after some
fortune as far as we were concerned, but more of that later.
In the s.ccond round we bear 8th Regiment and are now in the
t:mi-firuil.
·
Now back to the match against 24th Regiment, in fact we
played them twice, in the first they beat us, but before the
game, the umpires and team captains agreed that the ground
conditions were unsuitable for a cup match, hence decided to
play a friendly. We know 24th Regiment cursed their luck,
but they c;an console themselves that before very long they can
look back on the incident and say " We were knocked out by
the cup holders ! "
We have been in a state of chaos in the Sandhurst Block.
After many years of waiting, the block is being redecorated at
last, and we are having quite a time moving from " A " to " B "
and then back again, but nevertheless are more than happy
that our labours at keeping the block clean will show signs of
our industry.

OfOf'ers' Wing - 48 " Q " Course. December was a
short working month but a very full one. The main reason
for this was that, due to the shortening of our course, the
Basics Examination was held before Christmas. We were able
to go on leave, however, thanks to some swift marking on the
part of our instructors, in the happy knowled~e that we had
·~ 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111 ..

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS
HEADQUARTERS:
TECHNICAL

SIGNALS

OFFICERS

Three pensionable posts for officers at least 28 on
1.2.61 trained and experienced in the technical aspects
of radio. Duties demand capacity for individual work
of a research nature and for the direction of teams
engaged on such work. Candidates must be serving,
or have served, in
(i) the Royal Navy as Communications Officers,
or officers of llhe Electrical Branch or Naval
Instruction Branch;
or (ii) the Army as Officers (a) of the Royal Corps of
Signals or R.E.M.E., or (b) of any other Arm,
provided that they either have a technical
degree or have passed the Technical Staff
Course. Technical radio or radar experience
is essential, and for candidates applying under
(a) the experience must be extensive;

Corporal Beaumont receiving his prize from the Signal-Officer-inChief

to the Signal Officer-

or (iii) the R.A.F. as Communications Officers or
Technical Signals Officers.
Salary scale (national) : £ 1,245 - £1,575. Starting
salary may be above minimum. Promotion prospects.
Write to Personnel Officer, Government Communications Headquarters, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham Glos., for appliication form. Closing dare 23rd
February, 1961.
:

-

~ . .. . .. . . . ...... . .... . .... . .... . ........... . ... . ........... ...... . . ............................ 1111111111~
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all passed the examination. We were also informed that we
would be posted to Gt:rmany en masse in the Spring.
Despite the fact that competition for seats at dinner on
Ladies' Night was keen, many of our number formed parties to
eat in the district, and then came on to the dance afterwards.
In the cabaret, the course was represented by three of the four
lusty vojces in that rousing quartet " A lady's name was mentioned in the Mess." It is rumoured in certain quarters that
the festivities continued on the train to King's Cross the following day, but as Mr. Paul Tanfield did not report this, the
rumour was obviously founded on fiction.
We welcome to the course Messrs. Funnell, Marples and
Spence, and regret the departure of Captain Assali, from
Jordan, Captain Gbagonan, from Ghana, and Lieutenant A. C.
M. Prince, all of whom are joining 21 Subs.
January, a month with Wireless Group, has provided its fair
quota of exercises. The first, " Whisky Galore," was a small
local one to give us the " feel " of our wireless sets. For
Exercise " Skywave," an exercise in short range skywave communications, we were split into two parties, one of which went
to Strensal and the other to Redesdale. The latter spot, incidentally, is north of the " Last Hotel in England," on the A.68,
and the weather there is Northurnbrian.
The last exercise was " Cataractonium," in which the School
operated with 209 Squadron. This was valuable experience for
us, not only from a tactical point of view, but also because
we learnt many good ways of adding to comfort in the field.
1st

REGIMENT

(DIVISIONAL)

Events in Verden have been following their customary
pattern. So many interesting activities have t~n place, that
it becomes difficult to record them all Our Regimental Concert
Party was a great success and played to a packed house. The
Caimness critics said that it was doubtful wihether the Town
Toppers have anyithing on R.S.M. Woodbridge, S.SM. Walker,
and Sergeants Evans, Cosser, Roberts, Holland and Marr,
except looks. We also had polished performances from S.S.M.
Porter, Staff Sergeant Teehan, Corporals Dale and Bruce,
Lance-Corporal Pinner, Signalmen Finlay and MacLachlan,
with excellent playing from the Midnighters. The show was
c.ompered by Sergeant Fitzgerald, directed by S..S.I. Woolard,
with musical score anti arrangements by Signalman Caldicott.
S!tage effects were provided very professionally by Signalmen
Schofield, Thomas and Finlay. What a night-even the guardroom was empty.
As a change to the vagaries of milirary movement from
B.A.0.R. to llhe U.K. we chartered a passenger aircraft from
Hamburg to Southend return, and it was filled to capacity.
The story of its hire is a complex issue, but for a period of
three days
o. r Squadron Office had the appearance of a
Continental Branch of Thos. Cook and Son. The agents
S.S.M. Porter Staff Sergeant Thomas and Corporal Docherty
had a very busy time dealing with telephone enquiries and call
from the principal airline companies. At one rage the currency
arrangements became so involved that we were not quite sure
whether we were buying or hiPing the aircraft. Captain
O borne the Unit Paymaster, took charge of the financial
arrangements, and very shortly aftenvards fifty smiling faces
boarded a large luxury coach just after reveille. Four and a
half hours later all were safely in England. The highlights
of the journey were llhe comfort and good food provided by
the German aiirline company, and the very pretty air ho te .
The story of nhis charming young lady and her high regard
for certain members of the Regiment may well appear in later
columns of THE WIRE. (Spare our bl11shes.-Ed.).
The story of the pigs is a sea anal one but is typical of the
efforts which the Regiment makes, to help others le s forunate
than ourselves. The Regimental Farm a very thriving concern
in the hands of Corporal Johnstone, produced more than its
u ual quota of pig and the C.O. decided that we hould share
our good fortune with the local people of Verden. Father
McAteer was seen shorl'ly aftcnvards, \vith a large white porker
which he de1ivcred to a local Orphans Home for young German
children. Another pig was de patched under the care of Padre
Lee to an Old Folks' Home, and the third through our Service
Liai on Officer, to a German Charity for di placed people.
Their leuters of llhanks written in halting English were very
moving and touching.
·
In our sporl'ing acnivirios, we had some interesting and
exoining marches but we lost both our semi-final ties in rt:e
Morrison Cup for Hockey and Foorba.ll. At hockey 22nd Regi.81

ment \\ n after a very hard game 3 goals to nil, and 10th
Regiment beat the football team by 4 goals to 2, in spite of
e.· enc play by Signalmen Rooney and Jones and the vocal
upport of the entire regiment.
D uring this period t'he econd-in-Command, Major David
ylve ter Bradley, left us for the U .K., en route for Cyprus. We
excend to him the best of good wishes on his promotion to
command the r 5rh Regiment, and also thank him for all he
did for this regimen t, particularly during the period of amalgamation. Before he left the Officers' Me , he gave a very
olemn and pointed warning to all young officers on the dangers
of con urning baked bean . We print l1h.i information for
the benefit of our many unsuspecting friend in Cyprus.
We have also taken leave of many foie.nds in 212 Squadron,
and we '"'sh Major Jasper Peck and h is squfldron the best of
good fortune with the znd Regiment. We welcome in their
place 200 Squadron, and we hope to hear and see more of
them in the near future.

3rd

REGDIE~T

(DIVISIONAL)

The wind of change constantly blows through 3rd Regiment
but this t ime we have had a gale. We have completely
reorganised to meet the needs of our role in the Strnteg;ic
Reserve.
Brigadier J. K. Greenwood, o.B.E., was tihe Inspecting Officer
for our Administrative Inspecnion on 19th January, 1961. There
was no snow this year and so he had a good opportunity to see
everything ! In addition to tihe nonnal programme on such
occasions the Brigadier was shown our new organisation.
The Regiment was laid out " in 'lihe field " \\Uth every radio set
and telephone installed.
Unfortunately, our hockey team have been eliminated from
both the Divisional Cup and the Army Cup. 3 RH.A. were
our betters on the day in the semi-finals of the D ivisional Cup.
We played a very s trong ide from the 4tlh Training Battalion
R.EM.E. in the dlird round of the Army Cup and after a very
hard and fast game we lost 5-3. We wish both sides the best
of luck .in the two competitions-it would be nice to have lost
to the eventual winners !
Our Regimental Football League has come to an end for
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ELECTRONIC
INSPECTORS
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the season. Fittlingly "C,' Troop were the winners. The
final top placings are :
Goals
P.
W.
D.
L. F.
A. Pts.
8
7
o
44
xo
r.+
" C" Troop
L.A.D.
9
4
2
3
39
23
xo
This time of the year brings, besides 1fhe snow, our Regimental Concentraoion. The Regiment is spending three weeks
on Dartmoor doing intensive training in preparation for t!he
coming year's Exerci e . We shall be there from 15th
February-7th March. On our return we are moving barracks
to Tidworth in order that our present barracks can be rebuilt
and modernised. We will be returning to Bulford in two to
three years time.
We say goodbye to Captain (Q.M.) R. S. Etherington, who is
leaving for 234 Squadron, Malm. He .is t!he last member of
rhe Regiment who can talk about 3 Division going to Cyprus
(he says he organised it). His cheerful disposition and
willingness to help everyone will be greatly missed. The
impossible he would do at once, any more would take him a
couple of days. We wi h him and his fa mily the very best of
luck.
We also bid far well to Lieutenant R. S. M ansfield, who is
leaving us for 221 Squadron, B.A.0.R. We congratulate h im
and his wife on the birth of their daughter Sally Ann and
we wish them well. Sergeant S. R. Parry has gone t o 26th
Regiment and Sergeant D . V. B. McDonald has retired; we
w.ish them both well.
We extend a welcome to Captain M. W. Sirruns-Reeve from
FARELF '3.Ild Sergeant P. S. F reeman, A.P.T.C., and hope
rhey have a pleasa nt stay in the Regiment.

7th

UEGHIENT

(CORI0 S)

barracks.

Captain M . P. Burton, our L.A.D. Commander, wiLl have left
tihe Reg;iment by the time t!hese notes are pub1iSihed. H e is by
fa r the oldest member of the Regimen t and can remember it in
!!he days when its organisanion bore very littile resembla nce to
the present day. There is no do ubt in anyone's mind !!hat nhe
L.A.D. is one of the best run sub-urnliS with.in the Regliment.
Not!hing has ever been too much trouble for Captaiin Burton,
apart £rom gettring us through CIV's witll fl ying colours, he has
organised Karting wit!hin the unit and has been free with ad vice
and help to all comer s. H e is also a first class .22 Sihot and his
presence will be missed on exercises where his shooting ability
has ofite n provided a welcome suppleme nt to Compo. We wish
him and M rs. Burton the very best of luck in the new job in
U.K. We welcome Captain F ilsell, R.E.M .E ., who has just
arrived from the Far East to command the L.A.D .
~Jorrison Cup Boxing. H aving narrowly defeated 4th
R egiment in the semi-final we lost to 28nh Regiment on 3rd
February. This was !'he first defeat for the Regimental team
against a Royal Signals side since we won !!he Cup for boxing
in 1957. We lost by the narrow margin of six bouts to five
and in place of the cup we now own a shield. It was a most
entemaining evening' s boxing and for the sake of recent exmembers of nhe Regiment a few notes on some of the bouts
follow:Bamamweight.-Laace-Corporal M cG arry (7th) gave h is usual
display of immaculate boxing and won by a knock-out over
Signalman Connelly (28th).
Featherweight.-Driver Keating (7th) had sorr.e difficulty in
get ting to grips with his longer armed opponent, Signalman
Keenan (28th). Keating maintained the offensive throughout the
three rounds but Keenan boxed cleverly and managed to stay
out of real trouble. Keenan won on points.
Light Middleweight.-Driver Murphy (7th) bravely withstood a whirlwind onslaught from Signalman Wills (28th) which
never let up from the moment !!he fight sliarted. The referee
sensibly stopped the fight in the second round.
Light Heavyweight.-Corporal Pfeiffer (7th) fighting LanceCorporal White (28th), kept his head after receiving two unpleasant look4ng blows from Wihite. Pfeiffer won af:ter an
evenly matched fight whioh was a pleasure to watch.
Heavyweight.-Sergeant Mclver (7th's surprise packet of the
evening) was matched against Signalman G'<lceley (28t'h). A
28nh suppo11ter remarked that it was one of the fow chances
Gateley would have of hitting a Sergeant. Poor Gateley never
had a chance. Mciver advanced majesnically against his
opponent and the fight was all over half way through the first
round.
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.:.torrisoH Cup Hockey. 3rd February 'wa~ not our
lucky day. In the final of the hockey 22nd Regiment
beat us by two goals to nil. Both goals were scored by
Lawrence, a newcomer to 22nd. We missed the presence of
Captain Handley on our side. He was playing for 22nd, having
lx:en posted to that unit last month. Staff Sergeant Gorman
for 7th, played a good game and never stopped trying but was
not too well supported in the forward line. W.0.II Lawry
played a steady, cool game as back for 7th and it was mainly
thanks to him that the score was not higher against us. 22nd
played good hockey and deserved their win.
Exercises. In preparation for the Exercise season, which
is now upon us and looks a full programme for 1961, each
Squadron embarked on a night driving exercise to practice
drivers in the difficult task of route finding and station keeping
at night under winter conditions. This form of sport was originally started by No. 4 Squadron who became overwhelmed
with applications from drivers from other squadrons to take
part. Bach Squadron, with some trepidaition, chose the date
for their exercise hoping that the weather would not be too
bad on the night. Some were luckier than others. Several
thousand vehicle/miles were run dur.ing January winh only two
minor accide..tllt!S. Many of tihe miles were run under the worst
type of Monte Carlo Rally conditions, and drivers are to be
congratulated on their efforts. As someone said, the only way
to learn how to drive on snow and ice is to drive on it.
We now face our first, and coldest, exercise of the year.
Weather conditions are seasonal w.ith snow falling fast as these
notes are written. There are numerous casualties due to the
'flu epidemic which seems to have found its way over here from
U.K. Nevertheless we hope to achieve our usual satisfactory
performance and all_ (fit) ranks ar.e looki?g. f?rward t? . be~g
out in the open agam afuer the wmter's individual training m
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8 th

REGIMENT

the Officers' training day presentation by Major S. J. Thompson
and his 2 Squadron ream. Their allotted subject was
" Marlborough " which, in addition to being an instructional
presentation to all Officers of the Regiment, was attended by
other Officers in the Garrison as part of their study of the
famous General's campaigns for the rapidly approaching
Staff/Promotion examination. Considerable research had been
undertaken and muoh ingenuity was displayed in compressing
suoh a full subject into one morning. By a lucky chance one
of the battles dealt w.ith in some detail-Oudenarde-was the
. ubject of a question in the Staff/Promotion examination a
fortnight later !
Since our last notes our fortunes in the Army R ugby
Championship have been decided. In . the U~ted Kingdom
semi-final we met and defeated 25nh Field Regunent R. A. at
Barton Stacey by a very narrow one-point margin. The
United Kingdom final was played at Aldershot on the 8th
February against our old rivals the D uke of Wellington's
Regiment. ln a fiercely contested match we. were unable to
cross their line and the final score was 17-0 m favour of the
Dukes. We w.ish them the best of luck against th<! K ing's Own
Scottish Border Regiment in !!he Army F inal next month.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
with N.P. Clasps and Slides
Regulation Pattern

Made up as required

(Postage Extra)

(TRAINING)

The wind of ohange--1n addition to th e permanent icy blasts
of Catterick-is blowing through the Reglim ent and feve rish
plans are afoot to cope with the forthcoming amalgamation
with 12th Regiment. 'I1his will naturally involve considerable
reorganisation of living and training accommodat:ion and we
all hope that the weather stays dry and snow-free whilst the
moves are in progress.
Tlhe major non...s:porting event of January was undoubtedly
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Sergeant Rodger and Corporal O 'S hea ready to do battle at Blenheim
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therefore, it deserves to be immortalised by a photograph in
THE WIRE.

&ck row left to right : Ueuccnanc C. A. Brown , Signalmen Brockman, Collins,
Driver Snook. Signalmen Gille.spie, Lumley, Driver Bingham, Lance·Corporal
Ungley, Driver Manton
Seored left to right : lance-Corporals Ridgeway, Shipley, Carter (Captain),
Signalmen Blevins, Elliot, Driver Kane

10th REGIME:\'T

(AlllUY)

This month we turn a brief spotlight on our Soccer team.
Before February is out it will have played in the quarter-final
of the North Rhine Knock-Out Cup against 15 ABOD at
Antwerp. What is more important it will also have played in
the final of the Morrison Cup against 28rh ignal Regiment at
Rheindahlen.
In addition to these two highlight events, it has played steadily
every week of the season in the orth Rhine Inter-Services
League and since ovember it has not Jost a match. We feel

We say goodbye to Captain Crooke , our T.O.T., who left in
December after more than four years with tl1e Regiment. His
departure will be felt in many ways. He has had a tremendous
influence on our present engineering methods. Many a
technician has been grateful for the quiet voice of Tango teaching him from Trunk Test and guiding him in his work. Besides
making decibels disappear from a circuit he could mystify us in
other ways since he is a member of the Magic Circle and International Brotherhood of Magicians. Every happiness to him and
his wife at the School of Signals.
We also say goodbye to our Second-in-Command, Major D .
M. Humphries, who leaves us afiter three years to go to M. of D.
in Paris; to Major T. P. F. Unwln, who goes to !Jhe War Office;
to
econd-Lieutenant George McCann, who returns to civilian
life leaving us with a hard-to-fill place in the rugger team, and to
the Adjutant, Captain D. F. B. Anthonisz, who goes to the
Army Apprentices' School.
We welcome Major J. E. L. Adams as our new Second-inCommand and Captain P. W. Hewitson as our new Adjutanthe may be able to do a little d inghy sailing later on, but his big
ships must now be a memory only.
Also Captain C. V. Impey as our new T.0.T.; we look forward
to presenting him with his Creepy Neeper tie after his first
Exeroise.
We also welcome W.O.II Crabtree from the U.K. and
Sergeant Bedwell who joins us from 1 KAR in East Africa.

ON COMMANDING THE DEPOT REGIMENT
By Lieut-Colonel E. A. Sinnock.

VES,

I know my SD is wrong and tihat it is nth Signal
Regiment {Depot), but find me the officer or man of our
Corps who does not still call it "The Depot Regiment."
During the past eighteen months I have had the privilege
of ~ding this Regiment. Ir is purely an administrative
apporntment and without the worries of providing communicat10ns, bur nevertheless a hard and exacting job with " never a
dull moment."
Soo~ we are to amalgamate winh 26th Signal Regiment at
Caui:nck, all!hough numerically the identity of the Regiment
remams unchanged and the new Unit will be known as u th
Signal Regimem.
. As far as I can. ascertain, the first Depot Battalion, Royal
Signals, was esmbhsh~ at Catterick about August, 1925, and
w_as commanded by L ieutenant-Colonel H . Lee-Wright, n.s.o.
Smee rhat date Commanding Officers have included such
famous figures as Cynric Prescott (afterwards Brigadier), a wellknown horseman and, also equally well-known, LieutenantColonel Harry Spencer, O.B.E., M.c., notiable in the boxing world
of Royal Signals and the Army.
The l?C3tions and moves of the Regiment have been many
and vaned. I personally remember the Regiment being at
Canerick, Thirsk, Pocklington,
ewton Abbot G.liester and
of course, it will soon be back at Omerli::k. Other membe~
of the Corps may remember other locations. Many of the
olde~ members will remember me Pocklington Wastes, once
an airfield of the Royal Canadian Air Force w.i.th one train a
~y and two 'buses (or was it two trains and ~ne 'bus?). Others
will remember the horse boxes of Thirsk racecourse and the
Trust House at Thirsk, where Freddie Worth gave many
farewell dinners of duck and green peas !
. The move to qhester, wh.ere we are now located, took place
in ~955, the Regiment movmg from
ewton A!bbot in Devon,
which, by all accounts, was one of the nicest situations the
Regiment has ever had. Since moving ro Chester it is esllimated
some 50,000 members of the Corps-transitees and/or releases
have passed through t!he Depot.
Two short stories regarding transitees come to mind :
During an inspecnion of the cookhouse I wanted to look
at the hands and finger nails of a transitee who was handling
food. I 5'.lid, holding out my hand, "Let me see your hand."
The transitee, promptly, and with apparent delight, shook me
warmly by the hand !
Whilst inspecting a barrack room I was questtloning the
occupants on the length of time individuals had been in the
Depot and where they were going. One man said "Nairobi,"

J.

8'4

ano~her

"Singapore," and a third " Aden." An indiwdua:l at
the end of ohe room was approached, " And where are you
going lad?" I asked. "Dinner, Sir," was the reply, wiith a
collapse of R,S.M., Troop Sergeant and Squadron Commander,
and a desperate effort at hiding a broad grin by !!he
Commanding Officer.
Le is thought that perhaps a brief description of t!he
Regiment and its functions, togeoher wi!Jh an outline of its
future, might be of interest to members of our Corps. It is
hoped that some anecdotes and final reflections might not come
amiss.
The Regiment consists of a Headquarter Squadron, a
Transiree and Pos~ing Squadron, a Release Squadron, and an
Officers' Wrng. Headquarter Squadron is no different from
any ooher Headquarter Squadron except that it contains ninety
per cent of the welfare cases of the Corps ! At least, that is
what Major Freddie Williams, the Squadron Commander, tells
me.
A book could be written about the Quartermaster's department and problems thereof, but very roughly, his yearly turnover of battle dresses alone has been, in the past, around the
50,000 mark ! Even now, he holds a stock of 2,000 suits, with
some 4,000 suits of tropical clothing.
Oapmin Gill Dobson, our Royal Army Pay Corps representative and once a J.ong-serving and still a well-known member of
Royal Signals, " pays out" nearly £4,000 a week. This does
not include tihe pay of the civilian element of the Regiment,
which is a further £500 odd.
I Squadron, commanded by Major Bob Wilson, 1is responsible for !!he intake, rekitting as necessary, forming up of drafts
and onward transit of every person posted from the United
Kingdom for ove=s stations. In addition it carries out documentation and makes iarrangemen!IS for other ranks who have
been granted accompanied passages. In !!his connection many
people will be familiar wi!Jh Sergeant-Major Lee, M.B.E., M.S.M.,
who wears t!he Long Serwce and Good Conduct Medal with
Clasp, and is responsible for the documents of all passing
through 1 Squadron.
·
A true story centres around !!he gallant Sergeant-Major, who,
when asked if he knew Frank Sinatra, ll'epl1ed "What is his
last three and draft serial ? "
2 Squadron, commanded by Major Don Hutley, G.M., is responsible, in 1!he main, for the relea ses of Regular and National
Servicemen leaving tihe Corps. It also deals Wli!Jh compassionate
discharges tlhrough disciplinary reasons, and with home postings.
Officers' Wing, headed by a Retired Officer, Major (Blanco)
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White, handles !!he affairs of all officers of the Corps (Lieutenant-Colonels and below). The documents of every officer are
held and when posting oi.rlstructions are received, they are
passed on to the individuals concerned, togel!her wi!Jh movement instructions and any information available.
The Officer-in-Charge of Officers' Wing rarely, if ever, sees
the officers on nhe "Depot 1heJ.d trength." However, by a
newly implemented policy of demi-official correspondence, telephone calls and personal V'isits if required, the impression is
gained that officers of the Corps really know that m addition
t'O other duties, we are always only too willing to help and
advise on any query.
The function of the Regiment is to move !Jhe man on, or out,
as fast as possible. It is essent!ial uhat men are not kept hanging
around. Basically speaking, it can be said that soldiers are kept
here no longer than "Movements" make it necessary. Unfortunately, human nature being what it is, many men arrive with
incomplete documenll3tion, incomplete vaccinations or inoculations, dental attention needed and perhaps one of the most
common faults, outstanding welfare cases. By regulation, no
man is allowed to proceed overseas with an outstanding welfare
case. During 1959, 140 men were removed from established
drafts because of incompleted welfare cases with <the obvious
irritation, not only to this Regiment, but to Commanders of
"teeth" squadrons or regiments world-wide, anxiously waiting
ror reinforcements and replacements to key men. Welfare cases
range from the tragic to the ludicrous, but all must be resolved
before the man can move on.
"Lack of Dental Treatment."-Recently, two "X" tradesmen, urgently required for the Trucial Oman Levies, were
delayed six weeks because they had not been dentally checked.
In one case, five exrractions were required.
"Innoculations, Vaccinations."-A harrassed M.O. is kept
working seven days a week trying to bring men up-to-date for
onward posting. However, despite these trials and tribulations,
tihe average transitee arriving at Saighton Camp, Chester, for
posting to B.A.0.R. by sea arrives on a Wednesday evening and
is away on the following Tuesday, having been re-<locwnented,
re-kitted, briefed and checked.
Men for FARELF, Middle East, East Africa, are held only
for so long as it is required for " Q " Movements to arrange
transport. It is appreciated how hard it is for unit commanders
to understand why a man should be in the Depot for several
weeks when he is often urgently required at his new unit, but
it must be emphasised that nothing can be done about moving
these me.n unnil the ship or uhe aircraft is provided for them. An
even longer delay is experienced with men travelling wiith families, as t!he wheels seem to grind very slowly indeed, in getting
the man and his family together on a ship or aeroplane at one
time, and again !Jhere is nothwg that can be done until movement instructions are received.
Lnoidentally, one large-sized individual remained in the D epot
ten weeks awaiting a specially made battle-dress. It might
have been cheaper for .llhe mxpayer to. have bought him one from
the firm that "sells as well as hires."
Releases and discharges present little problem. The men
normally arrive in fairly large batches, depending, in the main
on the arrival of troopers at Southampton. The harrassed
Officer Commanding 2 Squadron . is never informed of the
numbers coming, but by bitter experience a system has been
involved and it matters little whether ten or a hundred men
arrive. Individuals aNive on a Friday and almost invariably
they are due for release by t!he following Monday. However,
to date !Jhere have been no cases of delayed releases and somehow llhe men are always got away in time. In nhis context there
is a tragic story. A boy wa!S due for relea....e and had been
granted leave pending h.is run-out date. He was reported absent,
and in fact, had gone off fishing with his mther in a trawler. He
had been delayed through heavy weallher and had been transshipped to another nrawler to get him back in time-falling in
the water and getting a thorough soaking during the course of
his trans-shipment. His mother brought him down to the Regiment and explained !Jhe circumstances. He was dealt with very
quickJ.y admomshed, and formally released the same day to the
very great pleasure of his mother. The reason for the haste was
that his father was sailing two days later and wanted his son
to go wi!Jh him as a member of the crew of the fan1ily trawler.
Three weeks later we learned with horror that the father and
son had lost !!heir lives when the trawler went down with all
hands during a gale.
One of the ·particular features of rthc Regiment is that both
workiing Squadrons produce nheir own Part II Orders in vast
quantities and ·bol!h Squadron Commanders work directly to
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and in close co-operation with, both Officer i/c Royal ignal
Records and AG 11.
Although the average strength of the Regiment during the
past year or so has gone down to some 500 to 6oo men, the
actual strength of the permanent staff is a mere 120. It will be
understood then the enthusiasm of the various oflic.ers in charge
of spores when it can be stated that during the winter a rugby
fifteen, hockey eleven and at least two soccer elevens are turned
out. At various stages the average age of tihe hockey team has
ranged from 37 to 42 years ! In summer there is keen eompetli.rion to get into the Regimental Cricket team which
last season won the District competition and shared the Command Cup; the final game being rained off with the Regiment
holding a definite advantage.
The new nth Signal Regiment forming at Cattcrick on 1st
April, 1961, will consist of a Headquaner Squadron, I Squadron
which will deal with Regular intakes, basic training and uch
courses as the Royal Signals Sergeants' Course, 2 Squadron
dealing with transitees and all the duties formerly carried out
by the old I Squadron. Finally, 3 Squadron which will be the
release squadron.
Major D. Hutley, G.M., who .is to remain in command of the
new 3 Squadron, during !Jhe first phase, is moving into an office
in Gane.rick that he occupied as a newly-joined recruit in 1932
when he enlisted. His comment : " It was muah cleaner the.n."
By April 1962, the 2 and 3 Squadrons are to merge into a
squadron.
The final plan ~s that the Regiment in its ultimate form is to
move into completely rebuilt barracks.
It is considered !!hat the fullest research should go into the
design and building of the new accommodation. A detailed
investigation by a Works Study Group will undoubtedly result
in a design that will avoid the " buggeration " of the man.
Covered loading and unloading facilities for drafting. Closek.nit " Q" issue facilities in close relation to recep~ion and transit
areas. Efficient tailoring sections, good MFO handling facilities are all a necessary corollary to first class living and dining
accommodation.
As part of tlhe living accommodation I 'WOuld advocate an
imposing entrance hall with items of Corps illterest and history
on display. The recruit must be imbued from the stan with
"esprit de c;:orps." There is a strong case for the Corps
Musuem to be in the Depot Lines. The Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess, equally important should be, by right, the finest
in the Corps anywhere. It should be a place of splendour, of
tradit!ion and of pri.de. It is suggested that every Warrant
Officer and Sergeant of the Corps should pay a small subscription, yearly, to support it. After all, sooner or later all will pass
through it at some stage of their career.
Final refiectioDS : why Catterick? We know from planning
and financial considerations that it is extremely difficult to
envisage Training Brigade, Royal Sign:als, moving from
Catrerick, but is there not a case for the Depot Regiment to be
sited more centrally ?
I have no axe ro grind; I am a Sussex man, but would not
Crewe be an ideal base? It is one of nhe best served centres
of communications by road and rail. If policy changes trooping from Southampton to Liverpool, or Harwich to Hull, it
would matter little. If air ~rooping moves from Manston to
Manchester, or Blackbushe to Gatwick, there is still a well
served main line railway system. It is for discussion whether
a new concept and !Jhought is not desirable in respect of the
siting of the new Regiment.
evertheless, wherever the Regiment may be sited and whatever the future, Certa Ciro and good luck to it.

14th

llEGHIENT

(C:OHCAN)

I Squadron. A Recruiting Drive has been added to our
other activities. At the Camping and Outdoor Life Exhibition
held at Olympia from the 4th to 14th January, three sergeants
and three teleprinter operators, working in pairs, were kept bu y
relaying messages of greeting from many of the exhibition
visitors to their relatives serving in overseas stations. We also
sent Sergeant Sampson to man a recruiting stand on the Kingsholm Ground on the day of the Army v. Gloucester rugger
march.
Also during January, a schoolboy from Bri to!, David
Hargreaves, who hope to obtain a regular comm.i ion through
the R.M.A., Sandhurst, was shown round Robins\vood Barrack
and the T.R.C. at Boddington.
The Wives' Club held its annual dinner at the Fleece Hotel,
Gloucester, where 22 members sat down to an excellent dinner.
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A pre emauon \.\'a made to Mrs. J. Chaffey. wife of Major
Olaffey, who is hortly retiring.
We are plea ed to be able to announce that we have won
through to the final of the South-Western istrict rugby C?IDpetition by beating 8 Training Battali~n, R.E.M.E., by .6 pol.llts
to nil. Thi was a particularly sausfactory result, smce the
visiting team consisted almost en?rely o~ P.T.~. staff. We now
m et 2nd Battalion East Lancash1re Regiment m the final.
2 Squndron. Under the mistaken impre sion tJhat Spring
had arrived in February, the O.C. published a Part I Order
yesterday congratulari;ng the L inemen on the comp.letc survival
of all aerial gear dunng the recent gales. Last night another
gale blew u p and a rhombic culltain hit the mud. The halyard
played up, Corporal Bell recalled himself from leave, the mast
came down and went up again like a text-book example, and
the 0 .C. has promised n ever to congratulate anyone on anything again.
Those who have been with the Squadron recently will be
delight ed to hear that Corporal F inney is back with us again,
civilian life having proved rather less attractive than he had
hoped. We very much look forward to welcoming Mrs. F inney
to the neighbourhood very soon. They will also be interested
to learn that Signalman Etheridge has rejoined the fold.
Winter activities con tinue to have their usual ups and downs.
Lance-Corporal Jack is scouting for football fixtures; Corpora!
Scott coaches in P.T. and gymnastics; W.O.II Jepson instructs
in car maintenance, and we are still looking fo r someone brave
enough to teach TV servicing.
We have the decorators in for some of the more important
rooms, and the linoleum is going down in the main corridor.
Why not pay us a visit ?
3 Squadron. January has not been a mon th to go down
in the annals. The emphasis here at present is on upgrading
and educational training.
l~tb

REGDl&.~T

During January we said goodbye to Corporal Clapp, R.Tech.
(H) to B.A.0.R. We hope he is proving his worth there, as he
alw:i}'1) did here. We were also very sorry to lose Signalman
Fyfe, with his real Scotch brogue, who was discharged on
compassionate grounds. Captain Farmery, who left us for 4
quadron will be sorely missed, but we welcome Captain and
Mrs. Whitaker in his place. We also welcome Lance-Corporals
Tarbuck and Taylor and Signalman Neill.
We sent our best wishes to Staff Sergant G. N. Clarke, who
has just been admitted to Wheatley Hospital, and hope he will
soon be back in harness.
We are looking forward to entertaining the local A.C.F. and
parents at our "At Home " on the 27th February.
4 Squadr o11. Despite terrible w.eamer the M.T. staff, led
by Lance-Corporal White, put up a splendid show in getting
the Squadron' M.T. to a high standard for the A.D.E.M.E.
inspection.
ocial activity is limited at this season, but the J.R. C. is
beng re-furbished under the hand of Corporal Johnson, our invaluable jack of all trades.
Our soccer team, under the captaincy of Signalman Marsh,
has now played its last game, finishi ng fifth out of twelve teams
in the league. Our centre-forward, Signalman Stainer, who
has played well throughout the season, was unfortunate enough
to sustain a leg injury which called for 14 stitches.
The wind of change has brought to us Captain W. Farmery
from Bampton, and Corporal Robinson, who is destined to
ma ter the intricacies of l!he new ration system as ration N.C.O.
W e have recently said goodbye to Signalman Kirkum and
Signalman Knight, both National Servicemen. Mrs. H unt our
civilian clerk has also left us.
On the technical side, we have been running an upgrading
course in Radio Tech. (Hy).

(CYPRUS)

This, our first contribution to the
Corps Magazine for some considerable
time, apart from confirming our existence here in Episkopi, will, we hope,
enlighten the reader as to our current
social and sporting life.
As to be expected, the sporting interests of the Regiment are many and
varied, and two of our most recent
efforts met with mixed success. The
Regimental football team won it<S way
through to the final of the Anny
(Cyprus) Challenge Cup, beating on
the way our old rivals 9th Regiment,
at Famagusta, by two goals to nil in an
early round. In the final, however, we
were matched against the cup holders
in the 1st Bn. The Black Watch (Royal.
Highland Regiment). The " Watcl:t "
went into the match with a very formidable record unbeaten in League
or Cup. The pre-match betting was
2 to 1 on tl1e Highlanders.
The first attempt to play the game
on the 4th of January was washed out
by torrential rain after only twenty
minutes' play. During this 20 minutes,
hov'ever, the Regiment took a severe
blow when, after only five minutes'
play, our right-half, Signalman George
Conlon, was carried off with a badly
dislocated knee, the result of an awkward fall. Major Charles Bushell, the
THE WINNING TEAM
Regimental Soccer Officer, assisted by
trainer Caprain Fred Stork, did some Left to right : Lance Corporal Scott, Signalman Mulloy, Corporal Burn, Signalman Teague, Lance
scratching to get a competent replaceCorporal McKechnie (CAPT), Corporal Noon, Private Cambell, Corporal Paterson , Signalman
ment, and despite other injuries manMacDonald, Corporal Grimwood , Signalman Patrick
a ged to get a strong side out for the
replayed tie on the following Wednesday.
Right from the istart of the match it was evident that tl1e
professio11al, Corporal Arthur •P aterson. Despite pressure we
Regim ent were in with more t'han a good chance. They played
held this lead until the change-over. Another goal mid-way
most at tractive football and had the opposing defence running
through the second half, this time an individual effort by Private
around in ever-decreasing circles and panic spread on numerous
Gock) Campbell (A.C.C.), put ithe ,Regiment .into a very comoccasions. This was a new experience for the "Watch." In the
manding position from which they went from strength to
thirteenth minute we went ahead with a goal by our Aberdeen
strength . It was no surprise, therefore, to a packed ground when
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we eventually won by these two goals to nil. Stars? Well, it's
pretty difficult to single out any players for special mention in
a cup-winning team, but Signalmen Mick Teague (goalkeeper),
Sam McDonald (left-back) and Lance-Corporal John Scott
(centre-half) played a lively "Watch" front line out of the game
and the talented Regimental forward line could afford to play
below their besit and still
lt Js certainly iworth mention,
~lso, that I Squadron, our Traffic Squadron, supplied no less
than seven members of the winning side.
Our football successes do not end there either. 3 Squadron ,
our detached squadron at Dhekelia, have won their way into the
final round of the Minor Units Cup competition, beating 42
urvey Engineer Regiment, R.E., in the semi-final by four goals
to one after extra time. A feature of the match was a good hattrick scored in extra time by Lance-Corporal " Brummie "
Latham and a dazzling display on the left and right wings by
Staff ergeant Pete Dixon (the old man of Regimental football).
3 Squadron are fancied in many quarters to lift the Church of
England Cup which is awarded for tI:Us competition, thereby
making it a unique double for the Regunent.
The Regimental boxing team had a drubbing at the hands of
42 Field Regiment Royal {'>.rtill~ry in the fi.rst round o.f the I nterRegimental Team Championships. Very ltttle went nght for the
boys and we were virtually out by the half-time break having
lost the first five bouts in a row. During the second half of the
contest we shared the remaining six bouts, winning our three by
disqualification, and it is only fair to say that ~ two o~ these
three we were well behind too. Due for special mention for
spirited performances however, are Lance-Corporal John Pink
and Signalman Jock Harris. It is also rumoured that as a resu~t
of this evening's showing Lance-Corporal Jock M cCullock as
destined to make a mark as a slap-stick.
Full credit must go to 3 Squadron also f~r winning the on~
day Royal Signals knock-out basketbaJ.!. festival. The compeution was originated by the Chief S ~ nal O~cer, M.E.L.F.,
Brigadier D . A. Pringle, O.B.E., whose wife. gra?lo~y presented
the Royal Signals Basketball Cup to our v1ctonous side.
.
Star of the team was undoubedly S taff Sergeant Pete D ixon
(Army and Combined Services) who, although closely marked
throughout the final, scored a brilliant 28 points, bringing his
total for the three rounds of the competition to 86.

wan.

NOW
l-IAVE
SOME
CAD BU RYS
-you deserve it !

Ohristrnas came and went as it regularly does. T hick heads
were too numerous to mention. One feature of our celebrations
which does deserve a special mention was our children's party.
This was a most excellent affair, culrrrinating in the visit of Santa
Claus with the finest collection of presents many experienced
fathers and mothers had seen at one of these parties.
The All Ranks Dance was a success and the packed
gymnasium remained orderly right to the end. The Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Dance was a N ew Year's Eve affair and
was, as expected, a big success for their hard-working committee.
The Officers' " Witches Ball " was held on Friday the Thirteenth of January. The Mess was ve ry "spookily " decorated
by " the Boys " and guests were met by the " Witch " herself,
admirably played by Lieutenant D avid M itchell, and served
with a glass of her potent brew.
Music was provided by a dance band of the 2nd Bo . The
Parachute Regiment. A very fine evening of dancing, a buffet
which again lived up to the highest trad itions of Mess fare, and
many kinds of concoctions were enjoyed by all.
17th

(f.1Ul~KUA'

Looking back through the last two months since our article
which appeared in THE WIRE in December was written, we
have had our normal regular number of visitors. Christmas has
come and gone with the celebrations being limited to our small
British element, and a Gurkha children's party. Nevertheless,
there are sufficient of us to ensure an adequate number of
parties for the children and the grown-ups. With the ~ub
sidence of the ew Year celebra tions into the back of our IIllllds
we are now re-engaged in the throes of individual training.
Unlike most theatres, we have no regular training cycles during
the year and this hiakes life rather tedious, particularly when a
D ivisional H.Q. or Brigade Group exercise is thrust upon us.
In consequence our training programmes have to be reasonably
flexible to meet such contingencies.
Many of you who have had the experience. of serv~~ wi~
Gurkhas will realise the importance of educat10nal trallllllg m
a Gurkha unit. Others of you without this experience will not
perhaps realise that Gurkhas, particularly those in the Gurkha
Signals and Engineers must be qualified in the two types of
educational cernificates, the English certificate from Cl.asses LII
to I which is devoted entirely to the English language, and the
~y Certificate of Education (Gurkha) which de~s with n~al
educational subjects, including Roman Gurkhali. In add1uon,
for the more advanced of the tradesmen, the qualification of the
normal Army Certificates of Education Classi:s III to I is also
encouraged. For this reason we at~ach much importance to .our
educational training. Without this, our G.-0.R.s ~tand lm~e
chance of improving their standards of techmcal effiClen.cy . .It is
one of the aspects of serving with Gurkha troops which ~s so
interesting. In our case, we in Signals, who are comparauvely
young in years can be justly proud of the progress we are
making towards higher educational standards, and as the ~um
bers of personnel qualified in the nOII!Jal AirrfY educational
certificate rises, so indeed does our technical efficiency.
What is not universally known by those who have been unfortunate enough not to have had any contact with Gurkhas is
that when these chaps arrive from N~pal , they come. without ~ny
knowledge of English whatsoever, little or n? basic ed.ucat.Jon,
and very little knowledge of Roman Gurkhah. To a~1evc; the
same standards of trad_e tra ining as the U .K .O.R_. ~s qulle a
task involving much hru:d .woz:k b>: the St!J~ent and .his mstructor.
Our a.irportability trauung 1s till rece1vmg considerable at~en
tion. The various modifications to the Land Rovers and tr.ailers
of 2 Squadron under Major John Sturge are of parucular
interest, and we hope one of these days to ~e able to swop no!es
and ideas with units of other theatres actively concerned with
airportability.
At last our new wireless sets are with us. Needless to sa y,
the majority of the harness gear, and indeed ~e insta lla!ions
themselves, are not designed for a unit who e. pnmar.y role 1 an
airported one hence the issue of the Saracen JO tall::iuons. However, with typical British and Gurkha ingenu~ty, all stations .are
now fined into Land Rover and one-ton vehicles, and exero.ses
inaluding officers' day on the new wireless set .have B?d
are taking place to enable all u ers t<? be fully acouamted with
these sets before the D ivisional exercISe next month. The raff
have not yet had the opportunity of pl a y~ with . them ~ but w.e
are confident that they will not be d1sappo10ed JO their
performance.
(Collfi1111ed
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One of the most interesting highlights of this month was the
arrival and departure of Captain John Alexander in. his b.oat,
the Ganga Devi, on roure from Hong Kong to the Uruted Kingdom. The Ganga Devi, which i the Gurkhali name for the
Hindu Godde of th Sea, is a 22~oot Bennudian sloop of 4~
tons and is being tlcd by a crew of three, including the captain,
John Alexander, Lieutenant Corkhill from the I/ 2 Gurkha Rifles
and Radio Elecuician R. H. Burt of the Royal Navy. The departure of the boat from Hong Kong on a cold December morning with a wind rising almost to gale force later in the day, was
the dimax of six months work and preparation by Captain
Alexander. They arrived at Singapore after a very eventful
jouniey eighteen days later and after a short spell refitting by
kind courtesy of the Royal avy they made tihe journey along
the Malayan coast to Port Dickson in three days.
In eremban which is 24 miles inland from Port Dickson,
we welcomed them and gave them every assistance before their
departure on 1st January after a very pleasant evening at our
fancy dress party in our local club. The Regiment, including
the Pipes, turned out in force at the harbour in Port Dickson,
and although a number of our officers were unfortunate enough
to be caught for speeding along the Seremban to Port Dickson
road, we nevertheless saw Ganga Devi off on its long voyage
across the ocean to Colombo with a cheer and a prayer. At the
time of writing we have heard from John that he arrived in
Colombo on 19th January and after a few days rest and refitting sailed again on another long leg to Aden on 26th
January, l96I.
Another highlight of January was the presentation of a Kris
to the Brigade of Gurkhas on Sarurday 7th when the Deputy
Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Razak, visited Flagstaff House
and with due ceremony presented the Kris on behalf of the
people of Malaya to the Major-General Brigade of Gurkhas for
services rendered by the Brigade of Gurkhas during the
Emergency.
All Gurkha units were represented, in our case by Major
A. A. Dacre, M.B.E., Captain (Q.G.0.) Birendrasing Gurung,
Sergeant Kendrick and Corporal Dalbahadur Rai. The photograph shows our contingent inspecting the Kris after the
presentation was over.
We have now said goodbye to our G.O.C., Major-General
'Jim' Robenson who has left the Division to take up a new
appointment in Aden. He will soon be followed by our own

Commanding Officer who is leaving us next month to return
to England to a staff appoinunent. As can be imagined, stocktaking boards are the order of the day in preparation for the
hand-over to Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Wotton, O.B.E., who is
due to arrive next week. In a few days we shall also be saying
goodbye to our Gurkha Major, Major (Q.G.O.) Dhanbahadur
Gurung, who has held his appointment for five years, and to
our senior Gurkha Captaii.n, Captain (Q.G.0.) Tejbi.r Gurung,
Both of these officers are returning to Nepal on pension and
we wi h them all the very best of luck for the future .

18th

REGIMENT

(SINGAPORE)

••Exercise Noggins "
On Monday, 2nd January, 1961, at about 2.30 p.m. I
reported with Land Rover 61BP75 to the 2/2 Gurkhas at Slim
Barracks dressed in jungle kit and armed with a Sterling. I

Lance Corporal Begg w ith some of GOR of 2/ 2 Gurkhas at Kluang
on recent Exercise

saw the M.T.O., who instructed me to attach a trailer to my
Land Rover and to be on standby until required.
I was •t hen given a bed space, dinner and allotted with a
24-hour ration pack, with instructions to sleep in and be
ready .to leave at 05.00 hours the next morning.
At 05.00 hours Tuesday, 3rd, I reported to my Company
Commander, who insuucred me to stay on stand-by until
required. Alt l r.45 hours I was told to report to R.A.F.
Seletar for air-lift to Kluang.
I arni.ved at Seletar at about 12.30 hours and was met on
arrival by an Officer of the 2/2 Gurkhas. The akcraft used
was a Bristol R.N.Z.A.F. Transport, •the loading of which
began almost immediately and was completed in ro minutes.
Lt took 21 minutes to reach Kluang airpont.
I then reported to an Officer of the advance party, who
formed me into his Company, known as Suppo1:1t Company
(M.M.G.).
Tihere were eight Companies, all of which left at intervals
and were eventually contacted over wireless sets.
We
travelled through Kluang and then on to Rengam, where we
branched off to cart tracks and continued until dark, when it
was decided to pitch tents.
The night went by slowly, owing to the croaking sound of
toads and nhe humming of mosquitoes. The next morning at
08.30 hours we •t ravelled over 48 miles of cross-country and
at the same time perfurmed Exercises. It took us about three
hours on cross-country and during t!hait period I was able to
show my knowledge of map reading. We eventually got into
Slim Barracks at 15.45 hours, and I must say that I ch.oroughly
enjoyed myself and at no time regretted going.

19th

REGIMENT

(AIR

Bnekgronnd . Those young men whose springtime
thoughts are turning to tihings other than tihose of the proverb
may even be thinking of the attractions of the Far East.
How can we tempt you ? What do we offer? And (more
important) what can you contribute to our Regiment in
rorurn?
Squadron Headquarters is at the R.A.F. Station, Se!etar,
which was the first of the pre-war R.A.F. stations to be built.
During tihe final bantle for Singapore in February 1942 it was
.ub;<...-cted to unceasing air and observed artillery bombardment
from across tihe narrow straits of Johore. The area was defended by two Briti~ battalions of the newly arrived 18 Di;vis.ion. Time has eradicated all the marks of war but die budding
actician or military historian can exercise his talents and imagination freely.
In addition to Squadron Headquarters, there are two Troops
at Selctar. The first, Seletar Troop, maintains and e-Kpands
rnmunications for the station and six "outposts" including
ne at the Naval Base and the C.-in-C.'s residence. The British
element of the Troop is small.
In January a new Operations Troop was formed at Seletar.
This is a mobile troop designed to provide field communications
for t:he R.A.F. at short nonice. Already it has deployed detachments at Kuantan in central Malaya witih elements of 16 Independent Parachute Brigade and at Jesselton in orth Borneo.
The latter gave litmle practice in living in the field as the .acco1!1modation provided proved to be a first-class ho~el with arrcondil'ioned bedrooms. We do
OT extend this as a permanent offer ! The Troop has linemen, cable jointers, drivers,
telegraph and line technicians on its establisI:unent. Apart from
any mobility exercises which we may ulumately be able to
persuade tihe Royal Air Force to hold, t!he Troop is shortly to
send a number of men to tihe Sarawak Rangers for basic tmining
in liv:ing in the jungle. If you are tied to an ~rmohair and feel
you can never leave the bosom of your family, we regret we
cannot accept you. Lf you are fit and efficient, you may .be
considered.
The R.A.F. Station at Tengfill houses the third

'Courtesy: Public Relations Seroice, G.H.Q., FARELF
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W.O.I (Foreman of Signals) Lees jo.ined "~" Company in
January, 1938, training as .Operator S~gn.als till March, 1941,
playiing rugger for ch.e Trammg Battahon as a Boy. .
In 1941 he trained as Operntor " Y" and passed his B II
Trade Test. After gaining experience in t!his trade he went
to Eaton Square and worked at the War Office .Comcentre.
After some months he left and served as Wa.reless Super-

There is a continued demand for clothing, particularly
suits, shirts, collars. That a suit is well worn is no
demerit. Articles attacked by moth should, please, not
be sent.
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Troop of the Squadron and again the Troop con ists largely
of Malayan other ranks. Tengah too was the scene of bitter
fighting during the war and the first ~apanese assault \"'.ere
made in this area. A new runway is under construcnon,
parallel to tihe existing one. The underground c::able system
has required a corresponding degree of exl?ans1on and rerouting, all of which has had to be executed without any mter·ruptlion of a heavy fly.ing programme. The Troop has become
used to working at week-ends and at night to meet these conditions but has had tihe satisfaction of doing a viral job and
doing it well.
To swn up, tihe work of the Squadron is to provide and. maintain landline communications for t:he R.A.F. in both theu: permanent and field locations and in each case it is concerned with
"live" communications, the failure of which would have an
immediate and serious effect upon the ability of the R.A.F. to
carry out iris own rask.

Singa1mre Island. Life is not all work and Singapore
has unparalleled facilities in tihe sporting and recreational fields.
"Temperature drops to 72°. Singapore shivers ! " This. was
·t!he headline in a local paper in January. Soccer, rugger, cricket,
hockey, athletics, rennis, b:adrninton and a host of. oth~r games
are available. Every station has a first-class sw=g pool
in use the whole year round. The Island itself offers rhe attractions of four cultural st·reams, Western, Malayan, Chinese and
Indian, and the often excitingly curious amalgam which results
for such a confluence. Sailing can be a challenge or a gent!}
relaxing pursuit. Fishing ranges from a quiet ~ntest of skill
in allegedly pre-stocked ponds to a battle of wits and sheer
physical strengW. on the open sea with the laq~est of game ti.sh.
Skin-diving and water-sk.i-ing are popular, while go-kart ra~
needs skill, mechanical aptitude and indifference to acousnc
shook. The Forces Motoring Club is an active band of enthusiasts and for the full~blooded there is the thrill of the Johore
Grand P.cill:: a few miles across the causeway from Singapore.
Annual Administrative Inspections complete the cycle and reinforce the argwnent that 24 hours per day are simply not
enough.
January Journal. The delights of Christmas are
meroifully behind us. Corporal J. D . Brown's wedding took
place on the 27.r:h December. To him we emend our congraru-

FOREMEN OF SIGNALS OF · THE CORPS

CLOTHING
Major A. A. Dacre, M.B.E., holding the Kris prese11 ted to the
Brigade of Gurkhas by the Deputy Prim e Minister Tunku Abdul
Razak

FORMATION)

Our notes for this month are devoted almost entirely to
We have included a short account of its role
2 Squadron.
and a little of tihe historical setting in which it functions.
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visor in 38 Welsh Division; in 1942 he volunt~red .for ~al
service in the Middle East. After some while with vanous
"Private Armies" sudh as Jellicoes SBS and LRDG, he was
capmred at Leros, in the Aegean, in November, 1943. ~eleased
by the Russians in April, 1945, he walked from Vienna to
Budapest, then travelled to Odessa, via Bucharest, Jassy,
Kuschinev and Kiev.
On his return to U.K. he had a not undeserved leave, returning to dury in November, 1945.
He .resumed Ills interest in Rugby and soon was playing
for the Corps Catternck Services, etc. He returned to Boys
Squadron as ~ Sergeant and carried on coaching and played
when the Corps won its first Army Cup at rugby.
In 1948 he went to Malta Signal Squadron and played f~r
the Army in Malta. In 1949 he returned to Cattef!Ck for his
Foreman's course, passing in May, 1951. He marned dunng
the course.
As S.Q.M.S. (Foreman of Signals) he went t? the S~ool of
ArlliJlery and in May, 1953, returned to Cattenck for hi.s .P.an
II course. Hav.ing passed, he went to 2 . Infantry D1Vl ion
Signals in B.A.0.R. and spent the "mo~t en1oyable 2 years of
his servke," being promoted to W.O.II m March, 1954.
After a shom sr.ay in 14 Army Signal Regime:i;t in Lemgo
and 18 Army Group Signa_s, he was rather hurnedly sent to
Chrisnnas Island (Paci.fie), "ia Iceland, Canada and Honolulu.
During Operanion "Grapple 'X,'" in November, 1957 I e
was at Forward Control witih the scienti ts when the first
H~bomb exploded off Chrisl!lllas Island.
He returned to U.K. in 1958 and after a short cipher co~
he came to 28th Regiment in June, being promoted W.O.I m
August 1958. He now plays rugger for fun has two daughters,
both a~ school goes camping wit11 the family and contemplates
ta~g up golf for relaxation.
91

lat.tons and to M.rs. Brown a sincere welcome from all members
of the quadron. Lance-Corporal Charl
now appreciates
that th duties of best man are far from nominal. Staff Sergeant
(Foreman of Signal ) R. F. A. Davi
has succeeded Staff
crgeant J. C. Pallicr. Ollher departures include LanceCorporal M. D. Bartram, almost a manger in our midst after
a year apart in epal The ballad he sang at the Squadron
Chrisonas Parry was written by him and his long absence did
not appear to have affected his intimate knowledge of the foibles
and idiosyncrasies of nearly every member of the Squadron.
Lance-Corporal W. J. E. Turner from Tengah Troop has also
left us. We shall miss those dismncerting silences with which
he ansv;ered telephone calls to the Troop Stores.
Sergeant Kassim Bin Ahmad has completed his odyssey
having left us for another r~ent last year and is back in the
Squadron fold once more.
Finally, we welcome Lance-Corporal A. Kirkwood, a much
needed reinforcement for the depleted ranks of the line technicians, and Lance-Corporal J. Ross. The latter we hope for
the sake of the Squadron athlenic record will maintain the truth
of "The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner."
Sraff Sergeant Atan Bin Osman Sergeant Omar Bin Hussein
and Corporal K. Fitchett have all been promoted recendy. They
have our best wishes in their new appointment.

Stop Press . Ex-members of the Regimental hockey team
will be pleased to know that the Regiment beat G.H.Q.
FARELF 2-1 to win the Han~rd Cup in the Singapore Zone
of the F ARELF Hockey Knock-out Competition. The final
versus 2nd Battalion 2nd K.E.O. Gurkha Rifles is being played
on 15th February and a full account of this matah will be given
in the next ~ssue.
Captain Eeckelaers departed for home on the Oxfordshire on
17th January. We understand that Captain Eeckelaers was
excused all troopship duties on the understanding that he made
himself responsible for his own troop deck ! Our very best
wishes are extended to Captain and Mrs. Eeckelaers for tihe
future.
21st

REGDIENT

(AIR

FOBlUATION)

Corporal Smith (captain), Signalmen Hartnellt, Alcock, Lance~rporals Downer, MacMillan to achieve the win by 30 clear
pomrs.
In the R.A.F. (Germany) boxing team we have been represented by Lance-Corporal MacMillan and ~gnalman Hall and
reoently both these individuals put up a good how against tlhe
Dutch team from the Maastriaht Boxing Club.
In spite of the weallher which caused two matches in tihe
North Rhine Wesfalen League to be postponed, the Regiimental
team have done extremely wcll, beating R.A.F. Goch 2-1
R.A.F. (Germany) "B" team 4-1, and drew witlh 5 Company
R.A.S.C. 3-3. In tlhe Major Units Cup we have been successful
in beating H.Q. Rheindahlen "B" team 2-1 after extra tii.me.
23rd

REGIMENT

soon became a little more settled and have since gone forward
with the utmost calm.
This month has seen the departure of a nwnber of O fficers
Mio have been fixtures in the Regiment for some considerable
time. Major E. A. Knott (O.C. 1 Squadron) has left to join
3cth Regiment. Lieutenant P. T. Jones (2 Squ.a.dron) has
departed for the School of Signals for a course, while SecondLieutenant W. E. Rodwell (1 Squadron) has been posted to
220 Squadron (Air Formation). Second-Lieutenant B. E. Fell
(1 Squadron) has gone back to civilian life after completing his
period of National Service. To all lihe above and to Mrs.
Knorr we wish them very happy and successful tours with
their new Units.
To fill the vacancies caused by those departing, we are glad
to. welcome Major and Mrs. K. F. Lloyd and SecondLie~tenant I. G. Dorward, all from the School of Signals.
Maior Lloyd takes over command of No. 1 Squadron. Also
amo~g th.e senior
.C.0.'s, Se~eant Sutton has a!'rived (after
passmg his B I) from 12tlh Regunent and is now in 2 Squadron,
an~ . Sergeant Thorpe, R.A.E.C., to help us with A.C.E.
trairung.
Recent arrivals from courses at Callterick have come Corporal
Henderyon (1 Squadron), who obtained a good pass on his
B I Lmeman course, Lance-Corporal Brayshaw, who did
equally well on a B II Drivers' course, and also LanceCorporal Hall. It is also good to note that Signalmen can
obtain gradings of "Excellent," as did Signalman Shilling
(" H.Q." Squadron) recently on a course.
. Congrarulations to Lance-Corporal Whyte (2 Squadron),
Signalmen Haughton and Binyon (both 2 Squadron) and
Crafmnen Campbell and Sarginson (L.A.D.), who have got
~arried during the montlh; to Corporal and Mrs. Baynes and
Signalman and Mrs. Philpotts, who have all acquired sons.
In the Rhine Area M inor Cross-Country Championships, the
teal? selected from Laarbruch managed to pull off a good win
ag~st strong competlition from other local Units.
Excellent
running by Driver Anderson (who has since been chosen to
run in the B.A.O.R. Championships) helped the team of
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('1•0Hs•Country R111ml11g. The team ha really excelled
itself this year. Having already won the Arca Competition
we have now won the Northern Command Championship and
thereby qualify for tl1e Army Championship at Aldershot. In
the Nort1hern Command Meeting we beat 8th Signal Regiment,
the favourites, by a comfortable margin, 78 points to 112.
Lance-Corporal Moss ran a particularly fine race to come in
third, in spite of the heavy going and a strong head-on wind.

E u tertainm.-nt. The Officers' Mess had a successful
St. Valentine's Dance on the 18th February and the Mess
Committee are to be congratulated on th<: kill with whioh
they transformed tlhe ante-room into a park complete with river
and real water.
The Warrant OfficeN> and Sergeants had a Dinner Night on
the 17th, to which the subalterns and their ladies were invited.
A good time was had by all.
~fovements.
Major Irwin, Sergeant Lunney, Corporal
Parkes and Smith with their families flew off to the Caribbean
on the 271lh for an extended holiday at Government expense.
And the best of Brittish luck !
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(TRAINING)

"L'he rundown of the Regiment has continued during
February ~d we have lost a large number of our old stagers.
However, m tihe sphere of sport we are more t!han holding our
own.

Football. The soccer team continues to press on and
now plays 2nd Training Battalion, R.A.S.C., the favou.riites, in
the quarter finals of the Army Cup. The second .t eam has
shown a great improvement <this year and with a further
increase of talent from tihe Junior Leaders Regiments should
soon enable the Regiment to field an all-Regular side. The
first team'.s record so far this season is as follows :
Quarter Final of tihe Army Ohallenge Cup.
Final of tihe Northern Command Cup (Area level).
Semi-final of Lincolnshire Services League Knock-out.
Semi-final of Lincolnshire Intermediate " B " Cup.
Retained Sleaford Chamber of Commerce Cup.
Top of Lincolnshire Services First Da.vision.
Goals

P

W

D

L

F

A

PllS.

13

12

0

I

78

15

24

28th
Regiment
(Army Group)

Hocke:y. The average age of the hockey team has gone
down COilSilderably t!his year with tihe inclusion of several young

The New Year was seen in winh the cusromary celebrations
and from all accounts everyone in the Regiment appears to
have completed the first year of the present decade in the very
best possible tradition. However, in spite of the rather hectic
beginning to the month and nhe aftermath of Christmas things

Regulars in the side. The team is doing very well and trounced
our old rivals, 6th Batta.lion, R.A.0.C., 3-0 in the quarter finals
of the Area Cup.
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ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS
(Nickel plated Hook and Loop buckle)

6/9d. each

Special quotation for quantity.

Wall Shields 7¥ x 6* Royal Signals
30/·
Blazer Badges " Superior "
. ..
40/·
" Quality" Car Badges . ..
38/·
Silk Ties Royal Signals ...
14/·
Pace Sticks
...
...
95/·
Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested
43/6
Export
33 /6
Peak Cap. No. 1. Dress O.R's 22/6 (plus post) 3/Shades 103, '17, 3, 61
" Fleet" Web Dressing.
Minimum 6 doz. @ 16/- doz. Plus Post.
Swords and Scabbards
Regimental Flags with Painted Badge.
Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Lanyards made to order.
Ties made specially to any design.
Coloured Cloth for Badge backing, etc.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist In the supply of Military Requisites
la THE PARADE, CLAYGATE, SURREY
Pleaoe note our new addreu

Telephone : ESHER 5226 /3705

SKI-ING PARTY IN NORWAY
From left to right : Sergeant R.. Woods, Staff Sergeant G. Mercer, Signalman L. Hughes. Second Lieutenant
D. W. Durham, Lieutenant A. M. P. Barker, Mr. Gu nnar Fin nspad (Ski Instructor), Signal man P. Mayor,
Sergeant P. Jeens

The first weeks of 1961 have for the 28th Regiment been
weeks of encouragement and success in the sporting world.
Top honour so far, and llhe most recent was the wnnning of t!he
final of tihe Morl1ison Cup Boxing Competition against the
7th Regiment at Herford on Friday, 3rd February, in a most
exciting contest whioh was decided in the last bout. Then on
Wednesday, January 11th, tlhe Regiment's football team won
its way into the Moniison Cup Final by beating the 4tih Regiment by four goals to nwo, so even after a rather poor start
to the Mornison Oup series, the rugby, hockey and basketball
teams all being knocked-out frurly early, there is still plenty of
hope for a higih placing in the final Cup results.
Still to compete are the cross-country and small bore sh?Oting teams, and performances in t!hese two are encouragmg.
The cross-country team in particular has not lost a race so far
and by winning the Rhine Area Champion hips now compete
in llhe B.A.O.R. Championships. The team expected stiff
opposic.ion from tlhe 13th Regiment, but it fizzled out. We
gallher tihey had self-stJarter trouble-bad luck 13th! Our best
runner, SignaJman Cochrane, of 3 Squadron, was also the
individual winner.
A large oontingent from llhe Regiment went to Herford for
the Morrison Cup boxing final to cheer on their team. A .great
ni~t's entertainment it was too, and how well 7.rh R~g1ment
looked after their visitors. The boxing itself was decided by
the last bout. Keenan was the first to win his fight, followed
by Howells, Stanistrect (just), WiJls (!) and Pottinger. On tihe
ollher hand, fortune had not favoured Connelly, Dixon, Copley
(very near though), White or Gately. Five bouts all and so to
the first string wOl.torweight· it was qwte obv>iou that both
boxers knew only too well of !!he responsibility which. lay on
their shoulders. But it wa the ringcraft and the expene-?ce of
28th' s Private Harry Ainsley Wihioh won the night? and n . ~s
to a mighry roar that the referee announced the pomts decision
in his favour. The medal and oups were presented by
Briga-Oier E. J. C. Har.rison, o.B.E., C.S.0 ., H.Q., B.A.0.R. Just
a month previously the 28tih's boxing team had its first defeat
of the season Wihen they went down to the 1st Bat.talion The
Green Howards in tlhe qUllllter finals of the B.A.0.R. Championships. At the time of writing the Green Howards have

carnied on to the final of this compet·iaion, where they meet
the Rifle Brigade.
Another sport to which the Regiment has given considerable
attention this \Wn'ter is ski-ing and parties have been to
Winterberg and Norway. During most of January a parry of
seven Officers and men from the Regiment made the journey
to Norway, where they have been undergoing some really hectic
training. Considerfilg that previously most of the ~y had
never been on sk.is before the results have been said to be
hicrhly satisfactory and it is with a little more confidence that
a
has been entered for the B.A.0.R. Championships which
take place at Winterberg in mid-February. One of the more
interescing points of the course ~ Norway ~ that whil t
in trailling near Oslo the parry, qw.te unconscious of the fact,
was watched by Her Royal Highness Princess Margaret, who
was visiting the famous Holmenkollen ski jump before attending
the wedding of Princess Astrid.
.
.
Ollher activinies in the Regiment have been fairly qwet these
past few weeks, normal duc.ies being the order of most days.
Except perhaps for 1 Squadron Line Troop, which had a
ten-day speH under canvas at Leutli on a training scheme.
The story goes that the men of the Troop asked for more field
work, so very promptly they were despatched to Leuth, where
they have, in fact, been living quite oheerfully in temperatures
of well below freezing point. Also, hardly in the category of
normal routine, has been the steady drift of members of
5 Squadron (W.R.A.C.) towards the di taff side of the Regiment.
The atmosphere of well~being that emanatei: from Lieutenant
:Palmer and Miss Phillips in llhe 5 Squadron Office may well be
explained by the receipt of so many nransfer fe~ over such a
short period. Congratulations to the Sergeant nuth , Corporal
Greatorexs, Lance-Corporals Berrys Sheldon and Burgin .
ow well under way are rehearsal for the Francisca Theatre
Qlub's next production " Sailor Beware.'' This fine comedy is
expected to be caged som~nirne in e;arly Ap~l, and alrea~y p.oducer CaptJain Tom A. H1pperson 1s expecnng great thmgs to
come of his cast.
FJnally, congratulations to W.O.I. (Forema~ of ignals) Lees
on his promotion to T.O.T., 7th Signal Regunent, and al o to
W.O.I (Sigccn Sup.) Neal, C?f 5 Squa~ron (W.R.A.C.), on her
promonion to Traffic Officer m llhe Regunent.

team
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Am ateur Radio Club. This club has only just come into
existence with W.0.1 K.ruight as its architect and principal, and
with Major D . V. W c!J.ings, M.B.E., exercising a supervisory eye.
The present plan s are modest-m aiinly to train and qualify the
members for am ateur Licences. A training room and workshop
have been set up and a transmi tter is available. When the
club is registered and has been allotted a call sign the details
will be made known to all othe r interested hams in the Corps.

30th Regiment (Trials)
Regimental Notes. T here has been an un usual
activity in the movement of Officers of the Regiment this
month. Majors L. F. Ball and E. A. Knott and L ieutenant
(T.0.T.) G. B. Mil
arc welcome arrival ; the Second-inCommand, Major H. C. Howell, M.B.E. has left the Regiment
and the service to take up an appoimment at Aldermaston, and
Captain (T.0.T.) T . H. Amon, who has made a lasting impres·on on the Regiment by his efforts in llhe gardens, has left to
join H.Q. A.E.R. W.0.1 Scott from the School of Signals, is
another welcome addition to the Regiment.

Staff Coll.-gP D e m onstratio n. - January, 1961.
Careful readers of THE WIRE with long memories will recall that
in the March 196o edition this Regiment made a full report on
its demonstration of signal equipment to the Staff College, Camberley, in January 196o. The demonstration is an annual
commitment for the Regiment winh the aim of presenting to
tudents a full and varied range of current and future signal
equipment installations.
This year, Major C. W. Ainswornh, as O.C. Demonstration
Team, was charged w~tlh the responsibility for mounting t!he
1961 Staff College Demonstration, with the Regiment as a whole
providing the manpower.
Obtaining equipment presented as many problems as ever
since little of it is held by the Regiment and it has to be sought
from the Signals Research and Development Establishment as
well as ·from other units.
The demonstration was organised in four main stands. Three
stands consisted of working equipments displayed in dle Sandhurst Hall and the fourth stand comprised fitted vehicles sited
on an adjacent hard standing.
Demonstrations were given on four days. On Friday, 20th
January, a parry of R M.A. Cadets attended a dress rehearsal;
the next morning a parry consisting of officers from the
War Office Soots Guards and H.Q. Aldershot attended; and
on the following Monday and Tuesday the Staff College
students made their visits.
For each of these parties the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Piddington, M.c., gave an opening address in
which he stressed the advantages of using telegraph facilities
to their fullest extent.
At the first Stand, Captain P. D. Mootham, the Stand Officer,
introduced equipments of the type which would be used at the
divisional level, including radio relay, terminal and telegraph
equipment.
At the second Stand, Captain D. H. Briggs, the Stand Officer,
introduced tlhe Brigade Group type of equipment, including a
representative display of line distribution aids. Captain T. H.

Lieutenant Colonel T. I. G. Gray, Signals D.S. at Staff College,
Brigadier C. H. Stoneley, O.B.E., A.D.C., Deputy Signal Officer-inChief, and the Commandi ng Officer in front of the dais in t he
Sandhurst Hall during the Staff College Demonstrati on , Ja nuary,
1961

STAFF COLLEGE DEMONSTRATION , JANUARY, 1961
A part of Stand 3 showing some radio ·sets used by the Royal
Art illery
Amott was also busy on th is stand explaining rhe details of a
facsimile equipment and showiing its products.
At tihe third Stand, Capro.in J. N . Naylor, the Stand Officer,
was surrounded by numerous H.F. and V.H.F . radio stations,
all of the new range, which emphasised, when seen en masse,
the diverse and confliot·i ng requirements of various Arms in
thek need for radio communications. Additional features of
tlh;is Stand were a giant-size model which . stressed the simplicity of the tuning controls of the new range of V.H .F. sets,
and an illuminated, electrically operated model of R.A.C. communications, which depicted the flexibility of control to be
obtained from the new type of radio harness equipment. Both
these models are S.R.D.E. productions.
Outside the Sandhurst Hall, Captain W. R. Hefferon, the
Stand Officer, wdth W.0.1 Knight and a number of hardy
demonstrators, conducted the visitors around tihe display of
fitrted signals vehicles which made up the fourth Stand. January
is not the best month to take part in a static outdoor demonstratrion but fortunately this year the snow held off and the
demonstrating staff merely had to endure bitingly cold winds
and a spot of depressing rain. Their sustained high spirit and
interest did them credit.
As w.i,tlh the 1960 demonstration, the 1961 demonstra~ion
received the praise and thanks of the Commandant of the Snaff
College, Major-General R. H. Hewetson, c .B., C.B.E., D.s.o., and
a tribute from the Deputy Signal Officer-in-Chief, Br~gadier C.
H. Stoneley, O.B.E., A.D.C. The Regiment as a whole is grateful
for the opportunity of being able to make a conttibution to the
good name of the Corps by performing demonstrations of nhis
type.

It is never possible to acclaim every indiviidual effort which
leads to tlhe success of a large enterprise of this type, but the
work of Staff Sergeant Constantine on the organisational and
stores side deserves mention, as does the work of Staff Sergeant
(Foreman of Signals) Doe and W.O.II (S.S.M.) Hornby on the
technical and administrative sides respectively.
S port. The major sports event during the month was
the hockey team's clash witlh the Junior Leaders Regiment,
Royal Signals, in the second round of the Army Cup Competition. Its isolated location means that the Regiment has few
fixtures against other Signal units, so that this fact together
wim the added spice of the cup competit!i.on gave the hope of a
spirited game on Wednesday, uth January, at Blandfurd. The
hope was well justified. A fairly even first half brought no
goals and in the second period Junior Leaders Regiment hurled
at!ack after attack OJ? the R egiment's goal only to be repulsed
wimout reward. Ma1or L .S. Bamber gave a prodigious display
of goalkeeping which kept the unusually strong group of spectators in a state of nervous suspense. W.0.11 Kelly was a tower
of strengtih at centre half, while Lieutenant-Colonel J. R.
Piddington at right back, fought a breathless tussle wli.tlh
Junior Leaders skipper and star, Captain M. A. T. Hartnett.
In extra time Captain D. H. Briggs raii sed the team's hopes
of victory by sending in a sizzling goal, but ~n the last minutes
Junior Leaders equalised f.rom a penalty bully.
T he replay at Newton Abbot on Friday, 13th January,
estJablished Junior Leaders superiority when tlhe Re~irnent lost
by nhree goals to nil. Subsequent victories against 37 Guided
Weapons Regiment, R.A., and the Amphibious Warfare Centre
have, however, re-established tlhe team's confidence.

Other Acti v it i es. Golf.-Encouraged by the proximity
of a golf course, Major (T.O.T.) ]. F. Everard, assisted
by W.O.II (S.S.M.) Simpson, has started an indoor Golf Training School in the Reg>iment. With the aim of putti.ng across
the fundamennals of stroke play to new enthu siasts, includ ing
wives and children, the club has esta blished itself in a converted hut and operates on M onday e ven in~.
T HE WIRE , MARCH
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SQUADRONS~~~~
20:i S(lUADllON (INFANTllY DUIGADE GllOUP)
Our orderly room fulfils three functions . As well as filling in
the space between the offices housing the 0 .C. and the S.S.M.,
it is a convenient repository for all manner of bumph and complicated office machinery. Lt is also the home of the orderly
room staff, and the trysting place of senior N .C.O.s of the
Squadron. Contrary to popular belief, all the important work
(and barely concealed skullduggery) of 't!he squadr911 is performed
within the orderly room precincts. Here one will find all documents graded above Topsec- such as Sergeant Ewer's football
pools, W.0.11 (F. of S.) Bowden's staggering travel claims, the
O.C.'s Oiriscian Leade11ship course report (?), and even sheets
of foolscap bearing hieroglyp_hics resembling Russ~an rocketry
calculations. These last are m fact the matlhemat:Jcs whereby
Signalman Padmore, imita·t ing Lance-Corporal Ta~e,_ attempts
to convince the Second-in-Command that a ten shilling postal
order costs DM 17.93. Lance-Corporal Tate succeeded in this,
hence his recently acquired stripe on which he is to be
congratulat ed.
Occasionally the hubbub of tea cups, typewriters and telephones is temporarily stilled by the peremptory buzzing of a bell.
This is not Sergeant Easter's patent alarm scheme, nor even the
shop steward calling out the Sergeants' Union, but a .s~ons
to the O.C.'s coal mine coloured office. The system is s:unple.
Four rings bring Signalman Padmore, three Lance-Corporal
Tate, and two Sergeant Ewer. The infrequent s~gle ring summoning the S.S.M. means that the O.C. has deCJded to buy a
white elephant decorated with a horse's head, and requires the

Treat yourself to a

,P4'1/lllll
IN BOTTLE OR CAN·

Brewed by SIMONDS
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S.S.M.'s support (moral and physical!) to extract the necess~
money from the Second-in-Command. The rules are not infrequently broken by one long riJ?.g, or. a series_ <?f s~ort o~es.
The orderly room staff take no act:Jo~; either_a v1s1tor is ,leamng
against the bell push, or one of the mrnates of the O.C. s office
has gone berserk-again !
.
.
Sergeant Hayden also lives in the orderly r~m smce blS welcome arrival in the Squadron. Although a cipher operator by
trade he was scheduled to hold the fort between Sergeant Ewer's
departure and Sergeant Godden's arriyal .. Howeve~, recent
signals proclaiming Sergeant Godden's un:nunent arrival have
reli.eved the situation-and Sergeant Hayden.
Our basketball team narrowly lost the Brigade Group kn~k
out cup final to 47 G.W. Regiment, after a ~~endous last penod
rally which threatened to swamp the opposmon.
.
Congratulations to Corporal an~ Mrs. T~ler on th_e birth. of
their son-and the speedy repairs to th~u Dauphine ~h1ch
suffered a nasty swipe by a somewhat errauc Jorry and _trailer ..
Our photograph of Staff Sergean~ Jones does not do him credit
-he is not normally ferocious. His expression does not denote
the inevitable worries borne by all incumbents of the office of
S.Q.M.S .

The Sandycroft Leave Centre
Penang
The next article was contributed by Signalman Boughton,
Signal Training Centre (FE.), who went to Penang on
leave over the Ch1-istmas period.
My leave at the Sandycroft Leaye ~ntre, Pe~, was
quite enjoyable and if th_e opporru:i1ty anses of gomg there
again I will almost cenainly tak~ it.
.
The only drawback witlh ta_king ~eave m Penan& from
Singapore js the journey by tram, whi0 takes approi:c-unately
twenty.Jour hours. Although P~ is only. 450 ~es ~p
country from Singapore, the track lS mostly smgle line which
does not allow for the pa ing of downward traffic, hence rhe
journey tends to take longer than it should.
The Leave Centre is placed ideally just ou~ide qeorge T~wn
and right on rhe ~eashore. Wit!.li an effioent bus service,
.
.
reaching the town :is no prob!~ .
The W.V.S. proVJde coach mps to all 1:11~ mtere nng attractions on the Island. They are always willing to help anyone
enjoy !!heir stay and try their utmost .CC! keel? ev~body happy.
T he main places of interest to vi.sit whilst m Pe~ng are
the Temples of George Town, a trip <?~ the cable railway to
the summit of Penang Hill, and a v1 it to the well4nown
Snake T emple. The Snake Temple is run by a ~t o~ the
Buddhist religiion. Within the Temple one can see 1:ive VJpers
which alcllough poisonous are in a drugged state, owmg_ to the
joss sticks ~incence burners). The snakes ~ lJ:C han<ilcd .by
visitors, but at night tl1e joss sticks are ei..'"Wlgwshed, leavmg
~he vipers to guard the temple.
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Penang Hill is 2,400 feet high and provides a m agnificent
vi v of the I land and the mainland of Malaya. The cable-car
ride take approximately 40 minutes to reach the top where it
i · urprisingly cool owing ro the breeze.
Th Leave Centre it
i NAAFI run, the food and accommodation being first-cla . Apart from i door sports there is
boating, fishing, tennis putting and, oi cour e, swimming.
It has an excellent reading room and liBrary and has a very
modern refr hment's bar, including a juke box wit'11 all the
lat t record .
George Town the principal town of Penang, is quite ancient
in pans, but is an excellent shopping centre, as it i a "Free
Port," with plenty of night life.
All in all, Sandycroft Leave Centre is an ideal place for a
holiday and I thoroughly enjoyed it and recommend otihers
to go there.

TEEPLE

DIDIPSTEAD

SIGNAi,

SQUADRON

The prolonged absence of any Notes from the · Squadron is
deeply regrened. Alas, work must come first, when it doesn't
interfere with leave.
To try to give a resume of what has happened since our last
Notes would bore you to tears-so here goes.
October w11 marked by our first District Court Martial of
a wife. Mrs. Sims was charged with " Failing to attend a
Wives· Oub Meeting." However, skilful defence by Mrs. Jones
secured an honourable acquinal. We await a reply from llhe
War Office to our query as to whether or not a wife of equal
rank should have acted as escort.
~~vember was too cold to do very much except inck>or
trammg. We have suspended Weapon Training as we have
!'een told that we are shortly to receive ohe new rifle. It will
mdeed be a treat to get rid of these Long Lee Enfields.
December saw the usual amusing Board of Survey with the
S.Q.MS. TV'ing "Hangers, coat" for "Hangers, aeroplane."
!he Q depart:l!1ent spent a busy fo11tnight manufacturing t'he
Hems to be written-off. We also did well to get a "Fair" on
our CIV inspection, a great improvement on last year. Our
uccess was largely due to the M.T. Sergeant's idea of privately
insuring all the WD vehicles from Squadron Funds. A montb
before the inspection we contrived an accident for each velliale
and got them resprayed on the insurance money.
Then came Christmas. No-one can remember much of what
happened.
. January saw a marked improvement in Squadron administration a clerk who could aorually type arrived from Catterick. No
longer need
S.S.M. stay on. untlil the early hours trying to
type last week s Squadron Daily Orders--never catching up
always typing such things as : '

me;

INTERVIEWS

The undermentioned should have reported to the Orderly
Room at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . etc.
Our recruiting figures are the best in orth Essex and still
'".e have not accepted Driver Phillips's plea to be allowed to
ign on for 22 years.
Tow we are into February. The really bad weather has yet
to come.. The monllh when we spend most of the time warming
and feedwg ourselves. Never mind, Spr.ing isn't far away and
then we only do coal fatigues twice a week:
By the ~y, does anyone know what is happening about
Dress ? Is. It o. I Dress? Service _Dress, Battledress, Denims,
~bat Kit, or ~ha! ? Bits and pieces come along from time
to ume. W?uldn t it have been easier to have manufactured
all the requirements stored them until everyone was ready
and then allowed the whole Army to implement tihe new system
together?
op l"res
Here is the War Office reply to the above
o."
219

QUA D RO~

(TRIPOLITANIA)

It's here again, the time to write THE WIRE notes but
~onestly, whe~ it comes to putting pen to paper well 'what
is there to wnte about?
'
'
Think, think. hard, surely something of some note must be
wo~ m~tJorung?. Let's see, let's ponder . . . hmm, did I
say ~S, correction,. I should ha".e said "ME." It's a fact,
when lt comes to looking for anything of real interest to write
about, for some \J!lknown reason everyone draws a blank. Anyway, enough of this blether, we'll start with our "Part II Order"

column.
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A r ri va l s. Mrs. Jack Kitcllen and family of our Orderly
Room Sergeant
ergeant Barry Ansell, R.E.M.E., and fam ily
ignalman Jack wcency, Private M argaret Brereton and Susa~
Mason, W.R. A.C. Welcome, and all the usual felicitations, e tc.,
hope your stay will be a happy one, etc.
Jlirth. One " W ILD " one now cleared from the "Pending"
tray and well and truly " I n." Many congratulations "Elvis "
and Mrs. Wild.
EngngNnt•nts. Yet another of our W.R.A.C. is wearing a
sparkler on the appropriate finger. Congratulations, "Bambi."
Of the seven girls who initiated our establishment 13 months
ago two are D1!1fri e~ and two engaged. Ah well, that's life I
suppose. Cemunly 1t means that the average National Serviceman here can " Grip." He too can say " I've seen 'em come
and I've seen 'em go.
~lnrriag-:s.
Nil return :it the moment, although one of
the aforementioned W .R.A.C. is about to take the plunge in tile
not too distant future.

Departures. Sergeant and Mrs. Ron Wright, our R.E.M.E.
Corporal and Mrs. David Tunmore, Corporal Dennis
Brillard and Lance-Corporal Lang. To the former we wish
a happy posting to Germany, and to the latter, all the best in
the realm of Civvie Street.
N.~.0.,

Den tbs. Chri.st!IJlas 1960.
Order " column.

So mucll for our "PT. II

Training. We have had the odd small radio detachment
out during the months of January and February, and at the
moment we have a detachment out with the Infantry Support
Battalion who are participating in Regimental Training in the
dc:sert. The. detacllment, ~nsisting of Lance-Corporal's Lee,
L1Ster and Signalman Hos1en, are, of course, maintaining the
good n~e of the Squadron by QSA 5 continuously and, we
hope, usmg .. - . (R) once, as opposed to 14 times, as has
been noted m the past. Seems to be a general practise on the
majority of radio links these days. I think the old wartime
saying ''. ~s your 'R' plus really necessary?" should apply here.
We anoopate many more such detachments having to "swan
off " into the desert in the future, so you had better brush up
your morse all you training operators employed on RTTY.
R egimental. Cast your mind back, dear reader, to our
of Nover_nber. Therein I mentioned the Unit's participatl<;m m tJ?.e Middl.e East Hanle Trophy. Although we did not
wm outright (wh1~h really was a trifle ambitious, considering
that ~ and no~ JUSt ~oyal Signals units, were participating)
w~ did succeed m conung first out of all Royal Signal units in
Middle East. Well done, on_e and all (what--<:ongratulating
your~-well, so what-after all, I did take part). Rumours
have lt that a crate of popular beer was promised to each member of the team . . . hmm, I wonder ? ? ? Not content with
our effort, our S.S.M., Jim Crabtree, is still as keen as ever on
this shooting business; I must say he seems to have incited
ev~ryone with mis shooting craze.
This, coupled with tile
arnval of our new ~.L.R.s may make our dream of winning
that M.E.B.T. a reality. One can just picture it occupying a
place of honour in our nice new porchway to our Crystal Palace
-sorry, Signal Centre.
~otes.

though the Editor will be hoping I never rea lly have a "field
day" when I will have plenty to write about. Goodbye :111,
from N OT so sunny Tripoli (a t the moment, an ywa y).

(O.C.LF.,
A ,Jolly 1 1• tlm Hill
BY LIEUTENANT

R. J. ROBINSON

On 230 Signal Squadron (0 .C.L.F.'s) first attempt at aov nturc training we found that although the mountains are not of
Himalayan calibre, the rain falls on every physical fe ature and
not merely on the plain--as in Spain. The nine member s of
the team which set out to climb Gunong Tahan, Malaya's
highest mountain (7,186 feet) are now convinced that Malaya's
prime import, ex:por.t and industrial market comists of H20.
The opening of this wet epic takes us to Friday, 28th October,
r960 when, at an hour heroic in itself, the team led by
Lieutenant R. J. Robin son, responded to reveille at 0330 hours
and began the journey, for which planning had begun two
m nths previously. The first ten hours were spent in the
comparative lux;ury of a tihree-tonner, Malayan Railways and a
forty-foot sampan of sorts which took us co a government Rest
H ouse, where we had what proved to be ~he last comfortable
night of the expedition.
A further two hour trip by sampan on the following day
partly through rather fierce rapids made potential Alan Ladd's
of us all. When at last we began the actual trekking (there were
about 30 miles of secondary jungle between us and Gunong
Tahan), we were ready for anything although some of the
phrases, rarely heard (we hope) in the Malayan jungle, belied
our attitude. Despite the fact tha t our official, hired guides
cook us along the wrong route and so forced us to back-track
for an hour, everyone was quite sa t:isfied by our day's work,
when w e set up our first camp in actual jungle. We were now
aware more than ever that our only link with civilisation was
ou r As xo using a horizontal dipole aerial at maximum range on
CW with W.O.II J. . Clark sitting ·patiently on tile other end
in Sercmban.
Our packs had proved too heavy and unw.ieldy (average
weight 58 lb.) so a fairly large food and clothing dump was
e tabl ished ir. t:his camp. The following day, after some eight
hours of continual trekking, the team was split up into a fa t and
low party to allow camp to be set up before nightfall. The
whole day proved the validity of our tllemc song, subtly wrirten
into the introduction. The rain in fact failed to wa h off us
only one thing, the leeches, which also divided their force and
travelled with both fast and slow parties. Failure to make wireless contact on this day neither weakened our faith in human
nature nor detracted from our morale but succeeded in making

ON THE SUMMIT OF GUNONG TAHAN
Mohamed (guide), Corporal Arnold, Signalman Curtin
Front : Daud (guide), Private Hatton, W.0.11 Day

Back row :

. Sports~
m~erested 111

I don't . think many of you are particularly
.our sportmg events. Certainly I must confess I
skip the sporung news from other units when reading THE WIRE.
Howevc:r, for past members of the Unit, we are still going
strong
the f~tball world, and have now got a Unit hockey
team gomg, which shows great promise.

u:

Reei:cati.onal. At long last, we are the proud possessors
of a umt qwet room. How long it remains a "quiet" room
remains to be seen, especially with tile elaborate plans that
have been drawn up by the men themselves. However this
latter point is a good thing, as the entire project is going to be
~ "do-it-yourself" effort, and experience has proved tllat this
is ~he best way to get ·the job done well and efficiently and at the
same time ensure it is taken care of when completed.
. At long last the camp cinema is under construction and iit
is to be hoped tllat the living-in soldier will have much better
ba;rack ameniti.es neict wint.er th~n he has had so far. Certainly
things are movmg on the right Imes. The camp itself now has
a. W .V.S. room, and this, plus the aforementioned, should make
life much more pleasant.
Well, I started these notes stuck for words. Looks like as
THE WIRE, MAR.CH
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COMPLETE PARTY, GUNONG TAH AN REST HOUSE
Back row : Signalman Curtin, W, 0.11 Day, Signalmen Sutton. Cross , Corporal
A rnold, Signalman Ramsden , Lieutenant Robinson

Front : Doud (guide), Private Hatton . Signalman Patterson , Mohamed (guide)
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us mentally balance the weight of an As10 against the usefulness
of War Office Controlled Stores. However, when we made
contact next day all such evil thoughts were brushed from our
minds.
It was obvious at this stage that due to the heavy going and
rather ~imited rations only a small party travelling light would
have a reasonable chance. It was therefore decided to form a
" SUlllffiit Party " consisting of tile fittest members who were
W.O.II J. C. Day, Corporal Arnold, Signalman Curtin and
Private Hatton with the two Malayan guides. They were given
six days iron rations and a six day/stage plan.
ccdless to
say, heavy rain through an unavoidably leaking shelter again
prevented the achievement of our greatest ambition-sleep.
The first day of ovember dawned wet. The summit party
left what was Camp 2 at 1000 hours and later that day struck
treasure in the form of a food dump left by a previous unsuccessful pa!lty. Howe;vcr the_c lm..-uries were regretfully left
behind for the return trip, and the party continued its progress
to Gunong Tahan rhrough mud, rain and jungle. If tile jungle
is neutral it certainly appears to be biased at times.
The summit pa,!lty's first night alone was not without incident.
It may have been that Lieutenant Robinson's charitable sharing
of his brandy fta k (for medicinal purposes only) was missed
but everyone awoke in the middle of the night to sec a premature reappearance of Guy Fawkes in the shape of an eerie
glow standing before the sleeping guides. Fortunately it d. appeared before Hatton was able LO reach the base parry. This
apparition is now known locally as the abominable "Uluman."
The next tllrce days in the official diary of tile summit party
make constant and valid reference to the increasin~ hortage of
food and con cquent lo of energy in tile tiff climb towards
the goal whioh was re~ched on Thursday 3rd ovember. The
raising of the Royal ignals flag and the ohotographing of the
member of t:he rnmmit party are regrettably the only record of
the battle again~.t he clements.
Meanwhile, l;ack at Camp 2, the main party was facing difiicultic . The ration situation had been reviewed and now
Lieutenant Robinson, Signalmen Ram den, Patterrnn, Sutton
and Cross were carryinii; out a progr.amme of " Internal "
economy on one and one-filth au a.ee , one and a half bLcuits,
half a Mars bar and a tin of M and V bdween two men plus
a mini cule of chee e. The shelter was imorov-d and an area
of jungle conve ted into a ~to k of wood. At this sta~e. misforrun, in nhe hap_ of gastric !'rouble, attacked ignalman Cros
who wa rather ill for four davs. Durin~ this period the time
was pent in a variety of proje cs, including the widening of
the camp area. vaDiou abortive auemot to land fi h. de oite
the ingenuity of the party in improvi ing fishing ta Ide. utron
w'B appointed Camo Comedian when he volunteered to be th
bait for tile fi h if he could have the prcciou bits of cheese,
biscuits and map to ati fy his own ga tronomic de, ·res.
Successful wire! s contact on the e days helped to maintain
morale which was re.ally bolstered by the return of W.0.II
Day's party on 5rh November with news of their succe .
The fireworks be!!an on 6th November however, when the
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order w given to nike camp. From th n onwards, typical
phra e
uch a ' All my adventure in nhe future i coming
out of a T. . set ., o " oon we can get as wet inside as out,"
k pr us going during the next. C?UPl~ of ~ays through the mud,
rain and more mud to our original Jumping off place at Kuala
Tahan. Here the B.B.C. (Bath Beer and Cigarettes) rook complet contr 1 after d leccJ1ing.
.
.
Our welcome back in the quadron lme at Par01 Camp
cremban, by the C. .0. Colonel B. R. M. I:Iiayles, Squadron
Commander Major W. G . Geddes together with the Squadi;<m
Offi ers on Tuesday, th November, wa almost encouragmg
enough to make us think of doing it again.
We now know that the obvious way to climb Gunong Tahan
i with nine bamboo cdan chairs and forty porters. Should
you too pick nhe monsoon season then '?e recommend . th~t
the chair arc lined with cork, whether this would be a JUStlfiable charge again t adventure training fund we just would
not know.
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QUADRON

(HONG

KONG)

At 5 a.m. on the morning of 22nd July, 1960, Pang Yau s
forty-foot fishing junk slid down pa t Castle Peak on ~e last
leg of her fifty mile ll'ip from Macau to Hong Kon.g. Llf~ w~s
moving along sallisfactorily in the smuggling and illegal murugrant trade. Pang Yau had never had it so good in his 49
year . He had a good supply of opium on him and f?ur illegal
immigrants this trip; an infinitely more profitable busmess than
hauling in fish. Unfol'tunately for Pang Yau the Hon.g Kong
Marine Police did not share his views on what constituted a
good cargo, and within a mile of home a police. launch moved
in on him howinu a K signal, "You are reqwred to stop at
once." Over a h~dred square yards of sail, and a steady IS
knot wind gave Pang Yau the idea that the police launch need
not be taken •too seriously-until a shot in the bows persuaded
him otherwi e. The magistrate wasn't too kind eithei;-coi:ifiscation of the junk and a year's imprisonment fo~ him, SJ?'
montlls for the sole member of his crew, confiscation of his
opium and deportation of the illegal immigrants let:t him
shattered, with a firm resolve to swap his Gods and consult
wiser oracles, before ~dertaking any speoial b~ness a;gain.
Six month later the Junk was put up for public auction. A
quick meeting of tlte Squadron was call~~ and it agreed . to
bid up to £35 for tlte junk. The decision was not qwck
enough. When the P.RI. arrived at the auction it had already
been sold but a quick piece of haggling w.ith tlle buyer secured
it for tlte Squadron at a bargain price.
.
Mr. Kwok was in a quandary. He had been lumbered Wltlt
a so h.p. Johnson outboard marine engine w~se innards ha.d
stopped working very hortly after he had sold lt to an American peed boat enthusiast. The firm had proved very helpful,
and repaired and reconditioned the engine free of charge; but
the process had taken some considerable rime, and how
on eartll do you sell last year's model when the 1961 models
arc already on tltc market !

THE PRIZE CREW
Corporals Gray, Hamilton, Signalman Cronin, a Chinese Coolie
(known as' Charlie '), Craftsman Mays, Lieutenant (TOT) W illi ngale,
Corporals Gordon, Kay David
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It took a little time to persuade him that the be t plan would
be to cut his losses and accep t £100 for <the engine. C.B.F.'s
fund footed the bill and the engine became Squadron property
on 22nd January, 196I.
In t!he meantime L ieutenant Roy Willingalc's prize crew of
Corporals Hamilton and K ay D avid ha d done some high financial juggling witlt a tugboat captain and .tlte Squadron junk had
been moved to Sta nley lipway. The Squadron boat club was
.
. .
.
already in bu inc s.
A meeting was called and the nammg, pamtmg, and modification to the junk wa discussed.
Decisions were reached. The junk was to be called
"Mercury." The colours scheme to be light blue, dark blue
and green and all modifications including t!hc provision of a
long cabin a nd ba r were to be in teak.
The club set to work and the outcome wa as expected . She
was called " Hosi ' -because nhe line technicians had worked
for so long on tihat citcuit, she was painted red (there being a
sale of several gallons of th is particular colour at the tiime), tihc
declcing fishing platform and cabin we;e completed in a .vari~ty
of wood ~ varyiing from Japanese marune ply, to Scandmav1an
pine-tihey are so much cheaper.
The sootihsayers were consulted and Ist February, 1961, was
found to be a suitable da.y, so to t!he accompaniment of the
Band of 1 R.N.F. Mrs. A. Fletcher, wife of C.R. Signals,
cracked a bottle of best San Miguel beer over hor bow, and the
Squadron so h.p. sailing and fishing junk grunted and groaned
her way down tihe slipway to tlte sea. She was immediately
captured by pirates and tihe Squadron Commodore was made
to walk the plank, much to the delight of uhe children watching.
A reconciliation was affected and "Hosi" sailed under command to her mooring in Stanley HaI'bour. For those posted
to Hong Kong we have vacancies for two deckhands, one
marine engineer and three mates. Applicants should be in
possession of local hands/engineers/masters certificate and to
fulfill War Office requirements should also hold signals trade
ratings of various types. Details on applioallion to ViceCommodore, 2s2 Squadron, China Fleet.
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SQUADRON

(MALTA)

At last the Christmas and New Year festiivities are over and
the Squadron is back to work with thick heads and thin walle:ts.
We will not bore the reader witlt details except to say that all
ranks and their wives, not to mention 182 children, thoroughly
enjoyed t!hemselves.
We have embarked on a programme of refresher and upgrading courses for Linemen and GaWe Jointers.
Major Bennan, 'our T.O.T., has produced for our inspeccion
and admirat!ion, photographs of a Faults Control he built in
Germany. With this emmµle before us we have, witlt the
help of me C.O.'s fund and Lance-Corporal Bennetti, set out
to beautify our own Faults Control. We hope th~s will add to
the efficiency of our maintenance system and suitably inl'Press
visitors.
Our Wiireless Ooerators continue to help and advise friends
in other arms. Corporal Johnson returned from a vJsit to
North Africa with the Commandos recently, and a detachment
is already preparing for a visit there winh the Royal Malta
Artillery ,in 1d:!e Spring.
A steady stream of locally enlisted men and N .C.O. s have
been returning to U.K. course bound. Staff Sergeant Busuttil,
Sergeants Zammit and Grech are a few of llhose who have recent!ly returned from Catterkk having made many friends and
successfully completed tlteir courses.
The main items of news on the sporting side is tJ10t GoKarting has arrjved in Malta. Altlhough we arc behind most
oilier statri.ons in tih1s respect, it does not detract from ou~ enjoyment of this sport one bit. Second-Lieutenant Marley won
the final of the first Go-Kart meeting in Malta recently and
other Squadron competitors achieved j!Ood results.
In the FoottbaU League we were third of 23 until injuries and
courses took a heavy toll. However, we have only dropped two
places and hope to regain them wi~h the ro~urn of our "soars."
The Unit Branclt of the Signals Association re-opened last
November witih a new committee. We are only active during
the winter months in Malta and our programme before tihe
summer recess includes : a dance and social eve ning with entertainment organised by Corporals Kybert and Young, visits to
the local brewery and cigarette factory, and a car rally planned
by F. of S. Moxon and Staff Sergeant Smethurst. This last
item is open to all comers and is to raise money for t he
Benevolent Fund.
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The Sq uadron's wives under the chairw-0manship of Mrs.
Hoyle, continue to hold tlheir succe sful mon thly meetings and
a number of exciting visi ts are planned for the fu ture.

A grea t doal has happened since our last notes, and we are
sure that all past members of the unit, as well as others are
wondering if we bad suffered under the axe of Army reorganisation. We are fortunate in that we are still going strong,
others of course say " unfortunately."
Jn August, Major P. H. Leney, our Officer Commanding, left
for a white collared appoinnnem in the Royal Radar Research
Establishment. We all wish him well and he carries our gra teful
thanks for all he did during bis tour witlt tlte unit, and our
thanks are also extended to Mrs. L eoey. Major L eney was
·uitably dined out in our new officers' mess. I t was more than
ppropria te tllat M~jor Leney should be pre:-ent on the fir~ t
occasion tltat the urut used the mess, because lt was due to his
untiring efforts that we managed to persuade the G.O.C. to
give us a mess of our own. The handover to Major R. J. F.
Whistler finally culminated in a unk parade. We now come
to Major Whistler and family and hope tllat their stay with u s
will be a happy one. We also welcome Captain (Q.M.) T. W.
Grigg who like our new Officer Commanding arrived from
Cyprus, and Captain J. H. S. Weston after completing ithe long
engineering course.
The unit has continued to do well in sport, and at the moment
we are leaders of the Minor Unit Football League. This year
we have combined with our sister Squadron to form a Royal
Signals (Malta) Rugby team.
The Christmas festivities went witll a swing with a very
e njoyable All Ranks Dance, and a Unit Whist Drive. The
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, under the guidance of
W.O.I Holloway and A.S.M. Whitehorn, held a very ~u~c~ful
Christmas Draw, and a New Year's Eve Ball. The U01t is 1ustly
proud of its Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, which we
run for the Barracks.
A Dance Band called the " Comcanairs " is now sponsored
by the Unit and is in great demand tllroughout the island, a
photograph of the band appears elsewhere. The. ~nd supJ?Orted
the Charlie Chester C.S.E. Show when they visned the island
towards tlte end of 1960. A photograph of the Charlie Chester
Show being entertained in the Officers' Mess is also included.
Forthcoming attractions are the openin.g of our. ne~v Tape
Relay Centre at Fort Bingemma by the Signal Officer-m-Chief
towards the end of February and the Annual Inspection towards
the end of March.
It is wondered how we are going to stand up to the Administralli.on Inspection because the S.S.M., W.O.II Ramsdale appears
to be fully occupied running Home Tombola. The Orderly
Room Sergeant is doing his best to persuade the S.S.M. not
to say "Buy a Tombola Ticket, Sir" to the inspecting officer.
Home Tombola is a thriving concern, and the last snowball of
over fifty pounds was won by Lance-Corporal Gillett, one of
our cooks. The firms profits goes towards the annual Children's
Christmas Party.

The Charlie Chester Show being entertained in the Officer's Mes$
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" The Comcanaries "

2:16

SfiUADHO~

(f'O.\ICAN}

As those of you who have served in East Africa will know,
Kenya has a very extended festive season, from about 10th
December to 2nd January (inclusive), ... ew Year's Day also
being a public holiday. The Squadr?~ came £?rough ~s
" spirited" action very well, after survivmg a . senes ~f social
act:ions-sorry-activities. The first was a social evenmg_ and
draw. Both the prizes and the " turns" were much appreoated,
especially Sergeant Brown and bis Beatniks. Staff Sergeant
Grainger and Corporal Waugh's sketch, especially the electro?ic
pips (Junior Officers please note), and tlle Officer Commanding
and the Quarter-Master assaulting each other with real custard
pies was thought to be in the highest traditions of Chri.strnas.
The balancing feats of Q.M. Parkus Spartacus dressed m full
(but brief) gladiatorial costume, proved botll that you can
balance on four beer bottles and that the worthy Parkus bas
not yet got brown knees.
After a short period for rest and reinforcements a very successful Squadron dance was held in the Kenya Regimental D~ll
Hall. The families were there in full force, and all the lads with
a goodly array of young ladies from the hospitals 3;0d the
Y.W.C.A. Full marks must go to S.S.M. Pearce and his band
of helpers for a .very fine evening.
Christmas Day passed off in the traditional manner apart
from the removal of a Venom from its plinth outside the R.A.F.
Sergeants' Mess and its re-positioning outside our T.R.C. This
was a very well' planned sortie, and mention must be made. of
the Field Officer, who, when told that the lads were removmg
tlte Venom, replied in a smart and soldierlike manner, " Right,
you take care of that, I'm going to get a Beverley."
However, all good things m':15t come to ~n ~d, .and we would
like to end our account of Christmas at Nairobi with belated but
sincere good wishes to all former members of the Squadron.
Before the soccer season out here becomes another seasonal
memory our former soccer players would perhaps like to be
brought'up to date. Lance-Corporal Dixon'. Signalman Murray
and Driver Goodall represented the Dobb1e League XI v .. a
May League XI in the last match of the season. The Dobb1e
XI won by an only goal scored by Driver Goodall. We combined
with ithe R.A.F. to produce a side for the Cameronian Cup
which we won after beating an Army Nairobi XI 2-1, and a
Civilian XI 3-2 in a replay after ~rawing 2-2 the first. time.
We supplied seven players for the side and tltey w7re: S1g~ml
men Murray, Siddall, Gregory, Lance-Corporal D ixon, Dnver
Goodall, Signalman Tyler. Murray played an extremely good
game, and should prove to be a tower of stren~ next season.
Tyler, despite a suspect ankle, showed ome delightful touche
and drew many rounds of applause.
We have had the hottest January in Nairobi for the last ten
year , and old member ·)f the quadr~n.will ?e abl~ t? imagine
what it is like in the hangar and admi01strallve buildrng however, t!he swinuning pool is fully used these days a~d we h~ve
produced some good swimmers fo~ th~ forthcommg
auon
swimming gala. The quadron swimming gala wa won by
Technical Troop this year, with Wi_rel~ss '.froop as runners-up,
and it also produced some useful indications of form.
The heat has not stopped the safari enthusia ts, and ergcant
EUen took out a party con isting of crgeant Mac ally, LanccCoI'poral Cross Signalman Hunter and Lance-Corporal Mahon,
R.E.M.E. He ' came back with six very ni ely mark d T<ebra
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f Photo by court<zy of East African Standard

Sicnalman foster, the youncest soldier at the Squadron Transmitter Station,
receives the Ea.st African Airways • Wirt~less for the Blind ' best Unit effnrt
shield, from Pat Pachebat, F.B.S. Station Commander. East African Airways
Development manager looks on

kins. Sergeant Ellen shoe five Signalman Hunter one and
an Impala. Lance-Corporal Cross al o hot an Impala. The
zebra skins were all taken by various members of uhe Squadron
for curing and will look very well on the settee when finish~d.
igaalmao Hunter lost himself and was conremplatmg pending
the night in a tree, with his .22 and one round, when the Land
Rover and search party found him. It is perhaps significant
that there have b...n.en many reque ts for the record "Litttle Boy
Lost" on the FB request programme lately. There is quite
a shortage of game just now due to drought and the animals
migrating far and w.ide in their sear<?h for ~~zing and war~.
Major Parks and Captain Blake vn.th families spent an enioyable camping safari in the Arusha area. They saw a lor of game
of all types and rook many photographs, an~ are al~ looking
forward to going again in the near future, rhat is lf Maior Parks
promises nor to try and coax a lion into the back of the truck
again, even offering to subscribe for a telescope lens.
The "Mercury Club" i still going trong, and Captain Blake
recently organised a " cheese and pickle " games evening against
210 Signal Squadron. I think that the most popular was
draughts played on a giant board with pint bottles of beer for
pieces and the primary rule was "all you took you drank"immediately before making your next move. No one now seems
to remember the result of rhe games bur a good time was had
by all and we are now waiting for the re-play.
There is little to report this month on nhe sporting side, as
there is some pause whil r the soccer players gird their loins
for the coming searnn, and the hockey players ger into their
stride. Howeve: as we have entered all the local soccer
!~agues, we can only hoce that the forthcoming season will be
as successful as the last. Sergeant Ellen is again managing
the teams, assisted by Staff Sergeant Stanley.
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(CO:\ICA~.)

The year came to a close for mosr of COMCAN Singapore
with a Squadron dance on the 29th December. This was
arranged by Transmitter Troop at Chin Bee, who emenained
the Squadron to a very enjoyable evening. Ir is now customary
for these annual dances to be held alternately at Chin Bee and
Amoy Quee (Receiver Troop). Ladies from the Singapore
Telephone Board and the Kandang Kerbau Maternity Hospital
aim graced the occasion.
Many and varied sports have been played since the beg.i nning
of the year, which have helped in rhe recovery from Christmas.
Th. hockey season is now closing with the end of the InterTroop Hockey League, and also an Inter-Squadron Hockey
League lasting about a month. In the 1rwo marches played to
date in the Inter-Squadron League we have won one and
lost one (defeated due to a technical fault ar transminers).
The Squadron has four representatives, Lance-Corporals
~orman, Twedale, Lloyd and Smiuh, in the r&th Regiment
and attached Squadron rugby side. They have had a
uccessful season, winning the Singapore Zone rugby comperiuon, and are now due to play the 2nd Battalion ew Zealand
Regiment in the all-Malaya final. The winning team then
goe to Hong Kong for the Far East final.
Even though this is the close season for soccer, the Squadron
h11ve managed to fit in a few games. These include a game
against rhe Juve'1il: O"fenders, Changi Prison. The match
was played out~ide the walls of the prison, but the Squadron
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Corporal Wan Hassan, Signalman Symes, Corporal Rudd , Signalman
Darus and Driver Baharum pause to split a coconut on exercise
in Malaya
ream was put off by the large number of " referees "
surrounding the pitch. Score r-1. R.A.F. Seletar were also
played by the quadron. Score, los~ 7-2. We attribute rh.e
extraordinary result to ~he pitch, which was not only floodlit
bur flooded.
The quadron welcomes Major Hawkins into irs midst, who
replaces Major Gray as Squadron Comman<;ler. We . also
welcome C11ptain MacLeod Officer Commandu:ig 61~ Signal
Troop (Cipher Equipment), who replaces Caprau~ Irvme, and
Captain Blashill, Engineering Officer. Everyone 1s very sorry
to see W.O.II Corron going home on medical grounds. We
wish him a speedy recovery in !'he U.K. for we do not want
to lose such a capable worker and sportsman from the Corps.

n ec.-h·er Troot•· Extensive changes are now taking
place our ar Amoy Quee. Integration is rakiing pla~e _with the
Diplomatic Wireless ~ervice to produce new bwldmgs and
aerials. A neighbounng Australian S!gnal Urnt ~av~ been
entertained by rhe Troop for an evenmg. Seven mmngs of
softball were played and then rhe total stocks of .draught beer
were drunk. Also on the stocks at Amoy Quee 1s one canoe.
Aim-to bear the present record for the round ~he island race
at presenr held by rhe Royal Marines.
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(Gl'HKll.\)

S(ttJ"A DHO~

(l~FANTllY

URI GADE)
This is rhe first time rhar this unit has broadcast news of
itself. We are a very young Squadron who officially came into
beino0 last September when we reorganised from "K " Troop,
17th (Gurkha) Signal Re~ent. We. are a predominat~l'Y
Gurkha unit, uhe only seconded Royal Signals personnel bemg
the O.C. (Major D. C. Hibbert), 2 i/~ and O.C. "(\" Troop
(Captain R. Benbow), Staff Sergeant Leighton Techmcal Storeman, Sergeant Lee, Radio Teoh.n!aian, and Corporal Roberts,
Cipher Operator. All other posmons and trades are filled by
Gurkha personnel.
The Squadron is located at Kluang, Johorc, Malaya, whioh
as anyone who has served in Malaya is considered to be rather
in the "ULU." Ir is however a very happy little station and
what we may lack in tright lights is made up for by the pleasant
atmosphere.
This past year has been one in which re-organisation and
training have predom.inated. Scaff Sergeant Le_ighton i~ well on
his way through rhe monumental task of mtroducmg selfaccounting and bringing the unit onto the new G 1098. In vhe
midst of it all 11hc new range wireless sets arrived and then t!he
fun really starred ~ ith he and Sergeant Lee disappearing under
mountains of packing materials and packing notes. However,
they reappeared after about a fortnight and rhe installauion imo
vehicles and rhe training of Wireless Operators started.
In between training and re-organisation we took pa!lt in a
number of exercises, some in real aircraft, some in " pretend "
aircraft and once (thank heaveans !) on foot. We have not been
idle on the sporting side, entering reams in all the Garrison
leagues but not, unfortunately,. achieving fame. T .he big_ge.st
achievement of •nhe year was l::emg placed as champion urut :m
the Signals (Malaya) Shooting Competition. . This we won
convincingly and js a title we intend to guard Jealously.
Although wc arc so far from home, THE WIRE is read avidly
every month to find out who is doing what, where; and now we
have starred contributing will contiinue ro do so.
TH E WI R E , M ARC H I 9 6 I

Left to right : Corporal Holmes, Signalman R. Sykes, Brigadier
Cowey, B.T.O., D.S.O.
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S(!UADllON

(llESEl\VE)

Brigadier B. T. V. Cowey, o.s.o., nhe Deputy Commander of
Singapore Base District made an informal visit to the Squadron
on Thursday, 26th January, l96I. He is seel_l in the photographs
talking to members of HF Troop and Radio Relay Troop.
The five N.C.0.s and men are as follows:

Corporal Holmes trained. as an Electrician Driver ~t
5 Training Regiment, Ripon,_ durmg 195.? and has foll<?wed h!s
trade ever since. He now drives an Ausun K9 fitted with radio
relay equipment. Boch he and his wife enjoy the sunshine and
like to spend week-ends on the local beaches.

ignnbnun Sykes, a National Serv!ceman from ~heffield.
He was called-up in June, 1959, and tramed as a Radio Relay
Operator ar 4 Training Regiment, Gaza L~es, Catt~ck Camp.
He thinks that the Squadron accommodauon a_t Pnncess M~ry
Barracks is the best that he has yet met. He enioys the sporung
facilities available in Singapore-most of all, rhe swimming
and soccer.
Signabnmt Cawood joined the Squadron on 1st
November 196o. He is a National Serviceman from Blackpool.
He was s~dying ar Sheffield University before bei?g c~ed-up
and hopes to resume during 1962. When asked his opmion of
the Army he replied " Ir has got to be done."
Sig11abn.an Ward arrived in Singapore on IIth December,
1960. He was called-up for his ational Service from Luton
on 4th February, 1960. Before joining the Army he was a
maintenance fitter in a motor firm and hopes to return on
demobilisation. He is enjoying his stay in Singapore, especially
the sporting activities.
Signnbnnn Waller, a very recent arrival from 202
Squadron. He left the Junior Leaders Regiment in August,
1959· He enjoys Singapore and he has alri:;ady represenred
18th Regiment at rugger and plays regularly m the Squadron
soccer team.
. .
.
The Squadron is now refitting ~nd retrammg prior to a
eries of Exercises in the none too distant future. We hope ~o
have further photographs of the personalities of .the Squadron m
future editions and have requested the Edl[or .to forward
copies of THE WIRE to the fam.ilies of personnel wntten-up.
l

SIGNAL

SQUADRON

(K.A.R.)

Firsnly, then, for nhe benefit of a?yone who i~ contemplating
volunteering for -service with uhe elite K.A.R. SJ.lP?-al S9~dron,
herewith a word or two on a few of the per·s onalmes w1thin the
squadron ne~ork.
.
.
Of premier importance of course 1s the O.C., !"1a10~ P. J. \"!:
Stephens wlho carries on .i nterminable conversations m Swahili
with our'S.S..M., Charlie Young. For a "please." and ''.thankyou" man as is your writer, it all sounds very 1mpress1ve, 1;>ur
I gather from people in the know nhat mos_r ~f the. conversation
deals wirh the health of the Sergeant-ma1or s chickens.
The latest addition or should it be acquisition, to the
squadron is Captain d de CLive-iLow~, who joined. us fro~ 24
Brigade. Thar brings me to a fow line~ on my Jotter- De
Clive-Lowe-a few words on the hardship he has undergone
in the last year." It looks suspiciously like his handwriting.
Ignored.
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Left to right : Brigadier Cowey, B.T.O., D.S.O., Signalmen R. Ward,
P. W. Cawood, D. A. Waller

Captain Fleming is our "flap" expert. He is at hundreds of
feet most of the rime. In fact according to a newspaper report
recenvly he intends to fly to p.K. in his own aircraft at the end
of his tour. The best of Briush.
The preceding paragraph bas no bearing on the fact that he
.
.
is also Administration Officer.
Major B. C. Toy, our new Traffic Officer (w1~ the a1? of
Staff Sergeant T . Johnstone) has imbued us all with an al! of
Boddington-like efficiency. However, nev~ fear, our combined
efforts will no doubt defeat them both m the end. We do
sincerely welcome him and his wife into the fold. We . regr.etfully said farewell to Major " Sandy " Henning and his ":'ife,
who departed this life for the dreaded back\".aters <?f Fontamebleau. Rwnour has it that he trned to ger th.is posting changed
for one to Boddingron. However, Major H enning, if you find
that you have ro go to France after all, we wish borh Y<?U and
your wife a very good forrune. Steady on the Eu de Vie.
We also bade farewell to Captains Savage Johnstone and
Hartshorn.
.
The nvo former have gone to solve nhe mysteries of ~ow
the Army functions and no doubt to forward a few suggesuons
of their own at Scaff College.
.
.
Captain ~artshorn is wintering in_Cattei:ick. I s:1Y "Wmtering" as ir is doubtful whether he will surv1ve the ngours of the
olimate.
To all nhree we send our felicitations.
We must welcome inro the Signal Centre shift-club Se:geant
W. Mckay who arrived in time ro volunteer (?) for a Christmas
shift. As our future in that respect looked rallher bleak, he was
oreeted with undoubted warmth.
0
Inevitably we mrust come to sport. Although f?~ th7 past
week or two i!his aspect has been rather slack. ~naipau?~ ?f,
and then recovering from, nhe onslaught of Chn~as act.LVlllJ.es
have deterred even the most hardy.
The Squadron hockey team, run mos.r ~bly by \Y.O.II ~
Oakley, have their 1successes and defeats m. the m~or .uruts
league. . ™s pantioular league has to fight ag~ the mevatable
exercise cancellatlions, but we are gra~ually P1:1ymg off arrears.
Slowly, too, wii!h.in this league, we are mtroducmg some A.0.R.s
and we have so far found some keen and useful players.
In addition Major Stephens, W.O.II Oakley and . Staff
Sergeant Slater turn out regul_arly for the K.A.R. ~earn m . the
major units league. No doubt i! we can y.rean. Gapram de CI:veLowe from his cricket he too will be havlllg his share of hockey.
Cricket is practically unknown ar the; m?menr from an Arm_y
point of Viiew, w'hioh is mo~e ~an a p1ry m a country so obviously ideal for it. The ma!D difficulty is an Army ground bur
I hear a whisper that things are underway. We have several
keen cricketeJ:ls waiting for the oall.
.
Sergeant K. Slaughter, our M.T. ~erg~ant, ~ga!D competed
in the Civilian Jarbuni motor cycle truals, :m wiuc;h he ):las been
rw.ice placed first in the prece~ years. A third wm w~uld
have retained him the trophy outng!it: . Unf?rtunat~ly, agam r
a stronger challenge of import~d civilian b~e , nh1s year he
came a very gallant third. This alone, on his old Marchll'.ss,
de erves our congratulations on a fine effort. Also comperm_g
were Corporal Hall, R.E.M.E., and Corporal Metcalf who, if
not among the leaders, acquitted themselves well ..
The rugger season i nearly upon us. On this rock-hard
ground only uhe brave and Iri~e? seem to play.
taff
Sergeant Johnstone wa~ seen walkmg mro work th other day
in i!he interests of physical firne s.
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TROOP

(CAl'tlEROONS)

This T roop has be"n with the British J:'.orc~ in the British
Cameroons, that tiny red pot next to Nigeria on the map,
since August la t year. We are 24 .strong ~' apart fron.i <;>ur
original LaSk of provid ing t!he rear lmk to N airobi an~ ass1s~g
wi th internal communications, we have had some mterestmg
and unusual ra ks. We have provided the Plebiscite officials
and the United Nations observers with wireless facil ities. The
procedure on these nets would, no doubt . cause quite . a s~r
in the monitoring world. We have had voice conver. atllons ill
French
panish and Pidgen English, not t.o. me ntion evc;ry
accent of the English voice. Corporal M ornmer, the marnsray of the United Nation link, will, I feel ure, add a refreshing touch to any wire!
link when he r eturns to llhe more
normal ,.,-orld of signals.
With only 14 of our sttengnh at Headquamers we have been
som w:h.at restricted in our porting activities. We have managed
to field a soccer team, it lost needless to say; howe ver, Signalman Baldry, our tar player, has been a regular member of
the force team. We entered our Landrover as part of the
British Army Motoring Association's sponsored force team, in
the Cameroon Motor Club's autumn rally. Sjgnalman Lofthouse drove and achieved a very creditable third place out of
20 entries in the individual placings. He now imagines he .i.s a
second Stirling Moss, much to the dismay of those who have
travelled with bim since.
We get a lot of swimming and for those with the urge to
climb, Mount Cameron towers its 13,ooo~oot head over the
camp. It is rumoured that Corporal Easte.11 has boasted that
the Corps flag will be flying from the peak before we leave.
We have no arrivals, departures, births or marriages to report,
not having been in existence for long enough; however, we are
all hoping to leave for home before the rains start again-400
inches between July and September would wash us all away.
BRITIS H

F ORCES

ARABIAN

I Ith Hussars (Prin ce A lbert's O wn)

PENINSUL<\
Si~nal

Troop

Since our last appearance in THE WIRE quite a lot has
happened and there are new faces in the Troop; Corporals
mith and Westgate, Lance-Corporals Bunon, Hall, Fincher
and Wilson. Our congratulations go to Corporal Kane on his
recent promotion.
The Regiment's move from Northern Ireland to Aden has
been completed and we are now settled in.
The Signals Advance Party, consisting of W.0.11 Shelley,
Lance-Corporal Plummer and Signalman Chin, arrived in
October after a very enjoyable air trip in a DC.6 (Eagle Airways) from London Airport. It was made all the more enjoyable
by the Air Hostesses who looked after us very well, knowing
we had left the cold, wet winter of Blighty for the glorious sunshine and blue skies of Aden. The main party arrived in
November on the Troopship " Nevasa."

You old soldiers who have been to Aden years ago wouldn't
recognise the place now. Quite a large town has sprung up and
a lot more quarters are available for rna.rri~ personnel. It's
urpri ing the number who want to extend their tour. There is
even a Marks and Spencer in Ma'Alla. T his 1time of the year
is quite pleasant- just like a ho t mid-summer day in Blightyand by the sea a lovely cool breeze blows all the time. The
sumrm:r, we have been informed, is rather humid but for those
fortunate enough to be based at Little Aden th ere is air conditioning in the billets by kind permission of British P etroleum,
some of whose buildings we have taken over. Very good relations exist between the Services and B.P. They h elp us by
loaning some good documentary films and a few invfaal!ions out
to dinner. W e also enjoy gam es of hockey and football with
them.
T here is plenty of swimming (behind ~he 9harkproof net),
fi hing and a cinema show six out of seven nights a week. We
only wish we had a bigger selection of films. We h ave seen
' The Vikings" three times already. I wonder if J. Arthur
Rank will r ead <this ! L ance-Corporals Plummer and Carr run
the cinema efficiently, showing films without the usual five
minutes' break b etween reels.
Most of the Troop have applied for leave to Mombasa and
intend to go on an organised safari and bag an elephant or
rhino. These safaris cost only a few pounds for Service personnel. If they don't shoot with a gun they can always shoot
with a camera and there is some wonderful scenery to be shot,
including Mount Kilimanjaro.
This Regiment took over from the Royal Dragoons and in a
recent issue of THE WIRE W.0.11 Williams gave an explanation
of the work we do, so I will not -go into details. Suffice to say
we are an Armoured Car Regiment with detachments all over
the Command with enough r adio sets to keep us busy.
Corporal Kane and Lance-Corporal Fincher are the only
Signal representatives in the Western Aden Protectorate. They
are keeping the flag flying and the Hussars think well of them.
The detachment at Sharjah consists of Sergeant Lockley,
Corporal Anderson, Lance-Corporals T. Slater, D. C. Slater and
Wilson. Unfortunately water is rationed for them and they have
to wash in salt water and take a shower using shampoo to get
a lather. Woo! Woo!
We have now two amateur Radio Stations in the Regiment,
Sergeant Lockley, MP4TAC, and W.0.11 Shelley, VS9ARS.
So if the Regimental net breaks down between Aden and
Sharjah (1,000 miles approx.) there is always an alternative.
Amongst some of our contacts are G3KFG (Cheltenham),
PY2CK (Bnu;il), CX2CO (Montevideo), CR7EV (Johannesburg),
DJ5JU (Gennany), UA6AI (near Caspian Sea).

Sport
ARHY

Left to right : Lance-Corporal Plumme r , Signa lme n Cassidy, Lennon,
Lance-Cor poral Carr, Co r poral W estgate
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RUGBY FOOTBALL CllAlUPIONSIDP
8th REGIMENT

Our last news of the rugger team was about our-then-pending
trip to Barton Stacey to play 25 FJeld Regiment R.A. in the
U.K. Semi-Final of the Army Cup. We had quite a game and
after extra time managed to win 15 points to 6 and so ali! was
set for a ~rip to Aldershot to meet our "old enemies," the Duke
of Wellington's Regiment in the U.K. F.inal. This time the
Dukes were too good for us and beat us 17 points to· nil. It just
was not our day. The Dukes produced a team-every J?layer
in their team is currently J?laying for a first-class club and soon
proved nhat they are really a grand team. We had our moments
but just could not craok their defence despite some valiant work
by our scrum half, Signalman Regan, and our very much of a
light weight paak. lit was the old story of the good " big 'un "
being too good for the good "litllle 'un."
This season Signalman G. Sharpe has played regulady for
the Army and Corporal D. Williams has played in nhe Army's
last tJWo games. Signalman Regan (scrum half) and Signalman
Burchill (hooker) who beoween tihem must measure almost ten
feet, have also played for the Army against Oxford Uruveiisity.
An honourable mention also for Lance-Corporal Pepper whose
leadership of the pack and all round enthusiasm has done
wondel1S in building up a team whi.oh has done a verry good
job in getning so far in the A!rmy Oup.
T HE WIR E, MARCH
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Signalman J. Baylis

Army Cyclist of the Year
" Catterick Column " of the " Northern Despatch "
This was the title conferred on Signalman John Baylis, 8th
Signal Regiment, when he was presented with the Sir W~ter
Raleigh Trophy for the Army Best All-rounder Compeuuon
1960 by General Sir Cecil S. Sugden? K.C.B., .C.B.E., at the Annual
General Meeting of the Army Cyclmg. Uru~ h~d at the W~
Office on 2nd December 196o. To achieve this tJt!e John Baylis
compet ed in Time Trials of 25 miles, 50 miles and 100 . miles
at an average speed of 25.134 miles per hour, a truly magnifi~c;nt
achievement which brings him into the top class of Bnosh
cyclists. This is confirmed by the fa~~ tha~ he was presented
with the R=er-Up Trophy for the Nauonal Cyclist of the
Year" Competition in the Albe~t Hall on 3r~ D~ber, 196o.
This has been a great year ill Army cy<:ling circles for 8th
Signal Regiment,, for in additi<?n. to the prune award to John
Baylis, Second-Lieutenant ~c Ward accepted on behalf. of
his Unit, the trophy for the wmners of the Army Roller Racmg
ChampionshiJ?S 1960, the Runners-up .Trophy for .the .lnterUnit (Fraser) Challenge Cup Compeut1on, and thrrd m the
Army Best All-round Competition 196o.

Royal Signals (Cyprus)
Basketball Festival
A one-day knock-out bask~ ~ball festival for Royal Si~nal s
units in Cyprus was held m the Command Gymnas~um,
Dhekelia on Tuesday, 24th J~nuary, 1961, and resulted ill a
wi n for 3 Squadron, 15th Regiment.
.
.
The festival was ori~ated by the Chief Signal Offi~
M .E.L.F., Brigadier D. A. Pringle, O.B.E., who came to Dhe~elrn
to watch tihc play. •Mrs. D. A. Pringle gave away the; pnzes.
Eight Sigool units competed .in ~he first round, producmg four
serni-finslists, and thus two finalists over the three. rounds. By
good fortune, the two best teams did not meet until the final.
The most exciting match in the first round was between I
Squadron 20th. Regiimem and 15th Regimem."A" team. Sco!es
were level when tihe final whistle blew, but m the ex~a per1od
of five minutes 2ovh Regiment just got home by 25 pointJs to 24.
Collins of 20th Regiment with a personal i;core of 14, was nhe
most noteworthy performer in this ~atoh. .
3 quadron 15th Re~ment, the u!tunate Wl!111ers of the C?mpenition, swamped_ !!heir opponents 1?Y 36 pomts to II, Dixon
(Army and Combmed Services) scormg 29.
.
In the first semi-final, 2 Squadron 9th Regunent scored
hc-avily to beat 2onh Regiment "B" team. ~ Squadron's ArJ?lY
player Hedge, played well to score 13, and Wlnh t'he tall A~d~~e
scoring 14, 2 Squadron's attack appeared to have a flexibility
THE WIR E, MAR CH
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in it which augured well for the final. Indeed, it ":Vas a more
impressive team at this stage than the ,other .finalist to-be, 3
Squadron 15th Regim<."Ilt. 3 Squa?t:on s t~cues ~ere clearly
seen to be based on feeding the brilliant llixon with the ~'
and in winning its semi-final, 3 Squadron am assed 41 pomts,
.
.
29 of which were scored by D ixon .
The final brought togetiher th<: t wo most fa~cied teams, with
opinion slightly in favour of a wm by 9th Regi?1ent. FrOf!l ~e
opening whistle, however, 3 Squadron est.a~l ished ~penon.ty
by good all-round play and greater accuracy ID shootmg. The
3 Sq uadron defence was also v_e_ry ,effective, Noon and ~ri~
block.1ng out most of the opposltlon s attacks. After 15 m1Dll~es
play 3 Squadron were dominating the game and we re leadin_g
18-d, when 9th Regiment t?<>k a Time out .to change both their
team and their tactics. TIUs manoeuvre paid off to some degree
and art: half-time the score was 22-7. Continued pressure .by 9m
Regiment in the second hall further reduced the defiClt, and
when the score had reached near equality at 32-27, S.taff
Sergeant Dixon of nhe 15th Regiment team fe~t th.at the tune
had come to call a time out. lt had been obvious throughout
that 3 Squadron had been relying on nhe b1'il.liant Di.x~n to SC<?re
the baskets. Close marking of this player, combilled with
forceful attack by 9th Regrl.ment, was ~g to turn the ~·
On the resumption of play, 9th Regiment made an excitmg
attack. Noon, of 3 Squadron, too~ a reh?und, passed to
O'Doooghue, who quickly passed to Dixon. p~on faked ~ shot
but passed to Harlow, who ran in to score brilliantly. Th1:s was
possibly the most critical 1?3sket of the match. 9th Regiment
did not give up but cont!Dued to press strongly. However,
Dixon, despite close marking, eluded the defence .to score two
furnher baskets which sealed nhe fate of 9th Reg=ent.
For 2 Squadron 9th Regiment, Hedge. a.i:id Jones were outstanding. 3 Squadron's de~ence, coDSJ.sl!lDg of Noon and
Driscoll was sound and conSJ.stent, but undoubtedly, the best
,
player ~f the day was Staff Sergeant Dixon.
At tihe conclusion of the final match, Mrs. D. A. Pringle gave
away ~he Royal Signal Basketball Cup to 3 Squadron 15th
Regiment.
First Round
20 th Regiment " B " . ..
203 Sqn. .. .

37

2 Sqn. 9th Regiment. . .

38

15th Regime:ot " B ,, . ..

8

Sqn. 20~ Re~e!!t .. .
15th Regunent A .. .

25
24

Collins 14, Sears 8, Haslam 3.
Bennett 12. Williamson 5, Streuon
Block 2.

3 Sqn. 15th Regiment ...
1 Sqn. 9th Regiment ...

36

Dixon 29, Driscoll 4 , Gray 3.
Perry 5, Nicholson 2, Elwick 2, Sturdy

1

S emi-Finals
2 Sqn . 9th Regiment ...

14

II

39

Regiment " B ,, ...

15

3 Sqn. 15th Regiment . ..
1 Sqn . 20th Regiment .. .

41

22

Final
3 Sqn: r 5th Regiment ...
2 Sqn. 9th Regiment . . .

36
32

20 th

Doody 24. Reeves 7, Crump 4, Aimer 2.
Stokes 6, Senior 4 , Williams, R. 2, Fenney 2.
Hedge JI. Thompson 10, Audoire
Brice 5, Richardson, D. 4.
Kane 6, Cockayne

8,

2.

5,

2.

Audoire 14, Hedge 13, Brice 6, Jones 4,
Richardson, J. 2 .
Reeves 8, Doody 7.
Dixon 29. Gray 3, O'Dnnaghue 3, Blake 2 ,
Harlow 2, Driscoll 2 .
Collins 12, Sears 10.

Dixon 28, O' Donaghue 4, Harlow 4.
Hedi:;e 11, Jones u , Audoire 4, Ric~rdson,
J. 3, Brice 1, Thompson 1 , Richard·
son, D. I.
Referee: Staff Sergeant Judge, A.P .T.C.
Umpire: Mas e)'.
Scorer: Patterson.
Time-keeper: Costello.

" A thinJ: of beauty is a joy for ""er"

wear a distinctive

BLAZER BADGE

Made entirely BY HAND to the approved R egi.menw design, In
finest quality gold and silver wire and silks, to last you for ycan.
We supply on neutral dark navy 1 black cloth, or on your own
detached pocket (blazen must not be sent).
THE ROY AL SIGNALS BADGB COSTS
FORTY-FIVE SHILLING S POST PAID.
Despatched within seven days fr?Dl receipt of .ttm,ittance,. subject
0 immediate refund if you a.re Ill any way dtssausfied with our
t
craftsmanship.
REGIMENTAL TIE (STRIPED, PURE SILK) 15/· POST PAID

D. J• PARKINSON
GO LD AN D SILVER W I RE BADGE-MAKER

124, VALLEY DRIVE, BRIGHTON , 5
(Brl 1h t on 27180)
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Inter-Unit Sailing Competition at
Singapore
TORY BY CORPORAL R. S. H. MANN (G.S.C.),
PHOTOGRAPHS BY

TERRITORIAL

At Last

TAFF SERGEANT B. FUSSEY (R.A.0.C.)

In a oool, blustery wind and choppy sea me cream of
Almy yach men in the Far Ea t fought out the fir"lt Far East
Land Forces' Inter-Unit ailing Championship ever to be held.
For three days team from Hong Kong, Malaya and
Singapore oontested the finals which were staged at the Royal
Singapore Yacht Club on 3rd, 4th and 5th January.
Although sailing has been a major port for Servicemen in
the Far East for many year"l this was the first time they had
been given the opportunity of compelling against one anot!her
for tiheir own trophy.
Colonel L. V. F. Fawkes, who was Commodore of the
FARELF Sailing Club from May, 1960, to November, l96o,
in"tiated the scheme to implement the championship competition. The Championship was to have been held in November,
but because a large number of crews were not available then
it was decided to postpone the match unnil January.
District eliminating competitions were 1beld and the three
teams who won their way lib.rough to the final were 14 Field
Regiment, Royal Arnillery, Hong Kong, 18th Regiment, Royal
Signals, Singapore, and Headquarters, 17 GW'kila Divis.ion,
Overseas Commonwealth Land Forces, Malaya.
The q:eams were unfortunate ro have to contend with rather
poor sailing condillions for nhe first l!Wo days as there was littk
or no winci On one occasion the start of a race was delayed
for half-an-Dour due to the sailing dinghies being becalmed
at the starting line.
This senback curtailed vhe normal excitement of uch an
important event, but the course was altered to make allowances
for wind and tide conditions and on tile final day there was a
moderate sailing wind and choppy seas, although the sun
steadfastly refused ito shine on tlhe compenirion.
It was on this last day that excitement and tension
mounted, as the result of the championship was in doubt until
the final race of the series of six.
The contestan.15 in this all-important race were 18th
Signal Regiment and 14 Field Regiment. Either team could
have won the til!le by winning the last event. Tihe odds,
however, were in favour of the Royal Signals, as 14 Field
Regiment had to take the first three places to prevent 18th
Signal Regiment from winning.
As it was, me Royal Signals clinched the title from the
first. Their captain, Major L. D. Line, went into an immediate
lead and held it for the three circuits of the triangular course to
lead his second boat home. 14 Field Regiment's chances went
down to Davy Jones's locker at the start of the race, when one
of their boats crossed the line toO early and had to start again,
giving away several lengths to the leaders.

44th

tells his story
[Courwy: Public Relations Service, G.H.Q., FARELF

18th REGIMENT TEAM
Lieutenant R. A. F. Reynolds, Major L. D. Line, Lieutenant J. Gold ing,
Lance-Corporal R. A. Getliff, W.0.1 J. Parker and Second-Lieutenant
P. Bruce

At the end of vhe race I spoke to Major Line, who said he
was very pleased and happy that his Regiment had won t!he
cbampionshi.p.
Major Line's crew oonsisted of 24-year-old Lieutenant
Dick Reynolds, who has only been sailing for five months.
He told me nhat alt!hough poor wii.nds had spoilt nhe nwo
previous days' racing to a certain extent, on the finail. race
day " we had to be very careful, .because it is so easy to go
over in this sort of weavher. And we could not afford to do
that."
Afterwards, in the wannth of the bar in the Royal Singapore
Yacht Club, Major Line and his team of five were presented
with silver tankards to commemorate their win by Mrs.
Thomas, wife of the Chief-of-Staff, General Headquarters, Far
East Land Forces, who also presented Major Llne with the
trophy which 18th Signal Regiment will keep for one year.
The mrphy is a solid silver replica of a sailing dinghy
scudding along in a fine wind and mounted on a polished
wooden base. Or.iginally a Khartown Garrison Sailing Club
rxophy it has been re-allotted to vhe FARELF Sailing Club
for this competinion.
The sight of die trophy brought back some pleasant
memor>ies and 11 sense of sanis.fiaction to one member of the
winning crew in particular. He is W.O.I J. Parker. When he
was stationed in Egypt m 1952, he competed for this trophy
many nimes, but "we always got beaten by the Royal Air Force.
When I left Egypt I never thought that I would be seeing it
again, and I am very excited to think that the trophy has come
home after oo long." W ..O.I Parker, who is 42, rook up sailing
in the Army.
The only ollliSider in the Signals' team is a 22-year-old
Nanional Serviceman, Lance-CoI1poral R. A. Getliff, who
is serving winh R .E.M.E. and attia.ched to 18th Signal Regiiment.
T he Commodore of the FARELF Sailing Club, LieutenantColonel J. T. Robinson, told me: "We hope ro hold the
competrition eaah year in a d ifferent place. It would be nice
to hold it say in Hong Kong next year and somewhere in
Malaya after that before returning to Singapore, however, no
decision has been reached on this point."
It is planned for this Inter-Unit Sailing Competition to take
place annually from now on.

C.ll.

Courtesy : Public Relaiion~ Serfliu, G .H. Q., FA RELF

Major L. D. Line receives the T rophy. It was originally the property
of the Khartoum Sailing Club

SIGNALS

SINGAPORE

The Corps has been achieving distinction in recent sporting
events in Singapore. Two of the more important successes
within the last few days were when 18th Signal Regiment won
the Singapore Zone Rugby by beating the R.A.S.C. 9-8 and,
later, No. I Squadron, 18th Regiment won the Minor Units
Hockey Cup by winning the game against 40 Base Workshop,
RE.M.E., 3-0.
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It is a long time, too long a time, since we last appeared in
these pages and it is now a case of "Hello" and "Good-bye,"
as we are in the process of being reorganised to become a new
Regiment by amalgamation with another Signal Regiment.
A brief outline of our activities during 196o seems to be
indicated as a " Swan ong " after a reasonably successful year.
In January we welcomed two new members to "The Brook,"
Captain (now Major) Bob Anderson as Adjutant and Captain
Bob Oliver, T.D., who later was appointed O.C., "H.Q."
Squadron. We were also pleased ro welcome back to the fold
our Second-in-Corrunand, Major Reg Mutter, after his absence
in America. This year we also said farewell to the R.S.M.,
W.O.I Eric Rumford, on his retirement.
The All Ranks' Annual Dinner was held in February at I
Squadron H.Q. (Ohallham), and we were honoured by the
presence of uhe G.O.C., 44 Division, March gave us the
Sergeants' Mess Ball, whic:Q _was much enjoyed by those who
were there. From April onwards our marksmen were very busy
getting in some practice and the Regiment entered for a number
of rifle and Bren gun competitions during the year, including
the Hythe Meeting, where we had our best results so far for
this event, and the London District Signals Shoot. Two big
successes came our way in l96o when 2 Squadron won the
Sussex T.A. Team Trophy and the Regimental team won the
Unit Ohallenge Trophy ae the Eastern Corrunand Shoot in
September. Our Shooring Captain, Captain Robin Gundry,
got himself mantled this year, but as nhe ceremony was in
Northern Ireland we were unable to give him a real send-off.
Camp, l96o, was at Chickerell Camp, Weymouth, from
14nh-28th May, when a good time was had by all and the
weather was really quite reasonable. Amongst our visitors at
camp we welcomed the Mayor of Weymouth, the Chairman and
Secretary of the Kent T.A. Associanion and the Chairman of
the Middlesex T.A. Association.
One of the big events of the year was, of course, the Middlesex Tough Training Competition and our stalwarts of the
Regimental team, under the leadership o~ Major Keith Morton,
acquitted themselves very ably and creditably as runners-up.
The last months of t!he year were taken up with reorganisation acnivities and included a nwnber of "last time" functions,
such as the Sergeants' Mess Ball, a dinner at which we had a
very distinguished company, including the Mayor of Brentford
and Chiswick and Sir Frederick Handley Page, to name but
two, together winh a large number of friends and past members
of the Regiment. At this dinner we also said farewell to Major
Peter Lancaster, who unforltllllately bad to leave us. The
Officers' Mess also gave a fare\vell cocktail parry.
" The Brook " is now a place of echos and memories as we
only see those of us who are closely concerned with the windingup activities, but we are looking_ fo~rd to our _future rol~ as a
new Regiment, after amalgamauon with 62.lld Signal Regunent,
T.A., and as we say farewell to 44th (Home Counties) Signal
Regiment T.A., we say hello and look forward to giving you
our news as 44th (Home Counties) Signal Regiment (Cinque
Ports), T .A.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Deprs.: -

Superb Qual i t y

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
T•J9~~ooc
1894

Established

Sixiy Years Satisfactory Seruice
" WE BUY THE BEST "

" WE SELL THB BBST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOIJR DISTRICT

NEWSPAPE"RS
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DEFFIELD

Success Story

BllANCD

This Branch has been very low down in strength for !!he last
six or seven years and we on the committee, have tnied all ways
to get members to roll up but nothing has come of dances
beetle drive , etc., till !!here are only the older hands turn up.
We send best regard to our host, rhc 64nh Signal Regiment
(T.A.) and to !!he respective officers for use of the War;rant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, for our gatheringl>; also to our
Branch Treasurer, R.S.M. Smith.
Best regards alro to Major (Q.M.) Dunbar, of D.I. Cattecick
fame pre-war who has been posted to Ghana. Best of luck
to you, sir, and your wife, it has been a pleasure to have your
company; hope to see your face again in the future, even at
the Cancrick Reunion bringing back memories !
We have also William Hillary, who joined in 1934, along with
yours truly, now a member of Dhis Brancl1. In Sheffield there
must be thousands who served in the Corps, even if we got
one per cent of these we would want a very large drill hall
to get them all in; wouldn't it be grand? It would be grand to
be able to have a Christmas Dinner, like other Branches, but
we would look very silly sat round one table in a 'phone box.
So if any member who gets THE WIRE in Sheffie.Id cares to
leave the telly one night a month (first Friday) and comes to
T .A. Barracks, Barnsley Road, Sheffield, we give our word, we
won't faint. More so, ex-National Servicemen; bring the wife,
or girl friend. Try it just once, you will come again. Drinks
are cheap, and if you do turn up, we even have the R.S.M. in
charge of hot pies.
So long for now don't forget members, roll up, we will do
the rest.
H. R OTIIBRHAM, Chairman.

Welfare Section
The usual digest of typical cases will be resumed next month.
ROYAL
AND

SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUI\""D

Thll following subscriprions were most gTatefully received during "january,
1961:£ s. d .
12th R egiment ...
13 5 0
24th Reg.mcnt . . .
...
. ..
.. .
...
...
. ..
6 17 8
24th R egiment (Officers' Mess) ...
...
...
. ..
8 6 0
24th Regiment {Warrant Officers and Sergeants) ...
3 12 0
24th R egiment (25 Unit Branch)
...
...
. ..
50 0 0
224 Squadron . . .
...
. ..
...
.. .
.. .
. ..
19 0 0
I 7 6
~~ ~".R<l_')onRegi;nen(."cT.A:), (Offic~·~ Mess)
7 16 6
MES/SRDE
...
...
...
...
...
. ..
I IO 0
57th (M) Regiment (T.A.) .. .
4 0
0
209 Squadron . . .
...
.. .
. ..
. ..
10 0
0
36 G.W. R egiment R. A. Signal Troop
...
. ..
I
0
0
47th (London) Regiment (T.A.), (Sergeants' Mess)
2 0 0
55th (M) Regimen t (T.A.) . . .
...
...
...
. ..
7 14 0
242 Squadron . . .
. ..
. ..
3 0 0
632 Troop (Works) .. .
. ..
15 0
5211d (L) Regiment (T.A.) .. .
I
7 6
6Ist (M) Regiment (T.A.) .. .
9 6
229 Squadron .. .
...
. ..
10 0
0
19th Regiment ...
...
...
. ..
212 0
0
252 Squadron (Hong Kong)
.. .
4 17 4
Cheltenham and District Branch .. .
25 0 0
Aldershot and Di trict Branch
11 10 0
Loodon (East) Branch
10 0
0
H. N. Fensome
5 0
D. A. Coveney
2 5 0
R Weir ...
5 0
RT. Wicks
5 0
C. L. Mayes
5 0
J. Parley ..
10
0
E. F. Morey
I
5 0

H. W. Palmer .. .
G. Oldroyd
.. .
A. C. J. Chalmers

IO

5

0
0
0

£425 14

6

5

Total ...

EXPENDITURE DURING 7ANUA RY, 1961 ...
.. .
... £339
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding· Furniture ·
Cots and Prams; General Assistance).
'
'

9

3

Analyn• of Cases:Families of Soldiers serving in U .K
Widows and Dependants .. .
... ·
Released and Discharged Soldiers ...

I

4
31

Total Cases assisted ...
23 Cases of oldiers who $«Vcd during the 1939-45 W ar
13 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the W ar
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£267 12 0
17 3

£ 71

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
GOLDS MITHS & CROWN JF.WELLERS,
GARRARD & CO. LTD.

F.ruistling in 1933, discharged in x946 after 3t yea.rs as a
Prisoner of War of the Japanese a "Signalman" tried to set
up his life anew. He had the greatest difficulty and conllinuous
ill health. From x950 to 1959 he was a "pal!ient" of the Welfare
Seotion. Great though bis need he would never accept a grant,
insisting always that what was given was a loan to be repaid,
albeit with frequent difficulty. During the n:ine years he made
repayment of nearly £100.
Now he is clear financially and he hopes physically. His first
visit to London since 1946 brought him to 88, Eccleston Square
to give his thanks. He left after a little time, a Life Member
of the Association, wit!h lapel badge, Corps tie and other things;
"a Signalman" (though not in uniform).

ROY AL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home £6.17.6
Export £6.0.0

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS
In gold and enamel or set with

ROY AL SIGNALS

precious stones, a badge brooch is

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home £6.5.0
Export £5.10.0

Careers and Opportunities

a gift of lasting charm . Here
is a piece of jewellery which is

(IMPORTANT: Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisements in THE WIRE MUST notify the
Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston
Square, London, S.W.1)

always appropriate and always

14th Regiment -

details to our military department.

Civilian Employment
The following vacancies exist at the Tape Relay Centre,
Boddingcon, Glos. : Telecommunications Operators
Starting as Operator Grade II ranges from £8/15/- at age
21 to £n/8/- at age 25, or for entry at over age 25 riising to
£12/n/-. Initial training will be given if necessary; and after
complening trainIDg, Operators will be liable to shift work and
week-end wor>k with overtime paid in acx:ordance with present
rules.
Red.iffusion Vision Ltd., Carlton House, Lower Regent Street,
London, W.1.
H ave vacancies for Radio, Radio Relay and Line Technicians. Also Linesmen. Vacancies exilst m many parts of
England and Wales. Supervisory posts for Foremen of Signals
or Senior T echnicians N.C. 0 ~ also exist from time to lli.me.
Anyone interested should get in touch with LieutenantColonel J. D . Elliott (Royal Signals, Retired) who will put them
in touch with 1the Company's Representatives near where they
wish to live. Wnite a month before due for demobilisation to:
Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. Elliott at above address.

in perfect taste. Write now for

'

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown jewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LONDON· W.1
Telephone: REGENT

302 I (II

lines),

Those in the know- choose the exhilarating new

Hillman M inx

Mood Master of G reat Britain L td., 6, Cadogan Lane, London,
S.W.i.
H ave vacancies for Radio Mechanics and Linesmen. Very
good pros~ts for advancement. New expanding firm. Application to be made to Mr. P. T. Nicholas, menllioning Royal
Signals Assoaianion.

A better buy because it's better built !
Hillman has a]] you want in power, performance, looks
and comfort, pJu real running economy. Easidrive
fully automatic tran mission is now available as an optional extra. Left-hand drive
also availah"le.

Messrs. Creed and Co., East Croydon, Surrey.
Clerks, Ex-Regulars required. Experience of Telecommunications. Good prospects. Applications may be made
direct to above address, for attention of Mr. Conxoy.
University of London Computer Unit, 44, Gordon Square,
W.C.1.
Vacancies exist for Maintenance of Teleprinter machines,
T ape punches, and Card punches. Mechanical and a lilltile
electronic experience requited. Good prospects.

POSTED OVERSEAS?
H.M. Forces posted ove rseas are able t o purchase at
ge ne rous tax free races , which allow up co six mon t hs
motoring, in the U.K. Please write fo r full details and
brochure.

Cambridge Instrument Co. Ltd., Sydney Road, Muswell Hill,
London, N .10.
Vacancies exist for Senior Design Draughtsmen, Methods
Engineer, Project Engineer, Instrument Makers, Service
Engineers and Electrical Wiremen, Driver Packers. Superannuation. Good prospects of advancement. Excellent lunch
facilities. Salary commensurate with experience. Applications
may be made direct, mentioning Royal Signals Association.
Wellington College, Berkshire
Vacancy exists for Retired Warrant or Non Commissioned
Officer a~ O.R.S. and R.Q.M.S. of the Combined Cadet Force
Contingent. Free accornmo<laition and salary about £ 6/-/- a
week. Apply in fir st instance to Royal Signals Associatii.on.
THE WIRE, MARCH 1961

ROOTES LIMITED European S..:t.ion Overseas Dep t., Devons hi re
House, Piccadilly, London, W.I
ROOTES AUTOS (Deutschl•nd) G. m.b. H., Alleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

• Al..•• • a utv10 •

HUMBER

•

HILLMAN

•

SUNBEAM

•

SINGER
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VA~AN~IES

Abroad with a FORD!
FOR D will arrange the delivery and export of any
one of their exciting range of cars available for

NEW ANGLIA

export from the Anglia de· Luxe to the Zodiac
Estate Car, free of purchase tax to personnel
going overseas within a specified time.

A number of vacancies, offering
good career prospects, exist for:-

~

Radio Operators

Male

Cypher Operators
} Male and
Teleprinter Operators
Female
Write, giving details of Education,
Qualifications and Experience to : Personnel Officer,
G.C.H.Q., (Foreign Office) (6/ RCO),
53, Clarence Street,
Cheltenham,
Glos.

FORD
OFFER

YOU

*
*
*
*

Priority D e livery

*

D e f e rre d P a ym e n t T e rms

Troubl e Free Expo rt Arran ge ments
Unrivalled Export Ex p e r ie n ce
Worl d -wide S e rv ic e and Parts Avail abil ity

STO P PRESS : Pop ulars avallable for personne l posted to Germany o n ly

MOTOR COMPANY LTD • Export Retail Sales Dept • 88 Regent St • London W1 Tel. REG 7272
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X T-RADESMEN
If you have been working on telecommunications or electronic equipment during your service,
the
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
LIMITED would like to hear from you.

We manufacture :
(a) VHF and microwave radio and multiplexing equipment up to 1800 channels.
(b) Computers.
(c) Automatic electro-mechanical and electronic telephone exchanges.
Vacancies exi t at all levels in our test departments and staff salaries tart at £13 a week for
electrical testers, £833 a year for test engineers,
and £963 and upward for senior test engineers.
Please apply to :

STAFF OFFICER
TH.E GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.
COPSEWOOD, COVENTRY

INITIAl.S

The Erutor wiill be graiteful if Regiments and Squadrons
will be meticulous in giving the initials (before the name)
of WarTant Officers and Sergeants, particularly in the
capt.ions w photographs.
INDEED, Slllrely i.n 1961 the irutials of Corporals and
Signalmen .should be given, especially when cliey appear
in a photograph sent for publica.tion in THE WIRE.

Corps Week-end

His widow, at " By the Pond," Clanfield, has the deepest
sympathy of his very many friends.
An Officer who attended the funeral al Clanfield wri1es :"Every conceivable village club and organisation sent wreaths
and the church was packed with \rillagers, as well a rclativ~
and friends. It was a striking example of how an Army Officer
settling in to an English village on retirement was able, in chc
short space of six years, to play such an important part in the
village life. A party from the Squadron was present and the
whole thing was most moving."

®hituaries

and

Annual General Meeting and Reunion
/st and 2nd July, 1961
ER Royal Higihness vhe Pnii:cess _Royal, C.I., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., R.R.C.~ T.D.,
c.n., D.C.L., LL.D., Colonel-m-Ghief and Paitron of tJhie Royal Sagnals
Associa.tion has been pleased 11:0 say ·tlhat she will be present on
Sunday, znd July.

H

OFl<'ICERS

THE

\VIRE

Owing to reorganisation at Caiuterick there is a Slho11tage of accommodation
for Officers. To enable a many of !her Officers as possible to lunch in the
Headquarters' Mess on Sunday only irwo or <three ladies are ito be invited
to be :in attendance on Her Roya<! ffigihness.
12th HAY, 1961

TU E

ROY A L
~I

S IG NA LS

A G A Z I 1'" E

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
Editor:
HHIGADI E R l l . R. FlltTll

All correspondence and nulller

All Retired or ex-Officer memben5 of >the Associaition who wish .to ai!ltend
the Reunion are asked ltO not!ify illhe General Secretary of tlhe Assoaiaition
BEFOIR!E 12nh May. lit is Tegretted nhait afiter 1nhis date 1nhe list mu~;.t be dosed.
Every etfont will l!hen be made to provide accommodainion in eiitftter the
Headquarters' Mess or anot!her Officers' Mess. Those WihD " warn in " by
tha,r date will be invited to :luncheon in !the Headquarters' Mess on Sundaiy,
2nd July.
Should it be desired a formal luncheon w.ill •be arranged 1n the Officers'
Club for the wives of Officers lunching in 't'he HeadquaI'ters' Mess.

for

The Warrant Officers and Sergeants

publication for THE WIRE, should be

THE

addressed to The Editor,

WIRE,

88, Eccleston Square, London, S .W.I.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
15th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

During ·Che first quarter of the Twentienh Century, when the Ediitor
firs.t joined his •Regiment, Lt was made very dear w lhim .thait War.ran1t Officers
should invariably have mheir inlitia.ls coupled winh ailieir names whenever they
appeared in writing.
During .nhe second qua!l'ter of the cent'l!Iy, the pol:iite practice of adding
initials <ta .the names of Slaff Sergeaillts and laiter Sergeants became an accepted

cusrom.

It is astonishing how often in the third quar ter of the century this
courtesy is omitted.
THE

R emit1ances should be made payable
ro :

Royal Signals A ssociation.

scription rates (post
mail):

Twelve

free,

months,

Sub-

except air
15/ -;

single

month, 1/ 3.

.\PRU,

•
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(New Series)
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BLfj E

UOOK

Admittedly ll1his is on lllhe Editor's desk -and it may weLJ. be saiid tihat it
is his d uty ·to <look up and insem roe i.niiria:ls of every W'arrant O fficer and
Sergeant v.lho is •r eferred 1to rn tihe comnbUJtions 1tO THE WIRE of R egiments
and Sq uad rons. BUT IS I T?
!1here is a d ifference between the Blue Book and .t he Royal SiignaJs List.
Because of ithe very considerable difference iin cost, .vhe Blue Book does not
have cm ailp h"3.b etical :index, and does not give any tlndiicat!ion of the R egiment
or Appointmenit in which indiviiduals are serving. O ccasiona1Jy then-e are
two Warrant O fficers or two or more Sergearuns of clle same Sll!rname who
appear iin different lists.
The Editor 11lherefore is ofiten, wivhout much labow, able ro insert the
He can seldom
d o 1'his in mhe case of Wiac.l'a411t Officers or Sergeanits, un-less he happens to
kn ow tth e individual personally.
Continued on n ext page
i n~tials of O fficers before sending the itypescrip:t to the priniter.
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lUAJOll E. IU. P. NASR
Ernest Mahon Powell Nash was born at Tunbridge Wells in
1900 and even in those days, at the unusual age of 151, he is
~ as joining the ranks in January, 1916. There was a war
on so it could not have been Boys' Service-put it down to
entlmsiasm which was a trait which Ernest, to his intimates,
ash disp~yed dur~ng all his Jong and diistinguish~d career.
Enthusaism. He was a Company Sergeant MaJOr m 1930,
and moved from Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant to Regimental Sergeant Major in the one year, 1937; and then, perhaps as a curb to enthusiasm, he w~s appointed to a r.egular
commission as Lieutenant (T.M.0 .) m May, 1939. Th1s was
in India.
.
On return, in the same year, h<: started six months la~er, m
1940, with the 56th (T.A.) at Atkins Road, S.W.12. This "".as
the beginning, and ha1f-way to che end of the story._ A dyed-m~-wool Regular Soldier, he had an uncanny skill with. and
mutual admiration for and wirh, the Territorial Army, and perhaps few Regulars have been more popular and more successful
with the " Citizen Soldier."
He saw the 1st London Divisional Signals through the difficult
early part of <the Second World War, and it is known privately
what a very great force he was in that Regiment at that difficult
time. His talent as a guider of the young was not to be wasted.
In 1942, he left for the N.C.O.s' Training Battalion, . and from
then until 1946, his talent was devoted to the educauon of the
young. Lt included promotion to Captain (T.M.0.).
In 1946 he lay fallow for two years as Adjutant of a prisonerof-war ca~p. T:he wheel then turned a half-circle, and Atkins
Road saw him again in 1948 as Major-Quartermaster, 56 London
Armoured Divisional Signals (T.A.).
.
.
.
This was a most difficult three years, during whiah tune he
did much to hold together the traditions of a fine regiment,
which was being much abused by constant change and a dearth
of pre-war officers. He found time at Atkins Road to make a
garden out of a rubbish heap, and llhe T.A. Drill Hall there,
for long neglected, began to look respectable ..
A happy .posting in 1951 t<>?k .h!m t<,> ~tt~c~, to the ?rd
Training Regiment, always an mdividual~suc Uf1:1t m a machme.
The 3rd Regiment lines saw the frtlll~ of Iris 1.abour. .TI:e
Regiment, by virtue, in parr, of his geruus, remaliled as mdividualistic as ever.
.
Came the Coronation of Her present Majesty, Quee~ Elizabe~
II and what in Catterick to do ito commemorate it? Again
"gardener" Nash was called from his work as Major (T~cal
Officer Maintenance).
Close to the camp cenu:e, Wlt'h an
entrance which is observed by few, except the sensible and ~he
inquisitiive, and running behind ~nd between the shopping
centre and the hospital, was a derelict ~rea of snmted thorn and
a jungle of rough grass. Few professional lan<:'scape gardeners
could have done as well. Visited for sentimental. reGsons,
in January, 1961, it exists as a gracious place, "designed by
Nash."
.
He took off his uniform in November, 1956. Speedily returned
to his Corps as a Retiired Officc-r, charged with the administrotion of the Squadron of 14th Regiment ~t Bampton, near Oxford.
Successive years saw the benefit to h1s Corps an? the Squa~
ron of a series of excellent reports at th~ annual ms~on, m
che beautification of the lines, in such chmgs as rhe Devizes to
Westminster canoe race. and a host of ocher s~all ma~ters.
Perhaps he was too good. Sufficient that !Us. services. were
ultimately dispensed with. In 1959 he ceased his life as a Signalman. whioh had commenced in I9T6. He died the other day
in March, 196I.
·
There have been many Signalmen who have risen to higher
rank. There have been none who held his q>rps .in such high
honour, or indeed, within his sphere, have given It more honourable service.
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PERSON A L
COL UMN
London

Ga~ette

Friday, roth February, 1961, to Friday, 3rd March, 1961.
Lieutenant R. E. Ccmm to be Captain, 4th February, 1961.
Sccond-Lieuteoant I. Graham to be Lieutenant, 14th, January, 1961.
Lieutenant H. Taylor to be Captain, 4th February, 1961.
Major J . W. Elston to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 8th December, 196o.
Major j. H. Cooper to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 1oth December, 196o.
Major P. S. Westmacon retired, 2JSt February{, 1961.
Captain P. A. C. Baldwin to be Major, 19th Fe ruary, 196r.
Second-Lieutenant L. M. Macdonald to be Lieutenant, 19th December,
196o.
Major and Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., to be
Lieuter)ant-Colonel, 15th December, 196o.
Lieutenant I. N. Lee to be Captain, 23rd February, t96t.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. N. Griffiths, o.s.E., to be Colonel, 27th January,
1961.
Captain A. A. G. Anderson to _be Major, 26th February, 1961.
Captain A. J. Jackson to be Ma1or, 28th February, 196t.
Colonel (Hon. Major-General) Sir Huben Rance, G.C.M.c_;., G .B.l!.,. C.B.,
relir.quishes the appointment as Honorary Colonel 8oth Signal Regiment
A.E.R.. 21st February, t961. Tenure expired.
Cap;,3:n (Tfc. Offr.) H. E. Berwick to be Major (Tfc. Offr.), 1st March,
1961.
.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) J . 0 . Douglas-Beveridge to be Maier (Tfc. Offr.),
Ist M.arch, 196r.
.
Lieutenam (Tfc. Olfr.) I. Fry to be Captain (Tfc. Offr.), 3rd March, 1961.
Lieute~an1 (Q.M.) J . T. Holmes to be Captain (Q .M.). 3rd ~ch, 1961 .
Lieutenant D. S. Lloyd transferred from R .E.M .E. to Royal Signals, 13th

DL~~e~~n~?~~ionel

(Q .M .) F. Spearpoint, O.B.E., retired, 7th March, 1961.

ltlovem e n ts -

Ollieer s

(Taken place or forecas1 10 rake place-period ending 15rh April,
Lieutenant-Colonel K . M. Evans ... To
Lieutenant-Colonel R. F. Yeatman,
M.B.E.
...
...
...
...
· •· ,,
Lieutenant-Colonel E. A. Sinnock ... ,,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. C. Sumner ,,
Major N. D . Shaw
.,
Major A. B. Kennett
,,
Major J. G . James, M .C.
,,
Major G . Klosser ...
,.
Major A. Begg
.. .
.. .
,,
Major H. D . V. Chappell
..
Major D: C. Newman ...
,,
Major P. H. Flear . . .
...
...
.,
Major P. H. F . Webb, M.B.l! •..•
Major A. P . Baker
Major P. J. C. Lloyd
,,
M ajor G. S. Symons
Major W . A. Woods
..
Major K . W. Jordun
...
,,
Major A. C. ugdcn, M.B.E .
Major H. J. Waters
.,
Major A. Williams
,,
Major W. E. Fill ...
Captain L. A. Welton
Captain J. L . Donne
Captain P. J. Holland
,,
Captain R. Pope ...
Captain J . P. Harrison
Captain J. Tate
.,
Captain P . Mallin
,.
Captain C. A. M . Robenson ..
Captain D. G. WriJZht ...
Captnin C . G. A . Ridley
.,
Captain J. E. P . Phi~P. ...
..
Captain M. H. J. Williams
..
Captain P . D. E. Chase ..
Captain H. Scott ...
..
Captain A . D . Steel
Captain J. Telfer ...
.,
Captain R. A. Burfitt ...
Lieutenant S. J. Lockett
,.
Lieutenant D. F . Malone
Lieutenant M. Y. Miller

"

HAPE.
57th Regiment (T.A.).
26th Regiment.
H.Q., AAFCE S.O. r.
H.Q. , FARELF.
1 tth Regiment (Cadre).
26th Regiment.
7th Regiment.

8th Regiment .
3rd Regiment.
8th R egiment.
220d Regiment.
248 Squadron .
8th Regiment.
16th Regiment.
8th Regiment .
1 tth Regiment (Cadre).
1 llh Regiment (Cadre).
H.Q., AFNE, G.S.0.2.
11th Regiment (Cadre).
26th Regiment .
23 r Souadron .

~:.1: ~'ifc~enG.S.O 2.

H .Q .• NORTHAG, DAQMG.
255 Squadron.
1 tth Regiment (Cadre).
Ghurka Signals.
Ghurka Signals.
623 Troop.
253 Squadron.
1st Re~iment .
26th Re¢ment.
8th Regiment.
235 Squadron .
H .Q .. A .E.R.
237 Squadron.
8th Regiment .
8th R egimen\.
1 tth Regiment (Cadre).
R.M.C.S. (Course).
chool of Signals (Course).

(Continued overlattf)
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~e

nd-Li utenant G . R. Funnell
d-Licutenant C . M . Darb)• .. .
•
.\\Jljor (Tfc. Offr.) F. H. C. Bamford
.\\aior (Tfc. Offr.) H. H. C. Henning
M 101'. (T.O.T.) J. McD. Glass ...
1M.aj01'. (Q . -l.) C . F.
ebb
Captain (Q .M .) B. ellar
..
Capt.ain (Q. i .) C. W . Hallett ..
Captain (T.O.T.) R. Marsh ..
...
Lieutenant (Tfc. Offr.) R. J . Robinson
Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. Dignan ...
Lieutenant (T.O .T .) J. D . Boker
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) G . R . P . pragg

••
,,
••
..
.,
,.
.,
.,
,.
,,
,,

216 · qundron .
8th R egiment.
28th Regiment.
227 Squadron .
6oo Troop.
8th Regiment.
8th Regiment.
H.Q., orthern Command.
Federation of Malaya.
22nd Regiment.
2nd Regiment.
H.Q., Malta.
242 Squadron.

B"tire na e n ts

Arrir•al.s an1l Dt>pnrt11res

UOYAI, SIGNAJ,S HA.

10th Regiment
Arrivals: Major J. E. L. Adams, Major (Q .M.) E. G. Chidgey, W.0.II
Crabtree and Staff Sergeant Lathnm.
Depanurcs: W.0.11 Leppington.
15th Regiment
,trri~~d :R;~~~~~nt-Colond D . L. Sylvester-Brndlcy, Sergeants Turner
D epartures: W.0.II Redstone.
18th Regime•ll
A rrit,als :

crgennt Hammond.

H.Q. A.E.R.
Arrivals: W .0.II (R.Q.M.S.) Varley, Staff Sergeant Telford, Sergeant Brown.
D epartures: W .O.Il Denn, Staff Sergeant Hadfield.

Major J. P. D. Mullaly, 30th January, 196r.
M ajor H . C. Howell, M.8.E., rsr February, 1961.
.\ujor J . St. C . W . Robertson, 1st February, 1961.

Ht>li11quis hments
Major E. H. C. Chaffey, 24th February, 1961.
Captain J. C. Herbert, 5th M arch, 196r.
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Resignations
econd-Licutenam L. Taylor, nth March, 1961.

llirths

1otl1 Regiment
GILDER. -To Corporal and Mrs. C. T . Gilder, a son, Andrew Eric, on
6th February, 1961 , at Knappschafts Hospital , Essen-Scee.le.
PIGFORD. -To Corporal and Mrs. C. J . Pigford , a da ughter, Debra, on
21st February, 1961, at B.M.H. , I serlohn.
WEST.-To Signalman a nd M.rs. R . West, a daughter, M.ichelc, at l'.1iddlesborougb, YMks.
15tl1 Regiment
HILL.-To Corporal and Mrs . Hill (620 Troop), a daughter, Deborah, on
10th February, 1961. at R.A.F . Hospital, Akrotiri.
2'.'UTT. -To W.0.I and J'.irs. Nutt, a son, Ion J erome R ichard Calvert, on
12th February, r961 , at R .A.F . Hospital, Akrotiri.
BICKERDIKE. -To Signalman and Mrs. Bickerdike, a son, Andrew
Michael. on 6th February, r961, at R.A.F. Hospiial, Akrotiri.
204 Squadron (Guards Brigade Group)
T HORNTON. -To Staff Sergeant and l'.irs. J. T. Thornton, a son, Gary
Francis, on 6th February, 1961, at B.}'.'l.H., Hostert.
FITZM.AURICE.-T o Signalman and Mrs. M. Fitzmaurice, a da ughter,
Michele, on 26th January, 1961, at Tyldesley, Nr . Manchesrer.
441/1 (H.C.) Regiment T .A .
A 1 DERSON.-To Major and l'.irs. R. C. Anderson, a son, Michael J ohn,
on 18th January, 1961, ac Edgeware G eneral Ho pita!.

ltlarriagcs

rorh Regim1m<

BLIGHT-TiiEYER.-Signalman K. Blight on 7th January, 1961 , to
D oreen Elizabeth Anne Theyer, at the Parish Church, Ashmansworth,
'ewbury, Berks.
MARSHALL-JACOBS.-Lance-Corporal I. E. M. Marshall 1 on 6th
January . 1961 , to Beatrice Maria Scholistics Jaoobs, at St. Mary s Catholic
Church , Chilvers, Coton, Nuneaton.
151h R egiment
ALYSON-D ELVE.--Corporal Alyson on nth February, 1961, to Diana
June Delve, at All 5ain ts Church, Epi..kopi
205 Sqttadron (Infantry Brigade Group)

ALOOK-WILLMAN.-Signalman A. Alook to Miss J. Willman on 15th
March, 1961.
COLE-HOLLAWAY.-Corporal D . A. Cole to Miss B. HoUaway on 18th
March , 1961 .

I Forthcoming

Events I

§***************************** ****~
The Co r1•s Dinner
will be held at The Hyde Park Hotel on Wednesday, 24th May, 1961.

will be held at the War Office on Wednesday, 24th May, 196r.
Re~ular

Officers'

'°

At Home "

will be held at The Hyde Park Hotel on Thursday, 25th May, 1961.

The 35th lUeeting o f the Central CollllDittee o f t h e
Asso c ia t ion
will take place at the \Var Office on Thursday, 25th May, 1961.

CHA."'1.BERS. -22953131 Signalman D. E. Chambers of 249 Squadron
(Reserve) on 24th February, 1961 , at Pulau Tekong Island, Malaya.
O 'GRADY.-J. P . O 'Grady, of the Old Crow I nn, Frankwell, Shrewbury,
on 17th January, after a short illness. Royal Signals 1920-1926. A
Member of the Shrewsbury Branch of the Association from 1958.
•ASH.-Major E . M. P . Nash, suddenly on 6th March, 1961 , at By-thePond, Oanfield, Oxon.
EVANS. -2565744 Ex-C.Q .M .S. G . E . Evans, of 483 , Loose Road , Maidtone, Kent, on 8th March, 1961, aged 51. R oy;tl Signals 3rd July, 1929
to 30th June, 1959. A Life Mem ber of the Association.
3rd Regimen t
BRENNAN. -22773216 CorPOt'.al M. K. Brennan on 4th March, 1961, at
Bulford as a re ult or a traffic accident.

ANNUAL

NON-TOU RING

BAND

. 1ay 6th-7th
May 16th

May 27th
May 28th

June 12th-13th
une 220d
un.e 24th
une 25th to
ulv 2nd
July 8th-9th
July 15th
July 27th
.. .
August 6th .. .
August 19th .. .
August 30th .. .
September 16th

The Corps W eek- e nd , R e union nnd 1 6 t h A nnunl
G e n e ral ~fee ting of t h e Asso c iat ion

.. .

Cauerick Camp

A.G.S. Meeting ...
. ..
Royal Mili1ary Academy,
Sandhurst
R.E.
R.A . . ..
R.A .O .C.
. ..
A.G .S. Meeting

Sandwich
Camberley
H eath
New z~.a land
Sunningdale
Swinley Forest
Sunningdale

Ironsides
...
Autumn Meeting

Berkshire
Berkshire

Friday, 26th May.- " The Communications of Cyprus during the Emergency 19$6- 1960.". Colonel H . Prince, M.l.E.E. 6.15 p.m ., T .A. Centre,
4oth Regiment (M.iddlesex Yeomanry) T .A., Duke of York's Headquarters,
Chelsea, S.W .3 .
Captain G . S .
F riday, 29th September.:-" Royal Australian Signals."
Mapson, . Royal Australrnn Signals. 6.1 5 p.m., T.A. Centre, 4otb Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., Duke of York's Headq uarters, C helsea ,
S.W.3.
Thursday, 30th November. -" Communications and E lectronics in Allied
C.ommand, Europe. " Major-General F. W. Moorman, U. S . Army, E:hief
S!gnal Officer,_ SHAPE 5 p.m ., North Hall, Training Brigade Royal
Signals, Cattenck Camp, Yorks.

SUBSCRIBERS'

(340)
(36o)
(3 10)
(520)
(470)
(480)
(330)

Sgt.
Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
A /Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A I Sgt.
A I Sgt.

(420)

Carr. J
Litchfield, P. G.
Kimber, V. J.
Brown , D . J.
Hou5e, D. W.
Lincoln, B. S.
Lunt, V.
Anderson, W .

promotions

were

22569527
2307668 t
22569720
22537619
22537243
22537897
22771395
22569343

au thorised

during

the

month

(226o)
(246o)
(181 0)
(2120)
(21 90)
(1730)
(2390)
(2450)

A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A / Sgt .
A / Sgt.
Cpl.

Hay, c.
Martin, T .
Gwinnell, D . W .
Eouznm, R . A.
Beadle , W. S.
Delamare, R . J .
Ridley, R .
Weatherall. P. W.

Sig11al Cen t r e S upe rvi!oior Roster

so

W.O.I
W .O.II

56o

16o

132

R egime n t al Duty Roster
w.o.r
16o
700
540
810

W.O.II
5gt.

s

240
2990
1870

1110

3650

F ore man of

326o
316o

950
1580

:2930

3440

390

1440

3930

2590

Hos t e r

S i~nal s

JIIO

Technic al Hos t e r
S Sgt.

340

Cleri c al Ros t e r
Sgt.

230.

J, ine mau Roster
1o6o

684

1300

830

Ge n e ral Trades and Duties Hos ter
Sgt.

66o
900
710

30
2450
1430

01• eratin~
Sgt.

2730
750
236o

610
25 to
1370

208o
1080

2020

116o

990
2030

5970

3930

6750

4090

5750

Ros ter
630
3740

4570
3580

I• SERTION

==PROMOTIONS==

lle lo(inaental Duty Ros ter
of

2323 473

W.O .Il

(554)

Boddington . R. A

OTiiER DELETIONS
S Sgt .
S Sgt.

(n50)
(u6o7)

Fore man of Sigunls Roster
Taylor, A. R.
Davies, R . F. A .

2326642 W.O.I
(440)
Lees, A. J .
Commissioned Lieutenant (T.O .T .). 28th December, 196o

S i Anal f'Amire S u1mrv i s o1• Ros t e r
To S Sgt.

ADDRESSES
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To Sgt.

Sgt.

Staff College

l<'o rt•111a11 of S ilo(nnls Ros ter
ROYAL S IGN ALS INSTITU TION LECT U llES, 1961

4914099
14185339
23473094
14189158
22542476
22676589
2229641 o
22537867

S Sgt.

Camberley
Heath
Thursday, 12th October
R.A .M .C .
Swinley Forest
Members wishing to ploy in any of the above matches should notify the
Hon. Secretary, Lieutenant-Colonel D . D . Fairman , R oom 339, War Office,
Whitehall. Tel. : Whitehall 9400, Ext. 1527.

22212055
22309232

To S 5gt.

DELETIONS

1961

Spring Meeting

Wednesday, 21st June
Thursday, r3th Jul y . . .
Tuesday, 25th July .. .
Tuesday, 5th Sep1.embcr
Wednesday, 6th September ...
Wednesday, 20th September
Thursday, 21st September
Thursday, 22nd September . . .
Saturday, 30th September .. .

To W.O.II

(640)

(910)
(330)

(,1e1·ical llostc•r

To Sgt.

Catterick for Corps Week-End and Reunion.
Loughborough .
Sacristan, Co. Durham.
Leeds.
Morecambe.
Edinburgh.
Shafte bury.
Stockbridge.

Thursday, 20th April
Friday, 21st April
6th-12th May . . .
Wednesday, 3rst May

The following
February, 196r: -

(184o)

(1850)

Hawke. A. A.
Overton, L.
Lacey, C. W.
Gale, P. W.
Pinkney. C.
Cryer, J. M.
Lockley, T.
McCallum. M.
Pa Iman, M. E. J,
Gilks. I'. L.
Hills, R.
Paternoster, A. E.
Whalley . A.

Operatin" lloHter
City Hall , Newca>tlc.
23rd Regiment, Lincoln.
Display Team Press Show, Cauerick.
Witherdalc R ange, Cauerick.
York .
R.A.F. Topcliffe.
LC.I. Tattoo, Northwich.
Darlington .
Blackpool.
Leeds.
Leeds.

April 18th
...
April 20th-22nd
April 28th

F ixtures

This O .C. A. held their 13th Reunion Dinner in London on 28th
May, 1960.
At ~e annual general meeting held before the dinner, important items
were discussed for next year's reunion (our Golden Jubilee, 1911-1961 ),
on Saturday, 27th May, 1961.
It was decided to invite as our guests of honour:
(i) Field Marshal Sir Claud J . E. Auchlnleck, G.C.E., G.C.t.E., C.S.l.,
n .s.o., o .8.E. ( Accepted).
(ii) A representative of the Indian Corps of Signals.
( iii) A representative of the Pakistan Corps of Signals.
(iv) Two British ranks from the Junior Leaders Regiment Royal
Signals.
'
(v) Two representatives of the Gurkha Signals.
The Signal Oflicer-i.J?-Chief, Major-General R. J . Moberly, C.B., 0.8.E.,
was present and prollUsed to assist in making this next Reunion Dinner
the success we hope it will be.
Since there are a large number of R oyal Signals who served in India
up .co the time of the P artition, who are eligible for membership, fuU
paruculars may be obtained from the Secretary, I.S.U., O .C.A ., 153,
M ytchett Road, M ytchett, near Aldershot, Rants.

14328780
19047409
22537241
22296299
22276o87
15002523
22562152
22539164
14185640

To S Sgt.

Eastbourn e.
Hull.
30th Regiment, Blandford.
Victoria Embankment, Loodon.
Cattcrick for Corps Week-End and Reunion.
Includes Retreat at Army Apprentice> Srhool,
Harrogate, on 29th June.
Dunfermline, with a concert at Kirkcaldy on
23rd July and 30th July.
Edinburgh.
Oban.
Eastbourne.
London.
Eastbourne. including a concert in Worthing
on 1st October.

July 9th lO
AuguM 5th ...
Auitust 7th-13th
August 14th-19th
September 3rd-16th
Stptember 18th-23rd
September 24th to
October 15th

h1dian Si g nal U ni ts 1911-1948 O .C. A.

Many copies of " The Wire " and of the Royal Signals List are returned by the Post Office with a
note that the subscriber's address is unknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor in good time of their new address.
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22242005

Ea~tbournc.

(2790)
(2810)
(2640)
(276o)
(2910)
(2730)
( 186o)
(46o)

A 1W.O.II
A/W.0.11
S Sgt.
• Sgt.
S Sgt.
A/W.O.Il
Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.

2548925
21oou42
14308183

30th Regiment, Blandford.

ROYAi, SIGNALS O FFI CER S' GOLFIN"G S O CIETY

will ta ke place nt Catterick on Saturday, ISt July, and Sunday, 2nd July,
1961.

DPatks

il

To W.0.11

FIXTUHES, HUH

BAND

16th-19th
30th to
13th
21 t to
3rd
.. .
4th
.. .
13th- 17th
18th-24th
25th to
20d
.. .

t

7 7 th lUeeting of the Cor1•s Committee
The

TOURING
April
April
May
Mllv
June
unc
unc
une
une
uly

·n

Sgt.
A/ S
A/ S
A/ S
Sgt.
22246o7~
A/ S
22305368 A / S
14031003 A / S
z;z561769 Sgt.
222126~9 Sgt.
25497 2 Sgt .
22816812 Sgt.
21005322 Sgt.
22800665 Sgt.
21005835 Sgt.
22797672. Sgt.
gt.
2551721

22307501
22275680
2548194
22272748
22526498

(290)

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

r490~

1830
1950)
2100)
(2340)
(2350)
~2370)

2570)
(2580)
(26 10)
(2640)
(3230)
(3280)
(3420)
~37 10 )

3770)

Purih , A. W.
Te ford , R. F.
Glendinning, J . Y.
Hunt, A. J.
Finlayson.
.
Clarke, J . W .
Jones, W. K.
Rawlings, F . T .
Thomas, D. G .
Crampton, R. A .
Cowe . A. J .
Garratt, R .
Brackston , P. F.
Ankers. J. W.
Howie ,· A. M . P .
Loats. R . P.
Agatsiotis, A.

CJHEBBY'S
Market

Place,

Richmond,

T elephcme

2293

F ISH
GAME
AND

POULTRY

*

Yorks

(2 lines)

FRESH FRUIT
& VEGET ABLES

WREATHS AND
CROSSES

lle lo(inmntnl Duty Rost"r
To W .0 .J

1961

2325647
2572751
2329131
2329509

A / W .O.I
A / W.0.l
A/W.0.1
A / W .0.l

THE WIRE , APRIL

1961

(TIOO)

(1030)
( 1130)
( I1 50)

Smith, G. N.
We bster, J . W .
Wilford. R. F .
Swales, T . A .

Richmond for Beauty -

Cherry's for QHality
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1st Regiment
revisited /Jy
Major-General
Sir Rona/ti
(. Penney,
K.B.E., C.B., D.S.O., M.C.

Top (L to R): Second Lieutenants J. M. Curtis, J. R. Jakobi, Lieutenant W. A. F. Morgan.
Cenue (L to R) : Captains C. G. A. Ridley, W. G. Cunningham, Lieutenants E. W. Penny, S. Wyatt, Captains N. Osbourne (R.A.P.C.),
C. R. C. Bunce, W. E. Roscoe.
Siuing (L to R): Majors J. H. Lea, S. G. Bow, J. G. Melsom, A. Lamb, Major General Sir Ronald C. Penney K.B.E., C.B ., D.S.O. , M.C. ,
Lieutenant Colonel J.E. D. Farr, M.B.E., Captain D. G. Pratt, Majors P. A. M. Tighe M.B.E. , J. Jamieson.
AJOR-GENERAL Sir Ronald C. Penney, K.B.E. c.B., n.s.o.,
M.c., who was described some years ago as one of 'llh.e most
highly qualified and experienced officer-s in the Army, now
in his retirement, who was quadron Commander of 1st ignal
Regiment in 1929 and 1st Division Commander in 1943, began a
three-day visit to the Regiment on Tuesday, 7t!h March.
Sir Ronald had a crowded schedule, which included visits to
207 Signal Squadron at Soltau and 200 Signal Squadron at
Deunold. Arriving at Bremen Airport on Monday, 6th March
he was met by Brigadier M. A. Charlton, C.C. Royal Signals:
I British Corps, and Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D. Farr C.O.
1st Signal R egiment.
At ~thness Barracks, Verden, on Tuesday, Major-General
Penney mspected the Quarter Guard, commanded by Sergeant
J. Marr, and with Lieutenant-Colonel Farr visited the education
centre and the armoury. There he met Weapon Training
In~c~or Sergeant R. Cossor, and Corporal J. H. Druce,
who is m charge of the armoury.
The military telephone exchange was also visited and Sir
Ronald spoke to the supervisor, Frau Hildegard Gariboff, who
has worked there for the last 14 year.s, and her six German
telephonists.
As he was making these visits the air was filled with the sound
of go-karts' engines and it was to see a demonstration of these
nippy vehicles that he next wem. There, Sergeant A. G. Evans,
Corporal M. F. D ennis and Signalman G. A. Berry put the
karts through their paces for him.
The ~ext item on the tour was a visit to the kindergarten
w~ere Sir ~onald mi:t the headmistress, Mrs. Peggy Jamieson,
wife of Maior J. Jamieson, a member of the Regiment. T here
he was presented with a buttonhole by Joanne Bow small
'
daughter of Major S. G. Bow, Q uartermaster.
Sir Ronald then went to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess. where he witnessed an unusual spectacle. As he was
c~attmg the. door was thrown open and into the mess walkedw1th great difficulty-a knight in shining armour, who with m uch
ceremony, hurled down a gauntlet and challenged the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants to a series of sporting "jousts." eedless
to say the challenge was accepted and the knight L ieutenant
E. ~· Penny was lelit .to find his way out of the a;mour.
Sir Ronald later watched a demonstration by the Command
Group.
Presentation of long service and good conduct medals took
place on Tuesday afternoon at Caithness Barracks.
The presentations were to W.O. II R. Reid, Staff Sergeant F.
Thon:as and taff Sergeant W. Woollard, A.P .T .C., P hysical
Tra1m~g Instructor at rst Signal Regiment.
Makmg the presentations Sir Ronald said that the medals
ought never to be looked upon as an automatic reward. "They
have been maintained as something of great value and before
anybody receives one, his record, behaviour, personality and
chara_cter are all very carefulyl gone into."
wts of armour were safely away, but swords were not and

M
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after the presentation Sir Ronald watched a display of fencing
by the regimental fencing team.
After inspecting the Signal Centre Sir Ronald later dined with
Major-General Jolly.
His programme for Wednesday and Thursday continued to be
equally full and exacting. At Soltau on Wednesday he inspected
the Royal Signals Quarter Guard, commanded by Sergeant J.
Waldron, and met Major D. H. Baynham and 207 Squadron.
In the Squadron Club he was able to meet most of the members
of the Squadron. A visit to Belsen, the Hohne ranges, and a
regimental Rugby match at Hohne completed the afternoon's
activities. That evening a cocktail party and buffet supper was
held in the officers mess at 1st Regiment.
Detrnold was Sir Ronald's port of call on Thursday making
him the second VIP to visit Detraold that day. Also visiting
was the Adjutant General, General Sir Richard W. Goodbody,
who toured the barracks of the Royal Scots Greys.
Sir Ro:1:1ald met Major W. R. G . Hencher of 200 Squadron.
A special feature of the day was a helicopter ride, provided by
H.q. I Light Aircraft Wing. The Commanding Officer of the
Wmg, Lieutenant-Colonel N . J. Murray, R.A., welcomed Sir
Ronald, with Flight-Commander Captain Dick Sumner, Royal

THE QUARTER GUARD
Sergeant J. A. Marr, Corporal W . M. Boy, Signalman M. Smith ,
Driver H. C. M. Girvan, Signalman W. A. Antrobus, Driver H.
Cullen , Signalman T. M. Docherty,
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From ll'ft to right : W.0.11 R. Reid, Staff Sergeant F. Thomas, Staff
Sergeant W. Woollard, A.P.T.C.

ignals. Sir Ronald's pilot was Captain Jim Crowe, Royal
Signals. Captain M. G. H. Wise, Royal Signals, was also
present.
Before Sir Ronald flew in a light aircraft to H.Q. B.A.O.R.
to end his tour he made a parting gift to 1st Signal Regiment
of the pennants he flew when he was ~ri.g~dier co~anding 3
Brigade and when he was G.O.C. 1st D1v1s1on at A0210.
We hope Sir Ronald's visit reawakened many happy memories
and provided him with many more.
2nd H EGDf ENT

Colonel Brindley left us in the full knowledge that we would
carry on our triumphs and tribulations in the safe hands of our
new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel George Hoerder.
May we say " Goodbye and God bless you " ~o Colonel
Br.indley, and say "Welcome" to our new Commanding Officer.

( DIV I S IO N'AL)

Lt is inevitable in a regiment that a time must come, hard
though it may be, when we have .to bid farewell to a wellbeloved Co1'imanding Officer who has been a good leader
and friend and has served us well .through our .triumphs and
tribular.ion s. The feeling of a great loss is probably stronger
in a regiment, where everyone knows the Commanding Officer,
than in any onher formation in the British Army.
The ·Lime came in late February for us to say " Goodbye and
good luck " to Colonel Tony Bnindley, who has left us on
promotion to make .plans and plo111S in Catterick. On t!he
night previous to his departure we "dined out" nhe .~o~onel
and on this occasion he gave us every assurance .that D1v1sional
ignals would receive very sympanhetic consideration in any
of his planning proposals. As a token of remem~anc~ <;:olonel
A. D. Brindley presented the Mess winh an oil pamrung by
Lieutenant-Colonel Hutchins, Royal Signals, of our Colonel-inChief, 1nhe Princess Royal, rak!ing the salute at Bunde Railway
Station during her visit to the Regiment in Ooto~er, . 19_6o.
At one snage of nhe evening lusty voices were raised 10 smgmg
a ditty which goes something like this, "Tarum Tara, Tarum
Tara! ! " A suitable title would be "Tony'15 uumpet rune."
The day of hiis depanture dawned :fine and sunny and a
fareweLl parade was held at w.h.ioh the Colonel made a verx
moving speeoh to aLl rankis before the marah past. On Illus
same parade we were honoured by a visit from Brigadier M . .A.
Charlton who had kindly consented 1to present the Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal 1to R.Q.M.S. Uiffenty and S.Q.M_. .
Walker. F.ollov.ilng the march past our new Commanding
Officer, Lleutenant-Coloncl G . H. H oerder took over the
parade.
Then came the touching but inevitable departure. The
Colonel's Champ was towed solemnly from the Mess, to a
tune played by ,nhe Band of the Middlesex Regiment · what was
the ·tune? It was T ony's trumpet rune played in slow time.
But the Band soon swung into rousing quick time and hal£ed
at nhe G uard Room. At this stage the Band suuck up the
traditional air " Lf old acquain tance be forgot," and tl1e departing Conuna nding Officer di smounted fr~m his 9~amp a.nd
walked bravely past a guard of hono ur to h is car wa1tmg o utStde
the gates.
.
.
.
.
Th is was indeed a sad and movmg pisode m .th e history
of ohe " S·e<:ond to None " but like T ennY' on's brook, men may
come and m en may go but the Regiment goes on for ever.
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In conversation with Regimental Sergeant Maj or D. E. Woo dbridge, Lieutenant Colonel J. E. D. Farr and Captain D. G. Pratt.

All hands to the ropes t o the tune of " Tarum Tara "

Jackson and Cooper d iscuss stresses and st rains pr io r to " All
hands to the ropes. " Colonel A. D. Brindley M.B.E., looks scept ically on

S ee pict 11re utd R egiment 1935 -
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3rd Signal Regiment

OKEDAMPTON
Concentration

2nd DIVIS IONAL SIGNALS
This is a reproduction of a painting by Lieutenant-Colonel
P. E. Hutchins . The painting was unveiled by Her Royal Hig hness, The Princess Royal, C.I., G.C.V.O ., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., D.C., D.C.L., LL.D .. Colonel In Chief
during Her visit to Her Corps in Germany on 13th October, 1960. In rear of the Cable Waggons of the mounted Company are to be seen the Cars and Lorries.

Jn the Review at Aldershot 1935 in celebration of the Sil ve r Jubilee of His late Majesty King George V .

The lut known ceremonial parade of a Mounted Company was that of 1st Indian Divisional Signals 1st January, 19'"10.

Towards Valhalla
(Sooioo)
I had occasion to go over to ~ Mulholland and after our
business was completed he asked me if I had -seen THE WIRE
lately. I t.0ld him I had not seen one for years. He gave me
che January and February issues. During >the fonch hour I
browsed through them, no.t particularly interested because it
seems a different Army now, un1lil I came co the Obituary
notice.
Company men. They laid the foundation to the skill s'hown
I read 2308821 Ex-Sergeant T. Lannigan on 27.t h November,
196o, aged 64, at Millbank Hospital. KR.Rs 1915-19; R.E.'
1919; Royal Signals 1920-34, and r939-40. In-Pensioner Royal
Hospital, Chelsea, from 8ch June 1955·
The floodgates of memory swept open. To most Lannigan
v.'3.5 just an old weat, unknown and unsung to most.
I first met Lannigan early in 1920 m: Crowoorough. We
were both on a nine months' of Operator Line in "C "
Company. We com:oned to eaah other.
One day he mentioned that he had had a mate of t!he same
name in France. He remembered his number---6039 Rifleman
David Hole. It was my brotlher. As my brother joined up
in August, 1914, at exactly 17 years, 'they must have been
much of an age.
Lannigan went on to tell me tihat one day stood out m his
memory, for it was !his ·binhday. In the rnt!h Battalion 35
men were sent out on a bombing raid. Only five rel!Uined,
which included Lannigan and my brother, who were both
wounded, my brother m -the head and Lamrigan in the face.
My brocher died of wounds .three days later on 5tih September,
1916. Note this was before tin-hats and tanks.
Lannigan and I finished our course and he went ro Egypt
and I went to the 4th Divisional Signals and then on to China.
I never saw Lannigan again but thought of him at oft ~imes.
Life in rhe old RE. Signals, before the formallion of 1ihe Corps,
was very different to what it is today. Then there were no
Bootsies and Snudges. We treated Officers like gods and
N.C.O.s like demi-gods. There was no bull or bullying. The
discipline was strict and none seemed to find it irksome. The
father of Jack and Claude Hulbert, Captain Hulbert, was our
Medical Officer. We had a very talented concert party. Glaude
used to come down and give us a hand, as well as his famer.
Harking back, I am astonished at the -amount of talent we
kept digging up. There were many Cotterills, who fla-shed
across the finnament and were lost to sight in distant ourposts
of the Empire. Captain Tillard and Captain Spencer had us ow:
twice a week on cro s-country runs. The old G.S. wagon
brought back our greatcoats. Outside Swiuerland, the finest
ice sports I have enjoyed were at Crowborough.
They were happy days. We worked hard and we played
hard.
Our instructors, like "Fairy" Tremaine, were old " K "
116

by the Corps in 1939-45. I knew men who never had a medal,
like Gallagher, who were the real backbone of the Army in
boch Wars. Without their superb skill as craf.tsmen and
instructors we would have been over-run.
So we owe a lot to t!h.e Lannigans, who stood fast not once
but again and again. In the fullness of time we will meet
again in Valhalla.
Godfrey-Fausem:, Mordaunt, Tommy
Hewiint, To.tterdell, "T<iah " Adams, Hose; yes, and even
Charlie Walsh-and che many who pioneered the Corps as it is
today.
We'll meet agaiR, don't know where, don't know when .. ..
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Boys Service in the Nineteen Thirties. Here is a challenge
and a request.
The challenge comes from three people whom you may
know : Ex-Sergeant Tommy Blades, Colonel Tom Boileau and
Lieutenant-C<Ylenel Viator Holland.
It is to make every effort to contact every Ex~Boy you
can who was in Boys Service between 1930 and 1940 and
bring nhem a·l ong to che Ex-Boys Danner on 16th September,
1961.
The request comes f.rom the same .three people and it is,
just simply, please come to the Dinner thls year and make it
really a fine representiative gathering of " THE BOYS OF
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I
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THE THIRTIES."

·we are looking forward to seeing you.

T.W.B.
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Royal Signals Boys.

Winners Catterick Garrison Cricket 1934
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MAJOR

SPORTING

DISTINCTIONS

A brief note on their major sporting distinctions will not,
perhaps, be out of place here:

''As it was
in the
beginning''

8th REGIMENT
RUGBY FOOTBALL
ATHLETICS

Army Champions in 1949, 1950,
1951, 1953, 1954 1957, and 1959·
Army Champions m 1954.

CYCLING

Army Champions in 196o.
12th REGIMENT

Amalgam ati o n of
8t h and 12th Regiments

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL

Army Champions m 1956.

BOXING

Army Championship runners-up
in 1955, 1956, 1957 and 1959.

March part of No. I Squadron, 8th Signal Regiment (R.S.M.)
O 'Connor in front)

-<11111
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I Och
March past of the new No. 4 Squadron, 8th Signal Regiment after the Amalgamation Ceremony

. On Friday, zo_th Mar~h, 1961, a rather sad, but nonetheless
mteresung ~d unpress1ve ceremony, took place at Catterick
~p. ThlS was the Amalgamation Parade of 8th and 12th
Regunenrs, as a result of which, 12th Regiment will be no longer
with us, except in spiric.
1:he Signal Officer - in - Chief, Major - General A. M. W.
Whistler, C.B.E., attended the parade, wh ich was commanded
by Colonel ]. M. S. Tulloch O.B.E. He was given a "Present
Arms'.' to the ac:a;>mpanimenr of ~ fanfare. The G .O.C.,
Cattenck Area? Major-General R. B. F . K. Goldsmith, c.B.,
C.B.E. also arr_1ved, to whom the parade presented arms with
a fanfa~e sp<:<=1ally composed for the o:::casion by the Director
of Music, Lieutenant-Colone! J. L. Judd, M.B.E. Finally, the
Colonel Commandant, Maior-General Sir W illiam Scott
K.C.M.G., C.B., ~.B.E., arrived. He was given a General Salute:
and he then mspect~d the parade. which consisted of three
Squadrons _of 8th _Regiment and two Squadrons of 12th Regiment
together with their Land Rover cable-layers and also the Corps
Band.
About 20 officer_s and 500 _m en were on parade, and this may
well !Je the last big Royal Signals ceremonial parade any of us
are likely to ~ee for some time. After the inspection, a short
address was given by the Inspecting Officer.
'I?e Amalgamat_ion Ceremonial then took place. The two
Regiments tun~ed mwards, face-to-face, exchanged compliments,
and 12th . Regiment was handed over by their Commanding
Offic:er, L ieutenant-Colonel P. D. Vaigncourt-Strallen, to 8th
Regun;pt, commanded by Colonel J. M . S. Tulloch, o.B.E. The
o~der Tell off by Squadrons " was given, and thereafter the
Lme Squadron of 12th Regiment became No. 4 Squadron of
8th Regunent.
Troops . of 12th ~egirnent who were not amalgamating then
!'!1arched m slo~ tune past the whole of 8th Regiment at the
present arms
to the Corps Slow March "HRH The
Prin.cess Royal" and "Auld Lang Syne." The Fl~g· of 12th
.
Regunent, at the same time, was slowly hauled down.
Finally, the now augmented 8th Regiment. with its four
quadrons marched past in column of route to the Coros Quick
·
March, "Begone Dull Care."

~~~ ended a pa!ade which, short and simple in itself, was
a 1gmficant one, as 1t marked one more milestone in the onward
march of progress. The communications of the Army will in
future depend less ~nd less upon the lineman with his mechan ical
cable layers and 1mmaculatel.Y dressed telegraph routes, and
mo~e ~nd more upon the rad io relav operator with his mobile
rad·o links.
.~is 1?3rade was all the more interestin~, in that it took olace
w11hm sight and sound of the very barracks (Vimy and Kemme!

Lines) where both .Regiments started their life in Catterick, 36
years ago.. What 1s more, these barracks still look very much
as they d1d then, and would be easily recognisable to any old
soldier of the 19_25-30 vintages. For all we know, the ghosts of
many an old Lmeman, Wheeler, Instrument-Maker or Visual
Operator were looking on at this parade taking place on the
square below, where they themselves were trained. Probably
they had the same thought .which was in the minds of many of
the spectators, that the drill the turnout, and the bearing of
the~e J:'Oung soldiers on parade in this year of grace, 1961, remam little changed from those distant days of 1925. Indeedand r_hank heaven for it-these attributes still survive in a
changmg world. The barracks themselves are due to disappear
under the bulldozer before long. Sic transit gloria.
In 1925, when the Signal Training Centre moved from Maresfiel.d _to Ca_tterick, "D" Company of the Training Battalion was
trarn~g. Lmemen, while "F " Company looked after the Fitters,
Electnc1ai:is ~nd Instrument-Makers. Four years later there was
a reorgamsat1on, when all the technical trades, as well as Linemen were taken over by" D" Company. (This was when "F"
Company became the Boys' Company).
A major step was taken in 1937, when the Mechanical Cable
Layer No. I was introduced, and the training of linemen in
mounted .duties with the horse cable wagon ceased. As a result,
the wearing of breeches and spurs was discontinued an d so
the era of the horse came to its glorious end.
'
On rhi; <;>utbreak o; the Second World ~ar, each Company of
the Trammg Battalion was expanded mto a Battalion and
fron:i ." D" Co_mpany sprang both the 1st and 2nd Trades
Trammg .Battalions, respoi:isible for t!1c training of technicians
and t~e hne trades re~pectJvely. During the war these training
commitments were dispersed between three Signa l Training
Cent~es, at Hudder~field and Prestatyn, as well as Catterick,
and It was !lOt until 1947 that these two Trnining Battalions
w_ere cc-designated 1st and 2nd Tm4ning Regiments Roya!
Signals.
'
In 1959 th.ere was a further re-designation, as a resu lt of which,
the two Regiments became known as 8th and 12th Signal Regiments.
Now, in. 1961, their history has turned a full circle, and
~~ey,,are um~~d ~?ce more, ~s the)'. were in 1920, when th ey were
ai:id
D
Comparues with.in the Training Battalion,
F
Royal Signals. No one who '-':'a.tched this Amalgamat!on Cerem?ny could ?oubt that th~ traditions of these two fine Regiments
will be earned on worthily .by t~c young soldiers taking part .
The future of the Corps will, wnh our help be safe in their
·'
hands.

HEGUIENT

GltOUP)

Our soccer team met 28th Regiment in the Morrison Cup
final on 22nd February. A first-class pitch and two highly
keyed-up teams gave the hundreds of spectators a fast and exciting game, with many goalmouth skirmishes on both sides.
Although we beat our opponents by 3 goals to nil, the game was
hard fought and we had several anxious moments.
On 8th March the team went on to further victory by winning
the semi-final of the Rhine Area Knockout Cup by 5 goals to
nil against 5 Company, R.A.S.C. It now goes on to the final,
against 40 Advanced Engineer Stores Regiment on 22nd March.
Unfortunately, before that date we Jose four of our leading
players, Lance-Corporals Caner and Shipley, Signalman Blevins
and Driver Snook. We shall be very hard-pressed without
them; Signalman Blevins, as centre-forward, scored 56 goals last
season and 48 this season, and Lance-Corporal Carter has been
a tower of strength as team captain. We have been unable to
find any pretext for holding them back, even against their wills,
and so we must just say goodbye and wish them the best of
luck in civilian life.
The Regimental Sailing Club, which now boasts some 30
members, has been hard at work during the winter, in six syndicates, preparing their boats for the coming season. Four syndicates are scraping, painting, and generally titivating four
elderly Sharpies, whilst the technical brains of the Club have
been busy buiJdin.g ·TWO brand new GP r4s from kit parts supplied by nhe Nuffield Organisanion. A highlight was reached on
Sunday, 7Jlh March, when we had a ceremonJial launching of nhe
fir.st of nhese GP rits--all newly-painted and varnished-in the
Rhine ·a t Krefeld for a trial run.

country from overseas to attend the wedding. All their friends
wish them every happiness in their future years together.
The sun shone brightly on the rugby team and its So
supporters as t:hey boarded the coaches taking them to Taunton
for the final of the Soul'h Western Distr~ct Rugby Competition,
in which we met the rst Bn. Lancashire Regiment (P.W.V.)
and were clearly outclassed, but not disgraced. Everything considCTed, it was quite an achievement to get so far.

4 Squadron. Thi.s month we said a regretful farewell
to Sergeant E. T. Humphreys, who had become an almost permanent fixture on the camp--he spent roughly seven years
between Cobbett Hill and Oakbanger and will be greatly missed
from a military and a social point of view-we wish him every
success with his new posting. The Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess held a small and successful social in his honour
before he left the Squadron.
Congratulations. to W.0.11 C. G. Curtis who has achieved his
L.S. and G.C. This will be presented formally on the Annual
Administration Inspection Parade, Tuesday 21st March, 1961.
Although the football season is officially over the team is
enjoying some friendly matches. The table tennis team, however, is still fighting its way through the League with ignalman

14th ltEGDfENT (COMCAN)

I Squadron. "A" Troop, consislling mainly of W.R.A.C.
personnel, are top of the Traffic Handling competition at T.R.C.,
Boddington, for nhe second month running. They have reached
a high standard of proficiency, and it looks as though ~hey are
going to remain at the top for some time.
Major E. H. Ohaffey was dined out this month. A highly
successful affair, winh lots of "old" soldiers' reminiscences.
Goodbye also, to Second-Lieutenant K . Brotchie, who is going
back to sea-he thinks I
Corporal Smith participated in the South West Di trier Individual Boxing Championships at Taunton and did very well
to reach the semi-finals, where he wa beaten in the first round
by an extremely clever and hard-hiLting international from rst
Bn. Lancashire Regiment (P.W.V.). A consolation prize awaited
him on h is return- he is now Sergeant Smith.
On Saturday, 4th February, the Sergeant-Major, W.O.II C.
W. Palmer married Miss McKay, formerly of 623 W.R.A.C.
Signal Troop. They met when he led a group on an Adventure
Training Trip to the Cairngorm Mountains in Scotland. After
three modths' courtfillip tJi y were marrued at St. Alda~e's
Ohurch Gloucester. Major J. G. Oliver, O.B.E., gave the bn~e
away, her fa~her, Colonel McKay, being unable to return to this
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W. 0 .11 C. W. Palmer and his Bride after the Ceremony
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iarsh, whose unbeaten record has spurred them on to further
victori .

Installation Tr p
OMCAN. This Troop is in the
unusual position of being an independent overseas troop of 14th
Regiment, and our function is ex"aotly as ,1ur title i.mplies, to
m tal COMCAN equipment anywhere it is needed in the world.
For the la t few years we have been stationed in Malta where
we have amongst other things built a new receiver station end
a new tape relay centre. In fact the new tape relay centre was
only completed a short time ago and was officially opened by
Major-General A. M. W. Whisnler, C.B.E., the Signal Officer-inChief, when he visited Malta on the 28th February, 1961. Also
attending the ceremony was the Commanding Officer 14th
Regunent who came out to Malta especially for the event.
Our work in Malta is now finished for the time being and
we have already an advance party in Cyprus and another advance
party in K enya. Both parties are staning work on our next
projects.
There is little doubt that work in this troop involves more
travel round the world than most people achieve in the whole
of their Army service, and coupled with a most interesting job
of work this troop is in our opinion one of Signals more unusual
and better postings.
15th REGl.lUE:'\"'T (CYPRUS)
ince the Regiment's last contribution we have had an
eventful month commencing v.-ith the visit of the S.0.-in-C.
Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., on 23rd February,
which will be repor.ted in the next issue. Suffice to say here
that ne..xt time we hope he wall be able to pend much more time
with us.
Another major event in the life of the Regiment was the
arrival of our new Commanding Officer, Liell'tenan.t-Colonel D .
L. Sylvester-Bradley, who joined us at the end of February.
We extend a warm welcome to him, and at the same time wish
Lieuenant-Colonel J. Dodd our retirmg C.O., every success in
civilian life.
The Regiment is still making news in Cyprus foonball circles.
Feeling that they had to live up to our prediction in last month's
notes, 3 Squadron beat 6 Guard Dog Unit RM.P. in the final
of the Cyprus Minor Units Cup Competition, after an exciting
replay thus gaining for us tlhe distinction of holding both tlhe
major and minor units soccer Cups. Meanwhile r Squadron,
who very rarely let themselves be overshadowed by the other
quadrons for any length of time where football is concerned,
answered this by providing no fewer than four players, Corporal
Paterson Signalmen McDonald, Patrick and Teague, for the
recent Combined Services (Cyprus) tour of Libya.
At present we are in the throes of preparing for tl:J.e annual
Administrative inspection. As rhe Accommodation Blocks
throughout the cantonment are in the process of being painted,
life is hectic, as men vacate rheir rooms fur the painters then
scurry back to prepare them for the Big Day. As is usual on
these occasions, sighs of "Oh well, it's only once a year,'' are
to be heard wherever one goes. However, everything is-we
hope-under control.

18th REGIME:VT (Sll\"GAPORE)

A Change of A i r - Caineron Highlands
After serving only six months in the humid heat of Singapore
you need a "O:tange of Air." It is essential you plan and prepare (i.e. save up) for t!his as soon as you arrive whether you
are single or married.
One of the popular places to visit is the Cameron Highlands.
This can be done as a temporary duty posting to the Change of
Air Station which caters for families and single men or by taking
leave and staying at one of the many Hotels or Rest House.
I went by car, though it is far less fatiguing to go by rail to
Tap.ah and then by taxi or bus up for the 40 miles or so to ttbe
Cameron Highlands.
The long journey is best done in two days. On the first,
Kuala Lumpur should be your objective by lunch time. To do
this I left Singapore at 4 a.m. and drove up to Segamat Rest
House (140 miles) for breakfast at 7.30 a.m. Then it is a fairly
comfortable trip to Kuala Lumpur by lunch time-stopping at
Seremban for elevenses. This gives father a chance to rest in
the afternoon while mother and children can explore Kuala
Lumpur. A 7 a.m. start gives one the most comfortable drive
O?t of Kuala Lumpur and I soon had a taste of driving through
hills. A break at Tapab Rest House for a few minutes paid
dividends and freshened one up for the 40 miles of twists and
turn · to come.
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A group of Sakai (Aborigine Malayan) with blow pipes and dart case

Entering the hills the climb is hardly noticeable, but then the
driver doesn't see much as he is concentrating on the continually
winding road up through the heavily tropically forested mountain
side. The route is marked with the increasing height of the road
as one progresses from one valley to another and one gets the
feeling of leaving mother earth behind. It takes about two hours
to do the climb and it is with some relief that you top the final
crest and run into the town.
Yes it is definitely cooler and a few lungs-full of the invigorating air is a wonderful reviver. The rest of the day is spent in
settling in, seeing to the car and planning the things to do each
day. On the way up I saw small groups of Aborigines on the
roadside and some heavy engineering work going on at an
Hydro Electric Scheme site and that sharpened my interest and
were " musts " for a closer look.
The things to do are numerous and into my long list went :
Do the longest and highest walk. There is a map of walks and
it is best to buy one on arrival. The walks are numbered and
vary in length from a few miles to about 12 and in the type of
country they go through.
A visit to the water fall s.
A car drive to the Hydro Electric Scheme.
Try my hand at golf (clubs and balls are available on hire at
very reasonable rates).
Find the R ose Garden.
Look over the tea plantation a71d factory in the Ideal Farm .
Explore an Aborigines Settlement.
In the evenings there is a cinema and a visit to the Smoke
House and other hotels.
Tile plan was roughed out after a gorgeous strawberry tea in
front of a cheerful warming open log fire. How very strange to
see a fire again-11nd the beauty of it is-that it is very necessary.
How restful and relaxing too it was to flop into bed that first
night and feel the warmth and weight of three blankets : z-z-z-z-z
I went through my plan steadily and altered the order of
things to suit the weather as it showered usually for a short while
each day either in the morning or afternoon. I will mention
three of the items as they are so contrasting.
The Rose Garden . I had beard of this and set off to find itdirections were given by local inhabitants. After driving about
six miles out of the town, ending up on a very narrow twisting
road and an even worse drive up to the Cottage, one meets Mr.
Robertson-The Cottage is very high up and appears to be
miles from civilisation. Mr. Robertson is a diminitive gnomelike Scot who retired some fifteen years ago and decided to grow
roses. He now has some hundreds of varieties and they bloom
all the year round. He has them sent out from U.K. (north of
the border naturally) and puts them immediately into pots. Sees
them ~hrough their teething troubles for about &ix weeks before
either planting them out or sending them to his many customers
all over the Far East. He can rightly be proud of his wide circle
of titled and VIP admirers.
He lives in his cottage on his own and with a few helpers has
hewn out of this hill top a haven of colour and scent; and standing midst this peace and beauty one feels remote from the
political turmoil of the rest of the world. Wars and strife are
not of heavens like these.
My camera loaded with colour film had a field day amongst
his rose beds-he took forty minutes cutting me a dozen roses,
each stem carefully wrapped in damp moss and a polothyene
bag tied around the ends filled with water kept them fresh.
Each was carefully chosen and in variety and colour they were
worth a mint-but they only cost three dollars. Mr. Robertson,
an engaging person, and a trip to his cottage is a must-he has
found peace!
TH E WI R E,
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The Hydro Electric Schem~. Now here .is en_terprise of a
different nature-it meddles wnh nature. It is of interest to all
--0ld and young alike. The brain behind it is British and ~e
practical work is. mai.i:JY. in the hands of Germans. There is
nothing unusual m bmlding a dam to harness water an~ cr~te
a lake-but when this water is brought under g~ound m .pipes
from a river many miles away through a ~ounta in. range it becomes a something to talk about. There 1s a working model at
a showroom on the si te with a guide who tells you o~ ~e
history and development of the scheme. The most striking
feature apart from an enormous lak_e that will b~ created, is ~at
the water is taken from a river flowtng east by pipes under miles
of mountains and drops almost perpendicularly into a comp~etely
underground power stat~on. Th_e water ~en flows out. and IS led
by pipes and channels mto a nver flowing west. It 1s planned
then to harness the water of this second river to extend the
scheme with another plant.
The creation of the lake will entail the rebuilding of long
stretches of me road up to the Camerons--and already the men
with foresight are planning: a holiday resort base~ on the .lake
shores, with sailing; fishing and water sports as main attracuons.
There's money in them thar hills.
So the 1970 Far East soldier can look forward to something
really splendid for his leave.
The Aborigine Settlements. From the futuristic to rhe primitive-a shy, simple people who go ar.ound i;iaked or .nearly ~o,
live in huts made of attap and hunt with their blow pipes. Like
Mr. Robertson, they seem to have found a peace up these hills
and are quite content with theit lot. One could not hone~tly
imagine them driving a car. do'-';'n Orchar~ Road and parkmg
outside Princes Hotel and gomg in for a dnnk.
For this trip you must take a guide and seek advice fro~ the
District Officer. The guide is Jo show you through the Jungle
pat!hs and talk for you. It is a long trek and it gives one the
feeling of setting off into the great unknown-the ExplorerSelf.
Their villages are buiLt and demolished as they move abou.t in
their nomadic style-the Aborigine~ are use~ as labour on vanous
minor works on the roads, plantanons and m the forests and do
not seem to want to progress. There are a few pos.tcards to
illustrate what you will find-ell this, hydro electric schemes and
roses too. What a wonderful change--0f air?
" A 1hini: of beaury is a joy for tn1er "
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By the time these notes get into print in THE WIRE, we shall
be having a change of Commanding Officer. Lieutenant-Colonel
G. H. Hulme has been in command since March, 1959, and
now, after completion of his two years, has d~ided to try
civilian life. Both the Colonel and Mrs. Hulme will be greatly
missed in the Regiment, and we all hope they will have success in their new venture. Lieutenant-Colonel D. M . Hazlehurst
assumes command in early May.
This month has seen the departure of Captain A. D. Steel,
who bas been our M.T.O. for some considerable time. He leaves
us to join 237 Squadron (COMCAN) in Singapore, and to him
and Mrs. Steel go our best wishes in their new station.
Arrivals, in some cases a bit overdue, have been W.O.II
(R.Q.M.S.) F. F.astwood, from 235 Squadron in Malta; Sergeant
A. Bone (2 Squadron), £rom School of Signals; and Staff
Sergeant K. Hadfield (r Squadron), from uth Regiment. The
QM. Department in this Regiment is now "flush" with staff, as
temporarily we have ,three R.Q.M.S.s, umii.l ithe departure of
W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) R. M . Callaghan in May, _1961, to Cyp~us
However, having to fuce three R.Q.M.S.s all m one office a.s a
terrifying exper.ience ,to those visiting llhe QM. Stores !
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal !_{. ~hite _(2 Squadron) .on
his marriage. We hope both he and his wife will enioy ma~ed
life and have many happy years together. Also congratulauons
to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. B. Hall (r Squadron) on the recent
birth of their son.
At the end of January the Regiment was re-equipped with
the new S.L.R., consequently, during ll?is month, everyone ~as
been learning bow to handle and fire this new WC;Spon. Dunng
the past six weeks three very successful i2-day drill and weapon
training courses have been .run by the R.S.M. (W.0.I T. A.
Vaughan), to which N.C.O.s from the Regiment, as well as 220
and 221 Squadrons have amtended. These courses have been
closely followed by range classifioait>ion for the S.L.R., S.M.C.,
and L.M.G. The hard work in the organising and running of
the courses has been put in by W.O.II (S.S.M.) K. Meyer, (1
Squadron), Sergeant M . H. White (I Squadron) and Sergeant
G. P. J. Licence (REM.E.) and Corporal Gates (2 Squadron).
At football the Regimental team has not lost a match in the
North Rhine' West-Fahlen League since Christmas. As things
are at the present, 40 Advance Stores Enginc:ering. Re~ent
are more than likely to win the league champio!lship.s, with a
rare tussle for second position, between the Regunent, R.A.F.,
But2Weilerhof Command Pay Office and 5 Company, R.A.S.C.
The team to be nuiners-up will get there on goal average. In
the R.A.F., Laarbruch, Station League, the Regiment is equ~y
well placed, and the eventual winners is either to b~ T~lm1cal
Wing " A " or the Regiment's t~m. The. final posmon m both
leagues are not likely to be decided until the last matches of
the season.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Hulme Commanding Officer 21st Signal
Regiment 1959-1961

30th
Regiment
Back row : Corporal C . Thorburn, Lance-Corporal R. J. Connor,
Sergeant G. H. Johnstone
23rd Regiments Fencing Team
Standing (L to R) : R.S.M . M. A. Barnes-Murphy, Lance Corporal A.
McCrann, S.S.I. E. Riley (APTC), Corporal E. Ph ilomen, LanceCorporal H. Parry.
Seated (L to R) Lance Corporal B. Weaver, Craftsman M. Gowland
(REME), Corporal H. Travers.

23rd REGl.HENT (TBAINING)
Once again we are in the final of the North Midland Area
Soccer Cup, having beaten 6 Battalion R.A.O.C. 5-2. Well
done the rerun.
A new departure for us is fencing and this year for <!!he fi:st
time we entered a team for the Northern Command FenCJ.Og
Cliampionships. The team was coached by Staff Sergeant
Riley, A.P.T.C. and captained by the R.S.M.
According to Brigadier Hobson, who presented the prizes,
entries this year were more 1than three times the usual number,
so the sport can definitely be said to be looking up. Four
fencers in the first seven in the " Foil," one finalist in the
" Epee " and two in tlle " Sabre " is not a bad beginning for
us. Unfortunately, our S.S.I. having completed die "Long"
course was not eligible to compete.
Our two fibre glass canoes have now arrived from .t he makers
and the Canoe Glub, ably organised by our Messing Officer,
Second-Lieutenant Brown, is now ]n business. The Club
intends to enter for any competitions lihat are going and in
addition to construot it:s own craft. We look forward ilX> giving
you some news of their activities in the nex;t issue of l!hese notes.
The speed of our run-down is now being s_tepped up and
most of us will be away from here by l!he m1ddle of July. Our
amalgamation parade is r.o be h~ld on l!he 22nd April, at
which we hope the salute will be mken by Major~General R. J
Moberly, C.B., O.B.E., Colonel Commandant.

24th REGl.lUENT (TR Al1'"'ING)
This month, instead of reporting our usual spate of sporting
and social activities, visitrs, inspections and corning,s and goings,
we '.cave selected a few individuals v.tlio constantly and conistantly, by their effollts and ent!husiasm, help to mainllain the
prestige of the Regiment and the Corps on the battlefields of
port in the Catterick Area. The photX>graph shows these
stalwarts tripped for action.

Cricket. Lance-Corporal F. C. McLaughlin, called up
in February, 196o, and soon converted to a "regular" way of
life. He is an all year round man with his greatest potential in
the cricket world. He has already had a season in the Regimental side, Catte.rick Services, and three seasons in hls home
team at Morton. Experts enthuse about his excellent variety
of trokes and outstanding fielding at cove.r and to complete
the hat-trick he can bowl a medium pace for a long time. To
keep fit in the winter he plays centre half for the Regimental
soccer team. Need we say more.

Front row : Corporal K. W. King, Signalman J. R. Bonse r , Lance-

(Trials) ·

Corporal F. C. Mclaughlin

Hockey. A paragraph of more maturity is required for
Sergeant G. H. Johnson, ex-boy Mhow, 1943, and now, with
many yea.rs of servace sport behind, is still going strong. His
-tw-0 loves are cricket and hockey, both reliably played at Regimental Covps and Servrices level. In tihe cur.rent hockey season,
he is descnibed as a " tower of strength " nonable for " coolness
under pressure." No doubt his long string of fraends will pull
his leg in a suitable fashion wihen occasions offer themselves.
llugby. Next, a National Serviceman, Signalman J. R.
Bonser, soon due ro leave us and our loss will be Rochdale
Rugby Foouball Club's gain. He is already a Lancashire triruist.
Wihilst we may be able to repla.c e him in tihe draughitsman's
office, his all round capability in the Regimental team will be
thard to fill. During his short spell of Army life, he has represented the Corps and Northern Command.

Motor Cycle Trials. Lance-Corporal R. J. Connor
is a stJa.lwa11t of the 1 Squadron .inslil'Uol!ional orgarusation
and spends his days teaching y-0ung soldiers to 11ide as well as
he does. Whilst f.rench polishing in civilian Life, he was a T.A.
member of 49 Infiantry Divisional Ohampionship team and was
with them when they won tihe No11tihern Command Cup in 1959.
During his previous oService he rode for 5 Training Regiment,
and now he is back .to his old love as a regular and thoroughly
enjoying it. He is one for whom the present nrend away from
the use of tihe motor cycle causes as much heart ache as the loss
of the cable wagon.
Lawn Tennis. Our second National Service personality
is Corporal K. W. King, a Denbighshire man whose favounite
spor.r is not quite as popular in the Corps as we would like to
see it, although a great deal of tennis is till played. The Corips
Wlill miss him wJ1en he leaves us, but he will again be playing
at home for the Denbighshire Lawn Tennis Club, and t!he best
of luck to him.
·
Hockey. To finish, another hockey stalwart, !'his ti.me a
little younger 'l!han our friend Sergeant Johnson, but full of
e~erience. Cor,poraJ C. Thorburn is a drivillg instructor and
a very capa1'1e one, and in his seven year•S w:i.th ·d ie Cor·ps he
has been of great benefit on the hockey field to t!he three units
in which has served, Comcan East Afnica, 25'1ih Regiment and
now ourselves. In East Africa he played for the Royal Signals
team. Hailing from Nor.th Berwick, he was trained as a vehri.ole
mechanic and llhen decided mat the Army offered him the life
he needed. We look forward to watching him play many more
tillles in the future.
28th llEGIMENT (AUMY GROUP)
Contribution received too late; following abbreviated version:
Having won 1Jhe Morrison Boxing Cup, five wer~ entered for
Rhlne Army IndivJduals and Leenan (tlighltiweight) and Pot1Iinger
(m1ddlewcight) ohosen for finals in Berlin. The Foonbali ·team
was beaten by 1onh Regiment in the Mol1Iison CUtp Frinal. The
Ski~ing team did well in the B.A.0.R. Championshlps.

W.0.1 R. G. Knight (left), W.0.1 H. Bell, W.0.1 G. H. Scott (being greeted by the Inspecting Officer)
W .0.11 (RQMS) P. S. Mullin, W.0.11 (RQMS) W . E. J. Statham

HE Annual AdminiSttrative Inspecti~n held on 28th February,
1961, m-arked yet ·ai:iother miles.tone in t!he first year of the
Regiment's ocoupauon of Blandford CamI?·
.
What is normally a routine event for every urut _was raised_ ~ut
of this category by the unusual amount of nauon~l pub~c:ty
given to the parade by television a~d the Press. This pubhCJty
stemmed from the awards of the Briush Emp!Ie Medal to W.O.II
(S.S.M.) R. Homby and Staff Sergeant L. V. Ings, the Long
ervice and Good Conduct Medal to Staff. Se~geant D . Cunningham and the Efficiency Medal (Temtonal) to W.O.II
(S S M ) J Simpson. The awards were presented ?n the full
pa~ade ~f the Regiment by the Inspecting Officer, Ma1or-General
d · th
· al
J H . Cubbon, C.B.E.
· The treatment of W.O.II R. Hornby's awar m e na.t1on
press tended to be unbalan~ed . and, in order to . correc~ any
rnisimpressions, the official citation 1s stated here m full. .
" Warrant Officer Class II Hon~by h~s .carried out the duu~s
of Sergeant-Major of the recrult trammg squadron of his
Regiment for the pas.t three years. The task. has been a
difficult one calling for a considerable and sustamed person~!
effort, and ; full understanding of the problems of the recr~lt
soldier. He has responded in an excepoonal way and althou,,,h
he has undertaken duties and long .hours of work far beyond
me normal requirement, his enthusia m has n~ver waned and
As an experienced and capable moto~ cyclist he has d<:me
a lot to introduce young soldiers to th1~ sP?rt, enc~uragmg
them thereafter and promoting and fostermg mterest m motor
cycle trials.
al
d lf
His success .is due to his high srandard of loy ty an se discipline his outstanding devotion to duty and his constant
attention 'to the welfare of his men."
Staff Sergeant Ings's ~wa~d was equally n:eritorious and the
citation which accompa01ed 1t was as follows· .
" Staff Sergeant Ings has been an outstandmg member of
the Monitoring Team since June, 1956. In Decem~er 19_56,
he was given the task of organising the Traffic AnalySJs ~ec~on
involving work whioh was entirely ne""'. to the Team.
e ~
commanded !!he Section with outstanding success an~ by his
own efforts and selfless devotion to duty he has built up a
moSll: efficient organisation .
.
H'
He has been an 1in.spi:ratlion to all ranks of his Squadron .. 1
main concern has been the sympathetic and un~erstan~ng
handling of young National S~rvice and regular soldiers durmg
tl1eir first few months of service.
ed
th
For mh.rec consecutive years !he has been 1oan
1to
e

T
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Foreign Office for prolonged periods and his work has received
high quality reports.
.
Communication Security is of greater unporrance now
than at any time in the history of the Army. ~e ex~llent
organisation and smooth running of the .AnalySls Section of
the Monitoring Team reflects great credit ?n Staff Sei;geant
Ings. By his outstaJlding _zea}, he has achieved the highest
standard of loyalty and serVJCe.
The Reg]ment congratulates both W.O.II. Hornby and Staff
Sergeant Ings as well as St~ff Sergeant Cunmngham and W.0.II
Simpson on their fine service.
ll
The inspection of the Regiment after .the parade went w~ ·
'I'he carefllll proparati.ons were not unnoticed by_ the In~g
Officer who declared himself well satisfied with ll?e
h1~
standard achieved." Major-General Cubbon amplified this
comment with the remarks that:
"Despite the fact that the Regiment has a highly important
technical role and . . . the work of the Squadi:on~ could
hardly be more divenified, I ha~e formed .~e defimte unpres. n that the
most .effective
regunental
and
SIO .
.
• d d
.
th mll1tary standard
,,
unng
e past year.
spirit have been mamtame
However the best and most useful inspections always reveal
those points where some additional. effort can make .a worthwhile improvement and this inspecuon was no exception. ~he
Regiment can look forward to a lift in the s~andard of messmg.
An interesting illustration of the far reaching ar~ of modern
publicity came to notice when a correspondent mformed the
Re iment that its activities on the para.de groun~ at Blandford
Ca~p had been noted in the South Cluna Morrui1g Po~t, Hong
Kong. Doubtless there is a moral to. be draw!l from this.
While the Administrative . Insp~tton dommatcd the ~01_11h,
the life of the Regiment contmued m other w~ys. The pr~nopal
event was the amalgamation of 3 .Squadron w1t:J:i the Momtonn.g
Team under the command of Ma1or D. V. ~ellmgs, M.B.E.. This
remains 3 Squadron but has a somewhat wider .role than h1~erThe new Squadron is now making preparations to take itsc:Jf
~ff to the Hebrides for exercises in May ~nd June. Then 1~
August forged and sharpened by lthe Hebridean ex~n~ce, 1t
will g~ to Ge!=111any where it will make a contr1buuon to
formation exercises.
.
.
I
d d
The arrival of officers in the Regunent 1s always w~ come an
rhese this month are Captain S. W. Mawson and Lieutenant R.
S. Rowland.
.
h'
·
Lieutenant T. R . Hunter is congratulat~d on is promouon.
He must be one of the relatively few Nauonal Service Officers
123

JUNIOR LEADERS REGIMENT

Major-General J. H. Cubbon, C. B.E., presents the British Empire
Medal to W.0.11 (S.S.M .) R. Hornby

Staff Sergeant D. Cunningham receives the Long Se r vice and Good
Conduct Medal
to achieve this. W.O.II Giles, a hockey player of repute, is also
welcomed to the Regiment in which he is to be R.Q.M.S.

The Corporals' Club, heartened by ~he success of their Christmas Dance, organised another dance on lst March, 1961. A
splendid buffet supper was laid on and the entertainment was
well anended. This is the Swansong for Corporal Little, the
Club President. He has been promoted and now circulates in a
higher strata. Corporal Harkins has taken over the Club
Presidency.

W .0.11 (S.S.M.) J. Simpson 's being congratulated by the Inspecting
Officer on the award of the Efficiency Medal (Territorial). Major
L. S. Bamber is in attendance

L

Staff Sergeant L. V. lngs receives the British Empire Medal

The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess held their first
dinner night in Blandford Camp on 2nd March, 196r. Guests
from the Cookery Instructional Centre, A.C.C. and H.Q. A.E.R.
Royal Signals attended and helped to make a most successful
occasion. Apart from celebrating the end of the Adrninisitrative
Inspection, the dirmer also served as the opportunity to take
formal leave of W.O.II (S.S.M.) Alexander who is leaving the
Service this month having completed a full twenty-two years•
term. He retires to live in Poole taking with him the very best
wishes of the Regiment.
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The following goods are available from Association Headquarte rs :
They are of good quality and are correct in style and colour. Many imitations are sold in shops, at higher prices.
at the quoted prices the Association makes a profit.
Corps Paint Transfers:
"Jimmy "-<>n background of Corps Colours (each)
1
IO" X 7 / 2" 71/ 2" X 5 5/g" 31/10" X 2 2/5"
2 ;s
1; 6
3;Mounted on black plastic (each)
4/9
4/Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
7/6
816
Woollen · ··
Terylene
n/Carps Scarves-Woollen
2 1/Rayon Squares
21/Cravats-Reppe .. .
...
...
21/Corps Cuff Links
7/6

Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Blazer Badges

3/-

Even

Members only

45/-

Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/ 3
Small (each)
I/8
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
35/· C orps
Motor C ye1e Ba d ges (ename11ed m
Colours)
20/Corps Plaques
29/6 Plus postage
Corps Diaries (available each year between N ovember and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order F orm).

PLEASE SEND CASH WITH ORDER for all the above articles except Corps Paint Transfers, for wh ich an account
will be forwarded.
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Commissioner of Police advised . me
Last June, after v1S1t1ng Denbury,
to spend the night at the station,
Ma jor-General R. J. Moberly, c_.B.,
as there would be no hotels open
o.B.E., wrote to the Commandmg
at that time of night. The cell
Officer and said that he wo~d like to
stank of its previous inhabitan~s,. and
present a trophy to the: Reg1ID_ent bein neighbouring cells were crnrunals
fore he relinquish_ed hi~ appointment
and prostitutes.
as Signal Officer-m-Ch1ef.
The next morning, after viewing
C o 1o n e 1 Gregory suggested a
Paris I set out for St. Die, arriving
" Pigeon Trophy " and asked the
at 19'.oo hours. The towns in the area
General to consider having the trophy
of Nancy and Epinal were ~e
carved in wood. Not only w~uld such
cleanest I saw in France.
Havmg
a carving be unusual, but 1t would
spent the night at the house of a
be in keeping with other newlyyoung lady in St. D ie, I pr~eeded
received trophies.
through the Vosges Mountains to
In h is reply, General Moberly said
Strasbourg. Crossing the German
he would be pleased to present such
border I passed through Stuttgart
a trophy, but he did ~ot want the
and uim and along the Autobahn to
finished carving to look like a crow.
Oberam~ergau. Arriving ther_e at
F AUST LANG, of St. Ives, Cornwall,
l r.30 hours, I ~llected the . pigeon,
a distinguished artist-sculptor, was
which was the ob1ect of my Journey.
asked to undertake the work, but, unAfter having lunch with the wood
fortunately, he was leaving for Obcrcarver, I climbed a mountain and took
amrnergau a few days from then to
some photogtaphs of the scenery.
be present for the Passion Play season.
I then went to the U.S. Army base at
However he said he could undertake
Oberammergau, where I obtained a lift
to make die carving in Oberamrner~au,
co an Army base at Munich. On ~e
but that he would be unable to deliver
Saturday morning most of_ ~e heliit for several months, when arrangecopters left on a search mission as a
ments could be made to collect it fr<?m
'copter had crashed thi:ee d:iys be~ore.
~----him He was told to go ahead with
I managed to get a lift 10 a 1et-eng10ed
the ~ork and that, some~ow, it fi:-u~~ The collection of the
helicopter which was en route for Verdun, and I was dropped
is
·
d h ub" t
be collected as soon as 1t was
off at Stuttgart. I spent the week-end at Stuttgart and
beautiful carving, in white maplewood w:is ma e t e s I~
of an "Adventure" for a suitable Juruor Leader. Jumor
Sergeant Grant (now in manservice) volunteere~ to collecT~e
trophy on his own,_ w~th no assistance from the egiment.
is
is an account of his 1ourney:
" I started out from Newton Abbot at four o'clock ?n Tue~
da l th November, 1960. I had hoped to catc~ the mgh~ tra1.n
to YOst~nd but I arrived too late. A railway carnage: on IVictorh~
Station w~s my bed for the night. The next mo!nmg _ca~g·
the boat train to Dover. and, after a calm crossmgl arnv~ m
Calai at about three o'clock. My route to Pans too me
through Boulogne, Arras and St. Quentin. People wh~ gave me
lifts thought I was a parachut_ist, _and I let them think along
those lines throughout the entire 1ourney.
.
I arrived in Paris at one o'clock on Wednesday morning.
While I was looking for a hotel a police van. drove up. A man
who was walking along about 15 yards behind me ran up an
alley which turned out to be a cul-de-sac. ~e ge_ndarmdes
'
· this
· a11ey,· h e surrendered with his han. s
trapped
the man m
above his head. The police then took both of _us to the po1ice
Jun ior Leaders with their Pigeons
station. T hey thought that the prisoner might h~ve ~n
and Se rgeant G. A. Ave n" Senior Loftsman"
tempted to relieve me of my wallet; he was an Algerian.
e

THE OBERAMMERGAU
PIGEON

!
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·· m ricanised" with th Americans stationed there. There
was a training flight 1 aving for London, via Brus els, with
which I got a lift on Monday morning.
When we were flying over the Channel I was sitting on a
" M ae Wes t," with a parachute on my back (which I hadn't
the remote t idea how to use). We touched down at Gatwick
Airport with a flat tyre-that really was a terrifying experience !
Airer seeing M ajor-General Moberly at the War Office I
returned co D enbury Camp wi th the pigeon. I had been away
only one week, but had sufficient ex periences to last me for a
lifetime."
The Oberammerga u Pigeon T rophy has inspired individual
rroop co obrain, breed and tra in their own p igeons. Unexpecred difficulties in breeding and training all through inexperience are being overcome, and now that shore distance
races are being held, we hope to have our first Wh itehall/D enbury race in August of this year.
It is hoped that General Moberly will be able to start the
first race from London and co present the trophy to the winning
Troop

Army Apprentices School

Harrogate
In these notes our thoughts are winh all those past members
of this school who have leiit: us for tlhe Regular Army. We
would very much like to hear from all ex-HarrogatJe apprentices and to learn how they are getting on. May.be we will be
able to produce an up-to-date record of where !!hey are all
serving and then nhrough !!he pages of t!his magazine we will
be able to renew friendships that ihave lapsed since leaviing the
school. So all you ex-apprentiices hmv about dropping us a line
letting us have your movements since leaving here. Write c/o
Major S. A. Frost, Royal Signals.
At present we are hearing regtdarly from Lance-Corporals
Lawrence, Demon, Alcock and Sminh all of 57B.

"C" Company. Until recent:ly this Company consisted
of all Sapper tradesmen, but since this school is to teach
" Signals" trades only we aready have SignaJ apprentices in rhe
Company.
.
In .the ~ther Companies in the school, tihe apprentices are
orgarused mro platoons by terms. We have, however, organised
our platoons so that each has a number of apprentices from each
term in i t. It is therdore possible by our system for an appren~ce ~o be promoted A/T Lance-Corporal, Corporal or Sergeant
m his own platoon. In the permanent staff we have Capoain
Ted Baxter as our 2 i/c and Staff Sergeant G. Maskell looks
after our Company Stores.
aturally we are only just beginning to foster loyaltJes towards
the Corps and in September we shall be saying good-bye to the
last of the " Sappers."

SQUADRONS
~C):J

Court.sy: Central O.ffice of I'l[ormation

Telegraph operators practice teleprinter manipulation
(Back Row) (L to R) : A/T Lance Corporal M.A. Aitken , A/T Corporal
J. Beaumont, A/T Sergeant R. T. Cleverdon.
Front Row (L to R) A/T Sergeant A. Manson, A/T Corporal A. J. King,
A/T I. P. Carr, A/T Lance Corporal T. H. Legg.

We h ope we shall be a ble to maintain our standards wh en
we are all Signa1s.
Among the isports trophies we have won, nhe most cherished
ones are : The Army Youth Soccer Cup the chool Senior
H ockey and Soccer Cup.

Other happenings this mouth. We are in the
middle of a wondenfully '\VSiiJJl <Spell, muoh ro ,!!he delight of die
present 81ih Temi Technicians, who are a,t present work ing out
in ·!!he Smron Bank area on Exe.raise " Petasu s II." Isn't it
ama zing, >how equipment that works well and efficient:ly in barbaroks, always seems oo break down when ·used in the field. The
circuitlS are now wonking but you should hear the excuses mat
are used to explain !!he delay .in genting them established.
Uniacke Parade Ground has had a "face lift " and looks
resplendent in it s new coat. The R.S.M. soon christened it wii.llh
a Drill Parade, and it is now the happy hunting ground of Drill
SergeantJS, Hockey players and Go Kart enthusiasts.
A/T C.S.M. TEHENCE JOHN FOUNTAIN
I am the only son of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Founnain of Holyans
Mead, Ho.ram, S'USsex. I atte nded Heanhfield County Secondary School unnil 't he age of 16. Whilst at school, in rny final
year I took the G .C.E. examinat,i on and obtained certificates in
Geogra,phy, Woodwork and Art. I was alway,s very interested
in Ailt and Dra ughtsmanship at school.
I have always been very fond of sport!, and outdoor aotivi:ities.
I was very keen to be among6t lads of my own age and was
also interested in getting a good grounding in a Trade.
I found !that the Army Apprentices Scheme seemed to meet
my requirements. I origiinally wanted ito be trained as a
DraughtJSman, but once under training realised that I would
rather be a S-ignals apprentice.
Whils:t 3:t this ~1 I have obtained; G.C.E. Maths, and my
Army Se.ruor CeNi:ficate, and am studytng for my Intermediate
City and Guilds.
I am training in the Trade of Line Technician and hope to
pass my TIU Trade T est in May, l96r.
I am at present the C.S.M. of "D " Company.
On ·th e sports side I have represented !!he school in A!!hletics;
in t:h.c High Jump and Hurdles. In 1959 I was mhe Arm,y
Youth no yards Hurdles champion.
I have also represented the school at Basket Ball, and am a
member of !!he school team that ha s reached the Army finals
at Aldershot ,this year.
I graduate from 1ihe school in July, 1961, a nd already look
back ov~ nhe past 2t years w~th satci.sfacvion, realising that I
have en1oyed my stay here and ~hat I was righ't to choose !!his
life.
In. ,the future .I J:i.ope to qualify as a Foreman of Signals and to
obtam a commission as Teohrucal Officer Communications.

HAVE
The SO in C inspecting D Coy at the December Pass Out. A. T.
C .S.M. Fountain as Coy Sergeant is behind the Inspecting Officer
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Sf!UADilON ( I NFANTll'Y DlllGADE m tOUP)

First we must apologise to readers for not appearing in print
for the last few issues, but two of our contributions were a
little late r eaching the Editor, and it appears that late notes
are not published next time round.
Things have been pretty hectic in our part of the world since
la t we wrote (as usual!). Besides the usual run of range days,
air-portability training days, aerial and frequency tests, and all
the thousand and one events which are our daily life, the
Squadron has taken part in two Brigade Headqua rters exercises
and several other minor exercises.
But over everything else, two important events have been
ruling our lives for the last two months. R ight from midJanuary, we have beei; preparing for an exi:rcise in L ibya, i?volving the whole Bngade, and small par ties have been disappearing into th e desert wastes at frequent intervals. Our
inain advance party leaves tomorrow and the rest of the Squadron follow shortly. Of course, by the time th is article is published, the exercise will be over, and, we hope, we shall all be
safely back in Cyprus.
While all these preparations were under way, we were also
fra ntically getting ready for a visit by the Signal Officer-in-Chief.
An account of his visit will appear in the next issue, so suffice it
for us to say that all went well, and M ajor-General Whistler
appeared well pleased with all he saw, and en joyed a beer
and a chat with the office rs and senior ranks after h is
in pection.
With our ears still ti ngling from the Signal Officer-in-Chief's
laudatory remarks after his inspection, we immediately got down
to our last-minute preparations for going to Libya.
In between times, we h ave participated in the Royal Signals
(Cyprus) basketball festival; unfortunately beaten in the first
round. Our team, playing togeth er for the first time ever, put
up a good display of guts and enthusiasm, which amply made
up for their lack of skill.
The football season is just drawing to a close. We still
keep up a good nucleus in the Brigade team, which is now in
line for the play-off to determine final positions in the league
table. Our own Squadron team was well beaten by a more
experienced side from I Squadron, 9th R~~iment, in the R?yal
Signals (M.E.L.F.) Inter-Squadron competition, but fought right
to the end with good spirit.
Sorry to break off this report of our activities so ab~uptly,
but with a welcome to Cyprus to our new Foreman of Signals,
Staff Sergeant M atthews and his wife, I must lay down my
pen and dash off to catch an L.S.T. to Libya.
P.S.-If you fa ncy a hectic life of real soldiering, why not
join tihe best Squadron in the Corps ?

205 SQUADHON (INFANTHY BRIGADE GROUP)
The latest ac tivity in the Horse's Head Squadron is weigtb.t
lifting. We have bought a te.t'rilying set of weights and Signalma n Muscles Brown is etiting about organising a clas s of strong
men : Corporal Mloore, Lance;-!Corponal "Pigm'" Trotter,
Signalmen Afan Ganter, Der.rick Bush, Johnny RobeI1ts and
the budding Atll.as, Lance-Corpora~ Key, and Signalman Baker,
have alr eady enrolled. Your COIJI'O pondent hopos that none of
these taLwartJs will drop ithese things on hi.s feet and be obliged
ro join Signalman Bill Kennedy on parade e ach i:nornin.g. 0!'hcr
possibilities Wlhich could result from over-doing this weight
liliing also ocour to us, but no doubt precautions will be taken.
0\.11(' la test idea in ba.r-raok room decor is the adornment of the
walls with a staggering varie ty of pictures of ladies out of
uniform. Not only are Dhey out of uniform, but .completely dekittcd and de-cammed. The number of exhibits seems to
multiply daily. The O.C. is con idering taking <tlhis an form
into account in judging Dhe best barrack room. Perhaps the
best exhibitor each week might be aiwarded a nutty crunchy
or two and given the privilege of having his picture in the
O.C.' s office until the nex.t inspection.
.
After bathing in Amstel for duce days Sergeant David Ewer
and his wife Bmily and the family finally lefit Ise.rllohn !~st week
on the first stage of their journey to Singa,pore. Dav:id Ewer
did us aU very proudly as Orderly Room Sergeant and we are
grateful to him. We wish •!!he EweI1s boo voyage and good,luc~.
ocgeant Kc.n Hickman and Lance-Corporal Tom 0 Neill
yesterday went to Hanover and collected our new Volkswagen
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Minibus. T he bus is now proudly stabled in the Squadron
Lines and will soon be give n over to the care of Lance-Corporal
Jock Macdonald and put into service.
Las-t Sunday was our first Squadron Sund<iy and a 8QOd
number attended morning sorvicc in the Garrison Church. Padre
Bill Williams read rhe Corps Collect and made special mention
of the Squadron. It is intended that this shall be a monthly
occasion and we look forward to even stronger representation
in the future.
A pany of twelve enjoyed two weeks excellent ski-ing in
Au tria last month.

S IGNAL TRAIXING CENTHE (F.E)
I t is indeed a rare occasion for the Muslim fasting period,
Bulan Puasa, to commence with the exploding of fire crackers,
but it so happens that this year the new moon which signifies
· the commencement of Puasa showed itself before the Oiinese
N ew Year celebrations were completed. As usual during the
fasting period our working day is somewhat shorter, starting at
7 a.m. and finishing at l p.m. This is quite a necessary arrangement when one considers that breakfast for the Muslim element
of the un it is at 0200 hours, supper at 1900 hours and, like the
proverbial NAAFI sandwich, nothing in between.
There have been several changes to our cadre staff recentlywekomed to our ranks are W.O.II Steadman, Sergeants Edwards
and Morris, Corporal Price and Lance-Corporal McGowan.
Although Mrs. Steadman has been very helpful on a number of
occasions it is simply not true that she is on the posted strength
of the unit. Thank you, Mrs. Steadman. Gone are W.O.II
Clayton on appointment to R.Q.M.S . in r9th Regiment, Staff
Sergeant Lane and Sergeant Harding.

208

(COMWEL)

SQUADRON

Wi th Christmas and the New Year behind us, we now face
more festivities with ;tJhe approach of Chinese New Year.
Chinese N ew Year is as much of a festival in Malaya as Hogmany is in Scooland and, although firecrackers are still banned
ill nhe Federation for security reasons, everyone, including
Commonwealth Forces, is ·infected with the festive spirit. We
wi<Sh all members of the Corps, 'Kang Hee Fatt Ohoy."
The Brigade Amateur Radio Club, run by the Squadron, is
now on the air. Contact outside Malaya was initially estab1i1Shed in January. Using borrowed equipment, a very successful
evening was spent contacting " Harns " in Australia and New
Zealand as well as India and Americans in Japan. Any other
Royal Signals " Hams '?, !)M2FP will be only too glad to
make QSLs with you.
During January nhe Brigade held iLs Cross Country Meeting
here in Taiipin.g. In the cool of the evening 120 runners (-including eleven from our Squadron) started off on what turned
out oo be four gruelling miles across the Malayan terrain.
After about half hour of e:xipectant waiting, the fir t runner5
started crossing the finishing line. We consider that on the
whole our eno-ants came in quite well with the placings and
gave the Squadron a win for the Minor Unit Championship.
Recently we held a Squadron Swimming Gala in the local
freshwater pool fed by streams from the jungle. This swimming
pool is reputed to be the coldest pool in Malaya as the water
comes straiight from !!he mountains.
An enjoyable l'ime was had by all and the prizes were presented to the winners by Mrs. James wife of th,e Officer
O>rnmanding.
To finish off the afiternoon, the Squadron team challenged
28 Blligade Provost Unit and we are proud to add that we won
by nine points to six.
Squadron sporting activitie.s will be taking on .the new look
1n the next few weeks. Summer, although. there is no weather
change starts at the end of February, and flannels and tennis
shoes ;eplace hoc.key sticks and rugger boots. The Squadron
hockey team are sorry the season has fini hed if only because
they will miss their games (of hockey) again t the local ladies'
,rerun. From all accountlS the ladies' are struiting a soccer team,
so perhap !!he Squadron might continue it sporting liaison.
We would also like to mention the manriage between Corporal
C. Byrne Royal Au tra1ian Signal , and Mi s Marion McNeill
(ex U.K.) in Melbourne on 24th December, 1960. To them
we convey our best wishes.
Like most other units we have had our share (although mall
i!ihis time) of arr~vals and deparnures.
raff ergeant Talbott
has just arrived and we hope, settled down to take the place of
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"Q" Rigby who 1eav u
a unit in B.A.0 .R: To them we
wi the very best of everything. Others rerurrung to U.K. on
comp! ting th ir tour include Corporal Kinsella and Corporal
Hunr.
222 S {!l .\DU N

(.\Ill FORMATION)

The Army wimming Gala was held Li t August in the fresh
water pool a t Waterloo Lines, Aden . T en members of the
Squadron were elected to represent the Army in Steamer P<;>int,
thus providing about two-thirds of the team. The team gamed
first place in the gala with -3 points, to Singapore Lin es' 49
points. rsr Battalion, Royal Highland Fusiliers were third. In
eprember, the Command Inter-S ervices swimming gala was
held at the Waterloo pool. Captain P. B. Leonard, SecondLleutenant Bethune and Signalman Burgess swam for the Army.
During ovember and December, H eavy Cab1~ T roop ~e
employed extensively at RAF., Kbormaksar, carrying out a Sizeable underground cable project. 'l?er~ were also fa1:Jlrs d?e to
rain, letting us know just where ill~sposed local mbablta nts
bad committed sabotage by punctunng cable sheaths. Such
are the hazards of Aden, Arabs and rain combined. Airfield
Troop are at present completing the internal wiring of nhc new
control tower at Kbormaksar, and will shortly undertake a
complete overhaul of the overhead wiring there. In addition
to the two working Troops detachments visit the R.A.F. Rout e
Stations, for which we are responsible. Despite the fact that
they are so isolated, and that canned ra tions are the order of
the day (fresh meat being bard to come by) they have provided
some amusing incidents. Our O.C. and Captain (T .O.T.) C. P.
Bolton went for what they thought was a quick review of how
work was progressing at R. A.F. Sbarjah (Persian Gulf) last
September. What they hadn' t catered for was an enforced stay
of five days due ro aircraft unserviceability. Some oblique references were made to the efficiency of Balloon Companys, R .E.
While taking photographs of camels in Masirah one afternoon
Second-Lieutenant Bethune was very surprised when they turned
and charged en masse and forced him ro beat a rapid retreat into
the shark-infested sea. Luckily no sharks were about at the time
and so he Ii ves to tell the tale.
The Ouistmas season opened with a "bang" on 16th
December, when we held our annual dance and draw in the
Squadron Canteen-" The Gentlemen's Rest."
This was a

Widely Known

Throughout the Services
Hawkes have supplied Service uniform and
equipment for nearly two hundred years. But
they are equally well known as civilian tailors,
modern in their methods, while traditional in
their spirit. Hawkes Department fo r Immediate
Wear is the natural resort of men who wish to
maintain the Savile Row standard without
undue strain on their pocket.
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great suoces , and a number of W .R.A.F. personnel helped to
make the dance go with a swing. The P.R.I. was most generous in providing a liberal grant which served to cover the cost
of a splendid buffet, and any drinks at 6d . each . The draw
provided many prizes, the most popular being the odd bottle of
whisky.
Our 0.C., M ajor T . A. Hall, was taxed after two conseL-utivc
da~ as Santa Claus. H e was, presumably, glad that "Christ
mas comes but once a year." :His sleigh was a very colourful
one. A L androvcr and a cable-jointer's trailer fill ed with present , had been covered with coloured pap er and it was in th is
that he ser forth on his goodwill mission. I t was h eard la ter that
he was not recognised until he had finished d is tributing the presents and retired to wet his pala te wi th bis beard still in place.
In the week bet\veen Christmas and N ew Yea r, two more
Squadron panics were held, one by H eavy Ca ble and Airfield
Troops combined, and nhe o ther by " S.H .Q ." T roop.
Jan ua ry found us in the throes of extensive preparations for
the A.0.C.'s inspection. A complete redecoration prograrrune
was put into action, and with the help of M.T.'s paint sprayer,
the Squadron Lines underwent a rapid " face-lift."
It was
doubtful sometimes, whether there was more paint going on the
walls or on the person operating the sprayer. Blue and whitespotted sergeants and technicians were a common sigh t. Whether
rhis is another form " Adenitis " takes is still debatable.
During the pre-administrative inspection of Squadron M.T.,
th e C.l.V. Team, R.E.M.E., assessed it at 94 per cent, and
awarded the grading of " Excellent." This is the highest grading
ever achieved in the Command to date. The A.O.C., Air ViceMarshal D . J. P. L ee, C.B., C.B.E., visi ted the Squadron on
31st January on his tour of ins pection, and had coffee with
the officers whilst inspecting the lines. Earlier in the morn ing,
the Squadron provided the No. I Flight of the R.A.F. P arade,
with rhe 0.C. as No. 1 Squadron Commander, Captain P . B.
Leonard as Squadron Adjutant and W.O .II Bulloch as S.S.M.
The Squadron football team finished in fourth place in the
Steamer Point section league of 16 teams, and at present is
in the semi-finals for the league cup. W e also supply several
players for the Royal Signals team in the Command League,
the most con~i stent representatives being Signalman " Jimmy"
Mills, Lance-Corporal Rushton and Signalman Palmer, all of
whom have played for the Army Garrison. Mills has also r epresented me Command in a tour of East Africa. Sergeant Studd
and Lance-Corporal Chadburn have qual ified as r eferees this
season.
Mention must be made of Corporal Mitchell's (Airfield Troop)
valiant effort when he outpointed M arine Wylie of 45 Commando, R. M., and was then selected to represent B.F.A.P. in a
boxing tournament against Combined Services, Cyprus . He bad
a fine start, succeeding in " flooring " his opponent twice in the
first round, but finally succumbed to a better boxer after a very
gallant fight, when he was knocked out at the end of the second
round.
O ur P.E. Tests this year took a new turn concerning the

HALTA

G.C.

The Signal Officer-in-Ch ief recently visited Malt~ . His main
object was to open the new T ape Relay Station at Fort
Bingemma.
d d b M ·
R J
235 Squadron (COMCA~ is co~an e
Y
aior · ·
F Whistler who is a cousm of Maior-General A. M : W.
Wh istler. T he guard of honour was commanded by Capta~ G.
J. Curl, and the Royal ~~ry (M alta) Band mad~ music . .
Fon Bingemma was built 10 1874, ~nd was, unt~ 1956,_ m
the possession of the Royal Artillery. It 1s now an ancient building used for a very modern purpose.
.
Later the Signal Officer-in-Chief visited 234 Signal Squadron
(Maira): commanded by Major A. P. Boyle.
2 4 8 GU RKH A S ft U ADllON
T he Squadron was originally "Love Troop" of 17 Gw;kha
D ' · 'onal s ·gna:1 Regiment. Squadron status was officially
upon ~s in October, 1960. We still, howeveriJiook ~pol
ourselves as an integral part of the 17nh Gur a
igna
G
kb Offi ers
Regiment.
The Squadron has two British Officers, two ur a
c '
· 'sh S Q M S tw0 British Cipher Operators and one
B
aRadio
ntiT eohnician,
· · · the
·• remaining one h undred and n ine ·are all

m::r

WUNGE SUITS FROM £22/0/0
OVERCOATS FROM 19 GNS.
SPORTS JACKE TS FROM 11 GNS.

·
1 are
G urkha .
We are situated in Singapore where our two mam roes
Internal Security and Airponability. Constant pracmsmg for
one or the o11her keeps us busy.
·
ed
As !!he majority of the readers of THE WIRE arc not mterest
in the fact that L ieutenant Sherbahadur .Gurung, J.E.MThahas
gone on long leave or that Corporal ~hnabaha ur
pa
has left on pens ion, I will an~emdpt Gto give ~m~ 1gqe~%o~~
Airportability means to a Brtiga e roup gna

ALL UNIFORMS AND SER VICE
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

For Bespoke Tailoring, patterns and prices will
be gladly supplied on request

Hawkes of Savile Row

F~~portable

Regi menta l Tailors and Outfitters
Established 1771

1 SAVILE ROW, W.1
(Telephone : REG ent 0186)

12a LONDON RD., CAMBERLEY
(felephone : Camberley 829)
Air Vice Marshal D. J. P. Lee, C.B., C.B.E., acco m panied by Major
T. A. Hall ins pecting 222 Squadron
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" 12 -mile bash.'' As an experiment, we decided to nego~ate the
h'ghest
of the barren rocks-S hamsan, 1,7ooft.-so, scrung out
1
f m G old Mohur Bay at 07.30 hours, we headed uphill in
sJ~ sections. The climb to the top took just ~nder an. hour and
the descent rather less, as the Turks converuently built a good
road on our route abou t three centuries ago. The P .R.I. was
waiting at nhe bottom of Khussaf Valley with
w~ll-deserved
can of beer for all those who ha d crossed the top m !I record
time of 105 minutes.
.
.
For a fortnight, dur ing February, we ran !I D nll and. J?ut1es
Course for Royal Signals .personnel in Arabia. In add1uon to
our own Squadron, there were l?crsonnel from. A.P.L. and
254 Squadrons. The course attamed a very high standard,
und the best junior N.C. O. was La nce~Corporal New of 222
. .
ignal Squadron, an ex-Junior Leader.
ince our last no tes were published, we ~ve been V1S1ted by
Colonel H. J. Thompson, o .B.E., D epu ty-D irector of Telecommunica tions, Air Formation Signals, who stayed for. ~o days.
Jn addition to tour.ing Aden, Colonel Thompson v1~1ted the
Route Stations in the Protectorate, ~nd S econd-~1 eu tenant
Bethune acted as h is tour A.D.C. Air- Marshal S1~ .Charles
Elworthy, K.C.B., C.B.E., D. ~.o . , M.V.o.,, o.:i;:.c., A.F.C., VlSlted the
Squadron. Other visitors included Bngadier R. C. M acDonald,
0 s o o BE. Colonel M . S. H ancock, M.B.E., who was accomp~~y~g · ilie' Secretary of Sta te for War, L ieutenant-Colonel D .
G. Jones, 9th Regiment, and Lieutenant-Colonel C. I. P enson,
R.A.P.C.
C
Finally, we should like to oon~a tulat~ Lieutenant B. ·
Carpenter on his engagement to Miss P. F itton on ~cw Year's
Eve; Signalman Whitlie, on his engagement on OhrlStmaS J?a~
to S.A.C. W . Jackie Gibbons of the W.R:A.F., Steamer Poun,
and Sergeant and Mn!. Bonner on the birth of a son on 16th
February.
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consis~ o~

Brigade Group H .Q.
Landd
rovers and half-ton trailers; of these seven
n . e:s an.
eight trailers are allocated to Si~nals . All oo-:nmurucanons is
by wireless; sufficient line is earned for l~l lines only . . d on
All equipment and as many men as posslble, aref carne
the ten Landr~ers and trailers. The balant;e 0 fusoF 1
consllitutes the walking party-and. they do JUSt t r.
.~
obvious reasons !the majority of the signals pcrsonne1 arc cam
in the vehicles.
.
be
· d b the
All
sonal clothing and equipment must
ca.me
Y
· perth · small packs (including 24 hours rations). Only
men
m
cir
.
house
·
the
Signal
the Brigade Command net voh1cle has a pent•
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Fro nt row left to rillht : Staff Sergeant R. Cockcrolt, Lieutenant
Rana, Major A. A. Dack, M.B.E., Brigadier C. H. Stoneley.'

Lieutenant Sherbahadur Vgurung B.E.M., Captain M.

W.

Chandrabahadur
O.B.E., A.O.C,.
Sims-Reeve, S.S.M .

Chandraparsad Rana
Ba ck row :

Sergeant Habdar Rai, Sergeant Gothe Gurung, Staff Sergeant G. G.
Barn e, Embah adu r Ran a, Se rg eant Manbahadur Ra i

Centre is constructed from a trail_er canopy. Chairs. and tables
are constructed " on site " from Jungle 1t1.mber. Lt is reported
that when a request was made to the D ivisional Comman~er
.that loading tables should include chairs for the staff, he !eplied
!!hat the staff should "dig a hole in the ground for their feet,
sit on the ground, and write on nheir knees ! !
.
.
Poncho capes supply the only sleeping accommodauon. Until
recenttly no change of shirt or trousers was allowed for the .first
week--one becomes very conscious of one's fe~ows, especially
an a closed-up pent house on night duty. It is all very unsophisticated~but it wo11ks-{in FAREL F).
The Squadron has very few outs~ding a~evements worthy
of note; we did win the Brigade Min?r. ~nus Cross .Co~try
Championship and came third in the Dwmonal Champ10US:Ups·
Bnigadier C. H . Stonely, O.B.E., A.u.c., die Deputy S.0.-10:<;'.·
visited us in November, 1960, it was a most ple~san~ VIStt
during which he met Signal Officers from all uruts ID the
Brigade.
2 49 S IGN' AL

{!U ADHOX (RESEllVE)

This month's squadron
news is of a sporting nature.
Two of our boxers, Signalmen Sandlon and Cousland
entered for the Singapore
Base District Boxing Championships.
Signalman Couslaod won
his preliminary bout as a
light-m iddleweight but was
narrowly beaten in the semifinal.
Signalman Sandlon, however, won his pre~
welterweight bout agalllS(
the then curreat title holder
by a knock-out. He. won
again by a knock-out ID the
Signalman Sandlon after winn ln& the
semi-final. In !he final he
Final
boxed brilliantly to win on
a points decision.
andlon learnt to box at the Seamen's M i sion BoCoys' ~lub ~
Manchester In 1956/57 he won the Northei:n
~nt1e a
the Midlau"d Counties championships as a lightweight. He
·oined the Army in 1957 and reached th_e finals of the. North~
bmunand championships, boxing as a lightwclt7r. . mce being
in Singapore he has trained over a long penod m order to
achieve his Cll!'I'ent success.
.
H is now an operator in VHF ~p and has ~n w~£!1
the squadron for eight months. He en)oys the .ponu~g facili~
ties available, especially the swimmmg poo~. ~ mam rplaegr
is that there isn't a gymnasium in the uml hoes. . He
Y'>
rugger for the Regiment, however, and even fin
me to play
soccer for the squadron.
.
·
h.ch
He is now in training for the FARELF champion hip w 1
rake place in April.
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(TRAINING)

We have been unable to confirm the submi ion of notes by
thi Squadron on any past occasion. Assuming these to be our
fir~, we felt it would be best in this insnance simply t? i~troduoe
ourselves and say what we do.
If your response 1s, I have
often wondered," we can but thank you for knowing we exist
and invite you to read on.
To . tart with, we are an independant squadron designed
primarily to meet the trade and education training needs of 17
(G urkha) ignal Regiment. Apart. from an. identical cap .badge,
we are con "dered from many pomts of view a5 one with the
Regiment and look to them for our sustenance in many ways,
including our daily bread. Our work is directed by the C.S.O. of
17 Gurkha Divi ion/O.C.L.F . T his is one triangular arrangemem ~1iich seems to work.
Apart from the basic and upgrading training of G urkha
Signal personnel and also the bulk of their education we are
in add ition responsible for training Assismnt Signal l nstrucrors
for the Gurkha units of All Arms and cermin prepararory a-aining and election of candidates for U.K. and S.T.C. (F .E.)
courses.
If anyone wants ro lead an idle life he is advised not to apply
for a posning to this squadron. The work is ha.rd and t ime
demanding. It is, however, unique in many ways, interesting
and very rewarding. The Gurkha who does not try his hardest
all the time is very rare indeed. To appreciate our work a
thwnbnail sketch of t!he background of our students is necessary.
Most of llhem come from the " hills " of Nepal, are normally
engaged in farming and lead a somewhat primitive life. Those
chat do come from or near the towns will perhaps have received
someming approaching a formal education but in the main the
recruits' education standard will vary from illiterate to semiilliterate. They will speak a variety of languages, not a common
one. They are excellent mania:J material and tlh.eir prowess as
soldiers needs no elaboration. This is bound to be an oversimplification of me matter, but a thumbnail sketch always is.
Basic military and educallion training is carried out at the
Depot, Brigade of Gurkhas. One of the first tlh.ings to be taught
is a common language and a lingua £ranca, Gurkhali, is
employed. It is truly an army language and fills the bill in the
same ·way as does Swahili in East Afnica.
When tlh.e recruits have finished their basic military training,
those coming to Gurkha Signals are posted to us. On arrival
their standard of education will vary from a knowledge of the
alphabet and addltion of simple numbers to something just
below the U .K. A.C.E. (3) standard. We now have to make
them into Signals tradesmen.
Initially we train them either as Wireless Operarore, L inemen
or Drivers. In future years, as they gain experience, additional
skill and more education, they will attend upgrading cour.ses
or may be selected for conversion training to a more highly
killed trade or one which requires a greater knowledge of
English. For example, Telegraph Opera.tors, Radio Relay
Operator, Signal Centre Operators and Technicians will all have
started as Wireless Operators and are what we term " Operator
derived trades."
Great stress is laid on education training for very obvious
reasons and as muoh as two days per week is devoted to it
throughout basic trade traming. lit is a constant endeavour to
keep a man's education standard ahead of that required to
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our aim in all Depts. : -
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absorb the trade instruetlon. This system does of course result
in a very long apparent trade course. I.t is normal for a new
uainee to spend eleven months with us before posting to the
Divisional Signal Regiment or one of nhe Brigade Group
Squadron .
We feel we have probably taken up as muah space as the
Edi tor wjll a w us but hope that future notes from us will
be be!lter appreciated against the above background .
2~i;J

S(!UADRON ( KOWLOON)

Our Officer Commanding, Major T. P . Furlonge, and the
Second-in-Command, Captain C. G. A. R idley, have left me
Squadron since our last report. To them and their wives we
wish every success in their new appointments in Germany.
Major N . R. F. MacKinnon and Captain C. D. Brown are
welcomed to what must be one of the pleasantest I ndependen t
Squadrons in the Corps.

Squadron Boat Club. We now possess a H eron and
a Sampa n· for rhe unitia ted the latter craft is a small junk, driven
by sail, sweep or outboard engine. T he new 0 .C. h as a junk, so
one way or another we are making the best use of tlh.e seas
around us. The H eron spr ung a bad leak on a recent occasion,
causing hardship beyon d the line of duty to our late 0 .C.
D.lU.N.Z.S. Rotoiti. Tilis shi p is affiliated to the
Squadron, a nd a close tie exists between us. L ieutenant J. M.
Hincks h as just made a protracted cruise in t:he Rotoiti, visiting
Japan, M anila and Singapore. He was strand ed in Singapore
but managed to hitch back via Borneo in a n R.A.F. transport
plane. It is hoped rha t a fulle r account of what sounds a
memorable trip will be published la ter.

Sport. Captain R. B. Carroll, who leaves us in M arch,
terminated a highly successful golfing tour in Hong Kong by
being the second placed amateur in the Hong Kong Open Championships won by K el Nagle of Australia. At one stage it
appeared that he was bound to be first, but h is civilia n opponent
pulled out an unbea ta ble finish in th e las t round. Capta in Carroll
did in fact finish in a better position than no less a golfer than
Norman von Nida. Staff Sergeant Pearce represents the Army
at hockey, and the Squadron enters for most of the sports
leagues with gratifying success.
The new O.C., Major M acKinnon, continues to encourage all
and sundry to join the Motor Sports Club. 'This is a popular
sport in Hong Kong, but not wit!hout its dangers. The local
insurance companies d emand up to £ 80 per year for certain
classes of risk, which is a severe deterrent to becoming known
as an accident-prone driver.

Chinese New Year. The Chinese N ew Year is a
movable feas t, which fell ,this time on 14th/ 15th F ebruary. The
British members of tbe Squadron ga ve the traditional dinner for
our Ho ng Kong soldiers. This was much enjoyed in spite of
Uhe no velty of some of the dishes such as sharksfin soup. On
this happy memory we close, wishing you ' Yam Sing.'
2 54 S Q UADllON (A D EN)
Following the pointed editorial corrunents in the September
edition, concerning those units who regularly submit copious
notes, but, alas, just as regularly buy only the bare minimum
of copies, it was deemed wise to postpone our debut in THE
WIRE until we had someone to buy it.
254 Squadron was approved and given War Office blessing on
Ist J une, 1960. Two days later, the tint officer, Lieutenant G.
C. Vernon, joined nhe Squadron, followed by Captain T. W.
Hackworth ii.n August; Second-Uieutenant M. A. Orwin in
October; Lieutenant (T.O.T.) H. Stevenson in November; and
Major J. H. Pearce in December. Due to the hard work of
Royal Signals Records, whose reply to a signal asking if the
Squadron would be up to strengnh by December, was "Yes,
God be willing,'' we are now at a strength of five officers, 108
other ranks, and six attached personnel, distributed between
Squadron H .Q., and S.W.S. Troop, a Field Operating Troop
and a small Maintenance Detachment.
The Squadron has existed, however, since 14th September,
1959, when 19 orher ranks were posted to Aden, pending
approval of the establishment. They were taken on C.R. S"..gnals'
strength and their function was ro assis t the Colony Posus and
Telephones Department in the installation of Servke telephones
in Aden. The commitment to assist P . & T . was originally the
responsibility of 222 Squadron (Air Forma~ion), but due to the
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rapid mi licary and commercial expansion in Aden, P . & T . were
uite unable to cope, with the r esult that more and more of
burden fell on t!le shoul~ers of . 222 Squadron, to the
detriment of their mam commitments m Kho~ksar and the
Route Stations.. 222 Squadr~ were not. established to undertake this commitment, and so 1t was decided to form a S.W ..S.
Troop as par.t of 254 Squadron to take over the, Army commitment.
. th
, taki
h
T he S.W.S. Troop is now m . e process . o~ . ng over t c
Army and certain R.A.F. static conunurucatJons from 222
Squadron . There has developed . between the two Squadro.ns
a most happy working rclations~1 p, thoug~ we are not quite
ure whet!her it is due to certam officers m both Squadrons
having survived the ordeals of Nos. 40. and 41 Course:;', t)r the
prodigious amount of Allsopps drunk m 222 Squadron s club,
the " Gentlemen's Rest." Whatever the reason, ~e are extremely
gra teful to Major Hall and the members of hlS Squadron for
all the hard work they put in to h elp us get established and to
011ercome our innitial problems.
.
" .
.
,,
Field Operating T roop was establish e~ as a Fm~ ~rigade,
havmg five detachments which are ava.i.lable ~or exe~c1ses and
exrra neous commitments. A permanent commitment 1s the rear
li nk from 45 Royal M arine Commando, and .t h.e detachryient
has already taken part in a nurnb~ r of am ph1b1ous Ia:id mgs.
They have not, as yet, been reqwred to parach ute with the

die

Commandos, to the disappointment of ex-members of the Parachute Brigade Squadron.
Other detachments have worked with the Royal Navy, through
6o1 Troop (Ship), the Royal Highla~d Fusiliers, Royal Army
Service Corps, The Royal Army Medical Corps and the Royal
Air Force in an A.S.S.U. role.
H eatstroke cases can be numerous on exercises, nec~s s itating
rapid casevac to hospital in Aden. To enable this to ~
done, the casualty clearing post i_s giyen a detachment of its
own to call for helicopters or Twm . Pioneers. Lance-C?rpo!al
Thomas is particularly skilled at lay.mg out temporary a1rstr1ps
in the desert.
Much assistance has been given by Ma jor R. H. Gil~ertson, of
the Aden Protectorate Levies Sq uadron, whose experience and
advice on radio technicalities in the Aden Protectorates has
proved invaluable.
The Maintenance Detachment, under Staff Sergeant (F . of .S.)
Smith, not only look ~fter our own equipment, but also _provide
assistance to local uruts of all arms. The detachment rncludes
thr ee radio technicians and an electrician driver, and has a wellequipped workshop.
.
.
In future notes we will attempt to give readers a p1ctur~ of
"Life with Royal Signals in Aden." Who knows ? We might
get som eone to volunteer.
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OFFICERS CENTENARY DINNER
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In the year 186r William Child,* (Sec Editor's comment ~n
p. 132) a soogeon-dentisr and insurance. agem formed ¥, Ui:.ut,
the cc 2nd West Riding of Yorkshire Engmeer Volunteers, whiah
he was destined to -serve and command for 28 years. In 1868
the Unit, by now 1,000 men strong, estab!lshed irs ~eadquarters
a t Gibraltar Barracks, where 1t has rcmamed to !!his day . .
The Sounh African War provided tlh.e first opporturuty of
active service and a volunteer section of the Umt proceeded
·t o South Ad!Ilica in 1899 as part of a Regular R.E. Compan"¥.
The fi rst link W!it!h " Signals " was in 1904, when the Urut
formed a Teilegraph Section with a strength of IOI all rank ·
The Volunreer Force disappeared in 1907 and was repl ace~
by illhc Terni1tori.al Force in 1908, with the re sult that the Umt
changed its role and tiiule by becomi n~ tihe "Northern Telcfiraph
Compalllics (Airmy Troops) R.E .," wnh three Companie , Airline," "Caible " and "Wdrcless."
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During 1914 and 1915 sections of the Unit were despatched
ovel\Seas to join the B.E.F., whilst th~ remainder were .f?rmed
into G .H .Q. Signals, Br ~ti h tvte~ 1terran~an . Ex:pediuo~ary
Force and took part in the fightmg m Gallipoli and Pale tu:ie.
It wa~ during mhis period th.at the " ~ignals " became an entity
and broke away from tihe Royal Engmeer..
.
In 1920 the Unit became for the . first ume; part ~f the
49 th West Riding Division and acqwred the mle. of 49th
(WR) Division Signal Companv" and was altered m . r926 t?
" 4 th (WR) D ivi sional Signals." In 1938 a second line Unn
• 4~th (NM ) Div.i ional Signals" was formed from a nucleus
of 0fficers and men of the parent Un it.t ( ee Editor' comment
onJ~~!). the Second World War the 49th took part in the
Norwegi~n Campaign in 1940, and later went to Iceland, whAi\
it became Iceland cc C " Force ignal and formed an
131

Formation ignal as well. The latter U nit eventually took
part in the icilian and Italian Campaigns as 7m Air Formation
ignal Regim nt, whilst .t he parent Unit reverted to 49th (WR)
Infantry Div· ionaJ Signal Regimeru: and landed in France on
D plus 2, where it served under 30 Corps and r Canadian Corps
until disbandment in r946 in the Ruhr.
The 49th sent a detachment to the B.E.F. in r940 and later
took pan in the orth African and 1oolian Campaigns and wa s
di:banded in Austria in 1946. In May, 1947, when the
Territorial Army was reconstruated, the parent Unit was
re-formed a the 4911h (WR and M) Armoured Divisional ignal
Regiment.
In 1956 the role of the Regiment changed and the title
R and M) Infantry D ivisional ignal Reg;im eru:.
became 49th
Furrher in 1959 it became the 49th (WR) Signal Regiment.
Because of the intending amalgamation of whiah more later,
rhe various events to aelebrate rhe Regiment's Gen.tc nary have
been squeezed into a short pace of time. We started off in
good sryle wirh an extra speaial party for ahildren of all ranks
on aturday 21st January.
Lt was the Commanding Officer's wish, heavily endonsed by
all his Officers, that the first parry should be of a "family "
nature; the result was an extremely happy get-together of
serving Officers and their ladies on the 4l1h February in their
own Mess at Gibra1tar Barracks. A Mess, incidentally, which
has always attracted favourable comment from visitors and
after its " face-lift " of two years ago is of.ten de cribed as
"the best Mess I've ever been in."
On the Illih February the members of the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess were entertained by the Officers. U there
was a usual patty game not played during the "do" it was
simply a matter of time. Most people present had to leave
at five in the morning as they had promised their wives to be
home early, and after all there were one or two functions
still o come.
Friday, 24th February, was the date of the Officers' Mess
Centenary D inner for serving and retired Officers. A great
deal of effort was put into the preparations by ail ranks. However, the event was marred by illness, which prevented our
Colonel-cin..QUef, H er Royal Highness the Princess Royal, from
alitending. The information was not received until early afiternoon; we then had a guest of honour to find. Frantic use of
communications resulced in the G.O.C.-in-C.
orthern
Command, L ieutenant-General Sir Michael West, K.C.B., D.s.o.,
rising magnificently to the occasion and accepting an invitation
at literally a moment's notice.
Ol'her guestss included the
Represenrative Colonel Commandant, Major-General L. de M.
Thuillier, c .B., O.B.E., the C.S.O. Nort!hern Command, Br.igadier
W. B. Rowen, and six former Commanding Officers of ·the
Regiment.
A further mishap was to make it-self apparent for this event
in that our Honorary Colonel, Colonel W . L. Hey, T.D., had a
ski-ing accident holidaying in Switzerland and broke a leg, he
was therefore deputised by Colonel N. R. Bigland, T.D.; many
of our " old and bold " were also present.
The Fanfare Trumpeters of the Royal Corps of Signais and
the Band of the r2/13rh Batnalion T he Parachute Regiment
(T.A) provided the musical side of the ceremony.
Yet a third mishap befell us; our magnificent dining room
bears on its walls many trophies of past game hunts, amongst
these ranks an iguana, which chose this ill-timed opportuniry
to vacate his place on the \vall and fall to tlhe floor. We
complimented the Mess waiter concerned on his tiact in quietly
remov.ing the offending corpse.
March 4th, Saturday, was the date the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants returned the compliment to the Officers, and how
well they did it.
Spot on at 19.30 hours the P .M.C. went down to the Officers'
Mess and the Officers were led into the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess. Everyone in mufti, by tlhe way ! Wonder
why ? All was made clear ! Into a hired coach went the whole
parry and v_ery quickly found themselves occup~ng the front
three rows m the stalls at the Leeds Ciry of Varieties.
Those readers (square-eyed, no do ubt) who see shows from
this th~tre on television must not be misled by !!he rype of
entertru.nmen~ put out ?Y the magic box. Lt is probably better
to dr~p a v~il ovec this pan of the proceedings; now I come
to think of It there were at least six veils dropped in one of
the acts. I am sorry to have to record that one of our Officers
and a senior one at that, was discourteous enoug;h to smo~
uch a long cigar tlhat the chorus gi.rlls complained of the heat.
Bae~ in the Warrant Officers' and SergeanliS' M ess for curry
and nee and the usual (possibly universal) festivities. H ave
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you ever tried an a sault course race finishing by drinking
bottled beer under a billiard rable? Take my ad vice and don't.
The Sergeants found one way of disposing of unsalea ble stock
by using three dozen "Gher.ry B's" for a " boat race." Ugh !
The Editor's demands are such lihat these notes must be
written before our aelebration end. We have sufficient
experience already l'hough to be assured of l'he sucoess of those
to come.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Ball on the 10th and
the All Ranks D an ce on the 17th Maroh, when we are looking
forward to dancing to the music of the Co.rips Dance Orchestra.
On the 2<jith March the Officers' Mess will be tihe setting
for a formal occasion when hospitality will be offered to the
many civ:ic heads and military representatives of ol'her Units
and major commands. Invirations h ave been sent to almost
every Regular Officer who has ever served w.i.th the Unit. It
is realised l'hat in many cases it will prove impossible for them
to attend, but it is hoped that we shall see most of them present.
We would li ke .to itake this oppontuniry of sending our greetli.ngs
to them all wherever they may be.
On Palm Sunday, 26th Marah, we close our Cente nary programme w.ith a Drumhead Service in l'he Drill Hall when
together w~nh our wives and famili.es, we shall give humbk
thanksgiiving for the past hundred yeans and remember tlhe
thoooands of Officers and men who during this tJime have
given of tlheir best fur .the Regimeru:.
~ ith us ~>n this occasion will be members of 6oth (M )
Regunent, with whom we amalgamate on the 2nd April to form
the new 49th (Yorkshire) Signal Regiment.
So aJiter 100 years' service !!he Regiment enters a new field
and looks forward w.i.th hope and confidence of carrying on
tihe proud humble tradiliion stanted so long ago by William
Ohild.

Editor's Comments.
* T~ere is a certain simi~arity w ith the found er of the Army
Signal <;orps of the United States of America.
t As Colonel G. J. Underwood, T.D., D.L., will confirm the
46ch Signal Regiment (T.A.) remains a credit to its parent,
BUT why does it not imitate father in becoming 46th
Derbyshire Signal Regiment (T.A. ).
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of the Squadron Ladies' Committee, and both take a grea
interest in the welfare and social side of the T.A. W.0 .II
Jolliffe is also a very active member of the aJ isbury Branch f
the Royal Signals Association and is now Branch Chairman.
Major R. H. Stock, T.D., who now commands 340 quadron,
served as a Signalman with Ron Jolliffe in the old 43rd in 1939,
as did Sergeant Callaway also still serving with the Squadron.
T hose of us privileged to know Ron Jolliffe rega rd him as being
a credit to the Corps and the very best type of Warrant Officer.
News ft·om thl" T.A. (' ..ntres
Exeter. Recent activi!Ji.es include recruiting displays, dance ·,
socials and a children's parry. Our new P.S.I., W .O.II Ron
Marriott, ha settled in and is creating a new spirit of inter t
amongst the volWlteers with his ideas on training. The T raining
W.O., R.Q.M .S. Pauley and Staff Sergeant azarski have been
lending a hand to the Devon Yeomanry and local R.~.M.E.
units on Radio Training (there-I remembered to say radio and
NOT wireless). Our correspondent in Exeter reports that the
posting in of ladies of the W .R.A.C. is awa ited with some eagerness-whatever that portends !

S.S.M. Jolliffe pictured here with his eldest son at annual camp 1960

llEGDfENT
(T.A.)
(WESSEX)
43rd
From r st April, 1961, tlhe Regiment .takes on its "new look "
in company with thirteen others in .rhe United Kingdom and
changes from the old and well-kn~D; p:ivisional .Signal R~
ment establishment to a modern D1v1sional/D1stnct establishment which has just been issued.
In ~h is new role, the old 1 and 2 Squadrons have been :reshaped to fit the new duties of l'he T.A. in ~ future. nuclear
or aorwennional conflict, and a <0ew Squadron WJ.th mobile, more
modern concepts and duties added. The old "J," " K " and
" L " Troops of No. 3 Squadron now blossom fort!1 as
Squadrons in <their own right-from henceforward theJ" will be
known as 340, 341 and 342 Signal Squadron.
Our male volunteers have also been reinforced by some 40
more from 57th (M) Regiment (T.A.) w~ ohanges into an
Air Formariion Signals, and from that Regllllent (and from nwo
Independent W.R. A.C. Companies) some 90 Officers and O.R.s
have fled to us. Ladies, we bid you a hearty welcome to me
Regiment.
At .tJhis ra.te and providing we keep up our Vf!!Y stea~y
increase in volunteers, it is very likely that the Regiment. will
be nearly up to establishment by the end of 1961. There 1s no
doubt that the funure is now a lot clearer-and also, a lo.t
brughter, and we are looking forward with great interest to our
new training and ducies.
From time to time in these notes it is hoped to introduce
one or two of the leading personalities, both Offi~ers and <?tiler
Ranks of the Regiment and llhis month we kick off warh a
Warra~t Officer who has served with the unit since r938.
W.0.11 (S.S.M .) Ronald Al.fr~~ Jolliff~. En!isted ~ the T.A.
in 43rd (Wessex) Infantry Divisional Sig~als m Apnil, 1938, at
Salisbury, he was embodied wi~ :tJ:e ~t at l'h~ out~reak of
war and served until his demobil1salJ1on rn. 1945, rnol~ding service in N.W. Europe in '44 and '45. His rewards include a
" Mention in Despatches " and the awar~ of the Cro1x-d.eGuerre winh Bronze Star •in 1944 for services t? me Frefl;ch
Ailllly. He is a lineman by trade and spent all his war. serv:ice
with "' C" Cable Troop, attaining the rank of Serge~nt m 1943.
When the T.A. was re-formed in 1947, S.S.M: Jolliffe was one
of the first to return to ihis old Corps in va.riiou Troops, returning at la9~ to his old Regiment w~en " J " Troop 43rd
(Wessex) Signal Regiment was formed in r956. He was promoted S.S.M. of No. 3 Squadron in F.ebr_uary, 1957, and has
served in nhat capacity until the r.eoTgarosat1on when he became
S.S.M. of 340 Squadron. Dur~g his tenure of o~c~ as S.S.M;
" J " Troop has become some~g of a l~gend WJ.thin the Regiment, the ream spirit and efficiency being the env~ of other
Troops. He is, at ~he age of 44 •. a very youthful lookmg grandfather and his eldest son serves rn the same Squadr?n, not surprisingly a a lineman. M rs. Jolliffe is a vcv:y aonve mem ber

Salisbury. A very successful Dinner was held in January
when over 100 past and present members of the S~uadron
attended. Our C,O., Lieutenam-Colonel G. A. L. Davies, T.D.,
was present and during the evening Major V. H .. Wattley of
the Royal Signals Association was present~d wu:h ~ silver
tankard in gratitude for his help to the SOCJal Comnuttee on
many occasions. Both the Commanding Officer and the T.A.
Centre Commander, Major R. H. Stock, T.D., spoke of .the
importance of recruiting new. blood for the .r~--0rgarused
Squadron and mentioned the link between recrwnng for the
T .A. and for the Regular Army.
T aunton. Here is the Headquarters of the Regiment and
Major K. ]. Hinton, our Regular Training Major, has institut~d
recently a P.S,I..s Radio Net to all our T.A. Centres. Despite
.rhe fact thac only two P.S.I.s claim to be operators, the net
works sur.pri.singly well and only occasionally does some breach
of procedure call forlih recriminations from Control at R.H.Q.
Regular readeris of THE WIRE will know tJhat our R.S.M.
is W.O.I F. L. Holt, whose handsome features grac~
the February issue. Since publication of this photograph, lt
is rumoured that we have received offers from M.G.M., R.K.O.,
B.B.C and I.T.V.-and also a very pointed enquiry from a
gentl~an who claimed ro represent an organisation called
C.R.O. Scotland Yard. We have so far, declined all offers.
Bristol. Shortly moving from its present Headquarters at
Hor.field to a T .A. Centre nearer the City Centre. SecondLieutenant M. J. P. Blake has recently passed his Amateur
Radio Licence Test and we operate from here on Tuesday
nights from 2100 hrs. onwards and every Sunday morning on
the 40 and 80 metre bands. Call sign at present is G30UK/ A
and we would very much welcome contacts from " hams ,. in
units over eas.
Illness has robbed the Squadron of the services of Staff
Sergeant Fox and Sergeant Cot.tell for ome weeks pas~, but
they are now bolih convalese:ent and hoi:ie to take. up their fuH
duties again shortly. Captrun R. J. Bailey of Clift?n College,
has commenced rraining with us and we are all look1_ng forward
to our new role and our new home down on the Bn tol waterfront.
Continued overleaf

AMALGAMAT ION

PARADE

The amalgamation of two very old regiments 4oth
Signal Regiment (Middle. ex Yeomanry) T .A. and
47th (London) Sig.ual Regiment, TA. is to be cele:
brated with a parade of both regunents at the Dul ~
of York's H.Q., Chelsea, at 11.30 a.n:i. on Sund~y, 7th
May, 1961. The iospeclling offi~er will be the Director
of the Terrirorial Army, Ma1or-GeneraJ C. 1. F.
.
Deakin C.B., C.B.E.
All ex-members of both regiments are cordially
invited to attend and can obtain further information
from the Adjutant, 47th Signal Regimc..nt (Middlesex
Yeomanry) T.A., Duke of York' H.Q., Chelsea.
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Bridgwater. Under rhe energetic handling of it P.S.I. ,
ergeant Joe Baxter, !the quadron ha taken on a new lease of
life borh in rh social and training pheres. There have bocn
no fewer rhan four or five well attended socials or dinners in
recent week and attendances at training parades have improved.
La t week no fewer tlhan four recruits were obtained in one
night. The quadron i fortunate ito hav the services of Reg
Brooks, formerly of 30th Regiment in his civilian capacity by
day and in his T.A. capacity f W.O.II on training nights and
week~nds.

To end wirh a general note, a recent calculation showed rhat
in 1960 rhc regimental volunteer strength increased by exactly
52. Rumour hath it that we are being named th~ VOL-AWEEK unit.

Sith (E.A . ) SIGN.\L

UEGUIE~T

(T •.\.)

The Regiment is af present in the throes of reorganisation and
everyone i hard at work to complete the amalgamation by rst
April 1961.
We wish to bid farewell to "0" Troop who join 45th (Essex:)
Regiment T.A. and know they will extend the same loyalty to
their new regiment as rhey have done to us. \Ve take this opportunity of thanking all members of the Trooo for the hard work
put in while serving with this Regiment and hope they retain
happy memories of their association wirh us.
To those members of 55rh (M) Regiment T.A., 56rh (City
of London) Regiment T.A. and 301 Battalion W.R.A. C. (T.A.)
who will be absorbed into the Regiment, we bid welcome, and
ho~ their sojourn will be equally as happy as the one with the
Regunents they have had to leave due to T.A. reorganisation.
The Inspection by R.E.M.E. Technical Services took place
during November and the result bordered on "Excellent." The
Regiment was congratulated by the G .O.C. 54 (E.A.) Infantry
Division T.A. on nhis gratifying result, thereby giving everyone
the satisfaction of knowing that their hard work was not in vain.
The festive season wenr over wirh a swing and although due
to the wide dispersal of the Regiment it was not oossible to
hold Regimental functions, each Squadron/Troop coped most
successfully by running their own.
The officers of t!he Regiment held a very successful Cocktail
Party on Saturday, 14th January, 1961, to repay tlhe hospi1!3.lity
afforded them by other Regiments during the past year. Among
the guests were the Lord Lieucenant of Bedfordshire Major
Simon Whitbread, and the Mayor of Bedford, Alderma~ A. H.
Randall. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. J.
Clarke, also took the opponunity to invite officers from units
which will be amalgamating with his own. The evening was
marked by the presentation to the R egiment of a Silver Salver
an~ pon decanters by Major "Tubby" Taylor to mark his
reurement.
D';JI!ng January we welcomed Major R. W. Seabrook who
has iomed us fro!D 56th (City of London) Regiment T.A. to
take up .the appotntment of Adju tant/Training Major in relief
of. Capram T. J. F. Fuller who left us co rake up an appointment
with the R ed Cross Society.

Photo: The Bui/ord1hire Times

Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. C larke (right) and Mrs. Cla rke (second
from left) are seen chatting w ith t he Mayor and Mayoress of Be dford
at the Officer's Mess Cocktail Party, Satu rday 14t h Ja nu ary, 1961
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We wish Major Seabrook a happy sojourn with the Regiment
and to Captain Fuller on his retirement we wish him the best
of luck in his new occupation. On his retirement Captain Fuller
was regranted the honorary rank of Lieutenant-Colonel.
Since our last notes training has been going "full blast " and
with quadron/Troop and Regimental training diaries show
hardly a free weekend before Annual Camp.
A mo :n succ sful week-end was held at Bedford on 14•nh/15th
January, 1961 to inrroduce officers and S.N.C.0.s to Radio
Relay. Mo t of Sunday was devoted to handling and operating
and Officers and S. .C.0.s took the opportunity of working the
link established between Bedford and Cambridge.
A Command Trade Board was held at Cambridge on 25th/
26th February, 1961, and the majority of the 57 candidates
presented for classification were upgraded.
It is with deepest regret that we announce the death of
Signalman A. N. Farrar who died through the result of iniurie
sustained at an accident at work. We wish to extend our deepest
sympathy to his widow and two young children.
We conclude with congratulations to Captain J. W. B. Hopley,
T.D., on his promotion to Brevet Major.
Noie.-The Regiment will be in Annual Camp at Penhale
from 29th April 1961, to 13th May, 1961, and any of our friends
who are in the area during this period will be ass ured of a
cordial welcome if they care to visit us.

03rd (lU) llEGHJENT (T.A.)
The pa t months have been crowded. Last summer a very
eventful Camp was held at Ballykinlar in orthern Ireland. We
achieved the impossible by taking our transport overseas. For
many of us it was the first time we had left the country on
military duty and we could not have been to a more attractive
spot than this little strip of County Down which nes.tJes where
the Mountains of Mourne sweep down to l'he sea.
There were nearly 400 volunteer.s in camp, 180 of whom were
members of the Women's Royal Army Corps.
The first week was given up ito technical training and amongst
the distringuished visitors were Lieutenant-General Sir Douglas
Packard G.O.C.-in-C.
orthern Ireland, Brigadier D . White,
Chief Signal Officer Southern Command, and the Regiment's
Honorary Colonel, Colonel J. G. Morrison, the Member of
Parliament for Salisbury.
At !be Regimental Guest Night these visitors were present
and also Br'gadier J. R. I. Platt and Mr. G. B. H. Currie,
Member of Parliament for County Down (North).
The second week saw the commencement of the regimental
exercise which was held in and about the towns of Newcastle
and Dundrum and in the hills around Downpatrick.
The linesmen built a cable route across the Dundrum river
at low water in spite of the dangerous quicksands there, and the
various signal centres were taken over and set up by the
W.R.A.C., who thorough ly enjoyed their two nights out under
field conditions.
Good communications were obtained by line, wireless and
radio relay, and the scheme was considered to be a complete
success.
Plenty of entertainment was organised for the troops including
two dances, bus ttips to Dublin, Belfast and Newcastle and on
the first Thursday of camp the W.R.A.C. Band (the only one
of rits typ_ in t!he coun.try) beat "Retreat" on the se<ifront
at Newcastle for a large crowd of spectatxm;.
An impromptu camp concert party performed to the
enthusiatic applause of the Regiment on the last night of camp.
Sport was not forgotten and competitions were held for football, netball and .22 rifle shooting.
Unfortunately the weather was not good enough to take
advantage of the magnificent bathing afforded by the bea<.:hes
some 100 yards from the camp and in soite of this there were
no dull moments in the camp programme.
By the end of the second week there was considerable uncertainty as to how the Regiment would return. The seamen's
strike held up all shipping at Liverpool, Heysham and Stranraer.
The R.A.F. came to the rescue and nhe Regiment was flown
home from Aldergrove R.A.F. Station in two Brittanias and a
Beverly supplied by Transport Command. For many of the
men and girls this was the first time nhat mey had flown at all
and they were most impressed with the ease and efficiency with
which the R.A.F. conducted the operation. The troops were
actually ai rborne for only an hour and a quarter.
The R egiment returned in good heart notwithstanding the
fact that all the ir equipment, veh icles and much of their kit was
left in I reland to be forwarded.
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on our return several worthwhile exercises and a well-attended
DR Trial were held culminating with "New Broom III "
whi~h kept us all awake for 36 hours, including several officers
and D.R.s who never discovered where Bicester Signal Centre
is situated.
The Remembrance Parade at Salisbury was an eventful affair.
Our Commanding Officer fo';J".d. him.self IC!lding the T.A_. Conting ·nt behind most of 3 D1v1s1on, mcluding bearded Pioneers
nnd the Welch Fusiliers' goat. Our W.R.A.C. Band distinguished
themselves and the G.O.C.-in-C., General Sir Nigel Poett,
complimented the T.A. afterwards on their good turn-out.
The reorganisation has not hit us too badly. True, we lost
our affiliated squadrons, No. 327 under Major Deni Keefe and
314 Squadron and the redoubtable Major Adcock, hut we
absorbed our old friends 310 A.S .S.U. who emerge as No. 2
Squadron. Fortunately we lose no officers or N.C.O.s.
In January we held Exercise "Thin Ice" at our mobilisation
locations and were visited by Major-General D. S. S. O'Connor,
the District Commander. He had lunch with the Regiment and
one subaltern duly signed on for the Regular Army after suitable
encouragement.
Rt.-gretfully on 25th February we said goodbye to our Honorary
Colonel, Colonel J. G . Morniso n. How fortunate we were that
we ecured as a replacement Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B.,
o.B.E., who, although not officially appointed, has already visited
the Regiment twice. We wish him every success and look
forward to having such a distinguished Corps soldier as our
representative.
.
Also in February we learnt that our Commandmg Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel P. D. Randall, was leaving us on promotion.
He has been 12 years with the Regiment and nearly five in
command. He leaves with the good wishes of aU ranks who
have served witlh him for so Ion~.
At a Regimental Weekend at Browndown Camp he took the
salute at Lee Tower as we marched past and was duly dined out
at the Salisbury Mess on 11th March. He is succeeded by
Lieutenant-Colonel H. G. Shorter who will be taking us to
what we are sure wiLl be a very successful Camp at Crowborough in June.
Oath

HEGOIE.N T

(T.A.)

A warm welcome to our affiliated 328 W.R.A.C. Signal
Squadron T.A. (Commanded by Major C. H. M. Milner,, O.B.E.,
W.R.A.C./T.A.), which became part of the RegLment on reorganisation on 1st March. Joining us, too, are W.R.A.C. Officers
and other ranks from Traffic Conrrol Securi·t y, Major Ken
Brown Captain Michael Panter-Skidmore, R.Q.M.S. Maugham
and S.S.M. Auld from 56th Regiment (T.A.).
"A" Company of 301 Battalion W.R.A.C. (T. A.) (Commanded by Captain K. Stevenson, W.R.A.C., T.A.) has also
been amalgamated with the Regiment. They meet at the T.A.
Centre, St. Albans Road, Barnet, where a mixed Signal Squadron, Commanded by Major S. Hopper, has now been formed.
New members living in the Barnet area will be welcome, par.tticularly young men and women interested in telegraph, teleprinter and cy,pher operating.
The Regiment continues t0 expand, and we have a very full
programme betwen now and 01!1' sumi:ner ca~p-dates 1s.t to
15th July. Parachutists are makmg their first a1.r~raft descent at
Abingdon on 18th March· the Corps Band visits us on 29th
March, and we have our an'nual stand at the Electrical Engineer '
Exhibition at Earls Court on 2rst to 25th March.
The officers held a very successful dinner in tl1e Mes. on
Wednesday, 1st March. Our Honorary Colonel the ~rl .of
Malmcsbury, was present, and the gu~sts included Bngadi;_r
Dame Mary Colvin (D.W.R.A_.C.), M;SJOr~General W . A. -...
Burns (G.0 .C., London Dismct), Brigadier q. H . Stoneley
(Deputy Signal Officer-in-Chief), Mr. L. H. ~1tchell .and Mr.
W. J. Sharpe (Foreign Office) Commander G. Hathenll (Head
C.I.D., Scotland Yard), Mr. G. Mc N. ?helford (Headmaster,
Brunswick School), Mr. R. R. C . Rankrn . and Lord Glanu k
(Mullard Equipment Ltd.), Group-Capta~n . R. G. H;arm_an
(Secretary, City of London T. & A.F: Assoc1auon) and Br~g~d1er
Sykes-W!'ight (Secrer.ary, Hertfordshire T. & A.F. Association).
Mr. Shelford replied to the roast of the guests.
Our new Cypher Room has been completed, and we "".ould
welcome one or two trained Cypher Operators as add1t1onal
instructors. W.O.II Redstone is our latest capture.
Summer camp this year will find 1:1s deployed througho~t the
U.K., including Northen Ireland, with al o a large contingent
in West Germany. It is still. not t~o. late for ~ew members to
take advantage of this attracnve tram mg fortnight.
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Headquarters .Army Emergency
Reserve Royal Signals
This 1h as I suppose been one of the most: eventful years in the
history .of the Army Emergency Reserve (fo~rly. the S~pple
mentary Reserve) and justifies our appeartng m prmt agam.
Early last year (1960) because of the impending alii:narion of
Blacon Camp it was decided to move to Blandford tn _Dorset
alongside 30th Regiment', this being the first stage as 1t were
of the long te:rm plan to concentrate the School of Signals, 3oth
Regiment and this Headquarters at Blandfo~d. We see many
advantages in our being at Blandford, m particular th.at we shall
be rather more in the public eye and we hope tO l'.let the op~r
tunity there to train with regular and T.A. formations. Despite
a number of setbacks we are able to adhere to the original programme and we shall be established in our new home on the
20th Marah.
The re-organisation of the A.E.R. which ha~ just been
announced in ParJiament-though much overdue-is welcomed
by all of us in tllat it provides for regionalis.ation of. uni~s and
a closer affiliatri.on with regular and T.A. ururs . . _This will I?Ot
only assist iin the two important aspc:crs of recr~tmg and tr3!-11ing but will provide the opporturul!les for Reguncnts to enioy
a corporate existence throughout the year.
All that we now need is for the regular and T.A. personnel,
especially officers, to get to ~o"Y something a1x?ut ~ A.E.R.
At present there is an appalling ignorance even 1!1 high places,
but the Secretary of State has >indicated that he mt.ends to put
this right.
We have had a first class training season and there seems
little doubt that all Regiments enjoyed thernse~ves as well._ 81st
and 90th Regiments (Air Formation) trained with 21st Regunenr
in B.A.0.R. and we are very grateful co WI concern~, on the
Army and R.A.F. side who combined to make this such . a
successful enterprise. In reburn for all ·the hard work put m
by our hosts, we were able ro carry m~t ·some projects for them
which had been hanging fire for some tune. ~ersonnel fron_i 4<?2
Squadron and 88th Regiment also trained with regular uruts in
N.W. Europe.
Exercise "Five .Ply" in Nonh Wales with its emphasis .on
mobility, and the consequent need . to deploy and establish
oonununications rapidly, tested aU re~ents .to the full and the
standard of both military and teahmcal achievement was very
creditable.
There have been many changes >in the permanent staff th.is
last year, and more .t o come in the immediate future.
.
Those who have left we thank for sen.:ices rendered and wish
them good luck >in tiheir new appoinonents. We welcome those
who have come to take their places and assure ~em that here
l'hey will not Jack for oppoJltumties to show their mettle.
We have had a number of successes <>n courses th!-s _year an~
in particular, compliment the following; on obtairung t~ei.r
Class I gradings: Sergeants S. Brown (Lmeman), J. Packwood
(Lineman) F. Dickinson 0V.OP) Staff Sergeant K. Hadfield
(Lineman) and Sergeant Mills (A.C.C. Cooks course).
Sergeant Packwood did well on a Guards Course and Serge~t
Bowiles has just earned a good report from the Vl:7orcestershire
Regiment where he attended a Weapon and Tactics Course.
Under llhe direction of Major Scaife and R.S.M. Vaughan,
the shooting results have been ~xcellent and the annual match
with 11th Regiment was won qwte handsomely.
For representative sports we. have usuaµy combined with 241
Squadron and. can recall ~n enjoyable Cricket season ~der the
captaincy of Lieutenant Vin17ent. The soccer team owing much
ro the enthusiasm of Captrun Freeman and the excellent cap.taincy of Lance-Corporal Dean have had a most ~ucce ul
season. Other popular activities have included Badminton and
Car R ames.
We leave Blacon witll but few regre_t. ~ough we would like
to express our !!l'anirude
t0 the many civilians who ~ave f?rmed
0
such an effectiv e part of our " team," and to our fnci:ids in 2.p
Squadron with whom we 'l'.!Ve enjoyed peaceful co-cXl tence for
several years.
So, on to Blandford, and to what we fervently hope will be
the beginning of a new era for the A~y Emergency Res rve
in which we will be given the ?Pporturuty--and the upport-:to develop our potential alongside the regular and other territorial forces.
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Sl~GAPORE

Further ho ours have been won on the hockey field. On 22nd
the Corps beat rhe R.A.S .C. 5-2. Having beaten the
Combined chools the Corps now play the Singapore Recreauon Club in the emi-final of the Oehlers Cup on uth March
1961.
,
Royal ignals won the Triangular Hockey again t Signals
Mal ya and Federation Army Signals and thus hold the new
cup wbi h was specially presented for this series.
In the semi-final of the FARELF Rugby Cup 18th Regiment
were beaten by 2nd ew Zealand Regiment, who now go to
Hong Kong for the final.
Febru~y

C:ORPS

JIOCKE'\.'

Once again the Co~ took llhe field \vith a much weakened
side, on this ?CCB 'on, brought about by sickness and wedding
~s.
~ptallls Ha11tDett and Cook were sttuck down by
influenza JUSt before the tour began and Lieutenant Last was
away honeymooning on tihe continent.
Fortunate!y, Captain Wetherill and Lieutenant Goldney had
r~ently arrtved at the School of Signals and they were hurnedly. snapped ~P 1to play. Bollh these officers had had previous
experience p!a~ ~~ps hoc:key and again proved tTh ·r wor.t!h
and ~e selectors decision to mclude diem in the team, notwil!b.stan~g that they had been our of hockey for some months.
This 'V'>'.as Caprain Kirkby's " swan oong " and in rhe absence
of. Captrun Hartnett, he skippered the side. This he tackled
wil!b. l!b.e same enthusiasm with which he approadles the game
~d coupled witih rus personal prowess between the "snicks,''
d}d much to stav~ off -rhe attacks on his goal. He played particularly well agamst the R E.ME. for, here, .the last match of
~e. tour, found me Coz,ps rather tired and the appaLling condition of me ground did not help matter>s. The score might
have be_en much higher, in favour of our opponents bu.t for
his .efforts m goal. His services will be greatly missed on
posung.
The Corps lacked " punch " in the forward line and con:;eq u_ently the defence was conninually hard pressed with nh.e
mevnable result nh.at it occasionally gave way under the strain
as the final scores show.
'
The o nly ~arch in which the Corps managed to hold their
own was against. the R.M.C.S. In fact, the Corps opened the
account but their glory was short lived and towards tJhe end
they were hard pressed to keep the score 2-2.
Whatever me r~ults of this tour all players are to be congratul~ted on their staunch, unceasing efforts and sporting
behaviour on !the field. Well done !

w:ell

Results:

Royal Signals
Royal Signals
Royal Signals

2,
I,
2,

R.M.C.S. 2
Aldershot Services 5
R.E.M.E. 6

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT " A " TEAM

Lieutenant Allan, Corporal Butterwo rth, Drivers Arnell , Hill ier
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2nd

llEGDIENT
Ski-in~

Careers and Opportunities

(JU\.ISIONAI,)

1960/61

The foundallions of competitive ski-ing were laid in
tihc Regiment by LieutenamColond David Horsfield and
by the end of la st season they
had resulted in some notable achievements-principa~y being runners-up to 40
Field RcgJment, RA., in
me Divisional Meeting.
This year the policy is
(now that a'li except one of
Uie original sk1ers have departed) to build up a fresh
nucleus under Lieutenant
Michael Al!lan. To tih.is end
parties
of
enthusia tic
soldiers were sent ao the
Divisional Sk~ School at
Winte11berg, and f.rom th~
·~he most likely ones were
selected for further training
under Regimenral arrangements at St. Johann, in
Ski Patrol .. A" Te•m in action led by
Austria. It is satisfactory to
Corporal Butterworth. behind Drivers
report that all this training
Arnell and Hillie r
took place in excellent snow
conditions.
Some 23 teams took part in me 2nd Division Meeting at
W~ter>berg on 28th January-2nd February and overall llhe
Regunental was fifrh, and third if two non-Divisional Uni•t-s are
excluded. Th~ Gunner Re~ents, 40 and 19 F<ield Regiments respeotnvely, were agam ·to the fore, bollh having
renowned skiers in their teams.
Corporal Bunterwol't!h did well to c.ome in 22nd in tihe
indivi~ual Cro~-Country and -so ~id Driver Hillier to be placed
141Jh m tihe Slalom. In the novices' Downhill Dri.ver Hillier
was placed 14tih again, and Corporal Butterwor.th 24th. There
were approximately 80 starters for these even.ts.
Valuable experience was gained by .the two Ski Patrol teams
under Lleutenant!S Allan and Gryspeerdr. Their enthusiaSU:
and turn-out was commended by the organisers and they
finished seventh and 13!!h respectively.
Th.e Regimental ski reruns stayed on at Winteriberg for the
AI1Illy/~.A.~. R. Meening and were placed 21st and 23rd
.res~v<:iy lQ. th~ 1 x 1.0 ~· relay and Ski Patrol competitions.
All !!his 1s pro~Slng m view of llhe fact that it represents
tlhe effor>t of novo.ces, except for the two Officers in the teams.

(IMPORT ANT : Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisements in TnE WIRE MUST notify the
Employment Secti011, Royal Signals Association, 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.r)
Vacancies for Retired Officers
The following appointments require filling : Droitwich. RO III Administration and Training, 2 Squadron,
14rh Regiment.
Bampton. RO III Administration and Training, 3 Squadron,
14tlh Regiment.
otes :- Training. The normal ability of the normal Officer
of Royal Signals will suffice.
Appointment. Apply O.C., 14th Signal Regiment
(COM CAN), 207 /209, Harrow Road, London,
W.2.

I

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT " B " TEAM
Lieutenant Gryspee rdt, Corporal McYeigh, Signalmen Richardson,
Fisher
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left to right: Lieutenant Nils Hillestad. Major Thor Johnsen , Lieutenant Tore
Lind-Solscad
The Challenge Cup, shown in the photograph, is engraved w ith each unit name.
Each time a unit wins the cup, it will have the year engraved below its name.
A miniature replica of the cup is present ed to each member of the winning team

Ski-ing
The 30 Kilometer Cross Country ski race for Un.its at Jorstadmoen for a Challenge Cup presented by Major-General R.
J. Moberly, C.B., OB.E .
In March, 1960, after a visit to Jorstadmoen (the Catterick of
the Norwegian Army Signal Corps), Major-General R. J.
Moberly, tlhe then Signal Officer-in~Ohief, presented a Challenge
Cup for a Military Cross Country ski race. The Inspector
General of .the Norwegian Signals drew up the rules for the
competition and General Mobel'ly approved them.
The race for General Moberly's Cup was to be' run in conjunotion with the armual 30 kilometer race for rhe Military
sk.i.-ing proficiency badges. In order to qualify for a proficiency
badge an .individual must complete tlhe course in a standard time.
The ski-race con~sns of two I 5 kilometer laps w.itlh <the individual shooning (10 rounds on a range) after the first 15 kilometres. Firing takes place at 100 meters and for every hit, l!WO
minutes are deducted !from the final •time of .tihe individual. All
compC'llitors must wear military uniform, use miJ,i tary skis, carry
a rucksack and a oanbine (a total weight of just over 22 pounds).
For General Moberly'is Cup, Officers and Sergeants from tlhe
following units in Joilstadmoen are elligible : Vapcnskolen (The School of Signals).
Befalsskolen (The Officers' Cadet School).
Yrkesskolen (The Apprentice School).
Hrerens Sambands Ovingsavdelings Stab (The Training
Bantalion Staff).
Kp I HSBO (No. I Company Training Bantalion).
Kp 2 HSBO (No. 2 Company Training Ba!Jt'Blion).
Intendantens Stab (The Administirative St!aff).
Ovrige Staber (Tthe Remaining Si:affs).
The best nhree Office11S or Sergeants from each unit oount as
a team for tihe Cup.
The race tlhii.s year took place on the 21st February which
turned out to be an eX1tremely hot day for the time of year. On
such a day, the correct waxing of skis was of pPime im'p ortance,
and many competitors found tihis out to their cost during nhe
race. Over 500 Officers and Otlher Rank~ were competing for
.their Plfofi.ciency badges, and 76 out of the 500 were representiRg their unit in .tlhe battle for General Moberly's Cup.
Colonel Lundesgaard, me Inspector General of Norwegian
Signals, came t:o Jostadmoen to watoh the race. After watching
some of nhe competitors, he turned from the sublime to the
ridiculous, when he watched rhe Royal Signal Officers trying
to stand on !!heir skis.
The winning time for the race was 2 hours 28 minutes and
49 seconds, done by Lieutenant Ronning. In tihe General
Moberly Cup competition, the winning team was the Befalsskolen, whose team consi<>ted of Miajor Thor Jcmnsen, Lieutenant
Tore Lind-Sol·s tad and Lieutenant Nils Hillestad.
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14th Signal Regiment - Civilian Employment
The following vacancies exist at the Tape Relay Centre,
Boddington, Glos.:TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATORS
Starting as operator Grade II ranges from £8/15/- at age 21
to £u/r8/- at age 25, or for entry at over age 25 rising to
£12/u/-. Initiial training will be given if necessary and after
completing training, Operators will be liable to shift work and
week-end work with overtime paid in accordance with present
rules.
Berkeley Castle, Gloucester
Wanted, a Man and Wife as Caretaker and Cook, £12 per
week combined wage, full keep, separate furnished flat, £ree fuel
aad light. One child school age not objected to. Would suit
retiring or di-scharged
.C.O. or O.R. with Officers' Mess
experience. Good holidays. Write Custodian, Berkeley Castle,
Glos. Telephone Berkeley 332.
Ferranti L td.,
68 /71, Newman Street, L ondon, W.1.
Vaoanci¢5 eiQst for computer operators in London. Suitable
for C.'\'.-W.O.s and
.C.O.s from operators special, cipher
operators and telegraph operators. Work is interesting, full
training will be given. Generous salary and terms of employment. Appointments are subject to interview at which salary
will be arranged ..
Applications for further detaails should be made direct to
above address quoting Ref. BBS.
Elizabethan T ape Recorders L td.,
Bridge Close, Old Church Road, Romford, Essex.
Vacancies for Technicians Testers.
Service Engmeer .
Training given. Salary from £10 to £16 per week, acc.ording
to experience.
Applications to tlhe above address for attention of Mr. Lubin,
mentioning Royal Signals Association.
War D epartment
Civilian Employment with W.D. Railways.
The function of I Railway Group R E. is the Operating and
Maintenance of W.D. Rail served D epots throughout U .K.
Vacancies exist at all Depots, for rhe following trades : Brakesman Shunters; Carriage and Wagon Repairers;
Platelayers; Boilermakers; Electricians; Fiitters. Bench· Fitters.
Loco; Machinist Metal; Turneris; Welders.
Pe rsonnel who have attained the age of 60 can be considered
for employment in certain trades.
Write for further details to me following addres : Headquarters I Railway Group R.E., Beavers Lane Camp,
H.oun low, Middlesex.
British Insulated Callenders Cables Ltd.,
83/85, Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.
Vacancies exist for those witlh technical background, intere tP.d
in wor~g on rhe calculation and design of electric floor
warming ystems.
O penings for two grades : (-.i) rhose hav.ing only a basic technical background; and (b) tlhose more advanced and able to work
without supervision. Salaries depend on age and experience
from £600 to £900 a year c.ommcncing.
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Orpha11, J)nughtN• of Signalman, who died iu
19.:Sli. The mother died in 1947. She writes most gratefully
for clothes sent to her, and because we had not enough to fit
her out, a cash grant was made as well.
Signalman, 1932-46, who has been very ser~ously ill
for many months. A grant was made to help him with h is
debts and the A.T.S. Benevolent Fund also helped because of
his vJife's service in that Corps.
s1gnahna11, 19al-fU, when he was discharged with a
disability pension. He has managed, with the hdp of his parents,
to get a house for himself a nd his family, and, indeed, to furruish
it. He Jacked only bedding. A grant was made to help him purchase this, and he has now joined the branch of the Association
~ear his home.

fCourresy: Editor, Salisbury Journal

Above : Top table at the Salisbury Branch dinner - left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel A. T. Sladen . Mrs. Wh ite, Major General A. E. Morrison,
C.B., O.B.E .• Brigad ier D. White, O .B.E., Mrs. Siad en, Major General R. H. Steward C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C. Below: A general view of some
of t he guests at the dinner which was he ld at the T.A. Centre, Stratford Road, Salisbury.

Corporal, 1940-45. He was discharged on account of
i.11-healrh. All went well until 1957, when his health began to
deteriorate again. His wife also had a serious operation. The
Fund made a grant to help him with clothes, and also sent in
.ind, and tihe British L egion is endeavouring to get his dis1bility pension r estarted.
ldow of Sig11nlmnn, 1942-47, who died in
1956 , leaving her with his two children and a tiny income.
The Fund was able ito provide for some 1specified clotlhing for t he
daughter, on her entry into grammar school.

llOYAL
The following
February, 19b1:

SIGNALS ASSOCIATIOX
JIENEVOl,EXT FU.l\"D
subscriptions

most

gratefully

received

dum111

[.
17
3
1
35
1
2

23rd Regiment . ..
.
24th R egiment . .
49th (WR} Regiment, T .A.
3rd R egiment . .
. .
63rd (M) Regiment . T .A. . ..
30 Corps Eng.neer Reg:ment
201 Squadron
243 Squadron
...
310 Squadron, T.A.
II th R egiment ...
59th (M} Rcgime'.1t , T .A . ...
. ..
72 Signal Training Battery, R.A.
231 Squadron
...
..
. ..
...
24 1 Squadron
...
...
...
H.Q., A.E.R. Royal Signals
4th Regiment . . .
254 Squadron (Aden}
...
252 Squadron (Hong Kong}
253 Squadron (Kowloon} ...
9th Reg;me::it

..

3
9
I

0
I

0
10
3 9
6
8 4
I
0
9
I

I

IO

3
3
15

6
0
7
3
2

I

6
5
48

Salisbury Branch
Loughborough and Districi .. Br...;cli
W. T. Wagg
H . Sutcliffe
.. .
M. E . Holdsworth
H . J. F . White .. .
C. K. MacLennan

II

0

100
15

0
0
5

I
I
1

0

Total ... f.277

Cl,OTlll.l\"G
Gifts of clothing have been gratefully received from the undermentioned since early January, 1961 : Captain D . C. Sidney,
A. F . S. Evans, Esq., Major G . A. Horner, Captain G . Gavey,
Mrs. T. Cadec, Lieutenant-Colonel C. L. Omrnanney, O.B.E.,
R. Cartwright, Esq., Major J. St.C. W . Robinson, Mrs. J.
Woodrow, Captain C. A. M . Robertson, Mrs. R. J. Moberly,
Mrs. Murray, Major D. M . Humphries, Mrs. Davenport, Mrs.
May, L ieutenant-Colonel E . W. Nanney-Wynn, A. Stokes, Esq.,
Major B. E. Sykes, Miss V. Shannon Mrs. E. A. Young,
Brigadier H. L. Lewis, c.B .E., Major and Mrs. C. W. Weech,
Lieutenant (T .0.T.) N . A. Cox, Mrs. I. G. Swan.

were

.~XD

I
I

d.
3

'

0
0

0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
9
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0

0 10

WELFARE
EXPENDITURE DURING FEBRUARY, 1961
[.249 16
Includes : Rent and Rates; Bed s and Bedding; Furniture;
Cots and Prams; General Assistance.
ANA LYSIS OF CASES
Families of Soldiers serving in U.K. . ..
Families of Soldkrs servin g in M .E.L.F.
Widows and D ependants . . .
...
Released and Discharged Solruers
T otal cases assisted
cases of Soldiers who served during the 1939-45 Wa r
24 c2 es of Soldiers who djd not serve during the War
11

7

2
1
6
26
35

£

91 11
f.158 3

o
7

SALIS BURY BRANCH ANNUAL DINNER

London City Branch
To be writing once again in these columns is like meeting an
old friend that you haven't seen for some considexable time.
I t is then !'hat you realise what you have missed. The comradeship that existed, that you have so much to say to each
other and also you wonder why you have not made use of the
opportunities that exist to enable you to meet. The Branch
meetings where everyone is friend .
The invasion of television into our homes has virtually made
us a prisoner to work and also our homes. It is only when you
meet someone to talk to, that we realise that we are building
around us an impregnable wall that even the foreboding malady
of loneliness will not be able to e;;cape from.
Apathy! What a terrible, disgusting word it is. Apathy should
be erased from the English dictionary, it should never be
allowed in any language.
Our first venture in the fight against this vulture aoa.thy is
a visit to the Television Studios to see the David Nixon Show.
Members and their wives will be guests in the B.B.C. Canteen
after the show.
This has been made possible through our Chairman, Ted
Rabetts, better known as the Professor.
Any old members of the Branch are always welcome to come
to the " Cock Tavern," 27, Great Portland Street, W. r, and so
are the new ones. For dates of meetings please apply to me,
Mr. F. Steel, at 38, Stanhope Gardens, Harringay, London,
N .4. Wives and friends are always welcome.

. AUSDURV

DRA::\""CH

ANNUAL

Dl:VNEll

Sal~bury Bran.d: is one of the oldest, if not the oldest, in the
AsSOCla.non, and m the last few years has been returning to
something of its fonner glories.

Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., o.B.E., the Chairman of
.the Associat!ion, was the Guest of Honour at the Dinne.r , which
was held at the Stratford Road T.A. Centre in Satlisbury, which
is occupied by 340 Signal Squadron, T.A.
.
The Branch Treasurer, Major H. Whartley, presented a
oheque for £100, which had been raised by the Branch in the
pa st few years, and was given to Headquarters for use for
welfare pu.Dp<>ses.
A highlight in the last year of Branch aativ~ty had been the
re-opening of contact with the 3rd Regiment at Bulford.
1
In thanking the Branch for their generosity, General Morrison
said tlhat the Associatiion as a whole was going strong. He also
spoke of nhe newly publicised acoi~ties in raising funds of the
Army Benevolent Fund. There had 'b een a certain amount
of misunderstanding, and he eX!p!ained the position flilly.

-:==WELFABE

I

- ~l=====SECTION====::=:'
1

Below an attempt is made 10 describe, with suitable
anonymity, six cases taken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week in March, 196r.
Also, on the same page, is a simple statement of income
and expenditure .
Signalman, 1951-56, married, three children. He was
in good employment until D ecember, 1960, when he became
seriously ill. A grant was made to help h im w.ith accumulated
debts, and he wrote a most grateful letter of thanks. L ater it
was possible to provide him with an overcoat.
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are able co purchase ac generous
cax free races , which allow up
co six months motoring, in the
U.K. Please write fo r full
details and brochure to:
ROOTES LIMITED

" Show me" l said "a car" I said "Eeek" 1said when 1saw the Rootes "It must be an illusion.
"that 1can afford" I said
range. "These arethe most elegant Such comfort. Such luxury.
"that is any way uniqu e" I said au tomobil es ever to please the eye Someone's actually built this
car. Real prin cely.A Hillman ".
"and prove it" 1 said.
of a seasoned motoring man".

Tal~e a

HILLMAN into

the fan"lil~-

European Section Overseas
De pt. , Piccadi lly, London , W.I.
ROOTES AUTOS

(Deutsch land) G.m. b.H .. Mi li tary Sales
Dept., Alleescrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

HILLMAN-the car with the mo t to rrive for the price you
pay ... top performance, elegance, r liability, ruggedne s,
safety! The only car of its cla offi ring fully-automatic ~~_.iillJi

Parts a.nd Service in 163 countries.

tran mission. Available on De Luxe a loon, Estate ar
~~i~~~
and Convertible. S e al o the greatly improved aloon,
~
unquestionably the best valu for money on the road toda~y~.~niiii~~;::z

HUMBER · HILLMAN
SUNBEAM · SINGER
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You are welcome at
No. 6 Pal l Mall

Abroad with a FORD !
FORD will arrange the delivery and export of any
on e of their exciting range of cars available for
export from the Anglia de' Luxe to th e Zod iac
Estate Car, free of purchase tax to personnel
going overseas within a specified time.

at Cox's and King's branch of Lloyds

Bank, 6 Pall Mall, S.W.r we have been officially
appointed Army Agents for over two hundred
years and Agents to the Royal Air Force since
its inception. Of course you may bank where
you please but the reason why so many officers
open their personal accounts with us is that we
have unrivalled experience in dealing with the

financial affairs of officers stationed at home
or abroad.
We have departments specialising in general
and kit insurance, in income tax, the purchase and
sale of stocks and shares and the safe custody of
valuables. This full banking service includes
facilities for cashing your cheques at any branch
of the Bank without prior arrangement.

An officer's banking transactions are confidential to him and
his bank. Our position as Official Agents in no way affects this.

LLOYDS BANK LIMITED
COX'S & KING'S BRANCH, 6

PALL MALL,

s.w.t

Telephone WHltehall 7001

Official Agents to the Army and Royal Air Force

*

*
*
*

Priority Delivery

*

Defe rred Payment Terms

Trouble Free Export Arrangements
Unrivalled Export Experience
World-wide Service and Parts Availab i lity

STOP PRESS : Populars avail able for perso nnel po sted to Germany on ly
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FORD
OFFER
YOU
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OCZ,0f3)

MOTOR COMPANY LTD. Export Retail Sales Dept· 88 Regent St· London WI Tel. REG 7272
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Editorial continued.
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l'U AGAZ l ~E

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
Editor:
BRI GA D IE R

n.

All correspondence

LTHOUGH some Regular Units run their own Branches of the
Association there is an impression that serving Regular soldiers cannot
be members of non-Unit Brano.hes. This is of course, entirely wrong, and
the more the three types-Regular T.A. / A.E.R. and Retired-get together,
the better. I am sure that all have much to gain from each other' s company
and friendship.
Many Branches are based on Regular or T.A. Units, using thei r
accommod ation for their meetings and social events. Others are not so lucky
and have to find their own accommodation in " p u bs " and the like. Alinhoug!h
there are often R egula.r Siigna.l Units in the area, m embers of .t hese seldom
eem to be m emb ers of l!he Bran.oh.
I n this latter type of Branch, :it is generally the old type of retired soldier
who keeps it going, giving m uch of his pare rtime as a m ember of the
Committee or in som e other capacity. However, " Old So ldiers F ade Away,"
and in many cases replacemen1lS are n o,t forthcoming.
To the serving soldier, R~, T .A./ A.E.R., may I say you owe a lot
to these Old Soldiers. They helped t o b uild the high reputation held b y the
Corps in which you now serve. They like ro keep in touch with whart: is
now going on in .fue Corps, so may I appeal to Commanding Officers, assisted
naturally by Regimental Sergeam.;Majors, to encourage your office rs and men
to join the locail Branch of the Association? Lt is not your money they want,
nhe subscription is only a shilling or tw.o a year, it is your companionship.
To members of these Branches, I am sure you will welcome <the serving
soldier with open arms, and you can do a lot to help him. However, remember
rt!hey are young lads, w.i.th perhaps different ideas to y.our own. Try and make
your Bmnch meetings and events ito the taste of aM comers.
Finally, I am sure you will all agree ithat t!here is a ne ed for a closer
comradeship within our Association of serving (Regular, T.A./ A.E.R.) and
re!ti'fed personnel. Why not let us all make a speoia:J. drive to obtaiin this?

R . F IH T D

and ma tier

A. E. MORRISON, Maior-General,
Chainnan, Royal Signals Association.

for

*

publication for THE WrRE, should be
addressed to The Editor, THE WIRE,
88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I.

MATTER FOR P UBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE

1,Sth OF THE MONTH PRECED-

ISt b

MEE TING OF REPR ESENTATIVES OF BRANCHES
OF TIIE ASSOCIATION

This took place in !!he main hall of the T.AC. of the 4?nh Signal
Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry), T.A., and was well attended. Panticularly
pleasing was the number of Bmnahes which had not been repol'.lted previou ly
or at least for some years.
A full report is on pages 177 to 180.

ING PUBLICATION.

R ecru iting

Remitrances should be made payable
ro :

Royal Signals Association.

scription rates
mail):

Twelve

(post

free,

monihs,

Sub-
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15/ -;

air

single

*

*

*

Publicity

Tii:is was merutioned in an Address by ithe DepUJty Signal Officer-iin-Chief,
Brigadier C . H. Sitoneley, o.B.E., A.D.C., and a I11Umber of the Represenitaciv~
asked for more and earfiler informaition of the many DIS·P LAYS AND
EXHIBITIONS in whiah the Corps was to take part. The most urgent
efforts are being made to obtain this information and get iJt ouJt to Branches
in good time.

monih , 1/3.

Quic k s ilver
The m ovem en ts of the twin nraii!ers, which are a very fine exhibi•tion of
all nhat is good in Royail Siigooils, are listed on page 154.
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Sout h e rn

Commnud

R e cruiting

Dis 1•lny

This consists of itwo trai:i1lers, a photograph of one is on page 154·

Its iappearances are lisrted.

Continued on next page
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APPEAi,

ALL who are concerned in any way with Recruiting
publicity are asked to give .the earliest possible information
of the place and !!he date to <the Headquarters of the
Association.
A notice will then be put in THE WIRE and lllso Branches
of the Association in the locality will be informed.
The importance of EARLY information is stressed. All
t.00 often information of this nature reaahes THE WIRE too
late for publicaition before the evenrt.

Dissemine;tion of information to members of the Association is slow.

Mem bers

of

the

Association

While rhe serving Signalman is t!he best Recruiter,
ex-members of the Corps are certainly the next best.
Lt is impomanrt, therefore, that inhey be encouraged to
¥isit all displays and exhibitions, AND as far as possible be
primed w~th sufficient facts.
Very frequently indeed they will be able to influence a
young man OR more likely his parents, into making genuine
enquiry into the value of nhe Army as a C areer.

Personal Message from the Signal Officer-in-Chief
I

N and out of the Army, there is a growing awareness that the
recrui unent of an all-regular force of 182,000 men is proving
an extremely difficult itask.

How do we stand in Royal Signals? Expressed simply, the
answer is that there are far too many empty spaces in the ranks
for tlhe period end-1961 unnil about 1964. I t is this circumstance which causes me to call for a fresh recruiting effort
from everyone <Who has the interests of the Corps at heart.

the good public relatlions upon 'Mhich Col!ps recruiting depends.
The following information provides useful " Talking points " : (i)

T he Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals, offers
exceptional training facilittles for boys in the age range
15-17 years who wish to prepare themselves for
careers as tradesmen in the Regular Army and for
quick promotion. In September, 1961, there will be
up w 100 vacancies for boys in this regiment.

(1i)

The Army Apprentices School, Harrogate, is open to
boys in nhe age range 15-17 years who wish to underl'ake apprenticeships as Radio, Line and Telegraph
Technicians or as Telegraph Operators. These
apprenlliceships are of t!hree years duration. In September, 1961, tlhere will be up to 120 vacancies for
suitable boys in this School.

It i~ quite clear now that to en1is.t enough volum.eers of the
high standard required by Royal Signals we must do much
more as a Corps, and as individuals, to supplement the actlivities of the offioial recruiting organisa.tion. In recent months,
itherefore, I have increased tlhe number of Special Royal Signals
Recruiters a;ttnched rto Army Information Offices in the United
Kingdom. Additionally, I have authorised lihe formation of
three mobile recruiting teains which will operate i.n Soutlhern,
Eastern and Western Commands under lihe direction of the
approprtl.ate Olief Signai Offioers. In the adve:l'lt!i.sing field we
have in production a Colour film depicting life in Royal Signals
and variou s broahures, leaflets and placards for general distribution and display. Action is also being taken which I
confidently expect will end in direct co-operation wi1Ib. Indusrcy
for the continued employment of Royal Signals tradesmen on
completion of .thcir military service; this would be an e~rension
of the close oo-opemtion with firm~ over Na'llional Service
personnel.

(iii) Men in the age .range 17t-25 years (30 in special
oases) may volunteer for service in Royal Signals with
1t!he cettaln knowledge that, if accepted, they will be
trained in, a suitable trade. If they wish, lihey can
specify tlhe pa.nticular trade field in which nhey wish
to specialise and enlist with a written guarantee that
.this desire will be implemented. To complene the
establishment of Royal Signals on an all-regular basis,
we require 160 adult volunteers per month from now
until April, 1963.

During 1961, Royal Signals will be taking an active part in
as many recrui.tring exhibil!ions and displays as possible. Some
of the displays, which have already been arranged, are as
follows:Sclfridges (London) EXlhibirion . . . 5th April-28th April.
AldershQt Ta1It00 . . .
. . . 3rd May-6th May.
Commonwealrll Training Week .. . 29th May-4tth June.
(Various Exhibitions will be held in dlfferent pare> of
die U.K.).
Army in tihe Public Eye (Blac~pool) ... Slih Jnne-23rd June.
Bedin Se.arohlight Tantoo ... 1st September-3rd September.
In addition we are kying to get a stand at this year's Radio
S:how.
The CoflPS Band is playii.ng ii1Js part in die recruiting drive by
giviing orchestral concertJS a.t Public Schools and by performances at .rearuiliing eicli!ibitions in addition to its normal itinerary.
Al1tlhough they have their own recruiting problems, T .A. and
A.E.R. uni.ts of the Corps, as in the past, have agreed to stlimulate recruitment for tlhe Regular Army by permitting and
encouraging their P.SJ.·s to assist the official recruiting staff,
and by showing 1tihe flag locally as oircumstances pemU.t.
Branches and members of the Royal Signals Association may
care to he1p by dlisplaying recruiting literarure and by individual
and concented effortJs to encourage local candidates for the
Regular Al1llly to enlist in Royal Signals.
In pal'lticular, I invite members of tlhe Royal Signals Assooia1ion and all ranKs of 1the T.A. and A.E.R. units of the Corps
1to do everytlhing they can witlhin rhcir own localities to foster

But it is to tihe Officers, N .C.O.s and Men now servdng in
Royal Signals, bo1Ib. Regular and Reserve, that I look for the
greatest rearuiting effom:.
lit is tlhe opinion of many independent experits that recruitment is hampered by a distorted public image of life in the
Army. This is a considered view which we cannot ignore; it is
a nettle Wlhich you and I, as erving soldiers, must grasp and
overcome. It largely acises from ignorance, which must be
dispelled.
We are in the best position to know and to publicise the vast
improvements whiah have been achieved in pay, food, accommodallion and 1Ib.e o'tlher facto rs whiah affect .life in the Army.
We can see too the practical steps which are being taken to
improve still further the career of a soldier .iri the years ahead.
lit is our responsibility and our duty tt> g;rasp every opportunity to inform tlie general public of tlhese changes. We must
make ~t plain 'tlhat service in Royal Signals is indeed an attract1i.-ve career for any young man w'h o is seeking training in a good
trade, combined with advenmre, travel and responsibility-in
short, a man-isized job. Therefore I invite every member of
the Corps to regard himself as a publicity agent for Royal
Signals and by efficient, enthusiastic work in this role, ro
suppol!t effecrti.vely the effo11ts of the official recruiting s ff
who have served us so well in tJhe past,
Rec.ruitling is a matter which affects directly the repuratfon
and well-being of the Corps. It is a challenge to us all and the
difficulties which lie between us and success merely make the
challenge interesting and all tlhe more acceptable. Our aim is
the early establishment of Royal Signals on an all-regular ba i .
This is a priority ta k.
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Presentation to H.M.S. Meon
/Jy Royal Signals, At/en

letters
A Warrant Ollicer writes to the Wire

20th March, 1961
"To Her R oyal Highness,
The Princess R oyal with
humble duty. For over seven
)•ears H.lvf.S. Meo11 and your
R oyal Corps of Signals have
been closely affiliated. This
culminated today in the presentation of a staluette to
H M. S . M eon from your
Co1p s. It was with great
pride that I accepted this
token of close Army-Navy
frien dship.'
The send ing of the above
signal by Captain A. G .
McCrum. R.N ., Captain of
H .M S. M eon, highligh ted
the presentation of a silver
statuette of M ercury to
H.M.S. M eon by L ieutena ntColonel D . C. H arris, Commander
Royal
Signals,
M .E.L.F., H.Q., Middle
East Command (Aden) on
behalf of the Corps.
With the ship's company
and 601 Signal Troop (Ship)
formed up on the quarter
deck, a guard of honour lining the brow, formed from
ratings of H.M.S. M eon and
other ranks of 222 Squadron
(Air Formation) and 254
Squadron (Aden), came to
attention. The " still " was
piped and the silver statuette was carried on board
by Signalman W. McCallum, the longest serving member of
6o1 Signal Troop (Ship) who passed it to his troop commander, Captain E. W. Hunt, Royal Signals. The statuette was
handed to Lieutenant-Colonel Harris who, before presenting it
to Captain McCmm, said,
"For over seven year-s the Captain, Amphibious Warfare
Squadron, has had a Troop of the Royal Corps of Signals
under command. During this period a close and cordial
rela tionship developed• between H.MS .. Meon and Royal
Signals, resulting in an affiliation being approved last year
between them.
We are proud of this affiliation arid to commemorate the
event the Signal Officer-in-Chief had hoped to present to
H.M.S. Meon a statuette of Mercury during his recent visit
to Aden. He much regrets this was not possible.
Deputising for General Whistler, I ask you, sir, to accept
this statuette on behalf of H.M.S. Meon and hope that the
presence on board of this figure will bring good fortune to
all who serve on this ship."
In reply, Captain McCmm said that he had served with
members of R-oyal Signals on several occasions during his career
and he knew at first hand what a fuie Corps it was and what
splendid men served in it. He accepted the statuette with great
pride as a symbol of close co-operation and comradeship.
Captain McCmm then handed the statuette to Radio Operator
J. Warn, the youngest Communications Rating on board, who
marched " Mercury " forward to join his new mess mates.
After the ceremony, the officers of H.M.S. Mean entertained
the officers Royal Signals, Aden, to drinks on B gun deck.
To assist in maintaining the close affiliation between the ship
and the Corps , Captain McCrum most generously invited all
officers Royal Signals to consider themselves honorary members
of the Wardroom of H.M.S. Meon, where they would always be
assured of a true Naval welcome. Members of the ship's Si~al
Troop and of the Guard of Honour were, at the same time
being entertained in traditional Naval style on the Mess deck.
'
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The following signal was the sent to the Signal Officer-inChief : " Royal Signals Aden is pleased to report that H.M.S. M eon
today accepted a silver statuette of M ercury to commemorate
the affiliation between H .M .S . M eon and our Corps."

*

*

*

LeUer dated 4th April, 1961 , from Captain A. G.
l'tfcCrllDl, R.N ., H.lU.S. M.eon~
to the Signal Officer-in-Chief
" I am w.rii1ling 0t11 belha1f of .t he Officers and Shlp'.s Company of H.M.S . .M eon tx> .llhank you, !lllre 0 ffioet"5 and othec
roo.k.s of the Roya'l Corps of Signals for •llhe beauni.fui statuet.'re
of Mercury which was presentied on your behalf ait Aden by
L ieutenant-Colonel D. C. H arris, Royal Signals, on 20th M arch.
T hi<S was a very speaial occasion, being I beLieve the firSit on
which one of Her Majesty's Ships has been affiliaited to your
Corps and I felt grealily honoured to be .receiving Mercury on
board my ship. It was doubly pleasing for me as I have been
a Signal Officer for n early twenty years.
Would you plea'.>e communica.te our llhankis and apprec.ia.tion
to those concerned and I hope thaJt: one day ~ mary have tlhe
pleasure of wek:oming you on board ship."

*

*

SALE

Platinum and Diamonds "Jimmy" Brooch -

*

*

War Ollice Reply
It is confirmed that it is the long term intention that the
technicians roster should cease at the rank of Sergeant and that
all Technician appointments above this rank should be filled
by Foreman of Signals, the numbers of wh0Ill will be proportionately increased.
It will take a long time to reach this objective and the methods
of achieving it have been under urgent consideration for several
months. One of the main difficulties has been to devise a
method which would best safeguard the interests of all those
effected.
We are well awar e tha t lac;k of information about our intentions has been causing anxiety and it is hoped to make an
official announcement early in May and to publish details in the
June issue of THE WIRE.

*

Letter dated 10th April, 1961, from
Signal Officer-in-Chief
to Captnln A. G. McCrnm, R.N.
" Thank you very much indeed for your kind letter of 4th
April, 1961, regarding llhe small statue of " Jilnmy" which
Lieurenant-Colonel D. C. Hams, Royal Signals, presented to
you on our behalf alt Aden on 20th March.
We arc all very conscious in my Corps of the close 1inkis
between H.M.S. Meon and Royal Signals, and a.re greamly
honoured to have this affiliation wiJth you.
Your thanks and appreciation have been conveyed to all ranks
Royal Signals, and I have tt:aken die libeiity of authorising tlhe
pubLi.ca.tion of your I.enter in our Corps magaz,ine THE WIRE.
I am most disappointed that I missed you myself when in
Aden the ollhe:r day.''

FOR

In company with many other Warrant Officer Technicians, I
am in a state of quandary and apprehension about my future in
the Royal Signals.
I have an X I and X II trade mning and had .i.ntcndod tJalcing
the X I trade test in my secondary tlmde, now, however, I am
wondering if there is any point in doing this.
On the one hand, a letter has been circulated to TJnits
xplaining the changes to be effected in the considerations to
be taken when promotion boards are convened.
In this letter it stated that, in addition to seniority, other
qualifications over and above the bare minimum required would
have a bearing on the board's ultimate decision.
On the other hand, there is the existence of persistent rumours
which would seem to be authenticated by their consistency)
which imply that promotion on the Technician's Roster will
cease at the rank of Sergeant, from which point the Technician
must either become a Foreman of Signals or transfer to the
Regimental Duty Roster.
We seem to be required to have ambition and initiative to
obtain promotion and yet there are indications that such promotion has ceased to exist, and with it goes the des.ire to obtain
dditional qualifications.
Is it not time that these rumours wer e either substantiated
by an official explanation of the intended future, or that they
are categorically denied in order that we may know one
way or the ot:her how the future of Warratt Officer Technicians
is to be decided.

£14.

*

No. 1 Dress in perfect condition. Cap 7t in. Chest
43-lin. Waist 32in. Inside Leg 32in. (Height 5ft.
I Of in.).
Apply: Mrs. M. Lyle, 12a, Chalcot Gardens, Hampstead, London, N.W.3.
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2341238 J. M. leach
Late Sudan Signals, writes of the " Lancashire "
" As an ageing bw: not yet elderly ex-member of our Corps
I was ~d to .read, iin /the M a rch ~ssue, of illhe bond benween Ollil'
Coops and H .T . ' 1..tanoa.shire.'
Memory pulls ithe door back to December, 1940, when we
boarded h er a.t Suez en route from Maadi ito Kha:nt<>um W<iinll our
precious iteleprinteris. Small itlhough she seemed after uiavelling
out by liner, one felt as we progressed down me Red Sea thait
here was a ,stal.llilch iand fine ship, and to know llhall: she survived
to cam-y on the good wwk iin 1peace 'Uime is very gramifying."

23658361 lance-(orporal R. Shanks
T111cial Oman Scouts
" I ha·ve just finished reading my copy of THE WIRE for
March and I would like rto point out an error on die pa.r.t of llhe
subsor~ber who submitted ,t he story from the nth Hussars
Signal Troop.
For 'llhe benefit of readers who are also 'Ham ' enthus.iaSlt.S,
radio MP4TAC has been in opera!iion for some considerable
'lfi.me now.
lt is, <at presen.t, and has been since about April, 1960, run
very raibly by Corpora!! Alan Dicker, Royal Signals, '!'~l
Oman Scouts, who lha·s recencly had contacts such as Caliiforrua,
Oanada and Jrupan. He has ialso WQrked the only amateur
staition iin JllMI.
THE WIRE, MAY 1961

Alan has ju.sit been granted his own licence and therefore,
in a few weeks time, Radio MP4TAC will cease ro exist. I t
will become MP4TAM. We a.re, at present, engaged in building a new Radio Shack and installing new equipment. After
this has been done the new call sign will be used.
The amateur station, Sergeant Tim Lockley, works on
MP4TAJ.
MP4TAC was working before the r ah Hussars thought of
coming to Shajah. Even before their predecessors The Royal
Dragoons. It was started by Sergeant H. W. Cage, Royal
Signals, ex-Trucial Oman Scouts."

"Where are they now?"
BY

S ERGEANT

T. H.

S OUTIIGAT E

There is a persistent little imp sitting on my shoulder saying
"You're jinxed, you're jinxed," and I am almost ready to believe
him. A little catch phrase rings in my head, " Where are th ey
now?"
I joined the Army in 1943 and started training as an Infantryman with H .L.I. " Where are they now? " Posted to the
Royal Welch Fusiliers, then the 2nd Monmouthshire Regiment
and then to the Welch Regiment. "Where are they now?"
T ransferred to Royal Signals in Italy in 1947 to 6th Armoured
Divisional Signals. " Where are they now? " Posted to an
Independent Armoured Brigade in Palestine then back to the
" Depot" at Pocklington. "Where are they now? " Trained
as a clerk with 2nd Training Regiment then posted to BETFOR
Signals. " Where are they now?" A peni.od with 7 Training
Regimeot: t!h.en •to 52nd (L) Div:isi.ooal Signa.l.s (T.A.) in Glasgow. "Where are they now?" Seems that everywhere I get
posted the War Office decides that that unit has suffered enough
and so it disbands or amalgamates. 0 i/c Records took an
awful chance m 1956 and posted me ltO N.A.T.O. in Fontainebleau and from illh.ere to the Wax Office. "Are they still there?"
Now, 23rd Signal Regiment and 3 Squadron an: Newark. Here
we go again. Come ithe middle of Apnil and 3 Squadron no
longer e'Xlists; up •to Lincoln I go and by tlhe end of August
23fd Signal Regiment no longer exiSliS. (Any Commanding
Officer in B.A.O.R. want to tak."e a chance and ask for me a.s
hi;s Chief Clerk?).
Soon tlhe maii.dem of Newark will be wiping die tears from
their eyes and looking for tiresh fields to conquer as the la t of
our tralinees get posted. And wha< a selection .they have been
able to pi.ck from. Gurkha' , Maltese, Cypriotis, West Africans,
West Indians, we seem to have had tllem all here. And " where
are they now? "
I've helped .to poot them world-wide
w:i'lih only the occasional cry from me Depor-" PLEASE, get
your welfare cases SOI11Jed out before you unload them on us ! "
I forget how many grandmothers have wed necessitating
compassri.onllite leave since I have been here, but at lea it one
case wa.s genuine l
Now all that remains to be done is to post the Cadre- airobi,
FARELF, Cyprus, Tripoli, B.A.0.R.; 0 i/c Records is doing
us proud. Even posted ithree unfortunates to the Cambean !
Where am I going ? I don't know yet, but anyone with a grudge
agains t his R.S.M. COULD sta.nt praying tJhat I get posted
there. Lt's sure to get disbanded or amalgamated before I
leave!!!

TYLER'S TAXIS
and

SELF
CARS

DRIVE

--

THE CAMP CENTRE
or Telephone Catterlck Camp 2224
Telegrams: ATAXI, CATIERICK CAMit
You may book your requlremenca at our office oppoalte the G.P.O
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[Photo: Peter Siford, Blandford Dorset
e viewpoint. The Colonel-in-Chief standing with the Commanding Officer Al
'
t
are the architect, Mr. J. M. Grice, Major W. T. A. Collyer, the Lady-in-Waiting · Misss~ p~~~~~
and the Representative Colonel-Commandant.
'
•
'

Visit of Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal
C.I., G.C.V.O., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LLD.

W

l

ON 19t'1:1

Apru, 1961, llhe.1:leg:iment received
1J!~~. honour of a V1Slt by the Colonei-

i.1fer.

Row~·
~' aooompanied by her
airuig, Miss Gwynedd Lloyd, drove

Y-'l.Il-

ro Blandford Camp firom Badminton where

she was attending itlhe Horse Trials '
At'by
the Dorset
County oo"~.
r1~~· Heir Royal ~~
u:,.,.i.~ess was
"vil
i;__
·~J' ,
m
a Cl
porn..c: escort which esconted her to ahe entrance
eit

m lllhe Camp. Here a Royal Mili1W'y Police escont brought llhe
Roy<al oar il:O ~e R.egtlmeD!lal lines.
~edherb airnv<al at the Regiment the Colonel-in-Chief was
recei,v
Y die Represema'liiive Colonel Commaindant, Ma. Generatl !.:· de M. Thuillier, C.B., o.B.E., who ±nitiroduced ':e
ifmmanding 9ffioer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Pid&igiron, Mc
er Royal Highness then met Major-Genernl J. H. Cub~;
c.~.E. ~General Officer Commanding South-Wesitem District)
!3-m~~ ~·~·rl~eley, O.B.E., A.D.C. (Deputy Signal Officer~
~- Ti,_,_"
i~er D. V. Henahley, o.B.E. (Officer Commarulmg
Blandford sCamp) and .LA<
t:t.-:~.r1.:
D • W'-'
s·
1 Offi
'"!;-.Weir
u1te, O.B.E.
,.,,_,efroops,
( uuu
151"4'
oer, OUllhem Command). Oaiptrun R K
W-anl acted ~ A.D.C. and Major W. T. A. Collyer was· th~
esconr ro it.he Lady-iin-Waiiiting.
The Colonel;-in-Chief inspected a Guaird of Honour, oommanded by Ma.JOI D. V. Wellings, M.B.E., whlch had been drawn
Jirom all Squadrons of tlhe Regiment. The Coirps Band was in
0:tlten;<i~ and played undoc clie dirronion of me Direotor of
Music, Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Judd, M.B.E.
A-s she !eft me parade ground Her Royai Highness met me
Clommanding Officer's wtife, Mxs. J. R. Pa.ddlngiron
The Col?oel~.i!ll-Ohief illhen lt.OOk ooffee in the· E.ducari.on
Cennre, Wlhi:ch had 1been illastefully decoraitled wfutlh flowers 0
~e offic;e:rs' ~ves. The . Commandiing Officer made preserrm.Y_
llllons, Which 1J11cluded MaJor~General Si:r Ronald Penineiy KB E
C.B., D.S.o., "M.C., l!lhe M<ayor and Miaiyoiress of Blandford 'p~~
aind
1tlhe P.mne Warden and Clerk of rt!h.e Wooohiiipful Com""'"'"'
of Dye.rs.
., ,_.,
Aft« coffee, ~er Royal Highness went oo a itour of Bland~ord Camp .t'O w.ew !the prospeotiive siites of the major buiJldina.s
0
an tlhe fu1!ll're Royal Signals CMlltonrnen.t.
Fa:om . a .speoial v:iewpoiinit lllhe Coloncl-<iin-Chiief had a
pw~rruc vJeW of llhe Camp, and ~t was here tJhait the ComJna?ding Officer and l!lhe airdh:iit:eat: of me projeot Mir J M
Gr.ice, of London, explamed it:o !her the proposed plans· f~ ~
new Bland;f'ord Camp. The viewpoint !W0JS proteoted £rom the
blustery W'md by a gay, oandy~SIJI1i.ped aWlllli:ng iin which a model
of 1ihe new C-:unP and lairge aenia1 phorograPlts of .tihe eX!istJing
~p were displayed to assist i111 1ihe eicplanaitlions. Her Royal
Highness s11;owed g;r<:ait: interest in l!lhe proposals and ~ked
some searohing quoottons.
The nem smge of itJhe t.oua: wa.s a ·slo.w drive round the ~

-n

Her ~oyal Highness leaves the Parade Ground accompanied
by l1eutenant-~olonel and Mrs. J. R. Piddington.
The
Representative Colonel-Commandant is in attendance
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[Photo: Peur Siford, Blandford, Dorset

The Colonel-in-Chief takes the Royal Salute. The Officers seen in attendance are the Commanding Officer, the Represen·
tative Colonel-Commandant and Brigadier 0. White, O.B.E.

perimetier. Unfoirtunaitciy, 1tlhe wea.tlher was jusit too oold for
!the Oolonel-Wn-Ohiief ltO use an open vehiicle as had been
hoped, but even so she received a full..,'tlhxoored and en1lh.usi.astlic
greetling from 1lhe hundreds of ahiildren who had come from
schools in Blandford Forwn as well as from illhe school on the
Oamp. Her Royal Highness was obviously very pleased by ithis
demonstranion. .At one poim on the route she graciously
slowed !heir cair Ito greet members of Blandford Borough Council
and ,t heir wives, who had gaithered to weloome her.
Hruving .toured tlhe four-mhl.e per.i.meter tlhe Colonel-ID-Chief
remumed .ro tlhe Eduoamion Cent;re, where the Commanding
Officer ,presented to her ,t'he R.S.M., W.0.I J. W. Sinclaiir,
W.0.II (S.S.M.) J. McGradl, W.O.II (Foreman of Signals)
W. G. DaV'i,os, Snaff Sergeant H. G. S. DagLish, Clorporais
W. C. Ha.re, L. E. L. Perham and G. T. Howse, Signalmen
B. P. A. Blake, D. SwanOlltt and A. W. P. MacGow<an, and
Crafitsman J. Shield-s, togeither Wli.th their wiives. The Colonelin-Chnef chanted to each in turn, showing lively interest in
the answea-s tx> he:r quesitfions.
Before takiing lunahro;n in tlhe Offioors' M.ess, fura:her presenna1!ions were made ro Her Royal Highness. These included
(Left)
(Right}

Brigadier (iretiired) R. Ohevenix-Trench, C.B., O.B.E., M.C., and
his wife, and Btiigad6.er (irenired) J. M. C. Hoblyn wd Mrs.
Hoblyn and die officers of die Regiment w!ith their wives.
Lundheon was splendidly prepared by the Mess staff, under
the el'..-pent: eye of Captain I. F. MacFarlane, A.C.C. The
sra.ff had been augmented !'or the oc:oasion 1by members of the
W .R.A.C. from 251 W.R.A.C. Signal Squadron at Salisbury,
who had volunteered for die duty. During lunoheon a seotion
of the Corps S1ring Occhestra played a well-chosen selea.ion
of music Wlhlch contl'libuted to a li~t and enjoyable annospbere.
Hex Royal Highness' suite and tlh.e Mess rooms were
decorated >Vl'rh flower.s by 1!he officers' wlives, and the Coloncliin~Ohief was full of praise for tihe effeot they had achieved.
Alt. the oonclusion of die vismt tlhe Regiment turned out in
force .ro give the Colonel-in-Chief a rousing send-off. The
Commanding Officer appearis to exercise a mystical control over
!the weamheir for wy Regimental occa ·on, but tlhese powers
were spent just ~ the Royll!l oonvoy drove out of the Camp
rtJhrough tlhe lines of damp but cheer.ing tJOOOps. This was a
memorable and most enjoyable visit whiich, even to the timing
of the ram, went off Wli.thotn the smallest hitch.

Her Royal Highness inspects the first division of the Guard of Honour accompanied by Major D. V. Wellings, M.B.E.
The Colonel-in-Chief inspects the second division of the Guard of Honour
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Visit of
Signal OHicerin-(/Jiel
to
Near East
lantl Forces

203 SQU ADRON
(INFA NTRY
BRIGADE GROUP)
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rpHE ~ignal Offi~~-llief, Major-General A. M. W.
J. ~er, C.B.E., v.isi.ted M.EL.F.-.as .it w~s tthen calledamymg on Wednesday, 22nd February, 1961. As his
plane arm.ved itwo hours early (much constemrani.on) and leflt <two
hoU11S late (not ro much consternation) .it can be said wi11h so
degree of accuracy that he spem his full lliime .in the' Comman.~e
11Iat the ."full lllime" was indeed full can be ga11hered Ciro~
llhe fo~g extraot_s ~ unit .notes, which have been i.ntecspersed with a C?nllinwty comme:nmry. Throughour his visit
he w~ accompamed by t!he Chief Signal Officer Bri di D
A. Pringle, o.B.E.
'
ga er
·
The first day wa
· ·· H
where the Signal sOspen.rffi 'Y1$Clllnhigef .Q. M.E.L.F. in Episkopi,
Cornman
.
.
cer-inmet .t!he General Officer
dlng-,m-Gru.ef, Lieutenant-Genera'.! R. N. Anderson,
C.B., C.B.E., D.S.o., and 9ffic.cr;s of Signals Branch in the Head~r !':aching Wil:th I 5th R egiment, he spent the
ernoon visinng
t Regiment. Their repont takes up the
~·mlo~ fust .really WarID: afternoon of die year, Majore.
er commenced his .r:our of the Regiment by in
Speot!l.ng a Quar.t.er-G1.!'3rd ~dee! by Sergeant E!liotJt: of
I
Squadron. Followmg thLS he visited Regimental Head-

inuanters.

15th SIGNAL REGIMENT
.
SO-in-C visiting Tx site 15th Signal Regiment
Lieute nant D. G. Mitchell, SO-in-C , Capta'1n R• A . D ominy,
.

c.s.o.
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ignal Officer Group Captaiin R. E. Beeney, o .B.E., and Chief
A r Fonnation Signal Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. O:>oper,
at HeadquruitCil"S Middle East Air Foroe. This left only one
hour for the vis.it ltO the Regiment. On arrival 1111: Waterloo
Camp he inspected .tlhe Quarter-Guard. After this he met the
Officers and W arrant Officers of the Regiment, which le£t just
three minutes for lt1he Signal Offioeir-.i.n-Chi.ef .to sprint up to the
nearby airstrip 1X> board a helicopter for Dhekelia.
On arrival at D bekedia he vi-sited 203 Squadron. It had been
decided rtJhat the best wiay to illustrate the Squadron's role was
by a series of demonstriati.ons showing various vehicles and their
crews as ll!hey would appeiar under opera11ional condicions. Some
members of the Squadron were unable Ito meet the General as
ithey were .already a;yJia,y in NOI!llh .Afirica w.ilth the advanoe parcy
of a fo!1thcoming Exerch e.
Generall Whistler was mC!t on the An2io Camp helicopter strii.p
by ,l!!he Officer Commanding Squadron, Major A. R. Wyithe, and
hi Second-in-Command, Captain J. A. Montague. At the
Camp main gate he inspeot.ed a Squadron Quarter-Guard, the
General Sallll[e being sounded by a Drununer of the 1st Battalion Blac k W aitoh, resp!endem in full dress.
Having e xpressed hi.-s apprecialtion of itihcir tium-out Genera!
Whistler was iinttoduoed .to Lieunenant-Colonel A. D. H. Invin,
D.s.o., M.C., Commanding Officer 1st Battalion The Black Watdl
(Royal Hig!h.land Regiment) who wias aoning as Brigade Commander, and made a itour of it.he various demonstrations which
had been arranged for him. These included the ~on of a
34 foot aeaiia.l by a team of four under llihe direatioo of Oarporal
l OIJ!s. They broke ll!hcir own record by completling the task in
2 minutes and 25 seconds. This was followed by vis.i.itis to various
vehicle dctachments wruoh had been camouflaged and set up
a.s lt!hey would 'tlppear when serving the Brigade Headquartet'lS

in the fietld. Each vehicle was supported by ~ts orew so that
chey could answer any questions put ito them. Anibough time
was shoot, lllhe General managed <ID talk .t o nearly every soldier
on parade.
When visiltiing the Command Vehicle an impressive demonstrallion was laiid on by S'llaff Sergeant Simmons (Brigade Radio
Non-Cornmiissioned Officer) who proudly offered the General a
pair of headphones and microphone and invited him to say a few
words ro Sergeant Breese's detachment in Tobruk, which he did.
A detachment of 216 Squadron (Parachute Brigade), who
provided ll!he 2nd .Parachute BatJtalion rear link, produced a
dem<mStration of fill Air Portable half-ron trailer. This was
followed by one of the new one-!l:On Armoured FFW Vehicles,
whioh \WS in faot ,tJhe first completed station of .i.l:s kind in the
theatre. Finally, his ii.nspeoti.on brought him to ithe Air Portable
Signal Centre and .exdhange which had been organised by Sr.aff
Sergeant Kilburn of "A" Troop.
As time W1aS running out, General Whi.srler mustered the
men of the Squadron and gave a shotit address expressing his
appreoial!ion of the high standard achieved. Immediately
following illhls he went ro the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess for an informal chat to the Officers and Seniors of the
Squadron before moving on to his luncheon engagement.
Af.t:er lunch, the General visited 3 Squadron of 15th R egiment, and expressed considerable .inreresr in the progress of the
new Signal Centre. As a result of .the .progress the famous
" hole" (see THE WIRE of January last) i.s now covered up.
At the condl.usi.on of this tinspection, he drove on ro Faznagusna where, as mentiioned earlier he was guest of honour at a
buffet supper <i.n ll!he Officers' Mess of 9tli Regiiment (Radio).
The neJOt day, 1the General visited llhe Regiment more formally--one hearis llhat there was not -a headache in sight (!)-Qnd,
returning to Episkopi, had lunch with i!he Commander-in-Chief
Mii.ddle East, General Sir D udley Wll'.l"d, G.C.B., K.B.E., D.s.o.,
A.D.C. HaVling watched the Army beat 1lhe R.A.F. at R ugby, he

9th REGIMENT

235 SQUADRON (COMCAN)

'raff Officer, Aiir Vci.oe-M <3ll1shal J. Worrall, D.F.c., Command

234 SQUADRON (MAL TA)

quarters, •the Si~ Oentre and Telephone Exchange, where he
had ia few ~s W<lth llihe Duty Signal Officer, Oaprain A Kin
~ bouh Signals a~d w ..R.A.C. penson.nel on duty. Next ;~
VlSlted l!!he Transrrutte:r s1te, wh ich is several miles along the
~s~clere, onoe agann, he spoke to everyone, .in a way which
unm
y put them M ease.
The d.aist ins~llion .ro be. vi.sited wa-s 1tihe Receiver siite.
'J'.he general l!Ill.p.ressron gn.ven by the viSliit was il!llalt General
~~ place? a great deal of emphasis on mee:ning and l'aJ.k:i.n
to mdi.VJ.duals m ,tJhe various depantments of 1tihe Regiment. Thi~
was t!he case. ~ such .an extent dlat he spent far more time here
than was on~y mt.ended, which, 'IWillst 1pleasd.ng t he R ·_
ment, lead ~ regrets illh.at the planned •time had w be so s~r
fo.r isuah a wo.d.cly spread wtiit.
The second day, Fmday, 24th February, was indeed a full
one. Art. 0800 he began willh a visit ro H.Q. Middle East Air
F~rc.e, and wem on. ro 201lh Regiment: (Air Formainion). After
this he flew. 1by !helicopter ~o Dhekclia, vi&it:ed 203 Squadron
~~nfanhllry Br1~~e Group),{ aittended a lundheon party held in
i'S
onour, v.is:rted 'the odd" Squadron of 15th Regii.m
~ 3 ~nded by ,Major A. R. B. B. Dale, M.B.E.), : :
"j to runagusta and a buffeit supper wruth 91lil Regiment
(Radio). 1:Jie various unit reports speak for themselves
2~ Regnmem had 1~n looking for.ward to ltlhe pro~ viisir
of Maior-~eral WhiiStler, for some time. As i•s oft.en the case
~kse day.s his tour 'P~ed to. be a flying one and !he was only
a
<to spend some mnety mmutes wim them. Thi.-s they fclt
was altogether too br.ief.
'
On Friday, 2411!h February, 1961, he vi.sited die Semor Air

20th REGIMENT
Left to right: W.0.1 N. Lane (R.S.M.), W.0.11 M. H. Ford
(R.Q. M.S.), W.0.11 B. C. Coles, W.0.11 P. D. Moloney,
B.E.M. (S.S.M. I Sqn.)
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By Appo.ntme nt

By Appointment

To Her Maj esty
The Queen
, ...,o....... °'"""""

H .M. Queen El izabeth
The Queen Mother

...

,,

l •"''7T..t.n

Officially
appointed
Regimental
Tailors
to the
Royal Signals

Bernard
eatherill Ltd
!!f Conduit Street, Londo/1/
and

47 High Street, Aldershot
Also at~- ~fly, Birmlfll/ltam , Aldershot,
'J,,sco~. u1cutt r, (/11 o.Jsoc/at/011 with William Oliver Ltd.)
ottmgltam, (/11 ass_ocla1io11 with R. & F. E. Lamb Ltd.)
Associated compam ts: Ea.ttbaur~. ( Robert Way Ltd.)
Guildford. (Alfred Webb Milts Ltd.;
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wa the gue t of honour at a cockit.ail pa.rty gi'Ven for llhe Joint
Headquanters Staff. Thi.s was held at Number 1 Me , and
about 180 gu ts attended.
On Monday he flew .to Malta, meeting en rouLC Lieutenant
L. Wood, Offi071" Commanding 20th Regiment detachme nt, at
El Adem· Maior J. B. Stewart Officer Commanding 245
Sq.u.adron (C:yrenai~), and Captain H. V. Keoling (B.l1iitiish
Military Mi Slon, Libya) a.t Beniina, and Major L. Beaumont
Officer Clommanding 219 Squadron (Tripoilicania), at Idris. '
. 235. Squadron (COMCAN) was Vlisi.ood by the Signal Officerm.-Oh1c-f on 28tlh February, r96x. He wa5 accompanied by
L1eutenaru~Colone1 T . G . Ohamben, M.C. (CR Signals Malta).
Alt nhe entrance to <!lhe camp 1nhe Signal Officer-in-Chlef was met
by Major ~ · J. F .. Wrhistl-er, Officer Oommanding tihe Squadron,
and after ~pectmg me Qua:11ter-Guard, which '>vas complimented .on uis tum-out, made a quick inspeation of the camp.
St. Da.~d'.5. Barrack5 w~s ~king at its best in glorious sunshine,
and VJ.SJ'bility from 'lllllis ihigh land mark in MaJta was almost
penfeot. Foll.owing 1nhis, .tJhe General had coffee ~n tlhe Warratt
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess meetiing the Royal S.ignails and
R.E.M.E. \Yar~t Officers and Sergean!iS of nhe Unit, and then
made a .bruef Vl!iS'llt oo the Receiver Sra'lli.on ait TA W.i·e d Rani.
Meanwhile guests of nhe three services, including the Generad
Officer ~ommanding, ~;or-General A. J. C. Block, C.B.E. ,
D.s.o. arrived at Font Bingemm.a for 1the highlight of .the vdslt
the o~ of llhe new T ape Relay Centre Malita. TIU.S old
f?rt, which dates from 1875, has been ttransfonned in tlhe la st
eighteen months by Installation Troop (COMCAN) into a
~odei:zi T~ Relay qentire. Alt u55 hrs the S ignal Officerm-arnef ru-nved and mspecned a Guard of Honour prt>vtided
by 235 Squadron .<COMOAN) and commanded by Gaptalin G. J.
Curl. He compfunented nhe Guaird of Honour on j,{.g turn-ou.t
and milimry bearing and, afiter a few words w.i.1lh the Bandmaster, walked across ·t he draw bridge draped in Union Jacks.
FU.111:1her progress was barred by a lengtlh of pink ~pe 6/tre<tched
aero~ tihe bnidge. . On 1~ W3'S 1pr>inted i!ih.e message " Weloome to
the Signal Officer-ID-Chief from all ranks 235 S1gnail Squadron."
As he ,tote Lile tape, l!JWO sentr.ies dressed m Number I Dre55
presented arms and, to th.e st.rains of ".Begone Dull Gare " fu'om
'llhf'. Roy~ A.I!tillery (Malm) Band, the Corips Flag was slowl'Y
h01sted high a.hove 1tlh.e historic for:t for the fuist t.ime. Simultan~usly '!!he old black wooden doors forming ·the entranee to
the mner fort swung open, and Geneml WhistJer wallked in.
He met Lieutenant-Colonel D. P. K. Rennick, Officer Cornman~ 14 Riegi!ment, Ma.jor B. Rosk~w, Officer Commancting
lnsta11al'!On Tr<J?P {COMCAN) ~ho nad been responsible for
tlh.e ttansformauon, and the forit s new occupan!iS M3'ior H
Gully and Captain J. H . S. Weston.
'
·
A conducted t~ of the Tape Relay Centre followed wiith a
fina.l rendezvous dll the canteen for refreshmenf)S to Ligh't music
provided by the Roya.I Amillery (Malta) Band.
Arniving a.~ 234 Squa.~n ·i n FJoriana on lllhe afne.rnoon of roe
2~, ~e S1gnall Offi.cer-m-Ghief, again a.ccompaniied by tlhe
Chri.ef SJ.gna~ Officer and Commander Royal Signads Madta, was
met by Mlll)or W. L. P. Brennan. Aker a generail sail.me had
been sounded by 0e Sq1;1adron duty itrumpetier, Signalman
Runza, General Whistler IDspected nhe Quarn:x-Guard cornman9"ed by .Sergeant Zanrut. Nexit, he moumied the steps to
Flomma Parade Ground, where a Squadron CeremoniaJ. Parade
had been arranged in his honour. Following an inspecti.on of
tihe ~' General Whistd.er itook 1lhe salute at a rnaroh past
and. dnive past of the BllitJish and Mal'tese Troops, itlhe Royal
Alll:illery (Maltia) Band and !the majority of tlhe Squadron tiiansporit. The. Squadron's -standard of drill and turn~ut earned his
congramlaJ11ions.
The paxad.e over, :<Jeneral ~11.ismler visiited Squadron Headq~mers and .i!ih..en mspected J.ts recruiios, amongSt whom is
S1gna1man Gtrntll, Wlho swam for tlhe Mailta NaltionaJ Team in
~e r96o 01~pics.
Later, ~e visited cite newly opened
Bambee Bar, where {.acoording to the J.ooai press) jwiror
mnks of the Squadron can obtain anyinhin.g " from a glass of
beer ll:o the most soJ)hist:icated cockit.ail."
For .the last foem on an all too shollt programme wiinh 234
Squadron, me General took tea wii'llh the members of the
Squadron Sergeants' Mess.
T~t cover~ tnhe 2&th February. On nhe 1st March no St.
Davids cnteI;tauunei:n. wa~ offered, but ii.n more infonnaJ mood,
Genera.I Whis'Oler vmted 235 S quadron'-s Tira.nsmiuter site at
For~ Zonk.or,_ i!ih.e AutomaJ11ic Exchange a111d me Forces Broadca~g S~ce ~ before, as sand ii.n the mtroduotion,
lealV'lllg ~ hii.s Bnl!D.sh European Ai.rway.s ,fughit two hoU!'S !are.
As d1e urn.it .notes seem to show, his depantrure couJd halve beoo
a greaa: deal laiter-'but, of courise, p la'llllled Ito be so.
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The Voyage of 'Ganga Devi' anti Captain
J. 0. C. Alexander
An account of the voyage from Hong Kong to Singapore
appeared in the February number of THE WIRE. Time and
distance should have enabled a further account to be printed in
April. Alas, news of the yacht's arrival at Aden on 2nd March
did not reach THE WIRE until 29th March in a letter from
Cap tain Alexander to the Signal Officer-in-Chief dated 15th
March. Th e account written by Public R elations Staff in Aden
on 4th March arrived the same day. The following is mainly
extracted from Captain Alexander's own letter.

N Thursda'Y, 2nd March, a small but sturdy yacht slipped
quietly and almost unnoticed .into Aden Harbour, tih.e rust
marks on her travel stained hull giving the only hint to
llhe casual observer 11ha<t behind her arrival was a story that
lovers of the sea and of adventure will read with envy.
fter descriibing 1lhe voyage from Hong Kong, 1st December,
196o, to Singapore and " a most marvellous reception from
Btiigadier F. J. Swainson, we spent nine hectic days over
Ohrisunas refitrni.ng and aoceptlng wonderful hospi1JaJ.iity." Gaptain Alexander's let!ter oontinues : " Here also we said farewell
to Lieutenant .Rupent French, expeclii.ng ,tQ pi.ck up Lieutenant
Adrian Corkhill, but, in fact, he didn't make it on time, so only
twO of us sailed from Singapore on 21th December for Port
Dickson in Mailaya. The Malacca Strait .proved ito be a windless spot and the trip up to Port Dickson took us until midday
on 30th December. Our arrival at Por.t: Dickson coincided wlth
a torential downpour w'hi.ch completely blonted out the town
and much !to Colonel G . W. BlacJQburne's (waii.tiing on the jetty
to greet us) horror, we sailed straight past, fortunately it cleared
and afoor about 1 5 minutes we realised .our error and reltraced
our course to .anohor off the jeitty. Our journey ashore in a
ooally overloaded sampan was qu:iite something and I for one
was quite· sure we were in for a weLting; we were !
I spent two very happy nights among old faces in 17th Signal
Regiment and on ISlt January having been joined by Lieutenru11t
Coa:i.khill we sailed for as we ,tJhoug;ht Penang and Colombo. In
faat the .nO'l"!lhem half of !the Malacca Strait .proved even more
windless llhan :t!he southern pant, ·so after .six days of slow progress, I decided not to go to Penang and we altered course for
Ceylon. As soon as we passed Achin Head (north tip of
Sumatra) we again picked up the N.E. Monsoon and once more
progressed at a fair rate of knots. The sailing in the Bay of Bengal
was at times quite magnificent, and at others foul-into strong
rain squalls which caused quite a lot of minor damage to sails and
and gear, adding up to an impressive repair bill in Colombo. Our
landfall on the southern tip of Ceylon was not quite where we expected (30 miles out) but still reasonable, and we then pushed on
up to the west coast of Colombo harbour, where we docked at
16.00 hours on 19th January. On later investigation into our
faulty navigation, we found a loose mirror in the sextant, which
may well have been the cause, we reckoned it could give us up to
40 minutes ,eiiror m i!Jhe readings. The sta~ iin Colombo was not
very pleasant as we were lying .to a buoy in what must ·b e quite
the .filthies.t haribour in .the world, having our paint taken off
by careless local boats. I wa·s unfoI'tunaite enough itO fiaJ.l off the
top of the mast, due to a ring bolt failing while doing some repairs, and was very lucky to get away with six stitches in an ear
and a good shaking. The only bright spot in Colombo was the
Naivial aunaohe, Oaptain Ogi·lvle, who was most helpful and had
us ailil out to Ms house. Tthe repairs took five days and on nhe
evellliing of 29tlh January we saiiled in tlhe dark ror Minikoi, very
thankful ito be leaving.
. The fi.rst ·tiWO day.s out were very ha.rd and wet sa.iling, booting
mto a good force 5 wind. It rea'lly is amazing the way the boat
pounds Wlhen close hauled and driving hard, life becomes very
diffioult and unoomfor:table and of course everytihi:ng gens soaked
into the bargain.
Lt t<>ok us just .two day·S to reach t:he very impressive sounhern
fii.p <X Lndia with i!!he Westcm Gfu.a.1lS Vlis.i.ble ineaxtly 50 miles off,
and tnhen unfort:unaitely we fell into ca.lm w.indless w:aterS again.
In met progress was not .too bad as we rigged a bowsprit and
managed 1to double tlhe designed sail area, and on 6th February
sig;hJ!Jed tlhe light on the rather f.iasaina,t ing aitoll of Minikoi. We
ran Jn down !the ratih.er tricky channel witihout a pilot and
anchored off ,tJh e viiJJ.age.
We went as.horc ·a nd met the Indian Ad minis~rator who keeps
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The Ganga Devi mid-Ocean. (Picture taken by a PR photographer
from an Army Au st e r)

an eye on llhe island life; he was very helpful and organlsed
fresh waiter a.nd coconuts for us, which are the only things available on the island. The main source of income for the islanders
i;s ctunny fiShing; the tunny are dried and sent off ito India for
canning, ibut 1 imagine .t!hat shortly the Indians will build a
canning plant on .the island. The internal running of the island
is true communist:, winh il!h.e men fishing all day and the
women doing all the work on land. A typica.l remark by the
· Iadia.n sh.owing 1us rnund as he poin<ed to a rough football pi.roll
in the sa.nd was "300 women, 1 day." While inside the
lagoon it blew a gale outside and we were unable to secure the
services of a local pilot to take us out until 10th February, when
the surf on the reef had subsided.
We itlhen !had a most excellent run up 10 Aden on a broad
reach wi.th tihe wind hardly varying by day or night; we got
very used ito living permanently on a steep slope! ! We sailed
into the Servdces Yacht Olub here on the evening of Ist March
and were met by Colonel D. C. Harris.
I had realised by the time that I arrived here that my only
hope of reaching U.K. on orig;inal schedule was to ship up rhe
Red Sea. Lt is in any case extremely difficult gebting up the
nor.th pant as tlhe Wiind always bloYlS <lead in one's face ait
force 4-5. The Ja&{ boat to sail up, an American yacht three
1limes our size Wll'nll a 40 h.p. diesel .took tihtee months from
Aden to Por.t Said which seems to .indicate we could well take
even longer.
Unfor.t:unately shipping has proved difficult so far as I've not
managed to get i.t on one of the R.N. .ships, however the
oa.Ilri.er H .M.S. "Hermes" docks 1tomorrow en route for U .K.
and I'll try and get 1t on tlhere for a lift to Port Said, if not
nhe only alternative is an L ST sailing on 8th ~y, a ghastly
dclay. Slri.pping commercially i quite out of ithe question as
the oost is on a cu. ft. space basis, which m akes it well over £100
for the boat alone not .including our own fares. Still, Ill have
to \vaiit .and see what happens when ' Hermes " comes in
tomorirow.
I must say that I've had tht: most splendid uppoot and help
from !the Coops everywhere we've been and I've no doubt ha
we not had such help we cer.ta.inly wouldn't have got this far.
I'll try and write again as soon as I know what future plans are.

I t is understood that ' Ganga D evi" is to be shipped up
the R ed Sea and through the Suez Canal 011 27th April in
H. M.S. " L aymoor," and will then sail to Malta, hoping to
arrive there on r91h May and Marseille on !he 28 May.
" Ganga Devi " will then be worked through the canals of
France to th e Channel, with expectation of an-iving at Falmowli
about the ll t h 'jut1e.
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City of

BBARD.-To Corperal and Mrs. Beard, a son, Michael John, at B.M.H.
Singapore, 4th January, 196x.
MORSE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Morse, a son, Lain Colin, at B.M.H.
Singapore, on 22nd February, r961.

London

YARWOOD .-To Signalman and Mrs. Yarwood, a son.! Christopher Derick,
at Barony Hospitnl, Mantwick , on 13th October, 1900.

Signals

20111 Regiment
RBEVES.-To Corporal and Mrs. Reeves, a son, Christopher Ronald, at
Akrotiri.
TJMSON.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Timson, a son, Asheley Warwick, at
R.A.F. Hospital, Akrotiri

Despatch Riders
Dinner
Top left: D. Molister, H. T. Bennett , R. R. C . Thyer, W. Barry, G. Putt, J. Crewdson, R. R. Thyer, J. Knight, L. Overton, L. Morley
Second row: J. Tyler, J. Law, E. Kennard, A. O ve rto n, R. West, W. Sharman, R. Moy, D. Strike, H. Duthie (Scotland), F. Moltini, C. Bell
Sitting: R. E. Deninson- Pender, J. Angell, K. Hurrey
aruroay, 8tih April, a reunion dinner a.nd dance was
held at tih.e Pier Hotel, &t rbourne, by the memben; of llhe
f~~ Despatch RideDS D isplay Team of ltlhe London
D~~~nal S~ (~ty of London Signals), T.A, laitex 56tih.
Di=onal Signal Regunent, T .A. Hard work by Jimmy La,w
and Ax:thur Ove111:0n .~ulted in an ~ttendance of 23 form.er
m_embern, who were ioined by Duggie SllI'li.ke, Bob May and
B~ S~, former members of the Regiment. Nlinereen
wives, Duggie Hallisrer, junior, and the principal guests
Alderman J. W. G. Howlett, J.P., Deputy Mayor of Eastbourne'
and Mrs. Howlett, br~ught the total aut.endance ro 48.
'
. Mes:;age:; were receav~ from many absent iiriends, includOn

~g Bngadier_A.

c. c.

W~way, C.B., C.B.E., T.D., D.L., and BrigaFLI:tb, the l!rnt s Commanding O fficer and Adjutant

diei: H. R.
dunng ~e D 1splay's tune of 1935 to 1939; from Colonel R.
H ue-\V.illiams, O.B.E., T.D., llhe la.st Honorary Colonel· and from
Graham :W-alker, a true fr~end of tlbe team.
'
T~e dinner. celebrated the twenty-filirh anniversary of the
teams formattllon, after :;i few trial exhibiltli:ons in 1935, and
also the twenty-first .anmversary of the Unit's depa.nture from
Eastbourne, where n had been sm.11ioned during the early
month s of the war.
. Aliter an excellent dinner and a few words from Jack Angdl,
J~y Law, Arthur Oventon, Alderman Howlett Duggie
S~e. and Ri~ ~-Pender, there was a ~ce, but
renumscenoes contnnued mto the eaI!ly hours of ohe morning.
Many people rook advantage of the accommodaaion arrangements made at the hotel and were seen to be in good form
at breakfast.

PERSONAL
COLUMN
1" Congratu!ations to Lieutenant-Colonel R. W Atkinson o e £ elect d
1ayor of Richmond (Yorkshire), 1961/62, and takes office on' 26th ·~y, 19 1.

£

G. 1, Fc;akes (W.O.II Retired), has published a first novel, Moo11rakers
and Much1ef (Chapman and Hall, r5 / -).

Th e London Gazette
~:mv T;;esday,. 7th March, r~x, to Tuesday, 4th April, 196r
Li J
•
• Martin, M.C., to be Lieutenant-Colonel xst November r96o
MaC!'tGt M. J. Hales to be Caotain, roth March r96r
'
·
63;d
RR. J, Mobe(rlyA, c).B., o.e.2., is appoint~ Honorary Colonel
egunent T. . , roth 1"1arch, 1961
,
. Tfc.
~uu•v fMcc. Offr.) A.. Kerr to be. Major (Tfc. Otrr\ uth March r96r
w·th JOT. : ' Kth. Erskuu: to be Lieutenant-Colonel r8th January' 1..v; 1 '
1
s~onty 11
May, 196o.
'
'
yv '
Cap!aln ¥· W. Pollard to be Major, 19th March 196 1
S ~nd-;Licutenant J. G. McK. McLuckie, from ~gula; Arm National
~ili:~~t, ~~ Second-Lieutenant, 19th January, 196 1, wiJ; seniority

'°ct{)

Si=
1

Li~:~t~o~~YA toBbeB Lieute~t-Colonel, 13th D ecember, i91)o.

1"1a' A T
· · · rown retued, 29th March r96r
r96o.'or · · Burrows, M.B.E., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, xuh D ecember,

Second-Lieutenant J. G. M. McL uckie to be Lieutenant, 13th February,
t96t.
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Lieutenant-Colonel P. D. Randall, M.B.B., from Royal Signals T.A. to be
Colonel, 31st March, r96r.
'
'
Lie!ltenant-Coloncl G. S. K. Mayden retired, 4th April, r96r.
Ma1or (T.O .T.) J. Spafford retired, 5th April 1961.
2323545 W .0 .I R. Halford to be Lieutenant CQ .M.), 2nd January, 1961.

ltlovenients -

Officers

(Takc11 place or forecast to take place-period ending 15tll May, 1961)
Major S . Schofield ...
To Federation of Malaya .
Major J. L. McKellar
,, 15th Regiment.
Major B. W . A. Collins
,, 8th Regiment.
Major D. B. Emley
,, 7th Regiment.
Major C. G . Sandys
Leeds University O .T.C.
Major F. Sloan ...
0 i I c Royal Signals Records.
Major R. C. Anderson
234 Squadron.
Major F. P. Stewart ...
C.A.F.S.O., F .E.A.F., Singapore.
Major P. L . Oarkson, M.B.£
,, 7th Regiment
Major R. S. Holbrook .. . ·
,, Ministry of Aviation .
Captain R. A. Trotnum ...
,, IIth Regiment (H.S.).
Captain T . E. D . Baxter
Au. 216 Squadron.
...
Captain G . A. Cox
,, 24th Regiment.
Captain K. G. Canning ...
,, 9th Regiment.
Captain P. D . Tidey ...
,, 2nd Regiment .
Captain D. Shaw ...
B.M.M. Libya.
Captain D. Turner
,, C.R. Signals, Singapore.
Captain J. N . Gurney ...
,, 2nd Regiment.
Lieutenant D. Y. Miller
3rd Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant M. Walsh . . .
. .. ,, nth Regiment Cadre).
Second-Lieutenant D. A. Pocklington ,, 24th Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant I. J. Hamilton ... ,, 21st Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant A. J. Hervey
,, 2nd Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant R. P. Shiner ...
1st
Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant A. W. de V. H~i ,, 1st
Regiment.
Secood-Lieutenant P, H. Stamp
,, 7th
Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant P . D. Jones
... ,, 2nd Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant A. J. Stutchbury n 2nd Regiment .
Second-Lieutenant V. N . Munro ... ,, 22nd Regiment .
Second-Lieutenant S. G. McK Gordon ,, 2nd Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant R. P. Maroard
,, 7th
Regiment.
Secon d-Lieutenant C. D. Maude
,, 10th Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant G. H. Finney
,, 28th Regiment .
Second-Lieutenant J. R. Dawson
,, 2nd Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant I. J. Qouch
,, 4th
Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant K. P . Burke
,, 4th
Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant B. L. Belton
,, 256 Squadron.
Second-Lientenaot C. D. A
Biessington ,, ISl
Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant M. C. Spence
Regiment.
u
21Sl
SeC?nd-Lieutenant A. F. Carter ... " 17th Gurkha Regiment.
Ma1or (T.O.T.) W . Brewin .. .
u
20th Regiment.
1"1ll1or (Q.M.) C . F . Webb .. .
Squadron.
"
224
.. .
MaJor. (Q.M.) R. 0. Cant
,, JJth Regiment (H.S.).
CapUI!" (Q.M.) R. Burge
.. .
,, 3rd Regiment.
Captam (0.M.) G. J. Bevan, M.M.
u
20th Regiment.
~p111in ('ffc. Offr.) A. Sawyer
... ,, 228 Squadron.
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) E. R. Addington ,, 4th
Regiment.
)J

Retirerne nts
Major R. Thomas,

I

2th April, 1961.

Birtlis
15th Regiment
McDONALD.-To Sergeant and Mrs. McDonald a son, Gary, on 6th
March, 1961, at R.A.F. Hospital, Akrotiri.
'
C9,,_NSTAN TINOU.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Constantinou 1 a daughter
gnou11a, on ISt March, 1961, at Ktmia, Paphos.
'
18th R egiment
MILLER. -T o ,Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Miller, a son, Dereck Andrew,
at B.M.H. Smgapore, on 9th February, 1961.
STEER.-T<;> Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Steer , a da ughte r, Geraldine, at
B.M.H. Singapore, on ISt M arch, 1961.
BRS90KS. -To Corporal and Mrs. Brooks, a son, L ance Richard at B.M.H.
m gapore, on 21st F ebruary, 1961.
'
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205 Squadro'1 (lllfantry Brigade Group)
HAYDEN.-To Sergeant and Mrs. M. Hayden, a daughter, Lynda Jean,
on 27th March, 1961, at Blackpool.
BARR.-To Sergeant and Mrs. R. Barr, a son, Stewart Charles, on nth
April, 1961, at B.M.H. Iserlohn .
GENT.-To Captain and Mrs. D . W . Gent, a daughter, Rebecca Lesley,
on 12th April, 1961 , at B.M .H . Iserlohn.
217 Squadron (A GRA (A.A.))
ADCOCK.-To Signalman and Mrs. Adcock, a dau&hter, Julie, at Orsett
Hospital, on xoth February, 1961.
BARWELL.-To Signalman and Mrs. Barwell, a son, Rae, at Chadwell
St. 1"1ary, on 16th November, 196o.
HENRY.-To Signalman and Mrs. Henry, a son, Derek Brian, at Chelmsford, on 9th 1"1arch, 1961.
5ut (Highlmui) R egiment (T.A.)
SUTHBRLAND.-To Major and Mrs. D. M. Sutherland, a daughter,
Louise Elizabeth, at Foresterhill, Aberdeen, on 21st February, 1961.
GANT.-To Major (Q.M.) and Mrs. S. L. Gant, a daughter, Camilla
Louise, at Foresterhill, Aberdeen, on 7th February, 196x.
THORNTON-KEMSLEY.-To Captain and Mrs. N. S. Thornton-Kemsley,
a son, Ian Scott, at Muirside of Thornton, Laurencekirk, Kincardineshire,
on uth February, 1961.
LAURIE.-To Staff Sergeant and Mrs. G . S . Laurie, a son, Keith McNeil!,
at l\jrthrey Castle Maternity Home, Brid11e of Allan , Stirlingshire, on
25th January, 1961.
OLlPHANT.-To Corporal and Mrs. R. M. Oliphant, a son, Gary Fraser,
at Summerfield Maternity Hospital, Aberdeen, on 31st January, 196x.

Marriages
C .S.0.'s Brtl'1ch, H .Q. Sco11ish Command
MORRISON-McWILLIAM.-W.O.II J. B. Morrison to Edith Mary
McWilliam at the Doune Parish Church Manse, Macduff, Banffshire, on
24th March . 1961.
l51h Regiment
McKECHNIE-TABRAM.-Lance-Corporal McKechnie to Pamela Edith
Tabram on 24th March, 1961, at Registrar's Office, R.A.F. Skrotiri.
HE.MSLEY--GREAKEN.--Corporal R. Hemsley to Sheila Greaken on
8th April, 1961, at All Saints' Church, Episkopi.
18th Regiment
SAUNDERS--GOODALL.-Lance-Corporal J. Saunders to Hilda Shirley
Goodall, at Alexandra Garrison Church, Singapore, on 25th February,
J96I.
PORTEOUS-ETHELGUNN.-Corporal G. Porteous to Ethelgunn, at
Presbyterian Church, Singapore, on 25th March, 1961.
FIRMAN-ALLEN.-Driver C. H. Firman to Monica Allen at Church of
King Tanglin, Singapore, on 25th 1"1arch, 1961.
DICKINSON-NORMAN. Lance-Corporal Dickinson to Lymette
Margaret Norman at Alexandra Garrison Church, Sin11apore, on 4th
March 1961.
19th Regiment
THOMPSON- DE COSTA.-Lieutenant P. L. Thompson to Miss L. De
Costa at Changi.
20111 Regiment
STANLEY-HARRISON.-Driver Stanley to Miss Margaret Ann Harrison
at Garrison Church, Episkopi, on 8th April, 1961.
BRIDGEMAN-ENGLAND.-Sergeant Bridgeman to Margaret Ann
England on 29th March, 1961, at Parish Church, Caister-on-Sea, Norfolk.

Death s
GUEST.-At his home, 100, South Bank Avenue, York, on 18th March.
1961, Captain (Q .M.) R. E. Guest, Royal Signals 1931-57. Life Member
Royal Signals Association, val ued meqlber of York Branch of the
Association.
COOKE.-On 17th March, i96r 1 nt 24, Brazil Street, Hull W. Cooke,
Royal Signals 1942-46. Royal Signals Association. Hull Branch, 1955. At
the time of his death he wns Secretary of the Branch.
SUTTON.-At his home, 10, Milton Avenue, Bath, on 27th March, 1961,
Maior J. R . Sutton. A member of the Bath Branch, Royal Signals
Association.
NOCK.- 2325571 Ex-Staff Ser11eant T. Nock on lSt January, 1961, aged 44.
Royal Signals 1937-1959· L ife Member of the Association.
FEGAN.- Ex-C.Q.M.S. G. P . F. Feiian, 43, Wh;tehorse Hill, Chislehurst,
Kent, on 17th April, t96r. Boy ser vice with R.E. from May, 1913. From
R.E. to Royal Signals, Jo nuory, 192r. R oY!ll Signals 1921-1937,
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Arrivals and Departures
10th Regiment
Arrivals: W.O.II T. McConnell, Staff Ser11eants R. Jones, J. E. Latham
and Sergeant A. F. Gunderson.
Departures: W.0.s II L. W. LeppingtOn, R. E. J. Williams, Staff
Sergeants J. F. Winter, A. C. Rook and Sergeant J. Cummins.
15th Regiment
Departures: Lieutenant-Colonel J. Dodd, Majors J. B. D. Lane, T. W. E.
Fortescue-Hitchin!t Captains A. Sawyer, H. E. Berwick, A. King, G. S.
Massey, W.O.II vittery, Sergeants Mitchell, Rand, Donnelly.
18th Regi11umt
Deparwre: Staff Sergeant W. Leach.
19th Regiment
Arrivals: Captain R . Trelawny, R.S.M. Pooley, W.0.II Reed.
Departures: Captains A. H. Dennis, B. O. Haw, W.O.II Davies, Staff
Sergeants White and Shand, Sergeant Otley.
20111 Regiment
Arrivals : Sergeants C. Timson and M. E. Wilson.
Departures : Staff Sergeants R. Skudder and Healey, Sergeant L . Merrals.
217 Squadron (AGRA (A.A.))
Departures : Sergeant C. F. Smith.
Arrivals: Staff Sergeant A. Sunderland and Sergeant W. H. Reeves.
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I Forthcoming Events I
§*********************************~
The Co r p s Dinner
will be held at The Hyde Park Hotel on Wednesday, 24th May, 1961

7 7 t h lU eeting of the Corps Committee
will be held at the War Office on Wednesday, 24th May, i96r.

T h e R e gular Officer s' " At Home "
will be held at The Hyde Park Hotel on Thursday, 25th May, 196r.

The 35th ~feetiug of the Central Committee of the
Asso c iation
will take place at the War Office on Thursday, 25th May, 1961.

Indian S i gnal U nits 1 911-1948 O.C.A.
This- O.C.A: held their 13th Reunion Dinner in London on 28th
May, l96o.
At the annual general meeting held before the dinner important items
were discussed for this year's reunion (our Golden Jubilee, r9n-1961),
on Saturday, 271h May, 196r.
It was decided to invite as our guests of honour:
(i) Field Marshal Sir Claud J. E. Auchinleck, G.C.R., G.C.I.E., C.S. I.,
o.s .o., O.B.E. (Accepted).
(ii) A representative of the Indian Corps of Signals.
(iii) A representative of the Pakistan Corps of Signals.
(iv) T wo British ranks from the J unior Leaders Regiment, Royal
Signals.
(v) Two representativ~s of the Gurkha Signals.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-G eneral R. J. Moberly, C.B., O.B.E.,
was pre ent and promised to assist in making this neltt Reunion Dinner
the success we hope it will be.
Since there are a large number of Royal Signals who served in India
up to. the time of the Partition, who are eligible for membership, full
particulars may be obtained from the Secretary, I.S.U., O.C.A., 153,
Mytchett Rood, Mytchett, near Aldershot, Hants.

The Corps W eek-e nd, Reunion and 16th Annual
Ge neral ~lectln~ of the Association
will take place at Catterick on Saturday, rst July, and Sunday, 2nd July,
r96r.

The National ll1111io and Television Exhibition
is to be held at Earl's Court, London, from Wednesday, 23rd August, to
Saturday, znd SePtember, with a preview for overseas and other special
visitors on Tuesday, 21nd Au11ust. It will mark the Silver Jubilee of
television pr ogrammes which were first seen at " Rndiolympia " m 1936.

Ex-Boys• Eh!hth Annual Dinner

Saturday, 16th September, 1961, 6.30 for 7.30 p.m., at the Victory ExServices Club, 63(79, Seymow· Street, London, W.2. (One minute from
Marble Arch Stauon, and first left up Edgware Road). Lounge uit or
uniform. Tickets 17/6 from F. W. Jacob. Esq .. 54th Signal Regiment
(T.A.). T.A. Centre, 40,
hburnham Road, Bedford, should be applied
for before rst July.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief hopes to be able to be present this year as
the principal guest.
Note specially page 75 of the March, 1961! WlRB and help the Committee
to reach new target of 150 diners in the arger Victory Hall.

24-th Divi s ional SiJ!nnls (1914-UH

The 1961 Reunion will be held on Saturday, 14th October, r961, ~.o p.m ..
at Battersen Pork (combined with other Divisional Units); 6.o p.m. Chevrons
Qub, Dorset Square, London, N.W .1. Information from A. W. Rathbone,
The Ridge, Penlee, Budlcigh, Salterton, Devon,

153

Annual T.A./.c\.E.B. Doyal Signal Office.-s' ''At
Rome,' 1961.

Tcclmicnl Roster
Sgt.

will be held at the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Saturday, 4th November 1961.

B yal

(:lcarieal lloster
22265275

t

BAND

3rd

.. .

4rh
.. .
13th-17th
1 th-24th
25th to
20d
...

July 9th 10
August 5th ...
Augu t 7th-13th
August 14th-19th . ..
e11tember 3rd-16th
September 18th-23rd
ptember 24rh to
October 15th
NON-TOURING

Eastbourne.
Hull.
30th Regiment, Blandford.
Victoria Embankment, London .
Catterick for Corps Week-End and Reunion.
Includes Retreat at Army Apprentices Sch ool,
Harrogate, on 29th June.
Dunfermline, with a concert at Kirkcaldy on
23rd July and 30th July.
Edinburgh.
Oban.
Eastbourne.
London.
Eastbourne, including a concert in Worthing
on 1st October.

BAND

May 27th
May 28th
...
June 12th-13th
June 2md
...
June 24th
June 25th to
July 2nd
July 8th-9th
July 15th
July 27th
.. .
August 6th .. .
August 19th .. .
August 30th .. .
September 16th

LC.I. Tattoo Northwich.
Darlington.
Blackpool.
Leeds.
Leeds.
Canerick for Corps Week-End and Reunion .
L out:hborough.
Sacnston , Co. D urham .
Leeds.
Morccombc.
Edinburgh.
Shaftesbury.
S tockbridge.

23202524

22465189

May
May
,\.lay
May
May
May
May
June
June

12th - 18th
19th - 2.2I1d
23rd .. .
25th . . .
26th .. .
29th - 30th
30th - 3ISt
1st - 2nd ..•
8th - 21st

June 25th - July 20d
uly 5th ...
. ..
/,uly 14th - 15rh ...
July 26th - 29th
August 5th - 12rh
August r5th - 17th
August 25th - 26th
...
August 3 rst - September 3~d
September 19th - 23rd

Glasiow Area .
Stirling Show.
Broxburn High School.
Riverside JSS, Stirling.
Move to Northern Command.
Hebburn-on-Tyne.
Loughborough.
Lin col.a.
" Keeping the Army in the Public Eye "
at Blackpool.
Taunton Recruiting Exhibition.
Arundel Show, York.
Southampton Show_
Bath Tattoo.
Sloulth Carnival.
Bingfey Show.
Reading Show.
Colchester Tattoo.
Newmarket Trades Fair.

outheru Conunand Recruiting Display
Ma)' 18th - 20th
M.ay 31st - June 3rd
une 8rh - nth
unc 21st - 24th
uly 1st ...
. ..
Jul>' 220d ...
July 29th ...
August 2nd
Augwt 6th - 12th
August 25th - 26th
...
. ..
Augu t 3oth - rst September
September 16th
. ..
.. .

t

June r4th
...
June 15th-16th
June 29th-30th
July 15th-16th
.. .
September 8th-9th .

Devon Show, Exeter.
Bath and West Show, Bristol.
Southsea Rally.
Royal Counties Show Windsor.
Christchurch_ and Higb.clille " Tattoo. "
Stroud Carnival.
Gloucester Carnival.
C .C.F. Plasterdown.
King's Park, Bournemouth.
Poole Show.
Bristol Flower Show.
Newbury Agricultural Show.

The 14th and 30th Signal Regiments will have a display at the Army
Exhibitions:
July 4th - 7th ...
Royal Show, Cambridge.
July 10th - 14th
Com Exchange, Cambridge.

lloyal Signals Officers' Golfing Society
Fixtures 1961
Wednesday, 31st May .. .

Royal Military Academy, Camberlev
Sandurst
.Heath
Wednesday, 21st June
R.E.
New Zealand
Thursday, 13th July .. .
R.A. . . .
Sunningdale
Tuesday, 25th July . . .
R.A.O.C.
. ..
Swinley Forest
Tuesday, 5th September
A.G.S. Meeting
Sunningdale
Wednesday, 6th September ...
Wednesday, 20th September Ironsides
...
Berkshire
Thursday, 21st September ... Autumn Meeting
Berkshire
Thursday, 22nd September .. .
Saturday, 30th September ... Staff College
Camberley
Heath
Th u rsday, 12th October
R.A.M.C.
Swinley Forest
Members wishin.g to play in any of the above matches should notify the
Hot?. Secretary, L1eut"!'ant-Colonel D. D. Fairman, Room 339, War Office,
Whitehall. Tel.: Whitehall 9400, Ext. 1527.

=====Promotions=====
Foreman of Signals Roster
To W.O.I

June

10th-nth
June 12th-13th

154

Royal Engineers
Royal Electrical
Engineers

2549478 W.0.11
2328649 W.0.11
2549265 W.0.11
2599785 W .OJI

(630)
(66o)
(670)
(680)

Jenkins, R. E.
Risby, K . V.
Ireland, J. C.
Hooper, C. G .

Signal Centre Supervisor Roster
To W.0.1

22540222

A /W.O .I

(420)

Bicknell, K. J.

Regime ntal Duty lloster
To W.0.I

6979840
2329522
2326702

A/W.O.I
A / W.O.I
A /W.0 .1

(II80)

A/S Sgt.

(980)

Orr, F. M.

(n6o)
(II70)

Howley, W . E.
Ford, E. J.
Stout, A . C. B.

Technical Roster
To S Sgt.

22289383

Clerical Roster
To w.o.r
2327611

o.

To W.0.11

19131390

A / W.O.I
A / W.0.11

~270)
400)

Webb,
Fiann,

To S Sgt.

19033910

Sgt.

(370)

Lane, E .

G.

E.
(Accelerned)

DELETIONS

Begiutental Duty Roster
W.O.I
W.O.II
S Sgt.

W.O.I
Sgt.

and

Mec.banicai

Gillingham
Arbotfield

S Sgt.

450
3182
2710

410
3180

4750

190

Bro

130
1510

Sgt.

(44)

(3342)

A.

Raynor, F. M .

200

3170

MAJOR

J.

8290

SUTTON

ANNUAL
3IIO

5810

MAJOR

TREVOR

BEARDMORE

The news of the sudden and tragic death on 6th April, at
the age of 54 years, of Major Trevor Beardmore came as a
great shock to all his friends.
He was fatally injured when a car, in which he was a
passenger, was involved in an accident near Dudley,
Worcestershire.
Trevor Beardmore joined the Corps in May, 1925. He
served five years in Peshawar District Signals and on his return
ro U.K. was posted to "A" Corps Signals at Aldershot.
At the outbreak of the last War he was serving in Palestine.
He was soon commissioned and at different times served on
the staffs of General W. R. C. Penney, Brigadier J. H. CameronWebb and Colonel C. D. Clapp.
During his service in Middle East, Sicily and Italy he was
four times mentioned in despatches.
Ill 1946 he rook his discharge and entered the Civil Service.
He gained quick promotion and at the time of his death wa
an In pector of Truces at Dudley.
All who came into contact with him will always remember
his cheerfulness, his charming manner and his kindness. He
was a happy family man and will be sadly missed by his widow
and four children and his numerous friends.
Although not an Ex-Boy, he thoroughly enjoyed the Ex-Boys'
Dinner last September and met many old friends there.
The cremation took place at Stourbridge on Tuesday, uth
April.
Major W. C. Barber represented Royal Signals
Assoc.ia ti on.
The sympathy of all will go to his widow at "Colwell," 124,
Meriden Avenue, Woolaston, Stourbridge.

2190
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ADDRESSES

4880

810

Lineman Roster
Sgt.

B.

34

General Trades a11d Duties Roster
Sgt.

Smales, S.

The sudden death of Major John Raymond Sutton, aged 41,
at his home, ro, Milton Avenue, Bath, on 27th March, is reported from Bath and District Branch, Old Comrades' Association.
Major Sutton was a member of the T.A. Signal unit in
Plymouth before the war, and after mobilisation served in the
Middle East, Sic;:ily, Italy and Austria with No. 2 Special W /T
Group, being attached to No. 103 Section, No. 2 A Type
Section and later in command of No. l Section. After demobilisation in 1946, he rejoined the Corps and served in
Catterick, the War Office and Cyprus, being invalided out in
1953·
Ray came to live in Bath about three years ago, and soon
took an active part in all Branch activities. His sincerity and
natural charm made him a most popular member of the Branch;
every function he attended, whether a committee meeting or
social occasion, was enhanced by his bonhomie.
Ray was always ready to give a helping-hand, and only three
days before his death he had agreed to accept the office of
Honorary Treasurer of the Branch. He was also looking forward with great keenness to renewing active association with
the Corps by accepting a Captaincy in 402 Signal Squadron,
A.E.R.
Interment took place at Haycombe Cemetery, Bath, preceded by a service at Beechen Cliff Methodist Church, conducted by the Vicar, the Rev. 0. Trevor Dyer. The panegyric
was delivered by the Rev. Thomas W. Hopwood, ex-Chaplain of
the Forces, of which the following is an extract:
"I first met Ray Sutton when he commanded No. l
Special Wireless Section. It was near Forli, during the Italian
Campaign. The unit at that time occupied part of an old farm
building.
Ray welcomed me with his natural courtesy as a fellow
Methodist. The personal bond was deepened, as during our
conversation, it turned our that I knew his parents and his
beloved Plymouth. This was the first of a number of visits I
paid to his Unit. Ray went out of his way to co-operate in
offering spiritual ministration to his men. We would pack ourselves into a small barn-like building. The singing was led
more often than not by an improvised jazz band. But I shall
never forget the atmosphere of deep reverence that marked
our simple services in that farm building.
Ray Sutton was a splendid example to his men. His quiet
efficiency, his personal regard for and confidence in his men,
earned for him their deep respect. As I talked with them I
o. I Special
heard spontaneous tributes to his leadership.
Wireless Section was one of the happiest units I ever had
the privilege to visit. This is sufficient tribute to their leader.
He stands out as a shining example of a Christian Officer and
a gentleman. I thank God for every remembrance of him."
To his widow, Eileen, and 12-year-old son, Robin, and to
his father, we offer our deep and sincere sympathy.

Operating Roster
Sgt.

IGNALS CIUCKET CLUB FIXTURES.
1961
,

Battersby,

®bituarits
Camberley
Aldcrshot
Ca.tterick
Catterick
Kennington
Oval

Clerical Roster

Army Exhibitions

llOYAL

R.t\.1.A ., Sandhurst ...
Royal Army Service Corps ...
Royal Army Ordnance Corps
Royal Marines . . .
.. .
. ..
Royal Armoured Corps

The following promotions were aurhorised during the month of March,
r961:

" Quicksilver," 1961.

( 1742)

·r•·1•bnieal lloster

Southern Command Recruiting Trailer

21St to

Sgt.

Hcagimenfal Duty Hoster

lloyal S ignals Baud Fixtures, 1961
TOURING

3060
INSERTIONS

iAnals Institution I.ectures, 1961

Frida)". 26th M.ay.-" The Comm nications of Cyprus during_ the Emergency 1956-196<>." Colonel H. Princ':l_ M. I.B.ll. 6.15 p.m., T .A. Centre,
4_0th Reg1mem (Middle~ Yeomanry) r.A., Duke of York's Headquarters,
Che! a, S .W.3.
Frida)', 29th
epiember. -" Royal Australian Signals."
Captain G. S.
Map on, Royal Australian Signals. 6.15 f.m., T.A. Centre, 4orh Regiment (Middle.ex Yeomanry) 1'.A., Duke o York's Headquaners, Chelsea,
.W.3.
Thursday, 30th 'ovembcr.-" Communications and Electronics in Allied
Command, Europe." Major-General F. W. Moorman, U. S . Army, Chief
ignal Officer, HAPE 5 p.m.,
orth Hall, Training Brigade Royal
Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.

Ma)'
June
June
June
une
une
uly

1550

Many copies of " The Wire " and of the Royal Signals List are returned by the Post Office with a
note that the subscriber's address is unknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor in good time of their new address.

too
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The History al the
Jrtl Regiment (Divisional)

"The start of one of the Inter Troop relay races"

Junior leaders Regiment
GRAD UATION"
Tra!nffig
Reguncnt

Name
R. J . Ashcroft
D . M . Beere
M . K. J. Knight
B. Lang
R. E . S. Z..liller
M. S. Sambrook
J.P. Shepherd
J. G. Tcrras
M. J. Wade

24th
24th
8th
24th
24th
8th
24th
8th
24th

LIST -

APRIL,

Pre-selected
Trade

1961

I

Troop and
Adopted Regiment

TgOp
Elec/ Dvr
Radio Tech (Lt)
TgOp
TgOp
Radio Tech (Lt)
Radio Op
Radio Tcchn (Lt)
Tptr Op

Kohima Troop
2 Signal Regt

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

F. M. Bradley
D . L. Brooks
A. B. Constable
D.R. Heyes
S. J. Hubbart
G. I. Jenkins

24th
24th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
24th
24th

Tptr Op
Tptr Op
Spec Op
Spec Op
TgOp
Tprr Op

Bruno Troop
10 Signal Regt

R. T. Bound
D . T. Hancox
M. R. Hanlon
I . T. Kirk
J.
Laflin
B. S. Nutbrown
R. Saunderson
W. J. Staines
H. E. Wilson

24th
24th
224 Sqn
24th
224 Sqn
24th
24th
24lh
8th

TgOp
Radio Op
Spec Op
Tprr Op
Spec Op
Tprr Op
TgOp
TgOp
Lmn

Javelin Troop
22 Signal Regt

w.

R. L. Genge

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

R. Graves
N. J. Holden
R. K. Jacobs
M . . Orde

8th
8th
8th
8th
24th

Radio Relay
Radio Relay
Radio Relay
Radio Relay
TgOp

R. I. Fer~on-Bayliss
D. G. Fncnd
R. C. Galloway
J. H. Hum hncs
T. W. Mc onald
E. G. Phillips
S. W. Sharp
V. T. Zimmer

24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th

Radio Op
Tptr Op
TgOp
Radio Op
TgOp
Tptr Op
Tptr
Radio p

Kukri Troo[;
17 Gurkha ig Rcgt

224 Sqn
24th
8th
24th

Spec Op
TgOp
TgTcch
TgOp

Iron Troop
3 Signal Regt

TgOp
TgOp

White Spear Troop
7 Signal Regt

0

E. A. Bailey

E. Birchall

~ W. Gallon

. C. Howley

J . I. Hutton
P. E. Livingston

24th
24th

Op
Op
Op
Op

06'

Quandrant Troop
4 Signal Regt

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

24th
24th
224 Sqn
8th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
24th
8th
8th
8th
24th

Radio Op
Radio Op
Spec Op
TgOp
Spec Op
Spec o
Radio p
Tg Tech
Radio Relay Op
Radio Tech (Lt)
Radio Op

Jerboa Troop

w..;,.

224 Sqn
24th
24th
224 Sqn
24th
224 Sqn
24th

Spec Op
Tptr Op
Cipher Op
~cc Op
ptr Op
~ecOp
ptr Op

White Swan Troop
30 Signal Regr

Barnes
P. arratt
D. J. :· eirn
M. Kno><-Littlc
P . Main
. W. Mooney
K. Yates

l,u1·
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" And so hold on when ihere is
nothing in you Except the will that says hold on."
On Tuesday, 28~ March, i961, at Taunton, the Regiment
won ~e Army Junior Rug~y Cup for the second year running,
defeatmg the R.A.C. Jun1or Leaders by I I points to three,
after four-and-a-half hours of play. In other words it took
three games, each with extra time before a result was ~chieved .
Kipling would have been inspired if he bad been able to see
what developed into a titanic struggle between two completely
evenly matc~ed teams, where the will to win was never lost
by either side for.. even on~ of the 270 minutes of play.
Obs~vers y.rhose cnucal f~culaes were not blunted by affiliation
to either side were most unpressed by the sp:rit in which the
game was played. Thirty young men doine: battle to the end for
the honour of the ~egimeI?ts and Corps, with no loss of temper
and a schoolboy chwalry m their conduct on the field.
The Co:ps c~n be p_roud. of their Juniors and this particular
success will bnng satisfaction to many readers who having
read of the successes of our massed choir and Ba~d may
have been :vondering . where the rugby ball and the boxing
glove came llltO all .this. In fact, the Regtlmenrt: has a Wlique
record amongst Junior Leaders Regiments in that it has held
an filmy C~p for the last four years-in i958 and 1959 the
boxmg, and .m I96o and I?6I the rugby. In addition, we were
runners-up m the soccer m 1960.
On the. 27th March we held OlJ! Regimental Canoe Regatta
on the River Dart at 1:'otn~s. This has now become a termly
event. Each Tro~ bwlds its own two-man canoe and a series
of relay _races dec1de.s the winner, which this term was the
2r:id Regiment's Koh1ma Troop. Brigadier White, the Chief
Signal Offi~er, Southern Command, and a very special friend
of the Regiment, . presented the prizes, which included one for
the offic.ers, who, m tJ:e i;nanner of Cambridge this year, defeated
the senior non-comm1ss1oned officers in convincing style.

"

"

B. J. BeUcnie
L.
D . R. ay
G. A. Fcrnie
P. Fowler
P. 0. Harrison
F. P. Hopkins
G . W. Kerr
M . M. Mangan
M . G. Peterson
M. J. Russell

Crab

Left to right standing : Junior Signalmen J. H. Wooler (Francisca), C. Parkinson
(Francisca), M. J. Lyons (Francisca), Junior Corporol J. A. Wraith (Iron), Junior
Sergeant R. L. Genge (Quadrant), Junior Signalmen L. J. Robertson (White Spear)
. P. 8ook e~ (White Spear), Junior Lance Corporal J. W . Brister (Francisca)
Sitting : Junior Sergeant D. J. Feirn (White Swan), Ju nior Signalmen R. M.
Ro~nd (Francisca), P. M. Thomas (Kohima), W. J. Hill (Capt.) (White Spear) ,
Junior Lance Corporal LI Yates (White Swan), Junior Lance Corporal R. K.
Jacobs (Quadrant), Junior Signalman G. S. Farmer (White Spear)

l Signal Regt

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

"

"
"
"

" A 1hm11 of beau1y u a joy for

""er "

wear a dis t inctive

BLAZER BADGE

Made entirely BY HAND to the approved R egimental design tn
finest quahty gold and silver wire and silks, to last you for yc:irs.
We supply on neutral dark navy /black cloth, or on your own
de1ached pocket (blazers must not be sent).
THE ROYALSIGNALS BADGECO STS
FORTY-FIVE SHILLINGS POST PAID.
De~patche.d within sc~en days from rcccipr of remittance subject
to unmediatc refund if you arc in any way dissatisfied ~ith our
craftsmanship.
REGIMENTAL TIE (STRIPED, PURE SILK) 15/- POST PAID

D.

J.

PARKINSON

GOLD AND SILVER W IR E BA DGE-M AKE R

124, VALLEY DRIVE, BRIGHTON S
( Bri11hton 27180)
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We said in the last edition of THE WIRE that we were moving
barracks to Tidworth. The move has now been cancelled and
we are remaining in our present location for the t ime being.
This puts off the evil day of breaking our long association
with Bulford Camp. The Regiment, as 3rd Signal Company,
R.E., were in this camp when the Corps was formed in i920
and have lived in Kiwi Barracks, apart from the war years
and other short periods when the unit has been abroad in suspended animation or Colchester! It may be of some' interest
for members of other units to read our history.
The Regiment was first raised in Aldershot, in 1903, as the
3rd Telegraph Company, Royal Engineers, later in the year
changing its title to 2nd Telegraph Battalion. In 1905 the Unit
changed its title yet again, to 3rd Telegraph Company, finally
becoming 3rd Signal Company, R.E. in 1907. As such, the
Unit took part continuously in the i914-18 War in Flanders,
providing communications for the 3rd D ivision.
After the First World War, the Unit was temporarily disbanded and reformed at Bulford, in April, 1920. On 28th
January, i920, the Corps of Signals was formed. On 20th
December, 1920, the Corps took over the 3rd Signal Company,
R.E., when it soon became 3rd Divisional Signals. Very much
a cadre unit, it was not unt il 1924-25 that it reached its peacetime ·company establishment. Later still, in 1927, a Regimental Headquarters was added, the unit now commanded by
a Lieutenant-Colonel (previous C.0.s being Captains and
Majors).
It was in the 1935-37 era that the Unit started to change over
from horses to a fully-mechanised Unit, though as early as 192829 it had No. l Wireless Sets mounted in Baby Austins.
It was not until the Second World War that 3rd Divisional
Signals saw more active service, when they took a very active
part, firstly in the Dunkirk evacuation, and (after various tasks
in the U .K.) in ,uhe D-Da;y J.a,ndings on the Normandy coast. By
then the Unit had been re-named 3rd British Infantry Divisional
Signals, and as such, provided the communications for the
Division throughout the North West Europe Campaign.
In October, i945, the Unit accompanied the Division to
Palestine, and whilst there became a Regiment, disbanding in
situ in August, 1947. It was re-formed in January, i951, and
at the end of the year moved to Egypt for internal security
duties, as in Palestine previously. Returning to the U.K. in i954,
as part of a Strategic Reserve, the Regiment mobilised for the
Suez Operation of i956, though only a small portion of the
Unit actually took part.
In July, i958, the Regiment went overseas once again, this
time to Cyprus, as part of the Middle East Forces, returning
three months later, still in the role of Strategic Reserve. Two
further changes in the Unit title occurred in i959, for on Ist
April, the term "Infantry" was dropped, and finally, on ist
October, i959, the Regiment became known as 3rd Signal
Regiment, as a result of the redesignation of all Regiments and
Independent Squadrons of the Corps.
At present, G:Jlf SiJ,11utl Squa d r on. serving in the
Cameroons .are made up of men from our Regiment. We are
shortly relieving these men and replacing them with other
members of our Unit.
We hold several objects and photographs which provide a link
with the past, such as the Signal Centre flag, flown on the
beaches of Dunkirk by the Regiment during the withdrawal ,
and two photographs of the whole Regiment, one taken in I934
and the other in i959. Should anyone have any mementoes of
interest to the Regiment which thev would like a home for, we
would be very pleased to accept them.
We extend a welcome to Second-Lieutenant J. S. B.
Brindsford from the School of Signals, and to S.S.M. S. A. G.
Hulse from 64th (M) Regiment (T.A.), and hope their stay
in the Regiment will be a pleasant one.
We bid farewell to our Second-in-Command Major S.
Schofield, who is leaving u on appointment as C.S.0., Federation Forces. We wish him and his family the very best of
luck and hope that the monsoon season does not interfere with
his golf.
We also say farewell to Sergeants J. G. Holmes and R. ~·
Holland (R.A.E.C.) on their retirement, and wish them and their
families all the best of luck in Civvy Street.

7th

REGIMENT

(CORP )

Morrison Cup. With nine other Signal Regiments to
compete againm, in nine sports, the interest in the Morrison Cup,
is as great as ever-possibly greater 1n 7th Regiment since we
won the Cup for the first time in 1959/60 and knew that others
would be anxious to remove the Cup from us in 196o/61.
Although il!he N>Sult of the .22 shooting competition has yet
00 be annmmoed .it does appear that 7fh ~ent will have retained the Cup for i96o/61 and by an increased margin. We
currently lead IJth Regiment by 21 points to 16, and hope to
increase our lead when the Shooting and overall results a.re
announced.
Results of !the Regimental teams in the various oompcciri.ons :
Wdnner.s of 1:hc Basket Ball and Cross Gountcy Competinons.
RuoneI's-up in Box.ing, Athlenics and Hockey. .Semi-finalist$ in
Cricket and Rugby.
Shooting. Despite the loss of Captain Bwiton and W.0.11
Wruner of <the L.A.D., ,tfhe Regimental team has gone from
snr~ to strength. The Morrison Cup average for the team
of sixireen (iincluding eight young .soldiers) was 93-68 : the notso-young soldiers were hard pUt 1to it to keep ahead of the
jwmr half of the team.
The Regiment was bea.ten by .seven points only by r Battalion The Middlesex Regiment in 1t'he final of the B.A.0.R. Smallbore Compeci.llli.on-afr.er having put up tlhe highest -score of the
meeting in fill earlier round. Lanc.e-C.orporal Sive, an E Technician but, also a National Serviceman, got the highest individual
score.
We have had some fairly spectacular shoots in several Anny
Competimion, notably Mateh 69, and we have hopes that P .RI.
will more 1t!han get iLs money back for the entrance fees.
Cro ss-Country. Unfo:nrunately our team was far from
ready at the rime of the first round of ,t he B.A.0.R. Compettitioin, and was knocked out at the 20 Armoured Brigade Group
Meelling. We were, however, fit for the Morrison Cup meeting
at Bergelin on r 5th March, and some 50 Regimenml supporiretis
v.ilio aittJended had 11he pleasure of seeing Lance-Corporal Escotft
lead in the team in 3rd, 5th, 6th, 8th, uth, 12th and 24th posiitions, iaga:inst a field of some 120 runners. We woo by 89 points
to 213 (28th Regiment).
Lance-Corporal Escott took pa1't as an individual in the
B.A,O.R. Inter-Unit final in February-but most unfommarely
he had had to spend die prevtious five days laying lines on a cold
and wet w.int.er exercise (Ground Zero 24) end be was very
obviously not at his beSt. Nem year, peI'haps . . . unless
Records post him !
Communications. lit is of coittse quite wrong tha;:: this
heading should appear fourth on the list ! They must obviously
take prio.!1ity over all else, including sport, and. the ~~
" line " which represents the end-product of this Regunent is
not a thing that can be taken for granted. In fact each exercise
is a trial of strength and a battle of wits against the usual
difficulties experienced one supposes (and hopes !) by all other
Regiments-sh.011tages in key trades, posting of key-men, upgrading courses, leave, " compassionate " leave to !OQk after tihe
ahild.ren whilst wife produces another, etc., etc.~ fact, it is
11.ll gieat fun-prowding that every single thing is treated as
yet another game to be played hard despite the oddness of the
rules and on the same basis as the Command Secretary and
C.I.V.s-something to be overcome.
.
The Regiment is now working up hard for the first maior
exercise of the year, in mid April. By this ti.me we shall have
done four e.xeroises as a Regiment since rst February, and a
great deal of !lesser training, despite POL rationing. The latest
"Ground Zero (25)" produced a record, for us, of 420 messages
passed on our parmi.cular " line " of tel<;graphy to a!ld from
Di.v.isions and Corps in one day. Each link from Mmn Corp
H.Q. to Main H.Q. of Divisions passes elootrically through ten
vehicles-eight of ours, two of theirs. 7th owes much to 1st,
2nd and .Jitlh Regiment5 for the<i.r efficient oollaboratioo !lit the
more sharp end.
Many exercises are planned for this year-whidl should
please the majority of the unmarnied soldier who would pref«
100% communications and o 0;o admini$rative. If thi were
possible our recruiting problem would not e.<l -<though the
marntlcd soldiers might take i.t amiss thereby also solving the
qua11tcr sriitua!tion !
~liseellane ous . A few facts and figur s for ex-members
of rhe Regiment, and for reinforcements. We are over three·
quarters regular-500 regular snd 200 ational Service. We
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have 140 officers and men in married quarters, which are generally excellent, and 50 on the waiting list. Of the 50, about half
are livmg in priv e acoommodation, which is difficul.t but not
impossible co obtain. More quar.cers are still going up (near
Stade Enger) and will be ready llhis summer. There are some
16o BFG private cars in the Regiment, and parking i a major
problem-so it must be admitted, are traffic accidents. Thi
year, so far, there have been more BFG cars involved in
acciden.tS than \VD vehicles. Whether this is a maitter for oongra ula.tion or for despair it is difficult to decide.
Old members, particularly technicians, but also operators may
be amused to hear that we got an " excellent" on the AnnuaJ
R.E.M.E. Tels inspection of the l,350 odd pieces of equipment.
The Regiment has celebrated this achievement by disbanding
M Troop largely .responsible for it and posting most of it to
4 Squadron, where they communicate. A flll'ther piece of ingratitude was the posting of Captain (T.O.T.) Harwood to 22nd
Regimen£.
Go-karting is getting under way again, the noise and insurance problem having, we hope, been overcome. The South
Camp Square, hitberito sacrosanct, .is now being brought in1Xl
use for karting as the top Square is rather too small.
The new P.R.I. bus (by colll1tesy of Lord Nuffield) is now
fully run-in and is a great boon to the Regiment. It arrived in
mid-winter, without a heater (our fault) and it is just possible
that one will have been fined before neKt winter.
We welcome Major MaKfield (0 .C. 4 Squadron), C1pt:ain
Botterill (2 i/c 4 Squadron), Major K.losser (O.C. 3 Squadron),
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Lees (4 Squadron), F. of S. Rigby,
R.Q.M.S. Gerrard, W.O.II Cardinal, A.Q.M.S. Horwood,
Sergeants Heacock, Cunningham, Mclver, Lincoln and Lawton.
The following seniors have recently left us: C'lptain Mapson
(Royal Austiralian Signals to School of Sigiia.ls), R.Q.M S.
McKay (to T.V. engineering); A.Q.M.S. Warner .(to C.A.V., as
a white collar man); F. of S. Whiatington ~co Malayan Forces),
Staff Sergeant Wall (to K.A.R).
Sergeants Maisey, Edwards, Newman, Flowers and Wire.
Major Tonry leaves shortly, to work for the Direator-General
of A.Illillery.
I Squadron (Radio Relay) have recently taken part in two
unusual projects. One was to provide two telephone circuits
from the Cont:rcl Room of the Army Ski Championships ~
Winterberg to the military exchange at Bielefeld. This wa~
very simply done by one 62 mile C41 hop. The soldiers who
rook pare at Winterberg found ski-ing more difficult but
equally amusing.
The other project was to provide a circuit to hook up an icehockey match at Soest with the Canadian Forces Europe broadcasting service. The match was between the World Champion
Team (The Trail Smoke Eaters) and the Royal Highlanders of
Canada. This was done on the audio channel of the C4r, without recourse to I + 4 o. 2. The C'lnadian Brigade Commander complimented the detachment of their " studio
quality " circuit. Lance-Corporal McManus was interviewed
on the air, and we have an idea that the name of 7th Regiment
was eventually heard over CBC. We have yet to reach the BBC.
We regret having failed to 'tontribute to the April issue, but
our normal editor (Major Fearfield) went on leave to Austr:ia to
ski and returned with a broken ankle, twisted knee and double
pneumonia. He is now convalescing. Somewhere, there is a
moral to this.
POSTSCRIPT: The Morrison Cup for 196o/61 is now officially
ours.
10th SIGNAL REGIMENT
The North Rhine Area Cup Final winners
Front row left to right: Signalman H. Lumley, Driver A. T. Manton, Lance Corporal
B. Kane, Signalmen T. Gillespie, A. Paxton
Back row le(< <o right : Driver T. C. Bingham, Ueutenant C. A. Brown, Signalman
M. L. Brockman, Lance Corporal M. M. Appleby, Signalman D. W . Thompson,
Lance Corporal A. G. Ridgway

12th Regiment
An accolll)( of it.he Amalgamation Parade on lOth March
appeared in April Suffice ro reproduce in May tlhe excellent
cat1t00n.

Afiter the ceremony an amalgamation luncheon was held in
tih.e Officers' Mess. Those present included the three General
Officers, Brii.gadier P. M . P. Hobson, D.S.O., Commander Traming Brigade, Bnigadier W. B. Rowett, C.S.O. Northern
Command, Brigadier A. Fitz McGill, O.B.E., Comma!Xlant,
Sohool of Signals, and ,t he Commanding Officers of other
Signal Regiments in the Training Brigade.

10th SIGNAL REGIMENT
Lance. Corporals F. Carter and E. Dobbie hard at work p1.1tting on the finishing
coat of varnish to the first of two GP 14s to be constructed from kit

On Sunday, 12th March, 1961, llhe Regiment held its last
Church Pairade and was marched by the Corps Band to St.
Malllli.n's Gamson Church.

10th

REGIMENT

(ARlUY

GllOUP)

O.n 22nd March, 1961, our Soccer team won tih.e Norith Area
Knock--0ut Cup wruch now $1lands beside the Morrti.son Cup for
Soccer, gained in February. This second victory was a great
achievement because tih.e team had just loot four of 1ts moot
experienced players, including the team captain, Lance-Corporal
F. Ca.roor and the centre-forward, Signalmen J. Bleviins. The
Soccer Officer, Lieutenant C. A. Brown, rook to ch..e field for
!!he final, which was against 40 Advanced Engineer St:ores Regiment and as a result of his inspiringly aggressive example the
match was won by 7 goals to 2. Lance~Coriporal Appleby, one
of our two most prom.i!ll.ent cooks, ca.me into ch..e team as goalkeeper for tih.e last three rnarob.es of tih.e season. It was pamry
due to his proper sense of propomrion tih.an: so few goals were
scored against us in tlh.ose tllree matches.
We congJl1altll!aire W.0.II (F. of S.) A. R. Tayilor on hiis recent
promotion. He lefu: boy service in August, 1950, and aft.er
a1ltending ch.e Foreman of Si:g:nals Pairn: I Course from October,
1955, to December, 1956, he went as am insnrru.ator at wlhait was
lst Traming Regiime.Illt From tih.ere he wear on tih.e Foreman
of Signals Part II Course from May, 1959, to Ma.ooh, 19(5<>,
being posted to t!his Regiment on completion of ch..e coUDSe.
Our boat builders, under the guidance of Major C. McDevitt
and Lance-Corporal L. Atkinson, are now halfway through
the construction of the second GP 45. We hope to moor both
boats at the Mohne See for use by members of the Regimental
Sailing Club.
The beautiful wea1lher in eaxly Mairch led R.H.Q. Troop
to plan a camping holidary for Easter. But wlhait an Basrernotih.i.ng but rain. However, not!h.ing daunted, tih.e Troop loaded
up "Brunhilde," ch..e P.R.I. 'bus, and moved off in a steady
downpour; dootiinrution Breiitenbruoh, near the Mohne See.
No previous recce had been poss.ible, so thait all the campers
met on arrival woo a dairk, wet and Wli!ndy forest. .Afiter much
blundering a.bout they eventually found a site whiah was ne:iJt:h.er
too wet, IIllM'Shy or steep, but just an unpleasant combination
of all three. Despite the dreadful weatlh.eir, however, the
campers made pleDJty of roips to the surrounding counmry&ide.
In Bruckhausen they had a splendid reception. The !om!.
Auxiliary Fire Brigade invited them to mocch in a torchLig:hit
procession behind ch..e village Band. A.liter marching oo tih.e rop
of a hill IX> light the village bonfire tlhe process:i.oin wound iJtJs
way back to the Post: Hotel, where our men were made ch..e
guesns of honour alt a very sooiablc social!. The night cullminaited in a fine fioucish by the campel's being given a Lifit
back to camp on t!he fire engine. Seven firemen were t!hien
eniteI1tamed to supper "a la com po " and the bonds of seven
i.nternationru fliiendships were finnly cemented. The journey
back was rat!her like a cut from tih.e "W.aywaa-d 'Bus," for in
ll!ry.ing to avoid a t!r.affic jam the panty rook to a s:i.de road
which eventually per.ered out and lefu: the 'bus bogged down to
t!he. ai?-es in a field: A number of cars following t!he 'bus met
a simi1aJr fate, Ull1ri1 a local farmer saved ,t he day by pulling
everyone out with his ttaotor.
A1 midnight t!he 'bus arrived back, ais irt: lemt, in tlhe rain;
everyone ni.ted and wet but hgppy. A word of tih.anks must go
to Corporal R. Adey for lids splendid cooking and to the
Cana~ ~niga~e for the use of thcir t:I1aining area. We
!1-0JJe this tnp will be the first of many; nexn: nime the weather
lS bound to be be1Jter.
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THE OFFICERS

Front Row
Captain D. McKail
Major (Q.M.) C. Webb
Major K. Jordan
Major A. Kennett
Captain W. Fill (Adjt.)
Lieutenant-Colonel P. D.
Vaigncourt-Strallen (C.O.)
Major W. A. Woods (2 i/c)
Major D. Newman
Major H. Waters
Captain J. Botterill
Back Row
Captain S. Lockett
2nd / Lieutenant C. Darby
2nd / Lieutenant J. Davies
2nd / Lieutenant N. MacGregor
Captain F. Radcliffe-Genge
(R.A.P.C.)
Captain J. Telfer
Captain M. Williams
2nd/Lieutenant M. Walsh
2nd/Lieutenant D. Mercer
(A.C.C.)

l!Jth

llEGDIENT

Looking Hack

(IlADIO)

The Old Order Changcth • • • •
We have just loot two "old firms" from tihe Regiiment who
will be sadly missed. Major C. G. Sandys and Mr . Sandys
were wlli:i l!lh.e Regiiment for nearly four yeaiis. R.S.M. J. and
Mrs. Wiil.derspin for newly four and a half. Be~een all four
~ey have run most tih.ffigs in tih.eir time.
In ad<Limion to commanding his squadron Charues Sandys
has been Games and Altlhleti.cs P,resident and gu.ided all our
Morrison Cup fontunes. Ml'S. Sandys ran the M.I. Room for
over two year.s \Wien we had no M.O., and many a crises in the
small lb.ours tih.at entailed. Mrs. Wiilderspin was the "report
centre" for all O.R. frunilie<s and she and Mrs. Sandys were
both main spr~ of the Wives' Club. .
.
Comment about R. .M.s is never lacking and always vaned,
but R.S.M. J. Wilderspin rendered really o~llSU!11ding ~rv.ice
to tlhe Regiment and we hope soon to sec him m tih.e Lists of
Q.M.s contlinui.ng in iihe same sryle.
.
.
Before he lefu: we got Major Sandys oo wmte up a short Blltl~
on the R~nt' SJX>llt over the . years, and o1lhers may find it
wo11tlh !l'ead.ing.
THE WIRE, MAY 1961
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take ove/'" btd. · •

To commemorate ;the close association the Regiment has
had with itbe church, a leather bound Altar Services Book
was presented ito the church for .tih.e Royal Signals Memorial
Chapel. This prcsent:a1ii.on .took place during the serv1oe and
the book was duly dedicated by Major Rennison, c.F.

Hy

~lajor

C. 6. Sandys

As yet anotih.er Morrison Cup " Season" come ~o an end
one is tempted to look back over the past, fight again the old
batttles and then look forwm-d ro future ones. ~ change. of
citile of the Regiiment has marked a change ~ it:s SJX>r1llng
fortunes No sanisfaotory reason has ever been given as oo why
this Re~ent was allocated tih.e number "13,'' although ~e
have always uspeated some evil minde?, g~tlem~ did. so with
an ulterJor motive. The battle cry of Wrrele.
which used
to produce chat litrtl extra effo111: ac the crucl.31 mome~ has
also now been 1 t and " Radio " has not, a y , provide a
happy alternative.
Sport: jn the Regiment ha ahvays been and we h pe will
remain its second activity. It has frequently been asked why
we hav~ been so succe sful at port and o~tsiders have s~. red
chat, in faot, we do nothing else. I think ~h truth li 1? a
variety of things which in ome ways are difficult to put mto
words. Neve.!1theles it might be of intere t to attempt ro tate
a few in broad temis.
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(a) Our O:mmanding Officeris have t!hemselves been keen
ponsmen and have gone out of their way .ro enoouragc
all teams and yeit at
e same allowed !!he individual
ports officer to run his own show.
(b) We have been ble d with a eries
young officers who
have actually taken part in games.
(c) The majority of our senior N.C.O.s, alllhougih some are
regreaably now past taking any aotive part themsel~,
have leu: considerable vocal suppoot and, on oocasions,
given bloodthlr ty advice.
(d) Our good funtune in rhe .standard of men we have had
po$tCd in.
(e) Last and by no means lea~t, ·rhat spiri.t of confide.nee and
determinallion to win which has been built up ewer the
pa few years and whiah has been ca.used by : (i) That personal pride in 1!be Regiment.
(ii) Thal extra determination in answer to other people
who have been keener to " down us " because of
our ucoess.
(iii) That pel1SOnal issue to keep filemselves fit and tihe
extra pride and confidence for hav.i.ng done so by
the men themselves because of the small opportuni.cy <tO allow time off for uaining.
pace does not permit .co name here ail llhe successes we have
had or those who have gained individual honours. The fullowing are a seleotion of our many sucoasses in llhe last four years :
B.A.0.R.: Finalists-Allhletics, Cross C.Ountry, Basket Bail,
G<>lf, Sw.immi.ng and Water Polo.
Semi-finalistr-Football and Rugby.
Morrison Cup : W=ers of the Cup .uwice and runners-up
twice.
Winners of tihe following indivildual spol'lt'S : Athletics, Cricket,
Cross C.Ountry, Football, Hockey, Rugby and Shoolling.
Many tilmes we have been thought to have tllaken on .roo much
with our limited resources and availability and .that w.i.rh a more
concentrated effort on a particular sport ~pa.mllcularly to allow
for training) we might have got nearer w an Army Cup. Much
as we should have liked to have concentraued for an Army Cup,
we have always triied ro prowde sport fur as many indtiv:iduarl.<S
a possi:b.le and have "had a go " at every;thing.
We congratulate 7th Regiment on .!!heir success in ·!!he Morrison Cup this year by such a clear margin. There may be litt!le
wind at the moment blowing our fiag but romorrow dawns
another day and we look forward mlih renewed confidence to
ba.rtling again with old rivals, particulady 4th, 7.th and 281h, w.illh
whom we have had suoh dire struggles in the past. Take note,
this is not a lament but a challenge for dte future.

Articles anti Miscellaneous
Tiie Batu (aves
Not many miles nO.t'th of Kuala Lumpur on the main tirunk
road, a road forks ~ight to Ben.tong and F.msers Hill. Onoe
clear of the village at the junotion an escarpment can be seen
about three miles away, and this almost alarming rise of rook
oontain the Ba.tu Caves.
These enormous cathedral-like caves conttlin a number of
small temples and pilgrrims from all over the country and from
overseas fiock to the caves on religious festivai day.s. Crowds
have been so dense that numbers of people have been crushed.
The entrance to the Caves is t!h.rough gates of unusuai ~
a pair of proud peacock'S sunnoun.red by anothel' pair si.1itling
in e branches of a tree. Then, bef.ore one can enter rhe caves,
there is a Steep and strenuous climb up some two hundred and
fifty steps, but the eff011t is wooth it.
The awe insplliing size of the caves with their ghostly atmosphere is something that will never be foogotiten. The rniai.n
body of the cave has had pathways and railings built in it to
ease and channel movement of crowds and for the weary ch.ere
are park benches. From thls main cave many smaller ones
open out and one can spend a number of hoUDs exploring them,
and WTith a flash light camera capture some of !!he grotesque
rock formations. In places there are outlens to the sky above
and looking up through them one wonders how these Oll.ves
came to be, and a more terrifying t!hought, " Why they don't
j
cave-in." Sit!lling down for a rest in !!he main cove one
cxperie.noes a sense of peace, it is cool, vast, and quiet, not unlike sitting in an empty Cathedral. A faint aroma of incense
g~y permeates the atmosphere to strengtihen !!he likeness.
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Microphones a.re placed here and there, and in particular
rela:cion 1to illhc soloist.
11he var.ious .seotiions of the orchestra arc placed in posit.ion,
~omenimes quite unlike ,t hose one is accustomed co see on
Conoe41t plalfunns, according to tlhe prominence 't he balancer
requires or desires from nhat seotion in me work to be recorded.
Thirdly, let us consider what happens when tlhc orohestra
begins ilX> lPl1a y.
The balancer returns to his gilass control chamber, and
proceeds rto balance.
. .
.
He manipulates kn.obs Wlh~ah J.IlCTease the volume from cem:am
in trurnents or seotfons of the orohestra as he thiinks fit.
A soloist can and' is often ~ven a tone greatly in excess of his
nonna l cone, to produce Wlhat ·ilie balancer thinks is a betit«
The entrance to the Batu Caves
Corning out of the cave, !!here is a most wonder:ful view of
dle plains to Kuaila Lumpur, and a fav.ouriite panoramic speotacle
:to rernpc using up the laist few spaces on your film. The long
almost monotonous descent of !!he sta.Ws brings you back to a
number of alms gatherers. lf the £reak calf .i out you ~t sec
iit-it is encumbered Wli<tfrl a fifnh leg and oapilawl iis made o{ this
as a photographer' model.
Lt is a snmngc worJd in whiah we live.

Hi-Fi my Foot
BY JoHN L. Juno
During the past neamy 20 yeans, my duties as Director of
Music of the C.Orps, have neoessit:ated me touriing the C.Orps in
all Commands at home, and many abroad, bom in Germany
and the Middle East. ·
One of my most interesting hosts, lms been the keen tecllplical
officer who has either built himself a .sec whlcli he proclaims is
a HI...FJ set, or has laid out a considerable swn .to purchase one.
The dominating fea:tures are usually a huge loud speaker,
weighted w.itih half a ton of sand and a huge cabinet full of
valves. Sometlimes there are two in opposite corners of t!he
room.
Atlter a very iteohnicai leoture upon the perfectil.on of rus
appamlllllS, and how he has obviated tihe imperfectlions of the
commercial set, he proceeds to blow me out of the room, with
a record of my own choice !
SureLy it must be agreed that higth fideli.ry means high
faithfulness.
Faithfulness Ito wtltat ?
lit can only mean or imply to the original s.ound.
He must have a tallget, and this it surely must be.
Now it is upon this concept, that t:he whole objeot of the
exercise becomes s.o false, and the HI-FI expenr: is deluding
himself, and is abasing moonbeams.
I will proceed to explain.
Rirstrly, consider .the experiment the B.B.C. asked Sir John
Ba.tibarolli to conduot for them, in an effott to find t!he best
sounding Conoer:t Halls in the land.
As Sir John 100k .t he Halle Orchesnra on i!X>Ur, so he played
the same pieoe in every C.Oncert Hall.
When t!hese recordings were played back some of .the soloists
couldn't believe their balance wiitlh the or.ohestra was so bad in
ceiitalin Halls.
These expe.cimeutis proved what experienced musiicians and
!!hose versed in acous«ics know only too wel!, and ·t hat .is : !!hat
~he same orohestra will sound altogether different in different
Halls. lt w1iill be a differem: sound depending on whether the
Hail is fUU or empty, and even if the audience is in wtinter or
SllllUllelr dress.
Now the H,M.V. Studio in Sit. John's Wood, London, where
I have played many times, and done several records, i<S built
speai.ally for reoord4ng.
Please note for recording, IlO( for producing a nioe sound
for an audience. An audience was not considered, Wlhen the
building was designed.
Secondly, consider what happens when an orchestra is
assembled to record a oet>t:ain work.
Lf it requires a distinguished Horn player or F!autlist l!lbe
recording C.Ompany will immediately bring in 1the parinicular
player on l!lb.at instrument who is retained by t!hem.
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balance.

18 G roup enclosi ng a short message and a record requc t.
Secondly, 'to ask the W,R.A.C. uni.ts of Royal Signals to make
up a programme of 12 record requests and send lhem. to me
togenher with the l'ank and names of the girls mak10g the
sclecnions.
.
U ·
I will be only .too pleased to give further details ro any rut
who will assist me in what I consider to be 111 v ry good cause."
FLT.-LIEUT, W . W . FAWLEY
(Royal Signals r938-r956)
H.Q. No. 18 Group, R.A.F .,
Pitreavie Castle,
Il>unfennline, Fife,
Scotland.

·

L usoious string pans are als.o given that panticular vene«
that makes a ~eoord sell.
Com.ider the " pop " record nhat sells in millions somenimes.
We all know how the trick is done of making it sound as
tlhough the " vooalist " is ~g in a lange hall and has a large
voice. · The sound is fed into an empty chamber and brought
back again iplus coho.
Tii.ere are oounnless other .tricks, which are on the Oilhe:r side
of me fenoe to ,the teahnical officer and which appear to have
escaped hls aJttention, ii.f he is really trying .co believe he is
prducing HI-F,I .
FoU11th.ly, we oome to me fini<Shed reoord which is placed
upon the HI~FI ooc my brother officer has made or procured
at great cost.
F~om me <fecord the sound passes through his set with countless w.tves and conllrols, suoh as treble and bass, etc., and !!hen
on to llhe very elaborate loud speaker, and then. wha;t I hear,
ofllen in a very small room, I am pleaded to believe l~ HI-FI.
One very it.echnicaJ host tried to CO?vince me tlJ.M h~s ~und
was HI-FI because his speoiatly built reproducer eliminated
certain overtones, harmonics, call ilihem 'Whait you may.
He cla1med thait tthese hannonios fogged .t he issue.
When I submitted that he still had equal tempea-ament <to
contend wiith, irt appeared nhat thls had not yet reached his
oalculatiions.
Quiitc obva.ously it is fru,thful to nothing.
It is just a very pleaS>ant S>OUnd reminiscent of an orohestJra,
but please don'<t pretend ilt is anymh~ng like what nhe ordies.llra
played in the recording room, or the balance you would have
heard there.
HI-FI-my foot ! ! !

Record Broadcasts
to Christmas Island
" May I thro~ <tlhe columns of THE WIRE dr~ . rh<: a.ttentlion
your reader'5 ito a ·liit;tle known ,programme which, l1D a small
way, is ass!sting <tO keep up the ~e of a ~ group of
servicemen Sl!ationed in .th.e Central Pacific on Cluti.'StIIUIS Island.
I know .tha!t the Royal Signals element on the iisland has now
been reduced ro three, but 't here are still 300-400 men of
llhree serivk.es separaited from their f'amilies and !iniends for dteir
year
t:Jille.
Siooe Jwre 196o, I halve been reoording at Forces Broadoaslling S1!Udi~s in London a " Family Favourites " programme
of messages and reoord requests from friends and relations here
at home These reoorded prog.rammes are then fiown out to
~ Island and broadcast on a Sundaiy evening over the
Lsland Radio St!aition. (For the technical !they have a 50 wia'llt
Transmitmer speciailly desa'.gned for Chri'5tmas I.sland on 207

()f

aµ

m

rnetiers).

In addiibion to the fwnily favourites p~, I also ,record
a weekly .record programme selected by Um1JS of the Womoo's
Services, W.R.N,S., W.R.A.C. and W.R.AiF.; so fM ~ have ha~
programmes from 242 Signal Squadron and 65th (M) Signal Regimem. In ·these programmes I give the rank and name of illhe
gJirl ~eotling illhe record, and at the end of l1!he programme the
address. I might add at this stage .!!hat 11:hese pr~es are
greatly appreciated by the boys out there, . and 10 some cases
resul~ in quire a large fen mrui for me Urut concemed.
The object of .tJ!tl'S letter is, of ooW'SC, 11WO-f?1d. F"u:stly, to
ask any of your ~eadel"S who might have -a relative or friend on
Olll1istma.s Island ,1:0 send a poStcard <to : . " ~s . I~d
Requests," H.Q. Forces Ent.eru.inment Servioe, Kmgs Buildmgs,
Dean Sitianley Stree!t, London, S.W.1; or to me ait Headqu~
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S'1ipping it Green
Mack
"" John llole, Sooloo
FIRST met Mack on the quay at Southampton, date
January the sixteenth, 1923. The s.s. Hunisend, an ~x
Jerry boat, was tied up alongside and stores were . bemg
leaded. He was looking contemptuously at a C?rporal 10 the
Royal Engineers. This spotty-faced N.C.O. hailed a docker,
" My good man, take my trunks to my cabin." The . docker
gave him a queer look, but wh~n a half-c~own greased his palm
he nipped up the gangway with the swtcase. That was the
last seen of the suitcase.
.
I got aboard and located my mess deck and memorised the
two hooks that were to be my cabin across the "Bay." I saw
that Mack was sharing the next two hooks. Then we saw
potted Dick looking very bewildered.
"What's up, Aubrey? " asked Mack.
" I can't find my cabin."
" Those two hooks are your cabin,'' said Mack, enjoying the
horrified expression on Aubrey's face.
.
.
We eot to know each other rather ':"ell dm;m~ the n_ext mne
days-that is when we were not havmg a kit 10spect1on over
the side of the boat.
There were 13 of us Signals and about half-a-dozen Royal
Engineers.
.
The morning we reached Malta I went to the cabm of our
Guv'nor-Peter Ramsey. He was another Scotchman!
It
took me several years to realise what it is to be a S~tchman.
I know now. after 40 years, that I would now be a nch man
if I had been born a Scotchman or a Yew.
Peter was a good bloke and must have been one of the
very first Foremen of Signals, a newly created rank. He ha?
laid submarine cables all over the world and had what It
takes He and I as time was to prove, were the only two
who ·seemed to idiow what we were doing. His broken nose
indicated that he had indulged in games other than ludo.
I asked him if we could get ashore for an hour.
"You're going ashore for months."
"I thought we were going to China."
"That's what we all thought but Mustapha Kemal ha_s set
tight ·to Smyrna, so we are being d~ped here and all available
troops are being rushed to Turkey.
.
So Mack and I and Aubrey and all the rest settled m Fort
Tigne. The s.s. Hunisend filled up and shoved off to Turkey.
We had the i land almost to ourselves.

I
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Field- 1arshal Plumer inspected u , the whole 13. I bet
he mu ·t have thou~ht this i the smallest parade I have had
·nee I was an En 1gn. The Dandy Major, as he was known
in the outh Af1ican War impressed me with h is monocle,
pure '~hite mou tache and heald1y skin. He was so smart
he made u feel grubby.
We srayed at Malta just over three monrh . Mack supplemented his stip nd by attending daily essions of Tombola run
by the civil authoritie in the Strada Reale at Valletta.
One of our number pla}•ed the viohn. So every morn ing
after breakfa t while he played appropriate tune , I would
teach the others to dance. This went on until lunch. In the
afternoon I used to go roller skating and in the evening to a
dance, returning to Tigne across the Grand Harbour in a
dghaisa at four in the morning. Halcyon days! Mack
gambled, I danced and Aubrey ipped his Chianti as a gentleman of leisure.
When the trouble in Turkey had been settled we continued
our journey to China on the .s. Delea, a P.O. boat. We
dumped Aubrey at Singapore and I was glad to see the last
of him. But I was to see him again. We went ashore at all
the ports and met many old friends. You could see the world
in those days. Now it seems that the only foreign stations for
the troops is either the Isle of Wight or Hyde Park.
My first sight of Hong Kong was just as the dawn was
brealdng over the Peak. As we steamed slowly to our anchorage
we passed a sampan and the skipper, a woman wit!h the
inevitable baby on her back, was hanging over the side doing
the chore that usually costs a penny in this country. Life in
the raw!
We were accommodated at Whitfield Barracks and a few days
later we were sorted out. I took over Stonecutters Island and
Mack came with me as switchboard operator. After having
been a Drabbie for so long he rather fancied himself as a
"tradesman."
The day after I took over there was a night shoot and all
the searchlights were manned. Hardly a line was working. I
knew nothing of the geography of the island nor the position
of the guns, the searchlights or the 0.P. posts. It was a nightmare for me. Very different to Laffins Plain or Crowboro'
Beacon. Of course, Mack was having it cushy in the exchange.
When I mentioned this to him, he told me how he held them
back in 1915. By degrees I began to get suspicious.
Gradually I got all the communications to a high state of
efficiency. I found an old pump house which I used as a store
for my cables, etc. One day I went down to this store for a

length of multi -cored cable. As I bent down tp pick it up it
shot out of my hand. Then I realised it was a bamboo snake.
It disappeared. I went back to the exchange.
" M ack, you're an expert with snakes aren't you?"
" Yes, I know how to tame them," said Mack.
"Right. come and tame this one."
We both went down to the pump house and found the snake
coiled up in a corner outside the building, which was well below
the level of the gunpath. Mack threw a lump of concrete at
rhe snake-and missed! The next lump hit the snake fair and
square. Then what a surprise! It shot at us. The next thing
I knew I \VllS on the gunpath-a jump of 12 feet. It put the
breeze up Mack. The last we saw of the snake it was threshing
it way into ·the jungle. They say snakes do not die until
sundown. We never bothered to find out.
Mack was always tallcing about what he could do and the
funny thing was that he could generally do what he said. He
did not like it when I beat him at almost every sport.
Eventually he became one of the best footballers in the colony
and won the colony billiard ·championship (civvy) several times.
He could not swim and I always beat him at tennis. He was
not bad considering he was an ex-Drabbie. He later went over
to Headquarters and kidded Peter Ramsey he was a blue-eyed
boy. How clannish these Scotchmen are! They think rhey
can play football · they think they can speak the Queen's English;
they think they have the brains. What conceit! To make
matters worse Hong Kong is very much like Scotland in scenery
and there is a large colony of Scottish exiles. So if you are
just an honest Englishman, you are sunk. You might just as
well cut your throat. The Officer Commanding South China
Signals was a Captain in the Black Watch! How these
foreigners get a visa for England passes my comprehension.
One night at about 2 a.m. we were all called out and given
50 rounds of .303. The Chinks .were going to slit our throats.
I thought "We'll be all right, Mack knows how to hold them
back." When it was all over I found him in the nick, inebriated.
He was no Lannigan. The ·last I saw of him as I embarked
on the s.s. City of Cairo he was inebriated again and singing
" It ain't going to rain no more," then the latest in the hit
parade.
Mack dug himself in and signed on for another year. After
I had done my three years in ·me colony I went home, leaving
Mack to make hay while rhe sun shone.
What happened to Mack I do not know. Perhaps the Japs
got him. If he is alive he could write to the Editor and let us
stop worrying. With him holding them back (or knocking
them back) we can sleep in peace.

R.S.M.s of tlle Corps
Starting his career fa Royal Signals on 2nd June, 1939,
he was trained M a Lineman and posted to London Area
Signal Company, which was then speedily ii.nstalling airfield
and defence commumcations. He was appointed LanceCorporal and subsequently Corporal in nhis Unit.
In September, 1942, he was posted to 98 H.A.A. Signal
Section and saw service with tlhis Regiment in Sicily and Ir.arly.
On llhe reorganisallion of 8th Army Signals he was posted
as a Sergeant to 15 L. of C. S~gnals, providing trunk communicallions in Southern Italy.
On the run down of troops in I<Caly at the end of tlhe War
he was posted to 131 Force in !)he Azores, where he was Sectlion
Sergeant of a Section maintaining airfield commlliliications until
the commitment was handed over to nhe Portuguese authorities.
On his return to U. K. in September, 1946, he served for a
short period wiit!h 2nd Traiining Regtl.ment (now Ii.th Re~ent)
until posted ro Northern Command Signals and employed on
Signal Works Services.
Since September, 1948, he has served for three years in
Singapore District: Signal R~ment as a Sergeant and later
S.Q.M.S., and three years w.itlh the Army Wireless Chliln
Imtallaliion team in Nairobi as a W.O;ll with llhe duties of
R.Q.M.S.
He returned to U.K. in November, 1956, and was R.Q.M.S.
of llhe· Signals Branch, School of Arnil.le.ry, until promoted
R, '.M., in Apnil, 1957, of 52nd (L) Signal Regtl.ment (T.A.).
He joined 12th Re.g!iment as R.S.M. in October, 1959, and
ttaiooftt:red it.o ' &th rRegiment on amalgamalli.on.
R.S.M. Ward is ma111ied and has two daughters, .aged five and
seven. His family is wii.nh him in Quarters in Catt.erick.
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1 Sqmulron. The substimtion of aivi1 ia ns and W .R.A.C.
for soldiiClrs proceeds apace. &for.c long the prese nce of a
soldier rut the T.R.C., Boddingrton, may well be an event worm hy
~f note in the D .S.O.'s diary
We welcome Oaµ taiin (Tfc.) R. Barrout from 227 Squadron
(ALFCE), Seco nd-Lieutenant D . Lawre nce fr om M ons 0.C. S.,
W.O.I A. Creed from 41fih Regiment (Middlc~c x Yeomanry),
T. A., London, and C.S.M.I. J. C?nway, A.P.T.C., from D::pot,
D uke of Ediinburgh's Royal Regnment .
Major (Tfr.) J. Prentice deoor:rted on Ist April after 37 years'
service. We wish him a happy retirement.
Among our many viskors tihi.s month were L ieutcn.a:u:Colonel D. M . Humphrey, W.R.A.C., Inspector of Recrutnmg
(Wome n' s Se.f!Vlioes), and Major A. Carswell, D.A.D., W.R.A.C.,
air H .Q., SoUJllh-Westcrn District.
.
W are in rtihe mddst of organi.sing an Inter-Troop five-.a-Sidc
foonbadl compenfollion, whiiah is arousing a grcaJt deal of friendly
n valry. Subsequently, we hope to produce a Squadron five-aside f00t1ball <team tx> cbaillenge several .looa! teams.
t Pmck'.s Day Sraiw shamrock sproutnng f.rom tire Squadr on
C'..om.mand.er's oaip. Sit.aff Sexgeant J. J. O'Brien, in the Pay
Office saw to it that ·nhe 26 counllies were not lefu: behind. The
day \~S celebraited by an informal dance in the Warran!
Officers' and SergeanillS' Mess.
2 Squadron. The suggestion sheet has been around and
come back covered with contributli.ons cither by, or about,
Staff Sergeanit (S.Q.M.S.) T. W. Gummer, wh~ ha~ appa.rend:y
been the " PerisonaliLty of the Monllh." ~ pllty is that he i..">
not here to wrtiitJC these notes : he had mm: teeth truck off
oharge by the denilliSlt this morning.
Apparon!tly overcome by a kind word from the Quant.ermaister after t1he annual Stores Board, he allowed himself to
issue a liealr-gas grenade instead of a smoke-bomb .for a fire
praot!ice. As a fire proot!ice, lllhe event lelit something to be
d ired.
He bade a reluatJaillt farewell to Lance-Corporal J. V. Roooh
shontly afterww-ds : reluctant beoause Roach made. the best
bedding storeman the Corps has ever seen. Accordmg to the
"Q" speci:fioallion for his successor, he was an orphaned
misogymst wlh.o did ncit smoke or driink and spent all his leaves
dan ·
1
in oamp.
Afiter the Squadron dance Gummed: proposed
CIIlg eissons
for all those seniol1S wlho cannot perform on t!he floor. Th.e
"Q "-'hire service for discontented wives had reduced his
dninking ltlime 00 nil.
.
.
Populaa: opinion is that he is determmed t.o. get his nam.e
into rt!hese 001JCS to save the expense of wni.tnng to tell his
Corps-wide acqua1man~ where he is.
:l Squadron.
The Unirt: "Pigeon Club" is . already
producing and there has been a great dem~.nd for rangs f?r
1961. We also ha;ve a large and colourful display. of ~ffodils
which Major D. Salisbury procured for us durmg his . two
weeks' ail!tBohment in t!he autumn. The purahast.; of a hghtweig'hit Roto culti:va.tor, as well as a vast quannty of seeds
and seed potatoes augers. well for the Uniit garden, and we
hope-tamer-for the Mesi&rng account.
Followiing aippro~ of a small ~<:roaahme.nt. for poultrykooping we find ounselves in possi;iSSJon of 24 la'~m{f hens .Cr24
eggs per week) and 50 day-old ahiioks; small begunmngs wi.th a
big end product, we hope.
"
,,
On Monday evening, 27th Februairy, we were f.rt Home
to a la11ge number of Airrny Oaderos and parenns and .ri;uends from
the local arrea. OadetJs from Bloxham Soh~l vts:ited us on
8·nh March. Fdllowiing a looal wii'!cless Exer01 e we gave ~h m
a !>howing of nhe film " Mercury " and a co~duated tour of t!hc
S1lalllion inoludling a chance to use a teleprn.nter acrually connected' direot to Malna, by courtesy of S}' tern Con~rol and the
COMCAN Squadron ln Malta. We f~ ~ure than: ~~ lef.t
with a newlly awia.ke.ned interest and appreoiatu.on of the existence
and funotiion of Ol.lil" Corps.
.
We have commenced tJraining in t!he Ganoe Olub ~d wuh
nhe wthole of the summer before us we hoJ?C to be in good
trim for the Wes!lmlin$ter~Devires oanoe race m 1962.
We have been nrying for some .time. to put hockey on t;he
map ait BamptX>n. We now have a ,P1'~ a~d all the .CQUl!Pment and ha'V!C aotuafily fielded two aotnve elevens, mcl.udirng the Officer Commanding, Second..;in~Command and other
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3 SQUADRON "AT HOME"
SQMS V. J. Clarke at the publicity stand persuading a Cadet
Sergeant and friend of the virtues of the Corps even for W .R.A.C.
looking on : Staff Sergeant Rooke (Bampton ACF), Major L. H.
Dutton (OC Sqn.), Sergeant Campbell, Corporal Broughton (RAPC)

senior ranks. Sergeant J. R. Moxon has at last come into his
own as official wnpire and instruoror.
Nine Nanional Servicemen have recent!ly lefit us. Two young
Regulars left us durin~ March, Signalman D .. I. Poot to
Cyprus, and Signalman D. Williamso~ to Catt~ck f<;>r trade
training 36 a lineman from genenal dunes. We wi.sh him wcll.
Our farewells are also due to Sevgeant D. ~hit!l!in~ and
his family, who are mov;ing as a complete family to S.mgapore.
Lt is encouraging to note nine new arri.vals incl~ several
young and keen Regulars, fresh ~ r.mde tra.mmg and
&tarting on an int:eres.nirng and wOilllh whlle career. We welcome
all Regula.r and NamionaJ Service alike, and hope we ~n
persuade some of the latter to look for a permanent career m
me Corps.
The obituary on the passing of Major Er!lest Nash (Retired)
was recorded in ~he April WIRE, but rt'hJS Squadron has a
peI'SOnal interest in this matter, as Major Nash worked. here
for some years as an RO.III Adrninistrallive .Officer ~til rhe
post was abolished in ovember, 1959. . Maior Na:>b .1s well
.remembered in tlh.e Squadron and espeaially ~or his mter~
and efforts in the gardens, of which ample evidence rema.ms
for all r1X> see.

W.0.11 C. G. Curtis being presented with L.S. & G.C.
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The funeml took plaoe in Clanficld on Thursday 91lh March,
\\.'hen the quadron \WS reore cnted by the Officer Commanding. econd~in-Command and senior ranks. The high cs.teem
in which Major Nash \\
held as an untiring ~ant ?f the
pu · wa w ll m easWlCd by llhc number wilo 1omed m !Jlie
mourning of llli pa ·ng. Thls mu t have boon hciamcmng
for his wife, and \ ounselve again would like to cxne.nd our
deepe
ympa11hy to Mrs. a h in her unexpcotcd and sad
beJ1e3 veme.nr.
I qundron. The high spot of llhe month wa our
annual Admini tra:t.ive In peel.ion, which wa hcld on 2r t
March, 196r.
The inspecting officer was Brib'lldicr G.
Rimbault, C.B.E., o.s.o., ;-.1.c., Officer Commanding Alder~1(){
Blackdown Garrison. The Commanding Officer, LleurenanltColonel D. P. K. Rennick, was in attendance.
We were led to understand nhat the inspeoning officer co.nsidered we had pw: on a good show and pre-Administrative
Inspection report received indicate that we have kept up the
quadron' reputa.'llion.
W.O.II C. G. Cu11tis was present.ed w1th !!he Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal on the Admini~nive Inspeotion
and the event was duly celebrated in llhe Sergeants' M
afterwards.
Other Squadron acttivlti.es include the tea.citing of Regular
soldiers to dziive, the training of seven out of the ten required
having been completed. At the same time the instruction of
G.D. personnel in line work continues.
Our Administrative Officer Lieutenant-Colonel J. S.
Martinson, has been using the Commanding Officer'.s fund to
good effect, paIJl!iculal1ly foe l!he inlprovement of the garden .
Bampron will have to look ro its laurels.
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REGIMENT

(CYPRUS)

Wedding bells have sounded for many young couples serving
with the Army in Cyprus-the Island aptly described as the
romantic jewel of the Eastern Mediterranean. But there was
an added touch of glamour about the recent marriage at Episkopi
between Private Sheila Margaret Greaken, of 27 Independent
Company, W.R.A.C., and our own Corporal Reverly Derek
Hemsley, for among their guests at the Garrison Church were
the Secretary of State for War Mr. John Profumo, and the
G.O.C.-in-C.
ear East Land Forces, Lieutenant-General
R.
. Anderson.
Arriving almost unnoticed shortly before the ceremony began,
the two distinguished guests later spent some time chatting with
Corporal and Mrs. Hemsley, congratulating them and wishing
them every happiness in the future.
Until recently Mrs. Hemsley bas been employed as a telephone operator on the H.Q., NEARELF switchboard, whilst
Corporal Hemsley is well-known as the impenurbable details
clerk of our M.T. Section-these rwo facts put together may
explain why his telephone number has invariably been engaged!
Another surprise for the couple, this time when they left
the church, was the Guard of Honour drawn up on the church
steps. Formed on one side by W.R.A.C. members attached to
the Regiment, each bearing aloft a telephone handset and a
card spelling out the phrase "Hello, Number Please. Gee, I'm
Married," and faced by friends of the groom holding an
assortment of tools, tyre levers, wheel braces and oil cans, and
showing cards carrying the plaintive query " Oh my! wot doo I
do now"! !
A very happy occasion was rounded off by the wedding
reception, held in the Corporals' Club, before the couple left
for their honeymoon touring Cyprus. Our best wishes go to
them.
Not only wedding bells have caused a ripple of excitement
in the Regiment this month, for on 9th March Brigadier D. G.
Loch, the Area Commander, carried out his annual Administrative Inspection. It is not our intention to bore readers of
THE WIRE with the details of his visit but we do wish to record
his remarks, having inspected the Quarter Guard, commanded
by Sergeant Elliot, that their turn-out and drill was the best
that be had seen in his Area. As this includes a crack Infantry
and Parachute Battalion we feel this is high (and well deserved)
prai e. For those who laboured unseen in less glamorous
spheres, well done-it was a good effort.
The average temperature in Cyprus has jumped 15-20 degrees
in the last few weeks and indicates that summer activities
\hould be well under way. To ensure chaps get brown rather
than browned-off, the Unit en bloc turned out for a potted
sports meeting recently. Although intended as a fairly light164

[Courusy: Army Public R elatiom

Corporal and Mrs. Hemsley with, Left to Right, Rev. P. W. F. Cato,
OBE, ACG, Lieutenant-General R. N. Anderson, Secretary of State
for War Mr. J. Profumo

hearted "pipe-opener," some good standards were achieved
notably by our "visitors " from 3 Squadron, who added yet
another victory to their honours board. In parenthesis, it was
fortunate that the pole vault was tucked away in the corner
of the field-there were some horrible sights to be seen I
With sports, cricket fixtures are the talk of the day and
apparently any Unit which boasts a team of any standing will
be coming to visit us during the season. Although the standard
of the matches may vary from game to game, we will eJJ.sure that
the standard of hospitality will remain consistently high.
Our Commanding Officer being a keen sailor, has resulted in
a resurgence of interest in the sport and the officers are already
being instructed in the mystical language that goes with it.
Doubtless, adventure training for all ranks is going to take on a
more nautical flavour, and if the amount of effort being put into
scrapinl!: " Cito's" bottom is any indication, of this we shall
be hearing more anon.

16th

REGIMENT

(B.A.O.R.)

The period between Christmas and March is normally pretty
quiet and this is true of Bradbury Barracks, especially with
the rather dismal weather which we have bad over Easter.
This unfortunately spoilt many planned excursions to the bulb
fields in Holland and other inlteresning places. Nevertheless, die
W.V.S. managed to get some of us away for a day's outing and
others to the U.K. for a welcome visit home.
During the past three months the Regiment bas held two
small Exercises which have tested members of 2 Squadron in
operating and working in the snow and ice and also in the
torrential rain. As this was the first time the troops had
exercised in the winter period many lessons were learnt and
surprisingly all who took part seemed to enjoy their experience.
Courses are t!he main event in the New Year and we have
at present 18 Corporals and below at Catterick on various
upgrading courses. Our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel Gribbin, is not exempt from attending courses and
has recently been to one in the U.K. and also to Church House,
Iserlohn, for a Re1:igiixrus Refir.eshe-r Counse
by mhe Bishop of
Maidstone. For the latter we have not yet seen any course
report and there appears to be little change in his demeanour,
but we presume he gained his "wings." Rumours have it,
however, that be has recently been seen with a large fork in
his hand diggill1!: furiously downwards, so perhaps after all he
failed I
In January a small party consisting of Lieutenant T. I. Prince,
Corporal K.innis, Lance-Corporals Rustomji and White, and
Signalmen Kelly, Holmes and Ryan went to Winterberg for
their Adventure Training Winter Warfare Course. These six
resolute men survived the mixed delights of snow ploughing
and stem turns. Apart from the odd sprained ankle and a few
blisters, all enjoyed their experiences and thoroughly recommend this course to anyone who has the opportunity to go next
year.
6o4 (G.W.) Troop is now commanded by Captain R. Ping
and bas recently left Bradbury Barracks for their new Head-

=
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quarters at. Dortmund, wh~re we wish them all the best of
luck in their new surroundings.
In the :field of sport, we have generally had a good season.
All the teams have had an enjoyable and successful year. The
Regimental soccer team have don e exceptionally well, winning
three matches in the B.A.O.R. Major Units Cup before losing
by the odd goal to the Loyals. In the Rhine Area Inter-Services
League we :finished third. However, the greatest honours go to
the rugger team, who for the first time reached the final ~f the
Morrison Cup, where they were beaten by r3th Regiment.
Thirteenth as usual, were the favourites, but we were rather
hurt at the surprise in certain quarters that we were their
challengers !
The main interest at the moment is the success of the Go-Kart
Club which, although composed of only a small section of the
Regiment, creates sufficient ~oise to. make up for their s~all
numbers. Durine: the last six meeb.ngs the Club has gamed
four :first places and two third places. All are n~w a_nxiou_sly
awaiting the result of the Whistler Trophy, which 1s being
announced shortly. For those who are not farnilia~ with this
new sport this is an award presented by the S.0.-m-C. when
he was
Signals, I . (BR) Corps, for the _B.A.0.R. ~i~a l
Unit gaining the most pomts m open Go-Kartmg com~t1t1ons
during the year. Lieutenant J. A. Eastgate, Sergeant Sunpson
and Lance-Corporal Johnson have been regular_ ~embers of th_e
Club since it was formed just a year ago and it JS due to their
efforts that the Club has had so much success and is gain~ng
strength all the time. With 10th Reginlent now sharing
Bradbury Barracks. there is very close, but friendly, competition
between the two Units, which gives added interest to the sport.
Though many readers may hear v_ery little about the Regiment,
we pride ourselves on . being acuve a1?d &o-abead . . We are
about to form an addi!lonal Troop, which JS bearternng when
so many Reginlents. are reducing or disbandin& 1 and a small but
important change JS that we are now adapting _the B.A.0.R.
formation sign in recognition of our role now bemg the H.Q.,
B.A.0 .R. Signal Reginlent.
.
.
On tlhe welfare side, we haive obnalined a stJea.k machine and
an ioe-<ream maohine out of public funds; in faot for several
monllh.s we oould booot clla!t: we were <tib.e otily unit in B.A.O.R.
w..\th an ioe-oream machine, but we now share 1t w.irtb 101!h
Regiment, who generously subscri~ half the oost when they
joined us. More reoently, fo.l!l.oWJ.ng the lead of .l!he Green
Howards, we have done away witlb reveille and to itl!e surp.cisc
of t!h.e 1Im.d!i.lt!i.o:ooilistls tlhere have been no cases of lateness on
fil1St wooks parade. Our own ~ at decomning the J.R.C.
last year have prompr.ed NAAFI to undernake a comprehensive
scheme for modernisaitli.on and bri!?Jhitx:ning the J.R.C.-tbe first
regime®lll. cantJoon in B.A.0.R. where ilihey ha¥e done tlhisaided by a 00Illl!I'1bunion from P.R.I. (whose Funds have benefited
by tlhe recent sale of a la.rige n~ber of~ cl~!). We are
in process of bu)'li.ng a mechanLoaJ cll1twator to unprove the
gardens in the bam-aakis and to oose famigues.
.
.
FinaJily our staoi.c waiter ,lJa<tlk, 80 metnres long, i.n which tl1e
Kirefel.d 01ym.pic bronze meda11list itra.ined 1- year, has now
been recogni.sed as a swimming pool. Consequently .va:ni.ous
works servtioes are in h.allld, and we look foowrard to 1L9;w.ng our
own lido (wealtiher per.rnitJtJing) before very long. ln01den!t!ally,
our newispaper-the Krefeld Mercury-<Sl!ill !J?w.i&h with _an
expanded oirculai'llion, as .ilt is now run as a J_omt i.;enrurc w.iitlh
roth; so if al!ly former mombe.IlS of the ~egunent want to lot
vheir old friends h= t!heir new , tihe Editor would be glad to
hea•r from ithem.

c:c.R.

18th

1lEGIIUENT

(SINGAPOllE)

•• H.Q." Squadron. No menmi<!ll th~s monllh of parades
or miJiJtlary ,timiniing of any kii.nd. ls this umque? We hope so.
However this does not mean thait we have been Ldk. Far fr~
Jn:. RememberUng the seooion fu'om 1the rep011t of M: ParJ1amenitMy Delegation to B.A.O.R. in Januairy, r955, which nat
" So many men seem .r.o prefer to u e _tiheir lei.sure. tim~ in loss
profitable pur'5llli.ts, e.g., "Lyting on thOl!l' beds reading_ l.i.tteratul1C
of doubtful merit," the Squadron and indeed llhe Regunent arc
ma!Wig sure tihait suoh a sta1temei;rt. could never refer t.? u , ~Y
prowdiing readily avaiilable am~t1c:is. for all to orga.ruse their
leisure nime to tihe best of tlhcir aibillty. Many do so through
spoor. A \'i.silt 1tx> Dover Road Spo.t11lS Ground will. con:fi.mi
tlhi.s. Here tli.e well kept pi,tches, which are a cremt to llhe
Reg:imoot and also to Sergeant Owen and h~s staff, are ail.ways
i.n use. Here one can watoh anymb.ing from a Corps game to
an I.mer Troop game, from t!he Wa.mi.nt OffiC011S and SergeaDtlS
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playii.ng the Officers or the Substantive ergeants' Cour..c.
an added atn:raotion to these games one can see the R. .M. m
act!ion in goal.
.
Some people have other intereSltlS, so more is being organised
for them. To name a couple. Adventure Training is being
organised by Lieutenant D. Miller, who promises only hard
work, a great deal of swea.t and ~ lot o~ fun .. _Lieutenant R.
Rey.no!&, the Assistant AdJUtant, is snannng sruling clas~ for
beginners. Of these aotivi.nies I hope to repoot more . m the
future. The Warrant Officers and Sergeants arc carrymg out
a bi-weekly programme of visitJS to B.O,D.s1 E.S.D.s, etc. Excimement is running high rii.ght now as it IS rumoured that a
visit r.o the Tiger Browerties is high on the list. ~together I
1!h.ink a very good month and llhe future months will prove to
be ones of sturdy endeavour and increased aotivi.ty.
l Squadron. Sporting Note.-I Sq~?n is proud ai;id
sl.lllpcised to announce that they won the Distnct Minor Umt
Hockey Cup.
.
. U · , Co
The Regiment entered two Xis m the Ma1or ruts
mpettlnion Wlh.i.ch did very well and at the same nime each
squadron entered the Minor Uni.ts' oonrest.
Afiter a luoky sran we battled our way ~u~ DO the ~
" ~ed " is the opera.rive word--0ur basic racuc. Casualue:s
were remarkably light consideJJi.ng the dangerous way some of
us swung our sticks.
In the final we met 40 Base Works.hop and after one dmwn
game we won the replay 2-0.
The man behind tlhe stick and the pen who drove and
organised us onward was W.OJ (Duz) Duncan (ex "C" !Ving,
45-48 Boys Squadron). Hi:s old Wing ~' Ma1or. A.
G. S.mi.tli, still going but not so strong, kept his cudgel swmgmg
as dangerousily as ever.
The photograph shOIWS some of the Squa.<lro? w?o ~e~ped
fight through to the final. Sergeanr (Freel) O'&ien Just_ JOUl~
us in nime for .the final, he is not on the photo and nather is
-a.not!her sna.LW'lµ'![ Corporal Zainudin. Lanoe~~ Abdullah,
a staJte player, ~vas the inspiration of ~ru: forward line and. the
exper.i'ence of St!aff Sergeant Read and S1g;ool~ Sardul Smgh
kept •t he less expenienced on the run watlh their suppol1t.
Congn$.llations to all the plaiyers.
2 Squadron. The hockey season hav;illg come to a
close we would like to put on record itihe following successes : Inter Troop League, won by an undefeated. T.E._ Troopo-ames played and won 12; goals for 48, and agaimr SL"<.
"' Inter Squadron League undefeated, played and won five;
goal for 25 and against four.
For prese.nt!ation of the Inter Squadron Cup by the C.O.,
Lieutenant-Colonel WW'l'en, a gam-e was a.rrang~ between
1the Squadron and a team from the rest of t!he R~ent.. The
result was a 2-2 draw. Staff Sergeant E.- Webb m pamcular
must be menni.oned for his prowess d=g tlic season, as a
result of which he is now enjoJ'ling (?) a five;nonth rest from
p011t with a slipped disc.
U.G. T['oop has moved en ma e to Pulau Tekong, off the

Back Row Left to Right : WOl I Drucian, Lance Corporal ~bd~llah,
WO I D. Duncan, Major Smith, Lance Corporal Changah, Signalmen Moses, Rajah Ahmed
Front Row Left to Right: Signalman Fernandez, Sergeant Pickett,
Corporal Kitcher, Signalmen Sardol Singh, Staff Sergeant Reed
l6S

mainland for a fo.11tn'igh , whore they are installing communiti ns on the rifl range and taakling th · annual tiralning
camp in one fell swoop. I can foresee tall tal of hardship and
jwigL weirdness for n :t m th's Jl<lltCS.
Foreman Gent ha ' indulged " to Austiralia for hi lea'VC, and
we hope to have an account of his travel fur neA"t m cmti1' 1 ue.
St•rgeants' ~less. The Sergeanns' Mess have tablished
a mutually agreeable liaison with H .M . . Belfa5t, a.nd have
enjoyed a coup of hotly contested gam afternoon/evenings.
orne lucky members of nhe rn
v.-ere invited out for a day's
cruise as a farewell
ture of the old aommi ion. The crossing
of the equator wais enlivened by llhe vi · of Klng eptune and

his aourt t"O the amuscrnent of the pcotato.rs, and everyone had
a m t interesning day.
The last mess outing was also a day ~t sea, but trus time on
a Water Transpo.nr l.and4ng crafu:. Lt was a swimming, fishing
and ~ li11i.p to llhe Sisrer Islands, returning Viia Singapore hacbour wiith its magnificent skyline and large sruf.ting
populal1Ii.on of intemanionaJ maritime ora£t. There is nothIDg
shamdaoed about our numerous red faced membe.rs, it is
merely nhciT proof of haW.ng been on nhe tnip.
This month Sergeant "Geordie ' Melv.i<n, our most tialented
singer, leaves us for Germany unless he is accepted c.n rotttc
for recruiting.
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(Air Formation)
Standing left to right : Corporal M. Ja1far, Signalman Ashari , Sergeant Shamsuddin, Sergean t MacNaughton , Staff Sergeant Devine-Jon es,
Major Salisbury, Staff Sergeant Walters, Signalman J. Singh , Corporal Rayner, Sergeant Quayle, Corporal Rahman , Driver Zohor,
Lieutenant·Colonel K. M. Evans
Sitting left to right : Signalman Shamsuddin, Sergeant Niz.ar, Signalman Nordin, Serc,eant Lee Kim Ann , Signalman Ars.,ad, Lieutenant·
Colone l J. W . Elston, Signalman Syed Osman, Signalman Adcnan. Lance Corporal Murad, Corporal Haron, Driver A. Bakar

General llegiine ntnl E ' Te n t . Administrative Inspection, 14th March, 1961. The Chief Sign.al Officer, Far East
Land Forces, Brigadier F . J. Swainson, o.B.E., was our
Inspecting Officer this year. Accompanied by C.A.F.S .O.,
Colonel G. G. L. Hinde O.B .E., and the Station Commander,
Group Captain N. M . Maynard, D.F.C., A.F.C., R.A.F., the C.S.O.
first reviewed the Regiment on parade at Changi, during which
music was provided by the Pipe Band of the 1/10 Gurkha
Regiment. On this parade the C.S .O. presented W.O.I H.
Mitchinson, R.E .M.E., with the Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal. After this the Inspecting Officer visited the
Unit Lines. Brigadier F. J. Swainson expressed his satisfaction
in what he saw and we are now awaiting the report.

able go-karts, an Amateur Radio Club, GS9MC (originally a
Royal Signals project), its own broadcasting system, " Radio
Gan," operating on r.2 m/cs, and all harmonics to infinity and
a new cinema (awaiting roof). The old one was rather like
Bernard Miles' little Salvation Anny hut, i.e., " made out of
corrugated iron and when it rains it don't arf rattle."
In the field of sport the Troop bas a keen soccer team which
has to date only lost seven ga.mes in 29. As we are small
in number we are justifiably proud in reaching the final of
the Station knock-out competition, even if we could not quite
win it.
The Troop raft continues to motor steadily around the lagoon

Tralnlng. In addioi.on to the normal rt.raining the un:iJt: was
able to send Captain B. 0. Haw, Staff Sergeant Wood and four
other N.C.O.s on attachment to a sub-unit of the Sarawak
Rangers for a four-day period of jungle training. This included
tracking, navigation, living in and off the jungle. The party
returned full of praise for the skill of Ibans and their almost
uncanny results in tracking and navigation in the thickest of
jungle.
Gan Island Signal Troop. O.C., Captain M. R. E.
Pack-D avison. The R.A.F. staging post on Gan Island, in
the Maldives would, in all probability, be unrecognisable to
member of the original Royal Signals Installation Troop.
Permanent buildings are now the order of the day. In
addition, considerable effort is being made to improve the
general lay--0ut by the planting of trees. lawns and flower beds.
Unfortunately, however, in their enthusiasm to compete with
Kew Gardens the Air Ministry Works Department show little
respect for such mundane things as cables. The sight of two
ends of a broken 54 pair cable, after the " gardeners " have
departed inevitably draws Signalman Teale from his hiding
P!a~e. !<-eepin~ in step . with ?1e )!'llprovements in living conditions JS the mcrease m availability of spare time activities.
The island is now blessed with an Angling Club, a Yacht Club
(with about a dozen craft), a number of uninsured but motor166

Re~hnental Sports.
Hockey gets a special note this
month, for the season has just finished and the result below
speak for themselves, as the Regim ent entered eight competitions, won six and reached the final of the other two.
Won: FARELF Competition (Singapore Zone); District
Knock-out (Major Units); District Sixes; R.A.F. Changi League
(Knock-out, Sixes) .
Lost in Finals: FARELF Cup (Inter-Zone); Inter-Services
Sixes.
Of the individual players, Sergeants Nizar, McNaughton,
Corporal Jaafar, Signalmen Noordin and Samsuddin were
selected to play for the Army. The latter two also played in
the Combined Services' team tour of Hong Kong, whilst
Sergeant Nizar joined Noordin and Samsuddin in local
Combined Service games.

20th

Signal
Regiment
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enveloped in its own exhaust fumes. Built by the Troop to an
old Swiss Admiralty design, this vessel is capable of four knots
and dead stop-our R.E.M.E. fitter is working on the intermediate gea rs !
The tour here is only 12 months and at the time of writing
a large percentage is turning over. Two months will see a
completely new set of faces. We wish our successors a great
deal of luck.

Brigadier F. J. Swainson, O.B.E., Ins pect ing Saluting Troop
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FOR!UATION)

This monnh has been iratiher busy as it included 1two important visitors. The Director-General of Signals Air Vice-Marshal
G. C. Everleigh, O.B. E., visi.ted some of our Airfield Troops
during his tour of -Ohe NOO'r E.ast Air Force. The Signal OfficerJn-Chief, who visirted us shor.tly afterwards, was only able to
spend a very short rtime with us, and we weire disappointed not
to be able to show Major-General Whistler more of our work
wit!h the iR.A.F.
The annual Admini.stralllive Inspection has also taken place.
The Irwpeolli.ng Offioer Briigadier D . G. Loch, O.B.E., commented
on the high standard reached •b y the Reg.imena: on completion
of his mspect.i.on.

Sport. Due .to nhe fact that 11he Regiment is so dispersed
in the Near E.ast we ihave had difficulty in iielding strong teams
in most sponts nhis winter.
R.II.Q. and 2 Sqmadrou have taken an active par.t in all
sponts otiakiing rpJa.c.e .in t!he Episkopi area. T he soccer team still
flourish es and a seven-aside rugby team rhas entered for nhe
local oompeni.nions. Lanoe~Corporal Excell has been taking part
in various cyaling road races wciit!h great success. He was unforrtunate when just coming into t!he lead '.vimhin 1iight of N icosia
on uhe rrace from Episkopii ilhaJt •rus bottom bracket of the cycle
broke. Aftrer wa.tohing il!he field go by he clambered into the
accompanying bus and followed me field in comfor:r. His
comment, " I did enjoy >llhooe five oranges I ate.
1 Sq u adron, Nico s ia . T he Squadron football team has
been active, and reaohed .the final of the Cyprus Signals Knockout compe1lition. In t!he first round tthey defeated 3 Squadron
15Lh Regiment, who were considered to be me favourires; in
11hls game the it eam aombined very well to upset the expected
form. In 1tih.e isemi-final against 1 Squadron 15th Regiment at
Bpiskopi, after being 2-0 down at half-liime nhe team suddenly
found ltiheir form and stonmed to a 5-2 win. The final at Nicosia
agacrnst 2 ,Squadron 9tJh Regiment was played in a high wind,
and ltihe rt.earn had difficu1ty controlling the ball. A golden
oppor:tun~ty was missed at a penalty ito level the score, and
9lil1 .&Cl¢m.enrt won 2-r. H owever !the team still has hopes of
loading 1rhe minor units league at R. A.F. Nicosia, for which
illhere are five matohes &till to play. Lance-Corporal N aylor,
who did well at tthe cross-country championship s last month
<took part in the annual K yrenia-N icosia 15-mile r un on
1711ih February. This .includes a -thousand-foot climb up the
Kyrenoia pass. H e did well to finish.

H e r e and The r e in the Reain1eut. Corporal D . Oliver
led out a four-man team on a personal Adventurous T raining
Soheme, of IO days. Taking 10 days local leave he, D river
Summerfiedd, Signalmen Piper and Almer set o ut to walk over
the mountains .ro Kyrenia. They hope to break out over the
nonth of rtlhe I,sfa nd vJs.i:oing the o ld castles a nd mo nastries.
When Ja.gt .seen they were moviing along rthe Limassol/T roodos
road with Cor porel Oliver's pipe going strong and the boxes of
Compo on >top orf their packs making them look more loaded
tJhan itJhe loca1 donkeys.
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Long Service aucl Goo d Conduct ~Ue d al. The Chief
Clerk, Staff Sergeant F. P. J. Edge, \fl.<IS presented with his L.S.
and G.C. medal by !the G.O.C. M .E., General Sir Dudley Ward,
G.C.B., K.B.E., n.s.o., A.o.c., in the Garrison Gymnasiwn, Episkopi,
in company with five other recipients. The gymnasium was
decorated and the Heads of Services and Commanding Officers
were present with four personal guests of each recipient. After
the presentation a cocktail party was held and all the guests
mingled. Our photograph shows Staff Sergeant Edge after the
ceremony and pa!!ty.
Persia : V i s i t of II.1U . T h e Queen. We are awaiting
news from "Our Man in Teheran "-Lanae-Corporal J. Callender, staoioned with it!he Air Antache iin !the Br1tish Embassy,
Persia, who was presented ro Her Majesty on her visit to the
Embassy. We hope to .include the report in our next notes.
Engagem ent. Driver T. W. Stanley announced his forthaoming marriage t o a very attractive member of the local
W.R.A.C. ·c ompany, Margaret Harrison. He has issued his
invitaJtions to members of the Regiment including the R.S.M.
We are going rto see him hitched rto a very pleasant rail.
Inter Sq u ad ron S o ccer Cup F inal. This took place
at R.A.F. Nicosia, on 9t!h March, 1961, and was won by 2
Squadron against the holderis I Squadron by 4-3 after extra
'llime. The spectators agreed it was well worth watching. The
Cup was pr ented by M!!s. Cooper. Only adverse comment
was by a member of .t he Orderly Room responsible for cleaning
llhe silver at Episkopi, "You could have left the so and so cup
in Nicosia."
Troo dos. The mountain village of Troodos has the winter
leave centre ·tuated .in it. 6ooft. above it on Mount Olympus
we maintain a Radio Relay detachment. They are billetted
in ·small is en Huts. The huts have been completely covered
with snow and tunnels have had to be made to ger into them.
As •the Cyprus Police have virrually topped movement on the
road leading •to the top, 1nhe usual excuses for not appearing at
R.H.Q. for orders, interv:iew·s etc., have been supplemented V1-i.th
reports of non-ski-trained soldiers. They may be cold now but
\Wien 'llhe hot wason comes, what a pleasant posting.
The Unit entered a iteam in the Q uiz organised by the Looa1
Youth Club, iEpiskopi, in aid of rthe Army Benevolent Fund.
The team aonsisting of Lieutenant Doody, Staff Sergeant
Boulter and Edge with Corporal Corless beat the 2Bn. Parachute
Regiments ' B ' T eam 22 points to 11. In !the neXit rou.nd they
face G.S.I. H.Q. Nearelf.
23rd

REGI!UENT

{TRAINL~G )

The Regiment now ha.s a very active oanoe club an.I two
teams were entered in the Devizes W e'itmi.nster Canoe Race
over the Easter period. Second-Lieutenant B. Brown, A.C.C.,
and Second-Lieutenant F. Vollbmcht paddled in the senior
race and Lance-Corporal Tidiman and Signalman Forbes competeded in the junior event, where they had IX> make comp
ry
stoos on the 125 mile course.
T he junior team started at 0830 hrs on Good Friday but by
167

mid-day they had to retire with a broken paddle. The senior
team rra.rred at o630 hrs on Easter Saturday and paddled
steOOily unllil about 2200 hrs at night, where they 1e11t the
gruelling Kenn~ and Avon oanai behind and entered t!he
Thames. after having been delayed for over an hour with a
broken rudder at Newbury. The canal seonion wais as difficult
as anyone can remember
pecially at Wootton Rivers where
the lock were very clo c rogether and a fot Qf 1d1e seonions were
dry, requiring cith r portiages or "lining down." J ust above
Henley •the •team, af.rer .fal.ling asleep while padcillng and bumping he bank a few :llimes, reGlised 1that some sleep was cs entiru,
even if 'ct meant mi sing one tide at Ted~.
The neX!t day dawned bnight and sunny and an eat1ly smm
was made ~ a ratlhcr exhausting and nestJCS\S night. An
invented canoe is not an idea1 res1ling plaoe. Now aame Me
most enjoyable pallt Qf t!he race, "doing" the TJmmes Valley
on the aheap. The .ream made Mrutlow about 8.30 a.m., jl1$t
as the junioris were ootlting off after dleir second night' stop,
which gave the iteam something more tangible to paddle against
than time.
This is almo t The end of •t!he race, a:s a •spnint down the T ideway ipa ses very quickly, but never were two men oo glad ro see
Big Ben showing 2014 hm a !they plilled tinro mhe bank at
West:m.imter .Snidge, 37 ru . 44 mins. aft.er ·seltllling out. But
t!hey bollh say i.t was wcl.I ·W'Ol1tlh it, espeaiaily as .they were the
only Royal Signals •ream to finish and 1befone ltlhe month is out
one can be sure Ith.at plans are in hand for the Dcvfaes-We..<itminsrer race 1962.
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REGDIENT

(TRAINING)

We devote the major portion of our notes this month to an
activity which has great importance for the future of the Corps,
that is, Youth Liaison. In Major R. 0. Edwards who commands 2 Squadron, we have an enthusiast in this matter and he
never misses an opportunity for fostering the good relationship
which exists between ourselves and local youth organisations.
"Follow-up" proves to us that as a result, a number of Junior
Leaders and apprenti~es have been recruited.
Other activities continue. We are still amalgamating and
are busy swallowing 23, digestion due for completion in July.
Corporal David James-Bailey married Miss Valerie Ann
ursaw at the United Board Church on the r8th March, and
the Paymaster's daughter, Miss P. Rea, was " brought into the
Corps" on Saturday, nth February, :t96I, when her wedding
took place at the Church of Scotland. The happy groom,
Captain B. J. Burke, of the Junior Leaders Regiment. The
reception was in the Officers' Mess. To complete the trio,
Miss E. R. Howard, charming daughter of Major (Q.M.)
Howard, was married to Mr. N. Lammond-Lowson at St.
Aiden's Church, Catterick, on 25th March, 196r.
And so to "Youth Liaison."
In 196o, the Regimental cricket team was invited to journey
to Newton Ayecliffe to play dle local club in connection with
the celebrations held to commemorate the visit of Her Majesty
The Queen to open the National Association of Boys' Clubs
Centre.
A liaison was maintained between the Regiment and the Club
which resulted in a request for the Regiment to send a team
to talk to the boys and their parents about the "Way of Life in
the Army " in general. and Lhe Corps in particular.
On Wednesday, 15th March, a team of some 18 officers and
other ranks went to Newton Ayecliffe and staged a two-hour
demonstration to about 150 boys ranging in ages from 13 to
15, together with some 30 "mums and dads." Included in
the team were a number of Ex-Boys some of whom-such as
W .O.I Ford-have had many years of service with tht: Corps.
The " props " for the demonstration included the film
"Mercury" (this was a great "hit") rad ·o sets and teleprinte~ equipment.
A . "gimmick " wh ich proved to be
attrap1~e as well as amu sm~ was a. demonstration of typing to
mu ~1c m stages from the issue Pitman record to high-speed
typmg ~o " rock 'n' roll." Charts were d isplayed showing
Royal Signals trades and rates of pay, the various avenues open
to c~missioned r~nk, and ".hand-outs " were available giving
details of Royal Signals, Jumor Leaders Regiment and Army
Apprentice School, Harrogate.
At the conclusion of the demonstration the boys were able to
get a close-up of the equipment and ply questions. Parents and
the older bo)'.S kept the team busy dealing with questions on
terms of service, pay, education facilities, sport and long term
prospects. of the Army as a career. Some positive enquiries
were received at the .Club and parents advised on "follow up "
procedure for sons interested in enlisting in Boy Service.
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It is felt that the venture was very worth while and that the
seeds have fallen on fertile ground in an area where there are
the problems of the educational bulge and employment
difficulties.
The Regiment has now been invited to return in about three
months' time to st.age an outdoor demonstration, when it is
hoped that not only Boys' Club members, but also boys from
the Grammar and Secondary Schools will attend with their
parents.
The conclusions reached by the team arc that parents and
boys are interested in the Army as a career, that the Service-and particularly the Corps--can be " sold," but that in dealing
with questions posed, the answers must be correct and not
merely convenient.
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REGDIENT

(AIUIY

GROUI•)

Farmvell to Major D . R. W. Thomas who has been 2 i/c
the R<e©imen1 for the past y.eiar. We w.ish hlrn and hi W!ifo
tihe best of luck at ohe Wiar Office and congmtulaite him on his
prom~on.
Major D. H. Searle has arrived in his place-<to
quote the weekly buUemin : " Adi"Unant Major M. A. Petohemm eased himself into his
sleek blue POIISChe, rumed to 'the duty driiver, comple11:e W!iJtti
Volkswagen and civilian cl.ad passenger, and said 'You follow
me up rhen.' 'O::Jr,' said tlte driver to his passenger, 't!mt'ill
be a laugh, llh:at \Wll ! ' And so, as the unsuspecting driver
foun:d out later, nhe new 2 i/c wias welcomed to nhe Riegimen,t''
Qnher n ;w;s ltlris month oomes from all quanrers. The fuist
Regimeniral ell.'eroi:ses have been he1d iin trhe fielld, w:irtlh close
co-operamion between 1, 2 and 3 Squadrons. Newly insblled
equipment funonioned well under mhe careful nlll1S:ing of
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Br.odley and his st'aff, and aJl t!hree
Squadrons worked together in close harmony.
Wilth the ·M011rison Cup Boxiing secured lf:o.r the year, five of
che ream entered for ,fue Rhine Area Incliviiduals and four got
t hrough to me finads. As a r.esu!Jt Sii.gnailma.n Keena n, ait fearnherweight, and Driver Potlti,nger were cllosen for the B.A.O.R.
furals in Berlin. But Panninger's identlilry card did not sati~
tihe frontier polioe and he had to return. Keenan we!llt on co
fight rus way to nhe finail where he ounpoinned Rifleman We bster
of the Green Jackets, to will the llitle. T'he Regimen:tai rug,by
team wa:s also in Berlin at ohe same time havi.ng made tlhe long
journey fur a week-end tour ducting wlhich lihey played !lWO
games, acqlllilining tJhern~ves well. Against the 2nd Bai~talion
The Green Jackens tihey won by 22 poinl!s to nil, and the
followfing day lost to a strong R.A.F. Gair.ow side by 13 pOOn,ts
to nine.
At Cross Country running llhe Regimental team WClllt forwanl
oo tlh.e B.A.0 .R. finah. Mthough outclassed ii.t W8iS not disgraced
and avoided being last, but Signalman Cochrane, our beH
runner, oame third in a stirring finish. He has since teen
seleoted for ohe Army Championships, for llhe Army team, and
for tlh.e Combined ServWes, and finislled well up with the leaders
dn a11 these races. Well done, Cochrane. In ohe Mocriwn
Qf

G~ Cross-ooumry ohe Regimcma1 team. won an exciting duel

'M!lllh 13th for second place, Cochrane agam being t!he individual
v.1irmer.
Since the very -sucoessful dance and smoking conOOlltS held
within nhe Regiment duri.ng tllhe Christmas period, there has
be.en a big demand for further funanions. Last mOilil:h another
Regimental dance was held ail: Fmn.oi.soa, and it was Gapt.a;in
.fliipperson's boast nhat tlhiis one paid for itself. Since then
Smokers haJVe been held ait bot!h Rhei.ndahlen and Fa:ancisca a
stl11prising arnoWllt of talent emerging from bol!h events. N~xt
on the list is the foothooming present:aJtion of " Sailor Beware "
at Francisca by oh:e Gamp Thootric Club, due to be staged early
in May. Meanwhile the Adjutant, Major M. Petheram
ha:S given the Gwrison a polished performance as Dick Dea~
in a local produanion of H .M.S. Pinafore.
Marniag,es continue, A brand new file labelled " MM'riages "
has been opened in 5 Squadron Office. O.C. 5 Squadron,
Lieutenant Valerie Balmer explains "We have to keep track
of them somehow."
An unexpeored but welcome Vli.sitor to tlhe Re~ent at Rheindahlen was the Btshop of Maii.dstnne, Bishop to <the Forces. He
looked dn one morning during his tour at Joint H .Q. Again
ro quote ~e Bulletrin: "Just a week ago tif you had told Sergeant
W. Holdmg that one day he would have a real live gaitered
tlhe SlieW-pots in his ~ouse he would
Bishop peecing
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Standing : Lance Corporal Tong Ke Cheong, Corporal P. E. Jepson, Mr. Tsang Kwok Wah, Miss P.A. Russell,

Mr. Rahmat Khan , Miss C. Bell, Mr. W . Hawn, Mr. U. Kwok Cheong
Sitting: Miss I. Chan , WOl I H.J. Crocker, BEM, Major N. R. F. Mackinnon, Lieutenant-Colonel M. J. R.
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Major M. A. Petheram (Ad jt 28th Regiment)-with the beard- as
Dick Deadeye in salty and discordant harmony with the other
principals in " HMS Pinafore "

have chased you round tlh.e spud hashing machine. But that is
what happened. J wt before lunch Sergeant Holding w
checking that his curried stew was coming along nicely when
who should drop in but tlh.e Bishop of Maidstone. The Bishop
told him ' I was a Chaplain IX> the Forces during the war and
I know tih.e importance of a good oookhouse." He then took a
olose look at the curry and said ' lt smclls delicious.' After
v.is.iining other depal1tments of me Regiment he said ' lt seems
a very lively unit.' "
A'S usual at this nime of year the C.I.V. lnspecnion is a focus
of effort and a:nr.ention. The results are awaited; but tltey will
have to be good to b.ning a smile back to nhe faoe of A.Q.M.S.
Ray. The other day he said t.o a dtiivet" " See that vehicle,
check the petrol talllk, and fill it up with water " . • . . the
dni.ver did l
Of others who have lefu: recently : Major McKclliu: has gone
to Cyprus, he will be remembered for many mings, not least his
cff011llS IX> find golf balls abandoned by others. Major Bowser
has gone to York, •leaving behind many friends a:nd a tangle of
P.A. and Simultaneous Translation Equipment. Staff Sergeant
" Dodger " Green has made off in his sllort kilt in the diroot:ion
of darkest Afr~ca, where no doubt he will educate the local
population in .the finer aspeotJS of the Glaswegian tongue. To
them and tlheir wives and the other members who have departed
we wish tllem good footune in the future.

Fletcher, MBE, Captain E. G. Thomas_. Lieutenant, N. A. Parker, Staff Sergeant W. R. D. Clark.

Altlhough the heading of these notes is HeadqUlh!Tters, Royal
Signals, ill: is more approp.niate to talk of the rcceot doings of
Royal Signals, Hong Kong, as a Whole, as we 3Jl'e rather proud
of the Coo-ps effort on the moot recent Colony exercise, whicll
was a five day, two sided affair, with even H.Q. Land Forces
deployed in t!he field Gt!hose who have been in Hong Kong
will know whait nhait: meains--toh.ose who haven'it can guess).
Broadly, we were oaltled upon to produoe SDS, Line and radio
communi.camions for H.Q. Latn.d Forces .illl the field, two rear
links and a voice oornrnand net for the enemy " division " and
fnrwal!'d links from H.Q. Land Forces to a Bnigade. We also
had to mainnaiin Rear to Main comrnunica'llions, and nhe norma1
day-ltO-day cornmiittnenlls for which our establishments are
llighttly tailored. We ooyed with ADS as well, but were beaten
by the problem of airaroiit aivailaibilicy. lit was not inapt that
dle Exercise was called "March Hare."
As fur as H.Q. Royal Siigrucls was concerned (as we're wcitling
the nones) the exeroise itself was gloniously simple. The preliiminary paper work wa a nightmare, wtiitlh. " Back to Square
one," illhie mosit consnant and cer.taiinly the ondy p11intable cry.
Never have G, A, Q and SignaLs between them mamaged to
produce so many amendments in so shoI1t a time. Came tlh.e
daiy, and a orajjty oombinaillion of V.H.F. and H.F. and line proTHE WIRE, MAY 1961

duced solid oommunioations which pleased praanically everybody, and certainly everybody that ma11tered.
We were very glad to have with us, for the occa ·on,
FARELF Signal Security Troop, who were worked very hard
indeed, but seemed to enjoy tlte change of air and scenery.
Moments worthy of record include C.R. Signals saboolging
J.ine in nhe middle of the night in dle middle of a flooded paddy
field : A Gurkha pnivate seeing a W.R.A.C. for tlhe first time in
his Life--" Sahib, they must be sllort of reoruits ! " A Company Commander who must know that Lady Chatterly is now
respectable, if his voioe procedure is anything to go by : some
quime hideous foivolity about a "-sponted tank " (this was a
gunner net. OPs should choose their words more carefully).
Besid exercises, life goes its normal way : a ma of things
to do,
'th plenty of work, sport and social activity. 252
Squadron is repoI!ted to be about to buy a life-boat, although
wheltlher this is for t!hetir junk or not i not clear. They have
also had an e:-.-eroise whicll sllould have been called " Marooning
half Squadrons, by numbers." We think their 0.C. wants a
post!i.ng to tlhe Owibbcan. 253 Squadron is under new managentent. We will not record all the comings and goings. \V/e
sh.all, however, mi s Major T. Furlonge, and the Colony Golf
Oharnpion Oapnaffi D. Cano!J.
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Major-General I C. Harris c.B.E. D.s.o. General Officer
Commanding inga:pore ~ Distlli , reoennly ~d the
Long ervice and Good Conduct Medal to W.O.II G. K.
Rothwell.
W.O.II Rocllwell enlisted i.n 1942 and spent most of his oa['e;er
until 1955 in Wire!
unilts. Lt was nhen nhat Iris second.airy
trade caught: up with him and he found liimself swtillnly tran parred to the t:aff of C.S.O., B.A.0.R.
A year later he \vml posted ro Publioanion Section at nhe
chool of ignals, where he .remained for 2t year5.
In August, 1959, he was posted to Singapore, where he is
now Qlief Clerk ro c.R. Signals.
W.0.11 Rothwell i.s an aaiive Rugby Referiee and is a member
c1 both Anny and the Singapore Referees' SoaietiJ . He is to
be Honorary Fixture Sec.roouy for the Singapore Sociecy next
season-the first time tihe disninonio.n has fallen on a Servii.ce
member.

Left to right : Lance Corporal O'Ne ill, Signalman Payne, Lance
Corpo ral McDonald, Signal man W alker and Marina

Marina
In I serlohn it's just been said:
" What is this bus with the horse's head ? "
- A word of enlightenment to all you strangers ?
I t's the private transport of Rayner's Rangers.
CORPORAL R. LAWRENCE
Siignallmen G. Riley and G. Mairshall haive heaird tllait when
you fu:st arrive in a Sllaltli.on out &st liife 1s made very tcying
by oon&tan<t eXihor!llatlions to "get your knees brown." These
doughty £ellows have therefore decided to subrrnt tlhW: fine
limbs to infira-red my llreaitme:nit and nhereby sootah any
nonsense of this sor.t before it even begins.

"V" Troop (attached 1st Battalion
Royal IDster lliOes)
Major General I. C. Harri s, C.B.E., D.S.O ., General O fficer Commanding Singapore Base District, presents the Long Service and
Good Condu ct Medal to W.0 .11 G . K. Rothwell

SQUADRONS
2 0 :; S q lJADllON (11\'FANTBY BRIGADE GR01JP)
Many is the ni.me the juke boxes of Lower Saxony and North
Rhine-Westphalia have leapt it.o Life alt tthe i.nsettion of a
couple of coins by some musi.cally inclined member of this
Squadron and rocked and jumped co the melodious tihumping
of " Marina, Marina, Mal'iina-wundenbares Madohen " and
so on.
So, tthis montli. when ithe Squadron Mini.bus came int"O commission, it was decided that she should be named ".Marirui."
"Marina" has now been launched, named, ble.5Slllgs asked for
all those who ride in her, and performed her maiden voyage
to Cologne over ll!he Easter week-end.
Amongst me jo11.y
passengers were Signalmen J. Fuller and J. Connolly, who
claimed to have spent their time looking at the Cathedral,
me Zoo and B.F.N. This is very impressive, but lb.ere are
many who cannot help wondering whether this is not something of a m.asoorpiece in smoke screens.
"Marina's" driver is Lance-Corporal J. McDonald, fu'om
Lanark.shire. W:i:tth =ly 20 years' servke berund him he
now takes on this latest assignment v.ni.th rt!he touch of t!he
master. His defit handling of the sirens with which "Marina"
has naturally been equipped clearly shows 1!hatt he has dabbled
with sirens before.
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Hio.n.eering a new role for Royail Signals, we are a new
Troop of tlhe Squadron atrtached to an Infantry Bartttalion, and
an Irish one all: nha<t. We are all acquil'ing Irish broques (not
shoes), and even tthe mild and hairy Welsh and Channel
Lslanderis now talk wtlinl1 Iri>Sb. acoenos.
On St. Paitci.ck's Day each member of me Troop was
presen'!Jed w.iinh a sprig of shamrock.
C.Orporal Kiing recently :introduced a new sy: tern of selfacooU!Nling. According ro him it i-s far superior to thaJt drawn
up and approved by War Office. However, the T roop
Commander has other, ideas and t!he Q.M. is on his slide.
On the Mobat an.ti-tank gun ollh.ere is an eleotrii.cal firing
device which uses a very small batt:ery an<i is a bout the si2e
of a matchbox. You can im~ the surprise of Signalman
Gouldbourne, our eleclJl'ician driver, when he was given a dozen
of these to aharge.
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This, I believe, is the first time the Squadron has broadcast
news of itself. We are stationed at Laindon Camp, Basildon,
Essex. The camp also houses the AGRA H .Q. Our role is to
provide the communications required by the AGRA. The main
accent of our communications is radio relay, supported by H .F.
wireless. We afso have a small line-laying commitment for locals
and short tails.
The Squadron is commanded by Major W. G. Neilson;
Second~in-Command and Adrn.inii:sllrall!ive Officer, Caiptaii,n P. H.
Massie; Command and Control Troop (Radio Relay) is commanded by Lieutenant G. Barnett, with Second-Lieutenant B.
J. Austin as his Second-in-Command; Second-Lieutenant D .
Harton-Hanson commands the Headquarters Troop.
Our training season is like most other Royal Signals unitsindividual training, Command Post exercises throughout the
summer, with a final "splurge" on Salisbury Plain, when all
the AGRA come together for the one and only time of the year.
In our own quiet way, we have our fair share of sport. LanceTHE WIR E, MA Y 19 61

Corporal Edwards has played rugby for the Army; SeconqLieutenant Barton-Hanson has played for the Corps; Sergeant
Hall, Corporal Barnes and Signalman Turrell frequently represent the Squadron in Command, District and T.A. Motor Cycle
Trials. Our soccer team takes part in the Southend and District
League and appears to give a good account of itself.
At present the camp is deserted, it is Easter, and the only
people present axe the Orderly Officer, Orderly Sergeant, Guard
and Fire Picket. This peace and quiet is enabling the scribe to
place on record some of the doings of the Squadron.
Last winter we had teams in the B.M.A. Rally. The more
successful members who completed the course are now sporting
their ties. The rally was found to be very hard work, but well
worth while. We hope it did not prove too expensive to run
gain.
Last summer saw the Squadron spending two months at
Blandford on Exercise " Chalk," a field trials exercise. (The
author is not in a position to comment on th"e exercise as he was
not there).
The exercise season is upon us now, our first Command Post
exercise is already behind us and the next looms up in midApril.
Our main sporting preparations are at present directed towards the AGRA Pentathlon. This, perhaps I had better explain, for unless you have served in this formation, you will be
in the dark. The Pentathlon consists of the following sports:
Six-a-side hockey, seven-a-side rugby, basketball, tug-of-war,
and six-a-side soccer. It is competed for by Battery, Squadron
teams from the whole AGRA, packing of teams is not
allowed, and each Battery must enter a team for each sport.
The day, 13th April; the place, Woolwich. We are hoping for
some successes this year.
We hope that Steeple Bumpstead Signal Squadron, now that
they know of our whereabout, might offer us a challenge to a
needle match of "snap," using the S.Q.M.S's TVs as playing
cards. We might be able to offer some new ideas for their
training programme.

236 SqlJADRON (COMCAN)
This month's contribution consists of an account by LanceCorporal Wigley of a climbing expedition, in which eight
members of the unit took part.
The aim of tlhis expedilt:ion wa.s to climb the snow capped
of the Kilimanjaro ararer, 19,565 feet.
We drov.e 260 miles south from Nairobi to Marangu, at the
base of !!he Kilimanjaro range. Om nine porrters and two
guides were oolleoted from the local villages and each allocated
a load of about 4olb. of bedding and food. They carried .t hese
packs on theiir heads. Our own paok.s oontlained cold weather
cl:omhing for nhe hti.~er alll!iuudes, w:a'liel' and other peroonail

run

neoeissiltlies.

The 32 miles up to the top hut were covered in llhree days,
each bni.ngii.ng changes in counttryside. The first 12 miles were
up tthrough the foothills, where heavy after.noon showers kept
lllhe eantih moist and tlhe jungle undergrowth had been cut back
Ito allow coffee, banainas and maize to be cultivaited. Greetings
were exchanged with the natives, but we left these folk behind
alS tthe track soon entered dense forest. In a al=.ing we found
BismaJ"ak hut wfrtere we rayed our first night. The three
mount:ain hllillS were built to the same style; cooking facil.iJtiies
consisted of a wood fired stove, which ailso prov..ided some heait
to tihe huit. We slept in bunks which stretched around t!he
wall in llWO lli.ers.
A11ter leavtlng nhe forest ~he path led us over open moorland.
Here heatther gnew to a hei.ghit of 15ft together wi'l!h various
species of oaotus and tthom. Alt midday we were engulfed in
t!he sw.iir1ling mist of a low laiyer of cloud. This cleared ood by
mid afttemoon we reached Poters Hut alt 12,600 feeit.
As we dlimbed rt!he muunna.inside, Kii.limanjaro' · ter peak
M.awen.zi came to view, her jagged sides glisrening Wlilth snow
and ice. The roune l.'OOk us round tthe base of Mawenzi and
on to nhe Saddle, an apt name for tlh.e broadbacked rjdge, some
five miles long, linked Maiwerm wU.th Kilimanjaro. Tihe saddle
is tenowned fm" tlhe icy wtind thait blow:s across it bearing hail
and snow.
Having crossed tihe saddle, the mighty Kiibo peak of K!ili.manjaro w1a. s before us, and we could make out Kibo Hut
(15,500 fioot) on iltls lower side. AJs we ar.cived ait the hut a pa11lly
from nhe Alpine Club of SwUitzenland was lea,vmg, having
sucoessfUtly adhti.ieved the summilt. Follo'\W.ng a light meail faom
our compo mnions, we tumed in 0011ly for a ~ew hours sleep.
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At I a.m. the following morning we started dressing. Everyone was plagued with a violent headache and some we.re also
troubled with al'llitrude sickness. We put on all our spaze
dlothing, smeared our faces wiorh suncream and assembled
out..Me the hut in two pal1ti.es, w:i:th one guide to each. Snow
had been falling and was now two inches deep. The peak
looked magnificent, towering up into a clear sky, irs profile ·
by a full moon.
Wiith Horridge and I in the first parry, we set off at a teady
sho.ot pace in the tracks of our guide. A1. the st.art of the scree,
a halt was oalled and a sho:ITt rest left us refreshed for the
steeper climb. As we moved up the snow covered scree breathing became much harder and frequent stops were necessary.
Our patty spread out as each member set his own pace. My
Stecl .tipped pogo sttick helped to keep me on my way, but the
loose scree beneatt:h tlhe snow would sometimes come adrift and
down I would slide for several feet. Alt 6 a.m. we had reached
about 17,500 feet. The sky was bec.omi.ng lighter to the east
and rhe mountain took on a fresh colour. As tthe sun became
Sl!ronger we donned our sun goggles to preveo.t snow blindness.
Eventuail.ly aDller six hours climbing we ooaahed Gillmans Poim
-18,640 fee.t, tthe llime was 8 a.m. At t!he crater rim we joined
Lance-Corporal Sheppard, eating as usual from his endless
supply of glucose tablets. The view of the ice cliffs inside the
crater bowl was magnificent. Fresh snow lay in loose drifts on
the sheltered ledges, gleaming icicles hung down like chandeliers
reflecting the sunlight.
FUI'ther round the rim John Honridge was making his way
wi.th the guide to tlhe absolute peak, at 19,565 feet, the hig'hest
point in Afnioa. He was t!he on:ly member of the exped1tion
to get to this point.
Tihe cold soon penetrated our fur lined nrilitlS and thick
clothing so, a1i);er a last look across the cmJoor Sheppard and I
slid and ran down the scree to Kibo hut, passing the second
~ still on their way up. A.finer a few houn;' sleep, we all
con!ii.nued down to Petel1S Hut where we stayed the night.
The fifith and last day we covered the 22 nilles down to
Marangu. Our pon1!e:rS mainitained the reputation of fitness
held by the Mohagga tribe by amv!ing first at the Marangu
Hotel. Because of itlhe easy licensing regulatiom;, the manager
of the haool k!i.ndly opened the bar to us, allowing us to soak
up a rew rivjroa!j,sjng beelrn.
We considered the exepedinion a success, as six members out
of eight reached the crater brim. Would I climb it again ?
Remember the Japanese provet:b---" There are two rypes of fool
i:n !'he worJ.d, those that never climb t!he great mounmin.s, and
those that climb them twice."

STEEPLE

DlJMPSTEAD

SQ1JADR0 N"

At Easter the long awaited W.V.S. trip to Canvey I land
took place. After an exhortation by the Sergeant-Major to
" come back safely," we all did-except the W.V.S. lady. The
Whitsun trip is cancelled.
The introduction of Regular rates of pay for
ational
Servicemen caused a complaint from the local T. and G.W.
Union Branch about enticement of Jabour.
We have recently held a competition to see who could understand the new National Health and Retirement Pension Scheme.
No-one qualified.
The Vicar has again booked the Gymnasium for his annual
Jumble Sale. This provides an excellent oppor"tuniry for the
S.Q.M.S. to get back some of his missing stores.
Petrol rationing has stopped all driver and D.R. employment, the inability to exchange a ruler except on a one-for-one
basis has made the clerks redundant and a local power cut has
made the Electrician ignals unemployed. This means of
course, that our Post N .C.0., Garden N.C.0 ., Dining Room
N.C.O., M.I. Orderly and R.P.s are for the first time legitimately
employed.
All those who went sick on leave over Ea ter received 28
days' detention. Driver Phillips escaped-he was already in
Open Arrest for another offence.
The L.A.D. working hours have been reduced to enable them
to cope \'Vith the private jobs to be done in non-working hours.
I have been asked to mention that a reply has still not
been received from the War Office to the letter we mentioned
in the April, 1958, issue of THE WIRE. In fact, we are no
longer interested-so much so that no-one can remember what
the initial problem was anyway.
We have been a ked to pend the Exercise se~son in B.A.0.R.
"co boost the communication potential." Just shows how out of
touch with reaHties the Staff can be at time , doesn't it?
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Rugby Football in Malaya

Sport
from Glasgow is seen iin 1the photograiph opemni,ng ra WS.53 in&.alled .in a Land Rover. He enjoyed his shol1t stay iin TJiaii.land
and consid~ t!hat t!h.e countty <is llhe best llhait he ha-s yet
Viisited.
(3) Signalman W. Scully : A Nani.onal Service telegraph operaror from Dundee, joilined illhe Army iiin Jamraa:y, 1960. He found
itlhe al.ima;te in Thailand a little ha.rd to stand. He iis e.njoy[ng
his sm.y willh the Squadron and lihi.n~ tlha.t everyone should
see both Singapore and Thailand.

~DLITARY

Another year has passed since notes from Sierra Leone were
published in THE WIRE. We hope that readers will not get die
impression mat we have ceased to exist, when in fact we are
very much alive ! The command of this troop passed from
Captain M. G. Panton to Captain F. V. B. Philp in February
last year and the only remaining British .C.O.s now !el.it are
Sergean.ts Hope and Van Boeckel. The Troop Sergeant is now
Staff Sergeant Thompwn, with Sergeant Walk.er in charge
of stores, so to all intenns and purposes, the tiroop is fully
"Africanised."
During the past year the Troop has been very active wtt.dl
frequent exercises up-count;ry, and also w.ith provision of wireless
detachments for Company exercises on trhe borders of Sierra
Leone, culminating in the Battalion "Bush Camp "-held last
year at Woama, in the diamond mining area of the Kono District.
The Troop is also kept busy wi.th practice LS. turnouts for
operations here in Freetown.
In the realms of sport, the Troop have had some outJStanding
successes. We won l!!he minor units football knock-out competition, and also tlhe minor units football league. We were
placed second in the Force .22 Competition-being beaten by a
narrow margin by "A" Company r S.L.R. Signal Troop also
provided llhe majority of the team irepresenting minor uni.1lS in
die " .22 Irwin Cup." We came fi£llh in the whole of West
Afnica (incidentally, congratulations to our brothers in Ghana
Signal Squadron who actually won ·the Cup for illhe second year
running). We produce a good hockey team, and play all
comers. Signalman Kposowa distinguished himself at <the
Annual Athletics Meeting-Police v. Army, by a record Javelin
throw, and bea.t!ing the existing Sierra Leone record. It is
hoped tfutt with g<JOd coaching he will be able to improve his
record of 158 ft.
Last year three men firom .llh:is Troop visited U.K. and
B.A.0.R. : Lance-Corporal Browne on up-grading course to
23rd Regiment, and Corporals Norman and Kamara on antachment to 2nd Regiment. They all send their greetings to the
many friends they made, both in U.K. and Germany.
Tilis year we have four vacancies-{)ne for U.K. (8th Regiment) and three attachments to units in B.A.O.R. These lucky
men look forward to their detachments witll interest and
pleasure.
0

Established 1788

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTENANCE
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MA ITRESSES
PERA MB ULA TORS AND CYCLES

The mghlight of Squadron activities within the last month
bas been the participation of five detachments in the SEATO
Exercise in Thailand. One detachment, despatched by sea,
bad a very rough passage and all bur the detachment commander were violently ill.
The next detachment, although delayed en route, opened on
schedule. The remainder of the detachments were abandoned
some 180 miles short of their destination when their Beverley
aircraft failed. An unexpected drive got them to their destination ome eight hours before the main Exercise started .
All who attended tills Exercise will long remember their stay
in Thailand \vith me excellent roads and beautiful buildings and
scenery. Our photographs show some of the derachments who
took part.
(r) Signalman E. Crocker: Seen in the photoglraph workillg
with an A.me11ican mechanic on a generator, ds a Nacional Serviceman eleotrician driver from Plymouth. Hns one lhought
when conscripred ·w as oo .serve over.seas. He now c.onsiidoos hlmself most fonunate at being able ro serve both in Malaya and
Thailand. He minks tlhat it;he T hais were very friendly and
would like to return for a furither visit.
(2) Signalman H. Campbell : A Regulaa: relegraph operator
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All rankis of nhis Troop aippreoiare the welcome extended by
llhese Regiments to our men, who finally return t.o Sierra Leone
witrh. glowing reports of t!heir activities in U. K. and Europe.
Preparations are being made here .in Sierra Leone for Independence Day Celebra:nions, which takes place on 27.th April
next. One of .tlhe main features will be a Military Tattoo, and
th.is Troop is fully committed, providing control and communications, for 'litls event.
On the 6th February, we were honoured by a viSiirt from the
Colonel Commandant, Royal Si=a Leone M.i.liitary Forces,
Geru:.ral Sir Lashmer G. Whistler, G.C.B., K.B.E., D.s.o. He
showed great interest in the actrlv.i.liies of l!be Troop, and was
palitli.culalily interested in some of me equipment issued .t o t!he
Battalion.
We extend our greetings to all " Signal.men " who know
Sierra Leone or have pa.gsed through trh.e portals of Freetown
during, or since the war.
If any of you pass .t!hrough nhis way-do r.ing up O.C. Signal
Troop, and we will be pleased ro show you ·the changes that
have ·taken place since you last visited Sierra Leone.

The Northern Commantl Association
Football Cup Final
Wednesday, 12th April, proved to be a most important day
for Depot Regiment football.
It was the day that the
Regimental soccer team resoundingly beat the much fancied
23rd Signal Regiment side, 4-r, to win the coveted Northern
Command Association Football Cup.
This win climaxed a highly successful season, for the Depot
side, ably skippered by Wilkie. of Middlesbrough, had already
won the Catterick Area Senior League and Garrison Challenge
Cup.
Nobody gave the Depot side very much chance that Wednesday afternoon, but the team were quietly confident, and with
such established stars as Quinn, Sheffield Wednesday, and
Rogerson, of M·i ddlesbrough, left by coach from Catterick to
Lincoln in good spirits.
Much credit must go to the new Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel E. A. Sinnock, who though up to ms ears
in work from Unit amalgamation, locked up his office and
travelled with the team to give them ms support from the
touchline.
The game opened quietly, with 23rd Regiment playing fast,
attractive football, going into a one-goal lead when a 30-yard
drive from right-half and Skipper Robb was only partially
saved by Johnson in the Depot goal, allowing D ixon ro drive
into an empty net.

Photo shows left to right :
Captain F. V. B. Philp, General Sir Lashmer G. Whistler, G.C.B., K.B.E., D.S.O.,
also In the photo are Staff Sergeant Thompson, Signalman Lansana, Brigadier
R. D. Blackie D.S.O., O .B.E., Commander Royal Sierra Leone Miiita ry Forces

[Courtesy: Photo Public Relations Sierra Leom

Photo by W. Irwin
Sock Row : Captain J. M. Gurney (Officer i/ c Soccer) , Corporal M. Hunt, Lance
Corporal M. Donhou, Signalman J. Johnson, Lance Corporal D. Stewart. Signol·
man J. Bogle, Lance Corporal C. Borr (Tniiner)
Front Row : Sig nolm e n J. Hommond , A. Rogerson, J. Qu inn , D. Wilkie (Capt.),
Lance Corporals T. Cockerill, D. Ferguson , M. Robbins
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Although the Lincoln side consistently attacked, the Depot
Defence, brilliantly generaled l:iy centre-half Wilkie, held firm,
allowing the Depot forward line the freedom to conven their
few scoring opportunities into goals. Kedzie, roaming from
wing to wing, opened the Depot's score \vith a magnificently
taken header from a cross by Rogerson, and a few minutes later
Cockerill put the Depot ahead with a cannonball header from
15 yards.
Further goals were added in the serond half from Quinn and
Cockei;:ill, giving the Depot a very comfortable win.
The triumphant Depot side ~eturned to. Catterick, where _on
Thursday evening they were wmed and dmed at a celebration
dinner attended by the Commanding Officer and despatched on
a well-earned period of week-end leave.

It is not generally realised by those who have not served in
Malaya and Singapor.e , nor sometimes by those who have, how
much Ru1?JbY is plaiyed in lJhis pant of the WOl!ld, desp.iire the
climaitlic condi.ttions. The season is kom Oot.ober to February
-very much !!he same as in the Unilted Kingdom, but not qWite
as long. The controlling body is the Malayan Rugby Union·
and eacl:l state in the Federation and the state of Singapore
have t!heir own unions, all of which a.re affiliated ro the Rugby
Union in 1!he Uni.ted K:ingdom and follow the same rules and
preceden11S.
There are numerous clubs throughout the Federation of
MOO.aiya and Singapore, some of which run several sides, and
of cowise llhere are a la,rge number of Service sides. In the
season just finished llhe Royal avy ran half a dozen sides,
ithe Army over a dozen and the Royal Air Force a similar
number. Some of the locall schools play, as also do the Universities and the Polioe Force. The civilian club sides often include
Asian playel's (Malay, Chinese, Indian) and llhese are all Asian
mart:ches such as the " All Blues." In fact Asians are being
actively encouraged by the Malayan and State Unions and ~ey
produce some very ski1ful aind fast play~. Th~ thr~ maior
Signal uni.1:5 out here-18th and 19th Regunents m Smgapore,
aind 17th (Gurkha) Regiiment in Malaya, all run strong teainS.
For tlhe tbiiad year running r&'llh Regiment have ~ in the
Singapore Zone Final of the FARELF Cup and the Smgapore
Coops team. has just compleit:ed an excellent season, having
lost only one ma;tah.
.
Tihe inter-.sen'ice compelii.rion is very keenly fought, w~th
seleoted pl.ayers lookiing for promotion to the Combined Servi= team; this in tur.n competes in t!he All Malaya Cup Competilii:on, which is an Lnrer S~/~bined Servi~ competition run on a knock-out basis. Smgapore Services led by
Oapta!in Hancock, won last yeair for nhe second year runnin~,
Mth a 19-6 w.in in .t!he final . There i.-s also an annual tour w
Hong Kong and nhere is rumour of a rour in New Zealand next
season. There are of cowse end of seaison seven~-side comperil!i.cxns which are mm in mOst sl!ates. Each service has its
own cornpetit!ion or cup, for instrulce, the Army competes for
che FA.RELF Cup, the final of which is played in Hong Kong.
Refere-es have nheir own controlling body, 'llhe Singapore
Soclety of Rugby Union Referees. The President i . Air Vi.ceMaoohall R. A. Ramsey-iRae, C.B., O.B.E. The society has a
board of contirol on which the Army is represented by Brigadier
B. T. V. Cowey, D.S.O. The boa;rd mainly deal with the gra~
of referees and appointments for all State gam . The S~ces
provide llhe majocity of the referees, though due ro their constant tum~over, members who are loaa.lly resident provide the
neoessairy conninuity. Unfontun~el:Y, t!here ~e as. yet only o~
or two Asian referees, though an marease m their numbers is
hoped for as they gaiin more expe!'ience. During the season
the Society holds a discu 'on meeting each footnight when,
over a gla of ale, controver ial points are thrashed out _a nd
a common i.!lOOripretJa.tion of the laws 'worked for. The meenng
are open to player as well and their presence has always
proved valuable. A branch of the Army Rugby ~ni~ Ref~e.
Soaiecy eici rs in the Far Ea&t. All members are mVlted t? JOJ.n
t!he Singapore Society tihough the ~URS (FE) n rm.nates
officials for the FAR.ELF Cup senu-final and final. Royal
Signals referees include Capua.in J. N. Hancock Captain A. H.
Dennis and W.O.II G. K. Rothwell. If you are a referee (or
keen oo take it up) and coming to Singapore, you are inv'red
ro contlaat W.0.11 G. K. Rothwell, c/o C.R. ignal ingapore,
who will be glad to introduce you to the Society.
Of course rugby played in tihe nineltlies and a humidity of
about 95 ° i emremely eifuausting, pa.Ilti.cularly when one · not
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acclima.tised; howe er, afu:er a few games one foogets llhe heat
and begins to enjoy the game. The games aire u ually played
at the cool
rtime of the day (5 •. m. to 6.30 p .. m) and it
only 30 minutes each way. There ax many e>.."Ccllent grounds,
which are sometime rather hard in Oorobe.r and nhe end of
February but oonsi.der.i.ng the heavy rrunfall at ot:her llirnes iit is
surprising ow few games are oanc.elfed. Playing nhc game out
.here is great fun as one finds oneself playing .,.,;.th llllld against
Malays Chinese Kiwis Australians, Thais, Indians and even
Poroigese. In fact Rugby in .Malaya is a grea.t sponr.

ROYAL SIGXALS (D.A.O.B.) CROSS COUNTllY
CDA:'tlPIOSSHIPS 1961
The Championships were run at 13th Regiment on Wednesday, 15th March, 1961. Fo11nune smiled upon the harassed
organisers by providing a beaulliful sunny day and allowing
the events to conform witih '1lhe llirnetable, despite the fact nhat
the start of the raoe was advanced by half-an-hour ar litinle
more than twenty-four hoU11s' nottice. 11his was to enable Signalman Cochrane of 28th Regiment to fly baak •to England to represent the Anny ft:WO days later.
The motor cycled German Police, look!ing very smal't, efficiently restrained passing motorists from giving forced encouragement by escorting tihe large field of 110 runners along me
sh0I1t stretch of road at the beginning of tihe race. The slnmting
engines on t!he local line sportingly stopped shunting, despite
instructions from tihe home reain to shunt when black-vested
~ (7th Regiment) passed over tlieir line.
Spectators at the finishing line on the sponts field were able
to picture almost me entire race from excellent commentaries
given by Second-Lieutenant McLuckie, Smff Sergeant5 Jones
and Lamb and Captain Driskell fu-orn posit.ions around the
course.
The first runner to cross the finishing line was Signalman
Cochrane of 28th Regiment, looking as though he had merely
run the 200 yards from the Guardroom. The first team to have
the "eight to count " cross tJhe line was 7tih Regiment, who
recorded •lihe surprisingly low total of 89 point~. Second plaoe
was taken by 28th Regiment who scored 213 points, a narrow
victory over 13th R~ent who scored 215 pointJS.
At the end of me race, me Chief Signal Officer, Br.igad:ier
E. J.C. Harrison, O.B.E., presenred pnizes to Signalman C.OChrane,
the individual winner, 7th Regiment, the team wiinnens and 28th
Regiment the runners-up.

The Royal Signals Yacht Club
Dinghy News

--------------------

The Din~hy Cop : Major N. D. Shaw, has kindly offered a
trophy for dinghy racing. The Commodore has been pleased
to accept this offer.
Obj~t of the Trophy : To encourage c!:ing;hy sailors of
Royal S1gnals .to irake more active pa:rmiaipation in Nation.a!
Area and Open Oiampionshi.ps in the principal dinghy classes;
by tihe award of a ,trophy for annual competition.

Eligibility :
All serving members of Royal Signals
(Officers or O.R.) will be eligible ro compete for itihe trophy.

be mken :into account in !the event of no pl!JlitlCllpant
in (a ) or (b). Such Open Events mu t have anmraoted
a m inimum of 20 entrants in the class concerned .
(d) Represe.ntlaltion m it:he U.K. Inter ...Servtl.ces Maoch.

Royal Signals Yaoht Club helmsmen will in future be lis.ted
in l!Jhc Y ealI' Book.
All members reqUJiili.ng a dinghy ira'lling should submit an
applioarion form ait the eanli.cst oppornmi.ty.

Order of Merit : Alrtihough it would be a fairly simple
matter to decide between performance in the same class, a
lillilll.e more difficulty may be ex;ponienced .in deciding the
rolaitive mer'.it between classes. The following lllaJble will be
used as a ready reckoner .for rtJhe purpose. The poinJts for
intermed:ian:e positions oan be readily assessed by inter-polation.

('.raft Ow11el'S : It is thought that there are considerably
more craft owners than those listed in the current Year Book.
The Secretary will be very pleased to receive details of members'
craft for inclusion in the club records and Year Book.

Class
Group
A

B

c

First

:t Down
Field

i Down
Field

Last

75

so

75

5

IS

25
8

2

23

n.-gional Sailing Representatives : Regional Sailing
Representatives are as follows:

200
70
20

15 0
53
15

IOO

35

50
18

3
2

IO

5

U.K. DINGHIES : Captain L. Rogers, Administrative Wing,
School of Signals, Catterick Camp.

IOO
30
IO

75

:so
IS

25
8
3

2

22

U.K. "PET ASUS ": Captain L. D . Edinger, Officers' Mess,
Royal Marines' Barracks, Southsea, Hams.

300
IOO
30

225

atioool
Area
Open
National
Area
O pen

8

5

Notes 011 lleady Recko11er:
1. Single handed oompetition6-ito sc.ore same as reckoner.
2. Any Royal Signal~ helmsman representing 1
t he Airmy iin
me annual U.K. Inter-Serviioes Mairoh will be aiw&ded
100 poin1Js. Crew- 75 poinns.
3. Overiseas Command Ohampionships, or equivalent, to
count as Open Events.
Class Grou1•s :
A- International
International

man

.. .

14ft.
Flying

Dutch-

International 505
. ..
. ..
International IO sq m Canoe
International Merlin Rocket
Interna tional Finn

International Snipe
National H ornet
National 12
National Firefly

O.K.
Alpha
National r8ft.
Solo

C--Osprey
Joll yboat
P egasus
Wineglass

Wayfarer
Mayfly
Any other
para. 4.

class

eligible

B.A.0.R.: Major M. M . Barker, 204 Signal Squadron,
B.F.P.O. 44.

The racing period covered will be ISt January
December annually.

w 31>5-t

All helmsmen and crew wishing to compete should submit
a ·list of 1t!heir .resul!Js to .tl1e Secretary by 7!1lh January each yeac.
The ttophy will be aiwa:rded aot the Gentral Committee
meeting Jield during January eaah year.
Til.e first a.waro will be made rut 1tihe Commilltee me.elling
in January, 1962, for ll!h.e 1961 sai[ing sea.son.

(a) Classes hav.ing a PottsmoutJh yardsLick ra1Iing of 106
or less.
(b) Classes widely recognised, and having a mffiimum of
100 craft registered in U.K.
(c) Classes having a maximum waterline length of 19ft.
1oin.

Dinghy Helmsmen
To en.courage a keener interest iin c:ilngihy sailing by providdng
a iStandaxd of artltlaiinmelllt and il:O enable the CornnritJtee to
maima.in a register of good racing helmsmen, a oluib qoolification of dinghy helmsmen has been intJroduced.
The requirements are ;those a:s listed tin " Games and Spons
in tt:he Anny," 1959-60, page 725. T hiis will then keep the
dinghy <l'altJings tin line wiilth those of the Anny Sailing
Assooiami.on.
Recommendaitlons for quaJ.ificaltiions may be made by Roya!.
Signals Yaoht Club skiiippens or mates, or by ll!h.e Commodore
of a Royal Signals Yaobit Club branch overneas.
They 00.0'.UJ.d be made m wrU.tting on .the COl'rect form and
sent to the Searetairy, Royal Signals Y:aohit Olub.
MAY

T.A.

under

Crew : In order to encourage enthusiastic and efficient
crewmanship, so impol'ltru:lt to a itwo-man dinghy pattner~hip,
it as proposed to make Royal Signals crews eligible for t!he
nrophy on file basis ithat it.hey score 50 per cent of a helmsman's
poin'lls. A keen, hMdworkfilg crew wiiJl stand quilte a good
chanoe, if IlOlt a betlter one, lthan a helmsman. The crew need
not be limiited ito sailing wiith a RoyaJ Signals skipper. A case
in poim: occurred in 1960 when OaptJain J. HCl!lbexit, Royal
Siigna!s, crewed for Captaiin S. Jardine, Royal Eng>ineers,
tihrougihou.t the Inter-Serviices Match rut 'the Wei.sh Harp.

THE WIRE,

FARBLF: Major L. D. Line, 18th Signal Regiment, c/o
G.P.O., Singapore.

Brewed by SIMONDS
49th

Whait.ever your .results please forward ,llhern to the Secromiry.

17'4

NEARELF: Major N. D. Robins, C.A.F.S.O. Branch, H.Q.,
N .E.A.F., B.F.P.0. 53.

Seama11ship Ratings : The Secretary wishes to draw ·the
attention of all members to the changes in the seamanship
ratings and to the adoption of the d inghy ratings. All members
are requested to take the earliest opportunity of getting their
ratings up to da re. D erails are all contained in the current
issue of the Year Book.

Til.e Dinghy Classes applicable Shall be limited to . the
follow.ing :

Pain.ts may only be awarded for Tesults .in the following
eventS:
(a) National Class Championships - 300 points.
(b) Area Class Championships- 100 points.
(c) Open Class Events - 30 poinns. (These should only

IN BOTTLE OR CAN

Any queries should be forwarded to your local representative;
failing that, the Honorary Secretary will always be pleased to
answer any questions.

National Enterprise

B-G.P. I<jft.
Graduate
Albacore
Swordfish

f'AFllll!la

Yeal' Book, 1U61 : The 1961 Year Book has been wmpleted and published. It should by now have reached all Commands. H additional copies are required, apply to the
ecretary.

I50

N ational
Arca
Open

Haliwar

Treat yourself to a
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Letter from Officer Commanding
46th (NH) Sig11al Regiment (T.A..)
cc I must draw your attention to certain inaccuracies in your
editorial comments on the contribution by 49th (Yorkshire)
Signal Regiment (T.A.) dn the April issue of THE WIRE.
The present 46th (North Mid!land) Signal Regiment (TA.) is
NOT and never was an offspring of the old 49rh (WR) D1v1S1onal
Signals T.A. but is the direct descendant of the North Midland
Divisional Telegraph Company R.E. (TF) formed in 19o8 from
the Volunteers : t!he war time 46th (NM) Divisional Signals had
no connection whatsoever with the present Regiment in spite
of its ti tle.
A brief history of this Regiment may be of interest: 1908
-North Midland Divisional Telegraph Coy. R.E. (TF).
1914- 18-North Midland Diwsional Signal Coy. R.E. This
Division was the first complete T.A. D ivision to land
in France--February, 1915.
1920-36--46th (North Midland) Divisional Signals (T.A.).
1936 -Nort!h Midland Corps Signals (T .A.).
1939 (a) North Midland Corps Signals (T.A.).
(b) IV (North Midland) Corps Signals (T.A.).
1947
- On re-formation of the T.A., 21st (North Midland)
Corps Signal Regiment (T.A.).
1959 - - On re-numbering of the Signals Units, 46th (North
Midland) Signal Regiment (T.A.).
We are .proud of our sub title ?f cc North Mi~and" whic!1
we have borne since 1908 and which aprly describes .the Regiment which has Squadrons and detachments not only m Derbyshire but also in Nottingham and Leicester. Any change to
' Derbyshire' would be a misnomer."
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(WEST

JUDIN"G)

REGDIENT

(T.A.)

Since our last notes were written our Centenary Celebrations
and indeed our existence under the above title have drawn to a
close.
,
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' and the All Ranks
Balls were held on the 10th and 17th March respectively. On
each occasion the music was provided by the Corps Dance
Orchestra and all who have heard them will not need telling
how very much they contributed to two excellent enjoyable
..
.
evenings.
Considered very much a part of the hfe of Gtbraltar Barracks
is the Retired Sergeants' Association. An annual dinner is
one of their regular functions and on Saturday, 18th March,
an extra special one took place, when Colonel W. Boyle,
o.B.E., T.D., acted as host to. an ass.=ble? company of past and
serving members of the Regunent, mcludmg seven past Colonels.
It was a memorable evening and some indication of the love
for their " Army home " can be gained from the fact that
Colonel Boyle, who joined the Regiment in 1903, could s~ak
about two men present who were even then already servmg,
Sergeants H. Theobald and G. Abbott. Colonel W. F. Jackson,
o.B.E. , M.C., T.D., who was also with us, is by comparison a
"new boy," he did not join !-mtil 1912.
.
.
,
Friday 24th saw the regunental recepnon m the Officers
Mess, when loc'al civic and military dignatories were entertained.
Honorary members of the Mess came from as far afi~ld as
Edinburgh and London. We had a letter from an ex-AdJutanr,
now in East Africa, apologising for not being able to attend
because of the distance involved. If he reads these notes he can
consider himself reprimanded; he could have made it if he had
tried.
On Sunday, the 26th, our celebrations came to the el:!d
with a Drumhead Service conducted by our ex-Padre Captam
W Pickering T.D., attended by serving members, retired
S~geants, members of the local Branch of th~ Royal ~ignal
Association and friends from the 6oth (M) Signal Regunent.
The Band of the 6th West Yorkshire Regiment, who joined us
on reorganisation, played for us on this cx:ca ion.
.
After the service members of the Regunent were provided
with a copy of the History .of the Regiment, written by q>lo~el
W. Boyle, covering the pe,nod 1936, and a supplement brm mg
the story right up-to-date.
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The following Tuesday night the officers dined out our
retiring Commanding Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel L. J. D.
Davies, T.D., and Ad jutant, Cap tain P . T idey. Our C.S.O.
was pr sent, Brigadier W. Rowett and a few of the senior
members were delighted just after d inner when they were
able to speak to our Honorary Colonel, Colonel W. Hey, T.D.,
who rang specially from hospit in St. M oritz to send his
best wishes.
Reader- of these notes will understand the feeli ng of
nostalgia with which the wri ter now says, " W ell, that's it."
A wonderful hundred years' h istory closing with a full and
exciting three months. For many a long day memories of
the e events will linger and many will be the "grips " to come.
Our new Commanding Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel A. M .
Booker, has been with us on most of the occasions and he knows
bow much we are looking forward to the new history abou t
to be written.

5 lst

(IDGRLAND )

REGDIEl\"T

Alter
the
Final
Parade

(T.A.)

Sergeant-Major and Mrs. G . A. 0 . James were enteiltained
by officers and senior ranks of 3 (Dundee) Squadron who are
sorry to have lost 'llhe capable servioes of a popular Regular

Army .instructor. The quiet and efficient uppont prov~ded by
his wife, which has smoorhed out many problems of a social
nature, will also be missed. Sergeant-Major James enlisted in
tile 2nd Batralion the Dorchester Regimelllt on 27ili February,
1935 and served in Egypt and Palestine; he joined tlhe 1st
Barralion on the NOI1th-West Frontier and ttransferred itO Signals
at Peshawar in 1940. As a sportsman he has represented the
Corps at hockey in Egypt 1948 and 1949, and also l!he Canal
(South) Boxing Team against R .A.F . .in 1948. S .Q.M.S. J. R.
Curran presented a coffee se< and table wiith illhe Wiish tlhat t1ll5
will prov; tle many pleasant reminders of happy occasions among
their "Highland" friends and hoped .t!hat the impact of "civvystreet " would not prove too much of a change.
There has been a marked .increare in attendance and en'llb.us.iasm by lt:rainees preparing for trade examina.Dion .in 1 (Aberdeen)
and 2 (Sllirling) Squadrons. Whether this is a1ltributable to a
determined effort to classify or upgrade, or whether it i6 a result
of the welcome presence of 316 and 317 Bai;talions (Scotlliish
Command) W.R.A.C., T .A., in our mid st will only be resolved
- when est papers are s.tudi~.
T o the obvious chagrin of Infantry and Aritillerymen G.O.C.
51 Highland Di vision, Major-General F. C. C. Graham, C.B.,
o.s.o. and Mrs. Graham dined wi.nh .the officers before proceeding .ro the T errimrial Officer.s' Ball as members of the Roya1
Signals party. This a:>lourful annual event, held tradinionally
in our Aberdeen T own and Counry Hall, was soon followed by
a regimental officers' week-end when radio relay equipment
formed the main discussion subjeot.
All Ranks wish every success w Sergeant-Major J. R.
McCulloch of 2 Sq uadron, who has had to rerminate a long
period of T erJ"itorial Army serv.ice on appointment as Poot-

left to right : W.0.11 G. A. 0 . James, S.Q.M.S. J. R. Curran
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[Photo: Co urtesy A berdeen J oumals Ltd.
Slst HIGHLAND SIGNAL REGIMENT TA
Captain W . Tye rs (Retir e d) watches his son Pete r bei ng att este d at Aberd een.
Also in the picture are Majo r G. Slate r, Assisting Recru iting Officer and Sergeant
B. Mcintosh, Special Re cr uite r Aberdeen

master .at Carluke, Lanarkshire. He enlisted on 3rd M a y, 1935,
and atlter a sttenuous war-itime tour in Airborne Signals rejoined
and completed some .tiWenty-'Six years as a "part...time" soldierGood luck Sergeant -Major!
And finally, a:>ngratula.nions tto the proud paren'tJS of: Louise
Efuabetlh Sutherland, Camelia Louise Gant, Ian Scom
Thornton-Kemsley, Keilllh McNeill Laurie , Gary Fraser
Olitmant.

55th

(M)

REGIMENT

(T.A.)

These are the last notes to appear from the 55th (M ) Signal
Regiment, T .A. With effect from 1st April the Regiment was
disbanded and the cons tituent sub- U nits posted into the 41 st,
44th and 54th Signal Regiments. Thus, after 53 years' service,
the Unit which began life as the London Army Troops,
R.E.T.F., which in turn had been preceded by the London
Electrical Engineers, has been disbanded.
Between 1908 and 1961 it performed a variety of functions,
including in the First World War the formation of one of the
Signal Training Centres and the provisions of the Corps Signal
Company for IX Corps, which served at Gallipoli, Egypt and
France. Following the War, after a short period as Corps
Troop Signals, it became Anti-Aircraft Signals and remamed
connected with Anti-Aircraft until the disbandment of A.A.
Command in 1955. It held a variety of titles both during its
service with A.A. Command and after. After 1955 it was known
first as Eastern Command (M ) S1gnal Regiment, T.A., and
finally 55th (M ) Signal Regiment. T .A.
L ike all Territorial Units, there has been a long line of
continuity typified most perhaps by a pre-war Commanding
Officer, Colonel G. J. Morley-Peel, M.B.E., T.D., who first
joined the Regiment in 1921, and who assumed the Honorary
Colonelcy in 1955, and by the R.Q.M.S. of the Regiment,
W.O.II H. Caseley, whose length of service covers a similar
span of years. Others have served since the 193o's and many
since the reconstitution of Territorial Army in 1947.
During the Second World War the Regiment was heavily
involved in the Battle of Britain and in the ant<i-V.1 defence,
and the operations room in the Drill Hall at Brompton Road
was the nerve centre of the anti-a ircraft defence of London.
However, all this is now past. Naturally, we are sad that
this R egiment has had to disappear. but we have to accept the
logic of the situation and count ourselves fortunate that at least
the constituent parts of the Unit are going whole to their new
R egiments. The final stages of the Regiment have not been
marked by undue sadness. After the Officers' Guest Night
which was held on 25th February, at which the principal guests
were Brigadier R. B. R id ley-M artin, C.S.O. Eastern Command,
and Colonel J. G. Grierson, O.B.E., D .D.W.R.A.C. Eastern
Command, th e Regiment d ined .itself out at a most successful
all ranks' d inner and dance, which was held at the D rill H all
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(Left) Back row, left to right: Major G. N. Clarke, Lance Co r poral L. Stevens, Lieutenant-Colonel H. LI. Daniel, T. D .. Captain V. E. Shannon,
Staff Sergeant A. Glover, Sergeant M. Williams. Seated : Sergeant D. W. Stickel!, Privates P. Dent, G. Hord e r, Lance-Co rporal W. Dent
(Ri ght) Major G. H. Clarke, Lieutenant-Colonel H. LI. Daniel, T.D., Captain V. E. Shannon

on 18th March. At this we were privileged to have as guests
Major-G eneral C. M. F . Deakin, C.B., C.B.E., D irector T erritorial Army, Brigadier R. B. Ridley-Mar tin, C.S.0. Eastern
Command, Colonel A. J. Page, Chairman, County of London
T. and A.F.A., Lieutenan t-Colonel P. G . Curry, o .B.E., C.S.O.
London District, the respective Commanding Officers of our new
Regiments, L ieutenant-Colonel A. V. Brandle, M.B.E. (44th
Signal Regiment), Lieutenant-Colonel B. R. Wood, M.B.E., T.D.
(41 st Signal Regiment), and Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Clarke
(54th Signal Regiment), Major E. Flack, Officer Commanding
31 6 Signal Squadron, and Major M . H . Seys-Phillips (44th
Signal Regiment). In addition, we were very pleased to have
Colonel G. H. T. Shrimpton, T.D., who first joined the Regiment
before the War and who commanded it from 1947-1951.
On the following day, Sunday, 19th March, a final parade of
the Regiment was held. The salute was taken by the Com-

mantling Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel H. LI. Daniel, T.D.
During the parade the Hqnorary Colonel, Colonel G. J. MorleyPeel, M.B.E., T.D., presented Territorial Efficiency Medals .to six
members of the Regiment. namely, W. O.II L. A. G . Kimble,
Staff Sergeant I. DOcraridge, B.E.M., W.R.A.c., Staff Sergeant J.
Sayer, W.R.A.C., Sergeant G. Drane, W.R.A.C., Sergeant J.
Moran, Sergeant J. Somerville, W.R.A.C., followed by the
Commanding Officer addressing all ranks with his farewell
message. He praised all ranks of the Regiment for their loyalty,
devotion to duty and suppon over the many years that he
had been associated with the Regiment and felt certain that on
posting to their new Regiments they would continue to serve
the T .A. and the Corps with boundless energy and enthusiasm.
Upon the dismissal of the parade sherry and r~fres~ents were
served and the Regiment bad the honour of bemg v1s11ed by the
Mayor and Mayoress of the Royal Borough of Kensington.

Royal Signals Association
T he Minutes of the 15th Meeting of Branch Representatives of The Royal S ignals Association, held at H . Q., 47th Signal
Regiment, Middlesex Yeom a nry, T .A., Duke of York's Headquar ters, London, S.W.1., on Saturday, 8th April, 1961.

HE Meet!ing was altlteOded by 55 rep.resenmti.ves of the
fdllowiing 44 Branches : ~berdeen, .Aildershot, Ball!b,
Biirmingham, .Blackpool, BoWillemouth, Bxiistol, Caim:enick
and D is.miiat, Oheltenham, GheSter, CMs:leihurot and ~str~at,
Croydon and Distriat, Da!r.l:i.ngiton, The Hoot!lepools and D~ mot,
H.an:ogooe, Hull, Jersey, Leeds, Leicester, Llv:erpool, London,
London NOlit:h, Louglhborough, Manchester, Mriddles.brough,
Newairk, Newoaist!le-on-Tync, Ndtmin~, Oldham, Porrsmo\lllh,
Porn: Tiailboit 'a!lld DiStriat, ReadiJng and District, Sallisbury,
Soairlborough, Shrewsbury, Torbay and Distriot, Yori), Glossop
and Dimot R.S,O.C.A., 1st London Corps Signa.ts O.C.A., No.
24 U!I!liJt Bmru::ih {217 .Signal Squadron (AGRA 0-.A.) ), No. 26
Un;itt: B.randh (1 1itlh SU-gnal R~em:), N.o. 30 Umt Brianoh .(231
Signal Squadron (Pa111k) ), No. 37 Umt Branch (23rd Signail

T

Regdmenit).
I. MAJOR-GENERAL A. E. MORRISON, C.B., O.B.E.,
COL ONEL COMMANDANT, THE CHAIRMAN OF T HE
ASSOCIATION, wclc:omcd !the Represenmamives wid continued:
" I am sure you will wtish me ito convey your sincere llhanks
to Liellittenant-Coloncl S. R. Beazley, Middlesex Yrornanry,
T.A., for penmimni.ng us ro u c tlrus hai1l for our rne;eit:ing. On
amaJgam.mion ,tJhe M iiddlesex Yeom~ are ~dopong a n w
number. They used to be the 4oth Signal ReglIDent; they now
become tihe 47fdl S:i~J Regiment. The 47'1'h was one of the
ooigiood Signal Companiiies dn 1914 and ill: iis good llhat a sense
of hiistory has preserived tlhls llhe 47Jfih number.
Afoo I wollild like to welcome and ro !'.h ank, Brigadier C. H.
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Sironeley, tlhe Deputy Signal Officer•in-Ohief, who has .so kindly
come to talk to us. We welcome Colonel G. H . Shrimpron, a
member of your Gennral Committee, and Captai.n M. Topple
who has again come down from Gatterick to ansv.:er ~ questfons about detailed arirangemems for the Reumon.
The Chaiirman then asked the Meeting t:o approve the
Minutes of t!b.e 14'fh Meecing held on :znd April, 1960, which
had been ai.roulated ruid published in THE WIRE. These were
passed unanimously and were signed by General Morrison.
The ChaWrrnan con1Iinued:
Accounts. "'Lt iis now normal to ~ve a short ra.tement
abour the staJte of llhe A!ssoai~on. I have seen the aooounts to
31st December, 1960, and rthese will be carefully studied and
discussed by your Cen1Iral Commiot~ at their mid ummer
meeting i,n May, and theocaliter submitted for approval to the
Annual General Meetiing on 2nd July. You will remember that
my predecessor, General White, announced that it was intended
oo combine tlhe ~slling t\y<> main funds-The ~era! Fun~ ~d
The Welfare Section-into one, The Royal ignals A
on
and Benevolent Fund. W61lh the encouragement of the Central
Conuni:ttee iliis has been done with th 196o accounts-beating
die p.Fst:ol. Tii.e T ult, of cour e, is a much more defined picture
and we now see the st:ailie of rhe accounts much more alearly. I
regret that the Associ:a'tlion has a deficit of £1,400 during 1960.
This is oat really a bnonnal. Lt is oaused by three main factors.
Firstly there has been a decrease of £100 in the generous upport
gii;ven by those seining in unif0111TI. WJtlh the reduction i.n dt
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nwnbers s rving in uniform thls was inevitable, and our grati-

rude and praise should be given because th~ reduO!li.on is less
than it migh
have been. Secondly, again because of these

decre
, the nwnber of copies of THE WIRE old has ail o gone
down. We hope tih.at a& the Olrps becomes wholly Regular
will pick up. It :will
a long ~· Lastly, there
has been a decrease in l.DOOme from subscrup1D.ons of £275, ?1'
200 members. Th. is obviously mainly due IX> a decrease m
numbers taking up Life Membership at Catterick. We s~all
have to put a little pre ure on here, but the number& ~
are con ·derably le. nhan nbey were. Muah mo.re sen.ous, or
so I think is a decrease of £25 in the money sent in by Branches
as the H~dqll3liter share of Annual Subscripnions. £25 does
not seem a large um, but at 2/- a head means 250 membern.
I have a ·ed the General Searetaa:y tx> peak about this !alter
on this morning. I feel that we are not getJting in sufficient
young members and I ask you all to make a special drive tx>
get these young men ro join: It i.s interesting in our weekiy
i.velfare committees to see how ofiren the young ones ask for
help where t!he ' old swea~ ' rarely do. It may be from lack of
knowledge of the ex.istence of branches-so please do make a
special effort to enrol these young men and get nhem on t.o
your branch commi'llteeS."

Regimental Headquarters. " Some of you may have
heard about lt!he Regimemial Headqllal1re.rS Royal S<ignads.
Tlbi.s was set up as a Wm Office establishment towards the end
oi 196o, and \\ill oonsist of a Corps Seoretarian:, Tbe Royal
Signals Instiruti.on and The Royal Signals Association. A<S .far
as the Association is concerned, it means that four of the Headquarters Staff are being paid &om W.D. funds, and such expensive items as rent, light, heaJt, .telephony, posnage, are I hope tx>
be elinrinated, lll1: least in pant; this will have a progressive effeot
on t!he Assooilftlion's budget. I foresee economies exceeding
£3,000 during the fuist year.
As a consequence of t!he establishment: of R~e.n1lal Headquam:eiis, the Associ~on offices are movti.ng int'O governm~
accommodation between November, 1961, and Easter, 1962; we
are due anyhow to move from EcclesllOn Square in December,
1962. The new locatti.on is to be the T.A. Cenlire !lit Brompton

Road."

Catterick Reunion. " I have !the greatest pleasure ill
saying dhat our Patton, Her Royal Highness The Pa-·incess
Royal, nhe Colonel-UHOlrief, has announced thait she will be
with us in St. Mantlln'.s Ohuroh, "lilt the Annual General Merelling,
and for part at least of the prog;mmme on Sunday afu:rn.oon,
when I hope to present some of the PresidentJS, Ch.airmen and
Honorary Secretaries. There is to be a full discussion of
the 1961 Reunron and Annual General Merelling a.flter lunch.
Many of you have expressed the opinion nhat we should halve
the Reuniop Televised. Almough considerable effott has been
made we have failed llX> get a definite deoiision. There is still a
very good ohance thalt I.T.V. will tcleviise the S·erv'ice in Sit.
Martin's on 2nd July. We wanted the March Past and some
of the Displays as a recooded prog:mmme; they WWl4: to do the
Service as a live programme which would st:allt at 11 a.m. Again
there will be discussion of the effect of telev.ising law: todaiy,
but I would like you over lunch to nhink about some of these
effects. If the Service is telev.ised live, it will be a longer service; w.ill not Struit unllil I l a.m., so we will be ra'ther pushed
for time over the Annual General Meeting, especially as the
Brigade wish you to be in for lunch by 1 p.m. Tlhere will not
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be r.i:me for the pre-meeting dnink. Would it be better to hold
the Annual General Meeting before the Service ? I would like
your opinions later this aliternoon so we cam give the Brigade,
through Olpllll!in Topple, a firm plan."

Army Benevolent Fund. " Now the Army Benevolent
Fund, w'hiah has caused me quire a lot of headaches.
Largely I nhink because of genuine misundersnanding, nh.ere has
been a lot of tminfunned and damaging speculaition aboUJt nhits.
I should like to clear your minds, and through you the minds of
your members. The Army has never before made any real
aippeal to the public to benefit its charinies. Lts oha.nit!able work
has been deployed amongst 160 or more Corps and Regimental
Assooiaitions, themselves depending almost entirely on the suppont of nh.e individual Corps nr Regiment. The volume of SUPpoot has varied very greatly. By contrast, t!h.e Royal Navy w.i1t!h
their Navy Day, and nhe Royal Air Force with nheir Baltltl.e of
Briitain Week, are ce.ntra.lly nrganised and obtain a very lairige
income from appeals to the public. The Anny Benevolent
Fund was ooiginally set up to disperse some millions of oopiital,
and had very lintle income. In ~he past, it has helped various
cha11iil!aible orgainisailri.ons con.neated with the Army, and aJ.so
made g.ronos IX> nh.e Corps and Regimeoital Assoaiami.on, including
our own. To do nhis it has been running down ilts capiital too
fast. They haive t!herefore set up an Appea.ls Orgaillsiaition ait
me Warr Office, wiJ!lh office.rs ait Command Headql.J>3ll1teI1S to
advise Comma.nders how to help the Army Benevolent Fund.
The Army is now being asked to set ims own house 1n order
by nhree means. Fjrsr, each Corps or Regiment to inoreaJSC ims
suppo!lt to ims own Associamion charimable fund to an e1'lte.nlt that
very large gmnllS tirom tlte Army Benevolent Fund are no longer
necessary. I may say thaJt: we in R.oyrul S:ignails have been
approaohmg t!his point for some yea:11s and willl, I am oonfide.nt,
sucoeed during 196x. Secondly, the Anny Benevolent Fund is
to obllalin increased income from an inareasing number of &:my
Dispilayis, Taiutoos, etc., wihioh al:so have an effect on reoruillling.
Lastly, the Army is to organise a oampaiign of appeal to t!he
ge:nera!l public. The out.come which iis inltlended is l!!mJt tihe
Army Benevolent Fund wti.11 gradually ·take over from nhe
Corps and Reg!iment!all AssoootiolllS some of the coot of con<tributing ro the suppoot of such as -rhe N"llltlionail ~ foe
it!he Employmen:t of Regular Sailors, Saldie11S and Arirmen,
S.S..A.F.A., en::. We d:isnribute about £1,000 a yeair among
fifiteen or more of nhese organisations. Therea.flrer the Anny
Benevolent: Fund will buiild up a pool ito be dispersed through
Corps and Regimental Assooiat!i.ons for t!he succour of individual cases in wh.iah a very large grant is desirable, if t!he sire
of the grant necessary is quire beyond the nonnad scope of t!h.e
Corps or Riegimen.t. I wiish to Sllalte moot emphialtlioa!lly tlhalt t!he
Alrmy Benevolent Fund policy is nhat whlait iis giiiven for ohar.i.ty
by tlhe indi,Vliduail se:rvring officers or soldie:l'IS is tx> be given IX>
his ow:n A!9SOCiation and nm to any onher or:giamsamwn. I do
hope llhalt whait I have saad will make the rnaitnier aleaJOOr, and
clispel doubns and misgiVli.ngs, bllll: all these sensible llhri.ngs
whicih I have men11i.oned will tJake llime."
Welfare. The Christmas Appeal for Toys and Clothings.
"In 1960 we Q!ppeaJ.ed frequemly and most successfully
for palll:-!WOI:ll clOt!hing to be sent dn for clistri butli:on · to
the most needy.
In November THE WIRE appealed for
children's toys and books. The result was overwhelming.
The 23rd Regirnelllt alone sent not less Jtha.n 25 parrcel-s of
olonh.es and roys. In clwclding tihe acoounos nh:e ~er day, I
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querfod an inorease of £50 on postage COmpa!I'ed wiinh 1959. I
assured nhalt it was caused entirely by t!he postage of parcels
to our most needy pamicnns. A single parcel is Limi.t.ed to 3/6d.
pos.nage, a.nd most of nhe parcels cost muah less than the
m.aximwn, so £50 was a lot of pairoels ! "
wias

The Branches. " Now I want 11:0 say agaoin what has becin
said before. It is to the Branch Officers, the Committees,
nhe small ha.rd oore illhast keeps the branches going. The General
Secretarry oolLs me he is going IX> take some of you to task for
not sending 1n your l"etum, but I say simply~th~ you very
muah; you axe doing a wonderful job under great difficulty."
The Headquarters Staff. "Finally, I'm sure you would
like me to onhank lt!he Headquanters Staff fur all their hard
work. They all had a bad time last year and worked under
gre.ait strain. Two members lclit and they all had to take on an
eictm job, but I hope tlhat things will be a bit easier for them
when irhey get to the new Headquanters. So once again on your
behalf I nh.aink nhem aJl for nheWr: good work."
2. ADDRESS BY BRIGADIER C. H. STONELEY,
O.B.E., A.D.C., DEPUTY SIGNAL OFFICER-IN CHIEF.
BI\igadiier Sit:oneley informed ·t he meeting of his pleasure in
deputlising for Major-Gene.ml A. M. W. Whistler, 11he Signal
Officer....in-atlef, who wru; on nhat day uaking the Grnduaition
Parade of the All Arms Junior Leaders Regiment alt Tonfanau.
He wli:shed to consider the Regular Olrps----we axe now
ohangi.ng from a Namional Service tx> a Regular Army-under
three heads.
Manning. As lt!he S<i~ Officer-in-Chief rold the mooting
loot year, there was likely to be a sh<>Iltage, painllicularly in our
more hig!hly skilled tlmdes, but ilt: now seems a1ea.r that the
overall shontage mary well be greater thal!l was nhen annioipalted.
We hope to remedy <this, in p3lllt aJt: least, by almost entriirely
eliminail'ing t:he driver, all exoopr administtative vehicles wliJ.l be
dliven by nmdesmen, and by elimi.namion of t!he gen.em! dunies
man, who wWll now be dlassified as a Field Signalman. The
more senrous shootage, as prediOt:Jed, will be in the more skilled
trodes. Tihe last N~onail Serv.iceman wiJl leave nh:e Corps in
Deoember, 1962, and ilt: is for about a yearr amrer that thalt our
manning problems will be most serious. The Signal Officer-inCh:ief is derermined to avoid under-posting of RerJjments, and
so it may be necessary IX> cut some of our commi.tments.
Recruiting and Publicity. Tihe Doputy Signal Officerin-Chief then listed a variety of pamphlets which are
now being wniltlten, and added t!hait a film in colour, a.bout the
Coops, wJiii.ch vrould run for a.bout 35 minutes, was in an
00.vanoed snage of preparation. Tihiis film will be obtainable
t!hrougih C.S.O.s of Commands.
The Signal Officer-din-Chi.cl is aotilng in co-opernmion with
InduSl!ry to ensure llhe co:nroinued employme.nit of Royal Signa,ls
m-adesmen afrer leaving the service.
He read to t!he meetiing a llist of exhiilbilllions and displays being
undenvaken by nhe Olrps during 1961 : Selfuidges (London)
Eid1ibiinion, yt!h Apri:l-2&th April; Alder.shot Tallltoo, 3rd May61ih May; Commonwea[th Txaiin.i.ng Week, 2gth May-<jith June.
(Vanous C11lhibiJtions wliJ.l be held in different parts of the U.K.);
Arnly in the Public Eye (Blackpool), 8th Jtm.e-23r.cl June;
Bertin Searohlighit Taltltoo, xst Septiember-3rd September.
Boys' Training. He spoke of ,t he Army Apprenitlices
School a.t Harrogialtle, now changing over to lthe produonion of
Apprenltlice Trodesmen only for Royal Signals. The output
would be in llhe oo~on of 250 a year. Lt was expected there
W'Ollld be vaoainoies for 120 boys of good eduoamion ·to~s the
end of lt:he yeaa-.
.
He praised very highly tJ1e Junior ~ders Rt'.~enit ait Denbury, Which at prosent has a oopa01.ty for tmmmg 480 bors.
Ailithough full ait: present, nherc w1Ll ~ about 10~ places av~
able in September. He aJso mcilltn~ed t!hat, m t:he J~or
Leadetis Regii:menit, boys were placed m Troops, each of whiah
\W1iS affi.lia.ted to a Regular Regiment of the Olrps, a_nd that as
fat a.s possi;ble, lllhe boys, when they were fully _t.ra1!11~, were
posted to nhe R~ent who parented the Troop m w.hi.ah they
had spent theriJr yeaa-s alt Denbury. He praised nh.~ entry ~ rooms
totalling abom rno boys who took pa.rrt annually m the N1imegon
Ma·rahes. Each boy went alt h~s own expense. In November,
1960, ma.niy would !}ave seen the choir of nhe Jtmi.or Lea.de.rs
Rcgd.mem: alt nh.e Bnimish ~ Fesni,val of Remembrance at nhe
AIJJbem: Hall, !lil1d onhens would have been awaxe of the ap~
ance of tthe Band of the Regiment a.t the Royal Hosp~natl,
Ohelsea.
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The All hms Junior Leaders Regiment alt Tonfanau included 175 boys Who were dcsttined for Royal Signals.
Reorganisation of the T.A. and A.E.R. It was regretted
that in the reorganisation of the T.A., four Signal Regimeats had ceased, and also a number of independent
Squadrons. On the whole, we had not come badly out of this.
There had also been necessary losses of Regiments in the Army
Emergency Reserve. lt is projeotled nhat Regiments of the
A.E.R. will be affiliated to R~ of the Territorial Army,
w1th a view to sharing the facilinies in the Territorial Army
Oentres.
Headquarters A.E.R. Royal Signals was already established
at Blandford, and Regiments of th.e A.E.R. would do their
training there, instead of ait Chester. There is also a projea
ro acquire Burnist:on Barracks, Scarborough, for long the home
of the 5th Diviisional Signals, as a permanent training centre
for Regiments of the Territorial Army.
Sport
Football. The soocer team of 23rd Signal RegimC!llt was in
the last four .teams ii.rl the Army Cup .ro be played in U.K .
Once more, Royal Signals rook a11 major spoDting trophies in the
Nornhem Command.
Rugby. Still Signail Regiment reached the U .K. final of tile
Army Cup, but was beaten by t!he Duke of Wellington'<S Regiment at AldenSb.ot.
Sailing. For the first tlime for some years, Royal Signals won
.the Triangular Reganna in FARELF. I expeot: many of you saw
me repollt of lihis exciting regatna in THE WIRE.
Blandford. A new oamp i.s being built in Blandford to
accommodate the School of Signals, Headquanters A.E.R., and
3ot!h Signal Regiment. The nwo ranter are already there in tempooacy accommodamion. Lt i<S hoped nh:at the new Blandford
wi:ll be built by 1965. Tbe Training Bl1igade and three Reg;imems will remain at Caltlterick.
Royal Signals Institution.
Thls is now open ro all
ranks, and this completes the picture of a Co~ps embracing
all ~tiS members firom Boy, through Regular Sen"J.ce, up IX> and
includiing the members of <the Assooiatfon.
He also mentioned the presentation of a statue of Mercury to
H.M.S. Mean, to mark its affiliation with the Corps, which is
fully described in the May number of THE WIRE.
Questions and Answers. Major-General _Mor.cisol_l ~ed
Brigadier Stoneley on behalf of all for his most mteresnng
talk and felt sure that Branches could and would help
with recruiting. He then asked Branches if they had any
quesniuns they would like to put to Bcigadi-er Stoneley.

Mr. Birchall of the Manchester Branch pointed out that t!he
old comm.des of Lanca<Shi:re had not been informed at all abouc
lt!he Recruiting Oampa.ign to take place in Lancashire. Brigadier
Stoneley !!hanked him for mentioning the point, which was an
extremely important one, and said that he would personally tell
the C.S.O. W estern Commaind, and that if nhe Branches concerned would give Major Willett their names and addresses the
inrormation would be sent to them.
Mrs. Harvey, also of the Manchester Branch, ask:ed if the
Recruiting Film was 16 mm or 8 mm. She h~d a proiector .an~
would be willing to go round the area showing the film if lt
\WS for an 8 mm.
Major Willett snated that it was 16 mmcould be reduced at a price, but Gatunont Brillisih Films had
assured him thalt in the n 'X!t nine montih.s they would be able
to give us a specific track on to 8 mm film. Brigadier Stoneley
said that he would toll the Commands at home to inform the
Branches when the film was available.

Mr. Black of Liverpool Branch a ked if anydtlng could be
done about medical examinations for recruits into the A.E.R.
For a nwnber of moiliths he had been crying to get ten recruits
medically examined ur without any luck. The m n were
ge11tJing discouraged and it. '"'.'l1S nmy probably t~ ~te for them
to make nheir annual trauung this year. Brigadier Stoneley
instructed him to get in touch with C.S.O. Westeri: Command,
and to say nhaJt: he, Brigadier toneley, had asked him to do so.
Colonel Shnimpton said that he saw no reason why it should
be too late to get nhese m n to camp this year, and asked ~.
Black to have a p!Uva.te word w~t:h him during th luncheon
recess.
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The General Secretary stared that Association Headqual'~s
find it most difficult to ge.t any advance in.formation of Displays,
EXhi. · ·
and the like. He asked th-at moot aotive reps be
'laken to en ure that this infonnation is passed to Association
Headq
at the earli t possible time; Headquarrers could
then pas it on imrnedia y to the Branches in the concerned
e:rea •
3. THE GENERAL SECRETARY .stated 1thait lat year we
had to cease the desparoh of the Monnhly News Leitirer oo
Branches but ince February of this year Headquarters has found
it possible ro send to Branch Secretaries a spare copy of THE
WIRE. This will provide all or nearly all the information tha:t
used to be given in the ews Letter. Many Branches and/or
Honorary ecrenarj thereof ait present had a copy of THE WIRE
mailed to them in the ordinary way. To t!hem this additional
copy was for propaganda to endeavour to encourage others to
subscribe to THE WIRE. To those Secretaries who do not take
THE WrRE, the occasional copy is inrended to help them to learn
what is going on. Lt should not be relied on because in some
months it may not be possible to send a copy. Branches were
asked to drop these spare oopies int.o the nearest Army Information Office if they had no use for them. (Owing to a sudden

demand, it will NOT be possible to provide a free copy of the
April WIRE to Branches. Supply may recommence in May).
4. THE GENERAL SECRETARY ~lamed IX> Branches me
necc=i.ty of complying \viruh Rule 8 of Associa1lion Rules. They
were simply and clearly set out in the Rule Book. Headquarten;
must have a list of a1l Branch me:mbons (ii.t helped ~y on
the welfare side); a list of Branch Officials was a great help.
Many Branches sent in lal'ge dona'tlions fur which we were all
very grateful, but they often forgot to send the Brancib. .Affil:iatliion Fee and the H.Q. poollion of all annual subsoniptiions. The
Branch Srarement of Accounts was a help ro H.Q. also, just to
know that 1lhe Branches were holding their own. He asked
Branches to try and comply with these returns, they were
i.mpoot!ant, if only to centiain membei'S of the Headquart~ Sraff.
5. THE GENERAL SECRETARY ex:honted Brandi Representatives to take their voting papers for the ballot for the vacancy
on the Central Committee with effect from July, 1961 to June,
I?64· Mr. G. J. Toms, ~ of Poot Talbot Branch, very
rightly stood down, as he felt it would not be fair for the Pont
Talbot Br.anch IX> stand for thh vacancy, seeing that Mr. Evans
was only just retiring.

The Ohairman adjourned the meeting for lunch.
The Meeuing re-assembled at 14.00 houns, and nhe result of
the Ballot, Agenda Item 5, was announoed. Mr. E. A. Leavesley,
Honorary Secretary of the York Branch, wa:s nominaited to tlhe
Annual General Meeting for appointment to tlhe Cent!ral Commiilltee of the Assoaia1lion to serve for three yeairs from July
!9~I. The Hull, Newcastle and Oiesterfield Branches w~
mv1ted to send observers to the May meeting of the Central
Conmrictee, and the Nollllingham, Oldham amd North London
Branches to the Autumn meeting. Mr. Toms of Pont Talbot
Branch was asked to convey the Meeting's Vote of Thanks to
Mr. Evans for his good work over the last t!hree years on the
Central Committee.
6. MAJOR-GENERAL MORRISON, THE CHAIRMAN,
OPENED THE DISCUSSION ON THE 1961 REUNION
AND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
fa) The Represen.tJaoives in general felt tha't if televising were
poosible, it were best to get a live broadcast over the whole of
the country. The Oroydon Bmnoh proposed thaJt as t!he Church
Service, if televised, would be ait I I a.m., the Annual General
Meeting be brought forward to 9.45 a.m., and membons should
after the March Past, retlll1n to N011llh Hall for Her Roy.al High~
ness's address. Tills would also help the Training Brig:ade to
fix the hmch.es at the nonnal llime. ThiG proposal was unanimou~y approved by the Representatives, Wli.t!h a oolemn
promise to the General Secretary that there would be loo %
attendance. a~ nhe ".llmual General Moot!ing. Captain Topple,
of the Tmmmg Bngade, said that he would llllrange transport
from the Messes to North Hall for the Meeting. The Meeting
therefore approved unanimously thaJt: for 1961, whether or not
l.T.V. televised the Churdh Service, the programme would be9.45, Annual General Meeting; ro.25, Parade for Ohurolr
II.oo, Church Servjce, followed by March Past and back t~
North Hall for Her Royal Highness's address. '
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(ii) Captain M. Topple, Headquarters Training Brigade the
Reunion Secretary, then informed members of llhe d~ed
arrangements. The Reunion would tiake the same form, more
or less, a in previous years. All would assemble at Baghdad
M.T. Office. Reitrea1t would tiakc place on Sarurda'Y, lst July
at 7.30 p.m. on Baghdad Square. There would be a fork suwe-:
as ia:t the past in ithe Headquar:ters Meiss ito which Old Comrade
Officers would be invited. This would be followed by the
ente111lai:n.men1JS in the Wal!'rant Offioere' !llild Sergeants' Messes.
Lunch on Sunday would be in Vi.my Dining Hall as normally
and the Display;s would nake place on Messines Lines S~
Ground. The items would include the Display Team, the Band
of nhe Junior Leaders Regiment, a P.T. Display and, of course
me Corps Band would play dllliing the afiteirnoon. Tea and
packed meals would be available again in Vi.my Dining Hall at
iihe end of tJlre afternoon. With regard to accommodation
Captajn Topple said d:taa: thii.s year Canreni.ok could only offC:
aooommodami~ at three Regiments and t!he School of Signals.
The 8th Regiment (formerly I and 2 T.Ros), the 11ith Regiment
(foomerly the Depot and 7 T.R.) and the 24t!h R~e.nt (1!he
old 4 and 5 T.R.). He asked Branch.es to lest him have their bids
by l2Jt!h Ma-y on the profonnas seIJJt out by Associiati.on Headquamers, gW.ing t!hcia second dhoioes for acoommodaini.on. The
aocomm.00ai1lion for Old Oommde Officers was more dffiicu1t.
There were only 30 rooms availllaible at H.Q. Mess-none at
ithe otl!.er OffioeilS' Messes. There were, however, two Ba=ck
Room Blocks of 24t!h Regiment, and Old c.omrade Officers
placed there would have acoess t:o the OffiCCI's' Mess. He
would ialoo \like by a!he 12th May ithe names of t!he O fficers
Wishing to lunch at H.Q. Mess. As Her Royal Highness would
be w.iith us, ladies could nOit be inv.."ited to luncheon. Here
on a queStli.on put by Manchester Branch, the Ohaiirman said
t!hat W ..R.A.C. Officer membons could in their own ri:ghit attend
the Sunday luncheon.

During fUllther discussion the following points were ag:reed :
Captain Topple was to take up tihe quesnio:n of the speed of
t!he March Past wimh Li.eU!le:naiit-Coloncl Judd. H e would
8iI"l1ange for accommodation wiltih 20 Independent Company
W.RA.C. for the lady members.
No Brn.ncll. Sinandards will be dedicaited this year due ro the
llime fuotor.

Mr. lent, of Aldershot Branch, would be the Chairman's Old

Co~de A.D.C. on S~mday afternoon to he1p with the presen00.1!ions of Branch officials to H er Royal Highness.

Captain Topple would endeavour to ensll!fe thait the NAAFI
Club would be open to old comrade membeins dur.ing the
Reunion.
(iiii) Catterick and District Branch proposed that the duty of
Slmndaird M:wshal be roDated to Branches in order as is the
Dllty of Tun:ring the Page of th.e Book of Remembrance. This
was . agreed t:o, but n~ unlliil r962, iit bcing best to keep to
previous custom for this yeM. The Bnanch also proposed tlhait
the Brainch Slllandards be set up ait the back of 1lhe stage m Nonllh
Hail1 for. the Annual General Meetling. Til.bs proposa1 ~
also camued, but not for 1961. It wa-s decided, on a suggesitlion
from Newcastle Branah, that Branch Smndatrds should be
paim.ded down t!he aisles of the Hall in 1961 duning Her Roy.al
Highness's ad.dress.
It was agrr.eed illhat Aberdeen .Branch RepreseJWalti.ve would
tum t!he page of the Book of Remembrance .~ yeat", as due
to a mistake they were not permitted to do so last year.

7. ANY OTHER BUSINESS. Hull Branch a~ked a,r the
Meeining would approve tthalt: Bmnches be peirmillJt:e<l to pr.ese:m
their Chairmen with badges to show the young members that
'!'hey ih:ad served rtJhe B=oh. AAer discussiion, iLiverpood Brandl
summed up nhe meeniin.g's opinion tihait Members served on
Br.anch C.on11111~1n~.ees because they wainmed to; they did not do
so for recogrnfion.
The Chaiirrnan sai:d that if individual
Bnan~s Wli.shed to present tihese memenmoes, ~t was up to
them, it was a Branch affak.
Manchester Branch asked if anything could be done to persuade more of the T .A. Officers t.o join the Associalni.on. Many
attend funonio:ns ait their T .A. Centres which were being run
by the l~ Branch as ~ 1t was th.eiir .tii.ghit. lit was . becoming
embarraissmg. The Ohawman promised t:o see whait could be
done.
Llvex:pool Bran.oh proposed a vote of thanks to ,tihe Chairman
and Headquarters Staff for a very interesting meeting and for
llheiir help during the yeair.
·
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Careers anti Opportunities
(IMPORT ANT: Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisements in THE WIRE MUST notify the
Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1).
Vacancies for Retired Officers
The followiing app~ rcquiire filli.'1.g :Droitwitch. I_lO Ill A~cm and T\RIJining, 2 Squadron,
I4J[h R~enit.
Bampton. R<? III Administmlion and Tira4.ning, 3 Squadron,
r4J[h R~.
Notes : Td'aii.n.ing. The nomud ability of the normal Officer
of Royal Siignals will suffice.
AppoIDt:meat. Apply 0.C., 14Jt1h S.ignal Regi.meall
(COMCAN), 207 /209, Harirow Road, London,
W.2.
14th Signal Regiment - Civilian Employment
eXii&r ait the Tape Relay Cennre,

Tih~ fo1lowiing vacancies
Bodd:in~, Glos. : -

TEL.BCOMMUNLCATIONS OPERATORS
Starting as operator Grade II ranges from £8/15/- at age 21
tx> £n/18/- ait age 25, or for ennry ait over age 25 rising to
£12/11/-. Iniltia.1 tmiDii.ng will be given if necessary and afiter
oompleitling lllt1a!inU.ng, Opemtons w:ill be liable to shifit work and
week-end work wiilllh oveiltime paid in accordance with present
rules.
An Independant Day School for Boys
Vacancy exists for a man w:iJtih a genuine iin.tereSlt ,in 'Spont, to
be r:esponsible for !the orga.IDsation of Physical Education
throughout Jthe school, and some administraitive duties. There
is 8lt present no Cadet CAirps, but a man who would like to
devclop one would be very welcome.
F~ detaiils from llJhe S ecretary, Aitholl School, Rayners
Lane, Pinner, Middlesex. (Meotlion Royal Signals Assooiaiti.on
in appl!icallli.on).

Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.
Vacancy for Switchboard Operators, PBX type main considem"llion speed, a00 efficiency of service for the telephone
tt"affic. Scale of pay :in line willlh .industrial Sllanda.rds. Age
~ for efficient operators.
. .i\PPliication to address above, meo.1lioni.ng Royal Signals AssoOtatJ.on. Latnier robe addressed to Depmy Commeroiail Manager.
Territorial Army Officer on Consolidated Rates of Pay
Officer fur 45ith (Essex) Signal Regimem (T.A.).
· Applicanti.on.s for illllis post are invilted from Ex-Combatant
Officers, or Traffic Offioero, Royal Signals (Regular or T.A.).
The Officer will be based on London or a town in South
Essex. CondiJtions of serviice will be in accordance widi
Appendix XXII of Terrii.torial. Army Regul.arions.
Rares Of pay will be £945 - £1,035 per annum.
. Appl!i.ca'tlions to: O.C. 45th (Essex) Signal Regiment (T.A.),
Signal House, Selsdon Road, W anstead, E.n.
American District Telegraph Company
Electric Protection Services
Employment is offered •to ex-Signalmen of good charaaoor
and physique, maximum age 49 years, wli.t!h sufficient e:leatrical
experience tt:o undergo specialised tiralining. On appojntme:nt
they must be prepaired tlO wo.nk both day and n4ghit shi.f'1Js.
Sitanting 'Sialaxy £13/9/- to £16/7/-, dependdng on
quadiilfioaioions.
Car Pilots, Ltd.,
160, Kensington Park Road, London, W.11.
Vacancies for Good Ga!" D.civeris who .ha.ve passed or are
willing ltO pass Advanced Mmo:nists Test. Good Salary offered,
plus commission. Appl!i.C3Jl!ion should ,be made ito aibovc address,
m~ning Roya.I Signals Associami.on.
Ches~rfield Branch
nth Annual Dinner of the Branch was held at the Drill
HaJ.l of 2 Squadron, 46t!h (North Midland) Signal Regiment
("f.A.), on r7nh March.

~he
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Colonel G. J. Underwood, T.D., D.L., proposing the toast of.
" The Association " spoke of his pleasure at being bade with
so many who had served w.ith him in peace and war.
. Replying to the toast, 11he General Secretary of the Associa.t1on spoke of the strength of the Territorial Army in Derbyshire,
panticularly as it applied to Royal Signals, which was due, ne
doubt, •t o .the fact that the President of the Branch was, in
another capacity, Chairman of the Territorial Army and Air
Force Association of ,the county, and was also on the National
Executive Commfrtee of the T erritorial Army. He hoped that
die Branch would be well represented at the Reunion in Ontcrick on Ist and 2nd July, particularly as Her Royal Highness,
Patron of the Association, and -the Colonel-in-Chief of the Corps,
had graciously stated that she would attend the Reunion on th.e
Sunday.
He congratulated the Branch, in general, and particularly Mr.
P. Sherwood, the Honorary Secretary, and the small nwnba
who provided the hard core of working members of the Committee. Amplifying, at this point he stressed that the Headqwwrer Staff of the Assoaiatlion were very fully aware of the
debt they owed to the Officers of the Branches, without whom
the Association could not exist.
Tihe toast of " The Guests " was replied ro in his own
inimitable manner by ,t hat best of all after-dinner speakers,
Squadron Leader Swannick, who astounded and amused everyone with some of his more unusual anecdotes.

York Branch
A very large gathering of members and thcir guests filled
Betty's Restaurant, York, for the Annual Dinner, which was
followed by dancing.
Brigailier W. D. Rowent responded on behalf of the Corps
to the toast of Royal Signals and the Royal Signals Association,
proposed by the Chairman of the Branch, Mr. J. Vadow.
Brigadier Rowett spoke of .some of the difficulties in recruiting a Regular Army to take the place of the National
Servace Army. When ithe ounput of the Army Apprentices
School and nhe Junior Leadens R~t came up to peak, -t he
simanion would look very healthy. They were facing, however,
a rather lean period during the next two years.
In Northern Command, there were ito be a nwnber of
changes; the Training Brigade, which is ito remain m Catiterick,
is already reorgarusing wi.th three Regiments. In 1964, the
School of Signals is to move to Blandford in Dorset.
Duning nhe last year, the Corps has not done panticularly
well in major sport, but .t here had been con iderable success
in sailing.
Responding 1to Jthe toast on behalf of the Association,
B.cigadier H. R F.inth spoke first of an unfortunate rumour
which had arisen, to 'llhe effeot that all giving to the Corps charitable funds was to be channelled through the Army Benevolent
Fund.
ot!hing could be fllI'ther from l'he truth. The Army
Benevolent Fund had set Jtself first to encourage the Army as
a whole to come up to lllhe standard already reached by Royal
Signals in supporting its own Association. Later, by more
displays and enter,tainmenos organised by the Army, it was
hoped to raise money from the general public for the Army
Benevolent Fund, which would pass ith.is on o Corps and
Regimental ahal'it!ies.
He reminded member5 of •t he Branch that Her Royal Highness the Princess Royal Patron of the Association, graciously
intended to spend a great part of Sunday, 2nd July, at Omerick,
taking pal't in th.e Reunion.
Art: the reque t of the Chairman, t!hose present stood for a
moment in silence in memory of Major R. G. Guest, who died
at midday ithat day. A citizen of York, Major Guest joined the
Royal Corps of Signals in 1933, and served in many parts of
t!he world. Dlll'mg the 1939-45 War, he was taken prisoner.
He was a long-standing iand very active member of the York
Branch of the Association.

Liverpool Branch
The Liverpool Branch held their annual hotpot upper in
the Score Lane T.A. Centre on Friday, 14th April. About 70
members of the Branch were present, including the General
Secretary of the Association, Brigadier H. R. Firth.
Amongst those present were Colonel R. Baron, o.B.E., T.D.,
o.L., the President of the Branch; Lieutenant-Colonel F. J.
Behn, o.B.E., T.D., Mr. Woolley, Chairman, Mr. W. Roscoe,
Vice-Chairman and Mr. T. Black, the Honorary Secretary.
The supper was succeeded by the usual very successful
entertainment.
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from its home, one Olllher child of school age at home. The
child is in the Great Ormond Street Hospiimd. for Siok
Children, and is likely to remain tih.ere for some tiime. It is
very seriously ill. The fairhe:r is in reasonable cmployme.or
and has no debts but the coot of vis.iJtrs to the hospiita! is ~
very g:rCGJt S11Jra1in. The Fund moot willingly proviided fund s
iro meet patt of the eoot of t!hese jounneyis.

Digital Computers
The number of digital computers is increasing rapidly but
there is a shonage of suitable staff to run them. Programmes
are developed by specialists in their particular fields and sent
to the computer for processing.
Machine operators are responsible for the efficient running of
the programmes. Obviously they have to be familiar wirh the
routine switching but this is soon learnt. Administratively they
have to keep records of the programmes run and the time taken
for each programme. They are taught sufficient about the
technique of writing programmes to enable them to diagnose
why a poorly or inaccurately written programme will not work.
They also help in checking and converting programmes written
in code into punched paper tape, using standard Creed equipment. Equally they are responsible for the priminl!: out of the
results obtained from the computer, as usually these are punched
on paper tape.
Computers are relatively costly devices and consequently it
is essential that they should have maximum availability. The
usual practice is to carry out routine maintenance daily and for
maintenance engineers to be on call to rectify any minor
troubles. Special training is given, as computers vary considerably in derail.
Regarding advancement. A machine operator with sufficient
aptitude can become a programmer. Normally he would work
with a specialist who has a problem to solve and therefore knows
the technical details, whereas the operator knows his computer and how to get the best out of it. With organisations
that sell computers it is usual to give a year's full maintenance
and in some instances to undertake maintenance under contract.
Again, it is possible for the maintenance engineer to move into
a wider field and join the engineering staff.
Associated Electrical Industries, the largest electrical organisation in Great Britain, use and manufacture digital computers
and have vacancies for machine operators and maintenance
engineers. For machine operators the staning salary would be
£6oo-£750 per year, and for maintenance engineers £800-£900
per year. Extra payments are made for ovenime and night
working.
A.E.I. have their own pension scheme for which both
categories are eligible. At present staff employees are granted
two weeks' holiday with pay per year, increasing to three weeks
after five years' service.
Communications should be addressed to: The Personnel
Officer, Associated Electrical Industries (Manchester) Ltd.,
Trafford Park, Manchester, 17.

=WELPABE==:-ll'

1-:=I

·-====SECTION===:=:.!
Below an attempt is made to describe, with suitable
anonymity, seven cases taken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week in April r96x.
Also, on the same page, is a simple statement of income
and expenditure.
Si . . nlmnn, 194 1-45, who had previous service in the
Highland Light Infantry, and was a Prisoner-of-War in Burma.
Marnied, diree children. He hais a 100 per cent Disability
Pension, and has been unable to work for many years. In
conjunad.on wil1'h the Far East Prisoner-Of-War Fund, a small
grant was made to help with al.o.thiing.
Driver, 1940-44, mMried, four children, alil at school. He
had a Di.sabiliity Pe:nsjon which has now ceased. He has been
ill for a long time, and despite some small earnings of bi"S
wife, and the maximum allowance from tihe Welfare S4:are
there is Slti.11 considerable povezity. A substanitlia1 grant ~
made .ro help to sentle outstw:lding ba.lanc.es of clothing club
and hire purchase. The shops concerned wcre generous in
t'leducing the amount to be paid.
SIJ(nnlman, 1942-47 , marnied, four children. Has been
unable to work since December, 196o, a!iter an injury to hls
back On reoommenda1li.on of S.S.A.F.A., a grant was made
ro clear an electricity account and to help wii1h the exerpense of
me foUI!th child, newly born . .
lgnalman, 194 3-47, married, one chlil.d d.n hospilt:ai, fiai'
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Widow of Sig11al11uu1, 1941-46, who was killed in a
traffic accident a year ago, and for <Vaa:iious iroa.50ll.S received
no compcnsamion. She .hives on her smaJl Widow'.s Pension
and the conl!ributlon of her son, an apprentice, who gives
half his wages. Thanks ito llhe Suh (London) Corps Signals
Trust 1t was poss1ble to make a generous gra.ot to ~ a
number of small debts, .including whait is out~ on a
bi.cycle, whlah enables tth.e son to get rto work.
Siguabna11, 19:08, serving, llegular, married, one ohild.
On llhe dealll.1 of his futher, some y.eans ago, hi.s mOidteir wem
ro >Sm'.Y WliJt:h her sick married sister tin rthe Amea:iicas. Increasting age and ill-healtih preVCIDi!IS l!lh.e monher continuing to earn
her living illhere. On the very •strong recommendalllions of
me Commanding Officer, 'the Fund made a suootJanJt:iail. loan
ro enable tihe motiher to ireitmn ro Eng!l.a:nd, where she will
live w.i.Dh her son and, Qn: iis hoped, become self....guppooting.
Lance-Corporal, Natiounl Service, ma:mied, one child.
Hris wife has been very ill for some llli.me and although t!he
husband does all he can to prov:ide fo:r he:r, the cost of his
flares ro visit her in hospital when she was an in-pailii.enr
have put them seriously into debt. On the very strong recommendarion of illhe Commanding Officer, a gmI1lt was made
ito put <tlhem on t!lleiT f.eet again.
llOYAL
The fol/owi11g
March, 1961:
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The tough, good looking

HILLMAN HUSKY
*Tip-top performance from an economical
Back seat UP1390 c.c. engine.* With 4 seated it carries
a spacious family car

AND
received

Back seat DOWNa tough roo my
load carri er

during

£

12th Regiment
...
. ..
.. .
. ..
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers and s·erge:u;ts)
24th Regiment . . .
...
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.. .
. ..
26th Regiment
224 Squadron (Radio Training) ...
240 Squadron
...
...
...
.. .
2 Squadron, 14th Regiment .. .
. ..
...
...
...
. ..
3 Squadron, 14th RegJllent
Junior Leaders Regiment . . .
...
...
.. .
...
. ..
Royal Signals attached 76 Squadron R.A.S.C. (L.C.T.) . ..
311 Squadron, T.A ....
I st Regiment
...
13th Regiment . . .
. ..
. ..
220 Squadron (Air Formation)
254 Squadron (Aden) . . .
. ..
London (East) Branch
Leeds Branch
Harrogate Branch ·.
T. Eardley
c. A. Oliver
R. N. Houston ...
R. s. Dorward ...
J. Coe bran
~Gray
...
:::
. E. McNamara
F. Winter .
w. Butters
D . M . Forsyth .. .
...
Lothian ...
. G. Smyth
M. G. G. Wilson..
A. Fraser
N. Armst~ong ..
F. Clarke
...
W. Glendinning
R. F. Weaire
N. D. Clive
R. J. Henderson
w. H. Storey

H.M Forces posted overseas
are able to purchase at generous
tax free rates, which allow up
to six months motoring, in the
U.K. Please write for
full details and brochure to:

8

2

3

s. d.
0

0

I
2

6

14 I7
14 IO
I
7
2 14
5 5
6 6
IO
2

2

6

8

R OOT ES AUT O S

(Deutschland G.m.b.H.,)
Military Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf

RO
OTES
SERV I CE
Parts and Service in 163 countries

HUMBER • HILLMAN
SUNBEAM • SINGER

0
0
II
0
0

0

3

BY APPOINTMJ;NT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

40 13 6
19 19 IO

...

300 lbs. of goods; with 2 passengers and
back seat down there's room for 600 lbs.
*Big brakes for assured stopping power.
* 7t" diameter clutch ensures easy driving with peak loads. *Superb all-round
visibility for extra safety and enjoyment.

ROO T ES LIMITED

European Section, Overseas Dept.,
Piccadilly, London, W. I.

25

0

0

6

I

6

GOLDS~UTHS & CROWN JEWELLERS,
GARRARD & CO. LTD.

0 0
10 0 0
5 0 0
I 0 0
0
0
0 0
15 0
IO 6
IO 6
IO 6
10 6
IO 0
IO 0
IO 0
IO 0
IO 0
7 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
4 0
4 0
4 0

20

...

{i

J:

Total

ROYAL SIG NALS

9 ct. gold and enamel

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

Home £6. / 7.6
Export £6.0.0

In gold and enamel or set with
ROYAL SIG NALS

precious stones, a badge brooch is

9 ct. gold and enamel

Home £6.5.0
Export £5. 10.0

a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jewellery which i
always appropriate and always
in perfect taste . Write now for

... £197 J7

details to our military department.

EXPENDITURE DURING MARCH , I96I
...
...
. .. £348 13
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding; Furniture;
Cots nnd Prams; General Assistance).
ANALYSIS OF CASES:
Families of Soldiers serving in U .K .
.. .
...
Widows and Dependants . . .
Released and Discharged Soldiers . . .
Total cases assisted . . .

(

3
4
27

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown j ewellers

34

112 REG E NT S T R EE T· LONDON· W.1
23 Cases of Soldiers who served du ring the I939-45 W o.r . . .
11 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve d uring the War . . .

£193 3 4
£I55 IO 4
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• THE PLESSEY COMPANY LIMITED • =~
•
•
• TESTER TROUBLE-SHOOTERS ••
•
• & Electro· Mechanical Inspectors • -=
• with experience of mufti-channel transmitters • ==
• and
• §=~
Alternatively, candidates with a
•
• veryreceivers.
sound knowledge of radio and T.V. would
• ==
• be acceptable.
Consideration would also be
• §=
•
to applicants with considerable theoretical
•
• given
knowledge but who have had no practical
• experience.
••
• These vacancies present excellent opportun- • _= _~:=

~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

owing to continued expansion, has vacancies for

=====§

=

~

-=~ =~

VACANCIES
in 6over1i111ent
Service

§

§

=
=

A number of vacancies, offering
good career prospects, exist for:-

5==-

5

§

Radio Operators

§

•
•
•
•
•
••

ities to ex-Servicemen with experience of
maintenance and repair of wireless transmitters
and receivers and radar, etc.
Very good working conditions and facilities.
Top rates of pay.

- ·
. .

Applicants with the requisite
experience are invited to write
to or call at the Employment

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

§

§

=

§

=

§
§

~
§

Cypher Operators
}
Teleprinter Operators

=
§
§=

Male

~eamlealaend

Estate Car, free of purchase tax to personnel
going overseas within a specified time.

§

=
~
=

Personnel Officer,
G.C.H.Q., (Foreign Office) (6/ RCO),
53, Clarence Street,

§
§

~
§

X TRADESMEN

BATES

Bureau of The Pfessey
Company Lim ited , Vicarage Lane lfford, Essex.

export from the Anglia de' Luxe to the Zodiac

§

Write, giving details of Education,
Qualifications and Experience to:-

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1:~ : :, :~l l l l l l l l l lU l l l l

•

FORD will arrange the delivery and export of any

one of their exciting range of cars available for

=_5=_

•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••
:

Abroad with a FORD!

Hatter & Military Cap Manufacturer
If you have been working on telecommunications or electronic equipment during your service,
the
GE ERAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
LIMITED would like to hear from you.

21a JERMYN STREET
LONDON, S.W.1
Tel. REGent 2722

One Minute from Piccadilly Circus

We manufacture :
(a) VHF and microwave radio and multiplexing equipment up to 1800 channels.
(b) Computers.
(c) Automatic electro-mechanical and electronic telephone exchanges.
Vacancies ex·i t at all levels in our test departments and staff salaries start at £13 a week for
electrical testers, £833 a year for test engineers,
and £963 and upwards for senior test engineers.

SPECIALISTS
IN

REGIMENTAL CAPS
FOR
ROY AL SIGNALS

*

FORD
*
OFFER *
*
YOU

and }or many other Corps and
Regiments,

Please apply to :

STAFF OFFICER
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.
COPSEWOOD, COVENTRY
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Bates' lightweight khaki S.D . Cap is made to one
finest quality only (no second quality cap).
Cheque with order will purchase at most reasonable
price of £3-6-6 (Badge extra).
Banker's Orders accepted from Officer Cadets.

THE WIRE , MAY

OCl>Otia
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Priority Delivery

*

Deferred Payment Terms

Trouble Free Export Arrang eme nts
Unrivalled Export Ex p erience
World-wide Service and Parts Ava ilability

STOP PRESS: Populars available for personnel posted to Germany only

MOTOR COMPANY LTD· Export Retail Sales Dept· 88 Regent St · London W1 Tel. REC 7272
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Editorial
The Colonel-in-Chief
The following gracious message was recci ved from Her Royal Highness,
The Princess Royal, c.r., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., c.o., o.C.L., u..o., in reply
to the telegram sent on the occasion of her bircliday:

The message of loyal and affectinate greetings from all ranks of my
Royal Corps of Signals on the occasion of my birthday has given me very
great pleasure.
I send you all my best wishes.
MARY,
CoLONEL-IN-CHIEF.

Origins

J/ie
{j)ut /J1""t"u:ycfe
THE

ui the J/Utfl

THE

WIRE

ROYAL

SIGNALS

lUAGAZINE

The Official Organ of t!he Signals
Association

WAR DEPARTMEN T

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Supervisors anti Operators for Teleprinting anti Tape Relay Work
VACANCIES

Edi.tor:
BRIGADIER H. R. FIRTH
All correspondence

and

matter

for

publication for THE WIRE, should be

OV ERSEAS

addressed to The Editor, THE

WIRE,

A number of temporary posts for Supervisors " A" and " B " and Operators Grades I and II will be
available shortly in Nairobi for nationals of the United Kingdom. There may also be additional posts in
Cyprus and Singapore. The appointments will be for three years initially.

88, Eccleston Square, London, S .W.I.

Qualifications:

MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE

Minimum age 20.

Supervisors "A" a nd ''B": Must have practical knowledge of Teleprinting and Tape Relay Work and have
had at least three years' experience of Supervisory duties in this field of work. (Ref. HQ 05/35/61).
Operators G rade I : Must be able to teleprint at 40 w.p.m. and have knowledge of Tape Relay Work.
(Ref. HQ 05/36/61).

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
15th OF THE MONTH PRECED-

ING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable

Operators Grade Il: Must be able to teleprint at 30 w.p.m. Knowledge of Tape Relay work desirable,
though not essential. Will be given opportunities for upgrading to Grade I while in W.D. employ.
(Ref. HQ 05/36/61).

scription rates

Salary:

mail):

Supervisors "A" ..
Supervisors "B" . .

£1,019-£1,212 p.a.
£863 - £962 p.a.

Operators Grade I ..
Operators Grade II ..

£390-£822 p.a.
£8.3.6-£12.19.0 per week

to : Royal Signals Association.
Twelve

(post

free,

monihs,

Sub-

except
15/-;

air

single

month, 1/3.

Grade I and Grade II Operators will N OT RECEIVE LESS t!han £600 p.a. basic salary when overseas.
In addition, ALL GRADES will receive certain Foreign Service and Outfit Allowances.
Apply in writing, giving details of nationality, age, education and experience, to:
Under-Secretary of State fo r War, Signals 2, War Office, Whitehall, London, S.W.1.
or to any Employment Exchange, quoting Ref. H Q 05/35/61 or H Q 05/36/61.
V o l . 15
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A chance conversation revealed a very generally held opinion that the
Corps had its origin wholly in the Royal Engineers. While the basic skills,
the equipment, the technical " know how " was nearly all Sapper; the
personnel was very mixed.
At the time when the Royal Engineer Cable Section provided the means
of communication available to the higher formation, Cavalry, Artillery and
Infantry all had Signallers depending mainly on the flag and later on the
heliograph and lamp.
The present Brigade Group Signal Squadron began when three or
more Battalions were "Brigaded" and each placed a number of its Signallers
into a pool to provide the communications of Brigade Headquarters.
In the Royal Artillery it was long considered that only an Artillery
Signaller was capable of passing a message concerning the control of fire.
Gradually the obvious necessity for co-ordinating all means of communication at all levels brought considerable enlargement of the Signal
Service and the permanent organisation of the Army into Divisions, each
having as a norm three Infantry Brigades and three Artillery Brigades
made the Signal Service responsible for the Infantry Brigade and Artillery
Brigade Signal Sections.
The Infantry Brigade Signal Section, commanded in peace by a
Subaltern, provided the finest training for young officers available anywhere.
When it joined its Brigade for formation training, the Signal Section
was almost entirely independent of the parent Divisional Signals. The
officer bad three duties, two of which were above his normal station.
He had to command and administer his own section, plus any who
might be attached to him.
He lived in the Brigade Headquarters Mess and was treated as an
additional staff officer, often acting as Brigade Major or Staff Captain during
the temporary absence of the permanent incumbent.
As the commander's advisor in signalling, he had considerable influence
on the efficiency of Battalion Signal Sections.
Command of tibe Artillery Brigade Sectrion provided slightly less opportunity, though it was a much soughtafter appoin~ent. All too ?ften the
Signal Section tended to be commanded by the Ad1utant of.the Bngade, the
Signal Officer being paired wWi tihe Brigade Orderly Officer m the role of the
Assistant Adjutarut.
The greaites.t privilege of 1cilese itwo Subalterns' commands was that the
young officer lived and worked. on terms of intrimacy with officers .of other
Arms considerably older rtlhan himself, who \~ere destmed to rea~h. ~gh. rank.
As increasing age brou.g ht advancement m ira~ and responSlbili~, n was
frequent for a Major or Lieutenant-Colonel of Sngnals ro serve agam a man
whose esteem he had gained whilst a Lieutenant.
Development in Army organisation, tihe. Brigade G-:oup Signal. quadron
have deprived the Subaltern of 1todaiy of llhis op~ty of l~i;ung .how to
command a formation of all arms of 1the Service while nll m his early
twenti~.
.
The work of an additional struf officer and adVIsor to a commander now
comes to us laiter in life, and lthe size, scope and power of the Signal Squadr?n
is such -that iits Commanding Officer can no longer be an eager learner while
aotiing as "dogs body" 1to itlhe 1Brjgade Commander.
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tile All Regular Army

By the wa.y, you should note that the corireot name is now
"Tedhnioian" rrade and not "X" trade.
.·

Message to a I ranks of Royal Signals, past and present, from the Signal Officer·
in-Chief, Major General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E.

"A StheyouArmy
all know, illhe last National Servicemen leave
in t!he autumn of
and after that we
1962

shall have an all Regular Army.
The transition ro an all Regular Army raises many manpower problems, not only how to recruit ,tJhe numbers
required, but also to ensure tlhat every man in ·t he Corps
is given a fair oppontunicy 1to progress co .the lirni.t of his
capabilities. With such matters in mind, last aururnn I set
up two Working Pa.titiies, one to study the officer structure
and one ito study tthe other rank struc~ll!fe. The aim wa'S
not to make any changes merely for t!he sake of change,
but •to ensure tihat any adjustments required should be
planned properly at .rhe beginning of this per~od of
transition.
Whereas ttihe detail of our future commitmenrs and
organisation cannot be revealed because of security regulations, ttihere !is nollhing secret about Jtlhe Royal Signals' ol!b.er
~ tructure. Therefore, as this is a subject of widespread
mterest and concern, I ha1Ve asked my Sita.ff to wnire an
a<rticle about iJt for THE WIRE.
I !hope ttihat all ran.ks of Royal Signals, both past and
present, will read this article, if only to be reassured rhatt
the overall intention is .to ensure high standards a better
" signalling " capability and a manpower truo~e wicltln
which every man is offered .goOO career prospect~."

General
S you read in it.he Signal Offioer-in-Chiief's message a
Working Party was set up m September, 1960, to s~y
every aspeot of the >trade and rank struoture of Royal Signals
and t.o make recommendations on any changes thought to ~
necessary. The aim of this article is to set out the story of
this Working Party, and to outline •the changes recommended
and accepted.
First of all, you will probably be interested to know llhe
oomposiliion of the Working Party. It was chosen very carefully, ~o ensure .that many members 1:1ad very recent experience
at regimental level and that collectively there was w.ide and
deep knowledge of all tbe problems involved. The Chairman
was Colonel John Anderson, Colonel G .S. of Signals 1, and
tbe other memberiS were:
Colonel F. P. Johnson
O.I.C. Royal Signals Records.
Colonel R. Linton .. .
A.A.G. A.G.II.
Lieut.-Col. A. R. Brooke ...
G.S.0.1 Signals 8.
Lieut-Col D. T. W. Gibson
Sohool of Signals.
Lieut.-Col. (Retd.) G. B.
Stevenson
...
A.G.II.
Major E. J. Beale
Brigade Major of the Training
Bnig:ade, Royal Signals.
Major F. S. Petrie
S.P.S.O. attached ro the Signal
Officer-in-Chief.
Major W. W. Cock
G.S.0.2 SignaJ.s 1~b), Secretary.
Lieutenant-Colonel Gibson and Major Beale represented
the Commandant of the School of Signals and the Com~er of the Training Brigade respe.otlively, whose wide expenenoe and personal views and opinions, whaah were of the
greatest value, were thus continually available to the Working
Party. Many other officers were also consulted in order ro
7nsure tlh:it th~ best possible infollmation and advlce was taken
mto consideration.
The first matter to be examined by the Worlcing Parity was
the fact !fiat? although we are a Corps ['espollsible for providing
~wucattons, at present about a quatl!:er of all Royal Signal s
sokhers ~ve no si~ng . skills.
In future, the number$
of m7Il w1ti:<?ut trade signalling skills will be greatly reduced,
and m addiuon, all men, irrespectJi.ve of their trade, will be

A
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taugh.t ~c signalling. Just as every man must be able to
fire his nfle or <?ther. perso~al weapon, so every signalman must
be able to exercise srmple lme laymg and other signalling skills
S:imila.rJy, in. roe Reg~ Arm~ of ith.e future, we
afford •t o pr<?wdi; a cla.ssi.fied Dnver fur every velh.i.ole. Jn
many cases, tt will be necessary for vehicles to be d.riiven by
crew memberis who have the appropriate skill and experience
in ad~on to .nh~ir primary tra9es. ~ainurally, tihiis po1i.cy WlilJ
bi; a.pplied r.ea.lisni.ca.J.ly, and classified dnivers for speai.fic vehicles
wnl:l be incorporated in unit es1:01bl~Sbments where necessary
but event1:131ly we hope to be in the same happy position a~
tihe ~encan Army, in which it is assumed than: everyone
can drive.
Follow~g 1th.is .trend, '.1Il Electrici.ain Driiver for every
generator J.S a lu.xury we srmply caru:i.ot afford in future. At
present, operators look after small 300 watt sets. In future
wherever pract:ica ble, nhey will be required t:o run generator~
such as •t he 3.5 or 6 KVA and, in general, Eleotriai.an Driveiis
will be prov.i.ded only to look af.lter large generator systems
and on a troop or squadron basis.
These may aw= to be simple ma.t1teI1S, but it was neces·
sar-y to clea:r suah fundamental poin11S before embairlcing upon
a detai.J.ed examination of the manpower structure.

cannot

Trades

T

o

in:orea.se 1'.he flexibility. of the Corps and to give every
.soldier a WJ.de field of interest, 1t was felit in.iJtiially that
'!'e should have as few tlrades as possiible. As the Signal Officer~
m-Chief mentioned in hls preliminary directive to -llhe Working
Patty, mos.t men are capable of a good deal more than we
(or even tlhey) suspect!
Nevetttheless, despite full and constallit awarnness of these
faatous, the Working Party found tihat it was not possible at
present to make radical aha.nges ro fllhe ·l!rade S1nlcture of
RoyaJ. Signals or •t o amalgamaite many trades. By and large,
the a?-vamages of most of .tlhe amendments suggested were
ou11We1ghed by the dang¢rs and difficulties of ·the massive re·
organisation and retraining problems which would be created
ail: field unit level dur.i:ng 1Jhe transition peri.od.
0

Technician. Group
The technician group of &ades offers a conve.nie.nit example
of tihe problems encountered by ·t he Working Pa.rty. It was
felt ~at a structure cont:airung only il:Wo types of tec.hnioian
~adio acrid Line) \\'.ould sim.Pli!Y reoruinment, selection, estab~~t:s, and postnngs, and give at the same llime a greait.er
fiex1\illity of manpower rut re.gimenta.l level.
Despiit:e these
manifest advantages, however, the proposal had to be di.scarded because tlhe addiflionail tlraining time required could only
be obt.a.i.ined by reducing .the numbel'S of technicians in units.
Therefore, the present technician struature !l'emaiins unchanged, but iit: is the intention t.o keep it under reviiew with
acri eye to amaJ.gamaming indiv.idual •llrade slcills as cixcumstances permja: in nhe future.
A .~ior decision . which has been ta.ken in respect of
techni.01ans, however, 1s that 1n foture the trade t.raining cwuii.c171um for all grades up to and includmg Foreman of Si~,
will be rela~ t~ ttlhe proi;i:amme prescriJbed for the aipproplliaite
Tel~mm~ti.ons Ceribiticaite of '!!he Lo.ndon C~ty and
G~ds . ~sli!illute. In a~tion to raiJSing the level of technicaJ
slcill w1illh.in the Coops, it 1s considered 1hait: tihis step will safeg~d and Ur:~rove. the career prospects and snatus of Royal
S1gna.ls teo!mio.i.ans in the long t.ernn. A funther result Ls llhat
the level of the Foreman. will be raither higher than rut present,
and the Pairtt: II coU11Se wWll tiherefore be a:bolished and replaced
by specia~i~t cours~s (e.g. compurors) for those Foremen who
need add11i1.0nal skills beca!Use of t!hefu.- pairilli.cular employment.
Thes~ ~anges ~' of ~urse, be inllroduced ~ruaJly, so
~t elOlstung t~s will not have ·their career.s prejudiiced
m. any ~y, and during the next few years, in which shortages
will pensl.Slt, greater emphaisis will be put on pracllicail skill tthan

on theory.
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The trndes in nrus group rea.dily divtide into radio operalling
and signal centre operattlng. Once again 1t was argued thait
ooly two trades are thus necessacy, but atlter close study it was
decided that, wiiith some ohang,es on the signal centre side
nh.e present tirades are jUSlt about rj,g!ht.
'
In the radio sub-group. the trades of Special Operator and
Telegraph Operan:or rem.am unchanged, as does the Wireless
Operator, except ·llhat the new name is Radio Operator. As at
present, the Telegraph Operator will be the keyboard tape
and moI'se man, and the Radio Operator will be the 'morse
and voice man.
Several ~ges '!"ill be m;ade in the signal centre group of
trade , which oon~sts of Signal Cent1re Supervisors, Cipher
Operatoos, Teleprinter Opera.tors and Signal Centre Operato:rrs.
As many of you know, at present iit is often necessary in
signal centres for Telep.nint.er Operaito11s to be employed in
·gna1 centire duties, and for ~gna!l Centre Ope.ratons to do
keyboar~ wo;-k. Tu: has been deoided, therefore, to amalgarnaite
these kills m one trade to be called Communicaition Centre
()peraror. Communication Cenit:re Operal:OIIS will also be
taught elementall'y S'Wlitohiboard operating, but as .IJh.i,s is one
of the " shop Wlindow " skills of RoyaJ. Signals, suitable men
will be seleoced and addiltionally trained immediat.ely after
completing basic trade nra.ining, for speoiadiist employment on
swliitehboard dul!i.es.
The Cipher Operator trade remains unchanged, but there
wiJl be changes in the metihod of seleotion for llhis tirade. This
is such an impo:rtt:a.nt and responsible trade that no man will
be 11raiined a.s a Gi.pher Operator tmtiJ he has obtained a BII
C.Ommunication Centre Operator classification and is fit for
promotion and advanced training.
A major change in ,t he operating group of trades is the intro·
duoni.on of a new supervisory grade, ·the Yeoman of ~gnals,
who wJll be the ma.st.er operaitor of the Cm-ps. The skills of
the Yeoman af Sign;a,1.s will inco.11pomte both radio and signal
centre techniques ait an advanced level, and, in the long term,
they will replace SignaJ Centre Supervi'SOrs.
Fiel1t Gr"u11
This is a new group of trades, alnhough most of the indi.vti.dual ~ad.es eXlist an: present. Whereas the operating group of
trades JJS responsible for aoma.lly sending and receiving mess•
ages, the field g:roup of trades includes all the "outdoor"
trades which provide tlhe physical means of ~g nhe messages and packages
Linemen, Gable J ointers and Eleotric.iain Drivers are in thi.s
group and remaii.n unchanged. Radio Relay Operators have
a~so bee:n included, but wihl be renamed Radio Relaymen.
In the near future, however, the illustmious nrade of" Despatch
Rider " will have to disappear as such from the Corps structure.
Thiis decision wru; reac!ted \vi<th great reluotance and regret,
but we cannot sta.y nhe hand of Dime and iit is well kllOWi!l
that most Despa.tch RideI's a.re now mollIJlted on light four.
wheeled vahii.cles. Wlhilst nhis aspect of tra.ining is the same
as fur a Dni.!Ver, equally there aire advantages in all tradesmen
Drive.11S beU.n.g able to c:wry packages. I1 has been decided,
~herefore, to ama!lgamat.e the trades of Despatth Rider and
Dr1ver iinro tlhe new trade of Dciver, Royal Signals, w:ho w.i:U,
of 00W1se, be nrai.ned as a carnier of messages, and may sttill
be referred to as a "DR."
Ut'Stily, in tlhis group 1s iinc!uded a new non-ltrodesman to be
oaJled a Field S:ignalman. We will replace nhe old GD man
and will be trained in simple signalling skills. He will be
!l'ble to ~n PI?JllOni:on to as high a.s Co.iiporal, and if he can
improve his skills and become a tradesman, and he will be
encouraged to do so, he will, of course, be aible to gaiin furtiher
promoltion.
Adniinistrativr Grou11
This group conr.aiins those very impOIIllia.nt people, tihe Clerks
GD, the Dra.ugihitJsmen and ·the Technical SroremeJI. There
will be tlWX> n w trades here, d1e Soaff Operator and the
Olerk TeclmioaJ, Royal Signals, which togenher will replace
the Cleilk GD and Technical S·toreman. Sroff Operators will
be Drained as cler1's and also as keyboard operat.ors, so tihat
they may be employed not only on ordinary cleri.cal duties,
but also to man staff teleprinters in those headquarters where
staff teleprinters are to be used in future. The Clerk Teoh~
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nical trade will be based on llhe Techni.cal Storeman trade
but will also include typing and other basic clerical skills. '
The role of Draughtsmen is unchanged. In future, how~ver, these tradesmen will be provided by the extension trainmg of Staff Operators and Clerks Technical who possess a flair
for draw.ing.
. FmaUy, to maintain !Jhe career prospects of the men in this
unpor.r.an.t group of trades, a new Ghief Clerks roster is to be
created, which will facilil?alte progression to appointments as
Superintending Clerkis and Chief Clerks.

Promotion anti Rank Strocture
rtiHBRE is to be a major and very important change in

..L the rank structure of Royal Signals in the all-Regular
Army.
A!t present it is possible to obt:ai.n promollion fr.om signalman
to a.ny rank, i.nol.uding waarant officer in almost any trade. In
future, promotion as a tcadesman will be to the rank of
sergeant only. Above the rank of sergeant, promotion will be
only on to and within the Foreman of Signals, Yeoman of
Signals, Ohief Clerks and RD Rosters.
Thls does not mean that any staff sergeant or warrant
officer who is not a.t present on one of these rootel'S will cease
to have a career in Royal Signals. There will be a long transition period to gLve everybody the dh.ance to qualify and tranSfer to the new rosters. In particular, as i.t ~ be many years
before we ha.ve as many Foremen of Signals as we require,
dllll'ing thlis peri.od it wihl be necessary t:o retaii.n technicians
aibove tbe rank of sel'geant and to continue promotion on the
existti.ng technicians rooter. We need all the technicians we
have, and will mke care to ensure places for all in the new
organisation: so no technioirul need worry that he will be
thrmV'Il ro the wolves.
Lt is most i.mpontant, however, llhat everyone should see the
long term aiim quite clearly. There will be a lengthy transition
per~od and everyone will have ample opportunity to qualify
for inclusion i.n one of the senior rostet>S. After the transition
peri.od, however, promotion above the rank of sergeant will
only be possible on !Jhe Foreman of Signals, Yeoman of Signals,
Chief Clerks and RD rosters.
Detai.Ls of the qualificall!ions required for inclusion in these
new rostellS, and instllUOl!i.ons regairdii.ng conversion, are avail
able in all unit orderly rooms.
Finally, to ensure th.alt. nhe prospects for promotion are adequa.te in every 1!rade, the nwnbexis of ranks in each trade,
plus those in the senior rosters, ha.ve been analysed, and it
will be ensured that these prospects are well up to the standards
of the Army as a whole.
4

Conclusion
N addiil!i.on to the changes described so far, the Working
,Pa«y also made recommendations on many other subjects,
including such tJbii.ngs as qualificanions for promotion, methods
of selectlion for promonion, nomenclature of senior rank appointments, methods of address of senior ranks, medical and colour
percepnion standards, trade security standards and many other
things. Thiis is not nh.e place to go i.oto all these matters, but
nh.e necessary insU'uotions have been, or are being, issued.
By now many of you will be wondeI'i.ng when all these
changes are going to happen. Well, in general, the changes
take place on 1st April, 1962, but there will be periods of
grace after th.is daite for those who have to change trades or
change !!heir quaJifiaaitions in any way.
F.ina.lly, tlhe Working Party has now been renamed the
" Slliand.ing Committee on llhe Roya.I. Signal Other Rank Trade
Structure," and as such, it meets during the first week of every
month and will CO!ltmUe to do so for rbe foreseeable futl!I'C' .
The Commill!tee is chairged with the task of en uring a smooth
t:ran'Sition to the new structure, seeking further improvements
(particulairily in the amalgamation of s~ls and trades) and
giving COllisidera.tion to any problems which may a.oise in this
conteJGt. Ln this respeot, the CommitJtee will welcome suggesliions kom anyone: if you have any, raise them w.ith your
CommMJ.ding Officer, a.n<l, if appropriate, he can write DO to
the Chairman or Secretary.
Finally, are these changes necessary? Well, our an ~ver to
this i.s to quote the Commanding Officer of a very famous
Signal R~ent who, after reading the report of the Working
Pa.nty sa.i.d: "Well I imagine that if we make all these changes
then we shall be the best Corps in the Briti h Army," and this
is preci ely what we mea.n to be !

I
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The Golt/en Jubilee Reunion of the Corps of Signals Pakistan Army
11th-15th April, 1961
B Y M AJOR-G ENERAL L . DE M . Tuun.LmR

r1-,HE

C'.orps of Signals, Pakistan Army, is the direct
descendant of the four divisional signal companies that
were formed in 1911 under Lieutenant-Colonel . H. Powell,
RE. within the Corps of Sappers and Minere. So it was
fitting that tiley should celebrate dl ·r Golden Jubilee in 1961,
and at the invitation of Brigadier Mohammed Suleiman Colonel
John Tulloch and I travelled out by air to represent the Corps.
We touched down at Rawal Pindi just as t!he sun dipped
below the hills to the WC$t. At the airpoot ro welcome us
were the Chief of Staff of l!he Pakistan Army, Major-General
A. M. Yahya Khan, their Director General of Military Training Major-General Abdul Hamid, and the Commander-inChief of the PakiStian avy, Rear Admiral A. R Khan, as wcll
as Colonel Abdul Rahman, Major N. S. Khan and othen
of the Corps of Signals. From there we drove to the Pindl
Club, while thunder and lightning played around the dismru
Murree Hills.
The follow.ing morning we were shown the silte of tibe new
capital of Pakistan, I slamabad-and die large lake tibat is
being built up behind the Rawal Dam to provide the wat:et
supply. A stretch of rolling countryside about eight to nine
mil
to the nol1l'h of Ra>val Plndi and just to the west of
Murree Road has been chosen, and already the first key plan
has been approved. lit is hoped that the capiml will be builr
in phases over the next fifteen to twenty years. That afternoon, after v· ·~ nhe School of Signals and the Pakistan
terminal of COMCAN, we drove, via l!he Hushalgar Bridge,
to Kohat, the last twenty miles in a oontinuous downpour of
min, with thunder and lightning to rem.ind us that even in
Pakistan the weather can be a fickle mistress.
But the next day, Wednesday, broke fine and clear, the sky
dappled with high, ·wispy clouds, betokening fine weather for
days to come. To those who have served in Koha.t before or
since World War II, the cantonment would have looked just
the same. After the rain, the grass on the Maiclain was no
doubt as green as ever, and the cantle that grazed on it
through the noonday heat, were, as like as not, the direct
descendants of tho.se than: have browsed t:here duri ng the past
fifty years. The roads were clean and swept, and l!he red
walls of the Park Hotel and dle white walls of the houses
overlooking the Maidan, sparkled in tihe mol1Ding sun. All this
was a common everday scene until one saw tihe tllliumphal
jubilee arches tl1at ha.d been erecned at strategic points all
over the cantonment, the signs at cross roads directing
strangers to the sport:s Mena, the parade ground and to the
barracks of the Signal Training GentJre, and nhen one realised
that for this week Kohat ha.d become the spini.tual beam and
f'amily home of the Corps of Signals.
Our first engagement was the final of the basketball
tournament, a spiTiit:ed, low-scoring game, played at great pace.
Then came an interval for ref.reshments, set out in a large,
cool shamiana. This was for me and John Tulloch one of
the most poignant momenliS of the whole vi.sit, for here, one
by one, we met nearly all the pensioners, who had been
invited to attend itihe celebrations. Amongst these were many
that served wii.th me when I was in Meerut and MuttJra twentyfive to thirty years ago. From the pack cable section ti1an: I
t.ook ro Burma in 1931, I met my Havildar Allah Diitta, fmil,
but upright, and botih my naikis, Sardar Khan :iµld Misr~ Khaai,
whom the years ha.d scarcely touched. Erom Meerut tihere
were the Jemadar Quartermaster, Abdul Ahmed Khan, and
Lance/Naik Karam Dad, who played a centre-forward ar
hockey for the Regiment in front of me at centte-half, and
from Muttra my best jawan, Habibullah, now an executive with
the Attock Oil Company. I was to meet them and others, like
Major Yacoob Khan, of Records Office fame, again and again
during the Reunion, at the J.C.O.'s dinner, the sports, thePresident's parade, and each time they remembered more names
and wanted to know how this Colonel Sahib and that Major
Sahib were faring. They had not forgotten, nor were they likely
to forget, that partnership between the two Corps, that associa·
tion, rich with memories of peace and war of the past 50 years
and now once again exemplified by the '.presence of John
Tulloch and myself at these Jubilee celebrations.
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On Thursday evening there was the Corps Guest Night,
held in the Signal Training Centre Mess. At the end of dinner,
after the loyal toasts had been drunk, Brigadier Mohammad
Suleman, made a moving speech, full of pride on the achievements of bis Corps, but yet mindful of the debt they owed to
those whom they called their " Corps Architects," referring to
their past Colonels Conunandants, Major-General S. H. Powell,
General Sir Robert Cassels and General Sir Douglas Gracey,
their past Signal Officers-in-Chief and Directors of Signals, and
in particular mentioning their own first two, after partition,
Brigadiers Charlesworth and Lewjs. He then presented John
Tulloch and I, in a charming little speech, each with a walnut
cigarette box as a momento of our visit, and then the assembled
company drUnk a toast to the Royal Corps of Signals, a toast to
which I replied.
All the events of the week led up to the great climax on
Saturday. Punctually at 9 a.m., the Signal Training Centre, on
ceremonial parade, gave a Presidential salute to Field- M arshal
Mohammad Ayub Khan and the Corps of Signals Band played
the Pakistan National Anthem. The President had come down
specially to present his National Standard (this corresponds to
our Queen's Colour and is within the gift of the President), both
in his capacity as President and as Colonel Commandant of
his Corps of Signals. The parade followed the tradillional
pattern; first the piling of drums in a hollow square over which
the National Standard was draped. Then the Presidential
speech, the blessing of the Standard by the Imam and the
consecration prayers, the presentation to the Standard Bearer,
and finally the march past. The whole parade could not be
faulted and was a striking example of the high standard of
ceremonial drill reached and maintained by the Signal Training
Centre.
The parade over, the President was introduced to a long line
of pensioners, with each of whom he stopped and spoke a few
words. At the end of the line, but a little distance apart, stood
another pensioner, myself and John Tulloch. He told us how
delighted he was that we had been able to come all the way
from England to be present at these celebrallions.
After refreshments in another shamiana, the President moved
on to an exhibition of " Signals through the Ages." This was
in two parts, the first being a demonstration of a Brigade Signal
Section of the 1920s, the V.C.0.s, N.C.0.s and men being
dressed in the uniform of those days with, as far as they were
able to collect it, the appropriate equipment. The section
marched past, some on foot, others leading mules and the
remainder on horses. There were mules with yakdans carrying
Signal Office equipment; mules with No. l wireless sets, with
the operators marching alongside punching keys; more mules
carrying drums of D8 cable; then horsed despatch riders with
their blue and white arm bands and horsed linemen with small
drums of D3 cable in carriers behind their saddles. Alas, though
they searched the length and breadth of Pakistan they could
not find a cable wagon. What nostalgic memories that little
parade brought back to at least two of the onlookers. Then
there was the static exhibition of equipment, ranging from the
the earliest flags, shutters, helios, lamps, telephones D3, " A"
and "C" wireless sets, to the modern and sophisticated electronic equipment of the l96o's in air conditioned lorries.
The last engagement for the President was lunch, at which
all Signal Officers, and many of their wives, were present. At
the end of this I read out the message from Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal and presented to tl)e President the
silver-gilt bowl, the gift of the Corps as "a token of the lasting friendship between the two Corps."
But with the departure of the President, the Reunion had
not yet finished. In the afternoon there were the athletics
finals, with very high standards, and with two representatives
of the Pak<istan Olympic team last year performing in the
hurdles and the long jump respectively. The prizes were presented by the Commander-in-Chief General Musa Khan, and
amongst the spectators were their Master General of the
Ordnance, Major-General Fazal Muggeem, and the Divisional
Commander of the 7th Division, Major-Genera! Atiqurah
Rahman. The whole meeting was impeccably organised.
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The Golden Jubilee and me day drew to an end with a
torchlight tattoo. What better site could be imagined than the
dark slopes of th e hills to the north acting as a backdrop, the
btar twinkling as if they were d istant helios, the darkened ar ena
and the whole population of Kohat, soldiers, families, traders,
tribesmen, h ushed and silent, awaiting the first roll of the drums.
Then there was a blaze of light and through the doors of a
mock red stone fort emerged the Band to gi ve a display of
marching and countermarching and then in succession there
followed a show of physical training, tribal drill carried out at
the double, despatch riders performing feats of agility and
balance on their motor cycles until we came to the final torchlight tableau-Corps of Signals-Golden Jubilee 19rr-1961TEZ-O-YAQINI. (T ez-o-Yaqini is the Corps of Signals motto
corresponding to our o wn Certo Cito). So, as the torches were
c. ·tinguished one by one as their bearers passed back into the
fort the Band played their National Anthem and the Golden
Jubliee was over . ~u~h an occasion as this comes bu.t .once in a
lifetime, but when it is celebrated by a young and virile Corps,
then their outward show of martial pomp and ceremony, of
sporting pageantry and of a colourful tattoo, all these are a
reflection of th e inner pride of each member in himself, in his
Corps and in h is country.
And though this was the end, John Tulloch and I both knew
that the memories of that wonderful Jubilee would abide not
only with us all our lives but also wim Brigadier Mohammad
Suleman and all his officers and men who by their labours had
made it such an outstanding Reunion.
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T he following message from Her Royal Highness The Princess
Royal, C.I., G.C.V.O., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Colonelin-Chief, dated at Harewood House in April, 1961, was delivered
by M ajor-G eneral L de M. Thuillier, c.B., o.a.E., R epresentative
Colonel Commandant Royal Signals.

On this historic occasion of the Golden 'jubilee of your
Corps I send to all of you in The Signal Corps of the
Pakistan Army, a message of goodwill from my Royal
Corps of Signals.
You are maintaining with pride the traditions established
in our common past. There are many members of my
Royal Corps of Signals who remember with deep affection
those officers and men of your Corps with whom they had
the honour to serve.
May yow· own great Corps flourish and prosper and the
ties of friendship between the two Corps be strengthened
year by year.

The Silver Gilt bowl with the crests of the Two Corps presented
to the Signal Corps of Pakistan to celebrate the Golden Jubilee
of the Indian Signal Corps 1911-1961
tllUll lllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUUllllllllllllllllllll

In a Signal to the Signal Officer-in-Chief, the Colonel Commandant of the Signal Corps of Pakistan made reply.
For Colonel-in-Chief and all ranks Royal Corps of
Signals. Deeply touched by warm and affectionate message
of goodwill from Royal Corps of Signals on this historic
occasion of the Golden 'jubilee of my Corps of Signals. I
heartily reciprocate the sentiments expressed by your Royal
Highness and pray for the greater glory of Royal Corps of
Signals and for further strengthening of the bonds of friendship between our two Corps. AYUB, Colonel Commandant.

Ganga Devi resumes her Voyage to Eng/anti
The 22-foot Bermuda sloop Ganga Devi, which Captain J.
Alexander and his crew are sailing home to Britain from the
Far East, has left Aden to resume her interrupted voyage.
Ganga Devi arrived in Aden on 2nd March, l.961: Because
of adverse sailing conditions in the Re~ ~ea at this ~e of the
year the sloop's skipper d~ided to wait ~ ~den until arrangements could be made to ship Ganga De'IJI with her ere~ to Port
Said, whence they will .continue their journe.y under sail.
Mter several disappomtm~nts and dt;lays, Jt \?~ at last found
possible to offer Ganga De'IJI a passage rn the !v11rustry of Transport LST Empire Guillemot, an of!er which was gratef~y
' received by Captain Alexander and his crew. On th~ mor~g
of 5th May the yacht was duly hoisted aboard the Emp1re Guillemot, which sailed the same afternoon..
.
It will be remembered that the Empire Guillemot ~s the first
ship to arrive on the scene of the recent S~ Dara disaster, and
played a big part in the rescue of her survivors.
Following schedule was received by Signal from Aden:
27th May - Malta
4th 'June - Marseille
12th 'fune - Falmouth
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Signal 01/iter·
in-(fliel
visits U.S.A.
The SO-in-C and Major General R. T. Nelson, Chief Signal Officer,
U.S. Army Signal Corps, are greeted by Brigad ier General B. H.
Pochyla (centre) on their arrival at Augusta, Georgia

[U.S. Army Photograph

The SO-in-C inspects the Honour Guard at Fort Monmouth. Major General W. D. Hamlin, Commanding
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 General Fort Monmouth , is seen between the SO-in-C and the Guard Commander, Lieutenant R. L. Perlot

In about June, 196<>, when Major-General R. T. Nelson, the
C.S.O. of the U ,S. Army Signal Corps, !inst heard mat MajorGeneral A. M . W. Whistler, C.B.E., was •tx> become S.0.-in-C.
in the follo'Wling September, his reaction was at once t o invite
him to visit me U.S. Army Signal Corps.
It thus happened that on 18th April, 1961, llhe S.0.-in-C., on
arrival at Idlewild International Airpom, New York, wa~ me1
by Lieutenant-Colonel Tom Buckley of General Nelson'~ staff,
end whipped off in a U.S. Army S'ignal Corps helicopter to For~
Monmouth, some 40 miles south of New Yor:k. Fon Mon~uth is irhe " home of the Signal Corps " and the site of the
Signal Sdhool, of llhe Research and Development Laboratories
and of many other Signal Corps actiWnies.
The official programme began the next morning when che
S.0.-in-C., accompanied by Major-General William D. Hamlin, the Commanding General, inspeaed an Honour Guard.
The S.0.-in-C. 1then moved round in rapid succession ro the
Agency dealing with CommunicaGion Satellites, w the Signal
School and to me U.S. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratories. F011t Monmouth is a vast installa'l!i.on : for
example, the Signal School is some five tiimes as big as our
Signal School, while .the Laboratories are equivalent r.o our
S.R.D.E., R.RE. and bits of .the RA.E. all rolled into one and
increased in size. It was thus impossible for the S.0.-jn-C.
r.o see it all in one day : but due to the very carefully arranged
programme and to the excellent briefings which General Hamlin
had arranged, the S.O ...in-C. was able to get a very good
" bird's eye view " of the many aotivii.nies.
Duiling his tour of the School, one of lihe many activities
which the S.0.-in-C. saw, was !:he T .V. studio which i.5 used
as a training aid. The offioor..in-charge of the studio o:ndered
the cameras to out; having prev-iously axranged that the camera
men should ignore his order. The S.0.-in-C. gave a.n involuntary performance as a T.V. star. However, honours were even
when Colonel Barnes, accompanying ithe S.0.-in-C., defeated
a large computer by asking i.t a very awkward question.
. While in Fort ~nmouth .the S.0.-iin-C. met the one Royal
Signals Student, 1.Jieutenant-Colonel A. T. Scott, who is on a
OC?Uise " learning the language " before taking over firorn
Lieutenant-Colonel D . L. Pounds as Brutish Liai.son Officer in
the C.S.O.'s office.
From Fott Monmouth the S.0.-1.n-C. flew the 200 odd miles
to Washington, D.C., m a light aircraft provd.ded and piloted by
the U.S. Army Signal Corps.
Early the next mol11ling the S.0.-in-C. went to the Pentagon
where he met General Nelson for the fir.st inime. The day was
devoted to a very full blliefing by General Nelson's staff on the
very wide responsibilitiies and manifold responsibilities of the
U.S. Signal Corps, and to discussions of the mutrual problems
facing the rtwo Signal Corps.
Saturday was a free day, to allow the S.0 .-<in-C. a litltle time

to catch his breat!h and .to see me sigh~ of Washington; and at
7.15 a.m . on Sunday the S.0 ...in-C. lelit nhe house wihere he was
stay:i:ng to meet General Nelson at illhe airpom. F.rom llhere ·t!he
paITty took off on a rapid air tt.ip which was to take them some
6,ooo miles in four days to visit Font Huachuca in Arizona,
Foot Gordon in Georgia and Fom: Bragg in NootJ:J. Cairolina,
before returning IX> Washington on Wed.nesrucy evening. This
is comparable in diistJanoe ro a tri.p from London to Moscow
and back v.ia Rome and Paris. For ws long .nnip the U.S.
Army Signal C-orps (who had up .ro now flown th.e rurcraft
used by the S.0.-in-C.) called in •tJ:le U.S.A.F. The latter produced a gleaming 16.,seaiter plane known as SAM (Speaial Air
Mission) aircrafit, under command of Captain Hay, U.S.A.F.,
which, tirom this point on, was placed ait ·th.e disposal of the
patty.

After a refuelling stop in Texas, the party reached Tucson.
Thence, t!he U.S. Signal Corps took over agaim and flew them
"over the hump" into Fort Huachuca.
F011t Huaohuoa is siwated almost on the Mexican bordez
in collllillry which was once wild and lawJess Apache Indian
Terni.rory. The Fort was first established as a cavalry post in
1877 but it was not unnil 1886 t!har the courmy beoame comparatti.vel.y safe for settler~. Lts eaJ:lliest connection wii.th Signals
wais in mid 1880'15 when Huachaca became an impoITtmlt
station in t!he heliograph network f.rom peak to peak across the
entire sout!h-west. Since ltlhen, the gailI'~son has fluorua1Jeci from
near extinction to frenzied aotiV:ity as 11'.ecent wa.rs came aind
went, until 1950 when it was finally chosen as the tocaition
for tlhe Electronic Proving Ground in th.e U .S. Mimy. General
Nelson became ius second Commanding General. The preseJl1
C.G. iis Major-General Francis F . UJuihane, who, W1iith his
Brimish Liaison Officer, Colonel P. W. Lonnon, was at th.: aixstrip to meet nhe S.0.-in~.
Honour.s for Genera.I Wih~stle.r were performed with tJJ:adi1lional stnalllilless ounside the H.Q. A.E.:P.G. at Greely Hall ,
After an exnremely slick briiefing .t he S.0.-i.n~C. was shown
round the various d:irrotorates and during !!he i.ni.nemry !!he two
vi&ning Generals wene asked ro open •t he brand new Data
Reducnion Facilities B:randh of 1ihe A.D.P.S. DepaI1tment.
T.he v~sit to Fort Huaehuoa wound up with a recepGion in
the Offi=' Club. After dinner, the S.0.-i.n-C. had .the distiincnion of being appoi.nt.ed as an Honorary Deputy Miooshal of
Tombstone. Tombstone, or "me town to0 tough to die," is
now well known to fwls of Wild West T.V. cm both sides of
the A<tilaioti.c as !!he scene of the exploiills of Wyarot Eal!1p and
his brooher.s. Jn: is also known as tlhe scene of nhe hangiiing of
such not<>rious chara.ot:CI's as Frank "Buo~skin" ~lie (1882),
Billy "The Kid" Clairbourne (1885) and Richard "Killer"
Moberly (1958). Unlike hiis predecessor in office the S.0.-in-C.
managed to avoid being hanged, but had to enter a oompetillion to prov.e his slickness on the draw agamst two ot!her

Deputy Mru'shals. This he did it:o me satisf:action of Mrs.
Landin, the first lady of Tombstone, who thereupon made him
a Deputy Marshal and handing him a warrant entitling him
to draw his gun once a day anywhere in the world without
cxplanaition. Callers receiv>ing no answer from War Office
eicrensions 450, 666, 1926, will understand what has happened.
The flight from Huachuca to Tucson was variied slightly t'O
enable a message of thanks from the S.O ....in-C. to be dropped
to the tint lady of Tombstxme in her garden. ':Dhe drop
appeared to be successful but one can only hope that the rest
of the town realised in time that it was not the return of
"Nick the Greek," a delri.ghitfully stubborn local ranch owner,
who bougillt himself a plane, built an airstlli.p and mughJt himself to fly--Only to be grounded by the Tombstone authorities
for flying wtiitlhout a licence. As a protest against this harsh
treatment, he loaded hi5 plane with a large array of stones
and proceeded no " bomb " the main sttreet of the town. He
has not taken off since.
General Nelson had got up very early and gone to Tucson
before the S.0.--ID-C. They met again on the airport m
Tucson, and here tlhe S.0.-<in-C met General Nelson's son,
Capt'.alin Tom Nelson, U.S. Anmy Sign:a! Col!ps, Who by a happy
ooincidence had returned r.o the Smtes iirom Korea only the
previous evening. General Nelson had managed r.o fit in breakfast wi.th his son, daughter~-bw and grandson, and all throe
had come to the arl.Ilpor:t to see the pallty off.
The next stop, reached that evening after a seven-hour
journey, was the U.S. Anmy Sjgnal T;ra1illng Cennre at FOilt
Gordon, GOO!'gia. The U.S. Army Sigool T.raimng Centre has
the maiin responsibility for giving basic training to Signals
recruiitis and for theiir liI1aiiiniing in radio and teleprinter operation and rnaiintenance. Linemen are ailso nrained here. In
addition to receiving some 300 recriuits each week, the Centte
also has a Signal T.rarining Group \Wrich is responsible for
keeping rwo resident signa:l battallions ait opera11ionaJ readiness, and also for assistance to Nanional Guard and Reserve
Signal Units. The Group has established a Signal Integrated
Training Faai1ity (SITFAC) w'hi.oh consistJs of a number of
area si~ cennres deployed over th.e 55,000 acre training area.
The Comoe:nitres, wihiidh in the roaiin simulate !!hose to be
found at Theatre/Army, Army Group and Army H .Q., are
connected to eaah ot!her Wlitll semi-permanent communioaiti.ons.
Regular, Reseiwe and NaJtli.onal Guard units are all encourngod
ro make use of tlhe faailiey .
F.rom th.e moment nh.c two visiiting Generals aT-nived ~t was
obvious that they were both to be exposed to th.e famous
soutlhern hoopiina.Lilty. The Commandmg General, Signal Training Centre Br.igadier General B. H. Pochyla wast.ed no time
in getting the S.0.-in-C. into the air over Fon Gordon (the
ortly wa;y to see this vast garrison).
.
Then f':ollowed an official dinner in the Mess, and once agaoo
the S.0 .-in-C. found himself in the company of pasr and
present oornm.anderis of t1he post; for General Nelson had also
commanded FC>Ilt Gordon from 1955-1957.
Afiter dinner ithe S.0.-'iln-C. was ~ven a very tho.rough
bniefing of the oeninres' a0t:Lvitlies by means of a dosed circwt
T.V. Th.is novel menh.od of briefing was not only very effective
but also proved to be an ingenious time saver since the S.0.THE WIRE, JUNE 1961
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The SO-in-C in the T.V. Studio of the Signal School, asks a question
unaware that he himself is being televised

in-C. was due to stay in Gordon for a few hours only.
The ciinnar finished with the presenta1lion to the S.O.-m-C.
of an engraved cigarente lighter embossed with the Signal
Corps insignia and also a magnificent riding crop, similarly
emblazoned (obviously t!he General's equestllian skill had previously been known to the donors).
The following day started with t!he inspection of a vecy
smam: Honour Guard followed by a detailed tour of !!he
various activimies, described cm T.V. the previous evening and
including the Training Aids division, which incidentally would
be the envy of any small manufucturer. It seemed but a short
time only before the stay in Gordon came to an end. The
depamire was highlighted by an official luncheon at which the
S.O ..,in-C. met some looal dignitaries, including the Mayor oi.
Augusta and the Chairman of the Augusta Chamber of
Commerce.
The neXit place to be visited was Fort Bragg, some 250 miles
to the nOilth of Gordon near Fayetteville, North Carolina. Font
Bragg is the home of rhe XVIII Airborne Corps and the 82nd
Airborne Division. These formations, together with nearby
101 Airborne Division (of Basrogne fame), form the major portion of the Strategic Army Corps (STRAC).
Fort Bragg is also the U.S. Parachute Training Centre. It
is, as the Americans say, a "sharp post"; everywhere one sees
activiity and an atmosphere of urgency prevails either in the
jump training school or om on the DZ's in the surrounding
it:rai;ning area . . Lt was in one of these locatJions that the Signal
Bamnal:ion of 8211d Airborne Division were visited whilst establishing comrmmications for a divisional CPX. Here the S.0.in-C. seemed to be completely in his element and obviously
found t'he surrounding weather (it rained like - !) reminiscent
[continued on page 194

The SO-in-C talks to a Signaller wearing a "helmet radio"
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of hi reoent days in Rhine Army. General Theodore Conway, C.G. 82.nd Airborne Division, accompanied the S.0.-in-C.
throughout the tour and at the end presented the whole party
with a STRAC tie clasp and a ce11tifi.oat:e reoording the occasion.
And SIO, back to Washington where, on the following day,
the v:isi.t of the S.0.-in-C. ended officially with a final meeting
with General Nelson in the Pentagon. Lt was here nhat tlhe
S.0.-in-C. wa presented w.itlh a U.S Signal Corps tie and
a fine plaque beautifully engraved \~th an insoription recording the occasion. In return General Whistler presenred the
Chief Signal Officer with a suitably in~bed copy of " The
History of Royal Signal," by Major-General R. F. Nalder
c.B., O.B.E.

So ended an e.iru-emely well organised informative tour,
carried out in an attnosphere of real warmth of wiendship.
It was a great privilege to be included in the S.0.-in-C.'s
escorting pallty and to experience not only the enthusiastic
reception afforded to him wherever he went but also the frank
and willing approach adopted in discussion of problems confronting the two Signal Coi:ps.
D JL.P.

Mrs. l. Curtis
Presentation of R oyal Signals Brooch.
Since 1953 Mrs. Lily Curtis has been the hard-working
and efficient Secretary to four successive Signal Officers
(Colonels Hardy, Lyddon, Ridley...Mru-tin and Barnes) on tthe
British Army Staff in Wa hington.
Any Royal Signals Officer who has visited llhe U.S.A. since
1953 will know how much Mrs. Curnis has done for Royal
Signals, and will be glad to know that on his recent visit .ro
the United States tlle S .0.-in-C. presented a Royal SignaJs
Brooch to Mrs. Curtis on behalf of the Corps.

Essays 196 1162
Ber trand Stewart Prize Essay Competition, 1962.
Prize: £80. Closing date: 22nd June 1962.
SUBJECT.-N.A.T.O. requires a strong military force to protect .Western Europe against outside aggression. This force is
provi~ ~y ~ne large and many small nations, each attempting
to mamtam 1ts own balanced army. U.N. require, from liime
to time, forces for " police " type aations. These forces are
found from small derach.ments provided by many nations of the
world.
Discuss how llhe ami.ies of nations within N .A.T.O. could
best be integrated and equipped to meet
(a) the full defensive requirement of N.A.T.O.;
(b) ca11s firom lllhe U.N. f.or assistanoe in "police" type
actions anywheTe in the world;
(c) national oomml,tmenl!S outside tlbe area of N.A. T.0. command.
General conditions for this essay compani:tion will be th:e
same as for the 1961 competition and can be found jn AC! 414
of 1960.
I.

2. George Knight Clowes Memorial Prize Essay Competition
1962.
'
Prizes: Fin>!: prize, £35; second prize, £15.
Glosing date: 31st Marob, 1962.
. SUBJECT.-Napoleon ex:pressed me opinion that in Wat the
unpcmnance of morale in relation to physical considerations was
as three is to one. T oda,y, in tihe nuclear age, the employment
of new and revolutionary weapons tends to obscure the importance of morale as a war-winning factor. Moreover many
~ wtit~s aim~ entirely neglect the human as~.
Discuss this, and give your views on how tlhe morale of lihe
Fighting Services can best be sustained in peace and war.
General conditions for tlhis essay com}Jeftiition will be llhe same
as for the 1961 compet!i'llion, and can be found in AC I 288 of

1900.
3.
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Gold Medal and Trench Gascoigne Prize Essay
Competition, 1961.
Prue: Thi11ty guineas and Gold M edal.
Qosing date: 16th October, 196r.

The subject of llhe essay may be chosen from eiither of the
following which rank equally in adjudica.llion:(a) "It has been said that tlhe objeot of studying military
hi tory is not ro acquire infonna11i.on about the past but
ro improve our judgment as to what ought to be done
under oondillions of ru:itual w.ar.
The introduction of nuolear weapons, both snraiteg;ic
end taotricaJ, would seem ·t o haive altered ohe oondirtlions
of any future war completely.
Discuss the extent: to which the study of past campaigns is still of any value in the training of future commanders of all three Se:rvii.oes or could help in tihe
furnnalli.on of ~otical or slll'ategic ooncept1l for use in such
a war.''
[OR]
(b) "The co t and complexiity of tra:imug officers in the
Services is steadily increasing.
Discuss W'haJt: interService action could be taken ro ensure that the most
efficient use is made of funds and facilities, e.g., integration of courses and joint use of facilinies.''
General conditions fox dtls essay competition are oonmmed
in ACI 62 of 196r.

®bituarp
CYlllL PERCIVAL FITZJOUN FEGAN, M.S.IU.,
Ex-C.(!.MS.
Many ex-Boys and otiher older member.s of (!he C-orps will
have heard with sorrow of tihe death of " Jer,ry " Fegan, on
17illh April, 1961, alt: Chislehurst.
His funeral itook place at Eltham on 21st April, 1961.
Cyril Fegan enlisted as a Boy on 23rd May, 1913, for training as an " Office Telegraphist," and like all R.E. Boys of
1lhaJt time he learned ithe skills of good morse operating under
the late Bill Gallagher, and subsequently served in "K" Signal
Company-where all RE. Boy a:elegrap.hOists were trained in
tlhe larger Post Office <tel.eg;reiph depamments in Ireland and
England.
He was an experit operator, and tihe 28 w.p.m. demanded of
fully lirai.ned boys of the 1913s-1914s was only one of his
achievements. In fact he was a 30 w.p.m. operator (rtJake:n
down mostly from a Whea.1'Stone machine) 3Jlld was singled
out a:s one of the Ex-Boys tto be itmined ii.n th~ Army's early
wireless sets. He was also a capable hoosernastier and could
take his place in a cable wagon tieam. In !the field of sport
he was a keen rugger player.
Afiter joining 1Ihe 113.Ilks in April, 1915, lhe saw a:otive service
in Fronce from 1915-1917, 0Ild in lit:aly, 1917-1919. He was
awarded .tihe M.S.M.
His versa.1li.li.ty in manters miliracy and iteahniioal led rum to
mke employment iiai fthe M.inistJry of Supply a11: C.I.E.M.E.,
Chislehlll'st, when, as a company-quatl1JerrnaSltcr sergeanJt, he
left the JSeIVice on completion of 21 years' ma.n's service.
Jerry Fegan was a well-known ex-Boy of the Coops, and
prior to his long illness, he wa~ a keen attender at t:l).e Ex-Boys'
Annual Dln.ners. The present-day ex-BQys sent a handsome
floral rem.embr8111ce ito fthe fune:ml ceremony.
A letter of
sincere sympa,thy was sent to his widow, also to his elder
brotlher, Major H. L. F. Fegan, M.M. (retd.), now livU.ng in
Exemr.

This was not ·t he finst programme to be selected by Royal
Signal , 242 Squadron having had tWX> programmes broadcast,
but it was the first fa which a member of the W.R.A.C. Signals
actually broadcast on the programme.
After recording, these programmes are flown out to Chl'i&mas Island for re-broadcaooing on the Christmas Island network on Sunday evenings. Will any unirt: .interested in bavdng
a programme recorded for Christmas Isl.aind please contact
Fliglht-Lieut:enam: W. W. Faiwley, HeadqUAITteJ:1s, No. 18 Group,
Royal Air Force, Piitteaivie Oa9tle, Dunfennli.ne, Fife.

VALE
MAJOR-GENERAL E. S.
C.B., C.B.E.

Ettie Cole left the Roya1 MlJiitairy College ait: Sandhurst at
die end of ithe summer :term of 1925, and was !therefore one
of 1the very first officers Ito join ·the Corps mllhout ha.v.ing Ito
ob:ange his cap badge. To add .to il'.hat Wsninction, he was
al.'so on il!he first " Q " Course that began at Oatterick after 1Ihe
Sohool of Signals had moved up there cfirom Ma.resfiel.d Park
that year.
Those early days in Gaittecick (where " three times through
the alphabe!t" at flag drill was -a st.anda.tid early morning pipe
opener) tJaught him, rtfhrough signal exercises on 'llhe moors,
the basic lessons which hold good for the esr.ablishment of all
oommuni.oaiti.on systems, however sophisticated the electronic
systems of this day and age may be. But apan from his
signal mcini.ng, there were two oharn.Otlerristios of his .thait
marked him out from his fellow subaltemns. In llhe first place
(though I may have this in il!he wrong order) he was a soccer
player of high quality at a time when the majority of young
offioel11s played rugger, and this ability endeared him to a
greater number of soldiers whose firat love was soccer, and
still ·is. And then he wais also a keen ham operai1:01' an: a liime
when few knew lirue about radio.
He lefit Cam:erick in the early pair.t of 1927 for !the first tour
of regimennal duty with the 2nd Divisi.onail Signals at Aldershot.
It was a formative period, espeoially during annual
mainoeuvres 1nhait: swmner, when rthe regimental ca.mp wa~
flooded out by tonrenJt.ial rains until the camp was abandoned
and il!he u.ntt marched back fonty-si.x miles to Aldershot in one
day.
Six yea.rs with Egypt Signals followed which gave him as

Broatlcasts to Christmas ls/anti
Hi'9!0ry was made on 26th April, 1961, when Sergeant Jean
Esson, of 65th Signal Regiment (T.A.), became the first member
of the W.R.A.C. to broadcast on Christmas Island. Sergeant
Esson was interviewed, and announced her own request on
FJ.ight-Lieutenant Bill Faiwley's "Week-end Mail" programme,
whiich wais being recorded an: the Forces' Broadoa.sning Studios
in London.
This paTlli.cular progrnmme wais one of a weekly seci.es of
ha!lf.Jhour programmes seleoted by uni'tlS of the Women's Services, and it was on behili of tlhe ~ls of 6,511!h Regiiment tha1
Jean Esson recorded her short mes50ge in the middle of nhe
programme to tlle l0in.ely Servicemen on Oaptlalin Cook'1l enchanted island.
TH E WIRE, JUN E 1961
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good a t11raining as any overseas :theatre could have done, and
then he came back to the Training Battalion for nearly three
years until 1938. Mrer this, began a period of nearly two
years which found him huttling between vari.ous appointments
of one kind or another. Seven months with the old "A" Corps
Signals in Aldersh.ot was followed by a return to the Middl
East for four months for duty in Pales.lline during the troubles.
Then back Ito Aldershot, when he was appointed Adjutant of
11he 1st D.iv.isi:on.al Signals, a key appointment for a young
officer and a irecognltion of his all..,round abilities. Thus he
spent the momentous summer of 1939 training to bring the unit
up to a high sva.te of efficiency, ready ito accompany the spearhead of the British Expeditionary Force when war broke out.
He landed ii.n Fm.nee in September and six months 1arer was
promoted to Second-in-Command of his old unit, now 1 Corps
Signals, a funther 1tri.bute to his quality. He came back via
Dunkiiik and after a short .stay as Second-in-Command of the
6t!h Armoured Divisional Signals found him.self in Combined
Operations, <nhus beginning -a long a.ssocsia.iion in that sphere
which lasted until just before ~. The <t'eader is invited
to dip into "The Warery Maz.c" by Bernard Fergusson, just
publi!shed, a:o discover il'.he ooml1ibuti.on to the winning of the
war made by those who toiled at Combined Ops. Headql.la[lters. Bric was .t he Army Chief Signal Officer there for two
years, with the rank of Colonel, sha11i.ng an office with his opposite numbers in the Navy and R.A.F., the triumvirate serving
th.cir Chief, the dynamic Lord Mountbanen.
When that was over he took command of 38 Divisional
Signals, but on !the eve of D-Day found himself acting as the
Ohief Signal Officer of 1 Corps about to take part in that
historic :landing. That must have been a daunting experience
for him but he must have consoled himself with the thought
that he was going to have the opportunity of observing at very
close quarters 1the fruits of his laboUl'S at Combined ' Ops.
Headquanters.
Ln September 1ohat year, having relinguished the post of
Chief Signal Officer to its rightful holder and after two shorr
spells oommainding an infamry and airborne divisional signals,
he left for ltaily to become Deputy Chief Signal Officec at
Allied Force Headquai;ters. With this new assignment he enlarged his experience, breaking new ground by having to deal
with problems of allied relationships, since not only was
A.F.H.Q. a oompletely ·.integrated U.K./U.S. headquaners, bur
also had under command troops from many other nations,
Poland, Brazil and France, o mention a few, all fighting the
common foe. Here indeed was a microcosm of the work he
was later to perform so successfully at SHAPE. After sL'<
months of tills, further promolllQn came his way, for he v.."as
appointed to be Chief Signal Officer of 3 Corps in Greece
w'here he remained for eighteen months. Now almost at the
peak of his profession he came back ro London to be Chairman
of the then W /T Boal'd, 111ow il!he B.J.C.E.B., then two years
in Washington with the B.J.S.M., a fUI'ther two years as
Chief Signal Officer, Southern Command, and then ~t years
as Deputy Chief Signal Officer at SHAPE, before being promowd Major-General and t:alcing over the very respon ible pos1
of Direot:or of Telecommunications at the War Office.
I think Eni.c'.s niche in the h.ist.ory of the Corps is secure.
Few officers will ever be able to match his knowledge and
experience of combined operations, of Anglo/ American . coo~on and of the interplay of the problems of the natlOils
of N.A.T.O.; all this in addillion of his sound appreciation and
deep comprehen ion of ·!Jhe problems of the trategic co~un:!
cation sysrems, eleot:roruc warfare and so on. Not only m his
stJriocly professional sphere ha:s he left his mark., In tlla;11Y fi~~ds
of spont he has had few rivals. I have menlll.oned his ability
at soccer. I do not know how many runs he made at cricket,
·espeC!ially duding those yeruis in Egypt. He has represented
nbe Corps a.t golf and la t year almost became the champion
General, being beaten by his namesake (but no relation) in the
final of the Generals Cup. He was a boxer of great repute at
Canterd.ok and Aldershot. The writer ill alway remember a
classic straight lefit kinock-out within ten seco ds of the opening
bell aaain t an opponent in an inter-unit championship bou
in the" old " blood tub " at Catterick.
On 1st Januairy this year he was ele:ored President of the
Radio Society of Groat Brtltain, an unqualified honour bo.th to
tlhe Corps and to himself and one which he himself no doubt
appreciated above mamy otlhex;s.
Tho who knew Eric well a:1d those who had the pleasure
and pcivilege of serving wlth him, will :realise th lo to !he
Conps by his depa.l1t!Ure. Ail we can do i ro wish him and M:s.
Cole r.he best of luck in theia- future and to try and thank him
for what he has done for the COilps.
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Births

PERSONAL COLUMN
l.ondon Ga=ctte
From Tuesday, u1/i Apn·I, 1961, to Friday, 5th May, 1961.
Major (Q.M.) A. A . J. Fraser to be Lieutenaot·Colonel (Q.M.), 7th
1arch, 196r.
Cap1.&io P. D. Mooth:un to he Major, 13th April, 1961.
Captain R. G. Pil'pard to be Major, 16th April, 1961.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) D. Herberts to be Major (Tfc. Offr.), 15th April,
1961 .
Major·General E. S. Cole, c.s., C.B.E., relinquishes his appointment as
Director of Telecommunications War Office, 27th, April, 1961.
}..iajor R. G. Blackman retired, 18th March, i961.
Major R. A. Warren retired, 24th April, 1961.
Captain M. B. M. Brown to he Major, 29th April, 196r.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Brooke retired, 3rd May, 1961
Major (Tfc. Offr.) J. Prentice retired, 29th April, 1961.
Major . C. Cleveley retired, !St May 1961.
Captain (Q.M.) J. A. G . Stokoe to be Major (Q.M.), 6th May, 1961.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) H. R. H. S. Dunlop to be Captain (Q .M.), 5th May,
t96L.
Major D . J. Benson retired, 9th May, 196r.
Lieutenaot (T.0.T.) A. D. Mortin to be Captain (T.O.T.), 7th May,
1961
2547765 W.O.I R. G. P. Spragg to be Lieutenant (T.0 .T.), 17th
February, 1961.
23238u W.O.I H. B. S. MacMorran to be Lieutenant (Q.M.), 30th
March, 1961.
~1ovements

-

Officers

(Take11 place or forecast to take place-period ending 1511! 1rmc, 1961).
W.
Eagle,
Lieutenant-Colonel J.
M.B.E., B.R.D.
.• .
...
.. .
• •• To H.Q., E ast Africa Command
Lieutenant-Colonel C. L. Wiclmer ... ,, 11th R egiment (HS).
Licutenaot-Colooel P. D. Vaigncourt·
SII3llen.
.. .
. ..
.. .
...
. .. ,, 24th Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel T. S. Foster ... ,, British Army Staff, Washington,
U.S.A.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. w.
Blackbume
,, H.Q. Eastern Command
(A.Q..M.G.(Mov.) ).
Major T. Cunningham-Burley
School of Military Engineering.
Maior J. B. D . Laoe ...
...
,, Imelligence Corps Centre.
Ma1or D. L. Freeland
IIth Regiment (HS).
Major C. M. Sinclltir
,, 227 Squadron.
Major D. Hall
. ..
,, H.Q. Singapore Base District.
Major C. E. Tonry
,, War Office G .S.0.2.
Major R. l\'iatthews
...
. ..
,, Canada (Exchange Officer).
Major D. P. Gamons-Williams
School of igoals T .S.0.2.
Major W. R. M .. Dunkley
,, 9th Regiment.
Major W. G. Mitchell ...
,, 22nd Regiment.
.\iajor H. J. Rae ...
. ..
,, School of Signals.
Major M. S. Gordoo-Jooes
,, 46 (N.M.) Regiment (T.A .).
Major W. Dermit .. .
. ..
II th Regiment (HS) for retirement.
Major E. C. W. West-Watson
,, Army Air Tritining & Development Centre.
Major H. Woodger
,, School of Signals.
Captain J. Ridge ...
,, Gurkha Signals.
Captain A. H. Dennis
H.Q., 4 Division, B.A.O.R.
Captain J. S. A~ar
H.Q. , 1 Br. Corps, B.A.0.R.
Captain J. R. Gr bson ...
School of Infantry.
Catpltin T. R. Blackwood
,, 2r3 Squadron.
Captltin R. B. Carroll ...
,, 216 Squadron (Para. Bde.).
Captain R. A. Trotman
,, H.Q., r Br. Corps, B.A .O .R.,
G.S.0.3.
Captain T. A. Byrne ...
,, Scbool of Signals.
Captain I. R. D . Sbapter
216 Squadron (Para. Bde.).
Captain D. J. D. McKail
,, Royal Nigerian Arrny.
Captain N . C. Moody
28th Regiment.
Captain J. Cook ...
. ..
,, r rth Regimen t (HS).
Captain W. L. Wood ...
,, Anny
Apprentices,
School,
Harro11ate.
Lieutenant M. Y. Miller
,, 3rd Reg1ment.
Lieutenant H . M . Calder
,, nth R egimem (HS).
Lieutenant D. S. Lloyd
...
,, 3rd Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant C. F. Jansen
,, 201 Squadron (Inf. Bdc.).
l\iajor (Q .M.) C. F. Webb .. .
. . . ,, School of Signals.
Major (~M.) R. 0. Cant
. ..
. . . ,, 231 Squadron.
Major ( .M.) G. R. Thomtoo
... ,, l1th R egiment (HS).
Major ( fc. Offr.) W. J. Cuffe,
M.B.B.
,, l1 th Regiment (HS) for retireCaptain (0.M.) W. Cloughlcy
Captain (Q.M.) V. W. G. King
Captain (Q .M.) T . Mellor ...
. ..
Captain (Q.M.) W. A. Timbrell
...
Captltin (T.O.T.) A Eecklacrs
Lieutenant (0.M.) i. C. Gosling ·· ·
Lieutenant (Q .M.) H. B. S . McMorrw
Lieutenant (Tfc, Offr .) R. Davidge . ..

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,

1sth1eR!gimcnt.

17th
30th
28th
28th
11th
10th
2nd

Gurkha R egiment.
Regiment.
Regiment.
R egiment.
R egiment.
Regiment.
Regiment

Retirements
Captain (T.0.T.) J. A. Pyper, 17th March, 1961

Reliaqaislamcats
Major W. A. Woods, T.D., 7th May, 196r.
Ma1or J . C. Roberuon, 7th May, 1961.
CaptJUn A. Williams, 13th May, 1961.
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1011! Rcgimem
TANNER.-To Captain and Mrs. R. J. Tanner, a daughter, Julia Ann,
at B.M.H., Iscrlobn, on 21st Morch, 1961.
WORMALL.-To W.0.II and Mrs. S. T. Wormall, a daughter, Jennifer
Helin, at B.M.H., Hostert, on 21st April, 1961.
WALLACE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. W. G. Wullnce, a son, Anthony
Reginald, at Helmstedt, on 20th March, 1961.
LOAT.- To Lance.Corporal and Mrs. W. J. Sloat, a son, William
Ernest, at B.M.H., Hostert, on lStb April 1961.
STINGEMORE.- To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. P. Stingemore, a son,
Kevin M.ichael, at B.M.H., Iserlohn, on 18tb March, 1961.

VS 6 AJ. .Ml Royail Signals Harns are requested to listen
out on 14 Mes between 1000-1400 hrs. G.M.T. on Mondays
and Fridays for VS 6 AJ.
This is the caH sign of 252 Signal Squadron Hong Kong
and our operators are J aok (Srtaff Sergeant Jackson), Keith
(Oorporal O'Hara), Bric (Oorporal Lan Tsun Yuen), Pat
(Signalman Grago), Brian (Lance..COrporal Lockwood) and
Mike (Sii.gnaJman DunJqley).

19th Regimctrt
TAY AH TEE.- To Lieutenant and Mrs. Tay Ah Tee, a daughter, on
22od April, 1961.
BERLOUIS.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. M. P. R. Berlouis (R.E.M.E.),
a daughter, on 10th April, 1961.
GAFFNEY.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. R. Gaffney, a daughter, on
7th May, 1961.

Mr. L. R. Knight, I929-1954, all ranks through Regimental

20th Regimem
JAKINS.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Jakios, a daughter.
BRAMHALL.-To Sergeant and Mrs. A. Bramhall, a daughter, Claire
Margaret, oo 5th March 1961, at Cauerick Military Hospital.

Marriages
1orlt Regiment
SHAWYER-BRILEY.-Lance-Corporal M. J. Shawyer to Josephine Ann
Briley, on 18th March, 1961, at the Parish Church of St. James, Clapham
Pork, London.
GERRAR.D-JONES.-Signalrnao R. Gerrard to Anne Maureen Jones,
on 25th March, 1961, at the Parish Churcb, Eastleigh, Hants.
HIRD-ANDREWS.--Craftsman B. A. Hird to Marina Ann Andrews,
on 4th March, 1961, at the All Saints' Church, Bracebridge, Lincoln.
15th Rcgimenr
SHRIVES- TAYLOR-Lance-Corporal Shrives to Margaret Taylor on
rstb April, 1961, at All Saints' Church. Episkopi.

20th Regiment
WILDERS-KELLY.- Signalmao Wilders to Davidina Kelly,
March, 1961, at St. Folhad's Church, Cardenden, Fife.

on

15th

C.S.0.'s Branch, Western Command
UNDERWOOD-HYNES.-Sergeant H. P. Underwood to Veronica
Frances ~ynes , on 28th January, 1961, at the Church of St. Francis of
Assissi, Chester.

Deaths
MAY.-At 5, Church Street, Canterbury, on 25th April, 1961, R. A. H .
May; Royal Signals, 1939.46; Association 1946 until 1961.
TORY.-At 2, Eaton Road, Kempston, Nr. Bedford, on 24th Apr~l 1961
23038712 Ex-Signalman E. Tory, aged 25; Royal Signals National1
Service, 1954-1956; an annual member of the Association.
BINNS.- At 38, Admiral House, Willow Place, London, S.W.1., on Isl
May, 1961, 2577824 Ex-Signalman R. H. Binns; Royal Signals 19391946; an annual member of the Association.
DELAHUNTY.- At 3, Great Jones Street, West Gorton, Manchester, 12,
on 4th May, 1961, 2568307 Ex-Signalman E. Delabunry; Royal Signals
1936-1945; an annual member of the Manchester Branch of the Association.

*

*

SNUFF MULL

*

Sergeant~Maijor ,ro Lieutenant, is Secretary to tihe Royal
Naval Hosp.iJtJall ait Plymoutlh. A Member of the Association;
he will most willingJ,y do all he can to help members of the
Corps who are in this Hospital.

*

*

*

The British Legion Journal. This rnont'hly magazine with
very IW!ide circulaition has offered it:o publish, briefly,
announcements of Reunions, Dinners, Meetings, etc., of
Branohes of the RoyaJ Sii.gnaJs Association, and of course,
onhers. The announceme.rurs must reach the Editor, British
Legrion Journal, Pall MaJ•l, London, S.W.1, BEFORE tlhe
14th of the montlh. The announcement will appear in the
Journal of tlhe following montlh.

Introducing our Regular Recruits
SIGNALMAN R. H. JOHNSON
He was born in Southern Rhooesia and brought up on his
futlh:er's 1t:obacco fa.rm some 85 miles firom tthe nearest town.
After Jeaving school he worked Wlith. rtlhe Rhcxlesian Post
Office Engineering Depar.11ment for two years but became restless and tmserntled because of ia des1re ·t o <tlravcl and see more of
tib.e wool.d.
Therefore he le:l3t for Naii:robi \.mith a foi.end, Signalman
Maughan, ito enLi.st in the Corps visiting Po11tugese East Africa
and Za.nzibM on rtlhe way. There was a delay ·in Nairobi before
they could get a passage to 1th.e U.K. but luckily Signal.man
Maughan was iinvtiJted ro ltOur Tanganyika, Uganda and Kenya
~ othe Forces Rugby iteam. Si~aJman Johnson was able to
accompany 1ihe iteam and as hi5 main hobby is cine photo"
graphy he obraiined .some exc.ellent film.
He is just about to complete his bafilc 1tr'a!i.ning as a Radio
Tedlmi.cian (Heavy) m I Squadron, 8tlh Signal Regiment.

Arrivals and Departrires
xst Regimenr
Arrivals: Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Woodrow, M.B.B., Second-Lieutenant
J. E. Barnes, Sergeant C. F. E. Wickham.
Depatrures : Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D. Farr, M.B.E.

This Snuff Mull was presented to the Officers of the Corps
by Lieutenant-Colonel M. A. Philip on his retirement.
Major J. T. R. Sylvester-Bradley at the time of presentation
described the procedure, one might say ritual, to be observed
when taking snuff from this Mull. The procedure involves the
use in correct sequence of all the articles attached to the chain.

Blu,e Book-8th Edition. This will be available in
units during June, 1961-price 3/-. Copies are also
available from Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston
Square, London, S.W.1.

• •••••••••••••••••••
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A number of men are required for commissioning
and maintenanoe of Electronic Equipment being developed and manufactured in the Company's
Electronic Laboratories. The work involves bringing
into comrruSSJon and subsequent maintenance of
specialised equipment. Special m-ain.ing and experience
will be given in the Laboratories prior to going out to

10th Regiment
Arrivals : Lieutenant (Q.M.) H. B. S . McMorran, Second-Lieutenants W .
R. Ewing and P. J. Brunton.
Deparrures : Staff !>ergeants D. R. Barlow and R. A . Danks.
151/t Regimenr
Arrivals: Major J. L. McKellar, Staff Sergeant Ankers and Sergeant
Duttenoa .
Departures: Major Bell. Captain Cooper (219 Squadron) Second
Lieutenant Grimster, W.0.II Metcalfe, Staff Sergeant Goldberg.

l>ite.

Experienced N.C.O.s and Senior Ratlings in Radar
and electrical trades in the Services and applicants
wiith 0.N.C. or H .N.C. in Eleotrical Engiineering would
be paIDticulady suitable.

19rh Regime111
Arrivals: Major (T .O.T.) F. Speaks, Sergean ts J. H . I zzo, W. H. Flowers,
W . K. Hammond-Haley and D . A. Ewer (C.A.F.S.0.).
Departures : Captain A. H. Dennis, Second Lieutenant D . V. C. Hyslop,
W.O.II R. J . D avies, Staff Sergeants H. E. White and J. M. Shand ,
and Sergeant M. J. S , Berriman (V.A.F. S.0 .).

Application should be rnade to :The Personnel Manager,
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC
CO. LTD.,
Exchange Laboratories, 39-87 Cheapside,
Liverpool, 2

w rit Regimenr
Arrivals: Major (T .O.T.) W. Drewin .

C .R. Signals, Singapore
Arrivals: Majors S. J . Thompson (t8tb), R. F. H. Webb (249), Captains
D. Steel (237), G . W . T acey (24 9)~ Staff Sergeants T. Joyce ( 18th),
R. G arratt (18th), D . Alblas (18th>t A . Newman (18th), A. Sharp
(237) and Sergeant N . Akester (2491.
Departures: Major A . G. Smith, Lieutenant M. J . Ford, Q .M .S. (F. of S.)
J. Daw, S .S.M.s P . Harrison and C. Nutton, Staff Sergeant J .
Gilyeat, Sergeants E. Mourant, D . Spiers and R Melvin,
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giving details of age and experience.

Interviews will be arranged at Liverpool and out of
pocket expenses paid.
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Roynl Signal Officers' Golfing Society
Fixtures 1961

Indian

Army

Wednesday, 21st June
Thursday, 13th July .. .
Tuesday, 25th July .. .
Tuesday, 5th September
Wednesday, 6th September ...
Wednesday, 20th September
Thur day, 21st September
Friday. 220d September
...
Saturday. 30th September . ..

llewdon

Friday, 30th Juoc, 1961. Particulars from Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. C.
Wiseman, 59, H:yde Park Gate, London, S.W.7.

T h e Corps \l-e k-end, Reunion and 16th Allllonl
G nernl ~leeting of the Association
"ill take place at Cauerick on Saturday, rst July, and Sunday, 20d July,
1961.

T h e Xntionnl Jla d io aud Television Exhibition
is to be held ar Earl's Court, London,_ from Wednesda)', 23rd August, to
S!'~urday, 20d September, with a preview . for overseas and other special
VISlt<~r~ on Tuesday, 220.d August.
It will mark the Silver 7ubilee of
television programmes which were first seen at • Radiolympia " 10 1936.

Ex-Doys' E i g h t h Ann ual Dim1er
Sa,turday, 16th September, 1961, 6.30 for 7 .30 p.m., at the Victory ExSer\'lces Oub, 63{79, Seymour Street, London, W.2. (One minute from
Marble ~ Stauon, and first left up Edgware Road). Lounge suit or
uniform. Tickets r7 / 6 from F. W. Jacob, Esq., 54th Signal Regiment
(T.A.), T .A. Centre, 40, Ashburnham Road, Bedford, should be applied
for before 1st July.
The. S~gnal Officer-in-Chief hopes to be able to be present this year as
the pnocipal guest.
' ote specially page 75 of the March, 1961! WIRE and help the Committee
to reach new target of 150 diners in the arger Victory Hall.

2 4 th Divis ional Si nals ( 1914-19 )
The 1961 Reunion will be held on Saturday, 14th October, 1961, 3.0 p.m.
at Battersea Park (combined with other Divisional Units); 6.o p.m. Chevron~
Oub, Docsct Square, London, N.W.1. Information from A. W Rathbone
The Ridge, Penlee, Budleigh, Salterton, Devon.
·
'

Annual T.A./ A.E.R. Roy al Signal Ofilcers' •• At
Home ," 1961.

R .E .

.. .

SCHOOi,

R.A.O .C.
. ..
A.G.S. Meeting

New Zealand
Sunningdale
Swinley Forest
Sunningdale

Ironsides
...
Autumn Meeting

B'-rkshire
Berkshire

R.A. . . .

Stoff College
Camberley
Heath
Thursday, 12th October
R.A .M.C.
Sv;mley Forest
Members wishing to play in any of the above matches should notify the
Hon. Secretary, Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Fairman, Room 339, War Office
Whitehall. Tel.: Whitehall 9400, Ext. 1527.
'

Roynl Sig11als Band Fixtu1·es, 1961
TOURING
June
June
June
Jul)'

BAND

13th-17th
18th-24th
25th to
2nd

30th Regiment, Blandford.
Vctoria Embankment, London
Catterick for Corps Week-End and Reunion.
Includes Retreat at A:tmy Apprentices School,
HArrogate, on 29th June.
Dunfermline, with a concert at Kirkcaldy on
23rd July and 30th July.
Edinburgh.
Oban.
Eastbourne.
London.
Eastbourne, including a concert in Worthing
on 1st October.

July 9th to
August 5lh ...
Augusr 7th-13th
August 14th-19th .. .
September 3rd-16th
September 18th-23rd
September 24th to
October 15th

NON-TOURING

BAND

June 220d
June 24th
June 25th to
July 2nd
July 8th-9th
July 15th
July 27th
.. .
August 6th .. .
August 19th ...
Augus 30th ...
September r6th

Leeds.
Leeds.
Catterick for Corps Week-Bod and Reunion.
Louehborough.
Sacrmon, Co. Durham.
Leeds.
Morecambe.
Edinburgh.
Shaftesbury.
Stockbridge.

will be held at the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Saturday, 4th November, 1961_

Roy al Signals Ins titution Lectures, 1961
Friday, 29th September ..- " fy>ya! Australian Signals." Captain G. S.
Mapsoo, . Royal Australian Signals. 6.15 p.m., T.A . Centre, 4oth Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., D uke of York's Headquaners, Chelsea,
S.W.3.
Thursday, 30th No•·cmber.-" Communications and Electronics in Allied
~mmaod, Europe." Major-General F. W. Moorman, U.S. Army, Chief
S!gnal Officer,_ SHAPE. 5 p.m., North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal
Signals, Caucnck Camp, Yorks.

Jloy al Signals Ins titution, 9th Am1ual Gen e ral
~lee ting,
will be held at 3 p.m., on Friday, 1st December, 196r, at the War O ffice.

lloyal Signals Dis play T e am
June 12th-17th
June 20th-21st
June 24th
June 30th
July 1St
July 2nd

J:tf:
::-7th . .
uly 15th-16th

..

.. .
uly 19th-20th
.. .
...
. ..
uly 220d
uly 3ISt-August tst
August 2nd .. .
August 7th . . .
August 12th-13th
August 19th-20th
ugust 17th-220d ...
August 22nd - Sept.
September 30th
...

I

1.

6iii

Provisional booking for
Round Table.

Roy al

(~.S. O., Western Command), Blackpool.
Highland Games, Ed.iol>urgb.
Bournemouth, Bascombe.
Old Comrades, Canerick.
Birkenshaw Show, Bradford.
Old Comrades, Catterick.
Royal Show, Cambridge.
Butlin's, Skegness.
Butlin's, Filey
Northern Counties, Inverness
Maryport Round Table, Macyport.
Turriff.
Nairn.
Heme! Hempstead , Gadebridge Park.
Butlin's, Skegoess/Filey.
Butlin's, Skegoess/Filey.
Berlin, Preparing.
Berlin Tattoo, Berlin.
End of Season.

any

date in

September.

Middlesbrough

•• Q uicksilver,'' 1961
June 25th-July 2nd
July 5th .. .
. ..
July 14th-15th ...
July 26th-29th ...
August 5th-12th
August 15th-17th
August 25-26th
.. .
. ..
August 31st - September 3rd
September 19th-23rd . ..
. ..

Sou t h ern Co:nunan d Recruiti ng D isplay
June 21st-24th
July ISt ...
July 22nd . ..
July 29th ...
August 2nd
A ugust 6th-12th
.. .
August 25th-26th
...
August 3oth-1stScptember
September 16th

J

Royal
Royal
Royal
Royal
Royal
Staff
Royal
Royal

Ro:val , ignnl
June 29th-30th
July 15th- 16th
..
September 8th-9th ...

s13.:::

Army Exhibitio ns
the

Army

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts. : -

Superb Q u alit y

Engineers, Chatham.
Army Education Corps,
Aldenhot
Military Academy
Sandhurst.
·
Ele~trical & Mechanical Engineers, Aldershot.
Artillery,
Aldershot.
College,
Camberley.
Army Service Corps,
Aldershot.
Army Ordnance Corps, Catterick.

Cricke t Club Fix tures, 1061
Royal Army Ordnance Corps
Royal Marines ...
. ..
.. .
Royal Armoured Corps

Royal Counties Show Windsor .
Christchurch and Highcliffe 'Tattoo."
Stroud Carnival.
Gloucester Carnival .
C.C.F. Plasterdown.
~F:s
Bournemouth.
Bristol Flower Show.
Newbury Agricultural Show.

The 14th and 30th Regiments will have a display at
Exhibitions
July 4th- 7th ...
Royal Show, Cambridge.
July 10th-14th ...
Com Exchange, Cambridge.

ig.n als Tcrmi s Fixtures

July 17
uly 18
uly 19
uly 20
uly 21
July 22
Sept. 13
Sept. 20

Taunton Recruiting Exhibition.
Arundel Show.
Southampton Show.
Bath Tattoo.
Slough Carnival.
Bingley Show.
Reading Show.
Colchester Tattoo.
Newmarket Trades Fair.

Catterick
Cattcrick
Ken nington
Oval

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGAlE
DARLINGTON
Telephone
w"

Established
1~4

S ix 1y Yea rs Sati s fa c to r y Service
" WE BUY T HE BEST "

" WE SELL THE BEST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR DISTRICT
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SIGNALS

.\dmbdst~i~tiv~ lVh1g. _We are now preparing for the
Annual Admlillstrauve Inspecnon, the M.T. have had their
C.I.V. by the R.E.M.E. team and have come through with
flying colours, Captain T. Mellor and his boys worked hard
over the Easter break period and were well satisfied with the
result achieved.
In the sporting field we have also achieved quite some success.
Our team :-rvere placed s~ond in the Table Tenn:s League, gaining 15 pomts of a possible total of 22.
Our cyclists, Lance-Corporal Hopkinson, Signalman Barnes
and Private Benner have been consistently well placed in the
events they have taken part, are most enthusiastic and feel sure
will soon achieve their aim to be amongst the winners.
At boxing, 852 Corporal B. R. Ellaby has been awarded his
Army Boxing Colours for the year 1960-1961. He is most
enthusiastic and his performance to date, taken part in II7
contests, won xo5, 23 inside the distance, and lost only 12
throughout his career. He is very modest about these achievements and though he would like to take up boxing professionally, feels he is not in that class; however, we are of the
opinion that we will be hearing more of him in the light-middle
~lass on his release from the Service in June, l96I.
We welcome Major (Q.M.) C. Webb and Captain G . Dobson,
R.A.P.C., who have now taken over M.T.O. and U.P.O.
respectively; we hope their stay will be a happy one.
Hockey. Wit!h the end of roe l96o/1961 hockey season,
it is a good time to look back over our activities. We played
a good deal of hockey, betwee.n September, l96o, and April,
1961, we packed in four knock-out and cup competitions and
one league competition. The School of Signals entered one
team in the knock-out and cup competitions and two in the
league.
League : Winners, School of Signals "A " XI.
Six-a-side (Knock-out) : School of Signals (1) versus 8th Signal
Regiment (o) (in extra time).
District (Cup): School of Signals (5) versus 8th Signal Regiment (4).
Northern Command (Cup): School of Signals (4) versus Army
Apprentice School, Harrogate (o).
A.nny Cup (U.K. Stage) (semi-finals): School of Signals (o)
versus R.A.P.C. Devizes (2).
We were fortunate in being able to keep a full side together
for most of the year. The photograph shows our full side
during the closing weeks of the season after we had lost on
posting two of our players, namely Captain Kirkby, our goalkeeper, and Lieutenant C. N. Last, our centre-forward. Players
who do not appear in this photograph and deserve a mention,
having played a number of times, are Second-Lieutenant Higton
and Lance-Corporal Whiting.
The final appearance of the School hockey side was on the
rst May, 1961, when the Commandant, School of Signals,
Brigadier A. F. McGill, O.B.E., presented the newly created
School of Signals colours to the stalwarts of the side.
An excellent and most enjoyable hockey season, believed ro
be the most successful season for many years.
Warran t Officer s' aud Sergants' ~less . During
the past month we have lost one of the stalwarts of the Mess.
S.S.M. G. R. Day has left the rigours of Army life to swell
the ranks of the civvy elite, having changed his beret for a
Traffic Warden cheese cutter. It may be just a coincidence
that all the car owners are rapidly changing their nu mbet
plates and asking the A.A. for routes which avoid Croydon.
S.S.M. E. Summers is also in the process of departure, madly
bribing people to sign his clearance certificate prior to departure
to the warmer climes of Africa.
At long last we have managed to say a final (?) farewell to
o. 9 Foreman of Signals Part II Course and await with baited
breath the arrival of the next course.
Flushed with success, the Mess football team have gone mad
and are actually challenging other Units to games. Admittedly
we started at the right level and took on a team from the
A.C.F./C.C.F. What with disallowed penalties and own goals,
the score got lost in antiquity. The M ess team did manage to
rise to the Esprit de Corps, however, with their light blue horts,
dark blue bruises and a d istinct trace of green round the gills,
they looked as colourful as their language.
We also played nth Signal Regiment Sergeants' Mess, all
going fine uoril someone started playi ng seriously and we had
to be content with a 5-r victory.
Early in next month the Unit holds its annual r ifle shootwhat a valuable opportunity for amending the Blue Book.
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Left to right, standing · Major R. 0. Edwards, Lieutenant P. Goldney, W. 0.1

J. A. R. Dady, Second Lieutenants J. J. Cullen, A. G. Stutchbury, S. G. McK
Gordon and P. D. Jones
Sitting : W.0.1 .W C. Lombard, Major 0. W . Garnons-Williams, Captains
E. L. Rogers and G. A. S. Exell, Staff Sergeant R. E. G. Brown, (Captain)

Congratulations are extended to Foreman of Signals C. G .
Hooper and J. C. Ireland on their promotion to W.0.I and to
W.O.II N. Tipton on the acquisition of his crown. The above
promotions and S.S.M. Day's departure being celebrated on
the same night as a Mess meeting made said meeting a lengthy
business--or so the wives have been led to understand.
21 Sub altern s P a rt I I Co u r se. On a clamp, dark
Sunday evening in November last there assembled in H.Q.
Mess No. 21 Subalterns Pan II Course, all, that is, except Ian
Shaprer, who, true to form, arrived late, even when the drinks
were free!
Throughout " Basics " the most unlikely people were to be
seen burning the midnight oil in " B " Block. Considerable
envy was expressed of the four members who went to Switzerland to take part in the Army Downhill Ski-ing Championships,
but the score was evened when it transpired that, iii spite of all
the wangling these four would have to sit the phase exam the
day after their return. D ickie Hinds, Jerry Wheeler and Peter
Goldney raced well to put the Corps about halfway up the list of
teams. They were handicapped considerably by having no
founh runner, as Mike Hales had fallen badly and was consequeanly a non•st:atter.
In other sports, Bernard Hodgson, Henry Wheeler, Ian
Shapter and Peter Buchanan have all been playing regularly
in the School XV, Peter G oldney is a regular member of the
hockey XI, for which Ian Lee, D ickie Hinds and Brian Postlethwaite also turn our occasionally. Peter Goldney is away again
shortly to represent the Corps in the Army Gliding Cham·
pionshi.ps-we wish him luck. (I t has been rumoured that
Peter Goldney is going to be asked to write the Course reportfrom an unbiassed, outsider's point of view).
Several members are engaged in a sport called "grimmyhunting." I t is not quite clear what physical excercise this
involves, but it certainly seems to give grounds for unlimited
discussion of tactics.
Hugh Morrison got married in Catterick during the Easter
break. We all attended and wished him and his bride every
happiness. The reception started in the Bridge House Hotel,
recollections are somewhat vague as to where and when the celebrations ended, but Hugh and his bride did get away for their
honeymoon.
We have all thoroughly enjoyed the all-too-rare times when
we have been allowed out of the lecture rooms on exercise.
These have had their lighter moments, of course; Brian Postlethwaite got bogged down on one of the moors and faced the
awful prospect of spending a night alone among a herd of wild
sheep. Someone "forgot" to tell Jerry W heeler that Exercise
"Night Line" had ended and having contemplated a "chattering" teleprinter for just over an hour, he returned (just too late
for dinner) q uite distraught. Perhaps the best moment was
when six nurses from Boston H ospital were inveigled into
attending a ' cocktail party " in a derelict Nissen hut on a
disused airfield. However, with "Count" Jimmy Reid as
barman, the evening was an assured success and the six were
reported to have enjoyed themselves.
The course started with some r6 officers. This number,
contrary to all expectations, has swelled to 24. In fact, our
parade strength is only 23, for our lame duck Dickie Bird, is
draped Jn plaster. W e all feel that the least he can do i make
that little effort in order to join us before our last six weeks
are complete. We wait with the usual disbelief that the Army
has finally made its mind up where we are to be po ted, but
hope with bated breath to disappear to the four corners of the
ea rth or at least a little nearer the sun.
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49 H q ., Cou.-se. These are the fir t nooo.s from 49 "Q"
Cour e, the fir t of the new style Qualifying Courses. Having
a sembled in January it has passed through Basics, Line, Radio
and Multi-Channel phases at break- neck speed and has now
emerged (without casualty) into the comparative calm of Tactics.
Already minds are turning o er on the topic of po tings and
the fate of most of the course is now known.
The reduction in length of the old " Q " Course has prevented the course really getting their feet under the table but
they have made their mark nevertheless. Easter brought a crop
of marriages; Lieutenant M. Miller. ex-Shrivenham and
Second-Lieutenant J. Er kine from Ghana, both took the
plunge and we offer them and their new wives every success in
the future.
Representation on the sports field has been varied. L ieutenant
P. Jones, Second-Lieutenants J. Higton and J. Cullen played
for the School at hockey reaching the semi-final of the Army
Cup. Second-Lieutenant H. Parker participated in the Northern
Command fencing event and is soon off 1to the Army
Gliding Championships (as GD man) at Lasbam. Five members
of the course, Lieutenants P. Jones, D. Lloyd, P. Valder, W .
Price and Second-Lieutenant C. Jansen, all confirmed landlubbers, have chartered Petasus and will be off at the beginning
of June for a ten days' cruise under the watchful eye of
Lieutenant-Colonel D . T. W. G ibson.
Now with only three weeks to go before the end of the
course we can look back on no major blunders. The cadre are,
however, still trying to find the author of the painting created
on Exercise " Ionosphere," entitled " Not Through."
S c hool of Signals Ski T e am, 196 1 . At a cocktail
party on the 13th November last year No. 21 Subalterns Part
II Course assembled and that same evening it was discovered
that the course bad four officers who had previous ski racing
experience. During the evening it was proposed that the course
would form a team to represent the School of Signals in the
Alpine Section of the Army Ski Championships, which were
to be held at St. Moritz, in Switzerland, between the 16th and
30th January, 196x. This team, which consisted of Captains
J. H. Wheeler and M. J. Hales, Lieutenants P . Goldney and
C. R. F . Hinds (team captain), would also form the basis of a
Corps ski team.
The proposal to raise a team was put to the School and
much to our surprise and delight the scheme was approved
and we received help and encouragement from all sections of
the Corps, ranging from the War Office, the School, Colonel
A. D . Brindley, who is the President of Royal Signals Ski-ing,
and 221 Squadron (Air Formation) at R.A. F. Wildenrath in
Germany, who helped us with our travel and accommodation
arrangements.
After a frantic race against time in which to get all the
arrangements made and also to fit in some work in Basics, the
team left Catterick on the 13th January to arrive at St. Moritz
on the 16th January, having spent a very pleasant week-end at
Wildenrath.
We had only eight days in which to prepare for the D own·
hill race and to master the art of Slalom, which is a race over
quite a short distanee between a horrible assortment of closely
interlinked poles.
With the Jack of time before the race the team hit trouble
on the very first day with a pair of broken skis. This was
followed a couple of days later by Mike Hales having a very
bad fall, which rendered him practically unable to walk, let
alone ski .
After seven days of perfect weather our team, now depleted to
the minimum of three, was ready for the magnificent 3 Km.
Downhill course which had been set by Eddi Re\oalter, the
Swiss Olymp1c Gold Medallist, from I.he Piz N:iir Plateau,
through a torturous gully to the finish, whlch was a.t the end
of a fairly steep " Schuss."
On the day of the compulsory practice run '·he weath~r, which
had been perfect, broke into a heavy fog and mist so that at
times the visibility was down to a few yards, which resulted m a
large increa~e in the number of accidents.
On the day of the Downhill race, despite many entreaties to
the Almighty, the fog and mist remained and the terun negotiated the now unpleasant course with varying degrees of success
and disaster. The race was won by Lieutenant A M ontgomerie,
of the 9/12 Lancers, with a time of 2 minutes 32-4 seconds.
Jerry Wheeler provided the spectators wi.th a most speota.eular
crash at the finish.
The Corps team for both the Downhill and the Slalom was
the School's team with the addition of Corpor::il Walker, who
was serving with the 1st Queen's Dragoon Guards and who
skied very well on both days.
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The result of the Downhill race was that the Corps came
13th and the chool 17th out of 21.
The lalom was run the next day in good weather and the
Corps and School team both finished in the IIth position, much
to our delight.
After the race we were able to relax and enjoy the wonderful
weather and scenery and we skied on the "Parsen" from Davos
to Kublis, a distance of some 18 Kms. Downhill.
It was with much regret that we left the Championships,
bronzed and happy to return to a pale-faced course v:ho
delightedly informed us that we were to take the notoricus
Basics Phase exam the next day. This exam was about as
successfully negotiated as some of the rricky bits of the cour~e.
Our visit to St. Moritz was, to the best of our knowledge,
the first time that either a Corps or a Unit team had competed
in the Alpine Section of the Army Ski Championships.

AlliUY APPRENTICES SCHOOL, HARROGATE
The mont!h of May is always known as City and Guilds
month at this School. This year we have a r~cord number of
entries in the Telecommunication Technicians' Course. We
think it will be of interest to list our entries for the various
Certificates.
Maths "A"
149
132
Telecoms Principles "A"
114
Radio and Line Transmission " .4>.. " . . •
Telegraph and T elegraphy "A '
3
Maths " B " ...
21
Telecoms Principles "B "
20
Radio and Line Ta:wismission " B " . . .
19
4
Telegraph " B "
Telecoms Principles " C"
2
2
Maths "C" . . .
Line Transmission . . .
1
Radio "C" . ..
2
We are now taking no first year subjects as we are able to
claim exemption through our Apprentices gaining passes in
A.C.E. First Class in the necessary subjects. Last year we
had entries for only 152 Certlificates. We hope in a few
months to be able to report our successes in these subjects.
Past Apprentices will be interested to know that Sunday,
1st May, 1961, was the tenth anniversary of the dedication of
our church. In commemoration of this anniversary we held a
Rededication Service and were honoured by a visit from the
Chaplain General to the Forces. M ajor-General the R everend
Ivan Neill, O.B.E., Q.H.C., M.A., who gave the sermon.
Past Apprentices, the Operators especially, will also be
interested to learn that we now have one Education Section for
the T echnicians and a separate Education Section for the
Operators. We now insist that the Operators aim to get their
[continued on page 201
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Army Certificate of Education First Class by the end of their
sixth term and most of them are doing it.
We have a number of Apprentices whose fathers -are at present
serving in the Corps. We would like any Corps member to
know that if they are considering sending their sons through
the Army Apprentice Scheme. Then why not come and see
us first. You will be more than welcome.
" D" Cona 1mny. All nhe Apprentices in the Company
arc training for Signals trades. These are Line, Telegraph and
Radio Relay Technicians and very recently a proportion of
Telegraph Operators. The Company has a very strong Royal
Signals bias, being commanded by Major S. E. Miller, M.B.E.,
and with Captain W. J. M. Michie, W.O.II (C.Q.M.S.) G.
Forrest and Sergeants J. W. Long, P. Gill, W. J. Beddingfield
and H. Jennings as part of the establishment.
The Company is the present " Champion" Company and
has the privilege of leading all parades and wearing a red lanyard.
The Champion Company Competition consists of
Seniors Drill. Juniors Drill, Obstacle Course, P.T., Seniors
Shooting and Juniors Shooting, and the Company won all
events except P.T., in which it came second.
The Company takes its full share of all School sports and
activities and produces outstanding individuals like A/T. J.
Gaut, who recently was awarded the Army " 40 " Shooting
badge, and who came eighth in the 1961 Regular Army Small
Bore Match.
We are proud to think that " D " Company can turn out good
all-round men for the Corps.
Athletics. As befi!lS a Sohool 'Wliim st1rong conn~
with Royal Signals, we have a fine athletic record. The
Quadrangular Meeting between Arborfield, Carlisle, Chepstow
and Harrogate was won in 1959 and 1960 by Harrogate, and in
the Army Boys' Championships we have always done well. In
1960 we broke four records - A/T Sergeant (now L anceCorporal) Mclnnes, Juniors' Triple Jump, 42ft. u in.; A/T
Sergeant Cartwright, Junior Hammer, 156ft. xajin.; A/T
Sergeant Gilbert, Youths' 880 yards, 2 minutes 4.6 seconds; A/T
Corporal Perry, Youths' 100 yards, 10.5 seconds.
We have a strong annual fixture list, including matches
against Welbeck College, Leeds University, Ampleforth College
and other well-known Northern schools.
In the Gymnasium in Hildebrand Barracks there is a
miniature sports arena with jumping pits and a practice throwing net, so that during the winter months a lot of our athletes
can continue their training.
When the School is rebuilt, the present carpenter's shop in
Uniacke Barracks is -scheduled for conversion into a Jaxge
indoor sports arena, which we hope will be comparable with
any in the North of England.

lst" R E GIMENT
( DIVISIONAL)
We said our final farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel and Ml'S.
F'31fr on &th ApniJ as a climax to a number of farewell parties.
On 29th Mairoh, Colonel Farr was dined-out in the Mess, and
wiimout his knowledge Exercise " Quick Trip" had been
arranged. Af. about 2200 hrs. the Colonel was towed away from
the Mess on a cable trailer, amidst a bombardrnenit of thunderflashes, to the Guard Room where a coach with suitcases of
civilian clothes was waiting. The officers boarded the coach
and t:he Colonel then found himself on the way to Hamburg
t.o see the l)iglht life. A very good time was had by all and
a powder puff and hand mirror have honoured places in the
regiment to prove it. The party arrived back in Verden at
0630 hrs. looking cired but happy. In saying farewell to Mrs.
Farr the families of the regiment join me in thanking her for
the most excelleDJt work she did for welfare and the wives' club.
We wish !!hem bom every sucoess and happ.illless in their new
a ppointrnenit.
We welcome Lieuoonant-Colonel and Mrs. Woodrow and
sincerely hope !ihalt their stay will be a happy one. ColoneJ
Woodrow has joined us from 204 Squadron, and the "new
look "-work hard, play haird-is beginning to show.
I s t Signal RC'!J(lme nt Wins B.A.0.R. 1 ... ter-T.-nm
Fen c ing Chnmp1onships.
Ln clle B.A.0.R. Fencing
Championships 1961 they ~ the 1otb Hussars and 5th I nniskilling D ragoon Guards. Lt was the best exhibition of team
wock seen in the B.A.O.R. Competition for seven years and
reflects great credit on the regimental ream. In the series of
tien fights, S.S.I. Woolard won 10, Corporal Phippard 9,
Lieutenant P enny and S.S.M. W alker 8, Corporal Boyd 7 and
Lanoe-Corooral Quart:on 7. The !!earn took part in the Army
Fenoing Championships held 3Jt Aldershot on znd May, bllll
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owimg IX> tlb.e absence of S.S.I. Woolard, in hospital, the team
was much weaker than at Se:nnelage.r. Despite the keenness
of the team, and the welcome support of Colonel and Mrs. Farr,
we could not better 4th plaoe.
As mentioned in our April notes, the Officers challenged the
Wamant Officers and Sergeants to a series of games tournaments. These games were crunpleted before the departure of
Colonel Farr and resulted in a very nanrow win for the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants. The Officers won the football, hockey,
tennis and d.a.1't:s, the Warrant Officers and Sergeants winning
badmmton, snooker, billiards, crib and table tennis. Special
mention must be made of Second-Lieutenant Curtis who played
a brilliant game as goalkeeper for the Officers.

4th

REGIMENT

(DIVISIONAL)

Not much has been heard from the " Fighting Fourth " for
some time now, but our readers must not be misled into thinking
we are not active. On the contrary, the Regiment has been
working at full pressure and has completed a rather hectic
period of festive activities, exercises, parades, training in trade
upgrading, etc., which is the normal routine of a Divisional
Signal Regiment.
During the Easter break, most 9f us in the Regiment were
content to remain indoors due to the bad weather which prevailed, but not so those of the Unit who went to Amsterdam on
a coach trip organised by Lieutenant (Traffic Officer) G . H.
Cowsill. Accordmg to the advertisements cl.splayed around the
various Regimental and Squadron Notice Boards the rr:p was
intended for those wishing to view the tulip fields, but we have
yet to see tulips growing in the dock area of Amsterdam!
We have come through our annual C.I.V. Inspection with
flying colours. Initiative and forethought was ever-present
among our drivers, and there is talk of various local garageowners contemplating early retirement due to the vast number
of vehicles they had in their places of business for washdown.
A call to all Amateur Radio enthusiasts . . . Our Unit "Ham
Club" is, at present, running very strongly. Its present call
sign being D12Bo/ A. We wish the members sitting for their
licence in May the very best of luck and every success. For
those interested, a new course starts in September for member
C R ISP.

!TH[ 4TH RMONGST THE TULIPS]

"ME AND CEDRIC PLUCKED
IT SPEC/AL, SARGE.!!

II
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Staff Sergeant R. A. Danks, who has just lefu the service to
work in the AKC Television and Radio Maintenance Depa.tttmenr at Minden. He will be remembered by many of those
who attended courses at !!he Royal Signals Sahool, B.A.0.R.,
in 1958 and 1959. He enlisted in May, 1939, was evacuated
at Dunkirk and 11Ctumed to Europe with 151th Scottish Div~
si.onal Signals in June, 1944. Since then, apa!!1t from three
sepairate occasions, each of less tiha.n a year, he has served
continuously in B.A.0.R. Perhaps t:htls is a reooird. We wish
ham !!he best of luck in civilian life and hope ro see him whenever he is near Krefeld.

General Sir Richard W . Goodbody , K.B.E., C.B. , D.S.O., speaking
to Staff Sergeant T. Cushen of I Squadron

wishing to take the Amateur Rad io Exam, which is due to be
held in May, 1962.
Quite recently the Regiment was visited by G eneral Sir
Richard W . Goodbody, K.B.E., C.B., o.s.o., Adjutant-General to
the Forces. The Quarter-Guard, commanded by Corporal G.
Thomas of r Squadron, was highly commended on their turnout and personal drill. After visiting and viewing various aspects
of work and training held within the Regiment, the A.G. and
Colonel Gillson, O.B.E., Colonel A (P.S.) B.A.0.R., visited the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, for an informal chat with
the Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s of the Regiment. Keen
interest was shown by Colonel Gillson in such matters as
housing and dress, and many outstanding queries in the minds
of some of the seniors were settled on the spot.
In the Sergeants' Mess on Saturday night, the 29th April,
1961, the building echoed to the roars of laughter which greeted
the "Spring Fashion Show" staged by Monsieur "Pierre"
Connell and his four "Models." Veronique (Mrs. Cushen)
received some rather inane g'.ggles in her modelling of " Rainy
weather attire." This consisted of a Helmet Steel suitably
decorated with Cam
et and Plastic Flowers, a Groundsheet
and various other odd items of equipment, which are well known
to be defined as rain-proof, but assure you of a good soaking
during a storm! Zsa-Zsa (Mrs. Crisp) proved beyond any word
of a doubt that there is some use, after all, for a pair of Drawers
Pyjamas (Combat Clothing), and full marks go to this wonderful
"model" for such a wonderful creation, with the aid of this
item of clothing and a few bits of jewelry. Altogether, the
evening went with a swing and a good time was had by all.
At present, Spring Drills are in progress, but we will leave
comments on this until next month, when i t is hoped something
poetic will be produced.

10th

R EGI MENT

( ABMY

Hockey News. Lieutenant <Q.M.) S. G. Barnes was
honoured recentily by being selected ais one of !!he two Briitish
umpi.r.es for the In0011nai1li.onaJ Hockey Fesl!ivail held ait Bad
KreU2l!1aah, near Koblenz, firom 291lh ApriJ. to mt May. W.O.II
R. D. Angus travelled wimh him a.s a member of uhe Rhine Area
rep.oosem:alli.ve team to play against teams from Fmnoe, Swiitzerland, Germany, Aust!:ria, Holland and Belgium. On !!he SaitUrday all nhe teams were inVli.ted to a wine festival art which 14
Mosclle wines were put across in turn, first by a coloured
slide slhowling where each came from, !!hen a sh0111: lecture (in
German) and finally by a glass of llhe w.iine itself. Hockey the
I next day was a little slower !

GROUP)

Many young officers who studied their line construction at the
Officers' Training Wmg, School of Signals, may be i.m:erested
to hear of W.O.II R. E. J. Williams who has just been posted
from this Regiment to 45th Essex Signal Regiment, T.A., in
Colchester. He was called up in September, 1945, and signed
on as a Regular in March, 1946, in the 11rade of driver mechanic.
From April, 1946 to May, 1947 he seirved with 4th Buirish DiV'isional Signals in Greece and then with 4!!h Air Formation
Signals in the Canal Zone where he took the additrl.onal trade
of lineman. From there he went tx> G.HQ .., Signal Regiment
in FARELF, returni.ng in April, 1949 oo go to r A.A. Signal
Regiment at Whetstone, where he was promoted Sergeant in
1951. After a further three years in the Canal Zone, he was
posted ro O.T.W. in September, 1955 and promoted Staff
Sergeant in 1956. As various young officers we have me<t: can
testify, he carried out his instructional dullies with great vigour
and it may be thait some students sighed with relief when he
was posted to this Regiment in May, 1958. A year later he
was promoted W.0.11 and finished his tour here as S.S.M.,
H .Q. Squadron. We wish him every success in his new posting.
Another personality who deserves c.omment this month is
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Dear Kart Club News.
P.R.I. has been able to help
w.iillh nhe purchase of a kart aind we are happy to say nhait the
club has been already able tx> repay more than rw<Mt!hiirds of
me loan, thanks to the keenness of members.
Pride of our stable of five kar.ts is tlle number seven "Bilkan." Con ltll'Uoted rund usually dlliven by Lieutenant J. A.
Billing this one has a very "hot" motor, a Stihl, , and at a
recent meelling held on our square, all oppoSiimi.on wa.s eas.i!ly
vanqu.i.sh.ed. Indeed, two JLO driveiis bur:.t theiD: engines
ltJryia:Jg ito keep up.
On Easter Monday 311: RAF. Bruggen, BilkaJitt 7, Lleutenanir:
D. J. L. Macdonald up, was nhe vroror in the novices' race. He
went on tx> win lihe Grand Prix too ! UnfootunaJtely, our club
k:wt: suffered damage to iits engine and was unable to race but
we were able to lend 13th Regiment one of ins tyres and thereby
ein:able llhem to race another kruit.
At our meeni.ng on 291lh April we scored nollhing, but a katt
relay race produced some very i.nt.erestling and exciitiing racing.
We are having a big meening on 20th May and will give a full
acoount of it in t!h.e next issue.

On 3rd May we had our RegimC!ltta! Spo11tS Day, the main
purpose of which was to seleot our teams for the Rh ine Area
A.thletrl.cs Meel!ing in June. An unexpeaoodly sunny day made
it iio.to a pleasant social occasion also, dUl'.i.ng whi.ah a lot of
hidden talent was revealed. MIIS. G. B. Donald, the Commanding Officer's wiife, presenred nhe pI'izes, nhe h!!hlemi.cs Cup going
once agiaiiin to No. r Squadron. One of the lessons learned
during the meeting, in the "Ohaiin of Command" race, was
dtait Major Denton and M1!9or Chiidgey botll need more experience in a sack.

14th

REGHIENT

(COlUCAN)

A~ a
result of our effo.nns art !!he Camping and Outdoor Life Exhi·
bition at Olympia in January, the Re~t was ag:aii.n asked
by nhe War Office to represent nhe Coops at the Army Exhibition at Selliti.d.ges from 4Jnh-2&tlh Aplli.I.
Thi.s Exhibition
depicted life in the A=y benween the reigns of the two Queen
Eliza.beths. This time our stand was rhe last word in up~to
date equipment kii.ndly loaned by nhe G.P.0., nhc decor being
carried out in t1he Corps coloU11S, w'iiith a silver "Jimmy ' as
centrepiece.
The ISltow wa.s opened by !!he Right Honourable James
Ramsden, M.P., ParJiam.enta.ry Under Secreta.ry of State for
War.
The service was well patronised, and prompted many quesci.ons. Ln faat t!h.e " Looani.ons Club" was kept fa.irJ.y busy with
general queries. Samples were: "Where can I ger a bust of
Chopin ro :.tand · on my piano?" and " Where i the ladies'
retJi.rling room?"
It is of in.ta-est to note tlhat some three
hundred and thirty messages were accepted from members of
rhe public.

Jl.U.(t. and COlUCAN Co-ordination Grou1•·

I

quadron.

A dinner

W0JS

held in llhe Warrant Officers'

and Sergeants' Moos cm Thursday, 27th Apnil, 1to bid farewell

to R.S.M. J. Holdswor.nh, who is retiiniing a1iter lliWenty-five years
of ~rvioe !in 'l!he Army, llWO of whicll were wrt.h r4!!h Regiment.
On behalf of his friends he was presen.1ed with a fine ele.otnk
clock by rt:he Mess P.M.C., W.0.11 G. Tuley. His successor,
R.S.M. A. J. Creed, wais officially welcomed to the Mess.
Membe.lls of l Squadron who manned ,the Royal Signals
stand at the Selfcidges Exhibition are ito be complimented on
their beaning and conduot du.ring .the mon!!h they were in
London. They are Staff Sergeant R. W. Coe, Sergeant R.
Sampson, Corporal A. B. Davjes, Sergeant J. Bell LanceCooporai B. Harrison, Corporal P. Moore, W.R.A.C., and
Private C. Waugh, W.R.AC.
Drill and Duties Cotll'Se No. 24 ha.is just been successfully
completed by foU11teen junior N.C.O.s from ithe three
Squadrons. F.itisit place was taken by Lance-Corporal Fuoco
of 4 Squadron.
Congratulaillions to Sergeant J. Bell and Scaff Sergeant L. A.
K. Manson on llhcir recent promotions.
We had a Jli.ce example la-st week of llhe competence of the
civilians who are itak.i ng over some of ,!!he Army's signal duties.
Messages tarted to come through from a U.K. Signal Stallion
and were .relayed by us to i!!he respective addresses, until llhe
operator became suspicious of the contents of die capes and
took llhem to tr.he D.S.O. He established mat a young lady
was practising messages on a telepnint:e.r at a tributary and that
they were being fed through TRC Bodd.i:ngton and passed on
to me fiO!liillious addresses. Ln great haste cancellations were
sent out to the l'.eceiving sta'l!ions. On examinanion of the tapes
they were found ito be first cla s and we do hope the young
lady pa sed her upgmdi.ng itest.
We are very pleased to welcome two more officer to the
urut. Major E. Cowper, W.R.A.C., js w.i;th us on temporary
duty until ina.king up her neict appointment in Hong Kong in
eptember thls yea!'. Lieutenant K. E. Griffiths, W .R.A.C.,
will, we hope, snay somewhat longer ! This is her fi.11St appointment cm oomming to the W.R.A.C. aflter ewing with rhe Com·
monweaJ.th Forces in Au itralia.

CLOTHING 1s still urgently required
" W .0 .11 R. E. J. W ill iams w ho has been posted fro m 10t h Regiment
t o 45t h Essex Tegiment, T.A."
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Social activ11lies during April included a v· 't from tw ntyfour members of the Cheltenham Branch of the W.R.A.C
Association. They were anxious to ~ how we live today o
we invited them along to spend an evening here on the 27rh
April. The programme included a tour of the W.R.A.C. living
accommodation and later they saw the film" 24th July" showing the life and work of the Corps around the world. Everyone seemed to enjoy 'llh.emselves immen.se.ly and we arc hoping
.that at least one daughter, niece or young friend will be
encouraged to join up as a result.
3 Sqnndron. Lt was wdith regret that we ultimately found
we could not .enter a Squadron team in the We tminsterDevizes Ganoe Race which takes place at Ea er:time each
year. We have an entirely new club of enthusiastic beginner
and it wa.s just not poss1ble to make a serious entry in this
highly competition and arduous race this year.
reverthe1
a lot of canoe training and swinuning practice is in hand, and
there shoUld be no excuses for 1962.
We are glad to say that following a crack-up one foggy night
in Wd.t111ey, the unit Minibus is back on tihe job, and is the
means of the boys in camp doing a regular round of the
"haunts" in Oxford, Witney, Farmgdon and Swindon. Ir
was also the means of a lucky few genting to see the epic game
at Wembley between Scoci.and and England. Tills morning's
post brought in thirteen more tickets for rhe England-Mexico
match, and it is ce11ta.in the Mirubus will be filled to capacity.
There is also a keen ioterest in the Royal Tournament this
year and !!he Squadron is mounting two separate visits including families.
March and April has been an intensive period for range
praotice, wi.tih a lot of interest and enthusiasm being shown in
the new rifle. We seem to have an unusual number of first
class shots and marksmen this year. Is it the new rifle or is
it the expem training? Captain Whitaker has cerrtai.nJy denuded
the staticm far too frequently for the peace of mind of llhe
Station Technical Officer for tllese all-day expeditions to Qmm
range some thi.M;y..five miles away.
A highlight of enrerrainment for Apnil was a combined All
Ranks' Dance and Social, which provided the inevitable Tombola, a fine cabaret show from a London theatrical agency, and
a fir.st class buffet and danoing. It was a huge succ.ess from
bollh the emertainrnent angle and the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund. A mention should go to Staff Sergeant Coxon, i/c
Decor, Serg~t Shannan, M.C., Sergeant Glendenning, O:.rector
of Music, and Corporal Broughton and Corporal Owen for bar
arrangements and eating respectively.
4 Squadron. The main feature of the month's activities
was the All Rank ' Dance held in nhe Junior Ranks' Club on
7th Apnil. Some sevenuy members and gues attended, including a small contingent of W.R.A.C. from W.R.A.C. Depot,
Guildford, and telephone girls from Guildford.
A most successful evening was enjoyed and the buffet in
pa.nticular deserves special mention. This was prepared by
Corporal F. Mugford (A.C.C.), wd his cooks.
Much of !!he remainder of the month seems to have been
used genting the Squadron innoculations up to scratch. ! This
has not prevented S.S.M. A. A. Copesrake, the Regimental
Shooting Organiser, from putting the Squadron through its
paces on the range 'Mith a1l weapons in his search for talent.
We face the Aldershot D istrict Rifle Meeting in May with
ome confidence and are enterling a combined Cobbett HillBampton Team.
We congratulate ergeant and Mrs. R. M. Keasey, and
ignalman and MTs. D. R. Figg on the birth of a son each.
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llEGDIENT

(CYPllUS)

" Infantry Training-piec-e of cake. • These might well be
the thoughts of ' Delta " Troop, l Squadron who, wim a
few member of 2 quadron, recently ret:umed from seven
days' infantry training at the R~mental Summer Camp at
Evdimou (by-rhe-sea). Infantry platoon tiactics are no longer
mysteries to these hardy open air cypes. Thls tiraining was
designed IX> prepare a platoon from this Regiment, due to
take pare in a large scale exercise " Barbican." In this exercise, our "Infantrymen" will it:esr their new.,found kill again r
the might of 3 Infantry Bcigade,
Another der:achment, this a:ime of nine men, under SecondLleutenant G. Clark, are also having a break f.rom normal
routine. They a.re " messing about in boats ' at Kyrenia and
have de-masted and tl'lipped, and are now repainting the
Royal Signals' yacht, "Ciro." All band agree that "This is
the life."
Exercise " Fabulist," inivolving tile whole of r6 Pa.raohute
Brigade, claimed the at:tent>ion of other detachmen from this
Regimeat. The Brigade was flown out from U.K. and established rhemselves in Nioosia. Throughour their stay we were
in constant (almost) teleprinter contact. Our efforts ro bring
their procedure iinro line w,irh <the rest of t!!he worJd musr
have been appreciated, for on mei.r departure we received
tihe attached very amusing ca.moon. Throughout "Fabulist,'"
Captain F. A. Stork, wi.th 618 Troop (Security), were perched
on the side of a mountain in the vicinity of Skourasia and its
nearby historic mine. This mine, since 1916 the property of
tile Cyprus Mining Company, has, over rhe past 4,000 years,
been \vorked at intervals by die Phoenicians, Egypt>ians,
Romans, and Persians. From their lofity hide, 618 Troop had
an unrestricted v.iew of the main dropping zone, except durang
me frequent dust srorms. It was these stonns and high winds
th& made rhe main public drop impossible on two oonsecutiv.:
days, muoh to rhe di:sappoiint.ment of many of <the Regiment,
who had made llhe long trek to see what should have been
quite a spectacle. During the return journey our P.A. e>..-pert1
W.0.II Wilson found that his spare ~e was just as flat as
die offside rear rhat he intended replaciing. His language IH
this juncture bore little resemblance to me sedately modulated tone that we have become used •to hearing over our
P.A. equipment. As well as nhe P.A. Detachment, we had provided a party of general helper.s under die guidanoe of Sergeant

The amount of R.E. plant being used has opened the eyes
of me Squadron to the wide variety of rasks the Engineer ·
undervake.
Who \WJS the man who was working on a
piece of concrete w.iith a l4lb. hammer, who
on being quescioruxl, "I'm the oontraotOI's
asked W1l:u> ~he c.onnraoror was he sta<ted
Squadron."
19th

Girls from the winning W.R.A.C. Team
Left to right : Private E. Eadie, Corporal J. Foulds, Private H. Rodber

They have already played two games against H.Q., N.E.L.F.
Wairrant Office11S and Sergeants. Bo.th games ended in narrow
defeat, but the memboos of tihe Mess find oonsol.aition in tlhe
fact rhat R.S.M. F. Stockdale and W.0.11 Young, both consistruit scorers last season, were not available for eiitiher game.

Hockey. The seaison ha6 ended. In "111e firuiJ. game at
Happy Valley, three members of this Regiment were included
in nhe W.R.A.C. team nhaJt: de:fea.red llhe W.R.A.F., 3-0, in
t!he annual inrer-Services' game. Corporal J. Foulds had an excellent game at centJre-half, and Piiivates S. E. Eadie and H .
Rodber each had a hand in the movements ·that resulted •i n the
three goals.

Wingate.

Athletics. On Saturday, 1511h April, in bright sunshi!lle, .
me gladiatore of llhe Regiment rook the field to contest for
individual and Squadron honours at the Regimental Athletics
Meeting. 3 Squadron were stirong favourites to retain tihe
inl:er-Squadron trophy tllat they so deoisivcly won last year,
but l Squadron proved much roo strong and ran out easy
winners. A highlight of a wel:l-organised a.f.ternoon. was rhe
"Old Soldiers'" race, when the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel D . L . Sylvester-Bradley, was pipped at tih-c
post by Smff Sergeant Teyen.
Cricket. The cricket season is upon us. Pract!i.oe nets
have been erected, ttial matches have been he.Id, and an
umpires' oourse is under way. Nowhere is rhe enllhusiasm
greater than in the Waxrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.

18th
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n.q. Squadron. We now have a new ahuroh, a very
handoome struature adjacent to Prinoess Macy Barirackis, the
Q.M. has tlaken it over, die Chaplain Gerreral has dedicasred it
and a new Padre has arniived, and al1lh.ough not on the esmblishment, wii1l presumably join H.Q. Squadron.
We said good-bye recently to S.S.M. Wright, who suddenly
went off on an aeroplaine to U.K., a£rer one or !JWO fu:lse srams.
We miss his cheerlul face, and light he.anted approach to the
serious business of soldiening in rhe Fa;r Baist, and trust . llhat
Gattelfick in t!he Spiting w.on'it be too bad.
No. I Squadron (Op.). This month this Squadron has
changed hands for the !!hiird time in a year, and all ra.nkls of
No. l Squadron welcome Major S. J. Thompson, nhe new
Squadron Commander. Major A. Gordon Smitih, who has ret:urned to U.K., wti'.11 be missed by many people, not the least
being the members of the Singapore Hockey neam. The absence
of tlheir coach was used as an excuse fur losing IX> Malaya in an
I mem:a.it!ional. match.
On 19th April W.O.I. D . Duncan organised a boat tl"ip. At
1000 hrs a total of 80 Squadron memberis 31Ild thell- w.iives pltl!S
some 30 children boarded a Z craft and headed out IX> sea.
There was food, drink and sun in laaige qU311l!JiltJies and need.less
to saiy when llhe z cm£it amved back 3lt the st:a41t!ing po.iaiit iit was
a "Dry Ship." A most enjoyable day a.litoge!!her.
No. 2 Squadron. The acniviisties of 2 Squadron continue
be mult!ifacious. U.G. Troop haJVe recen'lily returned from
P. Techong where tihey combined tlhe tlask of cabling lliP a new
citle range witlh t!h.at of field training, seeing how easy it is to
get loot in the jungle.
Our laitest project is causing some amusement, lih.e building
of a ha.rd standing for a car pa!l'k; if we continue at our present
caite t!he " Saipper" will have IX> look to tlhell- laurels. The surprise of seeing Sergeant: Gray (T.E. Troop) dr.ivtiing a steam
roller ~ obvious enjoyment:, is fullowed by tthe sight of three
more of the Squadron roaring along at a steady five miles an
hour dllivmg 4!-ttx>n "Dumpers."

llEGIMENT

(Alli

patticulanly hard
rold the M.T.O.
labourer," when
" Oh ! O.C. 2

FOllMATION)

Hong Kong .Signal Troop, commanded by Captain Larner,
rakes pride of 1place in our notes for .this month. Having successfully jumped ,tlhe hurdle of an annual Administrative Inspcotion with complimenlia.l'y results, it!he T<roop direoted its
efforts 1:Qwards secu.riing cables and equipment in preparation
for the ro:xlth.coming typhoon season. Lt i hoped ithat rhe
aot:ivity will iprove to !have 1been unnecessary, but having experienced a "ireal corker " last year, one can'it be too careful.
In ithc spotllliing world, lthe Troop have "ihad a go" at everythilllg, both •as a Troop and as ip3.111'icipants in R.A.F. teams.
I.ndividuailly, .Sii.gnal.man Maslan .tis to be congratulated for
his fine w.in ii.n d'le R.A.F., Hong Kong, badminton ohampionships. Congratlil'ations are also due <tO Privaite Jabar (A.C.C.)
and his pmner for winning ithe mixed doubles in the same
championships.
Sln~apore Island.
Here rhere ii.s coosiderable acru.v.i.cy
everywhere. Muoh of ciit "hush-hush work" for which. your
scribe g;ives a 9igh of relief. Past members of the Regunent
w.ill oo doubt be iinteres.ted to know that 'llhe switchboard at
Tengah now has an additional two ipooi!iions, much credit
being due to Gaiptain D. Mornis and his merry men. Midnight oil wa>s iat a premium. Captain Morris is leaving us
for Cat:teri.ck fo !the near future. He 1leaves behind him many
landrnallk.s, and 113'kes a wealth of eiopecience back w.i.'llh him.
Wlho said a caible has only two ends ?
Our gireaitest enterprise is nearing completion. A s.ix position SW!iioohboard for H.Q., F.E.A.F.! The "swiitchover date~·
has been somet!h!i.ng of a "Moveal:1l.e Feast," but at last 11
is fitllll, and by now on everyone's 1ips--patti.cularly itihe C.O.'s.
It is alleged that Major P. Palmer (0.C. 1 Squadron) n<_>w
dreams of swiitohboards (instead of golf balls), no doubt, w:rth
eastern beaUtii.es iro operate them, whilst Captain (T.O.T.) P.
Moores spends all .his spare time worl<!ing ow: his manhours calcularums. The odds •being 6 <tO 4 on making the
deadline 1IJt 'l!he time of .going to press. (To digras:s but for. a
moment, since the Russians now have a spaceman, Gaptrun
Moores not to be outdone, has produced telephones with
tw~g ligh!JS. The dnferem:e &s !that someone ii'5 bound to
" 1rakc off " if they don'1t work).
Captain D. Keech, between playing Cl'icket for the Corps,
Army and Sing~re State, i~ busily " sorting out. the
spaghe'lllli " =d pushiing cables iinto Block 20. The fimshed
product look<S very professional.
Mennion must also be made of the B.O.R. aod Malay technicians wdio can be seen working !throughout 1rhe night,
terminalling, laciing and soldering.
A !tedious, exaacing job,
new to moor, but the challenge :is well taken.
In ;tihe personality of Captain R. Robents, we have an actor

of no mean repute. He was recently voted as the " Actor of
.the Mon'llh " by the " Singapore Sunday Tim.es," for his
portrayal of the leading charact:er iin the play " Look Back in
Anger.''
Captain Roberns also commanded ithe Regimental Saluting
TII"oop which represented the Regiment on H.M. The Queen's
Birllhday Parade held at Seletar. All Ith.rec Services, totalling
some l,600 persons, were on parade. The salute was taken
by Commander-1.n~hief Fast East, Lieutenant-General Sir
Richard Hull, K.C.B., n.s.o., who 1lea.ves hortly ito be the
C.I.G.S.
.
One of our lesser-known activities is our association w.i.th
a local Cadet Conps. Receiitl.y, a cadre from the Unit, led
by Captain Robents, W.OJI Yahya and Sergeant Balch,
organised a week-end camp. Lt proved ito be a great success
with 1tihe cadets, who laid lines, took part in fieldcraft and
map-'!eading exercises, and ooundly defeated the cadre at football ! The most uc:x:essful aspect of Jthe week-end was the
camp fire, at which we all discovered ithat not knowing each
other''S la~ag.es was no bar to joining in the choruses of
each other's oongs somellimes with hilarious results.
Sport. The cnicket season is now in full swing, the Regiment prov.iding players for the S:tation, Coros, and Army
sides. Athletics are ~bout to commence. The Regimental
meeting takes place on l3t:h May, followed by the Corps matdl
a week later.
Stop Press. Final words t'his montlh are on movements.
Welcome Ito Major (T.O.T.) F. Speaks, who <was very impressed \v.iitlh the reception arrangements and commented:
"From the Nevassa, through Customs, over 15 miles by car,
in and out of my hot.el, and into the water at Changi Pool in
ninety minutes. That must be an all-time record!"
Farewell and best wishes to Captain A. H. Dennis and
family as they iro to B.A.O.R., and •to Second-Lieutenant
Hy lop, w1tlh the Regiment's best wishes for a speedy recovery.
after his accident.
20th
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Signalman Maslan and Private Jabar (ACC) Double Champions,
R.A.F. Hong Kong Badminton Championsh ips 1961

Hong Kong Troop 19th Signal Regiment, April
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n.n.q. nncl 2 Smtndron. On 27th Aoril, IQ6I, ilie AirOffioer-1.n-Charge of Administration, H.Q. N.E.A.F. A1r ViceMarshal C. S. Moore. C.B.E. visited the Unit on hi formal inspeonion of R.A.F., Ep' kopi. Alriving at Waterloo Camp,
after having visited the tent lines and !lhe Armoury, he spent
ome time \ 'th ithe Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
J. H. C.OOper, in his office. He then tx>ured rhe camp area,
visiting nhe Orderly Room and the Technical Wormbops. He
congratulated the Unit on the high standard achieved.
I Suundron. On 9th Man:h. the Commanding Officer
inspeored the Squadron visiicing a drill parade and. the operanional and admini~ve sections in Nicosh. Redeooration of
t!h.e blwrack rooms and stores had been done by self-help, aoo
improvemen'tlS had been made on the teah.nical 'de by Staff
Senreant Skudder and others.
The1"e has been comiderable aOl!ivity in the Mercury Club
205

hi m nth, no all of ' t by well-di po ed persons ! Early in
th moDth th bar wa broken into, and intensive inve 'gatfons
had no
ul; the very n xt night, however, the thieves cried
again, and thi time, thanks chiefly to r iver McD rmOl!t, the
·ce were able ro interview several persons-not f = tlh
quadron---<tnd wc are C.'\"?<-'Ocing to be abl ro g c back what
"
Jen on both occa ·on ' . The AU Mini' rry Work Depamnenr has been persuaded to ta ke an interest in t:he Mercury
Qub, and ha ve faced the outsid e with cement, and are rccementi.ng the floor.
AAFI have at la t produced a table
tennis table, the dub faci liti will soon be complete.
\Vhen th hot weather begins, subsidi sed vj it w jjj start
each week to t:he sea for mem bers of llhe club and the ir
families.
This month we said good-bye to naff ergeant Skudder and
mff Sergeant Healey at the end of !their overseas tours. Both
have done a great deal for the quadron and we w:i h them
good luck an d:te future.
llEHE

.\ ~ D

T H ERE

11\' THE llEGDIE1''T

.\dven t urous Trnin in A".
Corpoml Oliver and h is
of Driver ummerfield, ignalmen P ~per and Aimer
returned from llheir ttip round me :island. La t seen movjn g
out of Episkopi well oaded down .they .lllllOOged to get to
Platres mme Troodos Range by evening. Camping in .the dark
they found the po 'tion chosen was not .coo good 11e.i...'t day a
igna)man Aimer's head was hanging over a cliff side and frost
covered all their sleeping bags. The second day got them to
Zeros on the ooa , having pan walked -and part bussed ..it. The
third day they reached N"icosia and tlhen on to Kyrenia where
they camped three days. picking a sandy cove near ro a D airy
Fann well known to old Cyprus hands a " Newman's."
They dlen moved over t he Kyrenia Ranges vis!ting 'Place of
inrerest Onoluding Samt Hiilarion Castle and tlhe village of
Agirdha-Jii ire of ithe Crusad=' ,ba1ifiles. Moving back co
Nicosia they .took the wrong road out so cutltling across the
country, they evenwally got to Paphos, tlhe main pont of Ruman
rimes, visiting the caw.combs and the Tombs of me Krings.
Climbing over clle T.roodos Range again .they arrived back
in Episkopi tired but happy.
paI1ty

The atre C:lub, E1ais ko1ai. Lieutenant P. G. Doody
gave a very good performance as Albent Tufnell in the play
" Sailors Beware," and t:hen attended -a Drama Course for one
week under lthe Education Branch scheme run by a Unired
Kingdom critic. lieutenant Doody appeared on Sarurday night
as a very worn out Roman in one aot from Shaw's " C:aesar and
Cleopatra."
The club's bar is said to be doing well under llhe auspices
of Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Edge. A<t least they seem to be
enjoying life !
Football. Lance-Corporal John Rand was a member of
the Combined Services rteam which visited Iraq. They played
the Iraqi Combined Services team and lost 4-2, then llhey played
a Combined Basra team and won 2-1.
The team visited Babylon and otiher places. Lance-Curporal
Rand arrived back with some beaut:iful filigree silver work for
his ·wife who is in the United Kingdom. As he is leaving
Cyprus soon, we wish him luck w.i.tlh tlhe cu~toms d ther in
London or Southampton.
:lfar:ria~e s.
Driver Stanley was married on Saturday,
8th April, at tihe Garrison Church, Ep.iskopi. to Miss Margaret
Ann Hal'lllison, of 27 Company, WQillen's R-Oyal Anny Corps.
The wedding was attended by Lieutenant..COionel al!1d Mrs. J.
H . Cooper and a good number of offi=s and ollher ranks of
the Regiment.
The reception was very pleasant and at half-past three the
la t guest left. I t i s believed that at eight o'clock that nig'ht
twO m~~s of the Regiment v.isited ithe newly weds at theiT
house m Lrrnassol and dragged uhem off to a social in 11hc
Berengaria Club ! Who soldered the saucepans together ?
y.re would also like to add our congratulations to Sergeant
B.rU;lgeman who ~rried Miss Maa-garer Ann England at tihe
Parish Church, Cai Ler-on-Sea, orfolk. The new Mr . Brid geman should soon be wirh us.

Cempe tltion Shootln~. Congratulations are extended
all members of the shooting team. The Regiment ha'S been
awarded " The Corps Shield " Abroad series.

t'O

Dlr~h s .

We send our congratulations m Sergeant and
M . TllllSOn on the biruh of rheir son, Ashley WarWick, at the
Royal Air Force Hospi11al, Akrotliri, on 28th March.
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On•rlmad••r. Major W . Bre w.in and family arr.ived in
Cypr u 1n thei r Volkswagen Cumbi/Caravan on the s.s.
"Athina " on 2otJ1 Aprj,J, 1961.
They lofit Dover on 5th
April, on the night ferry to Calais, travelling via Salzburg, in
Austria, through Yugoslavfa and ohon to Allhens, in Greece,
where <th ey l!aycd for .three da, . Tthe rca.son for tihc sra
being ohat rhc " Athina " had bce.n sold, repainted and overhauled. We hope to get Major Brewlin to wrilte 3!11 antic!e on
his rnip.
I.envt• to K:'\·rNda. On 61..h Apnil, CrafitiSman Maddocks
and Signalman McCarttlhy were soon in ohe FamHies' N AAFI
Shop, Episkopi, staggening under the weight of £10 wontih
of tinned good . The nexc day a ral!her loaded one-;tonner set
out wi'th Cor-porol Cor.Jess, Lance-Oorpora.ls Russcll and
Barker, Siignialmcn Yeelos, MoCanthy, LimtLe and Orafit:sman
Maddoc~ ~1 the prev.ioooly-ment.ioned £ro worltlh of food stuffs sleeping bags and billy-can , et.'C.
Mrer a long journey ithey ~ved at K yrenia, that
piotlllreSque por.t on llhe nor.th coast of Cyprus wlnh ohe castle
overlookffig 11he small harbour. Setroing u p oomp on a cliff
edge overlook!ing tlhe sea using a nhree-<t:on canopy firame as a
tent, they sentled down for a week of SW1imrniing and rolaxatdon. The cook•i ng was don e in turn s-'3.Ild done to a tum.
The baked beam were a good standby. One inoide.nt:-llhe
oamp fire needed building u p with fiM st:onos-so as the ea
shore did not reveal any such scones away went a scouting
panry! ~ult-fl at stones of a very good q ualiey and a good
fi re. Nem-a Cvµriot appear s his good-quali ty st.ones had
disappeared. E nd--Cyp.riiot pohceman, irate Cyptfot, Joos to
lcit:ty, £ 2/10/-. Snill, a good fire he lped towairds the cost.
Amateu r Radio Club. An Amateur Radio Q ub has
been formed in llhe Regiment. Major (T .O.T .) T . F . Je.nkiinoon
has tJaken it under his wing. The U nit has been fommaJte to
obtialn a grant of £ 180 firom tohe Nuffield T.rust. Lt seems
that morse is learnt quicker by amateurs (I W.ish that I had
been an amaitcur in 2 O.T .B. in '44!).
We hope to notif y the settling up of !the station and our
call sign, in order thait o1lher WIRE readers may conlla.c t u s.
Roya l S i l!11n ls Association. R.S .M . N . L ane has been
aopointed Vi'X-Chairman of Brandh 17, 15 Regiment.
Thl.s will, we are sure, enlarge I 5 Regiment's Branch considerably by the influx of m e Regiment'.s " volunteers " !

looked to be half a tirec. Opening the boot of hi~ car, he p ut
one of his passemgcr.s in, plus the half..;trec, and proceeded
meirnily on his way. He aiirived with a bang.
Alt. rhe r endezvous we awaited the r esults, which were:
First Sootion, 31'd place, S'llllff Sergeant Edge. Second Section,
:znd place, Corporal Coventry.
Overatl, we only gai ned one "honour " ? Staff ergeant
Brough, of C.A.F.S.O. Branoh, drew with Captain Truscott, of
615 T.roop for llhe booby p11izc. We, w'h.o plll1tioipatcd, would
like to .t hank uhc orgarusooo, Capra.in and Mrs. F. W. Edward'.
of Signails B.mndh, H.Q., NEARBLF, and the Staff of the
Branc!h for a very pleasant day.
\i hletics. TJ1c Regiment opened ohe allhletic season by
l.!Dtering two relay teams in the inVlitanion cvenns in 15 Regiment Regi:men.tal Alih.leti.c M eeting. In the 4 x IIO yards relay,
we convincingly beat 2 Parachute Regiment.
In tlh.c Ep.isl«>pi AdmIDi tJrative U rnr Sports, we entered
m mbers of ow· a.nhlonios team in variou s events as individuals.
We had a very successful afternoon.
Lance-Corporal Jooning.s was first in ohe 220 yards and 440
yards; Liellltenant Rayn.or was first in the long jump; Corporal
Crump was second iin the javelin; Lance-Cor.poral Poulson was
mi.rd in t he 100 yards· Soogeanc Slade was third in the polr
vaul t.
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Those who follow the happenings of the Regiment in this
column will realise that our representative failed to write any
notes for M arch. H e appears to have a good excuse as he says
he was on leave, and now promises faith fully to continue
monthly notes until h is next turn comes up fo r annual leave.
o chis month we have the events of both M arch and April to
report.
On the whole both months have been fairly quiet, with everyone concentrating on such annual occurrences as P .E. T ests,
Range Classifica tions and all the other inspections which go
towards th e final report for the Administrative Inspection jn
June. Once again m any of these preliminary inspections are
behind us for anoth er year, and the results so fa r received indicate tha t the Regiment is ticking over in a most satisfac tory
manner. The CIV is the final hurdle which the MTO (M ajor

F orces ICroade a stfnJf Ser vice.
L ieutenant P . G .
Doody has be.en ace.ached to No. 4 Forces Broadcasting Ser vices at Nicosia for a ore-release course. We are awaitling his
first wor<ls over the 11:ir. He appeared in Epi$kopi the other
da.y, helpiin~ to intervjew people for a programme, wearing a
very nifity bow-.nie. Hotcl life must suit him. At lea·~ some
of our requests may now be played !

Roy :al S iJ,!amls •• llound the lslm td " C:a r Rall, ·.
The raHy was held on 23rd April. 1961. There were 28 entries,
five lirom nhe R~ent and C.A.F.S.O. Branch.
From 1
Squadron in Nicosia, Captain H . M. Pviesdey, CaOllain T .
G. Boast and Corpo11al Covennrv entered, and from Ep.iskopi,
Staff Sergeant Edge and Staff Sergeant Brough. Tihis was a
very interesting contest. The two from Episkopi sr.arted off
at 10 o'clock. Staff Sergeant Edge was first home in the
first seot?ion, ar.ni.v.ing at a village just ounside Zeros at 12.20
houns. after having crossed the mountains from one side of
the island to .the other. Staff Sergeant Broug:h arrived at 12-40
hours followed by Oa.t>tlain Priestllev and Conporal Covennry
from Nicosia. The two cars from Eoiskopi contras.te.d to the
£rom I Squadron, N icosia, inasmuoh as they were of 1lhe
smaill eype, and uhe observers were Mr ~ . Brough and Mrs.
Edge, both wilt!h two daughtel'IS as passengers. The Nicosia
cars all oo'flllied men of tihe Sq uadron, and no wives OT ch1ildren.
S00n airer tlh.e sliall1t, Oaipnain Boast ha<l to drop out as .he
was sick. His oassengers were taken on by Oamain Priestley
and Corporal Coventry. We heard lalter tha;t Oaµtain Boast
had beel'J bedded down with pneumonia-we wJs:h him well.
We all met up at the village ou~de Zeros anq d!isous~ed our
tr.ips over lunoh. Setti n ~ out afit:er lunoh . we all had uhe same
route. This took us to Zeros, on the no1lllhern coast, then alone
tlh.e coast ro Morphou, which oroved a nricky run, in and out
of all the back streets. Leaving Monphou, we ~ct our al.oniz
nhe Nicosia road, uriving at the rear of R.A.F .. Nli:cosia, then
back along t:h.e airport road, down a side vur:niini;r, to a very
pleasant restaurant wi't!h founnains playing. One of .the objeots
to be obmined en route was tihe lal!l~st piece of mimosa.
CollpQra) Covemry ccl'lt:adnl.y had a noviel idea; he picked what

fCouru1y of" Soldier," The B ritish A rmy M agazine

Sign alme n Hartnett and Tillett working on a test point at R.A.F.
Laarbr uch . Signalma n Kean watches the proceedings from his
veh icle

E. Launders) and OC LAD (Captain Jones) and th e Squadrons
have to get over- looking around at the strenuous efforts that
are being put in by the Drivers and the LAD, a good report
should be received.
In M arch we were pleased to have a brief vish from Brigadier
P. M . Hobson, o.s.o., Commander Training Brigade Royal
Signals, who came co discuss matters affecting trade training.
Also in the same month a visit (rom Major Baynes, M.B.E. ,
DAAG AG 11(0 ), whose timely appearance has acted as a tranquiliser to all those officers expecting postings in the near future.
In our hatches matches and dispatches column, various ind :viduals have been keeping our Part II Order Clerk and Paymaster busy w:irh the necessary doc:wnentation for such occurrences. L atest members of the " Stork Club " all with sons are :
Corporal and Mrs. A. J. Cowie, Signalman and Mrs. M .
Howards, Signalman and Mrs. J . A. Burton, Corporal and Mrs,
R. J. C. Stokes, Signalman and Mrs. M . Paynes, Lance·
Corporal and Mrs. I. Broadbelc and Sergeant and Mr . J.
McKenna with a daughter.
At the beginning of April, Captain A. Jones, our OC LAD.
decided to renonnce batchelorhood and accordingly (with the
assistance of the R.A.F.) departed to Tripoli to get married.
Those who have also trod the bridal path these last two months
have been Corporal J. A. Grainger, Signalman B. Pilkington and
Signalman R. Binyon, all of 2 Squadron, and Signalman A. R.
Dunnell of H.Q. Squadron. Our congratulations are extended to
all the above in whatever section they fall into!
Over the period the first for some time, we have nor had any
Officers or Senior
.C.O.s leave the Regiment.
everthele s,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Hulme has just about completed h is
hand-over and eventually leaves the Regiment in early May, for
civilian life. Our very best wishes go with the Colonel and M rs.
Hulme, and we hope that they have enjoyed the two year they

=
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Air Vice Marshall E. G. Jones, C. B., C .B.E. , D.S.O .• D.F.C., A.O .C.,
H.Q . R.A .F. Germa ny ins pecting the Qua rter G uard. Left to right :
Co r po ral Bell, La nce Corporal Broadbelt, Sign al men Sparks , Woodward and Hartnett
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Courtesy of" oldi.r," Tht Bri1i1h Army

Maga~mt

Se rgeant McKie and Signa lma n Ferrari testing speech circuits at
R.A.F. Goch
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ha\•e had in the Regiment. At the same time we extend a welcome to Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. D. M. Haslehust, who
join u from the War Office.
.
In addition, Second-Lieutenant Bowen has amved from ~ie
chool of Signal and has been posted to 2 Squadron, along with
taff ergeant A. Pear on and eargeant P . S. Payne. Sergeant
C. Harding has arrived and has gone to H .Q. quadr<;>n. . .
Ju r recently, a repre entarive fron_i S oldier fv1agazme v1s1t~
the Regiment and apart from producmg an article on the Regiment for a future edition of Soldier, took some very e.xcellent
photographs. We hope that the Editor will reproduc~ these ~
they give a glimpse of some a peots of the w·o rk earned out m
the Regiment.
And finally, at the end of April, the A!Jnual Admin~stra~on
Inspection for R.A.F. Laarbruch was earned out by Atr V1ceMarshal E. G. Jones, C.B., C.B.E., D.s .o., D.F.C., A.0.C., H.Q.,
R.A.F. Germany. Although working {O a fairly ti~~t prO!framme
for his one day visit he was however able to v1s1t Regimental
Headquarters and inspect the Quarter Guard under command of
Sergeant M. H. While and in addition he was able to meet other
members of the Regiment during his tour of the installations on
the Station.
·
24th

REGIUEJ\'T

(TRAl:VING)

Wint r S1•orts 1960 /61. ln a Regiment of tJllls type.
where the Trainee " l urnover" is rapid, it is difficult to keep
a team togeither for any length of l!ime, however, our record in
Wmter Sponis ha;s been relatively good and a brief resume is
given of the four main aetiiv~ties and some of the per onalilllies
who participated.
Basketball. \Vhi.le Baske~ball in as Regiment has never
been a wlidely popular game, we have ahwys had a small team
of very enthusiasmi.c players, under the able coacl1ing and trnming of Corporal Panterson, 2 Squadron. La
season was
rounded off ~ a most thrilling matah in \Wrich we managed
ro beat 26th Regiment, the Army Ohampions, thereby finishang
fifth out of twelve teams in the Garrison I...ea.,o:ue.
This season has boon rather quieste1: man last, Wl'lh fewer
teams competing in the league. As alwa·ys we ha,ve been greatly
hindered through lack of qualified referees for each ma1tch, and
equipment. However, we have now taken delivery firom NAAFI
a set of moveable outdoor Basket:b:all Srands, ~o we hope soon
to start playing on the square throughout !he summer.
Our two best games this season were undoubtedly those in
the Command Stage of the Anny Championships. We trnivel.led
to Barnaro Castle for the first round against 15/19 Hu= .
This proved to be one of die most exdi:ting ma1.Ches we ha¥e
ever played, and we won by two points snatched only in tihe
last minutes of ten minutes' e:11.tra time. Score : 29/27. Ln
the second round we were beaten by 26 Signal Regiment, but
again by only a narrow margin. From being down at half-time
with a score of 35/11, we caught up well in the second half to
finish 37 /29.
While we have achieved no great heights, the team ha.ve had
a great deal of fun; and under Cocporal Pattexron's tJra4.ning
qui.te a few who were complete beginnens at nhe start now pfay
regularly for the Regiment. T wo of our playe.rn, · Corporn15
Patiterson and Campbell were recently selected for the Corps
Team and played very well in the triangular tournament against
R.E.M.E. and R.A.F.
Hof'kry. Pre-season aat:iviry-during Augus.t and September-was devoted to soo~g out rhe wheaa: f.rom the chaff
and "get-fit" nmining. Some half dozen of last sea.son's XI
were available, and a number of new faces soon made their
presence felt. A coaching scheme run by the 0 i/c Hockey
for trainees, may produce long-tenn divadends for the Corps,
as du :ng the season some tihitty lmd:nees have passed on to
field units with a zest for the game and some knowledge of
basic ski!ts.
What of the sea.son's aohievements widi. a team whose average age has beaJ 33, ranging from 23 to 52 yeairis of age ?
In the Area Services' League we have just about made third
place in the table, having lost three and won the remaii.n.der of
OUl' matches.
As already reporited by tih.e School of Signals they disposed
of us in tih.e Arrny Cup. Having had me t~eritiy to beat them
2-0 in the orijtinal game-when the umpire ruled t1hat tlbe
ground wa.<i unfit for a Cup matah, we just had no imswer to
their introdUClllion of Lleurenant C. Lru;t of the Army and Combined Services in the replayed game and were beaten by t!he
better rerun. We wish them well in thciir effotts to beoome the
~ Signals uni.t to win the Army Trophy (they ha.ive now
reached the Home Commands semi-fin.al).
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In the Area Cup oompetillion we reached tile finai and met
bhe holders-School of Signal . They beatt us 5-4 iin an excellent match.
In beating R.A.F. Leeming in t1his competitlion by 3 goaJ.s
lo r, we beoame the first Anny Slide ro i:nfl.ict a def.eait on them
~is season. The team played aibove itself in thiis matoh, and
rrom being a goal down iin ten minutes, the balooce was rcstx>red by half.,time. In tihe sec-ond half the R.A.F. were so
busy defending tha.t cliey did not moWJJt more thoo one serious
avmok.

Two goals in five minutes mid~y tihrough t!he s~ half
c1inohed the issue. The semi-final brought us up against 15/r9
HussaDs who had beaten us r-o in tlbe league.
As in t!he league game, we penned our opponents in thcir
own 25 for the firlSlt twenty minutes of nhe game but jOOt could
not net nhe ba:ll agaiiinst some mag:nificen!t: goo,].kecp.i.ng. A
penalty bully, successf.ully taken by Lieutenalllt Oehlers, in the
th.i.rn:ieth minute, gave us the interval lead. In the second half
we were pretty well in command aind alt 1!hc final whd.s.t'le
emerged as winners by three goals to nil
Tihe following playCl!lS have represented tlbe Regiimen.t in
compelti'tlion games dunng t!he sea.son: Second-Lieute:nant P.
ymonds, Major H . Chapman (posted in F~ruacy) wd W.O.U
Richardson (now e>..-boy), W.0.11 Byrne, Captain E. Philp
(now posred) aa:id W.0.II W.iindeb:ank, Soog03lD!t Johnson (Mhow
ex-boy), Lanoe-CooporaJ Grant (N .S.) M~jor R. 0. Edwards,
Soogeent Wallington (R.E.M.E.), Corporal ThoDburn, Staff
Sergeant Cardinal (now po~), Lleutena111t G. Oeh1C11S and
Sergeant Td.ckoner. Men.l!li.on must also be made of Corporal
Patternon wiho has made considerable progress tlhiis sea.son, and
has been a uooful utility player always ready to have a go a~
any oos:imion. Lf more youngsters were prepared w try as hard
as thi6 N.C.O. there wouldn't be hockey pla;ytt problems in
llhe Coops.
Per.sona.lilnies ? The " not so young " generation
may be intecooted to kmow that Maior Edwards, wlho started
his hockey with W-azinismn D istciot Si.g;nals in 193r, has, after
30 yearn as goalkeeper and Wlinger, figured at outsiitle right in
aU maitch.es th.is season. HaV'ing renired eight years ago-and
olayed ever 9ince--.this is defini:tely hrlis last se.a.S'OID---.so he says.
The inter-Squadron compelliition wa.s won by 2 Squadron, ~h
" H.Q." Squamon runners-up.
Football. OWiing ;ro much "chopping and changing"
we never really got off on the right foot, and from the point
of view of honour a.nd glory iJt has been a very indifferent season, however, a full fixture list was maintained and many
enjoyable mat.ches played-even if lost.
An !mer-Troop oomoetii'tion is held and as we go to press
ir would MmOOC t h.11.t H.Q. Squadron are centain Wlinineris, having
W'OPJ &ix mattlhes, draWlll one w.i.itih one stlill to play.
It ma.y be of interest to note that La.n.ce-CorporaJ Wheatley,
of Crewe Alex:andra, is ait present serving w.i!th the RegJiment.
Ru~by. The Reg;im.en.tJS'l Rugby .teain has had an excellent
season and has only lost twl> mait:ches, both these were unfornmately oup competimions.
In '!he Army Cup we foll to 23rd Regime111t at Llinooln.
6-rr. lit: was :a very i!ihrilling mat.ch, the iresu1t being i.n doubt
unnil the final whii:stle.
We reached rhe semi-final of the Northern Section of the
Command Cuo and once again were beaten, 3-II, after an
excellent match with 8th Regiment.
Our cong;m!l!Ula'ni.ons to 23rd Regiment, who eventuaJily won
this comuemit!ion.
They are shontly amaJ.gamating w"iinh us,
which means we wli:ll obmilln a "'POt" ·afiter ail.
I<n tlhe Oommand Seven-a-S i.d e Compebition, our "A " team
reached <tihe final and our " B " iteam reached ll!he dinal of tihc
Shield Com.peni.1lion.
We won a11 our a:emruinlng ma'!clies a;gaJnst Regimental a.nd
local R.A.F. sides. Early in the sea;son we had Bin a.ttracrive
fiX!t!Ure agaiisnst a oiv1<1ian side ait D airiHngiton end spent a
pleasant evening in their clubhouse afiterwaros.
T •he followiru; olayers represented '!!he Regtimenit: Cap.ta~o R.
Bumtt, Second-Lie'u.tenan1lS R. HoweH 'a nd G. Saind.erson ,
Oorooa:a.Ls Hou~h.1t:on, M~tla.nd and Dillon, Laince-Goroorals
Gollier, Grant, Shearn. and WriJ;t'h't, Sigln.almen Bonser, Davis,
Ga.inford, Gi:Hiisplie, Hareldon, Homer and Preeoe.
Congratula11ions axe exit.ended Ito '!!he fullowi.ng p1aryoos who
have irepI"CS'Clllted ·l!hc Corps: .Signa.Jmen Bonser, Daviis and

Hazeldon.
Many cl our pfa,yers will haive le£t us before nen season,
and we 'Wlisli!. itlhem n God Speed" on /their waiy.
Record:
iP
W
[)
L
F
A
I8
16
O
2
3I4
32
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28th

llEGIHENT

(AlllU'l'

GROUP)

E vening enteiltlafunmenitlS haive agailn been ro the fore this
monith Wlirth a plaiy lilt S:t. Tonis and an all rainks' dance a.t Rheindahlen. Tih.e daaice~11he first of ditlS kind at Rhcindahlen-was
enormously successful; me response even 1surprised the

organiseris. We were denll.ed ,t!he use of any premiros other
than the dining halls, bur this did NOT deter W.0.I. W. F . Budden and his assistants. In the course of an aflrernoon the place
was so transformed as to be unrecognisable. (206 Signal Squadron, specialists at camouflage, had nothing on W.O.I. BuddendespiiJtc tiheiir sp.liiit~seoond method of acqui,r.ing !l'rees for the
purpose).
The event started sedately, but as the beat
quickooed il'he floor began to ifi:l1 aaid maximum sttength was
reached when it came to tihe excel.lent buffet supper provii.ded
by Seu-geant: W. Holding and •tlh.e c.ooks. Tdlerea.fter Jit was a
paI1t'y in tlh.e reail sense of tlh.e word. Lt must ha¥e been; tlhe
o.!'g3tllisers were ab:le ito &tow a ihai!ldsome ,profit over the
expenses.
" S3:i.l.or Beware," the second produonion of 11he St. Torus
Theamre Club, played for ,tJwo ni.ghms in il'he Camp Ginerna, and
loft everyone who saiw it w'31i1ling eagerly for t!heir nex.t produoti.on J.aiter i.in .1.'he year. On il'he final night ithe packed hall
oontained iseveral speoiad. gue&1!S, moluding 1lhe Ohiief Signal
Officer B.A.O.R and M1is. Bani.iron. Wlhat a g;mind comedy
this play makes and how well tlh.e cast responded. Of the nine
pa.IltS only •tiWO were naken by :people who had been on ithe stage
before, yet each member .fitlted his or her pan like a glove;
rlhere tis otiten a weak J!ink in locail produani.on-+but not m th.is
case. The four newcomens tirom the Regiment were Sergeant
T . Dolan subdued and isuppressed as t!he henpecked husbandexcept of OOU11SIC afit'Clr his niglut out when he retwined in very
full voice; Coriporal J. Amess as Albeait Tu£nell, tlhe "human
saor.ifioe," ·showting how iiit wais done several years ago when he
really wa.s in t!he Naivy; Ch11p0rail T . Landles, tih.e Bullellin
Ediiror) a;s ihi.s shy fellow ma:tielo.'t, Oannoustiie B.tigh, w.in:h a
genuine almost ID.decipherable "Oamoustiie " accent; and
finally Signahnoo. A. Pa.naytl.o tes as the $US.Ve fluent v,icar Wiit!h
the knack of resolV!ing domesllil.c upset!S. Oapt,aUn T. Hiipperson,
as producer, deserves full oreclit for itJh.e suocess of the play.
Io il'he Rihi.ne Area Motor Cycle T 'l'.iaJ.s, held eaa:lier than
usuail tlhIDs yeaa:, the Regimental ream made a clean sweep of
all t!!he team and individual iprires. " Pot hunters ! " said the
Commaruliing Offi.oer of r sth Regiment, foa:genniing for the
moment his 0IWIIl R~ent's vast oolleatli."On of silverware. Anyway, it wa s a gQ<><l staJnt to a season in which the Regiment will
stl:li.ve to retain Los one Army Cup. Lt will not be a-s easy as it
seems beoause replacemenins must be fowi.d for Signalmen
Gardner a00 Ormesher, whose release is due before the end
of itJh.e seaoon.
WUitlh tlhe ait!hlenios seaoon neatly on us, big moves were made
in the Regiment to make sure we have the best it:eams possible.
Lt wa.s decided to hold " poltlted ·spo!lt!S " at both ends of !:'he
Regii.mem. TI1Ws was duly arnanged, and at Francisca the spoittJSfield wais tlakeo. over for one day while nhe men of H.Q. and I
Squadrons tried itheir hands alt every.tlhIDg imaginable which
oomes under tlhe hea.diog of a11hleltli.cs. There were a few stiff
bodies and a number of creaks and
on t!h.e followii.ng
mornin~ works paredes.
At Rheindahlen tllhey were not so
fotttmait.e. The weat!her did oot!hi.ing ro help the sportS to be
run acoord!iing it.o schedule, so there iii: was a case of squeezing
sec1li.ons of tlh.e progiraIIlille in when possible, tlbe operation
lasting over several day.s.
Wi<tih Summer Oamp now only a few weeks awaiy, nhere is
a big move to have everyone reaJ.ly fit and rout:e mmohes gala.re
-Qn full baitmle order--fuwe been tih.e order of ithe day. So fur
r Squadron, from O.C., M~or R. Paaniter, downwards, have
been building up .the distJanoe of each " ha 'h " and now, rwnour
has ilt, ·tlh.e neiat step iis to set out for Rh.erlndahlen some :fifu:een
miles iirom the st!al!lning point at Francisca. By the timese these
notes are printed the Summer Oamp wiJ:l be in full swri:ng, and
we shaill know wMt: lies behi!lld the present p1Qtltiing of the chief
orgainiisers, Major P. Lloyd and Lleutenant A. BMker.
More d.epall'tures llhis month. Maior Gram-HaJ!l6elll has lelit
for 15th Regiment and we wish him good sailing in Cyprus.
Major Myddleton has ended his long servlce of 37 yearn in
Royal Signals aa:id iiS now gning to Ma1'tla as an R.O. III. W.0.1
E. W. G. Hill is also posted to r5tli Regiment after a long spell
commanding "B" Operating Troop. In fact so many members
of the Regiment have been posted to r5th Regiment recently
that if their Commanding Officer can pare the time as he
passes down tlie Canals of Europe we hope he will call in and
take some messages with him!

SQUADRONS
203 SqUADHON (11\'FANT'l' UIUG.1.DE GllOt'I•
Grec~ings from Cyprus from cite ~st Squadron in the Corl)!,.
Now we arc back from our first visit of the year to Libya, we
can catch up wi11h ithe news.
Exercise "Triangle" involved not only the whole Squadron
(less a rear link in Anzio Cap), but the whole of the Brigade,
for a •pCll'i:od of about five weeks. And, once again, we can
modestly oJari.m Ito have pla.yed our pam well and to the sa.tisfactli.on of all concerned. " Tri.a.ogle " was a Brigade Group
exercise with 1lhe Brigade employed in the conventional roll of
advance to contact, wi1lh an infantry pursuit and a final assa.u!.t
agatinst enemy at bay .i n a fortlified posi.ni.on. T he exercise
proper .l.as;red only for six or seven days, and tlh.e remainder o~
ci1.e l!ime was spent in building up, training and returning to
Cyprus.
Our advance pal'ty (led by L ieutenant Wilson-Brown, Sergeant Breese and Sergeant Williams), left at the end of January
and early i.n February to assist i.n me reconnaisances and the
cary constJrUcfilon of ithe concentration area camps at Tmimi .
By tih.e ,t ime the main body arrived in the middle of March, rhe
advance pMltfies had also ·raken pam in exercises mtih the Royal
SCO!iS, the R.W .F., and the Glouceste.rs as well as doing their
own job. Lance-Corporal Smart had clocked up over 10,000
miles Wliflh his land.rover in ith.is period.
"Triangle West" stal11ted on 25th April and in rhe ne1'1: five
day.s tile Bnigade forged west across the deSCIJt, .through Mechili,
and fought the final battle of th.is phase about 120 miles on.
A£ter tiWO daiys' rest and re-organisation we fought our wa y
back east, With the exercise fimshing on one of the old disused
Matituba aiir~ps, ha.v.ing covered 95 miles in three days.
Conununiauiions were perfect throughout, and here we must
record our thanks to ~tain J. Ha.niison and 620 Signal Troop,
who very nobly maintained all our rear 1inks ro Cyprus, Benghazi and Tobruk, and who ran a well-organised Sigcen at

203 SIGNAL SQUADRON ON " EX. TRIANGLE"
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Driver Clarke (with R/ L) and Signalman Buchanan

Corporal Palmer (with LMG) and Lance Corporal Illingworth
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"EX TRIANGLE"
Captain J. Harrison talk ing to the Secretary of State for War

Tmimi. This didn' send Staff Sergeant Duffy bald-he shaved
his hair off because of the lack of barbells. In fact shaven
heads and crew cuts we.re a feature of Exercise " Triangile."
8th Army veterans will be inre.rested to learn that the TmimiMekhki-Barce track is now about a mile wide in pans and i
well signed by empty beer cans. lit is now known as the
Amslopps Highway !
Life at Tmimi and in the desent was made rugged ac cim
by llhe usual dust and rain tO!ilJl , but all enjoyed tlhe exercise
ro the full.
Immediately on our r.enurn we were able to send the bulk
of the single m~ on a five-day holida~ camp to K yrenia, where
they could rol.ax, sw:im, sun-ba1lhe and have a few beeris ar
leisure. Qui-t.e a few of our fwnilies joined them over the
week-end and a jolly time was had by all.
Then back to work !-<md straight off out on t:he Parachute
Brigade E.xeraise " Fabulist" to prov:ide umpire communications, where we proved that our sets work just as well in the
mountains as they do in llhe deser.t. Brigadier Grookenden,
t:he Pamob.ute B11igade Commander took a very practical way
of showing his appreaiatlion by buying a well-earned beer for
all concerned.
The local population tell us tihat summer begins on 151lh
May, but hav:ing been in KD since mid-April and with the
temperarure getting up into the eighties, we are beginning ro
think that they have a peculiar idea of spring weather ! However, the Squadron gardens are looking well, and one of our
favourite forms of relaxation is to watch llhe swea1li.ng figure
of the S.S.M. as he transplants geraniums and other flowers. It
has been suggested that a photo of h:im watched by half-a-dozen
idle "gnalmen would prove good recruiting marerial !
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Q .~DUOX (r.\""F,\.XTRY BRIGADE GROUl")

Annie Boppard, our typist, bless her, occas.ionaly drops her
Corporal Dude Stark recenLly observed
Annie la~niously retrieving. a few dozen pins, and being
ymp.i heoc and of a techmcal bent, he presented her W!irh
a hor1>e~oe magnet to assist in this trymg task. T h e magnet
now resides on a special hook in Annie's office, ready for
the next emergency, and a silent and magnetic tribute to Dude
Stark's. resourcclulness. This srna!l affair has spar ked off anoth~ idea. for '?>rporal Stark· m company with Corporal
White, !1e is J:J?W. m an a~vanced stage of developing an electro~ retnevmg device mounted on a liwin-bogcy, full y
articulated conveyor. This machine is designed for scheduled
patrols around the Squadron ~ for the purpose of picking
up the " klangers '.' which are dropped her~ with a sickening
frequency (approxunaLely 205 C/seJ:.). Th.is will be a great
boon ~d welcomed by none more than tihe O.C. During
early trials, experimental "klangers " will require dropping
pins all over the floor.
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here and tl1cre, and Lieutenant A. Fielding and Signa lman G.
Fuller have been appointed ro as · t in tihis. One problem
which so far remains unsolved is the disposal of these things
once they have been retrieved.
1gnalman H . Rounding's
sugge tion, that they should be put into orbi.t wi th ~he
minimum delay, can hardly be taken seriously.
Signalman G. Kelly e.xcclled himself on Exercise " G enLI..:
men' Relish " by driv ing his Champ into a field of evil,
glullin ous mud. Just before his champ sank, K elly contrived
to spin his rear wheels so fast a to howor a small assem bly
of admiring onlookers wj'!Jh a deluge of this objeotionable mudlike stuff. Signalman A. Ashdjian was busy wailowmg nearby
in what he considered to be a ma terpieoc of a buried crossing.
H e looked up from his job just at the moment to intercept
Nothing
the full force of Kelly's mud-charged slipstream.
daunted, and displaying the heart of a lineman, Signalman
A hdjian re urned his wallowing as if nolihing had happened.
Kelly unk ro the gunnels, and winh a deep, exp.iring, sucking noise tlhrough its sohnorkel, Ch:amp's engine stopped . The
repli
to SignaJman Kelly's call for advice were rope and
varied: amongst tihe lea t uncomplimentary, but still unwelcome, was the suggestion that he pitch his bivvy alongside
and get down to it for t:h.e night. However, Major P. Wakeley,
R. E. M .E., mouslia.ahe bri stling vertioally, soon sonted this little
nonsense out, and wiit!h tlhe mighty power of a Scam.me!, drew
K elly and Champ out of the liquid mess, Jookiing for all tbe
world like some wonder of the deep.
Poor old Signalman T. Gross fan a sparkling 100 metres
spnint nhe otlher day and proved himself the fastest in the
Squadron. On the following day he was in hospital being
cut open by llhe surgeon. They fished out his append:ics and
came upon one or two other odd items whioh had no busines
to be there, so they yanked them our too. Signalman Cross'
tummy is now neatly Stlitched up and he is mending fast, but
whan: a piny that he won't be able to Dun for us in the 4th
Regiment Inter-Squadro n AthJetii.cs nex;r month.
A compani.on fn hospit.al is Signalman G . D aviidson, who di.stffigu.iroed
himself by walk4ng out of. a window, and naiturally came doWl!l
w.ith a nasty bump. But as Signalman D a.vidson sa;ys, so
r.i.ghtly: " I t is not everyone who can say that they have waJked
out of a window."

MINISTRY

OF

AVIATION

E.I.D.

ELECTRONIC
INSPECTORS
required for

Radio, Radar, Components and
Electrical Ancillaries at Bromley
and Woolwich, and elsewhere in
London and Home Counties
Varied and interesting work with opportunities
for gaining valuable experience and further training. Excellent promotion prospects.
Pay 266/- - 281/- (with prospects of further
progression to 306/-) for a 5-day week.
Skilled men apply, stating experience to :-

ELECTRICAL INSPECTION DIRECTORATE
AO/L
Aquila, Golf Road, Bromley, Kent
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204 Squadron
(Guards Brigade Group)
Und e r New Management

OW that summer is here die Ever
Open Eye blinks in llhe morning sun
and sees the Squadron parade
square encompassed with its new green
willows and cherry blossoms, winoi.ng at
the sn<Xl1t of our "new" Armoured Hwnbcrs. It can't 'Miinoe ait the Saracens as
c:hey a'fe iin llhe land of R.E.M.E., and aire
therefore liable to be aibsent for some
time ye t. There is a long stnry a bout
thait, ooncemiing m od.ilfi03lti.on, ire-modification, modification of .t:h.e re-modification and so on. . . . Among th:e bustlle of
two or three operaitors sunbathing on tlhe
Humbers' roof, maiy be seen a rotund
figure praOtJising K ukri drill, decapi.taltling
flowers wiith a driill cane. T hds is Mrs.
Turley's son, SOQil to join •the Gurkhas.
The " Under N ew Management"
notice above r efers of course to ·the amval
of our n ew sici,pper, Major M. Bar ker,
who has irecemly ass.urned command of
the Squadron stIDaight from an =ahanain Rhine Army Headqua.ners, vli.ce
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E.,
who has lelit us ro command 1st Signal"
Regiimelllt.
W e- were practised last mOllllh in our
emergency mobilisami.on drill. When the
word was eventually received over half
rtihe Squadron were eiJther in the cinema
or enjoying tthe flesh pots of Dusseldotrf.
As usual the codeword was also the signal
for torrential min, which stopped only o.n
our return to barracks. The Brigadier
was highly delighted •to be informed by a
nameless subaltern ait: 0430 hrs. thait trb.e
Squadron was safely home and tucked up
iin bed. Somethmg mo do wiith nM.x@d telephone numbers we believe.
We :have had severail small ex.erai:oos
ttihis year which prov~ded a high degree
of entertainme nt for .some. Theire appeared to be some difficulty in finding
rthe wa y; both Mr. J. Webster and the
F oreman were seen on one occasioo :heading at high speed rtowards the Iron Curtain. l t was later discovored to be oo
unsurveyed Umleiitung and not a mass
exodus to Moscow. On another occasion
Driver Berry was nO'!iiced driving Lieutena!lll: Chandler back •to the bright lights of Dusseldorf after :hav:ing
-scen hi first camp site. We aTe not ait all sure that th.Ls was in
error. The exercises are on llhe whole proving popular, providing opportunities for commando raids in champs disgui~ed
as mobile dung-heaps, Staff Sergeant E. S. Cane to show his
prowess as a curry-wallah, and for some of the boys to try their
rtechniiques a.t local "fruit" oolleoting. Lance-Corporal D. Frew
drove a Fer·r et for the first cime on the last exerci.se----.straight
inoo the O.C.'s Champ.
The Squadron soccer team did well last season in the Brigade
League, coming second. They were ably managed by Staff
Sergeant E. S. Cone and Co., and trained by Sergeam A. H.
Reed, who also refereed the team oo a win in several difficult
games. 225 Squadron recently ceded a generator trailer to us
one da.rk ntighit in a Diireotion Finding contest. Cricket will start
as soon as the soccer pitches can be cleared of fanatics. Athletics
rnraining has already begun in prepall'ation for .the inter...squadron
s).)Ol1ns aJt: Herford iin June.
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Mr. Webster has indented for a crash helmet, ix is believed
with a view to entering his Scooter in the Rough Rider Trials.
Several entihusiasts warnt to build a couple of canoes to sail on
the Rhine, which is cel1tain to provide plenty of opportunity for
fresh-water swimming.
The Squadron wives meet weekly to shoot up the .22 shooting
mnge. They are much improved and are hitting, if not their
own, at least their neighbours' targets. We are now short of
.22 Ammo for the Squadron team of crackshots, who have done
very well in the Morrison Cup shoots. The inevitable Tombola
is continuing sucoessfully and providing funds for the improvement of llhe recreation room. The shareholders have not yet
asked for a bonus.
The Squadron view me approach of the Guards' Spring Drills
and the preparations for llhe Queen's Birthday Parade with greai
interest, and with the promise of warmer weather ahead, the
.rat-race for leave becomes prominent as we prepare for our
summer traia:ring.
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Members of llhe uni:t have just returned from a radier tedious
exerci on the West Coa t of Malaya where for four whole
days they laboured on the football and spoots fields despite
the elephant ·ze mosquitoes and ugly sea snakes.
There were, quite naturally, the " skivers who managed
to get ouc of ughing it. They included the erstwhile intel!ec15
attending an education course and that minority who are, in
general, too lazy ro bother with such " inconveniences." Nevertlle!es , and regardless of the foretold, most people actually
enjoyed themselves. (Cheers to the aerosol bombs and mosquito n ).
Many rwnour have spread through the unit about reducing
the tour of dury out here. Naturally, like most other things
tha seem to benefit the whole theatre, we shall be told last
with a " Oh, did you not know alx>ut this ? " and "My dear
fellow, we have been on a two and a half year tour for the past
two or three months now. I thought you knew all alx>ut it."
You knmv llhis makes one wonder what happened. in Wellington's time?
We have all heard and read a lot alx>ut the new unifurm
and whilst a large number of men are, no doubt, anxious to
" show it off," I know there are alt least three people who will
be very pleased when it is all over. Referring to the most
important (some people say) depalltment in the unit, our "Q"
Staff have been running around the lines for some while now
catclling men as they go to lunch, NAAFI break and any other
places one has to go, in order to get the hat sizes, etc. One
individual it is said, who should remain nameless, asked whether
the inquirer Wa.nted to know the size of his hat before or after
he had been promoted. How a person can be like that is a
question I would like answered., any offers?
The summer sports season ha>S caught up with us again. We
had another trial cricket match last week (a devasl!ating result
which WQuld probably be censored) against the Infantry Workhops. However, we feel that after some practice, our results
will be publishable, win or lose. Training has also begun for
athletics with PT in the morning before the sun gets organised.
Our progress and resulllS (if any) will be published. in a later
edition.
Turning now to the Welfare Problems of the Squadron, we
would like to extend our congratulations to Signalman S. Halse
and Lance-Corporal (Bluey) McPhee who bod!. took the big
plunge and came up smiling. We wish them a;nd llhe:it- wives,
a happy and prosperous =ied life.

210 S4l1JADRON (INFANTRY BRIGADE GROUP)
AND
803 TROOP
(MIDEAST)
After almost a year's absence, we found that writ!ing notes
of our activities produced many sheets of foolscap, but after
much paring, the following events stand out as worth noting.
Exercises have taken us far and wide, from the outlying d.istriotJs
of Kenya to Aden and the Persian Gulf. The calls on our
service have been many and varied, from beach landing with
the Royal Marines to famine relief. Our phorog:raph shows
Lance-Corporal Rowe, whose detachment recently controlled
naval gun fire suppcmt at a beach landing with a Marine Commando. A report by Corporal F. S. Wilson and Signalman
Chester on their activities in aid of Kenya famine relief is included. Corporal Wilson was pulled out from tihe dark archives
of cipher wizaxdry to go on thi:s expedition.

FORCES

FAHINE

REUEF

By Corporal F. S. WU on

As part of the famine relief scheme ocganised by H.Q., East

~rica ~r_id, each of the llnlts in the Command took part

m the d1stnbUl!IOn of food to those areas of Kenya where it was
most needed. 210 Squadron was allotted. to the Ngong area of
the Southern Province for tlhe period from 14th to 26th March
Signal.man Chester and I were detailed to represent the Squad~
ron, and on 14th March we duly reported t.o the office of tihe
Provincial Commissioner of Ngong, complete with Landrover
and trailer and plenty of spare petrol. During o-ur stay alt
Ngong we lived at the European police mess, and were completely detached from the Squadron, working under the ord.em
of the Provincial Commissioner.
.Our work generally consisted of transporting maize, tinned
milk and meat powder to the people (mainly to Masai) who
needed it most. In faot we had three separate plans to carry
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roads. The woother was kind to us, if not the country as a
whole, and we only had one real storm, which considerably
added to the hazards Gf the roads. The verdict of both of
us was: "A pleas3J]t and intleresting break from Army routine."

Spctrt. GeneraJ.ly lllll 01.11t1standing yeair-not because of any
one great achievement, but because of llhe d~verse enthus.iasm
shown by everybody wa.n.tiing to get in on the aot.
Soe,•.-r. The team, e~peI'tl).y managed by Corporal W.
Bailey became l1lhe " g;iant killers " by forging through to the
final of the East Afni.ca Command Cha.llenge Cup. Atter a
hard fou~ batJtle witih 2nd Bn. Coldsl!l'eam Guards, we
narrowly lost by 5-3. Signalman Ptryke (captain) played an
outst3n<ling gQme in defence.

Lance Corporal Rowe who was with a R.A. Officer in control of
fire support, at a beach landing
out. The first of these consisted of keeping the clrildren livang
in uhe surrounding villages reasonably fed. To do this we
had to visit each of the schools in the area, ttaking wWth us a
supply of maize, tinned milk and meat powder, which was for
all the children and old people living in lihe village where the
school was. This food was cooked by rllhe mothers of llhe
children and served out by way of a mid-day meal. Lt was
almost incredible llh.e amount of maize tth.e children were able
to consume, and the supplies which we could c:anry did not
last long. As a result, we had to return rto each of the six
schools every three days to keep them stocked up. Luckily,
none of the six schools was more than alx>ut 12 miles from
Ngong, but the roads were bad, being lit:nle more llhan dusty
tracks in places, and we were only able r.o carry enough food
for two schools at a time, so a substtan1rial patt of our time
was taken up witlt this.
The second plan was direotled to helping ollhe people in the
villages around Ngong. The Commissioner employed anybody
who was interested in cleaning underg;mWitih on llhe hills, in
exchange for which they were oo receive a quan.t:iity of maiize
and meat powder. Our job was to go up on to ,t he hills in
the morning and coWl't the number of workers who had turned
up, and then c.olleat me appropriate amount of maize and meat
powder from the mill. When llhey had carried out theia- share
of work, the people queued up aind we handed out the oorreot:
amount of maize and meat powder 'to each of them, keeping
a check to see that none of them came up twice. This scheme
ltOOk place three times a week, and ithe number of people who
came up averaged alx>ut 150.
The third plan consisted of supplying maize and m.itlk to llhe
more distant Masai villages and settlemenllS out on the plain.
In this case, Chesl!er and I would go out with t!he Landrover
and trailer cariryi.ng six 2oolb. sacks of maiize and a quacticy
of tii.nned milk to a village where food was repooted to be very
short, and hand llhe load over to !the headman wiJth st!iiot
instructions to distribute the food tx> rthose who needed k moot.
We visited four of t!hese places in different directions out on die
plain. None of them was more than 40 miles firom Ngong,
but the roads were very bad, being lit!tle more than stony
inracks, which had to be taken slowly. Towing a trailer, fully
laden, became something of nightmare under t!hese W-oumst:ances, especially as there were several sr.eep gr'<ldients to be
encountered. On these journeys we found me people really
were showing signs of acute shornage of food.
On the final day we went out wi'llh just our Landrover in
oompany wirt.h the Commissioner's Assistiam: in his own LMdrover, bollh being fully loaded with maize aind tlinned milk and
drove straight aaross couotry in search of ioolated M~
villages. We found four all together, all very much in need
of food, and showing signs of starvation.
We were working a lot with Africans, and found llhem
generally friendly and helpful. The people to whom we gave
food were, on the whole, graJteful for whait we were doing,
though from some we gQtt the c.ommeDlt " Thank you, Americalil
soldiers "!
Altogether, we both had a most ~g time and learnt
quite a lot alx>ut the way of life of the Afaiioans. We also saw
a lQtt of new countryside, even though driving at times was
hard work, owing Ito itthe very ba.d con.clriicioo of some of the
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Rugby Football. Wiilt!h mne Squadron players in the
Royal Signals (E.A) XV, the team has had an interesning
season. An Easter Tour" up coun1lry" proved most successful.
The highest score was a home maitch wm over RE.ME .. (EA)
by 46-0. Si~ Clowes has had ain OUllstlliilding season, and
is much 1n demand by a local club.
Cross Country Running. Kept very muoh alive by
W.O.II K. Hill, an old Corps nmner, rthe rteam has recennly
show:n spirit 1n locai eveoits.
lHo untalneerin~.
A devil for punishment, Lieutenanit
M. Adams spent Chcistmais Day on Mount Kilimanjaro (19,324
feet) just 1to waroh llihe sun rise .over " miles and miles of beautriful Africa," the said. He ,j s leading anollher rteam <to c.onquer
the heig;ltt in July.

Hockey. Recennly re-formed by Gaptamn P. Bul!axd the
team 1s setJtling down with newly " blooded players." Sergeant
Ainslie iis a recent loss ito the 1team. He played very well m goal
and earned his place ill the Army (EA) 'Side. We wish him well
in his new Unia:.
lVater Polo. A iteam is in training under Sergeant
Mc.Glean and ·will illake on tal!l comers when it:he season stants.
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(RADIO

TRAINING)

A party famn the Squadron, led by Lieutenant Watson,
embarked at Mounusorretl on the 22.nd March, 1961, in a
powered dinglhy and a Uniit:-built canoe with the object of exploning as much of the GrMid Union Canal as was possible
in five days.
They eventually reached Saddington Tunnel on the Grand
Union Canal alx>ut 30 miles beyond Leicester, camping at night
by the side of the Canal aind living on fresh rations carried.
Staff Sergeant A. M. Sutherland, Corporal C. F. B!ggin, Signalman K. Wren and Drive:r G. R. E. Leatherby (ex British Waterways) c.ompr~sed. the rema.inder of the pa.nty. They arrtived
back in t!he Unit safely on the 26t!h March, hav.ing negotiated
locks with an increasing degree of skill. sustaining no casualtie , llhe only opposition encountered being from swans. At the
fir ~ lock the party were nearly overwhelmed by detergent from
the R ilver Soar and eventually arrived back with t!he canoe
"whiter than Brand X."
~
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ADVENTURE TRAINING MARCH, 1961
Corporal,C. F. Biggin and Signalman K. Wren challenging the Grand
Union Canal
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FOOTBALL TEAM 1st XI , 1960/61
Corporal R. Pritchard, Signalman G. A. Maxwell, Signalman A. Bain, Lance
Corpora l A. Mitchell , Corporal K. E. Urmston. Signalman P. T. Bueler, Signalman
C. Coulthard, Lance Corporal C. Dewar
Signalman J. F. Fox, S.S.I. P. M. Baker, APTC, Lieutenant A. L. Watson , Major
F. A. Wainwright, Lance Corporal K. G. H. (Captain) Signalman J. Ross

Sport
In the field of sport there has been much aotav1ty and the
Squadron teams have tried hard and in some cases gained
great disuinoti.on.
Football. Tthe Unit Soccer teams achieved a remarkable
record and one which is unlikely to be surpassed for many
years to come. The Hirst XI, in addition to winning the
Leicestershire and Rutland County Thursday League First
Division Championship, also won the Thur.sday Cup, against
a strong Leicestershire Coumy Police team, by two goals to one
in a final which was generally acknowledged as being the best
for many years. They also became Nollth Midland Area Minor
Unit Champions. Not to be outdone die 2nd XI also completed a double. They eafilly won the Third Division Championship of the same League, conceding only seven goals and
went on to 'Min the Thursday K.O. Cup by beating Morgan
Squires 2-0 in the final.

Teams
The picture shows the 1st XI.
2nd XI-Signalman A. Thomson, Signalman H. R. Ward,
Lance-Corporal Q. Christie, Signalman E. G. Woodings, LanceCorporal H. R. Clark, Signa!m.an G. S. Grace, Corporal A. J.
Rogers Signalman P. R. Baird, Lance-Corporal J. Jones, Signalman K. W. Roberts, Signalman D. Hallsworth, Lance-Corporal
J. Ross.
Hockey. Another very good season, but somehow the team
failed to find their best form in crucial matches and so this
year the trophies have passed us by.
Team
Corporal J. Clarke, Sergeant E. H. Cooper Corporal F.
Br;raier, Corporal A. Cooper, Sergeant A. C. Lill (R.A.P.C.),
W.O.I W. Barnard (I. Corps), Sergeant H. C. Elliott, Corporal
A. W. Cudlip, Lieutenant A. L. Watson, Signalman D. R.
Sharples, Staff Sergeant P. M. Baker (A.P.T.C.).
Rugby. The team reached the final of the North Midland
Area Mtinor Units Competition, but narrowly lost to 35 Ba e
Workshops, R.EM.E., by three points to nil.
In llhe Seven-a-Side Tournament at Chilwel! the team fought
hard and well but eventually went down to our old rivals
6 Bantalion R.A.0.C.
Boxing. The Unit lx>xers, Signalmen M. J. Brennan, A.
Wtingrove and R. N. English took part in many local tournaments and won most of their fights. Pride of place goes to
Signalman Brennan (lightweight), who, besides winning the Area
and Command tiitles, reached the semi-final of the Army Indiv.idual Championships.
Shooting. At the Royal Signals orthem Command Rifle
Meelling held a.t trensall York from the 2wd-23rd April,
1961, the Unit team consisting of Sergeant A. C. Lill (captain),
Sergeant J. W. Banks, Sergeant P. Ellis and Corporal J. E. .
Lewis, won mllltch r, Regular Terun and Individual Match with
the SL Rifle Sergeant Ellis being the be t individual shot for
t!hat match with 135 points and Sergeant Lill following a clo
second with 130 points.
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Although uffer:ing from an expeated au:a.ck of Adminitu , we
foe! that it i abolll: time we gladdened the hearo> of the qorps
in general, and e -members. of ,rh;e Unit.~ P~cW:ar' W!lth a
reminder that we are still maml'8lll!Ilg traditions JJl tlhis far flung
outpOSt rut Fontainebli:au. The \\'11i.ter is a new boy here but
\v'th rill vivid mem011.1es of suoh havens as Baruiu, D.I.K. ere.,
h feel that there are worse places than t!hi.s.
About 40 mil from Paris and slll1I'Ounded by b:eautiful fu:est,
Fom:ain bleau i a small picturesque ;rown with a1Jl!l'aot:rons
which draw towiistls in their nhousands. In 'denm.lly, SMOKING
is prohibited in 1J<'ie forest! Vive la Frances !
The raison d'etre (after 1lhree weekis in France!) of ohe U?<it
is to a · t in providing tihe oommunioamions for tih~ H.Q. Alli_ed
Forces Central Europe Centire. We wc_>rk hand rn .glove ':"11't!h
personnel of me oilier N.A.T.O. cou.m:ru.es and ~espmie obvi~us
difficulties, llhe " powers~that-.be seem ro be qmte happy \~th
resulm. The writer ha yet: oo hear a German p.s.o. ~
to do a tracer aotli.on on a m sage mishandled oy an English
operaror over French aircui1!S when the clearance clerk wais
Belgian but promises himself vhat he ~ ruwe a tape-'record(!['
handy when it does happen. (28th Regiment please note---11h.at
sounds like an idea for a play).
Our Wanwit Officers' and Seiigeants' Mess i~ tib.ri.ving and,
in the capable hands of W.O.II J. Y. Templemn and an able
oommittee is becoming a very popular "<l:og:tiouse." The
Other Ranks' canreen, which is run by t:he Urut, is very popular
and rumour has it tihat our P.R.I., Captaiai R. M. Wright, has
great plans for fwmher amenities. Last week he .was seen
wandering around willh an odd glint in his eye mutternng something about "Folies de Fonnainebleau." I must add that he
· also Unit Recruiting Officer ! A very enjoyable evening of
indoor spolTtlS was rhoroughly apprecia~ by all . bu~, so fur,
a.liter persi$tent argument, we cannot dCO!de the wmnnng team.
(lit might have been tihe one who fell nhroug;h t!he lampshade).
However we offer our thanks to all who had any part in the
evening's' organisa;ti.on (not focge1ll!ing !he cooks who supplied
che buffet supper) and hope they will repeat their effoots in tihe
near future.
By the time these notes appear in Plli?t, we shall be .saiying a
regretful "au revoir" oo our Co~ . Officer, Maior A. _S.
Rawson, and hi"S family, who will be leavmg us for Yor~e
climes. However, we wish them the very best of luck w<1.m
special tihanks and w.ishes kom ouc Ladies to M.rs. Rruwson.
Thank you, Ireland !
But, when one goes another one comes, so we send gree.tiings
in advance ro Major C. M. Sinclair and famil.y. We are sure
dtey will enjoy rheiT tour in France but offer
one piece. of
advice-put your hand in your pocket and keep' it nhere, or r.isk
falling our with your bank manager!
Our other Officers a£e Major (Tiraffi.c Officer) H. H. C.
Henning <maid of all work), an~ Lieu~ D . M. A. Bur;iclge
(maid of all the other work, wi'llh Cap'!run F . S . C. Robinson
and Captain (T.O.T.) L. S. Petltifer holding tihe fort rut our
further-far-flung outpOst. 'T.is said that Oa,pcam Petrtifer is
also the local Mayor but, being diploma11ic, we rduse to
c:onunoor
In closing, !he writer would like oo send a greell!ing t:o 1 Signal
Squadron K.A.R. routed pal'lliculanly to Oppy Troop. Jambo
sana ! Woppy sokki ?
Kw·a heri I

iu:n:

" A thinlf of beauty is a joy for

ftleT "

wear a distinctive

BLAZER BADGE

Made entirely BY HAND to the approved Regimental d08ign, In
finest quality gold and silver wire and silks, to last you foe years.
We rupply on neutral dark navy/black cloth, or on your own
detached pocket (blazers must not be sent).
THE ROY AL SIGNALS BADGE COST S
PORTY-FIVB SmLLINGS P OST P AID.
Despatched within seven days from receipt of reminance, subject
to immediate refund if you arc in any way dissatisfied with our
craftsmanship.
REGIMENTAL TIE (STRIPED, PURE SILK) IS/- POST PAID

D.

J.

PARKINSON

GOLD ANO SILVER WIRE BADGE- MAKER

124, VALLEY DRIVE, BRIGHTON , S
( Brle ht on 27180)
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I
S.0.-i n-C . talking to Signalmen Hales and Kelsey of Traffic Troop
in the Tape Relay Centre
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(COIUCAN)

Since our nores last appeared, we have had a visiit ~ nhe
Signal Officer-«D.-Chief, Major-General ~- M. W .. Whis~ec,
c.B.E., cluring hiJS recent vJsit to East Afir~ca. ~ter ~~
a Guard of Honour, Ille S.0.-C. Spent rh~ m.omn.ng i.n~g
the Squadron installations ait R.A.F. EasnleLgh, and our R~ceivier
and Tiransmi.lnler Sites. The General then lunched Lil t!h.e
Officers Mess with tlle Squadron Officers and some of the
Officers from nhe R.A.F. Communioal!i.on Cen1lre. During the
oourse of his vjsjjt, the S.0.-m-C. spoke oo aµ Offioens, W~t
Officers and Senior N.C.0.s, and to all shift workers an: their
place of duty. He was accompanied on bWs visit to t!he
Squadron by the C.S.0 ., East Afl'iica, Lieutenant-Colonel P. H.
Brown.
One of our recent main sooia.J evenl!S was a " Famili:es SJ>?rtS
Afioornoon." Aotiviities commenced one Sunday Jurroh-tnme
wich the quaffing of a very nice bowl o~ punch, followed b~ a
cur.ry lunch (chief reohnical adviser MaJor Parks), ~ which
nhe.re were potted hockey and soccer tJOW!Illameotls wrutill races
fur llhe chiklren. A very profimble raffle, in aid of the Forces'
Famine Rclief Fund, was held for a beamiifiuLly dressed doll,
presented by Mr-s. Clements, rhe doll was yron by ~ergeant
Brown, who presenned it to a young lady £mend of his (aged
four).
.
. .
s·igIn tthe sporuing field we are still en)_oyn.ng some.~=·
aailma:n Lawson, wJtih an excellent display of clivmg, won the
Kenya Championships, and our Hockey ream won d:te East
Africa Command six--a-side hockey toumramenit:, m~ the
R.A.0.C. in the finals, and beaning them by two goals ~nil. A
great deal of llhe crediit: for obliaining t!he very ~e shield now
in our possession for nhis event, must go to Moa,or Ly.ske and
Cooporal Goodall. GoodaJl's speed on ·the wing was a deoiding
0

SQlJADllON

(BERLIN)

Life an Berlin .is alwa.ys imcrestling.
In a city of such
oontrasts and unique siit:uarions, lllhe unusual becomes commonplace. The problem facing a oorrespondem, itherefore, is not
"what on e0iI1tll. can I ·lihiink .to wlliite about,'' but mother, "which
of llhe many iinteresming events C3ll I leave Otllt." In llhi.s, our
first oontrilbution fur some !l:ime, we ~ be domestic and
brli.efly descri.be ju91: a few of ithe evenos of Spring, 1961.
The year opened with a flood of Bl'iigade and minor exercises,
they coincid~, of OOUJ:1Se, ~me depair.rure o; Squadron Co~
mander, Ma)or E. H. Dawes, ceplaoed by Ma)or B. A. Beattie;
O.C. "0" Troop, CaiptQin M. H. W. O>oper, replaced by
Oapnam K.H. Olds; and Chiief Clerk, .Sergeant: J. H. Izzo, replaced by SergeaDJt L. Perai~. Desp.itte these impo1111ant reshuffles, ithe Squadron acqu.ia;red iJtself wiimli .iitJs usual efficiency.
ni.is must surely reflect credit on illhose now depatted. and on
1ilose "old swea1!S" w'h.o have kept up illhe good work through
a rather difficulrt: and busy tlime.

INTER TRAININf'lleport by Cor1•01·al A . Ireland
Eaxly iin February a pait"ty of ten soldiers, led by SecondLleutenann: J. Long!and, left rhe Squadron for ski il!raining at
Silberlhilnte, iin ith:e Haimz moun1lalins. From the st:ant we worked
ftalt out and, despi;te llJWO heavy b1izzittds, instruat:ion oontiin.ued
as nocm.al. The tinv±goro.tiing aar of .tihe Hartz soon had the most
pallied signialma.n trumed and fit-we even ate our oompo Mtih
rdiish I Such wa.'S tihe high st:aaldard of .training, tha.t by the
ead of the funtniighit we were able t'O acqmt ourselves with
credit in downhill races and cross-country marches - no
mean distinction, consideriing most of us had put on sk<fs for
the fuist: ·nime on arrival a.t Silberhiitn:e.

P.nizes were awarded to Lance-CoI!pOral L . G. Drayt0o,
winner, S.M.G.; Signalman J. R. Hatfield, winner S.L.R;
and Signalman J. W. Johnstone, winner, pistol.
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SqUADllON FENCING TEAMReport by Lance-Corporal A. G. Duck
This year the Squadron entered a fencing team in Phase II
Royall Tournament (B.A.O.R. Finals). Although the majority
of die team are new to <the spoilt, al.I did ememely well tx>
finish .in fifitih place.
Lance-Corporal R E. Lindsay, S:ignal.men B. 0 . Bush and
B. Mailtiin represented t!he Squadron in <llhe individual epee
evem, whi!le in llhe foil Lance-Corporal J. W. Patter~on went
dlrougih to <llhe semi...Ji.nal pools, a fine eff<>Iit: for a begin.nee.
The team oapllain, Lance-Corporal Buck, went on to the final
pool in foil and gamed promotion oto the Amly Finals.
Ln sabre, Signalmen A. A. Highfield and D. J. Paxkinso.n
were eliminated in die semi-finals; Lance-Corporal Buck again
reached .the final pool and finished fiiillh.
Now the Squadron looks forward .to tlte results of the Army
finals a:t Aldershot on 5th May.

mdlX>I.

Soccer contlinues, and we are art presem engaged i.n the Minor
Un.illJS League and top it, unbealten at presenlt. We were
knocked out df the cup by 2ro Signail Squadron, 3-2, and we
feel we were unlucky.
However, we defeated them in a
league mairoh 5-2, so honour5 are even. Slgmi.lman Siiddall
and Lance~ Adair represented the Army v. F .A. of
Kenya recently; Siddall caiptJained me side . We a;re about ro
st:ant: tJhe European Competii.tion, namely the Dobbie and May
Leagues, we hope 1to do weLI, at least ais well as laist yea4'.
The nintih Bast Afoioao SaJ.iari. finished recenitl.y, and Briinisi.1
cairs came through very well. Ford Ang1i.a'·s e:aI?e I~, 2nd and
3rd in llheiir class, beaini.ng Volkswagens (Ad rIU.Illl.&nra'tl.on Officer
duly noted). Zephyrs also did well, one being third overall.
A Humber Super Snipe was 4th. A Sunbeam Ra.piex won
Class "C " and ,tJhe lone Hillman Mrinx came )1th in Class " C,"
pleasing 'our Orderly Room Sorge3'!Jt: who promptly sai? "I
told you so" wiith big smiles. Three Austin A.55s fu:ti.shed,
pleasing Corporel Waugh, tJhe sometimes proud ~.of one.
These successes will no doubt bOOSlt the saile of &iiitish car.s
here.
The round of f>arewells to Major and Mlis. Lyske hais already
&tlantled. The Ofli.c.e.1'S he.Jd a fairowell p:wcy 1n ollhe Mess and
the Wa!U'ant Officers and Sergeants haive dined ~or L}'llki@
out in due form and order, wisth.out any V'is~!Jle oasuaLlii!es. The
depalltrure daltle is not unlliJ I~ May, so we shall hMTe moN
to say on tihii1l subject in our next notes.
THE WI R E, JU N E 1961

S QUADllON RIFLE MEETING, 1961Report by W.O.II V. F. M. Thom
The Squadron annual cifle meeting, on 3otih March, _took
che form of a competition between llhe Regulars and Nallonal
Serviicemen. The continuous rain failed co dampen t!he entihusiiasm of tllhe iteams or pr.event some encouraging scores. In
spite of some good s:hooning by ·the Nati.onat! Servicemen in the
SL.R. maitch, the Regulars won the day by walling away \vjj{h
ithe S.M.G. aind :Aist:ol events.
Teams from it!he Officers, Senror N .C.O.s, Regulars and
Na.tiona.J. Servicemen competed in tihe " Bur9ring Balloon "
knockou,t oompett:i.rni.on, which was decisively won by the senior
N.C.OJs. The "Pooled Bull" S.L.R. and S.M.G. ranges <lid
bri.~k busiiness illhroughout !he day.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIBERS' ADDRESSES
Many copies of THE WIRE and of the Royal Signals List are returned by the Post Office with a note that
the subscriber's address is unknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor in good time of their new address.
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J. Gallagher
can gx:ip the new hands like Corporals J. Edison, A. Simpson
and Signalman M. J. O'Connor about their experiences in the
past and ooll them what the fll'nllI'e holds for them.
Perhaps the best thii.ng that happened was the issue of our
WS Cu/R210 just in tillne for !!he season and our only regret
is that i:t is not mule packable. S.R.D.E. please note that we
wrill undentake to ca11ry out user trials of ainy manpacka ble radio
set under the greartest varfations of temperature and humidity
·t hat are to be rcadhly found and over really suitable terrain.
We cannot quilte see why Capt:affi Ale=der is now temporarily G2 Signals in Aden but we mu.st accept his explanation
lthat rhe winds are stti.11 blowing the wrong way.
illhe ol~ hands liike Corpor:Us A. T. Gillellt an~ B.

[Copyright of The Yorkshirt Post & Yorkshire Evening Posr
[Copyright of The Yorkshire Post & Yorkshire Evemillf Post

Left to right : Major W.R. N. Dunkley, Major N. G. Dallas, W.R.A.C.
Brigadier G. F. C. Sikes, D.S.O., (Commander York Area) , Lance
Corporal F. Hill, W.R.A.C., Private J. A. Hawkins, W.R.A.C.
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Apologies for menllioning Annual Administll'allive Ioopectlions
and ~ is ro be hoped rhat IlO-Olle remembers last year's proud
boast, but in nhe "is this a record?" category, we make the
modest claim of being the first Regular Signal Unit to turn
ouc foe a Ceremonial Parade witll all ranks in No. 1 Dress; and
we offer photographic ev,idence in suppo!TI: thereof. All enquiries as to how we procured the neoessary kit will please be
referred to the rellired Quarrermasrers' AssooiatJion.
The grim rumour tihar we are ro lose our Mobile Troop 1n
September is now confirmed, so all those little " jollies " in
support of the T.A. and even on one memorable occasion,
Steeple Bumpstead Signal Squadron, will cease.
It has been suggested thaJ1: the appropl'ia<te dress for those
male members who will be lefu: to lurk, sadly, in the precinot:s
of Command Headquaners, shall be a kiliaki. kilt and a bowler
hat, and since modern youtlh is devoted to idios}'[lO!'acies in
dress-this should bring nhe recruits rolling in.
Incidentally, there aa"e advantages, other than bags of weekend work, in soldiering in close liaison with the Temritorial
Army, as witl!less tlhe appearance of our Officer Commancting
in the photograph of 491h (Yorkshlre) Signal Regiment, T.A.,
on the ocx:asion of rhei.r Centenary Dinner. The C.O. had the
double privilege of aoting as A.D.C. to the Army Commander
and being present at a most memorable T.A. funaiion.
We cannot claim success in the tv.ro competitions organised by
the British Army Motoring Association in which we haive mkem
part, but at least we finished the course, and thooe who took
part gained valuable and intereslling experience.
We are planning an Exercise " Neos Pheidippi.des " which
should give a new slant to the Lyke Wake Walk, and in
between signalling and ollher normal activities, panies of dedicated men (and women) can be seen on the highways and
byeways of this part of Yorkshire, Caa"cy.ing out forced marciles
to seleored pubs. The objeot being to harden Dhe feel and,
presumably, train the head to withstand the wine-like air of
the Yorkshire Moors-when the time comes.
In ~ anyone should think that the exercise is not being
taken senously we shouJd perhaps explain tJhat it will take the
funn of an Inter-Troop relay race over 40 miles of ex:tiremely
roug~ moorland, and is designed to test our map and compass
reading powers to the utmost; in addition to providing an interesting communioat5on problem, involving Radio Relay and H.F.
and V.H.F. Radio. Incidentally, for the benefit of our teehnically-minded readers, we have evolved a hybrid mmsformer
of doubtful parentage whidh solves the problem of converlling
four wires to two without the aid of that <to us) rMe and exclusive item the 1 +4 To. 2 Mk II. We are, therefore able
to ~blish a Ra~ Relay link ""'.ith Work from our base'camp
~ lJl the Fylingdales, approxl.Ill3t:ely 36 miles as the orow

W.R.A.C. Notes.

On the lighter side of life we had a

visit from a team of beauty oouncellors who ga.ve a:n excellent
demonSIII'ation of what linJ.e bits of powder and paUit can do
co a " gel " when properly applied. Our guinea pig was Private
Gotch and her resemblance to " La Lollo " is now con.finned.
We managed, recently, to win the first rotmd of nhe ImerUnit Netball competition at CatJOOri.ck Camp, and went forward
to the finals in London, where we were placed fifuh.
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Left to right : Ma jor W. R. M. Dunkley, Brigadier G. F. C. Sikes,
D.S.O., Corporal J. McGonagle, Corporal A. Taylor, Corporal
D. G . Hennings

We are looking fordward to " Neos Pheidippides " and evecyone is busy breakllng in a pair of boons ankle, brOIWlil, procured
fu'om goodness knows where-has anyone ever Wied to ob!la.in
20 paUis of boons (by faiir means) for non-enni.tled women? We
llllied for 18 monllhs and failed, finally, over the terminological
hurdle "Endurance T .raming." However, fuiiends and relaitions
have rallied rotmd and we shall be appropni.aitely booted when
l!lhe tlllne amves.
We"re pr,eparecl to =oh for 40 miles,
To jump di.tohes and climb stiles;
Like baby elephants we've trained away
For nhe Lyke Wake Wailk on nhe 18th of May,
But even we ju 'I: can't look cunies
In trousers khaki and army bootees.
Arrivals and Departures. Second-Lieute:rumt B. M.
MacMillan-Hunter from W.R.A.C. Trai.nii.ng Cemire, and
ailready a contendetr for nhe mamrimonial svaikes.
M 'l19or (T.O.T.) S. W. E. G. Bowser from nth Regiiment (Held
Stir~), an old £riend returning to the fold.
Suaff Sergeant W. D. Landymore from 26th Regiment, a
vecy welcome addimion to tlhe Uiliill: Shoot!ing team.
Co;rporal J. A. Gooding ~rom 202 Squadron. Notiewoothy
for his perm.anent escort of two enormous Boxer dogs.
Major (T.0.T.) W. Brewiin to Cyprus, by road. We hope he
getJS there sa.fuly and does not Sl!my aaross llhe kon Curtain
en route.
Wan'ant Officer II R. J. H a:riris to the Jam.afoa Regiment.
You lucky Sergeant-Maim:, you.
Sergeant S. D. Macey, W.R.A.C., to 2oth Independenit Company, W.R.A.C., on promotion to Wrurant Officer II. Well
done-but we were som-y to see you go.
Sraff Sergeant B. Adcock to Ilith RegimOO!t for drafit to 15th
Regiment, another keenly felt loss.
Corporal M. J. Wellspring-m civilian life. We had h1m
hooked but the bait was just not good enough.
Lance-Corporal H. Davenpom-iro civilian life. He was
nibbling quite firmly unnil Po1ice Pay went up to £1,000 a yea!! !
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The news thail: Lt wlill soon be possible to soldier in the U.K.
w.ith Gurkhas has overshadowed most of our other events.
Gurkha Signals is ce:rrcaiinly going to have worJd-'Wide communica.llion oommittmeIJlls.
At preseu:Jit we are in ithe midst of a Glll'lcila leave period.
Twice a year, about one-sixth of the Brigade of Gurkhas goes
back to Nepal for six months' leave. There they supervise
their estates, make repairs to property and in general do very
few of those things one normally assooiat:ies w.i.th tlhe word leave.
lit: takes the Adj lJl2.D1t some little tillne to sont out the returning leave men into Squadron packets and the barrack
rooms rigiht now look veiiy empty.
Dlll'ing March the Brigade went out on t:he first full Brigade
Group Exercise to be hel.d in Malaya since before the war;
regiments in U.K. and Ge.rmainy may smile, but urniil fairly
recently deploymenit on exercises has been inhibired by objecnionable litlllle ohaps wriml1 red stars cm their caps.
Lt was gireart: fun, Ai.riport:able scales were practlised, rivers
were crossed, supplies di"opped, our light liaison Bight landed
and took off on tracks which it was difficult to envisage as suitellle--Qlld c.ommunioait!ions worked very well. I think the
Brngade Commander puts iit down to the new range of Wli.reless
equipment, but we now feel quietly confident of being able to
give him what he wants.
I have no idea whether or nat nhe chainge is world-w:i.de but
hope so; I refer to a recent in truotion in which ill: was
announced thart: £uture Annual Administrative Lnspeorions would
IlQt be programmed montlhis ahead, but thaJI: umr.s would be
informed only 48 ho\.ll\S ahead of the inspecting officers' at.rival.
Perhaps iit Wlill be possi,ble for units to get over nheir inspecllions so quietly now thaJt: ill: does not rate a menrion in THE
WIRE; I hope so but doubt iJt !
I ailmost forgot to menltion thart: our subaket1Il has wrived;
Second-Ueutenant G. R. Birch, late of No. 47 Q Course,
is presently being initiated into Regimental background, ' Kaida'
and customs by the Adjutant before coming down to join us;
we welcome him to GurkJia Signals and 248 Squadron.
I feel oentarln thail: hlis aibility to wri·te WIRE Notes w.fil improve nhe quaLiiny of this Squadron's ccmtributlion in the commg
months.
In sponts tihe Squadron won the Far Ea1>t Tra.i.ning Ce.oitre
six-a-.s1de hockey tournament and were runners-up in the
cc Spoon" section of the Singapore Inter-Service six-a-sides.

SQUADRON

The Command Seoretacy recently called for an expla111alllion
of the
t!lJ.ait the number of aC!!ial rods lost in Hong Kong
every winter exceeded the total losses of every other unit in the
Far East nhrough the year.
The reason is really very simple and has not!hing to do witih
clle bass fishing seaison. One ha.s o!D!ly >to be a baitita1.ion reM"
link radao operator and to spend one ex.eroi.se season stl\lmb.ling
behind a mule borne 62 set up and doW111 naITow mountain
uaiiils in the pouring rain to understand not only how easily
!ihese items get loot, but also to appreoiaite that you can never
tell when llhey are loor. There 1s only one w0111Se hazaJ:d and
'that is when nhe mule llakes off down llhe ~ud, nhmws its load
and leaves a disconsolare radio opea-aror v-iewiing nhe wet and
mangled rema.ins of his radio set.
The colleat:i.ve nraiilling season here is had-d blllt rewaxcling
work. We would know tihe viiew ~rom Dhe top of moot of nh.e
C.olOQly's higlie9t points, if we were lucky enough to see through
nhe mist, we have landed £rom L.C.M.s and helicopters and
have marched overr some of the ruggedest tetira4.n still to be
found in a mil.iitMy tra4nmg area. We ha.ve enjoyed iit: all and
above a11 commui!l!i.oamions have worked. Now is tlhe time when

mot
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Battalion rear link detachment crossing river during exercise
Bandobast
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As a training squadron carrying li1ltle administrative fat and
staff, not sur?;1'isingly, is engaged full time on instructlon, we are seldom m a position to report exciting events of
''. When ~ was in .~e jtmgle" or " Investigations into the night
life of Sm~apore.
We. tend rather to get our very trame joy
flt'om varymg success with the students passing through our
hands. When, in answer to cc Whait is a master osci.lla1X>r " ? a
student. Wl'.1tes, cc lit: is very busy and important, it starts all
~ork, it is the O.C., we kn.ow that something has been
unpressed upon the man's mind whioh just needs a little
moulding, preferably wi.rl:l a malkit.
Nevertheless, we do achieve something as is evidenced by
four of our studen1is who have this year returned from Qass I
U.K. Courses. Three of the men retumed with " B " gradings
and one winh a "C" plus." Repons on another two due back
any day now, also from Class I cotll'SeS, foretell another two
" B " gradings.
In late February tllis year, Captain J. Ta:te joined the
Squadron as its 2 i/c and Chief lnstruotor. As the Squadron
had doubled illls work in tihe last two years, his arrival was vecy
welcome and nhe 0 .C. lost not time i.n runniing him in and then
proceeding on two weeks change-of-air in !'.he Cameron Highlands. Suggestlions thait the Squadron move there permanently
aire falling on unfe111iile ground.
Two Q.G .O.s, Lleurenams Maire and Harkabir, have also just
joined llhe Squadron ex-U.K. courses and they are no less
welcome to nh.e staff of nhe Squadron.
~
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In response to THE WIRE Editor's request for arnioles of more
univensal appeal we propose to wr.i.te two or three articles on
lqe here in Aden from nhe single and married man's point of
V'1ew.

Fii:rlstily, however, some news of the Squadron's activities
during March. Three members of the Squadron, Corporal
McAleenan, Signalmen Power and Bateman, formed patt of the
Royal Signals Colour Patty attending the presentation by
Lleutenant~Colonel D. C. Haiiris, of a silver replica of Mercury
to Captain A. G . McCrumb, Royal Navy, to commemorate the
affiliation of H .M .S. "Meon " to the Royal Corps of Signals.
March has been a very full month on t:he spom:s field and
some fine performant<eS have been put up.
Six of our soccer team joined the Command Royal Signals
·Si.de and airer some very hard matches reached the finals of the
Cowasjee D.i:nshaw Command Inter Services Cup where they
were beaiten 5-3 by 2 Company R.A.S.C. afiter a very hard and
exciting game.
On 15th March we held an At!h.letics MeetJing where some
very good performances were fonthcoming. Particular praise
goes ro Lance-Corporal McGregor and Cra.liusm'311 Harding for a
very exaitJing finish to the One Mile, Lance-Corporal McGregor
being the eventual wrlinner. The highlight of the meetJing however, oame in the Old Crocks' Race where Sergeant Jeanneme
manfully thrust his "spare tyre" to the fore, narrowly beating
Major J. H. Perurce amd Sergeant "Tam " BW'IOO.
· The Amateur Radio Club has opened up transmi ion cm nhe
amaiteur wave bands wri.th the oall sign VS 9 AGV. Among
their most recent ccmtacts are UA 1-858 and UA r-509 in
Russia, DL 1 TA in Germany and ZC 4 CG in Cyprus. As yet
no exchanges have been made wli.th other Royal Signal un.Uis
but it is hoped that these will be opened up in the near future.
For nhe info=tri.on of any other "Hams" we are usually on
tlhe ailr befliw•een r6oo and 1800 hrs. G.M.T.
Our cnicket team led by Corporal Webster, got off to a good
stallt by beating H.Q., Middle East Command (Aden) quite
oomfoorably. Corporll'l Webster and Signal.man Cropps putting
up especially good performances.
A pal'lty of 38, led by Sergeant Tune, and accompanied by
Major J. H. Pea.roe and Lieutenant G. C. Verdon went out
on assault against Aden's highest peak Shamsan (I 815.7ft.),
climbing two Ili.dges before the actual mountain. All but two
made the top and were still snffioiently careiree enough ID
greet the O.C. 3l!l.d a bedraggled S.S .M. Kirk (last to the top)
wlinlll a rendering of "Begone Dull Care."
Life in Atlen (Part I)
From the military side Aden is divided into two ma.in parits,
the Aden Peninsula and Lititle Aden.
By liar nhe lairger inst'8'llations are on the peninsuia which ·
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aim ta small · land Joined to the mainland by a narrow causeway and a strip of nd about one mile wide.
At · w "d
points · is approicim tcly six mil
long and
21- miles wide. For the most µwt it is composed of volcanic
rock which ·
in rugged peaks averaging 500-2,000 feet in
height.
The populated w
are necessarily ranged lll'Ound l!he coast
cm the small amount of land available. Alt'hough there are at
present only tW'O main tm s, a lifemendous amount of building
and land reclamation i going on.
In addition to nhese two, Steamer Point and Cmiter, twO other
large area have been developed, Khonnaksar which is built
around the R.A.F. and Civil :rixpont:s and Ma'alla whidi is an
offshoot of Steamer Point.
The climate varies in two seasons. The " cool " season
cemperarures ranging from 75-85 degre~ and is pleasantly cool
in the evening. Rain fall is negligible, only a few heavy showe!\S
throughout the whole year.
During llhe hot sea.son trhe temperarures rise to the 90-100
bracker. This is accentuated by the very high h~dity here
which makes life rather uncomfoITtable.
Sport plays a large pant in everyone's life here. All the
normal spoDts are played in their appropriare seasons, football
being especially popular. With work normally fi.nlslUng at 1
p.m. the sea provides the main relaxation for most people. There
are eircellent bamh.ing faoilities and deep sea and under water
fishing are very popular. F acilities also exist for yachting, horse
riding ere., and gu-ka11lli.ng is also developing sw.iftly.
With !!his general summary of Aden we 'vill close for tlhl:s
month. Next month we will endeavour to present life here
from a more personal point of view.

I
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KL'\'G'S AFRICA..~ RIFLES

Ic's that atom bomb a~ . Lnsread of t!he long prayed-for
" long rain " we have had a few occasional shmvens and everydling beairs that cypical " & st Afni.can mllilrll.O'l-coloured " look.
If you need the word "murrum " explained, it is obvious that
you have never been to East Africa-and equally obvious t!hat
you haven'1t lived.
In February we had tihe Signal Offioer-in-Qllef t.o see us.
In a very sh.on time he fitted in a Sundowner Parny with officers
and their wives in the Mess, a visit <to " J " Troop m tihe field,
a tour of the Command Signal Centre and a complete tour of the
Squadron lines. We hope he enjoyed his flying vi:sit as much
as we did.
We have sUI"Wved the excitement of another " East African
Safari " wit!h rally drivers from several European countrries competing agarinst llhe "home-grown " variety in this gruelling 3,2 50
mile rally, mainly over murrum cor.rugated roads. The mo&t
amazing thing is, to my mind, that some people aotualJy finish.
For the firist rune this year, two army teams ent ered, but unfontuna.tely they were ci.pped to pieces in t!he eady stages. We
in the Squadron played our pant by running a radio exercise
covering the special uimed sections. We covered areas all over
East Africa, firom Uganda t.o Southern Tanganyika. Sergeanlt
Fil.mess in particular did steril:ing work in takIDg six vehicles
6oo miles in two days over roads whidh are to S"aJY llhe least

forget all nhat. He is eagerly awaiiting the imminent arrival of
his wife and taro from U.K.
I would like to elaborate a lictle on the Squadron Social
Evenings, which are held ait about two montrhly peliliods. Offi~
senior and junior N.C.O.s " ge t togenher" 0111 tlhesc nigh.ts out
and- what the heck doos happen ? I oniy seem oo remem.bec
illhe first half hour. Needless to say, they a:re a completely
" stag " d()-.need I gu on from ~e ? The thing wlhi.ch no
one forgems, however, is the buffet, whiidh for tlhe la$!: social
w.as planned and prepared by Lanoe...COOpo.ra:I Spencer.
Conpom1 Haston is back from a leave .i!11 l!he wilds, ha.v:ing
•taken advantage of the " Hospiiuality Leave " scheme, which
bniefiy iJs a scheme run by local (and not so local) resci.dents
which entails invi11:ing a member of t!he forces, at minimum cost,
to sray Mt11 llhem as one of the family for a couple of weeks.
Every effoot: is made to match up inter.esns, religion and tlhe liike
and it offers an oppottuniity to see and expeni.e.nce parit of the
life of nhe country which one would not normally see.
To fit a perfect stranger into one's family and to send
him baok to his unit wi.t!h notlling but the highest pmiise for
his hosts is an achievement indeed.
Why don'lt some of you square eyed mi.nri.ons come and llry
i>t for yoUl'selves ? How to do iit? Come to K.A. R.~f you 'ce
good enouglh. !
Anonb.er way to see SQl)lething of the cotmllry is to tag along
on one of the Sergeant-Major'rS praotlioe P.E. test mairohes. ·This,
gentle friends, I do not recommend--;i,t Ls no doubt necessary !
The last lot swore he had taken nhem to K ilimanjaro, but I
ll!hink nhat tihiis was slightly exaggerated. They only went half
way llhere. Bone idle lot ! I'm over~ge myself.
The W'iind-up of the Hockey season saw tlhe Services six-aside hockey tournament at R. A.F. Ea'Stl!.eigjh and our team, ~
much puffing and blowing, nearly made llhe sem.i-finals-but
not qui!te. Our friends at Comoan went t!hrough to, and woo,
the final. A llh.oroughly deserved win. Our congratulations to
tihem.
· Wlhile not being able to field a Rugger team from the
Squadron, our i.ron..Jheaded men (irhex have to be on tlhese
grounds) fi nd no shoill!age of games, moot of tlhem bemg
memberis of some team or ano11h.er. T hree of them, Captain
de CLive-L owe, Staff Sergeant Johnstone and Signalman Rees
were members of llhe Royal Signals team \Vhicli defeated
R.E.M .E. by 46 points to nil.
Sergeant K. Slaughter again compelled in the Civilian Jani buni
motor-cycle nrials, and agW.n came t!hird on his old Maitchless.
We would all like to see what he could do on a really top-notch
bike of llhe kind he iJs competing agarinst. To recapiltulaire: he
has twke been placed first and twice third and h e is determined to get another fir&. We are, needless to say, 100 %
behind him. Nem time, Ken !

~y.

To rooS! a little nearer home, S.SM. Young's chickens egged
on by Ma1or Stephens are all quite well, t!hanks. His ganien,
~e . die lack of rain and water resnrictio.ns, is actually
flourishing, and the cura:ent rumour that he uses whisky to keep
it going is entirely unfounded. Still, it is remarkable, for we
know thait he would nor use water against the restnioni.on •...
Capmin Alexander has joined us from .tJhe School of Signals
and ~ taken over firom Captain Fleming as Adjullanlt. Caiptain
Flenung has an aeroplane for his high flying, we are wa.i.uing
brea1Ihlessly foe Captain Alexander to achieve the same beigih.ts
wi.mout a "plane."
We do sincerely welcome Captain Alexander, and his wife
and family into the rigour~ of life in Africa.
S~ff Sergeant Wall arrived safely from Germany w.ith his
family and they are all setttling down nicely. He had a ~1itlle wiild
life trouble the ot!her day when his two boys were atJtacked and
binen by a marauding monkey. No great harm was done and
they are now quite over it. The last news of Bill is nhat he
endeavoured to saddle one of those black and white wiped
horses ro hllllt down the aforesaid monk and oame to grief on
a zebra crossing. Or was it a cross zebra?
Ano?tex- new arriv3;1 is Corporal Darbyshire and his stamp
collect1on from Boddingron. Ah, well, we'll soon make hlm
218

The Signal Officer- in-Ch ief talking to Staff Sergeant Robinson of
I Signal Squadron (Comd) KA R during his visit to the Signal Cen tre,
H.Q . East Africa Command
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TROOP

(CAMEROONS)

Our last notes ended w.ith the hope t:hait: we would be home
before the rainy ~ s11i11tted. I am pleased to repont that our
hopes have been realised. The advance pa1'lty of a relief troop
is due here any day now; and the oomplete chan ge-over should
be completed by the middle of June.
The main work of l!he bait!talioo group here is done. The
Bl.ebisoiJte came Mid passed in February wit!hout any 11rouble.
The exmra work of plebisdiite wii.reless ~ pas sed quickly, and,
if I may blow our own trumpet, effioiently. The result was
mteresting .i!11 that the Southern Cameroons voted to join the
Cameroon Republic, whilst tlhe Noothern Cameroons voted to
join Nigeria.
Perhaps somet!hing about rhe Southern Cameroons might
be of interest. The force H. Q. is at Buea, t!he capital. The
oamp is on t!he 9lopes of Mount Cameroon about 3,000 feet
bout sea level. On a clear day i.t is possible to see t!he
Republic; but as there's nearly always cloud, this is the exception radler t!han nhe rule. The weather plays odd tricks, one
minute it can be clear run.d hot, the next the cloud has come
down from uhe mounr.ailn and it's as if a London fog has
descended. Fiive minutes la.ter it would probably be cloor again.
O bvliously nhe mountain plays llhe leading pant in our climate.
At T.iko and Voi.crol'lia, Wlhi.ch are on the coast, it's a lot hOtlter;
whilst in llh.e o11h.er exitreme at Bamenda, some 135 miles N. N .E.
from hex-e as the crow flies, it's quite cold in the evenings.
Between here and Bamenda lie K umba, 35 miles away, and
Mamfe, 120 miles. Alt llh.e lallter the RA.F. dwell. lt is a twoday journey by rail to Bamenda due to one-way traffic restricllions. Needless to say the way by road is far greater and the
struldard of t!he roads is very poor : all praise must be given
to the drivers for nhe low accident rate.
F oc the technii.oa:lly minded there is one telephone line from
here to Kumba, and that is out more than it is in. Further
nonth !'here is no publiic telephone sy9tem, llhough !!he Posts and
T elegraphs department are going ahead wli.th a radio-'!"elay project whii.ch should be completed soon. The police have their own
H.F. Vll'.iJreless links wh!ich double on our ow;n. The intema.I
w:ireless links are main:ned by regimental operatOilS w.ill!h one
Royal Signatls operator assi.sning at each loca.ti.on. We also glive
cypher and repair faoililli.es tihroughout (in faot, a R.E.M.E. T els.
Mech. wooks alongside our OWJl techs. in Bu.ea, using a joint
acoouo.lling sy-9tem and spares pool), as well as the main job of
nhe rear Link to N airnbi.

HGNAL

TllAINL~G

CENTRE

(FE)

A change from tlhe usual in com es was provided recenilily
by the ru.mitlng of No. 4 Royal Signals Substianllive Sergeants'
Course which was a'lltend ed by 15 Senior N.C.O.s fr om all over
illhe Fair East. CoIJJllraory to popular be1ief tlte accent was not on
"bend tihe knee," on illhe contrary, it was a=ted by aJl l!h.ait
lllb.e iinstruotli.on was of immense benedit and would ease the
ire.nSiion when on future occasions the students are called upon
to keep SeDgeants' M ess accounts or ro tiake over in llhe unit
SltOII'es, etc.
Ou1" workring hours have again been modified and at I 500 hrs
each daiy llralini.ng ceases and everyone depllil1ts for llh.e sporills
fields for an hour or so. In an effort to find r.epresentarui.ves for
S.T .C. in the 1&nh Signal Regiment alihlenias competinion we
reoennly held our own meelling and were quire surprised by tJh.e
perifoam a noos of some of our willing and unwliilling con.toorants.
At tlhe end of nhe meetling a personal duel ensued between Smff
Sergeanit St:aoi.f:ord and SergeaJI1it Edwaros ait l!hrowting lihe
!hammer which, by a great effortt, Sergemt Edwaros won by
aibo1.11t •tihree inches, and inunediaitely proclaimed himself as
"ohampion-!l:O be suiltJably wirapped in cotJton wool." Having
orecenitly lost a runner in Oapllalin E. Weil!ls we were plea.sed to
see his replacement, Lieutenlllllt Amos, finish very slifOngly to
W'iin the 440 yards.
Major B. H . Parsonage ha;s recent!ly had one of his " bliues "
and llhis time l!he call1gelt was llhe umt cinema. The outcome is
l!!hat iit is now fu• more suiinable for showing films of llhe Marilyn
Monroe type t!han say "A Day in llh.e Life of a D.R.," but t!he
improvement is amazing and When llhe air-conditioning plant is
ins!laU.led we sha111 be compe1tling wti,th Shaw Brotheris and llhe
Oathay Orgatni:saJ!iion. Afso, as pal'lt of tlhe improvement pro@ramme a well...equipped Llbraory and Rest Room ha been
provided in tlhe Eduoamion Block and anotlher room set aside
and equipped wiiJl1h diiniiing .liaaiilities for the liov.ing-Olllt peDsonncl
m take nhe.iir mid-day meails.
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There are vacancies in the Technical L iterature
Division of EMI E lectronics Ltd. for Technical
Authors. The work involves the preparation of
technical information and mai ntena nce instructions
for the wide range of electronic equipment
developed and manufactured by the Compa ny.
which includes R adar Systems, Telecommu nications
and
Electronic
D ata
Processi ng
Equipment.
Applicants should have had a thorough T echn ical
training and industrial or Services engi neeri ng
experience of p resent-day electronic equ ipme nt
would be a n advantage.
These posts offer good starting salaries. Plea e
r::ite, giving full details and quoting Ref. EL / 57 / Bl ,
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Personnel Manager

EMI ELECTRO ICS LTD..
HA YES, MIDDLESE

Sport
Royal Signals Goll Results
Royal Signals v. R.M.C.S.
Played at F ri!Iord

H~th

on 5th March, 1961.
FOURSOMES
R.M .C .S.
Mr. C . B. D aish
Mr. W . Simpson
Captain J. N. L eivers
Lieutenant P. M . Hill
Mr. B. L . K clly
Mr. R . W . Attoe
Lie ut. -Colonel F N . Fairhurst
Professor C . J. Trante r

R oyal Signals
Mr. H ayle,
M ajor W nlsh
Captain Styles
Major N orfolk
Lieutenant-Colonel FaiJ'man
Mr. l\11acdonold
Lieutenant-Colonel Clarke
Colonel Linton

0

0
0

o

3

M r. Hayles
Colonel Linton
Lieutenant-Colonel Clarke
Major Walsh
Lieutenant-Colonel Fairman
Major Norfolk
Captain Stiles
Mr. Macdonald

Mr. Daish
l\'lr. Attoe
Mr. Kelly
Mr. impson
Lieutenant Hill
L ieutenant-Colonel Fairhur t
Captain Lei vers
Profe sor Tranter

o

o
o

0

3

R .M.C.S. won by 6 m atches

to

2.

Royal Signals v. R.M.A.S.
Played a t Camberley on 15th March, 1961.
SINGLES
R oyal Signals
Colonel G . S . K. Maydon
Major C . V. W alsh
Major-Generol C. H . H. Vulliamy
Major K . G . Pclmore
Lieut.-Colonel D . D. Fairman
Captain P . Durrant
Major E. Brown
Colonel I. Linton

1

o
o
1
I
1

r
o

R .M.A .S.
A.0 .C . J . N . F leming
Officer-Cadet H . H . Kerr
enior Cad et Corporal J . I . lru in
J .U .O. D. H . Mitchell
.U.O . R . J . K. Cas I.
en . Cadet Corporal J . D . Ba un
Officer-Cadet K . B. D . Aitken
Officer-Cadet H . D . E. D uma ·

o
r
t

o
o
o
o

5
Royal Signal

won by 5 matches to 3.
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Scar/Jorougll
Hockey
Festival
Colonel J. P. North, C.B.E. , Captai n P. Wetherill, Second Lieutenant A. Stutchbury, Major H. Rothwell, M.B.E.,
Second Lieutenant S. Gordon, Lieutenant C. N . Last, Captains, P. C. Tripp, M. A. T. Hartnett, G.A. S. Exell,
Major L. S. Bamber, Captains J. Cook, E. L. Rogers and J. Ridge
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Once again the big names of nhe N0111lh gait:hered at Scrurborough for nhe annual festli.val, dn a spi.Iit of keen, but foi:endly
rivalry for the final fling of illhe 1960/61 season. Ln all, eight
teams arrived, including the Royal Signals, and some extremely
good hockey ensued.
We did not find our real form un11il nhe founllh and last
game because we were experimenlling w.i.th a comparatively
untried side; flll1t!hermore, our side suffered a number of injwiies,
so much so, that it became necessary to play a guest player in
the last ma1X:h. Captain E. L. Rogel\5 set tlhe fashion in this
respect for, as a result of a domestlic oamstrophy, he arrived
with a very badly burned foot; a fuot he took some pains to
emphasise as is apparent from nhe photograph! However, we
played good hockey, and except in nhe Notit:S Pil~' game,
where we were well and u-uly beaten, deserved a bent.er fulte
man the results indicate. This was especially so against the
Srags; we had more of the game but just could not finish, and
two breakaway goals, against the run of nhe play, by our
opponenllS, resulred in a victory for them. Tb.is was perhaps
the most enrertai.Iring game of !ihe four, for the S1Jags aire old
rivals and old friends of ours, which made for good hockey,
played in an extremely pleasant atmosphere.
The final game, against the Piots, saw us playing in a manner
befitting a Royal Signals side. We played hard, fast hockey,
and it was pleasant to see mat we were a yard quicker tJhan our
very young opponents who, dncidentally, stanted the fesnival as
favourites. The outsvaruiing player of rhe maToh was the Piots'
goalkeeper, Geol'ge Black, the cu.rirent Sootitish 'keeper, w)lo
played mag::nificently and undoubtedly saved his side f~om
being beaten by a muoh greater margin.
Finally, a word of praise for Capnain J. Cook, who played
extremely well throu.,ohout the festival, and especially agarinst
Notts Pilgvims, where he was tlhe outsnanding player on the
pitch. His perfonrumce in l!h.is game earned him a w.rii.te-up
m the "Sunday Times "-praise indeed, in such company as
appears at Scairborough.
The results of !ihe games in which we took patt were aiS
follows: Royal Sjgnals v. Clodhoppem, lost 3-1; NotitS Pilgrims,
lost 4-2; Stags, los.t 3-1; Piots, won 2-1.

ROYAL

SIGNALS HOCKEY
COi.LEGE

v.

WELBECK

All through tlhe season the Corps has been dogged by ill-luck
when it has come ito selecting a team, and tlle game aga,inst
Welbeck was no exception. Because of a cup maroh, which
took prioni.ty over this game, nine of the orJginal players selected
to represent the Corps <which included iseven Old Welbexians)
were unable to play. Consequently the irea.m th.at finally .rook
the field was very much a " scraroh " side recruired madnly
from the Army Apprentices' School, Harrogate.
· Notwithstanding :the initial set-back, !ihe Corps played good
hockey and deserved .!iheir win. Welbeck turned out an extremely fit and fast side, but one Which lacked mawciity, a
factor which offset the advantage they had of age and speed.
The team is to be congratulared on their all-round performanoe; our former President, Colonel J. E. S. Swndens, who
is now a math.ematios master at Wclbeck, remMked thait: we
had "a well-balanced side "-praise indeed!
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Back row, left to right : Signalmen Mills, McGregor, Palmer, Cropps,
Southern, Dyer
Front row, left to right : Signalmen Matthews, Kirwin, Corporal
Stevenson (Capt), Lance Corporals Grocott, Rushton

The following played: Sergeant Gas1!1e, Oapmin J. Ridge,
W.O.lI Griffin, Capnains T. E. D. Brutte:r and P. C. Tripp,
Second,-Li.eutenant A. Gaater, Gapt>ain A. Earl, Sergeants
Boddingoon and Graham, Second-Lieutenant B. Belton, Captain
J. R. Ganra.11t.
Soore: Royal Signals 2, Welbeck College 1.

up.
A.fiter plaiyWng the i:>emer f<>Ol!ball, nwo gools by Mills
and one by Ruston, were not enough ro win the cup; we had
to be content vW.itlh losexis' medals, hav.ing lost by 5 goals to 3.

Royal Signals Association Football in Atlen
1960161 Season

point in ·!ihe giame; this was !ihe only wirong foot he had played
dul'ling the game. We lost, but were not disgraced.
In our first searon in Division I, Royal Signals, Aden, ended
fi.ftth from the rop of the league, a very good effort on the
part of all players.

BY W.O.II E. ORMOND
September wa wi:th U5 again, the oemperaiture was up in the
hundreds, tlhe newcomers were -sweainiing ~t out on nhe lines
Uin 222 and 254 Squadrons, but in :the office under the fans it
was reasonably cool when Major T. A. Hall, O.C. 222 Squadron asked me to get the ball rolling for !!he Signals football
team ithi5 seaoon. Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Harris, C.R.
Signais, went one better by appoi.nning me the Corps Football represeruiati.ve for Aden. Being a football referee, I was
a Iii.We apprehensive; never.t!heless, wiltlh my whlstle in my
pocket and my black sui1t hung in the wardrobe, I sallied for.th
to the Annual General Meelling, where I succeeded to have
RoyaJ Signals, Aden, a.dmireted •t.o Division I, and a ahmce to
play good fOOJl!ball. My 1lroubles for ·nhe nexit: five months were
stmtlling.
By '1ll1.e end of Oarober the team we.re unbeaten al!ld playing
good &t:uff, haiv.i ng beaiten !ihe 1st R.H.F., who were !ihe top
team in Aden au: diait tlime.
Ohristmas saw us tMrd from

rthe top of t:he league and going great guns.
Ln January
we made our ex.it from !ihe Div.i.sion I Knock-out Cup Compeniri.on. As many as four games a week, played eitther for
'llhe respeallive squadrons or for me, proved too much, !ihe
injunies Sllarlted, as was expected, wii.tlh playmg on packed sand
pitches, as a Tesuk we Jost a plaoe in :lihe league taible. In
eai!l!y February we played me top team in nhe league, AdminiSttat!We W.ing, R.A.F., Khormak=, on lihek midden. This
was our best performance ro fair, we were on top fu-om the snaim;
a deliberate hand-ball by our opponents, in their penalty area,
went unarJlSWOCed, but to prove our WOfllih, we turned round a
goal up. The second half WaiS even beut:er t!hain the first, end-<toend fooctballi ai1I tihe way; unfootunaitely, a loose ball we:m: m
our opponea:uis' SliaJr goa•l-gattJer- he gO<t: iit, so rut .ul1e fin.ail whi>Sltle
we ended up ail square.
The Cowiasjee Diinshaiw, All-C.omers, Cup \WS nex:t to run
f.or all Servti.ce iteams in Aden. Tthe draw wa•s wit:h us, the ball
also rm for us, and we reached rthe final on 25th Ma.rah, where
we met 2 Company, R.A.S.C.. As our opponenrns had a1ready
won irwo knock-out cups and llhe D L'Viisi.on II championship,
they st:a!lted favourites. We weren't bo!ihered, football al.ass
would tell, nhe RoyaJ Signals team were keyed up md ready
to get ito gillips.
I could not select llhe ·t eam, due to injwiies, until me day
before illhe game. Jimmy Mills, our star centre-forw&"d, suffering willlh a fractured oollaT-bone, obtruned whilst pla'Yfing f.or
tlhe Army against the R.A.F. itJh1flCe wiee\Qs ea!l"li.er, was, wid1
rus Sc.ooish pa>trer, getJl!ing >the Medioail Officer llO pass him as
fit llO play; 'he managed it and took ·lihe fiold we11 stmpped

An unfonnunast:e own goal, scored by ''Legs" McGregor
trying to deair a loose ball in front of goal, was illhe turning

The Thames Canoe Race
BY

A/T LANCE-CORPORAL R. HARRISON (" B " CoMPANY),
ARMY APPRENTICES' SCHOOL, HARROGATE

The members of the Army Apprentices' School Canoe Club
are nothing if not keen, so when Captain D . G. Braund,
R.A.E.C., our Instructor, suggested that we should enter a crew
for the yearly race from Devizes to Westminster Bridge, everybody was most enthusiastic. Our funds were not enormous
but three kits were bought. With much help and encouragement from Captain Braund and W.O.II Perkins, R .A.E.C., we
worked on them in every available spare moment, thus at last
there emerged three PBK29 canoes. In training no effort had
been spared. From the R.E. Bridging Site at Bishop Monkton
we sallied forth nearly every Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday,
doing long trips to York and Naburn, including plenty of bad
weather conditions and strong currents. It was, therefore, with
high hopes that three crews with three reserves accompanied by
Captain Braund and Staff Sergeant Diggle left Harrogate in
the School coach bound for Beaconsfield. From there we had
seven days in which to cover the whole course. The race itself
was to start on Good Friday and we wanted to try out the
125 miles to Westminster to see if the canoes were strong
enough.
First we paddled from Newbury to Putney in three separate
stages and after that we stayed at the R.P.O. R.E.M.E. in
Devizes. After doing the whole course it was obvious that our
canoes had a lot of faults. They were too heavy, too wide, too
weak and altogether not the right canoe for the race compared
too, for example, the K2, 22ft. long, 22.in. wide, very light
and made of fibreglass. Nevertheless we were not without
enthusiasm and we all looked forward to Good Friday.
The day before the race we rested, then on Good Friday
morning at about eight o'clock we started. There were 53
entries and crowds of people watched us start at intervals of 30
seconds. For the first 15 miles there were no locks, but speed
was hampered by dense, smelling weed, so thick you could
almost walk on it. My partner Aprentice/Technician Brett was
most uncomfortable, for he only had a piece of wood to sit on.
We overtook a Jot of canoes, with our second crew, Apprencice/Teahnioians Davies and Crookes, not far behind. The
third crew was also doing very well, but for us disaster was
not far ahead. Hal£way through Sananack Tunnel in pitch
darkness Apprentice/Technician Brett shouted that we were
sinking. As soon as we were i.J1 daylight again we had co get
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AT THE MARSHALLING YARD IN DEVIZES
From left to right: AfT Lance Corporal R. P. Harrison, A/T's M. A.
Brett, J. Stout, L. G. E. Marchant, Corporal M. A. Thoroughgood,
A/T's A. Collingwood, R. Naylor, R. D. Fallas, Staff Sergeant P. H.
Diggle, R.A.E .C., A/T's R. Davies and P. A. Crookes (kneeling)

out and empty the canoe. However, it did not take us more
than 30 seconds to get going again. From that point there were
30 more locks round which to carry our craft. We managed
to double round the first ten or so, but after that our backs
nearly broke under the weight of our water-logged canoes. The
K2's, DWK's and Sharkies completely outclassed us and overtook us at almost double our own speed. Soon we had no
strength left to carry the canoe and it was as much as we
could do to drag it over the grassy towpaths. We managed to
finish the first day in good time, then while Apprentice/Technician Brett cooked a meal I patched, cleaned and repaired the
canoe for the next day. After a night on the hard floor we
donned our wet clothing again, had a meal and set off once
more. Our ocher two crews set off before us but it was not
long before we overtook the third crew, Apprentice/Technicians
Pallas and Collingwood, who had tipped over and were emptying out. That day we had to cover the 38 miles. A little further
on we overtook the second crew. There we joined the Thames
and from that time onwards were pestered by speedboats, who
did their utmost to try and swamp us-here we spent the night.
The third day's run was to Teddington, but the third crew
did not make it. Over the previous two days they had burned
themselves out and were forced to retire. We continued very
slowly, for Apprentice/Technician Brett had sprained his wrist
and we were both very tired indeed. As we came up to Windsor
we saw the majestic castle outlined against the pure blue sky.
Going through the town people cheered and shouted, which
induced us to go a little faster. By then we were getting our
strength back and started overtaking again. Soon it became
hard to stay upright with all the speed boats, and dodging sailing craft was a nightmare.
We spent the night at Teddington in our tents. I pitched the
tent whilst Brett did the cooking and repairs to our kit. Luckily,
it was a dry night, but we did not sleep long for we were roused
at 5 a.m. for a massed tart at 6 a.m. It was the last 18 miles
and with the tide behind us we were expected to do it in
about rwo or three hours. I shall always remember that start, a
wet misty morning and in the half-light it looked awful. It was
very cold and on the word "Go" 70 paddles cut the water,
sending spray in all directions. We shot off, each trying to
get ahead of the other. As the canoes spread out we were
lying 15th. We sped on and I wondered if we could keep going
to the finish. At Putney Bridge we had picked up to eighth.
Shooting under the centre of Westminster Bridge saw through
the driving rain a crowd of people on the landing steps. Helping hands carried our canoe and we staggered up behind, hardly
conscious of what was going on. We climbed down a ladder
into a basement, where a hot cup of tea and dry clothe made
us feel a lot better. Over the whole race we had come 13th,
beating all other Junior Leaders and Apprentice entrie . The
second crew came 15th and the third retired. Out of an entry
of 53 canoes 18 had dropped out.
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55th

(H)

SIGN Al,

llEGHIENT

(T .A.)

Some llecollections by G.H.T.S.
The passing of 55nh Signail Regiment (T.A.) should

not

be

allowed to go u.nirecorded save for 1ts la.st Unit note in THE
WIRE. Yeit nhe firwncwork of its d.isninguished past is se:t out
by General Nailder in appendix four to his "The Royal Corps
of Signals " aJ!ld I have nei'!!her the scholarship nor 1li.me for the
research required before I oould preSUIJ.JC to enlarge thait account
of it. In ainy case a slightly longer history claim1ng similar

aU!ih.or.ilty could add only a padding of names and dates; 1t would
be readable only by itl~ose who hoped to meet themsclves in
the 111C'Xlt para.graph.
ThiiS ,t hen pretends ,ro no more '1lhan remiiniscence of the
Regiment largely w1!!hin ,t he middle thirties and of a parrem of
even!JS no doubt mi.rrored in most T.A. Signal Uruts ovor those
Major General C. M. F. White, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., presenting
Sergeant H. W. Gideon with his new " Dutch Tile " Regimental
Flashes

*
Major General C. M. F. Deakin, C.B., C.B.E., Director Territorial
Army, presents the Territorial Army Efficiency Medal to W.0.11
D. H. A. Alexander, B.E.M.

47th

(MIDDJ,ESEX
REGIHE1'"T
YEOIUANY)
T.A.

On Sunday, 7th May, two old T.A. unins were amalgamated
at a ceremony held at the Duke of York's H.Q., Chelsea.
4oth Signal Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., and 47th
(London) Signal Regiment T.A. paraded as !l\'IO regiments for
inspection by the Director of the Territorial Army, MajorGeneral C. M. F. Deakin, C.B., C.B.E.
The D.T.A. was received by the two Commanding Officers,
Colonel C. Vii.ncent-Smillh, T.D., J.P., and Lieutenant-ColoneJ
S. R. Beazley, and then inspected a guaird of honour provided
by 305 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (Parachute
Brigade) T.A. He llhen met 11he two honorary Colonels, MajorGeneral C. M. F. White, C.B., C.B.E., n.s.o., and Colonel, The
Viscount Malden, T.D.
The ceremony commenced with the General Salute and inspection, and then '!!he honorary Colonels presented to each
regiment new badges and flashes. The members of 4o:th Regiment received the 47th Regiment flash and members of 47th
Regiment received the Middlesex Yeonmanry badge, both of
which will be worn by personnel of the new regiment.
Recently awarded Efficiency Medals and Bar.s were presented
to W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) D. J. Hall, W.O.II (S.S .M.) J. C. Clark,
W.O.II D . H. A. Alexander, B.E.M., Staff Sergeant L. W. Hussey.
Staff Sergeant C. Ashford, Staff Sergeant J. A. Oooper, Sergeant
H. W. Gideon, Sergeant A. E. V3lSSalr, Sergeant L. A. Day,
Sergeant A. Baker, Corporal D. T. Harris, Corpoml A. J.
Oakley by the D .T.A.
Following the presentations, both regiments performed a
specially devised drill movement to amalgamate and form the
new regiment which is 47th Signal Regiment (Middlesex)
Yeomanry) T.A. Prayers were said by the Rev. A. Bradley,
o.B.E.. C.F., and then the new regiment marched past the
D.T.A.
Music was provided by the Regimental Band for tibe pru:ade
and for the reception and buffet lunch which followed.
Among !!hose present were the Depuny Signal Officer-inChief, C.S.O., Eastern Command, Chairman County of London
T.A., Secretary Couney of London T.A., County Cadet Commandant, the MayoilS and MG;yoresses of Wandswortih, Ohelsea,
and Uxbridge.
The ceremony and recepnions afirer were vocy successfol and
very much appreciated by all who were present.
The new regiment has drill haJ.ls at Ohclsea, Putney and
Uxbridge, « composit.e Squadron being located in each to cairer
for all tJradesmen, and would welcome enquiries firom any
National Service man leaving 1Jhe serv.ice who could give some
of his spare time w the T .A.
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Colonel The Viscount Malden, T.D., presents a Middlesex Yeomanry
Cap Badge to Major F. Ruthven

44th (H.C.) REGIMENT (CINQUE I•ORTS) T.A.
An offspring of the reorganisation of the Territorial Army the
Regiment officially came into existence on rst April on amalgamation of the following Units: 44th (Home Counties) Signal
Regiment T.A.; 62nd (M) Signal Regiment (Cinque Ports) T.A..:
30 (A.A.) Brigade Signal Troop; 873 Movement Light Battery
Troop; 121 Army Engineer Regiment Signal Troop; No. 6
(SCA) Unit; Travel Control Security (Army) T.A.; No. 5 (War
Office) Signal Squadron WRAC (T.A.); most of 303 (Kent)
Battalion WRAC (T.A.) and a platoon of 304 (Surrey and
Sussex) Battalion WRAC (T.A.).
Lieutenant-Colonel A. V. Brandle, M.B.E., formerly Commanding 62nd (M) Signal Regiment (Ginque Ports) T.A.,
Commands the new Regiment with his R.H.Q. at Yeomanry
House, Maidstone.
A good start has been made in competition with other Units
as the following results testify: Shooting: 44 D iv./ D ist. Rifle Meeting.
r. Winners-Major Non-Infantry Units Championship Cup.
2. Winners-.22 Competition WRAC.
3. WRAC Match-Champion Shot-Private J. T . Crampton; runner-up, Second Lieutenant J. 0. Isemonger.
Motor Cycle Trial: 133 (Kent and Sussex) Infantry Brigade
Motor Cycle.
r. W inner
Experts
Individual
Trophy - Signalman
Loughran.
2. Winner Novice Individual Trophy-Signalman Hughes.
Netball: Men of Kent and Kentish Men's Association Shield.
Won by No. l (K ent) Squadron "A" team .
T HE WIRE , JUNE 1961

yerurs.

The roots of <!Ihe Regiment were founded firmly in R.E.
Signals before the Fnt World W'<!T aind in 1933 iJts descent from
the London Diistmiat S<i~ Companies (Army Troops) R.E.,
T.F., founded 25 yea.ns earlier, was apparent not only in the
insari.pnion of i1JS s.ilver but ,in men stiill serving who had been
w,i;th the Regiment before 11he formal!Iion of t:he Royal Corps
of ignais. Thi splendid nucleus cont!inued wihth the Regiment
into the wair of 1939; indeed the la.t.e Sir John Dalton, who wa"S
a D.R. wiitb London Army Troops, was appointed Honorary
Colonel w!hen nhe R~e:nit was re-formed in 1947 and served,
greatly revered, in tihait: rapacity unnil 1956.
lit W<liS a small umt .iJn tJhe ea:nly !ihinties, minute by present
struldards; a Lieutenant-Colonel commanding, a regular AdjU!tallt
and two companies eacll of three seor.i.olliS and four offi=s, the
senior company oommander being a Major. We were an odd
oollection with a surfei.t of eccentricity 'that became more pronounced as the snrain of 15 day.s w~th negli~ble sleep bore pro~sively more heavily on the less youohful members. Not that
that applied to the C.0., the benign vernacular "Wi.cki.e" (ito
become Brigadier G. C. Wickens, c.B., C.B.E., T.D., C.S.O. of A.A.
Command) who fussed over his chicks with a deal more soliaimde than I for one felt '!!hat we deserved.
Lt was U niit polii.cy to maiimann an even balance between
offioor>s employed by 1lhe G.P.O. and tJhe resit. Adm:imble in
intent, dlis rended over the years to produce two Messes; one
secrenly envyling tJhe ~ nhaiir studied ela.n, the lanrer returning
lihe compliment for nhe former's much pairaded technicail discourse. For the second week of one camp my Company Command.er ex-c:omrounioarted hls other subaltern and me because
we had conSI011ted wiith nh.e opposiinion on a low life foray inro
Mairgaite and " I speak to my officers only on parade " became
a oatch-phraise.
For yeairs, on rllh:e itenuous grounds of our anti-<aikoraft role,
we camped wii11h me R.A.F. a!t Manston where, because so
m:an'Y 1had 1SarVed 1t0gether for .so long, sta!leness was warded
off by rshaired a-ccol.leoni:ons 0llld hlsl:Ol'ic rivalries. y eair a.titer
year i!!he same close ·r ace was 131llticiparred and run att tihe
spol'ltS, 131ld book!s were made on the iintier-seonion drill competition. A gire:art: event wais i!!he mu!ni~line compemi.11i.on beirween
panies made experu: over l!ihe years, and for which 9t0res were
dmWJJ. o.vernig:hlt, iteisood and re..,toored and guarded continuously
againSit &aibol!lage.
SuOOva.nittlarl.Iy i!!he same schemes were run over the same
wound, and 11.1he rsiame demobments went l\liilcolleaned aftcr diem
and jumpere were dnilVen ithrougih i!!he same wal!!el' maiiD. But
the expo!ll'ise of ltlhose line palllties and operators was formidable indeed.
'f1he S1'rgeaini!is' Mies.s was maglllificent. Lts memberos had,
wlit1h few exoep!!ion:s, been 1togotlher -since i!!he earily days of tlhe
Reglment'rs ~esUITeanion as III {London) Corps Signals (T.A.)
in 1921, and <nh.e P.S.I.<S were tihe ones distingU!ished by _shortage of oampaii~ meda.Ls. The great men were Fred Oreighron
and " Diak " Whiimni.ng'harn, bOltlh •IX> be RS.M. end tx> receive
the M,B.E., bUJt ,t hey were surrounded by oharaaoore outstanding in my reoo.lleonion; and llaJ'ry Caseley mxl George Forster,
:&intie Blood iand Tommy Waird; and .nh.ere was Sergeant
Pro111t, Wlhose de.1i.g1ht WllllS excessively long w'Ords, and who, in
(!be G.P.0., vm.s hWs ·Company Commander's boos. Many of
the younger memberos were commissioned soon alirer the outbreak of ~, a111d Jeffirey Hyde was to die conunanding tihe
R~enit.

Some of my own dc.Li.gmitful memori.e.s aa-e of this Mess, . in
whri.ch somehow I a4wia'Ys oodc.d up on !return from _camp, 'vU!t_h
Fired Orciglhit:on iinevliitlably presiding by l!he bar wiith 9'oorga.e
Powell a.t hii·s side, seemingly oome two feet down, pink and
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beaming, and throwing his short, sparkling lnt:erjections into
rtlb.e conversan:ion.
The drill hall.-110 non.sense about T.A. Cent:rc'3 in tho6e
day~ in Regency Sitre.et, where the Regiment had settled
a£oor a bl'ief post-war peregl'i.naition elsewhere aroWld W~t
minster. It )s till there, an ugly, awkward building, but the
fact ith.ait it had no ga,Mge did not matter as we had no transport; we used our ()wn C3l'S, and lorries were hired, widl their
dni.vers, for camp. Its most remarkable feature was the opcrnti.ons room which, whilst serving tlhe anti-aircraf defences of
London, had a glass roof above which a searchlight was
mounted on a wooden scaffold.
The Rilgime:nt had, in 1922, become the anti-aircraft signal
unlit servting London; indeed, apatit from a regular company,
there was no other m the country. In th.at role · began in
1936 ltO experiment with automatic signalling to predict the
point at Which an aiircmh would cross a predetennined line.
Ioforma.tion from sound locamrs was prooessed by relays under
me glass roof and we had the diooinonion of becoming expen:s
at counllS down long before popuLatr rookenry made it c:hlld's
play.
By llhen the tx:mpo was quickening, die companies had expanded and a promoni.on to any =k oeased for at least 25
years to be an occasion of .rare sa.vour. A second drill night
each week was introduced (there had always been a m()ming
parade for our lll3!DY night telephonists), then a tlllxd, so that
Junior Commander U. F. Hyde, as she was then, might train,
in zenana-like <isolation, a section of A.T.S., to which I was,
to a ohorus of indelicate comment, detailed as liaison offiCCG:.
The future Brompton Road headquarters was begun, other
gun operatiion rooms were devised, and on 26nh. Seprember,
1938, we arl.I went off to wair, mobilised for nb:e Munich crisis.
We returilled with invaluable experience of mob procedures,
and of our jobs and the areas in which we were ro perfocm
l!Jh.em in earnest a year later, but w,i,1ihout vast nwnbers of poles,
0012gOnal and other stores; deficiencies dwarfed, folll:unately for
us, by i!!hose of die gunners aind sappens (searchlight batttalions),
whom we served.
In 1938 a i!hlrd company was added to the establishment tx>
serve tlb.e Harwich and i!ihe Thames and Med.way
OJ1tih gun
zones. An opeminions ,room was established in Tilbury Fort oi
" had I llhe body of a man" fame; an inspi:ning, historic siruanion, marred 'Slightly by the fact that tihe rest of the accommoda.ni.on and all the open space was stuffed to the rampallls
wii!!h high· explooive. Our ten1iS stood on a truly magnificent
stretch of the Thames at its confluence with the northern outfall sewer, and me will o' the wisp played at night over the
marshes alongside us. The operations room itself had been
used by Queen Elizabeth for prayer before her Armada speech,
a.nd I have always felit vaguely .resennful irh.at it had to be deconsecrated. before my fu>&t command was allowed to move in.
One of the other companies was insnalled at Fort Luton,
south of Gillingham, to be responsible for the Dover and the
Thames and Med'\\<""aY South zones, and the third was at
Brompton Road, the operations rooms for the Inner Art:ill.ery
Zone. Lt was to di.ese locations that dle Regiment went in
1939 on "pa!11llial deployment," a device by which quarters oi
the Regimental tirengtih were called up in succession, each fur
four weeks, and which ensured that the Regiment had already
se!itled to its job when, on 11st September, 1939, it mobilised fur
war.
A!lmost coinoi.denm:l w.i.tb the ounbreak of war, the Regimernt split, the Brompton Road Company, plus the large A.A.
Command H.Q. Sootion, becomffig lst A.A. Divisional Signals,
the remainder fonning 611h. A.A. Divisional Signals. Both saw
much action, for the Bat!ile of Britain was fought largely OVtt
dle:ia- area , and the 6th was respoooi.ble for A.A. communica.tlion at Dover, .Biggin Hill, Nocrrnh Wc.ald and llhe other nomble
stations of rr (F.ighter) Group, R.A.F. So, whilst: the 1st
was, by tlhe nature of ~ responsibilities, confined largely IX>
Brompton Rood, me wider teIU"ain of '!!he 6th, under Lieutlena.OtOolonel G. J. Moill.ey Peel, M.B.E., T.D. (la'ter Honorary Colond),
called for pemaps exce651ve mobility. Thus circumstance ronspired ro preserve for a while in the lt\YO regi:m
the
charaoteni: !lies of nh.e original companies. Thi was unde£Iined when offi= of me 6th, passing through London during
a mid, called into the BromptOn Rood H.Q., ate a meal left
served in tihe desel1!led mess for the officers who had had ro go
beilow ground, ruid depam:ed replere with
· action bod1
gasnronornic and psychological. Lt was only later when I
commanded lilt Brompton Road tha I ~y understood how
unjust our glee then was.
Lieutemun~Golonel A. Hemsley, M.B.E., T.D., took to
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mmand at Br mpoon Road l<lndliness and an ability to laugh
misfol'tunes. There are splendid stories of
his time ere; of the senior officer, much given to good work
in field ou "de hi own concern, who finding a barrage
balloon trailing i.tis cable ov~ the housetops lashed it securely
to a lamp-post ove<lookiug the fact that its crew was in the
next treet furiously \vinchlng .it in. And there was the occasion
when the public address system at •vhe Oratory picked up and
relayed a lurid conversation in whidh a demched wircle~s
opera or discussed wil!h his buddy at H.Q. the fact tihat illis
diffy lawidry had not been collecred and whar it co.nsi ted
of.
Regimenml idenni.cy, wrud1 was lost in the labyrinths of A.A.
Conunand's \vaI!l!ime reorganisa1lions, was re-established on
1st May, 1947, when Hdl A.A. (M ) Signal Reginlent (T.A.)
wa raised ar Brom.pron Rood. A nucleus of pre-woc v erans
was, memphoriailly, on dle dOOI1S1tep soon to be kept busy
training a flow of A.T.S. recrui.ts. These whilst tihe male
S1re11gdl was building up, kept the Regiment in the th.ree
most highly reoruited of all arms in the County of London.
ub-units were raised at Brentford and Chatham, and lacer
Canterbury was added and a detachment at Norwich taken
over.
At. !!his nime tlb.e Regiment rejoiced in the dis.ttinction of
having two Teigning beauty queens in iltis ranks, and a netball !team which splendidly led by Corporal J. W. Pryor (now
Staff Sergeant Sayer), a "convent" from 11he W.A.A.F. represerltatiive ream, won the A.A. Command Cup.
Then as ithroughout its history, the Regiment was magnilicently served by · permaneru: staff. Under John (now Major
J. W. Ra}'IJ.1ef, Captain (Q.M.) J. Woods was R.S.M., R.S.M.
M. C. 'B uesnel, me Orderly R oom Sergeant, and at lea& one
otiher member. S.S.M. L. A. Dwyer, became an R.S.M . in
.the C-orps. Td:i.eir enthusiasm and initiarive in tihe unconventional was probably responsible more .nhan any other S<ingle
factor for the good repune of the Regiment in the re-formed
T.A.· and we had the good fortrune of a pre-wair Adjtmmt,
Brigadier W. H. G. Rogers, C.B.E., as C.S.O. And no accoUlllt
of 55th Regiment would be complete without trnbute to Bill
Bradford (Bnigad.iec F. W. P. Bradford, M.B.E) who shouldered
the roam burden of die expansion of clie Regiment Ln 1938,
and, suppoITted by die Wli.sdom of Ma.jo.r C. R. ("Daddy")
Reynolds as Administ1mt!i,ve Officer, launched llhe 1st and took
61h A.A. Divisional Signals to war.
It is sad illhat a line must be drawn across so riah a page.
But ithose who now go to serve elsewhere will truce wid:J. them
55th (M) Regiment, F.lasrem Command (M) Regiment,
11 A.A. (M) Regiment and the more clismnr generations
they have not known. Fred Crnigbron, Corporals Bishop
and Sharp, who mught flag before breakfust on frooty
mornings, and Conporal Roper, who sang "When my
sugar walks down tlh.e street " at every concerit, until the Regiment knew every inflexion and every gesture, and cheered rum
all <the more because of i.t.
This is a stuff that is indestructible, and through them, all
unknowing, it will seep into and enrich those Reginlems that
<take up vhe cloak uhat 55d! Regiment must now lay aside.
And where ever two or three of those who served in it 3Jfe
gathered together in one place, 55th Reginle.nt will live.
at him elf and hi

45th

(ESSEX )

REGIMENT

(T.A.)

Since our last contribution to your columns a great many
things have happened in the T .A., and Dhe reorganisation is
upon us. As a Regiment we have been for.tunare in ma4nnilnlng
our identity, when so many other units have had ro merge or
disband. In fact, we seem ro have gained quite a lot, having
added to the Slll'engtih of the Regiment by absovbing "0" T roop
of 54tll (East Anglian) S.igna.i Regiment, T.A. and a number of
officers and other ranks from 517 LA.A. Regiment, T.A., at
the T.A. Centre at Brentwood. Omer members of 517 L.A.A.
Regiment have joined us at our T .A. Centte air Colcheister, and
more at a new oontre at Claoron--0n-Sea. We have also gained
a considerable number of volunteer officers and other ranks ar
die various centires from uni.ts in the County wihich have disbanded, including a very welcome reinforcement to our L.A.D .
from 105 Column R. A. S.C. Workshops R. E.M .E. The resul1
generally has been to add to our strengtlh witih some very keen
volwneers and at the same time to extend and srengit!hen our
close ties with the CoWlty of Essex. The ex-gunnens in p3Jf·
ticular are showing great entlhusiasm in learning new skills in
the Coros, proving once again that the great volunteer spirit
of the T.A. transcends all other loyalties.
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On Sunday, 19th Maroh, while in tihe nhroes of llllli.s reshuffle,
rhe Regiment held its Annual Motor Cyole T.riails from the T.A.
Centre a.t Wan tead and tJhrough vhe Essex countt"y;side to the
Orsett Gravel Pits, where Se!'geanl!S Fox and O'Nci:ll had
arranged fifteen hazards to test throttle and clutch control and
general riding skill of tlhe rompeditors. More than s.boty riders
from folllitCeil uni.tJs entered the competition, which, having
regard to the faot that many unit.6 were in the process of disbanding or re-organi'53ng, wa<S a very sacisfy.i ng entry.
The general reaoti.on to the course was that iit was very fa.i.r,
but none too easy, and tlhe acknowledge champions of the day
were tlhe London Rifle Brjgade Rangers team consisting of
Sergeant Brooker, Snaff Sergeant G.ciffiths and Major Kenneu
witlb. the loss of only 13 points. Se11geanit Brooker is Eastern
Command Champion and S11aff Sergeant Gl'i.ffitihs is an Army
rider. Second wa.s the " B " room from the same un:iJt with a
loss of 77 poinns, and tih.ird was 541lh (East Anglian) Signal
Regiiment, T.A., with a loss of 94 points.
Though not in excuse, :iJt must be mentioned that the Regiment's own most expenienced ciders were orga.niising the event
and vherefure in all fairness could not compere, but two teams
of our young.e r ni.deris entered and did credit to themselves.
In presen.1Jing the awards ro ·vhe willlners, vhe Honorary
Colonel of the Reginlent, Colonel H. B. Jolly, o.B.E., T.o., D.L.,
J.P., said "Today I saw the T.A. at its best.
I thoroughly
enjoyed what I saw of tJhe difficult hamrds and the gllilJS di played, and I am pl.=sed to see a larger number of competii.tors
llhis year."
Sunday, 9th Apni.l, was seit a ide as a day of welcome by the
Regiment to the rcinforcements gained in the T.A. reorganisation, and they all came to Regimental Headquarters for a
parade and inspection by the Commanding Officer, LiemenantColonel J. H. M ansfield. T.D., who afterwards explained the distribution of Troops to the four T .A. Centres in the Regiment,
and explained the role of the Regiment to them.
There was a protiracted lunch interval duning which all ranks
took tJhe oppo.!11iUil:iity of gdllting to know one another and the
Honorary Colonel, himself an ex-;gunner C.O., was a;ble oo vii.silt
each Mess wiiitJh tJhe Commanding Officer and meet most of the
newcomers. There followed, in the a.fiternoon, a series of
demons!iraltions given by the Squadrons to illusnrate the work
of vhe Regiment so that the rebadged personnel in pam:icula.r
could get some idea of the equipment and duties involved in
their new Regiment. Medium and Li~t Radio Relay were
bati1 sh.own carry;ing channelling equipment, as was Lme and
Swiitah'board gear. Medium Radio, Si.g;naJ. Cemitre, Tape :Relay,
T.M. Troop workships and the L.A.D. were all displayed under
wo11k!ing condfoi.ons.
Some uwemy~'tWo member.s of the Regiment took part in the
London Districit T.A. Rifle Meellling on Sunday, 3otlb. April, at
Pii.11bl'i.ght Camp Ranges, and a team consisning of Lieutenant
A. P. Woodhouse, Sergeant D. Fox, Corporal G. Byrne and
Corporal W. C. Palmer, R.E.M. (L.A.D.) took second place in
the Inter-Uniit Team Match in spite of sttong competition.
Captain M. T. Froud and Coopora.1 J. V. Bi:rchby a.Lso had
successes in llhe Pool Bull competi'llion.
51st

(IDGHLAND)

REGIMENT

(T.A. )

As a result of Territorial Army reorganisation "L" T!ioop in
Kirkcaldy, Fife-to the obvious delight of those who served in
No. 3 Company 51st (Highland) Divisional Signals T.A., formed
and recruited there between the early '20s and the last warhas regained its full status as 334 Signal Squadron T.A.
In conj unction with detachments from 51 (Highland)
Provost Company and 51 (Highland) Counter Intelligence
Platoon, peroonnel of 333 (Dundee) Signal Squadron
(T.A.) took part in a stirenuous and indeed violent "cloak
and dagger" exeroi.se at Glen Qova, in Petthshiire, while
334 Squadron at Falkland in Fife and 2 (Stirling) Signal
Squadron at Killearn-Balfron in Stirlingshire maneouvred along
more conventional lines during April. Corporal J . Rattray and
her W .R.A.C., T .A., cooks made their debut "in the field " at
the Stirling rampage and were awarded full marks by all who
more aipprecia{e "mum's cooking."
Another H ighland D istrict Rifle Meeting has come and gone
without regimental marksmen wresting "silver pots " from
infantry opponents although Staff Sergeant N. Strachan was
third in the Open Individual Revolver event. The four officers
attend ing-needless to say all Aberdonians-successfully claimed
four "pool bulls." Corporal N. M. I. Bryden, W .R. A.C., T.A ..
of 1 (Aberdeen) Squadron, competed in what, otherwise, turned
out to be an entirely male Meeti ng.
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Welcome to ex-Staff Sergeant C. Blake-now retired from the
Regular Army-who has joined 334 Squadron from 242 Signal
Squadron as ~ .Q.M.S., and as a member of its permanent staff.
Congratulations to Sergeant J. Orr who joined the Regiment
in 1938 and is now awarded the Efficiency Medal and First
Clasp. Also to Sergeant D. Darley, an ex-Regular gunner who
survived Japanese prisoner-of-war camps and then became a
"part-time" soldier in 1947, and Corporal E. Turner the first
member of the Regiment to qualify by T.A., service ~nly both
'
of whom are awarded Efficiency Medals.
Signalman A. Ross of 333 Squadron made a mo t creditable
effort in gaining thirteenth place among a very large "field " in
the I~dividua l S~ction. of Scottish Coi;una~d T.A. Cross Country
Runnmg Champ1onsh1p 1961 over a six mile course of hill, rough
and water.
fPhoto: Courtesy Charles Adams Photography Ltd.

308

SQUADRON,

T.A.

(GUARDS

BRIGADE)

Thiis is 1the fust tJime any mennion of nms Squadron ha<S been
made in THE WIRE. T.b.e Squadron has, however, been in
CJC!ist:enoe for many yeairs, haiving been ori.g;iinally 38 Squadron
of 15tlh CM) A.A. Signal Regiment (T.A.). On the disbandment
of A.A. Command 1t beoame a Squadron of the th.en Norither:n
Oommand (M) S.i@n.al Reg;iment (T.A.), and, a.fu:er a re-aJJ.ocation
of bounda.riiies in 1955, tihe female element remained wii:th tile
above Regimenit whilst the male element formed the Si_p
Squadron fm 42 AGRA (A.A.) and was designated 42 AGRA
(A.A.) Siigna.J Squadd"on (T.A.).
On t!he re-numbering of Signal UnillS, the Squadron was redesignated 308 Signal Squadron T.A. (AGRA (A.A.)) . . Having
sur:v~ved tihe reorgainiisaltlion of llhe T.A., it became an Ln.dependent Lnfanmey Brii.ga.de S~gnad Squadron on 1st March tih.i.s year,
designaited as shoWIIl at the head of this letter and all ranks
are ex!tremcly proud of halving been selected for th.is role. The
Officer Oo.nummding i.s now Major G . L. Holleyhead.
11hd.s yeair's a.nnuail oamp, on a Squadron basis, is being held
Ill Hamtley Camp, Whitley Bay, from 3rd-17flh. June, after whidh
it is hoped t!he Squadron Wlill become a regulair contmibutor tn
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Association Notes
Aldershot Branch
The 13th Annual Dinner on the 2gth April, 1961, at the
Masonic Hall, Farnborough, was amtended by a more than
usually distinguished company which iincluded Major-General
Siir ,Ronald W. Penney, K.B.E., C.B., o.s.o., M.c., a:nd the Mayor
and Mayoress of Aldershot, Councillor and Mrs. G. A. North.
Imoduc.ed by Major-General R. J. Moberly, c.B., O.B.E., the
President, Brigadier H. R. Firth, !the General Secretary, replied
ro die Toast of <the Assocfatrion. His Worship die Mayor of
Aldershot gave !lfhanks on behalf of tlle guests. It was an
admirable affair, a getrting together, of men and women who
had served <the Co.rps vhe world over for foDty yeans together
wi't:h, and hS was ~a.'tlifying, a small inum.be'l' of the recent
vintage.
The •t alk ran over .tihe story of illhe Corps from its beginning
and included much of what was going on today.

North London

B r anc h

The Sixth Annual Dinner and Dance was held at the Cambridge Hotel, Palmers Green, on 22nd April, 1961. The
company of about seventy-five members and guests included
Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., o.B.E., Colonel Commandant and Chairman of the Association, and Mrs. Morrison,
the Worshipful the Mayor of Homsey, Alderman LieutenantColonel F. C. Cave, O.B.E., T.D., was accompanied by the
Mayoress, Miss Cave.
Music during the dinner and for dancing afterwards was
provided by the Embassy Band .
Dinner was relieved by the pleasant custom of the President
and other officers of lll1e branch occasionally " takiing wine " w:iltlh
other individuals or groups. Mr. J. T. Murphy, Honorary
Secretary of the Branch, acted as Toast Master and later as
Compere for the dancing.
Major-General. A. E. Mon·ison, proposing the toast of the
North London Branch, spoke of the pleasure of all that the
Mayor and Mayoress had found time to dine with the branch.
THE WIRE. JU N E 1961

Left to right : Major G. G. Freemantle, Major General A. E. Morrison,
C.B., O .B.E., Miss Cave, Alderman Lieutenant Colonel F. C. Cave,
O.B.E., T.D., Mrs Morrison, Colonel K. B. Baldwin, O.B.E., T.D.,
Mrs. Freemantle

It was their th ird official engagement on that day. Since he,
General Morrison. had assumed the appointment of Chairman
he had given much thought to the question of additional help
to Branches by the Headquarters of the Association. He was
glad of the opportunity of seeing for himself that the North
London Branch was in such good order and was particularly
pleased to see that members of the branch included young men
who had served in the Corps comparatively recently.
Speaking of the Annual Reunion at Catterick this year he said
that all would be pleased that Her Royal Highness The Princess
Royal, Colonel-in-Oiief and Patron of the Association, had
announced that she will be present on the Sunday. He also
said that there was a possibility that part of the Reunion will
be televised.
Colonel K. B. Baldwin, President of the Branch replying to
the toast said that the branch was a young one started only six
years ago, was lucky to have amongst its keen members a
number who had completed their National Service in the Corps.
The branch had " lost" a number of members during the last
year but in fact this was a good thing, eliminating those who
never attended. This saved money by saving the cost of writing
to those who did not reply. The main source of income each
year was by raffles-without this income branch activities could
not be subsidised. He urged all to an intensive drive to gain
new members. He mentioned the monthly meetings at the
Priory Road Drill Hall and his hope that the branch would
organise a large function once a quarter to try to attract new
members.
Major G . G. Freemantle, proposing the Toast of the Guests,
spoke of General Morrison's distinguished career during which
he had always found time to talk informally with the rank and
file of those serving with him.
Colonel Cave was welcome as the Mayor of Homsey in whose
Borough was the home of the 7th Battalion The Middlesex Regiment, who were good enough to provide for branch meetings.
The previous Mayor had been in the Royal Navy but Colonel
Cave was a distinguished officer of the Territorial Army.
Alderman Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Cave responding to the
toast, said that both he and the Mayoress, Miss Cave, were
much enjoying being with such a friendly gathering. During a
varied career in the Army he had served in the Infantry, the
Royal Artillery, and the Royal Engineers, and ended in the
Infantry. The Territorial Army Battalion in Homsey was recovering from considerable disturbance in the recent reorganisation of the Territorial Army, but he was sure that the Batta·
lion would continue to do what it could to encourage and help
such worthwhile organisations as the Royal Signals Association.
He invited North London Branch to send a contingent with
Standard to the Remembrance Sunday Parade at the Pari h
Chur<;h, and to take an active pan in the life of the Borough.
There was need of the comradeship of the Army in Commercial
and Industrial life. Through this comradeship came a proper
appreoi'<btion of the nights and r ponsibilities of all.
Presentation. In a pleasing little ceremony, Brigadier Firth
the General Secretary of the Association, on behalf of the North
London Branch. presented bouquets to Mrs. Reynolds and
Mrs. Merryweather who were among the guests. These t\\
ladies do a very great deal of the secretarial work in connection
with branch activities.
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The Annual Gen l M~ was held at 2o6, Brompron
R d on 21 April, 1961, and was attx:nded by about t:b±rtry
members.
Colonel T. W. Vigers, O.B.E., M.C., T.D., D.L., President
of th Branch, asked that the Minutes of the last meeting be
taking as read. Apologising that he would have to leave before
the end of the meeting Colonel Vigers said that during his long
life in Royal Signals which had included journeys all over the
world, he had found that the Royal Signals tie was a "passport ' everywhere. The wearing of it provided introduction in
almost any country.
Brigadier H . R. Firth, the General Secretary, on the direction
of the President of the Branch, spoke of the Reunion to be held
at Catterick on 1st and 2nd July and in answer to a question,
explained rhat while it was desirnble to hold the Reunion in
the South of England occasionally, it would not be possible to
do this until the building of Blandford Camp for Royal Signals
was completed. There was no intention of vacating Catterick
which would remain the home of the Training Brigade of three
Regiments.
When the School of Signals had moved to Blandford in,
perhaps, 1965 and was well established there wilth 30th Signal
Regiment and Head.quarters Army Emergency Reserve who were
both already there, a Reunion there would be possible. He
forecast 1967 as the year of the first Reunion at Blandford and
that thereafter the Reunion would perhaps be held in Blandford
and Catterick in alternate year. Much, however, could happen
before that including the improbability of the re-establishment
of the Corps in Mons Barracks in Aldersh.ot. He urged members
not to listen to rumour.
Mr. W. A. Smith, Chairman of the Branch, then made his
report:The general position of the Branch shows an improvement
on last year. This is the second year that the membership, both
Life and Annual, have also increased.
Our branch meetings have been well attended and to increase
the general interest and to provide addicional branch activities
we have been able to arrange visits to the Tower of London and
to Guinness Brewery.
Another item of interest was our second theatre party.

Field of Remembrance and Arnlistice
Parade
As most members know. this branch has the honour of representing the Association at the Field of Remembrance; this duty
has always been fulfilled. Last year was an exception as the
number attending from this Branch, was far greater than in
previous years. The attendance. much to Brigadier Firth's
pleasure, was the greatest ever.
Armistice Sunday. As in the past three yoom, the
branch had a contingent on this parade.
Catterick Re1U1ion, 1960. We were able to arrange
for one of our members to attend this Reunion.
For this year's Reunion it is hoped that the branch will be
fully represented. Please, if any member wfishes to alltend
this reunion, leL Miss Archer know as soon as possible.
Finance. The financial posi1li.on of the Branch shows an
improvement on last year. We have during the year received
the sum of £23 as subscriptions. Out of this amount £13/8/has been paid to Headquarters of the Association. Additional
expense for the past year has not been great. The balance sheet
shows a slight increase on last year's figures.

R ••M. W. J. Russell has left u11. ht his position he
did much, not only to help the branch but to help the Association generally.
At the February meeting it was my pleasure to make a small
presentation to Mr. Russell, a gift that I feel sure will always
remind him of his associations with this branch.
Election of Officers. At. il:h.e conclusion of me Chairman's report the officers and committee were re-elected.
Colonel G. H. Shrimpton, T.D., a member of the branch and
a member of the Central Committee of the Association, paid a
tribute to the work of the branch committee and particularly to
Miss M. Archer, the Honorary Secretary, who, as he said, was
a first class example of a prime mover in this, or indeed, any
organisation.
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SHIRLEY BROOKS
MILITARY TAILORS AND OUTFITTERS

TREAT YOURSELF WITH

announce Change of address

FRY5"

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,
LONDON W.C.2
Telephone
UNIFORM CLOTHING
OFFICERS' MACKINTOSHES
OFFICER'S CAPS AND BERETS

Left to right : Major S. E. Bridgwater, Major J. A. Taylor, T.D.,
Brigadier H. R. Firth, Major W. C. Loveless, T.D., A. Winter

SAM BROWNE BELTS AND LEATHER
ACCOUTREMENTS

Southampton. Branch
Southampton Branch held their 15th annual dinner at the
Blighmont T.A. Centre on the 6th May, 1961, uo members
were present. As Major J. A. Taylor, T.D., l!be Chairman,
said "It is a very wonderful thing that 15 years after the war
so many could come together to remember the friendship,
efficiency and co-operation that kept them all together during
the war. Members had come not only from Southampton and
the immediate vicinity, but also from Salisbury, Wolverhampton,
London, Exeter, Canterbury, Plymouth and Windsor. Apologies
for absence had been received from many living even further
away-but they had remembered.
" The W.R.A.C. Band of 2 Squadron 63rd R egiment were
otherwise engaged, which was why the diners had not been
entertained by "Retreat," as was customary.
Major W. C. Loveless and Mr. Mitchell had organised thll
dinner most successfully.
Major S. E. Bridgwater, T.D., the President, proposed the
toast of "The Association," to which the General Secretary,
Brigadier H. R. Firth, replied.

=

,-;=I

TEMple Bar 3657

Regimental or
Individual
Enquiries
Welcomed

Prices on
Application

SHIRTS AND REGIMENTAL TIES
MINIATURE MEDALS AND RIBBONS
WELLINGTON BOOTS AND SPURS
METAL BADGES AND BUTTONS
EMBROIDERED BADGES AND
CHEVRONS

Regimental Stable Belts are Our Speciality
Golden honeycomb
centre in rich milk
chocolate

•

Regimental Wall Shields, Cuff Links, Cigarette
Cases, Brooches, etc.

WELFABE==:;ll

·1- ======SECTION== = =
Below an attempt is made to describe, with suitable
arwnymity, eight cases taken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week in May, 1961.
Also, on next page, is a simple statement of income
and expenditure.

H.M. Forces posted overseas
are able to purchase at generous
tax free rates, which allow up
to six months motoring, in the
U.K Please write for
full details and brochure to:

Signalman, 1946-48. Married, one child. He has a progressive illness and will probably never work agaJiJn. The
British Legion and nhe Associalnion help him wtiJth a small
weekly allowance.
Driver,

Sii(mtl Service ll.E. 1914-20. lloyal
1920-1930. Mamed, both over 70 yeaa'S old;
a grant made in conjun.oni.on w.imh S.S.A.F.A. to help them to
a shont holiday.
Si~nals

ROOTES LIMITED

European Section, Overseas Dept. ,
Piccadilly, London, W.I.

Signalman, 1942-44. Mamied, bOltJh over 60 and t!h.e
husband had a stroke in 1955· In conjunotion wlith the
BM.sh Legion cJ.o:nhiing 3111d footwear were prov'.ided.

Widow of Signalman, 1942-46, who dii.ed suddenly in
Mad'ch. The concemed branoh of itlhe Aissooiaitii.on. look after
her and their tflree children and theiD: small debts are paid.
Clothes will be sent as they a1te receiived. The ohiildren
Me---~!i.rl aged nine, 1lWiin boy and gilil aged six.
Si(nalman, 1942-46. Married, one daughter. He has
been incapaoimted since 1959. The Assoai.aition ~ sharing
with llhe B11i.llish Leg;i.on in maoog a small weekly allowance
and ma.de a small g;roo.t to help the daughiter stlal11t work on
[ear..ning oohool.

ROOTES AUTOS

(Deutschland G.m.b.H.,
Military Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

the fully-proven family car
Go Hillman. Go places. With Hillman you go confidently ... sure of its builtin reliability, its world-proven engine and its extra wide margin of safety.

ROOTES
SERVICE
Parts and Service in 163 countries

Hillman, the only car in its class available with fully-automatic transmission

Signalman, 1950-59. Mru;irded, one child. A younger
child drl.ed suddenly, aged t!hree, and help was giiven to 006t
of buriiaa.
THE WIRE, JUNE 1961

which is so easy, so effortless, it practically thinks for you. See us today
and go Hillman- the fully-proven family car.
THE

WIRE ,

JUNE

1961

HUMBER · HILLMAN
SUNBEAM · SINGER
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~ IJ(nalnum ,

1940-52. Mar ried, three ohildren ; 30 % di.sability pension, wrot mo gratefully ro t!hank fyr a grant
co help cl the hi family-boys aged 14 and four, l1Jlrl aged II.
He ha not been able to work ince 1958 and corn 'dcration i
bcing given ro an increase in his pension.

Si~'lmlman. I

9:i6-GU.
Mamed, one child . . Pa\\"31y ed. in
traffic accident, four days afuer end of National s.~ce.
Help given to clear very small H.P. debts for neoessa~es .
HO'l'.\I,

SIGN.\.LS

A~ D

ASS O Cl .\.T IO:'\"
FUND

DIU~EVOLENT

The following
April, i961.

s"bscriptions

were

gra1ef1'1/y

receiv ed

d u.ring

£

Headquarters' Mess, Royal S ignals
8th Regiment ...
23rd Regiment . ..
.24th R egiment .. .
.. .
24th Regiment (Officers' Mess) .. .
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and
3rd Regiment .. .
.. .
.. .
4 Squadron , 14th Regiment
Junior Leaders R egiment

MES / SRDE

most

s. d .
3 14 0
30 8 6
I1 I3
3
3 14 0
2 14 0
3 7 6

.. .
.. .
Seri!Cants' Mess)

19 12

3 18
6 JO

.. .

J JO

9

216 Squadron
.. .
. ..
41st Regiment (T.A.) ...
...
. ..
. ..
. ..
47th (London) Regiment T.A.) (Sergeants' Mess) .. .
C.S.0 .'s Branch, H .Q . Scottish Command . . .
. ..
632 Troop (Works) ...
52nd (L) R egiment (T.A.)
6rn Regiment (T.A.)
H .Q . 1 (BR) Corps ...
. ..
. .•
...
...
.. .
. ..
4th R egiment (Warran t O fficers' and S ergeants' Mess) . ..
i 3th Regiment (CorPornls' Me )
2 Squadron, 18th R egiment . ..
21st R egiment ...
28th Regiment .. .
• ..
229 Squadron (Berlin)
236 S quadron (Comcan)
.. .
I
Squadron , King's African Aifles
235 Squadron (COMCAN)
19 Unit Branch
26 Unit Branch
. ..
Glossop and District Branch
Birmingham Branch ...
. ..
Bath and District Branch
Shrewsbur~· Branch
J . W . Hawkshaw
G . K. Wardill . ..
R. Kibblcwhite
M. R. Trow
F. S . G riffiths
L. G . P hillip s
C. G. Hawes
C. P . Prcscot .. .
G . D. Adamson .. .
H. E. D ay
L. Evans ...
...
R. M . D awson .. .
. ..
...
.. .
M.. C . S tanley (Deed or Covenant)
J. G . H opkins .. .
B. G . Rowley .. .
G . W . O gden ...
D . L. Carnegie .. .
F . S. Thompson
A. C. La~-zell . ..
F. A. Iles
R. A. Briggs
J. M. J ones
D. G . H eilbron
H . M . Kirkald y
J. F . T unings .. .
A . M . Ston ebanks
A. H . Campbell
E. P. Piers

I
2

0

0

5
I2
18

6

7

4

I

JO

O

0

0

8

9

IO
25

0
0

0
0

29

0

0

IO
20

0
0

0
0

I2
I8 I O
0
ISO 0
2I 0
I4 6
5 5
5 0
5
5
7

2

5
2
0
0

IO
l
l
l

2
6
I

0
I
0

ro
5

o
0
6

ro

6
6

k

Total Cases assisted

...

20 Ca. ts of Soldiers who served du ring the 1939-45 W ar
18 Ca"'• ot oldien who did not ser ve du ring the W ar

0

0
0

~

10
5
10

0
0
0
0
0
0

6

4

5

9

0
0

Expenditure du rinx A pril, I 96 I
...
£299
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Bed~· a.D'd Bedd i~~;
F urniture; Cots and Pram_s; G e neral Assistance .
Analysis of Case•:Families of Soldiers serving in U.K.
Familie< of Soldiers serving in B .A .O :R.
I
Widows and D ependan ts
5
R elea•cd and Di scharged S oldJ~r s :::
3I

0

0
0
0
7 0
8 0
IO 0
IO 0
5 4
5 0
IO 6
IO 6
IO 0
IO 0

10

"466

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Vacancies for Retired Officers
The fo11owing appoinunen~ require filling:Droitwich. RO III Administrallion and Training, 2 Squadron
14nh Regiment.
Bampton. RO III Adminstration and Training, 3 Squadron,
14tl1 Regimcm.
Notes: T raining. The normal abiliey of ·rhe normal Officer
of Royal Signals Will suffice.
Appointment. Apply O.C. 14nh S.iginal Regiment
(COMCAN), 207 /209, Harrow Road, London,
W.2.
14th Signal Regiment - Civilian Employment
The followilllg vacancies exiist art the Taipe Relay Centre,
Boddingron, Glos.:TELEOOMMUNLCATIONS OPERATORS
Sta11ting as operator Grade II ranges from £8/15/- at age
21 to £11/18/- at age 25, or for ell'tlI'y at over age 25 rising to
£12/11/-. Im tial training will be ~iven, if necessary, and aft.er
completing nraining, Operators will be liable to shifit work and
week-end wOl'k w.iith overtime paid in acoordance with present
ruleg
Parking Meter Attendants, Manchester
Salar y: £550 rising by increments of £ 20 and £I5 to £625
per a nnum. Holidays : T hree weekis per annum. Uniform
provided. 42 h:our.s per week of rsix days, one of which will be
a reSt day. No Sunday work.
Applicaitions in w.r~ting w the 0Dt1y Surveyor's Depamnent,
Town H all, Manchester. G iving full dellaliiLs an !I'espect of one's
self and previous employment. Referees, etc., for reference in
respeot of character.
Digest of Letter Received
"You ma.y like iro know thait since calling ait your office last
year and getting fixed up with a job through your Employme nt Section, I have ·been to Canada twice for my firm, and
am now up m O ban, Argyllsihire, workii.ng on <the insrallatlion
for rhc transaitlant!ic cable m be laiid ·thriis year."

7
142 r8

Digital Computers
T he fo1lowang letter ~as been received from Gaptaiin J.
Birahall, H onoracy Secretary of M anchester Branch, Royal
Sii.gnals Assooia.tlion, who has recently paid a v·isit to Associated
Electrical IndustriC6 Limited :
" The visit was most interesting and I gained an insight
as to the type of employee that they are interested in obtaining. Our long service Operatx:>rs, Radii.o M eohanios and kindred tmdes should be interested in dills oource of future
employment for oiviLian life after ll:heir Anny career. The man
of 40-45 years is no longer considered too old; he is what
:nhey are atker. Steady, loyal, good 'Dimekeeping, common
sense and how IOO use it. Some electrical and technical background ~s an asset.
" Tlh.e wookiaig conditions are e xcellent , !the Computer room
is air conditioned and maintai ned at an even temperature a.t
at all mimes. Employees a,re stiaff wiiJnh the addiJtion tlhat due
ro ha.v.ing ro work shifitwork, ,tJhere d,s exnra workiaig pay, not
a normal ithi.ng f.or staff. There aire pr ospeatJs of advancement for those so iint.erooted; salanies are good."
Information !I'e gardin:g vacancies for Dig1ta1 Comput~ with
Associa ted Eleowioal Industries Linllted was g[ven in t:he May
issue of THE WIRE.

HA VE

38

f S6

(IMPO R T ANT: Anyone obtaining employm ent through
answering advertisemenrs in THE WIRE MUST notify tht
Employment Section, R oyal Signals Association 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1).

Recruiting
THE WIRE has done VI hat is possible to exhort all to d o what each
of them can to assist their Corps in interesting young men and their parents
into really careful enquiry as to the prospt:cts of a career in R oyal Signals.
These are good, there is no doubt about it.

LANCASHIRE : Unfortunately, the excellent arrangements made by
the Chief Signal Officer, Western Command, for a big drive in Lancashire
during the last two weeks in June were not concluded in time to publish in
advance in THE WIRE. But the Lancashire Branches of the Association
received full details.
T h e Band, The Display Team, and a Demonstration Column from the
3rd R egiment all took part, and Blackpool, Bolton, Blackbum and Rochdale
were visited .
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SUPPORT: If any of these, and particularly the first two named,
come to a place that you can get to, then YOU SHOULD GO AND VISIT. There
are two reasons for this. First, the staff of these displays, including, indeed,
such hardened performers as the Band and the Display Team, do welcome
visitors of their own Corps. Second, the Recruiting Displays, in particular,
need your help to stimulate interest. How often in the past the staff of a
Recruiting Display have been standing about waiting for members of the
public to come and visit them. People are shy. Given one bold man,
probably wearing a Royal Signals' tie, who comes up and, if possible,
simulates an argument with one of the men in uniform, and the general
public will flock round to listen, then easily enter and be suitably impressed
by the display. It just needs a start.

Initials

ING PUBLICATION.

15/ -;

air

single

month, 1/ 3.

JUl,Y

1961

Quicksilver , the main Royal Signals Recruiting Exhibition.

The Band.
Edi t or :
BRIGADIER n. n. FIRTH

Vol. 15
THE

OTHER FIXTURES: The Forthcoming Events column in this, and
indeed all other numbers of T HE WIRE, contains information of visits to
various locations of such valuable agents as :

The Southern Command Recruiting Display.
The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

0

7
IO
10
5
I

3
IO
I

0

10

T otal ...

0
0

5
7

II

R. Bruce ...
.. .
R . E. Pickford .. .
G . Cawthorn
L . H ayes ...
...
C. H. H . Vulliamy
H. E. K. W akefield
F. G . G . D avey
C . R. H. F irth ...
T . H. L. Spaigbt
J. N. B. Penny .. .
H . W . G . Cooper
R. M . A . J ones ...
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In a recent article, it was pleaded that contributions from Regiments
and Squadrons should give the initials of any named in the article,
particularly if they are Warrant Officers or Sergeants.
A majority of Regiments and Squadrons now do this. There are some
notable exceptions in this number of THE WIRE. Men who have brought
some credit to their Squadron or Regiment in games, athletics, shooting, etc.,
are surely worth having their initial put before their names. Many will
wish to send that particular number of THE WIRE in which they are
mentioned, to their parents.
As indicated above, this year, 1961 is particularly important if we are to
obtain the requisite numbers and quality of men who we need to m aintain the
very existence of some of our Regiments and Squadrons. It is surely a
good advertisement to give a man his initials. Failure to do v appear
to the parents, at any rate, to be very poor public relation .
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Date of Dispatch
The July number of THE WIRE is being put together
under unusual circumstances not making for maximum
efficiency. Neither the Editor nor the Assistant Editor is
"in the ffice" during the period proof-reading and putting
the magazine into shape occurs. It is hoped the magazine
will be despatched to its readers on the 17th July, which
is a Monday. It may be delayed even until Tuesday, 18th.
For the ame reason, it i regretted that it will be absolutely impossible to include any copy which reaches the
Editor after 15th June.

yet I am in no doubt that, despite the loss of these, the spirit

of my Corps will continue to flourish.
Now that we have entered the decade of the 196o's my Corps
is on the threshold of an exciting era of new techniques and n~
equipments which will bring far-reaching changes. There will
be many problems which will challenge the ingenuity of every
officer and man, but I have the utmost confidence in their
ability as the years go by, to meet and overcome them. I am
sure of this and I am confirmed in my belief by the manner in
wh ich my Corps has successfully overcome the difficulties that
it has had to face in the past.
. I tha~. you, .General Thuillier1 for giving me this opportunity of dinmg with my Corps tonight and meeting so many old
friends ."

Major-General L. tie M. Thuillier
Representative Colonel Commandant

Royal Signals Dinner Club
ER Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, c.r., G.c.v.o.,
G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Colonel-in-Chief,
dined with her officers at the Hyde Park Hotel on Wednesday, 24th May, 196r. 181 officers were present.
A message in reply to a telegram of loyal greetings was
received from Her Majesty The Queen.

H

Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal
" General ThuiUier, Gentlemen,
It gives me great pleasure to dine with my Corps again this
evening and to see old friends here. I look forward to the
opportunity of meeting many of you again after dinner.
I am very glad that an affiliation has been approved between
my Corps and H.M.S. Meon, a Headquarter landing ship of the
Royal avy that carries a signal troop of my Corps. It is thus
that close ties between the Services are fostered. I was very
pleased to receive a message of greetings and goodw!ll from her
captain when bis ship was presented with a silver figure of
Mercury to mark the affiliation.
I am delighted to see so many representatives from the
Commonwealth Signal Corps who are w:th us tonight. In
particular I would like to welcome Brigadier Raj Butra who is
passing through London on his way to Delhi to take up, on
promotion to Major-General, the appointment of Signal Officerin-Chief of my Indian Signal Corps.
I would like to offer my congratulations to both my Indian
Corps of Signals and to the Corps of Signals Pakistan Army on
having reached their 5oth birthdays. I have been told by
General Moberly and General Thuillier that the Golden Jubilee
celebrations of each Corps at Jubbulpore and Kohat were most
successful.
I have a vivid recollection of the 4oth Anniversary Dinner
of my Corps that was held in the Headquarters Mess ar
Carrerick last June. I enjoyed that occasion very much.
Since I lasr dine<! with you I have paid many visits both at
home and abroad. I remember in particular my visit to B.A.0.R.
last year when I was able to meet so many officers and men
se~ing in that .theatre and was impressed by the manner in
which they contmue to uphold the high traditions of my Corps.
I am grateful to those who organised my visit so well.
Last month I inspected the new site of the School of Signals
at Blandford, to which it moves in about three years' time. I
was very struck by the architectural design of the new buildings
and by the imaginative layout that is planned. These are a
tribute to the architect and bis staff. I wonder, however, if the
Clerk of the Weather has been consulted. One of the compelling reasons for the move may be the desire to avoid the
harsh climate of Yorkshire, but on the dav of my visit the
weather was very much like Catterick on a cold spring day and
I do not have to describe that to you.
'
During the past year the re-organisation of my Corps has
proceeded. I know ~hat it has been a painful period for
membe~s of those regiments and squ;idrons who have either
been d:sb~nded or. who have lost their individuality through
amalgamation. It 1s not easy .to accept with the good grace
that they have shown, the end of traditions and associations
which have so distinguished the pages of our Corps' history,
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'May I begin by thanking you on behalf of us here tonight
Ma'am, for your kind and gracious speech. We are very pleased
and proud to have you dining with us as our Colonel-in-Chief.
This Corps dinner is, so we like to think, essentially a family
affair when members of the Corps whether from the Regular
Army, the Territorial Army or the two categories of the Army
Emergency Reserve and members of the Commonwealth Signal
Corps and our friends from the United States Signal Corps all
gather here to talk, to exchange gossip, to hear family news 'and
to renew the ties of comradeship that bind us all. And so
~a'am when you honour us as you do tonight, then this Corps
dinner becomes a very special family occasion and we are al!
placed more than ever in your debt.
" It is my pleasure, as representative Colonel C-0mmandant
thi~ year, to say a little about what the Corps is going to do, is
domg and has done. And so I would like to take the
theme of the closing remarks of your gracious speech, Ma'am
that the Corps is on the threshhold of an exciting era of neV.:
techniques and new equipment. These are indeed exciting.
New devices such as automatic electronic switching, facsimile
high speed data transmission systems and automatic computor~
are foreseen. And perhaps by 1980 there will be satellite
communications. Let us hope there will still be an Empire
then on which a satellite will never set.
"There is also another exciting prospect, that of an all regular
Cor~ .. The ~istoric association of volunteer and conscript, an
associauon of immense value and benefit to both ends in 1962,
so from 1963 we shall be all regular. There are those jerem!ahs
who say that we shall never get the recruits we want. But
there is one certain way of not getting them and that is to go
about saying that we shall not. I believe we shall, but not all
at once. There will be a gap, a gap I am convinced short in
tir_ne and small in numbers, when the Signal Officer-in-Chief
will have to take measures to make certain that the Corps will
continue to function efficiently. Amongst these will be the need
to ensure that the Corps is not overworked. Might I suggest
that he consults the Trade Union Council about this. And
he will need to make sure that every man is used to the best
possible advantage and to this end he proposes to introduce a
new trade structure during the coming year.
"The best sources of our new technicians are our army
apprentices and young leaders, but there will not be enough of
these to go round, so we will need adult recruits of equal
quality and calibre. We shall get these if we dress our Corps
shop window properly. And one of the ways to . do this, I am
sure. is to broadcast on as wide a net as possible, the facts about
the new equipments that our new technidans are going to
operate and insta1, so that not only will potential recruits
realise. the pace of our advance in this electronic age, but also
potential officers from Sandhurst and elsewhere. The Signal
Officer-in-Chief also realises that life for a young officer is not
all. e.lectronics, so he is providing a new pattern of officer
trammg for the young officer when he joins at Catterick, which
will improve the balance between tactical and technical training.
This balance has always been a dffiicult question but judging by
the correspondence columns of the Journal a number of officers
are very much alive to it and this is a very healthy sign.
" Now when we come to organisation, we find that the
reduction of the training commitment will lead to a much
smaller Training Brigade. It will consist of only three regimen ts, 8th Regiment for technicians and linemen. nth for
general military training and depot work, 24th mainly for operators, The re-orga nisation of the Territorial Army is nearly
complete. We try to console ourselves with the fact that
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though we have lost four regiments, we have ga:ned ·nine
squadrons, but this is small consolation for the traditions and
associations, one of them a hundred years old, that will be no
more. Likewise the Army Emergency R eserve is to lose six
regiments, but some of those that remain are to have a premobilisation role and that is a tribute to their efficiency.
" I said earlier that this is a family occasion. The Army
Council have recognised that in a large Corps family there is
a need for a Headquarters organisation to look after our family
affairs. So they have established a Regimental .Headquarters
with a number of retired officer posts and with supporting
secretarial staff for that purpose which will help run the affairs
of the Corps Committee, Corps finances, the Association, the
Institution and so on. It is hoped that it will be somewhere
in London.
"The move of the School of Signals to Blandford, will include
the move of the Headquarters Mess. It has seer.;ed an anomaly
that while we have always had a Headquarters Mess for officers
we have not had one for Warrant Officers and Sergeants. The
Signal Officer-in-Chief intends to establish one and is holding
a convention with them to discuss this. It will be at Catterick.
" I cannot cover everything that is happening or about to.
But I would just like to add this. At the present moment in
the Signals Directorate there is a ferment of new ideas. That, I
am certain, is nothing new. But what is new, so the Signal
Officer-in-Chief tells me, is the fact that other directorates in
the War Office are say!ng that the Corps is beginning in certain

spheres to run the Army and call the tune. It is about time
that we did, about time we had a look in, and so that is another
exciting new prospect.
"And now our sporting activities for which we have gained
few rosettes :
Junior Leaders Regiment-Junior Army Rugger Cup.
Rugger v. Royal Artillery-won 8-o.
Sailing-won the Triangular Race in F ARELF for the first
time.
Army Soccer Cup-23rd R egiment lost in the U.K. semi-final.
Army Rugger Cup-8th Regiment lost in the U.K. final.
Rugger v. Royal Engineers-lost 0-51.
Hockey v. Royal Artillery-lost 0-3.
Hockey v. Royal Engineers-lost 0-3.
Captain J. 0. C. Alexander in yacht 'Gunga Devi' is
expected in Falmouth in mid-July.
" I would like to conclude Ma'am by letting you know once
again what very great pleasure your presence here tonight bas
given. We are deeply conscious of, and most grateful for your
never failing interest in the affairs of your Corps and your keen
personal interest in all of us,-Thank you very much indeed."

*

*

*

Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, on 25th May, 1961,
attended an "At Home" at The Hyde Park Hotel. 158 officers
and their lad:es were present.

Unveiling of the Athens Memorial
N Wednesday, 10th May, 1961, Field Marshal His Royal
Highness The Duke of Gloucester, K.G., unveiled the
Athens Memorial to soldiers of the Armies of the Commonwealth, in the presence of His Majesty The King of the
Hellenes.
The three Corps representatives from Near East arrived in
Athens early on 7th May. They were Warrant Officer Class I
(R.S.M.)
. Lane and Warrant Officer Class II (R.Q.M.S.)
M. H . Ford, both of 20 Signal Regiment (Air Formation),
and Staff Sergeant D . Convery, B.E.M., of 234 Signal Squadron
(Malta). They were accommodated by the Royal Hellenic
Navy on board the Landing Ship Tank Limnos moored in
Piraeus Harbour.
The cemetery in which the memorial stands overlooks
Phaleron 'Bay, and is well laid out with fir and eucalyptus trees
with banks and borders of
flowers . The memorial itself consists of an arch behind which stand eight
memorial columns bearing
the names of those with no
known graves. Flanking the
archway, and backing it are
the known graves with the
Cross of Sacrifice at the rear
dominating the whole setting.
The ceremonial consisted
of a church service and dedication. The guard of honour
was provided by the 1st
Battalion The Black Watch
(Royal Highland Regiment)
and the Greek Royal Guard
(Evzones).
The Duke of
Gloucester
unveiled
the
memorial columns, Warrant
Officer Class II Ford being
one of those whose task it
was to unfurl the flags of
the Commonwealth which
covered them. R.S .M. Lane
served as an usher to the relatives of the dead who laid
R.S.M. N. Lane
their own wreaths at the end
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of the ceremony. Staff Sergeant Convery was an official
wreath bearer, giving his
wreath to the Caqadian
Ambassador who laid it.
The Royal Signals wreath
was laid by Major-General
E. s. Cole C.B., C.B.E., and
he spoke to the Corps representatives at the end of
this colourful and moving
ceremony that deeply impressed both participants
and spectators.
In the afternoon, a tour
of Athens in which the
famous historical sights were
visited, was followed by the
ceremony of beating retreat
performed by the regimental
band and pipes of the 1st
Barralion the Black Watch
(Royal Highland Regiment)
in full dress. This was very
much enjoyed by a large
aud ience of dignitaries and
local popula~ion. The final
impressions of the three
representatives on leaving
Greece were of the friendliness of the Greek people
who did a great deal to
make the visit a pleasant
one. and of the extensive
road construction and building that bad been done in
[Photo Courrtsy Ann)• Ptt~lic R lotions
Athens ince the days of the
M•jor Generol E. S. Cole, C.B .. C .B. E.,
war.
M.C. , who laid a wreath at the unvelHnc
Personal footnore. R. .M. of the Commonwc<1.lth War Memorial In
Lane found on one of the
the Ph<1.lcron Cemetery near Athens re·
cently on behalf of the Roy•I Corps of
memorial columns the name
Sign•ls and the Indian Si1nal Corps.
of Sergeant I. D. Phillips,
with whom he had served as
a boy and again in Greece in 1944. Thi added a very personal
touch to his contribution to the ceremony.
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The Voyage of Ganga Devi
The following is an extract and digest from a diary kept
by Captain J. 0. C. Alexander, and covers the period
Aden to Malta.

*

*

*

Aden-Port Su('Z on J,.S.T. • Em1tirc• Gulllf'mOi.
tith-1 Ith May, IH61

The Telesco pic 25 Metre Pintsch aerial mast wh ich is used by 10th
Regimer ~ being explained by Captain Powell
Sergeant Lee conducting t he Trumpeters of the Royal Corps of Signals in the Napoleon Suite of the Cafe Royal , London , at a Tasting of the
W ines and Cheeses 'o f France, His Excellency, M. Chauvel , the French Ambassador, presiding.

Fanfares for the Frentli
BY

}AMES

ST. C. W.

N the presence of M . Chauvel, the French Ambassador, the
Iechoed
magnificent Napolean Suite of the Cafe Royal, London,
to fanfares sounded by the Trumpeters of the Royal
Corps of Signals. The occasion was a Tasting of the Wines and
Cheeses of France under the patronage of the French Minister
of Agriculture, the Minister Plenipotentiary, Commercial
Counsellor of the French Embassy and the President of the
Comire des Vins de France. As the date was 27th April, 1961,
it might well be added that it was also a celebration of General
De Gaulle's victory over the rebellious army generals in Algeria .
Ir was indeed a happy and splendid gathering for some 500
guests who bad come to taste some of the noble wines and
cheeses of France. Brigadier C. H. Stoneley and Colonel J.
Anderson were seen to be sampling generous glasses of Chateau
Haut Brion, 1953, with pleasant thoughts of Krug or Lanson
champagne to follow. Major J. Badcock lunched merrily on
Roquefort and Saint Marcellin cheeses and Corton Charlemagne,
1957, with not a thought to the problems of M ilitary Operations
as a digestive.
No doubt memories of these wonderful wines and cheeses
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will linger long with many of the guests, but there is no doubt
that the o::casion will never be forgotten by Sergeant J. Lee,
who conducted the " De Gaulle " and " Paris " fanfares,
specially composed by Lieutenant-Colonel John Judd. Monsieur
Georges Libersart, Commercial Counsellor to the French
Embassy, generously invited him and his trumpeters to join
the other guests, and Sergeants J. Greer and W. Lawson, together with Musicians T . Duncan and D. Hotston were quickly
debating the merits of Chambertin, 1952. Lance-Corporals B.
Wilson, B. Tupman, K. Helgesen and R. Tomlinson failed
hopelessly to decide whether the French girl serving the
Gewurztrarniner Pinot or the one serving the Louis Roederer
champagne was the prettier.
Later that evening, the B.B.C., who had televised and recorded highlights of the occasion, included them in their
programme "Town and Around." As the announcer introduced the event, the Fanfare of the Royal Corps of Signals
heralded the arrival of the French representatives of the wine
growers and cheese makers, dressed in their traditional robes.
Surely " Begone dull care " has never been more appropriate.

6. Vehicles equipped with medium range point to point
mobile HF radio transmitter and receivers designed for
military and police users (Siemens 400 watt transmitter
with Phihps receiver). (28th Regiment.)
7. Siemens T100 Teleprinters, shortly to be taken into use
by the Army in B.A.0.R. (28 th Regiment.)
8. A mobile four position 70 + 6o CB switchboard for a major
air headquarters, together with another vehicle coupled
which provides test and terminat:on facilities for 135
through circuits. (221 Squadron.)
9. Two vheicles containing Pintsch Heavy Radio Relay equipment. One vehicle with FM radio, the second with five 12
channel carrier bays giving a total of 60 speech channels.
(10th Regiment.)
to. A Signalman laying Dro cable from a dispenser coil on his
back. (206 Squadron.)
R.E.M.E., who also rook part in the demonstration, prod1:1ced
many interesting exhibits including ~o helicopters ~nd a guided
missile which attracted much attenuon. A Centurdan tank was
also on display beside which many of the visitors had their
photographs taken.
The demonstration proved valuable for both the Army and
its visitors and furthered the close association between the I.E.E.
and the Army. In many cases the .,! sitor.s hold important ~si 
tions in British industry and are responsible for manufacturmg
me equipment which is used by the Army today. 1f1ey wei;e
able to see, possibly for the first time, how the eqmpment is
used and to hear what the users think of it.

Demonstration of Communication anJ Electronic Equipment at H. Q., B.A. D.R.
WTHILE some 40 members of
W Engineers were in Germany

the Institute of Electrical
visiting local industry they
saw a demonstration of communication and electronic
equipment held at H.Q., B.A.0.R., on 5th May. The exhibitors
who came from all over B.A.0.R. were prepared for guests who
would " know their onions " and not just be content to see the
working of modern Army equipment without some detailed
technical discussion and questioning.
O;ie of the Royal Signals exhibits was a demonstratrion by 7th
Regiment of some of the main elements in the communication
equipment normally provided for a Coros H.Q. in the field.
Links were provided to 3 Divisional H.Q.s and a Rear Corps
H.Q., though distances involved were greater than would
normally be expected-indeed one Divisional H.Q. was 175
miles away, as the crow flies. Communication efficiency was
proved to the I.E.E. members who were invited to speak on
telephone circuits and to send telegraph messages to which
inunediate replles were forthcoming.
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Royal Signals exhibits includ~d the following
I. Laying of a 14 pair armoured sheath cable from a 10-ton
lorry. (r oth Regiment.)
2. Saracen Brigade H.Q. command vehicle with a Cu/R210
installed, and a spare, for working forward , and a C42
working back on the Divisional Command Net. (206
Squadron.)
3. A mobile 40/ 160 line telephone exchange fitted into a
vehicle which acts as a mobile signal centre at Brigade H.Q.
(206 Squadron.)
4. A I-ton Armoured Radio Vehicle (Humber) installed with
Cu/R210 which operates from Battalion to Brigade H.Q.
(i.e. to the Saracen at Serial 2). (2q6 Squadron.)
5. Radio Receiver vehicle on a 3-ton chassis, equipped with
6 positions capable of taking the latest high grade receivers.
(225 Squadron .)
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Mufax facsimi le e quipme nt being used by 7t h Regiment at Corps
Headquarte rs
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"At 08.30 hours we were towed out from A.S.Y.C. in company
with Jamile, another yacht bein~ saile? home a.cross the
Mediterranean, to the L.S.T. Emptre Guillemot, laymg at the
oiling berths in Aden harbour. By 10.00 hours we were alongside with our mast down, ready for loading, and at I 1.30 the
ship's derrick swung us up and on to the deck, where we rested
side by side with 1amile. The L.S.T. sailed at 16.00 hours and
we were on our way again. The five-day trip in the Red Sea
was very pleasant, and we kept ourselves more than fully
occupied working on the boat. Among other jobs, we managed to rig a proper bowsprit with materials we bad purchased
in Aden before departure.
The L.S.T. anchored in Suez Bay at 15.30 hours on 10th
May, and we were expecting to be unloaded at once. Unfortunately, the Egyptian authorities found out that the crews of
both yachts were Servicemen and refused at first to allow us
to land. After hours of argument, they agreed to us landing,
and we were unloaded in the dark at 05.00 hours, 11th May,
an hour before the Guillemot sailed.
Major Overton the owner of Jamile, and I, had engaged
Stapledons to be ' the agent for both yachts during our stay in
Egypt, and after unloading we were towed by a laun:h to a
rather pleasant anchorage just at the entrance to the canal. The
whole of 1 Ith M ay was taken up with re-erection of the mast,
and the vast amount of formalit ies that had to be completed.
It is worthy of note that as soon as we arrived at our anchor.age,
an Egyptian policeman was posted on board and remamed
night and day until we left. He spent a most uncomfortable
rime being moved from place to place, as we worked. Fortunately, we were able to persuade him ~o remove his boors, so
that little damage was done to _our pamrwork.
At 10.30 hours on 12th May, we started up the Canal, both
boats being rowed behind two lighters, in turn pulled by a very
vintage and smoky rug, the Newton Dunn. Unable to move
while convoys were moving in the Canal, it took us three days
to reach Port Said. On 12th May we anchored at the northern
end of the Little Bitter Lake at about 3 p.m., leaving again at
5 p.m. on 13th May. On 13th May we again halted at 15.00
hours th is time in Lake Timsah. On 14th May, after yet an•
other' 5 a.m. departure, we arrived in Port Said at 6.30 p.m.
to find half-a-gale blowing. Close to the harbour the tow was
taken over by Stapledon's launch, which took us to the Canal
Company's Yacht Club basin in Port Fouad, where we moored
for the night. Formalities once again, and the next dav were
complex, it even took me 3t hours to cash travellers' '?heques
in the bank. Due to this we were unable to leave until 16.oo
hours on 15th May, two days later than I hoped. We !an out
. of the harbour into quire heavy sea , and were once agam close
hauled in a N .W. breeze for Malta."

P o rt Said to 1Ualta, 15th to 31st :LUa , As so often in the Mediterranean, conditions varied from
good to impossible. The first two days were cold a,nd wet and,
indeed on the 16th May, Captain Alexander and h1 crew wore
cold \~eather clothing for the first time since December 196o.
They made fair progress until the 18th May when they suffered
two days of calm and made little or no pr.ogre.s~. In between
this and the next calm they had one day fair sa1hng, but on the
whole until the 22nd May, c nditions were very unfavourable.
On 2'.sth May, Ganga Devi ran into a sudden very severe
squall and shipped a lot of water. This had ~n effect which
might have been dangerous, because nearly their whole. supply
of fresh water was contaminated. Fortu~are_ly, by usmg ~he
contaminated water for cooking and rat1onmg to oi:ie pmt
each a day for drinking, they estimated that the 400 i:i1le -o~d
to Malta could be accomplished, as indeed it was, with a_ga~n
an irritating 36 hours within sight of Malta, and ev~n w1thm
sound of it practically without drinking water and m a dead
calm. The' crew even tried rowing for the last IO mile , ~ur
at 9 p.m. on the 31st May, a light breeze came up and by midnight Ganga Devi anchored in Grand Harbour.
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la June, 1960, at a meeting of the Royal Signals Southern
Command Recruiting Committee, the Chief Signal Officer,
Brigadier D. White, O.B.E., instructed Major G . M. Allan,
Commanding 243 Squadron (Southern Command), to construct
an outdoor display, to be ready for use in the 1961 show season.
To be ready in time, an immediate decision had to be made on
the general basis of the display, and it was decided to use two
2-ton trailers. There were many conflicting considerations in
making the choice, but the need for public safety from mains
arid radio voltages, ease of setting up, and reduced wear and
tear, made a vehicle basis the correct choice despite the wellknown reluctance of the public to climb even a few steps into
the clutches of the Army!
Major Allan commenced a series of often lengthy journeys to
Area Recru iting Officers throughout the Command to establish
contact and to obtain their views on the type of display. Soon
afterwards an outline design having been decided upon, work
was started on the detailed design in conjunction with Mr.
Neil Coates, the Command Display Consultant, whose ideas
and experience were invaluable.
From the beginning it had been agreed that a "home made"
effort was not good enough, especially as the display would
appear at county shows alongside "glossy " commercial stands.
Fortunately, permission was given by the Ministry of Aviation
for SRDE, Christchurch, to assist and the members of that
establishment did so in no mean way. Special mention must
be made of Mr. Aslett and Mr. Moore of the Vehicle Installation Section who contributed many excellent ideas and who
solved many of the difficult problems which cropped up.
The p~otograph, re.produce? by permission of the D irector,
SRDE, gives a _good !mpress1on of the final result. Working
equipment on d1splar 1s, unfortunately, of war-time vintage, includ!ng an SR 53 with AR 88 receiver and CFS equipment to
receive Reuters news reports on a teleprimer, and a circuit
from a teleprinter in one trailer to a reperforator in the other
the tape then being fed into an aurohead and retransmitted t~
another printer in the first trailer. A work bench is installed
in one trailer where a ~adio technician repairs equipment, surrounded by a swtable display of test gear and tools. This work
bench is also used to house the film projector which shows
" Mercury " on a screen set in the outside wall. A record
player produces light music when the film is not runn ing.
There were many unforeseen delays but construction was
completed in time for the first date of the programme-7th
April at Cheltenham-and between then and 30th September
the team have nineteen engagements mostly of three days
duration spread over the whole Command area.
!'he disp).av team is made up of personnel of 243 Squadron
assisted mainly by 3rd and 14th Regiments and is most ably led
by Sergeant A. D. Page.
It is hoped that for the 1962 season a reasonable amount of
new range equipment will be available and planning has started
for the new layout.
Results so far are promising bur the real value of such a display is not so much in the number of enlistments known to
have resulted but in the fact that a picture of the Corps is
presented to the public who will visit the display this summer.
!'11. past ~nd present members of the Corps can help by
bnngmg their friends to see the display when it is in their
area. The programme for the remainder of this year is listed in
Forthcoming Events.
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Honours

List

Congratulations to those honoured by H er Majesty on 10th 1une, 1961.
O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. T. Brett.
M.B .E .
Major D. A. Bond.
Major W. E. Sherratt.
Major F. M. S. Winter.
Major (Q .M.) J . A. Dunbar.
B.E .M.
Staff Sergeant A. L. Edwards (T.A.).
Sergeant J . A. Richardson .
Staff Sergeant R . W . Simmons.

lntrotlucing Our Regular Recruits
23845049 Signalman A. Drook

Brook was educated at Marygate Secondary Modern School,
Wakefield. He served five years with British Railways as a
locomotive fireman and during th is time travelled extensively
in the north-east region.
Hankering after a wider field of travel, he decided that the
Regular Army could meet his needs and also teach him a trade.
He therefore enlisted in October, 1960, on a six year engagement. Having classified as a Teleprinter Operator Class III,
he will be posted to SHAPE in the near fu ture. He feels that
he is fortunate at this stage of his service in having the opportunity to serve side by side with other nationalities of NATO
Forces.
Brook's interests are Rugby (League), swimming and motoring. While serving at SHAPE he looks forward to the possibility of seeing something of the Continent and at the same
time indulging in his motoring interest.
Ambition? To grasp every opportunity that the Army offers
for an interesting and worthwhile career, and to travel
extensively.

Gazt>tt"

From Tuesday, 16th May, 1961, to T uesday, 6th 1une, 1961.
Lieutenant (Q .M .) K . 0 . Knight to be Captain (Q.M.), 20th May, 196 1.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. G . Hallett, o .e .E., T .D., is placed on the U nuached List, 30th M arch, 196 r.
The undermentioned Colonels to be Brizadiers:
D . A. Pringle, O.B.E., 13th March, 1961.
E. I. E. M ozley, 27th April, 1961 .
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J . Deane-Drummond, o.s.o., M.C., to be Colonel,
30th March, 1961.
Captain L. W. P rescott to be Major, 28th May, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. Vincent-Smith, T.D., is placed on the Unattached
List, IS! May, 1961.
Ma1or I. W. H erbert, T.D., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 13th May, 1961.
Captain (T.O .T .) L . S . Pettifer to be Major (T .O .T.), 30th May, 1961.
Major T. L. Richards retired , 5th June, 1961.
Licutmant-Colonel C . L. Wilmer retired, 9th June, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant A. P . Thackray to be Lieutenant, 9th June, 1961.

Movements -

Otnccrs

(Taken place or forecast IO take place- period ending 15th 'July, 1961)
Major D. H . Freeland .. .
. .. TO British Army Staff Washington ,
U.S .A.
,, 3rd Regiment.
Major F. M . S . Winter
,, i'AinistrY of Aviation .
Major T . W . Armour .. .
,, School of Signals.
Major E. R . Hardy
216 Squadron (Para.).
Major W . T . M acFarlane
,, 2 40 Squadron.
Ma jor L . Beaumont
R.M.C.S.
(Course).
Captain G . A. S . Exell
R.M.C .S. (Course).
Captain J . D. Plummer
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Squadron.
Captain A. C. Dexter
,, A.A.S., Harrogate .
Captain W . L. Wood ...
,, 17th Gurkha Regiment.
Captain M . C. Barrett
All Arms Junior Leaders Rcgt .
Ca ptain R. Benbow
,, 8th Regiment.
Ca ptain M . 0 . N . Bird
,, 30th Regiment.
Captain J . Westlake
,, 14th Regiment.
Captain C . M . Senior
,, School of Signals.
Captain I . N . Lee ...
,, 3rd Regiment.
Captain J. M . F ender ...
,, 11th Regiment.
Captain I. H. A. Illingworth
,, School of Signals.
Lieutenant R . Pickard . . .
.. .
,. 18th Regiment.
Majo r (Q .M.) D . M. Banham
,, U.K.S .L.S., South Africa.
Major (l'fc. Offr.) A. Kerr .. .
,. 30th Regiment.
Captain (T .O .T.) M . Hogan .. .
,, 28th Regiment.
Captain (T .O .T .) W. R . Hefferon

Rctirem.ents
L ieutenant-Colonel E. S . Coleman , nth June . 1961.
Major (Q .M .) V. C . T. Honor, 10th June, 1961.

Births
LILEY.-To R.S .M. (Rctd.) and Mrs. H . Liley, a dau11hter, Andrea, on
7th June, 1961 , at Uetcrsen, Germany.
10th R egiment
FELTHAM.- To Corporal and Mrs. A. E. Feltham, a son, Crah:t Robert,
on roth May, 1961 , nt B.M .H ., Hostert.
JOWETT. -To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. A. Jowett, a son, Brian, on
25 th April, 1961 , at B.M.H ., Hostert.
15th Regiment
ADCOCK.- To Captain and Mrs. L. E. Adcock, a son, Michael David ,
on 7th June , 1961, at Akrotiri.
PATERSON. -To Signalman and Mrs. G. F. Paterson, a daughter,
Alena Margaret, on 30th March, 1961, at Camberwell.
BURMAN. -To W .O .II and Mrs. v. F. Burman, a son, Richard James,
on 5th May , 1961, at Akrotiri.
JOHNSON.-To the late Corporal and Mrs. R. Johnson . a son, Melvin,
on 31 st May, 1961, at Akrotiri.
VIRDEN. -To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Virden, a son, David James, on
5th June, 1961, at Akrotiri.
20 Regiment
MALO EY.- To W.O.Il (S.S.M.) and Mrs. S. Maloney, a daughter
Susan Patricia, on 23 rd May, 1961, at B.M.H., Dhekelia.
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220 Squadron (A ir Formation)
HILL.-To Corporal and Mrs. J. B. T. Hill, a son, Paul , on u t M ay,
1961, at B.M.H., Rinteln .
SULLIVAN.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. R. Sullivan, a daughter,
Leigh, on 13th May, 1961, at B.M .H ., Rin teln .
A rmy Apprentices' School
G RICE.-To Captain and Mrs. T. E. Grice, a dauithter, on .Sth M ay,
1961.
H OWITr.-To Mr. and Mrs. C. H owitt, a dau11hter, on 29th May,
i 961.

Marriages

10th Regiment
MUNRO- BI RD.-Signalman R. L . Munro, on 15th April , 1961, to
Catherine F rances Bird, at Aidan's Church, Edinbur11h .
15th Regiment
SHRIVES- TAYLOR. -L ance-Corporal D. Shrivos, on 15th April, 1961,
to Miss Margaret T aylor, at All Saints' Church, Episkopi.
W I L LIAMS-SHORTNELL. -Siralman F. J . Williams, on 8th April ,
1961, to Miss Patricia ShOrlllal .
20111 Regiment
LAING- REED. -L an ce-Corporal T. A. Laing to Mi.s i\iargaret Patterson
Reed , at St . Gile'• Church, Edinburgh .
WILLIAMSON- CRUMBY.-Co<poral I. T . E . Williamson to Miss
K athleen Corrack Crumby, at Tobruk Garrison Church, Tobruk.
220 Squadron (Air FoTJnation)
MORRIS-GOODMAN.-Corporal R . C . Morris to Anne qoo<lman ,
on 8th February, 1961, at St. Peter's Church, Askern, Yorkahire.
JONES- MORRIS.-Signalman P. Jo~cs to Joan Morri~, on 11th February,
1961 , at St. Catherine's Church, Bukenhead, Cheshire.

Deaths
ROBERTS.- 2583286 Ex-Signalman N. L . Robem, a11ed 41, on 9th May,
1961. Royal Signals September 1939-July, 1945 .
WILSON.- At Aldershot, during May, 1961 , ex-Corporal A. Wilson, aged
40.
51st Highland Divisional Signals, 1939-45.
MORGAN.- Ex-Sergeant F. E . Morgan, at bis borne, ~2 , ~glesey Road,
Aldcrshot, on 12th May, 1961, aged 69. 22 years serVIce m Royal
Signals.
CASEY.-23548284 Signalman T. Ca~y , on 18th May, 1961, in Cyprus.
CLARK.-23768891 Signalman H. T. Clark, on 18th May, 1961 , in Cyprus.
JOHNSON. -22997973 Corporal R. Johnson , on 18th May, 1961, in Cyprus.
DEANE.-23642533 Signalman S. Denne, on 18th May, 1961, in Germany.
JACKSON.-2107206o Signalman A. Jackson on 25th May, 1961, at East
Grinstead Hospital.
COX.-22056471 Corporal S. G . Cox, on 4th June, 1961 , at East Grinstead
Hospital.
FBLL.-23832762 . Signalman _D . Fell , o!' 30th May, 196r , whilst being
admitted to Mihtary Hospttal , Cattenck.
SIDEBOTHAM.- 14202981 ExSignalman J. Sidebotbam, a~ed 39, on
27th May, 1961. Royal Si11nals May, 1942, to January, 1947.
LI NELL.-2596439 Ex-Sergeant F. W. Linnell, ~gcd 72, on 9th June,
1961.
Sherwood Foresters, 1915-1918, Royal Signals 1940-1941.
PEARSON.-Ex-R.S.M. J. P. Pearson, aged 43, at his home, :3• Recsdale
Road, Northshields, Northumberland, on 11th June, l96t. A Life Member
of the Association.

Arrivals

and

Dl'parturcs

ISi Regiment
Arrivals : Second Lieutenant C. D. A. Blessington, Staff Sergeants D . C.
Paterso:> and A. M. Lea.
Depar111res: Second-Lieutenant J . N. Curtis and Staff Sergeant J. Berry.

10th Regiment
Arrivals: Se<:ond-Lieutenaot C. T . Williams and Sergeant K . W . Bastom.
Depar111res : Captain (Q.M.) D . A. L. Murray.
r5th Regiment
Arrivals : Major I. Gram-Hansen.
Departures : Major W. Bell and Second-Lieutenant J. R . Galloway.
18tll Regiment
Arrit1als : Staff Sergeants D . Ablas, A. ~ewman , J . Uckficld , Sergeant C.
Baxter. D. Whittingham and Hawkins (R.A.P.C.).
Departures: Captains H. M. Ashton, J. Fender, Lieu~en~,t R. Pickard,
R. A. F. Reynolds, J. C. Pendock, Staff Sergeants Riching and Sergeant
Jones (R.A.P.C.).
19th Regiment
Arrivals : Major P. P . Stewart and W.O.II S. Riching .
Departures: Major G. Byrom, W .O.Ils F. A. May and J . Trow.
20th Regiment
Arrivals : Captain (Q. M.) G. J. Bevan.
Departures: Lieutenant C . J . Rayner and P . G. Doody.
220
quadron (Air Forma1i011 )
Arrivals : Staff Sergeant W. R. Gaines and ergcant F . ampson.
Depar111res : Staff Sergeant G. D. Harriott, crgcant T . Thorpe and R
E. Cox (R.A.P.C.).
An11y Apprentices School
Arrivals : Captain W. C. Wood.
Departures : Staff Sergeant (F.O.S.) D . . Davi«.
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i Forthcoming

Events

1

i

§*********************************~
The ~;aiion:al llndio mad T levision Exhibition
is to be held at Earl's Court, London, from Wednesday 23rd August to
S.a ~urday, znd September, with a preview for overseas 'and other s~cial
vism~r~ on Tuesday, 22n_d August.
It will mark the Silver ] ubilee of
television programmes which were first seen at " Radiolympia " m 193 6.
6aih

ll••gimenf,

tCouruzy: Werurn Morni"g News Co., Ltd.

Mr. A. Grimshaw
A former civilian ~ployee with ~e Royal Signals Detachment, Plym~u!h, ~emg pr~ented with the Imperial Service
Me~al for distmgwshed service with the Royal Corps of Signals
durmg the last 36 years.
Originally enlisting for active service in 1916 at the age of
~6, Mr. Gr~mshaw was repatriated to England from France
m .1917, bemg ~der. age. ~ithin a few months he again
enlisted and o~ his discharge 1n 1922 he was employed with
the Plymouth ~1gnals Detachment, first as switchboard operator
then as supervisor.
'
Serving continuously until June, 1939, Mr. Grimshaw was
then calh~d up for. military service, proceeding overseas with
the 1st All: Fon11;auo~ _5ignals until evacuated at Dunkirk.
Concluding, his military service in England at the end of
World War ~ I he resumed his civilian employment willh Signals
Works Service ~roop D etachment at Plymouth, serving as
charge ~nd until February, 1961, when he was then retired
on medical grounds.
. J:Iaving been c~nfined to bed for many weeks, Mr. Grimshaw
ms1ste? o!l d.t;essmg for the presen:ation. which was made of
necess1ry m his bedroom, by the Officer Commanding Captain
(T.O.T) P .. W. Dale, 629 T roop (Works), Taunton, Somerset.
.1'Jo mdiv1d~~ .could have devoted 36 years in continuous
miht.ary and ov1han service in the interest of the Royal Corps
of Signals to greater advantage than has Mr. Grimshaw.

Association Branch in Local Government
Catt~rick and D istrict Branch must be almost unique m

pro".1dmg from among its members:
L1e~tenant-Colonel R. W. Atkinson, o.B.E., Mayor of
R1chmond.
Col~el. L. R. ~II, M.c., Chairman of Richmond Rural
Distnct Council.
MRr. DT. Hunt, Mr. C. J. Ewer, Councillors of Richmond

. .c.

ll'ante~ urgently -a kee n s ubalte r11 (lines

Offic«"r) for T.A. Squadron in K e n s in g ton
are a. Apply, O.C., 3 Squ.adron, 5 4 th (E.A. )
Si~nal Re~im e11t, T.A., 206, Brompton
Road , London, S .W.I.

u.o·rn1~t;

'.Jbere _is a continued demand for clothing, particularly
smts, shirts, collars. That a suit is well worn is no
demerit. Articles attacked by moth should, please, not
be sent. See page 268.
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Ei~hth

A1m11al Dinner

Sawrday, 16th September, 1961, 6.30 for 7.30 p.m., at the Victory ExServ1ces Club, 63{79, Seymour Street, London, W.2. (One minute from
Marble Ar~ Stauon, and first left up Edgware Road). Lounge suit or
uniform. Tickets 17/6 from F. W. Jacob, Esq., 54th Signal Regiment
(T.A.)1 T.A. Centre, 40, Ashburnham Road , Bedford should be applied
'
for betore ISt July.
The. S!goal Officer-in-Chief hopes to be able to be present this year a•
the pnnetpal guest.
Note specially page 75 of the March, 1961 , WIRE and help the Committee
to reach new target of 150 diners in the larger Victory Hall.

24th Divisional Signals (1914-19)
The 1961 Reunion will be held on Saturday, 14th October 1961 3 o pm
at Bauersea Park (combined with other D ivisional Units); 6.b p.m: Che~on;
Club, Dorset Square, London, N.W.1. Information from A W Rathbone
The Ridge, Penlee, Budlcigh, Salterton, Devon .
·
·
'

Uekfit•ld and DistJ"ict
Association

1.

6ih

OBITl.ARl.

Team

Butlin's, Filcy
Northern Counties, Inverness
Maryport Round Table, Macyport.
Tumff.
Nairn .
Hcmel Hempstead1 Gadebridge Park.
Butlin 's, Skegncss1Filey.
Butlin's, Skegness/Filcy.
Berlin, Preparing.
Berlin Tattoo, Berlin.
End of Seaso1L

Provisional booking for
Round Table.

any

date in

September.

Middlesbrough

Royal Signals Band FixtuJ"es, 1961

T . .\.

(Coltll!'anding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E. W . Milner , T.D.) invite you
to v1 1t tand No. 317, Nationa;I Radio Show, 1961, Earls Court, 22 nd
August-2.lld Septembet'.~5th Signal Regiment, T.A ., 79/85, Worship
Street, London, E.C.2. BIShopsgate 8749.

Ex-Boys'

)loyal Signals Dis11lay
July 15th-16th
July 19th-20th
July 22nd
...
July 31st-Augu st ISt
August 2nd .. .
August 7th .. .
August 12th-13th
August 19th-20th
August 17 th-22nd ...
August 22nd - Sept.
September 30th

Dra1wh,

Dinner at The Maiden's Head Hotel
7 p.m. for 7.30 p .m.

Uckfield,

Royal

Sig11als

14th October, 1961 .

A n nual T.A. / A.E.R. Royal Signal Officers' «At
Home," 1961 .
will be held at the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Saturday, 4th November, 1961_

Hoyal Sign als Institution Lectures, 1961
Friday, 29th September.- " Royal Australian Signal s."
Captain G S
Mapson, . Royal Australian S!r,als. 6.15 p.m. , T.A . Centre, 4oth Regi ~
S.~~ ~Middlcsex Yeomanry) .A., Duke of York's Headquarters, Chelsea,

3

Thursday, 30th November.-" Communications and Electronics in Allied
Command, Europe." Major-General F. W. Moorman , U .S. Army, Chief
SS!gnalal OCfficcr"ckSHAPE. 5 p.m., North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal
1go s, atteri
Camp, Yorks.

Roy al Sign als Institution, 9th A n nual General
1U eeti uJ:,

TOURING BAND
July 9th to
Augu t 5th .. .
August 7th-13th .. .
August 14th-19th .. .
eptember 3rd-16th
September 18th-23rd
September 24th to
October 15th

Dunfermline, with a concert at Kirkcald y on
23rd July and 30th July .
Edinburgh.
Oban.
Eastbourne.
London.
Eastbourne, including a concert in Worthing
on 1st October.

NON-TOURING
July 15th
.. .
July 27th
August 6th .. .
August I 9th .. .
Augus 30th .. .
September 16th

Sacriston , Co. Durham.
Leeds.
Morecambe .
Edinburgh.
Shaftesbury.
Stockbridge.

BAND

" ~uicksllver,"

1961

July 26th-29th ...
August 5th-12th
August 15th-17th
August 25-26th
...
. ..
August 31st - September 3rd
September 19th-23rd ...

Bath Tattoo.
Slough Carnival.
Bingley Show.
Reading Show.
Colchester Tattoo.
Newmarket Trades Fair.

Southern Command Recl"oiting Display
July 22nd .. .
July 29th .. .
August 2nd
August 6th-12th
August 25th-26th
...
A.igust 3oth-1stSeptember
September 6th-9th
(approx.)
September 16th
September 20th-23rd
(approx.)

Stroud Carnival.
Gloucester Carnival.
C.C.F., Plasterdown, Tavistock.
King's Park, Bournemouth.
Poole Show.
Bristol Flower Show.
Town Site, Reading.
Newbury Agricultural Show.
Town Site, Maidenhead.

OBIT1JARY

lUAJOR (T.O.T.) F. H . WESTWOOD ( llETillE » )

will be held at 3 p.m., on Friday, I sl December, 1961 , at the War Office.

llloyal S i gnals Officers' Anumal Reun i on, 1961.
f'.riday, i st. peccmb~1-, 1961, at the Drill Hall of 4t st Regiment
(Princess Lowse s Kensington Regiment) T .A., 190, Hammersmith Road,
W.6. , from 7 to 11 p.m.

Roy al Signal Officers' Go lfing S o ciety
F i xtu res 1 961
Tuesday, 25th July ...
R .A.O.C.
...
S · I
F
Tuesday, 5th September
A.G .S. Meeting
win ey orest
Sunn.ingdale
Wednesday, 6th September ...
Wednesday, 20th Septeml.Jer Ironsides
.. .
Berkshire
Thursday, 2ISt Sep:ember ... Autumn Meeting
Berkshire
.. .
Friday, 22nd September
Camberlev
Saturday, 30th September . .. Staff College
Th ur sd ay, 12lh 0 Ctober
Heath
R.A.M.C.
... sv.- mley Forest
Members wish~g to play in any of the above matches should notify the
Hon. Secretary, Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Fairman, Room 339, War Office,
Whitehall. Tel.: Whitehal l 9400, Ext. 1527.

Roy al Signals T e nnis F ix t 11res
July 17
July IS
July 19
July 20
July 21
J uly 22
Sept. 13
Sept. 20

Royal
Royal
Royal
Royal
Royal
Staff
Royal
Royal

E ngineers, Chatham.
Anny Education Corps,
Aldershot
Military Academy
Snndhurst.
•
Ele~ical & Mechanical Engineers, Aldershot.
Artillery,
Aldersbot.
College,
Camberley.
Army Service Corps,
Aldenhot.
Army Ordnance Corps, Catterick.

Roy al S ignal s Cric k et Club Fixtures, IOGI
Tul y rsth- 16th
...
Vr.ptember 8th-9th . . .

Royal Marines .. .
.. .
Royal Armoured Corps

Catterick
Kenni ngton
Ovnl
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The many old friends
of Frank Westwood will
be grieved to hear of his
sudden death on 14th
May, 1961, at Southend.
Born in 1899, he joined
the Lancashire Fusiliers
at a tender age and
earned the 1914/15 Star.
He joined R.E. (Signals)
on 17nh February, 1920,
eventually attaining the
rank of R. S.M.
He
was commissioned as a
T.O.T. on lSt May, 1939,
and retired on lSt October, 1956, having served
in many parrs of the
over the Bournes Green Post Office
all-round sportsman, he represented
boxing, soccer and R ugby, and was
a horse and in the athletic field. It
he had completed a round of golf on

world. He then took
at Southend. A fine
the Corps at hockey,
no mean performer on
was typical of him tbat
the day of his death.
The funera l service was held at Southend and was attended
by seven members, with floral tributes, of 626 Troop (Works),
which he once commanded. A very fine soldier (he had eleven
campaign srars and medals), he was always a credit to the
Corps at work and play. His m any friends will, I am sure,
join me in expressing our sympathy ro his widow and daughter.
T H E WIRE , J ULY 1961

MR. W. L

COLLEY

It is with very deep regret that we announce the sudden death
of Mr. Len Colley on 25th May, 1961, after a long period of
ill-health. He was an ex-member of the Corps, ap.d has been
employed in 8th Signal Regiment for several years as a civilian
technical instructor.
Len Colley will be remembered by many of the older members of the Corps for his prowess on the piano and p1anoaccordion, and especially by those who served with him in
Jubbulpore and other Indian Garrisons before the last war.
The funeral service took place at Darlington Crematorium on
30th May. Three military and three civilian instructor colleagues
acted as pall bearers. Captain (Q.M .) K. 0. Knight represented
the Commanding Officer, and several other military and civilian
members of the Regiment attended the service.

The Army (at/et Force
anti its Interest in Royal Signals
Editor's Note: In this letter to THE WIRE, The Army
Apprentices School should also be read into the context
wherever The 1unior Leaders R egiment is mentioned.
As an ex-member of the Corps, now commanding an Army
Cadet Force Troop affiliated to Royal Signals, I should like to
suggest that an experiment be tried by allowing certain selected
Royal Signals Cadets to attend their armual fourteen days camp
either with a Regiment in the field or at the Junior Leaders
Regiment. I feel that by allowing them to live with the Army
for a fortnight tlais might produce a number of suitable recruits
for the Junior Leaders. My reasons for making this suggestion
are as follows : i) The Cadet in the 15/16 age group has some interest in
soldiering or he wouldn't be in the A.C.F.
ii) He has usually found that in his first job in the factory or
office life can be pretry irksome and NOT as he thought a
welcome release from school restrictions.
iii) He looks forward to his annual A.C.F. Camp as a fortnight
of relief by training hard in tbe open air, during which,
at his age, he expects interest and excitement.
Whilst every effort is made by both the Regular Army and
the T.A. to help out at A.C.F. Camps it is quite impossible for
equipmen t to be provided for the more exciting forms of training at Camps containing thousands of Cadets of varying ages.
This is where the older and tougher characters find that they
can't have a go at things they have seen at the Royal Tournament or at displays, i.e. rock climbing, canoeing, elementary
par achute training, etc.· for, apart from the equipment position,
there is always tbe question of being fair to the younger Cadet
who obviously cannot take part in such training. If, however,
· the older Cadets were taken on really hard training in a barracks and lived as soldiers for a fortnight it would not only
induce him to consider the Regular Army or the T.A. but it
would also provide the most effective counter blast to the sort
of thing they hear daily from their workmates who were possibly dissatisfied with National Service and whose usual advice
is "why join the Army and be pushed around, mate!" May I
say from my own not inconsiderable experience ih industry,
this sort of comment sticks in a youngster's mind when he
hears it day after day.
In conclusion, I would like to say that there is a certain basis
of fact in my comments for in my own Troop (20 strong) we
have had in the last eighteen mon ths three long service enlistments, two applying for the J unior Leaders Regiment now,
and we hope our first recruit will be going into our parent T.A.
Unit in September. T his is, in my opinion, solely due to the
fact that our parent T.A. U nit, 2 Squadron 41st Signal Regiment, will do anything possible for the Cadets in tbe way of
instruction, loa n of equipment, taking them out on training
schemes and any other suitable activities. This co-operation
extends to all ranks of the Squadron and OT only at Officer
level which makes a very considerable difference. To finally
sum up, " I t's living with th e Army that get the Cadet into
R egular Service not read ing about it ."
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TEN TORS, 1961

....·~~-~;~~·:·~~·::~:;:·:~--~·~;·;~:~·:;·~:·;:~:~·~:~~-~:·;:·~~~--~~~~·····1:.
A s a token of the fri e nd s h ip a nd lo ng-s t a nd ing asso ciation
b etween the Junio r L eaders R e1i ment Roy a l Sig nals and th e

tow ns of Newton Abbot and Totn es, the Ch a ir man a nd
Mayor of thes e two fine ancient t own s e a ch presented a pipe
banner to th e Regiment
C o lo nel G recory accepted thes e two e xquis itely e mbro idere d
banners, which carry the Coat of Arms of the town on one
sid e a nd the Reci mental Crest on the other, on behalf of the
R egiment

.................................................................................................... .....·

NEWTON
ABBOT

TOTNES

The Junior Leaders. ~egiment has done it again. In 196o the
first Ten Tors Expedmon put on rather hastily attracted only
200 entrants of which a little over a half came from the
Regiment itself.
In 1961 the story was quite different as the following table
shows. The numbers refer to patrols of six: I I
Girls
Boys under 16
16
Senior Civilians
32
Royal Navy, Royal Marines
8
Junior Leaders and Army Apprentices
35
Army and Territorial Army ...
IS
Royal Air Force
19
20
Junior Leaders Regimen t, Royal Signals
Over 900 entrants .
Fifty-three per cent. of the patrols entered were successful
and just over 6r per cent. of the entrants completed the course
in time. The course, therefore, was a hard one but not too hard.
The Ten Tors Expedition was very fully r eported in the June
number of Junior M ercury, that excellent paper of our own
Junior Leaders Regiment which has achieved such remarkable
sales figures. Copies are sen t to nearly all the Regiments Royal
Signals and it is unnecessary, therefore, to give a fuller report in
THE WIRE. The expedit ion was reported on by at least one of
the Television Companies and achieved a very long article in
the Educational Supplement of The Times .
It only remains, ther efore, to congratulate the Junior Leaders
Regiment on a most remarkable success.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Army
The photo1raphs show the band followed by a strong detachment of
the Ree iment marching past the Chairman of the Newton Abbot
Rural District Council, Mr. H. H. Gr ibbon after he had presented a
Pipe Banner to be car ried by the Pipe Major of t he Regiment. In making
the presentat.i on , Mr. Gribbo n told the Regiment :
" In future you w ill be scattered all over the world a nd it is my sincere
wish that you will carry with you happy and warm memories of Newton
Abbot and the people of D evon. I trust that the bond of friendship
now estab li shed between the Royal Signals, Denbury and Newton Abbot
may erow and prosper in the years to come "

Apprentices
The photo1raphs s how the band a nd a p a r t y of 100 Jun ior Lead ers of
the Alexander and Slim Squadron s under Comm a nd of Maj or P. D.
Parker marching past Alderman K. D . Eva ns, Mayor of Totnes a fte r he
had pres ented them with a Pipe Banner bea rine the crest of the Reef m ent
and the Arms of Totnes
Lieutenant Colonel L. H . M . Gregory, M . B. E. t h e Commanding Offi cer,
informed the Mayor that the Ree i ment would provide an officia l Piper
to attend on the Mayor whenever s ummoned , ei t her priva tely or p ubl icly

School
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

A ge ne ra l view of part of the Exhibition Stand used by t he School in CTTW at Harrogate

We were very h onoured to be chosen by the Army Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir Michael West, K.C.B., o.s.o.,
as the Unit at wh ich he invited M embers of Parliament to
Spend a Day with the A rmy.
On r2th May, 1961, a party of some 20 M embers of
Parliament visited the School. The morn ing session consi tcd
of a talk and discussion directed by the Anny Commander
and after lunch the M embers of Parliament divided up into
convenient parties to tour the School.
During the month we were also heavily com:nitted in participating in the Commonwealth T echn:cal Training Week.
This W eek, as reader in the U nited Kingdom at least will
know, was sponsored by H i Royal H ighness The D uk e of
Edinburgh in an effort to stimulate the interest of parent and
children in the opportun ities available in apprenticeships in
the technical field. Two hundred and eighty of our apprcnt ;ces
were involved in this Week, ranging from uch duties as:
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(a) T h e Apprentice Band playing at Lin coln, beating Retreat
in H arrogate and playing at the H arrogate opening
ceremony.
(b) T he provision and mannin1t of Exhibition rand , mainly
at Harrogate, Donca ter and Otley.
(c) Parties of apprentices going to assist in the manning of
rands as far flung as D roitwich, Belfast Edinbu· gh, etc.
A party of apprentices was selected to go to London to
take part in the central inaugural ceremonies. A/ T LanceCorporal G arratt has written his impression of th is trip and
they are given at the end of these notes.
W e have also had a vi it from "Soldier 11.agazine" and
a detailed article appeared in its page in the July edition.
The ignal T echnicians and Telegraph Operators apprentices
have just completed a highly successful Radio Relay Ex rci c.
They established a radio relay chain from Conway, in orth
239

ale , to camp with two relay pos1t1ons. The Telegraph
Operators established a high-speed telegraph. net from. th~ se
three location and also operated over the radio relay circuits.
'i; ' e congratulate
/ T Sergeant Backett in passing his A.II
Telegraph Operator trade test which he. recently took at 24t.h
Regi ment. H e go s out to man's Service at the end of this
term and urely is starting his care r in a very good position.
A/ T L an ce-Corporal Aitkin and A / rs Stephen on and French
failed their A.II trade test in one sub ject only (tape relay).
Our Band had the honour of playing at the R oyal Tournament thi
year an d consequently was fe atured in an
Independen t Television programme on Sunday, IIth June, 196r.
We al o welcomed a visit to our School by a party of S ignal
Officers from the Norwegian Army who are on a course at
the School of ignals ; as mentioned in the April, 1961, issue of
TuE 'i; IRE. They too have an Apprentice School at
Yrkes kolen, where they are teaching trades similar to those we
e are hoping to be able to arrange an ex::han ge
teach here.
of apprentices on visits to each other's Schools.
Captain J . C. Campbell cemented Anglo/American relations
by taking a party to hear Billy Graham at Manchester on 12th
June, 196r.
Sports Flush
Two School records have fallen. The new holders are :
High Jump (Youths) : A/T C.S.M. Fountain, 5ft. 1o:n.
Javelin (Youths) : A/T ewman, 165ft. o! in.

My Experiences During

Commonwealth Technical Training Week
BY LANCE-CORPORAL GARRATT
On Friday, 26th May, we left Harrogate and travelled to
the A.A.S., Aborfield, where we were stationed with " C "
Company during our duties in London. There were twelve in
our parry-two being detailed for the inaugural ceremony at
the Guildhall-twelve for the parade and service at St. Paul's
Cathedral.
Ten of our party were not required for duty until Tuesday,
30th May and after being fined with No. I Dress caps they
were allowed to go on leave. My colleagues and I, together
with representatives from other schools, were briefed for the
ceremony.
We paraded at 08.00 hours on Monday, 29th May, and left
for London in a small Commer van, twelve in our party. To
say we were crushed is purring it mildly and being dressed in
best kit did not alleviate the discomfort. It took us three
hours to cover the 40 miles to the Guildhall; this was due to
heavy traffic, but eventually arrived with only 20 minutes to
spare. We were shown to our seats in the m ain hall; this was
a large and very beautifully decorated building, showing the
numerous crafts and skill to which it was orig:nally built. A
string orchestra was playing music by Handel while we waited
for the arrival of V.I.P.s.
The Lord Mayor of London was the first to arrive, he
was dressed in a scarlet robe embroidered with gold lace; he
was preceded by a mace bearer carrying a very hefty looking
gold mace. A few minutes later His Royal Highness Prince
Philip, The Duke o Edinburgh, arrived, dressed in a lounge
suit; he occupied a seat on the platform.
The ceremony was opened with a speech of welcome to
His Royal Highness from the Lord Mayor. Th e Chairman
of the Committee responsible for Commonwealth Technical
Training Week then spoke and after introductory remarks he
announced to the assembled guests " That besides being an
imponant date for Commonwealth Technical Training Week,
it was also the Lord Mayor's birthday," and this drew loud
applause from the guests.
Prince Philip then gave an address, outlining the need and
aims of Commonwealth Technical Training Week.
He
particularly made special mention of the Technical Arms of
Her Majesty's Forces, saying "He now understood that the
training given to apprentices in the Forces was as good and
in many instances better than that afforded in civilian life."
He closed by declaring the Week duly inaugurated and then
received several students from the Commonwealth studying in
England.
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The Chairman, Sir Frederick Handley Page, C.B.E., then
thanked P rince Philip and invited ever yone, on behalf of the
Lord M ayor and Corporation, to partake of luncheon in the
annexes of th e Guildhall.
It was a ma rvellous meal, consisting of caviare, smoked
salmon, salad, strawberries and cream, and whatever we wanted
to drink, champagne, whisky, etc. While we were eating
Prince Philip spoke to us for several mi nutes and asked us
about our training.
After the recept '. on we staggered away to try and fini ou r
transport-being un accustomed to such heavy going.
On T uesday we had a reh earsal for the parade marching to
the A.A.S. Aborfield Band. On W ednesday morning we were
inspected by the Ad jutant and told that th ere was another
parade at 16.30 h ours for some m arching practice; wearing
best d ress. N aturally, some of us wore our working boots and
rath er crumpled S.D.s only to find that when we got on
parade that the Command ant was inspecting us.
We
survived, however, and the n ext morning we were up at 05.30
hours, breakfast at 06.00 hours. The p arade was not un til
10.30 hours but due to the length of time our party took to
get to London on Monday we had to leave at 07.00 hours to
ensure getting there on time. With the efficient organisation,
we arrived at 09.co hours and settled down to wait the oneand-a-half hours.
We finally formed up at 10.15 hours with the A.A.S. Band
in front and a party of- W.R.A.C.s behind. The parade was
from Blackfriars Bridge to St. Paul' s Cathedral, where we were
played in by the Royal Marines Band.
The V.I.P.s arrived about 20 minutes later; the Lord M ayor,
Bishop of London and the Prime Minister and several other
Cabinet members.
H :s Royal Highness arrived and was escorted down the aisle
to sit in the Chancel.
There were several TV cameras in the cathedral and way
up in the roof we could see Richard D imbleby chattering away
into a microphone.
The Service started and the Sermon was given by the
Industrial Chaplain from Coventry.
When the Service was over we left the cathedral and were
taken to the Tower of London. where we had dinner with
the Royal Fusiliers and Welsh Guards.
Some French visitors must have m istaken us for residents,
as they would not move until they had taken our photographs.
We each had free tickets for the Royal Tournament for
the afternoon performance, so we had to ru sh off as soon as
we had dinner. It was a very good show and in the Royal Box
was F ield-Marshal Lord Montgomery.
We returned to Aborfield and dispersed for our various Un :ts.

R.E. M .E . fitters for their workshop backing. Special mention
must also be made of Signalman Berry and Cheshire for rheir
rc~ovc r v efforts at the water hazard.
Another highlight this month has been the preparation of
vehicles and equipmen t for our liaison visit to Jutland Signal
Regiment at Aarhus in D enmark. W e were very proud as the
Senior Signal Regiment to be selected for training with the
Royal D an ish Army, and we shall include a special report on
our experien ces in the nex t issue of T HE WIRE.

2 nd

J&EGIMENT

(DIVI S IO~ .\L )

Another great occasion
in the life of the Regiment. NAAF I, by special
invitation from our \'<lives'
Club, arranged a dress
show of summer fashions
in the Gymnasi um, Birdwood Barracks. A cordial
invitation was extended to
the ladies in H.Q., 2nd
D ivision, Lubbecke, and
we were pleased to welcome some 30 members.
In a beautiful setting of
floral decorations by Mrs.
Hoerder, a total of 150
people attended.
Left to rieht : Mrs. And e r so n, Mrs. C•n ham,
The charming models,
Mrs . Mitchell , Mrs. Moon . Mrs. Ja r r at,
all looking most profesMiss Mc Donald , Mrs. Merce r
sional, were selected from
members of our W ives' Cl ub. Light refreshments and drinks
were provided with a waiter service to boost up the courage
of husbands who were seen fi ngering cheque books with some
anxiety.
The p rogramme was most ably compered by Mr . Hoerder,
.
assisted by Capta:n Ted Baxter.
Moving R adio Relay detachments and VHF Radio Rebroadcast detachments by helicopter was the latest experiment tried
our by The Second Regiment during exercise Quick Trip IX.
I t was unfortunate that our Commanding Officer, who
initiated these trials, was away in Catterick on the SO-in-C's
exercise Quicksilver at the time. Nevertheless, thanks to the
thorough co-operation of the Germ ~ n Army and part!cularly the
pilot L ieutenant E . Lechner, who 1s now a grea t fnend of the
Second Regiment, the trials wer~ a grea~ success and added
considerable interest to this exercise, especially to the members
of Alpha and Romeo troops who were transported with their
equipment many miles in a few minutes.
.
The fir st trial involved the quick move of the radio rebroadcast detachment to a second location. When the Sikorsky

1st REGIHENT (DIVISIONAL)
Pride of place this month goes to L ance-Corporal B. Wade
of r Squadron who led the Regimental " A" team to victory
in the rst Division Motor Cycle Trials and was also the best
individual rider in the 1st Division. A very fin e performance
from a young N.C.O. in his first Army competition.
Some time ago the S.0.-in-C. stated that the Corps must reestablish its overall supremacy in Army Motor Cycle Trials,
and on that issue, six months ago, we began to prepare the
motorbikes for the 1st Division Competition. In a large field
of one hundred and thirty-two competitors which included
thirty-eight teams, our Regimental "A" team consisting of
Lance-Corporal Wade and Signalmen Dale and Coulson were
outright winners. In the Open Competition for individual riders,
Roval Signals swept the board, taking the first three places,
with excellent riding from Sergeant Lasota, 28th Regiment,
Lance-Corporal Cooling, 7th Regiment, and Lance-Sorporal
Wade, rst Regiment, who finished in that order.
Our " B " team did well too, in spite of mechanical trouble,
and Sergeant F. Crutchlev, Corporals Boyd and Twissel
finished fourth in the Divisional Team Competition. Much of
the success achieved in these Trials was due to enthusiasm,
training and organisation shown by Sergeant E. E. R. J. Dale,
who, as our only National Service sergeant, spent most of his
leisure time on cross country training with the "A" team.
Special commendation too, is due to Captains C. Ridley and
N. Osborne for their professional guidance and assistance, and
to A.S.M. D. Collinson, Sergeant T. F. Crean and all the
THE WIRE, JULY
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Signalmen Auld, Clarke and Evans of "R" Troop, 2nd Regime nt,
loading their RR station into a Siko rsky helicopter for a qu ic k move
during exercise Quick Trip IX
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helicopter arrived at the rebroadcast site the detach ment was
all ready to move and within ten rrunutes was on its way to the
proposed location, which, having been selected off the map, had
to be recced by the helicopter before land mg. W ithin a few
minutes of arrival the detachment was again operative.
In the second tria l a reserve rad io relay detachment was
moved from D ivisional Main H.Q. to a relay site, where in
theory it quickly restored communicati?n ove~ a long diln~ult
link to one of the Brigades. (In practice, owmg to peacetime
security r egulations no petrol was allowed to b ~ c~rri ed. )
Signalman Evans of Romeo Troop, whose first tnp 1t was,
expressed cries of horror (in normal Army language) when he
suddenly saw th e ground coming fast toward s him as th e
Sikorsky banked for the first time, and the whole dera.chment
were a little apprehensive that the PE 75 generator . which was
rather precariously positioned by the open door, might a~ any
moment be seen descending towards G (Ops) or H.Q. Signals
beneath!

3rd REGIMENT (DIVISIONAi.)
The Queen has graciously approved the award of the O.B.E. to
Lieutenant-Colonel J . D . T. Brett. We are extremely pleased
for our Colonel and we offer our congratulations to him.
The Regiment always manages to b~ kept fairly . busy but
since Easter we have had many commnments . runnmg at t.he
same time. The largest of these was a communicauons exercise
during which our main task was a joint communications with
the R.A.F . of Fighter Command. The exercise was a great
success and with the aid of our signalling the R.A.. F. flew . 70
sorties a day. The exercise showed that our change m organisation fits us well for our role and that the new Troops have
trained themselves into efficient Sub Units, in preparation for
the larger exercises later in the ~eason.
606 Medium Radio Troop disappeared for a few days to
help the Engineers on one of their exercises and we have
managed to fit in the communication requirement for the 3-day
.
event at Tidworth.
At the time of writing half the Regiment have joined with
ihe Motor Cycle Display Team the Quicksilver Display from
30th Regiment and the Corps Band t~ tour some ?f the to~ns
in Lancashire. Together we arc showing the public something
of Royal Signals and the different tasks we ~ave to do. T~e
trip to Lancashire is part of K.A.P.~.-· Keepm.g the Army m
the Public Eye.' We have been received most kindly by everyone and if the weather is fair we should have an extremely
worthwhile visit. We will be able to give a full report in the
next addition of THE WIRE complete with photographs.
The remainder of the Regiment are preparing for our exercise in Portugal in July where we will be exercising with 38
Group R.A.F. and the Portuguese 3rd Division and 19 Infanrry
Brigade Group.
.
Our cricket season has started well. The Regiment, ably led
by W.0.11 Camie, have only Jost one in six matches. The
Inter-Troop Knockout Cricket Competition has almost been
completed. The finalists are R.R. Troop and 607 (A.S.) Troop.
All that is required now is a day when both these teams are in
barracks together so that they can play the final.
The Officers' Mess played and beat the Warrant Officer ' and
Sergeants' Mess at cricket on the afternoon of Army Sunday.
The Warrant Officers' and ergeants' Mess laid on very good
refreshments and it was nice to see so many familie wa.tching.
Our annual range classification and P.E. tests are behmd us.
The L.A.D. are to be congratulated on winning the shooting
competition this year.
We have to say goodbye to R.S.M. M . C. Bue ncl a he has
retired from the Service. We wish him and Mrs. Buesnel the
very best of luck and would like to thank them both for all
the hard work they have put into the Regiment. R:S.M.
Buesnel is now working for the manufacturers of "Horhcks."
We shall look forward to seeing him as an Old Comrade m the
near future. If any member of the Corps would like to ~ccp
in contact with him we ' ill be plea ed to forward any mail.
We would like to extend a welcome to Lieutenant M . Y.
Miller, Second-Lieutenants M. Marples and J. B. . Brinsford
all from the School of Signals and to our new R. 11., W .O.T
M. A. Barnes-Murphy, from Ripon, and hope that their ~t a y
in the Regiment will be a pleasant one.
• Why not place a regular order for a cop~ of THE WIRE
now ! For subscription rates see page 229.
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7th REGDIENT (CORPS)
ShootlnJ(. Wt! are feeling very proud at present, having
won for the Corps the following matches in the Army Rifle
Association Small-bore Championships: Match 69-The Regiment Small-bore Championship.
Match 21-The Young Soldiers Cup.
Match 72-The Company Cup (won by I Squadron).
Match 77-The Individual (3 positions) (won by SecondLieutenant P. A. Waxman).
In Match 67 (Individual-any .22 rifle) Lance-Corporal Sive
was placed 5th scoring 395 out of 400.
In Match 66 (Individual-.22 rifle as issued) the following
places ~ere gained: 4th-Second-Lieutenant P. A. Waxman;
7th-Lieutenant (Q.M.) F. J. Pavey; 9th-Captain M. P.
Burton R.E.M.E.
Much of the Regiment's success has been due to the
enthusiasm of Second:Lieutenant Waxman and we are looking
for someone to take his place when he leaves us later this year.

Second Lieutenant J. M. Gray and Signalman F. C. Atkins third in
individual placing

4th REGIHENT

(DIVISIONAL)

The Inter-Squadron Athletics Meeting has just been completed and although on the first day the weather proved
unco-operative, sportsmanship reigned supreme. There was
some excellent running and in rhis sphere we must not forget
the fine display of Signalman R. A. Goodfellow, of 1 Squadron.
We wish him the very best of luck in the forthcoming B.A.O.R.
Athletics Meeting, due to be held in Berlin. The InterSquadron Athletics Cup was won by I Squadron, with 204
Squadron a good serond.
On 301!h and 31st May the 4th Division Inter-Unit canoe
race was held on the River Weser. The race was the first
of its kind to be held here in B.A.O.R. and the distance was
166 kilomeu:es. Although the race was split into two parts,
even nhe wmners, from the Green Howards, admitted that
they were absolutely "dead beat" at the end. SecondLieu_tenant J. _M. Gray led our Regimental team, which
consisted of SIX canoes, entered in the "Non-K.2 Class."
W_ell done ! Our Unit team distinguished itself by coming
third in the team race. It is interesting to note that all t!he
canoes used by the Unit were homemade. Each one was
made, quite cheaply, by men of the Regiment. Plans are now
in operation for more canoes to be built and more and more
training to be done, so that we will win the next event.
Also in the field of "water spons " we have a few members
of the Unit undergoing training in sailing. Caotain M . J.
Wilton-Steer, Staff Sergeant Singer and Sergeant Benton
(R.A.P.C.) recently returned from Kiel in high spirits after
sailing to Denmark.
At present these noble " salts " are undergoing tests for their
helmsman's certificate. We wish !!hem the best of luck.
The Uni~ extends a warm welcome to Lieutenant (T.O.T.)
E. R. Addington, Second-Lieutenants K. P. Burke and I. J .
Crouch and hopes that their stay here in The Fourth will be
·
a happy one.
To all Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s dismay, " Spring
Drills " have now come to an end. The Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess staged a grand "End of Spring Drills Ball "
th~ other Saturday and, needless to say, everyone thoroughly
enJoyed themselves, although a few groans were heard from
SOf!le of the " old stagers " when it came to performing a
quickstep.
Various members of the Regiment are now away on
Adventurous Training in Norway, so we should have something of interest to relate in this aspect in our forthcoming
WIRE notes. In addition, Wireless Detachments of 2 Squadron
are due to go to Denmark, France, Holland and Southern
Germany. This should also prove interesting.
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1961 . Royal Si~ nals (D.A.0.R.) lliftt" lUeetinJ(.
7th Regunent were ho ts to other Royal Signals units in
B.A.O.R. for the annual rifle meeting. This year the venue was
Brac~w ede Ranges (29th May to 2nd June) and although the
meeung was a success the weather was awful and we think that
certain members of the Regiment are to be congratulated in
keeping the orgarusation running smoothly in spite of the wet.
7th R egiment were the Champion Regiment with 1,963 points
and th_e runn~r~-up 2nd Regiment with 1,799 points. The
Champion Individuals were Class "A," Second-Lieutenant P.
A. Waxman; Class "B," Lance-Corporal A. K. Pilkington and
the runner-up in Class "B" was Lance-Corporal B. W. M~ltby.
In matches 6 and 7 (combined rifle) the best individual was
Second-Lieutenant P . A. Waxman who was also the best Class
" A " shot. The best Class " B " shot in these matches was
Lance-Co~ral A. K. Pilkington. In Match 8 (Roberts rifle)
Second-Lieutenant P . A. Waxman was again best individual
and best Class " A " shot with Lance-Corporal A. K. Pilkington
as the best Class " B " shot. The runner-up in Class " B " was
Lance-Corporal B. W. Maltby. All the above are members of
7th Regiment.

Exercise Olympia. The highlight this month (so far)
has been what we called Exercise Olympia. This was a demonstration of signal and electronic equipment to members of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers on 5th May, 1961.
The demonstration took place at Rheindahlen and involved
all the Squadrons of the Regiment. We provided our normal
communications to the Divisions and to a simulated Rear Corps
Headquarters. The spectators then walked round the stands
depicting the Communication Complexes of a Corps Headquarters.
The o~cers. in charge o~ stands were able to get in their digs
about various Hems of equipment that have been worrying them
for years.

beer to the civilian groundsman who had given much help to
us in organising the Stadium for the event. Final positions were
as follows: rst 3 Squadron
88 points
2nd I Squadron
75 points
3rd H.Q. Squadron 53 points
4th 4 Squadron
48 points
5th 5 Squadron
28 puints
It should be noted that No. 3 (Line) Squadron have the men
with the best physique in the Regiment while No. 5 Squadron
have fewer men than any other Squadron in the Regiment.
hit Division 1'fotor Cycle Trials. One hundred and
forty competitors, including forty teams, took part in these
mals on Saturday, 27th May. The Regimental team consisted
of: -Sergeant K . A. Atherley, Lance-Corporal B. Cooling and
Signalman G . Acton.
One individual entry was Corporal A. E. Huntleigh-Smith.
After completing six sections excitement mounted as the final
marks were assessed. Our team came fourth with LanceCorporal B. Cooling in second place in the individual prizes
having lost only 1 r points. Cooling was also awarded a prize
as the best National Service competitor.
To come fourth out of 40 teams omens well for the future in
this our first trial of the season and we are looking forward to
the B.A.0.R. Trials which take place in August where we
will be up against our old rivals, 28th Regiment.

Golf. The Regiment won the Royal Signals Spring Meeting
at Bruggen. The team consisted of Brigadier M. A. Charlton,
o.B.E., Major F. F. Ellis, M.B.E., T.D., Lieutenant W. C. A.
Kennedy and Lieutenant A. M. Willcox.
8th

HEGIMENT

(TRAINING)

The spate of amalgamating and reorganising has now subsided and we have settled down to a more or less normal
existence of training all types of technicians, linemen, and our
latest addition from 24th Regiment, radio relay operators.
The summer sporting activities are well under way, and
while it is too early to report any outstanding successes in the
cricket and tennis worlds, if enthusiasm and interest are any
guide, we should have many fresh laurels by the end of the
season.
In a more military sphere (and we shouldn't forget that we
are training combatant soldiers as well as techn:cians and rugger
players!) we won the Training Brigade Rifle Meeting Trophy.
Intermittent fog prevented any rifle firing in the morning, but
during brief clear spells, the S.M.G. match was completed,
and we were first in Class "B " and second in Class "A."
uth Regiment provided an excellent lunch in the officers' tents,
and our own cooks are to be congratulated on the extremely

high standard of the lunch served m the Other Ranks' Me s
tents-many aver that it was even better than the officer .
Fortified by the good food, and with an improvement in the
weather, it was decided to shoot off the Roupell Cup and the
Falling Plate competitions. In the former we were first in
Class " A" and third in Class "B." In the Northern Command Rifle Meeting, Second-Lieutenant J. D. W. Davies was
the highest scoring officer in the Class "A" Individual championship.
Our small, but very enthusiastic team of cyclists continue to
cover vast mileages in short periods, and during May were
runners-up in the Army 25-mile road time trial and winners
of the Northern Command Inter-Unit 50-mile road time trial.
The advent of finer weather (we hope) is making "adventure
training" more and more popular, and nearly every week-end
sees varying numbers of trainees and cadre camping, canoeing,
rock climbing and generally disporting themselves in rugged
pursuits in the Lake District and Yorkshire D ales.
For Commonwealth Technical Training Week the Regiment
put in a tremendous effort and provided stands at Newcastle,
Durham and Hebburn, demonstrating all the aspects of technical
training available in the modern Army, with accent on the
Army Apprentice Schemes. At all centres the exhibits were
overwhelmed by visitors, and not only the general public,
but other exhibitors, which included all major technical organisations in the North-East, commented on the high standard of the
displays.
10th REGIMENT

(ABlUY GROUP)

On 16th May the Regiment had its annual administrative
visit, carried out by Brigadier J. L. Brind, D.s.o., Commander,
Rhine Area. During the visit, the Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal was presented to W.O.II A. F. N. Crabtree,
S.S .M., No. 2 Squadron. The citation, which was read out
at the presentation parade, traced W.0.11 Crabtree's career
from his enlistment .in October, 1942, as a boy apprentice for
training as an "operator wireless and line." He joined man's
Service in May, 1945, and remained in the Training Brigade
as an instructor, being promoted Lance-Corporal and then a
year later Corporal. In July, 1948, he was posted to 3 G .H.Q.
Regiment in -the Suez Canal Zone, and within three months
promoted Sergeant. In October, 1951, he was posted as a drill
instructor to the Potential Officers' Squadron and promoted
Staff Sergeant six months later. He was posted in November,
1954, to the Comcan Squadron and received accelerated pro-

Visit. We recently enjoyed a visit from Lieutenant Ayen
of the Norwegian Army. He is an old friend of those who have
a.~tended Whiteshod Courses and we were very sorry to see
hlID leave. At least he was able to take with him what may in
years to come be referred to as "an early Stockbridge."

Sport
Hockey. Staff Sergeant Gorman played for B.O.A.R.
against R.A.F. Germany and assisted in scoring the goal that
equalised for B.A.0.R.
Inter-Squadron Athletic Meeth11(. With a view to
a Regimen~al team for the Morrison Cup Athletic
meetmg m July, an mter-Squadron meeting was held on 17th
May. Once again we were lucky in obtaining the loan of the
magnificent Municipal Stadium at Herford where the Morrison
Cup meeting will also be held. Thanks to the keenness and
hard work of the officials the programme went without a hitch.
The B.B.C. standard of commentary by Captain J. Pickering
over the superb electronic ' tannoy ' equipment kindly provided
by a local firm was a great help. Special mention should be
made of Lieutenant A. Willcox who won the 100 metres 200
metres and the long jump and of Corporal H. Escott and L~nce
~orporal J. G. Bell who finished first and second respectively
m. both the 1,500 and 5,000 metres. At the end of the meeting
prizes were presented by Mrs. Pentreath, wife of the Commanding Officer, and these included a tankard and bottle of
choo~ing.

3 Squadron adventurers on Great Langdale Beck discuss whether
to shoot the rapids or make a portage
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W.0.11 A. F. N. Crabtree being presented with the Long Service
and Good Conduct Metal by Brigadier J. L. Brind, D.S.O., Commander, Rhine area
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his regular contribution to "The Krefeld Mercury," which is
fortnightly produced by our Regiment jointly with r6rh
Regiment. Last week R.S.M. Laing vi ited the caves at
Valkenburg, a Durch town about 65 miles away from our
barracks, via Roermond and Maastricht. The caves were made
by the Romans 2,000 years ago as a mea ns of obtaining sandstone blocks. They have since been enlarged until they now
cover an area of roo hectares (wha tever they are). The walls
of the caves are covered with old carvings, some of them
depicting the valour of Walram, the m ost distinguished of the
knights from the Valkenburg Castle. T his castle, the ruins
of which are nearby, was first mentioned in history in 1014.
It is a schoolboy's delight, wh ere can be seen effigies of knights
assembled in the main hall and bowmen firi ng arrows th rough
slits in the walls. As usual, the Town Council h ave added
unto all this the attractions of a zoo, cable lifts, play grounds
boating la kes, golf links and an open-air th eatre. I r seem~
to be just the place for a Sunday jaunt with th e children.

13th REGIMENT
An exciting moment at our Go Kart Meeting on 27 May in Bradbury
Barracks, Krefeld

motion to Substantive S.Q.M .S. A mont!h later he was made
acting W.O.II and in June, 1956, he was promoted Substamive
W.O.II. He joined this Regiment in January, 1961, after
completing a tour as P .S.I. with 45 (Essex) Regiment, T .A.
His place in that Regiment has been taken by W .0.II R. E. J .
Williams, who was featured in last month's notes.
In addition co Brigadier Brind's visit we have had a busy
month with a N .A.T.O. Signal Exercise and the preparations
for our annual C.I.V. Inspection, whioh is now fully under
way. Despite this, we have fitted in a Regimental Athletics
Meeting and the Rhine Area Athletics and Rifle Meetings. We,
unforrunately, had to withdraw from the Royal Signals
(B.A.O.R.) Rifle Meeting because one of the team, W.O.II
B. A. R. Yates, became ill and could not be replaced at the
last minute. Eight members of the Regiment attended the
Baltic Helmsmen's Course at the British Kiel Yacht Club, four
qualifying as helmsmen and four obtaining an " A " rating.
At the Rhine Area Athletics Meeting we came third 16th
Regiment beating us to second place by one point. The members
of our team deserve a hearty "thank you " for their efforts;
rhey had little time for training, yet they produced very good
results. In particular, we congratulate Second-L ieutenant P. J.
Brunton, who broke the Area record for the pole vault by
jumping nft. 3in., Lance-Corporal M . J. Shawyer, who came
first in the 440 yards, Corporal L. K insey, who came second
in the discus, and Signalman M . C. J. J essup, who came third
in the 100 yards. Second-Lieutenant Brunton and LanceCorporal Shawyer bovh go fonvard to the B.A.O.R. Individual
Championships to be held in Berlin on 12th, 13th and 14th
June, 1961.
Our Go-K art Club has renamed itself the Bears Kart Club.
Its last big meeting was on 20th May, when 43 karts turned
up, one from as far as Munsterlager. Our own drivers were
largely involved in the organising of the meeting, but mention
must be made of Sergeant G. S. Edwards, our attached A.P.T.C.
instructor, who was offered a visitor's kart for a hear-and
broke the track record. The big potential challenge was the
man from Munsterlager with two McCulloch engines on a
Trokart-but neither would run satisfactorily and he spent
most of the day being towed round in an effort to find the
trouble. The highlight of the day was the sash relay race,
in which 24 karts took pan, eight being on the track at any one
time. The object was for each team of ~hree karts to carry
its sash more times around the track than an other in 30 minutes
Some very spirited driving was seen, also some elementary pit
strategy. An R.A.F. team won, with 61 laps to count. O ur
lap record now stands at 28 seconds, so the consistency of the
lapping and the speed of ' the sash handovers may well be
imagined. Our club kart is in process of being equiooed with
a new engine, which we hope will stand up to hard work rather
better than the old one. Meantime, the " Bil.karts " go on·
No. 7 in the hands of its designer-builder, Captain J . A. Billing;
R.~·!'A· E., rook fourth pl.a ce behind the 1960 G erman champion,
Willi Schetter, at the Bielefeld M eeting on 27th M ay.
Our R.S.M., W.O.I R. L. L ai ng, is an enthusiastic sightseer
and on most week-ends he goes off with his fami ly to visit
some place of interest. H e gives an account of h is outings in
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Extra ~lurnl Activities. H alf the Regiment seems to
be away on some course or other, from trade upgrading to
h eimsman ship, while the other half ar e getting ready to go,
particularly those joining 28th Regiment for th eir summer camp.
There has been great interest in the new provision of back
pay up to 12 months at the difference between N ational
Service and Regular rates for those signing on. The Regiment's Draughtsman, Corporal Hollister, is producing posters
galore to tempt the undecided, and the W.R.A.C. members are
doing some r ecruiting on their own account.
Two more
bachelors have been bowled over, ex-Corporal Greet (formerly
Orderly Room, and now in U.K.) is engaged to L ance-Corporal
Compton, W.R.A.C., and Lance-Corporal Peck (j ust signed on
as a Regular) is engaged to L ance-Corporal Ross, W .R.A.C.
If we go on like this the Regiment may well be taken over
entirely by married couples !

M a k ing the m o st of yourself. We would like everyone to know about Lance-Corporal J . Bamford. He is a lineman and on a six-year engagement, of which he has done about
2t years. For the pas t 18 months he h as been studying qu ietly
by correspondence course to become a radio technician . T he
Foreman tested him out and reported very favou rably on his
knowledge and ability. So he is off to 8th Regiment to go
on a Radio Technician (Lt.) course. He has always been
keen to get on in the Army and-more important-prepared to
work to that end. 8th Regiment and R ecords please note.We would like him back when he qualifies.
u11111111111n11111111n11111111111111111 1u111 111111111 1t 111 n 1111 1111111111111111111111111111 11 111111 1111

He sai d he was a Special Operato r-W hat an Opera.tor !! W hat
a Special ist !!
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THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING
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14th Regiment's st and at the " Commonwelath Techn ical Training
Week" Exhib it ion, Droitw ich

14th REGIMENT

(COMCAN)

S quadron. W e played host to the Gloucestershire
Regiment this month when a ~arge contingent of o.fl'.icers l!-nd
men toured their home county in a large scale recrwtmg drive.
A change of Squadron Sergeant-Majors occurr ed when
W.O.II C. W. Palmer was posted to the Junior Leaders Regiment. His successor, W .O.II P. Harrison, from FARELF, is
familiar with the problems of shift working and is settling down
nicely. Good wishes to them both in their new posts.
Two officers and two senior N .C.0.s from A.E.R. were on a
two weeks' visit with the Unit, the first of a series of visits
from A.E.R. during the summer. They spent the week at the
T.R.C. brush ing up their tape relay procedure.
The final of our Troop five-a-side football competition was
played off between System Control Troop and " D " Troop.
It was a well fought game, with some skilful football, and " D "
Troop were th e winners, scoring five goals to System Control
Troop's four. The match was preceded by an exhibition game
between the Officers and Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess.
Interest in canoeing and camping is very high and many
members of the Squadron have enjoyed a trip. A towing
attachment h as been fitted to the R.S .M .'s car and with our four
canoes on a trailer we can get groups of eight away from shift
work for three days. We have made journeys on the R ivers
Avon, Severn and Wye.
2 Squadron. During the past month we have "gone
civilian " in rather unusual senses. First of all we entered a
vehicle and driver for the civilian " D river of the Year" heat
held at Birmingham. Everyone else rhere seemed to have
been entering the same vehicle and the same driver for the
last 20 years. By general acclaim we had the cleanest vehicle
in sight, but they were not giving prizes for that. We do not
know our exact placing for the driving-somewhere in the
upper half, we think. We do not go forward to the next stage
. .
this year. Next year we shall know the .ti:icks !
Then, like a lot of the rest of the Brmsh Army, we 101~ed
in Commonwealth Technical Training Week for our locality.
Even after the other local bodies had got themselves sorted
out our effort was relatively so large t!hat Captain K. A. Reggler
won a pecial mention in the Mayor's opening address.
By various means we assembled a really impressive array
of military equipment and armamen t. A fitted L and Rover
toured the local towns; it may be symptomatic of modern youth
that one of them waved a rocket launcher aside as kids' stuff
and demanded a look at the vehicle engine. We provided and
manned the best stand at the local Exhibition. We gave away
reams of literature on Apprentices and Junior Leaders. We
were even fortunate enough to have two Apprentices (Apprentice Co11poral C. Kew and Apprentice P . G. William s) to show
off as well.
No-one signed on the dotted line, but everal parents went
away looking th oughtful.
In the intervals we not only laid on our side-shows and shooting team for the Regimental Week-end but also -yes ! - ran
a transmitter sration I
3 Squaclron. The highlight of th e past month has
undoubtedly been the Sq uadron's participation in the Commonwealth T echnical Training Week. The Squadron devised a
pQmable display depicting radio teleprinter communications,
I
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suitably illustrated and ill uminated with flashing light , model
aerials and the inevitable teleprinter 7B, auto-tape transmitter
and printing reperforator. This proved a huge success at all
the shows attended, especially with the youths who were p ermitted to " punch " their own me~sages and transmit them
over the system. In addition, we were fortunate in being able
to borrow from the Command Signal R ecruiting Team another
striking model of Brigade to Battalion wireless communications
in illuminated and miniature form.
The team h ad to be highly mobile as it was conunitted to
Buckingham, Witney, Abingdon and Faringdon for different
periods of the week. We seem to have neglected Gloucester,
but no doubt our l Squadron have taken good care of that.
It was found that interest was good and positive all round,
being most evident at Abingdon and Buckingham, although
due to the ages involved any direct effect in recruiting to the
Corps may not be noticeable for some time. The demonstrating
team consisted of Staff Sergeants V. J . Clarke and J. Coxon,
Sergeant J . S. I. G lendenning, Corporal J. Smith, LaneeCorporal J. Morgan and Signalman R. Benwell, all well turned
out in No. I Dress, which was an obvious eye-catcher in a
mainly civilian exhibition. The Officer Commanding, Major
L. H. Dutton, and the Second-in-Command, Captain J .
W·hitaker, joined the team on alternate days.
We regretfully record the departure of Corporal J. N. Nock,
a stalwart gate policeman; Lance-Corporal S. D . Marshall, line
equipment expert; Lance~Corporal T. J . Peters, sports storeman
and A/P.T.I.; and Signalman Birse, telegraph operator. All
were doing a first-class job in their individual sections and
will be missed. Unfortunately, without exception" they all had
" good" jobs to return to and were intent on starung up where
they had left off in civilian life.
4 S quadron. Early in the month a combined 3
Squadron/4 Squadron team, under the captaincy of W .O.II
Copestake, competed in the Aldershot District Rifle Meet!ng
with considerable success. Worthy of note are the following
4 Squadron performances :
{a) Minor Units Rifle Team Competition, third place;
prize £2.
(b) Warrant Officers and Sergeants S.M.G. Team, 13th
place (26 teams competed).
(c) Sergeant Ainge, S.M.G. 10, placed eighth; prize ro/ -.
Much ingenuity and a fair amount of time has been expended
preparing the Squadron side-shows for the Regimental Rifle
Meeting on 4th June, 1961.
We congratulate Sergeant D yer on the birth of a daughter.

THE FOLLOWING GOODS ARE AVAILABLE
FROM A SSOCIATION JIEADQUABTERS
Corps Paint T ransfers :
" J immy "-on background of Corps Colours (each)
I O" X 7 1 /z" 7 1 /2' X 5 5 /s'
3 '/10' X 2 •/;
3/2/8
r/ 6
Moun ted on black plastic (each)
4/9
4/Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
7/6
8/6
Woollen ...
II/Terylene
21/Corps Scarves-Woollen
21/R ayon Squares
21/ Cravats-Reppe .. .
7/6
Corps Cuff Links
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
3/- Member only
45/Blazer Badges
Blazer Buttons- Large (each)
2/ 3
Small (each)
1/8
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
35/Colours)
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
20/Corps Plaques
29/6 plu po tage
Corps Diaries (available each year between
ovember and
F ebruary. Apply to H eadquarters for Order F orm).
PLEASE SEND CASH WITH ORDER for all the above
articles except Corps Paint Tran fer , for which an account
will be for warded .
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15th 111.:GUIENT (('\"Pllt'Sl
From a purely Regimental viewpoint the pa t month would
seem to h:n·e been very quiet and strictly speaking this is true.
Troop are still going out into the field on infantry type exercises, but to de cribe these would be to repeat our last contribution to THE WIRE in alma t exact detail. The month has not,
however been entirely uneventful, for on the night of 18th May
on the road between Episkopi and Limassol a tragic motor
a cident occurred claiming the lives of three members of the
Regiment and injuring a fourth. The men who died were
Corporal R. John on
ignalmen Casey and Clarke and the
injured man was Corporal T. McGuggon. Corporal Johnson
leaves a widow and three young children the youngest of
which was born shortly after the accident, they are all still
with us in Cyprus but will shortly be returning to U.K. The
families of Signalman Casey and ignalman Clarke are in U.K.
and to all the bereaved the Regiment extends its deepest sympathy. The funerals took place in the Jv1ilirnry Cemetery at
Dhekelia and the deceased were laid to rest with full military
honours before a large number of their comrades from all
ranks in the Regiment. Corporal McGuggon, after nearly
three weeks in hospital, has returned to duty, and although he
shows signs of his experience, appears to be making a good
recovery.
<")·pros Inter-f"nit Basketball Ch:unpionshiJ•·
The Regiment wa well represented in the finals of r.his competition, fielding a Regimental team from Episkopi and anoth-r
from our detached 3 Squadron at Dhekelia, the other participants being 1st Devon and Dorset Regiment and 2nd
Banalion Parachute Regiment. The competition was played
off at the ear East P.T. School at Dhekelia on 3oth/3t t May
and was won by Ist Devon and Dorest Regiment, with 3
Squadron, 15th Regiment, runners-up.
The 15th Regiment Teams were:
Regimenral

Corporal J. Brightman (Capt.)
Corporal A. Patterson
Corporal T. Roberts
Corporal G . Owen
Lance-Corporal Sendai!
Signalman J. Jolly
Signalman M. West
Signalman R. Freeman
Signalman B. Sayoor

16th

3 Squadron
Staff Sergeant P. Dixon (Capt.)
Sergeant J. Gray
Corporal M . O 'Donoghue
Lance-Corporal J. Harlow
Lance-Corporal D . Driscoll
Lance-Corp~ral B. Latham
Signalman P. Davey

REGIUENT

(D.A.O.R.)

Peace and quiet now reigns over that part of Bradbury
Barracks belonging to the Regiment. The annual Administrative
Inspection and C.l.V. are over. To everybody's satisfaction,
both these inspections went off well and there were no unforeseen incidents. Our M.T.O., Captain D. C. Dickens, who,
with all the drivers, worked so hard, has had one difficulty, and
at the time of writing, the problem has not been resolved . A
few days before the C.l.V. was due to commence, a one-ton
vehicle was taken into the spray bay, and to the horror of
the M.T.O., a bird's nest was found under the radiator. This
was removed and the driver severely " ticked off" for producing
an untidy vehicle. The day before the C.I.V., the same vehicle
was taken in for a last-minute check, and once again a bird's
nest was found in the same place. This time the driver was
let off, but the nest had the same fate as before. A short time
after the C.l.V., the driver went to take his vehicle out on a
detail, and this time not only was the nest back again, but
now there were three eggs and mother bird sitting happily on
top. The vehicle has been taken out of service until such time
as it is reported that mother and young children arc doing well
and leave for other quarters. If anyone has a spare one-ton
vehicle to loan for a short period, please contact our M.T.O.
We are now pleased to announce that the Regiment finally
won the Whistler Trophy for Go-Karting, after some very close
competition. Our athletes have also had a success in being
placed second in the Rhine Area Sports Meeting. The more
hardy elements of the Regiment are now training for the
Nijmegen Marches, and most afternoons one can see a large
party escaping to freedom without booking out, marching
to freedom through the main gate for a 20-mile journey.
At the end of May, four intrepid salt sailors-to-be, and their
instructor, Lieutenant T. I. Prince, hammered their way up the
autobahn to Keil to join in the British Kiel Yacht Club's
fourth Baltic Helmsman Training Course. None suceedcd in
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quali(ying, but Captain K. Waterfall, R.A.O.C., received art
"A" grading and recommendation. However, everyone enjoyed
themselves and now know how to make a passage in a small
sailing boat, and can consider themselves competent members
of a crew. The others taking part were Signalmen Darkin,
Maclallcs and Stanley.
It has not been all play and no work, as during the past
six we~k the Regiment has taken part in several exercises, including a large N.A.T.O. Allied Air Force exercise. On this
occasion we had radio detachments working with the German
and Belgium Armies in the field. This was most interesting,
and an experience for all those who took part.
IUCb HEGllUENT (SINGAPOHE)

11.q.

Squadron. Last week as a preliminary to the Corp
Triangular Sports Meeting we had our Regimental Sports
which occupied two afternoons. The sports field was beaunfully
la:d out (thanks to Sergeant C. T. Lunt, A.P.T.C.) and this
together with the tropical blue sky and the gay coloured drcssc~
and sarongs worn by the ladies of the Regiment, went towards
making a splendid setting for a sports meeting which was not
altogether unspectacular.
Our Squadron success was limited. Lance-Corporal Baldiv
Singh won the pole vault and took second place in the javelin.
Signalman Das won the 880 yards and second place in the
mile. Undoubtedly, the title of Squadron sportsman of the
year must go to our Administration Officer, Captain G. J.
Ferris, Devon and Dorset Regiment, who won the Old Soldiers
Race. Not content with this he brought further glory to himsielf and the Regiment by winning again at the Triangular
Meeting. When asked to comment, he replied, " I'm Infantry."
Th:s note on the Regimental Sports would not be complete
without a word about Staff Sergeant " I've never thrown ir
before ' Chipling and his monumental effort with the hammer
(Corps Historian please note). He is the only man in the Corps
to make three foul throws as follows:The first landed 2ft. 9in. from point of origin, the second
never left the circle and the third (s upreme effort) flew over a
9ft. high wire mesh located 8ft. to his rear, almost decapitating
a judge and sending a shower of spectators and competitors
in all directions. Comment by 'Chippy,' "Yes, my style is
rather unorthodox." Comment by unknown Malay, "Dia
Gila."
At the Corps Triangular at Changi, Squadron honours go
again to Lance-Corporal Baldiv Singh second pole vault and
second. javelin, and Signalman Das second in the mile and
third in the three miles.
O.C. Squadron, Major E. A. Carn, just managed to beat the
C.O. by a long nose for fourth place in the Old Soldier's Race.
It was a most excellent meeting and there was no lack of
enthusiasm from the three competing sides. At the termination
of the prizegiving there was a short session of "Tiger Killing."
Many thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Elston and the members of 19th Signal Regiment for their hospitality. They even
managed (by fair means or foul) to get NAAFI waiter service
on the sports field. What's the secret?
We have said our farewell to Lieutenant R. A. F. Reynolds
who has left us on posting to 22nd Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.
To Signalman Buckley who has been medically evacuated
after sustaining injuries whilst on adventure training up country
we say Bon Voyage and a speedy recovery.
2 Squadron (f,hm) AC.hletie, 1061. After two years
of being runners-up in the Regimental Athletics, our athletes
this year managed to win back the Inter-Squadron Athletic
Challenge Cup for the Squadron.
The season started with Squadron potted sports and from
that we entered our best pctformers into the Regimental meeting. Although we did not win many first places we had the
biggest team in the final. Corporal Wright and Lance-Corporal
Harlow, our star sprint!Crs this year, won the 100 and 220 yards
respectively. Corporal Singleton came second in the throwing
the discus and throwing the hammer, could have won a third
second place in the 120 yards hurdles if he had not fallen at
the last hurdk.
Six Squadrons competed in the meeting and we won with
45!· points followed by 237 Signal Squadron (GOMCAN) with
39 points and 1 Squadron (Operation) 34 points, Signal Training Centre (F.E.) 34 points, 249 Signal Squadron (FARELF)
32 points and H.Q. Squadron with 24 points.
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Mrs. P. E. M. Bradley presenting the inter unit shield to Captain
J. R. Roberts

JOth

REGIMENT

(AIR FOR~fATION)

This month has been yet another busy one. In addition to
the normal day-to-day work, the Regiment has been very busy
socially. During May we have had our inter-Squadron athletic
and swimming marches, taken part in the Royal Signals (Singapore) Inter-Unit Athletic Meeting and run an all ranks' dance
on behalf of the Children's Fund. But of these functions, more
later.

I Squadron ( CltanJ(i). After an unusually dry '.'wet
season " this year (normally from Dec.embe~ to ~arch) Sm!fapore is now having an unseasonably high ramfall m ~ay, with
its attendant effect on some of our older and less well msulated
cables. Toil in the rain has frequently been the order of the
day (and night) rather than the usual swelter in the sun.
Well-we did it !
As stated in last month's notes, the
Squadron has worked flat out to complete local signal projects
by the dates forecast. After completing a sizeable i_n~tallation
at the Joint Air Traffic Control Centre on the Civil International Airport of Paya Lebar, Captain P. R. Moores, Sergeant
F. W. Wilson and their team met another deadline in the completion of the new major installation at Changi. The new
six-position switchboard is now working at H.Q., Far East
Air Force.
Simultaneously, another team under Captain D. S. Keech,
which included Staff Sergeant K. S. Pemberton, Corporal P. R.
Sellwood and Corporal W. H. Goss, had unp~cked, assemb!ed
and installed, in near record time, a I,400-lme frame which
was air-freighted from U.K. as a first step towards our longawaited automization.
Malaya Troop of the Squadron, comma?ded by Capf!iin J.
R. Roberts, continues to train hard. Particular emphasis has
been placed on map-reading and physical fi~ness during .the
month. Both will shortly be put to the test durmg field exercises
in Malaya. (They are getting well trained in advertising for
_
the local theatre club in the meantime!).
Squadron H.Q., under W.0.11 (S.S.M.) A. J. Ree~, is equ~lly
active, and in addition to keeping the paper movmg 1 prepanng
such mundane matters as drill parades and range .details ~or
the rest of the Squadron. Now, in return to the lighter side
of soldiering, the sa<;ial functions mentioned previously are reported in detail.
Tho Squadron Athletics (13th 1'1ay. 1961).
Though much fancied (at least by themselve ) r Squadron
could not beat 2 Squadron in the Regimental Athletic Meeting.
Actually r Squadron was divided into two teams, but 2
Squadro~ showed no mercy and beat all comer including
H.Q . Squadron. In fact, so complete was their victory that in
addition to winning the Inter-Squadron Cup, 2 Squadron
cleared the field in the non-scoring events, such as the old
soldiers' race (W.0.II C. L. Gardiner), ladies' race (Mrs.
Massey) and the mg-of-war (eight substantial individuals ably
coached by W.0.11 R. F. A. Davies).
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Staff Sergeant G. H. Waters, Captain G. C. M. Newton, Sergeant
T. M. Martin, Staff Sergeant A. E. Maskell

Royal Si(tnals (Sin~aporP) lntPr-rnit AthlPtif'
1'feeti11J( (20th ~lay, J96J). Teams from 18th and
19th Regiments, together with a combined team from 232
Squadron (Park), 237 Squadron (COMCAN), and the Training
Centre (F.E.) met in Changi for the annual meeting. Though
this Regiment won, the match was a keen fight all the way
and not decided until the last event.
Brigadier P. E. M. Bradley, D.s.o., O.B.E., now Commander
of the Singapore Military Forces Independent Brigade Group,
was amongst the senior guests, and Mrs. Bradley very kindly
gave the prizes at the end of the meeting.
Inter-Squadron SwhnminJ( (24th May. 1961).
This year's meeting was held at Selarang pool under a blazing
sun, and after a very short while, most spectators wished they
were competitors !
Despite little practice, the standards were quite high, and
though keenly contested, r Squadron (in spite of some judicious fiddling in the heats) could not hold off the strong
challenge of 2 Squadron. The diving was good, the novelty
events most amusing, and the children's swimming speeds
enough to make most adults very envious.
28 Commonwealth Urigade / X. ~lnlnyn Sob
District "Jfotor C~'cle Trial (13th ~fay. Jf)fH ).
A team made up of Captain G. C. M. ewton, Staff Sergeant
A. E. Maskell, Staff Sergeant G. H. Waters and Sergeant T.
M. Martin represented this unit in the above competition. In
spite of having to travel a tremendous distance in order to
reach the venue, the tea.m certpinly pr~ved themselves ~s -=:ai;iable
riders. Sergeant Maran won the pnze as the best md1y1dual
novice, and the team came fourth out of 35. It was pleasmg t.o
see that the winning team also came from the Corps, that 1s
17 Gurkha Divisional Regiment.-Well done.
Re~imental All Ranks" Dance (1st .June. 1961 ).
The fir t of what is hoped to be a series of dances, was held
at the Telok Paku leave centre (administered by the unit). Ir
has generally been agreed that the evening was a success and
has produced a tidy sum towards the unit children's fund.
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) A. H. Pooley produced an adequate bar, the
Wives' Club donated several truly magnificent prizes for the
draw, and music was produced by Captain ("The Mae tro")
G. C. M. ewton and his recorders three.

STA:\IP COLLE{'TORS
The Junior Leaders Regiment ha re tarted its
Philatelist Club and will be ~OST GRA1 EFUL to
receive
tamps from all Regiments,
quadron .
Detachment serving overseas.
Amateur radio enthu ia ts receive many QSL cards
with foreign stamps.
Envelopes containing stamps to plea e be addressed:
Philateli t Club, Junior Leader Regiment Royal
Signals, Denbury Camp ewton Abbot, outh Devon.
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20th

REGl1U&..~T

(AIR

FOR~IATION)

n.n.q.

nnd 2 Squadron. The routine has not been
di turbed this month by visits or inspections-but we have to
report that a small but enthusiastic Athletic Team have
achieved a tre~lel ~n the spa of two weeks they have won
the_ R.A.F. E~1~op1 Sports, t.lie Western Area Cyprus Minor
Una Compennon and on Friday and aturday, the 26th and
~7th May, the Army (Cyprus) Minor Units Competition held
m Happy Valley.
~ost .of the terun have been picked to represent the R.A.F.
Ep1skop1 m the Near East Air Force ports which leads to the
inter- ervice ports. An interesting problem should arise if
they are picked for both Army and R.A.F. Cyprus teams.
The team was led by Lie1;ltenant C. J. Rayner, who left
us on 30th May. As he achieved some wonderful wins the
chool of Signals should welcome him. The remaind~r of
the team was:
ergeant F. E. Slade, who beat his own Cyprus record in
the pole vault.
Lieutenant Rayner-440 yards and hop, step and jump.
Stai! Sergeant G. Boulter and Corporal L. T. R eevesd1scus and shot.
Signalman P. Roberts-long jump.
Lance-Corporal Naylor-I mile.
Corporal P. Crump-javelin.
Lance-Corporal Biggins-880 yards.
Lance-Corporal J ennings-220 yards and 100 yards.
The. 4 x I 10 yards team was composed of Lieutenant Rayner,
Lieutenant Graham, Lance-Corporal Jennings and LanceCorporal Poulson.
Lance-Corporals Harrison and Jennings-high jump.

HERE

AND

THERE

IN

THE

REGDIENT

. Western Arrn (Cyprus) Fair. This was held in
aid of the Army Benevolent Fund.
Our contribution was a " Wheel of Fortune " which was
constructed and operate? by the T.M. Troop led by Staff
Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) G. Boulter and a mixed crew
It proved immensly
of Army and R.A.F. technicians.
popular, and the enthusiasm of the T.M. Troop during the
afternoon gave a profit of £15 to the Fund· and immense
pleasure to gamblers, both British and Cypriot.'
. -Yisit to Jerusalem. Various members of the Unit have

v1sH~d the Holy . :J;.and, both under travel schemes and the

a':15p1ces of the Military Churches in Cyprus. From an account
~"'.en to i;ne by Corporal J. Lewis, R.A.P.C., our Pay Corporal
!t is certainly worth a visit. Seemingly, it is instructive, interest~
mg and pleasurable. So those of you joining us, we advise you
to}ake advantage. of the excellent economical rates and make it
a must" on arnval.
Athens Memorial. R.S.M. N. Lane and R.Q.M.S. M.
H . For? repres~nted the Corps at the unveiling of the Athens
Memorial by His Royal Highness the Duke of Gloucester, K.G.
Both the R.S.M. and the R.Q.M.S. say it was very impressive.
~hooting. We _are n~w die proud possessors of the Corps
Sb1~ld (Ab~ad) which, with the Royal Signals Rifle Association

Umt _Shooung Trophy, was brought to Cyprus by Sergeant G. C.
Mornll, on~ of the team who was lucky enough to get an indulgence flight to and from the U.K. It gave him a pleasant
break and enabled us to have these fine trophies added to our
already considerable collection.
In the A.RA. Small Bore matches we hold the following
placings:
'
Corps
A.R.A.
Staff Sergeant Timson
9th
60
Sergeant Morrill ...
. ..
13th
67
. Lance-Corporal Johnstone
...
68
14th
and m the Unit Team Small Bore
Championship:
20th Regiment
8th
4th
Cricket. The cricket team has again swung into action
and we have had a good start to the season, having won three
games and lost t~o. The team is hoping to win the Royal Signals
(Cyprus~ Cup th1~ year, and our first match against our old rivals,
9th Regunent, will soon be held in Happy Valley, Episkopi.
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21st REGIMENT

(AIR FORMATION)

This month we have been able to send Sergeant Licence
R.E.M.E. and. ~ve Royal Signals N.C.O.s to 1 (BR) Corp;
Adve~ture Tramm_g Centre at Isefjaer in Norway.
It is the
~rst nme the Regiment has had the opportunity to take part
in the Adventure Training Scheme, and we are very grateful
for the arr~ngement~ made for ~~ _to get our party to Norway
and ~o tram them m such acnv1t1es as canoeing, sailing and
trekking.
I~ _addition to having a party in Norway, our Adventure
Trainin!f Scheme has now taken in gliding. Four members of
the Regim~n.t have recently attended a one-week course at the
R.~.F. Ghdmg S~hool at Guetersloh, and have during that
period learnt to glide. Two of them (Second-Lieutenant J. C.
Bruce and W.0.II (Foreman of Signals) D. Hazel) managed
to ge_t their " A " and ·~ B " Licences. All of them are now
boobchsung the Army contmgent of "Gliders " at R.A.F., Laarru .
In. t:J:te Royal Signals _B.A.O.R. Rifle Meeting, our "A" team,
cons1st10g of Second-Lieutenant J. M . Curtis, Corporals Pratt,
Bell. and Lance-Corporal Broadbelt, were runners-up in the
F:ilhng-Plate Jl.:iatch to 22nd Regiment. Also Signalman
Sunm~~s obtamed second place in Class "B" Revolver Cup.
I~ add1non, Sergeant Gibney, Corporal Bell and Signalman
Srmmonds attended the B.A.O.R. Rifle Meeting.
During May, three football finals have been played at
Laarbruch_. Our Station Team lost in the final of the Station
I~ter-Sect1on. Cup to Technical Wing "A," but managed to
wm the Statl~ Inter-Sect;ion League, on goal average, from
our opponents m the Section Cup. In the Regimental InterTroop final, "G" (Wing Signal) Troop from R AF Geilenkircbe? .b.eat "D" (Heavy Cable) Troop. from La~rbr~ch, 2-0.
In p1v1S1on II of ~e North Rhine Westfallen League, the
Regunental team finished fourth, and our appreciation is ex~ended to W.0.I W. C. Whitbread, who has looked after the
mterests of our team during the season.
T wo Warrant Officers who have been with the Regiment for
a number of years have departed this month
W O II
(~.Q.M.S.) R. M. Callaghan has been posted to Cyprus. a~d
will no doubt be greatly missed from the Q.M. Stores. W.O.II
(S.S.M.) S. J. Usher, who has been Squadron Sergeant-Major
for ~o. 2 Squadron, has completed his service and is now
st~rung a ne~ career in civilian life. W.0.II U;her has been
with the Regm;ent for 3f years, during which time he has
served ~e Re15unent _loyally, and we hope that he and Mrs.
Usher will enioy their new venture in civilian life.
. Congratu13:tions to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Kendal on the
birth of their daughter at R.A.F. Hospital, Wegberg, on 3rd
May, 1961.
To swell our off!.cer strength, Second-Lieutenant J. M. Curtis
has been p~st.ed m from Ist Regiment, while Lieutenant D.
A. Bell has iomed from 7th Regiment.
And. finally, ~t the end of the month, we held our Regimental
Athleuc:s Meeting at Laarbruch. Although the weather was
not so mv1tmg ~s last year, there was a very good attendance of
spectators to enioy an excellent afternoon's entertainment. This
vear 2 Squadron were not quite good enough to win the cup
for the second year i!l succession, and were beaten by No. r
Squadr?D by I~5 pomts to 133, while H.Q. Squadron were
third with 91 pomts.
5,000 metres
Signalman Anderson
Javelin
Corporal Pratt
100 metres
Signalman Hardicre
800 metres
Signalman Holden
Discus
Lance-Corporal Nanson
Shot
L ance-Corporal Smith
1,500 metres
Signalman Holden
200 metres
Signalman Hardicre
High Jump
Signalman Wilson
Steeplechase
Signalman Anderson
Pole Vault
Signalman Hall
400 metres
Lance-Corporal Prior
Hammer ...
Lance-Corporal Smith
Long Jump
Lance-Corporal Thurlow
uo metres Hurdles
Signalman Powers
Hop, Step, Jump
Corporal Pratt
4 x 200 metres
1 Squadron Team
Tug-of-War
2 Squadron Team
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28th

REGIMENT

(ARMY

GROUP)

The advanced party of
-28th~-;GIMENT13th Belgian Signal Squadron joined us at Francisca
1
Barracks, St. Tonis, on
15th May. Thus 28th
Regiment becomes the
first Signal Regiment to
incorporate, on a N.A.T.0.
basis, a quadron of another nation. A language
problem was feared, as
nobody speaks Flemish and
only a few remember a
little French. But happily
it turns out that although
this is a Flemish soeaking
Squadron, most Flemish
speaking Belgians also
speak English, and this is
Cover of 28th Slcnal Regiment Weekly
certainly the case with
"Bulletin" Edition No. 98-welcomCaptain Roger Stevens
inc the Belcian Squ adron
and ibis advanced party.
No doubt in time a special
St. Tanis language will evolve, intelligible only to the
inmates.
The Regiment's weekly newspaper, " The Bulletin,'' is
celebrating its IOoth edinion this week with a bumper issue.
It is run by two National Service Corporals, T. Landles and
M. Stuart, both journalists by profession. During the past year
they have steered the paper away from bearing any resembrance
to either Part I Orders or the proceedings of a village society.
Their efforts have been so successful that it has become a
popular, frank and lively publication, for which everyone makes
a dive on Saturday mornings. The tabloid type headlines draw
the eye to many a good story.
The Editors certainly work hard. When nbe boxing team
was at Antwerp one Friday night, special telephone facilities
enabled a r,ooo word report on the bouts to be 'phoned
through to appear in print the next day. But they can take it,
they even published tlhe following definition from a contributor:
" Publicity.-A story about a well-known person doing something he didn't, somewhere he wasn't." These notes, of course,
also emanate from their office, but are apt to get mutilated by
other hands on the way up.
The Rheindahlen Smoker was the last and perhaps the
best of the present series of all ranks' smoking concerts. The
programme, most ably produced by Staff Sergeant Hawkes, ran
for a full three hours. All the singers were good, LanceCorporals Morton and Brooks and Signalman Morelli, but it
was Sergeant Bill Ritson, accompanying himself on an electric
guitar, who stole the show. The leading comic was LanceCorporal Howlett, in the deadpan Cockney manner; at nbe
end he led a most impressive " Ban the - - " march (no-one
was quite clear what was being banned, but it did not matter).
S.S.M. Newton's monologues are a popular feature of these
shows. He does not need Sergeant Jolly's intermittent microphone. Parts of his story about the R.S.M. instructing the
inhabitants of a graveyard could be heard two miles away.
Messrs. Mack and Pickens proved a versatile team in several
appearances. As conjurors tlhey succeeded in smashing the
Commanding Officer's watch (they are still about, so the magic
must have been real, but there was no doubt about the tinkling
of broken glass). Later, in a very funny scene, "Recruiting"
Sergeant Mack succeeded in making '.Pickens sign on for three
years preceded by 22 years' training; on the face of it he
ought to have paid to keep Pickens out. Of other turns, three
remarkable ballerinas must be mentioned, Murgatroyd,
Maddocks and Gilbert. Their make-up and costumes were
highly appropriate, but they might, perhaps, have been lighter
on their feet in P.T. shoes rather than boots and gaiters.
Victory in nbe Rhine Area Atlhletics has been a great encouragement to Regimental teams who now go forward to the
B.A.0.R. finals at Berlin. The result was achieved through
good team work, as few of the many events were actually won.
The successful teams were, the 100 yards relay--Corporal
Humphreys, Longstaff, MacMillan, and Corporal Williams in
a stoxming finish; the mile, with Cochrane, Baxter, Keenan
and Sergeant Jolly; and the high jump, with Corporals
Humphreys and Mutch. Corpo als Williams and Longstaff,
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and Signalman Cochrane have also been selected for the
B.A.O.R. Individuals. Cochrane must have a big future in
Army athletics as a long distance runner, and we watch his
progress with interest and pride.
The heavyweight tug-of-war team also proved to be the
best in the Area, their two quick pulls in the final auger well
for the future rounds leading to the B.A.O.R. final.
" Summer Camp flooded out" and flooded out indeed. Three
weeks of hard preparation washed away in one night. The
men of the moment are the 1 Squadron Advanced Party, under
Major Lloyd, who have passed all Kipling's requirements in
reconstructing the camp at another site in no more than six
days. A heart and back-breaking job, tackled with grim determination by what has become a multi-rank fatigue pany
(including R.S.M. Bailey as Camp Sergeant-Major). Their
success can be measured by the fact that the first Intake has
only been delayed by four days. The weather prophets say
it will be fine. We hope so. All Major Lloyd can say now
is "Regularly at 4 p.m. each day the heavens open."
Captain "Chippy" Woods ihas left the Regiment for 21st
Regiment. His life of frights quoted previously refers to his
experiences as R.M.T.0. in testing drivers. He now takes
up the appointment of Quartermaster for the first time and
we wish him good luck. Major W. A. Sykes is now Officer
Commanding 3 Squadron and is now in the happy (?) position
of being able to carry out instructions he issued while in Signals
Division H.Q., ORTHAG. We also welcome Captain (T.O.T.)
A. Eeckelaers plus family and Captain W. A. Timbrell as
R.M.T.O.

30th Regiment (Trials)
The visit of the Colonel-in-Chief in April, 1961, dwarfed
all other events for that month and the quiet period which
followed did not justify a WIRE contribution. However, this
has meant that Major V. C. Valle, who has recently joined the
Regiment as Second-in-Command, and Second-Lieutenant
K . G. Woolf have not yet been given a formal but nonetheless
sincere welcome. Staff Sergeant D . 0. Bushnell who bas
joined 1. Squadron, and Staff Sergeant T. W. i eal 'and R. G.
Rotherham, who have joined H.Q. Squadron, are also welcomed.
Among oilier events which have also not been mentioned
before is a change of Adjutant, in which Captain J. N. Taylor
has taken over from Captain R. K. Ward, who is now with
3 Squadron. The Regiment congratulates Major P. D.
Mootham and Captain R. S. Rowland, who have both been
promoted recently.

PRESENTATION OF THE LOVING CUP
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Piddington,
M.C., receives the loving cup from Mr. A. C. Harding, Prime
Warden of the Worshipful Company of Dyers
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THE VISIT OF THE G.o.c .. ALDERS HOT DISTRICT
From l•(t to riiht :. Li•utenant-Colonel H. C. W. Ironside, O.B.E.. A.A. & Q .M.G.
Dorset Sub D!Strict, Bri~adier R. E. Coaker, M.C., Commander Dorset Sub
District, Major V. C. Valle, Major A. J. Jackson , Captain C. R. Burke, R.A ..
Major-General D. S. S. O ' Connor , C.B., C.B.E., an d Captain D. H. Briggs.
Sergeant T. H. Richardson and lance-Corporal P. W . Freestone are holding
t he demonstration board

A sign!ficanr eve!°1r in rh~ his~ory of the Regimenr rook place
at a Regimental Dmner Night m the Officers' Mess in M arch
1961 when the Prime Warden of the Worshipful Company of
Dyers, ~r. A. C. Harding, presented to rhe R egiment a hands_ome lovmg cup. T~e . ceremony of passing the cup, a rrad!~1ona1 feature of the dinmg ceremonial of the Dyers themselves,
1s now to become a custom of the Regiment_
Demonsrrations of new and current equipments are a signific~nt part. of t~e Regiment's work. The organisation of these
de~onsrraoons is larg~y the work of Major C. W. Ain swonh,
while much of the detailed preparation is done by his assistant
Staff. Sergeant H. G., Constantine. Much effort is alway~
required of the Drawmg Office, where Sergeant A R. Hill
conrrols a small but highly productive team. One other side
~f the demonstration production ream which deserves credit
1s the ~arpenters' Shop, where Corporal J. W. Fisher, with
two ass1stanrs, pours our a staggering miscellany of props_
D emonstrations in which the Regimenr has taken part during
the lasr f~ we~ks include " Q uicksilver XI," a disolay of
Army eqwpment m Blandford as oan of the Blandford-Forum
Care_e.rs Exhibition a.nd, in the fusr week of June, the Joint
Services D emo?strauon, 1961, at Larkhill . The aim of this
last demonstration was to show ai.rcrafr, weapons and equipment ro officers of the three Services the civilian Ministries
rhe Commonwealth liaison staffs, fo:eign Attaches and th~
Press and to demonstrate some of their caoabilities in the
land/ air bartle.
The . Royal Signals cont;1"ibution comprised a static display
of eqwpment by the Regiment and a fine show of vehicles
'.ind mou~ted equipment by 201 Squadron, who also took pan
m a mobile deployment demonstration with other arms.
Visitors to the demonstration included the Chief Signal
Officer, ~outhern Com~and, Brigadier D . White, o.B.E. Captain
~· J. Pntchard and ~eutenant J. Potts assisted Major C. W .
Ainsworth, who co-ord~ated rhe static display of signal equipment. The demonsrratmg staff were drawn chiefly from No 1
Squadron ~nd rhe Demonstration Team, and they all did. a
very good 1ob.
Fine weather ~elped in m~ing the demonsrration a great
uccess an~ rhe display of eqmpments was as impressive to the
demonsrraung staff as it was to the visitors.
.Continuing the association which the Regiment is developing
with Blandford Forum, a contingent commanded by Major
J. F. Everard took part in a ~a rch Past i_n th_e town on Mayor's
~unday, ~he 28th May. This annual occasion is to mark the
~naugurauon of the new Mayor of the town, who this year
is Aldei:ma.n J. Carter. To show his appreciation the new
Mayor iny1ted .t he lf'OOps taking pan in the March P ast to
have .a drmk with him, a welcome conclusion to an enjoyable
occasion.
Visitors to the Regiment recently have included MajorG~ne!al D . . S. O'Connor, C.B., O.B.E., Commander, Aldershot
District, who came to .luncheon with the officers of the R egiment: Afcerw~rds he inspected rhe radio terminals which are
carrymg out. tnals of field radio sets for use with the Strategic
Reser_ve. Ma1or A. J. Jackson, q fficer Comi:ianding 1 Squadron,
~xplained the . purpose of the trial. For th is trial the Regiment
is f?rtunate in having the assistance of operators fi;om 3rd
Regiment, who a;e manning some of the sets. Amongst these
are Sergeant Richardson, Corporal Millar and Signalmen
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Sceeny, Watt and Kempson, who have all been doing a good
1ob of work.
The transition from winter to summer games has been some
what slc:iw, footballing enthusiast s being as relu ctant as ever to
end their season. The Hockey Officer is managing to maintain
a small number of fixrures throughout the summer in order to
keep players fit for the next winter season. I Sailing enthusiasts
are fortun ate in the fa cilities now available through th e Pool~
Group of the Army Sailing Association, and Major W. T . A.
Collyer, the Officer-in-Charge, ha s gathered together a keen
core of sailors, who are discovering, many for the first time
that dinghy sailing requ!res more than just the ab'. lity to steer'.
In early June the Regiment provided some of its sailors to
t~k~ part in the Inter-Gro_uo races of the Army Sailing Associauon off the I sle of Wight. The winning " Mermaid " in
the Inter-Group race was helmed by Major R. Gravells, R.E.,
<1 nd was crewed by Major W. T . A. Collyer and Sergeant W. H .
Bromley, both of the Regiment. Captain S. W. Mawson and
Staff Sergeant J. L. Gwynne crewed another "Mermaid " with
less success; they have, however, successfully made land.
The Regiment extends best wishes to Lieutenant T . R.
Hunter, who has recently finished his National Service.

Articles of Interest . . . .
Weapons of the British Soldier
BY COLONEL H.

c. B.

ROGERS, C.B.E.

Published by Seeley Service & Co. Ltd ., 196, Shaftesbury
Avenue, on the 16th June, at 35s. and worth every penny of it.
This is another of those excellent books showing the author's
extraordinary capacity for research and ability to make what
would appear a dull subj ect exceedingly interesting. H e runs
through the whole ga mbit of the weapons used by the Armed
Forces of this country from the axes used at the Battle of
Hastings until we came ro th e short Lee Enfield rifle which
conrinu cd in use in the Army until 1945 and perhaps even a
Ii ttle longer than that.
The author will at once say that in Saxon times an axe was
.:ailed a 'bill ' and indeed, ' bills' in one form or another,
continued into th e reign of the first Queen Elizabeth.
The reader, his memory titivated by the author, will be inclmed to digress, but the author has sruck to his subject with
considerable tenacity.
Quotation- " Ordered that the French pikes and the short
swords or bayonets lately received from Dunkerque be surveyed
and an account presenred on their defects so that contract may
be made for their speedy repair."
This is dated 14th March, 1662, and nor as the reader may
guess in August, 1940.
Reverting to ' bills,' ' glaives ' and such like, the author wisely
does not draw a parallel between rhese and the weapons used
in 1940 and 1941 by the first soldiers of the Home Guard. He
doe&, however, describe the evolution of the rifle from the
sponing gun or fowling piece and in his chaprer on revolvers
he does give a throw back that the principle of the revolver
dates to the middle of the 17th century.
Enough has been said to show that this book is of unprecendented interest. Various types of bow, arquebus, musket,
sword, grenade, rifle and the genesis and peculiarities rhereof
over rhe centuries are described and illusrrated. This is a book
which will adorn the shelves of historians and certainly should
be in the library of the Officers' Messes of the Corps.

SIGNAi~ TRAINING CENTRE. w.n.A.C.
Now that the weather is a little warmer we have decided to
come out of hiding and write some notes. Since our last contribution many things have happened but the most important
is the Regimental Weekend.
ytle . were very lucky and pleased to have our Director.
Brigadier Dame Marv Colvin, D.B.E., T.D., with us for part of
the weekend. The W.R.A.C. Corps Band made a welcome
return to the unit and we were also joined by some members
of the local W.R.A.C./T.A. to whom we owe a special thanks
for helping us on our church parade.
On Saturday we began our weekend with a fete and after
the usual frayed tempers and hard work everything went well.
Members of S.T.C. were very disappointed by the absence of
certain senior Royal Signals Officers, the. fortune teller
Madam Mulvaney, had much in store for them! The bird;
whispered that. they did actually come but they were frightened
away by the sight of so many women after their money I !
On Saturday evening we bad a most successful band concert
and were pleased to see many of our Q.A.R .A.N.C comrades.
We hope they enjoyed M ajor McDowell's rock session. We
cerrainly did.
On Sunday we had a church parade and march past. The
salute was taken bv rhe G.q.c. Yorkshire D istrict, MajorG~ner~I R. B. F . K. Goldsm1rh, C.B., C.B.E., accompanied by
Brigadier D ame Mary Colvin, D.B.E., T.D., We had great
difficulty in keeping Madam Mulvany on oarade when she saw
some of her "might-have-been customers,'' but all went well.
Now for news of our staff. Major Ruston is leaving us for
York and Major Dallas is coming here. Sergeant Benson and
~ance-~orporal Verrall are going to Cyprus. Corporal Crowe
is gettmg ready to go to Singapore. Corporal Williams and
Lance-Corporal Dobinson are preparing to get married to
members of 4/7 R.D.G. (traitors). Anyone got anv spare
~. C .O.s ! Lance-Corporal Horgan , one of our newer N.C.0.s,
is ~bout to c:omple~e her Duke of Edinburgh award (Bronze) bv
ta~mg certain semor and junior N.C.O.s on a 5-mile walk!
Will they make it? W ait and see!
I:-ast month W.0.II Macey and Sergeant Tweney went on
~oliday for a few days-would they have a warrant, not on your
hfe-~hey went by scooter. Unfortunately they returned by
B.R ., interpreted to. read ~ritish Railways and British Roadways.
Ha Ha! What pnce taxi from Camp Centre, eh? Still not
daunted, they are off again in July, so units in Devon' and
Cornwall be prepared for the worst !
I!l closing we must say to the many people who have written
asking why there has not been any notes from us-we are sorry
bur rhe plain truth is that WE ARE LAZY. Bye.

A Career in Royal Signals
Received on 12th June, 1961, this the first really effective
recruiting booklet is undoubredly excellent. Seventy pages of
information and well chosen pictures make it a glossy magazine
well worth reading, well worth keeping. It is hoped that the
distribution will be rapid and on a lavish scale and that copies
will be available to the general public all over the country.
Sensibly there is no historical secrion, but Chapter 2 contains
an excellent picture gallery of Royal Signals in the past including
photographs of the Signal Service Royal Engineers in the
firsr world war. A well written introduction in Chapter I leads
on to the pictures of Royal Signals of today in Chaprer 3.
Chapter 4, which is a long one sufficiently illustrated, give,
very detailed information about the various trades and trade
groups. Alas, the inevitable time lag in the production of a
booklet of this rype has made the chapter on Training in Royal
Signals slightly outdated by the new trade structure which was
described in the June number of THE WIRE. It was clearly
right to continue with the producrion of the recruiting pamphlet
despite this minor defect. It has been too long delayed already
and further delay would have been intolerable. There follows
excellent chapters on the Junior Leaders Regiment, of the Army
Apprentices School, Territorial Army, and the Army Emergency
Reserve, Sports, and finally an informative chapter deals with
the Institution and the Association.
Two words of criticism of this venture. Owing to the very
prolonged period which has elapsed since this booklet was
originally designed, the authorship of various chapters is
noticably different. There are one or two errors which have
crept in but they are of no particular importance.
It is hoped that this booklet will run through several editions.
In the second and third editions perhaps improvements can
be made to the adherence of the excellent cover to the remainder
of the booklet. Adhering only by indifferent glue, the copy in
rhe possession of rhe reviewer lost its cover during the first
reading. Having said as much as may be said in criticism, it
is repeated that this is an excellent booklet very nearly worthy
of the Corps in which we serve.

HILLMAN gives you
MORE for your moneym
H.M . Fo rces posted overseas
are able to purchase at generous
tax free rates, which allow up
to six months motoring , in the
U.K . Please write for
full details and brochure to:
ROOTES LIMITED

Euro pea n Section, Overseas Dept.,
Piccadilly, London , W.I.
ROOTES AUTOS

{Deutschland) G.m .b.H.,
Military Sales Dept.,
A ll eestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.
r

INS U R ANCE
The Association is accredited Agent to a well-known
Insurance Company and anyone who insures with tliis
company on !ntroduction of the Association benefits by
a half-share m the Agents' Commission the other half
~oes to Association Welfare. Furth~r information
from Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.I.
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From the Large Ante-Room to "The Proms"
BY JOiiN L. JUDD

N

OW the last National Servicemen has entered the Army,
perhaps it would be the appropriate time to look back and
review just what kind of musical youth this political
expedient brought into the Corps Band, and more important
still to what musical heights they have since risen.
Let us at the outset frankly admit that we are both the
richer for sharing each others experience.
Only a few days ago the following notices appeared in The
Daily Telegraph : THE

ROYAL

ALBERT

HALL

ir Henry Wood Promenade Concerts.
Overture. Romeo and Juliet Tchaikovsky
Piano Concerto No. r. Tchaikovsky
Symphony No. r. Tchaikovsky
ir Malcolm Sargent.

Alexander Gibson.

THE FESTIVAL HALL
Overture. Manfred. Schumann.
Symphony No. 3 in D. Schuben
Violin Concerto. Tchaikovsky
Symphony No. 29. Mozari
Sir Adrian Boult.

Raymond Cohen.

Alexander Gibson who conducted in equal right with Sir
Malcolm Sargent at last seasons Proms, has graduated from
Conductor at Sadlers Wells to Conductor of The Sco~tish
National Orchestra and so to the Proms.
Raymond Cohen who recently paid £3,000 for a genuine
'.' Stra.d" now l~ds The Philharmonia Orchestra, but his hearr
IS being a Soloist, as portrayed in the above Festival Hall
programme.
One surmy morning when the Band was playing at Southend
a young lad approached me in an effort to get a "morning off.':
He said he wanted to c,;onduct opera.
. I replied, "Don't be daft, there are only two or three jobs
m the country, and there is a queue a mile long for them ! "
Nevertheless he insisted that he knew the hazards, and was
fully prepared for the rough road that lay ahead.
He went for his interview at Sadlers Wells and came back
delighted to tell me that he had been taken on the staff as a
repetiteur.
.A few days after the notices above, referring to Alexander
Gibson and Raymond Cohen appeared in The Daily Telegraph
the following appeared in the same paper on the page reserved
for Concert reviews and Operatic reports : -

Yoong Conductor's Fine "lUadame D11tterOy"
This referred to Michael Moores, the young lad who only a
few years previously had asked for the morning off at Southend
to find his niche in life.
'
Artists of National repute !
After a concert in the large ante-room of our Headquarters
Officers' Mess, I was questioned by a lady as to the legitimacy
of a soloist's piano playing.
!;Ii playing had won remarkable applause and approbation.
Is it really good playing ?" she asked, "Or is it a trick ?"
Two years later, the soloist-John Barstow came eighth in a
world competition for concerto pianists.
. Talking t<_> ~ Brigadier one morning the subject of the organ
m St. Martins Oturch came into the conversation and as he
was particularly interested in the Band, I suggested that we
should go down to the church and the five organists in the
Ba~d should each. play u~n the organ a piece of their own
choice, and then give us their report upon an instrument which
everyone knows is very old, and not worthy of our church.
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One of the lads whom we heard, left the post of organist of
St. Martin's Church and went straight to a cathedral as organist
and master of the choristers.
The jump is more easily estimated, if one thinks of the Padre
jumping to Bishop of Winchester.
Three of our past organists are now at cathedrals.
When the Brigadier asked one lad what was the matter with
tl1e organ, he replied, "Nothing Sir, that £6,ooo would not
put right! "
The Band has for many years past, been invited by the
Corporation of Edinburgh to play in their City for the first week
of The Edinburgh Festival and for the opening service of rhc
Festival at St. Giles Cathedral.
Last August at was almost a reunion of The Royal Signals
Band.
(a) One of the conductors had served in the Band.
(b) The leader of one of the most famous orchestras had
led our own orchestra in the large ante-room.
(c) Many players in several of the orchestras had served
in the Band.
(d) A past vocalist of the Band was singing in the chorus
of the opera.
(e) A music critic of one of our leading national newspapers had recently left the Band.
(f) The conductor, the musician and the critics were
Royal Signals, how could they go wrong ! ! !
and so one could go on.
And not only in the field of classical music do we find these
lads at the top of their profession, but also in the world of light
music and musical entertainment.
The leader of " The Raindrops " and " The Polka Dots," two
of the most successful vocal groups in the country were both
in the Band, and appear regularly on TV screens.
Members of our past dance orchestras are now playing with
such top line bands as Cyril Stapleton, Johnny Dankworth, Ted
Heath, Geraldo. etc;:., etc.
In almost every orchestra and every top band in me country
will be found someone who wore our cap badge.
·
Some of those who listened to these lads could not realise
that they were listening to some of the most brilliant musical
youth this country has ever produced.
Their lowly military rank did not help the appreciation of
their artistry.
"Was it a trick?" the good lady asked ! ! !
Even only quite recently two headmasters of public schools
have put the same question to me, after they have been
staggered by the concert given by the Band.
They say : " Tell me, why do these lads stay in the Army when they can
play an instrument like that ?"
At least they knew it was not a tl'ick ! !

In Reply to Hi-Fi My Foot
In reply to Hi-Fi my Foot, by Lieutenant-Colonel John. L.
Judd in the May issue of the Corps Magazine, THE WIRE, I was
surprised to read that our Director of Music should in any way
belittle the efforts of an enthusiast where the reproduction of
music is concerned, even if it does happen to be through the
medium of Hi-Fi.
Although I agree that Fidelity does mean Faithful, I can't
help feeling that he is asking just a little too much of the
system and appears to expect that the original feeling also be
transmitted. For the man · who could invent such a system
there obviously awaits a fortune. There is no doubt that the
final imprint made on the wax is faithful to the intentions of
the manufacturer; and this is what I feel the Director fails to
recognise. At the same time I feel he should note that Hi-Fi
is not solely restricted to recording studios; the faithful reproduction might be that of an express train.
I might possibly agree that the term Hi-Fi is in most cases
abused but I think that the Director might keep in mind that
at least one manufacturer is aware of this and markets his
recordings as " ffrr " (full frequency range recording).
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As for tricks employed in recording, this surely is only done
to make the recording more pleasing to the listener, and if one
is to judge by the sales of such recordings one can only assume
that this task has been accomplished. We as listeners are nor
concerned whether the soloist was faci ng the front or standing
in a comer, just so long as the music is pleasing to listen to. I
assume that good music is that which pleases the listener.
I would like to conclude that the Director to my way of
thinking is for so:ne reason being unusually bitter towards
Hi-Fi. Perhaps his neighbour is respc.insible for this by the
neglected use of his volume control. I think that Hi-Fi is a
very faithful reproduction of what is fed into the wax impression, after all I don't doubt for a minute that the Director has
been to the cinema at some time in his life, or watched a TV
play. Was he worried about the tricks employed in these reproductions? I doubt it. There must have been numerous
occasions when the final results viewed, as opposed to heard,
were far removed from the true life setting.
As to the Hi-Fi foot of the Director I haven't seen this since
I was a Boy soldier in i943, so I cannot comment on it.

(o/ourlul Japan
BY CAPT. R. A. DOLBEAR, 18TH REGIMENT
"Escape to Japan . . . " the travel poster said. Yes! It
can be done while stationed in Malaya. The basic requ irement
i:t to accumulate between £60 and £70 in credits and 28 days'
leave. Both are easy to come by in this theatre, of course !
The above sum will ensure a comfortable, air-cond itioned
cabin and an ample supply of food throughout the trip. Inclusive with this, one can also enjoy a swim on deck, an airconditioned lounge, frequent film shows, and the pleasure of
good wine at the table, if on a French vessel.
The ports of call, which are the raison d'etre for the voyage,
are Saigon (French Lines only), Hoag Kong, Kobe and Yokohama. Once ashore, the possibilities will depend upon one's
taste and the amount one has managed to squeeze out of the
paymaster additional to the above sum.
Now, having whetted the appetite, where does one start ?
The first consideration is, during which season to travel. If
you are prepared to go on a waiting list for 20 to 30 months,
the ideal time is to sail during the last few days of March or
the first half of April, thus catching the invigorating springtime in Japan, with its famous cherry-blossom. At this time
Saigon will be nearing the end of its cool and sunny season,
which starts in October, while Hong Kong will be at its best.
Japan has a rainy season in late May and early June, when a
raincoat would be useful, and between December and February,
sweaters and overcoats would be required. The rainy season
in Vietnam is between May and October.
The next step is to book a passage. Travel agents have
pamphlets givil}g details and charges for the various shipping
lines. A deposit will be asked for some nine months in advance
when the booking is confirmed, and the full charge about six
months ahead. One must obtain a passport, a re-entry permit
for Singapore, and a visa for Japan, costing £1/3/4, and requiring three passport photographs and evidence that one
possesses adequate means of support, such as travellers' cheques,
for £z5. Again the travel agent will advise and assist on all these
matters.
"What to take" is the next consideration. Apart from the
reservations made above, only light clothing is required, including a tropical or semi-tropical suit for men and woollens or
a light coat for ladies. The ship's laundry is available, but if
you intend to stay ashore, " wash'n'wera " is more suitable.
Dress on board is informal, for Tourist Class, as you please
at all times.
Now, having received your tickets, you climb aboard on the
appointed day. After waving goodbye to Singapore, settling in
and exploring the ship's amenities-draught beer is about I/ per small glass, and other drinks are in proportion-plans can
be made for activities in Saigon, and bookings for trips can be
made with the ship's purser. Here, the stops might be for one
or two days outgoing, and three days on the return trip. A
conducted tour of Saigon City can be booked, also trips to
Bien-Hoa, a pottery centre with the School of Applied Arts, and
to Thu-Dau-Mot for lacquer work. Both centres are about 20
miles out, but if time or cash is limited, Bien-Hoa is recommended. Costs are from 25/- to 35/- each trip. On the return
trip it is possible to make a two-day flight to Angkor, in
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NARA, JAPAN-TODAIJI TEMPLE
" Daibutsu," a colossal bronze image of Buddha and the biggest in
the world, was cast in 749 A.O., and is 53 ft. 5 in. high, weighing
nearly 500 tons. The hall of the Daibutsu is said to be the largest
wooden building on earth

Cambodia, to view the well-preserved ruins of the ancient
capital. This requires an outlay of £30 upwards.
Sightseeing begins on the third day of the voyage, at the
mouth of the Saigon River. The ship winds its way for 40
miles up the mangrove-lined river, often giving the impression
that the ship is " turning on two wheels.'' The city is finally
sighted and the ship ties up within walking distance of the
centre. The French atmosphere remains, complete with boulevards and pavement cafes. There are night clubs, but floor
shows are illegal. Saigon also has its China Town. Specialities
in the shops are mainly handiwork in lacquer, pottery and cane.
The painstaking cratsmanship involved can be appreciated during
the trip to Bien-Hoa. This is the port at which the air-conditioning of the ship is most highly esteemed on one's return
from each outing into the hot and humid atmosphere. An unpublished tip is that one can reconvert the higher denomination
currency and the original conversion slip must be produced.
Elsewhere, currency regulations are straightforward and are
published on board.
Soon the ship is on its way back down river and heading
for Hong Kong, where it will dock for two days in each direction of travel. The attractions of Hong Kong have been described previously in THE W_gu; and are already well known.
It is only necessary to mention that a trip to Macau is possible
during the return stop. An outlay of £8 would cover the
main tours.
On route to Kobe, the island of Formo a is ighted, and
entry into the Pacific tests one physique as a ailor for 24
hours. From Kobe you can tour the ancient capital of Kyoto
with its palaces, temples, shrines and gardens, illustrating the
Japanese life and art of bygone days. If your intere t lies in
souvenirs or pearls, there is a large centre of such hoos which
also well cover all Japanese produce. A wide variety of night
life is also available here. The eight-hour excur ion costs about
£6/ 13/-, or with some initiative and an exploratory spirit, it
is possible to make one's own way on one of the three railway
systems. Other trips are available and ara is worth a vi it if
time is available. Kobe itself offers a three-hour ight ceing
tour for £3, including a cable-car visit to Mount Rokko. The
ship usually stays at Kobe for two days.
On arrival at Yokohama, the first thought is to see Tokyo,
which can be reached in under an hour by road and much Jess
by rail. A six-hour excursion, covering all the main attraction ,
may be booked for £7/7/-. A picnic lunch, provided by the
ship, i very enjoyable on the island of Eno hima with its en253

chanting view of Mount Fuji. The four-hour excursion, includ ing the " D aibut u " (Great Buddha) and other temples at
K amakura and the Yokohama shopping streets costs £ 4/ 14/-,
or £ / 9/- including the tour of Tokyo.
If the cash i available, a much bC'tter way of seeing Japan
is to make a four-d ay overland trip, kaving the ship at Kobe.
On the first day, a road journey is made to K yoto via the
commercial and industrial city of Osaka. In the evening a
ukiyaki dinner, with all the trimmings, is enjoyed in a
Japanese setting. The G eisha-girl, who gives personal service
at the table, including keeping one's " sake " (r ice-wine) cup
cons tantly full, later performs trad itional dances and instructs
the guests in a modern version illustrating th e Japanese enjoyment of baseball.
The next morning is taken up by a road trip to N ara, which
i set in a national deer park dotted with temple , shrines,
boating ponds and a pagoda. In the afternoon the sights of
K 'Oto are covered. That night is spent in a railway sleeping
car en route to Tokyo, and one continues the next morning on
the ultra-modern limited e.x press to Nikko. This is really the
climax of the whole tour, as the National Park, of 347,000 acres,
is set in colourful mountainous country reminding one of the
Lower Alps. One sees the peak of creative art in the temples
and shrines. The mountain road climbing to L ake Chuenzi at
4 ooo feet is fascinating as it is engineered with 30 hairpin
bends in a few hundred yards of the road . The side of the
road on which the vehicles drive, alternates at each bend, which
adds to the fun . The lake, of 15 miles in circumference, lays
between the volcanoes which created it many years ago by
blocking the valley with their lava. The setting is very refreshing and a 300-foot elevator descent takes one to the bottom
of Kegon Falls at the outlet.
The evening can be spent at leisure in Tokyo. The main
points of interest, including an · opportunity for shopping, are
covered during the next morning, and the road journey to rejoin
the ship at Yokohama is made in the afternoon.
All accommodation and meals are at first-class hotels, and
the inclusive cost is about £40. In all, it is an intensive
and instructive excursion.
A mental kaleidoscope of the scenes one has seen can be
enjoyed at leisure during the return voyage to Singapore.

looking Back
BY

J.

H . BESWICK, M.S .M.

As one grows older, nostalgia creeps in in ever-increasing
waves, and the past, or some of the remoter parts of it, no
longer appear in black and white, but in rather more pastel
shades.
In the last few weeks, with my ultimate discharge looming
black before me, I have been going over the earlier parts of
my career and trying to see it as it really was, and finding that,
as its grows clearer, I would not like it to happen over again.
There cannot be many of us left in the Corps now who
remember Crowborough and Maresfield in 1924. To me-it
comes back as-a long walk from the station and the village,
a collection of sprawling huts, 40 men to a barrack room, and
some of the toughest, and in one or two cases, harshest, N.C.O.s
I have ever met. Life was hard, the food was foul. The
smallest slip meant seven days' C.B.; yet, until I began to
write, all I could remember was-riding breeches and spurs,
gerting drunk for the first time (in Tunbridge Wells) and my
first week-end in London.
It is hard to realise, too, that one lived in uniform, both in
and out of camp. Three years' service, without ever having
been on a charge before, one got the occasional pass for civvies,
and five years clear of entry for a permanent pass for civvies,
and then those clothes had to be kept outside the camp. Things
had to be relaxed before I got mine. I could never stay out
of trouble.
~fnresQ.-ld Park. I took my wife and a new car round
there two months ago, the first time I had seen it since 1925.
All that remained was the Officers' Mess and a lot of memories.
They had even filled in the swimming pool.
"G" Company-Major Cobb, rugby, morse code, horses.
A 200-yard walk with bowl, towel, soap and shaving kit, in
all weathers, to the outside ablutions. Life was a little e.asier
than in Crowborough. One's first thrill-to call a Corporal
" Corp" and get away with it--simple pleasures ! A pass
every four weeks from A.D. Saturday to 23.59 Sunday, but
woe betide if you turned up at midnight. Cheering the Signals
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team on the London-to-Brigh ton relay and watching the Corps
boxer take everything in their stride, are one or two of the
high spots. My first month's leave, after a year's hard workthoughts of desertion, but turnin g up on time after all.
Posti ng to 2 Divisional Signals, Aldershot, in August, 1925,
was a th rill. At least I was going to be in a position to see
the world, and I d id. Aldershot and up to about 50 m iles
rad ius was my world for the next five years. I m arched over
every inch of it following a limber drawn by two horses in
which rested a " C " set. We carried our own rations and
cooked, as best we could, in mess tins over wood fires.
Perhap over these years I was happy. I was young and fi t
and to get away from camp and discipline was heaven. Guards,
fire picquets, stables, feeds, church parades, ceremonials, didn' t
help much, but as part of set routine, they were borne sadly.
Sport was the thin g. The Signals had the finest boxing team
in the Army, and they were all in M ons Barracks. T here was
plenty of rugby and athletics and swi mming, and for off-duty
periods I till think of Aldershot as being the best mid-way
spot in England to get away from. I saw the H endon Pageant,
Ascot H enley Regatta, the D erby, Schneider Trophy Race at
Portsmouth, Aldershot T attoo, shows in L ondon, and several
visits to seaside resorts.
In M ay, 1930, I said goodbye to the Army with relief and
went out to m ake m y fo rtune.
In October, 193 1, I decided to decrease the 3t million unemployed by one and told Signals Records if they required a
good man, fully trained, I was offering my ser vices. Their
reply came as a shock. " Yes," they said, " come back, by all
means, but pay £ 35 for the privilege," and after extensive
borrowing, I wandered back to the fold.
This new venture introduced me to Catterick for the first
time, and although first impressions were bad, the next four
years turned out all right. M y most vivid impressions weregetting two-thirds of the above-mentioned £35 back from
the same officer I had loftily r efused Unpaid L ance-Corporal
in Aldershot 18 months befor e, with the remark that " potential
millionaires didn't think much of the offer." R ance was his
name, and I can still hear some of his later remarks on the
subject.
Secondly, I got married; and thirdly, as I mentioned in a
previous article, the School of Signals won the Mackworth
Trophy.
I was now a steady citizen, keeping out of trouble and keen
to get on. A fortn ight ago I took my Confidential Report to
a Resettlement Interview, and the years 1932 to 1938 should
be of some interest to younger men who have enlisted in the
last 20 years.
1932--Good man. Keen and ambitious.
1933--Good man. Keen and ambitious. Will make a good
N.C.O.
1934-1937-Same again, Perhaps a little bit better.
1938-Appointed Acting Unpaid Lance-Corporal.
You see what you could get, if you stuck at it.
Past experience helped, but the Army was steadily getting a
better career. The food was eatable and one got to know quite
" god-like " beings. A sergeant once took me in his car to
wa tch a rugger match.
Married side.-Richmond, one room, one wife, one baby.
37/6 a week wages. The room was 15/-, coal 1/-, light 1/-,
and the rest we squandered on food .
Sarafand, Palestine in 1936, and to 2 W.T. Company. There
were, I think, several nicer places to be posted to, but none, I
will state, had a better crowd of officers and men. The work
was hard. We were penned in the cantonment for months at a
time, but the nine-hole golf course, tennis courts, cricket and
rugby, and the unfailing generosity of the married families in
making a social life for everyone was beyond praise.
1937 and to Malta with a small section from 2 W.T., and
life began again. My wife came out. I got a quarter and my
money became more elastic. Halcyon days for nearly two years.
The work was still hard, but the pleasures were many.
1940 and the first bombing. 1941-1943, more bombing and
less food. 1943 and home again. Impressions, swimming in
Sliema Bay, watching the Italian fleet ride in to anchor off the
Grand Harbour for the final surrender.
Back to the School of Signals. On to Force 134 for the
invasion of Norway. Out to Germany from 1945 to 1952happy days.
The Army is growing better daily and I am loath to leave.
Do I wish I could have been born a little later ? I don't
really know. Life in the Army was harder in the 'twenties, but
from a purely personal point of view, I think it made me a
hetter man.
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Shipping it Green
" Contact" By John Hole
T cook just six weeks to get every line through after the
devastating typhoon of 1923. A miracle of improvisation!
All the tc'1epho ne poles were of iron and every one was
snapped at the base. So we put the poles back on their base
and let the overhead wires hold them in position. It worked
and so they remained until new poles came out from England.
In the fulness of ~ime I rewired every telephone set in the
colony-no small job, cutting out the prestle switch in each setthe result was perfect.
About this time the East Surrey Regiment had taken over
the defence of the colony. Jimmy Stainer, the supervisor of
the main exchange on Seven-and-sixpenny Hill, phoned me in
the workshop to say that the East Surrey's Commanding
Officer's line was very bad. I picked up one of my reconstructed sets, nipped out of the shop and int~ the Surrey's
barracks in one minute dead. The R.S .M. bad JUSt put down
the receiver . I plugged in the new one and said " T ry that,

I

1r/'

He looked at me in astonishment.
"I know the Signals are quick- but not that quick."
H e tried the line.
" I can almos t sc:,e h im. Wonderful ! How do you do it ?"
" I t's easy when you know how."
After that the Corps and the East Surrey's were as thick as
thieves.
E very morning Jimmy would phone me a list of faults and
I would sort them out. On the lo::al easy fa ults I would send
Naik Lung Tung to do his stuff. He thought he was hotstuff but I never d isillusioned him. Any fault that required
outside work I would send Ah You, my No. l civvie, in charge
of outside construction. He was good. Better than a lot of
G.P.O. men at home. H e could walk up an iron pole like
walking up stairs. Much the s~me as the . natives ~f Ceylon
climb coconut trees-the only difference bemg that iron telephone poles are upright and smooth.
I could diagnose the fa ults with uncanny accuracy. But I
had one that got me foxed. Jimmy reported a heavy contact
on the Lia Chee Kok route. On the corner of Wanchai I stood
and ruminated. I t was the hot season and dry, hence it was
unusual to have heavy contacts in such conditions. In the wet
season, when we got more rain in twenty-four hours than fell
in a year at home, heavy contacts were frequent. I could gene~
ally guess in which particular bay the fault would be. But this
one had me stumped. I could not make a blind guess. I
hailed a rickshaw and flopped in.
We bowled along De Voeux road, the main thoroughfare of
the city of Victoria. I called to see my compradore at his office
and the rickshaw boy sat on the curb in the shade. Opposite
was a parking place for sedan chairs, a mode of transport
popular wi th th e dwellers of The Peak.
Crossing to the m ainland of China on the Star Ferry, I
boarded the L ia Chee Yok bus. These buses were, m those
days, model " T " Fords ! Tied together with string a~d bent
nails they were considered the acme of comofrt. ~eepmg one
eye on the six-arm route and the other on the dnver of the
"jaunting" car, I could see nothing untoward. When the bus
stopped in the centre of the town I continued on foot in the
direction of Gin Drinkers Bay.
Just on the edge of the town I pulled up with a jerk. Placing
my hand on the hot iron pole that carried the route, to make
sure that I was not dreaming, I let my eyes follow the 200-lb.
G .I. wires as they disappeared into the window of the top floor
of a house. I had surveyed this route only a couple of month
previously, but THE HOUSE WAS NOT THERE THEN! It W~S not
just a m atshed of bamboo but a good solid construcuon of
bricks and stucco.
The house was full of Chinese, but I ignored their protest
and went up the stairs to the top floor. The house had been
built in the centre of the bay; the wires going in the front
window and out of the back room window. The line ran
across the room and on them were hung dozens of wet
garments.
A couole of days later I had diverted this part of the route, I
told Ah You to cut the now dead wires.
What an uproar this caused. They had nowhere to hang
their washing. This must have inspired that song ' Chinese
Launry Blues."
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It Happened to Me
Being the private thoughts of a very old soldier trying
for a job in civilian life
You will attend for interview with the manager at . .
Please bring references.
Comes the day. You knock gently on the door and a curt
voice says " come in ." A business-like individual motions you
to a chair and carries on work.
You glance round his office, then down at your lap, and
realise you have started to twiddle your thumbs. You stop
immediately and try to appear relaxed. A moment later you
look down and there are your thum~s, at it aga i~ . ,,
"
The manager looks up and says, G ood mommg, etc., I
believe you wish to be employed here." You mumble " yes,"
and off he goes on a pep talk that you recognise imm edi~tely
as the kind of thing you yourself have done hundreds of umes
before to young clerks. The wordin g may be slightly different
but the sense is the same.
You indicate as well as possible that you are prepared to
live up to the tenets of his firm far better than anyone has
ever done before . He listens absently, then presses a bell
button. A smart young thing comes in and wheels you off to
the m ain office. This is where the torture really begins. The
room stretches to infinity and all you see are scores of desks
and seemingly hundreds of faces. You know they are whispering " J ust out of the Army. Ex-Sergeant-Major. He'd better
not come up with any of his old Army tricks here." A clerk
starts to take your particulars, and the most intimate details_of
your private life are laid bare, and you want to run screammg
from the place. Females giggle as they pass and you find yourself hating civilians more and more.
The following day you report for work. You hesitate at the
door t hen boldly open it and walk in. All eyes appear to
stab 'you through as you take the long never ending walk down
to your new desk. You sink weakly into your chair and bury
your head down. Nothing is familiar and you . w~nder what
to do until a friendly voice from the rear asks if 1t can help.
A fed, minutes later your discover that the voice belongs to an
ex-soldier who went through the same business the year before.
Tea break comes and also some other members of the staff to
welcome you. The world isn't such a bad place and you feel
there might be a niche for you in civilian life after all.

SQUADRONS
STEEPLE DUMPSTEAD SQUADRON
The introduction of shirt-sleeve order has produced the usual
comedy, declared one day, canc~lle~ the next and then reintroduced. We are at present sh1vermg to such an extent that
the local doctor authorised a rum issue.
Sick Parades were stopped for a week and the Queen's Birthday Parade went off very successfully.
The local representative of the Essex Constabulary was not
impressed by the B.A.0.R. announcement that "they would
pursue a tough policy with drunks "-as we know only too
well this has been Sergeant Rochester's attitude for years.
Tbe clo e co-operation that exists with the local re idents i
proved by the fact that during the redecoration of the Camp
the Crypto Office is in the vault of the local bank. The. only
stipulation made was that Corporal Church, our Cipher
Operator, should wear plain clothes-then they saw him in
them and he is back in uniform again.
Adventure Training is the latest project. Suggestions were
called for and proved singularly unhelpful, including:
(a) A bank robbery.
(b) Doing a "tun " along the canal towpath.
(c) Letting the air ut of the Chief Constable's tyres.
We have applied to the District Commander for the policy
on Stable Belts to be clarified. At present there are so many
occa ions when they may NOT be worn that it is impos ible
to issue any clear orders on the subject.
The advent of the grass cutting season herald the arrival
in the Camp of Farmer Truscott's sheep. This is very reasonable
in view of the fact that half of the Squadron i on Agricultural
Leave.
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\~·e are very happy to start this month's contribution with
what is in fact. a stop-press item--0ur heartiest congratulations
to Staff Sergeant Roy Simmons on the award of the B.E.M. m
the Birthday Honours List, a well deserved honour of which we
are all very proud.
May has been quite a busy month for u all gett~g straight
again after Ex Triangle and E.x Fabuhst and preparing for Ex
Barbican which starts at the end of next week.
In between times sporting events have taken up quite a lot
of our time. First we had the Brigade H.Q. Athletics Meeting.
Our Lightweight Tug-of-War Team won the 88- tone class,
Lance-Corporal McConnachie won the 100 yards title, and the
Relay Team and several individuals also gave good account_of
themselves. This was followed by the Eastern Area Meetmg
and the Brigade H.Q. Team came second in the Minor Units
event. The Squadron 88-stone team represented Brigade in
the rug-of-war but went out in the semi-finals, and we had
Lance-Corporal Illingworth in the Relay Team who were just
beaten into second place.
At the Brigade H.Q. Rifle Meeting held last week we did
quite well and some of our " shots " showed promise for future
meetings. Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Matthews was third in the
Individual and Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Rifle Competitions, Lance-Corporal Clarke was third in the Corporals' Class,

Signalman Ledgard was second in the Regular Soldiers' Class
and Signalman Phill'.ps was third in the
ational Service
Soldiers' Class.
Walking for pleasure seems to be the latest fashion in the
Squadron. Corporal Wilcox and Lance-Corporal Smart insisted
on walking the five miles back from the Ranges after the Rifle
Meeting complete with a Bren and spare barrel each; and on
the Queen's Birthday holiday Lance-Corporals Cheney, and
Lo;kwood, Signalmen Bridgwater and Poizer were off up the
"Panhandle " with their knapsacks on their backs. It is also
rumoured that Corporal Wilcox and Lance-Corporal Smart
walked to Nicosia and back the other night to settle a friendly
argument as to who could walk the longest and fastest.
Lance-Corporal Clarke and Lance-Corporal Bould are busy
making plans (and saving money) for a hitch-hiking trip to the
U.K. via Greece, Italy and France next month when they are
due R.H.E. Lance-Corporal Cheney hopes to follow them a
month or so later when he goes on leave.
Lance-Corporal Clarke did extremely well to come seventh
in the Landrover Class of the All-Island Driving Ability Competition organised by R.A.F. Ayios Nicolaos, more especially
so as he normally drives I -ton and 3-ton vehicles.
The Squadron cricket team has played several games so far
with mixed fortunes, but among their success was a good win
against I B.W. So they are now looking forward confidently
to their match with 15th Regiment in the semi-finals of the
Corps Cup (Cyprus).

Captain Jeremy Cook is. at the J?lOmc_n t in France taking
part in an escape and evasion Ex_erc1se ~Ith the R.C.A.F. and
will shortly leave us for the dubious dehghts of S.A.S. May
he free drop in peace !
Lastly, we have welcomed Lieutenant and ~rs. Last and
Second-Lieutenant Funnell to our fold and, hav1.ng se_en thCf!l
settle down ve ry quickly, feel confiden~ they will enioy their
time with the Squadron. We welcome m the very near future
Major and Mrs. Bill MacFarlane. to whom we ~xtend every
wish for a good tour with " Para," and with very smcere regret
bid adieu to Major and Mrs. Gordon Peat, who ~ave spent an
extended three years with us. May all luck go with them both
to their new job in Germany ! People _come and people go,
but of one thing I am sure, and that 1s no-one forgets the
time they have spent, nor the people_ and places they have
seen, with 216 Squadron (Parachute Brigade).
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Lance Corporals Bibby and Williams with Signalman Gregg, waiting
to go
216
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This contribution to THE WIRE, since our last, six months
ago, coma:ns a mixed bag of encouraging successes and frustrating failures.
On the brighter side, we have to record the
success of our last Administrative Inspection, a successful
recruiting tour, and a thoroughly searching, though gratifying,
exercise in Cyprus. To offset this, there is a sad tale of overseas exercises cancelled, both in Germany and Jersey.
For the third year in succession, Major Gordon Peat has
led the Administrative Inspection Team around the unit, and,
since we reckon he wrote the final report himself, we achieved
our third glowing "Excellent." Having basked in reflected
glory for one complete week-end, we returned from our 72-bour
pass to be rudely shaken by the O.C., telling us that as painters
and plumbers we were passable, but as operators we were
hopeless.
Consequently, a rash of precis-typing broke out
and the word "upgrading" took on a new and sinister meaning.
Having at last decided that we bad been in the classroom
for quite long enough, we took to our wireless sets and fled to
the country in order to cormnunicate. Slowly, but surely, we
came to realise the exact capabilities of our Cus, and having
gazed ar them lovingly, and with awe, followed by a gentle
boot applied to numerous posteriors, we once again began to
" meet " each other on the air.
Suddenly it dawned on us that we were running out of men
-some National Servicemen were actually refusing to sign onso the decree went out " let there be recruiting." A direct result of this was that a strong body of men were despatched to
the " fleshpots " of Catterick to spread the word and to cast
withering glances of contempt on those who would not sign
pieces of paper volunteering for the "best unit in the Corps."
It is truly a source of amazement why, when young men are
offered the opportunity of a lifetime, some actually refuse it.
However, let is suffice to report that just over 300 men
volunteered, having the common sense to see that soldiering
with 2r6 is a real man's life.
Next it was decided to "plumb the depths " of B.A.O.R. ' to
see whether there were any potential parachutists there. To
do this, it was arranged to lay on a parachute demonstration
near Herford and then go straight into an exercise against 4th
Regiment, who were then in the field on their exercise,
"Blacker Gloom." Captain Cook was to be D.Z. Officer, and
when the drop was over, was due to gather his team together
and then travel round B.A.0.R. with best recruiting feet forward. Unfortunately, due to grounding of all aircraft, the
exercise was cancelled and the a/m officer was left gazing
forlornly into an empty sky. However, with mutterings
about our "overworked " Air Force, a one-man recruiting
team was formed, and an enjoyable, successful, and alcoholic
\our ensued. Many thanks are due to many people for their
hospitality and co-operation.
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In the meantime, numerous small exercises were taking place
throughout England. We were then building up for a large
Brigade Group exercise in Cyprus, Exercise "Fabulist." This
exercise involved the fly-out of the Brigade, the drawing of
complete G1098 from stockpile, the mounting and execution of
an airborne assault, a four-day ground exercise in the mountains,
the hand-in of all stores and then fly back to U.K. This was
done within a fortnight, so as can be imagined, the bustle of
both " chiefs " and " indians " was tremendous, and the energy
expended by both on the exercise itself was quite appreciable !
The parachuting element of this exercise was hazardous in
the extreme. Lance-Corporal Bibby, with the pathfinders, had
a very "dodgy" descent at midnight on a completely strange
(and unpredicted) dropping zone and had the rather frightening
experience of landing in trees. The particular variety of tree
he landed in was of an especially prickly Cypriot type, and
now, to add tone to his " grip " sessions, he proudly bares his
multi-punctured torso. Sergeant Griffiths, our Orderly Room
Sergeant, insisted on landing on his shoulder instead of his feet,
which did neither him nor the dropping zone any good. He
was still first aboard the returning Britannia, but is now typing
with his roes. (We always suspected he did anyway!).

Sold iers of the Co rps Signal Sq uadron "in action "
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The communications, however, after we had gathered everyone together worked 100 per cent, and with the greatest cooperation fr~m "Wythes Commandos" (203 Squadron to .the
uninitiated) a very fruitful exercise was completed. On arnval
home in Farnborough, after stops in North Africa, Mal~a and
France the first bit of " bumf" to greet us was a direcuve on
" The 'Acclimatisation of Troops in Hot Countries." With
a straight face, this was passed round for all to see.
Thus we returned from the land of sun. dusky women and
exciting nights in Nicosia and _havin~ taken _one look at the
" hear wave" in England, decided Jt was ume we had an
overseas Exercise again. Thus we chose Jersey as our next
visiting area and arranged, with th~ utmost. help from local
authorities a recruiting demonstrat1on/exerc1se to terrrun~te
with a da~ce to which we had invited all the local attracuve
nurses At the last moment however, the R.A.F. told us
that the pilots earmarked to fly us back were category " C "
only (allowed only to fly freight or livestock), and conseq~e~tly
could not bring us back. We were extremely upset at m1ssmg
our Exercise, but secretly gratified that the R.A.F. should
consider us as superior to " livestock " !
Having had our Jersey Exercise cancelled, we decided with
disgust that the next best thing was to take leave - so the
Squadron went on a fortnight's leave.
On return from leave we became heavily embroil~d in
demonstrations of all descriptions and took the opportumry of
getting away from it all by going to Fort Tregantle, near
Plymouth, for ten days. Here, the Squ~dron, who ".'ere
expecting a casual time of peace and sunbathmg, were mortified
to find themselves on many stiff marches and " road walks and
runs." Fourteen miles in 2} hours across hills, sand an? rocks
was a typical one. The last evening a dance was organised by
Corporals Wells Davidson, Millard and Ander on, and a large
number of W.R.N.S. and local girls invited. This dance v:ras
held within the precincts of the Fort, whi~ featured . a genume
moat and portcullis. As soon as all the girls had arrived, there
was a vast clang from the area of the portcullis, and o_n
investigation by the Second-in-Command, he was cold th~t this
was to prevent gatecrashers from entering. Later on it ~as
suspected, from hearing signs of pursuit and desperate e_va ion
within the Fort that the shut gates werl! to prevent desirables
fra"m leaving ra'rher than undesirables from entering !
We returned browner and fitter than when we had gone,
and now we are oractising for all the shooring, swimming and
athletic competitions that shortly occur, with modest hopes of
success in all spheres.
Following these, and more leave, we exoect to have a_norher
overseas Exercise this year and a coup1e of weeks. m the
Highlands of Scotland, climbi?g, _swimming, canoeing and
boating. This should keep us m mm for the hockey, soccer,
rugby and other winter sports.
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Many changes here in Tripoli since we last appeared in T~E
WIRE: we have said good-bye to Major Be~umont, Captam
Billingham, Lieutenant Rourke,_ W.0.11 Defazi? a!ld Sergea!lt
T. Robinson; we welcome Maior Fortescue-Hitchms, CaJ?tam
Cooper and Sergeant W. Baldwin. So many changes m a
couple of months must be a record.
Exercise Meniscus took two radio deta~hments o~t commanded by Staff Sergeant Burke. They di~ a good JOb and
were complimented by the Staff and, w_hat 1s more, by ~ose
desert veterans 620 Troop who were with us for a fortrughr.
We enjoyed having the Troop here very much even _though
they brought their problems with them. They made their mark
in more ways than one.
Our winter sports record was good-winners of the m~or
units Soccer League; six members in the Casuals te~I!' which
won the major units Soccer Cup and League co~peu~ions. At
hockey we were just beaten in_ the _final of the s1x-a-si?e c~m
petition and at rugger we supplied nme players ~or the v1ctonous
Casuals. Corporal Stocks and Corporal Machin are congratulated on representing the Area at rugger, hocke~ _and ~~cer.
Lieutenant Barrett's Signal Centre draws admmng v1s1tors.
We have recently been honoured by visits from the Secretary of
State for War, the G.0.C. _Near Eas~ Land Forces an_d the
Bishop of Maidstone. Soldier Magazine called and will we
hope feature the Squadron shortly.
We have just experienced our first ghibli in 196r. Arabic
phrase for the week: Mustaffa Cuppa.
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We have this month bid farewell to Major Lyske and family
after three and a half years here in Nairobi he has g~ne to take
up an appointme~t as 9fficer C?mma~dmg 14th Reg_ime~t. All
ranks sincerely wish him and his family good l~ck 1i;i hi_s new
job. The Squadron hockey team wi_ll su~ely !ID~s him 1~ th~
forward line and the soccer team will mJSS his exhortations
from the side lines.
We welcome Major Handy and family, and hope their tay
in East Africa will be happy and interesting.
Despite reports we read in the U.K. Sunday pape~, we are
still engaged quietly on our normal dury recreauona! and
sporting activitie . In fact, we _are about to enter a penod of
increased activitity in the Safari Club. Thank to a generous
gift of £450 from the Nuffield Trust we arc able to chang7 _our
old faithful club Land Rover for a new vehicle and an ambitious
series of expeditions has been pta:incd.
The long rains have almost finished, ~e droug~t has broken
and game is again plentiful, the Sa~an club rifles and the
cameras are being cleaned and re-furbi_shed and the first pa~ty
will soon be leaving for Lake Rud~lph m th~ . orthern Fronuer
Department. This area abounds ~n all vanene of game a_nd
the take itself provides the ~ngler with al! the sport he could w1s_h
for. It is interesting to thmk, that White Hunters charge their
clients very high fees for what we offer
~bo~t £6 .a head.
Our social centre, the ' Mercury Club, 1s sull gom~ strong.
The direction seem to change frequently but there is alway
a good crowd of 'off duty' shift worker looking for a cold
'Pilsner or Tusker.' We recently sa-:v there a c~owd of coloured
film slides on big game, together with a selection of ~eads and
skins very ably presented by the Quarre_rmastcr, Maior Parks,
who has now been renamed Elephant Bill!

a;
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\'l:'e have opened our Dobbie Soccer League programme and
at the moment have won two and lost two (for Ir against 7). We
lost to I _Bn. Inniskilling Fusiliers 4-2 but were unlucky and
co~ld easily have drawn. W e defeated the R.A.F. much more
ea 1ly tha°; the _3-r score suggests and beat R ailway Qub 6-I.
The;: captam 1gnalman Eddie Siddall, opened the scoring with
a picture goal and after that it became a question of how many.
O~er
corers were Corporal " Sandy" Sanders 2 SccondI.:1eutenant " Jock " Martin 2 and our sprightly winge; Corporal
Jim Goodall I.
The 2nd XI have done very well winning two and losin o
one so f~r. Sig_nalman. " Tich " Le oury is howing fine for~
on the nght wmg a 1s L ance-Corporal Mick Cooper at winghalf. Corl?Oral Tony W au&h who is being converted to centrehalf occasionally forgets his new role and appears as a sixth
forward. He is, however, learning.
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We have had an enormous and very welcome influx of
regulars an~ h<?pe they will C:njoy a long stay in the Squadron.
On the debit side we are losmg a lot of our National Servicemen an~ among them so1?e of our best tradesmen and spotting
B?d social stars. We with them all every success in civilian
life.
With far more work than our resources were ever designed
to i;neet . we have come to regard ovenime as normal in
Engmeenng Tr~p and_ R.E.M.E. Workshops. They are
engage~ on ~ maior d~s1gn an~ construction project and are
producmg a Job of whic~ a maior electronics company might
well be proud. Anyway It looks fine and with any luck it will
work!
_Our Bangkok detachment is doing a fine job. They are cer~ainly hard worked but surely this is one of the best postings
m the Army. They were recently visited by the Squadron
Co~der who_drove up _over r,500 miles of mainly din roads
from Smgapore m the ramy season without incident only to
bog down on a "hard shoulder" outside Lurnpini Park in
~entral Bangkok. We are hoping to make leave arrangements
m Ban~kok _for perso~nel from Singapore once the detachment
moves into its new billet.
We were re.cently ':'isited by an officer from COMCAN, Hong
Kong, and will continue COMCAN liaison in the future with
an exchang~ of officers and N.C.O.s with COMCAN Melbourne.. This exchai:ige is going to be very popular even as an
alternative to lc:ave 1:II Penang or Hong Kong.
On the spom_ng side the Squadron is following a successful
soc:cc:r season with ~uccesses at cricket. Our swimmers are now
tra~mg for the Regimental and Corps competitions which come
up m the nex~ tw? months: In athletics we came second to
2 Squadron (Lm_e) In a meeting for 18th Regiment and attached
Squadrons. Excitement waxed high as for much of the afternoon we were ahead.
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It is uncommon to find a father and two sons serving in the
Corps at _the . same time. It is more than uncommon to find
the!11 servmg m the .same theatre, with two of them in the same
regiment, . and two m the same station.
A dreuruthon took place in Hong Kong in April and the picture
recor s e event.

~DERRY'S

{:{
Market

Place,

Richmond,

T e/ephone

2293

FISH
GAME
AND
POULTRY

Richmond for Beauty -
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Yorks

(2 lines)
FRESH FRUIT
& VEGETABLES
WR EATHS AND
C ROSSES

Cherry's for Quality

Left to right : Lieutenant R. J. Lettin , 17 (Gurkha) Regiment, Sere mban, Malaya, Major F. Lettin, 252 Squadron, Hong Kong, Captain
F. C. Lettin, 246 (Gurkha) Squadron, Hong Kong
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fir This month saw ~he largest fire Singapore has known. The
e s~ted. at three m the afvernoon in some attap and wooden
dwellmgs In the centre of Singapore city. By the evening it
had spread o:-er ai::i area of five square miles, taking in warehouses, factones, oil mills and blocks of fl ats. At six o'clock it
was _c omple_tely out of control and the Army were called in to
provide assistance and relief measures for the 8 ooo homeless
V.~.F. Troop . of the Squadron was called upon ~t ten m inute~
nonce to provide seven mobile detachments for the operational
staff of S1;Ilgapore Base District. The Troop quickly deployed
on f:be _fnnge of. th e devastated area and through the comm1:1111cauons provided by . them the staff were quickly able to
gam. control of the s1tuat1on. Community centres were opened
ubp m ne_arby sch_ools and a large scale relief programme was
rought mto mot.ion .. Blartkets, clothing and food were issued
and by the morru?g 1t _seemed that not only the victims of the
fire, but half the mhabuants of Singapore island were gathered
for a free handout! !
The ot.J:ter two Tr?OP~ of the Squadron have been actively
ei:igaged m co~un icau?n and toughening up exercises on
Smgapor~ and adjacent islands in preparation for bigger and
better thm_gs to co~e in Malaya in the near future.
~e n:iaio~ sportmg activit)'. of the month has been athletics,
Th nStmg m the Corps Tr~angular Meeting held at Changi.
S e
quadron, together with the other two independent
quadrons, came a very cl~se second to 19th Regime:lt. We
are gla~ to ~ee t_hat th«: mam sporting activity for the coming
mf onth~ is swtmm1Ilg which seems a far more appropriate sport
or t 1s pan of the world.

2 5 2 S QUAD R ON
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. (Our notes this _month are by Corporal I. P. Eaglestonc. This
is _not <?n _the basis-as no doubt any uncharitable reader may
thmk-1f mdeed . there are any uncharitable readers of T11E
WmE-of deleg~tJon of responsibility, but it is the Squadron's
att edr;iP,t at m~kmg these notes more interesting by giving the
so1 1er s eye view.)

' . S p~ i ng ll ib~ rua t ion.·· This Squadron has seen many
mod1ficat1ons, deletions and innovations recently, but when, via
0e grape-vme, we heard we were all going to be moved to an
island f~,r a,~ l;ast five days camping, we scoffed, " This couldn't
happen Im needed, I am " (Operating Troop)-" Two
T HE WIR E, J ULY
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weeks ~o do, they've had that! " There . were sundry other
suggcsuons as to what could be done with the .·i sland . . .
result? The whole Squadron went, and for at least five days!
Round Island (Ngan Chau) is situated-even after our camps
-well out to sea off the southern coast of Hong Hong, south
of Repulse Bay and west of Stanley. It takes about threequa rters of an hour to wa lk all round it and rises to a height of
234 feet. No beach, no sheer cliffs, but fairly awkward for
landing all round. No fresh water and, we hoped, no snakes.
This was to be our "other paradi_se "; five camps in all, of five
days each. So we started reflecting on what a skive it might
be.
At that ti me (March/ April) we had a crimson coloured junk
called Hosi (" Morgan's Nightmare ") and with varying d egrees
of success it was this that took us out, and (the lucky ones that
is) brought. us back. We also had a lifeboat, which alas, seemed
to be happier under the water, and the aid of Staff Sergeant R.
W. Chapman's "Jolly" boat. Hosi succumbed to the embrace
of Typhoon Alice this month.
Getting ashore was fairly difficult and the small " tender "
on one occasion sunk while Corporal C. G. Jones, nobly standing
to attention and saluting, vanished from sight. We all finally
made it and started looking for tent sites . . . it took a little
time to discover that they did not grow there, so the undergrowth
was hacked away and hillsides trenched. Headquarters was
established under L ieutenant (T.O.T.) R. D. Willingale, and
despite rain we settled in.
Reveille at 6.30-somebody was seen on the beach washing
(he was soon dealt with)-and at 8.30 work began: a jetty was
started-a row of n ecessary seats were constructed on " Ecstasy
Outlook "-and steps were hollowed out. Some of the food
concocted from the compo rations doesn't bear descriptionbut everybody seemed to enjoy it. The days pas.sed quickly
and many " things " happened . . .
A tomb was discovered (a certain ·Mr. Wong had evidently
been there 200 years before the Signals) and its cleanliness still
bears witness to our occupation. Signalman P . Crago and
Signa~an M. MacD?':Yell went fishing with some rope, string,
bent pm and two ra1sms; the first attempt got some seaweed,
the second time it vanished into the distance . . . nobody was
holding on. The F. of S . (W.0.I A. Williams) was more successful, he actually caught a fish; he left it to find Lieutenant
Willingale and display the result of h is skill. Over the rocks,
ro~ping gaily, came an innocent Signalman (E. F. Cousins) and
seemg the poor unfortunate fish struggling, he acted with unusual humane speed and launched it back home (he couldn't
have been hungry anyway) . .. it just shows what fine seniors
we've got I Signalman Cousins still lives!
Water was fetched when possible from Stanley. Conditions
were not always favourable and on one occasion, despite valiant
efforts on the oars, the boat gradually went backwards :
Lieutenant I. F. Bird sent up some flares and finally the crew
was returned by junk. One night some bright fellow decided
that the mosquitos were a bit vicious (he used different
language) and on investigation he discovered 6in.-7in. centipedes
on the war march ; all straw, etc., was quickly burnt and within
m inutes we were asked by radio what the fire was-we had
been observed from the Qfficers' Quarters on the mainland.
On the last d ay I was elevated from lugging boulders from
the shore into the sea and was instructed with Corporal J. A.
Drysdale to fill in points, rocks, etc., on a blank map provided.
We managed to make this last all afternoon and proudly
presented it to the F. of S .. .. did we get it in the neck! . . .
how was I to know it was upside down anyway. At this
moment Signalman N. C. Bach returned from Ecstasy Lookout
to say that as he was sitting there a Cathay Pacific Airliner had
come in low and dipped its wings . . . friendly gesture though.
For getting off and getting the next lot on, the weather
worsened. Corporal K. Ross on leaving his tent was nearly
decapitated by an Auster from 20 Independent Reece Flight
A.A.C., which left a message at his feet from our O.C., Major
Wing, saying "No Move" until things improved. However,
later on the junk arrived, and personnel were ferried ashore in
two little dinghies- they upturned once or twice and bodies
and kitbags seemed to be everywhcre--but we made it. We
returned to camp by a route march from Stanley to Murray
Barracks (a good nine miles) weary but triumphant.
Fe nci n ~. Our newly formed fencing team had a good
first run. In the Land Force (Hong Kong) Championships,
W .0.11 J. aunders was third in the Foil and Epec; Corporal
J. Hamilton was third in the Sabre, in h is first competition, and
Lieutenant R. D. Willingale won the Epee and Sabre and was
second in Foil.
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FENCING TEAM-1961

Standing: W.0.11 J. Saunders, Corporal J. Hamilton, W.0.1 (F. of
S.) A. Williams
Seated : Corporal J. Bennett, Major P. A. Wing, Lieutenant (T.O.T.)
R. D. Willingale

The team won the Inter-Unit Light Weapons quite easily.
In the FARELF Championship W.O.II J. Saunders was
second in Epee, Lieutenant R. D. Willingale won Epee ran
up in Foil and won the Champion-at-Arms FARELF tropby.
The team was second to 1st Battalion, The East Anglian
Regiment, by five hits only.
Not a bad start for a team which consisted of three novices
out of six fencers!
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Life in Aden On . arniv:al in Aden, the

(ADEN')
Part D

ingle or ma.I'ried, unacoompanied

man becomes entitled to clie following weekly rates of L.0.A.
to supplement his v.-ages:
Single

Married, Unaccomp.

W .O.I
...
...
21/43/9
W.O.II/Smff Sergeant
18/8
41/5
Sergeia.ut .. .
...
14/4
39/r
Co.l'poml and Below ...
14/36/9
This b~ h.i.s pay up into line ;v.ith looal prices.
Aden is a duty...free port and mo t things here are much
cheaper lhan in U .K. Cameras, watches radios and Oriental
goods are in abundance in most shops.
Cigarettes are mudh cheaper than in England. Through
NAARI di.ey a:re onLy 9/- per 200, but they are slightly dearer
in tihe town. Prices of alcoholic dninks compare favourably
\W!ih those in U.K., though most of the beer here is canned.
The civilian cinemas and restaurants, though not numerically strong, offer fairly W'.ide choices at similar price to those
in England.
Twice ducing a two-year rour one can get a two-week holida;y in Mombasa or Nairobi on free flights by the R.A.F. This
it is agreed by all, provides an extremely good holiday and a
complete dhange, both giving just about all one could ask
for in a ho1ida·y.
Mamed pc.llSOIUlel who leave their families in
.K. are
ennirled to si.x weeks' leave, including free air travel to U.K.,
once during rheiir tour.
In addini:on, it is possbile to get indulgence pas. ag by air
or sea to Hong Kong, Singapore and East Africa if one wi hes
to take longer leave periods.
Wo.l'.king hours here a.re, in general from 7.00 a.m. to 1.00
p.m., and this leaves plenty of time for relaxa111on in any way
one wishes.
Living condition are. in general, very good:
most single poosons being in air-conditioned Gan hut . Sport
takes up a grealt deal of nirne for mo t people, and ju t about
all form of pont are practised here.
wimming i w 11 prowded for, with wi mming pools and sections of sea wa. :r enclosed by shark nets. Fiishing is very popular too. Only a f rtnight ago some of our enior N.C.O.s went out ro . ea, and
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parry hauled in a hammerhead shark and some sand
shark on hand lin .
N xt month \Ye will try to place the emphasis on married
famili · life, and give some idea of the conditions met and
the allowances applicable here.
601 TUOOP

(SHIP)

ince our last notes when wt: wt:re visiting Mombasa and
Malindi, we have been continuing a very nomadic existence. On
return to Middle East and after our Christmas festivities which,
as alway were very succe sful, we took part in our first major
exerci e a hore, namely Exercise Placard.
Tiu exercise took place in the Persian Gulf and involved a
nine hour fl ight from Aden to Sharjah by Beverley. The exerci e itself was successful but the weather was atrocious. It
rained, yes, rained, in the Per ian Gulf, and eventually the exercise had to be shortened. Our return journey from the exercise
area was marked by a continued series of vehicles axle deep in
mud. On arriving at Sharjah we had a thirty-six heur wait and
during this time we made many friends who looked after us
extremely well. The night before our departure was celebrated
(any excuse!) by a party in the NAAFI. On arrival in Bahrain
we were billeted with a detachment of the First Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers whose hospitality was tremendous. In fact our
three days stay in Bahrain was extremely pleasant.
We joined H .M .S. Bulwark to take part in an exercise, but
this was cancelled so after embarking an advance party of Commandos, we proceeded at 20 knots for Aden. During the
passage we all did our helicopter training and experienced our
first helicopter fl:ght. On return to Aden we disembarked once
again, this rime to prepare for another exercise involving support of the military forces ashore by H.M.S. Bulwark. The
troop were embarked in H.M.S. Meon and H.M.S. Bulwark.
Returning once again to Aden we moved from Waterloo
Barracks ro Singapore Lines and had to sort ourselves out.
This having been completed, two detachments were sent ' up
country' to help on an exercise involving H.M.S. Victorious
and the Aden Protectorate Levies.
After the presentation of a silver statuette of 'Jimmy' on
behalf of Royal Signals to H.M.S. Meon (reported in a previous
issue) six members of the troop sailed from Aden to Bahrain on
board H.M.S. Meon, and consequently landed themselves in
the threes of preparation for the Admiral's Annual Inspection
(Royal avy type Administration Inspection). All six are now
experts with a paint brush and certainly know what "Work part
of ship " means. After the Inspection came another exercise,
and for the light relief this was followed by a trip to Umm Said
(Qatar) where we were all extremely well entertained by the
Qatar Petrol um Co:nnany with members of the ship's company
being invited to the Golf and Sailing Clubs and having the use
of the swimming pool and bar at the Social Club. There is no
doubt in our minds that the best way to make the desert
eniovable is to work for an oil companv.
That is all the n •ws this time from H.M.S. Meon at sea . In
our next notes we hope to give vou some idea of exercises involving troops and armour and also, we hope, some interesting
note on the 'better run ashore.'
620

TROOP

(NEARELF)

Early on a fine Sunday morning in May. the L.S.T. Empire
Petrel docked at Famagusra . and in a few minutes the men
and vehicles of 620 Troop (NEARELF) were streaming down
the ra-nps on to the quavside and forming up for the journey
back to their permanent barracks, 90 miles awav at Episkopi,
with T5th Regiment. This was the final stage of a long trainina oeriod in the L ibvan desert. More than three months
earlier, the advance party of the Troop had left for Tobruk
from the same quav as part of the build-up for Exercise
"Triangle." in which they were taking part with 3 Infantry
Br:gade Group. Thev were soon followed by the ma in body,
travelling bv L.S.T. and aircrafr of R.A.F. Transport Command to orth Africa.
The setting for Exercise "Triangle" was that part of the
rocky plateau of Cyrenaica between the small coastal township
of Tmimi, midway between Tobruk and Derna, and the desert
settlement of Charruba. Some of 620 Troop were static at
Tmimi throughout the exercise, but there were radio detachments at points as far separated as El Adem, El Mechili, Tobruk
and the supply dump at Charruba. It is not certain how
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Corporal Bennett and his crew occupied themselves during
their long stay at the supply point but there were those who
said they looked distinctly more " portly ' on th eir return.
Also a story is circulating about a " write-off" of compo
packs which were run over by a vehicle, accidentally !
Corporal Williamson and his detachment ventured forth into
the desert with 3 Infantry Brigade Group and acquitted themselve well despite frantic calls for RE.ME.. assistance over
the air on one occasion. O.C. 203 Squadron congratulated the
detachment on behalf of the Commander, 3 Infantry Brigade
Group on their return. Well done, Lima Four.
Once the Troop had mastered the art of getting in and out
of bivouacs, and had learnt to share Tmimi airstrip with its
insect population, the routine of camp life became quite bearable: this was helped by the onset of warmer weather in
April, which followed some extremely cold days in February
and March. The local dust-laden wind called the " Ghib!i,"
blew from time to time and made life particularly unpleasant for
the Troop cooks, Corporal Hankey and Lance-Corporal
Walkingshaw. It did not stop them, however, from thinking
up at least 40 different ways of serving corned beef- the whole
of 620 Troop would like to dispute rumours current in the
National Press that bully beef and biscuits have disappeared
from Army rations.
From the second week of April onwards, the units of 3
Brigade began to leave Libya for the more hospitable shores
of Cyprus, and with them went many friends that the Troop
had made, especially with 203 Squadron, 9 Infantry Workshops and 3 Ordnance Field Park. The latter stoutly maintained until the end that the Troop had more stores in the
Troop than were to be found in all of their "binners."
During Exercise "Triangle," Mr. J. Profumo, the Secretary
of State for War visited the Troop. This call was unscheduled,
and, accompanied by Commander, 3 Infantry Brigade Group,
he visited the Troop operations area at Tmimi. He talked
to several members of the Troop and saw two detachments
on operational radio links to Benghazi and Charruba.
Incidentally-they were through !
As these units left, one by one, the Troop began to turn its
eyes westwards to Tripolitania, where it was co'11lllitted to
Exercise " Meniscus " in the first week of May. Before leaving
the Tmimi-Tobruk area, however, there was time to relax a
little on the beaches and to pay visits to the places of local
interest.
Those who visited the Roman ruins of Cyrene on Easter
Monday were not disappointed, either by the magnificent
coastal scenery on the outward journey, or the fine sculpture
and buildings of the ancient city. Later, a small party spent
an afternoon visiting some of the many war cemeteries near
Tobruk to l;)onour the dead, not onlv of Britain and the
Commonwealth, but also of the Free French Forces and the
German Afrika Korps. There are, indeed, som_ impressive
and beautifully-kept British War Cemeteries in the area.
The 1,000-mile haul from Tobruk to Tripoli was accomplished in two stages, there being a break of one week at
Benghazi, where the Troop was well received by 245 Squadron
(Cyrenaica). This short period in barracks enabled the Troop
to shake the sand out of its boots and its other equipment. in
preparation for the visit of the newly-arrived Commanding
Officer of 15th Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel D. T. Sylvester
Bradley. who inspected the Troop on 21st April. The C.O.
stayed for about five days and was dulv introduced to Benghazi
hospitality, including the Benghazi Sailing Club by CaptaiD
(Tfc.) V. R. Clarke and Captain M . V. Keeling and their
wives.
Although certain members of the Troop would no doubt have
preferred to remain in Benghazi to develop certain attachments
made there, the convoy of 17 vehicles moved out on the second
stage of the journey to Tripoli on 24th April. During the next
four days the two R.E.M.E. personnel attached to the Troop
were in their element; they had nor exactly been idle hitherto,
but thev now came into their own, coaxing and persuading the
odd vehicle of the convoy on its way. Lance-Corporal Fieldhouse and Lance-Corporal Yardy became popular members of
the Troop, and it was due to their fine efforts that the trucks
and plant lasted as well as they did and, indeed, eventually
returned to Cyprus in better shape than they left, in some
cases.
In Tripoli, the largest town in the Kingdom of Libva, the
Troop was hospitably entertained by 219 Squadron (Tripolitania) who allowed them to use Prinn Barracks as a base for
Exercise "Meniscus," which took place at Tarhuna, 90 miles
to the south. It was a short exercise in which the Troop proTHE WIRE, JULY 196 1
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vided air upport communications for a simulated Brigade
Group and communications to R.A.F., Idris, and to H .M.S .
Centaur
omewhere in the Mediterranean on working-up
manoeu~res. A popular addition to the Troop for the duration
of the exerci e was Leading-S a man Eclis of H.M.S. Centaur,
who e daily demand for his tot of rum was m et unhesitatingly
by .Q. 1. . Bartram. One other senior .C.O. of the T roop
will 1 ng remember Exerci e "Meniscus ": just anyone mention
po itive earths to Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) Jeffery !
Two recreational activities of the Troop should be mentioned in these paragraphs. Due to the excellent exercise feeding
arrangements made bv S.Q.M.S. Bartram, Corporal H ankey and
Lance-Corporal Walkingshaw the Troop was. w~ a?le to
provide a " strong" tug-of-war team for entry m Tnpoh Area
ports, which were held at Prinn Barracks during our stay there.
The team did well to come away with a medal each. Congratulations to all concerned !
On the subject of pets, may we introduce the _Troop e~perc
(in the gui e of Staff Sergeant 0. Duffy, who is our Signal
Centre Supervisor). He organised a "Tortoise Club," which
was a " going" concern (although at times it was a bit
" slow " ! ) and soon almost all the Troop had a pet tortoise.
Then somebody, unknown, introduced a chameleon, and soon
all the Troop had a pet chameleon ! They were supposed to
change colour or something, but the only colour-changing was
done on inspection days by the Commanding Officer's face
when he found chameleons and tortoises everywhere ! Another expert now emerges in the shape of Captain A. J
Harrison, 0.C. 620 Troop, who is an expert in finding
chameleons and tortoises when they are supposed to be hidden
away!
Looking extremely brown and fit, and feeling like real desert
veterans, the Troop had returned from the exercise to Tripoli,
where a further period of five days was spent in preparing
for the move back to Cyprus.
Only half the Troop wa9
able to make the return trip by sea, the other lads had a
bumpy passage back by air, after the movement plan had been
altered at the last minute. This was indeed a great pity, as
those fortunate to travel on L.S.T. Empire Petrel, commanded
by Captain Coleman, bad a very pleasant passage, with exceptionally good sunbathing weather-and what was more important-time to sunbathe !
In peace-time, three months is a long time to be away from
ones permanent base. The men of 620 Troop enjoyed their
stay in
orth Arica, and returned with high morale, better
trained and well able to look after themselves in the field.
From the reports received from all sources, during and after
the exercises, the same phrase continually occurs. It will stand
repetition perhaps once again : "620 Troop (NEARELF)
provided good communications, and all ranks are to be congratulated on a fine performance." Anyone requiring our
services should first contact C.S.O., NEARELF. !
By the time these notes are printed, a large number of
changes in personnel will have started. It is difficult to mention all by name, and 0.C. 620 Troop, Captain A. J. H arrison,
who is himself departing in August for a U .K. posting, sends
the followin~ message to all ranks of 620 Troop (NEARELF):
"Thank :9ou for the splendid way you have all worked for
the Troop, in barracks and on exercises. You can be proud
of your success in communications and in other spheres. When
you report to your new units, good luck and good signalling ! "

I
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Mule carrying 62 set in Jamaica

ment Lincoln. On arrival we were met at Palisadoes Airport by
S.S.M. Chater and Sergeant Dyer who have been the only
representatives of our Corps here in Jamaica, runrung the
Cipher Office. We all brought our families with us, and
although quarters in Up Park Camp are in short supply there
are plenty of hirings to be had in Kingston itself. The rents
are phenomenal, but the Army is prepared to pay up to £40 a
month if you can find your own furnished house. This entails
a good deal of tramping the streets and scanning the local paper,
but we have been successful and everyone is now in the house
of his choice. No one has got a swimming pool thrown in yet,
but we live in hopes.
Up Park Camp itself is a large well laid out barracks about a
mile from the centre of Kingston. It has plenty of playing
fields, three swimming pools and all the usual amenities.
For those interested in the cost of Jiving, L.0.A. for a married
accompanied and accommodated Corporal is 17/3d. a day and
22/3d. for an officer. The essentials of life : A bottle of beer
1/-, a bottle of rum IO/-, 20 cigarettes 2/8d., a gallon of petrol
3/2d., a steak 9/-.
Maybe you are wondering why we get L.O.A. at all, but it is
the other mundane things that are so expensive such as a packet
of cornflakes and a tin of vim. You can employ a good living in
maid for £2 a week and the memsabib can relax and have an
easy life for a change. Of course there are snags to every
paradise. You must buy a car. The nearest beach with truly
golden sands is thirty-seven miles away. Kingston is the main
port of Jamaica and all the gay holiday resorts are on the North
Coast of the island. However, the Regular soldier today has
enough money and Sergeant Lunney and Corporal Parkes have
already bought their cars and I note with some chagrin they
are considerably larger and shinier models than the G .II.
Signals can afford. However, a Troop Order will be published
soon forbidding any one under the rank of Lance Corporal
buying a Cadillac, unless of course he is Class I in his trade.

Royal Signals Return to the Caribbean

Hoy al Signals v. York Golf Club
Once again the annual ~atch aga.inst York Golf Club. w~s
held the day prior to the Sprmg Meeung. To mark the Society s
appreciation of the hospitality afforded us annually by the
York Golf Club, Colonel Linton presented the Club with a
silver trophy.
The trophy consisted of a silver golf club
mounted on an ebony base and is to be competed for annually
m one of the Club's competitions. The Hon. Secretary has
~ince received the following letter of appreciation from the
Club:
"At the recent meeting of our committee I was pleased to
report the presentation o_f the trophy by your S?Ciety, foll?wing our annual match with you on the 19th ultimo,. I might
say that this handsome gesture on your part has given us all
great pleasure, and a suitable record of the matter has been
made in the Minutes of the Club.
I am instructed to add that we shall look forward to a
continuance of the very happy relationship which now exists
between your Society and our Club."
Although the weather was very good, our golf did not match
up to it, and we were beaten by 4t matches to 1t .
Spring Meeting
The annual Spring Meeting was held at Catterick Camp on
21st and 22nd April. We were again lucky with the weather
and thanks also to some splendid organisation by Major J. Y.
Ferguson, a highly successful meetin~ was held. Prize~ were
kindly presented by Mrs. P. C. Williams to the following:
Junior Officers' Cup
Winner, Lieutenant Vulliamy. Runner-up, Captain M. T. Hales.
I ndividual Foursomes Challenge Cup
Winner, Lieutenant Vulliamy.
Runner-up, Captain M. T . Hales .
O pen Championship Cup
Winner, Major J. Y. Ferguson . Runner-up, Captain J. B. Prince.
Regular Officer.' Championship Cup
Winner, Major J. Y. Ferguson. Runcer-up, Captain J. B. Prince.
Handicap Challenge Cup
Winner, Major J. Hunt. Runner-up, Major J. Y. Ferguson .
Foursomes Challenge Cup
Winne.rs1_ Majors R. White and L. J. Brunnen. Runners-up, M ajor G.
A. Weeden and Captain M. T. Hales.

Captain R. D. Carroll
On his return from Hong Kong, Captain Dick Carroll
distinguished himself in English golf cU:cles,. He ~st won the
Sussex Championship, bearing two English . mternational golfers,
Martin Christmas and Michael Burgess, m the process. He
then went on to the English Golf Union Championship at
Wentworth, where he reached the fifth round, being then
knocked out at the 20th by one of the finalists. He bas since
represented the Army in the Inter-Services Championship.
Army Championship
Due to the exigiences of the Service, we wer.e for~ed, virtually,
to field our second team in the Army Champ1onsh1p. Much to
our surprise, the team played well above themselves. in beating
the R.A.S.C. second team in the first round. We did not perform so well in the second round when we lost to the R.A.0.C.
first team. Captain J. B. Prince disringuisbe~ himself . in th.is
round by beating Brigadier Mitchell, who 1s recognised m
Army golf as being a very tough nut to crack.

633 Troop (Caribbean)
Early this year it was decided to send a Royal Signals troop
to the Caribbean again. Ten years ago there was a Squadron
here consisting of twenty-seven Royal Signals, twenty-five
L.E.P.; and some sixteen civilians. I t is interest:ng to note
that their major item of transport was six bicycles G.S. Even
today as you will see all forms of transport are being experimented with.
The new troop will be commanded by a subaltern and be
will have thirty men under him. Their main role is to provide
an inter territory RS 53 net, which to date has been done by
Cable and Wireless. In addition they will have a mobile internal
security role using RS Cx rs.
The advance guard bas already arrived consisting of Major
. P. Irwin, G.S.0. II Signals, on the H.Q. C.A. staff, two
telegraph operators. Sergeant Lunney and Corporal Parkes and
a Radio Technician, Corporal Smith, all ex 23rd Regi-

Royal Signals (B.A.O.R.)
Spring Goll Meeting, 1961
The Royal Signals Spring Golf Meeting wh ich has now become an annual event took place at the Royal Air Force Bruggen
Golf Course on 27 th ' and 28th April, 1961.
Thirty-six golfers and potential golfers enjoyed a very su~c~~s
ful meeting which was blessed with fine weather after an m1ual
downpour in the early hours of the first day.
Events played were, on the morning of the first .day, a Stableford 18-hole competition, followed by the Regimental Foursomes in the afternoon. The second day was devoted to a 36bole Medal competition.
M any en thusiasts travelled Jong d istances to attend a ~d take
part. In particular, B~igadier M. Charit<.>n, ~c:compamed by
family, brought along hts own accommodanon. m the form o~ a
caravan and established himself on the pracuce ground which
enabled him to get some early morning pitching ~d driving
practice in before serious play-not that he needed it!
To enable some Regiments and units to be repre~e!1ted, certain arrangements were agreed before the c:ompeuuon. For
instance, the Spring Cup was won by 7th Regiment r~presented
by Brigadier M. Charlton and Maior F . . F. Ellis. ~.q.,
B.A.O.R., were runners-up being placed m that posmon
by the combined efforts of Majors H. A. Leece and F. A. L.
Terrey. The Stableford was won by Major. Leece followed
closely by Lance-Corporal Hutton of 16th Regrment.
Very able and consistent play by Major R. L. Murray, 28t?
Regiment, made him the winner of ~e 36-hole Medal comp_eution and Signalman Evans, 16th Regunent, as i:mner-u_p. Prizes
were also given for the best first 18-holes which Maior Leece
took away and the second 18-holes won by Major Ellis. .
The Meeting closed after Mrs. Charlton had very kmdly
presented the cup and prizes:
.
. "
,
It is worthy to note the mterest taken m this <?Id man s
game." From rsr Regiment came L ieutenant Wyatt, six players
from 16th Regiment, four from 7th Regiment, seven from. 22nd
Regiment, four from 21st Regiment, four from 28th Regunent,
two from H .Q., B.A.0.R., and two from C.A.F.S.O. Branch,
H .Q., R.A.F., Germany (2 T.A..F.) . . The _Meeting was graced
with ranks from Signalman to Bngad1er which goes. to show ~o~
popular and democratic the game of g?lf i~. All bemg well, 1t is
intended to run an "Autumn" Meeung m October.

Cricket
Results of Carps Matches.
10th/1rt? June v. Royal
Engineers match drawn. Scores: Royal Signals 204 and 249
for 5 dee.; Royal Engineers 3o8 for 3 declared an~ 105 f~r 6.
12th/13th June v. Royal EleCT!ical and Mecbarucal Engineers,
match drawn. Scores: ~oy al Signals 16o for 6; R.E.M.E. 2<YJ.
First day rained off.
14th June v. Royal Military Academy, Sandhursr, match
drawn. Scores: Royal Signals 193 for 5; R.M.A.S . 262 for 5
declared.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.: -

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
Tc49~~onc
1894

Established

Sixty Years

Satisfactory Service

" WE BUY THE BEST "

Royal Slgmals v. R.lU.A.S.
Played at Camberley Heath on 3 tst May.
R.M.A.S.
Royal Signals
J. N . Fleming
Captain R. B. Carroll
l
H . H . Kerr
Major-General E . S. Cole
o
G. . Mncke-.zie
I
Major J. Y. Ferguson·
C. Q. Wallnce
Major C. V. Walsh
o
K. Aitken
Captain M. Hates
H . Dumas
Colonel R. Linton
K . Clarke
Lieutenant-Colonel P. Mnnse: gh
J. torr
Colonc:l G . T. D. Hanis

A typical beach on the north coat of Jamaica
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wear a distinctive

BLAZER BADGE

.> J

Made entirely BY HAND to the approved R egiment.al design, In
finest Quality gold and silver wire and silks, to last you for years.
We upply on neutral dark navy / black cloth, or on your own
detached pocket (blazers must not be sent).
- THE ROYAL SIGNALS BADGE COSTSl
FORTY-FIVE SHILLINGS POST PAIE.:.__I
Despatched within seven days irom re<:cipt of remittance, subject
10 immediate refund if you arc in any way dissatisfied with our
craftsmanship.
REGIMENTAL TIE (STRIPED, PURE SILK) 15/- POST PAID

I

D.

J.

PARKINSON

GOLD AND SILVER WIRF BADGE-MAKER

124, VALLEY D RIVE, BRIGHTON, S
(Brighton 27180)

Shooting
Results of on-Central and Small Bore Competitions 1960-61
were as follows (a )
Jloy al Sign als JliOe Associ ation Unit
S h ootin g Trop hy
t
20d
3rd
1

(b )

(c)

838

Jloy al S iJ,fmals Hille Ass o c i atio n,.
Blandford C up
tst Colonel H. J. Thompson, Air MinistrY ...

Score:

91
89
75

Signal.man A. Sive, 8th Regiment . ..
Signalman Mitcbcll, Western Comd Si~~ls

Roy al S ignals Asso c ia t ion S mall Bor e
T ro1•hy ( A HA ~la tch 69 )
. ..
Signals
...
. ..

AIL\ U nit S mall Bore
(~latc h

Score :

(h )

AHA Young S oldie r s

Cham1•i ons ltip Cup
...

C ut•

Score:

(Ma tch

72 )

Winners, 7th Regiment

Score:

...

AllA Individual S mall
s hip (Matc h 66 )

Bore

Roy al S i g nals Rin e
C up (i'Uatc h 66 )

(j)

AllA

Ass o c iat ion

Score:
,,

(k )

L:ince-Corporal A. Sive, 7th Regiment
Lieutenant D. H. I nsall RM CS
Major c. v. Walsh, Southern Command

Score:

389

395
395
394

Roy al Signals IliDe Asso c iation Bulford
C up
Score:

395

ARA Three Pos itions Ma t d1 (Ma tch 77 )
Winner, Second-Lieutenant P. A. Waxman 7th Regiment
Score:

(m )

389
386

M a k!h

Winner, Lance-Corporal A. Sive, 7th Regiment

(I)

1,467

A lde r s h ot

Winner, Second-Lieutenant Waxman, 7th Regiment Score:

Indi v idual Small Bore
(Ma tc h 67)

1,484

C hampion-

4th S~cond-Lieutcoant P. A. Waxman 7th Regiment
7th Lieutenant F. J. Pavey, 7th Regiment
...

(i)

4,532
4,099

7 1)

Score:

AllA The Com1•any C up (lUatc h

5th
6th
7th

4,532
4,099
4,061

69)

Winners, 7th Regiment

(g)

1 , 168

Score:

Winners, 7th Regiment
6th Southern Command Signals

(I )

Total
1,333
1,262

20th Regiment

1st 7th Regiment .. .
20d Southern Command
3rd 9th Regiment . . .

(e)

A.R.A.
Match 39
838
783
805

\\' inne r s o f A broa d Series A H A lUateh 39

20d
3rd

(d )

A .R .A .
Match 38
495
479
363

20th Regiment
14th Regiment
8th Regiment

395

The undermentioned were selected for the Army Team in the
Inter-Services XI,. Match -Major C. V. Walsh, Lieutenant
D. ~· In.all, Lieutenant J. H. Higgins, Lieutenant E. C.
Vulliamy, Lance-Corporal E. M. F'ord.

The Corps meeting will be held at Bulford on 19th-22nd
June, 196r.

( E. :\. )

UEGllUENT T.A.

The R egiment has now com pleted what is considered by all
rank to have been a most successful ca mp.
Cornwall was the venue of this ea rli er-than -usu al ca mp and
the road p arties' target for the first n ight was Bris rol. Squadrom
and Troops of the n ew R egi men t, complete with our Brigade
Squadron s, 331 from N orwich and 332 (City of London) from
E alham formed a R egim en tal convoy on 30th April and completed the fin al run from Bristol to N ewquay as a movement
exerci e.
The plan for reorgan isa tion has p roved to be sound, an d
th~ Commanding Officer, L ieu tenant- Colonel A. J. Clarke, is
satlsfi ed that all ranks know what role they play in the Regim ent. I t wa pleas ing to n ote the way units amalga matin g with
th e old 54th Regim en t quickly shook down and id entified th emselves with !:he n ew Regiment.
Mond ay brought !:he start of tra in in g, and we were soon involved with line, radio relay, D .R. and radio detachments,
deployed over !:he dunes of Penhale. Indoor training for teleprinter operators, signal centre clerks and radio operators also
got away with a swing. We were visited by the G.0.C., MajorGeneral Freeland, D.s.o., who was very pleased with all aspects
of training and remarked on how quickly the Regiment had got
down to it.
~he officers held a dining-in night on Friday, 5th May,
which was attended by !:he Honorary Colonel D . G . S. Dicker,
M.B.E., T.D., the Secretary of the Bedfordshire T. and A.F .
Asso::iation, Colonel M . F. Baines, O.B.E., D.L., J.P., and
Lieurenant-Colonel E. Baker, W .R.A.C., T .A.
The usual fun and games took place after the dinner, with
the inevitable casualties, some of whom bore the scars of
battle the following morning.
It is rumoured that the office'r s had to form a "soda-siphon
fire brigade " to combat a fire started in the Mess during the
festivities. This fire brigade was ably led by the Honorary
Colonel.
The Honorary Colonel showed no signs of wear and tear of
!:he previous evening's entertainment when he presented the
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to W.0.11 W. T .
Leeson and the T.A. Efficiency Medal to W.0.11 E. P. Hurst
and Sergeant R. F. Bishop on the Regimental parade which
was held the following morning.
At the march past the salute was taken by the Honorary
Colonel.
T~e Officers entertained the W .O.s and Sergeants on the
even mg of Thursday, 4th May, and at approximately 2r.oo
hours they an d their guests adjourned to the all ranks' dance
which was going with " gusto " in the cin ema. The dance
was voted an unqualified success and the cookhouse staff are
to be complimented on the buffet they produced at so low a
cost.
The W .O.s and Sergeants returned the Officers' hospitality
by inviting Lieutena n t-Colonel and Mrs. Clarke and them
to their Mess on Monday, 8th May. The buffet provided
excellent fare, but some of the officers were rather dubious
about the contents of the punch, which looked rather· sea-sick,
but its potency did not have the desired effect on those who
partook of it. It was an excellent evening enjoyed by both the
Officers an d W.O .s and Sergeants.
The scope of training during the last week was rather
amb.i tious i~ that, (a) we were short of train ed personnel,
par ucularly m the n ew W.R.A.C. trades and techn icians; (b)
1n most cases personnel were introduced to new typ es of equipment for the first time.
D espite this and the inevitable failures resulting from it,
the train in g as a whole was most successful.
Thursday was packing-up day, and Squadrons held their
parties in the evening. At 2 Squadron's party, presentations
were made by both the men and women to W.O. II W . T.
Leeson , who leaves the R egiment to take up an appointment
as R.Q.M.S. in Singapore. We wish him the b est of luck
in the future and hope he will retain some happy memories of
his sojourn with the R egimen t.
It is most enc~uraging to see new equipment coming from
the C.S.0.
This has been favourably received, an d it is
hoped that this will reflect in improved recruitin g.
. _During April we welcomed Sergeant H . E. Taylor, who has
iomed ~s from 3 ~ .H.A:, and takes up the position of P .S.I.
at I pswich. W e wish him a happy tour with th e R egiment.
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6-4 SIGNAL REGIMENT (T.A.)-ANNUAL CAMP 1961
Back row: Second- Lieutenant M. D. Skillicorn , Second Lieutenant J. laughland . Second-Lieutenant R. Mistlin . Lieutenant A.
Wright, Captain G. M. Russell, Captain G. Sharples. Lieute nant (T.O .T .) S. Cottage. Second-Lieutenant D. N. Bradley, SecondLieutenant M. Ross
Middle row : Captain K. 0 . Pilley, Captain E. Pulford, Captain G. Wrigley, Captain P. Comrie, Lieutenant (Q. M.) R. Halford,
Captain A. McHoul, Captain N . Sm ith. Captain C . Steel, Captain E. Holmes
Front row : Captain D. G. Clark, Major G. H. Hillier. Major J. D. Ste Hart. Major J. R. Long. Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Waite, Major
W. J. Perry. Major K. R. Gill, Major A. E. Farnol. Captain J. Duff

Dc>partures
Major Ernest Farnol, on retirement from the T.A. after 22
years' service.
Major K. Bridgewater, W.R.A.C., to T.A.R.0.
Captain Frank Mansfield, after 41 years' service in the
Corps, compulsorily retired as a P.S.O. on reorganisation.
Captain Bob Callum, compulsorily retired as a P.S.0., due
to reorganisation.
Major (Q.M.) Jimmy Dunbar, on posting to Ghana.
Captain John France. transferred to 46th Regiment, T.A.,
as P.S .O., due to reorganisation.
We shall miss them all and wish them good fortune in the
future.

They have a very strong team under command of Major J immy
Stewart and it is difficult to understand how the G.P. O. Glasgow
functions when the Squadron is away at annual camp.
Our annual Regimental guest n ight at Sheffield has now become a major social event. M uch of the success is due to the
Corps Light Orchestra and Fanfare who have created such an
impression on the local dignitaries. We are very grateful to the
Commander Signal Training Brigade for his kind consideration
in allowing them to play for us and the loan of Headquarters
Mess Silver. We are also forrunate in having some considerable
financial assistance from our H onorary Colonel, Colonel M . W.
Batchelor, c.B.E., J.P. The local Press continue to give us every
assistance with publicity which has been a great help with our
recruiting.

Arrivals
In addition to the sub units iommg the Regiment on
amalgamation, we have welcomed Lieutenant (Q.M.) Ray
Halford, who is no newcomer to the T.A.

Annua l Cam i•
Was held at Crowborough from 13th to 27th May. This was
the first time that !:he Regiment had been assembled in one
place since the reorganisation as a Trunk Communications
Regiment, and the first camp for over four years without the
W.R.A.C. The W.R.A.C. were missed for their social grac~s
but it enabled us to carry out more arduous and interesting
training. The emphasis this year was on mobility and the
rapid establishment of communications by medium radio, rad!o
relay, carrier and line. M ounted parades and drill were practiced for the first day only, thereafter all training was outside
the camp area which acted as a focal point to maintain control.
This form of practical training was very popular and enabled
first year recruit to get a good general idea of the un!t organi ation, and an all round idea of their trades by on the job train"ng.
They were able ro take an ktive part in the exercises as each
crew had an element of expe rienced tradesmen and gave everyone practice m living out and looking after themselve beside
communicating.
Fortunately the weather was fin e and evervone returned
looking fit an d suntanned. I t was a very successful and enjoyable camp and much was achieved. It was marred towards !:he
end by a tragic accident involving two of our vehicles in which
eleven men were injured. The full details have been reported
in the nationa l Press and unforrunately since then two of the
injuries have proved fatal. The only consolation in this terrible
affair, has been that everything pos ible was done for the injured
men at the Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead, and for
their dependent relatives who have been aided financially from
a small fund raised by voluntary subscription within the Regimen t to provide for their immediate needs. This is being contin ued by the Royal Signa l ~ Association through
AFA, and
emphasise one of the many useful purpose of the As ociation
in providing help when it is most needed for those extras whi h
are not provided for in the Welfa re State.
The funeral of ignalman Alan Jackson took place privatdy

~farriages

Audrey Jean Hulse, daughter of W.O. II and Mrs. S. A. G.
Hulse, to Mr. G. H. Kitchin, B.Sc., at Christ Church, Pitsmoor,
Sheffield, on 25th March, 1961.
Momentous changes have taken place as a result of the
reorganisation of the T.A. We are no longer a Mixed Regiment, and it was a very sad occasion when we had to transfer
our W .R.A.C. element at Sheffield to 49th Regiment, and the
W .R.A.C. elements at Derby and Beeston to 46th Regiment.
Our W.R.A.C. recruiting was flourishing, and we were very
forrunatc in the very high standard of W.R.A.C. volunteers
joining the Regiment. However, there is some compensation
in that we have been given a new and interesting role as a
G.H.Q. Trunk Signal Regiment, consisting of R.H.Q., attached
L.A.D. and three U.K.L.F. Squadron s. The R.H .Q., L.A.D .,
and No. r Squadron at Sheffield; No. 2 Squadron, less two
Troops, at Nottingham, with two Troops at Glossop· and No.
3 Squadron at Glasgow. The reorgan isation was completed
with remarkably few difficulties, and we have the makings of a
really first class unit with a high content of experienced officer
and tradesmen.
The Sheffield element remains at Crabtree
Lodge for the time being, but it more than likely that we
shall move to Manor Top before the end of this year. No 2
Squadron has moved to a new modem T.A. Centre at Wigman
Road in Nottingham, an d it remains to be seen whether this
will affect our recruiting in the future. The Glossop detachment (previously part of 42nd R egiment) are a welcome addition, and they are lucky in h avin g a T.A. Cen tre to themselves.
No. 3 Squadron (previous ly 313 UKLF Squadron) have moved
into a T.A. Centre on their own at Butterbiggin s Road, Glasgow.
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ac Glo sop on the 31st May and was attended by representatives
of the Regiment from Sheffield, N ttingham and Glasgow, the
pall b arers being from each Squadron. He leaves a widow and
two children.
Corporal Syd Cox pas ed away on Sunday, 4th June, leaving
a widow and four children.
This dreadful accident struck a terrible blow to the Regiment
and co the small township of Glossop from where all the men
came. Our deepest sympathy goes to all relatives.

T.A. Gunners become Signalmen
Courtesy " Chichester and Southdown Observer "
An important event in the history of the Territorial Army in
Sussex took place at the Drill Hall, Chicester, on Saturday
when "S" (Chicester) Battery of the Sussex Yeomanry were
formally dismissed by the Commanding Officer of the Yeomanry, Lieutenant-Colonel R. E. Cotcingham, on becoming a
Troop of the 44th (H.C.) Regiment (Cinque Pores) T.A.
The parade was handed over to Colonel Cottingham by the
Battery Commander, Major John Hill, before the inspection in
which Colonel Cottingham was joined by Lieurenanc-Colonel
A. V. Brandle, M.B.E., the Commanding Officer of the Signal
Regiment.
In his address which followed the inspection, Colonel
Cottingham expressed his sorrow that owing to the reorganisation of the Territorial Army, Ohichester would be
without a detachment of the Yeomanry for the first time for
more than 16o years but recorded his pleasure that the men
who had represenced the Yeomanry so ably in recent years
would continue to represenc the Territorial Army in Chichester
in another role. He then presented to Coloney Brandle a piece
from the Yeomanry's collection of silver which will go with
the Battery to the Signal Regiment.
At the conclusion of his address, Colonel Cottingham presented W.O.Il's Hill and Stollery with their Warrants and the
order "Remove Head-dress" was given. The Yeomanry cap
badges were then collected on a silver salver from each man by

B.Q.M.S. King, marching along the ranks in slow time to the
Royal Artillery Slow March .
The salver was placed on the piled drums and blessed by the
Senior Chaplain, Eastern Command, Lieutenant-Colonel the
Rev. Frank Hunter, Rector of South Harting.
After the blessing, me Battery was formally dismis ed officially no longer Gunners, no longer Sussex Ye0men.
After a short interval the unit fell in aga•i n and the parade
was handed over to Colonel Brandle who addressed the Troop
and welcomed its personnel into the Royal Corps of Signals.
The new badges, then lying on the piled drums, were blessed
by the Padre before being issued by Colonel Brandle to each
man from the silver salver again carried by B.Q.M.S. King thi
ri~e ·to the Music of the Slow March of the Royal Corps of
Signals.
When dismissing the new Troop, Colonel Brandle said that
he wished it to be known as "B" (Chichester) Troop of the
Signal Regiment.
The parades were watched by many spectators, including
Colonel M. F. Daniel, a former Commanding Officer of the
Yeomanry, Major C. W. Daniel, and Major A. W. Capel, both
former Conunanders of " S " Battery.
A celebration parry and social was held in the Drill Hall
afterwards.
FOUR
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21a JERMYN STREET
LONDON, S.W.1
Ttl. REGtnt 2122

One Minuu from Piccadilly Circus

SPECIALISTS
IN
REGIMENTAL CAPS
FOR
ROYAL SIGNALS
and jior many othe1· Corps and
Regiments
Baces' lightweight khaki S.D. Cap is made to one
finest quality only (no second quality cap).
Cheque with order will purchase at most reasonable
price of £3-6-6 (Badge extra).
Banker's Orders accepted from Officer Cadets.
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402 SQUADRON A.E.R. (RADIO)
Your correspondent, mindful that recent issues of THE
have not contained many contributions from the Units
of the Army Emergency Reserve has been jolted into action
-can we allow the Regular and Territorial Army Units to
believe that we are a dying race-Never!
Squadron Headquarters has been a busy place since the
beginning of the year, mainly because of our new role in the
Reserve Army. During our meeting in London earlier this
year we were able to discuss the whole problem very
thoroughly. It does mean that many of our old friends will
have to leave us and this is unfortunate, although being an
undoubted gain to other Units, particularly 405 Squadron
(Railway Communications). Certainly the Unit has, from the
point of view of strength, been mutilated but I have been
W IRE

T.D.

It would be interesting to
know if there are any other
serving T.A. officers, who
have the T.D. and Four
Bars. Major S. J. Williams,
M.B.E .. T.D., who at present
is 2 i/c to the 47th Regjment, (Middlesex Yeomanry)
of the Duke of York's H.Q.,
Chelsea, has that distinction. He was commissioned
into the 44th
Divisional
Signals, in 1933, and previous to this, served with the
University of London O.T.C.
for five years.

BATES
Hatter & Military Cap Manufacturer

to other un its of the Regiment, and had their own forward
wireless and line too.
All in all it was an enjoyable camp, and as long as the main
cookhouse is not remembered too vividly, one to look back
upon with enjoyment.

332 (CITY OF LONDON) squADBON (T.A.)
Only one month after its formation, 332 (City of London)
Signal Squadron (T.A.) went to Annual Camp at Penhale in
Cornwall, and at nearly full strength had a very successful
fortnight. The Squadron was formed from 56:h (City of London) Signal Regiment (T.A.) which was the Signal Regiment
for the 56th (London) Infantry D ivision.
The Squadron is now ipart of 54 (East Anglian) Signal Regiment {T .A.) which has its headquarters in Bedford and units
in Bedford, Cambridge, Ipswich, Norwich, Kensington and 332
· Squadron in Balham. The annual camp this year was a Regimental one which brought these widespread units together.
Of necessity, the journeys to Cornwall and return entailed
staging. The outward journey was staged at Bristol and the
return at Tilshead Camp on Salisbury Plain. Being a mixed
Signal Regiment administrative arrangements were made more
complex but integration was probably a little easier. It was
ce~tainly a new experience for the men to be part of a mixed
umt.
One cannot help but remark here on how well the recruits,
new this year and doing their first camp, handled their vehicles
over these long distances.
The first week of Camp was devoted to Squadron training,
and overnight Squadron exercises were held despite particularly poor weather, which was remarked upon by the troops in
no uncertain terms. During duty and off duty times there was
a general get-together with the new members in the Regiment.
An All Ranks dance, the bar of which was ably manned by
members of the Squadron, greatly assisted in this.
In the second week the weather improved and training
continued with a 36-hour Regimental Exercise. Situated on
Millpool Range, one of the highest points on Bodmin moor,
the Squadron worked a 25-rnile B.70 voice link and wireless
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asked to place on record the splendid way and the good spirit
with which the implications of the reorganisation have been
accepted by those volunteers who must leave us. Thanks co
some e?e~getic recruit:ng efforts we have succeeded in filling
the ma1onty of the gaps on the new establishment before we
camp in July. There are still a few vacancies left and we
shall be very pleased to hear from ex-National Service types
who are looking for a job.
. The death of Major J. R. Sutton, whose obituary was given
1r;i the ~ay issue, was a sorry blow to the Unit. His applicat1on .to iom us was . on the verge of final approval at che time
of his sudden passmg. The advice and assistance which he
so w~llingly gave before his death has gone a long way to
ensuring that good foundations are laid for the new Unit.
Pre.li~nary planning for camp has gone well. We have a
s~r~smg number of "attachments" this year.
Can it be a
comadence that several good seaside resorts are close to
Blandford and that some fathers have found it convenient to
get the families away to the coast and yet be within easy reach.
Oh well, there is nothing like planning !
Congratulations on promotion to Major (Q.M.) E. Manton
and also to Foreman of Signals H. E. Dommett who has
recently qualified for the Efficiency Decoration.
'

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND
DE~EVOLENT FUND

= = ,

Below an attempt is made to describe, with suitable
anonymity, eight cases taken from the Wei.fare Section
files, concluded during the first week of May, 196!.
Also, on the same page, is a simple statement of income
and expenditure.
Widow of SerJ(eant, 1945-47 amt 1951-59. He
died in 1959 leaving three children. Faced with the problem
of setting up home, she secured an unfurnished house and the
Fund made a grant to help her furnish. S.S.A.F.A. also made
a grant and her late husband's Regiment gave most generously.
Widowed lUother of .Junior Leader whose Father
served in Royal E11gineers. She had got herself into
a muddle and had two most pressing debts. Royal Signals
paid one, Royal Engineers paid the other.
SiJ(nnlmnn, I 045-4 7.
Married, four children.
Permanently paralvsed since January and income much reduced.
The Fund made a generous grant to help with
clothes for the children, all girls, ages I 5, 6 and twins of
eight months.
Widow of SiJ(nalmnn, 1940-46, who died in June, 1960.
She has a mall Widow's Pension which leaves her six-yearold daughter and herself £1 each a week to live on after
paying rent. The Fund was generous, so was the British
Legion.
SiJ(nalmnn, 1939-46.
40 per cent disability pension.
Married, three children. His wound still troubles him and
he has not been able to earn since April and is now in
hospital. Before this occurred he had contracted to pay for
his son, aged 13, to go on a school holiday to France. Rather
than disappoint the boy, the Fund helped him to go. Both
he and his younger brother, aged II, have a small income,
cleaning windows, chopping wood, etc. A good family.
Sll(nnlmnn. 1046-49. Married, three children. He has
30 per cent disability pension and has been out of work
since February with an injury to his spine. To helo him recover quickly the Fund paid part cosc of a special "Fracture"
bed.
SIJ(nnlmnn. lfUlO. still servlnJ(, N.S. Married. The
second child died. aged six months, and the Commanding
Officer recommended a small grant towards certain special
costs of burial.
SerJ(eant., 104.R-59. Sole support of his parents. He has
been sick and unemployed for many months and the Fund
made a grant to help with rent and electricity account.
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6 0
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5 0
10 6
10 0
10 0
7 0
10 0
10 0
l
I
0
£
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23rd Regiment
.. .
.. .
.. .
201 Squadron (Guards Brigade)
76 Squadron R.A .S.C. (LCD ...
43rd (Wessex) Regiment, T.A. . ..
...
...
. ..
63rd Regiment. T.A. ...
...
...
217 Squadron (AGRA-AA) ...
44th (H.C.) Regiment (Cinque Pom), T.A.
24 I Squadron
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
Royal Signal~ attached 31 Training Regiment,
42od (Lanes.) Regime.at, T.A. ...
...
.. .
213 Squadron (Infantry Brigade Group)
7th Regiment
.. .
.. .
. ..
...
.. .
205 Squadron (Infantry Brigade Group)
207 Squadron (Infantry Bri~ade Group)
228 Squadron (SHAPE/Pans Branch)
9th Regiment
.. .
•
254 Squadron (Aden)
Chester Branch ...
Southamp:on Branch
S. Watson
. ..
R . W. C. Reeves
V. E. Deaman ...
F. F. West
...
.. .
.. .
...
H. R. W. Marsh (Deed or Covenant)
E. T. Parkes
...
.. .
.. .
.. .
C. R. Dickenson
R. G. Coates
J. D. Buchanan
H. \V. Hose
I. Proctor ...
A. E. Meredith
S. D. Young
Total

s.
5
15
2

£209 19

3

EXPENDITURE DURING MAY, 196t ..
...
. ..
£295 13
(Includes: Rent and Rate ; Beds and Bedding; Furniture:
Cots and Prams; General Assistance).

5

Analysis of Cases :
Families of Soldiers serving in U .K. . ..
Families or Soldiers serving i, M .B.L.F.
Widows and dependants
...
Released and discharged Soldiers
Total case a ited
16 Cases or Soldiers ' ho served during the 1939-45 W ar
13 Ca es or Soldier. who did not serve during the War

2
I

3
23

29
£179 10
£ri6 2

It

6

Enterprise
Quite on the spur of the moment Captain Hunneyball of
Croydon Branch suggested a visit to Uckfield Branch. Accordingly some Croydon members piled into two car and ought
out the regular Uckfield rendezvous where they found the
Honorary Secretary, Mr. May and some dozen members, foregathered. This impromptu visit was such a succes thac bv the
time that this is in print Croydon will have paid a vi it to
Aldershot.
It is to be hoped that other Branches will follow thi example
with their neighbours--0r. if they already do so, that chey will
send in accounts for the Wire.
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Careers anti Opportunities
(IMPORTANT : Anyone obtaining employmeflt tl!rough
answering advertisements in THE ~Xi'I RE MU ST. n~llfy the
Employment S ection, R oyal Signals Assoc1a11011 88,
Eccleston S quare, London, .W.1).
Associated Electrical Indu:;tries Ltd.
Vacancy for Switchboard Operator , PBX type, main consideration speed, and efficiency of service for th e telephone
traffic. Scale of pay in line with industrial standards. Age
immaterial for efficient operators.
Application to address above, mentioning Royal S i gn ~ l s
A ociation. ,Letter to be addressed to Deputy Conunerc1al
Manager.
Car Pilots, Ltd.,
160, Kensington Park Road, London, W.II.
Vacancies for Good Car Drivers who have passed or are
willing to pass Advanced Motorists Test. Good Salary offered,
plus commission. Application should be made to above address,
mentioning Royal Signals Association.
Royal Caledonian Schools, Bushey, Herts
Vacancies exist at present for boys and girls whose parents,
through death, disablement or other misfortunes, are unable to
make provision for them. Children must be at least five years
of age, and must be of Scottish descent, i.e., one or both
parents must have been born in Scotland.
For further information apply to the Royal Signals Association.

COllPS FLAGS
Un its requiring Flags are recommended to place
their orders with as much forecas t as is possible.
In the pa t it has usua lly taken about six weeks to
This has now extended to three
supply a flag.
month . The delay factor is th e small number of
men who are capable of hand painting the crest.
Corps Memorand um N o. I paragraph 9 refers.
Creed & Co., Croydon, Surrey
Vacancy exist for Charge-Hand for overhaul section of
T eleprinters. Very good prospects. Salary accord ing to experience. Good p ension scheme.
Applicat:ons should be made to above address and marked
for attention of Mr. Conroy. Plea e mention Roya l Signals
Association.

Abroad with a FDRD !
FORD wil l a rra nge the del ivery and export of any

o ne of th ei r e xciting range of cars ava ilable for
e xport from the Anglia de' Luxe to the Zod iac
Estate Car, free of purchase tax to personnel
going overseas within a specified time.

Clothing
Since mid-March, 1961, gifts of clothing, toys, etc., have been
gratefully received from the undermentioned : Captain C. A.
M. Robertson, Mrs. I. G. Swan, A. Stokes, Esq., Captain L.
D. Edinger, A. Walsh, Esq., Major J. Wheeler, T.D., Captain
W. G. Cunningham, Sergeant J. Hughes, Mrs. Welsford, Mrs.
Valentine, L . E. Terry, Esq., Colonel J. Gardner, Captain D.
T. Hunneyball, Colonel R. Baron, o.B.E., T.D .. D.L., W.0.II E.
C. Jones, Major-General L. de M. Thuillier, C.B., o.B.E.,
F.R.G.s., W.0.II R. A. Lawry, R. Cartwright, Esq., Colonel J.
G . Christopher, 220 Signal Squadron, Captain S. C. Finch,
W.0.II L. Tucker, Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Hoskins, T.o.,
Captain F. Eriright, Corporal J. C. T. Richards, A. V. lent, Esq.,
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. R. Cleasby, Major G. J. C. Moss,
M.B.E., London East (45th Essex Signal Regiment T.A.) Branch,
Royal Signals Association, W.O.II F. Freemantle.

Indian Signal Units 1911 Old Comrades Association
HE 14th Reunion Dinner was held at the Eccleston Hotel
T
on 27th May, 1961, and was a special occasion, commemorating also the Golden Jubilee of the Indian Signal Corps.
Brigadier H. I. Allen, c .B.E., o.s.o., presided, and Captain
W. Dowley is the Honorary Secretary. A company of about
120 were present.
The guests included Field Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck,
G.C.B., G.C.I.E., c.s.1., D.s.o., O.B.E., and General Sir Douglas
Gracey, K.C.I.E., C.B., C.B.E., M.c., who was the last Colonel
Commandant of the Indian Signal Corps.
Brigadier H . I . Allen spoke of the forming in 1911 of an
entirely new type of unit in the Indian Army, where British
and Indian signalmen served together doing the same work.
He read out the names of those present who joined the original
units in I9II, Dowley, Humphries, Kidner, Knight, Clark,
Rose, Shepherd, Wickens and Bevan. After 3t years these
original units were ready for the 1914 War.
The Signal Corps of India had celebrated the Jubilee during
February, and Major-General R. J. Morberly, c.B., o.B.E., and
Brigadier C. H. Akehurst, C.B.E., were there.
These first Signal Units and the Indian Signal Corps,
throughout the 38 years of its history, had indeed made a
pa tern of Commonwealth relationships, and to this day, there
is great friendship between the members of the three Corps
of Signals. Indeed rumour has it that even during a small
armed dispute between India and Pakistan in Kashmir, cordial
-if unofficial-signals were exchanged between Signal Officers
on opposing sides.
Amongst the other guests, he was delighted to welcome
Junior S.S.M.s Spearman and Haslam of the Junior Leaders
Regiment.
Field Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck. G .C.B., G .C.I.E.,
C.S.I., D.S.O., O.B.E., spoke of the early days of signalling in
his own Battalion, rst Punjab Regiment, where the Signaller
with his flags or his helio was not a desirable neighbour when
in close contact with the enemy. One of his own officers, L.
H. Morse, had left ·the Regiment to serve with the Indian
Signal Corps. The Field Marshal had visited Pakistan about
t8 months ago, and could assure all present that the Corps of
268

Signals of both Pakistan and India vied with each other in
enhancing the soldierly spirit and espirit de corps formed in
the original Signal Units. Despite Partition, there was very
real friendship between members of the Signal Corps of India
and Pakistan.
We of the older generation know what high spirit of comradeship there was, despite differencies of race, colour and
religion. Members of the Indian Signal Units Association
know exactly what this meant, they would be glad that the
comradeship still exists. In 1915 the Indian Corps, still in thin
khaki were put into the line in France and filled a vital gap.
If they had not fought so well the course of the war might well
have been changed.
When the Field Marshal was commanding in North Africa,
six of his 14 Divisions were " Indian " Divisions. The Indian
Signal Corps was an example to the whole Army in their
understanding and comradeship amongst men of many races.
As a "Sepoy" Officer, he had found it a matter of wonder.
So few in tfie United Kingdom of today understand how
much is owed to the soldiers of what are now India and
Pakistan. Many citizens of these countries now visit England
for business or pleasure. Men of lesser breeding speak of them
without respect. Without these men, or their fathers, the war
would not have been won.
Brigadier C. H. Akehurst, C.B.E., proposing the toast to
" Our Other Guests " and all Indian and Pakistan Comrades,
spoke of his pleasure in attending the Golden Jubilee celebrations in Jubbulpore, where he had been overwhelmed with
hospitality. He spoke of General Sir Douglas Gracey, who had
ceased to be Colonel Commandant only because he was
appointed Commander-in-Chief in Pakistan. As an illustration
of the bond of friendship, he mentioned that on the War
Memorial at Jubbulpore were listed several thousand names
of tho e who were killed or died on active service, and amongst
those names were many whose homes, had they lived, would
now be in Pakistan.
H e (Brigadier Akehurst) had had the privilege of marching,
with the Military Adviser of Pakistan, each to lay a wreath
on the Indian Signal Corps Memorial in Jubbu lpore, I ndia.
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Catterick
Corps At Home anti Association Reunion, 1961

A

GOOD host deserves guests who appreciate the hospitality offered.
These two factor s are very clear when writing of the 1st and 2nd July.

THE

HOSTS

(left) : Arriva l at St. Martins. Her Royal H ighness is met by the Chaplain, Reverend W. P. Rennison, M.B.E., and the Church
Wardens Brigad ier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O., and Major G. H. R. Flynn, M.B.E., who was also responsible for much of the historical
research, costumes and decor of the pageant of Signals. (Right) : Saluting Stand. Major General A. E. Morrison, C.B., 0. 8.E.
Colonel Commandant and Chairman of the Association, Her Royal Highness, Major General L. de M. Thuiller, C.B., O .B.E.,
F.R.G.S., Representative Colonel Commandant

W hile most of the burden was borne by the Training Brigade, the
School of Signals did all and more than was asked. T o entertain, acc0mmoda te and feed such a multitude is a very great effort.
Complete figures are not immediately available but som e 6oo arrived on
the Saturday and by Sunday luncheon the n um bers had r isen to over a
thousand.

Catterick
Corps At Home anti Association Reunion'
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T he parties given by the Warrant Officers and Sergeants are known
and appreciated. Very many of the guests realised the enormous labour
involved in preparation and are the more grateful.
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All agreed with the Chairman of the Association, M ajor-G eneral A. E.
Morrison, c.B., o.B.E., when for all to hear he congratulated LieutenantColonel J. L. Judd, M.B.E., and the Band on their splendid performance.
True to the D irector's Tradition both as Commanding Officer and as Master
of Music, the playing, the turn-out and the marching of the band were beyond
praise. Basically all was the same. Some items were added, some taken out.
The absence of " Greensleeves " was regretted by some.
The evening was dull and detracted slightly from the beauty of the scene.

1961
N o. 8

EXTRACT

F ROM
THE COURT
SUNDAY, 2nd .JULY

Suntlay, 2ntl July, 1961

T 8 a.m. it started to rain and in Catterick if it starts to
rain at that hour it usually goes on raining all day.
Happily the rain ceased shortly after noon.

A

"The Princess Royal, Colonel-in-Chief Royal Corps of Signals, was
present today at the R oyal Signals Old Comrades' Association Reunion which
was held at Catterick Camp, Yorkshire."
H .R.H . The Princess Royal, c.r., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., R.R.c., T.D., c.o., o.c.t.,
LL.D., arrived in Camp in drenching rain at about 10.45 and to St. Martin's
on the stroke of I I a.m.
A full description of this particular Sunday is on page 271.
H er R oyal Highness has been graciously pleased to write to the
C hairman of the Association and this may perhaps be a pattern for all our
thanks.
Harewood House,
Leeds.
3rd July, 1961.
D ear General Morrison,
I t was a very great pleasure to me to be able to go to Catterick yesterday
and to attend the Church Service, and part of the Royal Signals Association
.
Annual Meeting.
I was very much impressed by the number of Old Comrades wl11o had
come from branches all over the country. The whole day had such a
happy " family" atmosphere.
I t was good of you to m ake it possible for m e to m eet so m any Branch
O fficers.
To arrange for so man y ex-R oyal Signals to converge on Catterick is
a very big operation. W ill you congratulate Brigadier Firth and his Headquarters staff, as well as those who organised hospitality for so m an y visitors?
I realise that it was an immense task.
In the end I feel we were rather lucky in the weather, although I fear
some of the Old Comrades must have got very wet in the March Past .
Yours sincerely,
M ARY.
THE WIR E, AUGUS T
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the rain, despite the unusual hour, North Hall
was full for the Annual General Meeting, which is reported
DESPITE
on page 305, after which, in very heavy rain, around
400

members of the Association with 22 Standards paraded and
marched on to Bagdad Square. The Command was taken by
Lieutenant-Colonel E. A. Sinnock, of the 11th Regiment, and
we were soon on the march to Lieutenant-Colonel J. L . Judd's
now traditional march based on the combined themes of " Old
Soldiers N ever D ie " and " Get Me to the Church on Time."
About 350 members of the Association were fitted into St.
Mar tin's and perhaps a hundred others were accommodated
elsewhere. Meanwhile Her Royal Highness, the Princess Royal,
motoring from her home bad collected Her Escort at Catterick
Airfield and arrived at St. Martin's on the stroke of I I a.m.

The March Past
ROUND noon tihe service was over and with increased
numbers, the members of the Association marching six
abreast must have presented a formidable spectacle as they
marched past their Colonel-in-Chief and Patron.

A

OSTLY very wet but with spirits utterly undiminished,
North Hall filled very rapidly until it was a case of
standing room only. Signal communications worked
and in what appeared to be only a moment of time, we were
alerted by the noise of the Escort, and Her Royal Highness,
accompanied by the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the
Association, entered the hall. Such was the discipline of the
Association that without any command the audience, over 500,
rose as one man and again sat as one man. The moving address
by Her Royal Highness is reported on page 3o6. Those of us
who were there will proudly remember the " crack " of the
cheers which on the departure of Her Royal Highness must
have informed her of our affectionate loyalty. Miraculously
during Her Royal H ighness' address the weather cleared and
all went to luncheon under dull skies but without rain.

M

Annual General Meeting

CIRCULAR

Her Royal Highness Atltlresses
Her Association

Luncheon
EFORE luncheon, in the Headquarters' Mess, the serving
Lieutenant-Colonels and a number of Retired Officers
were presented to Her Royal Highness. Meanwhile, the
bulk of the members of the Association took lunch in Vimy
" A." T o the staff all possible praise is due. Capacity was
enlarged by the erection of ten tage and was estimated to cater
for 750. In fact over one thousand attended in two sittings
and from all accounts nothing but praise and thanks are due.

B

(left) : Begone Dull Ca re - despite the rain. (Right) : A Corner of Vi my A. A few of the thousand

tends to bring out the failin gs at th ese meetings, so when
things are going well, as they ar e at present, there is little to
say.
I did not get the opportunity to congratulate you all on your
bearing at the M arch Past, so would like to do so now.
Good luck to you all.
A. E . MORRISON, Maior-General, Chairman.

® b i tuarirs

l etter dated 3rd July from Her Royal
Highness, Colonel-in-Chief
(left) : Mr. A. V. lent has presented some members of the Association to their Patron. (Right) : Driver H.T. (Colonel J. M.
T ulloch, 0.8.E.) some of the Tableaux are in the background

Displays
LITTLE after 2.30
H er Royal Highness
escorted by G eneral
Morrison · and by the
Repr esen tative
Colonel
Commandant appeared on
Scotton, and the afternoon entertainment began .
The programme
included on nvo occasions " The Band of the
Royal Corps of Signals
will play." In actual fact
they played continuously
from 2 p.m. until after
5 p.m.
Notable in the entertainment, which was very
much appreciated by all,
was the drill display by
non-commissioned officers
Bripd ie r Hobson ta lks to h is s taff,
of th~ nth Regiment and
Bripdier H. R. f i rt h a n d Cap t ai n M .
the Final of the Assault
R. To p p le
Course Competition.
The Band of the Junior Leaders' Regiment seen for the first
time in Catterick in full dress earned great applause and many
subsequent appreciative commen ts. These could not have been
more wholehearted had it been generally known that on Friday,
30th J une, together with about a third of the Regiment, the
Band concluded a three-day demonstration at Taunton, with
the total inability of British Railways to move them thence to
Catterick. A whole day travelling by coach on Saturday, 1st
July, was a singularly tough preparation for a performance in
which exemplary turnout and good drill enhanced their playing.
The communication race in which two teams transmit an
equivalent message over a variety of means had great merit in
that one of the means of rransrnission was between terminals
both using the small flag. Older members of the Association
vied with each other in reading the message and found little to
criticise in the handling of the small flag so long dropped from
the operator's curriculum.
After tea Her Royal Highness was kind enough to permit
of two representatives of each of the .branches of Her Association
to be presented to her by Mr. A. V. l en t, and this will be an
occasion long remembered by those fortu nate enough to be in
the circle.

A

The Moto r cycle Display

s.

T he Royal Signals Display Team in the middle of their
" Season " gave their exp ected polished performa nce. O verheard
comment, " Better than ever."
A.II . shoul_d be grateful to the Northern Command Physical
Trammg D isplay Team for a performance akin to that normally
gracing the Royal Tournam en t.

Pageant of Signals

T

HIS was an entirely new
in novation, and the effort
put into this by the designers, the perfor mers, artists,
mechanics, and those responsible
for wardrobe, must have been
very great. A series of tableaux
in the manner of the Lord
M ayor's Show depicting " Signalling " from Waterloo to Kuwait
with live
were interspersed
exhibits, including the cable
wagon with mounted commander and No. 6, drawn by a pair
of saddle horses, uneasy in draught h arness. The Driver H.T.
immaculate in his turnout in the period was skilful and lucky to
complete the circuit of the arena without mishap. In a followirtg exhibit it was pleasing to see an operator towed by his
headphones attached to a No. 1 set on pack pony. L ast was
the most modem of the 20 vehicles or more which brought us
to the present day- a Saracen Armoured Car.
Perhaps one of the most popular vehicles was the Armoured
Command Vehicle of the Western D esert, ornamented by the
Cartooni&t's " Two Types " 8th Army.
Also on display during the afternoon was the Corps Silver
and a large amount of equipment, ancient and modern.
All thanks are due to the Headquarters Mess and others
for showing the silver, and <to the Museum for their part in
an extremely interesting exhibition.

Message from the Chairman of the
Association
The Secretary has already written to Secretaries of Branches
about this year's Reunion, but I would like to take this opportunity of thanking all those Old Comrades who were present
for making the Reunion such a great success. I am sure you
all enjoyed yourselves, and it is a great satisfaction to me, as
your Chairman, to see how well our Association is supported.
Our Annual General Meeting was well attended, and I
must apologise for making it so short. However, one only
Typical of the Pageant of Signals

Dear General T huillier,
I am writing to tell you how very much I enjoyed my
visit to Catterick yesterday. It was a real pleasure to attend
such a moving service in St. Martin's Church, and be present
at the dedication of the silver furnishings given by the ExBoys of my Corps. I was delighted, too, to meet so many
Officers of my Corps at luncheon and during the day.
The afternoon displays were quite excellent and I feel that
a great deal of planning had been done to make them so successful. Will you please convey my thanks and congratulations
to all who arranged, or took part, in the various events. In
particular, I was very much impressed by the drill of the
N.C.O.s of nth Regiment and the playing and marching
of the Band of the Junior Leaders.
I realise that the D .Rs' display team had to be more than
usually carefully timed on such treacherous going, and we all
appreciated the way the whole pedormance was carried out
without any serious casualtjes.
I think you realise how happy it makes me to be able to
visit Catterick, both on formal and informal occasions.
Yours sincerely,
MARY.

Ex-Boys Memorial
As the r esult of an Appeal launched about a year ago for
subscriptions to provide a Memorial to Ex-Boys who lost their
lives in the Second World War, the sum of £130 was subscribed by Ex-R.E. Signals and Royal Signals Boys and their
many fri ends in all ranks of the Corps, both serving and retired.
The r eady and generous response from all over the world was
an indication of the h igh regard in which Ex-Boys are held.
This Silver was purchased and engraved from the proceeds
of the subscriptions, and was dedicated by the Rev. G . J. Stubbs
Bromley in the Royal Signals Memorial Chapel, St. Martin's
Church, in the presence of our Colonel-in-Chief Her Royal
Highness The Princess Royal, c .r., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., R.R.c., T.D.,
c.D., D.C.L., LL.D., during the annual Old Comrades' Church
Service on 2nd July, 1961.

Colonel HAROLD PRINCE, A.M.l.E.E.
Harold Prince came . up to the Shop from Malvern in
January, 1930, and was commissioned into the Royal Signals
in August, 1931 . After passing out from No. 24 " Q " Course,
his first posting was to " A " Corps Signals at Aldershot, and
two years later he found himself in India in " B " Corps
Signals at Rawalpindi.
He stayed in India for four years and was fortunate enough
to see service on the frontier in the Waziristan Operations of
1937. D uring this period he was concerned also with the restoration of communications in and around Quetta after the great
earthquake in 1935, where his work was highly commended.
It was, I think, about this time that the technical side of the
Corps began really to interest him, and on returning home, he
attended the Radio D irection Finding Course at the (then)
Military College of Science, where, on conclusion, he was
appointed as an Instructor, in May, before the outbreak of war.
Thereafter followed a succession of instructional and technical
appointments-as an Instructor at the School of Anti-Aircraft
Defence at Watchet until July, 1941, and thence to the Inspectorate of Engineering and Signal Stores for the two following years. The war, by this time, was well advanced, and 21st
Army Group had been fo rmed and Harold was glad to cast off
the shackles of tech nology and turn once more to military life
as a Squadron Commander in 12 L. of C. Signals, where
after a couple of months to get his hand in, he took command
of this unit in November 1943. He took them to France a week
after D -Day and commanded them both in the beach-head
operations and during the subsequent advance from ormandy
into Belgium.
A second short tour in India and Burma followed , as Secondin-Command, ALFSEA Signals from May, 1945, and thence
to an L. of C. Regiment in July the same year.
Coming back to England, he was posted to the War Office
in a techn ical appointment in May, 1946, and for the next
six years he remained on the research and development side
of signal equipment, both in the War Office and in the Mini try
of Supply. A short period of regimental duty followed, leading
to command of a T.A. Signal Regiment in March, 1Q53, where
he completed a normal three-year tour.
(Continued on page 274)

Then followed what was p erhaps the real highlight of his
career. Po ted to Cypru , he first commanded the D istrict
ignal Regiment and then came the- very important appointment a· a full Colonel of C . .0 .. Cyprus D istrict, in the
emergency, where he did extremely well. C.S.O., M. E.L.F., at
that time was Brigad ier " Jorrocks " Gar diner, a
rewd and
penetrating judge of man (and horses) and an officer not noted
for indi criminate commendation, and Harold's performance
under him deservedly won his high regard and that of all the
Staff.
He gained substantive promotion in 1958, and on returning
to England was appointed Colonel, Royal Signals, Headquarters,
Ea tern Command, in March, 196o. This was his last appointment before his tragic death.
Harold Prince, by hard work and diligent study, turned
him elf into an officer of very sure-founded technical experience and his contribution-not least by a series of erudite
•articles in the Journal-to the fortunes of the Corps was a
very real one. It was characteristic of him that -almost his
last act was to give a very successful lecture on the communications problems of Cyprus during the troubled years.
In a lighter vein, he did much to assist in inculcating a love
of sailing into successive generations of young officers. His
on has followed him into the Corps, and all his many friends
will rejoice that the link is not broken.

Captain Justice enlisted into Royal Signals in 1930, served
in India, 1933-38, was with the B.E.F., being evacuated through
D unkirk, and then spen t six years in the Middle E ast and
Nor th Africa. After holding the appointment of R.S.M . of
52 (L) Divisional Regiment (T .A.), he was commissioned and
became the Quar termaster of 48 (South Midlaml) Regiment
(T.A.) in Birmingham. He r etired in December, 1959, and took
an appointment as stores manager with a Birmingham firm
of manufacturers.
" Jock " Justice served his Corps and his country well, fir st
in the Regular Army and later as a Regular with the Territorial
Army. In his last two appointments with the T.A., he had a
happy understanding of the Volunteers and was a tower of
strength, not only to bis Commanding Officer, but also to all
ranks; he was always a soldier, through and through, and civilian
life was strange to him in his retirement. H is strong accent
of the land of his birth never left him.
He was cremated at Robin Hood Cemetery, Birmingham, on
17th July, 1961, six Officers and Senior N.C.0.s of 48 (South
Midland) Regiment (T.A.) acting as Pall Bearers.
We extend our deep sympathy .to his wife, Helen and two
sons, one of whom is now serving with R.E.M.E. in B.A.0.R.
Mrs. Justice's address is: 30, Wilson's Croft, Hall Green,
Birmingham, 28.

Lieut-Co/one/ J. W. ORANGE-BROMHEAD, M.C.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Orange-Brom.head, M.C., was known
to the earlier generation of the Corps, and only very few, now
serving, joined in his time.
Commissioned in 1906, he served throughout the 1914-18
War and in 1925 was Officer Commanding 2nd Divisional
Signals in Aldershot. After a year, 1926, as Chief Signal Officer,
Headquarters, Western Command, he, with other distinguished
officers of those days, went hurridly to Shanghai with the
newly-formed Special D ivisional Signals, Shanghai D efence
Force, in 1927.
He continued to command this unit in its various designations until he went on half pay, in August, 1929, finally retiring
in 1930.
He died at his home, " Beeches," K ilrnington, Axminster, on
7th July, 1961, aged 74 years.

B.B.C. Television Programme, "Meeting Point,"
Sunday, 3rd September.
This covers certain aspects of the 11th Regiment, including
a Pass-Off Parade and other activities in the Catterick Garrison.
All are urged to see this programme.

PERSONAL
COLUMN

Captain (Quartermaster)
London

Ga~ette

.,
,,

School of Signals (Counes).
School of Signals (Courses).
H.Q . NEARELF.
H.Q. East Africa Command.
14th R egiment.
7th Reg.men t.

Capuiin H . I llingworth, 18th July, 1961.

Dinner at T h e Maiden's H ead
7 p .m. for 7.30 p.m.

B irth s
BIRD. -To Signalman and Mrs. W . J . Bird of 10th Regim ent, a daughter,
Q1arissc Ann, 011 22nd April, 1961, at Elsie lnglia M aternity H osp ital,
Edinburgh.
JONES.-To Corporal and Mrs. Jones of 18th R egiment, a daughter, Vicky
Elaine, on 29th May, 1961.
WALSM. -T o Signalman and Mrs. G . Walsh of 205 Squadron, a son ,
John Andrew Patrick, on 18th May, 1961, at B.M .H. , l serlobn.
MERCER.-To Corporal and Mrs. G . Mercer of 205 Squadron, a son ,
Gary, 011 30th May, 1961, at B .M .H ., Iserlohn .

Marriages

101h R egimen!
BESWICK -GREGORY.-Second-Lieutenant J . S . Beswick to Eileen
Rosamund Gregory, on 17th June, 1961, at the Church Stretton Parish
Church, Solop.
HICKMAN- LEES.- Signalman W. Hickman to Margaret Lees, on 10th
June, 1961, at Hill Of Beath Church, Hill Of Beath.
205 Squadron (Infantry Brigatk Group)
GOULDBOURNE-SPENCER.- Lance-Corporal F. Gouldboume to Anne
Spencer, on 27th May, 1961, at St. Mathew's Church of England, Oldham.

Deaths
O RAN GE-BROMEHEAD.- Lieutenant-Colonel J . W . Orange-Bromchead,
M.C., of Beeches, Kilmington, Axminster, on 7th July, 1961, after a
short illness.
JUSTICE.-Captain (Q .M.) J. T. Justice, on 12th July, 196x. An Annual
M ember of the Birmingham Branch of the Association .
PATRICK.- 23789337 Signalman C. E. Patrick, on 21st June, 1961 , in
B.A.0.R.
F OWLER.--On 14th July, Mary, widow of Lieutenant-General Sir John
Fowler, K.C.B. , K.C.M .G., o.s.o.

and

T he 1961 Reunion will be held on Saturday, 14th October, 1961, 3.0 p.m.,
at Battcrsea Park (combined with ocher D ivisional Uniu); 6.o p.m. Olevron1
Club, Dorset Square, London, N .W .1. Information from A . W . Rathbooe,
The Rid ge, Penlee, Budleis;h, Saltcrton, Devon.

Uckfield and District
Association

Relinqrilshments

Arrivals

24th Divltdonal Signals (1914·19)

Departures

ISi R egiment
Arrivals: Second-Lieutenants C. R. Crew, J. W. Thorlby, Sergeants G .

W . Orton, C . J. Wingate and R. A . Melvin.
Departures : Lieutenant W. A . F. Morgan and Major J . H. Lea.

Branch,

Ho. al

Hotel, Uckfield,

• ignal 11

14th October,

196r.

The 3Utb lUeeting of thf" Central Commitl1•1• of The
.\ssocintiou
will be held at T he War Office on Wednesday, ut November, 1961, at
11

a.m.

Annual T.A./A.E.H. Hoyal Signal Officer ' " At
Home," 1961.
will be held a t the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Saturday, 4th November, 1961_

Hoyal Signals Institution Lectures, 1961
Friday, 29th September.- " Royal Australian Signals." Captain G. S.
Mapson, Royal Australian Signaa. 6.15 p.m., T.A. Centre, 4oth Regiment (MJddlesex Yeomanry) T.A., Duke of York's Headquarters, Cheilca,
S .W .3.
Thursday, 30th November.-" Communications and Electronics in Allied
Command, Europe." Major-General F. W. Moorman, U.S. Army, Chief
Signal Officer, SHAPE. 5 p.m., North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal
Signals, Caucrick Camp, York!.

Royal Signals Institution, 9th Annual General
Meeting,
will be hdd at 3 p.m., on Friday, ut December, 1961, at the War Office.

Royal Signals Officers' Annual Heunion, 1961.
Friday, rst December, 1961. at the Drill Hall of 4tst Regiment
(Princess Louise' s Kensington Re~·t) T .A., 190, Hammersmith Road ,
W .6., from 7 10 rr p.m.

Royal Signal Officers' Golfing Society
Fbtures 1961
·
Tuesday, 5th September
Wednesday, 6th September . ..
Wednesday, 20th September
Thursday, 21st September
Friday, 22nd September
Saturday, 30th September . ..

A.G.S. Meeting

Sunningdale

Ironsides
...
Autumn Meeting

Berkshire
Berkshire

Staff College
Camberley
Heath
Thursday, 12th October
R.A.M.C.
S"'mley Foreot
Members wishing to play in any of the above matches should notify the
Hon. Secretary{ Lieutenant-Colonel D: D. Fairman, Room 339, War OffiC<',
Whitehall. Te . : Whitehall 9400, Ext. 1527.

Galloway.

From Friday, 9th June, 1961, to Friday, 30th June, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. S. Colman retired, nth June, 196r.
Major (Q.M.) V. C. T. Honor retired, 10th June, 196x.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) A. F. Stubbs to be Captain (Q.M.), 14th June, 1961 .
M.ajor D. K. Binks to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 14th December, 196o.
Captain C. S. Galbraith to be Major, 21st June, r96x.
Captain J. Ridge to be Major1 21st June, i96i.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) J . N . Higgins, M.B.E., to be Major (Tfc. Offr.),
18th June, 196x.
Lieutenant-Colonel K. B. Baldwin, M.B.E.1 relinqui shed the appointment
of Honorary Colonel 44th (Home Counties1 Regiment, T .A ., 1st March,
1961, on reorganisation and retains the hon . rank of Colonel.
Captain R. Trelawny to be Major, 19th May. 196r.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) J. Hastings to be Major (Tfc. Offr.), 21 st J•me, r96r.
Captain F. Mansfield, M. B.E., relinquished his commission , 1st May, 1961 ,
and is regranted the hon. rank of Major.
Captain (Hon. Major) E. E. Bailey, relinquished his commission, 14th
April, 1961 , retaining the hon . rank of Major.
Captain A. M . Dodd relinquished his commission, 31st January, 1961,
retaining the rank of Captain.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Dodd retired, 30th June, 196x.
Major (Tfc. Oll'r.) J . E . Myddleton retired, 28th June, 1961.
Major (Tfc. OfJr.) W. J. Cuffe, B.E.M., retired. 30th June, 1961,
14927016 W.O.I P. Newton to be Lieutenant (T.6.T.), 8th May, 1961 .
Captain P . D . Tidey to be Major 6th February, 196r.
Captain W. H. H. Parkes to be Major, 6th February , 1961.

Movements-Olli.cers
(Taken place or forecast to take place period ending 15th August, 1961)
Lieutenant-Colonel A. V. Brandle,
0.B.l!.
.. .
...
...
To H.Q. A.F.M.E.D.
Major R. M . Armstrong
. . ,. 2~6 Squadron (G.W .) (F.D.).
Captain D. P. J. Lavender
,, Federntion of Malaya Armed
Forces.
Captain C. M. Senior ...
14th Regiment (Comcan).
Captain R. B. Carroll
,, wth Regiment (Trials).
Captain M. J. Hales
. ..
,, H.Q. Land Forces Hong Kong.
Lieutenant A. C . M. Prince
., 209 Souadron.
Lieutenant B. B. Postlewaite
,. 28th R egiment ( Army Group).
Lieutenant H. A. Morrison
,, 24th Regiment.
Lieutenant J. H. T. Nealon
,, 237 Squadron.
Lieutenant J. C. Milford
,, School of Signal s (Courses).
Lieutenant H. A. Morrison
,, Armv Apprentices School.
Lieutenant C. E. Grundy
...
,, School of Signals (Courses).
Lieutenant R. A. F. R eyl"olds
. .. ,, 221d Regiment.
Lieutenant (T./Captain) A. R. Bushell . , School of Signals (Courses).
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10th Regimem
Arrivals: Lieutenant D . G . Smith and W.O.I (F. of S.) C . G . Hooper.
Depar1ures : Lieutenant C. E. Grundy and Lieutenant (T.O.T.) H. W.

JAMES THOMPSON JUSTICE
It is with great regret that we report that Captain Justice
passed away on 12th July, 1961, at the age of 55 years, at his
home at Hall Green, Birmingham, where he bad lived since his
retirement from the Corps, less than two years ago.

Lieutenant A. J. Samm es ....
Lieutenant I. 0. J. S prackhng
Captain (Q.M.) F . Bcrgelin ...
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) N. A. Cox .. .
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) H . W. Galloway
Lieutenant (Tfc. Olfr.) J. C. Pendock

THE WIRE, AUGUST 1961
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Cheltenham, Gloueestershii:e.
Children's . Guest
House, Hill House, Leckhampton J:lill. Accommodation !or
children 5 - 15 years of age. Spacious bedrooms, recreation
rooms and gardens. Brochure on request from Miss Stone.
g111mnm1111111111111111nm11111111111111111111111111111111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111m1111"1

I Forthcoming

Events I

§*********************************~
The Nntiorml Hadio mad Television Exhibition

is to be held at Earl's Court, London, from Wednesday, 23rd August, .to
Saturday, 20d September, with a preview for overseas and other _special
visitors on Tuesday, 22nd Aus;ust. It will ~prk l;he Sil_vef, Jubilee of
rn 1936.
television programmes which were first seen at Rad1olymp1a

65th

Reglnu nt,

T .A.

.

. .

(Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel E . W. Milner. T.D.) mv11e you
to visit Stand No. 317, National Radio Show, 196i. Earls Court, 22~d
August-20d Septcmber.--65th Signal Regiment, T.A., 79/85, Worship
Street, London, E .C.2. BIShopsgate 8749.

Ex-Boys' EJgbth Annual Dlm1er
Saturday, 16th September, 1961, 6.30 for 7.30 p.m., at the 'J'.ictory ExServices Oub, 63/79, Seymour Street, Lopdon, W .2. (One minute !rom
Marble Arch Station, and first left up Edgware Road). ~ounge Sl!ll or
uniform. Tickets 17/6 from F. W. Jacob, Esq., 54th Signal Rel!lm~t
(T.A.), T.A. Centre, 40, Ashburnham Road, Bedford , should be applied
for before 1st July.
.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief hopes to be able to be present this year as
the principal guest.
.
Note specially page 75 of the March, 1961! WIRE a.nd help the Commmee
to reach new target of 150 diners in the arger Victory Hnll .
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'CELLARCRAFT' ha ~

been eJ1...-pert]y
practised for over 120 year
to ensure that our

WINES, SPIRITS & CIGARS
are always in absolutely perfect condition

SACCONE & SPEED LTD
32 SACKVILLE STREET LO:\'DO

Telephone:

W· 1

REGE T 2061
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He:rnl

Sl~nnls

Sept . 13 •..
Sept. 20 ...

Tennis Fixfures

R oyal Army Service Corps,
Aldershot.
R oyal Army Ordnance Corps, Cauerick.

SHIRLEY BROOKS

Hoyal Silo(ntds f'rit•kP t f'lub Fixtures, UHH
S cPtembcr 8th-9th . . .
Ho~·al

SiJ.(rmls Displny

August J 9 th-20th ...
August 17 tb-220d ..
Au gust 220d - cpt.
September 30th
...
I.

R o}•al Armoured Corps

6tb

~~o;~~on-¥ab~~ng

for

announce Change of address

TNUH

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,
LONDON W.C.2

Butlin's, S'<egness/Filey.
Berlin, Preparing.
Berlin Tattoo, Berlin.
E1d of ·cason .

any date

in

September.

Middlesbrough

Royal Signals Band Fixtures, 1961
TOVRI G BAND
August I 4th- t 9tb ...
September 3rd - 16th
Sept=ber 18th-2,3rd
September 24th to
October 15 th

Oban .
Eqsthourne.
Loodon .
E ast bourne. incl ud ing a con cert in W orih:ng
on 1st October.

NO - TOURING
August 19th .. .
Augus 30th .. .
September r6th

Edh burgh.
Shn!1esbury.
S tockbridge.

BAND

•• Quicksilver," 1961
August 15th-17th
August 17th- 18th
A ugust 25- 26th
...
. ..
Augus t JJSt - September 3rd
Sep:ember 19th-23rd ...
. ..

MILITARY TAI LORS AND OUTFITTERS

Kennington
Uva I

B ingley Show.
Hornsca ( A .C .F.).
Reading Show .
Colchester T na oo.
Newmarket Trades Fair.

Telephone

Poole Show.
Bristol Flower S?low.

Town Site, Reading.

UNIFORM CLOTHING
OFFICERS' MACKINTOSHES
OFFICER'S CAPS AND BERETS
SAM BROWNE BEL TS AND LEATHER
ACCOUTREMENTS
SHIRTS AND REGIMENTAL TIES
Regimental or
MINIATURE MEDALS AND RIBBONS
Indiv idual
WELLINGTON BOOTS AND SPURS
Enquiries
Welcomed
METAL BADGES AND BUTTONS
EMBROIDERED BADGES AND
Prices on
CHEVRONS
Application

Regimental Stable Belts are Our Speciality
•

Regimental Wall Shields, Cuff Links, Cigarette
Cases, Brooches, etc.

Newbury Agricultural Sbow.
Town Site, Maidenhead .

MASTERPIECE
A masterpiece in automobile engineering, and by any standards of coachwor~ and design, today's best-looking, most luxurious quality-car value.~....,.....,,,,,_
Its high performance, fully-proven 3-litre engine, front disc and large rear
brakes, and superb interior appointments, provide a standard of power,
elegance, safety and siknc3 unrivalled by any other car in its class.
H.M. Forces posted overseas

HUMBER SUPER SNIPE

are able to purchase at
generous tax free rates,
which allow up to six months
motoring, in the U.K.
Please write for full details
and brochure to:
ROOTES LIMITED

European Section, Overseas
Dept., Piccadilly, London, W. I.
ROOTES AUTOS

(Deutschland) G.m.b.H.,
Military Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

HUMBER · HILLMAN
SUNBEAM · SINGER
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"Ganga Devi"

Arrives Home

TEMple Bar 3657

Southern Command Recruiting Display
August 25th -26th
...
August 3o:h- is tSeptembcr
September 6th-9th
...
(approx.)
September 16th
September 20th-23rd
(approx. )

The
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ERHAPS it is not correct to
say that the Ganga Devi
" arrives
home,"
since
there 1s no record that she has
e11er been in England before.
Since, however, the Ganga
Devi and her crew have been
very much in the hearts and
minds of all ranks of Royal
Signals since she set sail from
Hong Kong last November, it
is permissible to claim that
England is h er home.
At o6.oo hours on Sunday,
9th July, your correspondent
was called from his bed with
the information that the Ganga
Devi had been sighted entering
Falmouth Bay. It was the work
of a moment to pass out the
word to the Press and TV, who
were standing by their telephones, and at 09.00 hours, the
full contingent of parents, relations, B.B.C., I.T.V. and the
representatives of the National
Press embarked on a R.A.F.
launch to meet Captain J. 0. C.
Alexander, Royal Signals, and
his crew.
The Ganga Devi was sighted
about two miles from the enGanga
trance to Falmouth Harbour,
under sail and heading at speed
for h@me.
It was a moving moment as we came alongside and shouted
out greetings, cameras turned and clicked, congratulations were
called, and the launch circled round this little boat which had
come through so much in the way of calm and tempest under
the capable handling of her skipper and me backing of his crew.
Surprise was expressed at her size, at 22ft., she is, in fact,
some 4oft. shorter than the R.A.F. launch.
Ganga Devi had left the coast of France a week before and
was becalmed, surprising as it may seem, in the Bay of Biscay,
but as the crew said, " becalming was something they were
quite used to." I suspect that the yacht had been given a
" wash and brush-up " before she sighted England, since, as a
Pressman said, " she looks as though she has just been for
a sail around the Bay." In any event, she was dressed overall,
her painter coiled, her paint clean, and certainly not giving
the impression that a 10,000-mile voyage was near completion.
So to shore, escorted by the R.A.F. launch to her moorings.
The families and press were disembarked at the quay and
went to the R.A.F. jetty for the actual meeting.
Captain J. Alexander, Lieutenant Corkill and R.E.M./I R.
H. Burt came ashore by dinghy, and the first moments of their
arrival were, quite rightly, reserved for the families.
From the jetty to the press conference room, an excellent
hand-out had already been prepared by Public Relations, and
the reporters' questions were confined to the overall picture.
Facing the press, with the almost continuous spark of flash
light bulbs, the skipper and crew showed themselves as adept
at answering questions as they had at sailing and navigating.
Press interviews completed, it was away to lunch, during
which a signal was received from the Secretary of State for
War, conveying his congratulations.

P
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Devi arrives at Falmouth on 9th July , 1961

It would have been fair for the crew to have considered
the welcome over, but not a bit of it, during Sunday afternoon
Captain J. Alexander and his crew again took the Ganga Devi
out for more filming, and in addition took on board relatives
for a sail. Even on return to harbour there were more interviews, notably with the B.B.C. Recording Unit; however, by
19.30 hours it was finished and the skipper and crew free to
·go their own ways.
To one present as they said goodbye to each other it was
obvious that the parting had more than a little meaning; three
courageous and determined young men who had shared hardship and peril for the last seven months were now going their
separate ways. No doubt they would meet again, but for the
present it was goodbye.
To me, a general impression of the day, as a bystander, was
firstly the co-operation and willingness with which mree young
men were prepared to face a press barrage when a rest was
what they must really have been hoping for. The remarkable
turnout of the Ganga Devi, which signified not just a pride in
the yacht itself, but a pride in their Service traditions and the
unassuming manner of the crew and the justifiable, quiet pride
in a job well done.
Congratulations to Captain J. Alexander, who has commanded so well· to Lieutenant Corkill and R.E.M./I R.
H. Burt, for backing him up; and t;0ngratulations, too, to that
"lovely little lady,'' the Ganga Devi, who carried them so well
and faithfully.
A last and closing word of thanks to the R.A.F. in the person
of Flight-Lieutenant J. Melvin, of l 102 M.C.U., who assi 1ed
so much in providing the launch and facilities to make a
smooth homecoming.

2n

====Promotions========
Amendment to W.0.1 Roll (.Page 4).
after 22 40222 BicknclJ, K. J. ( ~30)
in err heading " Wa rrant Officer, Class II "

*

*

St>niorii )· Number Amendment
23172725

Sgt. Boggis. B.A. for

T o W .O .II
To
Sg t.
T o Sg t.

*

Fort'lman of Signals Roster
w.o I
2 ~ 47264 w .o.rr
(6 9o)
Sgt.

DELETIO
( 1000)

1492iOl6

lgnal Centre

upervisors Roster

W .O.II
S Sgt.
gt .

Regimental Duty to T\' .0.U
(32~)

Pearce, A. J .
Jepson, J. W.
Redhead, R.
Boyle, H. K .
Laycock, T. H.
Cockrill, G . J.
Windebank, I. P .
Copcstake, A. A.
Crow, A . J .
Lawry. R. A.
Jackson, G . L.
Gubler, G. I. D .
Webb, E .
Rose, J. A.
Raymond, J . A.
Paterson, J. H .
Bennett, T . N.
Folkard, B. C .

(33 )
(3410)
(3500)
(376o)
(3780)
(3830)
(3570)
(36oo)
(38ro)
(4000)
(3350)
(3910)
(39003
(3850)
(3864)
(396o)
(3924)

Sgt.

Regimental Duty to Staff Sergeant
22563741
2227391 5
22242458
22265145
14468692
14421303
22542652
21005163
22296455
22522946
2rr82326
2JJ82667
2549307
22547757
22274194
2549648
14468936
2370556
22538883
22019131
22288102
22265932
14798967
19093798

(2250
(2290
(780
(690
(7 10
(840
(770
( 2530
(66o
(2540
(670
(650
(27 ro
(68o
(2270
(850
(2700
(B ro
(2380
(2590
(670
(2330
(720
(980

Operator)
Operator)
G.T. D .)
Oerical)
Lineman)
G.T.D.)
Lineman)
Operator)
Lineman)
Opcrator)
Lineman)
Lineman)
Operator)
Lineman)
Op:rator)
Lineman)
Operator)
Lineman)
Operator)
Operator)
Oerica!)
On:rator)
Oerical)
G.T.D .)

Cone, E. S.
Wood, D .
Wingate, A. J.
McGuinness, L . J.
Simpson, F. P.
Marchant, C. C.
Payne. W. E .
Robertson, R. A.
Packwood, J.
Overland , P. B.
Hehir, J.
Piper, A.
Spedding, A.
Cockcroft, R.
Cage, H. W.
Tunson. C. B.
Casey, T . A .
McCullough. J. W.
Martell, J. P .
Riddell , A. G .
BlackJoclc, J.
B"!ans. C.
McDonough, S .
Smith, D. V.

INSERTION
14544400
W.O.II
S Sg11.

2410
2150
3150

226o
1770
400

22839385

DELETIONS
2850 246o 2790
2400 1020 1220
86o 3540
570

Sgt.

22776126
22821orr
22771344
22523761
23243277
23204134
22845267
22776817

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

229~746r

22967494
23256o27
Sgt•.

( gt.)

1440
2253786o

1590
Sgt.

490

710

22930431
22246o35
22773387
225 15878
22515852
22964725
22537746
22771407
22996253
22771396
22845375
2598143
22845369
23ro8464
22550217
22515024
22792358
22801114
22569470
23233721
22249034
22550292

22515690
22526405

Styles , B. J.
Wright, G. H.
Waurnsley, L . T.
KclJy, V. G.
Hope1 G. W. E.
Pann1ey, D.
Glenville, K.
Gommon, F.
Kinrade, M . T.
Goldsmith, P.
MacphersonLI. F .
Horne, G . M.
Harris, A. J.
Maxtcd, D. M.
Gardner._ F. R.
Baxter K.
ConnclJ, D.
Featherstone, M. J.
Kelly, J.
Storie, E. S.
Shears, B. T.
Strctton, J.

(3710)
(3420)
(3700)
(386o)
(3350)
( 346o)
(4150)
(3680)
(4220)
(3440)
(4140)

( 3650~

(4180
(4270
(4230)
(3920)
(456o)

~j~~~

(4050 )
(4310)
(3820)
Sgt.
Sgt.

INSERTIONS
(7654)
(8550)

7410

Lineman Roster
To Sgt.

22486o59
23232471
22994019
22546947
22537794

(2274)
(2<86)
(2800)
(3670)
(1480)

Walker, G. W.
Woodhouse. J.
Bruden-Hall, F. C.
Pearson , E . A.
Shipp, J. F.

INSERTIONS
To. Sgt.

Sgt.

(2494)
(34)
500

Tinsley, A. A.
Stringer, F.

INSERTIONS
740

General Trades and ' Ddtles Boster
To Sgt.

2253927

950

1548

INSERTION
(2764)
DELETIONS
2590
26oo
2780

18 30
490
358o

30
2320
970

1700

( ro20)

McKeon , G .

(24 10)
(44 40)
(6Q20)
(2840)
(3o6o)

(2720)
(~630)

( 1910~
(49 10
C.<ro)
(5820)

DELETIONS
2550
2890 2920
INSERTION
(2410)

Owen, R. K .
Falconer, A. D. F.
Smith. C. M .
Mecson , D . T.
Challis, D . L.
Lloyd, M. L.
Woodruff. E.
Hill. J.B. T.
Allen . S . W .
Firman , J.
McKissock, J. B.
2990
Haines, L . T. W.

OF

EXERCISE QUICKSILVER XI
Row I. Col A. J . Leahy, Col A. F. Freeman, Bric E. C . R. Bla.ker, Bric 0. A. Prlncle, Bric R. B. Ridley-Martin, Bric P. M. P. Hobson, Bric A . P. Lavles,
Brl1 0 . White, Maj-Gen R. J. Moberly, Maj-Gen H.J. Mose. Maj-Gen Lord Thurlow, Maj-Gen K. T. Darline, Lt-Gen C . L. Richardson, Maj-Gen A. M .
W. Whistler, Maj-Gen C. H. P. Harincton, Maj-Gen G. H. Baker, Maj-Gen J. K. Shepheard, Maj-Gen E. J. H. Bates, Maj-Gen L. de M. Thu llller, Maj.
Gen E. S. Cole, Bric C. H. Stoneley, Bric G . S. Heathcote, Bric C . Nettleship, Bric W. B. Rowett, Bric A. F. McGill. Row l : Col B. H. P. Barnes, Col
O. E. Harrison, Col R. Linton, Lt Col E. L. H. Maxwell (NZ), Lt Col J. T. Newman (US) W / Cdr M. J. Underhill, Col P. C. Williams, Mr. H. W . Forshaw,
Bri1 C. O. Gardiner, Bric F. J. Swainson, Col J. B. Clement, CD, Bric E. I. E. Mozley, Bri1 E. J. C. Harrison, Bric M. A. Charlton, Col J. M. S. Tulloch,
Mr. R. G. Friend, Col R. G . Miller, Lt Col J . A. Robbins ( US), Col R. H. E. Robinson, Col A. 0. Bri ndley, Lt Col G. H. Hoerder, Lt Col J. E. P. Sampson.
Row 3 : Mr. G . W . Stark, Mr. C. Wooldridge, Mr. S . W. Wilson, Lt Col O. R. J. Bancroft, Lt Col W. A. Nicholson, Lt Col 0 . C. Harris, Lt Col K. 0.
Gribbin, Lt Col J. N. Boyland, Lt Col A. H. 0. Llewellyn, Maj F. C. E. Bye, Lt Col J. W. Eagle, Lt Col P. S. Banbury, Maj W . H . Walters (RCCS), Maj
A . H. Gye, Lt Col J. 0 . T. Brett, Lt Col J. H . Collins, Lt Col J. M. Sawers, Lt Col P. 0. Vaigncou•t·Strallen, Lt Col F. E. Berr-y, Maj R. R. Ulrich (RCCS),
Lt Col D. T. W . Gibson. Row ~ : Maj A. L. Dowell, Maj E. J. Bardell, Maj T. W. Baynes, Maj W. R. Fraser-Harris (RA), Lt Col A. B. Dryland, Lt Col
A. T. Burrows, Lt Col S. H. McKay, Lt Col A . J. Woodrow, Lt Col C. E. Booth-Jones, Lt Col P. F. Pentreath, Lt Col E. McK. Erskine, Lt Col K. E. Rees,
Lt Col H. E. Roper, Lt Col P. H. Brown, Maj L. V. McNaucht-Davis, Maj R. C. Prinele, Maj W. 0. S . Renton, Maj T. Cunnincham-Burley, Maj R. W .
Millo, Maj R. J . Tyrrell-Gray, Maj J. Y. Fercuson, Maj L. J. Brunnen, Maj E. J. Winn. Row 5 : lLt T . M. Skelly, lLt C. F. Jansen, Capt J . B. Prince, Maj
L. J. Bosher, Maj E. J. Beale, Maj 0 . B. Emley, Maj F. M. S. Winter, Maj J, N. Burrell , Maj R. S. Holbrook, Maj N. C. Porter, Maj G. Peat, Maj O. W.
Sherrard-Smith, Capt St. J. P. Arcedeckne-Butler, Capt S. G. Walker.

Watson, G.
Moore, J. A.

DELETIONS
50
6210
70

736o

SCHOOi,
86o
2380
700

DELETION
S Sgt.
(20)
To Sgt.

DELETIONS

110
6o
590

Tuffin, A.
2990

3200

Jenkins, T . H .

Technicians Roster
To S Sgt.

Sgt.

Sgt.

S Sgt.

Nelson , S.
Needham, F.
Thom , J. M.

Operating Roster
To Sgt.

DELETIO
W.0.II
(470)

15002587
22271152
2548929
22018308
2549266
21005525
22265u2
5725781
2548666
2548933
22212558
19056979
2549657
22242688
21127919
2J1828o6
19079976
2549474

Pearse, E . R. T.
Brown, R. E . G.
Goodyer, D. F.
Stringer, G . E.
Studd , P. D.

(380 )
(4 70 )
(730)
(7 14)
(680 )
INSE RTIONS
( 1814)
( 1844)
(2 140)

2254803 r Sgt .
22959491 Sgt.
2820388 Sgt.

Bowden, D. A.

OTHER DELETION
W.O.I
(430)
Newton , P .
(Short Serv. Com .. 8th May, 1961 )

S Sgt.
gt.
C pl.
C pl.
C pl.

22242734
221580 84
22983824
22569108
22569004

The folio" in~ promotions were au thorised during the months of A,Pril,
h)', June. 1961 :

To

3230 rea d 3503.

Clerical Roste>r

SIGNAl.S

Exercise Quicksilver XI. The Signal Officer-in~Chicrs
Exercise "Quicksilver XI" was held at the School of Signals
from Tu75day, 16th May_ to Friday, r9tli May, 196r.
The aun of the exercise was to study the communication
requirements, including signal organisation and equipment, for
a limited war in 1965. The setting used in .the C .I.G.'s Exercise
" Coriolanus" was taken as. the background for the three
problems posed in lihe exercise and judging from the closely
argued discussions that followed each problem both they and
the backgr~und were realistic and well chosen. ' A wmmary of
tJhe conclus1ons on the exercise will be given in the nex.t issue of
the School's Liaison Notes.
The exercise was directed by Brigadier D. White, o .B.E.,
C.S.O. Southern Command, and he was assisted bv the Chief
Instructor and other officers from the School in the preparation
and genera~ arran~ements for the exercise. Apart from the
three exercise problems, most interesting talks were given by
D.C.D. and B.G.S.(M.O.) War Office, by an R.A.F. Signal
Officer from ~he Air Ministry. by a reoresenl:'ative of the Joint
~mmunications Electronics Staff and bv G .0 .C. and C.R.
S11ffenals 3 _Division. The three Service Signal Officers of the
Joint Services Amphibious Warfare Centre put forward a clear

expos!tlon of the Signal problems inherent jn joint operations
and the Exercise ended with a presentation by the Planning
Wing on Future Communications.
The importance of the Exercise was underEned by the
presence of the D . G~M.T. who, at nhe conclusion of proceedings, made some pertinent comments on the problems confronting the Corps in the type of operation which had been
discussed and on the need to revise training methods constantly. Those present were deeply impressed with the care
taken by the D .G.M.T. in making his remarks and by the
importance he attaches to the Corps' role ih military operations
as a whole.
Some 120 officers attended the exercise and aoart from those
already mentioned every Arm was represented by either its
Director or other highly placed War Office representative. The
Signals Directorate was, of course, fully represented, and it
was a oleasure to see Major-General L. de M. ThuJ.lier, C.B.,
O.B .E., Representative Colonel Commandant and Major-General
R. J. Moberly, C.B., o.B.E., Director Communications and Electronics among those present. The other Services, the Foreign
Office, the Ministry of Aviation and Northern and Southern
Commands were also represented. All Chief Signal Officers
were present, together with Commanding Officers of major
units located in U.K. and B.A.O.R. and Signal Officers from
the Staff College, R.M.C.S., R.M.A.S. and other establishments.
It was a pleasure to have observers from the U.S. Army,
Australia, Canada and New Zealand. Finally it was very
pleasant to have Major-General R. F . B. K . Goldsmith, C.B .,
C.B.E., G.O.C. Yorkshire District, as a spectator, as he always
takes a great interest in the Corps activities in Catterick. The
G.C.O. 50
) D ivision, Major-General Lord Thurlow, C.B.E.,
o.s.o., was also able to attend.
During the exercise a cocktail party and a guest night were
held in Headquarters Mess, both occasions being fully attended
and were most successful.
Although the exercise dealt seriously with a serious problem,
the proceedings were lightened and perhaps made memorable
for some by a loose translation of a Middle East proverb
by Major-General E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E. which was quickly
eized upon by Colonel P. C. Williams, O.B.E., in introducing a
most amusing playlet written by Lieutenant-Colonel P. D.
Vaigncoun-Strallen.
" Quicksilver XI" posed some realistic questions for the
Corps to answer and suggested some of the factors that Signal
Planning Staffs would have to take into account when con·
sidering limited war operations.

ARMY

APPRENTICES

SCHOOL

The Headquarters. In previous issues we have described
the function of our trade training Wings and explained how the
Apprentices all belong to companies. In this issue we focus our
attention on the School Headquarters, whose task is to coordinate the numerous and varied activities of this large School.
To start at the top, our Commandant, a well known figure
in the Corps, is Colonel J. P. orth, c.B.E. The Adjutant, Major
H. 0. Groves, R.A., assisted by Captain E. W. Emery, Genernl
List, and the orderly room with W.0.1 M. F. R. Osborne,
R.A.S.C . as Chief Qerk, forms the nucleus upon which
the Headquarters is built-not forgening, of course, the Regimental Sergeant Major, W.0.1 T. Rock.Icy, Coldstream Guards.
The departments, or branches, of the Headquarters comprise
,t he Chief Instructor, Senior Education Officer, Administrative
Officer and Military Training Officer.
The Chief Instructor is Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Glanvill,
Royal Signals, and in addition to being, as it were, the principal
of the Technical Training, he is also Deputy Commandant,
which involves him in many additional commitments. The
ultimate responsibility to the Commandant for all training, be
it technical, educational, military, religious, physical or adventure training, hobbies, sports or any other activity eventually
falls on the Chief Instructor. No alteration to any programme
or timetable can be made without affecting one or more of the
numerous activities. The Chief Instructor more often than not
has to arbitrate. Every Apprentice in the School is interviewed
by the Chief Instructor on arrival. All Apprentices whose progress in ·technical or educational training is un atisfactory are
interviewed by the Chief Instructor. To help him in this task
the Assistant Chief Instructor, Major C. Worrin (Retd.). Oate
Royal Signals), the Workshop Sergeant-Major. W.O.I D . T.
Neale, Royal Signals, and the Chief Instructor's clerk . nobly
led by Mr. Storer, keep copious records on each Aoorentice, his
reports, marks (and remarks !) and a careful check on orogre~~ .
The Senior Education Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P. H .
Harford B.Sc., R.A.E.C., works in close co-ooeration with the
Chief Instructor. He co-ordinates the work of the three education sections in the School, and is assisted bv the Senior Education Instructor, W.0.I A. C. Renton, R.A.E.C.
The Administrative Officers, Major K. A. Walker, R.A.S.C.,
co-ordinates t he administration within the School. He help
to relieve the Commandant and orderly room taff of a large
amount of the administration in the School.
The Military Traini ng Officer, Major M . W. mith, R.A.,
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controls the physical training staff and runs the final six weeks'
military training course for senior Apprentices. He is rarely
seen during this ix weeks, departing for the ranges at a very
early hour.
The country is in the middle of the G.C.E. Examinations and
we thi year have the following Apprentice entries :
English Language
15
Maths
31
Phy ics
15
additional Maths
2
The Director-General of Military Training, LieutenantGeneral C. L. Richardson, paid us a brief visit on 5th July,
1961, during h is tour of military Training establishments in
orthem C ommand. He was able to spend about an hour
touring the School and seeing the Apprentices at work.
H is visit coincided with a visit from two Chelsea Pensioners
who had been to the Old Comrades' W eek-end at Catterick,
and who had come to see for themselves how the present day
young Army was being trained.
They were Sergeant Valentine Cole, 67 years of age, and
Colour Sergeant Victor Fletcher, 74 years of age. Sergeant
Cole who was of the Royal Signals, joined in 1912 and was
discharged in 1944. Colour Sergeant Fletcher joined the Royal
Engineers in 1906 and left in 1927.
They were both very interested in the modern approach and
tecbo.iques in training at the School.
This term our Graduation Ceremony and Parents' Day is on
Wednesday, 26th July, 1961, when 60 Apprentices will be leaving the School rn take up their career in our Corps.

Ordinary National Certificate. In September of this
year we are commencing courses to cover the S2 and S3 years
of the 0 . .C. Course. This course will be fully integrated
with trade and education and will commence at Term 4 of the
Apprentice Technicians Course. Only those Apprentices who
in the first year at this School prove that they have the
necessary ability and application to benefit from the course will
be selected.
The syllabus submitted by .t his School has been approved
by both the Instirute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute
of Education and has been weighted, as far as possible, towards
the requirements of Signal technicians.
Two Lecturer posts have been added to our establishment
to cope with the higher level of instruction required and these
posts are now filled by Mr. Shuttleworth, who joins us from
Lowestoft Technical College, and Mr. Baldwin, who was already
a member of our instructional staff.
Amongst the new equipment that we have had to obtain to
cater for increased general science syllabus is a .5KVA Motor
Generator Set and also a demonstration 2 Litre Engine, kindly
loaned us from B.M.C. Ltd.
Athletics. The two major Athletic events of the year are
the Quadrangular meeting between the Apprentice Schools of
Chepstow, Arborfield, Carlisle and Harrogate, and the Army
Boys' Individual Championships. This year the Individual
Championships were held on 1st July, 1961, at Aldershot.
Harrogate successes were : . Winners of the r ro yards relay (j uniors) with a new record
time of 45.2 sec.
~e runners were Ton Toh, Lawson, Perry and Edwards.
Wmners of seven events as iollows : F~untain : 120 yards hurdles (juniors) and high jump (juniors).
Minns : 440 yards youths.
Randall : Pole vault (youths).
~ewman : r 10 yards hurdles (youths).
P1lbeam : Hammer {juniors).
Greenall: High jump (youths).
Second :n six events and third in seven events.
~ese su_ccesses bolstered our hopes for the Quadrangular
!11eetmg which was held a week later at Chepstow. Having won
m. 1959 and 1960, another win in 196r would give us a hattnck, an_d that would ~e the first time any School ihad achieved
three wms m succession. It did not work out that way, and
af~cr a very <;=lose struggle, A.A.S., Chepstow, managed to win
with 126! pomts, Arborfield were second with 12ot points and
Harrogate came third with rx2 points.
We broke two Quadrangular records, however. In the
Youths .Hammer, Williams and Dagnall between them threw
284f t. 6m. to beat the previous record by 5ft. 9in., and in the
4 ~ xro yards Hurdles Youths, Newman, Randall Swann and
Allison set . up a .new time of 1 min. 3.2 sec.
'
. Our Juniors did all we expected of them and gained the
highest number of points, but our Youths did not do so well,
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and as it is on our Youth that we must build next year's team,
we have a lot of hard work before us. Unfortunately S.I.
Jeanes, A.P.T.C., who has coached and managed the team so
successfully in the past is leaving us in September for B.A.0.R.
We thank him for his invaluable assistance.

Training in
Denmark

Graduation List Summer 1961
TELEGRAPH OPERA TORS
M .A. Aitken
K . B. Bnckett
A. D. Brooker
I. P. Carr

M.

J.

o.

Gilbert
D. J. Hambridge
E . Jessop
I'. J. Kelly

R . Andrews
D . M. Banner
A. J. CamboumePayntcr
S. Cartwright
H . W. Gillingham
A . Harrison

P. A. Arthur
T . Crawley
D. Filson

A. Manson

J. T. Stephenson
G. C. W alkins

LINE TECHNICIANS
T. J. Fountain

M. Armer
R. G . Butlin
S. Doyle
I. J. Edwards
]. M . Ellis

J. A. Booth
A. Brittcnden
J. v. Cook

J. D. French

C. S. Gledhill
A. J. King
T. H. Legg

W. P. Kent
G.D. Mcpham
J. A. Murphy
W . M . Worsley

RADIO TECHNICIANS
] . R. Holliday
J. C. Nood
A. R. Hunt
M . Park
M. L . Jacobs
S. M. Sims
D. A. l<ing
P. Santuary
C. R. Kew
W. J. Summers

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Dan ish Liaison Officer w ith our Transport, waiting to cross Danish Frontier

W . McKeegan
A . E. Mosley

RADIO RELAY TECHNICIANS
] . M. Dowruc

J. M. Milne-Day
G . A . Pritchard

J. A. Robertson
G. R. Timms
E. J. Williams

TELEGRAPH TECHNICIANS
C. Garratt
D. T. White

HARROGATE

1st Regiment
(Divisional)

R. D . Granshaw
] . Maynard
A~ATEUR

R.

J. Yamcll

RADIO

CLUB

The School Radio Club has now been active for the last six
months, after a period of wireless silence brought about by TV
interference. Operating is now possible using the club kitbuilt transmitter, a Heathkit DX-roo-U, and with a KWGELOSO converter taking care of reception, results are most
promising.
Membership is open to all Apprentices. Wednesday evenings being taken up with constructional work, and also seeking
out and working any stations, local or DX. Main activity is
voice operation on 21 mes. and 14 mes., although G3HKR can
also be heard very often on 3.5 mes.
Supervision and assistance is always forthcoming from Staff
Sergeant (F.O.S.) Willis, ex W .O.II W. Bevan (G3DBU) and
Mr. J. Stockley (G 3FMW3) one of our instructors, whilst
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) A. Fraser (G3KKI), apar.t from
housing and furnishing the club, also gives useful reports on
our transmissions.
After an interesting visit to the Northern Mobile Rally at
Harewood House in May, the urge to go mobile was apparent,
and the club's application to become G3HKR/M was G.P.O.
approved. Within the week, the club participated in die South
Shields Mobile Rally when on 9th July, the unit coach and the
station vehicle carried 37 club members to ~he N.E. coast.
Apar.t from being the first mobile station to con.tact the rally
" talk-in " station on ~.6 mes., it was also most gratifying to
h~ve a first-class voice contact from Birtley, in Co. Durham,
WJth GM3GUJ, the most NoJ'tlhem amateur station in the
British Isles, who is focated in Thurso. Assistant ooerators to
Captain A. C. Earl were A/Ts Gilliard, Hom and Smith, who
also kept a busy log up-to-date during .this 271 miles, and other
contacrs.
The club station will again operate during the Trade Exhibition when our many visitors can see what we can do.
Any clubs wishing Schedules between 1800-2100 hours on
Wednesday evenings should write to the O i/c of the Club,
Captain (T.O.T.) A. C. Earl, who will be only too pleased to
co-operate.

INSURANCE
The Association is accredited Agent to a well-known
Insurance Company and anyone who insures with tfiis
company on introduction of the Association benefits by
a half-share in the Agents' Commission, the other half
j?oes to Association Welfare. Further information
from Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.x.
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On lSt June a composite squadron of the Regiment under
the command of Major P. A. M. Tighe went to Denmark for
fourteen days to carry out training with the Jutland Signal
Regiment. T.he squadron of three officers and ninety other
ranks included radio-relay detachments, a signal centre and
cable detachments from I Squadron and a selection of rad'.o
stations from 2 Squadron including C42, (45, 53HP and VHF
re-broadcast. Adminstratively the unit was self-supporting and
took its own cookhouse, Tels vehicle, Stores and R.E.M.E.
recovery. Despite clocking over a r,ooo miles per vehicle the
latter was m fact not needed.
The J.utland Signal Regiment is in fact a Brigade with three
signal battalions under command and is in barracks at Aarhus
in north Jutland. A liaison officer from the Regiment met us
at the German frontier and smoothed our passage. A customs
declara<tion of 30,000 cigarettes and 2,000 bottles of Carlsberg
(coals to Newcastle?) raised an eyebrow or two, but they let it
pass. Our first •t hree days in Denmark were spent in a tra in'.ng
depot in the south. From here a tour of the battlefields of the
war of 1864 was made, and also a visit to a high school for
physical training. For some reason the 90 female students were
confined to their classrooms during our visit. The 0 .C. and
Cap:ain Ridley paid a courtesy call on the G.O.C. of the local
D ivision who welcomed them over a glass a sherry. In response
to some good-natured ribbing about British trawlers they were
able to point out that H.M.S. Urchin, then anchored outside
the window on a courtesy call, was on our side and had her
instruct!ons if •t hey failed to return.
A company of the Jutland Regiment had been moved out of
barracks ro make room for us and we soent our first two days
settling in and making friends with tl:ie Danish soldiers. A
football match was arranged at nine one morning in the local
stadium. The Danes, Army champions it seems, scored within
five m inutes and maintained this rate of strike for 80 minutes,
the :final score being 16-1 ! Even the Regimental Colonel's
kindness in pointing out that we were merely a company taking
on three batralions provided little consolation for this onslaught.
The ashtrays •presented to the team were excellent.
The object of the visit was an exercise called in our honour
" Pall Mall." All our detachments were placed under command
of the Danish company commanders and despite language difficulties (few Danish soldiers spoke English) communications
worked. This was ,in part due to the use of N.A.T.O. procedures but mainly due to the discovery that the provi ion of
Divisional communications is very much the same pi>blem
solved in the same way in every army. Indeed the whole
Perhaps a radio
exercise went the same as in B.A.0.R.
crew is not always -invited rn tea on the lawn by a charming
farmer's wife, and it is not every exercise that an entire girls'
school plays a game of touch football in the middle of Divisional
H .Q. with all the soldiers off duty. These were minor
differences however. We got to know our opposite numbers
and watched with interest (he Danish equipment, particularly
the cable detachments with their building pal'ties on bicycles
using climbers on the telegraph poles and putting up pole
crossings as if they were demonstrating at Cattcrick. Who
knows, it may yet come back foto fashion with us?
We returned to our barracks in Aarhus having had an
interesting and enjoyable exercise and to listen to stories from
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those who had been attached to Corps and Army H.Q. further
to the no11th. Three days' recreation was the final item on our
programme. This meant for some a visit to a brewery, for
others a camping trip, and for those still with money, a trip to
Copenhagen. Whatever one did, all seemed qu ite satisfied with
the arrangements ! A cockcail party was given for the officers
of the Jutland Signal Regiment, and the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants under W.O.I Taylor's arrangements entertained their
opposite numbers also. The Commanding Officer visited the
squadron during the exercise and was entertained with the
officers at a dinner given by the Inspector General of the Danish
Signal Corps, Colonel Heiberg Jorgensen.
We returned to Germany on 13th/14th June by way of K iel
with our canteen and our pockets empty, but with many
delightful memories of our fourteen days in Denmark. During
the whole time no traffic accidents, and strangest of all not one
soldier reported sick. Strange ! We brought with us the gifts
of Regimental Shields from the Jydske Telegraf Regiment and
hope that our friendship and co-operation with these Danish
signalmen, who are in many ways so like us. will flourish and
prosper.

2nd

REGlillENT

(DIVISIONAL)

Tourist Notes. As yet comparatively undiscovered by the
tourist, Bunde is an ideal place away from the swirl of modern
life. It has 5,000 yards of fence providing a succession of completely interrupted view. Rectangular in shape, it is bordered
on the west and south by the " exercise grounds," on the east
by i;>igs and on the north by unexplored cerritory.
Favourite resorts are behind the cookhouse, the carpenters'
shop and down at the pig farm. Some of the hideouts are
pract:cally untouched. The most used hotel is " The Golden
Rees," noted for its shining brass, cleanliness and excellent
service. The cost is comparatively cheap and bookings are
necessary. The meals are so lavish that half-portions are often
sufficient.
Sunbathing is the most popular sport, the season being as
long as the sun shines. The fighting season is from Easter to
October.
New Equipment. To further improve the standard of
communications in the field, and to attempt to reduce the manpower needed to fulfill staff requirements, we have been asked
to carry out the task of 'testing certain office equipment, Mufax,
automatic telephone exchanges, Thermofax and transistorised
office intercon sets. It has befallen Mike troop to instal the
equipment, resulting in much burning of midnight oil as the
Technicians work on shifts until late at night. At present we
cannot see how less men will be involved but it will work out
in the end. Preparations for these aTi:erations were begun well
in advance and our T.O.T., R. Hutley, has been seen mumbling
quietly to himself. Even though numerous crises arise which
transforms the workshop to a hangar, he maintains level flight
and never force lands. According to plan the new set-up i
to be subjected to staff trials at the end of July-we await the
exercise without trepidation.
Meanwhile, M. Moorcroft, B. Smith, J. Em lie, A. Payne (all
ex Harrogate boys) to mention but a few ably assi red by J .
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Billing, D. Humphries, J. Pyle (regrettably N .S. and away all
too oon) strive to conquer the intricacies of auto boards, mile
of multi-coloured cable as each of the vehicles arrive to be
partially stripped and rewired. Snag is that more than the
requested number of vehicles arrive, everyone wants to get in
on the act. But, with Regimental sports, Kohima celebrations
and " work as usual " Mike Troop groans under the strain, but
comes out smiling.
Royal Si1,<nals D.A.O.R. Rine Hooting (B.A.O.R.).
The Regiment sent team to tlle meeting and they competed
in all events. We were second in all the rifle matches and the
revolver match and won the SMG match. The rifle {earn was
Captain Jarrett, W.O.II Yallop Sergeant Easter, Lance-Corporal
Madden, Corporal Quirke and Signalman Mitchell. The sterling
team was W.O.II Yallop, Sergeant Easter Corporal Quirke and
Signalman Mitchell. The Revolver team was LieutenantColonel Hoerder, Captain Jarrett, Corporal Quirke, Signalman
Mitcllell, Corporal Walker, Signalman Cruz. Lance-Corporal
' Hadland also got a good rifle score but had a jam in one practice.
Individual prizes were won by Captain Jarrett (Runner-up Class
A in the first rifle match and the pistol match), Corporal Quirke
(Best Class B shot revolver) and Signalman Prentice who was
the runner-up young soldier in the SMG competition. Signalman Mitchell was " counted out" for 2nd place in the revolver
competition. In the falllng plate one plate was twisted sideways
without falling and hit twice again in that position with no
effect. We therefore had little success in this match. In all
the team did very well considering how little practice they
had before the meeting.
Royal Signals Passage Race, 1961. The Regiment
entered two boats for th.is event. The crews were Captain
Jarrett, Second-Lieutenant Carrie, Second-Lieutenant Goldney
W.0.11 Butler in Vatalien Bruder and Staff Sergeant Woo!gar'
Corporal Walker, Signalman Birkby, Signalman Holliday id
Pelican.
In die . first r~ce fro~ Sonde~borg to Faaborg, Pelican, by
gO?d tacacs, w~ile ~ong to wmdward past Flensburg lightship, succeeded m being fuse round the vital Gammel Pol buoy
closely followed by Vatalien Bruder. The rest of the race wa~
broad reaching and running before the wind. The relative
positio_ns of the fleet remained substantially unchanged and so
we gamed the first two places.
. In . the second race Vatalien Bruder gained a favourable posiuon ID fr~nt of the flee~ during the beat ouc of Faaborg. This
lead was unproved until at 1330 hours Vatalien Bruder had a
lead of some 400 yards on the committee board. Pelican was
caught by an unfortunate change of wind off Aero and fell well
bac:k. Va~alien Brl!der led the fleet all the way to Kiel in
variable wmds and 1t looked as if the race was won when the
skipper misjudged and she went on to a soft sand bank some
500 yards short of d:te finishing line. While the crew were
manhandling her off, Hasko with a crew from 4th Regiment
passed her and thereby won ithe race. As Hasko came tlhird
m the first race she took the trophy, a first and a third scoring
bener <than two seconds.

3rd

REGIMENT

(DIVISION Al, I

_During June the Regiment, together with the Motor Cycle
D isplay Team, the Corps Band and the Quick ilver Display
represented the Corps on Operation KAPE-" K eeping the
Army in the Public Eye."
We tried to show the public of Lancashire someth ing of our
role in the Army and some of the equipments we have to
enable us to fulfil our role. For the duration of our stay we
took over Wellington Barracks, Bury, which was the old depot
of the Lancashire Fusiliers.
Our stay lasted for two weeks and during this time we
visited Rochdale, Bolton and Blackburn twice each. The basis
of our programme was that the band would give a lunch-time
performance in each town, with Quicksilver in a prominent
position close at hand. During the afternoon the mobile column
(made up of some 24 vehicles from this Regiment) would drive
past the Mayor of the town in question and then do a tour of
the town before setting up in a park for display. Each display
was preceeded by a performance by the motor cycles and the
Band. The audience were then encouraged to look around
our vehicles and equipment.
We visited each town twice, and curiously it rained hard on
each of the three first days, thus discouraging people from
coming to see us. Rain, in fact, was our worst enemy, and, as
one witness said, it kept the Army out of the public eye!
Our thanks go to the Motor Cycle Display Team led by
Captain H. Taylor and the Corps Band led by Sergeant Lee
for the first class shows they put on, often in very unsuitable
conditions. Without them it would have been doubtful if
people would have come to see us. As it was we estimated
that some ten thousand people came to see us. Inevitably
amongst these were hundreds of small and destructive children
all intent on proving that our equipment was not bomb proof.
_Some of us had a very enjoyable day in Blackpool in the
middle of our stay. We provided radio communications for
the final stage of the Tour of Britain cycle race. Besides
providing the organisers with progress reports on the race we
assisted a B.B.C. outside broadcast team (sound) with information for their Saturday afternoon sports programme.
Our stay started and finished with a social occasion. We
began with a cocktail party where we had the pleasure of
entertaining the Mayors of Bury, Rochdale and Bolton amongst
others. We finished with an All Ranks Dance which was very
successf1;1l, with the dance section of the Corps Band providing
the music.
We all enjoyed our stay in Lancashire and we found everyone
most friendly and helpful. We hope we represented the Corps
well and that all the many ex-Signalmen we met were well
pleased with the advances we have made since the days of the
No. I set, and that the many children who climbed over and
into everything will think of our Corps when they think of
the Army.
We had hoped to give a report on Ex Batalha in Portugal,
but, as everyone will know by now, it was cancelled at the last
moment. Instead, we are running our own exercise on the Plain.
We extend to Major F. M. S. Winter, M.B.E., and Lieutenant
P. T . Jones a hearty welcome and hope their stay with us will
be a pleasant one.
!\~ ~e same. time. we have to say farewell to Major W.
Millichip on his retirement from the Corps, Captain J. D.
Plummer who is going to Technical Staff College and to
Lieutenant M. J. Pickard who is off to Catterick for his Part II.
We wish them and their wives the very best of luck.

Est. 1749

Phone 2108

W. METCALFE
The Sports Depot
STOC;KIST OF APPROVED ROY AL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTIDNG
CRESTED MALACCA WALKING
CANES AND PACE STICKS
Brigadier M.A. Charlton, O.B.E. presenting prizes to 2nd Regimental
Rifle Team. Left to right WO II Yallop, Sergeant Easter, Signalman
Mitchell, Corporal Quirke, Lance Corporal Madden, Captain Jarrett.
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4th

llEGIMENT

(DIVISIONAL)

Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' 1'1ess. The
poetic attribute written by R.S .M. M. Ham to the Senior
N.C.0.s on Spring Drills, was duly read on the night of the
" End of Spring Drills Ball,'' in the Sergeants' Mess. Although
this saga, in verse, of the capabilities (and otherwise) of the
seniors deserves praise, it is felt that to publish (as promised
in May's notes) would break the spell, which has been cast
upon our noteworthy "Poet Laureate Militarium." Nevertheless, it is hoped that something may be produced soon, which
will prove interesting to all our readers.
port. The " Ancient Mariners " of the Fourth, namely,
Lieutenant M. Marsh, Staff Sergeant A. L. Singer, and Sergeants
J. Benton and A. Plummer, added yet another victory to
those of the Regiment, by winning the Royal Signals B.A.0.R.
Passage Race. This was held on the nth and 12th June, in
North Germany and Denmark. The boat manned was named
Ha.sec, and your scribe thinks that this is probably an anagram
of " Chaos/' after listening to certain tales related by the crew
of this worthy craft ! The race was from Sonderborg (Denmark) to Faarborg (Denmark) on the nth, and then from Faa~
borg to Kiel (North Germany) on the 12th. Altogether, nine
boats were entered, and after 2nd Regiment's entry ran aground,
the Fourth carried on to win. In the Sergeants' Mess on the
night of 28th June, the winners were presented with a telescope by Brigadier M . A. Charlton, o.B.E., C.C.R. Signals
r (BR) Corps. T'is said that on leaving home for the Mess,
Staff Sergeant Singer told his wife that he would be a little
late, to which the good lady replied, "Oh, that's all right,
have a good time, dear, and .... Happy Anniversary I"
Ah well, we all suffer from lapse of memory on occasions,
don't we, Taffy ?
Training. (Exercise " Long-Hop "). This exercise
is a practice in !<)Ilg-distance communications for telegraph and
radio operators. Wireless detachments of 2 Squadron are now
in va rious parts of the Continent, showing the flag and
strengthening (we hope) British relationships with certain
There are detachments in Paris, The
European countries.
Hook of Holland, Copenhagen and Goppingen (South Germany).
Naturally, we hope to relate anything of interest during next
month's notes, but at the moment the detachments are
observing strict wireless procedure, and yours truly has learned
nothing. Oh, to be a radio operator !
Exercise " Top-Hat." This Corps exercise, held from
19th to 23rd June, most certainly tested and proved the
Regiment's capabilities in all aspects of communications. As
always, we established communications quickly and maintained
them. Several humorous incidents (non-signalwise) took place
during the exercise, one of which must certainly be related.
At one location, German workmen were sweating it out on the
reconstruction of a road and a bridge. There were steam
hammers, bulldozers, cranes, etc., all busily clanging away,
but the centre of attraction was a huge excavator. Two military
gentlemen stood on the bridge surveying the work in progress
and discussing the merits and demerits of the present-day
German workman. The said gentlemen reached the agreement that the workmen were quite good, but required more
At one stage of
rifting in the handling of the excavator.
the proceedings, the excavator operator (group and trade
classification unknown), had the sheer audacity to stop wo!k
for a few minutes. Needless to say, he resumed toute de suite
when the raucous voice of a certain Captain of the Royal Pioneer
Corps demanded to know the reason for the stoppage. W~,
it is almost certain now, that the other gentleman (Tara) will
be taking his Pre-Release Course in Highways and Waterways
Comtruction !
General. A warm welcome is extended to Lieutenant D.
S. Lloyd, who has just joined the Regiment from the School
of Signals. It is heard that he is a scribe of great distinction
How very, very interesting.
and also a sailing enthusiast.
We are very sorry to have Jost Lieutenant (T.O.T.) F. Iveson,
one of our hockey stalwarts, but we still wish him all the
very best in his new unit. Welcome to you, too Sergeant D.
L. Brown, who has also joined the Regiment, complete with
better-half, family and caravan . . . we hope you enjoy your
Our congratulations go to Captain
stay here, "Topper."
(Q.M.) A. F. Stubbs on his recent promotion. We wonder,
will there be any chance of changing a B.D. now, sir ?
Recently, rhe Sergeants' Mess were delighted to see the
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happy, smiling face of W.O.I (Foreman of Signals) H. Matheson,
Royal Australian Signals, back in the Mess for his pint of
" Didgerydoo-Stew." H e had intended to go on a big " walkabout" (these Aussies do it once a year, we are told), but
hurriedly returned to base, because there were no kangeroos
to be found, and a sad lack of "witchity-grubs." Never mind,
Henry, we'll approach the cooks of Main Divisional H.Q. on
the next exercise and see what can be done in this line.
7th

llEGIMENT

(CORP )

1'1otor Cycle Trials. 1 r Brigade Trials were held in
the Soltau area on rst July. Our two teams left barracks the
afternoon before and stayed under canvas with H.Q., I I Brigade,
in the field where they were looked after very well.
The morning of rst July was devoted to a 30-mile crosscountry section, followed by a 10-mile map-reading section,
the bogey time for the two sections being two hours ten minutes.
All our riders, bar one, covered both these sections without
loss of points. Corporal Huntleigh-Smith, riding for the "A"
Team had a good run in the <;ross-country section, but on the
way to the first check point of the map-reading section he was
unlucky enough to have a bad puncture and had to withdraw.
The puncture was beyond repair and no spare inner tubes were
available. 28th Regiment's team very kindly offered a complete
spare tyre, but by that time it was too late to continue. This
was most unfortunate, because it meant that our "A" Team
could no longer be considered for a team award. The "B"
Team, consisting of S.S.M. Gibson, Signalmen A. Hill and
R. C. Everett, was still complete and had lost no points.
The afternoon of the trials consisted of twelve hazard sections,
and it was possible to lose five points on each section. The
ground consisted of sandy soil, and as the trials continued, some
sections became progressively easier, whilst others developed
into hazards which the organisers had never intended. Sergeant
K. A. Atherley ("A" Team), draw number 14, and thus an
early starter, was our first man through and unforrunately had
to follow a small group of complete novices, who made things
He lost 31 points.
Lance-Corporal B.
difficult for him.
Cooling (who came second in the rst Division Trials) again
rode very well. Just as the organisers were about to cancel
the water section, consisting of a muddy hole in a tank track,
some 30 yards long, Cooling arrived and became the first competitor to clear it. Up to this point Cooling had lost no points,
but two quick " pads " in section six, and a lack of revs in the
deep sand of seer.ion eight, lost him eight points. He completed
the course with no further loss of points and tied for third
place with his old rival, Sergeant Lasota (28th Regiment). The
latter then beat him in the special test, and Cooling's final
place was fourth.
S.S.M. E. Gibson rode well, but Jack of recent trials experience lost him 32 points. Signalman A. Hill lost 35 points,
and did surprisingly well, considering that this was his first
trial. Signalman R. C. Everett was unfortunate in losing bottom
gear, and lost 38 points whilst covering the course in second.
Cricket. Once again we met 2nd Regiment in the
Morrison Cup Competition, on 1st July, and once again they
knocked us out of t:he competition. The standard of entertain. ment value can be judged by the fact that 376 runs were
scored in four hours.
2nd Regiment went in first and scored 2ro runs in 2 hour
and ro minutes, a fast rate of scoring in cricket of any standard.
They opened quite slowly and, in face, in the first six of his
eleven overs, Staff Sergant F. M. Stock conceded only eight
runs and also took a wicket. The Staff Sergeant finished with
the excellent figures of four wickets for thirty-one runs, including
four maiden overs. When 2nd Regiment took the field, our
Corporal F. Black apeared to be getting well set when he was
unluckily given out lbw. Sergeant G. A. Pfeiffer and Signalman
K . R. Christie soon livened things up, and with Lance-Corporal
T. C. Fitzgerald and Signalman D. F. Hall, showed how the
runs should be accumulated. Hall's 36 runs, in 42 minute ,
including one six and five fours, was the be t knock of the
day for entertainment value. Unfortunately, it soon became
obvious that we were not going to get the run to beat 2nd
Regiment, and so we are out of the cup as far as cricket is
concerned until next year.
One feature of the game wa the excellent wicket-keeping
by both sides, and although our Sergeant Pfeiffer conceded r2 byes to the 7 by his opposite number, it should be
noted that 7th Regiment fielded in the heat of the afternoon
and Pfeiffer was taking the bowling of Staff Sergeant Stock and
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St."Cond-Lieucenant A. J. Cornwell, both of whom easily outpaced
the fast bowlers of 211d Regiment.
Squadron Training Camps. Tw
quadrons have
managed to find attractive camp sites not to > far from barracks
and will be taking members of other Squadrons with them to
camp. The aim of the camps is to give men a change of air
away from barra ks preferably where good swimming facilities
arc not too distant. Each Squadron camp lasts about a week
and during this time it is hoped to complete Battle Efficiency
Tests and to teach non-swimmers to swim as well as doing a
little weapon training.
La t year we had a Regimental Camp site on the Baltic but
this year petrol rationing dictates sites much nearer to barracks.
Luckily there are a good number of lakes in this pan of
Germany and it is not too difficult to find a site for a small
camp with reasonable swimming nearby.
10th
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Swimming. At our Regimental swimming gala on 23rd
June, an interesting siruation arose when Nos. I and 2 Squadrons tied for first place. To resolve this it was decided to
have a chain of command race fought out between the two
Squadron Commanders each supported by a subaltern,
sergeant and signalman. It was a bit of a wrench for them to
leave their c.omfortable ringside seats and take the plunge
themselves. They responded nobly, however, and after a good
race
o. 1 Squadron came out on top for the second year
The team captain, W.O.II B. A. R. Yates, was
running.
presented with the Regimental Swimming Shield by Mrs. G.
B. Donald, our Commanding Officer's wife. During the gala
an excellent life-saving demonstration was given by W.0.11
Yates and Staff Sergeant R. J. L. Harries. The Regimental
swimming team then went on to the Rhine Area Swimming
Competition on 6th July, where they emerged as the winners,
with 13th Regiment in second place. To balance out, however, they took second place to 13th Regiment in the Water
Polo Competition. Our team now goes for.Yard to represent
Rhine Area in the B.A.O.R. Swimming Championships to
be held at Sennelager on 18th July.
Sailing. We have very kindly been permitted to join
40 Advanced Engineer Stores Regiment's Sailing Club at the
De Witt See, and we now have our two new G.P. 14s moored
there. On 16th June we had a Regimental Regatta to select
crews to go fonvard to the Royal Signals Regatta at the Mo~e
See. This procedure paid dividends because our crews gained
the first and third place in the Sharpie Class and the third place
in the Star Class. Several officers in the crews have been
selected to sail for the Royal Signals team in the Triangular
Regatta at the Mohne See on .18th July.
Athletics. We congratulate Second-Lieutenant P. J.
Brunton who came second in the Pole Vault in the B.A.0.R.
Individual Athletics Championships held -.it Berlin on 12th June.
He cleared 11 feet 3 inches-only 3 inches short of the B.A.O.R.
record.
The Bradbury Barracks Gymnasium, which we share with
16th Regiment, has now been given a new wooden floor and
has been marked out with a full-size basketball court, three
RHINE AREA SWIMMING CHAMPIONS
Front Row : Signalman W. J. N. Ross, Staff Sergeant R. J. L. Harries, Second
Lieutenant T. B. Scarff(Team Captain), W.0.11 B. A. R. Yates (Coach),
Capta in C. K. Powel l, Signalmen P. Perrott and R. F. Holman.
Bock ~.ow: Slcnalman J. Croot, Lance Corporal J. Roe, Signalman G. Goodby,
Lance Corporal M. P. Smart , Corporal L. Kinsey, Lance Corporal
A. Vau1han, Sl1nalman R. W . Greenslade, Private J, K. Rogan.

badminton courts and two fencing courts-tG the great delight
of our enthusiastic gymnasium staff, under Sergeant G . S.
Edwards, A.P.T.C. The gymnasium is now a worthy place for
our thriving clubs-gymnastic, weight lifting, boxing, fencing
and badminton, and it is to be the venue for the Rhine Area
Basketball Champion hips later in the year. The Regimental
Basketball competition which was also won last month by No. r
Squadron, has given our Regimental team a start of season
yearning which could only be satisfied by the promise of a new
set of trim.
13th
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Ye Signal YcoIDnnry. What an uphill battle it has been,
stuffing the necessary knowledge into their heads. There they
were-all eight of them-filled with enthusiasm and Carlsberg
Lager, eager to get in r ight at the beginning of the new
trade, but lacking 85 per cent of the necessary knowledge, even
for the entrance examination! So they had to have a special
course run for them (in their own time) to make up the
deficiency, and they certainly got down to it with a will.
Fortunately for everyone's sake, W.0.11 Newman (Signal Centre
Supervisor) knew it all and could put it over. Even on a "No
Pass-No Fee " basis, he deserves to do well out of it.
Building the New Structure. " Oh it's a good plan
right enough, sir," said the Staff Sergeant, "but how is anyone going to get away to do all these courses, with National
Service finishing ? And what is more, there's no guarantee
that promotion conditions won't be altered again, once you have
achieved all this." So the comment has waxed vigorously in
many Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Messes over the new
trade structure. Training is clearly going to be top priority
over the next few years, so that no one is held back from
promotion. A lot of it, it seems, will have to be done in
theatres and units if target dates are to be met. "Do-it-Yourself" kits are becoming not only popular, but necessary.

Goings On. The Officers gave their Annual Barbecue on
30th June in splendid weather. Major Malcolm Stears and his
committee laid on a splendid affair and the weather cooperated magnificently.
On 4th July, Mr. James Ramsden, M.P., Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State for War, accompanied by the Commander-in-Chief, General Sir James Cassels, visited the Regiment, followed, on the 5th, by the Deputy Commander,
B.A.0.R., Major-General Talbot. Ah me ! it's not our fault if
we're popular is it ?
Tennis. A first class sporting success has been achieved by
Signalmen McDonald and Fearn, who won the B.A.O.R. Open
Double and Regimental Doubles Championship this month.
We're prejudiced, of c.ourse, but we reckon Fraser and Emerson
would have their work cut out to beat them ! They now
go forward to the Army Championships, and we wish them
every success there.
NEWMANS YEOMEN
Standing : Sufi Sergeant Francis, W .0.11 Newman (who did the work), Sergeant
Kent
Sitting : Staff Sergeant Cox , Sergeant Banks, Staff Sergeant Edgar
Abstnt : Sergeant Richardson, Sergeant Maxwell, Sergeant Hayler

Her Royal Highness at the Cambridge Show with Lance Corporal
R. Harrison, Lieutenant D. Whitehead
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R.H.Q. and f'onwa11 Co-ordination Group. Once
again the Regiment has been called upon to provide a Royal
Signals display. This time at the Royal Show at Cambridge
from the 4th to 7th July and again at Midsummer Common
from the 10th to 15th July for the Cambridge Festival. In
addition to the free message service, we displayed quite a few
of the new-range radio equipments. On this oocasion nine
other Arms and Services contributed to a large and impressive
Army Display.
The highlight of the occasion was a visit to the Royal Show
by our Colonel-in-Chief, Her Royal Highness The Princess
Royal, c.r., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., D.C., D.C.L., LL.D., on 5th
July. Her Royal Highness spent some considerable time on
the Royal Signals stand, speaking to the officer-in-charge,
Lieutenant D. Whitehead, and each member of the stand staff.
She delighted everyone by sending greeting messages over the
COMCAN free message service.
I Sqmulron . Our main
event during the past month
was the holding of the
Annual Regimental Rifle
Meeting at the Sneedhams
Green Range, Gloucester.
Members of the quadron
teams are to be congratulated for keeping most of the
trophies here. The results
of the meeting are as follows: Champion shot LanceCorporal K. Charlton. Winner Class A W.O.I J. Holdsworth. Winner Class B,
Lance-Corporal K. Chari.
ton. Champion team,
Squadron; Runners-up, 4
Squadron. Match 35 (Rifle),
4 Squadron. Match 25
(SMG), 1 Squadron( Adm.).
Match 24 (Falling Plate), I
Squadron. 2 Squadron orChampion Shor Lance Corporal K.
ganised several popular and
Charlton receiving one of his awards
unusual side shows, which
from Mrs. Dutton, wife of O.C" 3
frequently sent member of
Squadron
families back to "Dad" for
,
more cash.
We were pleased to receive an official visit from Brigadie r
E. I. !!. Mozley, D. Tels., during June and also from Major
E. Duncan D.A.D.W.R.A.C .• 43 Divisional/District, who saw
members of 623 W.R.A.C. ignal Troop both at work in the
Tape Relay Centre and at home in Robinswood Barracks.
In the field of sport the quadron continues to "have a go '
at everything. In the District stage of the tug-of-war we went
down to a 2-r defeat in the first round. Our athletes faired
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better, finishing fifth against strong opposition m a field of nine
-teams. Members of 623 W.R.A.C. Signal Troop entered a
friendly competition as part of the Southern Command Athletics
Meeting. No official final placing was announced but theirs
was a creditable performance. Our swimmers and water polo
team are still practising for their first match which takes place
in the near future.
Adventure Training at the moment is dominated by canoeists.
A party of seven Other Ranks under command of econdLieutenant K. C. A. Gunning, recently took to the River Wye
at Hereford and spent three days paddling down to Monmouth.
The distance covered was approximately forty-five miles
(twenty-five on the second day). The first night was spent on
the floor of an inn and the second in a Youth Hostel. Cooking
was carried out on open fires. Light weight tents have now
been purchased and the next party departs shortly to explore
the Wye above Hereford. The Squadron owns two fibre-glass
and two home-made canvas canoes.
Nearly half the Squadron visited the Exhibition and Display
at Taunton during the "Army Week" from 26th-30th June,
196r. Two of the attractions were the Choir and Pioes, Drums
and Band of the Junior Leaders Regiment and the Quicksilver
vehicles of 30th Signal Regiment. A few of our more intrepid
girls attempted the controlled drop from parachute jump training aid. Their main worry was to control skirts, which feat
they accomplished with decorum:
Troop outings have been the order of the day. "A" Troop
visited Marlowe and then, following an enjoyable trip up the
Thames in glorious sunshine, spent the evening seeing the film
" Ben-Hur." "B " Troop had a day at Brighton and " C" and
" D " Troops visited the Royal Tournament at Earls Court.
" D" Troop also spent a day at Weymouth.
During June, the second of this year's 0.R.s' Dances was
held, the proceeds of which will be devoted to the Royal ignals
Benevolent Fund.
Our future "Field Signalmen" are learning the rudiments of
driving. This was the e lanation for t!he peculiar phenomenon
of several MT vehicles wandering aimlessly (apparently) over
the drill square on a Wednesday afternoon.
Anyone re-visiting the Tape Relay Centre will find the layour
unfamiliar. All "receive" consuls are in one long line left of
the centre of the hall and all transmit consuls on the right. This
arrangement provide.s for much speedier handling and has been
so arranged that busy circuits are adjacent to quiet ones so that
one operator can control more than previously. In addition
the consuls have been redesigned with built-in message desks
and it is now oossible to sit comfortably and operate. Visitors
are still many and varied and this month's included Royal
Marine Signallers. A.E.R. officer and senior N.C.0.s, the 53
Mixed Divisional Regiment, T.A., and we were especially pleased
to welcome the Wives' Club. The visit was to give them some
idea of their husbands' work, but the chosen evening was fairly
slack. traffic-wise, and some husbands are still trying to convince their wives of this.
Finally, congratulations to Sergeant R. Edgar, Control
Group, and Lance-Cornoral R. Bowskill, W.R.A.C., on their
marriage on rst July, 1961. The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess has now lost two of its confirmed bachelors to
the charm. of the ladies. There is speculation as to who will
be next. One member who recently broke his spectacles found
two girls wiJ!in~ to lead him around Gloucester (his story).
More such breakage are foreseen .
2 Sqnntlron. The experiences. of the Squadron cricket
ream curiously parallel those of the England eleven. Both the
first Test and our first scratch game were plagued by rain.
While our presumed betters made it an excuse to do nothing.
however, we chivalrously ran to (and rather soon after, from)
the wicket so that our fielding opponent did not get any wetter
than could be avoided. According to some observers Private
M. Ruddick. A.C.C. even marked time at the double while
being bowled out.
Still. like England, we lost our second game although without
benefit of theodolite.
However we are sending word to Peter May that we won our
third game with time and wickets in hand and hope that thi
mav inspire his lot to do the ame. Lance-Corporal E. G.
Billett cored a decisive 22 and Signalman P . Cox took 4 wicket
for 13 runs with no casualtic . (N.B. These notes were written
before 6th July. 1961. The 2 Squadron oracle wa obvious!
working wcll.-R.H.Q. comment).
We enjoyed a visit from the Director of Telecommunication
during the month and hear that we made a very favourable
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impre ion. On a lower level Lieutenant Jacques R.N. came
along from ?Ur enior Service equivalent organisation. He and
Mr. . Whme had a competition to decide whose method of
tores provis!on and accounting is the mo t fru strating, cumber~ome, mefficient etc.· the Navy won on a claim that they have
to buy small pares out of the swill money !
. The C.I.V. Te~m filled our cup to overflowing not only
hcera_lly, by cro\':'d.mg u out of our own stores, but also metaphorically by givmg us Excellent for Vehicles. All credit to
:x'.0.II J. . Jepson and his ream-in particular to Mr. D. R.
faylor and Mr. E. S. Petrie.
Heany congratulations to Sergeant H. Copley on corning ba k
from the Sc;:hool with his. T.r rating. Also to W.0.11 T. F. P.
Head on_ briefing . 22 Special Air Service Regiment so weil in the
art of ~ipole de 1gn as to restore their apparently lost faith in
the articl~. For the record our Officer Commanding was the
only one m the quadron who had been serving long enough to
remember what a "\Vyndom" is.
The really long-service soldier is in the news aga )n too.
taff
ergeant (S.Q.M.S.) T. W. Gummer, whilst whiling away a
week-end Orderly Officer duty by finishing off the Warrant
Offi~ers' and Sergeants' Mess fishpond, acquired severe sunburn
and mild heatstroke.
3 Sq u adron. Ran.ge prac~ice has continued apace during
the past fe\':' ~eeks w1~h entries from the Squadron in the
Aldershot District Meetmg, the Regimental R ifle Meetino and
finally the outhern Command Royal Signals Shoot. we° were
unable _to secure any team awards, but we are plea ed to record
~at Signalman Greenfield was successful at Alder hot and
Signalman Suff at Bulford respectively in obtaining individual
awards.
The ~pr~ve~ent in _the June weather has also seen a noticeable revival m mterest m the canoe and cricket activities of the
S9uadron. A "shot-in-the-arm " for the Canoe Club came
with th.e generous offer of accommodation on the River Thames
for Unit canoes. For this we are indebted to " Mine Host " of
"The ~rout Inn." ~r. F. Ward, w
we were very interested
to find is ex-R.E. Signals, 1922 vintafle. Here is we feel a
real e~ample of '.' ~s_Prit de corps." Most of our cri~ket matches
are with local civilian clubs whic;h we hope helps in bringing
the. Army a~~ Corps to the public. Last week we entertained
~mlth & P~ps of W1tney, and it is understood they were so
1mpresse~ wnh the game ~d hospitality that they were heard
to ask, How does one iom Royal Signals?"· and a special
return . match has been arranged at Witney. 'Next week we
entertam the local farmers' eleven.
Our ~nual Parents' Day and At Home was held on 24 th
June ~1s year. The weather again was very kind, and an
~teresung and successful day was had by all. It was encouragmg _to find th_at parents. an~ relatives, and recently discharged
at1onal Service men with mterested friends were prepared to
travel so far to see the Squadron.
On the deficit side of the account we have been very sorry
to lose our S.S.M., W._0.11 A. Bullock, B.E.M., who retired after
22 :ii:ears, and a.f,ter bei~g ~uccessful in the recenc Civil Service
Clerical Officers exammation has obtained a post in Card"ff
W.9.11 Bullock was well liked by all ranks which is no me~~
achievement for a S.S.M. working under the difficulties encountered ~t Bampton. We are ~ur:e that he will be remembered by
many m th_e Corps and feel it 1s appropriate to include a photograph of h~m taken the_ day ~efore he left the Army, and a few
notes on his Cl!;reer _which will be of interest to his friends and
the young soldier with aspirations.
W.O.II Bullock enlisted at Cardiff on r rth March 1939 and
was J>?Sted to 5th Division S.ignals Depot at Catte;ick 'Here
he
asd an Operator Signals at "E " Comp any T.rammg
· ·
B tramed
Ji
at~a. on a_n wa~ subsequently posted to 2 Company ~o (N )
D1J1s1on Signals m September, 1939- He proceeded to Franc~
an was eventually evacuated vi~ Dunkirk in June, 19Ao. I~
J~nuary, 1941, he pro7eeded to_ Middle East with so (N.) Division
S1~al~ and served m Palesune, Cyprus and Egypt
w o II
Bu~ock was tak~n prisoner at Gazala on 6th Tune, 19 2 and ;emamed as a prisoner of war in Italy and Germanv u~til May
I?45· On. return to U.K. he was posted to 53 (W) Divisio~
S1gna~ Regiment, B.A._O.R., in January, 1946. He wa~ posted to
Pales~ne Co~mand S1~al Regiment in January, 1948. where he
r~mamed unul the Regiment disbanded in June 1948 l\t th"
um_e hde fwas posted to Cyprus Signal Squadro~, whe~e ·he r~=
mame .. rom June, 1948, to May, 1952.
He 1omed so lndependen~ Infantry Brigade, Tidworth. from
May, 1952, t.o. 9ctob~r 1954, and was afterwards posted to 7
Armoured D1V1s1on Signal Regiment October, 1954, where he
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stayed until the final whistle went with 3 Squadron 52 point ,
1st Devonshire and Dorset Regiment 49 points.
3 Squadron had been expected to repeat their last year's
success at the Regimental Swimming Gala held for the first
time in fresh water, on Saturday, 8th July. Unfortunately
they were prevented from attending in full and 2 Squadro~
won convincingly.
I Hth

W.0.11 Bullock, B.E.M .

remained until May, 1959, when he was finally posted to 3
Squadron, r4~h Regiment.
Certainly an example of what one can see and do in the
Army and how one can resettle into a good job on a good
pension at a comparatively early age.
. 4 . Sq~aadron bas been well and successfully represented
m the R 1~e Meeti~gs held during the month. At the Regi mental Rifle Meeung we won the Unit Rifle Match and
wer~ runners-up in the Inter-Squadron Championship and
FaUmg Plat~s . At a Regimental Day held at Gloucester we
won the R ifle Match and at the Southern Command Rifle
Meeting we assisted the Regimental T eam which won the
Colonel Commandant's Trophy (Roberts Cup).
W .0.11 (F.O.S.) V. C. Brown is to be congratulated on being
awarded the J;-ong Service and Good Conduct Medal.
Congratulati?ns ~re also in order to Lance-Corporal K. R.
Palmer, and his wife, on . the birth of a small daughter.
Two very pleasant social events were held in the Squadron
--an Oth,er Ranks' Dance, a~d an entertaining evening in the
Sergeants Mess. Both functions were thoroughly enjoyed by
all concerned.
J :;th
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. ~urii:g last socc;:er season, when this Regiment had the
d1stmC!JOn of clearmg the board by winning both the major
and mmor Cup Competitions, the blackspot on our record was
a doubl~ league defeat at the hands of 1st Battalion The
Devonshire and Dorset Regiment. This month we have had
our revenge. We have played "David " to the Devonshire and
D?rset's "~oliath" ~oth in :-"Ork and at play. The work in
this C'.lse bem~ Exerc1_se Barb1can, a 3 Infantry Brigade Group
Exercise held m the hills of Cyprus. For the period r9th - 24th
Jui:e 34 members of the R~giment led by Lieutenant E. Mulley
quJt the workshops and Signal Centres to become an infantry
platooi:. "~~bican" involved the setting Up at a series
defensive pos1t1ons f?llowed by withdrawals. Action took place
both by day and night. Our platoon, with a Company of 2
P.A.J.3..~ ., ~lement~ of the R.A.F. Regiment and Episkopi
Admm1strat1ve . UnJt, constituted the "enemy." Our first enci:iunter was ""'.llh the Ist Battalion Black Watch. On the first
mght our posnion was twice attacked by the "Jocks." The
second attack was a full-scale company affair. Both attacks
were repulsed and the umpires credited us with a victory.
Need~ess to S?Y our morale soared. We spent the rest of the
exercise fightmg the. Deyonshire and Dorset Regiment, our
method, much to theJr dismay, was to site isolated groups of

of

The victorious 3 Squadron 15th Regiment Basketball team with the All Island
Trophy
Back row (left to right) : Lance Corporal Driscoll (R. Guard), Lance Corpora1
Ball , Signalman Darcy, Corporal Kynnersley (Substitutes), Corporal O'Donaghue
(L. Guard)
Front row : Sergeant Gray (L. Fwd .), Staff Sergeant Dixon (Centre) , Signalman
Harlow (R. Fwd .)

five or six men, with an L.M.G., on top of 7ooft. to 9ooft. hill
across. the ~ne of advance. The Devonshire and Dorset Regiment mvariably attacked these groups with at least a full company, much to our own section's glee. The sight of 60 - 70
men of. the Devonshire and Dorset Regiment climbing up a
9ooft. hill to find a deserted defensive position was joy indeed.
The P!atoon is now split up and back on shifts, very sunburnt,
very tired, but extremely pleased with themselves and justly
proud of the commendations they received from the Senior
Officers who attended the exercise.
We _met our friends from the Devonshire and Dorset Regiment m play when the Basketball season ended with a series
of two matches between area champions to decide who should
hold the All Island League Trophy. The rst Battalion Devonshire and Dorset Regiment were Western Champions and 3
Squadron 15th Regiment were Eastern Champions. 3 Squadron
although only 50 - 60 strong have built up quite a reputation
for themselves in all sporting circles. Their basketball achievements have been considerable. This year they entered four
competitions with the following results:
Eastern Area League
Winners
All Island League
Winners
Royal Signals (Cyprus) Cup
Winners
Runners-up
All Island Knock-Out Cup
Summary of games played:
Played
Won
Lost
For
Against
21
I9
2
I,125
591
Most games were against major Units with strength of over
IO times that of _!:)le Squadron. The two games lost were league
match versus R.A.F. Station Ayios Nicolaos and the final of
the Islan,d Knock-Out Cup versus rst Devonshire and Dorset
Regiment.
Some good basketball was expected from the play off and
the fans were not disappointed. The first leg wa played at
the Episkopi Gymnasium and 2 Squadron won quite comfortably by 61 poincs to 43. The second leg played at Dhekelia
was a real thriller. The Devonshire and Dorset Regiment
were determined to repeat their knock-out cup victory and 3
Squadron were equally determined to consolidare rheir first
win. At half-time the Squadron were ahead 27- 24, but 12
minutes after the restart the Devonshire and Dor et Regiment
had crept into a 7 point lead. It was then that the Squadron
turned on the pressure and within minutes the deficit had
been cleared away. A beautiful back-hand spin shot off the
back board by Staff Sergeant Dixon, one of the Squadrons
two Army players, put 3 Squadron in the lead. There they
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lleadquartt>r.!oi Squadron. For months it has been said
that H.Q. Squadron is "top heavy," and now, much to our
regret, this situation will, in the very near future, be rectified.
R.Q.M .S. "Jock" Stewart (16 stones), S.Q.M.S. "Taffy"
Wargent (15 stones), and Staff Sergeant "Chippy" Chippling
are due for R.H.E. Even to those who lack the Army Certificate
of_ Educ~tion, 1st Class, it must be faintly obvious that we
will be lighter by over t -ton of bone and muscle. The Singapore_ Civil En~ineering Department are reported to be taking
special precauuons to prevent the island from tilting on their
departure, and the World Airlines have refused to accept all
three together. Joking aside, we wish them bon voyage and
good luck, and hope that some time in the years ahead we
will meet again.
Congratulations to R.S.M. Samad, who leaves us on commission into the Federation Forces, causing a chain reaction
which resulted in R.Q.M.S. Mahmood co R.S.M. and S.S.M.
Khalid to R.Q.M.S.
·
We had the Regimental swimming gala, "H.Q." Squadron
fought a hard rearguard action, but without success--so once
again we take up our usual position-last. The standard of
diving and swimming was high and a good time was had by
all, except, of course, the losers.
I Squndro11 (Operators) .
With P.E. Tests and
range classifications looming close, all Troops in the Squadron
are busy on military tHtining, climbing ropes, marching, and
jumping ditches, etc., and many a "Tarzan " call can be heard
from the direction of the assault course.
Down at the Signal Centre, the work continues unabated,
but a new game has crept into the rest room during the few
slack periods.
The game consists of working ouc well in
advance who is on night shift the night before the next C.O.'s
parade, and then the laughs or tears start.
Away from work, the three Signal Centre Troops enjoy
themselves in their own " peculiar " ways. " C " Troop are
fast becoming known as either " the sailors " or " the sunburnt ones," derived from their numerous trips on "Z " craft ·
to the various small islands off the coast of Singapore. Both
"A" and "C" Troops are holding a barbecue at Changi in
the near future. "B " Troop have struck up an acquaintance
with the sporting matelots of H.M.S. Hare/and Poim and are
only waiting for that ship's return from a cruise before renewing the battle on the football field, followed by a Troop
party, to which, of course, the matelots will be invited.
On the sports field the Squadron holds its own. Considering
the difficulties of shift work and the fact that a third of the
Signal Centre staff are W.R.A.C., we fair pretty well. In the
Regimental swimming gala we were narrowly beaten into
third place by 2 Squadron, an excellent performance, and
credit due to all concerned, not least of whom is W.O.I R.
Sutherland, the Squadron swimming chief.
The Squadron
cricket team recently had Corporal Titchard, a Regimental
player, posted in from 237 Squadron (COMCA . He has
taken over the team captaincy and organisation, and in the
one match played since his arrival, we went down by one
run to 2 Squadron; a vast improvement on previous performances, of which I will say no more. The Squadron football
team has played more friendly matches than any other Squadron
in the Regiment, but alas, is still without a win. However, with
the Inter-Squadron League starting next week, S.S.M.
Chambers, the. Squadron football chief, thinks he has now found
a winning combination, and Sergeant Little, the team captain,
hopes he has; we shall see next week, against the .T.C.
2 Sq und ron (Li n e).
part from visits to local places of
interest, which have been separately reported, the main item
of news in the Squadron is the long-awaited completion of
the car park at Meiktila Barracks. This monumental self-help
task has occupied various members of the Squadron, naughty
boys and prisoners, off and on now for the past three month .
During that time an estimated 500 ton of rubble have been
loaded, tran ported, unloaded, broken down, cru hed, laid,
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and rolled. A veritable labour of Hercules. Any similarity
between our elves and the Royal Engineers was not accidental.
As a result of the Bukii Ho Swee holocaust, when some
,ooo people were rendered homeless, the Army very quickly
organi ed a relief organisation to assist the civil authorities, and
a number of the Squadron took part. Lieutenant L ee, in
particular, has been commended for his endeavours on tha t
uagic occa ion and he was ably as isted by Sergeant F alconer.
ll'urrant Officers' and Sergeants' ltless
DEPARTURES.-Saturday, 3rd June, saw a farewell presentation to Staff Sergeant P. Fo ter by the members of Operators
quedron, on his posting to 28th Regiment.
The following Saturday we were all gathered together again
to say farewell to two members of H.Q. Squadron. R.S.M.
Samad was leaving us for Penang; S.Q.M.S. "Taffy" Wargent,
R.A.r.c., was lea•ing on posting to Wrexham, in Welsh Wales.
"Taffy" was very well !..'Down because of the invaluable assistance he always gave in filling in i771s, fiddling(?) the mess
accounts, and generally being most helpful on all pay matters.
He was also a stalwart Mess supporter, and his absence will
leave a large gap at the bar. The ending of his short and forth right speech was typir;al "Taffy": "Fill them up, Mutton."
ARRIVALS.-We e>..'tend a hearty welcome to the following
new arrivals to the Mess: R.Q.M.S. Leeson, S.S.M. Lovell.
PROMOTIONS.-Staff Sergeant J. Hailey to Squadron SergeantMajor, at the beginning of the month, was definitely well
deserved and was duly "wet" in traditional style.
Staff Sergeant E. Webb was enjoying a spot of hard-earned
leave when he received rather a shock by being summoned to
see the C.O. Having recently had a bit of an accident with
his car in bumping into the back of a taxi carrying an R.A.M. C.
Lieutenant-Colonel, I can imagine him doing a bit of frantic
soul searching, before he was eventually told that he was also
to be congratulated on his promotion to Squadron SergeantMajor. Another celebration.
DINNER NIGHT.-On Friday, 12th May, the Warrant Officers
entertained the Commanding Officer and all officers of the
Regiment as guests for dinner in the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess. S.Q.M.S. Leach, our very able A.C.C. Warrant
Officer, provided a menu which everybody agreed was simply
"superb." After dinner, and a short respite to allow "tummies"
to settle, the usual games (not listed in "Games and Sports in
the Army ") were played by all present, the results of which
shall be declared as "evens" (incidentally, is 16 men on one
dining chair anywhere near a record).
The evening was a great success and everyone agrees " this
must be an annual affair." I am informed, through very reliable sources, that Captain J. N. Hancock and W .0 .I
Sutherland are quite willing to perform their stirring one-act
play, "Admiral Nelson at the Battle of Trafalgar," for any party
willing to provide the necessary stimulant.
19th
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ll.H.Q./l Squadron - Changi, Singapore. The
main item of news this month is the recently completed exercise
"Last Lap." This exercise was run in two parts, firstly an
Island-wide LS. Scheme and secondly as a station ground
defence exercise. For the Regiment the latter proved the most
exciting and the amount of enthusiasm shown was reflected in
the fact that the Unit caught all the Gurkha " terrorists" who
attempted to sabotage installations in the regimental defence
area. None got through, in fact so intrepid were the sentries
that even the peace-time married quarters' patrol of one man
from the Ist Battalion Queen's Own Highlanders and his
enormous Alsatian guard dog were locked up with the Gurkhas.
The poor Scot was not taking part in the exercise but unfortunately had left his identity card behind in camp. This
was enough to damn him in the eyes of our sentries. At a
de-briefing the Station Commander expressed his satisfaction
at the way all ranks really entered into the spirit of the exercise.
In the sporting world the Regimental M.O.R. team were
beaten 3-0 in the semi-final of the M.O.R. cup by the Singapore Guard Regiment. The Unit team played well and hard
but could not master the speed of the visitors. The Regiment
was delighted to see Brigadier P. E . M. Bradley, D.S.o., o.s.E.,
Commander of the Singapore M ilitary Forces Brigade Group,
and of the Corps, amongst the spectators.
The Regiment retained the inter-wing athletic cup in the
annual meeting here in Changi held last month. The highlight
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of the day was the chariot race in which U ni t Commanders
wer e the charioteers and the "horses," theoretically sound in
wind and limb, came from the respective Units.
I t was a splend id sight with no holds barred. Water, flour
and smoke were in abundance and the Command ing Officer
was doing extremely well un til suddenly there was an almighty
collision. Exit the Colonel, to return n ext day covered in
sticking plaster and bruises. Really, Sir, and after all those
talks on safe driving.
2 Squadron -

22nd

Seletar and Tengala, Singa1•or.-.

In May a party from Operations Troop consisting of Staff
Sergeant F . E. Wood, Corporal G . Jackson, L ance-Corporal A.
Kirkwood, Signalmen R. P. Batten and I. K err spent a few
weeks in Labuan (Borneo) with the Air Portable Communications Element of 224 Group. Air Vice Marshall R. A. Ramsey
Rae, O.B.E., R.A.F., A.O.C. of the Group, commended the
detachment for their diligem;;e and efficiency.
In June the new trade and promotion structure of the Corps
was explained in detail to all ranks. It was quickly apparen t
that the system is designed to give every encouragement to the
industrious, efficient and ambitious men- in fact the men we
badly Wllnt.
Christmas Island. It may not be generally known that
the Corps still has three represen ta tives on the island, providing
and maintaining land line communications for all three services.
Major J. A. Massey, M.B.E., O.C. 2 Squadron, recently visited
them, and the round trip of over ro,ooo miles again illustrated
the size of the Regimental "parish." Old and original Christmas Islanders will be consoled to learn that the " wierdies "
are as prolific as ever and that the " biggest-ever " shark is
caught regularly each week.
General R e gimental Sports
Cricket. The unit provided three members of the Corps
team in the two-day annual match against the Sappers. Left
with the task of getting 71 runs in 39 minutes following a very
sporting R.E. declaration, the Corps just made it in the 1.ast
over. This high scoring was mainly due to the Australian
members of the Corps team. It is a sobering thought to all
interested in Corps cricket that out of the Corps team six came
from the Australian Wireless Troop. Each one of these players
more than justifying his place in the side.
Atlaletics. In July we once again shall see the fairly
unusual sight of members of the same Regiment competing
against each other in a major inter-Unit sports meeting. For
the R.A.F. are holding the annual inter-Station (F.E.A.F.)
team championships and our athletes can represent the Station
on which they are employed.

21st
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Looking back over the past few weeks the Regiment has been
involved in numerous major activities which have covered such
events as Station Athletic Meetings, A.0.C.'s Inspections in
2 Squadron, the Rhine Area B.A.O.R. and Corps Rifle Meetings
and last but by no means least our own Annual Administrative Inspection.
This year the Administrative Inspection took place at Laarbruch on 20th June, and was carried out by Brigadier J . L.
Brind, o.s.o., Commander Rhine Area. Apart from the normal
parade and routine inspection of offices and stores, etc., the
programme included four items which showed the Regimen t
off to its best advantage; these were a P.T . parade, a Troop
firing on the 30 yards range, a nuclear demonstration undertaken by Lieutenant C. A. Coomber ani:I finally a visit to
Radio L aarbruch. The latter being a closed circuit station
which produces its own daily programme and " pipes " it
along with B.F.N. and the B.B.C. Light, to barrack blocks
within R.A.F., L aarbruch. At the conclusion of a very satisfactory inspection many minds were set at rest that the n ext
one will take place in two years' time!
A number of n ew faces have appeared in the Regimen t just
recently. They are Captain (Q.M.) J. Woods who has joined
us from 28th Regiment, Captain D . H. Kitchen er, R.E.M.E.
from 32 Armou red Workshop, and Staff Sergeants Willis and
Davies from 8th Regiment. Staff Sergeant D avies has been
re-posted to 221 Squadron, but will rejoin the Regiment again
when the reorganisation of Air Formation Signals is completed
in November this year.
Our departures this month h ave included Captain (Q.M .) F .
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We have no t been in print for so long now that it ha
become difficult to know just how to plug the gaps. We shall
tr y to do so, however, and promise to be more regular con
tributors to THE WIRE in future.

ADMINISTRATIVE INSPECTION
Brigadier Brind talking to Lance Corporal Millington (M Tp) on
t he 30 yds range. ' Also in the picture Lieutenant Colonel D. M.
Haslehurst and R.S.M. T. A. Vaughan

Bergelin who has been our Q.M. since the Regiment w~s
stationed at Wahn and has now left for Cyprus. Captam
Bergelin was one of the stalwarts of th_e R ..A.F., Laar~ruch,
water polo team and his pre~en~e at s~1mmmg ~alas will be
greatly missed. Mrs. Bergelin 1s parucularly missed by t~e
Brownies as she was the Brown Owl of the l<?Cal Pack: Captam
A. Jones, R.E.M.E., has also left L.A.D. and is ~ow with 9/12th
L ancers in Northern Ireland. He has left h!s mark on the
Regiment as it was he who. f:irst persuaded quite a. numbe! of
Royal Signals personnel to JO~n. and eventually qualify as pilots
in the R.A.F., Laarbruch, Glidmg Club.
Congratulations to W.O.II (A. Q.M.S) R. J . McponaldHardie, R.E.M.E., on being awarded his Long Service and
Good Conduct medal.
Congratulations also to Signalmen R . Hawkshaw and A. W.
enior on their recent marriages, and to Corporal and Mrs.
Wolfe on the birth of their daughter Carol Ann, at Wegberg,
on 17th May, 196I.
This year we in the Regiment at Laarbruch paraded jointly
with R.A.F. for the H.M. The Queen 's Birthday Para.de. The
Parade may be migal as it is possibly the only occasion when
the new S.L.R. has been on the same parade. as the No. 4
Rifle which are still held by the R.A.F. Surpnsingly enough,
the timings of the drill movements fitted in remarkably well.
At the conclusion of the parade the salute wa taken ~y Group
Captain C. S. G. Stanbury, D.s.o., D.F.C., A.F.c., Station Commander, R.A.F ., Laarbruch.
ANNUAL ADMINISTRATIVE PARADE
Brigadier Brind p ~esent W.0.11 (A.Q.M.S.) McDonald-Hardie with
the LS and GC medal. Also in the picture Major L. C. P. Jaggard

Cricket. Under the able guidance of our Cricket Officer,
L ieutenant B. S. Strange, nearly everyone in the Regiment
capable of holding a bat has "had a bash " at inter-Troop
cricket- the wheat has been separated from the chaff, and we
now have the makings of a good Regimental team. On Sunday,
2nd July we defeated 4th Regiment to win our way into the
zonal ti.n'al of the Morrison Cup.
Not all our cricket is quite so serious, as may be seen from
a recent trip to Wiesbaden Air Base.
22nd Regiment challenged the Wiesbaden Flyers to a ~oft
ball game (to take place in Lippstadt on 22nd Jul.y) prov1d.ed
their team played us at cricket. The cricket match 1~ over w1~
an "official" win for 22 by seven wickets. To go in to details
of the match would take too long, but picture, if you can, an
American wearing shorts and a baseball hat, swinging a bat
from behlnd his neck-it's amusing to say the least, but shows
what good sports our American friends ar e. We were win_ed,
dined and entertained in a grand fashion, and are now looking
forward to 22nd July, when we hope to show that we, too, can
be as hospitable.
Athletics. The Regimental athletics match took pl~ce
during the week-end 24th/26t~ June, . with the . fin als bemg
held at Lippstadt Central Stadium, which was kmdly lent to
the Regiment by the town council.
The Inter-Troop Trophy was won by " B " Troop, ~44
Squadron (Air Support), with " P " Troop, 2 Squa.dron, bemg
runners-up, and the Inter-Squadron Trophy gomg to 244
Squadron (Air Support).
Outstanding athletes of the day were Corporal Holmes,
Signalmen Browne, Tibbet, and Sergeant Grierson, (dare we
mention the winner of the old soldiers' race, the Command!ng
Officer, who pipped Major E. Bennett to the tape). The meetmg
was brought to a successful conclusi~n by an. open medley
relay, the result being 1st, 170 O~servauon Battalion; 2nd, 22nd
Re!riment; 3rd, 21 Flarak Battalion.
Mrs. M. A. Charlton, wife of Brigadier M. A. Charlton, O.!J.E.,
C.C., Royal Signals, kindly presented the prizes and received
a bouquet of flowers from Judith Saul.
Hockey. Out of season now, but let us put on record the
fact that we won the Morrison Cup.
Sergeants' 1'1ess. The Warrant Office!s' an~ Sergea.nt '
Mess has not, to my knowledge, been . meatl?ned m prevt?US
notes from this Regiment. Because of this, I will try to descnbe,
briefly, its transformation from a storage place of the unwanted
.
and discarded to its present form.
It was, but a few short months ago, an almost dereli<:t
building, sandwiche~ becv.'.een the cookhouse of the two Regiments that form this garnson.
Its bluff exterior and the painted sign a.nac~ed thereto proclaimed it to be the Corporals' Mess. Its mtenor . showed. only
disuse, with the discarded remnants of . a work1;11g regiment
littering its parquet floors, and dust covermg all, hke a blanket
in its profusion.
Many hours of backbreaking wor~ ~ith buck ~t . ~":d broo.m
succeeded in making apparent the dignified poss1b1hues of its
many large rooms. Under the able direction of the R.S.M .,
F. J. Pavey, and willing and capable help of the Clerk of
Works Staff Sergeant Sanderson, R.E., the bar room becai:iie a
place ~f comfort and cheer, the dining-room a room seemmi:l.Y
designed to acccmmodate t_he "Blues". <:lad men a.nd their
charming ladies on dinner night. The billiard room, in handy
proximity to the bar, and "out of bounds ' to the ladies, was
soon a popular retreat. These- three rooms, all wood panelled,
were the first to receive popular use. .
.
.
The lounge, long thought of a b_e1~g m need of a face-hft,
eventually found itself at the re~e1ving end of an. army of
electrician and decorators who, wah the accompanying ~!utter
of wire ladders dust and paint, swept away the feelmg of
austerity and replaced it with the atmosphere of comfort and
welcome.
d I d. '
The remaining room, a dance floor, a se 1dom-u e . a 1e~
room, and one reserved for what was rece n~ly de c,~1bed ~y
a union official as "that social custom of takmg tea, remam
much the same.

We have ju ·t ·aid aufweiderselten to R. .M . F. J. Pavey and
hi fam!l}. who have left us for a tour in the U .K. with the
Jun ior Leaders' Regiment. We were very sorry to see the e
deservedly-popular members of the Mess depart, and we wish
then1 all succes .
In like vein, we welcome R.S.M. G.D. Webster and family. We
wi h him all succe s and sincerely hope that h..: and his
family will oon feel at home among us.
(.;eu.-rul.
To list our various activities over the last
12 months on the tactical side would take too long, and so
this month we will deal only with 244 Squadron (Air Support),
and during succeeding months bring our readers up to date on
the remaining Squadrons.
There has been such a long lapse ince we last went to
print that it is impossible for us to try and fill in the
omissions. We would, however like co mention the change in
command of the quadron. Captain R. Pope left us in January
on posting to sunnier climes, namely Bahrein; and we hope that
he and his family are now together and well settled in and
that the answer from his operators is always in the affirmative
when he rolls out his favourite phrase: "Well, are we through?"
We have welcomed, in h is stead, Major F. B. Saul, who
has now mastered the intricacies and peculiarities of Air
Support communications, and has taken over the problem of
sorting out our establishment and our commitment . We have
spread our wings to give more A'ir Support over the past n ine
months and have progressed in numbers from forty to over
the hundred mark, but are still short of Indians. We now have
to work very closely with our counterparts from Holland
Belgium and Geqnany, and the headquarters of each form ;
combined Signal Centre at our field H.Q.
. We hereby warn anyone being posted co, or desirous of joining the Squadron, to first take a course in European languages
and have strong nerves to fie themselves for the " House of
~abel," ?r as. some refer to it, " Saul's Big Top "; a course
m flag s1gnallmg would also come in handy.
_On the sporting s!de, we have been able to provide our
fair share of players m all the Regimental Teams and at th e
m~ment, "A" Troop are leading the Regimental Int~-Troop
Cncket League. Athletic training is in progress for the Regimental Sports, where we hope to retain the athletics cup that
we won last year.
Within the Squadron, a quarterly competition is run for
the . Pope sI;iie!d, presented by Captain Pope just prior to
leavmg. This 1s competed for at Troop level, and involves all
outdoor and indoor games, finishing up with a drill parade and
detailed inspection. Captain Pope may be pleased to know
that Lieutenant P. Webb took great delight in getting "B"
Troop's name first on the shield.
2 4 th
HEGD IEXT
(TllAl!\'ING)
. 23rd and 24th H egiments Anml ganmtiou Stor~·r.
Su~ce the beginning of the reorganisation of the Army many
arncles have appeared in " Soldier" and other magazines and
paper~ describing t~e . amalgamation o( two Regiments or
Battalions. The maionty of these articles have been accomp~nied by photographs showing ranks of men in No. 1 Dress
with bayonets fixed . The Regimental band or bands were on
parade together with the Colours. Often a member of the
Royal Far:nily o'. som_e other such distinguished personage graced
th_e occasion w1~ ~is presence and, in general, it presented a
trifle sad, but sllrrmg, spectacle.
l!ntil !ec~tly this was, to me, of passing interest; something
which d1dn t really conce~ me. Some months ago my Regiment . hared a barracks with the Royal Lincolnshire Regiment
wh<;>, m due co1;1rse, were amalgamated with another Battalion.
~1s amalgamation was a bit nearer home and its full implications became more apparent.
~e usual pa_ra~e rook place, and then our Q.M. sta rted
tak1i:ig over bu1ldmgs belonging to the Roval Lincolnshire
Regiment. ~ightly guards got bigger and the various duties
wer~ e:<tens1v~.
Then - suddenly the Royal Lincolnshire
Regiment portion of the barracks was deserted. It was a
strange feeling to see the deserted squares and empty barrack
rooms. We were able to expand and some of our trainees were
able ~o move into the better accommodation vacated by the
Battalion.
The fateful day came when someone said that we were
a11_1algamating_ with ~4th Regiment at Catterick. The effect of
this ':"'as an 1mmed~ate change in attitude. It was like a big
quesuon mark hanging over our head. Soon we had a date 1st eptember.
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Conversa tion w ithin the Regiment centred around the impending move. Who goes, who stays ? What stations overseas were
good, what was the m arried quarter position?
Rumour and counter rumour doubt and question, speculation
ui:id conjecture. pay in and day out fresh ideas were produced,
discussed and either accepted or abandoned. This state of
affairs went on for some little time until one day an enormous
list appeared giving the fllte of each cadre N.C.O. and man .
The trainees knew their fate. All sections after a certain date
would go straight to Catterick. The cadre personnel viewed
the lists with mixed feelings . Some wanted to go overseas
others didn't and, as a Squadron administrative officer, I had
a constant stream of N.C.0.'s and men with a wide variety of
problems and questions which all needed answering.
The initial flurry gradually died down and work proceeded
in preparation for the great day. Parades, Regimental Weekends, moves, transport - all became the topic of general conversation. Slowly the time went by, and after the initial
slackening of interest, the tempo of one's daily life became a
little more hectic as the days passed.
Our Commanding Officer was due to leave us in April, and
it had been decided to hold our final parades and functions
before he left. The Representative Colonel Commandant kindly
agreed to visit us and take the salute at our final parade.
Arrangements proceeded accordingly.
One morning my Squadron Commander walked in and said,
" I have been posted. Ha! Ha!" and before I had realised it,
there af!'ived a letter from Jamaica telling me how rough he
found life in the millianaires' playground.
We soldiered on in Lincoln.
In _Al?ril ':Ne had our parade with_ photographs and bands,
our d1st1ngu1shed guest, and our Regimental parties. Just like
all the other amalgamations. Things were proceeding along well
established lines.
It was after the departure of the C.O. that the well established
lines· were left. We were a training Regiment. Not only did
w_e have a cadre, but several hundred trainees as well. Not only
did we have to move our men, but also all our training equipment. The move and change over had to be done smoothly
effic iently, and with the m in imum of disruption to the me~
under training.
Between April and June, work continued with one alteration,
rsr August was now the date.
We noticed that the number of men under training wa ~
dropping considerably. Men went and none came in. The
various S.Q.M.S.s handed over accommodation and accomm0dation stores to the Q .M .,. and the amount of work for Squadron
Officers was drastically reduced.
1st July now became the date.
I went on a week's leave at the end of M ay and came back
on a Tuesday to find myself posted on the following Sunday.
I went to 24th Regiment.
Prior to this date I had been on the giving end of the
am~lgamatio~ .. Now I was on the other end and found myself
actmg as trammg officer for the operating trades Squadron.
A portion of the Regiment at Lincoln was due to arrive on
17th June. This was the Outdoor Schemes Troop.
Before they arrived great efforts were made by the receiving
Squadron to ensure that reception arrangements were complete.
The nominal roll arrived from Lincoln and in due course the
Troop. It was found that the two did not agree due to postings
by Records. However, this hurdle was overcome and they
se ttled in.
The next batch, which was the main body, was due to arrive
on 23rd June. Again reception arrangements were made and
the reception party stood by. They moved off to the railway
station and arrived there to find the parrv had left for the
barracks some time previously. They had co.me two hours early
due to special secret arrangements made by British Railways.
From. the time that I arrived in 24th Regiment a great deal
of my time should have been spent in preparing lecture rooms.
This did not in fact happen because the Regim ent was inundated
with the usual extrenuous duties. Old Comrades' Week-end,
Staff College exercises, etc. Fortunately, somehow the lecture
room s were ready and the trainees started training at the
correct time. This in fact seemed symbolic of the whole thing.
Summing it up, the amalgamation wa·s a series of minor
crisis and, prior to the arrival of the main body, it was impossible
to ge~ a clear picture. However, on the day it all seemed. to
drop into place, and no interruption was caused to the training
sys~em. Some.how it all came right, and now the system is
rapidly becorrung the smooth machine which every training
organisation should be.
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beaten in the B.A.O.R. semi-final by The Gordon , whose team
must surely w in the Army Cup. They appeared to have Jes~
d ifficulty in the B.A.0.R. final than against us, which encourag ed our team to think that with a different draw they themselves might have got into the final. The cricket team has S<•
far won the first round of the Morrison Cup by beaung the
AGRA Squadron. Thc."fe was a touch of drama about thi·.
match. The Regiment made a somewhat inglorious c;5. The
AGRA Signals were batt:ng confidently at 23 for two wickets
and looking like certain winners, when Second-Lieutenant May
struck, dismissing Major Pocock, the main cause of the trouble.
Encouraged by this, May and Woodward took the next seven
wickets for no more othan eight runs. It remains to be seen
whether they can do the same in the next round.
We say "goodbye" to Captain and Mrs. Ph:Jio Bullard, who
go on posting to r (BR) Coros Headouarters. We wi h them
the best of good fortune.
Under the watchful eye of A.Q.M.S. L. G. Williams members of
Intake I bu ild t he " Burma Road " at the Regiment's Mohensee
Summer Camp
2Rth
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'I1he summer camp is .the main topic this month . At the
time of writing the 1lhird " Intake " is halfway through its
12-day programme and there is one more " Intake " to come.
There have been the usual trials and tribulations, blisters
and 1bruises, and many a mishap 11:0 cause others a good laugh.
Second-Lieutenant D. Durham's cry of anguish as he surfaced
from a deep sleep with someone falling over him in the dark
forest still rings in our ears.
Because of the early setbacks· caused by the weather and
the flooding of the previously selected site, the first intake
was reduced to eight days. Theirs was •the thankless task of
completing the camp a nd constructing a 300-yard entrance
road. Under " Chief Engineer" Captain R. Lawrence, the
Burma Road progressed from <lay to day. One party picked
shale from the quarry, ano\lier shovelled it into a threetonner, which then backed down the part already constructed
antl a third party shovelled it out over the virgin mud.
Eventually all was ready and accompanied by loud cheers
Sergeant P. Lasota brought the ro~ton " Adrnin Shack" into
its position. The weather continued to rain . on the first
intake who nevertheless were able to do their P.E. tests,
essential training and two Exercises. T~eir eight days were. as
tough as any experienced at die camp, either Jast year or this.
Hot sunshine greeted the second intake-what a changeand lasted for practically the wnole of {heir period. In these
conditions the Mohensee area is ideal. The full programme,
tried out for ithe first time, ended with a 48 hours' bivouac
Exercise with forces opposing each ol!her and ending in a pitched
battle between the forces of Majors Murray and Sykes. As
Lieutenant Garlick of the Permanent Staff, reported in the
" Bulletin," " Even' afiter only four or five hours' s!eeo in two
days, the intake was in .fine fettl~ and comments as they filed
back into camp, though hardly printable, showed that rhey had
enjoyed the scheme.''
Intake Three were greeted with the sight of a silk stocking
flying from ithe mast-a relic of 5 Squadron's (W.R.A.C.)
week-end visit-and a chastening downpour of Mohensee
rain. The fine weather is over but fortunately it was dry for
their Erst night out. One report claims <that a section of Dieppe
Troop came across another patrol in <he dense forest and on
asking advice iabout their position were told : " Don't ask us.
we are still here from Intake Two."
Welcome visitors oto •the camp have been Brigadier E. J . .
Hanison, o.B.E., Brigadier-General Dr. H . fy\aultzsch a_n d
Lieutenant-Colonel J. M . Sawers, M.B.E. (each mtake contains
some members of 13th Regiment).
These •notes are inevitably drawn from the last four editions
of rhe "Weekly Bulletin," which continues ·to mai nt~ in it~ high
standard through clever juggling of leave an~ ed1torsh1p by
our two journalists. The S.I.B. were called m to . trace two
new contributors. Richard Bumblebee and Momca Prune
(ex-R.S.M. W.R.A.C.). These turned out to be Signalm_an D .
Pike, of 3 Squadron. His inspiration comes ~ram . stanng at
two promising gold fish who share an office wah h~ .. (Stoo
Press : This has proved too much for one goldfish which iumped
out of its tank and is no more).
The athletics team goes to Berlin for rhe B.A.O.R. InterUnit Finals this week. The tug-of-war team were eventually
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30th Regiment (Trials)
During the period 1ith-16th June the Regiment were
delighted to have the Corps Band at its disposal.
Departing from normal procedure, a concert was given in
Blandford Town Hall and the townsfolk were invited to at end.
It was a memorable evening, the programme was varied and
satisfied all tastes. A large appreciative audience thoroughly
enjoyed the music and it was obvious that the members of the
orchestra enjoyed playing.
Towards the end of the evening, the Director of Music explained that the Band often performed for the B.B.C. and
suggested that the aud'.ence m ight like to hear a typical "Music
While You Work" programme which they just happened to be
playing on the Light Programme within the next day or so. We
are informed that this subtle bit of advertising had the effect of
enhancing further the reputation of Royal Signals in Blandford.
After the concert, the Mayor and Deputy Mayor were complimentary in their remarks and said how grateful thev were
to L ieutenant-Colonel J. R. Piddington and to Lieutenant-Colonel
J. L. Judd and to the officers of 30th for giving Blandford the
opportunity to listen to the Corps Band. The Mayor remarked
that he was eager that no time should be lost in building the
accommodation for the Band in the new camp so that there could
be more opportunities to hear the excellent music produced that
evening.
On 15th June the Dance Band Section played at an All
Ranks Dance in the Gymnasium. This function was voted to
be one of the best for a long time.
Each morning. in fact, this versatile group played in the
NAAFI during the break, to the delight of the Junior Ranks.
The Warrant Officers and Sergeants had their share when
the Dance Band contributed greatly to a succe sful evening :n
the Sergeants' Mess on 16th June.
Perhaps the visit was marred in that a Musicians' XI was
defeated by 1 Squadron in a cricket match, but this setback was
ignored when the Orchestra assembled outside R.H .Q . just
before lunch one day co play a selection of light music. An
appreciative audience basked in the sun on the lawns whilst
listening 'lo the strains of popular mu ic from the shows.
The Regiment was indeed sorry to see the Band move on
and we really look forward to their next visit.
Unfonunately 3 Squadron were in the Isle of Skve during
this period and m issed the various funct ions.
The Squadron moved to the Island at the end of Anril and
remained there until m id June.
Their journey was not without incident-the fir st c~nvoy
arrived in time to prevent W .0.II Doonan, bravely trvmg to
discipline a rebellious marquee in a gale, from being dragged
in Lock Poolteil.
The train party were woken at I a.m. in ' rli le and asked
to transfer to rst class compartments, as their own carriage was
in danger of catching fire. They agreed. On arrival at Glendale
they were greeted by hail, rain, wind and a wet Administrative
Officer in that order.
However with the excellent fare provided by the cooks, and
the amenitie prepared or procured by 'the Administr_a t!ve
Troop, spirits were returned to normal to tart the tramm~
programme on time.
Durjng the training period the Squadron were vis:ted O)
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Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E., C. .0. Scottish Command, and
the capabilities of the Squadron were amply demonstrated to
him. The G2 (Signals) Scot.tish Conunand, Major R. C. Kendall
Barron also went to the island and saw the quadron operating.
Mr. exton and Mr. Sharpe of G.C.H.Q., spent a short t:me
at the Operations site and later toured the detachments.
The T. .0 ., Major W. T. A. CoJlyer travelled from Blandford and spent several days in Skye. He made himse:f respon
ible for ensuring that the sailing dinghy, W<hich 3 Squadron
borrowed from the A.S.A., was in good working order before
he returned to the Regiment.
The week 19th-26th May is a period of Gaelic festivitie:
which is celebrated under the name of kyc Week, du ring
which the islanders keep alive the tradition and legends of the
island and sing the old ballads for the benefit of vi itors.
The officer were invited to an informal concert at Dunvegan
Castle on 21st May and a parry from the quadron visited the
Castle two days later and watched a display of dancing in the
gardens.
Despite the e distractions, training progre sed at a cracking
pace but to make up the temporary loss of " bright lights,'' a
weekly film wa shown in ·tihe marquee and several tombola
sessions took place under the auspices of Staff Sergeant Horne.
The Squadron made many friends during their stay and to
return the ho pitality sho\vn to them, arranged a Buffet Dance
in Portree. The occasion was a tremendous uccess enjoyed by
quadron personnel and guests alike.
On the roth June the Squadron paraded in Porrree Square
to mark the occasion of me Queen's Birthday. LieutenantColonel (Retd.) Jock McCloed was the Inspect:ng Officer.
A very large crowd witnessed the parade and admired the
unrehearsed wheels round cars which the police could not
remove from the parade area.
The occasion <Was made more colourful in that the Island
Pipe and Drum Band led the March Past.
An extract from the Northern Chronicle of 14th June, 1961,
reads : "The 30th Signal Regiment will always be welcome in
Skye. In Portree during their off duty periods and in Glendale
where they are stationed, they proved ideal visitors and made
many friends."
Captain (T.O.T.) W. ~. Hefferon bas left us, we wish him
well in his new unit and welcome Captain (T.O.T.) M. Hogan

HOBSON and SONS
(LONDON) LTD.
Military Tailors and Ouifitters

STABLE BELTS
We are now accepting orders for the new
Regulation Pattern Royal Corps of Signals
Stable Belt with leather straps, for delivery in
September :Price : 9/6d. each Plus Postage at cost.
Overseas 9/-d. each Plus Postage at cost.
3 dozen lots post free.
Leather and Stable Factory :
91, LEWISHAM ROAD, S.E.13.

Tel.: TIO 3467.
-~ ---

in his place. He is no stranger having served with the Regiment previously.
Staff Sergeant Rotherham is to be congratulated on the award
of the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
Captain R. B. Carrol is a new arrival-his reputation as a
golfer has preceded h:m, and those of us who smite the equivalent of a day's pay into the rough, never to be seen again, are
looking forward to progressing from double figure handicaps to
scratch in a short cries of free lessons.
Our cricket sea on opened with a couple of good w:ns in
matches which have unearthed a dearth of talent. Major L. S.
Bamber having batted twice at number eleven found himself
captain for the da y, and using this exalted position to promo c
himself in the order made a score of 63 against R.A . ..
Bovington.
In the Officers v. Warrant Officer and ergeants match th e
officers had a good win, due of course to rhe astute handling of
the s:de by the Commanding Officer and to the keen cars and
eyes of W.0.I Knight w]lo, after a brief appearance with th _
bat, helped umpire the match.

\'ISIT TO THE SUl,TAN OF .JOllORE'S
PAl,ACE
On Saturday morning, 27th May Line Squadron organised
a party of about 20, including some guests from the W.R.A.C.,
and embussed at Meiktila Barracks for a visit to the palace of
the Sultan of Johore. It was a fine, sunny day, and the 14-mile
drive along the Bukit Timah Road to the Causeway, which spans
the Straits of Johore and connects Singapore Isalnd to the
m;j.inland, was a pleasure trip in itself.
At the palace, which is built on a hill overlooking the Straits,
we were met by the A.D.C. to the Tengku M akota of Johore.
The Tengku Makota is the eldest son of the Sultan. The
A.D.C. very kindly acted as guide to the party, and showed
us round the main rooms of the palace, which we found most
interesting, even though we all came away with differ ing impressions.
The Museum, as its name implies, housed relics, troph ies
and histonical documents.
Particularly eye-catching was an
enormous pair of Japanese binoculars, almost 5ft. long, with
a lens diameter of about nine inches-truly giant size. A
rather sentimental note was struck by the display of the hooves
of the Sultan's favourite racehorse, suitably mounted, and fitted
with silver horseshoes.
The Coronation or Throne Room was Victorian in decoration, and really, only of interest because of th e two goldpainted wooden thrones that it housed. The throne of the
Sultana was somewhat small than that of the Sultan.
The drawing room upstairs was also Victorian, but of particular interest were the beautiful Italian crystal chandeliers. They
were real works of art and had been modernised to take
electricity without marring their delicate and scintillating construction.
In the bedrooms were huge, four-poster beds, supporting
colourful canopies of the richest materials, and the whole of
the wooden framework was deeply carved with a black peppers
motif, surmounted by th e regal crowns. The black pepper is
shown intticately entwined in its various stages of leaf, flower
and seed pod. It was chosen because it was the principal trade
item that provided the foundation of the family fortune. This,
of course, was well in the past, before rubber and tin reached
their present values.
The dining room is of banquet hall size, and is overlooked
on three sides by a large gallery running the length of the
walls. Beneath the gallery the walls are graced with magnificent
life-size paintings of Sultans and Sultanas past and present.
What pictures of pomp, splendour, and bloody war these
pictures bring to mind.
We also saw the solid gold banquet service with its intricate
relief work, the glass cabinets of fragile china collections
of Chinese origin, the fabulous array of glittering medals,
orders and decorations, which is a gem collection in itself,
and for the envy of the ladies there was the Sultana's mink
coat, worn at Queen Elizabeth's Coronation in the U.K., as
well as her own splendid Coronation. What sighs of envy they
. produced !
It was a mos-t interesting visit, and to cap it in really fine
style, we finshed up by having a nice cool drink with the
Tengku Makota himself at the International Club in Johorc
Bahru. A well-spent morning.
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A Night in a Kelong

COAST

FOREMAN GENT, SERGEANT HOWKER, W.0.I LEWIS AND
SERGEANT GREY, OF I8TH REGIMENT

The east coast of Malaya, off Mersing, approximately ~oo
miles from Singapore, is reputed to be an e,xcellcnt fishing
ground, so it had to be sa!Ilpled. A few days leave, and we
were off by scooter to try it.
.
.
W c arrived in the evening, and after an overnight stop. ID
the comfortable Government Rest House, we spent the mornmg
beach combing and getting together a few odds and ~ds for
the last stage of our journey that afternoon. " We mt~nd~d
to do our fishing from one of the fish-traps or kelongs that
. .
are built out over the sea.
A few words must be spent here on descr_ibmg th.c kelong,
and how it operates with the aid of the ad1acent diagram.
It is constructed ~lmost entirely with bamboo stakes, sunk
vertically into the sea bed, except for the catwalks around and
across the trap, and the living quarters supers.tructure. There a!e
wire lashings and anchored stays at frequent mtervals, so that ID
actual fact, it is a lot stronger tha~ it app.ears to be at first
sight; and it is only storms of hurricane calibre that cause the
odd casualty.
h
The kelongs usually belong to a company who ?perate t em
with a crew of four, who spend only a month at a tl~e o~ them,
before being spelled with a job in the shore orga~ 1satlon. A
motorised supply vessel visits a string of them twice a da):' to
replenish their fuel, food, _ice,. etc., and to take the catch mto
market. We went out with 1t on the afternoon run and re.
turned on the morning run.
The kelong selected for us to fish from was about 20 miles
down the coast on the mainland side of one of the small
islands. Once we had bumpe~ our way out over the sandbar
in the entrance to Mersing, 1t took us a steady three . hours
ploughing through a very choppy sea to get there. As It was
almest sunset when we reached the kelong and had the sto!es
unloaded. the boatmen joined the ~elong crew for an evening
meal We were also invited to dine, but we were too busy
keeping down the lunch we had. before d~parture. The reek
of fish and paraffin, mixed with the . diesel _fumes and a
choppy ride, had rather spoilt our appeure. Without actually
d
being sick we were very queasy.
Instead 'we settled ourselves in for the night, and star_te
preparing' our tackle for some solid fishing. There was.; ta1rl~
strong tide running, but the fish were reasonably. ple~u u an
we had enough action to l?revent bo.redom settm~ m. Th.e
inactive spells were not without thei.: compensatl<;>ns •. for 1t
was a beautiful night. There was a light breeze npplmg ~e
waves under the radiance of a Malayan moon above, wh1ch
was shining from an almost cloudl~ss sky, so that the. ~outhern
Cross and other familiar constellations were clearly v1s1ble. At
intervals along the coast before us, the steady gleam
othfr
lighted fish-traps made us realise that we :-"ere not e on Y
ones keeping vigil. in the silence of the mght..
.
At four-hour intervals the crew manned the mgem.ous contrivance of blocks and tackles operated ~om a honzontallymounted capstan that raised the net and Its catch out of the
water. Long-handled butterfly net scoops then transferred the
catch into baskets. From these baskets they were then handsorted into other baskets, by varieties ..The iceblocks wereSthen
ome
brought out, split down and crushed m woode~ trays_.
of the catch went straight into tihe trays sand:-"1ch~d m layers
of salt and crushed ice, while others were boiled 1~ the large
pans. These were later laid out to drY: before bemg packed
in the same way. These catches of theirs ensured us a continual source of fresh bait throughout our stay.
From about o2.oo hours we slept until . just before 06.00
hours a lightening sky indicated approaching .dawn., wllin
the s~n finally arose it found us with all good mtentl~ns s in merrily away. 'By this time the fish we.re get!lng 1ess
tr!quent with their bites, although the. catches m the fish-tra~
were now a bigger variety of fish. A bit latC! we were gesture
inside by our Chinese hosts and presented with a very welcom~
breakfast of tea and biscuits. The large, fragrant j'°wls ~
clear, green China tea were a very tasty ch~nge rom ! e
normal adulterated Indian that we usually drink. (Messiig
member, please note!). All too soon came th~ boat to ~a e
us back to civilisation. After unloading and castmg few lines
overboard, the crew joiJ?-ed our hosts for a ~na~k an iJd~d~~~
Just imagine our chagrm when one of their Imes Yd
Co _
catch of the trip in the shape of a 4ft. long barracu a.
m
pared with this ~wesome monster, our large, well-filled baskets
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of all shapes, sizes and varieties faded into insignificance. Someone else had caught the one that got away f~om us·1
The journey back was all too quickly accomplished, anEl once
more four slightly (?) fishy, contented, an? ve;y wearyh fisher.men were back to earth and land once agam. Koll on t e next
trip!

Destination Penang
LANCE-CORPORAL

BIRD

AND SIGNALMAN MAZWELL

I8TH REGIMENT

At approximately 19.00 hours on Sunday, 28th Mayiliwe ~eg
Fort Canning where we work on detachment from
e I
Regiment and went to Tanjong Berlayer, where we boarded
h L c T Agedabia belonging to 76 Squadron,. R.A.S_.C.
ibis ~a~ to be our 'home ror the next week, durmg w1()ch
time we would be working aboard her as deck-hands. ff
destination was Penang, and 2I.oo hours ~aw us cast o an
watch Singapore fade rapidly into the distance. .
At o8.oo hours the next day, we began .our duues, armed
with brush and paint and str~pp~d to the waist. We were very
quickly initiated into the mam Job of a deck-hand ~t sea.
Just before lunch we arrived at Fort .George,_ wh1c:h was to
be our first calling point, and there bemg no 1etty erd we
ran straight up on to the beach and opened our ~w- oors.
we were greeted by an energetic bunch of Royal Engineers w~o
1 ded our cargo so quickly that we were on our way agam
:~ln four hours. This time it was next. stop Penang, ~nd we
were back to our painting. 1:he remamder of our ioumey
passed uneventfully, and we arnved at Penang at 2offooP hours
T
d
Within the hour we had anchored o.
~nang
~~d ~=:e a~~ving our first look at Georgetown, which is the
main town on Penang Island.
.
The next day we docked at Pr~i, on the mainland, ang the
R
l En ineers assisted by coolies, proceeded to un 1oa our
ca~~~. ~hile they did this we were enjoying a very pleasant
day's outing in Penang.
.
On Thursday morning we left the docks at_ Pra1 and travellhd
up the coast a short distance before running . up on ~ t de
beach again to allow several vehicles to ?e dnved. on . ar f
This completed, we turned our . bows . 1i:i. the .u:ecuon o
Singapore and resumed our painung activltles_ agam.
The journey back was uneven~ul and we arrived safely back
in Singapore on Saturday mormng. Thanks to 7~ Squadron,
R.A.S.C., we had spent seven enjoyable days a sailors.

d
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c.n.

205 Squadron
(Infantry Brigade Group)
The origins of the heraldic Saxon horse are difficult to trace
although the animal is known to have fea tured on t!he escutcheon
of the old Kings Hengist and Horsa. The horse is said originally to have been black and was symbolically changed to white
by Charlemagne on h is conversion co Christianity in the 9th
Century. The Saxon horse has always had something of a
religious significance : in 1469 the Archbishop of Cologne struck
a series of coins with the horse featuring on one side. Those
who have exercised over the Westfalian countryside will be
familiar with the crossed Saxon Horses' heads found so
frequently at the gable ends of barns and farm buildings. In
1519 the Saxon horse was formally adopted as the armorial
device of Westfalia and later the upper half of t!he animal was
incorporated in the city arms of lserlohn wbere we live.
As this Squadron came into being and acquired its permanent
title here in Iserlohn, Westfalia, we thought
it appropriate to adopt the Saxon horse's
head as our Squadron device. This has
proved a popular choice and we have all
become very attached to him. So far he has
no nickname although the last B.M. (Major
Bill Cook of " Army Game " fame) did
suggest that in view of his allegiance to
" J immy" it might be a good idea to dub
him " Riddle."
We have already acquired a beautiful
silver centre-piece surmounted by the horse's
head and this adorns the Brigade Group
Officers' Mess as "a record of the formation
of t!he Squadron as a permanent Unit of the
Royal Corps of Signals." We also own a fine
malacca sergeant major's stick which is
capped with an equally skillfully fashioned
silver horse's head. A silver collar near the
top bears S.S.M. R. Young's name as the
first holder. Mrs. Iris T yler, wife of Corporal
A. Tyler, is busy with her needle preparing
an attractive horse's head in petit point. This
will later cover one of the hassocks in the
chancel of our Garrison Ohurch.
All this has excited certain local interest
and articles and photographs of our horse's
head have appeared in a number of German
newspapers and these in turn have brought
forth correspondence from well-wishing
G erman readers.
A week or two ago we opened our own
pub, " The
ags Head," in the cellars of
our barrack block. " The
ag's Head "
comprises a television room, a darts and
table football room, a table tennis room and,
focus of the whole place, the Bar-L Saloon.
Lance-Corporals D. A. Tate, J. F. Lovcgrove
and H. J. Wood, kined in smart grey and
green Jager jackets, operate the saloon and
turn over prodigious quantities of ale. On
the opening week-end no less than 1,100
bottle of beer flowed down the Squadron
throats. Perhaps we are learning to suck
the stuff in - horse-wise. The Bar-L is
lavishly decorated and includes contributions
from the more widely travelled members.
Signalman H. Harvey, for exa mple, contributed the stuffed jay which sits on the wall
above the juke box with rather ruffled
plumage and a dazed and stupid look in its
eyes. The juke box itself is the last word
in stainless steel and coloured plastic and
tune alfa one is, of course, "Marina."
At the time of writing we are engaged on
the Brigade Patrol Competition. Sergeant
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The continuity m an has gone at last, Major M. Scott depar ted
aboard H.M.S. Oxfordshire in Ju ne after three yea rs, three
months and three days' service in the branch. No wonder his
cane seat had a hollow look, but no doubt the "well padded "
rear of M ajor D . Hall will fill it well. After a cruise at H .M .
expense and a curtailed leave Major Scott takes up his duties
·is 2 i/ c of the Junior Leaders Regiment.
Captain D. Brockhurst managed to escape the island at last,
he left after the 'plane had been held up by troubles in another
theatre, in the middle of an I.S. Exercise. However hard he
tried the police posts and pattols failed to hold him up sufficientl y to miss his flight to Catterick.
The Johore Grand Prix took place on 25th June, 1961. The
Chief Clerk, S.M. Rothwell, volunteered h is services as a
marshall. Space won't permit an article from him this month
but look out for it in our next. He came back from his ringside
seat with his hair on end and a few shades greyer, so no doubt
the riding was thrilling to watch.
There is a rumour circulating this H.Q. that the Royal Corps
are planning a take-over bid. It does seem that there may be
some truth in the rumour as the following E.R .E. appointments
are filled in the island as we go to press :
Commandant Singapore Military Forces, Brigadier P. E. M.
Bradley, o.s.o., o.B.E.
Deputy Commander Designate Singapore Base District,
.
Brigadier C. H. Stoneley, O . B. ~., ('.D.c . .
G .S.O. II Singapore Base District, Maior E. 0. Smith, M.B.E.,
D.C.M.

D .A.Q.M.G. (Q r.) Singapore Base D istrict, Major F. Ramsbottom.
D.A.Q.M.G. (Maintenance) Singapore Base District, Major
J. H. Marsh, M.B.E., Royal Australian Signals.
Far East Defence Secretariat, Major D . Thursby-Pelham.
Army Work Study Group, FARELF, Major R. E. Scouller.
O.R.U.F.E., Major N. B. Moss.
The annual Royal Engineers v. Royal Signals cricket m atch
was held this year at Gillman Barracks on 7th and 8th June.
The Royal Signals won after a sporting declaration by the
Sappers, who left us 40 m inutes to get 70 runs. We did it with
minutes to spare.

203 SQUADRON (INFANTRY BRIGADE
GROUP)

W. W. Easter and ten members represent a gathering of
fanatical "Khababali " tribesmen. They owe allegiance to a
fierce fakir who is whipping up their enthusiasm with a view of
taking a poke at the Infidels. Sergeant Easter's Khababalis are
going to have their hands full tonight as there is every likelihood of t!hem being bumped into by a fighting patrol of the
Royal Ulster Rifles. However, judging by the sta rtling weight
and variety of pyrotechnics they have armed themselves with
it seems that t!hey will give a good account of themselves. Even
if they exhaust their fireworks before themselves and the operation moves into a psychological phase, their voca bulary is a
guaranteed good match for the Ulstermen. Inspecting Officers
have all been advised not to visit the Khaba balis during the
hours of darkness.
On Exercise "Top Hat" last month Signalman K. Baker
contrived to drive our 3-ton battery charger up a steep hill
with such a strange wiggly motion that the t-ton 3t K.V.A.
trailer objected to the treatment and parted company. Signalman
Baker noticed nothing except perhaps that he was wiggling
more happily than ever. Lance-Corporal A. Longmuir following up t1ie hill in Saracen Alfa Two was not a little perturbed
to round a corner and behold Signalman Baker's t-ton trailer
bouncing delightedly down the crown of the road towards him.
The customary exclamations were uttered by Corporal A. Tyler
and his crew from inside the Saracen. In the nick of time
t-ton trailer hit a nubble in the road and landed with a sickening
crump in the deep ditch at the roadside. The usual exclamations
were again uttered by the Alfa Two crew and the convoy rolled
on as though nearly nothing had happened.
We welcome into the Squadron Lieutenant J. G. McK.
McLuckie who joined us recently after many delays, and SecondL ieutenant C. R. M. Noonan who walked in one day almost
unexpectedly.
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Our first main activity in the mon th of June was Exercise
·• Barbican." This was an exercise involving the whole Brigade
and took place in the Troodos Mountai~s area. Once a_gain
the Squadron fulfilled all its tasks admirably, and a~ umes
amazed the directing staff from H.Q., NEARELF, with the
The terrain was pretty
excellence of our communications.
rugged and the roads worse than ~wful, bu_t thanks to t?e
skill and care of our drivers, all vehicles survived the exercise
unscathed; and without the good work of our M.T., communications would not have reached the high standard they did.
The second main event was the wedding of Captain J. A.
Montague to Captain Mary O'Malley (Q.A.R.A.N.C.). This
was indeed the social event of the month, and all went exceeding well, despite the efforts of General Kassem to get us all
to spend a short holiday in Kuwait.
The happy couple were extremely pleased with the handsome silver cigarette box, for which all ranks of the Squadron
subscribed, and would like their thanks recorded in this column.
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A third memorable occasion was the presentation of the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal to our S.Q.M. ., Staff
Sergeant J . Smith, by the Brigade Commander, when all ranks
who were still left in Camp paraded to pay tribute.
Adventurous Training is now the current vogue. LanceCorporal Clarke will shortly be hitchhiking back to the U .K.
via Greece, Italy, Switzerland and France.
Lance-Corporal
Cheney a.id Lance-Corporal Newby are at present climbing all
the peaks in the Kantara and Kyrenia R anges, and LanceCorporals Clarke, Bridgwater, Lockwood, with Signalman Peck,
are hitch-hiking around the Island.
Fifteen members of W ireless and M.T. Troops are joining
33 Field Squadron, R.E., on a fortnight's underwater exploration in the Paphos area, and Lance-Corporal Pound is going
on a sailing course.
Swimming and cricket are still the main sports.
The
Squadron cricket team, under the captaincy of Sergeant Perry,
bas been doing quite well, but we lost our Royal Signals
Cup game against 15th Regiment. Our opening bats made a
very promising start, and we were 42 for 2 at lunch. However,
full stomachs seemed to affect the later batsmen and we were
all out for 59. I 5th Regiment had little difficulty in passing
this total for the loss of only two wickets. Lance~Corporal
Reed, our R.A.P.C. clerk, is our most consistent batsman, with
an average of 16.3, and L ance-Corporal Illingworth is the most
successful bowler with an average of 7.8.
This month we have said farewell to Lieutenant C. Bell,
who is off to Catterick for his Subalterns Part II Course, on
which we wish him all possible luck, and to Sergeant Eastham
and his family, who have now joined 15th Regiment. On the
credit side, we welcome Sergeant Whitham and his fa mily
(late 204 Squadron) and Corporal Caldwell (also from 204
Squadron).
At the moment of writing, we are just calming down after
a hectic two weeks involving the Kuwait crisis. Odd little wireless detachments have disappeared and re-appeared; further
detachments have been stood-to and stood-down; W.O.II
Thornborough, our Senior Technician, Staff Sergeant (Foreman
of Signals) Matthews and Sergeant Inglis have spent more
time at Command Workshops than in bed, and now reckon
they know more about Centurions than the R.A.C., and
Corporal Singleton flew off with 2 P arachute Battalion, all set
to m ake h is first parachute jump, but luckily the planes landed
on Kuwait strip. Such is the spirit of the Squadron, that
two of the wireless detachments sent to Akrotiri to assist in
the movement of troops, all volunteered to be dropped in if
required. In spite of the extra work, such incidents have their
compensations by increasing the chance of meeting uo with
old friends, and it was with pleasure that we greeted W.O.II
J. Weeks, Senior Technician with 3 D.G.

220 SqUADRON" (AIR FORMATION)
Our address is now Roval Air Force Giitersloh British Forces
Post Office 39. Ex members of the Squadron will read ily see
that our move was only six miles.
Sqiwdron H .Q. Sergeant-Major L. Overton is no~v a i:nember
of the Station Angling Club. The club has exclusive nghts to
the lake on the airfield. Sergeant P. C. Barnett (Squadron
M.T.) is doing an upgrading course at Catterick and gets back
in time to fix the annual inspection in late August. Corporal A.
G. Papand reou from the Orderly Room is raking his fam!ly to
Singapore later in the year so a very fine Opel Caravan is for
sale. Sergeant J. B. T. Hill passed his Tr course an~ _is now
back with us. Besides being one of our two top technicians he
has put a D & D cou rse through irs paces on the SLR and drill
with distinction.
" G" Wing Troop. St.aff Se~geant R. D . .J. B!Jrnett has
recently taken over. The airfield 1s at present bemg g;ven a new
look and while all the Squadrons are away the troop supported
bv " D " Heavy Cable Troop is busy rewiring ir seem . almost
ail the airfield. This gives our jointer Me sr . Corporal G.
Perkins and D. Salt plenty to think about together wirh our
Class 1 Linemen Corporals J . W . Tempest and ~- Ya~es.
Corporal W. Yates was here before and has some mrerestmg
cable tales to tell. Corporal G. P erkins is al o Captain ?f. the
Station cricket team. Sergeant F. Sampson who recently iomed
us is busv with his ijmegen marchers.
"H" W'ing Troop. Thi troop is at Royal Air Force Jcver.
Staff Sergeant W. R. Gaines relieved _raff. Sergeant G . D .
H arriott a few months ago. The Commumcar1on were recentlv
given a detailed inspection by C.A.F. .0 . H .Q. R.A.F. (G ). wi.o
was shown round by Sergeant W . K . L. Bell. Cable fault are
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almost unknown here and a search of the records to find a
recorded fault was fruitless. The Station Signal Officer later
confirmed that it wa rare to have fault . The inspection report
wa very good nd credit goes to our r egular Linemen Corporals
D. mith, M. J. L incoln and E. Rushton. Corporal . J. Fromson i our resident cable jointer. We also have a detachment at
Royal Air Force Sylt Corporal R. Rowberry back from his Tz
cour e is in charge there.
Old members will be pleased to hear th at we have ordered
a stock of the approved Squadron tie. W e don't know th e
price yet but hope to let you know in our next notes.
208

( 01'DIOI\-WEALTH)

SQUA DRO~

Fonner members of the Squadron, here's what we've been
up to for the past few weeks. We've been training the shooting
team, and playing lots of games. Our hockey team has played
6, won 2, lost r and drawn 3. Our soccer team has played 8,
won 2 and lost 6. We have also played a few games of cricket,
and were the only minor unit to enter for the Brigade tennis.
We have had to gracefully withdraw from the athletics as
we also work sometimes.
The Squadron has said farewell to such Australian stalwarts
as Signalmen Daly, McGown, H alse, Lance-Corporal Baich,
who left us recently to join I Infantry Division Regiment, down
under, and we wish them the best of luck. Lance-Corporal
Williamson has returned to the U.K. along with Signalman
Wombwell and Lance-Col'poral Chappels. Good luck to you
also. We welcome Signalman Cranston, from Australia, Captain
Ashton, from Singapore, and I I Landrovers from the Ark.
And as the sun sinks rather quickly in the West, we say
farewell from this tropical paradise of North Malaya.
233 SQUADRON

(NORTHERN mELAl\"'D)

orthern Ireland Army Week has recently occupied the
energies and attentions of 233 Signal Squadron. A Signals Stand
was designed and produced within the Squadron. This occupied
a prominent position overlooking the main displays at Victoria
Barracks Belfast. The stand drew large crowds. The fact that
it included an elaborate sand table model of the layout of a
Brigade Group Signal Squadron in the field, winking lights
indicating the various radio nets worked, this being ' tied ' to a
number of working models of the new range of equipments,
really stirred public interest, and the difficulty was in fact to
get anywhere at all near to the stand during the week in question! The realism of the sand table model was due very greatly
to the tremendously hard and devoted work put in by SecondLieutenant R. Harvey, and some ingenious electrical wiring by
Signalman Kerslake.
Other Army Week commitments included the provision of an
elaborate Public Address and telephone system covering the
s ands, arena and display areas. All credit to Lieutenant W.
Oates on its quality and complete reliability of working throughout the week.
A highlight of Belfast Army Week was the visit here of the
Corps Motor Cycle display team. These displays were staged in
Ormeau Park, Belfast, one lunch time and one evening show
being produced daily. These drew tremendous crowds, the
evening performance averaging between five to six thousand
people. Most of the citizens of Belfast are now familiar with
t~e strains of the Corps Marc~, either as a result of visiting the
display, or through enoountenng the formidable Squadron PA
vehicle touring the streets of the city the week before advertising
the forthcom ing visit. We congratulate Captain Taylor and his
hard working team on a series of really fine performances.
Thes~ drew not only tremendous approbation from the Press,
but m the event brought elaborate coverage by the B.B.C.
Television service. The Signal's display therefore went into all
homes within the Province of Ulster, and no doubt on to the
screens of a nu~ber of Eire's population as well! We can say,
therefore, that Signals, so far as Northern Ireland are concerned,
were thrust very much to the fore.
Our Annual Administrative Inspection has come and gone
the Squadron being complimented on its high standard of turn~
out, both on and off the Parade Ground, by Brigadier Wheder.
The Squadron also managed to produce one of those rare
" excellents" as a result of Signal's Records documentation
team's visit.
In March we were visited by the Secretary of State for War.
Our O.C., Major Waller, and Captain Bray, W.R.A.C., also
had the pleasure of showing Mrs. Profumo around the Squadron
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ROYAL SIGNALS DISPLAY STAND. NORTHERN IRELAND
ARMY WEEK - BELFAST
Left to right-2nd Lieutenant Harvey, Signalman Kerslake, Private
Wilson, WRAC, Corporal Ulett, Sergeant Caffery, Corporal Selby

Gurkha Signals team in the recent 208 Commonwealth Brigade
motor cycle trials. Wi th Sergeant Ph illips as a partner now,
there is every prospect of useful silver bein g acqu ired by the
quadron. Interest in this line is increasing, particularly among
the G urkhas themselves.
Sergeant Phillips has th is month
entered five Gurkhas in a local trials. As they are D.R. tra inees,
who, prior to current training, h ad no previous motor cycle
experience and, .indeed1 have not yet been trade tested, w~ are
curious as to his mouves. We can but assume he considers
the completion of FMT 3s should come under the heading
of practical training. The O.C. will be in attendance to obtain
at first hand a few details and statistics for the Administrative
In~pection and M. and D. reports. Whatever the outcome we hope not to produce any more tradesmen in
the category of one who recently proceeded on pension.
By trade a driver, r epeatedly involved in accidents, and
frequently placed under stoppages of pay, he requested his
O.C. Troop to relieve him of driving duties on the grounds that
he couldn't afford to drive.
.253

area, Signal Centre and Telephone Exchange.
With our numbers rapidly dwindling we are having an
extremely busy season! We never seem to have enough bodies
to go round for all the various and multifarious commitments
that come up from all sides like rabbits out of a hat. In spite
of this the Squadron managed to " sandwich in " a team entry
for the Northern Ireland Command Rifle Meeting, acquitting
themselves well, and beating 39 Brigade Group "A " team in
the falling plate, even if we failed to win a trophy! At the
moment we are busily training for the Command Motor Cycle
trials in order to retain the trophy the Squadron won last year.
Difficulty is to do this and perform our SDS/SDR commitments!
The Squadron, under Second-Lieutenant R. Harvey, entered
for the Command Cross-Country running championships at
Omagh. We were inevitably beaten by those large U nit teams
who had enjoyed months of ample training without interruption.
Nevertheless, out of a field of seventy, Second-Lieutenant
Harvey managed to gain 9th place, and all of our team came
in! Bearing in mind our total male strength of thirty-five all
ranks, this in itself, we feel, was a worthy effort.
The latest rage here is photography! Major Waller has set
up an elaborate Squadron dark room, launching it on its way
by a number of demonstrations of developing and enlarging
techniques. The response has been tremendous, the difficulty
being to get anywhere nw to the enlarger to produce the odd
print ! Members of the Squadron, suitably armed with every
type and variety of camera, ancient and modern, are to
be seen " shooting " anything and everything within reach
during the rare periods when the sun breaks through the allpervading gloom of an Irish summer.
Finally we wish Second-Lieutenant Harvey every success in
the qualifying competitions for the Inter-S Arv ices Athletic
Championships. On his present form he should do well.
.250

(GURKHA)

SQUADRON

{TllAL~ING)

We are pleased to report the arrival of Sergeant Phillips and
his family, from Catterick, and Sergeant Jones, from Hyt:he,
both of whom are giving impetus to their departments. This
influx of U.K. N.C.O.s is something very n ew for us, but is
certainly welceme. It permits the hierarchy of the Squadron
to move a few tasks from the "Do-it-Yourself" department to
the tray marked "You Have a Go." We won't wish them a
happy stay in the Squadron-we know they will be happy. If
anyone is disinclined to believe this, we invite them to put it
to the proof by volunteering for Gurkha Signals, preferably
for service with this Squadron. It should be noted llhat we only
accept the best.
During the last two months we have been visited by the
Cornmander-in-Gsief FARELF, G.0.C., 17 Gurkha Division/
O.C.L.F., representatives of the Royal Thai Army, and also
of the Nepalese Government. We are llherefore maintaining
our average of two visits per month of this category.
We understand that W.O.II Kay, of the R.A.E.C., is likely
to be commissioned in the very near future. We arc sure that
old members of the Squadron who will remember the sterling
work he did when himself a member, will be pleased to get this
news.
Staff Sergeant McLoughlin was a member of the winning
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(K.OWl,OON)

Typhoon " Allee." Readers of THE WIRE notes from
Squadrons in Hong Kong may perhaps be surfeited by tales
of typhoons. However, we have suffered another: "Alice"
passed right over the Colony on 19th May, but did less than
a tenth of the damage caused by "Mary" last year. Royal
Signals in general, and this Squadron in particular, suffered
damage to underground and overhead cables. One undersea
cable was dragged and broken by a ship's anchor, causing much
work to Captain (T.O.T.) J. Bewley and his Troop.
Working on undersea cables is a new experience for the
majority of people in the Corps. T?e weight, infl~xibility and
oil filling of these cables all contribute to the difficul~es of
laying and maintaining them. In. Hong ~ong there is o!le
civilian contractor only who supplies the lighters and coolies
that enables the cables to be under-run and serviced. He is
a prosperous man, perhaps understandably, as hire of the
lighters is some £zoo per day.
Personalia. Captain D . G . Wright has joined us from
Eastern Command, replacing Captain R. B. Carroll, who~e
golfing successes in the U.K. have brought pleasure to his
friends out here. Captain C. D. Brown is understudying the
job of S03 (Lines) at H .Q., Royal Signals, and we expect
Captain M . ]. H ales in August as his replacement.
Staff Sergeant T. A. Pearce, Sergeant H . Holdworth and
W.O.I (Foreman of Signals) P. Newton have all left us re7ently.
The last named has taken his commission and is servmg as
We
a T.0.T. with our sister Squadron (252 Squadron).
wish him and his wife every further success. We welcome
Staff Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) P. Johnson and his wife
to the Squadron from the School of Signals.
Social and Sporting Activities. In April an All
Ranks' Social was held, which was attended .b)'. over a hundred
people. It was judged a great success and 1t is hoped to have
another one soon in the form of a barbecue. At the Royal
Signals (Hong Kong) Rifle Meeting, the Squadron did not
do as well as they hoped they would do, but Signalman W.
Taylor (S.L.R. and L.M.G.) and Lance-Corporal P. A. Robinson
(L .M.G.) deserve a special mention.
The annual classification, S.L.R. and Bren, was carried out
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on Stonecutters Island Range on what have been the two
hottest days of the. year (90° in the shade). Everybody agreed
that the most exhausted man at the end of each day was the
popsicle man who was charging up and down between the
butts and the firing point doing a roaring trade selling popsies
(ice lollies, just in case anybody gets the wrong idea).

Hockey. In the end of the season six-a-side hockey
the Squadron team, led by Sergeant Hanley, R.A.l'.C.,
acquitted itself well, being the only Minor Unit side to reach
the s...:mi-final.
As the six-a-side hard court hockey league is just about to
commence, the Squadron has been holding an Inter-Troop
League.
Kowloon Operating Troop (Lance-Corporal T.
Kenneally) played well and won all their matches to top the
league; however, 32 Medium Regiment R.A., Signal Troop
team (Staff Sergeant R. Gilmour) made them fight for top
place and came a well-earned second.
To conclude, the Squadron is in good heart, with the right
balance of work, sport and social activities in progress. The
only cloud without a silver lining is our manpower cover next
year. It is excellent training to teach operators to drive, drivers
to operate and clerks to be storemen, but they can't do all the
jobs at once !
fe st iva~

l

SQUADRON

(CO~IAl\-0)

K.A.R.

We are wallowing wetly in short, sharp showers of rain, and
the mornings are chilly after even chillier nights. In fact,
.
.
typical U .K. summer we!lther.
Hope for brighter things durmg the Squadron camp IS
rampant, for during the period r4th-28th July, when as many
of the Squadron personnel who can be mustered (or ~joled
away from their various duties in the Signal Centre), will be
wending their way to the gorongoro crater. Our S.S.M.,
Charlie Young, with his various and willing helpers. (th«:Y
have to be) is off on the 10th July to set up ca~p m. ~s
volcanic crater, which overlooks the f~med Se~engeu. P~m m
Tanganyika. H ere, we are told, we will expenence life m the
raw, sleeping side-by-side with eleph~t, lion, r~o and spearbearing Masai warriors. The basic arms of this camp will be
to " Show the Flag," send forth anti-poaching patrols and the
like but I will not anticipate the activities too much; a fuller
re~rt will be submitted based .on l?itt~r experience ! . 'fh;e
current question on everyone's lips-is 1t true that whisky 1s
a snake-bite antidote, or is all this practice wasted ? .
.
Captain ]. Fleming, our intrepid bird man, folded his wmgs
the other day, whilst taking a sightseeing tour of Mount K~ya,
and crashed into what turned out to be deepest, darkest Afnca.
Carrying with him Lance-Corporal R. Thompson as a passenger,
his 'plane a Piper Clipper, lies buried in the midst of trees
"one hundred feet high and dense undergrowth." The 'plane,
after the engine cut out, hit one tree and bounced d?wn ano~er,
and by the grace of God did not catch fire; the fliers suffermg
no more than a few cuts and bruises. Scrambling free, they
steadied their nerves with a cigarette apiece and set off on
what was to be a nightmare 48-hour trek through thick jungle,
with wild animals a very real danger. However, although
pessimism reigned high about their fate in !he dailr press
and on the radio, everyone who know~ <;:aptam Flei:i1mg expected him to come through alive and t1ckmg, and neither was
very much the worse for the e.xperience. Captain !leming
is quoted as saying that he intends to carry on fiymg, but
to date, no one has quoted Mrs. Fleming's views.
.
S.S.M. q. Young has thr~wn out a challenge . to all umt,~
in East Afnca " Beat our time from Mombasa-if you can!
Accompanied by Staff Sergeant K. Nic:hols and six A.O.~., he
marched the 3r3 miles from Mombasa .m 114 h~urs 35 mmutes.
N1ghtstop~1ng. only w~en
Good going by any standards.
weather interfered seriously with progress, th~II ome was ~
proved at one time by the appearance of a rhino tow~rds their
rear, and it is being debated wheth r any c~allengmg team
would claim this as foul play. but the marching team swear
that this was not arranged. We congratulate them on a very
fine effort. (See August number of "So!dier."-Ed.)
Our neighbours, 2ro Squadron, are m the news, too. Out
of a party of 25, 24 have successfully ~lii:ned the r9,3 r7ft.
Mount Kilimanjaro. It is reported that this 1s the large.st proportion of any party of like size to complete the chmb to
Kaiser Wilhelm Spitz.
Lieutenant Adams, the leader of the party, was the only one
Mind you, they
with previous mountaineering experience.
are always at a pretty high altitude at 210. They, too, earn
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our heartiest congratulation .
ho would be in any other
Corp?
We have said farewell to Captain Bushell, who has left these
unny shore for those of Catterick and the School of Signals.
Brrrrrr ! At least we hear that ome people survive the rigours
of the climate. We wish him every success in h1 new po ting.
Al o in the farewell department come two of our African
raff ergeant , both of whom have served their 22 yearstaff ergant Peter our oldest Askari, and Staff Sergeant Muoki,
who did such sterling work in the Signal Centre. However,
they are both working locally, and we hope to see something
of them from time to time. We wish them both success in
civilian life.
There is no spores news, as we are lying be-calmed between
the end of the soccer/rugger season and the commencement
of cricket and hockey, but next month should see things under
way and the old men of the Squadron will be again puffing and
blowing around the hockey field-and still holding their own!

22

SPECIAL AIR SERVICE REGUIENT
SIGNAL TROOP

It is some time since we appeared in THE WIRE, and since
we will be away abroad again by the time that this appears,
it is probably the last time before Christmas.
The last few months have gone their usual eventful course
since our return from the Oman. The last few weeks in that
somewhat warm station were enlivened by Neal, who "wroteoff a three-toner by driving it over a mine.
Back in U.K., considerable enjoyment was derived by the
Troop during a Combat Survival course chasing urifortunate
escapees over the hills in Wales.
Denmark was our next destination, with the usual generous
display of Danish hospitality to conclude the exercise. The
newer members were introduced to "coffee schnapps" and
enjoyed the " delights " of ye Haven and the Tivoli Gardens
to such an effect that it was a rather "second-hand" looking
crew who were almost glad to return to Hereford and on to
leave.
Back from leave, we launched ourselves in three directions
with our usual flex:ibiliry (modesty is our strong point). While

Corporal Bartlett and others hammered morse into Regimental
signallers and a wireless net spread itself across the country,
the O.C. and about six others did a quick tour around the
orth drumming up enthusiasm and, it is hoped, potential
recruits for the troop.
Back in Hereford, we spent several days helicopter parachuting,
a pastime abruptly concluded on one occasion by the R.A.F.,
after seeing a stick from the Troop blown across the dropping
zone to land in untidy heaps on the airfield runway.
We are now all para trained wi th the return of Corporals
Whalley and Williams from Abingdon. Briant spent h is leave
learning to free-fall in France.
We are now engaged in running our own country-wide exercises, before leaving for Kenya next month, and hope to be
home for Christmas (and the Administrative Inspection).

SPORT
Monday, 29th May, . dawned in the type of drizzle with
which we all came to be very familiar as the week wore on.
7th Regiment had already prepared the Bielefeld ranges and
we found a highly efficient organisation with marquees, range
and butt officials, switchboards, P.A., and contact to the outside
world by line and radio relay all ready and waiting for us.
The Regiments represented were 1st, 2nd, 7th, 13th, 21st
and 22nd: At the last moment 619 Signal Troop also entered.
4th Regiment were prevented from competing by operational
commitments, and 10th Regiment scratched at the last moment
due to illness.
The matches fired were " Whitehead I and II " combined
with "Roupell I - IV," "Roberts,'' "Paratroop Regiment Cup"
(S.M.G.), "Revolver Cup" and "R.U.R. Cup" (falling plate).
7th quickly obtained the lead in the rifle events which they
maintained throughout the meeting. However, their armour
was not quite without its chinks as 2nd managed to take the
S.M.G. prize and 13th the revolver prize. Generally the scores
in all matches were better than at this meeting last year.
The hardest practices were found to be " Roupell III "
(which owing to the poor light was known as the "invisible
snap "), and the Roberts." It is possible that the unaccustomed
sunlight duriRg the latter match caused elevation trouble in
some quarters.
Among the individuals deserving mention are SecondLieutenant Waxman (7th) the champion shot, the runner-up
Class A Staff Sergeant Courtenay (619 Troop) who had had no
practice before the meeting, Lance-Corporal Pilkington (7th)
the best in Class B and runner-up overall, and Signalman
Rickwood (13th) the best in the "Young Soldier" Class.
A very good S.M.G. score was made by Lance-Corporal
Alexander of 1st Regiment. Indeed, had 1st Regiment been
luckier in their team nominations they would have won the
S.M.G. match !
Major Kemp, 22nd Regiment, won the " Revolver Cup " with
a revolver, in spite of the advantage gained by Captain Jarrett
in the use of a 9 m.m. Browning pistol. It was fourid that in
most cases the 9 m.m. pistol gave higher scores than the
revolver.
Position of Regiments were as follows :
Match

Briant swanni ng at 4000 feet doi ng a 15 sec. delay
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ROYAL SIGNALS (B.A.O.R.) RIFLE MEETING
29th MAY - 2nd JUNE

Positions
of
Regiments
in
each
match

Place
2
3
4
5

6

RoupellWhitehead
7th
2nd
13th
22nd
15[

215[

Roberts

S.M.G.

Revolver

71h
2nd
13th

2nd
7th
3th

13th
2nd
7th
I St
21st
22nd

I

21Sl
ISi

2 1st

22nd

22nd

I St

gratulated 7th Regiment on their good beginning to the full bore
season after their successes in the .22 winter shooting. The
rain stopped for most of the time during prizegiving and for
a moment it almost seemed that the sun would shine.
The size of the pool bull prizes (one of D.M. 100) were
worthy of note. In connection with this, who will forget the
syren voice of Captain Pickering ("stats ") calling us on the
P.A., to duty, to fire, or to spend our money on pool bulls,
and sweep stakes?
For those with small confidence in their shooting prowess,
he even ran a sweep on the Derby.
An account of this meeting would not be complete without
thanking Lieutenant-Colonel P. F. Pentreath, M.B .E., and his
Regiment for their excellent arrangements which contributed so
much to the success of the meeting.

Champion
Regiment
7th
2nd
13th
22nd
I S[

2181

The falling plate was shot off on the last morning. 7th and
2nd Regiments, the champions and runners-up in the main
events, were "seen off" early in the proceedings, 2nd Regiment
" A " team were beaten by 22nd Regiment in the second round
with a very good time 30.2 seconds. The form was somewhat
upset by plates occasionally turning sideways and not falling
when hit. One plate was seen to be hit twice while sideways-on
with no result.
22nd Regiment "B" team were the worthy winners after
a close match with 21st Regiment "A" tea m.
The prizes were very kindly presented by Brigadier M. A.
Charlton, o.B.E., C.C. Royal Signals 1 (B.R.) Corps, who conT H E W I R E, AUGU ST 1 96 1
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Results of 7th Regiment were as follows:
Champion Shot

2nd
5th
17th

Second-Lieutenant P. A. Waxman .
Signalman M. T. Neall
L ance-Corporal A. K . Pilkington

T earn Placing

2nd

7th Regiment

Riffe Championship

1st
5th
18th

Second-Lieutenant Waxman.
Signalman Neall
Lance-Corporal A. S.
. Sivc

Regimental Team Position in the vari1>us matches :
Individuals
1st
1st Second-Lieutenant Waxman
Match 6-Roupell
4th Signalman Neall

Match 7-Whitehead

3rd

6th
7th

Signalman Neall
Lance-Corporal Sive

2nd Sergeant J. Donaghy
41h Signal man Neall

Match 11 - Bisley
Match 16-Britannia

I st

(No individual competition)

Match 25-Pm'a

4th

51h

Lance-Corporal Pilkington

Bisley.
Final results are awaited, but it is known that
7th Regiment was third out of 98 teams in the R.U.R. Cup
(Falling Plates) and that Second-Lieutenant Waxman has become tihe Champion Young Officer.
Everyone will wish to congratulate Second-Lieutenant P. A.
Waxman, 7th Regiment, in winning the Young Officers' Cup
at the Army Rifle Association Meeting on Saturday, 8th July.

ROYAL SIGNAl,S (NEARELF)
NON-CENTRAL SHOOTING,

CYPRUS
1960

20th Regiment (Air Formation) completed a musketry "ha~
trick" when the results of our own annual non-central compeution proved them to have won the Royal Signals (NEARELF)
Shooting Trophy.
The other two legs of the "hat-trick " . were £!1e overs~as
award for the Corps Shield and the Royal Signal Rifle Association Unit Championship Trophy.
The Royal Signals NEARELF Shooting Trophy for 1960
was awarded for results in the following matches:
The Corps Shield.
The First Army Cup.
The Unit Team Small Bore Championship.
The Individual Small Bore Match (3 Individuals).
The Three Positions Match (3 Individuals).
The Middle East Shooting Trophy.
The Middle East Battle Trophy.
.
A team of 17 is required for the Ba~tle Trophy, ~ rifle and
L.M.G. match beginning with a five-nule march which has to
be completed within the hour. .
..
It will be appreciated that, unlike some compeuuons where
a few " gladiators " can assure success, a programn:e such as
this can only be satisfactorily concluded by a determmed effort
by a much larger proportion of a unit.
The winning unit fielded about 25 individuals before the
series was completed.
For a "Minor" U nit this collection of trophies in one year
is indeed a very creditable performance, for which they are to
be congratulated.
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Brigadier D. A. Pringle, O.B.E., Chief Signal Officer NEARELF
(Cyprus) presenting the " Royal Signals (NEARELF) Shooting
Trophy " to the team captain, Captain B. Gallagher. The commanding officer Lieutenant Colonel J. H. Cooper is in the
background. On the table can be seen the " Cor ps Shield " and
the Corps " Unit Championship" trophy

Famagusta Garrison
Sailing Club Regatta, 1961
It is hoped that the following account of the 1961 Regatta,
held on rst 2nd and 3rd July, will be of interest to Signals
who have ~joyed their sailing here in the past.
First of all a few words about the club itself. Unfortunately,
our fate is ~ the balance, depending on the renewal of our
lease next year, and at llhe time of writing, we do not know
.
.
.
,
what will happen then.
However, llhat llhought did not interfere with this )'.ears
activities, and some bold plans were produced to ~ope With a
large entry from all over the island. :rtie most pressing problem
was parking space for boats, and ~1s was ?,vercom~, to a gr~t
extent by clearing a large space behmd the basha~ and usmg
the sand thus excavated to cover the rocks runrung do~ ~o
the shore, which enabled us to park some 20 boats within
handling distance of the water. The cleared space, leve~ed
and enclosed with "basha,'' became the centre of our evening
gaiety, complete with bar and dance floor.
.
.
The usual tented accommodation was provided, but 1:hls
year some 30 tents were pitched in the Karalaos School pla.ymg
field, thus allowing the campers the use of sch~l abluuons.
This was felt to be a great improvement on previous arrangements.
lin NE f
This year saw me introduction of a second start. e . . com
the Club for use with an off-sea breeze, and It proved very
successful. The only alteration to the cours~ was. tha~ Shenda
was shifted towards North Shore, and Magpie, bemg m Famagusta docks for a repaint that has lasted nearly a year, \yas
replaced by a rusty buoy set against a background of the rusung
wreck of a Yugoslav steamer that went on the rocks last
f · ·
December.
Last-minute withdrawals included nearly the who1e o
1cos1a
R.A.F. Club, who had more urgen~ matters to attend t?narnely, the airlift of troops to Kuwait-and that Master. Firefly sailor, Owens, of Limassol who was also engaged m the
airlift.
Nevertheless, the first race-ils usual " roun d t he. h ouses " started off no less than 38 strong, and rl?e first Firefly . home
was F1257, helmed by Signalman Gilchrist of 9th Regrment.
He was not good enough, however, to beat A115, helmed by
Commander George, R.N., of Limassol. A115 won no less
than five races, including the Ladies' Race, and on three occasions was followed home by As20, of Famagusta, helmed by
S.A.C. Thompson, R.A.F., who is only in his second season.
No other local boats did anything worthy of record, bu~ the
writer would like Major Glover to know that A~88 finished
all its races, which is more than can be said of some
bo¥:i.e Firefly Championship, on 3rd July, brought about 30
starters and was won by Williams, of Limassol, after some
close r~cing and see-sawing of positions. In the second race
competitors were beating down to 0.D.M . as a mark, when
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it wa noticed that it was adrift, and it is no exaggeration to
ay tha t m the re-r un fortu nes suffered a change.
Although it was a most successfu l regatta, and we were
e a strong Signals entry, wh ich included, from
plea ed to
other club , M ajors Carrol and Pagan Corporal Reeves, Signalman Dooley and others.
a rurally at this time, our thoughts go back to our old
stalwarts, Colonel D. W. T. G ibson, Major E . Glover and
Captain T . Grice and it would be useless to pretend that
we have anyone up to their standards nowadays. We m iss !!heir
advice and encouragement very much, but we hope they are
happy to know that we are doing our best to keep the old fla g
flying.
RO"\.".~L

SIG:\'"ALS

TEl\'NIS
1961

CUA~fPIONSHIPS,

The Royal Signals Tennis Championships, 1961, were held
at the Officers' Club, Catterick Camp, on 14th to 16th June.
The weather was very kind to us and the programme went
through without any delays. The emries were smaller than
last year, in particular, the entries from units outside Catterick
were disappointing, and the Secretary, Corps Tennis, would
welcome any suggestions which would help to increase the
popularity of the tournament for 1962.
RESULTS
OPEN SINGLES (26 entries): Lance-Corporal Sharp (8th Regiment) v.
Lieutcruint Oehlers (24th Regiment). Lance-Co<poral Sharp won,
6-1 , 5-7, 8-6.
OPEN DoUBLES (14 pairs) : Major Chapman (241 Squadron) and Lieutenant
Oehlers (2<tth Regiment) v. Second-Lieutenant Kciller (8th Regiment) and Lance-Corporal Sharp (8th Regiment). Major Chapman
and Lieutenant Oehlers won, 6-3, 6-1.
ll\"TER-UNlT DOUBLES (14 pairs) : Lieutenant-Colonel Eagle and Lieutenant
Oeblers (24th R~cnt) v. Captain Urquhart and Second-Lieutenant
Kent (23rd Regunent). 24th Regiment won, 6-2, 6-o.
PLATE : Lance-Corporal Connor (24th Regiment) beat Second-Lieutenant
Divcu (24th Regiment) in the final .

Cricket
ROYAL

IGNALS (OFFICERS) v. WELBECK COLLEGE
at Welbeck on 13th May, 1961.

Ro)"al Signals 223 for 3 dee.
Second-Lieutenant Wilson . .....
Major Porter .............. ....... ...
Second-Lieutenant Whitaker ...
Major Gamons-Williams ... n.o.
Result-Royal Signals won by

Wclbeck College 79.
Whitehead
.. ...... ... .. .. .. .. ..... 32
Major Porter . .. .. .. ... .. ..... ... . 4-13
55 Colonel Williams ..... ..... .... . 2-II
36 Second-Lieutenant Wilson . .. 2-7
144 runs.
62
57

ROYAL SIGNALS v. AMPLEFORTH COLLEGE
at Ampleforth on 14th March, 1961.
Royal Signals 185 for 7 dee.
Sig;ialman Whiting ........... ... . 74
Lance-Corporal Taylor . .... .... 41
Jackson
...... .. ... .... ...... ..... . 4-6o
Rerulr-Match drawn .

Amplefortb 136 for 9.
Wright
...... ... . ...... . .......... ... 47
Signalman Gandy ..... .......... 4-15
Captain Walmsley .. ...... .. ..... 3-31

ROYAL SIG ALS v. ROYAL ENGINEERS
at Gillingham on 10th-nth June, 1961.
Ut

Innings

llo)·al Engineers 308 for 3 dee.
Second-Lieutenant Gray ..... . 149
Major Newma::i .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 75

2nd Innings
Royal Engineers 105 for 6.
Captain Richardson .... ...... .. ... 47
Captain Walmsley ...... .. ... .... 4-46
Result- Match drawn.

rst Innings

Royal Signals 204 .
Second-Lieutenant Wilson .... .. 6o
Second-Lieutenant Whitaker ... 35
Signalman Whiting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
Captain Walmsley ... ... ... .. .. .... . 30
Captain Kemp . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 6-69
Captain Richardson .. .. ..... . .. 3-65

wd Innings
Royal Signals 249 for 5 c!ec.
Second-Lieutenant Wilson n .o. II7
Signalman Whiting ..... .... n.o. 53

The Sappers won the toss and elected to bat on what appeared
to be a perfect batting wicket. The runs soon began to mount
and the batsmen took complete command . Gray and Newman
put on 176 for the first wicket before Newman was eventually
caught by Porter with a very spectacular one-handed catch in
the slips. Woodward joined Gray and took over where Newman had left off. The second wicket fell at 255 when Woodward
was bowled by Whiting. Gray was eventually run out when
the total was 276 having made a chanceless 149. The Sappers
declared at 308 for 3.
Signals got off to a good start with Wilson and Whitaker
putting on 6o for the opening partnership. The batsmen found
it difficult to settle down, this was largely due to the frequent
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bowling changes made by the Sapper skipper. After Whitaker
was dismis ed the wickets began to fall, until there was a lively
partnership between Wilson and Whiting for the sixth wicket.
Whiting scored 38 which consisted of nine fours and two
singles. At the end of the first day Signals were 163 for 7. Play
was held up for about 30 minutes at the start of the second day
owing to rain. Eventually the Corps were all out for 204, and
were asked to follow on, 104 runs behind.
Signals second innings got off to a poor start, the first wicket
falling at 5. Wilson came in then and stayed to the close of the
innings for II7 not out. His II7 included 14 fours and a couple
of difficult chances to the wicket keeper. With the score at
153 for 5 Whi ting join ed W ilson and together they batted until
the innings was declared closed at 249 for 5.
The Sappers were left to score 146 to win in just over an
hour and a half. W almsley and Porter opened the bowling for
the Corps and the Sappers soon lost 4 wickets with only 19
runs on the board . A fine innings of 47 by the Sapper skipper,
Richardson, helped them to the total of ro5 for 6.
Second-L ieutenan t Wilson was award ed h is Royal Signals
Corps ca p after h is innings of II7.
ROYAL SIGNALS v. R.E.M.E.
at Arborfield on 13th June, 1961.
R.E.M .E. 207.
Sherborne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
Maddock
···· ·· · ············ ········ 39
YOUDIJ
.... .. . ....... .... .. ... .. ..... 56
Captaut Walmsley ... ........ .... 6-5 l
Corporal T aylor . ....... .. ........ 2-13
Res1'11- M atch drawn .

Royal Signals 16o for 6.
Signalman Johnson .. .... ... ...... 57
Second-Lieutenant Whitaker ... 36
Earnshaw
............. .... ... .. .. 5-58

The game against R.E.M.E . was r educed to a one day fix ture
because of rain. R.E.M.E. won the toss and elected to bat, they
got off to a good start scoring 57 before they lost their first
wicket, that of Maddock. Young then came in and at lunch the
score was 136 for I. However, after lunch Signals bowlers broke
through and R.E.M.E. were eventually all out for 207. This was
mainly due to some good bowling by Walmsley who took 5
wickets for 16 runs after lunch.
Signals were left two hours and fifteen minutes to score the
runs, however, against the accurate bowling of Earnshaw this
proved to be a very difficult task. Whitaker and Johnson batted
well scoring 36 and 57 respectively. Eventually when stumps
were drawn Signals were 16o for 6.
Captain Walmsley was awarded his Royal Signals Corps cap
after the game.
ROYAL SIGNALS v. R.A.S.C.
at Buller on 15th-16th June, 1961.
ISi Innings
Royal Signals 236 for 4 dee.
Second-Lieutenant Wilson n .i>. 81
Captain Walmsley .. .......... n .o. 54
Signalman Whiting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

lSC Innings
R.A.S.C. 208 for 8 dee.
Private Shepherd . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 98
Major Saddler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n .o. 30
Sergeant Waller . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .•. . . . . 30
Captain Walmsley .... ... ...... . . 4 -45
Signalman Gandy .. ... .... ... ... 3-68

2nd Innings
Royal Signah 176 for 7 dee.
Signalman Johnson ... .. .•. ... ... . 49
Second-Lieutenant Whitaker . . . 36

wd Innings
R.A.S.C. 137 for 8.
Sergeant Waller ..... ..... .... ... .... 32
S ignalman Johnson ........ .. .. 4-68
Major Porter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-2 l

Result-M.a tch drawn.

Signals won the toss and elected to bat first. The opening
batsmen progressed steadily against the very ae<;urate bowling
of Griffiths and Thorold, however, at 31 Whitaker mis-hit a
ball from Griffiths and gave an easy catch. Wilson batted on
steadily, however, he found it difficult to score runs and when
lunch was taken he had only 31 in two hours play.
After lunch the scoring rate increased, Wilson, Whiting and
Walmsley set about the bowling in an effort to score quickly.
The last three balls before the innings was declared closed were
hit by Walmsley for 6, 6 and 4.
The R.A.S .C. got off to a bad start losing 3 wickets for only
26 runs, however, Waller and Shepherd took the score up to
90 before Waller was bowled by Gandy. Shepherd went on to
98 before he mis-hit a ball from Walmsley to give an easy
catch. Eventually R.A.S.C. declared, 28 runs behind the Sigaals
first innings total.
The Signals second innings got off to a slow start and the
first wicket fell at 23. Whitaker and Johnson then took the score
on steadily to 63 before Whitaker was out. The order was
given to score runs quickly and as often happens wickets began
to fall. The innings was declared closed at 176 for 7 leaving
the R.A.S.C. to score 204 in two hours and twenty minutes.
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The R.A.S .C. second inning-s began slowly against the Signals
accurate bowling. The opening bowlers were replaced by ~orter
and Johnson and the wickets then began to fall . When 4 wickets
were down for 56 runs the R.A.S.C. " shut up shop." Eventually
the R.A.S.C. played out time with two wickets i.n hand. A
mention must be made of Johnson (the reserve wicketkeeper),
he bowled 21 overs and took 4 for 68.
After the game Signalman Whiting and Signalman Cole
(wicketkeeper) were awarded their Royal Signals Corps cap.
ROY AL SIGNALS v. R M .A., SAND HURST
at Camberley on 14th J une, 196r.
R .M .A., Sandhurst, 262 for 5 ciec.

Royal Signals 193 for 5.

N OllT U E R N
Team results:
Winners

Runners-up

(;OMMA~D

PEXTATHLOX

8th Regiment " A" Team
Lieutenant A. P. Thackray
S.S.I. G . D avies
Corporal M . G . Springer
8th R egiment " B " T eam
Second-L ieutenant E . H amson
Lance-Corporal M . Potter
Lance-Corporal . W. Stanford

(9)
(1)
(2)
(5)
(7)
(6)

Th e figur es in brackers refer ro individual placings.

~:~ew ···::·.:·:::::.::::·:::::::·;,·. ~. ~~~ ~~dI~~~n~i·· ~·liiiake~ ":~· ~~
Carr -Smith
..... ... ·>· .... ......... 30
Captain Walmsley ........ ....... 4-81

Lance-Corporal Naraine ....... .. 38
Irwin
.... ...... ...... ...... . ....... 2-34
Wigigunawaradena .. ............. 2-50

Result- Match drawn.

R.M.A., Sandhurst, won the .toss and elected to bat on a
perfect batting wicket. The open mg batsmen began steadily and
the runs soon began to come. At 65, W almsley stru~k a blow
for the Corps by bowling two men in two balls. This brought
Cragg and P ettigrew together and runs then began to come
quickly. E ventually with the score at 150, Cragg who h ad had
a few uncomfortable balls from W almsley was caught for 105.
Pettigrew went on to complete a chanceless century and Sandhurst then declared, leaving Signals two hours and twenty-five
minutes to score the runs.
Signals got off to a bad start losing W ilson with the. score at
7 The score mounted steadily and when Porter arrived, the
spectators were treated to a fin e display of driving. P?rter went
on to make 57 not out. When stumps were drawn Signals had
made 193 for 5.
ROYAL SIGNALS v. R.A.0.C.
at Catterick on 29th-30th June, 1961.
tst Innings
Inn i11gs
Royal Signals 243
R.A.0.C. 2II,
Second-Lieutenant
Whitaker ... 77
Private Gamer ..... .......... ... ... 67
Captain Carroll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 Major Porter ... ..... ... .. ..... ... .. . SS
Captain Walmsley ·: ·:· · ···· ··· ·· 2-13 Lance-Corporal G.mdy . . . n .o. 42
Lance-Corporal Whiting .. .... 2-27 Private Little ... ...... .. .. .... ... . 3-59
Colonel Williams .. ..... ...... .. 2-36 Private Flaherty . ... .. .. ..... .. 3-58
Signalman Wilkinson ...... ... 2-53
2nd Innings
Royal Signals 67 for S.
2nd Innings
Major Johnson ... .. ....... .... . .. . . 31 Second-Lieutenant Whitaker .. . 23
Signalman Wilkinson . ... ..... 4-15 Second-Lieutenant Wilson •. .... 16
Lance-Corporal Gandy
...... 4-20 Lance-Corporal Whiting . ..... .. . 14
Lance-Corporal Whiting .... .. 2-22 Private Little .. .. .... ...... •.. .. .. 3-24
Private Wheble ... .... ...... ... .. 2-9
R esult-Royal Signals won by 5 wickets .

ISi

Signals won the toss, and Colonel Williams put Ordnance in
to bat. Signals struck two quick blows by takmg the first two
Ordnance wickets for only 23 . Ordnance score then began to
mount steadily guided by some fine b~tting by Garner, who was
particularly strong in front of the w1ck~t . . Garner \'.'ent on to
score 67 before mishitting a ball from W1lkmson to give an easy
catch to Colonel Williams. Ordnance were eventually 177 for
9, however, a strong last wicket stand of 34 took the score to
211.
.
. firs . .
Signals got off to an equally poor start m theJI
t mrungs,
losing the first two wickets for only 37. Then Porter: and
Whitaker got together and took the score to 133 ~efore Whitaker
was out for 77. At the end of the first day, Signals were 142
for 3. At the start of the second day Signals went all o.ut to
score runs quickly. Porter was soon run out for 55. Wickets
then began to fall and the score slumped to .179 for 7· Gandy
then came in and began to set about the bowling; he had scored
.
42 not out when the last wicket fell at. 243.
Ordnance started their second innmgs . slowly takmg. t~vo
hours to reach the total of 78 for 3. Then m one over, W1lkmson took three wickets to make the score 78 for 6. Three ove~s
more and the score had slumped to 79 for 8. The feature of this
collapse were some fine catches, including two on the bound'.1fY
by Johnson. Ordnance were eventually all out for 97, leavmg
an hour and twenty-five minutes for Signals to get the 66 runs
required to win.
.
.
.
Signals innings started well, 26 runs commg m 23 minutes.
Then 2 wickets fell in successive balls, and the bowlers go~ on
top. The scoring rate began to fall be.hind the. clock, and in a
desperate finish Signals got home with 3 mmutes. to spare,
after losing 3 more wickets in an attempt to score .qwckly. ~ull
credit must be given to the Ordnance accurate bowling, especially
that of Little.
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ATUl..ETICS-CYl"RUS, 26th/27th ~IA,- . 1961.
(Army Cyprus Inter-Unit Championships)
20th R egiment (54 points) v. 42 Survey Engineer Regiment,
R.E. (43 points).
(a) 20th Regiment also won Western Area Minor Units
and R.A.F., Episkopi Inter-Unit Athletics.
(b) Sergeant F . E. Slade won Army In~ ividual Pole Vault
with new Cyprus record of 10ft. 9m.

Territorial Army
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

44th (U.C.) REGIMENT (CINQUE PORTS) T.A.
Readers of the June issue of THE W~ will be .aware of the
formation of the new 44th (H.C.) Regunent (Cmq~e Ports)
T.A., as a result of the reorg~nisati<?n of ~e Territorial_Army.
The Regiment was to be given little time to find . its feet
before meeting the challenge of an early Camp which took
place in the Stanford P.T.A. from 24th June to 8th July under
the command of Lieutenant-Colonel A. V. Brandle, M.B.E.
To many in the Regiment the role of Signals was a co.mpletely
new one but any trepidation which existed on arrival was
quickly dispelled when training got und.e~ way. For the fir~t
week this consisted entirely of trade tralillDg ct.asses for Rad:o
and Signal Centre .Operators, Linemen! Dnvers/D.R.s, . m
addition to the techrucal trades. The Ch1ef Instructor, Maior
A. F. Cook, T.D., had gathered around him a fir~t class teai;n
of instructors, aided by W.O.II (Foreman of Signals) Dav~s
attached from 30th Regiment, and they soon spread_ theu:
enthusiasm in addition to knowledge, to all ranks; th~s was
evidenced hy the highly satisfactory number of passes m the
various trade tests which were held at Camp.
During the first week we were pleased to have D.D.W.R.A.C.
Eastern Command, Colonel J. E . Rivett-Drake, M.B.E., spend

Colonel Sir Henry d'Avigdor Goldsmid, Bart., .D.S.O., M.C ., .T.D.,
D.L., J.P., M.P., preparing to present the Regimental Trophies at
the Annual Sports 1961
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a day with u , accompanied by the C.W.R.A.C. 44th Divisional/
District, Lieutenant-Colonel A. V. Cobb, M.B.E. The Deputy
Director expressed great satisfaction with the work and turnout
of the members of the W.R.A.C. She was particularly pleased
with the W.R.A.C. Quarter Guard reception which was
accorded her.
Later in the week the Regiment was honoured by a visit
from the Army Commander, General Sir Gerald Lathbury,
J<.C.B., D.s.o., M.B.E. Arriving by helicopter from Command
Headquarters, Sir Gerald spent several hours in Camp and
visited the trade training classes in operation.
Recreational facilities were given much consideration; the
highlight of each week being an All Ranks Dance in the Camp
NAAFI, both of which were most successful.
On Sunday morning, 2nd July, the Regiment paraded for
inspection by the Honorary Colonel Colonel Sir Henry
d'Avigdor Goldsmid, Bart, D.s.o., M.C., T.D., D.L., J.P., M.P., and
this was followed by a Drumhead Service conducted by the
Senior Chaplain of the Divisional/District. The Betteshanger
Colliery Silver Prize Band was in attendance, and it is hoped
that they will shortly become our own Regimental Band. The
morning's activities were covered by the television cameras of
Anglia T.V.
Most members of the Regiment had a well-deserved break
on Sunday afternoon and Monday, and were able to take the
opportuniry of visiting Great Yarmouth or the Broads, according
to their taste; coaches were provided and the cost subsidised
from Unit Funds.
Tuesday brought renewed activity with preparations for
Exercise " Cupid's Bow " which starred in the evening and was
to go on until mid-day on Thursday. 329 and 330 Squadrons
with their strength boosted by attachments from other
Squadrons were fully tested in their Brigade roles and, with
Control assistance from 44th Divisional/District " G " Staff, a
realistic approach to active service conditions was achieved.
H.Q. Company of the Divisional/District in their role of
"enemy," contributed to this state and the calm of Wednesday
night was suddenly rent at 0230 hours by dervish-like screams
accompanied by thunderflashes and explosions of blanks-all
very good fun in addition to being good training. The
Divisional/District Commander, Major-General P. Gleadell,
C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., watched the progress of the exercise and
later commented on the good heart of the Regiment.
During the week distinguished visitors included the S.0.-in-C.,
C.S.O. Eastern Command, the Chairman and Secretary of Kent
T. & A.F. Association, and the Secretary of Sussex T. & A.F.
Association.
It is with regret that we say farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel
Brandle ~ho is relinquis~ing his command at the end of July
on assurrung a new appo10tment. Both he and Mrs. Brandle
who has taken an active interest in the welfare and social sid~
of the Regiment, take with them the best wishes of us all.
The new C.R. Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel V. S. Gilliam, is
no stranger to many, having previously commanded the former
44th (H.C.) Divisional Signal Regiment.

At Sennybridge, for the first tim e in thir ty years they again
met, now as Sergeant D arley of Royal Signals, T.A., and
Lieutenan t (Q.M .) Evans of 400 Aberdeen / Angus F ield Regiment Royal Artillery, T.A. Also, two old comrades who served
in the Royal Air Force, and parted in G ermany ten years ago
found themselves in neigh bouring offices as Lance-Corporal G'.
Bradshaw - Royal Signals, T .A. - and Bombadier Stewart Royal Artillery, T .A.
Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel T . B. S. M cMaio,
M.B.E., T.D., congratulated Kirkcaldy 334 Squadron, campin g at
Barry in Angus, on being the first winners of the h andsome
" Winter Trade T raining Shield " presented to the Regiment
by Training M ajor J. E. Evans, M.C.
C.S.0. Scottish Command, Brigadier E. C . R. Blaker, O. B.E.,
was particularly impressed by the Linemen and rated their
efforts as being up to Regular Army standards - high praise
indeed! In addition to two very successful communication
exercises Squadron Commander Captain H. C. L awson used
every available period fully with physical training - much to
the surprise of other units in Camp who daily " squared-up "
to Reveille in a more leisurely manner-<lrill parades and a
few ten mile route marches.
Camp entertainment was tackled with as much vigour as
tra·ining and while Corporal P. Sneddon, R.E.M.E., and LanceCorporal H. Horan, on accordion and piano, supported by
songsters Corporal E. Jones and Lance-Corporal J. Reilly
entertained in the NAAFI, members of the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess dined, and wined, in the Seaforth Hotel,
Arbroath.
Major-General F. C. C. Graham, C.B., D.s.o., Commanding
51st Highland Division and District, visited both 2 Squadron
and 334 Squadron camps, and in his farewell address before
retirement, thanked all for their support and emphasised that
today, more than ever before, the Territorial Army depended
on the efficiency, loyalty and sense of duty which he has come
to expect from its members.
The highlight of Aberdeen I Squadron activity, our W.R.A.C.
personnel doubtless will agree, was the wedding of Private W.
Maitland to Lance-Corporal R. McGregor of 1st Battalion The
Gordon Highlanders. Miss Maitland's bridesmaids, W.R.A.C.
Privates H. Youngson and M. McRobb, are employed, as is the
bride herself, as cooks in the Regiment.
The happy c;ouple were piped from the church by Sergeant
A. McDougall- acting Pipe Major - and Junior Signalman
A. Stewart of the Regimental Band.
Just prior to leaving for annual camp the Band carried out
four engagements in city public parks, attracting large crowds
of citizens and holiday makers which included a now retired
but still very appreciative Colonel of the American Signal Corps
in two World Wars.
Finally, congratulations to Major (T.O.T.) A. C. Evans upon
the award to him of the Territorial Efficiency Decoration.
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Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal
C.I., G.c .v.o., G.8.E., R.R.C.,
T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LLD.

visits
61st Regiment, lA.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Regimental Pipe Band 61st Signal Regiment, T.A.

N 28th and 29th April, 19~1, ~e Colonel-in-Chief ~ame to
Edinburgh to inspect umts m that area and whilst her
visit was sponsored by the Women's Royal Army Corps,
Her Royal Highness graciously consented to inspect 6rst
Regiment, T .A.
.
T he Colonel-in-Chiefs inspection of the Regiment at this
time was most opportune as reorganisation on the new establishment of a District Signal Regiment had just been completed.
Reorganisation has affected the Regiment very considerably.
Almost half of its complement of personnel . ":'~o para~e .m
Glasgow have been absorbed into 52_ (L) , D1vmona!/D1str~ct
Regiment, T.A., thus severing the Re~rment .s connections ":'1th
the City of Glasgow which have existed smce us formau?n.
This loss has, however, been made ~<?O.d by ~e ~malga~auon
with No. 3 Squadron of 52 (L) D1".1s1oi;ial{D1str1ct Regrment
which parades in Musselburgh. Whilst lt is sad to lose our
Glasgow comrades we are pleased to welcome the members of
the Musselburgh Squadron under its Commander Major _H . .fl.·
Tait. The Squadron is now renumbered 335 and retams its
role as an Infantry Brigade Squadron.
As Colonel-in-Chief of Royal Signals, The Royal Scots (The
Royal Regiment) and the Women's Royal Army_ _Corps, Her
Royal Highness undertook a full programme of v1s1ts. Inspection of an Independent Company W.R.A.C. and the W.R.A.C.
element of 242 Signal Squadron (Scottish Command) on the
28th was followed on the 29th by the opening of the Rora!
Scots Regimental Museum in Edinburgh Castle, luncheon with

O

serving and retired officers of the W.R.A.C. in Scotland, and
.
..
an inspection of 61st Regiment.
This programme did not pemut of a longer vmt to our
Regiment than two hours in the afternoon and regretably Her
Royal Highness was able to inspect only two of our four centres
in Edinburgh. All ranks were therefore paraded at ~e R.H.Q.
centre in McDonald Road and the Squadron centre m Brandon
Terrace and we are pleased to report a great many volunteers
managed to get away from their work to ensure a good turnout
for this very special occasio?.
.
On arrival, Her Royal Highness, acc;ompamed by ~er Ladyin-Waiting Miss Gwynedd Lloyd, M.v.o., and L1eutenantColonel M'. H. Boydell, T.D., A.D.W.R.A.C., Scottish Command,
was re:::eived by the Commanding Officer, Liel!tenanr-Colo.nel G .
·s. Fenton, M.B.E., and the Honorary Colonel, Sir Harold Mitchell,
Bart., J.P., D.L., who had journeyed from Geneva for the
occasion.
The Colonel-in-Chief commenced her visit by inspecting a
quarter guard drawn from all Squadrons of the ~egiment and
commanded by Sergeant W. Cree, and the Regimental Band
under Pipe-Major MacPherson. We were proud to prese~t our
band on this occasion, being the first public performance 1t has
carried out since it was raised and equipped eight months ago.
Her Royal Highness then met Brigadier J. S. Sanderson,
n.s.o., o.B.E. (Commander Edinburgh Area) and Brigadier E. C.
R. Blaker, o.B.E. (C.S.O. Scottish Command).
Entering the drill hall, the Commanding Officer presented
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Detachments of Dundee 333 Squadron during May again
provided communications for the annual Perth to Dundee walk
organised by Dundee Hawkhill Harriers. The radio net was
so successful that reporters of Dundee weekly "People's
Journal" were able to cover all stages of the event without
leaving Signals control centre in Dundee.
In brilliant weather among the lovely hills of South Wales
Stirling .2 Squadron, camping on the Royal Artillery Range at
Sennybndge, provided communications for a regimental shoot
by gunners of the Highland Division. New intakes found this
a slightly awesome but thrilling experience, to hear " live " shells
passing overhead and exploding in the target area, but, to the
older " sweats," it brought back memories of even more
adventurous days.
Sql!adron Cornman~~~ Major G. Louden, T.D., dropped his
men 10 small groups 10 the wilds " and was pleasantly surprised when, by the aid of maps only, everyone returned safely
to base in good tim~. An interesting demonstration prepared
by the School of Artillery, of latest Army equipment, provided
a welcome break in the arduous training programme whilst,
at the week-end, relaxation and amusement attracted most
quadron members to Swansea, Cardiff and Hereford.
Boy Soldiers D . Darley and D. Evans shared a billet at
Woolwich Arsenal when they joined Royal Artillery in 193x.

The Colonel-in-Chief ins pects
the Guard. In attendance, the
Commanding Officer and the
Honorary Colonel
Sergeant Cree, Lance Corporal
Mitchell , Lance Corporal Renwick, Corporal Shand , 313
Corporal Anderson , R. In
rear. Signalman Haldane

Private W . Maitland, W.R.A.C., leaving Middlefield Church of
Scotland, Aberdeen with her husband Lance Corporal R. McGregor
of I Battalion the Gordon Highlanders to the strains of" My Love
she's but a Lassie yet" played by Sergeant A. McDougall and Junior
Signalman A. Stewart
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Drivers under training
lance Corporal Davidson and Private Jennings

Captain R. Prendergast, M.C. (Adjutant), Major G . E. Gill, T.D.
(0.C. 1 Squadron), Captain I. I. B. Mackay, T.D., W.R.A.C.
(Senior W.R.A.C. Officer), the R.S.M., W.O.I J. Wilderspin,
B.E.M., and W.O.II M. J. Patterson, W.R.A.C. (P.S.I.).
Her Royal Highness then proceeded to tour the drill hall
visiting the switchboard operator, teleprinter operator, linemen
and Sigcen . operator t:raining classes, and the Junior Ranks
Club. The mstructors were presented and the Colonel-in-Chief
chatted with many of the volunteers undergoing instruction
mowing keen interest in their training progress.
'
. Her Royal Highness next proceeded by car to the drill hall
m Mc:J?onald Road where the remainder of our training activities
were m progress. Here Major W. A. Dalziel (Second-inCommand) and Major J. R. Hall, E.R.D. (Training Major), were
presented and the Colonel-in-Chief visited the radio operators
despatch rider and driver classes and the Light Aid Detachment:
R.E.M.E.
This completed Her Royal Highness' inspection and tea was
served in the Officers' Mess by volunteers from the ranks of
our W.~.A.C. personnel. During tea, the remaining officers of
th_e Regiment were presented and Her Royal Highness chatted
w.1th all membe_rs of the Mess. Meanwhile, the Regimental
Pipe . Band, stationed below the Mess, played a selection of
~cotush tunes. The Colonel-in-Chief was particularly interested
m the Band and was pleased to note that in absorbing a number
of bandsmen who were formerly with the Royal Scots Regiment
we were ensuring that they continued to serve under her
command.
Throughout the inspection the weather was unusually fine
for the time of year and added greatly to the success of Her
Royal Highness' visit which will go down in our records as a
most memorable occasion.
With the inspection behind us we have now turned our
tho1:1~~ts to preparations for Annual Camp at Blandford.
Fac1ht1es at Blandford appear to be quite excellent and if we
are fortunate with the weather we are assured of a good camp
to cap a memorable year.

Have you placed a standing order for
a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now?
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(GUARDS DBllGADE)

The unit attended annual camp at Hartley Camp, Whitley
Bay Northumberland, from 3rd to 17th June. The weather
on the whole was kind to us but the middle week-end was
marred by two days of almost continuous rain.
The unit was visited on Thursday 8th June by Alderman
L. J. Tarbit, J.P., the Rotherham civilian representative of the
West Riding of Yorkshire Territorial and Air Force Association who inspected the camp, and in the evening attended a
Guest Night in the Officers' Mess. Among the guests were
Lieutenant-Colonel A. M. Booker, T.D., Commanding Officer of
49 (Yorkshire) Regiment, T.A., and three of his officers, who
were in camp at Blackfell.
The Unit celebrated the Queen's Birthday by holding a
parade and march past, the salute being taken by the Officer
Commanding, Major G. L. Holleyhead, after which Her
Majesty's health was drunk, in beer, provided by the officers.
The Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command, visited the
Unit on Tuesday, 13th June, and after an inspection of the
camp, was entertained to lunch by the officers. After lunch
he visited the outstations taking part in a two-day wireless
exercise, and departed after tea in the Officers' Mess, having
been favourably impressed by all that he saw.
On Thursday, 15th June, 50 members of the Unit formed
the studio audience at the " One O'Clock Show " on TyneTees Television, and were afterwards taken on a conducted
tour of the studios.
On the afternoon of the 15th, Inter-Troop Sports were held,
and the Rother Sports Trophy was won by " H.Q." Troop.
"A' Troop were adjudged the most efficient Troop during the
year and were the winners of the York Cup. Signalman S
Martin was adjudged the smartest recruit of the year and was
presented with a Corps Stable Belt.
The Unit returned to the T.A. Centre, Rotherham, on Saturday, 17th June, happy in the thought that it had broken all
previous records, in that it had no sick and no traffic accidents.

Ii

WELFABE====:ill

'- ====SECTION====
Below an attempt is made to describe, with suitable
anonymity, seven cases taken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week in 'July, 1961.
Also, on the next page, is a simple statement of incO'me
and expenditure.
Widow of Lance-Corporal, 1946-48. Killed in traffic
accident, May, 1961, leaving two boys, age 9 aml 5 years,
and an infant nor yet born. The fund gave financial help,
and it is hoped it will be possible to send clothes to the
children every so often.
Lance-Corporal, 1940-46. Married, three school-age
children. Wife to hospital with tuberculosis and the husband had to cease work in February to look after the children. The fund helped a little to pay consequential debts.
Signalman, 1940-46. Married, one child. He is an
epileptic and can only work occasionally. Both he, and more
especially his wife, needed a holiday, and the A.T.S. Benevolent Fund helped Royal Signals to provide part cost.
Corporal, 1941-46. Permanently disabled, 1959. Married,
both wife and one child contribute to the home. Help given
to enable the husband to have two weeks' holiday, mainly for
the benefit of his wife.
Widow of Lance-Corporal, 1939-46, who died, 1957,
leaving two children, the youngest aged 13. In hospital far
from home, and a grant was made to help with the cost of
visits, in conjunction with the Post Office Clerks and Rowland
Hill Benevolent Funds.
Sl,:nalman, 1941-48. Married. Contracted tuberculosis
m June, 1959. He is now convalescing but needs clothes.
Funds to purchase these were provided by the British Legion
and our own Association.
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Driver, 1942-46. He has been in hospital since April,
and the fund was able to provide him with much-needed
shoes and some pocket money to help his convalescence.
THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING

HARROGATE BRANCH
A lot of water has passed under the bridges since the last
notes appeared from this Branch, we are, however, steadily
increasing our numbers, and the breathing space becomes a
little more cramped with each succeeding meeting. We had
hoped to hold a dance during April, but this had to be put off
for a variety of reasons, mainly no hall available at a suitable
ume.
On Saturday, Ist July, our "advance party" to the ReUnion at Catterick set off, via Bilton and Killinghall, the two
pick-up and refuelling points, and then on to 24 Regiment, who
were to be our hosts for the night, and to whom we say a
hearty and sincere "thank you for everything."
On Sunday morning a coach party of ladies, children and
senior apprentices from the A.A.S., left Harrogate and arrived
at Catterick in time for lunch, various other members having
made their way privately, in time for the A.G.M. and the
Church Parade.
As will have been reported elsewhere, Sunday morning was
rather damp, and it may be assumed, rather foggy in places;
nevertheless the Church Parade was attended, some members
managing to creep in, on all fours, at the last minute.
After Church Parade, H.R.H. The Princess Royal addressed
the old comrades in the North Hall. And so to the dining hall,
for a meal, provided by the School of Signals, and served under
the watchful eye of Captain Rowberry, and a word of praise for
the staff in general, who were most helpful and courteous in
their efforts to please.
The display during the afternoon was a most enjoyable one,
with the palm going to the Band of the Juniors, for an excellent
performar.ce in a programme of a very high standard. The
display over, tea was the next item on the programme, after
which, the long road home, via a variety of refuelling stops,
and so concluded another re-union.
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Th£ following subscnp1ions were mos1 s:raiefull)I reuived durins: June,
1961 :
f., •. d.
3 9 0
33 5 6
9 10 2
7 I 8
5 5 0
15 0
7 18 t I
2 10 0
2
0
0
I2 0 0
7 15 0
7 4
·J 13
7
26 17 5
25 5 4
5 0 0
24 I I 3
9 JO 10
7 rs 8
3 IO 0
5 0 4
2 12 6
24 13 6
5 5 0
3 3 0
17 6
15 0
5 0
I
0 0
10 0
l
0 0
2 2 0
5 0

H.Q. .'Aess, Royal Signals ..
8th Regiment
...
.. .
. ..
24th Regiment
...
...
. ..
14th Regiment (2 Squadron)
14th Regiment (3 Squadron)
...
Signals Branch, School of Artillery
63rd Regiment (T.A .)
..
. ..
H.Q:l. A.E.R .. Royal Signals
...
6o5 1 roop
. ..
.. .
.. .
. ..
8oth and 87th Regiment, A.E.R.
53rd (Welsh) Regiment (T.A.).
6tst Regiment (T.A.) .. .
. ..
334 Squadron (T.A.)
1st Regiment
.. .
.. .
. ..
2nd Regiment
. ..
.. .
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
..
4th Regiment (Warrant Officers' & Sergeants' Mess)
13th Regiment
. ..
. ..
.. .
...
221 Squadron (Air Formation)
226 Squadron (Radio)
.. .
.. .
H.Q ., Royal Signals, Hong Kong ....
19th Regiment
...
. ..
255 Squadron (Bahrein)
20th Regime-it .. .
. ..
.. .
.. .
Tunbridge Wells Branch, R.S.A.
Hull Branch, R.S .A.
H. Liley
...
. ..
Sergeant C. West
A. Darby .. .
R . G. G'blin . . .
J. B. Melhuish ... . ..
E. De W. H . Bradley .. .
T . W. Vigers
...
...
...
.. .
F. C. Forbes (Deed of Covenant) .. .

f.,243 10

6

EXPENDITURE DURING 1UNB, 1961
...
f.,403 13
Inclurles: Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding; F~;.citure;
Cots and Prams; General Assutancc)

2

Total

WELFARE

ANALYSIS OF CASBS
Families of Soldiers serving in U.K.
. ..
...
Widows and Dependants
Released and Discharged Soldiers . . .
Total cases assisted
24 cases of soldiers who- served during the 1939·45 War
i6 cases of soldiers who did not serve during the war .. .

3
9
28
40
... f.,270 14
. .. [, 132 19

o
2

Annual General Meeting
Minutes of the 16th Annual General Meeting, held at Catterick Camp, Yorkshire, on Sunday, 2nd July, 1961, at
9.30 a.m.
on the 24th May. The difference between the two papers is
Present : Major-Geneml A. E. Morrison, C.B., O.B.E., Colonel
purely the elimination of a mass of detail in the shortened
C.Ommandant, Chairman of the Association; Major-General
form.
L. de M. Thuillier, C.B., o.B.E., Representative Colonel Commandant, Vice-Chairman of the Association; Major-General
You will remember at last year's Annual General Meeting
A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., Signal Officer-in-Chief, Member of
my predecessor, General White, ~nfonned you <that it was the
tlile Central Committee; Major-General Sir W. Ronald C.
intention to combine the Welfare Section and the General Fund
Penney, K.B.E., C.B., n.s.o., M.C., Chairman of Directors, The
in one account-this has been done. A very wise member of
Royal Signals Association Trustee Limited; Brigadier Sir George
the Central Committee commented that for the first time the
H. Walton, K.B.E., c.B., T.D., D.L., Director, The Royal Signals
accounts can be understood. I will not go into a wealth of
Association Trustee Limited; Colonel G. H. T. Shrimpton,
de.tails with you, because, as I say, the Central Committee
T.D., Member of the Central Committee representing the A.E.R. ·
scrutinised and enquired into them with considerable care.
Colonel F. E. B. Jones, o.B.E., T.D., J.P., Member of the Central
The accounts show a deficit of £839. There are two causes
Oommittee representing the T .A.; and approximately 6oo
for this. The main cause is that there are now fewer Regimembers of the Association.
ments in the Corps and fewer Signalmen serving in them: The
1. The Meeting APPROVED the Minutes of the 15th Annual
increment from this source was expected to decrease, and mdeed
General Meeting, held at Catterick on 3rd July, 196o. ~ese
has done so, by £700. This is less than was expected, and
Minutes had been issued to all Branches and had been published
our thanks are due to those in uniform for their increasing
in THE WIRE. The Chairman signed the Minute Book.
generosity. The other major cause is the loss made. on THE
2. As is customary, the business of the Meeting was carried
WIRE· again the fewer men there are, the fewer buy 1t. Sales
out during the Chairman's Report:
have 'decreased, the cost of production has increased.
Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., O.B.E., the Chairman,
There are, you will be glad to hear, remedies for this deficit.
said: "You will, I know, wish me to express publicly and
First, I propose to ask the Army Benevolent Fund for a grant.
authorise me, on your behalf, to give our very sincere thanks to
Secondly, the introduction of Regimental Headquarters, Royal
Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., and Brigadier A. Fitz. G.
Signals, will save the Association's budget a considerable sum
McGill, o.B.E., the Commander of the Training Brigade and
each year.
Commandant of the School of Signals, for all that they and
Regimental Headquarters was authorised as a military .estabthose under their command have done, and are doing, for
lishment in the autumn of 196o, and we are gradually impleour comfort and the success of this Reunion.
menting it with consequent economy., Four of the taff of the
It is now my duty to introduce tlle accounts. You have
Association Headquarters are now paid from W.D. fund ; such
before you a shortened form of the accounts of The Royal
items as rent, light, telephone, and a .portioi;i of the. ~ost of postSignals Association and Benevolent Fund.
Anyone who
age, printing, stationery etc. are mcreasmgly bemg met by
desires may obtain a full copy of the accounts as they "."ere
W.D. funds.
carefully scrutinised and approved by your Central Commmee
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" Are there any question~ on the accounts?"
There being no que tions, Lieutenant-Colonel R. W.
Atkinson, O.B.E., Catterick and District Branch, proposed and
Mr. C. Childs, also of Catterick and District Branch, seconded
that the Balance heet, Income and Expenditure Account of
:ignal As ociation and Benevolent Fund be
the Royal
approved . They were APPROVED unan imously.
f he Chairman continued :
" I now come to a proposal recommended to you by your
Central Committee.
A paper on the subj ect was sent to
Branches. As you know, the normal subscriptions are-Life
Member hip £ z/ IO/ -; Annual M embership s/-. For many
ational Servicemen to join the
years we have permitted
Associa tion while undergoing initial training h ere at Catterick
to obta in L ife Membership for £1/10/-. Inevitably, as both
Regular and National Servicemen have been trained in the
same un it, those on a regular engagement have in the past
benefited by this concession. It is most strongly r ecommended
by the Commander Training Brigade, that all who join as
Life Members while undergoing training in the I rth Signal
Regiment (The Depot) should be able to do so by paying
£1 / 10/ -. They remain in this Regiment for six short weeks,
and therefore can pay this sum in weekly instalments of 5/ - .
It is not administratively possible to extend the period of payment into the time spent by them in their trade training regiments.
Annual Membership subscription will be 5/-.
I
repeat, the Central Committee are very much in favour of this
concession, which I am sure is a wise one.
If approved, the amendment to Rule 7 will read :
(b) Reduced subscriptions: Signalmen who join the Association while undergoing initial training :in the IIth Signal
Regiment (The Depot) only pay
Life Membership, £1/10/-.
Annual Membership subscription remains at 5/- for
all members."
Mr. T. Black, Liverpool Branch, proposed and Mr. A. W.
Smith, London Branch, seconded ll'he proposal. The proposal
was APPROVED unanimously.
The Chairman then continued with the business of the annual
election or re-election to the Central Committee of the Association. The following retire by rule and, being eligible, were
nominated for re-election by the Annual General Meeting, on
recommendation of the Central Committee:
Chairman: Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., o .B.E.
Vice-Chairman: Major-General L. de M. Thuillier, c.B., o.B.E.
The Central Committee also nominated Mr. E. A. Leavesley,
Honorary Secretary of the York Branch to serve for three
years as Branch Representative vice Mr. L. Evans of the Port
Talbot Branch.
The Meeting was unanimous in its approval of the election
of the above officers.
General Morrison concluded his report with a most generous
tribute to the work of the staff at Association Headquarters.
Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E.. T.D .. J.P., in proposing a
vote of thanks to the Chairman, said that " in this his first year of
office, it must be gratifying to see the wonderful gathering at
this year's meeting, and all hoped that he would continue as
their Chairman for many years to come."
Her Royal

*
Highness

*
The Princess

*
Royal, C.I., G.c.v.o.,

G.B.E.,

Colonel-in-Chief, took the salute
at the march past after the service in St. Martin's Church.

R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,

*Her

some time towards the end of next year, when it becomes all
regular again. There may be some gaps in the ranks when
this begins so that it is up to every member to try to do
everything within his power to interest and attract the right
type of young men to make his career in the Corps. None
of you have regretted your choice, so you must leave no stone
unturned to get others to follow in your footsteps. They will
not regret it either. In this electronic age, with exciting new
equipment and techniques, and a n ew trade structure to match
them, your task should not be very difficult.
You all know of the proposed move of the School of Signals
to Blandford. It does not necessarily follow that when this
move has been completed all Annual General M eetings will be
held in the South of England, but by holding them there at
intervals, it will enable man y more who live in the south to
attend. I do recommend that every member, wherever he
lives, should try to attend the first Annual G en eral M eeting
which is held there. I t will be an historic occasion and an
opportunity for you to see and enjoy the imaginative new
setting of the future home of my Corps.
M any of you must have served for a portion of your service
in the Contin ent of India. You must often have wondered
how the Signal Corps of India and Pak:istan are faring since
they gained their independence. I am glad to say that I have
had excellent reports from both G eneral Moberly and General
Thuillier, who visited India and Pakistan respectively earlier
th is year to attend the Golden Jubilee celebrations of each
Corps. Thtty have both told me that our traditions are still
being mainta:ined, and that if any of you returned to visit your
old station or cantonment, not only would you r eceive a most
friendly and hospitable welcome, but you would be proud
to see how faithfully both Signal Corps still model themselves
on my Corps.
During the past year it has been my pleasure to visit many
Regiments and Squadrons of my Corps in the Regular and
Territorial Army. I have been very impressed with all that I
have seen, and I am sure you would have been as pleased as
I was at the way in which the young, and not so young, solliiers
of today are carrying on where you left off.
I would like to describe a typical instance of the work of
my Association which has been brought to my notice. About
a month ago, eleven men of a Territorial Army Signal Regiment at their annual camp were involved in an accident, as
the result of which two died and nine were badly injured. The
Association were quick to proffer all possible aid. The nearest
Branch and the Regular Signal Squadron stationed nearby
have not only arranged accommodation and cars and drivers
for the families of the injured to visit those still in hospital,
but are combining to visit them at every possible opportunity.
This is typical of the work the Association does, without any
publicity and without any prompting.
It is more worthy
because pf this.
I would like to thank General Morrison very much for the
invitation to be present here this morning. It gave me great
pleasure, also, to attend your Church Service and to take the
salute at the March Past that followed. I noticed with pride,
that the years have not dimmed the martial bearing of those
on the parade. I look forward to meeting many of you th is
afternoon.
I wish the Association, its officers, and all members, every
success, and I am confident that it will continue to flourish
and work to the good of all members of my Corps."

*Highness The
*

At 12.15 p.m.
Royal
Princess Royal,
Patron of the Association, addressed the members of the
Association in North Hall.
" It gives me great pleasure to attend once again this Annual
General Meeting of the Association of my Corps. The presence
of so many members, some of whom have come long distances,
shows that the Association flourishes and is evidence of the
support and loyalty that all of you are able to give it.
I have read with interest the report by General Morrison
which he gave you earlier today. I have noted that though
the Association made a small loss during the past year, you
hope that in future years the formation of a Regimental Headquarters will confer some financial benefits as well as relieving
your hard-working General Secretary of some of his ad ministrative labours. It is hoped that this Regimental Headquarters
will remain in London so that you will still be able to get
to it easily.
As nearly all of you here have considerable Service, you
will appreciate how keenly my Corps is anticipating the day,

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1960
/

[,

1959
[,

RICHMOND

23

19 er.
109,764
1,990

Less: Excess of Expenditure over Income
for the yea r
..
..
..
..
Excess of Gran ts made by Minor Trust
over Incom e

839

Losses on R ealization of I nvestments
d uring the year . .

4,233

11

CuRRENT LIABILITIES
..
..
..
1. The Jnvestm en rs of the W elfarc Section and
Note:
G eneral F und of the R oyal Signals Association
were combined with effecr from 30th June, 1960
by order of the Central c <?"'!"ittee.
.
2 Certain of the Assoc1a11on's establishment
cha~ges including certain costs of administration,
are bd n g progressively taken over by the War
Office with effect from 23rd Novembe~, 1~60 :
3. No P rovision has been made for dilap1da11ons
at 88 Eccleston Square, but it is estimated that they
will cost between £ 1,000 and [,2,000.

5,083
l 02,690
1,040

1959
[,
3,492
1,026
832

£

£
CASH AT BANK AND IN HAl<D
SUNDRY D EBTORS AND PAYMin-'TS IN ADVANCE
INCOME TAX REcOVERABLE
40
55 LoANs to Branch Associations
530
Welfare L oam
585-466
STOCKS ON HAND ..
J ~VllSTMENTS-Qt Cost
12,634
30,622 British Government Securities ..
D ominion and Colonial G overnment
28,116
34,4 11
Securities
..
..
t9. 158
25,391 British Municipal Securities
38,093
11,283 O ther Securities
7 7
! Ol, 0 - - M arket Value of the above Investments at
31st D ecember 1960 was £86,713 (1 959£ 92,772)
SHARES in Royal Signals Association
Trustee Ltd.
..
..
.
..
OFFICE FuRNlTURE-at Cost less Depreci328
ation
..
.
..
2,000
2,000 L EASl!HOLD PROPERTY-at Cost . .
1,716
1,574 u SJ: Amount WTitten off to date
42 6 - -

£

1,5 9
1,960
957
40
43 1

98,001

4
464

2!14

A . E . MORRISO , Chairman
H . R . F IRTH, Secretary
£103,730

£108,862

[,103,730

[,108,862

J
d E
di
Account with the books and records of the Fund and we report that in
·
w.e .h ave examined the above Bal~ce !'heetfa~d accomr~ing r~.:n::d as ii''ristCO':cember 1960 and of the Excess of l!xpeadirure o-:er.Income for tJ;te year
our opmton they represent a tr~c and fdairthv1cSw o t .e state o ,;~g tho e Investmenrs which are rem•te:ed in the name of The Royal Signals AssOCJauon Trustee Lurured.
ended o n that date. We have Lospecre
e ecunties represcn<J.I_.,
&4"'
Lloyds Bank Ltd . has cenified as to the correcmess of the Bank Balances.
H. s . BAKER & CO., Chartered Aca>untants .
Lond on, 2 l st March, 1961.

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1960
1959

£

EXPENDITURE

£

5,44 1
2,897

250
JIO
360 7,978

Administration Expenses:.
Salaries, National Insurance, Supcrannuanon
C ontributions of Headquarters Staff
..
Other Administrative Expenses

LeH: Contributions to these Expenses fromOfficers' Benevolent Fund . .
..
..
Royal Signals Institution

Loss on °The Wire,,
. ..
..
..
Formation Expenses of Royal Signals Trustee
Limited
..
Benevolent Grants
Donations :- .
.
, F ili'
Soldie.r s', Sailors' and A1rmens
am cs
100
Association . .
..
.·
·· . " ·
Shaftesbury Homes and Arethusa Trauung
0
220
Nsa1:/gnni Assocl~tion for the Employ;,,ent ~f
330
Regular Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen
I 00 Forces Help Society . .
..
..
50 Royal Alexandra and Albert School . .
130 Star and Garter Home
..
..
Sundry Other Charitable and ~elfnre
Organizations for Service and ex-servicemen
l 02
and their families
..
..
.·
··
- .
Depreciation of Office Furmture
Amount Written off Leasehold Property
Bad Debt, Written Off
Cost of Association Reunions
..
Income Tax deducted on Investment Income
not recoverable
..
..
Excess of Income over Expenditure
0

1,032
36
142
320
l,48R

1959

£

£

£

1,371
912

5, 612
3,309
8,921

8,338

Established t 788

CALOR GAS AGENTS

107,773

1,488 er.

LTD.

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTENANCE!
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
ELECTRIC W ASIIlNG MACIIlNFS AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MATIRBSSl!S
PERAMBULATORS AND CYCLES

Adil: I ncom e Tax recovered on National
Insuran ce Contributions

108,257

IRONMONGERS
Telephone 2171

8,943
98,830
107,773

108,234

4,706

R. SPENCE & Co.,

ACCUMULATED FUNDS
Balances at 31st December 1959:Gcneral Fund
Welfar e Section ..

9,474
98,760

107,774
1,088

£

£15,702

250
27

4,217
126
1,000
258
464

277

8,644
172

1,439
3,907
2,000
8

188
3,870

INCOME

£

Subscriptions . .
.
..
..
..
Donations from Individuals and Local Branches
Receipts from Regiments. Squadrons, Royal
Signals
..
..
Receipts from Branches
Rccdpts from Corps Funds . .
..
. ..
Sundry Receipts from Sales of Corps Clothing,
..
Badges ere.
.
Income from Publications
..
..
..
(1959 includes £ 408 profit on " The Wire")
Grants Refunded
..
..
..
..
Income from Investments-Gross . .
Donation from Army Benevolent Fund
Reserve no longer required ..
Excess of Expenditure over Income

£

[,
1,039
926

3,516
97
1.000
274
75
t,273
4,124
1,500
839

100
160
346
100
40
160
102

1,008
5l
142
253
242
93
£14,663

£15,702

£14,663
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Careers anti Opportunities
(IMPORT ANT : Anyone obtaining employ1j1ent through
answering advertisements in THE WIRE MUST notify the
Employment Section,
oyal Signals Association, 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.l\7.r).
Vacancies for Retired Officers
The following appointments require filling: Droitwitch. RO III Administration and Training, 2 Squadron,
r4th Regiment.
Bampton. RO III Administration and Training 3 Squadron,
14th Regiment.
otes: Training. The normal ability of the normal Officer
of Royal Signals will suffice.
Appointment. Apply O.C., 14th Signal Regiment
(COMCAN), 207/209, Harrow Road, London,
W.2.
14th Signal Regiment - Civilian Employment
The following vacancies e."ist at the Tape Relay Centre,
Boddington, Glos. : TELECOMMUNICA TIO S OPERATORS
Starting as operator Grade II ranges from £8/15/- at age 21
to £u/18/- at age 25, or for entry at over age 25 rising to
£12/u/-. Initial training will be given if necessary and after
completing training, Operators will be liable to shift work and
week-end work with overtime paid in accordance with present
rules.
An lndependant Day School for Boys
Vacancy exists for a man with a genuine interest in sport, to
be responsible for the organisation of Physical Education
throughout the school, and some administrative duties. There
is at present no Cadet Corps, but a man who would like to
develop one would be very welcome.
Further details from the Secretary, Atholl School, Rayners
Lane, Pinner, Middlesex. (Mention Royal Signals Association
in application).

Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.
Vacancy for Switchboard Operators, PBX type, main consideration speed, and efficiency of service for the telephone
traffic. Scale of pay in line with industrial standards. Age
immaterial for efficient operators.
Application to address above, mentioning Royal Signals Association. Letter to be addressed to Deputy Commercial Manager.

By Appointment

By Appointment
H.M. Queen Elizabeth
The Queen Mother

To Her Majesty
The Queen
~0..M•Ovdlin.,,

Abroad with a FORD!

L•.....,. TM}iw1

..-4Llw<Jl•llwt

FORD will arrange the delivery and export of any
one of their exciting range of cars available for
export from the Anglia de' Luxe to the Zodiac
Estate Car, free of purchase tax to personnel

Officially

going overseas within a specified time.

appointed
Regimental
Tailors
to the

Royal Signals

Car Pilots, Ltd.,
160, Kensington Park Road, London, W.11.
Vacancies for Good Car Drivers who have passed or are
willing to pass Advanced Motorists Test. Good Salary offered,
plus commission. Application should be made to above address,
mentioning Royal Signals Association.
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.,
Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, London, N.11.
Vac;ancies exist for Exploitation Engineers, in various parts
of this country and abroad. Operational experience in telegraphic and other communications centres. Initial salaries from
£r,ooo per year. Pension scheme. Applications should be made
direct to the Personnel Manager at above address, mentioning
Royal Signals Association.
The Plessey Co. Ltd., llford, Essex.
Vacancies exist for Electronic Testers and Test Engineers
Mechanical Inspectors, Skilled Wiremen, Draughtsmen and
Tracers. All vacancies in the Marine Equipment Unit.
Attractive and progressive salaries. Applications direct to the
above address marked for attention o,f Mr. R. J. Trace, mentioning Royal Signals Association.
International Computers and Tabulators Ltd.,
Gloucester House, 149, Park Lane, London, W.1.
El~tro-Mechanical, Mechan_ical and Electronic Engineers
requ1r.ed. I .C.T. offers splendid prospects, in works, research
estabhshments all over the country. Write to the above address
marked z:.ianager a!ld Personnel and Training Division stating
whether interested m Productions, Research and Design or as a
Field Engineer or Instructor.
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Bernard
eatherillLtd
!!f Conduit Street, Londonand

47 High Street, Aldershot
Also at :- City. Birmingham, Aldershot.
Ascot, Leicester, (in association with William Oliver Ltd.)
Nottingham, (In associat/011 with R. & F. £. Lamb Ltd.)
Auociated companies: Eastbourne, (Robert Way Lid.)
Guildford, (Al/red Webb Miles Ltd.;
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FORD
OFFER
YOU

GCZ,GG

*
*
*
*

Priority Delivery

*

Deferred Payment Terms

Trouble Free Export Arrangements
Unrivalled Export Experience
World-wide Service and Parts Availability

STOP PRESS: Populars available for personnel posted to Germany only

MOTOR COMPANY LTD· Export Retail Sales Dept· 88 Regent St· London Wl Tel. RIQ 7272
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Brigatlier C. MtKee, C.B.E., E.D.

Cdiloria/

Hon. Colonel Commandant Royal Canadian Corps of Signals

Brigadier and Mrs. McKee, currently on a visit to ··this
country, were entertained to luncheon on 1st August by
the Colonels Commandant, Royal Signals.
There were
present:
Major-General L. de M. Thuillier (Representative Colonel
Commandant) and Mrs. Thuillier, Major-General Sir Hubert
and Lady Rance, Major-General Sir William and Lady Scott,
Major-General and Mrs. M. S. Wheatley, Major-General and
Mrs. A. E. Morrison, Major-General and Mn. R. J. Moberly,
Colonel C. A. Peck (Royal Canadian Corps of Signals) and
Mrs. Peck, Colonel J. B. Clement (Royal Canadian Corps
of Signals) and Mrs. Clement.

MASTER OF SIGNALS
The Queen has been graciously pleased to approve the institution of an
appointment as Master of Signals and that Major-General Sir William Scott,
K .C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E., Colonel Commandant Royal Corps of Signals, shall
be the first holder of this appointment, 4th August. 1961. [L.G., r /8/61]

THE
THE

WIRE

ROYAL SIGNALS
JUAGA.ZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
Editor :
BRIGADIER D. II. FIRTH
All

correspondence and maiter

for

publication for THE WffiE, should be
addressed 10 The Editor, THE WIRE,
88, Eccleston Square, London, S .W.r.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
15th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
10 :

R ayal - Signals

scription
mail):

Association.

rates

(post free,

Twelve

months,

Sub-

except
15/-;

Appointment to this post will be made from the Colonels Commandant
of the Corps and the first Master of Signals is Major-General Sir William A.
Scott, K.C.M .G., C.B., c .B.E.
On assuming the appointment Major-General Scott becomes the statutory
head of the Royal Corps of Signals.
The title of the new appointment perpetuates that of the old title
"Master of the Posts." This appointment was instituted in 1509 and was first
held by Sir Brian Tuke. His task was to organise a messenger service for
the King.
Although this service later came to be used for all government despatches
and later still developed into a country-wide mail service, it was originated
fo r the carriage of purely military despatches such as are now carried by the
Royal Corps of Signals. The choice of title, therefore, is felt to be very
appropriate.
G eneral Scott was first commissioned in 1917 and served with the Royal
Engineer Signal Service until transferring to Royal Signals when the Corps
was formed in 1920. He retired in 1955 after 38 years distinguished service
in the Army during which he held many key appointments, including those
of Director of Signals and Director of Weapons and Development. He was
appointed a Colonel Commandant Royal Signals in 1954 and after retirement from the Service was for four years Director of Communications at
the Foreign Office.

air

single

* * *

month, 1/3.
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The collection at St. Mar tin's Church amounted to the magnificent sum
··
of £62 8s. 11d.
Thanks are given to all who gave so generously.
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The Empire Fie/ti qf Rememhrante, 1961
The Empire Field of Remembrance, 1961, will be held at
Westminster from the 9th to 13th November (both dates inclusive). It will be opened at r2 noon on Thursday, 9th
November, by a short service conducted by Canon Stancliffe,
assisted by the Dean, at which members of the Association are
invited to be present, and will remain open daily from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., although access thereto is, of course, possible at any
time.
The Royal Signals' plot is No. 203, as in previous years. Mr.
A. E. Stead, of Association Headquarters, and members of the
London Branches will be official representatives of the Association at the opening. If any other members of the Association
are in London on Thursday, 9th November, and wish to
attend the opening, they should notify Headquarters, Royal
Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1.
After an appeal in THE WIRE last year, thirty-six members
of the Corps attended the opening of the Field of Remembrance,
the largest contingent to date. Serving members of three Signal
Regiments of the Territorial Army joined with others of the
Association. It is hoped that a good number will be able to
attend this year.
The following are available from the British Legion Factory
for the memorial space, and if ordered, will be placed on behalf
of Units and Branches by the official representatives of the
Association :
Badge Crosses
at 21/Wreath Crosses at
5/Field Crosses
at
15/Remembrance Crosses at 6d.
Poppy Crosses at
IO/Correspondence and orders relating to the Field should be
addressed direct to the Secretary, British Legion Poppy Factory,
Richmond, Surrey (copy to Association Headquarters), and
cheques made payable to "The British Legion Poppy Factory,
Limited," and crossed.

The Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society
The inaugural meeting of the Royal Signals A.R.S. was held
at Blandford; Dorset, on 23rd June, 196r. Major-General (Rctd)
E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E., presided at the meeting and many
representatives from Home Commands attended.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General A. M. W.
Whistler, C.B.E., has consented to be president of the Society.
The following officers were elected :
Vice-President, Major-General E. S. Cole, c.B., C.B.E.
General Secretary, Captain J. E. P. Philp-G3NJM .
Treasurer, Major G. S. Symons-G3DSS.
Membership is 2s. 6d. per annum or £2 2s. od. for life
membership and is open to all past and present Royal Signals
members of the Regular, Reserve or Territorial Army. Club
Secretaries are requested to apply on behalf of their Clubs,
listing members interested in joining. Non Royal Signals Army
Amateur Clubs are very welcome to apply for affiliation. The
H.Q. station, G3Clo, will shortly be active on all b~nds from a
new Q.T .H . in Catterick Camp. Rules and regulations for the
conduct of the Society are already in the hands of all Commands.
All applications and correspondence should be addressed to
the General Secretary, Royal Signals Amateur Radio Soci~ty,
Captain J. E. P . Philp, rrth Signal Regiment (Depot), V1my
Lines, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
THE WIRE , SEPTEMBER
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An Appreciation of the Corps
anti the Santi
We are indebted to Cap1ain G. A. E. Gavey for the enclosed
from the "1ersey Weekly Post."
Popular Branch
It was perhaps not generally noted in the long report of
Victoria College Speech Day that mention was made of Douglas
Genders, son of Lieutenant-Colonel Genders, the Jersey Recruiting Officer. Young Genders is the only Old Victorian who
has become Senior Under Officer of his Company at Sandhurst,
although many O.V.'s have become Junior Under Officers.
It is interesting that once again a young man from Jersey has
plumped for the Royal Corps of Signals. I am told that 70
per cent. of Army recruits from Jersey go for the Signals-this
goes for other ranks as well as for officers. Perhaps it is because
the Signals provides the best of two worlds; unlike the R.A.0.C.,
R.E.M .E., ere., it is a combatant corps, and the men are
trained to fight in addition to their technical duties. They drop
with the first wave of paratroops
~ext Year?
Furthermore, as the Army is not interested, now, in people
over 45, the technical training which a signalman or officer
receives ensures him a good job in civilian life on his early
retirement. Many ex-Signals men are in well-paid jobs in
television, etc., as well as being in receipt of a pension. Incidentally, the Royal Corps of Signals Band is acknowledged
as outstanding. Perhaps it could be considered for next year's
Battle of Flowers? As an ex-mounted corps, they are very well
dressed-broad stripes on their overalls (trousers to you!).
spurs, gilt and the lot!

Charity Commission
Trust Funds of Disbanded Units and Establishments of The
Royal Corps of Signals: Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
Fund of COMCAN Signal Troop.
Scheme for the amalgamation of the charities.
The Charity Commissioners propose to establish a scheme
for this and other purposes. Objections and suggestions may
be sent to the Commissioners.
Copies of the proposed scheme will be supplied on written
request to the Charity Commission, 14, Ryder Street, London,
S.W.1 (quoting .ref. No. 140958-R.F.), and may also be seen at
that address or at Headquarters, Training Brigade, Royal
Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorkshire ..

The last National Service Olliter
Second-Lieutenant A. D. Dixon
was educated at the Alsop
High School, Liverpool. Prior to
his ational Service he served
with Barclays Bank Ltd., in the
Liverpool area for five years.
He joined for ational Service
in the Royal Corps of Signals in
August, 1960, and subsequently
underwent
Potential
Officer
training at 12th Regiment, Catterick Camp, before going on to
Mons Officer Cadet School at
Aldershor. He was commissioned
into the Corps as the last National
Service officer on the 29th June
1961, and posted to 213 Squadron
(Infantry Brigade Group) in
Northern Ireland.
Second-Lieutenant Dixon is
interested in swimming, motoring and travel. He has not visited
Northern Ireland before and looks forward to taking full
advantage of his time there to pursue these interests.
He is pleased to be in a Field Unit, and finds life in a Br·gade
Squadron interest~g,. in~tructive and ~joyable.
.
On his comm1ss1onmg, Second-Lieutenant Dixon was
delighted to receive an inscribed copy of the history of "The
Royal Corps of Signals " from the Rep~e~entarive Colon~!
Commandant, Major-General L. de M . Thu1lher, C.B., O.B.E., m
memento of this unique occasion.
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PERSONAL
C 0 L· U M N

Ex 2:1 1 6t't7ff W.0.11 \\' . T. J. :Hartin, ~f.S.l'tl.

It was with the deepest
regret that we heard of
the sudden death of Bill
Martin, on Thursday,
3rd August, 1961, in
St. Mary's Hospital, London after an operation
on his leg.
"Pincher," as he was
farnilarly known to all
his Corps friends, entered
hospital on Wednesday,
26th July
1961, for
what we all thought was
for a minor operation, so
our shock was greater
when we heard tha t he
had d1ed under the anaesthetic after a successful operation.
He was cremated at Bedford on Thu rsday, 10th August,
the Unit being represented by M ajor (Q.M .) A. E . S. J ackson,
M.B.E., and members of the Permanent and Civilian S taffs. The
Bedford Branch of the Association was represented by Mr. F .
W. Jacob. F loral tributes were sent by: All Ranks 54th (E.A.)
Regiment T .A., All Ranks o. I Squadron, 54th (E.A.) Regiment T .A., Civilian Permanen t Staff and the Bedford Branch
of the Association.
On completion of 33 years regular service in the Corps, he
joined 54th (E.A.) Regimen t T .A. as a T.A. soldier in the
rank of W.O.II (R.Q.MS.) and has been employed in a civilian
capacity as Civilian Q .M.S. since November, 1957.
During his regular service, he served in India for two periods,
from 15th December, 1925, to 7th April, 1931, and from 25th
March, 1938, to 25th April, 1944, and in the M idd le East from
16th March, 1948, to 14th M ay, 1951, a to tal of nearly 15
years overseas.
In Dec~mber, 1953 he was awarded the Meritorious Service
Medal and was presented wi th the award at Chester on r st
April, 1954.
He will be sadly missed by his friends and colleagues in this
Unit where he was a great asset, not onlv in the course of his
" Q" duties but to the Regiment as a whole.
To his wife and daughter, Margaret, we extend the sympathies·
of all his Corps and civilian friends on their sad bereavement.

Letter===
From Publidty Manager. Racal Ene:neering Limited. Captain
R M. Lustig, 47th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry), T.A.
I was d ismaved to read in the July issue of THE WIRE the
experience of the soldier who, on expiration of his service, went
to an industrial concern for emplovment and was treated . to
say the least, in a mo t shabby fash ion. I am only surprised
that after appar ently long service in the finest Corps in the
Br;tish Armv, he had not sufficient pride to bid a cheerful
" Good-Dav" to the ill-mannered boor who condescended to
give him h is initial interview.
In mv experience. such a company as was described in the
short article gets only the staff it deserves, and it is obvious
that it did not deserve the services of the ex-Royal Signals
N .C.O.
I think it is fair to say, that the methods of interviewing
applicants for emolovment. whether civilian or ex-Service, are
not in general those described by your correspondent.
I would like to point out that anv ex-Rova1 Signals N.C.O.
or Warrant Officer who applies to th is Company for employmen t. either as general industrial worker or as a technician,
would be accorded th e same level of courtesy wh ich we extend to
anvone who visi ts our works. We are not under any impression at all that an aoplicant for work is an applicant for charity.
In the maioritv of cases, such an applicant is an intelligent man
off· ring his services to a company ready and willing to receive
them.
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From Tuesday, 41/i 'July 1961, 10 Friday, 4111 A11g1m, 1961.
Captain J. S . Agar to be Major, 6th July, r96r.
Captain (Q .M.) R. W. White to be Major (Q.M.), 11th July, 1961.
The undermentio:ied Captains to be Majors, 15th July, 1961:
A. H. Dennis
C. B. Ward
J. L. Akess
G . L. N. Langworthy
M. H. Priestley
R. S. Lott
J. L . Bouerill
Sccond-Lie ute:iant C. F. Jansen to be Lieutenant, 26th May, 196r.
Second-Lieutenant C. H. D . Cross to be Lieute-nnt, 220d May, 1961 .
Captain H. Illingworth relinquishes his commission on compleuon or
service, 18th July, 1961, end is granted Hoo. rank of Captain.
Major W . Dermit retired, 20th July, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant J. G. Grentrix to be Lieutenant, 20th July, 1961.
Cap:nin E. J. Hellier to be Major, 23rd July, 1961.
The undermentioned Second-Lieutenants to be Lieutenants, I St June, 1961 :
J. V. Fielding
J. M . Drake
M. C. Spence
K. Ryding
M. Marples
S. Wood
E. A. Gamble
M . F. Collins
R. F. L. Cook
J. M. Scou
D. G. Dudley
F. R. Maynard
A. J . Cornwell
G. R. Funnell
R. D. K. Thompson
R. B. Humphrie•
P. J. R. Brown
The undermentioned Lieu1enants to be Captains, 29th July, 1961:
P. Goldney
J. H. T. Nealon
H. A . Cuerden
S. W. Read
D. C. Whitehead
C. E. Grundy
J. H. Wheeler
H G. Mackinlay
B. r. Weston
R. Pic'<ard
B. B. Postlethwaite
P . J. E . White
J. Reid
Major P. W. Fountain, M.B.B., retired, Isl August, 1961.
T he undermentioned Second-Lieutenants to be Lieutenants, 18th June,
1961:
J . E. Barnes
P. J. Brunton
M. J .P. Venn
J. S. Brinsford
G . D. Birch·
Major N. C . Gordon relinquishes his commission on completion or
service, 3151 July, 1961. ard is granted Hon. rank of Major.
Maior G. A. Weedon relinouishes his commission o, completion of service,
at August. 1961. and is granted Ho'l. ran'< of Maior.
Major W. C. Jarvis. M .B.E . . retired , 5th August, 1961.
Lieutenant G . W. Young to be Cao·ain. 29th July. 1951.
Lieutetiant H. A. Morrison to be Captain. 41h August, 1961.
Captain W. G. A. Ca•hcert to be Ma'or. 9 h August, 1961.
Seco~ d-Lieutenent J. M. Passmore to be Lieutenant. 18th June . 1961.
Lieutenant (Tfc. Offr) S. J. Wyett to be Captain (Tfc. Offr.), 1th
August, 1961.
Mom~ mcnts Officers
Major B. D . Elsmore
...
Maior I. G. Swan .. .
Maior E . J. Winn .. .
Ma ior P. Ashlin .. .
Ma ior R . W . Brader
Maior R . T . M . Sharp . ..
. ..
Captain (T /Ma ior) P. J . Evans
Cao•a;n T . G . Boast
.. .
Cao•ain J H . Wheeler .. .
Cap•ain R . Castle-Sm ith
Cao:ain G . N . Bell
...
Lieutenant P . J . H odges
Lieutenant (T / Capt.) K. S ... H .
Allwright
...
. ..
...
Lieutenant D . M. A. Burridge
Vcutena~t S. W. R eart . . .
. ..
Veute- an t P . T. F . 'IY7fi:•e . ..
...
V eutenant (T / Capt.) H. G . Mac'< inlay
L'entenant A. R . T. A'nsworth
Lieutenant n . C . Wh 'tehead .. .
Lieutenont l-f. S . W ilson
L;cntemm t E p :C"'<uo
...
...
M o'or fT n .T .) P . F. C. Loc1<e
Maior (T .O .T .) W . J. Connett
Co'l"•'n A . ~. " re'lrh. B.E .M.
0

c.., ..,~'): .., r:

T

"A .... . ,...

••

•••

Caota;n (Tfr. Offr.) N . T. Cowlev
Cap ain (Q .M .l H . R . C . H olmes
L ;p"••-a..,• T ~ T ,..: .,, _.._
L ieutena nt (T .O .T .) C. J . Bayfield

15th Regiment
f'REEMAN.-To Si11nalman end Mrs. Freeman, a daughter, Vivien Ellen,
Oil. 17th July, 1961.
219 Squadron (Tripolitania\
FEWSTER. -To Sergeant end Mrs. R . Fewster, a deu11hter, Lesley, on
i3tb May, 1961, at B.M.H., Tripoli .

Marriages

10th Regiment
ROOK-WATKINS.-Signah:nan D . G. Rook to Sandra May Watkins, on
241h June, 1961, at the St. Paul's Parish Church, Pai~ton, Devon.
15th Regiment
GRAHAM-THOMAS - Lance-Corporal H. Graham to Gloria Thomas,
f on 8th July, 1961, ,;t the Parish Church or St. Martin, Wythenshawe,
Manchester.
20th Regiment
GOOD-PRINCE.-Lance-Corporal Good to Meure<.o Elizabeth Prince, on
3rd June, 1961, at Portsmouth.
r AING-DODDS.-L:mce-Corporal Lainll to Marllaret Patterson Redi
' Dodds, on 9th May, 1961 , at Edinburllh.
BULLOCK-CUMMINS.-Signalmao Bullock to Sylvia Winifred Cummin•.
on 25th March. 1961, at Bristol.

D1!atlr11
MARTIN.-2316579 R.Q.M .S. W. T. J. Martin , et Bedford, on 3rd
August, 1961. Roral Signals .19~-1957, and 23473909 T.A. from 1957.
A Life Member o the Assocrnuon.
COBB.-23800202 Signalman M. R. Cobb , at Nairobi , on 27th July, 1961.
National 5erviceman.
ASLETT.-Ex-W.0. (Foreman of Signals) J. Aslett1 of 7, !"1aundeville
Crescent Christchurch, Hants., on 14th Au!(ust, 19b1. A Life Member
or the A.ssociatioo.
GOLDEN.-Major H. Golden, en 19th August, 1961, at 86, Marine Court,
St. Leonards-on-Sea.
WALFORD.-LieuteAant-Colonel J. E. S. Walford. M.B.E., of 205, Cromwell Road, London, S.W.5, on 22nd Auiiust, 196t .

Arriva ls and D e p11rtiirc s
ISi Regiment
Arrit1als • Staff Sergeant D. W . Hunter and W.O.II F. A. May.
Departu;es: W.0.l C.A. Derham and Sergeant E. E. R. J. Dale.
lOth Regiment .
Arrit1als: Majors E. Williams and G . K.losse"r.
Departures: Major (Q.M.) E . G. Chid11ey and Lieutenant S. W. Read.
18 th Regimen!
Arritlals • Major (Q.M.) Denham, Captain (Q .M.) W. Clou&hley, Lieutenant
M. ·P. James, R .S.M. T. Walker, Staff Ser&eants Heaps and Raynor,
Sergeants Hiles and Hall.
. .
Departures: S.S.M. Appleyard, Staff Sergeant Chipling. Sergeants Longbottom and Hillier.
.
20th R egiment
Arrit1al: Sergeant D . A. Johnston.
Departures: Captain T. G . Boast and Sergean t R . Lucas.
46th (N.M .) R egiment (T.A .)
Arritlals . Major (Q.M.) G . E. Atkin end Major M. S. Gordon-Jones,
Captain J. B. F rance .
Departures: Major W. G. Mitchell end Captain (Q .M.) H . G . R. Bond.

To H.Q ., M iddle E ast Air Force.
,, 30th R egiment.
,, nth R eg'men t.
School of Signals.

Wanted, on Loan or Hire, 8 mm. Film of Co!'Ps
Activities, especially Cattenck Reumoa, for a • Film
Show to the North London Branch, Royal Signals
Association. Any offers to Mr. W. Mycroft, 37,
Coniston Road, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
(Tele. : Tudor 6264).

,, 16th Regim~n t.
,, ~rd Reg iment.

,, Si-gaoore Military Forces.
10 h ~ eg:ment.
,, 6"1 Troou.
,, School or Signals.
,, 3rd Regiment.
3rd Regiment.
., School or S'gnals (Course).
s~hool of S'g'lals <Course).
., Srfioo or S'<!~a•s ((":nurse).
,, Srliool or S'\!.,•'s rc,,urse).
.. Sr1i.,.,1 of S'<!no•s rc.,,u r se).
School or S'!i:'lRls !Course).
School of S'l!'l•.ls !Course).
Srh,,ol n r S"1nn' s rc,,urs•).
,, J11l"';n .. L·~dcrs R egiment.
16th Reg•me~t.
~<2 S""""""., ·
"
School or s :gnels.
,,

24· h R"'.R:..,, ... .., •.

t71h G •.. '<h• R•a;mem.
., ~>rrt rw.) R ep:•'Tlcnt, T .A
66fh R•gimcnt, T .A.
252 Squadron .

RcRinnn.tion
Captain W . A . M ontague, 2ut Jui)', 1961

Births
10th R egi m en!
COL LETT. -T o Cnrpornl and M rs. T. T. T. Colleu , a dauii:hter, Beverley
Ann . on 22.,d June. 1961. at B.M .H . H o5tert.
GIRSON'.-To L anc• -C orporal and M rs. J. L. G 'h •nn . a daughter, Faith
Elizabeth, on IS! Jul y, 1961, at Airthrey Csstle H ospital.
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I Forthcoming Events !
~***************************** ****·~

24th Divisional Signnlo (1914-19)

The 1961 R eunion will be b~d on Satw:d_ay, 14th qct~ber, 1961, ~J;:;~
at Batter sea Park (combined with other D1v1S1onal. Uruts), 6 ·0 w ·Rathbone
Club, Dorset Square, Lon~on, N .W .1. Information from A .
·
•
The R;d ge, Penlee, Budl~gh , Salterton, Devon.

Uekfield and District
Association

Drm1eh,

Dinner at The Maiden's H ead Hotel, U ckfield,
7 p.m . for 7.30 p .m .

Th

Royal

Signals

14th October ,

1961.

3fltla ~leeting of tlm Cm1trnl Co1amittee of The

Assocint.ion
will be he.Id at the War Office on Wednesday, 8th November, 1961 , at
11 a.m.
(N ote change of date ).

THE WIRE. SEPTEMBER

1961

Annuul T.A./A.E.R. Royul Signal O ffie e r ' •• At
Dome," 1961.
will be held at the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Saturday, 4th November, 1961_

Royal Signals Institution Lectu res, 1961
Friday, 29th September.-" Royal Australian Si£lah." Captain G. ~·
Mapson Royal Australian Sil!Illlia. 6.15 f.m., f.A. Centre, 4oth Rc111ment (Middle1cx Yeomanry) ·r.A., Duke o York's Headquarters, Chelsea,
S.W.3.
Thursday, 30th November.-" Communications and Electronics in Alli~
Command Europe" Major-General F. W. Moorman, U.S. Army, Chief
Signal officer, SHAPE. 5 p.m., North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal
Signals, Cauerick Camp, Yorks.

Hoyal SiJ:tm ls Insti t u t ion, 9th Annual

~ eneral

~l eetin g,

will be held at 3 p.m., on Friday, 1st December, 1961, at the War Office.

Royal Signals Officer s' Annual ll••union, 1961.
Friday, ist December, 1961. et the Drill Hall of 411t .Regiment
Louise's Kcnsiniiton ReJtiment) T.A., 190, Hammer. m1th Road,
W.6., from 7 to I I p .m .

'P ri•~c "

Hoyal Si~nal Offieer s• Golfing Society
F i xtures 1961
Wednesday, 20th SePtember Iron sides
...
Thursday, 21st September ... Autumn Meeting
Fridav, 22nd September
.. .
Saturday, 30th September ... Staff College

Berkshire
Berkshire

Camberley
Heath
Thursday, 12th October
R .A.M.C.
$\\inley Foreat
Members wishing to play in any of the a1>?ve matches should notify the
Hon. Secretary L ieutenant-Colonel D. D. Fairman, Room 339, War Office,
Whitehall. Tel.: W hitehall 9400, Ext. 1527.

Hoyal Signals Tennis Fixtures
Sept.

20 . • .

R oyal Army Ordnance Corps, Catterick.

lloyal Signals Dis11Iay Team
r.

P roviaiooal booking for
Round Table.

any

date

in

September.

Middleabrouah

Royal Signals Band Fixtures, 1961
TOURIN G BAND
Septc:nber 18th-23rd
September 24th to
October 15 th

••

~uicksilver,"

London.
Eastbourne, including a concert in Worthina
on ut October .

1961

S cptem b er I 9th -23r d . . .
.th
..
September 25th - October 7

NewmarketShT rades Fair.
L iverpool
ow.

Southern Com.mand Recruiting Display
September 2qth-23rd
(approx .)

T own Site, Maidenhead.

THE FOLLOWING GOODS ARE AVAll.ABl,E
FROM ASSOCIATION HEAD(!1JAHTER
Corps Paint T ransfers :
" Jimmy "--<>n background of Corps Colours (each)
·
ro•x 7 1/1 • 7 1/,•x 5 5 / / 3 1/1o·x 2 •/,·
3/2/8
I /6
Mounted on black plastic (each)
4/9
4/Corps T ies-Heavy Weave
7/6
Woollen ...
8/6
Terylene
11 /21 /Corps Scarves-Woollen
21 /Rayon Squar es
21/Cravats-Reppe ...
Corps Cuff Links
7/6
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
3/- Member onli·
Blazer Badges
45 /Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/3
Small (each)
1/8
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
35/Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
20/Colours)
29/ 6 plus postage
Corps Plaques
Corps Diaries (avaihb1e each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).
PLEASE SEND CASH WITH ORDER for .all the above
articles except Corps Paint Transfers, for which an account
will be forwardea.
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==PROMOTIONS==
The folloums; prornorions were allliioriscd d1tri11z 1/ie mo111l1 of 1uly,
1961:

DELETIO

(550)

Sgt.

2750

2630

DELETIONS
1150

Sgt.

3719185

Cpl.

(80)

Dodgson, P.

DELETION

50

Re-gimenlnl Duty Roste•r
To W.O.I

258oo43
2325559
To W.O.II 19I.t61 7
19--"'68837
21005676
14441739
2580903
To S Sgt. 21005714
22522466
22515011
22265571
22242455
22563782
22231340
2549665
22212139
2586445
22548154
22265057
W.O.I
W.0.II

A / W .O .I
W.O.II
A/ W.O.II
A/W.O.Il
A / W.O.II
A/W.O.II
A / W .O.II
NS Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
A J S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.

DELETIONS
830
6oo
1730
770
4312
1820
430
2702

480
380
540
36o
5130

S Sgt.

(1200)
Jones, T.
(1224)
Mullin, P. S.
(3420)
Fisher, G . J.
(3970)
Willis, W. F.
(2980)
Harris, R. J.
(4050)
Templeton ]. Y.
(2400)
Tipton, N.
(86o Opera tor) Young, A. C.
(870 Lineman) Declancy, V.
(2880 Operator) Maxwell, A. G.
(854 Lineman) Jones, R . M.
(1020 G .T.D.)
Smith, T.
(2780 Operator) l<Ieckeler, K. R.
(2850 Operator) Brooks, R. E.
(830 Clerk)
Hill, A. R .
(940 G.T.D.)
Jeynes, L. C.
(1030 G.T.D .)
lrvine, J. L.
(226o Operator) Gittins, J. M.
(1 050 G.T.D.)
Courtenay, C . J.

3540
1440
1100

Techn ical R oste r
To Sgt.

23204134
23220784
22997497
22918372
22967471

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

(2720)
(2940)
(2554)
(6o20)
(398o)

Lloyd, M. L.
Taylor, M. A. H.
Oliver, C.

Carr, D .

Everett, T. J.

Seniori ty N umber Am e ndment
2253786o

Sgt.

22797307

Sgt.

Haines, L. T. W.
(2410)
New Number 2822
INSERTION
(7020 Operator)

Holland, E.
(Tech. 2225)

DELETION

680

Cleric al Bos t e r
T" S Sgt. 2284o6o6
22202516
22548212
To Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

(660)
(570)
(640)

22248075 Cpl.
22814652 Cpl.
22673517 Cpl
23224906 Cpl
22569866 Cpl.

(86o)
(640)
(840)
(910)
(1500)

22537083
22541897
22515262
Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

INSERTIONS
(452)
(1272)
(1852)

R.S.M.s ol .tlle Corps
B.S.lU.

L.

J.

TAYLOR

Joined the Corps at the age of eighteen in January, 1939.
After initial recruit training at 5 Divisional Signals was posted
to 4 D ivisional Signals at Canterbury for trade training as
Operator Signals. On declaration of war in 1939 was posted
back to Catterick for completion of training and then joined
1st Armoured D ivision in early 1940 and proceded with them
to the B.E.F. in France arriving in time to withdraw by way of
Le Havre, after the fall of Dunkirk. He was then sent to the
Western Desert where he was once again in time to do a hasty
retreat from Benghazi back to the Egyptian Frontier. He was
P.O.W. for five days but got away and walked 200 miles to
join 7 Armoured Brigade of 7 Armoured Division and served
with them from 1941 to 1944 in the Middle East, Burma and
Italy, during which time he was promoted Lance-Corporal,
1941; Corporal, 1942; Sergeant, 1942. Returning to the U.K.
in December, 1944, he was posted to 30 Corps Signals B.A.0.R.
and was C.Q.M.S. by January, 1946. After a spell in 1 Corps
Signals and 5 Divisional Signals he went to Habbaniya in Iraq
in February, 1949, where he served until June, 1952. Followed
two years with 7 Training Regiment, until promotion to W.0.II
in January, 1954, when he was posted back to his old unit, 7
Armoured Divisional Signals in B.A.0.R. Stayed with them for
two and a quarter Very happy years and was promoted R.S.M.
in March, 1957, and posted to 2 Training Regiment in Catterick. Joined 18 Signal Regiment in Singapore on the 23rd
December, 1959, and is still there. R.S.M. Taylor was married
in 1945 and has three children, boy and girl twins IJ!- years
and a younger daughter ut years. For the boy he has great
hopes that he will follow in father's footseps. R.S.M. Taylor
has played hockey for all the Regiments in which he has served,
either as goalkeeper or full-back.

22613333 A / Sgt.
uoo541g A / Sgt.
23237859 A / Sgt.
23232840 A/Sgt.
22969948 Cpl.
22827082 Cpl .
22978596 A / Sgt.
229sr237 A/Sgt.

Sgt.

1340

7020

2253407 Sgt.
22515880 Sgt.

Line man
To Sgt.

Sgt.

(3442)
(14)
(546o)
(556o)
(436o)
(526o)
(3334)
(5250)

Binding, E. H. D .
Jamieson, R. N . H.
Rhind, J.
McKay, H .
Pemberton, F. H .
Haywood, V. L.
Read, M. A. C .

Walton, C. J.
McPhec, J.
Brooks, F. J.
McKay, W.
Sampson, R.

Currwm, W. E.

Jukes, C.
Raku, G. P. T.

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
C Jtl.
A/Sgt.

(2272)
(2830)
(3690)
(3640)
(1830)
(2900)

H.Q. Squadron .

Inter Squad1on Champions 1961

honoured and delighted by a visit from the Band of the Junior
Leaders Regiment. Their performance on ~~ . sports field at
Caithness Barracks, before the G.O.C. 1st D1v1s1on and .a combined military and civilian audience of t~o thousand w~ll long
be remembered by those who witnessed 1t. It was pa:ucularly
pleasing to hear the inspired comment of the Amen~ and
German officers who were in attendance. They all said ~at
they had never seen sue~ a poli~ed display from young soldiers.
This reflects great credit on L1eutenant-Col<?nel G:egory,_ ~e
Officers and senior N.C.O.s at Denbury m theLr untmng
efforts to produce only the best for the Corps.

UNBEATABLE VALUE/

Hi 11 man Minx

4-DOOR DE LUXE SALOON

A better buy because it's better built
Donovan, R. G .
Tanner, D. J.

H.M. Forces posted overseas are
able t o purchase at ge nerous tax
free rates, which allow up t o six
m0 nths motoring, in the U.K .
Please w rite for full details an d
brochure t o :

Ro ster

22515075
22548388
22997282
22515330
22795445
23072626

J.

REGIMENTAL SPORTS

There's no value like Hillman value! Here's a car
famed through the years for its reliability and quality,
still further improved with a larger '1600' engine.
It has a smoother, even more exhilarating perform~an-c_e_':l•llf!
throughout the whole speed range, and new
strengthened front suspension for even
greater stability. Its impeccable finish,
reliability and all-round safety are
hallmarks of the skilled workmanship and
high engineering qualities long associated
with everything made by Rootes.

DELETIONS
INSERTIONS
(2994)
{6o44)

Adventure Training is now at its peak, and the efforts of the
various groups have been diverse and interesting. SecondLieutenant C. D. A. Blessington led a party of eight on a trekking and sailing course in Norway. Lieut~nant J. E. ~fames and
Second-Lieutenant R. Crew led large parties on trekking courses
in the Barz mountains while Li~utenant E. W. Penny t<><?k
Charlie Troop, laying phantom lines . along the .coastal plain
around Wilhelmshaven. Further out m the ~aluc, the C.O.,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Woodrow and Captain ~· G. C':111ningham have been training our. amateur yachtsmen m handling
large sailing craft, out from Kiel and bound for Copenhagen.
Captain C. R. C. Bunce takes his enthusiasts to Steinh~der
Meer to learn to sail dinghies in very pleasant surroundings.
Jn all a total of one hundred and sixty all ranks have been
away ~n some form of adventure training-a fine achievement.
Our Annual Regimental Sports were held in excellent we~~her
and proved to be very exciting. In a very clos~ compet1t1on,
H.Q. Squadron came through s~ongly to win the InterSquadron Championship by one point from 207 Squadron. For
H.Q. Squadron there were excellent perfon'.?ances b)'. LanceCorporals Green, Harlow, Meiklejohn, Curne and Signalmen
Lee Hayes Bryant and Oulds. 200 Squadron rounded off a
fine' effort by winning the Message Carrying Race1 ll?d 207
Squadron repeated their success of last year by w~g the
tug of war. Individually there ~ere very ~e running performances by Lance-Corporal Grrvan and Signalman Hazelgrove of 2 Squadron and Lance-Corporal Tadman of 200
Squadron. Mrs. A.
Woodrow very kindly presented the
trophies and prizes.
The Regiment and the worthy citizens of Verden were

THE IMPROVED

Moon, /\. F.

Operating Boster
To Sgt.

ht REGIMENT (DIVISIONAL)

Crane, L. A.

Ja.ys, R. A.
Singer, A. L.

DELETION

(178o)

REGIMENTS

Band
To Sgt.

lgnal l'entre Super,·jsor Hosler
gt.

Gent"ral Trades nnd Duties Roster

Roberu, J . J<.
Morri•'ICY, J.
Tempest, J. W.
Yates, W. C .
Austin. G. F.
Ruff, H.

DELETIONS
1370
2440

31-4
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ROOTES LIMITED European
Secti o n, O verseas Dept., Piccad illy, Lo ndon , W. I.
ROOTES AUTOS {Deutschland)
G.m. b.H., Military Sales Dept. ,
Al leestrasse 33 , Dusseldorf.

Parts and Service in 163 countries

HUMBER • HILLMAN
SUNBEAM • SINGER
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2nd
Regiment
"Kollima"
Week-end
(Left) The Jeep Train was i:atronised by young girls and old boys ! (Right) The E'and of the Lancashire Fusiliers beat Retreat on Bunde
Market Square

11111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111m111r111
2 Signal Reg iment marches past Major-General E. A. W. Will iams, C.B.E., M.C .

The Second Regiment's annual week-end celebrated to
co~emorate the Battle of Kohima, took place this year
at Birdwood Barracks from the 14th to the 16th of July.
The we~k-end started wi~ ~n address to all ranks by the
Commanding Officer..
This mcluded a short but graphic
account of the B!it.tl~ of K~hima, especially of the part played
by the Second D1vmonal Signal Regiment.
Adv~se weather conditions were not enough to dampen the
enthu~1asm of st~llholders or visitors at the garden fete. If
any~ng,. the ra;,n .brou,JFht more customers to the thriving
busmess m the Bmgo stall. A number of senior officers
and thi:ir families from Lubbecke were among those who saw
the " T1p the Bucket " stall receiving much patronage. Corporal
Langdon, Corporal Warnette and S.S.M. Hall took turns ben~ath the bucket, but it was felt that the latter member of this
tno attracted most attention . The proceeds of the afternoon
have been donated to the Army and Corps Benevolent Funds.
The Sergeants' Me~s held its Kohima Ball in the evening
of the same day. This :was thoroughly enjoyed by everybody.
l}ie O!fic~rs of the Regii:nent and their ladies, who had been
km~ly 10v1ted, together w1th Warrant Officers from other Signal
Re&!~ents, danced to tile m usic of the Band of the L ancashire
Fusiliers, and were given a lavish buffet supper in extremely

well decorated surroundings. On the same evening two performances of. the comedy, " The Facts of Life," were shown in
the Globe Cmema.
. A sports i:neeti~g was held on the Saturday morning, which
m.cluded a. six-a-side foot~all competition, children's sports, and
fnendly cricket and tennis matches between the Regiment and
Headquarters, Second Division. The crate of beer for the football was won by " C " Troop, and the tennis and cricket
matches. by He~~quarters. During the sports, the Band of the
Lancashire Fu~1liers played light music, and an open-air curry
ti!fin followed m weather which was this time suitable for open
air events.
The evening. was a very full one, as there was a Beating of
Retreat, cocktail party, and an AU Ranks' Dance. The Retreat
played by the Band of the Lancashire Fusiliers, was attended
by ~bo1:1t three-thousand of the local population and several
d1~1tanes. The performance, which took place in the picturesque
settmg of Bunde Market Square, was thoroughly appreciated
by all. the spectators. About 180 guests attended the cocktail
par_ty m the O.ffi.c~rs' Mess, including senior officers and their
ladies from DJV1s1onal Headquarters and other Signal Regiments. ~rnong the German guests was the Stadtdirektor, local
Burgerme1ster and other town officials, and a few members
of the local Canoe Club, who have kindly allowed us to use

(Right) Pad re Metcalfe conducted t he Koh ima

Sergeants Easter an d Rees we re obvio11sly happy in their work at t he Bottle Stall .
Memorial Service
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their canoes until we make some of our own. An All Ranks'
Dance, the first, we hope, of many, was held in Ahle during
the same evening. This was a " full house " with partners
provided by sol'lle local factories, and went a great way towards
improving local relationships. A quick change was called for
on the part of the officers in order to attend after the cocktail
party, but they arrived in time to witness a very merry occasion.
The climax of the week-end was the Memorial Open-Air
Service and march-past. The service was conducted frnm a
grass bank by Padre Metcalfe in the attractive setting of the
hill on which Birdwood Barracks is built. After this moving
ceremony, the Second Regiment and contingents of Headquarters, Second Division, with the Band of the Lancashire
Fusiliers, marched past Major-General E. A. W. Williams,
C.B.E., M.C. Representing the youth movements of Bunde were
Brownies, who stood on either side of the saluting base.
The G.O.C. afterwards congratulated those on the parade
on ~e high standard shown, and the Regiment on the overall
success of the week-end.

Me mbers of H. Q . Squad ron and C Troo p teams relax after the six
a side soc::er competition, which was wo n by C Troop. Signalman
Slater (cen tre) refe reed the matches

3rd

Signalma n Hunt ex plains his d ut ies t o one of th e personal bodyguard t o t he Commande r of the Kuwait Army.
THE WIRE , S E PT E M B ER 1 96 1

BEGDIEXT

( D IVISIONAL)

The Regiment is almost back to normal after being called
upon to reinforce various signal units during the recent
crisis in the Middle East. The drivers we sent have returned
with stories of sand and heat. They seem glad to be back
and have benefited from the experience. The remainder are
srill detached, and from the little we have heard, they are
being worked hard. The picture reproduced shows Signalman C. Hunt with a member of the personal bodyguard to
the Commander of the Kuwait Army.
Many of the Regiment recently spent an interesting week
at R.A.F., Odiham. The Ministry of Defence is sponsoring
a B.B.C. Television film entitled "Alert." It is a Joint Service
effort and is being filmed in two parts. One will deal mainly
with deterrence and B.A.0.R. The other concerns the
Strategic Reserve with the roles played by the three Services.
The film is being made in Kuwait, Salisbury Plain and at
R.A.F., Odiham. We set up a complete Joint Communications Centre and combined the filming with our own communications exercise. We worked between Catterick, Odiham,
Bulford and St. Evals, in Cornwall.
Our new establishment has been promulgated and as a
result, 606 Medium Radio Troop and 6o7 Air Support '.froop
Jose their separate identity and become part of the Regiment.
The change-over does not facilitate great upheavals, as we
have already reorganised eurselves to fit into our role within
the Division.
We are now looking forward to our annual cocktail p~rty,
which is being held in our present ~ess for the la . t time.
We are moving to another barracks in Bulford whilst our
present one, with which we have been associated ince 1920,
is being modernised.
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The day fallowing the cocktail party we are holding an interSquadron athletics meeting. This is then followed by our
annual summer block leave.
This month has, however, brought several changes of
appointments.
Our Adjutant, Captain P. J. Rowland, has
left ~s after ~t years. He is going to Cyprus to fulfil a staff
appomtment m 3 Brigade. Captain P. S. R eader has taken
over the vacancy. Lieutenant D. J . Jolly has been posted
to IIth Regiment. We wish them and their families the best
of luck in their new stations.
We extend a welcome to Captain J. Fender, from 249
Squadron (Singapore) and hope that he and his family will
have a pleasant stay in the unit.

Jth

REGUIEl\~

(Dn'ISIONAL)

ores unfortunately arrived roo late for inclusion.-Editor.
. The Regiment won the Morrison Cup for Athletics. A full,
illustrated acoount of this and other matters will appear in the
October i sue.
7th REGU:lENT (CORPS)
2Uorrlson Cup Athletics. Once again this meeting was
held in the Herford Municipal Stadium, by the kind permission of the town authorities, on 20th and 21st July. In
general the standard of performances were an improvement on
last year and in many cases were up to B.A.O.R. standard.
All Regiments competing had obviously put a lot of effort
into training and the organisation of their teams. 4th Regiment
had to battle harder than they did last year to win-<ongratulations to them on their excellent victory and to the runners-up
28th Regiment, who might have won but for an unfortunate'
but justified, disqualification.
'
Final placings were as follows: 1st
.2nd
Jrd
4th
5lll
6th

4th
28th
13th
16th
20d
7th

Regiment
Regiment
Regiment
Regiment
Regiment
Regiment

(175)
(162)
\ 159)
( 136)
( 127)
( 125)

7th . . . ioth Regiment
8th
1st Regiir.ent
9th . . . 22nd Regiment
10th .. . 21st Regiment

I I th

.. . 218 Squadron

It was an unusual and somewhat humbling experience to find
ourselves so low down in the order of merit-we were second
last year. This was not the fault of the twenty-five officers and
me~ of the Regiment's team. They all struggled hard and did
the1r best and can be proud of their efforts in the circumstances.
Karting~ The 5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards held
a Kart Meetmg at Sennelager on 2nd J uly and the 7th Regiment
Kart Club entered five karts. Unfortunately one of the five
turned out to be a non-starter on arrival.
. The course was laid out on the barrack square and was conside!ed by m.ost competitors to be somewhat lacking in straight
secu~ns. This ga"'.e the _advantage to the higher powered high
reY1:'1~r; karts, which, with low gears fitted and with greater
ftex1bi1Jty than the smaller eagined models, were able to make
advantageou_s use of the many bends and short straights. The
proof of this theory was th~ fact ~at practically every event
was. won by the powerful Suhl-engmed kart belonging to 10th
Regiment.

By the time practice was over it was obvious that gear ratios
on ~ur karts wer~ not right for this particular course and some
hecuc cog-changmg was completed during the lunch interval.
In the. first Class rB race Second-Lieutenant A. J. Cornwell was
3rd with Captain W. E. Caiger 5th. Corporal S. K. Nunan who
CS? usu~lly be !elie~ on for high placing, unfortunately r~tired
with drive cham failure. Second-Lieutenant A. J. Cornwell's
West Bend engine is now beginning to go really well and he
~vas unlucky not t<;i get 2nd pl~ce, which he might have achieved
if another. competitor had resisted the temptation to knock his
~haust pipe off. Corporal A. E. Huntleigh-Smith was entered
11:1 th~ next Class 1B race but drove a little wildly on the twisty
circuit and o~y ma11:3ged to co_me 6th. In the r5-lap relay
race we ~omb1ned with 43rd Field Squadron, R.E., entering
Sec;ond-L1eutenant A. J. Cornwell as our member of the team.
This was a most exciting race and our team member snatched
first place for his team on the last bend of the final lap. The
final race of the day was a 40-lap Class I Grand Prix with comp~lsory pit stops. We like to congratulate ourselves that our
Pit staff were a great deal more efficient than some. All our
karts were well placed, when one after the other various
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mechanical troubles put paid to our efforts. These troubles were
not due to the pit staff but more to the fact that the machines
were being driven to the limit on this particular course. SecondLieutenant ~· J. Cor~well literally came to a tearing halt when
h~ foui:id hunself bemg wound backwards into his engine by
his racmg number the end of which had become tangled with
the crankshaft.
A pleasant if not entirely successful day's racing and our
thank~ ~o the 5th Dragoon Guards for their efforts in
organisation.

Judo. Between 5th and 12th July thirteen Other Ranks
of the R egiment attended a Judo Course at the B.A.0.R. School
of P.T. All thirteen are now registered members of the B.A.O.R.
Jud~ Association. One N.C.O., Lance-Corporal A. Jones
obtamed a Yellow Belt grading on completion of the course and
~e remainder a White Belt grading with the exception of
Signalman P. H. Rogers who, although he passed the course
was unlucky enough to injure his elbow and could not take par:
in the final Judo !;!Xamination.
4th Division ·H otor Cycle Trials. These trials were
held at Sennelager on 27th July. Two teams represented the
Regiment. They were: TEAM "A"
Lance-Corporal
B.
Cooling
. (5 Sqn.)
S1gnalman G. Acton (5 Sqn.)
S11rnnlman
R.
C.
Everett
(3 Sqn.)

TEAM " B"
W.O.II E. Gibson (1 Sqn.)
Corpo ral A . E. HuntleighSmith (5 Sqn.)
Signalman A. Hill (4 Sqn.)

. T~e Trials took the customary form of a timed map reading
circuit followed by a cross country circuit in the morning and
t.welve hazar~ sections in ~e afternoon. From the start very
little went right for our riders. Cooling, our big hope for a
major award, had a series of punctures and failed to fin ish the
map reading course within the time limit. Acton's front forks
'fell out ' during the cross country circuit and although he
managed to get them together somehow with a hammer, a
spanner and a few pieces of string, he could obviously not
~ackle the ~azar~s in the aftern?on. Hill's primary chain dismtegrated mto lmks and he neither carried, nor was able to
find, enough to make repairs. By now we had three riders out
and both teams affected.
W.O.II E. Gibson, Corporals A. E . Huntleigh-Smith and R.
~· Everett all finished the course. In Huntleigh-Smith's case
1t was undoubtedly due to the attention that he gave his machine
whilst the remainder of 5 Squadron were away on a Summer
Camp; not the least of the attention was a beautiful coat of peagreen paint which was, in fact, applied in the dark, but it did
not dry dark.
There were many tales of the hazards encountered in the cross
country section. Of machines on fire, on their sides and minus
forks. (~cton.'s). Of a peaceful-looking track between saplings
contammg hidden holes and furrows lined with rideflless motor
cycles with the riders peering through the trees and scrambling
in a daze through the undergrowth.
Not a very successful day from our point of view but all the
rider~ enjoyed it and it was good experience. As usual W .O.II
E. Gibson managed to finish and provided a good example to
the younger and less cautious riders. We hope that our misfortunes are no~ ove~, for the last two trials have produced
all the mechanical failur~s tJ:iat could possibly happen to a
mo.tor cycle. Spares remam difficult to obtain in spite of every
assistance from the L.A.D., M.T.O. and F.A.M.T.Q. We have
another two Trials in August which we are hoping will be free
from mishap.

10th

REGDIENT

We say goodbye this
month to Major G.
Chidgey who has retired
after 38 years' service.
When he arrived here in
January, from Ghana, he
disappeared for several
hours. We discovered
later that he had been
exchanging a few reminiscences with Major J.
Cairns, our Q.M. (Tech.).
The two ot them were in
Beys' service together at
Maresfield, in " F " and
" D " Companies respectively. (In those days
there were no separate
boys' companies as such;
the b..oys under training
were part and parcel of
the normal trade training
companies). When the
Training Battalion moved
from Maresfield to Vimy
Lines, Catterick Camp,
all the boys had to march
Major (Q . M.) E. G. Chidgey
there in F.S.M.O. from
Catterick Station. Times
have indeed changed.
George says, however, that he has
enjoyed every minute of his service, and from the look
of him, we feel sure he has. He goes now to SX Branch,
B.A.0.R., where he is to be employed as a retired officer. We
wish him every happiness in his new life.
Our Regimental swimming team represented Rhine Area in
the B.A.0.R. Swimming Championships on 8th July. It came
third, having been beaten to second place by one point by 4th
Engineer Regiment. In the Individual Championships, Signalman R. W. Greenslade came second in both the 100 yards freestyle and the "one-man medley." He is now a member of
the B.A.0.R. team in the match against the R.A.F. on 2nd
August, and we congratulate him on his fine standard of
swimming.
We also congratulate Second-Lieutenant P. J. Brunton for
being selected as a member of the B.A.O.R. Athletics Team in
the match against the R.A.F. on 5th August.
The entrance to Regimental Headquarters is at the moment
decorated with a huge golden laurel wreath and yards of embroidered silk riband . . This was presented to our L.A.D. Officer,
Captain J. A. Billing, for his achievements at a big German
Go-Kart Meeting in Krefeld on 15th July. The West-Deutsche
Zeitung carried a whole page about it; summarised, as follows,
by Fraulein Ruth Elbert, our incomparable training clerk.

"MORE THAN 5,000 SPECTATORS AT THE Go-KART RACE

Winner of the roo c.c. class was Capt. J. A. Billmg on Bilkart
7, self-constructed with a Stihl engine. He was not only the
most skilled and fastest driver in his class, but also the
man with the most elegant driving manner of all the GoKarters in both classes. It was quite clear to see for everybody
that the final race would be a duel between Captain Billing
and Herr Nienstedt. When, 16 rounds before the finish, both
drivers hit a straw obstacle, Captain Billing was the first to
get away. He did not give up this position, and Herr Nienstedt
lost his second place only by losing a front wheel four rounds
before the finish. The winners of both classes, each presented
with a laurel wreath, made a triumphant round of honour.
Timing: 40 rounds in r6min. 16sec.
Average speed,
57.5 km. per hour."

*

*

*

Next month we hope to report on Norway, where we have
Second-Lieutenant J. J . H . Alexander and Signalman D. R.
Mantle at present enjoying three weeks' adventure training.

13tlt REGDIENT (RADIO )
Occupational Therapy. We're right out of puff after
coming third in the Morrison Cup Athletics at,. Herford, but full
of chuff at winning the Rhine Area Knock-Out Cricket Competition. We now play the winners from 4 Division in the
B.A.0.R. semi-finals. We're also in the finals of the Rhine
Area Unit Tennis Championships. Stars in the tennis team are
Messrs. Feame and McDonald of course, the B.A.0.R. doubles
champions (mentioned last month) who lost in the semi-finals
of the Army Championship.
onetheless, a very good performance by two young Signalmen to do so well and get so far.
Swarn11ed with Lead ership. J unior leadership in fact
of them representing the choir of the J unior Leaders
Regiment under their Musical D irector, Mr. Webber, of Exeter
Grammar School, all of whom stayed with us from 29th J uly
to 2nd August. Accompanied by their Band and Scottish
Dancers, they were on a marvellous ' swan ' through Holland,
Germany and France-all done on a shoestring (well polished
of course, and singing for their supper in several different
languages. They gave us a very en joyable private concert while
they were here and one of their number from R omulus Troop
presented the C.O. with a balaclava helmet. Romul.us Troop
has just become affiliated to us, a change over from bemg Bruno
Troop affiliated to roth Regiment and we're delighted to t~e
over the ' Big Brother ' role. A book of photographs covering
our many activities is now on its way to them and they are firmly
under our wing as of now.
- I ro

You've m et 'em. Extracts from a report written by one
of our Senior N.C.O.s on a departing N.S. G.D. man:
" I cannot describe him as a hard worker but, whenever
found, always seems to have 'just finished ' whatever it was he
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WINNERS OF BAOR LT.A. REGIMENTAL DOUBLES
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Left to Right : O .C . 13th Regiment, Signalmen T. Fearn and G.
Macdonald, CSO (BAOR)

was doing. H_e is very cheerful and well liked and when rold
ro do somerhmg ha~ rhe happy abiliry ro sir down in some
comer and thmk seriously abour it. He will probably make a
good labour~ 'on the ~uil~ings.' He has a lot of common
~ense ~d rrughr do ~ell m Tune and Motion Srudy for if rhere
is a quick way of domg somerhing he is usually able ro find ir."
14th

HEGDIE:'.\'T

(COlUCAN)

I Squadr~m.
This monrh we have said farewell to
our _Commandm& Officer, Lieurenanr-Colonel D. P. K.
Rennick, and Ma)Or A. R. Laws. Borh were dined-out on
Irth July. Larer m rhe monrh our C.O. des ignare, LieutenantColonel W. E. Lyske, spent rwo busy days inspecting rhe
Squadron and Tape Relay Centre.

On 8!11 July tJ;e War:,am <?fficers' and Sergeanrs' Mess
~eld rherr ~ummer Ball. _This was a grear success, jwstifymg rhe obvious effort put mto rhe rasteful decorations and
superb buffet.
The Corporals' Club h~ve had an outing to Weston-SuperMare, and further excursions are planned in rhe near future.
The Wives' Cl_ub was "At Home" on 6rh July, in rheir
new accommodauon, rhe "Court Martial Centre."
One huJ?-~ed am! twe0:ty blood donors are to be congrarulared ,on giving anorher pint when the transfusion team visited
us this monrh.
Tape Relay Centre, Boddingron, is no longer a grim place
ro approach. The gardens are a mass of colourful flowers
and rhe, lawns and trees (except one) would gladden any
gardeners heart.
Even the 25,000-gallon emergency water
tank has been put to secondary use. The original six goldfish
have produced seYeral hundred little ones before dwindling
to two rhemselves. Approximately 50 of rhe babies survived
rhe .last water change and cleaning. A dury Signal Officer
m~king an early mor;Ding visit ro the rank recently, was surpmed ro _see a beauufully-made submarine, with a small deck
gu_n, flo~ ~ng on rhe. ~urface. Furrher enquiries elicited that
rhlS addmon had ongmally been submerged to keep rhe fish
company.
All male opc;r~ring _personnel are now combined into male
Troop for admm1strat1ve purposes and it won't be long before
we reach tJ:iar specularive utopia of more girls rhan men.
H?wever, w1rh four W.R.A.C. weddings and several releases
rh1s month, O.C. W.R.A.C. has a problem on the Jines of
rhe barb and the tap.

The leave l?eriod is in full swing, as emphasised by the
hbumh. orous seaside postcards being received by those remaining
e md.
Several cri~ket mat.ches have been played, wirh varied
success. Having no p!tch of our own, we play only friendly
B~ay matches. The girls played their first rounders match at
b icester on ?th July. I regret ro report rhey were soundly
eaten, but 1~ w.as gr~at ~n. On 12rh July rhe Squadron
entered the district swi~mg and water polo championships
at Taunton. A team placing of second in both events is an

achievement . of which we can be justly proud. If anyon
hould be s~gled out, it is Signalman D. E. Jones, whos~
performance m the 4. x 2 Jc;ngt.hs breast-stroke relay, assured
us of our _onl:11 outright wm m rhe competition. As 623
W.~.A.C. Signal Troop. wer~ rhe only entrants in the W.R.A.C.
secuon of the cha~pionships, our girls weren't pushed to
produce any rec<?rd tlmmgs. At the conclusion of rhe meetin 2
the G.O.~., Maior-General J. H. Cubbon, C.B.E., paid them
the compliment: "They made my day."
The canoeists a~e still busily adventure training. A recently.
formed Ra~blers Club probably lileserves to come mou
under rhe title ?f " adventure " rhan " training," but it is
well endowed w1.rh members.
The last party which went
o.ut roamed 14 miles over rhe Malvern Hills. The party consisted of 12: grrls and 12 men. Sergeant W. E. Currums who
has been likened ~~ rhe " Pied Piper,'' has now taken' over
most of rh_e orgarusmg of rh_e rambles. One girl, Private J
Edwards, ~s not co~tent wirh a mere 14 miles, and has
cov~ed twice rhat disral?-ce or;i her own on several occasions.
1:'his rarher puts our nme-1TI1Je "bash " in the shade. Jn.
~1dentally, P.E. te.sts are . n.ow ir;i f~ll .swing. Rock climbing
is anorher spare-rune actwny still m lts embryon ic stage.
Finally, I mt,1st m ention an excellent little booklet which
has. .appeared . on the scene-" 14rh Signal Regiment "-descnb~g rhe life of ea~h Squadron in the Regiment. I t is
well illustrated and will prove invaluable.
2 s,uadron. Thi: sun shone very brightly here last
week, wirh rhe somewhat extraordinary r esult rhat when after
a lot of ". barrel-scraping," 15 men had been detailed 'to go
and help m rhe Aerial F ield, 21 men actually appeared out
rhere. The an~uished cries of " robbed " departm ents could
be heard for ~Jes, eut. rw? 97ft. cigar masts were lowered,
checked. and raised agam m rhe one morning-which isn't
bad gomg, even for Corporal T . ]. Bell and his gang.
~very so often, rhese days, rhe cookhouse fills up wirh
fruit, cans, c~oks an.d pressed labour. This indicates that the
Squadron fru a -canrung season is under way. Profit is confidently expected to accrue to rhe winter menus and to rhe
P.R.!. ~und. The story ~hat .we bought rhe canning machine
as a Signals Works Service is hotly den ied.
A different venture, into rhe grea r commercial world did
not go so well. ~earning that rhe makers of " Brand X " soap
powder ar.e offermg ene free packet for every rhree packettops, '."e mvested some of rhe Commanding Officer's Public
Fund m about one year's supply .. .Much teariag-off of 13acket
tops was f~lloweti by a return visit to rhe local ironmonger
who fort?wirh much regretted rhat (a) it is " Brand y " wk~
are makmg the offer, and (b) no, he would not take back
top-less packets of "Brand X." If anyone runs out of jolly
good soap powder this financial year, we may be able to help !
A small _J?arry (half _rhe Squadron, to be exact) paid a very
P!e~sant VlSlt t<? our No. 3 .S quadron a few days ago, combmmg dury wirh pleasure m the approved fashion.
The
pleasure acrually started when the local Transport Office
regretted _that because rhey couldn't find a T.C.V. they would
have to hire a luxury coa~h. Duty over, we h~d the rather more
doub tful pleasure of losmg a cricket match wirh them.
15th BEGHffiNT (CYPRUS)

Parade-~uJl-~onkeys-Sailiug:
These unconnected words give the unpression of a psychiatrist's test bl!tt in
'
fact rhey sum up this monrh's Regimental notes.
Parade. On Tuesday, .25rh July, 1961, W.0.II John Crich,
of the C0'."1CAN Installanoa Troop, was presented with rhe
Long Seryice. and . Gooel Conduct Medal by General Officer
Command!ng-!11-Ch1ef Near East L and Forees, LieutenantGene!al Srr R1c~ard Anderson, K.C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o. To mark rhe
occasion. a Regimental Parade was held. The families of rhe
i;nstallanol?- Troop were present and rhe G.O.C. spent some
time chattmg to rhem

Dul~. We have iD: eur midst a budding toreador-our
Operations O,fficer, Maior S. C. Dare, was recently surveying
our new. aerial fields at Paramali with a Lands Branch rep~esentat1ve .. They were so engrossed in their task that they
failed to notice a large black bull loosely tethered to a tree.
The bull. was much more observant and with a sudden rush
snapped its te&her and scattered the survey party. Major Dare
went one way and the Lands representative the other. With

Signalman E. Precio us an d Sergeant R. Ell io t prepa re for the assault

lieutenant-General Sir Richard Ande rson , K.C.B., C. B.E., D.S.O .,
G.O.C-in-C. N ear East La nd Forces preseAting t he L.S.G .C .M.
t o W .0 .11 J. C rich

scarcely a p ause the bull decided rhat a civilian was easier
game than a " fit " soldier and, much to our Ops Officer's
delight, charged feroc iously after the lands official, who in
true comic paper style, made rhe fas test ascen t of a carab tree
yet recorded in Cyprus (and out of season too). Forrunately
the bull decided rhat it was too hot for furrher exert ions and
returned to the shade of another tree and rhe adulation of a
nearby herd of cows.
The episode was witnessed by Major (T .0.T.) L . H . F.
Dowding, our Athletics Officer, who remarked : " If only I
had known earlier that rhe Regiment had a sprinter of Maior
Dare's calibre.''
Donkeys. As a break from Signal Centre work Sergeant R.
Elliot, Signalmen Precious and P. Kelly, all of 1 Squadron,
recently took a two-day walk in rhe Cyprus hills. This was a
walk wi rh a difference, for in theory rhey were to be "assisted"
by three donkeys. Now donkeys are contrary animals, and rhere
is a definite handling technique. Our trio were very definitely
" learner drivers " and spent rhe first day-rhe ascent-tugging
like mad to pull rhree sad-faced donkeys up rhe hill. They
reached their goal, rhe isolated village of Korphi, footsore and
weary. The villagers received them very cordially, but asked
them : " Why you no ride donkey?" The reply: " Well, rhey
look so tired! " caused great amusement. It was explained to
the adventurers rhat donkeys always look tired-it is a well
known " donkey trick "--only cured by a sharp wallop across
the rump. The advice was taken to heart and on rhe second
day's trek- rhe descent- rhe party decided to be ruthless and
rode all rhe way. They rhus returned to camp, not "footsore"
but " seatsore ! " You just can't win!
Sailing. Cito sails round Cyprus. From November,
1960, to M ay, 1961, Cito, the Corps yacht in rhe Near East,
had rested on her cradle on rhe beach at Kyrenia. Preparations
for her refit were started by Major N. B. Robins and were under
way as soon as the new boatman-Signalman P. F. Pollardarrived from England. The coming of Lieutenant...C:Olonel D.
L . Sylvester-Bradley lent further impetus to rhe operation and
soon, in spite of difficulties, a large party was at work wirh all
tools and materials to hand.
Major I. Gram-Hansen from Germany arrived in time to see
her launched and, after a few nigkts of furious pumping, the
seams took up so that she did not sink if left unattended fer
more rhan an hour or so. More furious work followed and at
last on 25rh M ay, Cito was ready for rhe v0yage around Cyprus.
A party was given for all rhe local residents who had helped
or taken interest in the project on rhe roof of a house overlookin~
the harbour, wirh Cito in her new paint very prominent.
The followin g morning the crew, consisting of Major GramHansen, L ieutenant W. Oliver, Lance-Corporal T. R. Havercroft and Sig:;:alman Pollard, embarked and set sail. Half-anhour later rhey returned to pick up rhe Patent Log which was
waiting on the quay side.
The breeze was moderate, westerly freshening. Cito was put
on to a long tack towards Turkey, which was held until 1'alf
the crew became seasick and the pounding rarher heavy. One
further tack brought supper time very close and Cito near rhr.
shore about 20 miles west of Kyrenia.

The crew kedged her in rhe lee of a small headland and
made everything snug before settlin g down to Scotch mutton
(compo rype).
The longest lasting effect of this n ight's stay was rhe Joss of
knives and forks which L ieutenant Oliver dropped overboard
wirh the washing-up water aft er breakfast. An hour's diving
only recovered half of rhem, as rhe crew had no masks or
goggles wirh rhem, so rhey sailed once more out into an increasingly choppy sea. This time rhe cr ew survived well but
Cito was taking a severe pounding which was making some of
rhe forward planks weep, so after a short day's sail in increasingly heavy wearher and sea, Cito put into a small harbour
just west of Xeros.
Here Major Gram-Hansen and Lieutenant Oliver went ash:ore
to try and buy some fresh food-by this time rhe crew were
heartily fed up wirh Scotch mutton, but it appears rhat Cypriots
in rhis part kill meat only once a week. So back to rhe compo
and again rhe following morning the crew set out for another
hard beat to rhe west. It took all day to reach rhe furthest west
point of the Island and everyone hoped rhat now rhe comer
was rumed and rhe wind was on rhe beam she would make
decent time. This was not to be, however, for as soon as rhe
sheets were eased rhe wind died completely and the crew settled
down to a night of rhe frustrating noisy sail-flapping sort of
drifting rhat drives most sailors to distraction. However, rhe
following day a gentle breeze allowed rhe new blue and white
spinnaker to be set and everyone was very glad-not to say hot
-when at last Cito was moored alongside rhe pier in Paphos
harbour. This, although it was Sunday, allowed rhe crew ashore
for a shower, shave, a fresh meal and a few pints of Keo beer.
After breakfast Monday, having listened to conflicting forecasts of rhe wearher from rhe locals and rhe radio, Cito set out
on the last run downwind to Tunnel Beach at Episkopi. As it
rurned out, rhe radio forecast wasr for. once, right, and rhe
wind again died on her so that rhe last five miles took over
eight hours. At long last she was moored to a buoy and everyrhing snugged down.
This short passage was very much a shake down cruise. It
revealed a few shortcomings in borh crew and ship but norhing
rhat cannot be put right to make Cito a very practical small
ship for cruising and training in rhese waters.
16th

REGIHENT

(D.A.0.R.)

Most of our news rhis monrh is about sport, but first of
all we pass a warning to all our friends in orher Tape Relay
Centres.
One night recently, our C.D .S.0. had an urgent query
for Boddington. He asked rhe local German eti:change for
rhe correct number; shortly afterwards a voice camo on rhe
orher end and said he was the duty officer. After a long conversation about "signals," which made little sense, our C.D.S.0.
asked who was speaking-rhe reply came : "This is rhe
Station Master at Paddington."
Our ladies have had a large number of successful meetings
recently, including rheir annual dinner, which took place in
a well-known "Kellar" in Krefeld. More recently, the club
held a raffle in aid of the Save rhe Children Fund, and collected the sum of £10. This is chiefly due to rhe first prize,
which was a doll, beautifully di:essed in clorhes made by
Mrs. McQuade, the wife of our S.W.S. Officer.
The recent Rhine Area Team Swimming Championship
resulted in a clean sweep for rhe Corps, but we were edged
into third place by 1orh Regiment and r3rh Regiment. Held
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in the Olympic pool at Rheindahlen, the meeting was blessed
with good weather, and the unit team thoroughly enjoyed
Special
the two day of hard swimming and water polo.
mention mu t be made of the diving competition, where
ignalman J. Ryan became Rhine Area Champion and went
forward to the B.A.O.R. Meeting at Senn.Jager. Here h t>
again dived well, gaining second place, and has now been
selected to represent B.A.O.R. versus R.A.F., Germany.
The Morrison Cup Athletics Meeting was held again this
year in the German Stadium at H erford. N eedless to say, it
rained both days. The standard of athletics was high and
competition very keen.
The Regiment finished fourth of
the I 1 teams competing, but actually won the 4 x 100 metres,
4 x 440 metres and 4 x 800 metres events. D isqualification
in the hurdles and the fac t that the field event comp etitors
did not do so well on the day as they did in practice, cost
many poim s and no doubt a higher position. The team,
ably led by M ajor ]. H astings, put up a grand show, highlighted by a really thiilling 400 metres by S.S.!. Edwards,
A.P.T.C.

In the Morrison Cup Cricket Competition we have done
ex"tremely well and have now r eached the fin al. Who our
opponents will be has not yet been decided, but whoever
they are, we look forward to a good game and are confident
that we have a chance of winning.
When the 196o/61 winter hockey season fin ished it was
decided by Rhine Area to run a summer evening league, in
which 12 units agreed to enter. The object of the league
was to find new young talent, to improYe the standard of play
and at the same time, create a competitive spirit between
units. The team played extremely well to fin ish fourth in
the league. A few youngsters were found, and with some
more march practice, should develop into useful players. In
the main, the brunt of work was on the old and trusted
warriors with bald heads and greying hair.
In one case,
one well-known elderly, but young in heart, trusted warrior,
Major (Traffic) J. Hastings was, over a few pints of Amstel,
persuaded to come out of retirement, and he showed thar
he can wield a crafty stick.
Results :

Played
ll

Won
6

Lost
3

Drawn

For

Against

Points

2

15

II

14

As mentioned in our last despatch, the more "hardy elements"

continued to "escape to freedom" throughout July, working
up to the exquisite torture of a 30-mile march. The party of
17 marchers and one cycle orderly arrived safe and sound in

Nijmegan on 22nd July, three days prior to the actual marching
date. Everybody settled in quite quickly, and apart from the
Dutch food, which seems to consist of mainly cheese and bread
all w.ere fai~ly comfortable. Th~ men enjoyed their three day;
of b!Jss, which passed all too qu ickly, except Second-Licutenam
K ing, who had to get up every day for briefings· and at last
the ~our of judgment came upon the m en, at 04.40 hours, to be
precise. It was fou~d on the. marches that . little boys and girls
would hold hands with the vanous teams wh ile marching through
the villages. On one occasi9n, however, a member of the older
gr.oup of g~ls was obviously en tranced by Signalman Ryan's
frie ndly smile, and the two marched hand-in-hand for about
two miles to the strain s of " The Bells are Ringing," sung by
the 16th R egiment Nijmegan Marches Detachment Glee Club.
Our ~archers met up with a det~chment of Royal Artillery on
the third day and had a r ace with them. The sight of two
teams doubling down either side of the road in order to pass a
slower detachment, delighted the followers of the marches of
which there wer e many. T hat evening blisters were pai:Uul
and extremely obvious. The last morning dawn ed, and a rather
tired team set out with thoughts of m edals, flowers and lovelie
firmly emplanted in their minds, and trudged wearily round to
the fin al r est point, where they polished their boots and generally tidied up before, amidst fa n tastic scenes, commencing to
ma~ch into N ijmegen. The crowds were giving away flowers to
various teams and Second-Lieuten ant Garton succeeded in being
presented with a bunch. W ith television cam eras on them, they
proudly marched into N ijmegen at the open order and finished
a tired, but by no means dispirited, detachmen t. T hey all received
medals and the team award, and rode back to camp to do minor
repairs to feet in preparation for the evening's en tertainment.
It has been reported that the detachment as a whole did not
disgrace itself on the field of battle that evening, and although
the Royal Canadian Guards provided extremely -tough opposition in the winning of local h earts, th e two officer s were bowled
for a duck by a train which left at 20 minutes to 11 !
As our readers can see, sport has taken up most of the .time
during the past two months, but all good things come to an
end, and now hard work and the annual main exercise must
take priority.
By the way, if any of our N ational Service r eaders would
like £200, just sign on and apply to join 16th Regiment.
STOP PRE£s.-Final of the Morrison Cup (Cricket) was won
by 16th Regiment. Sceres : 28th Regiment 87, 16th R egiment
88 for 5 wickets.
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17t'1 Gurk/Ja
Regiment

The Commander-i n-Chief Far East Land Forces Lieutenant-General
Sir Nigel Poett, K.C .B., D.S.O., inspecting the Gurkha Signals
gu ard at Flagstaff House, Singapore

when he had finished waving, to come straight down to ~s
office as he had some important information for !iim. This
mformation, as it happened, had some far reac;hlDg ~esults
which was to plunge the new C.O. and the Regiment mto a
gieat ~eal of w~rk ~nd ~eorganisation which started almost
immediately and 1s still golDg on.
The first thing we were told was that 247 (Gurkha) Squadron
wouid be going to the United Kingdom with ?3 Gurkha
Infantry Brigade Group and the 1/ 6tp Gurkha Rifles at the
end of the year (now M arch, 1962). The second it~ was. that
17th (Gurkha) Regiment would no longer func~1on ID a
D ivisional Signals role but would be<;ome the champions of the
Malayan L. of C. communications. This for us is-back to
square one, plus North Malaya- as with the. exc;ep ti~n of the
Train Despatch Service, we were commumcatmg ID South
Malaya up until late 1957 when 230 Squadron (0 .C.L:F .) mov~d
from Kuala Lumpur to join the Division and took 0-is .corrurutment from 1.'IS. Since this time we have always mamta1Ded o~e
shift in the Signal Centre to keep our hand in on the static
communications, besides fulfilling our airportable role f.or the
Divisional H eadquarters.
Needless to say having been told of these de~isions, ~ings
in the Regiment sparked and have been really buzz1Dg ever. s!-llce.
Establishments have been revised in a great hurry, prov1S1onal
reorganisation has taken place, retraining planned and started
but as always with Signal Regiments, never a clean br~ak
with the old to get on with the new . . The de~a~ds f?r outs~de
assistan<;e for exercises and other v~nous acttymes still persist.
Such is life, and it still goes on with goodwill and the determin ation to make a success of our new role.
During the month of March we welcomed bac~ to the Re~
ment Staff Sergeant Jitman Gurung from Cattenck, the R~g1ment's first Radio Technician to reach XI standard. Looking
back over a short period of l~ss than s~ .years when he. was
still a Squadron clerk one realises that hi~ 1s .no mean achievement and just how much personal determmat1on and effort has
been put into this by Jitman.
On 16th March the Commanding Officer and Adjutant visited
the Depot Brigade of Gurkhas to meet the boys an~ new
recruits and at the same time to present them w1~ therr CB_P
badges. At the risk of repetitio~, it i~ worth recalling at this
stage, that it is the custom of this Regrment for the men to be
presented with their cap badge by the offic.ers, and al.though
the badges are now issued by ordnance this custom is kept
alive The original cap badges were presented on 23rd September, 19'i4, when the Major-General Brigade of Gurkhas, then
Major-General L. E. C. M. Perowne, per~ormed the ceremony
for the first time; the Regiment at that ume was. commanded
by L'.eutenant-Colonel . L. H. 1'1-· Gregor~. This ceremony
marked for us the Regimental Birthday which has been celebrated annually since that date.
Being the only major unit stationed in Seremban the Regiment for the past four years has carried out H.M. The Queen's
Birthday Parade at Rasah Camp which i~ ~e Headquarters <?f
the Brigade of Gurkhas and 17 Gurkha D1-:1s101:1/0.C.L.F. This
year the parade was carried out for the first ume 1r:i number 3 dress
and the men carried the SL rifle. The parade, w~1~h. was taken by
the General Officer Commanding 17 Gurkha D1V1s1on/O.C.L.F.,
went off satisfactorily and without incident. How~ver, some of the
incidents which took place during the phases wluch led up to .the
main event could hardly be said to come l!Dder that .heading.
For instance, there exists a special Gurkha size roll which takes
0

Third from left Lieutenant Colonel
G. H. Wotton, O.B.E., fourth from
left Colonel B. R.
. Hayles, fifth
from left Lieutenant Colonel S.
Schofield with Australian, Malay and
Chinese Signal Officers.
Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICERS (MALAYA) DINNER CLUB 23rd JUNE, 1961

Lieutenant-Coloi;iel G. H. Wotton, <;mr new Commanding

O~ce~, wa~ standing on Seremban Railway Station Platform

(mmd1Dg his own business) with other members of the Regi-

ment and the Brigade of Gurkhas waving goodbye to the late
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. Blackbume, when
the Colonel Brigade of Grukhas caught his eye and asked him,
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Command e r-in-Ch ief tal ks w ith the officer in charge of the
guard Lieu t e nant (Q.G.O.) Bh u pal Gurung

into account the size and peculiarities of the Gurkha figure but
even with this aid it is quite amazing the var iation of misfits of
uniform a Gurkha manages to draw when trying his very best
to get fitted for a ceremonial parade. In fact, with an eye to
the future, the Adj utant very wisely pt1t out a warning order in
January of this year about the issue and fitting of No. 3 dress.
This was followed by an energetic follow-up by Squadr~n
Commanders, but in spite of this, on a fitting parade held ID
April the regi mental tailor master and his worthy assistants
were exhausted after thiee hours of fittings, and almost passed
out when Sergeant Kulbahadur Gurung, a fairly thick .seE squat
figure, appeared in a pair of mid-calf !en~ shorts Y.'.hicb could
have been kept up with ease by buttonmg them. direct on to
his epaulets. This was too much and representation was made
to the proper quarter but the Q.M. swears that he could neyer
have issued such a misfit. I wonder? However, as all the tnals
and tribulations of pre-parade preparations resulted in a final
effort deserving of praise all emerged slightly exhausted but
with that glow of satisfaction and pride for a job well done.
23rd June marked this Regiment's turn to play host to the
Royal Signals Officers Malaya Dinner Club and forty offi~ers
attended including thiee Federation officers and one retired
officer Major Pip Wheeler, who is serving in Malaya with the
Stand~rd Telephone Company. During the evening the Public
Relations Offic;;er kindly sent a photographer along to put the
event on permanent record for THE WIRE.
Captain K. Kirkby, Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Bhupal Gurung a_nd
32 G.0.R.s have just returned from Singapore after comple~g
the Commander-in-Chiefs guard. This Regiment togeth.er with
the infantry battalions of the Brigade of Gurkhas takes .its tu:ri
at providing a two-week guard for tfie Co~ander-m-C¥ef
but with reorganisation and more static commitments loonung
ahead it is doubtful whether or not w.e shall have the manpower available to continue this honourable duty.
18th

REGIMENT

(SINGAPORE)

DQ. Squadron. Of the 32 football tearns.operating.witbi?
the Regiment, I think that the one most deserv1Dg of praise ~s
month is H.Q. Squadron team. They played a hard game agamst
1 Squadron which ended in a draw, two goals to two, followed
by a walkover, S.T.C. (F.E.), then a vi~ory agains~ 2 SquaclJ;on,
two goals to one, and, glory be, a srx to one v1cto~ agamst
cc Lady Luck" bas most certainly been
H.M.S. Rocket.
sitting on their shoulders this month, or was it just good team
work?
But, alas, not so from the Squadr<?n cricket<:IS: In ~eir
match against 237 Squadron, even with the bnlliant batt1Dg
of Staff Sergeant Sowman, R.A.P.C. (48 not. out), and Secondin-Command, Major Line, they were soll .beaten by two
runs· one thinks that maybe they are feeling the loss of
Serg~ant Longbottom, who was one of the stalwarts of the
team.
Squadron honours were again upheld at the Corps S:vimming
Gala at Gillman, this time .in the for~ of Second-Lieutenant
Dudley, who, in a very stiff compet1oon, ~~n second p~ace
in the highboard and first in the lowboard d1vmg competmon.
Sergeant Longbottom has gone, posted to Gurkha . ignals
at Seremban and, as stated, is missed by the cricketers.
As well as beinf a cricketer, he is also a deep-s.ea,, fisherman of
some renown (' I have a photograph to prove 1 ~·
Io our last notes we said that R.Q.M.S. cc Jock" Stew~rt was
ready to go. We are very sorry to say !hat he was admmed to
British Military Hospital at the last mmute, although not too
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·erious, he requires medical evacuation; to him we say bon
voyage and a peedy recovery.
I Squndren. D uring the past month the Squadron has
contin ued to be very active with operations (?), sports and social
activities.

Early in the month, along with the rest of the Regiment, we
wer heavily committed in an island-wide internal s urity
exercise which lasted four days and prov-ided everyone with u eful exp rience. Sergeant-Major J. Drugan and Sergeant Pickett
employed on family evacuation, are now proficient at locating
the odd fa milies tucked away in odd com ers. One of the
biggest headaches was find ing sufficient bodies to act as armed
escorts for all D .R.s, and escort vehicles. The Squadron quickly
settled down to normal routine immediately the exercise had
finished, and within two hours of the stand-down, " B " T roop
were flogging out a five-mile " bash " to complete their P.E.
tests.
We have welcomed Major Richardson to the Squadron and

afte~ a few night-shifts as D.S.O., he has taken over as Squadron

Trammg Officer. Once he has located and instilled the necessary equipment in his training room, we look forward to using
these facilities to get up to required standard, the many budding
Yeomen Brs and Ars in the Squadron. We also welcome
Lieuten~ t James, w~o has taken over as D .S.0./0.C. " A"
Tro_op, vice ~econd-L1eutenant Dudley, who has been appointed
Assistant Ad1utant. S.S.M. Lovell has now firmly settled in
the S.S.M.'s chair. With 249 Squadron away at camp we are
required to provide a larger number of men for gua;ds, etc.,
and the S.S.M. -can be heard muttering "I'll soon have no hair
"left."
Social .activi~ies within Troops have continued. " B " Troop
had a d1sappamtment when, after arranging a football match
and ~arty with H.M.S. Hartland Poi-nt, the ship sailed without
warmng: However~ th~ parry went on the 2rst July, and a
most enioyable e_v~mg 1t turned out to be. Signalman Palmer,
who, after orgamsmg a raffle, and then winning two prizes himself, is trying to look as inconspicuous as possible at the moment
" C " Troop, already noted for travelling, have been at it again:
They went to Mersing for a week-ead camp on the beach
taking food, cooking utensils, etc., and came back suntanned and
extremely happy. Their O.C., Second-Lieutenant Pollard got
his ~r bogged down in the sand, and after strenuous efforts
only JUSt managed to beat the incoming tide. On 19th July
they also had a Tr_oop p~rty on the premises of the Oasis Club,
Ser:ingoon, and this affa!I was also a great success. Following
the!I barbecue, reported in last month's notes " A " Troop
have been quiet, but have a Troop party plann~d for the near
future.
S port. In spite of the opturusm of Sergeant-Major
Chambers, in our last notes, that the Squadron football team
was now set for a winning run, we are still without a win in
the Squadren League, after playing four matches. We came
ve~ close to. breaking the " duck " against H.Q. Squadron.
Wnh four nunu~es to play, we were leading 2--0, but H .Q.
snatched two qwck goals to reb us of a point. Nevertheless
our tea~ must be given credit for trying, and the standard of
football 1s good.

20tlt llEGDlENT (AI R HUllUATION)

This month sees !fie .departure of Captain and Mrs. Boa t
frc;im r Squadron, N1cos1a . They carry with them many good
wishes for the future and pleasan t memories of the past.
Swium~i ng. Swimming trainin g is now taking place. We
ar~ determJ?ed to. wm the Western Area Minor Unit Champion.
ship at Pohmedhlll . . T he. Un it, due to dis persion, is training in
three places, at E p1skop1 under R. S.M. N . L ane, in Akrotiri
under Staff Sergeant S~arman and in Nicosia under S.S.M.
Molon y.. They are a~ gomg to ga ther together at N icosia before
the meetmgs .to practice as a team, under T eam Captain R .S.M
L ane. We will report our success in the next notes.

T~ e 1+1e.r eury C~ub. The club, in N icosia, is still thriving
and is runnmg bus trips on Sundays to K yrenia and Famagusta
wh~ch ar~. fu lly enjoyed by all members of r Squadron and
the!I fa milies.
Slt~oting. We enclose a photograph of our Regimental
Shootmg T eam who have this year won " The Corps Shield
Abroad," the " Royal Signals Rifle Association Unit Championship " and the "Royal Signals (NEARELF) Shooting Trophy.''
The team, ~upporters. and reserves all showed great enthusiasm.
The Regunental rifle meeting at Polimedhia was won this
year by 2 Squadron. Captain T. G. Boas t won the Officers'
Cup whilst Staff Sergeant Weighell won the Unit Marksman's
Cup.

National. Servicemen to ~legulnr. Lance-Corporal A.

R. Good . achieved a first; be bemg our firs t N ational Serviceman to sign on under the new scheme. We wish both him and
Mrs. Good success in their new career.

Army Colours-Athletics. The following were awarded
Army C?lour, Cyprus, for representing the Army against the
Royal A!I Fo~ce. at athletics : Sergeant F . E . Slade, L anceCorporal H. B1ggms, Lance-Corporal D. J. Jennings and L anceCorporal J. W. Naylor.
Cricket. The Regimental cricket team has so far had a
re_as<?nably successful season. We have, unfortunately, been
ehmmate~ from both. cups for which we entered but, at present,
we are lymg second m the local league having lost two matches
out of eleven played. There have been no outstanding stars
but Lan~e-Cori;><>ral Rand has been a good all-rounder and
a~ong his bowling feats he includes a hat-trick versus the Royal
Air Force Unit, Episkopi. He has now, unfortunately left us
for National Service release.
' .
Major E. J. Buirsk.i, Lieutenant (Q.M.) J . V. Harding 'and
Lance-Corporal Harrison represented the Corps in matches
against the Royal Engineers and the Royal Army Ordnance
Co~ps. In the Sappers' game, Lieutenant.Harding scored 45 and
aga111:st the Royal Army Ordnance Corps Lance-Corporal
Harrison made 44 and Lieutenant Harding 39.

The Sq1:1adron cricket team has only played one match this
month w~ch they lost by eight runs. Corporal Titchard has
developed mto an extremely useful fast bowler and was selected
to play for the Corps team early in the menth and the following
w~ek was selected for the Army team. Well done Corporal
Titchard.
'

.

Next week is the Regimental Fun Fair which no doubt will
be fully reported. in ~egimental notes. The Squadron is playing
a very full part m hts worthy ca1:1Se and we will report on our
efforts next month.
2 Squa d r on. A party from 2 Squadron laid the lines for
the control and public .addr~ss system at the Johore Grand Prix
recentl.y. ~lto.gether six miles of quad were laid around the
two-mile c1rcu1t. On the race day, six members of the Squadron
were ~n standby and had a grandstand view of the racing while
on this pleasant duty.

L~nce~Corporals Gardiner and Farrington have just left on
a trip wnh ~.M.S. Rocket. An account of their journeys will
be reported m due course.

Back Row (Left to Right) : Corporal Parnell, Lance Corporals Lack , Johnstone,
and Ratchford , Corporals Cottis, Hughes 3nd Reeves
Seated Front (Left to Right) : Sergeant Lucas, Staff Sergeant (F. o. S.) Boulter,
Ser1cant Kitchen, Captain Gallagher, Lieutenant Oliver, Staff Sergeant Timson ,
Sergeant Hardy
Seated on Ground : Signalmen Bellis, and Thomas

llom.,wurd B o und. Corporal J. Corless and Signalman
J. McCarthy travelled home on National Service release under
their own steam, we give an extract from cards received. They
set out from Limassol as deck passengers on a Greek ship a11.d
visited Pireaus then disembarked at Brindisi in Italy. They
found hitch-hiking difficult as the Fiat's are small and normally
full. After makin g their way to Naples, where they rested, they
entrained for Rome. In Rome they "did" the city, but as it
became colder and started to rain, they gave up the idea of
hitch-hiking to the South of France and took a train to Paris.
In Paris they again " did " the city until only their fare home
was left and homeward bound they went. The last report.
Carry enough money for fares if you attempt to go this wayand have as good a time as we did!
21st

REGIMENT
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At the beginning of the month the Regiment marked the
occasion of the 41 st anniversary of the founding of the Corps
by having a church parade at L aarbruch, which was attended
by all ranks and families of H.Q. and No. r Squadron. The
service was held in the Station Church of St. Peter's and was
jointly conducted by the Rev. E. D. Gale and the Rev. H .
M. Jamieson, P.M.U.B. Chaplain. The L essons were read
by Lieutenant-Colonel H aslehurst, our Commanding Officer,
and Sergeant Stapleton.
Once again we have had the pleasure of welcoming to
the Regiment members of 65th Regiment (T .A.). Like lasr
year, they have been looked after by 2 Squadron at Brueggen.
This year July has been fairly quiet as far as collective
training has been concerned, as we have not had any members
of the A.E.R. Signal Regiments to share our summer training programme. Nevertheless, our programme is most comprehensive, and already " D " (Heavy Cable) Troop, under
the command of Second-Lieutenant I. G . Dorward has spent
some time at Haltem "living rough." Perhaps the weather
may yet improve when " C " (Line) Troop makes a similar
visit to the training area during August.
Once again the annual four-day Nijmegen Marches have
come and gone. This year our intrepid marchers have been
commanded by Second-Lieutenant J. C. Bruce, and have
just returned with a gold medal for the team's 100 per cent
success in the competition. The team consisted of SecondL ieutenant J. C. Bruce, Sergeants G. P. T. Licence, R.E.M.E.,
B. Thorp, R.A.E.c., Lance-Corporals B. Millington and T .
W. Collins and Signalmen E. Dockrays, E. Hills, B. Ashb~
and C. J. BoswWI, all making their first appearance at
Nijmegan; while for Signalmen H. Alcock and D. Cosgrove
it was their second time, and a third for Corporal J. H.
Moody. Also must go on record the efforts of our cycle
orderly, Signalman E. G. Shilling, and billet N.C.O., Corporal
E. Middleton, both of whom helped to keep the teall'! " on
the road.''
Our thanks are also extc!nded to Captam D.
Kitchener, R.E.M.E., and the L.A.D. carpenters .f?r th~ exce!lent trolley which was made to carry the addmonal 1mp~d1menta for the team. In addition, Lance-Corporal D. Srruth,
Signalmen T. W. Archibald and Scatchard were members
of the R.A.F., Brueggen, team.
In the Royal Signals athletics meeting at Herford, we h_ad
some successes, in spite of the competi1:ion fror:n other numen~
ally superior Regiments. The outstandm~ achievements was 1~
the final of the mg-of-war, when the Regunent beat 28th Regiment by two pulls to one. The team, which had been trained
by Staff Sergeant K . Hadfield, consisted of Corporals M.
Stoneham, J. Ryan, F. Pratt, Signalmen J. Tyler, A. Tullock,
A. Sweatman, T. McC!arence, J. Coutts and C. Scott. Our
other successes were: Discus, 1st, Second-Lieutenant J. M.
Curtis and Seri;eant B. Thorpe, R.A.E.C. Wei5ht, 1st, Sergeant
B. Thorpe, R.A.E.C., and Lance-Corporal I . .T. Smith. Hammer,
W.0.11 R. J. McDonald-Hardie, R.E.M.E., and Lance-Corporal
I. J. Smith.
In the Rhine Area Swimming Championships, LanceCorporal J. W. Frost obtained a third place both in the
J-Oo metres backstroke and 200 metres brea$tstroke, and LanceCorporal K. Ashford a third place in the 100 metres freestyle and a fourth place in the medley relay. .
.
.
Our arrival and departure section has been fairly quiet this
month, but we are pleased to welcome Staff Sergeant. I: M.
Shand, Sergeant C. Harding and Corporal F. E . .w1~1ams
(all from 19th Regiment), and Staff Sergeant N1ghtmgale
(from 9th Regiment), and Corporal Lawson from the War
Office (D.C.E.Jt:.).

NIJMEGEN MARCHES 1961

Left to right : Sergeant Licence, Corporal Moody, Second Lieutenant
Bruce, Lance Corporals Mill ington and Collins, Signalmen Hills,
Boswell , Dockray, Ashby, Alcock, Sergeant Thorp, Signalmen
Cosgrove, Shilling - the Cycle Orderly

Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. Turner on the birth
of their son; to Signalman and Mrs. Craig on the birth of their
daughter, at Wegberg on 16th July, aad also to Corporal
and Mrs. McOaren, a daughter, on 28th July, r96r.
And finally, a special note of congratulatiOlii.s to Signalmen
F. Chadwick 'and A. Mullineux on their super hitch-hiking
tour of Europe. In two weeks they visited five countries,
Switzerland, Italy, France, Spain and Belgium, and managed to get to such places as far apart as Venice, R-0me
and Capri, Barcelona, San Remo and Marseilles.-A jolly
good show.

Treat yourself to a

,'IAml/I
IN BOTILE OR CAN.
~

Brewed by SIMONDS
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23rtl Signal
Regiment
(Training)

e

have a chance of seeing this trophy and changed the rules
accordingly.
.
.
These results pay tribute to the young National Service Telegraph Operator trainee who formed the backbone of ~11 p_arad~s
and who did this job, as he did so many or.hers, ~11th mtclligence and enthusiasm. He will be sorely missed m the years
to come.

A Short History
anti Appreciation

Sport
•

The Last Ma rch Pa st-1 961

Genesis
rpHE birth of the Regiment is wrapped in the mists of un.l recorded time, and all that comes to us are confused
sounds. We hear trumpets calling and the noise of marching men, but who they were, and where bound, we know
not. T hat there is war abroad and there are battles to be won
is plain, for we can also hear the clash of armed conflict and
the primitive urge to use the sword has temporarily eclipsed
the use of the pen. The earlier organisation of " Eddie "
Company has gone for ever, swept away by vast hordes of
incoming mili tia and other irregulars, and the few original inhabitants that are left are too busy teaching their ancient crafts
to their new masters to devote time to writing records.
We can only conjecture on the history of the Regiment
during these stirring years. .'.fhere appears to have been a
3rd Operators Training Battalion, Royal Signals, formed in late
1939 or early 1940, from whom we can justifiably claim
descent. What is clear is that, even in those early days, the
urge to keep away from Catterick was strong within the Unit,
and it was formed and stationed initially at Whitby. With the
l\dvent of motor transport, even this was considered too close,
and late 1940 saw the Unit emigrating to the Celtic North of
Wales, where it settled at Prestatyn. Here it came under 2
S.T.C., commanded by Brigadier C. J. S. Le Cornu.
But this remoteness, as again today has been the case, was
the undoing of the Unit for, in the middle of 1943, when
cuts were made in the training organisation, 2 S.T.C., and 3
O.T. Battalion with it, was disbanded: too remote for administrative convenience and too far flung to defend its title to a
continued existence. And so the Unit passes temporarily into
darkness.

Phoenix
However, this period of darkness did not last long, for on
4th D ecember, 1944, Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. Firth was
ordered to proceed to Whitby and re-form 3rd Operator Training Battalion "with the utmost speed." These orders were
carried out, and on Christmas D ay, a bare three weeks later,
the Unit sat down to a full-scale, pre-war style dinner, no
less than 1,200 strong, including Auxiliary Territorial Service.
From a pool of officers, newly ·returned from the war overseas, the Commanding Officer was able to select a nice

e
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admixture of those who had started as pre-war soldiers in
the Corps, and those who had commenced their military life
in the Middlesex Yeonmanry, T.A. For senior N.C.O.s, the
R.S.M . (W.0.I C. D . H opwood), obtained from the Depot
Battalion at Thirsk, with the active co-operation of LieutenantColonel H. A. Spencer, some two-dozen excellent warrant
officers who, under a scheme known as " Surwonco," coulq be
employed in duties below their rank. Thus was re-formed a
very successful and very happy Trainin g Battalion , and it was,
no doubt, from these days that the somewhat individual
character of the Regiment sprang. This character, n urtured
under successive commanding officers, has persisted to this
da y.
In March, 1945, N o. 2 S.T.C. was re-formed under Brigadier
C. D. Clapp at Scarborough, with 4 and 5 O.T. Battalions in
the same town, whilst 3 0 .T. Battalion, as ever, independently
minded, out on a limb at Whitby. D uring this ti me numbers
were stead ily increasing, so that by J une, when L ieutenantColonel F irth handed over to L ieutenant-Colonel C. P. S.
D enholme-Young, the Unit strength h ad reached 2,400. This
appears to have been its peak strength, for the call for operating
trades soon dimin ished, and in 1946, 2 S.T.C. and 5 0 .T.
Battalion were disbanded, and 3 and 4 O .T. Battalions closed
in on Catterick Camp.
During the n ext few years, the Regi ment, as signal units
were by now known, was centred on Bourlon and Aisne L ines,
but it occasionally expanded into other areas as its size ch anged
to meet the varying policies thrust upon the Army by outside
events, as we shall see.

Training
It may perhaps be trite to say this, but the job of a training
regiment is to give initial trade training to recruits, and refresher tr aining, usually in the form of upgrading courses, to
men who are already tradesmen. With the large turnover of
National Servicemen, the former commitment has always been
most heavy. Up to I956, the Regiment tra ined all operators
(s witchboard) and the majority of operators (wireless and line),
a small number of the latter also being trained. by 4th Training
To meet varying requirements, the size of the
Regiment.
Regiment has altered by forming or disbanding squadrons.
Thus, whilst in I950 there were four training squadrons, in
I95I there were five, and the number had dropped to three

by the end of 1954. These changes meant a varying requirement in accommodation, and to allow for the " bulge " years,
No. 3 Squadron was stationed at .Gallowgate Camp ~rom
I950 until November, 1954. The Urut strength at the middle
of this period was I,900 all ranks with a yearly output of 2,Ioo
· d
tradesmen.
From I956 when the Corps trade structure was reorgaruse ,
the Regiment' was responsible for training Telegraph Operators,
Wireless Operators and Sign al Centre Operators. The Telegraph
Operator was a new departure, being an " A '.' trade and
involving an in tensive six months' course. Startmg at about
300 the number under training rapidly rose to 500, wher e
it s~ayed until January, I961, when it shot to 6oo m~ns~o th~
last few months. The strength of " WOps " and
ps,
with a course length of only three months, was smaller and
seldom exceeded 250.
h
In all the total number of trainees who have passed thr oug
the Regiment since I945 has been . in exce~s of 27,000 men,
or enough signalmen for some so signal uruts.
But train ing has not been the only work to be done by the
Unit
Strike and tempest, flood and snow, have all se~n
Twe~ty-third ready to do their bit, whether as d~ck labour m
1949 or driving petrol tankers in 1953. At Christmas, I95~
the Regiment nearly missed their leav~ when floods thr_eatene
the East Coast for the second suc~ess1ve year. Ththe w~tel. of
/ 58 found the Regiment clearmg snow from e man;i me
1
J':Cks of British Railways, who recipr?~ted b~ producmg a~
brew of tea acceptable even to the Bn tish s~ld1er. The b
autumn of I96o gave some N .C.O.s _Rn:d tramees the opportunity to try their hand at ?Qtato-p1~king. Hardi)'. h ad the
harvest been gathered in when the Urut were _off agam .to help
the market town of Horncastle, menaced by senous flooding. ,(is
one old hand was heard to remark: " Never a dull moment.
There were other, more pleasant, _jobs t~ be done, and the
Regiment has, over the years provided . wrrele.s~ detachm~n~s
and 11 variety of other assistance for occasions military and civil.
To meet the communication tasks, the _schemes troops were
divorced from their separate squadrons m f\u~st, -~~' a.n~
form ed into No. 4 (Schemes) Squadron. Eqw~pe ili'1 S u~~~n
Command Vehicles and WS 53/ I9, on formation,,
q chicles
converted, during the summer of ~960, to . I-ton wrrb ess
!if
and modern sets. The culmination of Its short, ut all
e,
came in August I96o when detachments were sent
over
Enoland and Wales f~r the first B.A.M.A. motor rally, .Pro·
vidfng an excellent test for the new sets and some except10nal
training for the operators.

t fuit

Parades
(Left) Jimmy and Quarter Guard-Circa 1955.

(Right) Major-General R. J. Moberly insp ect ing W ireless Vehicles
[Photo : Li11coln Chronicle

No unit can exist for long without having !'
remo~al
parade Two occasions stand out. The first was 11;1 eceR e~
I 949, ~hen our Colonel-!n-Chief, H .R.H. T~_e trm~ls: in °~t.
visited Catterick to unveil the Corps Memona
a e
M tin's Church The second occaS1on was on 27th June, 195 8'
' hr H
Ma"esty The Queen visited L incoln to open a new
w edn b .edr
. J the City
Those who were present are not
roa
n
ge
m the pageantry,
·
· w h1·ch soaked the
likely to forget
nor t h e ram,

0

trD~~~t~ ~:YR~Yfin~~~,\n

addition to the normal parades
le the Regiment found a detachment to repre~en~ ili~e~~;y~t fhe Royal Air Force Battle of Britain parades
and services.
R ·
t
e of its
But it was on its own square that. 0.e eg1m~ fav drill in
best and won the Commonwealth D1v1s1on Trop Y h or 'ck .
I g and I 959. They would have completed the a~-tr1
m
I~~ had Authority not decided that some other unit should
f h

J

e

" Sporting Life ' '

Although the honour of an Army qup. has alw~ys eluded
the Regiment, it has had a ful_1 and sausfymg _sporting record.
Practically every sport and pasume. has been actively en~uraged
at one time or another. A succession of devo!ees have mdulged
in activities as diverse as football and fencmg, golf and gokarting cricket and canoeing. But the most successful was
soccer,' and perhaps the most successful season, I~59/ ~' w~en
six cups and a shield were collected from fat and wide, mcludmg
the enormous " ten gallon " Northern Command Cup. But
the Regimen t has also contributed to Army and Corps .spor! by
providing a steady stream of players for .i;epresentatlv~ s1d~s
and has become well known to the Royal Air For~e stations m
Lincolnshire for its enthusiasm an~ sportsmanship.
In sport, as in wine, there ate vmtage years. In the early
'sos the Regimen t won th~ ~orthern . Co:-nm~d Bas~etball three
years running and the D1str1ct Novices Boxmg twtce. In the
middle years of 1955 and 1956, shooting and water polo f~rmed
the main successes. The 1956/ 57 season .saw the Regun~t
on Television, beating 7 Royal Tank Re~ent by 3-2 m
the Northern Command soccer final, and this seems to have
been the start of its soccer prowess and the first of many
successful seasons.
.
.
.
Among Jhe lesser-known pastimes, garderung came mto its
own in August, 1953, when t?e la.te M~jor (T.O.T .) E. P.
Nash and his wife won 27 prizes, mcludm~ IO firsts, at the
Catterick Flower Show. Several other pnzes were won by
the Unit on this occasion, including a first by the C.O.,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. H . Starr.

Suez
On 4th August, 1956, the Suez en.sis bro~e and the R egiment put their mobilisation scheme mto action.. Th~re had
been several practice schemes ove_r the years, mcludmg one
only a few months before, so that It may be assumed prepR.!ation was complete. History does not record. the chao~ w~ch
normally accompanies these affairs, an d one 1s l~t to unagme
the midnight-oil behind the phrase "the last urut moved out
as planned." But normal work did not cea~e, for the~e. was a
routine change of Commanding Officer dunng the cns1~, and
all the time preparations were in hand for the move to Lmcoln.

Lincoln
The original reconnaissance of the Regimen!'s next and final
home at New Barracks, L incoln, was made m August, 1955,
by the Commanding Officer and a small patty. It was not,
however, until just over a year later ~at the move was ~~y
made. In September, 1956, the :Wireless Operator T rammg
was transferred to 4 T raining Regiment, and a start made on
closing up Aisne Lines being handed over the same month
and an advance party being sent o~ to pave ~e way so~th.
Finally on Ist N ovember, the Regllllent entramed at Richmond Station and was played out in style by the Corps Band.
[Photo : Li11cobi Chronicle

• 'cw B rracks, Lincoln, was in fact, a hutted Militia Camp,
built in 1940 a an annexe to the D epoe, The Royal Lincolnshire
Regiment. D uring the war it had been an Infantry Training
Centre and afterwards housed 69 Heavy A. A. Regiment, R.A.
As a result, whatever else it may have lacked it possessed an
excellent parade ground, guard room and garages. For an
Officers' M c s, an old station hospital, built in the middle of
the 19th century, was pressed into service; the old mortuary
and isolation blocks providing ideal quarters for visitors and
bachelor field officers.
It was not until March, 1958, that the Wireless Opera tor
Training Squadron rejoined the Regiment. Because of lack of
accommodation in Lincoln itself, the Squadron (designated No.
3) was housed at Hawton Road Camp, Ne\ 'ark, some 16
miles and two tmvns distant from the Unit. Thus cut off,
it rapidly acquired a rugged, individual character of its own.
Making friends in a county town is a slow process, but the
Regiment soon found the City and County Police taking a
friendly interest in its doings, and it is not too much to say
that hardly a week has gone by without a call from a patrol
car or plain clothes man, solicitous for its well-being and
whereabouts the previous night. But other friends have also

been made in church, ~ndustry, and our sister services. A
number of the men have m arried L incoln girls, and not a few
officers and senior .C.0 .s have settled in the area on retirement.

Vale
And so we move to th.e present time. In early 196o, it
was decreed that the Regunent would amalgamate with 24th
Signal Regiment and would lose its separate identity. F arewell
parades and parties were held to m ark the end of the R egiment
and its association . with the City of Lincoln, to whose M ayor
was presented a silver statu ette of Mercury for competitions
among the youth of the City. In April, 1961, 3 Squadron, at
Newark, fin ally closed and Wireless Operator training transShortly afterwards the last
ferred to 24 Signal Regiment.
Commanding Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel T. S. Foster, departed, leaving your scribe to perform the final rites and meditate on the desolation of deserted and abandoned huts which are
all around . Farewell, Twenty-Third, you have served your
country well these last 20 years, and now you must leave your
burdens to others, Ave Atque Vale!

28th llEGIMENT (ARMY GllOUP)

COl'HMAJ.~DING

OFFICERS
1944 - 1961

Lt.-Col.
Lt.-Col.
Lt.-Col.
Lt.-Col.

H. R. Firth ...
C. F. S. Denholme-Young,
J. S. Wise
P. J. Palmer .. .

Dec.,
June,
Nov.,
Nov.,

1944
1945
1947
1949

Lt.-Col.
Lt.-Col.
Lt.-Col.
Lt.-Col.

G. H. Starr ...
W. C. Burke
A. C. R. Stead
T. S. Foster

Feb.,
Sept.,

Aug.,
Feb.,

1952
1953
1956
1959

24th Signal Regiment (Training)
Do You Recognise Them ?

Dack Row

Mr. HODGES. He enlisted in March, 1922, and was a
member of the advance party which formed the STC(I). He
was later Chief Clerk to C.S.O., China Command, then found
himself in the B.E.F. in France in 1940. Havi-ng been posted
out to the East he was taken P.0.W. in Malaya but survived to
tell the tale and only retired in 1958 with the rank of W.O.II
(R.Q.M.S.). He is now one of our Clerk Instructors.
Mr. RIGDEN. He enlisted at Canterbury in 1922 in the
Royal Engineers (Signals). Pre-war service took him all over
India and to the Middle East. On the outbreak of war he was
appointed Superintendent Clerk with the B.E.F. and later
R.S.M: with 2nd Echelon in 1940. He subsequently served in
the ~1ddle East, then again in India. He finally retired in 1947
but did not come off the Reserve until 1951. He also is a Clerk
Instructor.
Mr. WRIGHT. A " comparatively young" soldier with
only 15 years service. He enlisted in 1931, saw service in India
b~f~r~ the ~ac and spent most of the war with 5 (British)
D1vmonal Signals. He is employed as a Telecommunications
Instructor.

Front Row
One of the problems which faces every Regular Soldier is:
''.What s~all I do when I retire?" Some launch out into occupauons which_ ai:e far removed .fro'!! their accustomed Army life,
bl!t the ma1onty want to mamtam a contact with the life and
friends they understand. It is therefore reassuring to know
that some of the erstwhile stalwarts of the Corps are at the
present moment engaged on training our young soldiers.

I:Ie~e, in 24th Regiment, we have 47 Civilian Instructors, the

!ll~JOnty of whon;i have seen life in the Corps. Their experience
~s mvaluable; their un~erstan~ing of the young soldiers' problems

1s first-hand; and their practical knowledge of their trades cannot be bettc:r~- We. would like to. mention them all by name,
but as that 1s tmposs1ble we .have s~gled out six, photographed
them, and now ask you to give their names. Do you recognise
th~ ? In case you don't, here are their brief biographies-left
to nght.

Signalmen J. Baxter, R. McDonald, D. Whalley and T. Co chrane
28th SIGNAL REGIMENT 1500 and 5000 m TEAM
Jrd in the BAOR Inter Unit Championship and 1st in the Morrison
Cup

~- STOCKTON. He has a total of twenty-three years'
service from 1922 to 1945. His first Unit was in Northern
Ireland, then later he saw seven years in India. The war took
h!m out to. the ~ddle East and finally in 1944 to G.H.Q.
Signals, India. He 1s a Telecommunications Instructor.

~-. CHILD. The "oldest" of the soldiers we illustrate.
He JOmed up in 1918 and served in both India and the Middle
Eas~. H e h<?xed f~r the Corps and was Army champion of all
India. ~avmg gamed . a Commission he retired as Captain
(Q.M.) m 1948. He 1s another of our Telecommunications
Instructors.
Mr. HILL. He enlisted in 1922 and served in India and
the Shetland Isles. He was a member of the Signals Display
Te~m ?efore the war. Commissioned in 1940 he eventually
renred m 1947 as a Major. He is now a Telecommunications
Instructor.
Their total service is 17£ years and they are all members of
the Royal Signals Association.

Athletics and the Summer Camp provide most of the news
this month.
The athletics team had two outings: the long awaited trip
to Berlin for the B.A.O.R. Inter-Unit finals, and the trip to
Herford the week after for the Morrison Cup. At Berlin they
came 7th out of nine teams, ~eing just beaten ?Y half a point
by the 3rd Greenjackets fC?r sixth place. In th1~ compa!1Y the
team did not expect to shme and were well ~an.s~ed w1~ the
result. Signalman T. Cochrane was an easy md1v1dual wmner
of the 5 ooo r-:i.d 1,500 meter team races, and our long distance
team cai'ne 3rd and 4th in these two events. Two 38-year-olrl;s,
Corporal L. Williams and Staff Sergeant E. Osborne, are still
fit enough to hold their places in the shorter track events.
Williams' storming finishes have been a feature of the season,
and Staff Sergeant Osborne ran the race . of his life in r_he
Morrison Cup 400 meters. To return to .Berlm:-many m_emones
of individual and team performances Jostle m our mmd but
space is limited. On arriving in Berlin the team found that
they were to be looked after by 229 Squ~dron. They we~e
certainly very fine hosts; all who went will remember ~eir
enjoyable stay. For the majority it was their f?.rst and poss1b~y
their last glimpse of this city. Thank you Ma1or B. A. Beame
and 229 Squadron.
In the Morrison Cup they were second to 4th Regiment,
coacediag 12 points. There was a dr~matic moment in the
preliminary heats when a baton change m t~e 100 metr_es relay
die not satisfy the judges. Thus t~e Regiment fc;>rfe1ted 20,
if not 22 peints, and from then on 1t was an uphill chase. to
catch 4th Regiment. Three " no jumps" in r_he first strmg
long jump, a failure to qualify in the secon~ stnng pole vault,
and two casualties in the course of the meetmg may be a hardluck story, but such !s the way with. most a.thletics teams, and
while we can say " if only . . . " 1t ~emams to congratulate
the 4th on retaining the cup and promise them an .ev:en c:Ioser
contest next year. Again the long distance te.1m d1sunguished
itself by winning the 5,000 and I,500 metre team races. In
the middle distance events Lance-Corporals R. Munro and
J. Hair and Signalman J. :Batchelor were l?rominenc, and in the
sprints, Signalmen J. Dixon, D. McMillan, J. Taylor and
Corporal L. Williams.
The rug-of-war team, under Captain J .. E. Benjamin, made
its way to the B.A.O.R. semi-final, where It fell to what must
be the best team in the British Army-1st Gordons: Af~er
getting so far against all comers, it s1:11fered a som~what 1gnom~
ous defeat in the final of the Morrison Cup against 21st Regiment There are some " dark horses " in that Regiment-not
the least of which is Captain J. Woods, our late R.M.T.O.
And so to the summer camp, which has jus~ en.ded. Oi:ice
again everyone is back in the Regiment and hfe 1s returnmg
to normal. The weather remained poor, and the l?rogramme
was perhaps a little tougher than last year's, .but th!s was o~
set by a smoother organisation-the result o,~ mcreasmg experi,:
ence. Anyway, a piece of ground known as Bacon Sandwich,
has felt the real i-.,pact of war, and there must be few forest
paths in a large area east of ~he Mo~ne See that have !lot be~n
investigated, either by i~tent1on or 1i;i ei:ror. Each will retam
his own memories of incidents th:-.t highlighted the camp. The
writer is tempted to quote just a few at random .

Major W. A. Sykes, stand ing on the shore of the Mohne
See, at n ight, waiting for his boat to appear after the others had
gone. " Where have you been," he shouted. " - - - miles,"
came the r eply. Major R. L. Murray, in F.S.M.0., protecung
himself from the rain with a decrepit black umbrella. Sergeant
Topliss finding that electric fences were as partial to him as
the bulls from which he was escaping. Lieutenant W. Mayne's
unsuspecting remark to a senior officer after a. thunderflash had
gone off in his ear . Major P. J. C. Lloyd pacmg t~e bat.tlefield
as Chief Umpire, oblivious of the smoke an~ dm gomg on
around him, chuckling away into h is 31 set rrucrophone as he
decided who was dead and who was merely wounded. In fact,
in retrospect, a memorable time was had by all.
The Nijmegen M arch Team, lead by Lieutenant R. Garlick
and Sergeant R. Woods, completed the course withou.t .the loss
of a man, after their two months at the camp, trammg and
acting as " enemy " to many of the schemes.
Finally, a welcome visit has jus~ been made by the Band an.d
Choir of the Junior Leaders Regunent. The Band and Choir
drew a large and representative crowd for the Beat~g of the
Retreat at Rheindahlen on Sunday afternoon. Theirs was a
first-class performance that did much credit to the Corps. 0!1
the following morning the Choir gaye 31 concert at ~t: Toms
and impressed with their excellent smgmg and versat1hty.

Sergeants' 1'1ess. We have recently "said" a number
of farewells to S.S.M. R. E. ("Jumbo") Edwards, who has
left the Service on completion of his engagement. ~!'.LI kno~
in the Corps from service in Greece, the old 5th Trai01ng Regiment at Bamai:d Castle and Ripon, in Singapore, Essen, and
latterly with this Regiment, "Jumbo" is settling in .Greec~.
To him and to Helen we wish the best of fortune m their
new life-we will certainly miss them both.

30th Regiment (Trials)
A warm and sunny July i."'1 the S?~th of Eng!and has acted
as a stimulant to the Regiment, drivmg the sailors to sea, 3
Squadron on leave, and a number of the more portly members
of the Regiment to the golf course. It also brought to the
Regiment Captain J. Westlake, from a Course at the School
of Signals, and W.0.II (Foreman of Signals) J . D aw, from
Singapore.
The annual Blandford Carnival includes a six-a-side cricket
competition in which the . Regiment this year entered two
teams. The "A" team, skippered by Captain J. : T aylor,
met a speedy end, but the ". B " team, under Captam R . K.
Ward persisted until the serru-finals, when they were narrowly
defeated by the favourites, Blandford "A." The ~ther five
members of the team were Major A. J. Jackson, Ma1~r L. S.
Bamber, Major N. W. P. Pearce, W.0.II M. J. P . Giles and

The last Meet of the Season sets out from the Officers' Mess. The
mainly civilian following includes Major L. F. Ball (on right in wh ite
shorts) and Lance Corporal D. A. Fryer, the kennelman (in dark
shorts carrying whips)
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The Loyal Toast in the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess. (Left to right):
W .0.11 R. W. Kelly, W.0.1 (A.S.M.) E. G. Jacobs, R.E.M.E. , W.0.1
(R.S.M.) J. W. Sinclair and W.0.11 F. C. G. Lanaway, A.C.C.

Corporal R. L. Suett. The full Regimental XI is enjoying a
successful season, though the fi.xture list is somewhat restricted
due to lack of opposition.
The first week of August brings the dispersal of the Regiment
on block leave, and on return, winter activities start. W.O.II
Giles already has his soccer players under coaching, while the
hockey players hardly bothered to end the winter season, and
have continued to play against civilian opposition through
the summer months. A less publicised, but nonetheless important, activity which is preparing for its winter season is beagling.

Beagles. Here, in Blandford Camp, thriving under the
auspices of the Regiment, are The Pimpernel Beagles, an expanding pack of hounds, at present 17 couples strong. It was
started in 1952 by Captain K. P. Bent, R.A.S.C., at the
time when I 5th Training Battalion, R.A.S.C., occupied Evans
Lines. From 1956 to 1959, the pack was known as R.A.S.C.
Pimpernel Beagles, but it reverted to the original name of The
Pimpernel Beagles when the Training Battalion disbanded. The
Masters, from 1952 to 1959, were all military officers, but in
l96o the pack came under the control of an elected committee
on which there is both service and civilian representation.
Major L. F. Ball, the officer in charge of Beagling in the Regiment, is the service representative. He is one of the driving
forces behind the present movement to resuscitate the pack,
which had tended to deteriorate in recent years. At present
there are three civilian joint masters, who are Dr. G. E. Luke,
Miss I. M. Harding and Mr. F. J. Miller. The Chairman of
the Committee is Mr. A. B. Cole, of Spettisbury.
Lance-Corporal D. A. Fryer is the kennelman. He has an
intense interest in the hounds, and is helping the Committee to
carry out a breeding policy which will develop a pack of about
25 couples of small build and even colouring. Corporal Fryer,
who has been in the Army a year, breeds Corgies and Labradors
when he is at home in Sunderland.
The Beagles had a successful season in l96o and, in spite
of a late start, the hounds were soon fit and hunted well. The
local countryside is fully stocked with game and lends itself very
well to the sport. The best days during the season were on
the three occasions when the hounds hunted over Sir Thomas
Lee's estate at Lytchett Minster. Each year there is a Children's Meet at Little Manor, Charlton Marshall, which drew an
especially large following of young people last season. Another
hig~ght in the s~son was the Boxing Day Meet, when the
Chairman entertamed members of the hunt at his home
Clapcotes Farm, Spettisbury.
'
The Regimental interest in the Beagles has a long term
as well as an immediate significance. When the School of
Signals moves to Blandford it will find a ready-made and
mature hunt to replace the Catterick Beagles, which have been
a valuable feature in the sporting life of the Corps in Catterick.
In the meantime, it is the intention of the Regiment to take
advantage of the benefits which should follow from the formation ?f the A~my Beagling Association in March, 196r. Major
Ball 1s expectmg to have a strong military following at each of
the meets in the coming season.
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Dlamlford Camp De,·elo1•me11t. Tlte Regiment is
very closely concerned with the planning of the new Blandford
Camp, and it is felt that a wide circle of reaeers of THE WIRE
have an interest in this project. From time to time, therefore,
a paragraph will appear in the Regiment's notes giving an indication of the up-to-date planning or construction position. This
month it is possible to report that on 1st August, 1961, progress on the new project took an important step forward when
the Consultant Architect, Mr. J. M. Grice, of Architects CoPartnership, made an official presentation of completed plans to
the Representative Colonel Commandant and the Deputy Signal
Officer-in-Chief.
The presentation included full sketch lf)lans of all buildings
which are to be built in Phase I of the project. These are the
School of Signals (including all administrative and technical
accommodation), Headquarter Mess, Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess, the NAAFI Family Shop and Unit Messing
Store. Outline plans for the remaining buildings, which are to
be built in Phase II, were also presented.
The plans for Phase I now pass to the War Office where they
will be examined and costed ready for tender. The official
date for the start of building operations is Ist August, 1962, but
it is expected that this date will be brought forward.
In addition, there is a married quarters project which will
start in advance of Phase I in order that married quarters will
be ready for occupation when the School of Signals moves to
Blandford Camp, probably towards the end of 1963.

that Regiment and the Gurkha Signal Regiment, the latter also
sought, and received, permission to wear the tartan of the Clan
Grant. The banner presented to the Gurkhas was proudly
borne on the pipes of the Gurkha Pipe Major in Katmandu and
has since travelled to Singapore, Malaya, Borneo, Hong Kong
and during the State visit _of the ~ing of Nepal the. banner
found itself on parade outside Buckingham Pa.lace, which _was
a happy coincidence as it had first been earned ceremonially
on rhe day of the King's coronation. Her Majesty _the Queen
noticed the banner and was pleased to comment on 1t.
On the 19th July, 1961, Her Royal H ighness wa~ graciously
pleased to present yet another banner to Her Jumor . Leaders
Regiment stationed at Denbury near Newton Abbot m .south
Devon. Again, the banner followed the pattern and design of
its predecessors and was embroidered by Hobsons of London
who had also been responsible for making the banner for the
Gurkha Signal Regiment. While being in every way similar to
the banners presented to the Highland and Gurkha Regim~ts,
the badge of the Royal Corps of Signals on the reverse side
of the banner is embroidered across a large globe supported by
a scroll bearing the words "Leadership in the Cause of Peace."
The banner was presented to the Pipe Major of the Regiment,
Junior Corporal Etherton, at St. James's Palace in tJ;ie presence
of the Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General
L. de M. Thullier, C.B., O.B.E., the Commanding Officer of the
Regiment, Lieutenant--Col~mel L_. ~· M. Gregory, _M.B.E., and
the Junior Leaders Cou~cil con~1stmg of twelve Juru~r Lead~rs
and including the Jumor Regimental Sergeant-Major, Juruor
Warrant Officers and Junior Sergeants of the Regiment. The
Junior Council on this occasion appeared i~ a l?<>dy for. the
first time before their Princess and Colonel-m-Ch1ef, a unique
honour and privilege, and replaces the no~mal monthly meel!ng
in the Regiment at Denbury, where w1.th the Commandmg
Officer over a working luncheon they discuss problems con.
cerning life at Denbury.
This delightful banner, presented at s1;1ch a? ~ppropnate
moment fires the imagination and romantic aspJratlons of _all
the Junior Leaders selected t<? participate in the "Op~ration
Enterprise " which involved a j_o urney to Holland at ~eJr. own
expense where they. t_ook pa_rt m the. one hu.ndred miles mternational march, a v1s1t to Signal ReguneJ?-tS m Germany and a
.
visit to SHAPE in Fontainbleu near Paris.
Interesting aspects of the expedition are that the pipes, drums,
trumpets and bugles of the Regiment participated at ~e Flag
Parade at Nijmegen on Monday, 24th July, .the cho!-f, 120
strong sang at St. Martin's Clinic (the Spastic Hospital ~or
Child:en near Nijmegen in Holland), 14 patrols of IO. Junior
Leaders 'each participated !n 0e march, the band with the
Scottish danc;;ers toured Umts ID Germany at Munchen. Gladbach Krefeld Lippstadt, Verden, Bunde, and the c?orr proceed~d to Parls. The choir which sang before Her Majesty ~e
Queen at the Albert Hall at the Festival of Remembra~c;e m
November, 196o, gave a concert of folksongs and tr~dmonal
songs of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales a?d 1Dc11;1ded
Dutch German and French songs with the appropriate national
anthe~s of the countries they visited. ~e band Beat R~treat,
and the dancers included in their re~ertorre the ~oyal S1gna_ls
Reel. (A more detailed report of this venture will appear ID
the next issue of THE WIRE.)
.
This Royal Banner which ac;;companied the Regiment to tJ;ie
Continent returned to Denbury in a very pr?ud and splendid
fashion to lead the end of term and graduauon parade before

W.0.s' and Sergeants' ltless. The Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess has been busy establishing its custom of
quarterly dining-in nights. These functions follow the general lines
of dinner nights in the more Senior Mess and are proving to be
yery popular. Of course they have the very real merit of providing
inter alia the complete solution to the difficult problem of an
evening out sans dame. Clearly, this is a function which is
strictly duty, and if it so occurs that one enjoys one's work,
then this is something which should please the distaff side.
The principal of independence is thus maintained, while the
infrequency of the occasion cannot strain even the most
delicately poised relationship. The decorum of the dinner is
seen in the photograph of the Loyal Toast. It is, of course,
also a part of the custom that photographs may not be taken in
the Mess after dinner.

Junior Leatlers Regiment
THREE ROYAi.. BANNERS
In 1937 Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal, c.r., IS.c.v.o.,
G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Colonel-in-Chief of the
Royal Corps of Signals, presented a banner to .t he 51st Highland
Divisional Signal Regiment, Territorial Army. At that time the
pipe band of the Regiment was the only band of its kind in the
Royaj_ q,rps of Signals and in keeping with the Highland Clan
Associations of Aberdeen, the pipers wore the traditional tartan
of the Clan Grant, approved for their use by the head of the
Clan, the Countess of Seafield. The banner, which became the
most prized possession of the Regiment and remained with it
throughout the years of the war, was fashioned in satin and
gold braid, bearing on the one side the Heraldic Arms of The
Princess Royal and on the other the Winged Mercury on a
Globe surmounted by the detached St. Edward's Crown, the
badge of the Royal Corps of Signals.
On the 21st April, 1956, a similar banner of identical colour
and design, was presented by Her Royal Highness to the
Gurkha Signal Regiment of the Brigade of Gurkhas, with the
badge of that Regiment on its reverse side. The presentation
took place in the Throne Room of St. James's Palace and was
witnessed by a distinguished company of officers, headed by
His Excellency the Nepalese Ambassador. The event was most
significant in that it offered a delightful prelude to the Coronation of the King of Nepal on the 2nd May, 1956, at Katmandu,
to which place the banner was carried by the hand of the
Lord Chamberlain, acting as Her Majesty's representative, and
there was handed over to the Pipe Major of the Gurkha Signal
Regiment. Thus it was that the youngest Regiment of the
Brigade of Gurkhas came to possess the first Royal Banner to
be embraced within the tradition of any Gurkha Unit. In
keeping with the custom established in the 51st Highland Regiment, and in consequence of the affiliation established between
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STAMP COLLECTORS
The Junior Leaders Regiment has restarted its
Ph1latelist Club and will be MO~T GRATEFUL to
receive stamps from all Regiments, Squadrons,
Detachments serving overseas.
Amateur radio enthusiasts receive many QSL cards
with foreign stamps.
d
Envelopes containing stamps to please .be addresse :
Philatelist Club, Junior Leaders Regunent, Royal
Signals, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, South Devon.
CLOTHING

There is a continued demand f?r ~lothing, partic~Jarly
suits, shirts, collars. That a suit 1s well worn is no
demerit. Articles attacked by moth should, please, not
be sent. See page 348.
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[By ct>urttsy Uni<Jersa/ Press & Agency and Junior Mercury.

the Signal Officer-in-Chief, civic heads of the towns around
Denbury and five hundred parents on Wednesday, 9th August,
di
1961.
.
As the sound of drums, trumpets, bugles and pipes e away
we remember those who graduated from Denbury in (\.ugus!,
lg6I. We wish them all the best of luck and fortune ID therr
future careers.
Graduation List

Name

Training
Regiment

Troop and
Adopted Regiment

Pre-selected
Trades

K. A. Clark
G. Taylor

224 Sqn
8th

Special Op
Radio Tech (Lt)

Brun'> Troop
10th Signal Regt

G. T. Allen
A.G. Baker
G . I. Wraith

24th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn

Telegraph Op
Special Op
Special Op

Javelin Troop
22nd Signal Regt

K . D. J. Donaldson
G. R . Harrison
J. V. Saunders

24th
24th
8th

Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Tech

Iron Troop
3rd Signal Regt

B. V. Bour~oise
K. M. Bow·er
P. M. Capon
M. C. Crowley
B. R. Davies
G S. Dixon
G. S. Farmer
S. Gill
H. A. Hall
J. L. Robertson
J. K. Rodger
A. Scajfe
A. H. Willoughby

8th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
8th
8th
24th
24th
8th
24th
224 Sqn

Telegraph Tech
Teleprinter Op
Teleprinter Op
Teleprinter Op
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op
Lineman
Radio Relay Op
Telegraph Op
Teleprinter Op
Lineman
Tcle"raph Op
Special Op

White Spear Troop
7th Signal Regt

B. N . BroodberryBrooke
A.G. Haslam
P. Kaye
J. A. Lees
M. P. Stallard
G. J. White

8th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
24th
24th
224 Sqn

Tele~ph

R.A. Cann
M . S. Fill
G.A . Uttall
R. N. Williamson

24th
24th
24th
24th

..
..

....
"..

"

"
"
"
"

""

-

Jtrboa Troop
1st Signal Regt

Tech
SpCCllll Op
Special Op
Telegraph Op
Telc"raph Op
Special Op
Teleprinter Op
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op
Cipher Op

M. J. Lyons
M . Palmer
M. Ratia

8th
8th
8th

Lineman
Radio Tech (Lt)
Radio Tech (Lt)

G . Hardaker

8th

Radio Relay Op

.

"

'

"
"

I

White wan Troop
30th SigruJ Regt

..

"

Franci ca Troop

.

2 th Signal Regt

I

Kohim Troop
2nd Signal Rcgt
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An At/venture Training Expedition
BY SIGNALMAN

J.

H.

Dhekelia at 07.30 hours. The weather favoured
W E leftconsiderably,
for the sun was streaming down as we
u

drove by Landrover through scented poppy fields and richlycoloured cultivation. Our commander called a halt north of
Lefkoniko to proceed on foot at a course 40° magnetic north.
We encountered an assortment of nature's beauty in all her
glory during our march, and at u.20 hours had a brief pause
for a snack. Shortly after we came across a school expedition;
they seemed very uncertain at our sudden arrival and fell
into deathly silence. Signalman Smith was first to break the
ice by the simple act of ra ising his hand as a token of friendship. The children responded warmly and followed us for
some way along the road. We then broke away to cut across
rough country in accordance with our destination. At 12.35
hours we sighted the Landrover. Signalman Martin was in
exact position as previously ordered. After a brief survey of
the map we proceeded towards Kantara Castle.. At 14.00 hours
we made a stop for a cup of tea; the solid fuel stoves provided
were found inadequate and, indeed, it took almost an hour te
boil water for the purpose. After many burnt fingers and
singed eyebrows we were able to drink what I hate to admit
was my making of a cup of tea. Out of respect for my efforts,
everyone at least tried some, but I am sure found some way
of disposing of the potion other than drinking it. By 15.30
hours we had reached a position convenient for a short climb,
and Martin asked that he should go along too, so I stopped
with the Land.rover and equipment. In the absence of my comparuons, I passed the time by collecting :fkewood; I also
collected living sapling for the purpose of making kitchen
implements. At 16.20 hours the party returned and we set
off foF the coast to find a suitable camp site. With a little
trouble we succeeded in getting the Landrover down on to
the beach and parked on firm ground-north-west of Dhavlos.
While everyone unpacked equipment and began the task of
erecting a form of tent from a sq uare of canvas, I was busy
building a kitchen. A fire was made, and after thirty minutes
a piping-hot conc<>\;tion of food and foreign matter was ready
to be served. Everyone seemingly enjoyed their meal, because
I was promptly told that I had just volunteered for the duties
of cook. Shortly after, six tired bodies scrambled into the
warm, welcoming blankets, and fell asleep.

RUSSELL, 15TH REGIMENT

After a hearty breakfast, we concluded the breaking-up of
camp and by 09.00 hours were on our way again. After unhitching the trailer (a thing which was already a matter of
routine), we reached Dhavlos again. Whilst our supply of water
was being replenished, I was to climb to some vantage point
and survey the land in relation with the map. I found the
track we were looking for and reported the fact to Mr.
Galloway. We then proceeded down the same, only to be
confronted by a persistent shepherd, informing us that this
road was impossible for our vehicle. He pointed to a deep,
mud-infested break in the road and implied that all was lost.
But not so. Tools clanging in rhythmic harmony, rocks and
timber, all helped to bridge the area. Trailer uncoupled, the
Landrover ploughed across successfully.
Then all muscles
heaved in order that the trailer should follow likewise. Once
again we rode along the narrow track, here and there finding

The climb to the Village
;

First O~stacle

The end of the day

fire faded away, we turned to thoughts of rest in preparation f?r
the following day. Mr. Galloway, unfortunately, took to vomiting during the night, but it was established that my ~ea ~d
biscuits were not the cause, but the fact that hi: was mhaling
petrol fumes from the exhaust during his sleep. At 08.00
hours we continued down the mountain road, and by 09.I5
hours had arrived at Agridaki. We stopped there for wat~
while our commander went on to survey the track ahead. This
proved wise, for it was f<?und that ~he track tapered out about
half-a-mile away to practically nothmg. We returned the way
we had come and chose a second course which led us through
Ayio Ermolaos. Once clear of the latter, we left the Landrover and continued on foot led by Smith. We met five shepherds who were sat around a spring; we were greeted warmlv,
and they even shared their meal wi~ us b~fore. we set off
up the mountain track. We co~ered sixteen miles m a}l before
rejoining the Landrover. Our 1ourney rewarded us with po~t
card beauty beyond description. Once in the Landrover agam,
we travelled to St Hilarion Castle and onward along the south
side of the whol~ mountain range. From this we were able
to take a last look at all the places we had visited during our
four-day exercise. Then, cutting a course for ho~e, we w_atched
the mottled white mountains slowly fade away m the distance
behind.

it necessary to remove an oversized rock or fill in a deep hole.
Slowly but surely, we moved along the miles of cart track. At
one stage we even ha& to dig away the embankment at one
side and build a stone wall at the other to support the outside wheels. On another occasion we encountered oar greate3t
obstacle. An incredibly steep twisting track climbed before
us to the small village and the better road beyond. A local
shepherd frantically waved his arms in protest at the realisation of our obj~tive; he insisted that such a climb was impossible for anything but a donkey. The Landrover was stripped
of its load and five eager bodies helped it on its way. Next
the trailer was emptied and then pushed slowly upwards. Then
came the equipment, piece by piece, transported to the top.
Utterly exhausted, we clambered into the Landrover and
triumphantly roa:r:ed foFward. The shepherd, silhouetted against
the sky, was still scratching his head in bewilderment as we disappeared in the dista2.ce.
The occupants of the village gathered together in the square
to see the Landrover that had siemingly appeared from thin
air. We then cut a course along the ooast towards Kyrenia;
at 11.30 hours we stopped for a quick snack. This consisted of
Signalman
fresh eggs that we had bought at the village.

Allen had been placed in charge of the eggs, but had, by this
time reduced them to RUlp. The brave ones of the party
venrtired into the sea for a swim, while the not so brave watch_ed
from the Landrover. At 16.45 hours we had reached a pomt
convenient for our schedule, in spite of our slow progress ~e
same morning. We found a sl_ieltered bay but had the ~s
fortune to get the Landrover bogged down in pebbles. With
the aid of driftwood, we were able to free the Landrover, and
by 17.50 hours had erected camp and cooked a wel<;:o~e meal.
At 19.35 hours it was suggested that we should split mto two
parties and experience night marching by the compass alone.
Corporal Spencer, Signalmen Martin and Allen took a course
parallel to the beach. Mr. Galloway and myself plotted a
course inland between Pentadaktylos and Buffavento ~stle.
We practised all forms of compass work before returnmg_ at
21.45 hours and going to bed.
11.45 hours follll:d us cutr;ng
inland into the mountains. On the way we were gwen practical
experi~nq: of finding one'~ exact P<?Sition by intersection an~ to
give the exact geographical location of an unplott~d obiect
(resection). In the late afternoon we .stopped at a pomt northeast of Lapithos to make camp. This was found to be a deserted EOKA camp, for marks of .22 rifle shots were clearly
visible on an improvised target and tree trunks. An extra l~ge
meal was prepared, after which we sat by the fire exchangmg
experiences from the past. Later, I made a cup of tea for
everybody and issued biscuits. Then, as the dull glow of the

,,,

~

,,

~

I/

We continued on foot

North Borneo Holitlay Cruise
BY (FOREMAN OF SIGNALS)

The Straits Steamship Company operates a regular weekly
passenger and cargo service from Singapore to _Sarawak and
the various coastal ports of North Borneo, at a q~ute reas?nable
sum according to the class chosen, and ~o t~e particular ship that
is available at the time. Minimum pnce is . for a deck passa~e
which in actual fact is between decks and m the holds. and is
for as little as $88 per round trip, to the de luxe cabm class
.
.
which is $542 per round trip. .
For anyone who is int.ereste? m ~emng away from ev~r}'.thmg
and leading a comparatively idle hfe for three weeks it .1s the
ideal holiday. The outward voyage _is all po.rts to Tawau, and
the return journey is the outward .iourney m reverse, so that
in actual fact all you do is re-v1s1t the selfsame _ports. For
those who are only interested in new places, a sea iourney one
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way and an air trip in the other direction would seem to be
the best solution.
.
To deal with my own holiday I am ~?ing to treat 1t ~s a
purely one way journey to prevent repet1t10~ and make r?mgs
more readable. Items of interest at ~e vanous po.r~s will ~e
treated as if they had been covered m the _first v1s1t and It
must be understood that due to the comparauvely undeve.loped
state of the Colony from the tourist point of view _any .trips to
the places of interest must be arranged by the tourist h1~self ..
On Friday evening a launch took us out to the M.V. Km~1us
in the Inner Roads of Singapore harbour. The separate bndge
built well forward in the bows, and the econd Clas accommodation built up separately over the stem, both gav~ the
impression of being an afterthought on the part for her de igner,
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but that wa not the ca e. They do have the fault of increasing
her wind re istance considerably so that she is a bit unweildy in
heavy seas. The cabin however were quite nicely appointed
and it did not take long to get settled in and ready for our first
meal aboard. Thi wa very g· d indeed and set a standard
which was maintained throughout the voyage; even breakfast
ran to five courses.
Satnrday was spent entirely at sea completing the settling in
proce s and getting to know the rest of the passengers, as well
as finding our way round the ship.
D awn Sunday found us anchored at a junction in a river
opposite a Shell in tallation awaiting a pilot to take us up the
re t of the way to Pending the port of Kuching where we had
four D 8 tractors to unload. The river itself was a muddy
brown and about 200 yards wide at that point, with thick tropical
jungle down to the waters edge and out into the river itself in
places. With the pilot on board we wended our way upstream
at a very reduced speed, passing the occasional stilted hut built
ou t over the river until we turned the last bend and came in
sight of Pending with a village built on stilts on one shore, and
the jetty with its godowns on the other. One of the houses in
the village contains the Sarawak Museum, which is a 'must,'
as well as a visit to a Dayak Longhouse. Our stay was very
bore as the tractors were unloaded in double quick time, and
we were under way again immediately after breakfast, reaching
the open sea again a short hour or .so after departure.
Monday morning saw us again approaching land, and we
anchored about a mile offshore from Miri at 0830 hrs. Passengers are advised against going ashore due to weather and
tidal conditions, as well as limited launch transport. A launch,
if available, costs $so for the trip, and as there is little to see
there it is very rare that passengers rake the trip. Other passengers however were embarked, and it was here that we lost
our deck cargo of pigs in their wii;;ker baskets. Lighters were
alongside loading and unloading cargo and in particular refuelling the ship, for it is here that the cheapest fuel oil is available.
It was 1700 hrs before we got under way again and were able
to enjoy the breeze of our passage through these very calm blue
waters.
Tuesday morning we arrived in Labuan, and the Customs and
Immigration people were on board long before breakfast to
clear us for the rest of the trip. A $5 taxi ride takes you all
round the town and out to the War Cemetery, with a call into
the Shell Club on the way back. There are also some pretty
good beaches but they are a taxi ride out of town. It is here
that all goods are unloaded for transhipment to Brunei, on the
mainland across the bay. Launch trips can be arranged to visit
Brunei where the largest mosque in South East Asia is being
built, and also where some very fine examples of silverware
can be obtained. It is the town with the largest Malay population in the world, and nearly all of it is these dwellings built
out over the water. It was here that we took on board our first
!bans, who are very easily distinguished by their elaborate
tattooing and the large ornament holes in their ears that two
fingers could easily be pushed into. After departure that same
evening the oil flares along the coast were very noticeable, and
aroused quite a bit of speculation before we were told what
they were.
Wednesday morning saw us docked at Jesselton, the capital
of British North Borneo.
This suffered a disastrous fire
shortly after the heavy pounding received during the war, and
the place has therefore had the chance to completely rebuild
from scratch, and they have made a very good job of it so far
with still yet ~ore new buildings in the process of going up'.
A very attracuve feature of most of the places visited was the
green centre lane dividing the directions of traffic, and these
were also nearly always planted with trees or flowering shrubs.
Jesselton is built on a coastal fringe, between the hills and the
sea, which used to be mainly mangrove swamp, and a large
amount of reclamation has taken place with heavy plant,
using the hillsides to fill in the swamp. This is still going on.
About three or four miles out from town, past the modem
hospital and government offices buildings, you come to a large
area devoted to very attractive " high " bungalows between the
new airport and the five-mile sandy beach. It is in this area
too, that the Yacht Club and Golf Club are situated. As ~
matter of fact, the majority of the golf course is in the Cable
and Wireless aerial field. The majority of clubs encountered
were very hospitable indeed, and nearly all were only too
pleased to accept transient ship's passengers as guests for their
short stay in harbour. This led to many convivial and most
interesting acquaintances. Some of the tales told about conditions and hardships encountered in travelling and working

in the interior were hardly credible, and yet others were highly
amusing. More about these anon.
Rotary produc;;e some excellent tourist guide books for the
use of the casual visitor, and are only too pleased to supply
them if requested. At present the only ones available are those
for Jesselton and Sandakan, but more may become available
in the future. Any criticisms and suggestions to improve the
contents and scope of the pamphlets are always welcomed.
On the ridge overlooking Jesselton there are a number of
beautiful residences that culminate in a very eye-catching and
im~osing block of fiats on Signal Hill, immediately above the
jetty and Shell buildings. They are referred to locally as the
$r,ooo,ooo fiats.
The visit of Prince Philip in early 1959 arriving as he did,
by air, resulted in the very modern airport that is now in
existence. This was rather "one in the eye" for the local
Customs people who had hoped he would arrive by sea so
they would get new buildings at the jetty. However, these
have now been built, so peace reigns once again.
A nostalgic (?) sight ashore was some troops in vehicles
belonging to the Singapore Guard Regiment, down to collect
stores offloaded from our ship.
Next stop was at the rather small port of Kudat, which is
mainly noteworthy for the amount of green, in the form
of playing fields, so close to the town. Edging the shore, round
to the left from the jetty, is the usual stilt village that is so
very common in Borneo. There is a Mission on the hill overlooking the town, and there is a coconut oil mill on the outskirts. Prior to departure, it was like a club on board, with
the doctor, the nurse, the maR from Shell, and some others,
wishing us a last farewell, before we sailed out of Marudu
Bay, through the Banque South Channel and on into the
Celebes Sea.
We made the usual dawn arrival into Sandakan, which is
the busiest port of North Borneo and is sometimes referred to
as "small Hong Kong." The majority of its trade is to the
Philippines and Hong Kong, and is mainly in rubber, copra,
timber, cutch (tanning bark), and birds' nests; all of which
are collected from the local coast and river districts.
Batu Sapi is a rather unusual rock formation which can be
reached by a jeep track turn-off from the K aramunting road,
near the golf course, and the nearby island of Berhala is
popular for swimming.
The largest and most spectacular of the birds' nest caves are
found at Gomantong Hill, about 20 miles south, across the bay
from Sandakan. The Forestry Department are most helpful
in arranging the launch trip across the bay, and for a guide
to take you along the nine miles of forest track to reach the
caves. This track is now being widened sufficiently to take
Jeeps. The lower i;;ave i~ the Simud hitam, so called because
the nests are of the black variety; and the upper cave is the
Simud puteh, because the majority of nests are of the white
kind.
The swiftlet making the white nest uses an almost pure
saliva, which, on exposure to the air, hardens and forms the
wall of the nest; whereas the type which makes the black nest
uses the saliva to stick feathers together for its n est. It is
this saliva which is separated and used with a stock of boned
chicken, pork and ham in m aking the famous soup.
The interior of the caves are hundreds of feet in height
and there are shafts going up to the surface from them. The
nests are built on the underside of the roof, as well as to
the walls of the shafts, and the collectors hang cane ladders
down these shafts and swing on them to gather in the nests.
These ladders are real rickety-looking affairs, and it :s a
wonder that there are not more accidents. Most of the nests
have either eggs or young birds in them, and these are just
tipped on to the floor of the caves, making rather a mess.
Also inhabiting the caves are a number of bats which, I
understand, make a very impressive sight when the great
big column of them streams out continuously for an hour
or more at dusk. This is a very interesting visit, but as it
takes all day, it is advisable to make the arrangements the
day before.
At Sandakan, we were in time for the annual North
Borneo athletics meeting, which produced a number of noteworthy performances that broke quite a few of the existing
Colony records. The weather was fine and the spectacle most
colourful. There was also a very successful dance held in
the Recreation Club that evening, which we had the pleasure
of attending.
En route to our final destination of Tawau, we stopped
at Lahad Datu and Semporna to embark more passengers,

without any opportunity of" going ashore. It ~s only a few
years since Semporna was ~n the. news, w~en pirates attacked
and captured it and remamed m possession for more ~an
24 hours. In this day and age that hardly sounds c~edibl~,
but piracy is still a rather commonplace occurrence m this
area and the Royal Navy carries out regular patrols _to
disc~urage them.
Smuggling, too, is quite common, despite
.
constant police and customs patrols.
The scenery along this last stretch was very picturesque
as we wended our way through the various passages . between
the islands and the mainland. Schools of g~mbolling porpoises perform~~ for our amuseme~t, and with th_e alm?st
oily-calm cond1t1on of the sea, fly1~g fish were mdul~g
in flights of 100 yards or more. Havm~ been ?sed to see.mg
them come out of one wave and vamsh agam almost immediately into another, I had never dreamed. that they could
fly so far.
Little boys from the coastal v1~ages _came out
in their canoes to shout and wave to our passmg ship. So~e
of them did not appear to be old. enough for. school-entermg
age, but they were well versed m seamanship and handled
their canoes most dexterously.
Tawau, our last port on the trip, is quite clo~e to the
Indonesian border, and a l~t of the!I peopl«? work 10 Tawau
as it is quite a busy trading_ cen!fe and 1s surr?unded by
plantations of cocoa, hemp, h1gh-y1eld rubber, white pepper,
and coconuts. The swimming pool, near the S_ports Club,
makes a pretty picture with its flanking xoft_. high co~onut
palms heavily laden with yellow nuts, and 1t was smtably
refreshed that we turned round and faced the journey back
to Singapore.

Fie/ti Sports iR Germany
BY REGIMENTAL SERGEANT-MAJOR
2IST REGIMENT

1

to catch. A lot of units have angling ~l~bs, and this is ?ecoming a popular sport. Most anglers )010 a German fish!Dg
club, where again, you are made very weJcome:-the cost b mg
about £1 a year. All types of fish we ~ow m the U.K. are
present in Germany, but there are excepuonally good carp aad
tench waters available in the Rhineland.
.
All the details are set out in G.R.O.s of 1961, s~ there 1s. no
reason at all why you cannot indulge in your pastime of Field
G
h ·
Sports.
. bi
Here, in 21st Regiment, we have a fiour1s ng ame
_ooung
Club and Angling Club, so all of you who a~e commg to
B.A.O.R. and are lovers of the outdoor sports, brmg your rods
and your guns (declaring both at the Cu~toms) . and . ~e full
advantage of what B.A.0.R. offers you in Hunun, F1shm and
Shootin."

SQUADRONS
209 SQUADRON (INFA~TRY BRIGADE GROUP)
We were all dreaming about the good things in life. Yes,
we were at last about to set sail for sunny Portu!p!l. " The fin~
preparations for oiµ- air and sea move on E~erc1se Batahla
had been completed, ships were loaded, vehicles we~e packed,
men were detailed off to 'planes, lectures had been given, films
on Portugal had been shown, final briefings had been held;
all was ready.
Then came Kuwa it with orders on 1st July. The advance
party left on 5th J~ly and the main body was ready on
the 6th. There was some delay, but at last. light on the 13th,
the Squadron, with 30 tons of stores, was 10 Kei;iya.
Condensed from notes which arrived late.-Editor.

T. A. VAUGHAN,

If you are interested in hunting, shooting and fishing, then
hail your posting to B.A.0.R. with a joyous heart. H~re
facilities exist for the field sportsman that only the very nch
can alford in the U .K.
·
ck f
The type of hunting is hooved game, not with a pa
o
hounds but with a rifle. Red, fallow and roedeer, together
with wlld pig, are offered to Britis~ sportsmen, aI!d there are
.
.
some first-class trophies to be obtamed_.
The fishing is varie~, and ~or us ~tat1oned m the R1:1lleland,
mainly coarse fishing is readily available. Tr~ut fishm~ d?es
exist and once contact with the local anglers is made, mv1tation; come along to excellent lakes and streams.
Small game shooting; here you have ~e cream, from. the
humble "bunny" to the largest game b1Id, the Caperca1lle.
To shoot small game and/or hooved game,_ you must 1hjv~
a State Licence and compulsory (third party) 10surance, w <:
costs about £6/xo/- per season. There is some game always
season, so, for the sum of II/- per moo~, you can shoot ~
the year round. Most units have a shootmg dub or attach its
members to other syndicates, and each S)'.ll_d1cate is allotted a
Kries (county) in which to shoot. All_ Bri~sh ~s are gues~s
of the German shoot owners, and the!I friendship and hospitality knows no bounds.
.
. .
Plenty of invitations are received, generally at ~e beg~g
of the season, so mat you can plan in ple_nty of tune.
ear Y
all the shoots are keepered and offer a vanety o~ g~me, accor~
ing to the season. On most shoots you are .mvited to ta e
some game away free; of course, when there is only a small
amount of game shot (this is very infrequent), perh/apsf you
will be asked to pay a nominal fig~ue! such ~~ 5 - or a
pheasant
After all shoots you are 10v1ted to wash ~o~
the dust"' and have a cooked meal-a fitting end ~o a ay s
walk over farm moor and forest land. &round Christmas and
the New Year 'large shoots take place, and I have known _bll;gs
of nearly 200 hares, 100 pheasants and numerous other vaneties

ll

of J~ve~d game shooting in State Forests is controlled through
a liaison officer and you c;;an apply to shoot any hooved gfa~.
There is a cha~ge made, but this is winhin the pocke!s o
e

The shooter keeps the trophy, heart. and. hv~r. ~f
soldier
you req11ire the meat, a current wh~les~e ~m~e lS C arge ·
You will find, though, that you receiv~ mv1t.at1ons from the
German owners to shoot hooved game 10 the!I own foreststhere are no charges for this; although you normally offer the
.
.
h. h osts
carcase to the owner.
To fish in Germany, you require a fishing 11cence, w ic c .
appr0ximately 5/-, irrespective of what type of fish you wish

210 SQUADRON (INFANTRY BIUGADE GR OUP)
and 603 TROOP (AIR SUPPORT)
This brief note is to announce our arriyal in Kuwait. At
this stage it is sufficient to say that we arnved here from our
base in Kenya after a very rapid move which gave us less than
24 hours from the time of warning till the time th~ ~st plane
left. We are now well established and commumcauons are
working well.
210 SQUADRON (INFANTRY BIUGADE GROUP)
CONQUER KILIMANJARO
Of the twenty-five men of 210 Squadro~ ':'ho, l_e d ~y
Lieutenant M. R. Adams, set out from l;o1tok1t?~ au:-smp
on the 8th June, all but o~e reached the summit of KilimaniaroAfrica's highest mountam.
.
" This is believed to be the largest po!uon o~ any partr o,!
its size to complete the climb to Kaiser Wilhelm Sp1u,
acclaimed the East African Standard after the party's. return.
Intensive training, including cross-country run~g, ropeclimbing, route marches, ditch-jumping and log carr~!°g feature?,
in the preparatiens for the assault, and as a final warm-up,
the party of twenty-five climbed Mt. Longonot (9,uo ft.) and
Mt Kinangop (12,816 ft.).
Sergeant " Sherpa" McClean, leader _of one of .tJ:ie ~ee
se<;tions recorded, in diary form, the details of the Kilimaniaro
~~.
hr
..
t
8th 'June: We left Kahawa camp at 080_5
s. arnving a
Loitokitok airstrip at 1630 hrs. after a rough JO';IIlley over d~
ram roads. Whilst dinner (Irish Stew) wa~ bemg prepare
Y
our base party ably led by Corporal Cassie, most of the men
amused themsclves stalking giraffe for ~ome close-up ph?tographs. That evening, Kib? wa~ covered m cloud but Its neighbour Mawenzi, looked qwte high enough for us.
'June : We saw Kilimanjaro, a beautiful sight, b?t one
9
which
gave many af us fears to the extent of volunteermg for
the base party I A few miles in the 3-tonn~r brought us to. the
forest's edge which we entered at 0905 hrs. 10 our three sections.
Some difficulty was experienced keeping to . the co.rect path
through the denser parts of the forest but still we made good
time and cleared it by noon, when we stopped for lunchi· b "
The trek started again at 1330 hrs . .After two ho.urs c 1.m mg
through the moor-like country we ran 10to heavy ram. With. the
rain came misery and cold. However, at 1700 hrs. we arrived
at the znd Caves (approx. 10,800 ft.) wh~re we were able to
strip off, dry ourselves and put on l'lry clothing. At approx. 1730

th
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hr . an " Outward Bound " party who had climbed the mountain
arrived on their descent and 14 of them shared the Caves with
us.
1otl1 June : The morning was spent drying our clothing. At
1400 hrs. we moved off, without equipment, on a very fast uphill
acclimatization climb. One hour and Io minutes brought us to
the 3rd Caves (approx. 13,000 ft.). After a half hour's rest we
de cended. This took almost an hour. So far no one had
experienced any ill effects from the altitude.
I Ith June : At 0900 hrs. we left for the 3rd Caves, arriving
at rroo hrs. At this altitude the thinness of vegetation and the
cold were very noticeable. In the morning ice had formed on
the water, which was in very short supply. During the afternoon
we collected wood for the cave fires and some to carry to the
Kibo Huts.
12th ']tme: We left 3rd Caves for the Kibo Huts at o~H5 hrs.,
complete with firewood and water (three water bottles each).
The climb from 13,000 to 15,300 was very slow. The air became
thinner forcing us to rest more often. We arrived at n50 hrs.
to be greeted by R.A.F. personnel fr.om Eastleigh and Aden,
with their hired guides and porters: They had climbed to Gilman's Point and were not very encouraging, telling u s that if
we could see it close in day light bef<>re climbing we wouldn't
attempt it. However, their faces soon changed when we told
them that Gilman's Point was not the highest peak.
Altitude sickness, in the form of bad headaches took about
50 per cent. of our men. Codeines took a hammering. The
majority of us had an almost sleepless night, sleep c;oming in
snatches. This may have been caused by the altitude or by the
change of bed from the comparatively soft bracken on the ground
to the hard board in the huts.
13th June : At moo hrs. we set off for an hour's scramble
over the scree. From the Kibo Huts the climbing is almost
completely on fine shale called scree. For every forward step
one slides back half of it, which, to say the least, is demoralising.
Progress here was extremely slow. We climbed a good 1,000 ft.,
rested, then returned to the huts. It was during this training
that one of our number unfortunately experienced real altitude
sickness, which rendered him unable to make the summit climb
with us. Most of us were in bed that evening by 1800 hrs.
14ch June: Reveille was 0100 hrs., when we had a hot cup
of tea. We dressed in as much warm clothing as possible and
moved off at 02ro hrs.
By 0300 hrs., breathing had become so difficult that we were
only able to move about Io yards without resting. The cold
intensified and during rests, hands and feet had to be kept
moving to avoid frost bite. Only one man really suffered from
cold and he almost went out of h is mind.
However, thanks to supreme efforts by about five of his companions, this chap made it. We reached Gilman's Point at 0610
hrs. Most. of us felt completely shattered. After a rest we had
to push on to the Kaiser Wilhelm Spitz. Although the climbing
itself was not very difficult to this point, every step took a great
effort. We arrived, very fatigued, at the ceiling of Africa at
0845 hrs. A further rest, photographs and signatures in the
Visitors' Book and we started our descent.
The last man reached Kibo Huts by about III5 hrs. Bed was
our first thought!
At 1400 hrs. we started our return to the Second Caves. All
arrived there by 1700 hrs. We were all thankful for having left
some food here for a good dinner. Mine consisted of steak and
kidney pudding, mixed vegetables, mixed fruit pudding, cheese
and biscuits and a pint of char-great stuff.
15th June: We left Second Caves at 0900 hrs. and arrived
at the vehicle pick-up point at about 1300 hrs. By then, we had
lost all sense of time; our minds being on large ice-cold beers.
We spent the night on the airstrip again. A couple of crates
of beer, as we sat round the camp fire warmed our feelings.
Glancing over our shoulders at the "mole hill," we thought
"thank goodness that is over," b1:1t none of us would have
missed it for anything.
The 25 who made the climb were split into three sections:
"A" Section: Lieutenant Adams, Sergeant Woodhouse,
L ance-Corporals Grimsdale, Brooks, Buten, Driver Henson,
Signalmen Eke, Cresser and Fardoe.
" B " Section: Sergeant McC!ean, Signalmen Herbert, Haigh,
Pitt, London, Leach and Driver Simms.
" C " Section :
Lieutenant Mullineaux, Lance-Corporals
Twon, Cavanagh (R.M.P.), Signalmen Lyons, Rogerson, Lea
Sel ina, Drivers Meredith, B. J. Smith.
'

219 SQUADRO~ (TRIPOUTANIA)
". Paint, Sir? After a month here you paint in your sleep!"
This remark was quoted by the Area Commander when in-

SF..RGEANT J. J. FERRO, D.E.M.,
GIBRALTAR REGIMENT
Attaclaed 223 Squadron (Gibraltar)

TILBURY - TRIPOLI LINK
David Allison with his message a nd some of his school.friends.
Behind are Brigadie r N. J. Dickson, D.S.O., G. M., Major T. W. E.
Fortescue Hitchins and Staff Sergeant Allison

specting the Squadron on 21st June; the telegraph operator who
made it was wielding a morse key with one hand and a paint
brush in the other when the Brigadier came on a recent, less
formal occasion . . . or so he said. Any¥iay there was a
formid able amount of blue and white laid on for 21st June.
Apart from painting, decorating and communicating we have
found time for some pleasant occasions in the last six weeks.
The first on 28th June was the formal opening of the Squadron's Rest Room, with its excellent murals by Corporal Leslie
and Lance-Corporals L ee and Miller.
We also had a successful outing to Sabratha, all ranks and
families, on 16th July. We had an excellent cold lunch, some
bathed and some looked at Roman ruins. Some just sat for
too long in the sun or so it seemed from the number of sore
backs on Monday.
The highlight of July was perhaps the school children's tour
of the Signal Centre and Transmitter Station. Twenty boys
from the Army School in Tripoli were taken round in groups
by Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s of the Squadron. One
of them was David Allison, 8-year-old son of our S.Q.M.S.; as
he passed through the Traffic Hall a teleprinter chattered and
there was a message from his grandfather who lives in Tilbury,
Essex.
The message had been collected by DR earlier that morning
under arrangements made by C.S .O. Eastern Command. We
are most grateful to him and to many Royal Signal Units en
route for helping to make this visit a very successful one.

Corporal P. G . Blacklock with Tommy Burke (with headset), son
of Staff Sergeant T. Burke and David and Michael Cordey, sons of
Foreman of Signals, Staff Sergeant J. H. Cordey.

Members of the Corps
who have served in Gibraltar will, no doubt, be
interested to learn that
Sergeant J. J. Ferro,
B.E.M. (John), has at last
decided to fling in the
~we! after over 30 years
service with 223 Squadron (Gibraltar).
John joined the Gibraltar Section (as it was
then) as a civilian lineman in 1927, and on the
outbreak of the Second
World
War
enlisted
voluntarily as a Signalman in the Gibraltar
Defence Force (Signal
Section) and was promoted to Sergeant immediately due to his vast
knowledge of the line
network of the Fortress.
On the disbandment of
the G.D.F. Section in
1946, John elected to
serve to complete 22
years colour service and
was embod ied with the
Gibraltar Regiment, but
carried on attached to
223 Squadron to the
present day.
For his loyalty and
.
.
devotion to duty he was presented with !he B"E.M. m . 1945,
and in 1946. he had the honour of representing Gibraltar m the
Victory Parade held in London.
.
.
He has donned his uniform for the last ume and is at pres~t
enjoying his terminal !~ave, wh.ic.h. he has well earned, b1;1t wµi
be returning to the unit as a c1vil1an, and we hope he will still
serve in his new capacity for many years to come.
.
Everybody who bas come in .conta.ct with him at some. u~e
or other will, without doubt, wish him the best of luck ill his
new sphere. The best of luck, John !

4 lb!
·
L 1a1S0n.
' ·
Our latest activity is horsemanship.
w1.'th a. Local
ricing club has resulted in a small p:irty of ~nthus1ast1C traillees,
led by Signalman Panitzke, spendmg therr sports afternoons
learning this noble art.
.
We said goodbye regrettably t? Ma1or R:· 0 . Cant rece11tly
(his success with last year's tenrus team will long be remembered) and welcome Capta~n D. A. 1:· Murray. W e have also
lost another major figure ill the Unit, W.0.II Hopewell ans
welcome W.0.II Cassels in his place. It looks as thou~h the
Unit rug-of-war team will have to be drastically reorgamsed.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIBERS' ADDllESSES
Many copies of THE WIRE and of the Royal Signals Li~t are
returned by the Post Office with a note that the subscriber's
address is unknown.
.
.
.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor m good ume
of their new address.

224 SQUADRON (RADIO TRAINING)

Mrs. F. A. Wainwr ight, wile of the Comm:inding Officer, presenting Sergeant E. H.
Cooper with his prize at the Unit Athlet ics
Sports Meet ing

The weather, which
was unkind to us in May
for the Unit Athletics
Meeting, held out for the
Regimental Week-end on
8th-9th July. The weekend began, as is now customary, with a cocktail
party in the Officers'
Mess on Friday night,
the Corps Light Orchestra playing during the
evening.
Amongst the
guests were the Mayor
and Mayoress of Loughborough. It was conclusively proved, before
the guests left, that the
tulip tree in the Mess
garden, actu~lly gr~ws
tulips, a specimen be1~g
obtained by an energeuc
Honorary Member!
On Saturday, the finals
took place of the 6-a-side
cricket and soccer tournaments the winners being
5 Sq~ad and the P.T.
Staff respectively.
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The dance in the Junior Ranks' Dining Hall was . well
patronised and the Corps Dance Orchestra proved as ver aule as
ever.
Colonel A. J. Leahy, o.e.E., attended the Church ervic~ at
St. Paul's Church, Woodhouse Eaves, the followillg mornmg,
and took the salute at the ensuing march past. The Corps band
led the parade, followed by the Parade Commander, Ma1or
Wainwright the Standa'd and Escort of the I:oughborough
Branch of ~he Royal Signals Associati~~' a contingent of the
Association led by Brigadier J. J. Duv1v1er, C.B.E., followed by
two Troops of the Squadron.
.
.
The weekend ended with a band concert m the Jumor Ranks
Dining Hall which was well and tr~ly " taped.".
.
As last year's Northern Command champions .the U~t
athletic team again entered the No~thern Com~nd Millor Uruts
Athletic Championships and this year fimshed runners-up
losing by a mere one point.
The Fishing Club, under the new ma:nagement ?f Sergeant
Claik, continues to flourish and extensive. renov3:t~~n of our
Jake has greatly improved the general fishmg fac1ht1es. The
highest recorded weight of " the one that got away" stands at
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The Air Support Signal Troop was recently issued with the
SR Cu/R210-albeit those which 208 Squadron had used on
trials but a welcome sign of change after years of the 19 Set.
The sets were fir t used on Exercise Zig Zag II designed to
provide pilots of H.M.S. Hermes with practice for close air
support over jungle targets. The exercise was staged in the
Middle-West of Malaya whlle the aircraft carrier was steaming
off the east coast on her .return from SEATO exercises in the
Pacific.
Schedules open at 0700 hours on CW and we were delighted
to find ourselves with two excellent links to the ship which was
about 300 miles away. The naval operators were good- but not
that good and it was a relief to find after some initial 'sparring'
that we could settle down amicably to each others Morse at a
speed of 18 w.p .m. 'Preplanned ' and ' Immediate' requests
were passed to the ship during the night and the Brigade Headquarters was busy with the tactical problems which were provided to add realism for the RN. The next day we saw a real
' Farnborough ' display ~n answer to the traffic we had passed,
and fighters provided low level attacks over our area and
destroyed the 'enemy ' simulated by live troops on the groundno doubt they were pleased it was only an exercise. The process was repeated for two days and nights and most of the
Fleet Air A.rm pilots and navigators of H.M.S. Hermes received
th~ir initiation int<? jungle flying-finding a target after 200
mil~s low level fiymg over sea and jungle cannot be an easy
busmess. Once the planes reached a 15 mile radius of the area
they could be guided and talked on to the targets by the Forward Air Controller using VHF wireless sets. These sets had
to be provided by the R N. as planes in the Far East are not
expected to b_e fitted with VHF until the end of thls year and
so ASST ~till has the BE 201 VHF sets for ground/air
commun1cat1ons.
Communications were successful and the following final
message was sent to the Navy- " Very many thanks for terrific
support. First time R.N. Sp 17 Gurdiv since the war. Hope
for many more repetitions. The mercurial ease with which this
was run could only have come from H ennes."

LATEST APPROVED PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS
Licht Blue/ N a vy/ Green, ratio l : I : 3 two leather s tra p s, two
buckles.

Home - 9/6 each plus post
Abroad-9/- each plus post
We are taking orders for delivery as the new web becomes
available.
Wall Shields 7• x 6" Royal Signals
30/Blazer Badges "Superior "
...
40/" Quality" Car Badges . . .
38/·
Silk Ties Royal Signals ...
14/Pace Sticks
...
.. .
.. .
...
95/Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap
Crested
'
46/6
Export
...
...
36/6
Peak Cap. No. I. Dress O.R's 22/6 (plus post) 3/ftegimental Flags with Painted Badge.
Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Sptcialist in the supply of Military Requisites
la THE PARADE, CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone : ESHER 5226 /3705

Marriage of Signalman A. Pullar

AIR SUPPORT SIGNAL TROOP
Tentacle trailer in the field . Lance Corporal° Sekeran, Signalmen
Costello and McCluskey

. ~e Navy repaid our small hospitality a thousand-fold by
mvmng a party from the ASST to visit H.M.S. Hermes in the
Naval Base at Singapore. Corporal Tipler, Lance-Corporal
Hewitt, Signalmen Sebury, Gilmour and Freeman were the
lucky five and arrived on boa.rd at 0800. Impressions range
~om "thousands of ratings painting and polishing" to " Does
it cost anything to buy oneself out to join the Navy!" Certainly
the party were given a wonderful tour a.round one of the Fleet's
lar&'est ships and were delighted wit_h everything; flight deck,
mamtenanc~ bays, hangars, plane lifts, briefing and control
rooms,. engme-r~m (a st<:>ker no longer shovels coal!), bridge
and wueless cabms. The mgenuity in getting a mass of modem
electronic equipment into a tiny space reminded us of the
D ivisional Air. Portable scale.s-but the Navy have the advantage
of not worrymg about weight. One of the Senior Services'
interesting problems is that of maintaining communications
when all the wireless aerials are lowered over the side of the
flight-deck while aircraft are flying-certainly the difference was
not noticed during Exercise "Zig-Zag II."
The tou_r ended at the galley, where we enjoyed an excellent
lunch takmg our choice from a large menu. Corporal Tipler
was somehow delayed and eventually came in mumbling something_ like "they get it every day-not only when the temperature is 30• below and the M.O. decides its life or death; can't
understand why anyone chooses to take the 3d./day in lieu ...
wonde.rful grog." Ju~t time to visit the ratings' sleeping accommodation before leaving-no more hammocks but not an inch
of space wasted, well designed and obvioasiy as comfortable
as the limits of a fighting ship allow.
. ~ack to Serem?ai:, on. the night train, after a most enjoyable
VISlt, and a real ms1ght into how one of the other Services Jive
and work.
(BY SIGNALMAN FREEMAN)
. ~farri a ge. . On Saturday, 6th May, the Squadron enioyed the experience of a thoroughly English wedding amid
the he~t and ~!are of the Malayan sun. Signalman A. Pullar
and Miss Sheila Chantry were married in St. Mark's Church
Seremban. The Garrison Chaplain, the R ev. D. W. A. Quinlan;
C.F., conducted the service.
Many of us were, I think, surprised an d delighted to discover
that the church was, in many respects, and particularly in its
coo~ness, so r~markably like h?me. It certainly proved -the ideal
semng for this ceremony. Miss Chantrey arrived at the church
with the O.C., Major W. G. Geddes, who had undertaken to
stai;id-in as father of the bride. She was charmingly dressed in
whlte lace, and _we were all greatly impressed by her cool
appearance, especially as we knew she had arrived in Seremban
?nlY the preyious day, after a Jong, tiring and troublesome
101:1.roey by au fro_m Grantham, Lines. After the ceremony,
photographs and cme films were taken of the bridal pair and
officers, men, and families of the Squadron who were iuests
at the wedding.

The entire party then made its way to the Welfare Centre
at Rasah Camp, where an excellent reception .was pr<?v~ded by
Sergeant Greenwood, A.c.c. We enjoyed various delic1~us refreshments, and a friendly, informal atmosphere preva1l~d as
everyone was very happy to welc~me a new Army wife to
their midst. After the toasts, readmg of telegrams, ~peeches,
and serving of an especially delicious wedding cake, Signalman
and M.rs. Pullar left for their honeymoon at Port J? ickson,
accompanied by the sincere good wishes of us all for theu future
health and happiness. Our thanks a.re due to the Sergeants'
Mess and Cookhouse Staff, who did so much to make the
BY SIGNALMAN A. G . McKEE
reception a success.

236

SQUADRON

COMCAN

Recently, a combined sites team (Re~eiver~ and Transmitters)
won the Inter-Station Soccer Champ1onshlp at R.A.F., Eastleigh· no mean feat considering our manpower; five of the
Squadron soccer te;m belong to Wireless Troop, a fact of
which we are justly proud.
.
In the more sedentary sports, our darts team a.re mak~g a
name for themselves in the Nairobi Darts Lea~e, Rece~v~rs
and Transmitters vieing with each other fo the highest position
in ' the league table.
.
.
Workwise we have our problems and difficulties, but we
think we p:ovide the best circuits available (in~ludin~ C.W.).
The Installation Team is with us at the moment, mstalling extra
equipmen t, and, we hope, enjoying th~ir stay in Kenya. Inevitablv friends must part, and we wish God speed and the
best of' luck to Sergeant Morris, who left us recently for
U.K.
Following a generous donation by The Nuffield Trust, y;e
now have a very n ice Safari vehicle, a Chevrolet Apache, which
has been fitted out and has done four safaris already. Sergeant
Brown has eased his form into the driving seat and departed
for N gorongoro Crater.
.
.
Major Lyske has left us, a~d we wish you, su, the b_est of
everything in your new appointment as O.C., 14th Regim~t.
We shall no doubt hear from you occasionally! Before leavmg,
Major Lyske was dined out by the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants.
We welcome Captain J. M. Gurney and family and hope
their ~tay will be a happy one.

237 S QUADRON

(CO;MCAN)

We have a detachment in Bangkok and needless ·to say competition to get there is _Pretty ke~n ~ T?e Army has lost some
of its best overseas stations and 1t 1s mce to be able. to report
from a veritable tourist paradise. Bangkok, the Venice. of the
East, is just that and even Singapore seems pretty dull m c_ompa.rison. They have things 1own there that we lack, certamly.
For instance we hear there 1s an R.S.M. !
The detachment is strong in quality rath~r than in. 'held
strength ' and there has been little opportumty of tourmg far
from the capital but at least there have been. no obstacii:s to
prevent us enjoying the delights of the, ci~y m _the; evenmgs.
Bangkok has much to offer in the ~ay ~f N_1ght Life and ~ust
rival som e of the world's great capitals m this respeot. Certamly
.
it makes London seem a little provincial in some ways.
T he old city relied on Khlongs (canals) as a means of gettmg
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about and R'lany of them remain to offer a faster route across
town than the roads, which are strained by the volume of
modern traffic. There is progress on the water too for many of
the boats are fitted with outbo;ird motors.
The main streets are like those of many a modem city but
one has only to step aside into the narrow lanes to ~e back !n ~e
50 years for it is here that the silk factories for which Thailand is
famous are to be found. Here one can see the raw silk arriving
from the north and being turned into the luxurious product
which adorns some of the world's loveliest women. The whole
process is done with a minimum use of modern mechanical aids
and some of the finest silks are woven at a rate of only a yard
a day. No wonder the cost of this fabulous material is high
even here.
Thailand is one of the great centres of the Buddhist faith
and the many temples to be found in and a.r?und Bangkok are
a delight to the photographer. They abound _m coloured glazed
tiles and gilding and make excellent matenal for the colour
enthusiast.
So far the detachment has been living in the air conditioned
luxury of a leading hotel but we are shortly to move into ~ore
suitable accommodation. In fact there have been no complamts
about the hotel so far-it is a welcome change for us batchelors
to enjoy some of •t he comforts usually reserved by the Army for
married men! Let them keep theLr snug houses and amahs
in Singapore! Here it is the single men who gets the best of
the deal for a change.
Sports has been somewhat limited by our small numbers
and pressure of work, but a number of us led by Staff Orr
helped the SEATO team to victory in the ~ocal SJ>?rts Club
hockey competition. We have a _fine collect1on_ of silver _beer
mugs to show for it. Just opposite ?ur hotel 1~ the National
Stadium with a fine cinder track so 1t looks as if the Deta~h
ment Commander, Captain Wells, will be ab!~ to cai:ry on with
his running. So far he has not succeeded m gettlllg anyone
else there. We hope to produce a football .team i~ . ~e near
future so no doubt we will have more sportlllg _acttv!tles, 3.!ld
successes too we hope, to report when we appear m prmt agam.
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From 20th July until roth August, at Kinmel Park Camp,
a detachment from the Squadron, consisting of Foreman of
Signals, Radio Sergeant, one Technician, Rad_io Operators,
L ine Corporals, under the command of Captam D. '!"· F.
Baylis ran a Signal Course for 115 cadets from public and
gramr:iar schools in the Western Command area.
In addition there was a very good Royal Signals exhibition held in 'a large marquee, which enabled V.I.P.s, cadet
officers and cadets to see some of the equipment used by
Royal Signals.
The exhibition was a great success, and the V.I.P.s who
visited were not slow in expressing their apprecia~on of ~e
exhibition and of the way it was run. They all be~eved th_eu
own eyes and hearing when confronted by the receiver whlch
gave out the test match commen_tary-even though_ the set
was in a water tank, complete with the ~orrect f~hage, ~ut
were a little credulous about the Queen s portrait commg
through on the teleprinter !
The cadets on the course were split up into three classes,
" A " beginners " B " cadets who had rec_eived a li~tle sign_al
training, and " C" cadets who were fauly . ~penenced m
signals. .The last ~ay ~f ea<:? week of _trammg wa~ SJ?ent
doing a signal exercise with wireless _and line commumcattons
from Brigade level down to Battalion and Coi;tpany lev~l.
Both the exercises went down very V>'.ell, 3.!ld 1t ~as qm~e
gratifying to see the results of the previous six days work. m
lecture tents and the camp area being shown m practical
form. The last exercise took place on top of a local moun.
tain in truly "hellish" weather.
D uring the last week the detachment had the _assistance of
two officers, Captain M .. Slatter from _59th Regiment (T.A.)
and Lieutenant F. Bax from 58th Regiment (T.A.), and two
.C.O.s, Corporal Smith, 48th Regiment (T.A.), and L:anc~
Corporal Cordingly from 42~d (T.~.). All four now hmk 1t
was quite a good way of domg their annual T.A. Camp.
A word about the members of 241 Sq.u~~ron (We tern
Command) who ran the courses and the exh1b1t100:. They all
worked hard and thought it was a damed good thmg to work
un til 19.30 - 20.00 hours each night, otherwise their pay wo~d
not have lasted as Jong as it did! Apparently the night life
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of R hvl really ha somethin g including a type of pest which
produce brui es, oval in shape, on the neck of the more good
These bruises could not be di guised
looking member .
e:th r-all '.C.O.s and men were wearing shirt-sleeve order.
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When I started to write these notes I referred back to our
last article and discovered that I had been given this job almost
before I had set foot in the Squadron office ! I only hope
I ca n maintain the standard set by M ajor A. A. D acre.
On 31st M ay, the Brigade H.Q., had a garden fete in aid
of the G urkha F am ily Welfare. A handsome profit was made
and lots of fu n was had by all. The Squadr on played its full
part in th e organ isation of the fe te. 17th (Gurkha) Regiment
provided a large number of the stalls. One of the most profitable attractions was the "ducking-stool." Our Staff Cantain
and Brigade Ordnance Officer spent an exceedingly wet afternoon falling off the stools into a static water tank provided by
our local Army Fire Service. Other attractions included railway roulette, rides on " oddy's " train, and lifts on armoured
cars. Many people had their second childhood that afternoon .
The following day we moved out on a Brigade exercise
which, for the first time, included the deployment of the
"Sea Tail." It was a successful exercise, and the " Sea T ail,"
with the aid of our S.Q.M .S., now know how to make themselves comfortable in the field.
On the sports field we have nothing very much to report.
Our football team seem to have found themselves in a league
rather too strong for them, but they have played their best. In
the basketball league, we have done much better. One particular
match cemes to mind, that versus the Royal Australian Signals.
After the game, which we won convincingly, a small party was
held in our canteen. This lasted until about 9 p.m., when
everyone was in high spirits and Australian honour had been
restored by their undoubtedly superior ale capacity. We intend
to challenge them to a return match--0n rum !
. We consider . ourselves the "Depot Squad!ron," Gurkha
Signals, when 1t comes to looking after new arrivals and
arranging the departure of old friends. It is considered now
that we have this off to a fine art. Our Regimental Second-inCommand, Major S. W. Brackenbury, M.B.E., and M.T.O.,
Captain H. Holmes were given a good send-off on the Nevasa.
At present we are in the middle of an I.S. Exercise. Prior
te this, two Command and Signal exercises were held to test
the system we install at Police H.Q. and Army Unit Headquarters. I am personally really lookiRg forward to seeing a riot
(staged by a Gurkha Battalion) and an Operation "Freeze" in
the busy Singapore Streets.
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The month of July has been a particularly busy one for the
Squao/on. We have sal~ed forth_on two major exercises, firstly
Exc;rc1s~ Last Lap the island wide Internal Security Exercise
which _1Dvo~ved all the units of all three Services and police
forces _ID S1Dgapore. The second exercise, Trinity Angel took
place ID Malaya and the majority of the Squadron have' been
away for some time and still are.
The first of the annual refresher courses started for rad io
operators on 10th Jul~, 1961, an~ was concluded successfully
by ~ who . a_n ended 1t. All radio operators not included in
Exercise Trm1ty Angel took advantage of this course and are
n?w eage~ to renew their tasks in their own troops again.
mce havmg the new trade structure explained to them the
oper:itors have been heard to exclaim when listening to pop
music, "Yeo-Man Yeo." It's hard to understand whether this
means that the appointment appeals to them or whether some
new psychoneurosis has been established in the operators minds
after yet another change in the trade structure.
In spite of the exercises and course, sport has not been neglected.. Several gami;s of inter-troop football have been played
and Signalman Buckie was selected ro play in the Army Soccer
XI (FARELF) aga inst the R.A.F. Four members of the
S9uaru:on competed in the District Individual Athletics Champ1ons~ips and several members of the Squadron swam for the
Co~bmed Squadrons swimming team in the triangular match
agamst 18th and 19th Regiment5 which took place on 12th July.
Sergeant Harvey from V.H.F. Troop captained the swimming
team and led them to a narrow victory over the other teams
after a most thrilling finish.

Th is is Lee operating the Central American Net
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Sergeant Lunney, Corporal Parkes and Corporal Smith have
had great success lately in working our allies, the Americans,
in Panama, on voice. They ar e 6so miles away, and at first
we had a tremendous struggle getting the old S3 set to pump
the signal over the d istance. However , after trying five frequencies and three aerials, we worked it up to strength five
both ways. Now, a very fancy three wire fold ed dipole, combined with a brand new set, just out from U .K., produces
a signal good enough for M ajor Irwin to talk to his opposite
number, Colonel Don C. Benjamin, over a phone path to h is
office.
We have managed to establish an excellent relationship with
our friends in Panama, and reproduced below is a letter :
From; The United States Army Latin American M ission Radio
Service, Detachment 2, United States Army Signal
Service, Caribbean Post of Quarry Heights, Panama
Canal Zone.
21st July, 1961.
To: The Radio Ops. of IDs, Kingston, Jamaica.
Our old station was located atop "Ancon Hill " on the Post
of Quarry Heights. The new station is on a hill at Ft. Clayton.
Both sites are located on the Pacific side of the Isthmus. Our
old site was S<;enic, but working conditions were poor. ONr
new site isn't very scenic, but the "shack " is air-conditioned
and much sturdier constructed.
Our equipment is a mixture of military and amateur-type
equipment.
The pix of "Lee " operating, best shows the
equipment. On the extreme left is the "reliable " BC-610
transmitter (AM) and on the console is (top left to right) the
BC-614 (amplifier for the BC-610), th e speaker, and the
Linerar Amplifictr (our .final for SSB, we call it the "T" Bolt);
(middle, left to right) the SSB transmitter/exciter, the SSB
adapter for the receiver, and the receiver (R-390) : then on the
bottom is our phone patch hook-up and various other odds and
ends.
In the near future we are going to get all single sideband
equipment put out by Collins manufacturing company. We
believe that will be much better in that equipment was made
to match each other.
Our station is one of three that link the Canal Zone to
Central and South America, the other two being operated by
the Air Force and the Army JAGS. We have 13 stations in
the net in add ition to yours. Our main traffic is " phonepatch,"
with the formal messages taken now and then.
This will give you a sort of bird's-eye view of our set-up
here in the CZ. If you or any of your outfit ever get a chance
to get to the Canal Zone, be sure and stop in to see us here at
Mission Radio. We would like to meet you all.
Signed Ser~eant Leslie F. Fouts, Jr. (Les.) (Boss).
SP/ 4 Ronald F. Fiste (Ron).
SP/4 George F. Bates (George).
Now the burning question is who is goiRg to make the trip ?
The Royal Navy would certainly take us across in a Frigate.
We have suggested to the O.C. that we draw matches, but
he just smiled rather cynically and said: "After me, I think."
Still we live in hopes, and remain. The Radio Ops. of IDs.

BR ITISH SENIOR RANKS
SIGNA L SQUADRON , THE KING 'S AFRICAN RI FLES
Bo<k row (left to right): Se rgea nts H. Ry all, J. T. Wo rral, M. P. En right, K.
Slaugh te r , H. Cornt hwaite (R.A.P.C.), D. C. Si lk
Front row (left to righ t): Staff-Se rgeant (F. of S.) N . Walker , Scaff-Serieant S. C .
Long hu rst, W .0 .11 G . O ak ley, W.0.11 C. Young , Se r geant J. H. Fllt ness , StaffSe rgean ts L. L. Rob e rts, K. N icho ls

The King's Alritan Rifles
How many people have heard of the King's African Rifles ?
What sort of a Regiment is it, and what is its history? The
few who have served in the K .A.R. will know the answers,
and this article will bring back many pleasant m emories of
service in a wond erful climate and with the most engaging of
colonial troops. Those who have not served in East Africa
and had the opportunity of seeing the K.A.R. in action will
.
certainly be interested to know something of it.
The soldiers for the King's African Rifles are provided from
the three E ast African territories of Kenya, Tanganyika and
Uganda . Within these three countries there are a ~ulti tude of
tribes, some of which, by tradition, provide re~ru~ts for the
K.A.R., and others, which are only now begmn_IDg to see
the advantages which service with the KA.R. b~mgs. The
standards both medical and educational, are very high. Supply
of recruits exceeds the demand by far, arid recruits are, above
all keen Those of us who are used to an Army which incl~des c~nscripts will appreciate ihe meaning of having really
keen troops who are eager to learn and sign on for at least nine
years. Nearly 90 per cent serve their full term of 22 years,
and would go on longer if allowed to do so.
.
The Askari (African soldier) is a most loyal soldier whose
loyalty grows with years. He is smart and cheerful and above
all, very friendly.
The Battalions of the Regiment are spread all throughout the
three territories and have a comparatively small British cadre.
Royal Signals a're most fortunate in this respect-about ~alf of
the total seconded Other Ranks in the KA.R. are Royal Signals.
All belong to the one K.A.R. Signal Unit, 1 Squadron (Command) K.A.R.
.
The Squadron is affiliated to Royal Signals, though not part
of the Corps. Its first loyalty is naturally_ to the K.A.R., tho~gh
_;ts European members do not forget their parent Corps, which
1.ontinues to keep their interests very much at heart.
.
The role of the Squadron is multifarious ana grow_s daily.
In effect it is the Command Signal Squadron, and provides the
usual fa~ilities for H.Q., East Africa Command, and for the
K.A.R. Brigade and the Battalions in the fi~ld. . Hand speed
morse provides the backbone of t?e c;:onmmrucation syste~. A
static net is operated from Nairobi to the K .A.R. Bn!l'ade
H.Q., 120 miles away at Nanyuki, and to t.Re :r<:-A.R. Batta.h.ons
based in Uganda, Tanganyika and, at the ume of wrmng,
Zanzibar. The port of Mombasa is also served. At each _of
these places there is a K.A.R. Signal Detachment, usually with
a British N.C.O.
.
The attractions of these outstatio11.s are many and vaned.
At Jinja in Uganda, there is a modem barracks within a few
miles of Lake Victoria, and game parks w~ere _elephant ~nd
buffalo abound. Dar-es-Salaam, in '.fanganyika, is. the ~pita!
of that country, and a large .port :n1th a real trop1~al climate.
At Tabora, also in Tanganyika, is another Battalion, rather
more lonely than the others, on the route of the old slave traders.
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Mombasa is another tropical port with a hot climate. I t is, in
fact, a holiday resort, and the detachment there are much envied
by their comrades in Nairobi, which is 300 miles inland and
Nairobi, too, has its attractions.
6,oooft. above sea level.
Apart from the bright lights of the biggest city in East Africa,
there are Game Reserves close at hand. Most British personnel
could guaran tee to find lions, in their natural state, wi thin 20
min utes of leaving Squadron H eadquarters.
The remaining station for K.A.R. S ignal personnel is. at
Nanyuki, which is on the slopes of M ount Kenya. There 1s a
Brigade Signal Troop there, en joying a pleasant climate, and
living almost exactly on the Equator.
Those personnel at the various detachmen ts are usually very
settled and rarely wish to be relieved. M arried quarters are
no more difficult than elsewhere in the world and Local Overseas Allowance and Secondment pay ensure a high standard of
living. The number of new cars seen around unit lines are
one obvious ind ication of this.
The standard of communications required is very high and
the work is exacting. This is only natural where conditions
are ideal, pay is good and working hours not onerous. Some
British ranks fail to measure up to the high standards required,
but most settle down with their Askari counterparts. It is
significant that most seconded personnel try to stay for more
than one tour.
Apart from providing static and field communications, the
Squadron runs a Training Troop, which not only trains all the
K.A.R. S ignals Askaris, but also the Regimental Signallers for
the Battalions of the Regiment. Two years are allowed for
basic and trade training of Askaris, and the standards are very
high. The main K.A.R. Signal trade is Operator, Wireless and
Line. This is an " X " class trade in the K.A.R.
The attractions of service in the K.A.R. are many. Apart
from the enjoyable work in congenial surroundings, the opportunities for travel, big game hunting with gun or camera, or
just plain lazing by the sea, are. bou~dless. The de~lo~able
exaggerations of the U.K. Press, ID their search for sensational
news have given a false picture. Crime in East Africa is no
greater than in any other country, and the strivings for independence follow the usual pattern. The time when the ~rican
will take over the running of the Signal Squadron on his own
is still far ahead, and the need for volunteers from all ranks
is a pressing one. If you are interested, 8!1-d ~ink .you ~e
suited, read the Secondment Handbook, which is available m
your Orderly Room. The terms are attractive, and you tnay
be sure of a good welcome.

-
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EMii
ENGINEER AUTHORS

There are vacancies in the Technical Literature
Divisi<>n of EMI Electronics Ltd. for Engineer
Authors. The work involves the preparation of
technical information and maintenance in tructions
for the wide range of electronic equipment
developed and manufactured by the Co_mp~ny.
which includes Radar Systems, Telecommumcat1ons
and
Electronic
Data
Proces ing
Equipment.
Applicants should have had a tho.rough T~hni_cal
training, and industrial or Service. eng1~eenng
experience of present-day electronic equipment
would be an advantage.
These posts offer good starting alaric . Please
write, giving full details and quoting Ref. E / S7 / Bl,
to:

P ersonn 1 Manager

EMI ELECTRO ICS LTD.,
HA YES! MIDDLESE
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Royal Signals Southem Command
Rifle Meeting, 1961
The meecing was held at Bulford on 15th and 16t:h June.
There were o compelitors, and all unils with t:he exception of
3ot:h Regiment and 201 quadron were represented.
The weat:her was ideal, and the shoocing, considering that
mosc unit were only able w put in a week's practice, was of a
fair standard.
The matches shot were the A.R.A. Roupell, Henry Whitehead, Roberts Para Regiment Cup (S.M.G .) and the R.U.R.
(Fallins Plate).
216 Squadron (Para Brigade Group) cleared the board, with
the exception of the Roberts Cup, which was won by 243
Squadron (Southern Command). It wasn't a runaway victory,
however, as 243 Squadron were only five points behind in
one macch and eight in another.
Lieucenant Colonel R. E. Sconey, .M.B.E., deputising for the
Chief Signal Officer, who was unable to be presenc, congratulaced the competitors on their improvement in skill with the
S.L.R. sin<;e the last meeting, and hoped th at many of them
would shooc well in the Corps Meeting.
Mrs, D. White kindly presented the prizes to the following:
ROUP ELL

Winning Team
Winner, Oass A
Winner, Oass B

216 Squadron (Para ' Brigade Group).
Sergeant M. D . Thornbury (2 16 Squadron)
Signalman D. Gregg (216 Squadron)

SOUTHERN COMMAND TEAM WINNERS OF THE CHAMPION TEAM
TROPHY CORPS MEETING 1961
Back Row, Left to Right : Signalman B. Higgins (2-43 Sqn) Signalman D. Gren
(21 6 Sqn), Sergeant M. Thornbury (216 Sqn), Corporal C. Davidson (216 Sqn),
Signalman C. A. Jaynes (2-43 Sqn)
Front Row, Left to Right : Ma jors G , M. Allan (HJ Sqn), C. V. Walsh (2~3 Sqn),
Staff Sergeant D. A. W . N ichols (Junior Leadership)

Hl!N11Y WHITEHEAD

Winning Team
W inner, Oass A
Winner, Class B

216 Squadron (Para BriB'!de Group)
S / Scrgeant F . Nicholls (Junior Leaders Regt.)
La .. ce-Corporal D . O 'Neill (R .A.C. Centre)

ROBERJ"S

Winning Team
Winner, Oass A
Winner, Oass B

243 Squadron (Southern Command)
Major C . V. Walsh (243 Squadron)
S'. gnalman C. Stiff (J Squadron, 14th Regt.)

PARA Rl!GIMl!NT CUP (S.M.G.)

Winning Team
Winner, Oass A
Winner, Class B
R.U.R. (PAI.LING PLATE)
Winning Team
Runner-up
CHAMPION

TEAM

216 Squadron (Para Brigade Group)
Major C . V. Walsh (243 Squadron )
Signalman C. A. Jaynes (24 3 Squadron )
216 Squadron "Au Teem
209 Squadron (Infantry Brigade Group)

AND CHAMPION SHOT

Champion Team
Runners-up
Champion Shot
Runner-up

216 Squadron (Para Brigade Group)
243 Squadron (Southern Command}

shooting and hoped that a good many of them would go on to
produce the same form at Bisley.
Mrs. D. White very kindly presented the prizes to the
following:
MATCH 6 ( ROUPELL) AND MARl!SPIELD CUP

Winning T eam
Winner, Oass A
Winner, Oass B

7th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant P. A. Waxman (7th Regt.)
Signalman M. Neall (7th Regiment)
Southern Command
Captain G . A. S. Excll (School of Signals)
Signalman M. Neall (7th Regiment)

MATCH 8 (ROBERTS) AND COLONEL COMMANDANT'S CUP

Winning Team
Winner, Class A
Winner, Oass B

14th Regiment
Captain G . A. S. Exel! (School of Signals)
Lance-Corporal A. Pilkington (7th Regiment)

Winner
Second
Third

Sergeant M. D . Thornbury (Southern Cmd.)
Ser11eant J. Dona ghy (7th Regiment)
Ma1or C. V . Walsh (Southern Command)

MATCH 12 (REVOLVER)

Corps Rifle Meeting, 1961

Lieutenant J. Higgins, R.A. E.C. (School of Si&nals) reached the fin:tl
stage.
H e also qualified for The Army Hundred .
Captain G . A. S. Exell . ..
...
...
Second-Lieutenant N. J . MacGregor

Winner
Second
Third

placed 14th
placed 12th

BRITANNIA TROPHY

8th Regiment
14th Regiment

placed 12th
placed 22nd

REVOLVER XX .

Second-Lieutenant P . A. Waxman
Major C . V. Walsh

MATCH lI ( BISLEY CUP)

Major C . V. Walsh (243 Squadron)
Sergeant M. D. Thornbury (2I6 Squadron)

Other resuhs of note were:
S .M.G. XXX Cur

BISLEY CUP AND N.R.A. SILVER MEDAL

MATCH 7 (WHITEHEAD) AND SIGNAL OPPICER·IN·CmEl"s Cur

Winning T eam
Winner, Class A
Winner, Oass B

once again, and a lively interest was maintained in the posting
of scores throughout each day,
The general standard of our shooting was a liltle higher chan
usual and, of our sixty competitors, we managed to squeeze
twenty-five into lhe second stage of the Army Championship.
There were hopes that five or six would reach the final stage,
but, for one reason or anocher, only Second-Lieutenant P. A.
Waxman of 7th Regiment qualified ,o shoot in the Army
Hundred Cup. He had a bad last practice in this, which
dropped him to 14th place in the championship, but his score
was still good enough for him to win the Young Officers' Cup
by a fair margin. His shooting had been extremtly sound
throughouc the meeting, and during the N.R.A. Meeting he
was chosen to shoot in The Army Eight and also the Revolver
Eight. He shot with distinction in both matches and had the
highesc score on the range in the United Services Cup and lhe
second highest in che Army Team for The Whitehead Cup,
7th Regiment Jose their semi-final round in the R.U.R. Cup
(Falling Plate) by a hairsbreadth, but won the shoot-off for
third place comfortably. Their team of four also won The
Stock Exchange Cup, a London Middlesex Club award, beating
the Irish Guards, last year's winners, by 12 points.
The Methuen Cup, and our private match with the Gunners
and Sappers for The Woolwich Trophy was once again a very
close contest between us and the Sappers. The Gunners are
finding it difficult to field a worlhy team these days. Our team
all shot extremely well at 6oo yards, and fairly well in the Fire
with Movement practice, so we went to 300 yards with a lead
of 16 points. Things became extremely exciting during the last
five details, the lead changing with each decail, and on the final
line-up the Sappers were four points up. Their " weak" man,
however, produced a devastating 49 out of 50, and so they
retained The Woolwich Trophy. We all enjoyed the contest.

placed 5th
placed 17th

RBVOLVBR TEAM MATCH

School of Signals
7U. Regiment

placed 8th
placed 9th

Captain G . A. S. Exel! (School of Signals)
Second-Lieutenant P . A . W axm an (7th Regt.)
Lieutenant E. G. Vulliamy (School of Signals)

MATCH 16 (BRITANNIA)

The meeting was held at Bulford on 19th co 22nd June.
There was an entry of 93 competitors in the rifle matches, and
of chese 6o wenc forward co Eisley.
We have learnt a lot about the S.L.R. during the year, and
the standard of shooting was cenainly higher than last year's.
Five competitors scored 16o or more in the Henry Whitehead,
which is a high standard. It was encouraging to see in the
resuhs that a few of those who had been expens with the No.
4 rifle, and who had failed miserably with the S.L.R. last year,
had put in sufficient training this year to master the new weapon.
As a matter of general interesc on the necessicy for practice with
this weapon, an ex-member of lhe Army VIII, who had been
unable to practice this year, failed to qualify for the second
stage of the Army Championship. He was not Royal Signals,
of course !
Unexpectedly, Southern Command won the Champion Team
Trophy after a very close struggle with 7th Regiment, the total
po:nts being 2,618 and 2,601t respeccively.
The Champion Shot of the meeting, which this year combined
rifle and S.M.G. results, was Staff Sergeant C. J. Courcenay of
619 Troop, and t:he Champion Rifle Shot was Second-Lieutenant
P . A. Waxman, of 7th Regiment, who has since covered himself in glory by being lhe first member of the Corps for many
vears to be chosen for the Army VIII and also for the Revolver
VIII.
Brigadier E. I. E. Mosley, our new Chairman of Corps Shooting, in addressing the competitors before the prizegiving, congratulated them on their keenness and improved standard of
3'42

Winning Team

7th Regiment

MATCH 25 ( S . M .G. ) AND CATTERICX CAMP

Winning Team
Winner, Class A
Winner, Oass B

Southern Command
Staff Sergant C. J . Courtenay (619 Troop)
Lance-Corporal A. Pilkington (7 th R egiment)

Champion !U{le Shot

Second-Lieutenant P . A . Waxman (7th R egt.)
Captain G. A . S. Exell (S chool of Sgnnls)

Champion Shot

Staff Sergeant C . J. Courtenay (6 19 Troop)
Second-Lieutenant P. A . Waxman (7th Rejlt.)
Major C. V. W a lsh (Southern Command)

Runner-up

Runner-up
Third

Champion Team and Champion Team Trophy
Winners
R u nners-up

Southern Command
7th Regiment

Shooting-Sisley, 1961
Anny Rifle Association Meeting
(25th June - 8th July, 1961)
Sixty members of t:he Corps attend'ed the meeting this year,
a drop of thirty on last year's entry. We were not at our
trongest, as six ex-Methuen Team shots serving in the U .K.
and B.A.0.R. were unable to attend .
We made the London Middlesex Club our Headquarters
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CORPS METHUEN TEAM 1961
Standing: Signalman M. Neall, Staff-Sergeant C. J. Courtenay, C•ptain N, C ,
Gr•yson, W .0.11 C . F. Yallop
Sitting : W.0.1 W. Lombard , Socond-Lleutcnant P. A. Waxman , Major C. V.
W alsh (Team Captain). Captain G. A. S. Exell. W .0. 11 W. D. Landymore
On ground: Lance-Corporal A. Madden (Reserve)
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National Rille Association Meeting
(10th July-22nd July, 1961)
S.ll.(a)

~lafrhes

Captain G. A. S. Exell,
Second - Lieutenant P. A.
Waxman, W.0 .1 W. Lombard and Signalman M.
Neall represented the Corps
in the Brinsmead, Canada
and Hamilton Leigh, and
chey also shot in all S.R.(a)
individual matches.
We didn'c do well in the
Brinsmead or Canada, but
put up a fine performance
in the Hamilton L eigh. This
match is ralher like Practice
I of the Britann ia, but each
member of th e team must
negotiate t h r e e difficult
obstacles in moving from 400
yards to 300 yards, before
engaging the snapshooting
w.o.r Lombard
targets.
fell on his head in negotiating the second obstacle, but
continued his progress none
the worse. Second-Lieutenanc P. A. Wax.man was in
Second Lieutenant P. A. Waxman
cracking form and hit every
W in ner of the "Young Officers Cup "
carget he aimed at, and all
at the ARA Central Meeting , Bisley
targets were cleared on the
6oth second. The only other
team to beat this performance was the S.A.S.C. "A" Teamall Army Shocs-who beat our team by a fifth of a second. This
is the se<;ond year in sua:ession that we have finished second in
this event.
In the individual matches all members of the team appeared
in more than one prize list, the besc performance being SecondLieutenant P. A. Waxman's 178 out of 200 in the Regular and
Territorial Army's Cup which placed him second am<angst the
Army competitors, and Captain G. A. S. Exell's 37 out of 40
in the " Standing " which gained him 12th place.
The Royal Navy and R.A.F. still use the No. 4 rifle for lhese
matches which gives them a slight advantage over our S.L.R.
competitors.
S.H.(b) Hatf!hes
One does not have to put in hours of practice with this rifle
to gain the maximum results, so, as a Corps we can hold our
own. In fact of our seven competitors we had five in the Army
XX for the Inter-Servic;es XX Match and also five in the Army
team of twelve for lhe Inter-Services Long Range Match. All
our members shot well in both macches. Members of the Army
XX were Colonel H. J. Thompson, O.B.E., Major C. V. Walsh,
Captain G. A. S. Exell, Second-Lieutenant P. A. Waxman and
Lance-Corporal A. Sive, and of the Long Range Team of
twelve Captain H. J. Thomson, O.B.E., Ma_jor C. V: Walsh,
Capcain G. A. S. Exel!, Lance-Corporal A. S1ve and Signalman
M. Neall. The team put up a record score but the R.A.F.
shot even better and beat us by six poincs.
In the "Queens" Major C. V. Walsh and Captain G . A. S.
Exell qualified for the second scage. Major Walsh failed by cwo
poincs to qualify for the final stage, and Capram Exell was
unfortunacely unable to shoot.
In the second most imporcant evenc, "The St. George's,"
Major C. V. Walsh, Captain G. A. S. Exell, Second-Lieutenant
P. A. Waxman and LaRCe-Corporal A. Sive all qualified for the
second stage and Major Walsh. and Lance-qorpcral Sive w~n t
on co qualify for the final, MaJOr Walsh fin1shmg 1olh, vh~ch
won him a St. George's Cross badge, and Lance-Corporal S1ve
finishing 43rd.
Other outstanding individual performances were as follows:
Captain G. A. S. Exell, shoocing in his first year a a Tyro in
the ' Honour " Class, won five bronze bars and fini hed top
of the Honour Class in the Grand Aggregate, for which he
received a silver bar and medal. He was onlf 11 point behind
the winner of the event.
Captain N . C. Grayson won two bronze bars in t:he "Honour»

Hl

Oas ; econd-L ieutenant P. A. Waxman won three bronze
bars in the " Honour " Dass· Lance-Corporal A. Sive was
placed 8th in the " Donegal " with the excellent score of 49
out of 5&.
Colonel H . J. Thomp on had a lean time until he changed his
rifl e near the end of the secon week. He then took 6th place
in the " P. W. Richardson " an d 14th in the "H. Wilkinson."
M ajor C. V. Walsh had a good year, appearing in 20 prize
list and in add ition to finishing 10th in the St. George's was
plac d 10th in the Wimbledon, 13th in the Eckington and 29th
in the Grand Aggrepte which won him a Bronze Cross and
al o won him the Silver Jewel of the Irish Q ub. In add ition
he shot for Ireland in the " N ational," ' M acK innon " and
" Elcho: · This last broke new ground as it is a match rifle event.
T he Irish club induced him into trying a borrowed rifle and then
into entering all the Match Rifle Competitions. H e started the
fir t competition by scoring a possible 75 ot1t of 75 at 900 yards
for wh ich h e r eceived a bronze cross, and continued the good
work by being placed 6th in the Whitehead, 5th in the Ogden
and Edge, 13th in the Albert, and 7th in th e Hopton Aggregate.
Anyone who shoots well with a ring foresight .22 rifle can
manage a match rifle providing he can judge wind at distances
of 900 yards to 1,200 yards.
In all we had a very successful N.R.A. Meeting, and our
strong representation in the Army teams has aroused the
interest of other Corps and units who feel we are achieving
something which is beyond their resources.

ROYA.LS

SIGNALS SDOOTIN"G TIE
Referring to the Notice which appeared on Page 58
of the February issue of THE WIRE, the Royal Signals
Shooting ties are now available from Messrs. T. M.
Lewin and Sons, Ltd., 103, Jermyn Street, London,
S.W.1. Orders for the ties must be accompanied by
certificates of qualification, which may be obtained
from the Captain of Corps Shooting, c/o C.S.O.'s
Branch, H.Q. Southern Command.
In response to demand Messrs. Lewin have produced
a limited quantity of both types of tie in silk at 19/6
each, in addition to Terylene (at 16/6) and Rayon (at
13/6). In all cases postage (abroad 1/6, U .K. 6d.)
should be added to all amounts sent, with orders to
Messrs. Lewin.
II

Royal Signals Singapore Swimming Gala, 1961
The annual Corps Swimming Gala for Singapore was held
on nth July at the very attractive palm-fringed Gillman
Barracks pool. Three teams competed-18th Regiment, 19th
Regiment and the Squadrons (237, 249 and S.T.C.). WI?
were fortunate in having a fairly cool afternoon and a sharp
shower towards the end failed to dampen the spirits of
spectators or competitors. The Band of 17th Gurkha Regiment played at the poolside during the afternoon and, in their
white uniform and bright tartans, brought a splash of colour
to the scene.
The results were extremely close, with 18th Regiment and
the Squadrons each scoring 81 points, and 19th R egiment
one point behind with 80. The winner of the last event
won the day (this having been decided in advance, when the
possibility of a draw was apparent) and the Squadrons became champions for the second year running. 18th Regiment
were doubly unfortunate as they would have had a comfortable win had it not been for disqualification earlier in the
afternoon.
Diving from the 1 metre springboard, Lieutenant Dudley
(18th Regiment) gave a beautiful display and just managed
to beat the score of Signalman Mohd. Ghani (Squadrons),

Have you placed a standing order for
a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now?
3+4

who reversed the position later when diviag from the 5
metre board. Mohd. Ghani was undoubtedly the star of the
afternoon and he ~arried home an impressive collection of
cups. Signalmen Smith and Ismail were star performers of
19th Regiment team.
In the children's event, the two sons of Sergeant-Major
Fish lived up to the family name David just beating Christopher
home.
At the end of a very successful afternoon, Mrs. F. J. Swainson,
wife of our Chief Signal Officer, graciously presented the
prizes.

ROYAL MARINES
!ST INNINGS

Lieutenant Leach
Captain Darling

....... ..

Captain Walmsley

7-

1961

IST INNINGS

Superb Qualit y

150
43

Signalman Johnson ... ..
Second - Lieut. Whitaker
Second - Lieut. Wilson

CllAS. JACKSON & SONS

35
29

IO

Lieutenant Coul er ......
Colour-Seregant Lake ..

ll4
22

Captain Darling

After an extensive refit
in Kyrenia, Cito has been
employed this summer in
providing watermanship
adventurous tr a in i n g
courses, each lasting one
week, for members of the
Cor.i:is in Cyprus. The
courses have been very
popular, and invariably
there are many more
would-be sailors than
vacant berths.
This trammg routine
was adjusted to show the
fl ag on the weekend of
5th-7th August, when
the L imassol Services
Sailing Club held their
regatta. On 4th August
she sailed as escort ship
Tunnel
Beach,
from
Ladies'
Episkopi,
for
Mile, Akrotiri, accompanied by some twenty
Albacore
and
F irefly
dinghies from the Episkopi Inter-Services Yacht
Club.
From the view point of
a dinghy helm, the sail was an interesting one. A broad reach
in light winds and a calm sea from Tunnel Beach to Cape
Zevgari took about ninety minutes; a dead run in a freshening
wind and a far from calm sea from Cape Zevgari to Cape Ga ta
took about seventy-five minutes; and a beat into a fresh wind
and a choppy s'ta from Cape Gata to Ladies' Mile took another
forty-five minutes. Thr01agh it all Cito sailed serenely on, giving
at times the impression of a calm but careful swan keeping a
watchful eye on a scattered brood of cygnets. Certainly the
writer at least during some of the trickier moments of the run
was exceedingly glad to be conscious of her presence. On the
Qther hand there was at least one moment of envy when,
juggling with the tiller in one hand and a can of beer ancd
damp cigarette in the other, Cito was observed \0 go by with
her passengers lounging at their ease, eating and drinking in a
civilised manner.
The dead run between the southerly capes of Akrotiri
peninsula-and particularly the last part of it-was tricky sailing, and here it was that Cito played a useful part. Two large
following waves caught an Albacore at an angle and broached
her too. Another sea capsized her, and her mast was broken.
Cito stood by as the dinghy was righted, and Lance-Corporal
P. F. Pollard, Cito's permanent crew, leant well out over her
bows to rescue various items of gear which had drifted away
from the dinghy. Cito continued to stand by the dinghy and
its crew until a Royal Engineers' Z craft appeared and took the
dinghy in tow.
During the regatta, whether at her mooring (some three
hundrea yards off shore), or cruising around the dinghy fleet,
Cito looked magnificent and drew much favourable comment
both upon her appearance and handliag. On Monday, in very
light winds, her new royal blue and white striped spinnaker
was hoisted and filled to add even more colour to the scene.
The regatta over, Cito was sailed to Limassol harbour and
will soon take on board the next crew of trainees. Her training
value and, on such occasions as the Limassol regatta, her
advertisement value, make Cito an excellent investment for the
Corps. (Royal Signals Yacht Club Treasurer please note!)

Butchers : Grocers : Game Oeakrs
our aim in all Depts. : -

ROYAL SIGNALS
91
31
25

......

2ND INNINGS

Cito===
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Cricket
Hoyal Signals v. R o yal Marines
On 15th and 16th July, at Catterick.

2ND INNINGS

Second - Lieut. Whitaker
Second - Lieut. Wilson

Signalman Wilkinson ...
4 - 17
Captain Walmsley
...
2 - 29
Sig,alman Johnson
2 - 18
Result : Royal Signals won by nine wickets.

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE

4 - 28
4 - 43

Established

Telephone

DARLI~GTON

59 - ]

1894

25
20

S i xi y Years Sat i sfactory Service

n.o.

' WE BUY T HE BEST "

DAIL Y

Royal Signals won the toss and put the Marines in to bat
on a very wet wicket. In the third over, when the score was
1, Walmsley broke through to take 3 wickets in 4 balls. When
the total was 6, Walmsley struck again. L each and D arling
came together and took the score to 45 before Darling was
caught behind the wicket by Yeoman off the las t ball that
Colonel W illiams bowled before lunch. L each r emained to
score a valuable 31 before bein g l.b.w. with the score at 79 for 7.
The M arines were eventually all out for 91, with Walmsley
takin g 7 wickets for 10 runs in 15 overs.
Signals got off to a good start, with Wilson and Whitaker
taking the score to 40 before Wilson was out. The Marines'
total was passed with only 1 wicket down. Whitaker and Johnson took the total to 109 before they were both out. Orders
were then given to score runs quickly; however, this did not
materialise. From 109 for 1, the score slumped to 129 for 9,
and only some fine h itting by Colonel W illiams saw the score
go up to 150. Colonel Williams remained .16 not out when the
last wicket fell.
The Marines' second innings .started slowly. With the score
at 19, Staker was well caught on the boundary by Johnson off
Gandy. The Marines passed the Signals' total for 4 wickets;
however, they found the bowling of Wilkinson difficult. The
wicket had now begun to dry out and the ball was turning a
good deal. The Marines were eventually all out for 114, with
Wilkinson taking 4 for 17.
Signals were requ ired to score 56 to win in their second
inn ings and this was accomplished with the loss of only one
wicket.

Goll
ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS v . R.A.O.C.
Played at Swinley Forest on Tuesday, 25th July, 1961 :
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" WE SELL Tim BEST "

DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT

-A.E.R. & T.A.402 S«!UADRON" A.E.Il.

(RADIO)

Annual training completed once again and so much upon
which to reflect I There was general agreement that Blandford
was a very reasonable alterna tive site compared with. Chester
and certainly we were blessed with good weather which gave
us an opportunity to explore the South Coast during "off-dut)'."
moments. We were in camp with 405 Squadron A.E.R. (Railway Communications) and 61st Regiment T.A., a goodly mixture and very pleasant company with the "lads and lassies from
north of the border. Bag pipes were very much in evidence of
course, but we would rather hear those in the morning than
our usual orderly sergeant.
We have had excellent co-operation with training matters
this year and tender thanks to 224 Squadron (Radio Training)
also 325 and 327 Squadrons T .A. who have helped in so many
ways 'and provided proof that in this new era of the Army
Emergency Reserve assistance can be given one to the othe_r.
As a result of the reorganisation we have been reduced m
volunteer strength.
Now to give 13th Regiment a fair warning. Three offic~rs
from this unit will be visiting you in September and with
everal vacancies to be filled in the Unit, we reckon that th~re
should be some good candidates over the Channel-so watch 1t I
Wonders will never cease. Our operators did a short exercise
during camp and at the "inquest" afterwards ~ey had a
oted
unanimous moan-they want a longer one next ume.
and preparations in hand I

SINGLES
ROYAL SIGNALS

Captain Carroll ........... .
Major-General Cole . . . .. . o
·Major - G eneral Vulliamy o
M ajor Brown . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. o
Captain Hales .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1 hole
Captain Durrant . . . . . ... . . . . I
Colonel L inton
Ma jor-General Morrison . . . 1
Total

R .A.0.C.
M ajor Vaughan Griffiths . . .. . .. . .
Bri~adier Mitchell
.. ...... ...... .
M aior Clark . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brigadier Moss . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lieutenant-Colonel Suddaby ..
Lieutenant-Colonel Marc . . .. . . . . .
Lieutenant-Colonel Petrie . . .. . . . . .
Mr . Hickman .. ... .. ............... ..
Total

5

o
1

I

o

o
o
o
3

FOURSOMES
M aior Vaughan Griffiths
Ca ptain Carrol
Br'11ndier M itchell . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o
Mn'or-Ge- eral Cole .............. .
Ma1or Clar'<
Major-General Vulliamy
Brigadier M oss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t
Cnp:ain Durrant .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o
Lieutenant-Colonel Suddaby
Cap:ain Hales
Lieutennnt- Colo~ et Marc .. .. . . . . .
t
Mnior Brown . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. o
L;eutea ant-Colonel Petric
Colonel Linton
Mr . H ickman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . o
Major-Genera\ Morrison
Total

2

2

Final result : Royal Sianals won by 7 matches to 5.

Tennis
Colonel E. L. L. Vulliamv. o.B.B., represent" ~ rhe Army
Veterans in rhe Inter-Service Championshio at Wimbledon o_n
4th August. He and the other Armv plavers won all their
matches, the result being Army 6 pts, R.A.F. 2 pts, R.N. I pt.
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402 SIGNAL SQUADRON AER (RADIO)
Presentation of the Small Bore Shooting Trcphy to Captain R. 0 .
Stinton by Major I. B. C. Jones, during annual training July 1961
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REGIMENT

46

(T.A.).

n.u.q.

(N.M.)

REGIMENT

(T.A.)

and I Sqandro n . This Regiment has experienced a number of changes since it was re-formed as 12 A.A.
(M) Regiment, T.A., in 1947, with Lieutenant-Colonel Paul
Gambier as its first Commanding Officer. In 1955 it changed
its designation and became Southern Command (M) Regiment, T.A., and again its designation was changed to 12
Command (M) Regiment, T.A., in 1957, A further change
to 57th (M) Regiment occurred in 1959, and now, under
the latest reorganisation of the T erritorial Army, its role
and title have been changed once again. We have dropped
the ' (M)" from our title, all our W .R.A.C. per onnel have
been posted elsewhere, and we now assume the role of an Air
Formation Signal Regiment.
Our Training Major can no longer "swan " to outlying
Squadrons at Reading, Southampton and Plymouth, because
R.H.Q. and the two Squadrons are all located in the one
evertheless, he managed to h ave one
D rill H all at Bris tol.
last fl ing, by includi ng himself in a party of six officers and
six senior N .C.0 .s who visited a Regular Air Formation Signal
Regiment stationed in G ermany for a whole week in M arch.
It was surprising what his party lea rned during the visit, and
all their pr e-conceived ideas of Air Formation Signals had to
be thrown overboard on the return trip.
Some strenuous work was put into the train ing programme
for this year's annual camp at Crowborough in order to give
unit personnel an introduction to certain aspects of Air FormaThe follow ing notes from
tion Signals work in the field.
2 Squadron give a detailed picture.

The Regiment has been reorganised almost beyond recognition since last we appeared in print. The news that the Regiment was to become "mixed " was not received enthusiastically.
Preparation for camp involved different techniques and,
if anything, the W.R.A.C. had the advantage, having experienced " mixed " camps before. After one week in camp the
Regiment had settled down very well indeed, with everyone
much happier than could have been imagined one month
before.
Colonel G. J. Underwood, T.D., o.L., our Honorary Colonel,
inspected the Regiment on parade on Saturday, 8th July,
afterwards presenting cups for shooting to 337 Squadron,
W.O.II Orridge, Corporal Tolan, and to I Squadron for
He also presented the
the Guard Mounting Competition.
T.A. Efficiency Medal to W.0.II Orridge.
The second week of camp was taken up by trade boards
and Exercise " First Mix," which was designed to establish
the communications required of the Regiment in its new
role. This was considered to be fairly successful, in view of
the nature of the exercise. The weather was unkind and
caused the premature termination of the exercise. Brigadier
W. B. Rowett paid us a visit during the exercise.
Soc!al activities included a 'bus outing to Whitley Bay,
dances in the Camp NAAFI, a Regimental dance at the
Glebe H all, Washington, trips down the local mines and on
pilot boats. We also had a very successful sports afternoon
at tht> N .C.B. sports groun d, Washington.

2 Squadron. When 2 Squadron of 57th Regiment started
off for camp this year they were rather a " mixed bag." For
many of them it was their first camp with the Regiment.
Under th e reorganisation some of us had come from 303
Squadron, and the remainder were members of the old 57th (M )
Regiment. The camp once again found that the only way
to get to really know the other fellow is to live with him.
The camp was in a very pleasant setting at Crowborough in
Sussex. The first few days were spent in settling in and
revision of classroom training carried out at Horfield. The
first big exercise was held in a disused camp about four- miles
away on the other side of Crowborough.
The weather was kind, and in an almost tropical climate,
we proceeded to wire an airfield. The mission was to provide
a perimeter cable with spurs to command points, with a radio
relay link back to a Sector Operational Centre which, for the
purpose of the exercise, was back at our camp. The credit for
the success of the whole operation goes to our technicians who,
working with the enthusiasm and energy of our new members,
had made contact with base within two hours of the time of
our arrival. Lunch was taken in the field, and we had the
pleasure of meeting informally the Chief Signal Officer, Brigadier
D. E. White, O.B.E. The whole exercise was rated a great
success.
The rest of the week was used in sorting out the snags
which had cropped up and a rehearsal for the march past on
the Sunday morning. Luckily, there was a sligh t breeze when
we arrived at the parade ground on Sunday. Unfortunately,
our Honorary Colonel had been unable to join us, but the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P. F. Yeatman. M.B.E.,
expressed his pleasure at the turn-out and bearing of those on
parade. After the inspection the presentation of his Territorial
Efficiency Medal was made to Sergeant Coelho. Divine service
followed and the usual crop of photographs were taken.
Monday morning was spent preparing for a night exercise
which was taking place that night. We were to march off
at la t light and move to a position some five miles away. A
line layout was to be established and linked up by radio relay
to mai n camp. The whole operation went off very well, and
by 6 o'clock next morning, the first vehicle was returning,
having completed the exerc:se and recovered their equipment.
After a few hours' sleep, the whole camp, by various means,
made their way either to the sea or to the nearest local towns.
An All Ranks' Dance was held on Thursday night, at which
the whole Regiment found it can play as well as work. The
local ladies turned up in force and a very pleasant evening was
had by all. The usual in ter-Mess visits were made, but when
it comes tQ "boat races," the Sergeants, with vast experience
and years of training, proved to the Corporals just how fast
a pint can disappear.
The camp was one on which the Squadron ca·n look back
with pride, in wh ich a job was well and truly done. Whilst we
all worked hard, it was enjoyed to the full.

(:\'ORTllUl\IDRIAN) REGHIENT (T.A. )
Annual Camp saw the Regimen t set out for Scotland-the
first time ever N orth of the Border. In bright, clear weather
we settled in at Dundonald Camp n ear Troon, amongst the
sand dunes and golf courses, and over-looking the F irth of
Clyde.
The days seem all too short at Camp and this year was no
exception. Even ts in the first week included the football competition in which the H eadquarter Squadron team, driven on by
their new 0 .C., M ajor Henry Knight, provided the shocks and
were only subdued by a last minute goal from 2 Squadron in
the fina l. The H onorary Colonel, Colonel R. M. Percival, T.D.,
D.L., visited us on F riday and Saturd ay. H is visit coincided with
the sports meeting and the Regimental competitions. Competition, always ver y keen, was intensified this year by the
presence of our new W.R .A.C. who demonstrated very forcefully th at they meant that standards should be well maintained.
In this connection the n ewest of our Squadrons, No. 3 from
Middlesbrough, carried off both the " Crosthwaite " Cup for
the "Smartest W.R.A.C. in the Regimen t" and the " Walton "
Trophy for the best W.R.A.C. Drill Squadron.
The " Middle" Sunday came and the Regiment set off for all
points of the compass. M any made the trip by the Gourock
Ferry to Dunoon to see Proteus-the Polaris depot ship.
After a brilliant weekend we were brought back to business
by a full and in teresting Monday programme. The G.O.C.,
Major-General Lord Thurlow, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o ., and the G.S.0 .
1, L ieutenant-Colonel B. R. S. Garside, M.c., visi ted u s on
Monday morning to see the Regimental Exercise ' Tartan Red.'
During his visit the General presented his special Commendation
Certificate to Warrant Officer Jim Corps of our L.A.D. Monday afternoon and the C .S.O., Brigadier Rowett, came for a
two-day visit. H e was intrigued by the Fault Team .Jed by
L ieutenant John Close, who diagnosed an Ayrshire bull with a
taste for Dro insulation.
Other very welcome visitors were Colonel L. Davies, the
A.D . W.R.A.C. Northern Command, and Colonel D . Stroud,
C.W.R.A.C., Northumbrian D istrict.
This year our training consisted mainly of individual and
troop training. 338 Squadron however took part in a number
of Brigade exercises with 149 Infantry Brigade at Okehampton
in Devon, and a small ten man detachment had a wonderful
fortn ight with Headquarters 151 Infantry Brigade in the Scottish H ighlands provid ing communications over distances of
60-70 miles with the ever faithful W.S. 19.
A highlight of the Camp was the first appearance of our combined male/W.R.A.C. choir . This choir is the special pride of
Band Master F. W. Woodall and it promises great things in
the future.
Saturday, 10th June, arrived all too soon and the Regiment
dispersed to all pans of Northumberland, D urham and Yorkshire once again.
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were

mosi
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rccait•cd

<lun"ng

£
uth Regiment (Depot)

...

•s

. ..

231d Reg.mcnt (Amaicur Radio Club)

2

24,h Reg.mcnt (Om ers' Mess) ...
241h Rcg.mcnt (Warrant Oth<ers' nnd ergcants' M ess) ...
St. ,\U,un's Garrison Church (Collecuon at Regimental
' cu-End) ...
...
...
.. .
224 quaaron (Radio Training) .. .
240 Squadron ( orthem Command )
3rd Reg.mcnt (Officers' Mess)
14th Rcg.mcut (4 Squadro n)
MES / SIWB
...
...
.. .
201 quadron (Infnnt.ry Brigade Group)
.. .
216 quaaron (Par11chutc Br.gade Group)
.. .
Ro~al Signals attached 76 q uadro:i R.A .S.C. (L :c .T.)
57th Reg.mcnt, T .A. . . .
. ..
...
.. .
. ..
441h (ri.C.) Reaimcnt. (Cinque Ports}, T .A. . ..
.. .
...
47th (Middlesex Yeomanry) Rcg.ment, T.A. (Sergeants' Mes)
C. .O.'s Branch , H .Q., Scotti h Cornma:id
632 TrOOJ> (Works) .. .
H.Q. 1 (BR) Corp .. .
...
...
...
...
. ..
28th Regiment
210 Squadron (lnfantTY Brigade Group)
221 Squadron (Air Formation) ...
...
...
...
9th Regiment
.. .
. ..
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
. ..
9th Reg.mcnt (Warrant Officers' and Ser11eonts' Mess)
C.R. 1g 1als, Mahn
234 Squadron, Malta
W. F . H. Herdon
J. Law
...
G. W. Coolr:.
C. W. Boxall
C. P . Prescot
J. Prowse . ..
J. Springett
G. M. Welsford
G. F. B. Grant . ..
R. H. Priestley ...
J. F. Pride ame ...
R. A. Oswick .. .
T. A. Roberts .. .
D. W. Lloyd Davies
Total

0

0

3 14

0
0

4

62
JO
I

11

8 · 11
19 0
3 0

J
7
3 15

J

JO

2

5

9

I

3

Il

3

0
0

2

6
0
0
0
0

3 6
6

6

0
0

3

JO
10

0

0

JO 12

O

39 16
12 6

2
0

3

0

0

21
I

0
0

0
0

5

5

0

JO

8

5

0

6

6

6

1 IO

0

10
0

o

3
3

8
9

s

l

0
0

7 10
I

0

0

16
5

6

1

£246

7

It

8

o

2

2

6

...

23

Tn:al cases assisted . ..

31

14 Cases of Soldiers who 5'rved during the 1939·45 War .. . [.129
17 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War ... £102

s

3

o
2

r==WELFABE====r
lc..;;;;::::::::1-=== SECTION-'--'--___J~==--1
Below an auemp1 is made 10 describe, with suitable
anonymity, eight cases taken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week of August,
1961. Also, on 1he same page, is a simple siatement of
income and expenditure.
Serl(4'nn4 1928-36 nnd 1939-45. Married, one child.
He has suffered almost continuous ill-health since 1948, and
has been help:!d before. In this case a grant was made for
clothing for the daughter to go to Grammar School and for
bedding. Later a generous parcel of part-worn clothing was
sent.
Widow of Driver who served 1947-49 and who died
in June. The British Legion and Royal Signals helped to pay
off the cost of his funeral, and it is hoped later to send some
clothing to his children.
Lanee-Corporal, 1939-45. Married, two children- has
been very seriously ill for a year and his wife and elder
daughter have supported themselves and him. Help sent to
pay a clothing account.
Wid~w of Sl~nnlmnn, HH3-4.7, who died in January,
leaving also his three school-age children. Grant made to
equip his daughter with clothes on entry to Grammar School.
Driver, 1952-53. Single, progressive paralysis since 1957,
and a grant made to help towards some much-needed clothes.
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Careers anti Opportunities
(IMPORT ANT : Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisements in THE WIRE MUST notify the
Employment S ection, Royal Signals Association, 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I ).

The Royal Signals list

0

4 IO

6

Expenditure during 'fuly, t 961 . ..
. .. £231
(Includes :-Rent
and
Rates;
Beds
and
Bedding;
Furniture; Cots and Prams; General Assistance).
Analysis of Cases:Families of Soldiers
rving in U .K.
Widows a-d Dependants .. .
...
. ..
Released and Oiscba::ged Soldiers ...

s. d.
19 2

Lance-Corp ora l , 1 9 4 7-4 9. Married, three children. His
wife was in hospital for three months and he had to have a
" Home Help " for his children. The F und assisted to pay for
this.
Lnnc e-Corpornl. 194 4-4 6 , previous service, Royal Scots
F usiliers. Married, six children. Has been sick and unable to
work for five months, and a grant was made.
.lU otlter of .Bmaior S i ,:nnhnnu. H elp given to offset cost
of long journeys to visit him in hospital.

Between I926 and r939 Officers of The Territorial Army and the (then
Supplementary R eserve) now Army Emergency Reserve were listed. At first
it was only as individuals, by Ranks ; later each Signal Unit had its place
with the officers of each Unit shown separately.

An Independant Day School for Boys
Vacancy exists for a man with a genuine interest in sport, to
be res ponsible for the organisation of Physical Education
throughout the school, and some administrative duties. There
is at present no Cadet Corps, but a man ·who would like to
develop one would be very welcome.
Further details from the Secretary, Atholl School, Rayners
Lane, Pinner, Middlesex. (Mention Royal Signals Association
in application).

Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.
Vacancy for Switchboard Operators, PBX type, main consideration speed, and efficiency of service for the telephone
traffic. Scale of pay in line with industrial standards. Age
immaterial for efficient operators.
Application to address above, mentioning Royal Signals Association. Letter to be addressed to Deputy Commercial Manager.
Car Pilots, Ltd.,
160, Kensington Park Road, London, W.11.
Vacancies for Good Car Drivers who have passed or are
willing to pass Advanced Motorists Test. Good Salary offered,
plus commission. Application should be made to above address,
mentioning Royal Signals Association.
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.,
Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, London, N.11.
Vacancies exist for Exploitation Engineers, in various parts
of this country and abroad. Operational experience in telegraphic and other communications centres. Initial salaries from
£r,ooo per year. Pension scheme. Applications should be made
direct to the Personnel Manager at above address, mentioning
Royal Signals Association.
The Plessey Co. Ltd., Ilford, Essex.
Vacancies exist for Electronic Testers and Test Engineers,
Mechanical Inspectors, Skilled Wiremen, Draughtsmen . and
Tracers. All vacancies in the Marine Equipment Unit.
Attractive and progressive salaries. Applications direct to the
above address marked for attention of Mr. R. J. Trace, mentioning Royal Signals Association.
International Computers and Tabulators Ltd.,
Gloucester House, 149, Park Lane, London, W.1.
Electro-Mechanical, Mechanical and Electronic Engineers
required. I.C.T. offers splendid prospects, in works, research
establishments all over the country. Write to the above address,
marked Manager and Personnel and Training Division stating
whether interested in Productions, Research and Design or as a
Field Engineer or Instructor.
Government Communications Bureau,
54. Broadway, London, S.W.1.
Vacancies for Clerks, Executive, aged 21-40 years. Security
Guards, age 35-50 years; Messengers, age 35-50 years; M.T.
Mechanics age 25-50 years; and Maintenance Men, age 25-50
years. All candidates must be physically fit, with good service
records. All posts are pensionable, and subject to Government
conditions of service regarding leave etc. Applications should
be made to the Establishment Officer at the above address.
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In response to strong represenrations it has been decided to recommence
this excellent practice.
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MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE

Starting with the October, I96I, copy of the List the names of Officers
of Royal Signals in the Territorial Army and Army Emergency Reserve will
be published.

*

*

*

*

Obviously this will put up the cost per copy and in order to offset this
without raising the annual subscription - an intolerable nuisance to officers
who pay by Bankers Order-a parallel economy must be made.
In 1962 and in subsequent years there will only be three issues of the
List instead of four. These will appear in February, June and October.
The price will remain the same and will also cover current increase in
cost of printing and indeed of a more reasonable honorarium to the member
of the staff of A.G.II who edits the list in his spare time.

*

*

*

*

The Supplement, giving the names of retired Regular Officers, will now
be published with the June number of the List and will also include the
names of Quartermaster Class Officers who retired since r945, and of course
a certain number of these who retired before then whose names are already
in the List.

15th OF THE MONTH PRECED-

*

ING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to :

Royal

Signals

scription rates
mail):

Twelve

Association.

(post free,

Sub-

except

air

months, 15/-; single

month, 1/3.

Vol. 15

*

*

The cost to those who subscribe annually by Bankers Order will remain
the same-18 / - for three copies of the List and the Supplement.
The cost of single copies will have to be increased to :
Single copy of the List
7/The Retired Supplement only
3/6
There is of course a considerable increase in " trouble" in supplying
single copies. Those who pay for single copies by Bankers Order will be
unaffected.

*
OCT ODEH

*

•

(New Series)

1961

No. 10

THE W ·I R. E, 0 CT 0 BER. I 9 6 I

*

*

*

It is hoped that an increasing number of T.A./ A.E.R. Officers will become
annual subscribers to the List. We are all one Corps and should know each
other more.
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A Territorial Army Signal Regiment
at the Radio Show

this case, the editor does really know best and as the finished
production gradually takes effect one experiences a particular
pleasure in seeing translated on the screen the results of everyone's efforts.
The film ' Three Roads Ahead ' tells the story of life in the
~orps. It tells ?f the trainin~ and what is probably more
important the hfe led by Signals overseas after training.
Sequences from the Far East, East Africa, Aden, Libya Cyprus
and B.A.0.R. are included and the whole go together 'to make
a pleasing picture in colour.
The Q;>rps were very fortunate in having as guest star Mr.
P~ter ~aigh of B.B.~. and Televi11ioo fame. Mr. Haigh gave
his services free and mtroduces the film in addition to recording
the commentary.
The film is designed for a wide audience to include clubs
youth organisations, Women's Institutes, displays, etc., in fac~
anywhere that there is a potential market for recruiting into
the Corps.
Great credit must be given to those in overseas commands
who produced such fine material and most important to the
script. provided in shooting the sequences. The latter point was
very important.
Copies of the film will be available from C.S.O.'s at Home
Commands and it is hoped to make additional copies available
soon. Full details as to availability will be published in THE

22nd. August to 2nd. September 1961

For several years Royal Signals either shared with, or
alternated with, the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
to provide the Army Stand at this Exhibition.
The 1961 Exhibition at Earls Court should go down in Corps
history. A single Regiment of the Territorial Army has provided an Army Stand which is bigger and much better than
anything seen previously.
The cost to 651h Regiment (T.A.) must have been very great.
The credit to that Regiment and to Royal Signals as a whole
is even greater.
It is curious that neither money or material was provided from
official sources in this admirable venture.
Further enquiry elicits that nearly all those who staffed the
stand were Territorial Army Volunteers, both Royal Signals
and Women's Royal Army Corps. The Regular Permanent
Staff of the Regiment assisted when possible, but they had their
normal duties at the T.A. Centre.
To help specifically with recruiting for the Regular Army,
two Corporals and two Lance-Corporals were provided by
Eastern Command.
During the half-hour that the stand was "looked at," the
interest of the general public was manifest. Visitors looked at
other stands both Service and Commercial-and passed on.
They came to the 65th Regiment stand and-stayed.
{;riticism. Nothing in the world is perfect, and despite
that, this stand is obviously successful and wholly creditable to
all concerned, but there are points of criticism.
Literature about Royal Signals was conspicuous by its
scarcity. "A Career in Royal Signals," a most admirable and
attractive:. booklet. The Regiment had been able to obtain 30
copies ! For a show of this nature, lasting IO days, surely 300
would seem meagre and 3,000 a proper number. Imagine only
being able to hand out three copies a day, against an attendance
of about 10,000 each day.
"'Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals," another most
excellent pamphlet-about 100 had been made available.
"The War Office Pamphlet about Army Apprentices." One
copy only was available with four more days ro go.
Privately produced, paid for by Regimental Funds, the pamphlets about the 65th Regiment (T.A.) and sister Regiment, the
92od A.E.R., were in profusion.
THE WIRE is not a recruiting booklet, but about 200 copies of
THE WIRE were delivered to the stand, if only to inform the
public that the part, however excellent, is not greater than the
whole.
·
{;ompariso11. It is repeated that this Exhibition provided
entirely by one Signal Regiment, T.A., compares most favourably in size, in attractive, interesting layout, and in continuous
interest by the public, with the exhibition provided with all the
resources of the Royal avy, Royal Air Force, etc., etc. Those
with larger financial resources had a more favourable position,
buc there were fewer visitors.
The 65th Regiment Stand provided a view of some of the
modem telecommunication equipment similar to that actually
in use in the Regiment, but provided by firms with such famous names as Plessey, Eddisoo, Creed, A.T.E., and perhaps
There were numerous diagramatic models, and to
others.
illustrate part of the work of the Regiment, a lay figure dressed
for parachute landings.
There was a continuous film show, in colour, including
"Three Roads Ahead,'' the latest about Royal Signals, and also
the latest about the Women's Royal Army Corps, in which,
during shots at Nijmegeo, there is a glimpse of the coloured
Balaclavas of a team from our own Junior Leaders Regiment.
Result.
Increase in knowledge and interest in Royal
Signals--obviously very great. Enquirers seen and overheard
were genuine and earnest. There were doubtless others who
were neither !
FACTUAL RECRUITING. This is always difficult to assess, but
a fair assessment at the time the stand was visited, revealed that
Forty-two had promised to go to a Regular Recruiting Office
to enquire further into details of terms of service, pay, etc.
Not all of these, alas, wished to enter Royal Signals.
Fifty-three were attested on the stand for service with the
65th Signal Regiment. Twenty had promised to write to the
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92nd Regiment, A.E.R., and had also given their own names
and addresses.
At half-way through the show this seemed perhaps a poor
return for much excellent endeavour. Success in these matters
cannot be measured except in terms of goodwill. Certainly,
however, a very large number of people know a great deal
more about Royal Signals, Regular, Territorial Army and Army
Emergency Reserve than they did before. The need for this
increased knowledge is very great, and the 65th Regiment are
to be congratulated on this most excellent and worthwhile
endeavour.

Three Roaas Aheaa
' One time seeing is worth a thousand times hearing'
Old Chinese Proverb
The Art or Scien<;e of Advertising has many facets but there
is no doubt that the television and cinema screen play a very
important part in the selling of consumer goods and ideas to
the public at large.
'
The first problem involved in recruiting for Royal Signals
is to present to the public what we have to offer (the goods)
and to present it in such a way that the idea will stick. The
second problem is to reach as wide an audience as possible.
It was, with these two requirements in mind, that it was
decided to make a film. From the start it was obvious that to
have such a film, running for approximately 20 minutes, made
professionally would be prohibitive in cost and far beyond the
slender resources available; on the other hand an amateur
production would not be satisfactory, chiefly because the public
with the advent of new film techniques and television have
acquired a highly critical standard.
lo the end it was decided to employ a professional production
company to shoot the beginning and end of the film and to ask
overseas commands to shoot the overseas sequences (which incidentally comprise about three-quarters of the film). The Corps
were lucky in finding a production company (Thames Film
Productions) who were prepared to help on a <;Ost only basis,
and the script was written by an officer in the Corps.
For identification purposes the title of ' Three Roads Ahead '
was given to the film and this in fact has been used as the final
title. Shooting commenced in Catterick at the Training Brigade
in October, 1960, and continued at the Junior Leaders Regiment
and the Army Apprentice School, Harrogate. All this shooting
was done professionally. At the same time fi lm stock was
despatched to overseas commands together with shooting scrips.
It was not until early April that all material was available and
editing and dubbing was commenced.
It is little realised that the main work on a film takes place
not on the studio floor but in the cutting room and the film
editor's sanctum. To see foot after foot discarded into the waste
bin, particularly as it always appears to be the best parts that
are cut, is disheartening. H owever, one speedily learns that, in
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Investigations are also being made into the possibility of
producing 8 mm. copies for use by those who have 8 mm.
projectors.

Keeping up our Numbers
Recruiti11g-by n Warrant Officer about
to Retire
It is. obvi?us that with the ending of National Service, the
Corps 1s gomg to need many more recruits than it is getting
at the moment and this is going to be no easy task. Various
pr?posals hav~ been put forward for more cash, better uniforms,
brighter bedside lamps and all sorts of delightful inducements.
With respect, I feel that llhis misses the point.
I feel that our recruiting efforts are not aimed at the rig:ht
areas of t!he country. In the larger centres of population we
have an Information Office (their notJices should be amended
to show they also Recruit !) for the whole Army, which, in
about six or eight places, also have an N.C.O. from Royal
Signals who acts as a Special Recruiter for the Corps.
This is all very well, but what about the rest of the country ?
~n towns down to about 6,ooo population or thereabouts, there
JS usually a T.A. Centre which acts as a Recruining Office for
the Regular Army in •the U.S.l.'s spare time (about half an hour
on his day off). T<his is mostly an Infantry Company and
naturally they try and persuade an enquiring youth to join their
own County Regiment. Fair enough, but what means do we
employ to get !I"ecruits in the smaller towns and villages, which
I submit should be the best recruiting areas.
They are the best recruiting areas because in larger towns
tJ:ere is more for a youngster to do-dances, youth clubs,
cmemas, coffee bars and all the amenities of modern life. In
smaller towns and villages there is not!hing and most youngsters
are fed up wjth their existence and looking for a chance to get
away from their environment. They rarely read a newspaper
so that they never see those lovely comic str.ips the War Office
issues now and again. I submit (and as a countryman I am
perhaps ·biased in this !) t!hat the average lad from a country
distriot is tougher, more reliant and above all better educated
than his town counterpart.
. . How then are we to lay hands on these paragons-my plan
1s as follows: In every town and most villages ·in this country
there will be at least one man.. be he Officer or Other Rank,
who has served in the Corps at some rime or ot!her. In t!he
larger towns you have your Association Secretaries, although
they are usually extremely busy men. The nam·es of these
~aps can be obtained from yom R ecords of Members, or
mdeed from Officer-in-Charge of Records. Having obtained
a representative in each outpost, ask them to act as Unofficial
Recruiter for t!he Corps for that area. Send them details of
present conditions in the Corps, flood them with pamphlets
and posters they can ihang up in their local pubs, and in general
keep them up-to-date with the needs of t!he Corps.
I realise this might need a little organisation and modification
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but think of the bene~ts-in every area in the country you will
ha.ve. a man who (a) JS aware that the Corps needs recruitsthis is NOT always apparent; (b) will try and do his best to
talk young men into joining the Corps.
I wonder what the Recruiters at the War Office think of these
suggestions, s~? I retire at the end of the year and would be
more than willmg to act as a Recruiter if required.

*

*

*

They will be grateful BUT they cannot "flood them with
pamphlets." Pamphlets, as indeed much else, are in short
supply.-Editor.

@bituarp
LIEUTENANT-COLOl\"EL J. E. S. WAI.FORD,
M.D.E.

Like at least one other officer distinguished in Royal Signals,
Walford was gazette~ .to the Royal Worcestershire Regim~~ on first commission, on 20th D ecember, 1918, just
missmg the first world war. He went to India in 1920 and
attended a Regimental Signalling Instructor's Course. Like
many of his contemporaries he served- with the Indian Signal
Corps.
After a. succes~ful "Q" Course at Maresfield in 1923/24 (he
~ater obtamed his A.M.I.E.E.), he transferred to Royal Signals
Ill 1926.
A notable cricketer, he played for Worcestershire in 1919
1923 and 1930, ~nd ~or the Army in 1928, 1930, 1931 and 1932'.
He had le~t his cncket and many other things at Malvern.
An admirable horseman, he hunted regularly with both the
Zetland and the Beda1e while Adjutant of the Depot Battalion
at Catterick.
~ 1934 he . made his second "Mark"; he was an obvious
choice. Captam J. E. S. Walford was appointed an Officer of
a Compan.y of Gentleman Cadets at the Royal Military Academy
at. Woolwich, and he was the first Royal Signals Officer to fill
this post.
All good things co~e to an end, but for Walford the next
posting was to Egypt, and in 1939 to the newly-form~d Mobile
Divisional Signals.
Thereafter, his seniority, his experience, and later his illhealth, were against him. Too often he was taken 'from an
active command t<;> start, and command, the very necessary
Schools of Instrucuon. He commanded 10th Indian Divisional
Signals ~or a year during 1942 and 1943 when, after a good
deal .of illness, he returned to the U n ited Kingdom, and was
appomted to command 6rst Divisional Signals . .
He a~t~n;ipted to. enter Parliament ill' the 1945 election. When
61st D1v1siooal Signals ceased in 1946, he served a year at
H .Q.1 Northumbriao District, and retired in 1947. · He was
ap.P?~ted Honorary Colone! of 50 (Northumltriao) Infantry
D1vis1onal R.E.A;i.E. T.A. a post which he held until 1953.
He was appomted a Member of the Order of the British
· Empire . in 1924 and Mentioned in Despatches in 1941.
He died on 22nd .August, 1961, after a long illness, to which
h~ refuse~ to submit. The very deep sympathy of his many
fnends will go to Mrs. Walford and his family.
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GOLDEX JUBILEE OF
TUE SIGX.\L con.-s OF PAKISTAN"

(This as reported in the 'June number of THE WIRE
was celebrated in Kohat during April, 1961. The
following letter is published by request)
Dated at Rawlpindi on 9th August, 1961, Brigadier
Mohammad Suleman, Director of Signals Pakistan Anny,
write to Major-General A. M . Whistler, C.B.E., Signal Officerin-Chief:
"During its annual meeting on 28th July, 1961, me Corps
Committee expressed deepest appreciation for the presentation
of the golden bowl by Major-General L. de H. Thuillier, C.B.,
o.B.E. on behalf of the Royal Corps of Signals on the occasion
of the Golden Jubilee of our Corps.
I have accordingly been asked to convey to you and all ranks
of the Royal Corps of Signals our most sincere thanks for this
precious gift, which we shall cherish as an invaluable symbol of
our 11biding ties of friendship and mutual affection.
Also I will be highly grateful if you please pay our most
sincere compliments and gratitude to H.R.H. The Princess
Royal, C.I., G.C.V.O., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Colonelin-Chief Royal Signals for the close and \varm interest she
evinced in our Jubilee celebranions, for which we are deeply
indebted.

PERSONAL
COLUMN
Lon.don Ga;ette
From Tuesday, 8rh August, 1961, w Friday, 8111 September, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel G . M. L. Claridge retired, 10th August, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant E. Hampson to be Lieutenant, nth August, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant B. H. Lee to be Lieutenant, nth August, 1961.
Lieutenant A. P. Fielding from Short Service Commission to be
Lieutenant, nth May, 196o.
Major (Traffic Officer) A. Hamilton retired, 15th August, 1961.
Captain (Traffic Officer) A. G. Satchwell to be Major (Traffic Officer),
i4th August. 1961.
Major J . H. Dirs, M.B.E., relinquished his Commission on completion of
service, 14th August, 1961, and is granted hon. rank of Major.
Lieutenant D. A. Bate retired on account of disabilicy, 18th August, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant R. E. A. Parker retired on account of disabiliry, 17th
August, 1961.
Major (T.O .T.) W. Millichip retired, 16th August, 1961.
Sccood-Lieu1cnaot R . Howell to be Lieutenant, 18th August, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel G . H. Hulme retired, :ust August, 1961.
Captain G . B. Wood retired, 20th August, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant M. J . McCann to be Lieutenant, 18th June, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant J. R. Dawson to be Lieutenant, 18th June, 1961.
14909177 W.O .I C. J. Bayfield to be Lieutenant (T.O.T.), 3ut July,
1961.
Major A. B. Kennett retired, 29th August, r961.
Second-Lieutenant I. L. Hamilton to be Lieutenant, 18th June, 1961,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Peel, M.B .E., T.D., relinquished the appointment
of Honorary Colonel 55th Signal Regiment T .A., ut April, 1961, on reorgani•ation, retaining the hon. rank of Colonel.
Lieutenant-Colonel (Be. Colonel) F. R. H . Williams, O.B.E., T .D., relinquishes the appointment of Honorary Colonel 56th (Cicy of London)
Signal Regiment T .A., 1st April, 1961 , on reorganisation, retaining the
hon. rank of Colonel.
Major R. White retired, ISt September, 1961.
,\.\ajor G. W. Vero retired, rst September, i961.
Lieutenant R. G. Mulhern retired on account of disability, 20d September,
1961.
Major R . 0 . Dunmore retired, xst September, 1961.
Captain A. A. Dacre, M.B.E., to be Major, 3rd September, 1961.
Lieutenant C. R. C. Bunce to be Captain, 3rd September, 1961.
Major C . C. Tucker relinquished his Commission on completion of
service, 3rd September, 1961, and is granted the hon. rank of Major.
Captain J. Whitaker relinquished his Commission on completion of
service, 5th September, 1961.
Major (Traffic Officer) W. J. Cuffe, B.E.M., retired 24th August, 1961.
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) P. Thomson to be Captain, (T.O .T.), 6th September,
1961.
.
Lieutenant (Q .M.) G . A. Vincent to be Captain (Q .M.), 7th September,
1961.
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) C. K. Ottley to be Captain (T.O.T.), 6th September,
1961.
Second-Lieutenant H. R. Deyocm to be Lieutenant, 12th September,
r96t.
2329387 W.O.I S. Ormond to be Lieutenant (Q .M.), 14th August, 1961.
2326301 W .O.I J. R. Latimer to be Lieutenant (Q .M.), 171h July, 1961.
Cadet ~. S. F . Cathmoir to be Second-Lieutenant, 29th July, 1961.
Cadet D . J. Walden to be Second-Lieutenant, 29th July, 1961.

ltlouPmPnt ol Olllccrs
(Taken place or 1oreca11 to rake place- period endini: 151h October, 1961)
Lieutenant-Colonel (T / Col.) D. R.
Year.icy, O.B.2.
• •. To War Office
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Lieutennnt-Colonel (T / Col.) D . R.
Horsfield
.. .
..
.. .
. ..
Major (T / Lt.-Col.) I. H. A. Illingworth
.. .
.. .
..
.. .
.. .
Major (T / Lt.-Col.) R. W. Brader ...
Major (T / Lt.-Col. ) D . C. Ward
...
Major (T/ Lt.-Col.) T. W. Baynes,

,, School of Signals
., War Office
., 16th Regiment
,, Ministry of Defence

w.

Mai;· & 1L1.":co1.)'·s.
:B~acken~
bury. M.B.E.
...
Major J . R. Rahilly
Maior J. R. Hamer
Ma1or J. W. Rayner
. ..
.. .
Ma;or E. 0. Smith, M.D.E., D.C.M.
Ma1or R. I. Osbourne ...
.. .
Major D . W. Sherrod-Smith
Maior J . N. Burrell, M.B.E.
Maior . B. Coyne .. .
.. .
Major J. H. Lane ...
Captain T. F. Ross
Captain J. R. Garratt
Captain T. B. Woods
Captain G. Corden
Captain M. J. Flynn
...
Captain D. A. Brockhur t
Captain P . J. Rowland
Captain R. K. Ward
Captain C. S. Ward
...
Captain T. J. Mayan ...
...
Lieutenant D. G . Mitchell
...
Lieutenant R. 0. B. Stibbon .. .
Lieutenant M. E. Bradbury .. .
Lieutenant I. 0. J. Sprackling
Lieutenant B. F. Kavanagh
Lieutenant A. J. Sammes
Lieutenant J. C. Milford
Lieutenant R. A. H. Hoghton
Lieutenant W. C. A. Kennedy
Lieutenant J. G. M. McLuckie
Lieutenant R . B. Humphries

" 3rd Regiment
., Ilth Re~iment
,. Wnr Office
., 19th Regiment
,. School of Infantry
,, 3rd Regiment
,, Ministry of Aviation
,, 201 Squadron
., Joint Services Staff College
,, 24th Regiment
,, 19th Regiment
,, 20th Regiment
,, 17th (Gurkha) Regiment
, 7th Regiment
,, School of Signals
,, 216 Squatlron
,, School of Signals
,, H.Q. 3 Infantry Brigade Group
,, 13th Regiment
,, 234 Squadron
,, A.A .S., Harrogate
,, School of Signals
,, 9th Regiment
,, I uh Regiment
,, 208 Squadron
,, nth Rc~iment
,, 71h Re1pment
., ISi Regiment
,, School of Signals
,, School of Signals
,, School of Signals
,, Depot R.A.O.C. for transfer to
R .A.O .C.
,, R.M.C.S. (Course)
Lieutenant J . S. B . Brio.Cord
,, Regimental Paymaster Reading
Major (Q .M.) L. J. Bosher
,, NEARELF
Major (Q .M.) F. P . Walker
,, War Office
M ajor (Tfc. Offr.) J . H. Lea
,, 24th Regiment
Captain (Q .M.) B. Sellar
...
Captain (Q .M .) H. R. C. Holmes ... ,, U.K.
Captain (Q .M.) A. M. French, B.E.M. ,, School of Signals
,, 24th Regiment
Captain (Q .M .) G . J. Bruce ...
,, FARELF
Captain (T.O.T.) R. G . Dore
0

Births

10th R egiment
McGREGOR. -To Corporal and Mrs. R . A. McGregor, a son, Robert, on
29th July, 1961, at Fyfe-Jamieson Matemiry Home.,
DARLINGTON. -To Signalman and Mrs. D. F. Darlington, a son, Alfred
Antony, on 15th August, 1961, at Stiidt Krankenhaus, Essen.

Arrimds anti. Dt!ptiriures

217 Squadron (AGRA(AA))
Arrivals: Staff Sergeant R. J. Skudder, Ser11ean1s G. Reynolds, N. Hutson
and R . H. Lucas.

Departrtres: Sergeants D. H. G. Snail, M. Crabtree and H. L. H. Fcber.

The following
August, 1961 : -

promotions

during

the

month

of

78th :Mef•ting of the Corps {'ommittef'
will be held at the War Office on r2th December, 1961.

To W.O.I

2549586

S Sgt

To S Sgt.

22289331
22559467
22980822

Sgt .
Sgt.
Cpl.

23213941
2282 1020

Cpl.
Cpl.

To Sgt.

(450)
(96o)
(1040)
(126o)
(New
(3030)
(5880)

Staniford, R.

Iloynl Signah1 Institution, 9th Annual General
lUe>etiug,

Stoddart, T . M.
Graham, W. F.
Meachin, B. A.
senioriry Number 3527)
Sant, L.
Williams, A. H.

will be held at 3 p.m., on Friday, 12th December, 1961 , at the War Office.

Corps Dhu1er
will be held on 30th May, 1962.

Clerical lloster
To W.O.I
To S Sgt.

2326643
22448016

Corps Regular Officers' At Home

W.O.II
Sgt.

(190)
(790)

McVeigh, L. E.
Curtis, L. F'. C.

will be held on 3tst M ay, 1962.

Corps Week-end and Asso ciation R e union and
Annual General l.Ueeting

DELETIONS
llegimental Duty lloster
W.O.II
S Sgt.

2480
1210

01wrati11g
Sgt.

will be held at Cauerick on 71h/8th July, 1962.

36o
1420

5r20

llos•~~r

Wants anti Olfers

7180

An admirable suggestion has been made that THE WIRE
should, monthly, contain a list of articles wanted by members
of the Corps and also a list of articles which the owner wishes
to dispose of. These advertisements will, as heretofore, be
published free, but in the event of a successful sale or l'urchase,
it will be reasonable if a small donation, say 1 °.{, or 5/-, which
ever sum is the greater, is made to the Association.

Clerical llostc•r
S Sgt.

500

I

Operating Roster

Sgt.

790

1330

*

26oo

1750

Operating Roster

22307881

22515130

Sgt.

Sgt.

( 1842)

D avis, F.

( 1200)

Magee, D .

Sgt.

(2124)

Im
·~~·

.
I
; Forthcoming Events I I
W .O .I

(70)
eedham, L. V .
Commissioned Lt. (Q.M.) 25 Aug. ' 61

SENIORITY NUMBER AMENDMENT
Clerical lloster
Ridge, C. D.
Delete 1480 Insert

~

I

843
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Henson, R. W.

OTIIER DELETIONS
Clerical Hoster
2320668

*

•"=·-·;-··-··

General Trades and Duty Hoster
22212877

*

FOR SALE: By 239 Squadron, Warren Camp, Crowborough,
during November, 1961, one good dining table, l5ft. 3in. by
6ft., highly polished, with five leaves. Expert valuationbut about £100. Two pianos and two billiard tables, with
accessories; none are in "mint" condition, and any reasonable offer accepted.

INSERTIONS

M.arritiges

Deaths

authorised

Technical Hoster

Clf'rical Roster

WARD.- Lieutenant D . Ward, 8th Regiment, suddenly, on 28th August,
1961.
STOATE.-22233075 Corporal A. B . M. Stoate, 228 Squadron (SHA.PE),
on 27th August, 1961, at BMH, Paris.
FIELD .~23 7 5 3487 Lance-Corporal R. N . Field, A .E .R., at Blandford
Camp, on 26th A'ugust, 1961, aged 23· yenrs.

were

Royal Signals Institution l.ectures, 1961
Thursday, 30th November. - "Communications and Electronics in Allied
C_ommand, Europe." Major-General F. W. Moorman, U.S. Army, Chief
Signal Officer, SHAPE. 5 p.m., North Hall, Trainina Brigade, Royal
Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.

Roy al Si~1mls Officers' Annual lle>uniou, 1961.
f'.riday, 1s1. Decemb~r, 1961, ~t the Drill Hall of 4xst Regiment
(Princess Louise's Kensm111on Re111meot) T .A., 190, Hammersmith Road,
W .6, from 7 to 11 p.m.

==PROMOTIONS==

sorh (N) R egim ent T .A.
LAYCOCK.- To W .O .If and Mrs. T. H . Laycock, a daughter, Gwe~doline
Ann, on 23rd August, 1961 , at Greeobank Maternicy Hospital, Darlington.

217 Squadron (AGRA (AA ))
BYRNE-SCHRADER. -Signalman R. C . Byrne to Miss H. E. Schrader,
on 26th August, 1961 , at Southend.
NEILSON- VAUGHAN-PALMER- Major W. G . Neilson to Mrs. A.
Vaughan-Palmer, on 28th Jl!ly, 1961, at Edmonton .
PEGLEY- KELLY.- Lance-Corporal W. W. L. Pegley 10 Miss E . E .
Kelly, on 25th March, 1961, at Ealing Registry Office.
PERKS-GRIFFIN .-Signalman D . W. Perks to Miss B. E. Griffin, on
18th March, 1961 , at St. Joseph's Church, Bromley.
REYNOLDS- TALL.- Sergeant G. Reynolds to Miss D . B. Tall, on 3rd
August, 1961, at St. Agnes Church, Kennington.

The fifteenth Annual Officers' Reunion Dinner will take place at the
Dominions Hotel, Lancaster Gate, London, W.2, at 7.30 p.m. on Saturday,
18th November. Further details may be ob:ained from Lieutenant-Colonel
H. V. Hayfield, 33, Cre.cent Road, Sidcup, Kent.

20th Regiment
Arrivals: W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) L. G. Humble.
Departures: W .OII (R .Q.M.S.) M. H. Ford.

20th R egim ent
BOULTER. -To Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) and Mrs. R. ~: Boul~er , a
daughter, Susanne, on 24th August, 1961, at R.A.F. Akrouu Hospatal.
COTTIS.-To Corporal and Mrs. K . A. Cottis, a daughter, Karen, on
22nd August, 1961 , at B.M.H . Dhekelia.

10th R egiment
GLOVER- PISHER.-Corporal A . B. Glover 10 Barbara Fishcr.z. on l0!-11
June. 1961, at the Parish Church of All Hallowes with St. :>1meon m
the County Borough of Leeds.
COLES-DUCREE.-Laoce-Corporal B. Coles to Elke Ducre~, <?n 29th
July, 1961 , at the District Registry Office in the County of BirIDLn~.
HODGSON- TIGHE.-Lance-Corporal P. Hodgson to Margaret Tighe,
on June, 1961, at the St. Joseph's Church, Bilton, Harrogate.
AYLETT-GILLINGS.- Sigoalmao A. Aylett to Patricia Mary Gillings1 on
21st Jul y, 1961, at St. Chad's Catholic Church, Stockport Road, Cheaadle.
GOODMAN- KRON. -Signalman G. Goodman to Irene Kron, on ISt
July, 1961, at the District Registry Office of Dalmeny and Queensferry.
HELLIWELL-WHITTAKER.-SigaalIJIJln W. Helliwell to Jean Whittaker, on 22nd July, 1961, at the Parish Church of Kinsley, Yorks.
PINKERTON- FURRELL.-Signalman V. Pinkerton to Veronica Valerie
Furrell, on 22nd July, 1961 , at the Parish Church of Orpington, Kent.
BLACK-ACASTER.- Lance-Corporal A . Black to Iris Acaster, on 29th
July, 1961, at the Parish Church of St. Paul Sculcoates, Hull.

4t11 Indian Air Formation Si~nals OfRcf"r 'Ile>union

10th Regiment

Arrivals: Captains T. G . Boast and P. D . Evans.

=

§*********************************$
Annual T .A./ A.E.n. Roy nl Signal Officers' " At
llo1ne, ' 1961.
will be held at the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Saturday, 4th November, 1961.

Tlae 3601 lU eetinit oi tlie Contra( Committee of The
Association
'
will be held at The War Office on Wednesday, 8th November, 1961, at
It a.m .

~

~

~

TOYS FOR CHRISTMAS
" THE WIRE " ventures to appeal again
for Toys, Books and Children's Clothes.
Last year your response was so wonderful
that nearly all the really needy children with
whom the Association is in touch feceived
an individually addressed parcel, AND
THIS IS WHAT COUNTS.
Alas, the one Regiment that gave over
half what we received last year is no more.
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PLEASE send what you can-one toyone book - one ar6cle of clotb;ng - to
Welfare Sectfon, Royal S;gnals AssocfaHon,

·
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Junior Leaders
Regiment
Operation ''Enterprise"
A voluntary Continental Tour by the
Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals
in Summer 1961
Dancers and Pipers dance "Prince Charles of Edinburgh "
Colonel Gregory leads Alexander Squadron (Represented by Quadrant Troop) Left and
Slim Squadron (Represented by Jerboa Troop) Right

WO hundred and fifty Junior Leaders and Staff set out for
T
the Continent on the 22nd July by coach from Denbury to
Dover. The original figure was three hundred but an unforeseen
arrack of German measles which, thank goodness, was prevented
from spreading into an epidemic, and the senior examinations,
reduced the figure by fifty. However, the total included the
band, the pipers, the team of Scottish dancers and the choir.
The expedition was made possible by every boy and member
of the staff who accompanied them volunteering to go, and in
consequence of that subscribing eight pounds each to cover
expenses. The cost for those who marched and returned
directly was eight pounds, the band tour cost two pounds more
each and the choir a further two pounds. Money was raised
from Regimental funds to subsidise the enterprise sufficiently so
that all who took part paid the same amount-eight pounds per
head. This is stressed because the endless performances given
by the band, the tiresome journeying, the hundred miles of
marching, the constant change in and out of uniform, ironing
clothes, cleaning boots and all the many other chores, collective
and individual, associated with an undertaking of this sort, was
entirely voluntary. This represents a demonstration of personal
discipline, enthusiasm and pride of Regiment and Corps which
does credit to our young leaders.
The party cro~sed from Dover to Ostend on the night ferry
on the 22nd July and left Ostend for Nijmegen, by coach, at
7.30 a.m. on the morning of the 23rd July. All ranks were very
well received and equally well looked after by the Dutch authori-

ties during their stay. On the evening of Monday the 24th the
band and the entire marching contingent of one hundred an d
fifty paraded at the international flag parade witnessed by over
fifty thousand people and received a grea t ovation. This was
the occasion of the first appearance of H er Royal H ighness's
banner. They were remembered from last year for their balaclava
hats, and being the largest single contingent that had ever
participated in the marches captured the interest and warm
enthusiasm of the <;rowd. The choir took with them a local boy
named Anthony Ware (thirteen years of age) whom it adopted
as an honorary Junior Leader and, h aving a beautiful soprano
voice, he contributed handsomely to the success of the concerts
in Holland, Germany and France.
The band played the marchers out for the first mile or so on
the Tuesday and Wednesday and again for the march in on
Thursday and Friday. Apart from these engagements, it was
inviud to perform on at least eight other occasions and also
beat ceremonial Retreat on Friday night after the marches. The
services of the band were offered to march-in a very tired contingent of Air Force. men and women on Wednesday and it
finished leading several hundred weary bodies and blistered feet.
On the Saturday morning, the 30th July, the band, the dancers,
pipers and the choir gave a special performance at the spastics
hospital (St. Martin's Clinic) in Nijmegen, where they were
given sumptuous hospitality. Junior Leaders helped to carry
out patients in their beds so that they could watch the band
display, and when the rain descended upon them were equally
quick in carrying the patients back into the Central Hall and
continued with the good work.
The marching party returned to Denbury travelling over the
some route and by the same means as the outward journey
leaving Nijmegen on Saturday afternoon.

The choir proceeded to Bergalin in G ermany to stay with the
13th Regimen t and the band moved to the 28th Regiment in
Rheindhalen. On Saturday afternoon the band, choir, dancers
and pipers combin ed to give a perform ance at Rheindhalen
which was very well received, and the following day the choir
gave a special performance for the fa milies of the 28th Regim ent
at St. Tonis Barracks. The band, with th e dancers and piper s,
set off by road for the 1st Regiment at Verden early on Monday
morning and there beat Retreat before a complete Divisional
aud ience and locals. The following day they performed at a
Guest Night. A letter was r eceived from Colonel Woodrow
which says, " . .. the whole visit was the greatest signal success
for the band and the <;hoir. We were extrervely proud of them
and their performance, their turnout and their bearing." He
has also promised a ' quaich ' and a banner-so they must have
been good!
The baud next visited the 2nd Regiment at Bunde where they
gave a public performance in the centre of the town. After
twenty minutes this was unfortunately ra ined off, but although
the Junior Leaders had to make an early start the next day they
volunteered to beat Retreat again for the Regiment and its guests
before leaving. Colonel Hoerder described the visit in his letter
in this way, " . . . what a terrific show they put on for us and
how much we loved having them." And then he adds, " I am
afraid I had to call it off, terribly sad for the boys, ourselves and
for the Germans (nearly three thousand of them). Nevertheless,
they had had long enough to demonstrate in no uncertain way
the standard which they had achieved and I left them in no
doubt of our appreciation. They were disappointed and asked
if they could put on a special private performance for us on the
Regimental Square next morning. We were delighted and it
was a wonderful show. The whole Regiment, including a number of families and 108 Company, R.A.0.C., wimessed this high
standard of performance, and even the sun came out to join
them." The 2nd Regiment have also promised a present but
its identity remains a secret.
From Bunde this party left for Lippstadt and once again they

repc_ated the same performance, and an excellent report was
received from the 22nd Regiment on how they did and stating
that the band and choir must come next year. Colonel Knowles'
~loquence is suitably inscribed with a cheque for fifty pounds.
The band next proceeded to Ostend, where they were to meet
up with the choir on Monday the 30th.
The choir, having given their concert at St. T on is Barracks
travel!ed overnight to Paris. They made two excursions round
the city and gave a concert at the International Club, which
from all reports was ~ great success. The D eputy Supreme
Commander, General Sl! Hugh Stockwell, spent some ti me with
them, and in fact invited them all into the Officers' Club for a
dri~. A small presentation of a Regimenta l plaque was made
to Sl! H ugh for the Supreme Commander and h e promised to
send them a photograph of the presen tation being made. It
was unfortunate that the F oreign M inisters' Conference preven ted General Nors tad from speaking to the choir.
Neverth~less a very ~ood time was had by all and a special
NATO bnefing was glVen to the boys which was something
that appealed to them more than any other form of entertainm~n t. Th ~ choir, like tke band before them, got back to Ostend
withou t mishap, and together they returned to D enbury in good
time for the end of term parade on Wednesday the 9th of August.
Wherever the choir or band and dancers went letters of
greetings and good wishes from the Civic Heads 'of Newton
Abbot, Torquay, Totnes and Paignton were faithfully delivered
to the appropriate local authority and all have since replied in
suitable and most flattering terms.

Deputy Supreme Commander NATO accepts gifts from the Choir
Leader J./S.S .M. Spearman

3rd REGIMENT (DIVISIONAi.)

" Band in Scarlet "
35'4

Choir with Hon. Junior Leader Anthony Wear
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The last month saw the end of our training year rounded off
successfully with the Regimental Cocktail Pany, Sports Day, and
last but not least the Block Leave.
The Cocktail Party was deemed by all to have been a great
success and judging by the vast quantity of champagne consumed
it could hardly have been anything else.
The following day saw a large proportion of the Regiment
including a number of very green-faced officers taking part
in the Regimental Sports Day. The weather was kind and a
good time was enjoyed by all present. The Track Event Cup
was won by H.Q. Squadron who produced a number of very
fine middle distance runners, and the Field Event Cup was
won by 1 Squadron.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1961

We were very lucky with our block leave to have cho en one
of the hottest weeks of the year to start it with, and we are
now back raring to go.
This week the Warrant Officers and Sergeants are holding
frenzied conferences and are moving around the lines at faster
than usual speeds in preparation for Exercise " tep up," which
is to be run entirely by the Warrant Officers and Sergeants with
no officers present. "Perhaps ' the officers will be appreciated
better at the end of next week or maybe they will be given
their "cards." We shall see!
Finally we should like to give a warm welcome to the
members of the Regiment returning from Kuwai r. Do I hear
them say "but not too warm."
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4th REGDIENT (Dl'\' ISIONAL)

C.!'tl S P

Humble apologies from the 4th for no WIRE notes last month,
but it is to be regretted that we missed the Editor's desk by one
day. Never mind, it is to be hoped that the appetites of our
regular readers will be sated with this issue.

\'isits. The Regiment was honoured by a visit from
Brigadier-General Dr. H. Maultzsch, C.S.0. Northag, on Friday, 14th July. The C.S.O. was extremely pleased at everything
he saw in the Unit, and finally ended up (as all good visiting
Generals do), in the bar of the Sergeants' Mess! The merits
and demerits of Herforder beer was discussed and before the
General departed he was " brain-washed " into buying tickets
for the Christmas draw to the tune of five D eutsch-Marks. My,
my, " Tara " certainly passed with flying ·colours as a salesman!
For the period 7th 8th and 9th July, the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Collins, Captain P . A. Thompson, the
R.S.M. and various other members of the Regiment stayed with
the 144th Banalion, U.S. Signal Corps at GOttingen, South
Germany. The hospitality was beyond reproach, the meals were
fabulous (and " mountainous ") and a most congenial atmosphere
reigned throughout the visit. Our American allies are high in
the estimation of a certain gentleman of our Regiment, but he
is utterly flabbergasted at their sense of values where "geld,"
" mazuma " " d'argent " is concerned! This amazement stems
from a visir to a local night club, in GOttingen, which this noble
gentleman made in the company of some American friends.
It seems as though one of the party (American) paid twelve
D eutsch-Marks for a single whisky. Hidden behind the pile of
mathematical calculations in his office, after his return, the
same gentleman was heard muttering, "My god! I could buy
thirty large bottles of Herforder, in my Mess, for the same
amount. They're crazy!"
Crisp's drawings below refer to visits by Members of Parliamem and 01/iers.
Training. As promised in August's notes, the men who were
on exercise "Long Hop" were interviewed on their return but
wonder of wonders, nothing spectacular or of great interest was
related. Information was received that Sergeant "Jock" Markie
visited the Pigalle district of Paris, and "mooched around" the
"Moulin Rouge." It is firmly· believed that this visit was not
in the form of a pilgrimage in honour of the memory of
Toulouse L autrec.
How~ver, we can hold our heads high and state, quite
catagoncally, that we maintained our British dignity in all the
countries visited, even if we did lose a game of football to the
Dutch Air Force by a mere seventeen goals to nil!
Sport. Speaking of games, the annual Officers versus
Sergeants cricket match was held on Sunday, 16th July. What
CRiS~
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NO THROW!

ADDRESSES

Many copies of " The Wire " and of the Royal Signals List are returned by the Post Office with a
note that the subscriber's address is unknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor in good time of their new address.
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ing was utterly miserable, but clouds were quickly dispersed
by the roar of applause when it was learned that The 4th had
won the day. As a small reminder, the Regiment were hosts for
the meeting.

General. Immediately following the athletics, the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants dined-out the Commanding Officer and
later spent an extremely good evening with the Officers of the
Regiment. A " huddle " of seniors was seen planning the downfall of a subaltern by making him drink a glass bootful of beer,
all at once, whilst standing on a chair. Tut, tut! you failed, lads,
the good subaltern showed he was capable of " downing" the
lot. Later, the Officers retaliated by showing the Sergeants a
game known as " cricket " on the billiards table. Quite a few
members of the Sergeants' Mess were seen next morning with
swollen knuckles!
It was with regret that the Regiment said "farewell" to the

"old man" on Wednesday, 6th September. The route which he
took from the Regimental lines to the Autobahn was suitably
lined with bits of D 8, Quad, Wireless Masts, T.E.V.'s, Champs,
Saracens, Officers and men. This lining-of-the-route would have
given a Guards Drill-Sergeant a heart attack, but I'm sure (as
we all are) that it gave Colonel J. H. Collins a thrill. Resplendant
in his car, with caravan, it took him quite some time to tear himself away at the "feed-in" to the Autobahn. We all wish him
"au revoir" and not "goodbye," because we're sure that one
day we'll enjoy a visit from him, should he ever come to
Germany again. The very best of luck to you, Sir, from all
ranks of The 4th in your new appointment.
The " helm " has been taken over by our new Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. Hutchins. We welcome him
again to the Regiment (for he has been a member of it before)
and hope that he becomes as proud of our future as we are of
our past.

lllllllllllllllntlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
We organized the Morrison Cup Athletics Meeting-and won it!!
a game! Don't ask the final score, even the scorer cannot quite
make it out. Let's surmise that a dam good time was had by
all. It suffered many hold-ups, but none more amusing than
the one in which two suitably dressed city gentlemen came out
to the wicket by car, and commenced carrying out trigonometrical
calculations to assess the number of bumps thereon.
This " Lordly " gesture even defeated the Regimental
Sergeant-Major for a moment. He still has a red and white
striped pole for disposal.

lUorrison C:up Athletics. It would be boring to all
concerned to produce a long list of firsts, seconds and thirds,
etc., for each separate event in this meeting, which was held on
the 20th and 21st July. It is sufficient to relate that the athletics
team of The 4th worked together wonderfully well to produce
the criterion of all atheltics officers-a win for the Regiment.
Yes, The 4th won the meeting and some splendid feats were
performed both on the field and track. For sheer knowledge,
timing and skill Captain A. B. Byng's performance in the 4 X IIO
metres hurdles will always be remembered by both competitors
and spectators. The weather which prevailed during the meet-

IOt/J
Regiment
(Army Group)
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... and then there was the man who, sick and tired of motoring
down to Switzerland every year, went this year by Lawn Mower
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SERGEANT'S MESS
Bock row : Sergeants J. McDonnel . R. H. Cobb. J. J. P. Bonney. A. F. Gundersen. J. L. S. Grinnell. P. J. C. Carney, T. G. Atkins,
C. C. Bedwell . W. J. Bunn , R. D. Crane, W . G . Wallace , E. Ainsworth. J. Sullivan, D. Smith , K. W. Bastow
Centre row standing: Staff Serg.. nts E. Houghton, A. Whalley, R. Patterson . R. J. Judge. E. M. Short, U. O liver, H. T. Couiens,
R. J. L. Harries, J. Frankli n ond Sergeant P. W. Nichols
Front row Seated : W .0.11 (S.S.M.) A. F. N. Crab~ree. W.0.11 (S.S.M.) L. A. Hoyes. W .0 .11 (F ol S) A. R. T•ylor, W .0.1 (Fol S)
C. G. Hooper. Lieutenant-Colonel G. B. Donald , R.S. M. R. 0. L•ing, Major E. Williams. W.0.11 (R.Q. M.S.) W . J. Harrison, W.0.11
(A.Q.M.S.) S. T. Wormall, W.0.1 (S.S.M.) B. A. R. Yates, Staff Sergeant J. E. Latham

The notes given to me this month by our Karting enthusiasts
prove that it doesn't take long to surround even the newest of
sports with a great deal of intricate and sometimes Beatnik
termitiology. The Kart Club members are sure to be hurt therefore when they see this translation of their notes, but THE WIRE
notes correspondent feels that he must have at least a slight
understanding of what he sends in.
At the Miinster meeting on the 5th August, Craftsman W.
Holden didn't quite make his first race. While trying to make
sure his kan ran, he hit a large lump of concrete. After that, it
didn't! However, Captain J . A. Billing, our LA.D. Officer,
restored the balance by winning the Grand Prix. Captain Billing
has in fact been putting up a tremendous show at all the
local German meetings. At Cologne on 12th August he won
the roo c.c. class, at Geilenkirchen he came second in both the
100 c.c. and 200 c.c. classes and at Frankfurt on 27th August
he came third in the 100 c.c. class. So it is no surprise that he
has been given a grant from the Commander-in-Chiefs personal fund to help him enter his self-constructed kart in the
THE
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world championship races at Turin on 23rd/24th September.
A.Q.M.S. S. T. Wormall has been hard at work on' Jennifer'
which he salvaged some time ago from a heap of smoking ruins.
It has a 200 c.c. engine complete with gear box and we hope
to see great things from it. Lance-Corporal G. T. Hartshorne
and Craftsman W. Holden have been hard at work for many
evenings repairing Trokart Sachs. All this great endeavour is
having its effect because our Whistler Cup score now stands at
24 which so far is way ahead of our nearest rival, 16th Regiment.
Our Regimental sportsmen are now starting their training and
we hope to see big things of them this coming season. Meanwhile we congratulate Second-Lieutenant P . J. Brunton and
Signalman R. W . Greenslade on their being awarded B.A.0.R.
colours for athletics and swimming respectively.
During July, Second-Lieutenant J. J. H. Alexander and Signalman D. R. Mantle went to Norway for three weeks adventure
training. Lieutenant Alexander, who went as a climber, seems
to have had a rough but enjoyable time. His account of it is on
page 364.
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7th llEGDIEl\"T (CORPS)
3

quadron of 30th Regiment under Major D. V. Wellings,
M.B.E., arrived la t month to stay with us for a little while. They
have been mo t audacious in their challenges to us on the sports
field and these our Squadrons will cenainly take up. They are
very welcome and we hope they will enjoy their stay.
Our motor-cycli ts have done well since our last report. Firstly
our "A " team (Lance-Corporal Cooling, Signalmen Everett and
Acton) won the Visitors' Award at the 2nd Division meeting.
Secondly our "A" team (Sergeant K. A. Atherley, LanceCorporal Cooling and Signalman Acton) came 5th in the
B.A.0.R. meeting· Lance-Corporal Cooling was 3rd individual
and has been selected to ride in the Army Meeting in U.K. The
B.A.0.R. meeting was again won by 28th Regiment to whom
go our congratulations.
O ur thriving Corporals' Club recently started a Darts League.
It at once caught on among the Corporals' Clubs of many local
units and promises to be an outstanding success.
The O ther Ranks' Restaurant goes from strength to strength.
Visitors are amazed by the standard of food produced, and even
the hardiest of professional complainers are hard put to it. The
latest venture is the production of fried chicken and chips or fish
and chips in the evening-provide your own News of the World.
More power to the arm of W.O.II R. H. Pearce, A.C.C., and his
team.
Mrs. Weston, W.V.S., has recently conducted two expeditions,
one to Berlin and one to Amsterdam. These expeditions are
usually very well subscribed, exercises permitting. They are
certainly very popular indeed; thank, you, Ma'am, for organising
them so well.
Soccer, rugger and hockey have started but are still in the
trial game stages. Very few are yet properly fit; there is still
far too much puffing and blowing and creaking of bones.
Lastly, heartiest congratulations to R.S.M. and Mrs. E. H. W.
K eay on the birth of a daughter.

1 3th

REGDIE:'.\"T

( RADIO )

We are still full of bounce. Our stalwart tennis team, led
by Fearn and McDonald, won the final match of the Rhine
Area Unit Tennis Competition. The team has done us proud
in 'vinning this competition without any pair being beaten
throughout.
Our cricketers had an exciting end to the season. We played
the lst Banalion Green Howards in the B.A.O.R. semi-final,
and after a tense struggle, won by 3 wickets.
This left us the formidable task of having to deal with the
3rd Green Jackets (The Rifle Brigade) in the final. T hey were
too good for us, but what a game! I n a match which was
limited to 40 overs for each innings, nearly 300 runs were
scored. This too, in appalling cricket weather. The R ifle
Brigade, batting first, scored a cracking 187 for 8, of which
Vance scored a fine not out IOI. We nearly had them though,
at ~me stage they were s for 3. (The one that got away). Cpl.
D nscoll took all these three wickets, and finished by taking
five. We baned second, but with this big total facing us, and
their accurate bowling, we were always behind the clock.
R .Q.M.S. Warren made an excellent not out 51, but we finished
at 105 for 7, 82 runs shon. Their right-arm opening fast
bowler astonished us by changing to left-arm slow bowling after
~6 overs-and he took another wicket immediately. H owever,
1t was a good game, played in very good spirit. If we are not
to be B.A.0.R. champions, we are pleased that they should be.
We congratulate Captains F yfe and Ramsey, Staff Sergeant
Jones, Sergeant Armistead, Corporals Cheyne and Wise on
the recent additions to their families. Future recruits fo; the
Corps?

15th

REGDIE:\'T

( CYPRU S)

The Regimental team won the Near East Command Cricket
Trophy beating 60 Royal Marine Commando in the final at
Malta. ~c last wicket fell 10 minutes from the close of play.
The Regiment now holds the Major and Minor Units (Cyprus)
occer Cup, the Commando Cricket T rophy and the Royal
Signals (Cyprus) Basketball Cup.
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14tlt REGllUENT

(C:OIUC:AN)

1 Squadron. Lieutenant P. H. Grant, our usual scribe, is
away on temporary duty and during his absence readers will
have to content themselves with a much briefer account of our
activities.
August has been a comparatively quiet month. There has
been the normal influx of visitors to Boddington but fewer than
usual transitees and many people have taken the opportunity
to snatch a spot of well earned leave.
Summer sports are petering out although canoeists, cricketers,
ramblers and swimmers still have the odd bash.
During the early part of the month the W.R.A.C. Officers'
Course from the School of Signals spent a few days here looking
round the empire and seemed to enjoy themselves.
The third Royal Signals Benevolent Fund dance went off with
a swing but while socially successful was financialy disappointing. However, you can't have everything.
Our Corporals' Club, too, held a most enjoyable "nautch,"
the first for quite a time but undoubtedly the forerunner of
many more.
Work on the new Junior R anks Club is nearing completion
and should fulfil a long felt want.
Rumour has it that some time during the coming winter near
relations from the Harrow Road are likely to join us in this
most delectable of places.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) S. Ormond, late of H.Q. Western Command
and recently commissioned, bas joined the happy throng to
preside over the destinies of Administrative Troop and very
pleased we are to see him.
Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the month was the
quite enthusiastic response to the recently introduced bounty
scheme. Already two National Servicemen have accepted the
Queen's shilling, eleven Regulars have waived their options and
more are contemplating. It just goes "for to show," doesn't it!
2 Squadron. Hearty congratulations to W .0 .I and Mrs.
R. E . Howard on the birth of a daughter. We are delighted to
hear that both mother and baby are very well. W.O.I Howard
has been heard to wish that attenuators, audio-frequency could
be added to the standard issue.
We welcome Sergeant R. Morris and his briefcase from
airobi and hope that Mrs. Morris and he will enjoy their time
with us.
The Squadron anglers, having challenged all comers to
compete with them, got off to a good start by beating the 4
Squadron team. The fish were somewhat unco-operative and
nothing big enough to keep was caught, but this was accepted
with traditional philosophy.
The football season began with a friendly match against a
police team. 'Friendly' is no over-statement in this case; after
Signalman G. H. Esbach had to retire with a damaged foot
the police referee joined in on our side at critical moments!
After a shaky start we pulled together very well and hope to
beat them later on in the local League.
3 S quadr o n . It is probably realised that in this R egiment
all the Squadrons and R.H.Q. are well dispersed and in such
circumstances how difficult it is to keep in touch with fellow
members. Visits between the sub units are thus highlights of
the year and are usually given VIP treatment. During the past
few weeks this Squadron has had exchanges with 1, 2 and 4
Squadrons on technical liaison and cricket matches, and last
week opened the soccer season with a visit to 4 Squadron
(Pirbright).
Because of widespread reorganisation recently in districts it
has become increasingly difficult to find suitable League competition for the organised team sports. This season sees us in
the Oxford Thursday League and we are wondering how we
will fit in as a minor unit.
The " shroud of uncertainty " which has hung over Bampton
like an autumn mist during the past few months with regard to
our rebuilding projects seems to be clearing. Before the next
issue of THE WIRE we shall be seeing towers disappearing one
day and reappearing bigger and better the next day as a regular
occurrence. No doubt the battle of noise and dust as the R eceiver
building is reshaped will have the shift workers looking for nosebags and ear plugs. The long awaited rebuild of the administrative accommodation is moving farther into the dim and
distant future, the disappointment felt has however been softened
by the promise of elaborate camp improvements to men's living,
dining, and recreational facilities.
There have been the inevitable changes in staff and we have
had to say a fond farewell to Captain and Mrs. J . Whitaker and
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family. Captain Whitaker has now left the Service to work in
the family ~usiness of manufacturing radio equipment crystals.
Our best wishes for his success in this field go with him. This
departure has provided the Squadron with three Second-inCommands in almo~t ~s many weeks. Captain W. Farmery
travelle~ up fr~m P1rbright to hold the fort until Captain C.
M. Senior arrived from Catterick. We extend a welcome to
him and his wife and hope that their stay in the Squadron will
be pleasant, and that "flat-life" in Faringdon will be to their
liking.
A welcome to ~ergeant D . J. Gill (R.E.M.E.), Corporal M.
Hargraves, ex-Y List Wrougbton Hospital, with best wishes for
his full and speedy recovery, and Corporal W. A. Hunt from
8th Regiment.

4 Squadron. New arrivals to the Squadron include
Corporal M. J. Stook, Lance-Corporal G. Sharp, Signalmen A.
J. S. <:;arter and W . A. Collyer-we hope they will enjoy their
stay w1th us.
Major F. A. Davidson has left us for the War Office-we wish
him every sm;cess in the future. Sergeant A. J. Battersby and
Corporal D. H. Elliott have also left us for pastures new--our
good wishes follow them.
Congratulations are in order for Lance-Corporal J. Healy on
the birth of a son, and Corporal G. J. J. Izzo and Lance-Corporal
K. . R. Palmer, who each have a daughter.
.we extend a warm welcome to our new Commanding Officer,
L ieutenant-Colonel W. E. Lyske, who paid us a flying visit on
25th July, 1961. He was accompanied by Colonel D. P. K.
Rennick to whom we say farewell with the hope that he will
achieve every success in his new appointment.
We ~ave enjoyed quite a successful season of summer sport.
Our cricket team did very well in the Junior League, but were
defeated by the R.A.M.C. in the semi-final. The cricket year
finished with a match played against 3 Squadron (Bampton) at
Blackdown and a return match at Bampton, both of which were
won by 4 Squadron. The football season opened with a match
against 3 Squadron which was won by the Bamptonites. The
team has been entered in the Junior League again this year
and hopes to do well.
2 Squadron (Droitwich) challenged us to an angling com-

petition which was held at Worcester on 3oth/3rst August
l9~I. Oil! team had a most enjoyable visit despite the fact that
their angling was not up to standard-their net catch weighing
r6oz.
The Canoe Club thrives-it owns three canoes and has r6
paid-up members. A hut has been erected on the River Wye
to house the canoes and all members are very enthusiastic.

16th REGIMENT

(D.A.O.U.)

September is going to be a month of mixed blessings with
both sad and good news. Firstly it is with much regret we
say goodbye to our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel K.
D. G~ibbin, M.B.E. He has been a great tower of strength and
has gi.ven us much guidance during some very difficult times.
He will be remembered not only as our Commanding Officer
but ~l~o as .Garrison Commander for his great efforts to improve
conditions m the barracks as well as to remove many restrictions
from our daily lives. Everyone in Krefeld wish him and Mrs.
Gribbin every success in their new posting.
At the time of writing we have not yet met our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Brader, but from
all accounts we are extremely fortunate and look forward to a
new era of command.
. Our si.ster Regiment, 45th (Essex) Regiment, T.A., join w
m the middle of the month for their fortnight's annual training
and there is a great expectancy of a hectic but no doubt gay
time in front of us. It is already reported that the Krefeld and
Du~seldorf night-spots h~ve ~oubled their stocks in anticipation
of .~creased trade, but 1t will not be all play as an extensive
trammg programme together with a three-day exercise has been
prepared.
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BEGilUEN'T (SCVG.t\PORE)

Tlae Fun Fair. 1961.
The DS were given their
brief . Orga nise this year's Fun
Fair. It was a tough assignment, everyone knowing that
"last year's' was a "record"
and has to be beaten. Arguing that the result should be
greater than the sum of all
the effort put in to it the
committee went to work with
a will. The final check-up
on 28th July, D m inus r, was
ready, ready, ready-from all
except our tame weatherman,
his " I don't know ' had us
all worried. The ."weather"
was in everyone's thoughts.
We must thank LieutenantColonel D. E. Warren, our
C.O., for his crystal ball long
range weather forecasting,
and also our Muslims,
Hindus, B u d h i s ts and
Christians for their JOlllt
RQMS G. leach ACC with his 'Space
prayers.
Ship' - made apart from crimmings,
The day dawned bright
entirely of cake.
It was used for the
and clear and a happy blend
'Guess the Weight' competition and then
of perfect weather, enthusiasPresented to the children of the local
tic stall anendants, hunhospital.
dreds and hundreds of kiddie
widdies and their Mums and
Dads from llhe surrounding parishes descended onto the Fair
Ground.
Everyone concerned with the organisation and presentation,
o one
the DS to the donkey workers, did a splendid job.
person-unless we may say " a collection of wives "-is more
worthy than any other, of special mention. It was a Regimental
effort, well done all the way down.
A typical fair ground atmosphere was achieved with plenty
of colour, noise and good music. The music provided in splendid fashion by the Pipes and Drums of Gurkha Signals.
It was fun, fun, fun from the word go, and was undoubtedly
this year's stupendous colossal anraction. "A Fair Do " in
glorious technicolour; as one senior officer with many children
put it: 'This is the first time I have queued up to spend money,
but rm enjoying it-damn it.'
THE WIRE cannot possibly publish all the photographs we
have taken. The one we like best is of our star attraction, "Space
Patrol 18," built in our own workshops. Properly handled by
our advertising staff, it certainly fe tched them in.
By 1500 hours Saturday, 29th Tuly, 1961, we knew we had
a success on our hands, and were glad to show, at the end of
the day, net takings of $6,ooo (or £700}-all for charity.
The Regimental Associations and Singapore Charities may
not have been as happily tired as we were at 1800 hours 29th
July, 1961, but I hope they had as much pleasure in receiving
their share of the takings as we had in allocating it and signing
the cheques.
We are all very grateful.-Ed.

Space Patrol 18
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The Noddy Express
Kartlug. K arting started in the R egiment about a year ago.
The PRI financed an initial demonstration kart which was
shown round the Regiment to assess how much support there
would be for a karting club.
The result was not long in doubt. Thirteen syndicates formed
the basis of the club in July, 1960. By early August PRI h ad
ordered 13 Trokarts with Clinton engines from NAAFI and
arranged shipping from UK to speed up delivery. The club
was on the traGk for the first time on 16th September, 1960.
Although all this sounds very simpl.e stuff it wasn't ~ fact all
plain sailing. The club was started with a lot of enthusiasm, an
enormous amount of preparatory work, and very limited knowhow. We were very much the pioneers of the sport i.n. 0e
Services in the Far East, and apart from a handful of civilian
enthusiasts with the Singapore Motor Club we were out on
our own. As a result of this on our first meeting, which proved
to be a great success, we were insured . on almost everything,
and particularly on the numbers of oflic1als we used.
After two or three meetings, we gradually became reasonably
slick at both the meeting organisation and driving the machines.
It was at this time that the world-wide ban was placed on
Service karting until the insurance position was . resolved. In
fact we did run one meeting and one demonstration for youth
clubs during the period of the ban by special permission from
the C-in-C FARELF.
For the first three months of 1961, in spite of the ban being
lifted the club was very much in the doldrums. We were forced,
with 'many regrets, to run .closed m~e~i!1gs for ~ervice ~ivers
only, thus leaving our considerable civilians backu!-g out m the
cold. Since at that time there were not many Service karts outside the Regimental Club we held three sparsely attended
meetings.
However in the last six months the position has completely
reversed. As more Servicemen on the island bought karts we
naturally became their parent club, and at the moment there
are some 42 karts ' on the books.' Some of this machinery is
capable of 55-60 m.p.h. We race every three weeks on our two
tracks, one of which is a half-mile road circuit through the
barracks, and the other an artificial track on the square.
The club now has all the necessary ' props ' and its own club
room complete with bar was opened to members and their
ladies early in August this year.
So far we have run 16 most successful meetings in I I months
and the club acts as a 'parent' for karters from 12 units both
on the island and in Malaya and from all three Services. In
the next few months we hope the position will be further improved and that the club will be able to run open meetings to
which we can invite the many civilian karters on the island.
' Tlae S i gnal.' Some months ago, a very unwise officer
happened to mention, in our Colonel's hearing, that Part I
Orders were becoming rather large. The C.O. thought a while
and came up with the idea of a Regimental newspaper. Many
a young officer slept well that night, unaware of things to come!
Lieutenant M. E. Bradbury, happily churning out WIRE
Notes at the time, was told to produce such a newspaper. Three
months later, unable to stall any longer he did just that-working
frantically until five in the morning in face of tremendous odds.
Using a very ancient, hand-operated duplicating machine, they
aimed at a thousand copies. Each page had to be put through at
least twice to print both articles and photographs. SecondLieutenant A. W. Pollard and Lieutenant Bradbury cursed their
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way far into the night and finally scraped up about 800 copies.
The printing was bad, the photographs terrible and the
presentation worse- but it was 'out.' When we look back, now
that our. paper is beautifully printed by a commercial firm, it
was a rmracle !
The second edition was very much better-it had to be!
Still very amateurish, it received almost as much criticism as
the first, but the actual printing was greatly improved due to
Ronco Ltd. very kindly lending us an electric duplicator.
Editions 3, 4 and 5 were progressively better and our advertisers
began to get their money's worth. The number of pages rose
from l 6 to 22.
For edition six we had the front and back pages printed for
us by a local firm and the difference was quite noticeable. Letters
were starting to come in, including some very controversial
ones. We were very proud of this edition and thought that, with
a Eew improvements, this would be just the thing for the Regiment. (By this time Captain R. I. F. Amos was taking over the
Editorship from Lieutenant Bradbury who was due to go home.)
However this was not to be. Big business brains in the Regiment had got to work on this. Advertising demands rose and a
great deal of thought was given to the possibility of 'extending'
ourselves. Edition seven proved to be the final one in the ol.d
style.
We had two edition eights! The first was produced by the
printer long after the deadline given to him, and there was a
good deal wrong with it. We gave this one away and demanded
a correct copy. The printer duly produced a few copies of this
and so we went firm. Last week's edition was the real thingstill with a few minor errors but we were well satisfied. But
what of the future?
We have now a very slick-looking newspaper containing both
Regimental and Home news. Our sources are those used by
the ' big ' newspapers and as we are going to go ' weekly ' soon,
we shall be able to give up to date topical and sports news from
England. This will in<;rease our circulation considerably, beyond
the Regiment, but of course our prime responsibility is things
of interest to ourselves, of ourselves. M any copies are already
being sent home to Mum by individuals, and we hope that the
families are enjoying THE SIGNAL.
19tla REGllUE~T (AIR FORMATION)
This month we introduce you to one of our Troops which has
the advantage of living over 2,000 miles from R.H.Q.-and the
R.S .M. ! Gan Island is not only a long way from Singapore
but is over 600 miles from Ceylon and r,900 miles from Aden.
It requires a large scale map and a strong magnifying glass to
locate it as the southernmost attoll in the Maldive group of
islands. A tropic paradise with magnificent sandy beaches and
sun-bronzed bodies-all male.
The Troop is commanded by L ieutenant M. J. Ford with
Staff Sergeant J. L. Cummins as the Troop Sergeant, and its
principle task is to provide and maintain the line communications required by the Royal Air Force, whose airfield takes up

19th REGIMENT SMALL ARMS TEAM 1961
Standing : Signalmen T. W . Fish, Zainal, Wan Suapik, Lance-Corporal
R.H. Millar
Sitting : Staff Sergeants G. H. Waters, W. K. Hammond Haley,
Major R. Trelawny, Sergeants A. W. Lane and T. Balch
most of the space on this minute island. As the tour of duty
on the island is restricted to one year, no one in the Troop can
equal the long record of service which has been put up by our
two Maldivians, Abdulla Di Di and Mohammed Futta, who
have both been employed by the War Department for no less
than three and a half years. Recently Corporal R. E. Plant,
R.E.M.E., Signalman A. V. Cooper and Sapper J. Barras helped
the R.A.F. Station Signals team win the inter-section soccer
competition. As is inevitable with such a short tour, our members are constantly changing and by the time these notes appear
in print Lance-Corporal Boyle will be enjoying civilisation again
at SHAPE-a fitting reward for a year's service in this " men
only " station.
Changi, S ingap ore. The main news item this month
concerns shooting; the Regiment maintained its supremacy in
the Royal Signals (Singapore) Inter-Unit Small Arms Meeting
by winning the overall championship and retaining the majority
of the trophies. The main opposition came from the Combined
Independent Signal Squadrons team led by Captain A. W.
Tally, who gave us a very good run for our money. Sergeant
A. W. ·Lane won the overall best individual prize and Signalman
Zainal completed a hat trick by winning the Individual Malayan
Soldier Best Shot trophy.
The team went on to the Singapore Base District All Arms
Competition and put up a creditable performance by coming
fourth out of the seventeen teams which entered. Staff Sergeant
· W. K. Hammond Haley and Sergeant T. Balch upheld the name
of the Corps and the Regiment by reaching the " District
Twenty-Four," a local equivalent of the "Queen's Hundred,"
at Bisley.
Of the other sporting activities in the Regiment, the hockey
team has got off to a good start with a 4-1 win in their first
game. The soccer team is building up its strength with some
difficulty due to the dispersal of the Regiment over the Island,
and the cricket team is at last putting its gear away after a
most enjoyable and successful season. Sepak Raga and badminton are flourishing, and it is hoped that Captain D. S. Keech
will soon put another boat in the water.
So much then for this month, with the Regimental correspondent packing his kit and polishing his parang for Pulau
Tekon we hope you will join us again next month for a report
from "the Regiment with the biggc t parish in the British
Army.''

GAN ISLAND TROOP
Standing left to right : Lance-Corporal Coules, Abdu lla Didi, Signalmen Cooper an d Carter, Lance-Corpo ral Parsons, Signalme n
Agg and McDonald , Mohammed Futta, Sapper Barras
Sitting left to right : Lance-Corporal Tipp, Staff ·sergeant Cummins,
Lieu tenant Ford, Sergeant Wooffit t, (RE), Corporal Pratt, (REM E)
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('ri('kt"i . The cricket season has now come to an end
and mo t departments of the Regiment will breathe sighs of
relief now that the Quartermaster will cease to pester them
for player-.
I t ha been quite a successful season and some very enjoyable
Although we did not win any
games have been played.
trophies, we did share top place in the Western Area League,
and h ad the atisfaction of beating both cup finalists in league
matches.
The batting honours have been shared by L ieutenant (Q.M .)
J. V. H arding and L ance-Corporal D. H . H arrison, and the
bowling by Corporal H yde (who took 9 wickets for 35 runs
again t Limasso1 Minor Units), L ance-Corporal R and (now demobbed) and Lance-Corporal H arr ison.
ince the last notes, Major E . J. Buirski, L ieutenant (Q.M.)
J. V. H arding and L ance-Corporal Harrison were again selected
to represent the Corps versus R.E.M .E.
Swimm.big. A one-mile sea swim was h eld at Episkopi
on Saturday, 12th August, The field was 75 strong and the
going hard. Our chaps achieved the results shown: Signalman D. J. Kelman, 6th; Lance-Corporal H . Biggins, 17th;
Signalman R . R. Lawrence, 32nd.
In the Army (Cyprus) Individual Swimming Championship,
1961, our only entry, Signalman D. J. Kelman, came second
in the 100 yards backstroke. He also entered in the Western
Area (Cyprus) Championship and came first in the 100 yards
backstroke.
The Unit team entered the Royal Signals (Cyprus) Swimming
Gala on roth August, which we won. We won every event
except the free-style relay. The cup was presented to R.S.M.
. Lane, our team captain, by .Mrs. J. H. Cooper. Those who
attended, from all the Regiments on the island, had a fine
morning's sport in the small swimming pool at the 2nd Battalion
The Parachute Regiment camp at Polemedhia.
Shoo tin ~. The Royal Signals (NEARELF) Rifle Meeting
was held at D hekelia Ranges from 9th to 12th August. The
Regiment did well to win the Unit Rifle Championship in a
very closely-contested match. Bad luck in the S.M.G. match,
however, dashed our hopes of winning the overall championship. The meeting was thoroughly enjoyed by all. The winning
rifle team was captained by Sergeant Morrill and ably supported
by Staff Sergeant Weighell, Sergeant Kitchen, Lance-Corporal
Johnstone, L ance-Corporal Lea and Craftsman Maddock.

• A b o v e u s t h e W a ves." This may be the unofficial
motto of the Submarine Service, but it is also the motto of
certain members of this Regiment. Lance-Corporal Excell has
been active as a "skin diver" with the Joint Services SubAqua Club, which has its headquarters at Limassol. The
marine craft used for transporting the divers to " diving zones "
are Royal Air Force Air/Sea Rescue Launches. Up until
August Monday, Lance-Corporal Excell had only dived to 30
feet and had collected a few clams and small sponges. On
August Monday, a party of seven divers left Limassol docks
for Fisherman's Cove to dive off the submarine shelf, which
lies about one mile from shore. The depth of water here
drops sharply from 65 feet to approximately II2 feet. LanceCorporal Excell looked forward to the time when he would
dive ro the loo-foot level to search for sponges.
On diving, he was confronted with a large fish of " unknown
species," but after " blowing bubbles " at it, the fish swam away.
H e proceeded to dive to the bottom and there he found a few
good sponges and one large clam which be gave to R.S.M.
L ane, who collects marine life for a botanist friend.
.\mn tf•u r Had io Club (ZC4T.J ) . The Regiment's
" Him " Club has received a transmitter from the Nuffield
Trust Fund sources, and, with our own " scrounged" receiver,
we can now operate our <;all sign, ZC4TJ. The club went on
the air on the evening of 2nd September. The sets are in
our " H am " shack, being part of the old cookhouse which the
Roya l Pioneer Corps vacated in Waterloo Camp, Episkopi.
Our leading lights of this new enterprise are Major (T.O.T.)
T. F . Jenkinson, Junior Technician R. Mounteney, LanceCorporal J. W. G. Davies, and interests seems to be quickening
in the rest of the Regiment in Episkopi.
We extend a cordial invitation to all Royal Signals "Ham"
Clubs to join us on the air. We would like to have contact
with as many clubs or individuals as possible.
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The month of August is usually a quiet one Regimentally
with children out from U.K. for school holidays, many men on
leave after Summer Camp and, of course, the Bank Holiday
break. This year the first half of the month conformed to the
accepted pattern but the latter half was very different. Four
cricket matches, the B.A.0.R. Motor Cycle Trial, a two-day
novices' boxing trial and a Drill and Duties Course for potential
N.C.0.s all added up to busy fortnight. On top of this recreational and social activity the implications of preparing for the
annual autumn exercises will be appreciated by the reader.
First of all, serious cricket. In the semi-finals of the Morrison
Cup the Regiment's team beat 2nd Regiment, who were all out
for 153 in reply to 188 for 9 declared. Signalman M . W . Norgrove scored 87 for the Regiment. Unfortunately the story was
very different in the final, when the Regiment came up against
a very good team from our neighbours, 16th Regiment. The
Regiment's score of 78 was fairly easily passed by 15th with
five wickets in hand. Even so, to reach the final was a great
improvement on 1960.
More light-heartedly, the Officers played the Warran t Officers
and Sergeants at Rbein dahlen and Francisca. At Rheindahlen
the Officers won by 34 runs (22 extras included) with a score of
rr o. T he following week the tables were reversed when the
F rancisca Warrant Officers and Sergeants set the Officers a
score of 64 to beat. S.S.M. M. G. A. Edwards hit 37 of these.
A very steady start by the Officers failed to maintain its promise
and the last five wickets fell for the addition of only five runs.
Cy cling
Motor cycling was another big feature of the month. The
Regiment's "A " team won the B.A.0 .R. Cup decisively for
the loss of only 170 points against the 238 of their n earest
rivals, 49th Field Regim ent. S.S.M. M . G . A. Edwards retained
his B.A.O.R. championship. Ser geant P. P. L asota was 8th and
Craftsm an K. F . Andrews, new to trials riding this year, did
very well indeed to come 14th. T he team is off to England to
defend its title in the Army Motor Cycling C hampionships on
23rd and 24th September at Bordon. Second-Lieutenant D . W.
Durham is managing the four B.A.O.R. teams entered for the
cup.
~fotor

30th Regiment (Trials)
August, and a time for the Regiment to take a much needed
break from its many varied activities. Unfortunately for 3
Squadron the fortnight of August leave clashed with their preparations for departure to Germany, and as the remaindc::r of the
Regiment returned from leave, 3 Squadron were to be seen
departing with the greater part of the Regiment's hockey gear in
their b11ggage.
Once again the Regiment were fortunate in having the Corps
Band close at hand. On Tuesday, 29th August, the Band played
outside the Blandford Garrison School during the lunch hour
for the benefit of the Garrison.
In the evening an All Ranks Dan<;;e was held in the Gymnasium, the Corps Dance Band Section played as well as ever,
and the evening, organised by W.0.11 J. McGrath, was a great
success.
From the rst to the 9th August the Regiment acted as hosts
to sixty schoolboys from the Combined Cadet Force of Victoria
College, Jersey. The contingent was comman ded by Lieutenant~lonel R. L. Eden, O.B.E., T.D. The headmaster of the College,
L1eutenant-Colonel R. Postill, accompanied the contingent in
the dua l capacity of headmaster and Signal Officer.
By all accounts the cadets enjoyed themselves and were lavish
in the praise of their treatment; somehow or other the Regim ent
were able to keep them all supplied with their daily " Pinta."
Highlights of the visit proved to be a visit to the Royal
Armoured Corps Tank Museum at Bovingron Camp, and a
night exercise.
August heralded the arrival of Captain T. Reece who join s
the Regiment after a short tour of duty in the Hebrides.
D e monstration Team. The D emonstration Team have
been hard at it, th is time the occasion was demonstration
"Unison " h eld at the Staff College, Camberley, from 15th to
20th August, 196r.
The aim of the demonstration was to show new weapons,

equi_Pments and techniques likely to be in service in 1965, with
particular reference to their Inter-Service implications and also
to the requirements of stategic and tactical mobl.lity.
The demonstration was given for the Chiefs of Staff and
the Chief of Defence Staff. Admiral of the Fleet Earl Mountbatten of Burma and Major-G eneral A. M. W. Whistler, c.B.E.,
Signal Officer-in-Chief, were among those who attended the
demonstration .
The Demonstration Team was as usual headed by Major C.
W. Ainsworth, ably assisted by Captain M. H ogan, Staff Sergeant
Doe and N.C.O.s and men from 1 Squadron.
T?~ _Regiment also assisted in the production of a Military
Exh1b1t1on as part of the Blandford Carnival Week. The Regiment was responsible for the arrangements for the stati<; displays comprising eighteen display:i from Units in Dorset. The
arena shows involved thr ee bands, a h elicopter lift, a parachute
drop and many other mterestin g displays.
The Regiment is now in the process of preparing for Demonstration "Argus" to be held in Chobham, Surrey, in October.
Pimperne Down Excavation. The Regiment was
happy to be hosts to the group of archeologists who last year
started work on an Iron Age hill camp which is near to Blandford Camp.
The party led by Mr. Ian Blake (an ex-member of the Corps)
was catered for by the Officers' Mess.
Their. stay l~s ted _for fo1;1r weeks during which they made
s~veral mterestmg discovenes. As well as find ing the usual
pieces of broken pottery and animal bones on the site, a human
skull and pieces of human skeleton were unearthed. Mr. Blake
commenting on this stated that it would appear to be the result
o~ a human sacrifice being made on the completion of the camp
Site .

Also of interest discovered on the site were the foundations
of a building of immense size for the iron age, which aroused
much interest in the archeological world, and became the subject
of an article in the Daily Telegraph.
Durio~ the~ sta~ " !h.e Diggers," as they became known,
were assisted m thel! d1ggmg by volunteers from the Regiment;
one young soldier making the alarming discovery of a gas mask
-1940 pattern !
continued O'Uerleaf

Boxing
24th ~d 25th August saw the novices boxing cha mpionship
at Francisca Barracks. Some good bouts satisfied the audience
and showed M ajor J . J . Ryan , our Boxing Officer, that the
coming season looks promising, especially as many of last year's
team are still in the Regiment. The Inter-Squadron novices'
trophy was r etained by H.Q. Squadron-no mean feat for the
smallest Squadron.
Concurrent with all this sporting activity prepar ations have
beeing going ahead for the annual autumn manoeuvr es and a
large amount of preparatory work has been done in the way
of collecting stores and constructing cable routes.
Our Belgian Squadron has joined us for the first time on an
exercise with its n ew wireless equipment.

Ae
{jut .Alfc-tc-tcycfe
REGIMENTAL TEAM NIJMEGAN MARCH ES 1961
Taken aft er fi nal Marc h Past
T H E W IRE , O C TOBER 196 1

fh,e /IU~/J,.
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'port. The last cricket march of the season has been played
and disappointingly ended in a draw.
The match was played against the Royal Armoured Corps
Centre Bovington, who earlier in the season had bee~ easily
defeated. However, on this occasion th~y were. deternuned to
win. They opened the batting with a bnsk scormg. rate an.d .by
rea had passed the hundred mark· after tea their remauung
wickets fell rapidly and rhe score stood at 133.
The batting by the Regimental side opened shakily, but then
1.ajor L. S. Bamber and Private M. J. Byrne stayed together for
a great partnership. Unfortunately th<; <_>PP?nents had not
allowed sufficient time for the Regiments mnmgs and stumps
were drawn with the score at 92 for 3.
ith cricket over the more robust winter sports players came
into their own. Soccer players are training hard under the
guidance of R.Q.M. . M. J. P. Giles, whilst the advocates of ~e
rugger ball are equally hard at it with W.0.II W. G. Davis
leading them.
Winter sport of the indoor variety is also fiourishi_ng within
the Regiment. Badminton is making its appearance with several
members of the Regiment supplying the necessary tali:nt and
enthusiasm to provide the basis for a strong team durmg the
forthcoming season. Ir is ~!so hoped. that as the season progresses not only will badmmton provide Wednesday. afternoon
and evening entertainment for members of the Regunent but
also for their families.
The small bore season has opened with an afternoon spei:it
on the miniature range by members of I Squadron; once agam
talent was forthcoming and the Regiment can expect a good
season.

Adventure Training in Norway
BY LIEUTENANT

J. J.

H. ALEXANDER

We arrived in Norway on the 6th July having travelled for
two days across Germany and Denmark, . finishing ili:e joum~y
with a four hour and a half ferry crossmg from Hil\Staals m
the north of Denmark to Kristiansand. From Kristiansand, a
half-hour journey by truck took the party to the base. camp. at
Seefjaer which is beautifully situated at t!'1e head of a .fiord ~th
mountains sweeping down to the waters edge on either side.
Here we spent l!be night and our party of six climbers prepared
their equipment and rations for an early start next day.
The weather was beautiful next morning as we set off by
truck for the first leg of our journey around Norway. Two
days took us to the Hardanger Gokiilen glacier where we were
to spend the nei..'t five days. Next morning was very wet .and
miserable but, despite the warnings of the local Norwegians
that one could nor climb in such weanher, we set off for l!be
glacier. After about three miles we came across a glacier
stream which we came to know rather well as we had to wade
through it going to and from the glacier. We ascended the
area known as rhe Blue Ice, so called because it is a glacier outfall with no snow on it at all. This proved fairly steep and
quite an interesting climb. In the ice we found embedded
thousands of bats which had obviously been blown there in a
storm. Having passed the Blue Ice we crossed the glacier,
skirting crevasses, though occasionally a member of the patty
would step on what appeared to be solid snow and would
temporarily lose half of his leg in a crevasse. Having ascended
a peak on l!be edge of the glacier at a height of about six
thousand feet we recrossed the glacier and descended by a
different route where we had an interesting tUn.e crossing
tlhe bergschrund.
While in the area we spent some time practising the ascent
of steep snow, cutting steps, glissading and many other forms
of snow and ice work. Soon, however, the time came to commence the second leg of our journey which consisted of a
trek of about 160 miles over the mountains to a place called
Strand where the tragic aircraft disaster took place two weeks
later, when a large number of schoolboys lost !!heir lives. The
trek was fairly arduous so we carried only rations and sleeping
bags with us. Even so our rations proved at first to be excessive and we got rid of these as quickly as possible. Having
circled the glacier we set off in a direct line for Rjukun which
took approximately six days and we must have arrived there
looking quite wild having been in the open in the mountains
day and night for a week.
Rjukan, we found to be very interesting, having a great deal
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This map shows route taken by Second Lieutenant J. J. H. Alexander
on his 160 mile trek in the Norwegian Mountains

of industry for such an inaccessible place, inoluding the
famous wartime heavy water factory which now produces
ammonia. All around this part of Norway, vast hydro-electric
schemes are being built to provide more industry.
Having resracked with rations we set off again for Str!llld.
By this time we were rather fitter than when we first arnved
!!hough the end Of the Itek ~ve ~s some trouble. i:rus involved a climb over a very high ndge and by the ume we
reached the top nhe whole patty was very weary. However,
the foot slogging was now fin:ished and we could look forward
to the final leg of our journey.
Next day, we left by truck for some rock faces about fifty
miles north of Kristiansand where we spent the next t!Wo days.
There we had some excellent climbing on virgin rock which
provided many difficult problems. One route in particular
took about five onslauglits from various membern of l!be party
before it was finally climbed. On moving back to tlhe base
camp we did some more rock climbing which involved some
boulder problems requiring some very fine balance climbing
on small and of.ten non-existent holds. This was very entertaining as the result of a mishap could be more than a twenty
foot fall.
Unfortunately this was tlhe finale of our stay in Norway and
that evening we set off for Kristiansand where we boarded nhe
ferry for Denmark at the une3.111!hly hour o~ 2.30 in the mor~
ing. From there it was back to B.A.0.R. via Arhuus and Kiel
at the end of a most satisfying and enjoyable visit.

F.

STOCKDALE

Nearly twenty-four years ago, on the 13th November, 1936,
young Private F. Stockdale joined The Lincolnshire Regiment
at the Regimental Depot in Lincoln. Twenty-one years later
he returned to Lincoln, this time as R.S.M. of 3rd Training
Regiment, neighbours of the now Royal Lincolnshire "Regiment.
During the interlude much water has flowed under the bridge
and the young soldier has seen most of his ambition brought
to fruition.
His first amqition was to join a Corps but since minimum age
at the time was eighteen he had to bide his time in the infantry.
However he transferred to the Corps on attaining the age of
eighteen in May, 1937.
Inevitabiy he went to Catterick and trained as an Operator
Signals in the Dismounted Wing and lacer with "Eddie"
Company of the Training Battalion. The following year saw him
in "E" Troop Mobile Divisional Signals at Tidworth. Then
in September, 1938, he left with 7 Divisional Signals on an
emergency draft to Palestine sailing on the S.S. Montclair.
This emergency " six month tour " lasted until 1944. No sooner
had he arrived in Palestine than he was posted to Palestine
Force Signals (later Palestine Command and finally 5 L. of C.
Signals).
While in Palestine he met his wife and was married in
Jerusalem in 1940. It was here also that their eldest child,
Donald, was born the following year.
In the Middle East when war broke out he saw service in
Syria with 60 Light Wireless Section, Soudan Signals, Eritrea
and the Western Desert.
Returning to U.K. ip. March, 1944, Mr. Stockdale was posted
to London District Signals. It was here that he was signed on
as an amateur by Millwall. At the " Den" as centre-half he
played with such famous war-time guest players as Frank Soo,
Jack Smith and Stanley Matthews. He remained with Millwall
during the season 1944 and 1945. The following year he was
posted to B.A.O.R. and dur~g le~ves played centre-!1~ for
Gillingham. He was at the ume with I I Armoured D1v1S1onal
Signals and as a Sergeant was N.C.O. i/c D.R. Section until
disbandment in January, 1947.
Hotter climes again claimed him and he was posted to West
Africa in June, 1947. He served in the Gold Coast and later
with Nigeria Signal Squadron. Life was so attractive there that
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he did two tours. During service in West Africa, Combined
Services gained in him an experienced skipper at soccer and a
fine hockey and cricket player.
In West Africa he received recognition for his services by the
awaEd of the British Empire Medal.
A spot of leave intervened before Gurkha Signals received him
in July, 1951. After only a few months he went to Malaya
Signal Regiment as S.Q.M.S. and later as W.0.11. He again
represented the Corps at football, cricket, hockey and rugby.
In U.K. again in 1954 he was with 6 (Boys) Training Regiment
at Beverley, then on to "R" Force as R.Q.M.S. and finally
came his return to Lincoln as R.S.M.
R.S.M. Stockdale joined his present unit, 15th Regiment, in
Cyprus in October, 1959, and once again proved his agility on
the hockey and cricket field being a Corps representative at
hockey and cricket. His wife and three younger children,
Barbara, Jean and Kenneth, are with him in Cyprus. Last month
they paid a visit to Israel. Mr. Stockdale reports that it was
hard to realise it was the same place as the Palestine he knew
in the far off days of 1938.
His remaining unfulfilled ambition-in spite of representing
the Corps on so many occasions he has never received a
"Jimmy."

Superintending Clerks of the Corps
W.O.I

F.

J.

S.

O •CONNOR

W.0.1 O'Connor joined
the Corps at Jubbulpore,
India, in May, 1938. Did
his military training with the
Leicestershire Regiment and
his technical training at the
S i g n a 1 Training Centre,
Jubbulpore. He did a stint
with
Waziristan
District
Signals at both D .I. Khan
and Razmak. H e w a s
appointed Lance-Corporal in
June, 1941, while serving
with Baluchistan District
Signals, Quetta. Posted to
G.H.Q.(I), New Delhi, in
the rank of Sergeant in
December, I94I. After
short periods with 39 (I)
Divisional S i g n a 1 s and
Records War Wing, he served
under the late Colonel R. T.
H. Gelston in the Indian
Signal Corps Records, Peace
Wing, until being posted to
the S.T.C.(I), Sialkor, in
1943. Ir was while serving
here that he was promoted
· ro W.0.1 in November,
1944, as Chief Clerk of
the S.T.C.
Finished his
service in India with 1st
(I) Armoured Divisional Signals, as A/R.S.M. - R.H.E., in
October, 1947, and was posted as O.R.S. to orthern Corn~and
(M) Regiment. In 1948 was posted to War Office. Regim<:Dt
as S.S.M. until February, 1949, when back to clerical duue_s
as Chief Clerk C.S.0.'s Branch, H.Q., 4 A.A. Group, until
August, 1952, when he proceeded to <;atterick o~ . a Ciph~r
Course.
Since then he has been with 4 Trammg Regiment as S.S.M. of 1 Squadron, until he was po ted to
COMCAN-3 Squadron, ar Bampton-Oxon also as S.S.M.
But the call of the pen still remained, and once more the
clerk was employed, this rime in War Office ignal 3, where
he remained, until being posted to H.Q., Northern Command, on promotion, in November, 1959.
As a young soldier he played cricket, football, rugby and
hockey for the S.T.C.s Jubbulpore and Sialkot, also for Regiments ar Wazirisran, Quetta, Secunderabad. He also. ran .for
the S.T.C. Jubbulpore, in the C.P. and Berar Olympic Tnals
of 1938/39.
Married, he has three children, of whom son Mic..liael show
signs of skill in sport.
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Foremen of Signals of the Corps
W.0.I (F.0 ..) M. J. Carpenter started his career in Boys'
Company in April, 1942. He rose to the rank of Boy Sergeant
before joining the Ranks in March 1945.
His first posting was to War Office Signal Regiment and then
to G.H.Q. Signal Regiment Singapore.
.
He returned home in January, 1948, to embark on his car:eer
as a Foreman of Signals, by attending No. 4 F.0.S. (Technical
Maintenance) Course.
Promotion to S.Q.M.S. (F.0.S.) followed on completion of
the course in May, 1949. His first appo_intment "Yas for a threeyear period with Southern Command Signal Regiment at Portsmouth and Bulford, followed by a short spell in Northern
Command Signal Regiment at York.
He was posted to Ceylon Squadron of 19th Air Formation
Signal Regiment in May, 1953, but this tour was cut short 15
months later by the necessity to attend No. 3 F.0.S. (Par.t z)
Course. The situation became complicated when he was detained
in Ceylon and arrived home too late for that course. However,
he was promoted A/W.O.II in March, 1955, and actually
attended No. 4 F.O.S. (Part 2) Course, three months later.
Promotion to Sub W.O.II followed on completion of the
course and he was then posted to 5 Corps Signal Regiment at
Colch~ster (soon to become 90th Signal Regiment, and subsequently 30th Regiment), where he was to serve for the next
3t years.
During this period he was with the Special Wireless Troop,
and spent two summer seasons on exerci~es in . Germany. He
used the time between the seasons at S.R.D.E. w1th_a small construction team, to build four 2-K.watt VHF transmitters for use
in the troop.
He was promoted W.O.I (F.0.S.) in August, 1959, and in
November the same year was posted to 9th Regiment in Cyprus,
where he is now serving.
As a boy, his sporting activities were. mainly . soccer, rugby
and athletics, but later developed a keen interest in hockey and
swimming.
He was married in August, 1948, and now has a daughter
aged eight and a son aged five.
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203 SQUADRON (INFANTllY BUIGADE GROUP)
The Squadron has taken some interest in sailing of late, and
two members, nhe O.C. and Lance-Corporal Pound, have
anended courses on " Cito," the Corps boat in Mediterranean
waters. The skipper was Major I. B. Gram-Hansen, who as
his many friends well know, has done a little sailing at one time
and another. They will all be gratified to know, and indeed
all ranks of this Squadron congratulate him, when they hear
that he has been awarded a " C " Class helmsman certificate
by the Episkopi Sailing Club. This permits him to sail a
dinghy in very light winds, provided he is very careful. He
says his wife is always there to advise, but its hell remembering
which is pon and which is starboard.
Although the event was reponed in our last contribution, we
are happy this month to include a photograph of S.Q.M.S. J.
Smith receiving his L.S. and G.C. Medal from our Brigade
Commander. (Page 368).
The second photograph was taken in the gardens of Air
House, Episkopi, on the occasion of a recent investiture, when
Staff Sergeant R. Simmons was invested with his British Empire
Medal by Air Marshal Sir William McDonald, K.C.B., C.B.E.,

D.F.C. (Page 368).

This is the actual size of the Badge which is
obtain able from the Headquarters of the
Association, 88 , Eccleston Square, London,

Our nhird photograph was taken on Larnaca Beach when we
held our Annual Families' Jolly Day at the end of July. As
can 'well be imagined from all the smiling faces a good time was
had by all, and the Brigade H.Q. motor boat was well patronised
(not only by the children, either). (Opposite).
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The "living-in" members of the Squadron had their annual
outing over a recent week-end, when a successful camp was
held on nhe beaah between Famagusta and Salamis. A team
of married men acted as Camp Staff, doing all the cooking,
fatigues, and running the film shows, etc.
But life in this Brigade is not all beach-picnics. Staff
Sergeant (F.O.S.) W. Matthews ran a very successful E.D.s upgrading course during July, which was attended by personnel
from Episkopi and Benghazi as well as by our own Electrician
Drivers.
Fifteen O.R.s, mostly from Radio Troop, accompanied 33
Field Squadron Royal Engineers on Exercise" Aphrodite." The
object of this exercise was to train the R.E. Underwater Team
and at the same time explore the ocean bed in the Paphos
Area and recover ancient amphoral, cannons, etc., for the
Cyprus Antiquities D epartment. On both scores the exercise
was most successful and this success was nor achieved without some hard work 'by our operators, often under very difficult
and trying sea conditions.
Sporting-wise also the last two months have proved rather
busy. Early August' saw the Anzio Camp swimming gala, and
although the Squadron team was not too successful, LanceCorporal Newby was selected to swim for the Brigade H.Q.
team, who eventually won the all I sland Minor Units Trophy.
The Royal Signals' NEARELF Shoot was also held in the
early part of August. By and large the Squadron team did
very well, but results were ramer disappointing compared with
last year's. However, Staff Sergeant Matthews and ergeant
Breese put up good performance in the individual rifle and
pistol championships.
Respectively Sergeant Breese and
Sergeant Fenney were the best L.M.G. p~ir. Our Falling i:'l.ate
Team narrowly lost the final to ~5 R egim~nt, an ammunmon
counc being necessary to decerrrune the Wlllners.
The football season started with a grand knock-out competition in which our team lost the final in extra time by the
only goal scored. As a result, t!hough, six of our players are
now in the Brigade H.Q. team.
A team of six on board a one-ton G.S. took part in a mapreading treasure liunt round the I sland over Augusc Bankholiday week-end.
For a long time now the sceptics ,,have ni~named t~e
Squadron "Major Wythe's Commandos ; a fortnight ago this
proved to be a well merited title. A small pany composed of
Sergeant F. Williams, Corporal Tunney and Lance-Corporal
Newby, and led by the S. .M., took P.arr in Exercise " 9ver:
coat." The object was to test the secumy defence of Ep1~k~p1
Cantonment by land on neighbouring beaches small ra1dmg
parries whose object was to de troy various V.P.s The . .M.'s
party was the only one of six which succe sfully dcst~oyed all
objectives and returned safely to the beach to be picked ~P
again by the Navy. Ironic;ally, enough, targ~ts attacked mcluded 15th Regi ment's receiver ma ts, the mam teleph_one exchange and the automatic e change, and loud bangs_d1 rupted
the peace of Episkopi up to three days after the raid.
By the time this contribution is in print, it will be an accomplished fact; but ac the moment of writing we .are ~II bu ily
packing stores and kit for our move to Kenya, with Lieutenant
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S.Q.M.S. J. Smith

Wilson-Brown doing a sterling job as Air Movements Officer.
Great excitement reigns and all ranks are dead keen to get to
airobi-perhaps we all cherish secret ambitions to become
white hunters ! Several blood-thirsty young warriors profess
they are rather upset mat there is, as yet, no operational
commitments.
Finally, all ranks of the Squadron wish t o join in saying
farewell to Major and Mrs. Wythe, to thank rhem both for
all they've done and wish them all success and happiness in
their new posting. At !!he same time we e>..'tend a hearty
welcome to Major and Mrs. Cubberly, and hope that their
stay in Cyprus will be a happy one. We have also said farewell
lately to Captain and Mrs. J. Montague, S.Q.M.S. J. Smith
and Sergeanc and Mr.s. F. Williams; and we have gained in
return Lieutenant Moss and S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. "Taff" Jones,
Corporal and Mrs. Anderson, Corporal Moorhead, Signalmen
Paterson, Dyson and Yates. People come, people go, but me
finest " batrle " Squadron in the Corps goes on for ever.

The Royal Artillery Penthathlon took place at Woolwich on
13th April. The Squadron teams did very well, but we failed
to win the trophy. Our final position was 5th out of the 12
teams competing.
During June the Squadron provided a recruiting team which
toured Kings Lynn, Cambridge and Stanmore. The team
covered approximately 2,000 miles for a total of four certain
enlistments-expensive recruits. The Control and Reporting
Element of the Squadron also provided the communications for
a series of War Office Trials. This necessitated R adio Relay
Links stretching from Bexhill to Exeter. Signalwise the Trial
was very successful.
In the latter part of June the Squadron provided the Eastern
Command S.M.G. team in the Corps Shoot at Bulford. Good
as we were, we were not good enough.
Early July again saw the Squadron on the move-this time
to Stanford P.T.A. Here the annual range classifications were
completed. On one night the role of the Squadron changed
from ' Communications' to ' Commandos.' With blackened face
and P.T. shoes the Squadron successfully attacked the Headquarters and captured the Brigadier. There were no accidents
although two members of the Squadron spent two or three
hours up to their shoulders in the river whilst waiting for a
dozy sentry to move on. They were slightly chilled by the
experience, however, the cookhouse stew soon thawed them out.
The arguments as to who shot and who killed who are still
going on.
Exercise H arvest Moon III saw the Radio Relay Detachments
again on the move to Salisbury Plain. A link was provided from
Bexhill to Tilshead. Apart from a bread shortage the exercise
was a success.
July 28th was a day the Squadron Commander will never
forget! He changed from a bachelor to a " Married Pad." We
offer to him and Mrs. Neilson our very best wishes for the
future.
Marriage appears to be a disease iri the Squadron. In the last
four months, six members of the Squadron have got married,
and there are more to come. Good luck to all of them.
August was a quiet month and we managed to get most of
the Squadron away on block leave. It was very peaceful. The
latter part of the month saw five members of the Squadron disappear to France on 'Adventure Training.' We are not sure of
the nature of the adventure for which they were training, but
they all seemed to enjoy themselves.
The news of 36 G.W. Regiment R.A.'s impending move to
Germany has brought the vision of cheap cigarettes to many
members of the Squadron. We are in fact sending a small Radio
Relay Detachment over with them.
In the sporting field Signalman J. J. Whitfield won the discus
event in the East Anglian District Minor Units competition.
Well done.
The Squadron cricket team is quietly awaiting a challenge
from Steeple Bumstead for a game of liar dice.
237 SQUADRON (COHCAN)

Left to right : Major A. R. Wythe, Mrs. Wythe, Staff Se rgeant R.
Simmons, B.E. M., Captain P. F. Larrington
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This month it is the turn of the Receiver station at Amoy Quee
to provide THE WIRE notes for 237 Squadron.
Anyone who knew the station a year ago would be quite surprised to see bow much we have grown in 12 months. A new
barrack block and office block has been completed ·for 201
Squadron who are coming to live with us. We have also been
given a new Malay kitchen and dining room, a second room for
the junior ranks and a drill square. The station W Jrrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess is due to be completed very shortly and
when it opens it will be a combined British and Australian Mess.
We have been busy installing our new aerial systems for the
last three months and the end of this project is finally in sight
much to the relief of Corporal Birtles and his line party.
We said farewell last month to our Sergeant-Major, W.0.II
Boyle, who has gone to Germany but before leaving he made
sure that the new drill square was christened.
We have also said au revoir to Sergeant T . Hammill who has
gone to Melbourne on a three months COMCAN exchange visit.
In the world of sport we have kept the Army flag flying at
R.A.F. Seletar in their inter-section soccer league by finishing
fourth in our division.
Our latest sport is canoeing and R.A.F. Seletar have kindly
ailowed us to use their slipway when we set off to explore the
off-shore islands and the Johore coast. We have also decided
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to buy a power boat and the Foreman and the O.C. have been
spending a lot of petrol and a lot of their spare time dashing
around Singapore looking at boats and engines.
The next time it is our turn to send in a contribution we hope
that the boat will have been purchased and in use.

246 (GURKHA) SQUADRON

In Hong Kong the months
from May to September are
reserved for individual training and minor exercises with
various activities thrown in
to save us getting too class
room bound. One of these
was the Round the Colony
race, devised by the Brigade
Commander to stimulate interest at a rather dull time
of the year. The race started
at the Brigade Headquarters
and from there ten check
points at isolated places in
the Colony had to be visited
before returning to the
Headquarters to complete
the course. The routes and
order of visiting the check
points could be selected by
teams and any means of Corporal Gallagher on his way to
travel other than light air.. Th
.. b L c M
craft and helicopters could
ree 0 own
Y • • •
be used. Teams had to consist of seven members including one
officer and the winning team had a choice of a watch or $100
per head-a prize worth trying for. Some twenty-five teams
took part and teams could choose any time in a period of ten
days to make their effort. The course was planned to take
between twenty and twenty-four hours and some of the check
points were on islands involving long trips by sea. All the
check points were in touch with the control by radio throughout the ten days and the prepositioning of the equipment sometimes involving long hauls by boat, man or mule and the subsequent manning of some of the stations kept the Squadron
very busy. Our team, under Captain Lettin and spurred on by
Corporals Simpson and Gillett, trained hard and became really
expert at doubling up hills. Atrocious weather dogged us,
however, and our first attempt bad to be abandoned before
the start. On the last of the ten days our team determined to
make an effort in spite of high winds and seas. The team
reached the first three check points in excellent time only to
find that, on arrival at a rendezvous, our launch had been forced
to return to shelter by heavy seas. The civilian ferry was still
running, however, and a rapid change of plan was made. The
team arrived in Hong Kong island and 252 Squadron quickly
provided Landrovers to take them to the next check point. By
then, however, the weather had deteriorated and a landing craft
arranged to take the team to the next check point had also been
fon;ed back to its anchorage. The team therefore had to withdraw feeling frustrated and convinced that they were still the
fastest team when going up hill!
The experience in planning and training for the Colony Race
had a lot to do with our next major exercise "Three Down."
This was a Squadron effort designated to test the initiative of
the junior N.C.0.s. The whole Squadron took off by L.C.M.
to the neighbouring little developed island of Lantao. This is
a hilly island with peaks rising to 3,000 ft. All reconnaissance
and planning was done by the N.C.O.s and men of the Squadron,
the officers intervening very little. On the island, ten days of
map reading, hill climbing and leadership tests were interspersed with swimming and sport - including matches against
the staff of the local prison. We all finished fitter and much
refreshed by a short spell away from the class rooms.
We have had our share of visitors. General Hull, departing
C.-in-C. FARELF paid a farewell visit-closely followed by
General Poetton after his arrival in the theatre. C.S.0. FARELF
Brigadier Swainson also paid a welcome visit and C.R. Signals,
Lieutenant-Colonel Fletcher, supervised the hanging in ~e
Q.G.0.s' Mess of his excellent portrait of our Gurkha Captam
Birkhabahadur Gurung. Colonel Wotton, Commander Gurkha
Signals and our Gurkha Major have also visited us from Malaya.
0.C.s have changed. Major Robertson has left us for the
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The team::commanded by Lance-Corporal Bombahadur who finds
life on LANT AO rather different from the Class I Radio Ops course
at Catterick

War Office and Major Sturge has come up from Malaya to . take
over. Lieutenant Ryding has joined us from The Gurkha S1gnal
Regiment and Staff Sergeant Robertson has arrive~ to take ~ver
the Signal Centre and Cipher Office. Out last National Serviceman, Corporal Saunders, has now lef~ .us in favour of a coffee
bar in Cornwall, making our total British element eleven.
Summer is the close season for sport in Hong Kong except
for swimming. In this we have not excelled but are in. full
training for the Inter Squadron Sports. We have enthusiasm,
but not skill, hope, but not expectation. Unfortunately _the
cholera outbreak has curtailed the other popular summer pastime
- swimming from the many lovely beaches in the Colony.
Otherwise the disease has not inconvenienced us greatly and the
medical authorities have done sterling work in keeping ervices
free from infection.
248
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The Squadron has just won the Brig~de Minor Units Shooting
Competition. The team won the Ri~~ and S.M.G. matches
and was second in the L.M.G. compem1on.
SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE (FE)
The generosity of the Nuffield Trust has been. _much. in
evidence of late with the provision of two new amenmes. High
Fidelity wireless sets and extension speake.rs for .the J:>arr~ck
rooms is a very popular gift. The second item still b~mg n:stalled consists of air conditioning for the cinema which will
give us ideal facilities for our film shows despite the heat.
The demands of a full training programme makes adventure
training extra difficult to arrange but we have made a usef\11
start in getting our "A.T. cadre" started. Lieutenant Harns
took a party on a walk .down a. hundred miles ?f East Malayan
coastline. Though a nud exerase report mentioned a bus, the
trip was filled with incidents and useful lessons not least of
which was, that. after a swim have footwear handy for even 20
yards of sand will produce bad burns.
An almost complete changeover of officer staff has taken place
in the past four months and in November it will be C?mplete.
In addition the chief clerk has also been changed which adds
to our shortage of personnel that can talk about 'in S.T.C. last
year,' and instantly tum up the file required.
In the sporting world S.T.C. continues to h~ve success on
the few occasions it takes a sport reasonably enou ly. A local
invincible cricket team recently had a big shock and our lone
competitor in r8th Regiment's ~wim1?'1ing ga.la came away with
several prizes much to that Regiments surpnse.
A number of regular WIRE re~ders will no.w be .re~larly
receiving THE SIGNAL and S.T.C. is to Royal Signal m Smgapore what Fleet Street is to Lon~on. .The worl~ of 'co~ ,'
' quads,' ' Bodoni ' and cro sheads ' 1s bemg taken m our stride
and an end product somehow appears on alternate \Vednesdays.
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Mr. Bruce on his way down after taking an aerial view of the Radio
Relay detachment's· camouflage from 80 feet

2~9

(tUADRON (FARELF)

This last month has seen the Squadron, less V.H.F. Troop,
heavily engaged on exercise "Trinity Angel." This was an
exercise involving 28 Commonwealth Brigade and the Squadron
was responsible for providing rear link communications from
Brigade and also some of the "Control Communications."
The initial setting for the exercise was the Taiping area of
orth Malaya but as invariably seems to happen we were
forced ro withdraw southwards towards Kuala Lumpur. An
attack by the Brigade in the last phase went a long way towards
restoring the situation.
The Squadron set off in the early hours of 17th July after a
temporary hitch over Lance-Corporal Turner's trousers.
Corporal Turner had only <;ome out of the BMH the night
before, where he had been on a special slimming diet. To
everyone's horror instead of losing weight his girth had increased
making it quite impossible to get into his trousers. Luckily the
problem was solved by our kind friends in 230 Squadron, with
whom we stopped the night on our journey north.
We eventually reached Taiping without mishap and had two
days to set up our Radio Relay chain before 28 Brigade arrived.
The Brigade did a simulated air move to Taiping. Having
alteady motored 100 miles southwards to get into their simulated
aircraft, driven another roo miles northwards, supposedly in
their aircraft and then being asked to unload at Taiping by
driving through lots of white tape, is not an Australian's idea
of fun and some of the choice remarks heard left one in no
doubt about what they thought of cc simulated air moves. '
Nothing could have been further from flying in so far as Corporal
Mawdsley and his HF detachment were concerned as they had
three punctures cc whilst in the air."
Mr. ~ruce, Second-in-Command of Radio Relay Troop, was
placed m charge of the Squadron's detachments at 28 Brigade
H .Q. Most of his time seems to have been spent in organising
~e.ir defences ._ However in spite of his efforts the enemy got
ms1de the Brigade H.Q. perimeter and he was adjudged to
have been seriously wounded, whilst carrying out a gallant
defensive action to safeguard the Radio Relay terminal vehicle
from his bed. Needless to say he got no commendation for this
action.
Another person, who was actively engaged on matters other
than communicating ~as SignaJ:nan Karnaludin, who managed
to catc_h a tret: fox during a tropical storm. After regaling everyon~ with stones of how valuable its fur was, and how he was
gomg to make a fortune out of it, the poor wretched creature
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Plaque presented to the Squadron by 28 Commonwealth Brigade

was sold for $5 (12s. 6d.). He also succeeded in procuring a
monkey for his 0 .C., but this had to be abandoned as well as
there was no room for pets.
Apart from these lighter moments the exercise went well and
a high standard of communications was maintained. An excellent liaison was established with 28 Commonwealth Brigade,
which was helped by the fact that the Squadron Commander
had known the Brigadier in Korea several years before. Brigadier
H assett, the Brigade Commander, at the end of the exercise
honoured the Squadron by presenting it with an inscribed
plaque bearing the 28 Commonwealth Brigade sign. As the
Chief Signal Officer said it was the first time he had ever heard
of a Brigade presenting anything t9 an L. of C. Unit and we
were all very proud of the compliment.
Meanwhile whilst the majority of the Squadron were away
VHF Troop were carrying on the good work in Singapore. In
between running a refresher course, they played a valuable part
in the success of the 18th Regiment Fun Fair.

ADEN PROTECTOllATE LIEVIES SIGNAL
S(tUADllON
It is well over a year since we last appeared in print, but then
we are so small in number in relation to the Arab element of
the Squadron and you are not really interested if Mohd Ali has
been on annual leave or not.
·
The Squadron -is commanded by Major R. H. Gilbertson, our
2 i/c and Administration Officer is Captain B. M. Freeman,
while the Signal Centre, two wireless cabins and three exchanges are commanded by Captain P. D. E. Gregory, assisted
by Staff Sergeant H. Wright. The Squadron M.T.O. is Captain
W. E. A. Edmonds. The rest of tlie Seniors are W.0.II S.S.M.
Aitken, R.Q.M.S. K. Atwell and Staff Sergeant Rooke, Q
Branch, Sergeant D . Jones, Chief Clerk, Staff Sergeant Campbell and Sergeant Rowland, technicians.
In the field of sport we more than hold our own, supplying
an average of half the Force team for either hockey or football
and we also were represented in me Royal Signals Aden Rugby
team. Our Arab element do very woll at football and are quick
and keen to learn. Among the B.O.R.s who have a keen
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interest in the sporting activities of th e A.P.L. are Corporals
White and Amor and Signalman Adlem.
Cricket is now the main topic of conservation. Captain
Gregory is the Force Cricket Officer, and those who have
played from time to time are W.0.II Aitken, Corporal White,
Lance Corporal Spicer land Signalman Adlem. &ignalman
Blackwell wears the white coat.
A short while ago we were able to take a party on a trip
round the Protectorate, covering 1,300 miles in nine days. For
those of you who do not know the Protectorate and its roads,
this is no mean feat. We sustained only three mishaps during the
trip; two punctures and both 3-tonners stuck in the mud.
The object of the exercise was to conduct trials with some
of our new range radio equipment.
The party comprised Captain Edmonds, W.0.II Aitken,
Sergeant Jones, Corporals Peplow and Osland on loan from
the R.A.M.C. and seven Arabs. Our transport was two landrovers and two 3 ~tonners.
We started from Khormaksar beach at 0630 hours, heading
East for Mukalla some 400 miles away, and during .rhe first
day managed to cover II4 miles to Hussian Said, a small
Federal Guard fort manned by a Sergeant and six men. They
made us very welcome and the Arab contingent danced well
into the night.
Dawn saw us under way again and we managed to cover 137
miles, arriving at sunset at a small village called Rudham. Here
we were met by the local Sheikh and accepted his offer to use
the top floor of his fort. In return, we -invited the Sheikh to
dine with us later in the evening. This presented no problem
as we were living on Arab rations, rice and chappaties and
buying meat on me hoof (goat or sheep) to conform to the
Muslim laws. Rudham has an ingenious supply of hot water
which runs through the village. It appears to come from some
volcanic source as the water is almost boiling. Here we were
able to get a really good wash, watched by the local male
population.
The following morning, after the usual formalities and farewells had been said, and Aden had been given our location and
told that we would reach Mukalla that evening, we set off to
cover the remaining 150 miles in ten hours, to be followed by
a shower and a cold beer at Royal Air Force station Riyan.
But this was not to be. Some 21 miles short of Mukalla we
managed to get both 3-tonners well and truly bogged down.
We dug and sand channelled for an hour without success while
the vehicles seemed to get further into the wet, boggy marsh.
Then Captain Edmonds despatched W.O.II Aitken to Mukalla
to get assistance from the Hadhrami Bedouin Legion. With the
aid of a 7-ton jack, a party of H.B.L. returning from local leave
just lifted our vehicles and towed them out of the marsh. We
would like to record our thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel Gray,
Commander of the H .B.L., for very able assistance rendered
by his men.
At first light, after Captain Edmonds had inspected a very
smart H.B.L. Quarter Guard at the fort, we set off for R.A.F.
station Riyan. Captain Edmonds called at Mukalla to visit
Lieutenant-Colonel Gray and the Assistant Adviser, while
W.O.II Aitken led the others into Riyan, where we had arranged
to draw 360 gallons of petrol to enable us to complete the
journey.
The Royal Air Force made us very welcome. After 36 hours
rest and some assistance from che station M.T. Section to put
back odd bits and pieces that had fallen off the vehicles, we
moved off at 0500 hours up the West road heading for El
Qaudah an outpost manned by the Mukalla Regular Army at
the entrance to the Hadhramaut valley, a distance of 180 miles.
Leaving Mukalla, we climbed a continual series of ranges by
some extremely rough roads and by 1900 hours had covered
only 157 miles. Here we camped and slept in the open desert
surrounded by hills.
After an early breakfast of chappaties and tea, the remaining
23 miles to El Qaudah were covered in a couple of hours.
We left the two 3-tonners with Corporal Peplow to recharge
the batteries and to make a base camp, while Captain Edmonds,
W.0.II Aitken, Sergeant Jones and Corporal Osland visited
the cities of Shibam and Saiun in the Hadhramaut Valley.
These two walled cities are almost unique for, together with
Mukalla, they have some of the tallest mud buildings in the
Protectorate, reaching heights of between 60 and 80 feet. Wood
is also used in their construction.
At Saiun, the Club Room of the Hadhramaut Pump Scheme
was put at our disposal for lunch. After a quick look round,
we returned to El Qaudah to complete a round trip of 170
miles.
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The next 6o miles to Al Ahr was not going to be so easy as
we were about to cross pan of the Northern Deserts, known
as the " Sea of Sand." This is a very apt description as it rises
and falls in a series of waves. The local commander at El
Quadah provided a Sergeant and four men to guide us and a
couple of Bedouin also scrounged a lift. We set out at 0530
hours and arr ived at Al Abr at II30 hours where we were met
by the H.B.L. Company with its commander and were made
very welcome indeed. The bungalow of the Assistant Adviser
Nonhern deserts, Mr. Crouch, was put at our di posal. He
was away visiting Thamud some 400 miles to the North East
but he sent a signal bidding us welcome.
After a night at Al Ahr and with the aid of a guide as far a
Nasser, we reached Ataq at 1800 hours. At one stage during
the journey we were iheading in the d irection of Saudi Arabia.
On the next day, we continued to Mahfidh, arriving in midafternoon and spent the last night in the open desert.
We set off on the last day at 0400 hours, reached Mudiyah
by 1000 hours, passed through Shura and Zingibar and arrived
back in Aden at 1700 hours after 13 hours of non-stop driving
over some of the roughest country that we had yet encountered.
To sum up. we covered r,300 miles over some of the roughest
roads in che Protectorate and our new range radio sets worked
like a charm.
We hope this will give you an insight into the sort of life
led by volunteers in this Force. If any of you younger members
of the Corps are looking for an adventurous and exciting tour
abroad, ask your Unit Orderly Room for details. You won't
regret it.
I

S(tUADRON" (COMMAND), K.A.ll.

After much mental anguish at the lack of gossip (of the printable kind anyway) I was sadly contemplating a Nil return for
THE WIRE notes this month, when the fates interceded by providing a regular Dantes Inferno in the shape of a fire which
totally destroyed the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
I refuse to comment on the cause but the effect was pretty
devastating, leaving only a blackened pile where once stood an
oasis. The rumour that our pay sergeant, Sergeant J. Comthwaite, is still standing where once stood the bar is totally
untrue.
I did hope to include a supporting article entitled "Fire Walking for the Masses" or "Hades I have known" by the O.C.,
Major P. J. W. Stephens, but I don't think he has cooled off
yet! In this case, better the devil you don't know . . . .
Sterling work by the Nairobi Fire Brigade prevented the fire
from spreading further into the camp and quite a goodly percentage of stock and furniture was brought out of the building,
although there was an excess of cc help" with the bottles. I
believe that cc Nellie Dean" sang in Swahili has to be heard to
be believed.
With the Mess the adjoining cookhouse whioh served both
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants and the Junior Ranks' Mess
also perished, and the Officers' Mess has been a temporary
haven whilst something else is organised. Everyone is duly and
sincerely grateful for the hospitality but I am given to understand that the diet of champagne and caviar for breakfast is
proving rather monotonous.
The months of July/ August brought several new lambs into
the Squadron fold and we welcome Sergeant J. A. McSorley
from the Depot. Corporal A. F . Christie from Brighton and
Ser~eant A. P. Waugh from our nearby neighbours 236 Squadron
(COM CAN).
Our first game of hockey in the Minor Units League was
against our old friends and hockey enemies, 236 Squadron and
sad to relate our hard breathing team went down 3-r. Without
distracting one jot from their well earned victory we were
unfortunate in having to play one man short, but we'll jolly
well lick 'em neX't time.
Earlier in the month of August (before the holocaust) we
entertained the Senior N.C.0.s of 209 Squadron in the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeant ' Mess where they trounced us soundly
at darts-what a way to repay hospitality. On the return of 210
Squadron from their vacation in Kuwait our guests will pr<'r
ably all be returning U.K.-wards and we will be sorry to s •
them go. In the midst of the evening's convivialities they presented a Signals plaque to the Mess in appreciation of their
evenin~'s entertainment. Alas this, I fear, has been charred
beyond recognition. Perhaps 1ey would give something else
to hang in our new Mess-their S.S.M., for example? How
about it, 209 ?
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q ABRON, R.A.S.C. (L.C.T.),
PORTSJUOUTH

Sport

Hello, fellow ignalmen. After an absence of a few months
we are back in the fold and subscribing another article to THE
'\ !RB.

We were to have written an article on the journev of the
hip of this Squadron to Singapore and Portugal, -but unfortunately, the first, we were unable to publish, and the second
was can elled, hence we have resorted to tell you of our excursions since May 196x.
In May, 1961, two vessels of this Squadron, L.C.T. Audemer
and L.C.T. Agheila, were detailed to assist J.S.A.W.C. in
practice a sault landing in the sea at Studland Bay, near the
entrance to Poole Harbour. This part of the exercise was
carried out successfully, in glorious sunshine and a calm sea.
The a sault troops, on landing, bad a considerable distance to
travel to the base· communications were maintained throughout. When all the L.C.A.'s had left, we returned to Poole
H~bour to the haven of little motor and sailing vessels of
vanous colour and design. The crew spent an enjoyable evening
ashore. The next day the vessels sailed to Hamworthy Hard
to load vehicles and troops for the main phase of the exercise,
which was a major landing on the beaches near Browndown
Ranges, Lee-on-Solent. We left Poole for assault landing area
at .8 p.m. t? rendezvous in the Solent with H.M.S. Pellow, a
Fngate, which was to act as command vessel and control station
for all assault vessels in convoy. She kept main communicatioas
with Portl~nd Coastal Common Net (Royal Naval Network), to
pass all ship-shore traffic to land base H.Q.'s. Prior to H hour
a l~t of commu~ications between ships was done by shaded
Aldis lamp-10 mch lamp projectors were not allowed to be
u~ed. On H hour all lamp communications ceased and only
wireless ~d flares were used for the different phases of assault.
!he loa?mg of the LCA's and the beaching of LCT's was done
m first light and the whole exercise was so r ealistic that even the
civilian J><?pulation were under a misapprehension. The naval
assault p~nnary and secondary nets worked satisfactory. After
the exerCise we returned to our home station Portsmouth to a
well earned weekend.
In June _three ships of the Squadron, LCT Audemer, Andalnes
and Agheila were detailed for a round trip, Plymouth, Scilly
Isles, Channel Isles and Cherbourg. The communications were
under the capable hands of our new troop sergeant Sergeant
Cave (whom we wish to welcome to the Squadron). Due' to adverse
weather conditions these ships were anchored off Yarmouth
Roads (Isle of Wight), waiting for the weather to moderate wind
force at this time was force 8 to the nautical types; and 50 ~.p.h.
to the landlubber. Eventually the ships managed to sail under
extremely c:lifficul~ .conditions for Plymouth. After a stay of
two days still awa1tmg good weather, the C.O. ordered the ships
to.re~rn to Portsmouth. A week later LCT Andalnes did make
this trip successfully as far as the Scilly Isles and back.
. LCT . Aachen sailed to Sco.tland to join sister ship Antwerp
m Scomsh waters. for the r~a10~er of the exercise period. These
two vessels keep 10 commumcauon at sea with Rosyth and Londonderry C.C.N., and Scottish Command and in the Clyde
with Greenock Voice Net. . LCT Antwe:,p has made many
VO)'.ages. to the Outer Hebndes and St. Kilda . Since their
arrival 10 Scotland LCT Aachen has made a trip to Lerwick
Sh_etland Is~ands, and by all reports it was a most calm and
enioyable trip, and the mess tables were never lacking for the
want of good sea fish, Scapa Flo~ presumably is a good fishing
area. ~rpora~ L<?n~ore, the chief telegraphist, did have diffi~ty ~ ~a10tallllllg communications due to atmospherics,
aenal direcuon and low output on the transmitter (30 Watts).
Usuaµy when C.~.N. communications are difficult, the commerCial shore. statlon at Wick is a good alternative.
We take. this ?Pportunity t~ thank ~co~tish Command Signals
for all their ady1ce and h7lp m establish10g a very efficient and
net;essa.r}'. workmg ne~, without whose co-operation our task of
mamtallllllg communication during loading and unloading of
cargo would have been most difficult.
Well, fellow travellers, so much for now, more to follow.
~e welcome to the Squadron, W.O.II L. Crane late of 23rd
Regiment, ~ho will be reli~ing ~.O.II Robertson: B.E.M., the
present Radio Officer. We bid adieu to Sergeant E. F. V. Knight
wh~ !Jas gon.e to Towyn . near . Aberdovey to join the Boys'
Tra1?111g Regiment. We wish him and wife all the best in his
postmg and future service in the Corps.
We congrat';llate Corporal and Mrs. Nicoll on the birth of a
bonny son, Michael.
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The Challenge of the Pentathlon
Army Pentathlon 1961

[Courtesy Army P.R.

Lance Corporal J. Hayes
Wireless Operator on LCT Agedabia
Las~ but not least we bid farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel A.
J. _S ~1cer, R.A.S.C., and welcome Lieutenant-Colonel S. S.
Ogilvie, R.A.S. C., to the Squadron, our new Commanding
Officer, and w~sh him a pleasant and happy stay.
.
We would like to congratulate Corporal and Mrs. Robinson
who were married in Birmingham on the 4th September 1961
and wish them many happy years ahead.
'
'

Instructors - Telecommunications
(RADIO, LINE OR TELEGRAPH)
Two posts for men fully experienced in the
maintenance of telecoms equipment (radio, line
or telegraph), to teach Royal Signals technicians
and trainees. Possession of appropriate O.N.C.,
C. & G. Certificates, or equivalent qualifications
desirable. Selection by written test and interview.
Starting salary £692 (at age 21) - £966 (at age
30 or over) rising to £1,041 (provincial rates).
W.E.F. rst January, 1962, the above salary scale
will be increased to £712-£993 rising to £1 ,07r.
Prospects of permanent pensionable appointment and promotion.
Application forms can be obtained from
CEPO, Peronne Lines, Catterick Camp, Yorkshire. Closing date 3ist October, 196r.
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" If you are the flyweight boxing champion your C.O. almost
calls you Sir-but not if you are a Pentathlete . . . this dedicated
sport."
With these words General Sir Brian Horrocks, 'the oldest
living Pentathlete,' presented the prizes at the Army Pentathlon
Championships on 8th September at Aldershot. It was gratifying
to see the award for the best Intermediate Individual performance go to Sergeant G. Davis (APTI), 8th Regiment "A"
team.
The Corps was represented by two Royal Signals teams from
8th Regiment which had earlier won the Northern Command
Pentathlon Competition.
Testing as it does endurance, courage, quick reac;;tions, a
steady nerve, agility and strength, the modern pentathlon is the
most arduous of all the Olympic contests and in the classical
Olympic Games of Ancient Greece the winner was hailed as
Victor Ludorum. His was the greatest triumph of the Games.
What does the Pentathlon mean, in fact, to the competitor
today?
The Army Championships programme started with the riding
event consisting of a simple qualifying dressage test on a strange
horse followed by an exceptionally severe cross-country riding
course of 4,000 metres with 30 jumps against the clock. This
event immediately sorted out the competitors drastically with
only 16 out of 40 entrants scoring any points on the crosscountry test. Amongst these was Lieutenant E. Hampson of 8th
Regiment " B " team who came 10th overall and he had only
learnt to ride since March this year! Three of our other competitors, Lieutenant A. P. Thackray, Corporal M. G. Springer
and Lieutenant A. M. P . Barker, completed the course but time
was against them .
The following day, still saddle-sore, the pentathletes faced
the shooting event in which a turning target is tackled with a
pistol at 28 yards, 20 rounds in four series of five shots each in
three second exposures. In this event Lieutenant A. M. P.
Barker came sixth and Lieutenant E. Hampson tenth overall and
our " B " team were third.
When it is borne in mind that the other contestants included
the U.K. team who are being groomed for the next Olympics
and <;me of the U.S.A. Olympic ' hopes,' this was a very good
showing.
The swimming event was held on the evening of the same
day. The task was to cover 328 yards as quickly as possible
free-style, bogey-time for 1,000 points being four minutes.
Sergeant D avis came 8th in this with a score of 825 points.
The next day each competitor was called upon to fence with
the electrical epee against all the other entrants. The nervous
strain was intense but Lieutenant Hampson and Corporal M.
G. Springer were at least able to tie for 20th place, half-way
up the field. Lance-Corporal Stanford after a very good start in
beating some internationals could not quite keep it up.
On the final day the pentathletes had to rally their will-power
and forget those aching muscles to tackle the cross-country run
of two and a half miles against time. The run turned out to
be perhaps the most severe test of all with a tough uphill course
which called for the use of hands and knees in places. However,
Sergeant Davis came 5th overall and thereby secured his well
deserved award as the best intermediate performer.
The open individual awards went to the three U.K. team
members and in the team championships R.E.M.E. were first,
R.M.P. second and Middlesex Regiment were third. Our two
Corps teams finished seventh and eighth, rather a disappointing
result in view of some good individual performances by our
team members in each of the events.
Perhaps the major lesson for the future of the Corps in this
sport is an answer to the questions :
(a) do we continue to compete as amateurs with training
time stolen from lunch-hours, evenings and weekends?
or
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(b) do we take a leaf from the note-book of the other Arms
and Services represented and release from all other duties
those selected to represent the Corps for full time training
in what has become a professional sport?-and the only
sport still dominated by the Services-operating at the
top-level under the full pressure of all the East-West
propaganda and publicity associated with the Olympic
Games.
We don't think that (b) is really "on" but we believe that
we c;ould achieve very much better results and even win if a
fairy godmother could wave the posting wand favourably in the
right direction.
If we go on as we have been doing then we will every now
and then get a good individual result but we will never get
anywhere as a team.
At the level of command and Army championships we want
a man who is basically a good swimmer and a good runner. W e
want him in October-during the winter and spring he can be
taught to ride, shoot and fence. This we have proved can be
done.
We as a Corps can do as well or better than any other Arm
of the Service in anything we put our minds to.
It possibly is misleading to compare the pros and cons of
various types of sport but can anyone deny that a man who can
ride a stiff cross-<;ountry course, shoot with a pistol a moving
target, fight with an epee possibly 40 opponents in one day,
swim 300 yards against time and run a tough cross-country
course requiring the use of hands and knees is not as a result
possibly a better qualified soldier and all-rounder than one who
specialises as a pastime in one ball game?
To those who are in the U.K. or possibly B.A.O.R. or who
are homeward bound-we want volunteers. Other things being
equal perhaps the necessary postings might be arranged.
Anyone interested please write to: Secretary, Royal Signals
Pentathlon Club, c/o 8th Signal Regiment.

Cricket
ROYAL SIGNALS v. ROYAL ARMOURED CORPS
nt the Oval on 8th and 9th September, 1961
ROY AL SIGNALS

R .A.C.
I ST INNINGS

224 - 9 DEC.

Lieutenant Workman ... 73
Lieutenant-Col. HowardDobson
... ... . .. 32 n.o.
Captain Walmsley
...
3 - 43
2- 34
Lance-Corporal
G andy
Signalman Wilkinson ...
2 - 43
21'D l!>'N]NGS

Captain Fetherstonhaugh
Second-Lieutenant Ker
Captain Kenny .. . . ..
Second-Lieutenant Curtis
Signalman Wilkinson ...
Captain Walmsley

228

6o
46
37

34

6- 75

2 - 49

I ST !NN1NGS

285 - 7 DEC.

Second-Lieutenant Wilson 74
Second-Lieut. Whitaker ... 55
Captain Walmsley .. . ... 42
Lance-Corporal Gandy ... 30 n.o.
Second-Lieutenant
Irwin
4 - 83
Captain Evans ... ...
2 - 47
2ND INNINGS

Second-Lieut. Whitaker
Lance-Corporal Parker
Captain Yeoman
...
Lieutenant Workman
Lieutenant Shennan
Second-Lieutenant
Irwin

86 - 8
19
I9
14 n.o.

3 - 3r
2 - 18
2 - 21

Result : Match d rawn .

. The R.A.C. won the toss and elected to bat on what appeared
to be a perfect batting wicket. Signals soon had a lucky wicket,
with the score at l, Fetherstonhaugh hooked a short ball round
on to his wicket. With the score at 7, Walmsley bowled Dawney
with an extremely good delivery. Workman and Ker then began
to score freely and in 45 minutes the score rose to 77 before Ker
miss hit a full toss from Porter straight back to him. Workman
continued to hit the ball hard and was dropped a couple of
times, before being bowled by Wilkinson for 73 with the score
at 135 for 6. Once again Colonel Howard-Dobson succeeded in
being a thorn in the flesh of Signals; he stayed until he declared
the innings at 224 for 9, making 32 not out.
The Signals first innings got off to a fine start, the opening

INSURANCE
The Association is accredited Agent to a well-known
Insurance Compan and anyone who insures with this
company on introduction of the Association benefits by
a half-share in the Agents' Commission, the other half
goes to Association Welfare. Further information
from Royal Signals Association 88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.1.
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bat men put on 134 before Wilson was caught at mid-wicket for
74. '> hitaker had become bogged down on 5S and was out
with the total at 138. John on had a short but valuable innings
coring 22 made up of four 4 s and a 6. Porter was out four
minutes from the close of play on the first day for 26 and at
the do e of play Signals were 2I8 for 4. From the tart of
play on the ccond day Signals went out to score runs quickly.
Walm ley was out for 42. Gandy went for the runs and lived a
charmed life being dropped three times in scoring 30 not out
before the innings was declared at 285 for 7.
The R.A.C. 2nd innings started steadily with most of the
scoring strokes being made by Fetherstonhaugh. With the score
at 33, Workman was well ~ugh t behind the wicket by Yeoman
off Walmsley for 8. With the score at 41, Dawney was run out
by a fine throw from Gandy. Fetherstonhaugh and Ker then
began to set about scoring runs quickly. With the score at 104
Fetherstonhaugh was caught for 60. Ker went on to score 46
before being bowled by Wilkinson with the score at 136 for 4.
Wilkin son bowled Browne Swinbome with the next ball; 136 for
5. The R.A.C. still went for the r uns and the next wicket fell
at 18r. The R.A.C. were eventually all out for 228. Wilkinson
bowled extremely well, taking 6 for 75 in 24 overs.
Signals were left to score 167 to win in two hours. The
innings got off to a slow start and only 27 runs came in the
first half-hour. With the score at 27, Wilson was caught. In
the next twenty minu tes, Signals lost another 5 wickets and were
41 for 6. So with an hour and five minutes left for play the
policy was to play out time. Gandy and Parker defended stoutly
for 35 minutes before Gandy was out with the score at 63 for 7.
Yeoman joined Parker and they stayed together until the last
over before Parker was bowled by Shennon. Wilkinson survived
the last 4 balls and the game ended as a draw.
Once again the R:A.C. match ended with an exciting finish,
with the tables being turned on Signals this year.
SUJnmnry of tho Season
The Corps team played seven full " Corps " games, they won
2 and drew the remainder. Second-Lieutenant W ilson headed
the batting averages having scored 409 runs at an average of

40.9; he was closely followed by Second-L ieutenan t Whitaker
who scored 437 with an average of 39.7. T he bowling averages
were a close fight between Signalman W ilkinson and Captain
Walmsley; Wilkinson rook 19 wickets fo r an average of 12.4 runs,
wh ilst Walmsley took 34 wickets for an average of 12.6 runs.

Corps Cricket in Cyprus, 1961
Played 3

W on x

Drawn x

Lost

I

The Corps played three cricket matches in Cyprus during the
1961 season, against the Royal Engineers on Wednesday, 19th
July, against the Royal Ordnance Corps on Saturday, 22nd July,
and against Lhe Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers on
Thursday, 24th August.
The best cricket was possibly produced at the Sappers' match.
Last year the Corps won a hard fought game by 15 runs and
this year, on their home ground at Zyyi, the Sappers were out
for revenge. Royal Signals won the toss, and thanks to
Lieutenant D. G. Mitohell and Lance-Corporal D . H. Harrison,
took 27 off the first six overs. However, the dismissal of
Harrison shortly followed by an injury to Mitchell's hand that
was to keep him out of cricket for the rest of the season, slowed
the rate of 5coring down. Lieutenant (Quarter Master) J. V.
Harding brought things back to life by hitting three sixes and
a five in ibis first two overs, and a six and a four off the next.
His innings of 45, plus some good support by the tailenders,
brought the total to 151, Major H. G . H. Stafford taking 5 for
50. The Sapper innings was in two phases. The first two
wickets went for 17-bot!h bowled by Harding, who then had
to retire through a recurrence of an old knee injury-and then
Major G. S. Seaton (80) with one of the most polished batting
performances seen on tli.e island this year, and Sapper G. Cleary
(30) brought the Royal Engineers to within 17 runs of victory.
Mthough borh were then out in quick successi0n, the runs were
knocked off without further loss after tea.
Scores : Royal Signals 151. Royal Engineers 155-4.
Royal Engineers won by 6 wickets.
The second match, against the Royal Army Ordnance Corps,

MASTERPIECE
A masterpiece in automobile engineering, and by any standards of coachwork and design, today's best-looking, most luxurious quality-car value.
Its high performance, fully-proven 3-litre engine, front disc and large rear
brakes, and superb interior appointments, provide a standard of power,
elegance, safety and sil€nca unrival.lej by any other car in its class.
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was a much shorter game. Signals again won the toss, and
batted fir st. Lance-~rporal D. H. Harrison (44) and L ieutenant
(Quarter Master) J . V. H arding (39) were the main scorers in a
total of 117. For the Ordnance Corps, Private M. White took
5 for 49.
The first Ordnance Corps wicket d id not fall until 33 were
scored, but with t!he dism issal of Private S. Fulton, who scored
20, the remaining batsmen were ·not able to cope with the fast
bowling of Signalman P. J. Webb. Backed by very good field ing
he took 7 for 28, and the innings closed at 80.
Scores: Royal Signals II7. Royal Army Ordnance Corps 80.
Royal Signals won by 37 runs.
The third Col'ps match of tlle season, against the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, provided the tensest atmosphere of tlle three. The team captain, Major E. J. Buirskiwho also acted as wicketkeeper due to the injury of Lieutenant D . G. Mitchell- again won the toss and again batted first.
At lunoh, due mainly to a slow outfield, the score was 72-4.
After lunch, this rate increased considerably mainly due to
Col'lporal D. H. Claxton (50), Signalman J. E. Hudgell (25) and
Signalman R. Blain (21), and rhe fanings was declared at 156-7.
The Royal Electrical and Meohanical Engineers began even
more slowly, scoring only 13 in the first 21 overs. After tea
they caught up with tlle clock, due to Corporal W . York (37)
and Corporal E. Rossiter (34) only to collapse dramatically from
74-1 to 99-9 at the close. Despite taking the extra half-hour,
the last wicket held out. Claxton completed a good all-round
matoh by taking 4-24 and Sergeant S. Brice 3-17 in 18 overs.
Scores :
Royal Signals 156-7 dee., Royal Electrical and
Meohanical Engineers 99-9. Match drawn.

The Royal Sign(l/s (NEARELF)
!llFl. E lUEETING, 1961
The Royal Signals, Near East, central meeting was held at
Dhekelia Ranges, Cyf)rus, on the 9th-12th August, 196x.
Fifty-one competitors took part in the rifle matches and a
similar number competed in the sub-machine gun matches.
Second~Lieutenant S. Savage brought over a team of six from
245 Squadron (Cyrenaica) but local meetings prevented any
representation frem M alta and Tripoli.
One of the aims of the meeting is to provide a rehearsal for
the Cyprus central meeting in consequence of which we adopt
the matches to be fired at, and select dates a few weeks prior
to, the Cyprus Shoot. This meant shooting during a period of
uncomfortable heat, a changing light which was hard to judge
and wind increasing gradually in strength from early morning
to midday. Conditions which, although not very difficult, provided a good test of one's ability to apply the lessons learned
in training.

H.M. Forces posted overseas
are able to purchase at
generous cax free rates,
which allow up to six months
motoring , in the U.K.
Please write for full details
and brochure co :
ROOTES LIMITED
European Section, Overseas
Dept. , Piccadilly, London, W.I.
ROOTES AUTOS
(Deucschland) G.m.b.H.,
Military Sales Dept.,
Alleescrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

HUMBER HILLMAN
SUNBEAM · SINGER
37'4
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WINNERS OF THE FALLING PLATE MATCH
Left to right : Corporals O 'Donaghue and Stanton , Signalmen
Bottoms and Adams

Lance-Corporal Dark receiving the tankard for the individual
rifle championship
THE WIRE,
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The rifle match resulted in a very close finish and it was
not possible until the last det~ to decide the team and individual
placmgs.
.
The matches fired were the Roupell, less practice three; and
the Corps Shield. Teams consisted of six competitors, including
two class " B " competitors.
The team match was won by 20th Regiment (Air Formation)
with a total of 1,014 followed by 9th Regiment (Radio) and 15th
Regiment (Cyprus) with a :><;ore of 1,004 and 1,000 respectively.
Lance-Corporal Dark, a class "B" competitor of 15th Regiment is congratulated on leading the field with a score of 215
and ~o becoming the "Individual" and the "Young Soldier"
R ifle Champion of 1961. Second and third places were taken by
Captain W. Robinson 212 and Sergeant Jones 199.
.
The light machine gun team match was won by 15th Regiment (Cyprus) with a score of 4oi. Conditions were as for the
"Worcester and Lindley Cup" and teams consisted of two
pairs.
·
G un P a!Is
. Ch amp1ons
. hi p was won b y
The Light Machme
Lance-Corporals D ark and Fitzergerald 240 and the runnersup were Sergeants Breese and Fenny 218.
.
Signals Branch retained the trophy for the Sub-Machme Gun
Team match with an aggregate of 377, obtained under the conditions for the Parachute Regiment Cup. 5th Regiment were
second with 355.
Individual honours went to Major (Quarter-Master) K.
Parsons 122, Staff Sergeant Matthews 98 and Corporal
Hudspeth 96.
.
.
Major (Quarter-Master) K. Parsons obtamed another first 10
the pistol match with a score ?f 83, followed by Lance-(f>rpo~al
Sawdon with 65 and the winner of the 196o champ10nshil(>,
Sergeant Breese of 203 Squadron (3 Infantry Brigade Group),
with a score of 63.
Conditions for the pistol match were as for the Revolver Cup,
the practices being fired once only.
The Unit championsl:ip which is awarded on the results of
the rifle, sub-machine gun and light machine gun team matches
was won by 9th Regiment (Radio) who thereby retain the Egypt
Signals Rifle Cup for the second year in succession.
The last shooting event was the Falling Plate.
This shoot is always good value for spectators and the large
number who came along on the final day were treated to a firstclass final between the holders, 203 Squadron (Infantry Brigade
Group), and a very young team fr?m . I 5th Regiment.
Both teams quickly reduced the!I tile targets to the last one.
A short salvo from each team and both targets di appeared.
Notwithstanding a great deal of advice from behind him, the
Chief Umpire was not prepared to give a decision.
The referees who accompanied the teams agreed a tie on the
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shoot, a count of ammunition followed and as the holders had
only eight rowids and the young team had thirteen rounds
unfired the cup and Beer Mugs went to 15th Regiment "B "
team.
Mrs. Pringle, the wife of Brigadier D. A. Pringle, O.B.E.
C.S.O. EARELF, kindly presented the prizes and obviously
enjoyed giving them out as much as the winners enjoyed receiving
them.
After the cheer led by R.S.M. R. V. Marris, cups were
filled emptied and refilled, the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess of 9th Regiment were made solvent again for a further
year (a very worthy reward for their continued and valued
assistance), tents were folded and put away until next year.
The next shooting event is the Cyprus Rifle Meeting,
September, 1961.

Royal Signals Yacht Club
The last three months have seen considerable activity amongst
members of the Club in U.K., B.A.O.R. and F.A.R.E.L.F.

U.K. - Ocean Racing
Petasus took part in the Southsea-Harwich race, but unfortunately when well placed, had to retire due to spinnaker
trouble. The spinnaker was cleared in Dover Harbour and she
later continued the voyage to Harwich. On this leg of the
voyage she went aground near the Sunk Beacon and was later
taken in tow by the Walton and Frinton lifeboat. This lifeboat
subsequently towed in the Royal Artillery Class I ocean racer,
St. Barbara, which had broken her mast.
Pecasus again took pan in the new Woodbine Challenge
Cup, organised by the Royal Southern Yacht Club. There were
well over a hundred starters for the classes in this race, and
at least seventy-five for the Class 3 start. Weather conditions
were ideal for sunbathing, but not for sailing. As is customary
on these windless occasions, the crew ran out of time. After
spending approximately twelve hours looking at St. Catherines,
" stinking Willie " was started and a very burnt crew staned to
motor back to Portsmouth. It was later reported that only 25
of the starters completed the course.
Round the Island Race again saw Petasus at sea. This time
there were well over 200 staners. For the first time this season
the course was completed. There was a good breeze blowing and
extremely good sailing was enjoyed by all. To date, the positions
have not been published.
Dinghy Racing
This year saw the stan of a new event for dinghy enthusiasts
in U.K. A two-day regatta was held at H.M.S. Excellent,
Whale Island, Portsmouth. Altogether 13 crews took part. The

r egatta was run on a poin ts championship basis over the two
days. There were five F irefly races. Due to the efforts of
Captain L. Rogers and the Catterick Group, as well as the
other U.K. Dinghy Charterers, we managed to muster four
club dinghies. Six A.S .A. dinghies were chartered from the
Portsmouth Group, two were chartered from the Royal Navy,
and Captain F. C. Lockwood brought his own. This th en
comprised the fleet. The weather was extremely warm, winds
were light and variable and the water calm. The first race
was started at 14.30 hours; the C-0mmodore arriving with 30
seconds to spare in order to start this race. The racing appeared
to be enjoyed by all. There were some extremely good starts
and some very close finishes.
The Saturday evening saw most members attending the informal dinner-dance, which was held at the Nuffield Officers'
Club. From all reports, the evening was a success.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief and Mrs. Whistler came down
and watched the Sunday racing. Trophies were presented by
the S.0.-in-C. at the conclusion of the regatta.
Our thanks for a good week-end are due to the Captain of
H.M.S. Excellent, Captain J. S. Dalglish, c .v.o., Royal N avy,
for affording the facilities of the Sailing Centre, Whale Island.
In addition, our thanks are due to Lieutenant-Commander P.
S. South, Royal Navy, for all the help he gave us in running
the regatta.
It is hoped in future to run this regatta as an annual event,
to take place during the last week-end of June.
The results of the regatta are as follows: 1st, LieutenantColonel E. McK. Erskine and Second-Lieutenant G. R. Funnel.
Runners-up, Lieutenant-Colonel D. T. W. Gibson and Colonel
A. D. Brindley.

ORDINARY WAY IT~ A~fMPt.fi eNOU&H MATT£12 TO
srn.ieW5H BE"TW6ct.J SAILOR.. 5ot.,T>l5R. AtJD A11<.MAN ,ltff
er THe-M T0€15TH612. IN TH6 INT"~R..-St;Rv1ce 50-Mfl.-£S
DT1MeT1<tAL- Cyct-1~Gr CHAMPIONSHIP AND yolACAi-ff Te-u.The Cartoon opposite is published through the
Courtesy of the Editor of the NAAFI REVIEW
for two reasons. First, because Signalmen J.
Baylis and G. Bennett feature in it.
Second,
because the Cartoon was drawn by L. H. Drake.
His work adorned nearly every issue of the
Wire from 1920-40 and occasionally since.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----'

I

U.q.,

Left to right : S. 0-in-C, Honorary Secretary, Commodore, Captain
of Dinghies
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B.A.O.R.
The Royal Signals Passage Race, 1961, was held on the 10th,
11th and 12th June, using the 30 Square Metre boats of the
British Kiel Yacht Club. Nine teams competed. The committee boat was a 50 Square Metre.
The first day consisted of a shake-down cruise and racing
took place on the second and third days.
The first day saw the fleey depart from Kiel en route for
Sondeborg. Due to the lack of wind, many were becalmed,
and only arrived in a few hours before the start of the first race
on the nth. It is reported that one boat was paddled for over
three hours in order to get to Sondeborg in time.
The first race was from Sondeborg to Faaborg. The wind
was south-easterly, light to moderate. It was a good race, and
Pelican (2nd Regiment) was first, followed by Vitalienbruder
(2nd Regiment) and Hasko (4th Regiment).
' The second race, the next day, proved to be very different.
Little wind-lots of rain. The first boat home took over 13
hours to complete the course. It was unfortunate for Vitalienbruder that she passed too close to the Friedricksort L.H.,
thereby going aground. This cost her not only this leg, but also
the overall prize. A full report on this race will be found in the
year book for 1962.
Results were: 1st, Hasko (4th Regiment); runner-up, Vitalienbruder (2nd Regiment).
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Ceud Mile Failte greeted Aberdeen l Squadron, Dundee 333
Squadron and Women's Royal Army Corps members of Stirling
2 Squadron who, together with attached Headquarters W.R.A.C.
of 52 Lowland Division and District and I Ayrshire Independent Platoon W.R.A.C., invaded the Highland capital Inverness,
to occupy Cameron Barracks-depot of the former Queen's Own
Cameron HighlanderS-.:..for fifteen days' annual camp training.
The Black Isle was selected as venue for the regimental
exercise " Highland Fling" where, for the first time ever,
W.R.A.C. " manned " Main and Rear signal centres continuously for some forty-e ight very successful hours. Heavy message
traffic was handled by wireless, line, despatch rider service and
radio relay detachments with the latter sited so inaccessibly in
the mountains by Second-Lieutenant S. Tough - who commanded the affiliated Aberdeen G.P.O. Squadron Army Cadet
Force and whose twelve years' service has been recognised by
the award of the Cadet Forces Medal-that some eighteen hours
were required by them to reach Barracks after close-down.
Honorary Colonel T. P. E. Murray, O.B.E., T.D., A.D.c., accompanied by Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel T. B. S.
McMain, M.B.E., T.D., "took the salute" at a regimental marchpast after presenting the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
to R.S .M. M. M. Evans, W.R.A.C. of H.Q. 52 Lowland, and
Territorial Efficiency Medals to Warrant Officer Class II G.
Mathers, Drum Major D. Steed and R.Q.M.S. G. B. Hurrell,
.
all of 51 (Highland) Signal Regiment, T.A.
A very interesting visit was arranged to the Royal Air Force
Station at Kinloss when the intricacies of installations and work
of Coastal Command were explained and a better understanding
of " the other chap's job " was obtained.
The highlight of camp sports was surely the cricket match
between officers and seniors. The triumph of the former side
being partly due to the delightful "heart-breaks''. br ~econd
Lieutenant A. Thomson W.R.A.C., successfully d1snussrng two
Sergeants (Royal Signals) who dis-spiritedly retired to ~e
" pavilion" encouraged by R.S .M. D. Haughney's stentorian
command, "you lot can pack your kits and get over to the
women's quarters now."
The Regimental Pipes and Drums Band has had its most
successful season by carrying out fourteen public engagementS;
by the Drum Major gaining second place in an event for Drum
Majors, and the Band gaining third place in Highland Games

FA RELF
The FARELF Group have bought five silver "Jimmies,"
which they are presenting to various clubs as an inter-club
challenge trophy. This should provide some interesting competitions and improve the capabilities of the club helmsmen in
this group.
The novel idea of off-shore passage races in dinghies has
also been put into action by this group. Races of up to 50
miles are apparently quite commonplace. Racing commences
in the afternoon of one day and finishes some 20 hours later. A
good deal of interest has been aroused by these races, and the
latest information is that a series of nursery races are to be held,
finishing about midn ight on the same day.
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A complete change of scene is now provided for the Army
Emergency Reserve at the new location of the Headquarters at
Blandford. The move seems to have been accepted as a great
improvement, although some often express a sentimental attachment to Chester, which had been the home of the A.E.R. for
10 years.
A move of about a mile to another part of the camp will take
place shortly, to make way for the demolition of our present
accommodation, which is on the site on which the new School
of Signals buildings will arise.
It is with great regret that the tragic death of LanceCorporal R. N. Field, on 26th August, is recorded. He was a
valued member of the AER Officers' Mess staff who will be
remembered by many AER officers. The funeral took place with
full military honours at Blandford Cemetery.

M.E.L.F. a11d NEARELF
Cito is being completely re-rigged; a new spinnaker has been
purchased, together with new ground tackle, and she is being
generally re-fitted. So far, I have had no reports as to what
sailing is taking place in M.E.L.F. and NEARELF, but full
reports will appear in the next edition of the Year Book.
The 1961 Trials were due to be run in July, prior to the
Triangular Regatta. At a recent meeting of the NEARELF
Regional Group it was decided to give one of the Corps dinghies
in Cyprus to Aden.

ROYAL SIGNALS DINGHY REGATTA 1961
PRESENTATIONS OF TROPHIES

A.E.R. anti T.A.

=
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band compent"on conducted under the auspices of the Scot.tish
Pipe Band A sociation.
o wonder that the newspaper "Highland New " reported, "all will appreciate, with the fervour of
Highland r , the appe~ran~e of the. PiiJeS and Drums . reput~d
to be the leading combrnat1on of the1I kind among Scott15;h umts
of the Territorial Army." Also the bandsmen are particularly
proud of having performed on the same programme - at the
orthern Countie Agricultural Show in Inverness-as the Royal
Corps of Signals motor-cycle display team.
Major-General F. C. C. Graham, C.B. D.s.o., G.0.C. 51
Highland Dh·ision and District-at what may have b~en his la~t
official visir to rhe Regiment, appreciated the playrng of his
pipe-rune "Colonel Graham" as much as he did the Band's
spontaneous march-off to Happy we ha'e been a' the gither."
Apart from unseen B.B.C. lisreners the Band's largesr audience
wa some 2,500, including civic dignarories, in Aberdeen's Odeon
Cinema where a rhiny minute programme was given in the
audirorium before the premier screening of " The Guns of
• avarone." This performance formed pare of the Regiment's
recruiring effort for Regular and Territorial Signalmen and the
cinema foyer and passageways are arristically laid-our wirh posters
and equipment, and staffed by members of rhe permanent sraff
who are on duty for at least a monrh to " sell " rhe Corps ro all
who enquire about ir.
Ar rhe eighty-fuse Wapinschaw rifle meeting at Black Dog
Ranges, Aberdeen, the year's work by Second-in-Command
Major J. H. Moonie, M.M., T.D., showed good results. Three
places among rhe twenty-four finalists in the King George V
Competition and rhree places among rhe twelve finalists of the
Veterans' Comperition were secured by members of rhe Regiment, while second and third prizes were won in rhe Ladies'
Services Competition by Corporal N . M. I. Bryden, W.R.A.C.,
and Second-Lieutenanr Thomson.
Finally our strenuous summer training season closed wirh
centralised Regimental Sports at Rodd Road Training Centre,
Dundee, when a large variety of keenly contested events gave
rhe results following :
r Squadron: W.R.A.C. tabloid sports; W.R. A.C. drill competition; best recruit award; and small-bore team competition.
333 Squadron: Royal Signals tabloid sports; knock-out football cup· cross country team event; and individual cross country
run.
334 Squadron : Tug-of-war event; Royal Signals drill competition· and Trade Training Shield.

The Regiment provided a stand at Brixton Technical College
during the Commonwalrh Technical Training Week.
Trade training in the Regiment had been progressing very
favourably, and this year, for annual camp, the Regiment was
again deployed over a very wide area, and took part in a communications exercise. Base radio stations were established near
Bicester and in Edinburgh, with field W /T detachments in
Belfast and Lossiemouth; four Parachute detachments in rhc
Highlands, and a further four detachments in B.A.O.R. A
large Driver Training School was located wirh rhe Royal Naval
Air Station in Lossiemouth; a Technical Training School was
in Edinburgh; the Wireless Training School in B.A.0.R., and
Cipher Training School was at Brighton.

[Reproduced by kind permission af tlze Slzeffield Star

LADIES NIGHT
Seen above are (left to right) : Mr. H. Humphries, Mrs. J. A. Waite,
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Waite, Mrs. M. W. Batchelor, Colonel
M. W. Batchelor, Mrs. H. Humphries

The last Radio Troop exercise was washed out but wasn't a
washout:. Well done, those hardy Radio Operators.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess in Sheffield are
holding their annual dinner early in November.
Drum-Major D. Steel and Pipe Sergeants McDougall and H. Stewart
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Dining Out. A dinner for officers and their ladies was held
at the T.A. Centre on Saturday, 22nd July, 1961, when
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. A. Waite were officially dined
out.
Among the guests present were the Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress of Sheffield and Mr. H. Humphries the Vice-Chairman
of rhe West Riding Resettlement Committee, and Mrs.
Humphries.
Our Honorary Colonel, Colonel M. W. Batchelor, c:;.a.E., I:P.,
spoke highly of the work done by Colonel John Wane durrng
his 2t years with the Regiment; and said how sorry we all were
to know that he was now to leave rhe Regular Army on com.
pulsory retirement, and wished him well for the future.
To mark rhe occasion and to show a measure of rhe appreciation of his work for the T.A., Lieutenant-Colonel Waite was
presented, by his successor, Major J. R. Long, T.A., with a
silver tray from rhe members of the Officers' Mess.
A very pleasan.t evening of dancing followed, and on the next
day members of the Mess and their guests were invited to a
lunch-time cocktail party at ' Standhills,' rhe home of Colonel
M. W. Batchelor, C.B.E., J.P.
·
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Waite relinquishes command on
4th October, 1961, when the present Second-in-Command,
Major J . R. Long, will take over the Regiment. This will be
the first occasion rhe Regiment has been commanded by a T.A.
officer.
Major J. R. Long was the first officer to join the Regiment
when it was raised in Sheffield in 1949 as' H.Q. 60 Army Signal
Regiment T.A.'

REGIMENT

(T.A.)

The reorganisation _of the Territorial Army affect:~d us
relatively little, but we now have an outlying composite Squadron at the T.A. Centre, St. Albans Road, Barnet, which includes
both Royal Signals and W.R.A.C. personnel. Major S. H.
Hopper is in command.
On Wednesday, 29th March, we were honoured with a visit
from ~e Corps Band, which gave a magnificent concert, greatly
appreciated by all present:. Our special rhanks to LieutenantColonel J. L. Judd, M.B.E., rhe Director of Music.
Thursday, 13th April, was rhe annual visitation from the
Master- and Wardens of rhe Skinners Company. They inspected
the Regiment in training and then made presentations to Sergeant
Ryan and Sergeant Essen (W.R.A.C.), who were judged to be
the outstanding ocher ranks during the previous 12 monrhs.

Exercise "Judd," as it was called, included working to 92nd
Regiment, A.E.R., in Forfar, and to three stations provided by
6o2 Troop in rhe Nairobi area. These latter links worked
particularly well. The Regiment reassembled for rhe last 48
hours at its country house near Bicester, when the Honorary
Colonel, rhe Earl of Malmesbury, was present, and our visitors
included Mr. E. F. Maltby and Mr. W. J. Sharpe, respectively
Director and Deputy Director of Communications at the
Foreign Office; General Sir Edwin Morris, formerly Honorary
Colonel of the Regiment; Lieutenant-Colonel P. G. Curry and
Lieutenant-Colonel R. Allerton, respectively C.S.O. and
A.D.W.R.A.C., Headquarters, London District. Our guests
dined with rhe officers on Thursday, r3rh July.
On Wednesday, 12th July, G .0.C.-in-C., Eastern Command,
General Sir Gerald Larhbury, accompanied by Brigadier R. B.
Ridley Martin, C.S.O., and Colonel J. Rivett Drake, M.B.E.,
A.D.C., D.D.W.R.A.C., visited R.H.Q. and inspected rhe training. The general concensus of opinion was that rhe exercise was
a great success and of benefit to all.
Camp was hardly over when we made a concentrated effort
over a period of weeks to produce our stand at the National
Radio Show at Earls Court. This covered an area of 5,000
square feet and, although essentially a Regimental Stand, the
Regular Army and the A.E.R., Royal Signals, were represented
on the stand. At the time of going to press, some 75 young
men and women have joined rhe Regiment and many more ar e
likely to follow. The Regular Army (Royal Signals and
W.R.A.C.) have had nearly 50 serious enquiries, and the A.E.R.
hope to benefit by some 12 to 15. In all, a satisfactory operation, from our point of view, which we hope to repeat in
1962. Visitors to the stand included the Signal Officer-in-Chief
and rhe Director of the W.R.A.C.

N orthe rn Conn nnnd M o t or Cycl e T rial S u ccess.
Congratulations to No. 2 Squadron of the Regiment on 'lifting'
the T.A. Cup in the recent Northern Command Motor Cycle
T rials, may they do as well in the Army Trials later this month.
Staff Sergeant 'Barry ' Charity also received the runners-up
trophy at the same meeting.

[Courtesy l nuernus Prus Phctos
Le(t to ritht seated: Commandln' O fficer Lieutenan t-Colo ne l T. B. S. McMain,
M.B.E.• T.D., Honorary Colonel T. P. E. Murray, O .B.E., T. D., A.D.C., and
Regimental Ser,eant Majo r M. M. Evans, W .R.A.C.
Stondint · Recimental Quarte r·master Ser,eant G. B. Hurrell, Regimental
Sorceant Major D. Haughney, Drum Majo r D. Steed an d W arrant O ffice r C lass II
G. Mathers
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M arriage - Ser gean t
these notes are in print a
Sheffield will have given up
-they say he will have an
' Sid ' Tricklebank and his
wi~hes for the future.

S . Tric k lebnnk. By the time
stalwart of the 'Line Troop' in
his bachelorhood for married status
arch of pole crossings to face. To
' bride to be ' we extend our best

Weekend exercises are again in full swing with all troops
doing their best to ' get through ' regardless of the elements.
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Le(t to right, bock row: Li e u te na nts J . Wilmett (R. A.P.C .), G. Adams , M. Gray, Second Lieuten a nt P. Crane, Lieutenant A . Sowerby, S e cond Lieute na nt T. Bl a nd, Lie utena nts G. Hancock, M. Julien, B. Dodds, Second lieute na nts C . Ta . lor, T . Farrell, 0 . Lewis
Centre row : Second Lie ute nants D. Jones, (W. R.A.C.), D. McClus kie (W.R.A.C.), Lieutenants M. Rowe, (W.R.A.C.), D. Lloyd (W . R.A .C.) , J .
Hobson (W. R.A. C.) , C a pta ins S . Edwards, R. W ilson, E. W a t s on, H. Banbr idae C. Jeal (W. R. A.C.), K. Stevenson (W. R.A.C.) , D . Sm ith, M. Skidmore, S e cond
Lieutenants S . Cowley (W. R. A .C.), B. Kemp (W. R. A .C .), P. Fry (W.R.A.C.)
Sea ted : Captain E. Sellwood (W. R.A.C.) , Major J. Woolaston, Captains G. Crowe (W. R.A.C.), M. Wiiiey (Adjuta nt), Group Captain R. G . H a r m an
D.F.C., M a jors R. H a dfield, C. Milner, O . B.E. (W.R. A .C .), L leutenant-Colonel E. W. Miiner, T.D., Majors A. Fisk (Quarte rmaste r) , K. Brown,
O. Reid, S. Hoppe r, Captains J. Ray and J . Norris.
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Croydon and District Branch
ince 13th September, 1961, the Branch has met on the
second Wedne day in each month at The Rose and Crown,
Church treet, Croydon.
The Branch have full club room facilities on the meeting
nights and there is a billiard table, dart board, etc. Members
of other branches vi iting the area are welcomed. The annual
general meeting will be held on Wednesday, IIth October,
1961.

Signalnmn, 1944-46. Previous service, South Staffordshire Regiment. Married (ex-W.R.A.F.), five children, one
earns and contributes. The husband hasn't worked since
1957, and cannot work again. Royal Signals, Airborne Forces
and R.A.F. all combined to pay for clothing for Grammar
School for a daughter.
Driver, 1938-47. Married, three children, another expected.
He tries to work but cannot do so often, as his health is ver.y
bad. Royal Signals paid a small electricity account, the
National Assistance Board provided shoes, and S.A.A.F.A.
some clothing for the expected infant and shoes for his wife.
S i g nalman , 1941--t6, His wife died in April, 1960, leaving
him with two young children, and he has a great deal of illhealth. The fund paid for some clothing for the children.
" 'idow o f Sib'llnlman, 1 9 12- 19. R.E. Signal Service,
1920-21, Royal Signals, awarded the D.C.M. in 1916. He died
in 1956, and the fund made her a small grant in conjunction
with S.A.Ail.A., Dublin.
Sig nalman, 1 9 43-4 7. Married, four sc;:hool-age children.
He has not worked since 1958 and may never work again.
The British Legion and Royal Signals both helped him.
S i g nalman, 1 92 1 -26. Widower-<:ares for a foster son.
The Middlesex Regiment (previous service) and Royal Signals
helped with fares to visit the foster son in hospital.

nwst

xratefully

received

24th Regiment .. .
3rd Regiment ...
. ..
30th Regiment . ..
.. .
Junior Leaders Regiment .. .
.. .
Signals Branch, School of Artillery
H.Q., A.E.R., Royal 5ignals
.. .
...
. ..
. ..
...
. ..
Garriso'1 Commander, Donnington (Procecds--Garrison Fete)
304 Squadron, T.A. . ..
...
...
.. .
...
...
...
...
302 Squadron (Infantry Brigade) T.A.
2nd Regiment ...
16th Regiment ...
18th Regiment I
237 Squadron
(Annual Fun Fair)
249 Squadron j .. ·
S.T.C., F.E.
253 Squadron (Kowloon)
228 Squadron (SHAPE) ...
. ..
H.Q., Middle East Command (Aden)
254 Squadron (Aden)
J. A . Broadley
...
R . J. N. Solly

Total Recei pu

during

£
200
4
50

6

OP CASES
of Soldiers serving in U.K.
of Soldiers serving in B.A.O .R.
and Dependanu
. ..
and Discharged Soldiers
Total cases assisted

IO Cases of Soldien who served during the 1939. 45 War
9 Case of Soldiers who did not serve during the War

380

s. d.
o e
3 6
0
0

13

0
0

6

I

JO

0

7

0
0

50
57

0

0
0
0
0

6

0

320

0

0

5 17

6

2

6 6

i
4

FORD will arrange the delivery and export of any

one of their exciting range of cars available for
export from the Anglia de' Luxe to the Zodiac
Estate Car, free of purchase tax to personnel
going overseas within a specified time.

The following is an approximation of weekly pay:£ s. d.
Basic wage .................................. .. 9 14 0
Split Shift Allowance ............... ..... .
18 0
8 Hours Overtime at 4/6 per hour
I 16 o
£12

8

0

Accommodation is available for a single person at a reasonable
rent (21/- per week).
Applications stating age and experience should be sent to:
O.C. r SQUADRON, 14th SIGNAL REGIMENT, ROBINSWOOD BARRACKS, GLOUCESTER.

SEU\1J(;E IN llDYA
The Army of Libya wish to employ two ex-Warrant or NonComrnissioned Officers with suitable qualifications in the dual
task of:(i) Organising Central Workshops for the maintenance and
repair of equipment, radio and radio relay; responsible
for ordering and maintaining stocks of spares.
(ii) Training soldiers to the standard of Radio Tec;:hnicians.

~ ~

13

6

15
I

0
0

Conditions of Service
Permanent station: Benghazi:
Employment:
Initially for two years, the first six months
being probationary. Thereafter contracts
may be extended in successive tours of
two years.
Salary:
Up to £1,500 depending on qualification
and experience.
Housing:
Married or single accommodation provided. Furniture or cash grant in lieu
also provided.
Leave:
Two months in each two years with free
passage including married families.
Applications:
In writing to be followed by interview at
the Embassy of the United Kingdom of
Libya, 58, Princes Gate, London, S.W:;.

£722 I7 II

EXPENDITURE DURING AUGUST, 1961 ...
...
... £i48
Includes : Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding; Furniture;
Cots and Prams; General Assistance).
ANALYSIS
Families
Families
Widows
Released

Abroad with a FORD!

Only those with considerable experience should apply as there
is no intermediate branch between ' Signals' and 'Ordnance.'
British and American Army and some civilian equipment is used.
General experience is also an advantage as the duties may
include siting of radio stations and organisation of small signal
centres.

Royal Signals Association anti
Benevolent Fund
were

WAR DEPARTMENT EHPLOY.HENT

l SQUADRON,
14th SIGNAL REGIMENT,
ROBINSWOOD BARRACKS,
GLOUCESTER.

Below an anempt is made lo describe, with suitable
anonymity, six cases 1ake11 from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week in August, 1961.
Also, on zhe next page, is a simple statement of
income and expenditure.

subscriptions

(IMPORT ANT: Anyone obtaining employment through
answering adveriisements in THE WIRE MUST notify the
Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I).

Applications are invited for the post of Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess Steward at: -

Welfare Section

The following
August, 1961:

Careers and Opportunities

6

8

l'tllN~ Tll Y OF D EF ENCE,
S TOREY'S G A T E, LON DON, s .w. 1

2

r
t
15

I9
£82 13
£65 13

5
~

Vacancies exist for Senior Experimental Officers and Assistant
Technical Secretary. Recent service and Staff training an
advantage. Suitable for R etired Service Communications
Officers. Age 35 to 45 years. Salary scale £1,087 to £1,336
per year, and £1,508 to £1,872 p.a.
For further details application should be m ade to Royal
Signals Association as soon as possible.
T H E W I R E , 0 C T 0 B E .R I 9 6 I

FORD
OFFER
YOU

Gez»Oe

*
*
*
*

Pr iority Del ivery

*

D e f erre d Payme n t Terms

T r o u bl e F r ee E xport A rran g ements
Un ri v a ll e d Export Experien c e
World - wid e Se r vic e an d P arts A v a ilability

STO P PRESS: Populars available for personnel posted to Germany only

MOTOR COMPANY LTD. Export Retail Sales Dept . 88 Regent st. London w1 Tel. REG 72 72
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CHRISTMAS

APPEAL FOR TOYS,

BOOKS

AND

CLOTHING

of our poorest families, particularly widows with young children,
MANY
live on an income which though just sufficient for daily needs does not
permit the purchase of many clothes and certainly. d?es n.ot provide for the
gifts which are normally exchanged at Christmas. Sllllllar crrcumstances apply
where the husband is permanently incapacited.
Thanks to the generosity of present and past members of the Corps,
the Welfare Section of the Association is able to make a small gift of money
to help purchase small luxuries by way of Christmas fare.

THE
TH E

WIRE

RO YAL SIGNALS
MA G AZI NE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
E d i tor:
BRIGADIER II. R. FIRTH
All

correspondence

and

matter

for

publication for THE WIRE, should be
addressed co The Editor, THE W nra,
88, Eccleston S quare, London, S .W.r.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE

1sth OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

The Welfare Section also asks everyone who possibly can to provide one
Toy, one Book, one Article of Clothing to be sent to 88, Ec~leston Square
before rsth December, or better, as soon as possible. These will be made up
into parcels for each such family.
It should be our ambition to provide something for each child at least,
and if possible a small gift for the mother.
The children are of all ages from teenage girls to very small children
and indeed infants.

*

*

*

In 196o, due in large part to the wonderful generosity of on~ Regiment,
now alas "amalgamated" the Welfare Section were able to provide for very
nearly all.

The letters of thanks from parents and children showed how much this
was appreciated.

*

*

*

As all should know there is a permanent need for part worn clothing
and all are asked to remember this during the coming year. It is a curious
commentory on our country that this need is so great.

Remittances should be made payable
to :

R oyal

scription

mail):

Signals

Sub-

A ssociation.

rates

(post free,

Twelve

m onths,

except

15/ -;

air

single

Recently received, the Annual Report of a Charitable Society based on
Manchester and covering about one-third of the County of Lancashire,
states that 14,972 articles of clothing and 795 pairs of footwear were distributed
in one year, and this was by no means abnormal.

month, 1/ 3.

*

OVE ~IBER

Vel. I G
382

•
(New S eries)

1961
No. 11

*

*

On page 389 is an article "Ponder On This,'' abont the Choir of the
Junior Leaders Regiment. THE CHOIR IS APPEARING at a CHARITY
PERFORMANCE IN AID OF THE ARMY BENEVOLENT FUND
AT THE VICTORIA PALACE IN LONDON ON SUNDAY, 19th
NOVEMBER.
THE WIRE , NOVEMBER 1961

EX-BOYS EIGHTH ANNUAL DINNER
A record attendance! One hundred and twenty sat down
to dine in the spacious Victory Hall of the Ex-Services Club in
Seymour Street, W.2., on Saturday, 16th September. Seventysix of these were ex-Boys and serving Boys, who gave a very
warm welcome to the guests of honour, Major-General A.
M. Whistler, c.B.E., Signal Officer-in-Chief, and Mrs. Whistler.
The increasing popularity of the dinners was c0nfumed this
year by the re-attendance of a number of senior officers of the
Corps, who came as personal guests. And the ladies numbered
thirty-one-bless 'em. They always add lustre to our gatherings, and their presence is much appreciated. This year it was
particularly gratifying to have eight serving Warrant Officers
Class I Ex-Boys (T. P. O'Connor, A. C. B. Stout, E. J. Ford,
S. G. Pavey, W. Mc. Feeters, J. W. Sinclair, R. G. Knight,
G . H. Scott), also a good sprinkling of and time-expired
Warrant Officers Class II.
This is as it should be, and the Committee thanks the individuals who took the initiative to get together ex-Boys of their
own age-groups.
It was a very happy gathering. In the ante-room, the Long
Bar was crowded soon after 6.30. The service was swift, and
many a yarn was exchanged before we sat down to dinner
at 7.30. An important guest remarked that the dinner was
"just right "-a satisfying comment for the Committee and
a compliment to the excellent organisation of the ~ub staff.
The Victory Hall is certainly a great improvement on the smaller
dining room used on previous occasions, and the Committee
stresses that there is available seating for 300. So next year,
ex-Boys, take your lead from the Warrant Officers Class I, and
organise a small group of your own "vintage." We have made
progress in one other direction. This year we had the privilege
of welcoming two serving boys from the Army Apprentices'
School at Harrogate (J /Sergeant M . V. Parsons and J /LanceCorporal A. D. Brown) now that that school is an all-Signals
establishment. We are grateful to the Commandant, Colonel
J. P. North, C.B.E., for sending these two smart young soldiers
to add to the variety of ages. They were placed next to our
oldest ex-Boy, Lieutenant-Colonel W. Clark, who enlisted in
1907 and · retired seven years ago. Two boys also came from
the Junior Leaders' R egiment at Newton Abbot G/R.S.M. A.
R. Spearman and J/S .S.M. J. Brister) thus completing the
circuit from the oldest to the youngest of our age groups.
As usual, and this is now an established kindly annual gesture,
the Cobb Memorial Trophy was lent by the Commanding
Officer of the Junior Leaders' Regiment. Thank you, Colonel
Gregory.
In welcoming the guests of honour, Major-General and Mrs.
Whistler, the Chairman (Major F. G. Strange) thanked them
most warmly for honouring us with their presence, particularly
as Mrs. Whistler had changed another engagement in order to
be present. The Chairman said, once ai?ain, that this was a
"family" gathering of the Corps' ex-boys and that it was most
pleasin g to see so many personal guests, including some who
come every year, thus demonstrating the bond of unity and
friendship that exist between the boys and ex-boys of the
Cor ps, and their officers.
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Major Strange made the point that we must look to the
future and look around for a successor for himself, simply because even R.O.s III do not continue to serve the Corps for
ever. Retirement time approaches for all of us and it would be
in the best interests of the annual re-unions for one or two of
the younger ex-boys to come forward to volunteer for a spell
of chairmanship, and more importantly, to look ahead to the
day when our popular Honorary Secretary, Jaques Jacob, will
be compelled to sever his active connections with the Corps
after more than 40 years with the Active and Territorial Armies.
Major Strange added that after 47 years connection with the
Corps and with the nearing time for retirement a new Chairman should be found. (Next month it is hoped to announce
the name of Major Stange's successor.) F. W. Jacob will continue as Honorary Secretary, and the Chairman thanked him,
as the virtual founder of the re-unions organisation for all that
he has done in the past eight years.
· In conclusion the Chairman drew attention to the set of
excellent photographs of the nine pieces of silver which comprise the "Ex-Boys" War Memorial, which had been dedicated

[Courttsy: <..r.irn• R()(;h• Lri

Junior Se rgeant Majo rs A. R. Spea r man and J. Brister ofl
Lead e rs' Regim e nt Newton Abbot

1 1i

o

and handed over to the Corps for use i:n the Corps Chapel ~t
St. Martin's Garrison Church a_t Cattenck Camp last June, m
the presence of H.R.H. The Princess Royal.
.
In rai ing the toast to General and Mrs. Whistler,_ the Chau:man coupled the names of .all the othe.r guests pamcularly the
other enior officers the ladi , the serving Boys, and added that
it was a great delight to have over 40 guests present.
The Committee had hoped to have present Colonel North,
L "eutenant-Colonel Gregory and the Director of the W.R.A.C.
(Brigadier J. E. R. Rivett-Drake, .M.B.E., A.O.~), but they were
unavoidably prevented. from corrung, . also Lieutenant-Colonel
Bill Edwards (in hospital) and Mr. Junmy Emblem who had
met with an accident.
In replying to the toast of " The Guests," General \V~istler
gave his personal thanks on behalf of himself and Mrs. Whistler,
and of all the other guests and ~aid how pleased ~e was. to. be
with us at this important period of the CorJ?S con~mumg
development towards the all-Re~lar Army and 1mpenc:lin~ reorganisation of the Corps a~d HS trade structure. His lively
speech included an apt mention of the oldest and youngest "'.Xboys present and a special mention of the second oldest, Ma1or
Charles Cauifield. General Whistler amusingly quoted from a
letter written earlier by the Chairman (who obviously enJO)led
the leg-pull) that General W~is~er, as ,the Signal Office!-mChief was regarded as the official father of our large familythe Corps. The subsequent remarks wen~ almost .drowned by
diners' laughter. Yes, it was a grand re-umon. Obviously everybody enjoyed the evening. So look out for the announcernen~ of
next year's dinner. It doesn't matter how fa.r away you ~ve,
you can always book accommodation at the Victory ex-Services
Club-and remember that some ex-Boys came from as far afield
as Barnard Castle, W.0.II Heard drove down from Cattenck,
also Major Victor King, and Major and Mrs. George Flynn
from Richmond, Yorks.
The Committee confidently looks forward to the future
attendance of various groups of those e..x-boys who are now
commissioned, or are retired, or are serving warrant officers
and N.C.O.s.
At our first dinner in 1954 we had 30 present; in 1961 we
had 120. In 1962 help us to increase the number to 15.0 .. You
are assured of a very nice dinner and four hou~s of ~em':°1
oh, dear! we can't spell it. Do come, and you 11 enioy It.

Farewell to
R.S.M. E. R. Gay,
M.B.E., M.S.M.
When conversation turns to famous R.S .M.s of the Corps,
the name of Mr. Gay comes automatically to one's lips? and
it scarcely seems possible that on 21st November be will no
longer be in the uniform which he bas worn with such
distinction for 34 years.
He started his service by enlisting with The Guards at the
D.C.L.I. Depot, Bodmin, in November, 15?27, but did so we¥,
in his arithmetic test that he was considered a " natural
for Royal Signals, and at the Depot he was trained as an
Operator, Signals. In the years to come ~e bee~~ ~' acknowat the
ledged expert in Procedure, and. obtamed a . D
Army Signal School, Poona, wh1c~ was cons1?er7d a. rare
distinction in those days. He was m Kohat D1stnct Signals
as an unpaid Lance-Corporal in 1929, and stay~d with that
unit five years. He returned to this country ID 1934 and served with the Depot Battalion until the outbreak of war,
being promoted Sergeant on 30th May, 1939.
Mr. Gay spent the war years with 150 (later 152) O.C.T.U.
Many hundreds of Officer Cadets passed through his capable
bands and he soon attained the rank of R.S.M. At the conclusio~ of hostilities he had the honour of training the Royal
Signals Contingent for the Victory Parade.
He spent the next six years in Italy, Palestine and North
Africa, serving with l Armoured Divisional Signals, and later
l Infantry Divisional Signals.
In March, 1952, he was appointed R.S.M. of 4 Training
Regiment, and in 1954, R.S.M. of 7 Training Regiment.
Finally, in March, 1956, he received his last appointmentas R.S.M. of 63rd Command (Mixed) Regiment, T.A., in which
unit he has worked with unflagging energy for five and-a-half
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How we get our Retruits at tile Radio Sllow
By lieutenant-Colonel E. W. Milner, T.D., O.C., 65th Signal Regiment (T.A.)
Reprinted by Courtesy of The Editor " The Territorial" Magazine

T

HE circumstances in which a young man or young woman
may be susceptible to recruitment into the Territorial
Army vary very considerably. A personal friend or business
colleague may be i.n a T.A .. Regiment already; a young man
may pass a prommently displayed recruiting poster dailyeventually read it and then ~is interest is aroused--0r the young
1'.13n (or woman) may find himself (or herself) at a public exhibition where a large recruiting stand is advertising the attractions
and advai:tages of a parti~ular Regiment-as happened with my
own. Regiment, 65th Signal Regiment T.A.-at this year's
National Radio Show at Earls Court.
We have been in the "exhi.bition stand business" for nearly
four years, so we can now clalm to have some experience. We
prov1d~ stands at the ~lectrical Engineers Exhibition at Earls
Court m March-this is a large trade exhibition which is not
open t<? the general public; the National Radio Show at Earls
('.<>~rt m August-which is attended by a quarter-of-a-million
visitors-and the Radio Hobbies Exhibition at the Old Horticultural Hall, S.W.1 in November-the "Mecca" for all radio
amateurs.
Our firs.t consideration in preparing our stand is to include
a focal pomt to attract the public. In this we are inclined to
keep t? the same theme-:--a. film. This should be preferably in
Te~hm.col~;; ther"'. are d1stmct advantages in using the "backproiec~1on
techmque; the film should not run for more than
ten mmutes.

"ANTIPATHY" TO T.A."
Now to the real meat of the exercise-actual recruiting. There
is some antipathy towards even the spare-time Territorial Army.
Dad has never forgotten his Sergeant-Major in World War
II. Bill thought National Service was a waste of time. Young
John is sceptical about wearing uniform, and Annabelle thinks
" What, me in khaki! ! ' So there is some initial prejudice.
The selecting and briefing of stand personnel is very important. Men and women should be smart in appearance,
coherent in speech and able to talk to strangers on day-to-day
They must forget their ranks in the T.A. and
subjects.
approach the public as they would a colleague in ordinary
civilian life. They must remember that the majority of the
public have had no previous experience with the Services and
certainly don't understand Army language, Army ranks, Army
organisation, and so on. The best way to "sell " our "product"
is to relate why one joined the T.A., what one does in the T.A.,
and why you continue to attend the T.A. Don't be too anxious
to invite a person to join, don't make it sound too easy to join,
never convey that it is impossible to leave the T.A. unless one
has completed one's commitment-particularly to a woman.
Young men are also sceptical about signing numerous formsyoung women even more so.

R.S.M. E. R. Gay, M.B.E. with his wife and daughter after his
investiture, Buckingham Palace, March 1957

years. He has been inval~able to the Territorial Army as
" guide, philosopher and fnend," and the. ma~y officers and
other ranks of both sexes will remember him with respect ~nd
affection for many years. Possiblr hi~ most ou.tstanding
characteristic is his unbounded and mfect1ous enthusrnsm and
unfailing good humour, which enabled him to. in spire all
with the will at any rate, to try to come up to his standard.s.
Mr. Gay is 'going and he will .be sadly !Di~s~d, but he will
continu~ to live in the Corps m every md1v1dual officer or
other rank who passed through his capable hands. Good-bye,
Mr. Gay, you go with a flood of good wishes, and memories.

Repair of Printetl Boartl Assemblies
Guidance front 1'1anufacturers

Although printed board assemblies have. beei: in com.mercial
use for several years, it is believed that little mfor~anon has
been published as to the correct metho~s. of replac1':1g ~aul~y
components, modifying circuits, and repa1rmg open circuits m
the conductor patterns.
.
. .
A booklet " A Guide to the Repair of Printed Board
Assemblies,"' now published by the Electronic .~ngin"'.ering
Association, details the correct methods of repau:mg lightly
protected assembly boards, and gives suggestions of the necessary
tools required.
Diagrams indicate the original assembly used by manufacturers
and correct methods of removing faulty components and
replacing them.
Although the procedure with single components is reasonab~y
logical to the service engineer in the domestic field and ID
electronic applications, the removal and replacement of co~
ponents with multiple con':1ections sue~ as valvcholders, mul~
winding transformers, etc., 1s not so <?bv1ous. The booklet d~ta1ls
the correct procedure without causmg damage to the printed
board, together with information on the resealing against
humidity and atmospheric corrosion elimination.
The booklet is obtainable from the E.E.A., l r, Green Street,
London, W.1, price 3s. post free.
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We are a technical Regiment with a parachuting element so
fili;ns on these subjects (of which there is a number) are appropnate and attract the public. The new W.R.A.C. film in
Technicolor also goes down well.
We also pre-.record, on tape, ten-second bursts of recruiting
propaganda which are fed through an amplifier. This is done
s~ultaneously with the showing of a film to catch the public
while they are watching a film. Adjusting the two volume
controls is a simple matter.
Th~ public arc always attracted by working models and
ml!-chmes thc)I can ~ork themselves. Radio receivers, teleprmters, technical equipment are but three of the types of items
we display.
Your stand must look "professional." Nobody particularly
envies the poor relation. Funds are always a problem and costs
are constantly rising. Our T. & A.F. Association will always
give a generous helping hand, but we ourselves must find at
least 90 per cent of the cost of the stand. This was so in the
case of our stand at the Radio Show and meant over £900.
Although it has taken time and a vast amount of effort, we
now have between 100 and 200 business houses who support
our recruiting activities. We think it is quite magnificent of
them to donate so generously, and after each of our major
events we send a report and a statement of account to each
contributor. So far there has been no reluctance by business
houses to continue this support. That is how we overcome the
finan::ial problem.

State of the Poll on the 3rd Day
FIGHTING THE " GoGGLE-Box "

Nowadays the public is hypnotised by the "goggle-box."
They will therefore flock to a film-as the next best thingquite unconsciously and without knowing beforehand what type
of film is being shown. However, we have found that the
most popular film we display is "The Trooping of the Colour,"
which is in Technicolor. This lasts for ten minutes, but one
must beware of one factor! Halfway through the film the first
half of " God Save the Queen " is played. This naturally brings
the audience to its feet and to a standstill. However, if this
film is being repeated throughout the day, the playing of the
National Anthem every quarter-of-an-hour would hardly enhance one's popularity with other exhibitors at the Show !
The answer is that" one is compelled to turn the sound volume
down to its minimum. Only once did we forget at the Radio
Show-with the inevitable consequences.
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Uniform. The W.R.A.C. No. l Dress is very attractive, even
more so now that a white shirt is worn with it. A good looking
young woman looks singularly smart in it, but of course it is not
an is ue to the T.A. Even B.D., properly pressed, makes a young
woman look smart. Men, on the other hand, look less formidable
when they are not in number ones. For recruiting purposes, we
think that khaki should be worn. Where Dress Regulations permit, wear the No. l dress with it.
Last year we actually attested 71 recruits on the stand at the
Radio Show-thi included 16 young women. This year, as
we go to press, actual enlistments are not so great, but those
showing positive interest and promising to appear at our H.Q.
within the next week or two are considerably greater compared
with numbers for a similar period last year.
Don't overlook the minimum age for both men and women.
We have spent many fruitful hours with young women-in
conversation of course--0nly to find out that "the young Miss
of about 20 years of age, in appearance," will be 15 when she
reaches her ne.xt birthday!
Be prepared for the outright rudery and unpleasantness from
the odd eccentric or malcontent. Give as good as you take
without becoming slanderous.
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" ·hat Mum will say, I really don't kno.w "~if you. h.avc. a
likely ' catch ' you cannot spend too much ume m ~xplam.mg m
minute detail what it's all about. Young women, m parucular,
will want to di cus matters with their parents.
A minimum period of two years sometimes see~s a. !~ng
time to a young man or woman whose normal career m c1v1ha;11
life is far from settled. A new member should know what 1s
expected of him and what his conuibut!on to .the T.A. must
be. We find that interest grows rapidly wHh ~ttendance.
Occa ionally a p r on is discontented- o we release hun. Sometime a career conflicts with the T.A.-so the T.A. has to
uffer. But we let it be known co all that they are not utterly
tied by the commitment they undertook on enlistment.
This is an important point to the potential 1·ecruit. .We,
011 rhe other hand must not prejudice a man's career-neither
do we wish to h;bour the occasional dissatisfied young man.
Pay, uniform, uaining, attendance, promoti.on prcspec_ts, are
also some of the main subjects interested parnes are anXJous co
di cuss.
We also included the Regular Army and the Army Emergency
Reserve as guests on our stand at the R adio Show. Recru iting
was therefore three-pronged. Results to date have been encouraging for all. Regular Royal Signals h ave bee.n represented
by four young N.C.O.s who, when last seen, were literally preening themselves over their success!
After Sales Service. This is entirely up to the R egiment, .but
of paramount importance. Young men and women do not 1010
the TA. as the " F inest Club in Britain." They join to learn
something worthwhile--to take part in spare time uaining
which conuasts with their normal jobs in civilian life-and
then to meet others of their own age and with similar interests.
Learning a technical uade in one's spare time is no meagre
task, and it is a great credit to young men and wo~en t:J;iat
the majority in the 65th Signal Regiment (T.A.) take their training seriously, attend regularly, and pass their trade ratings in
remarkably short time. This proves that they join the T .A.
co learn- and then play afterwards-that is why it is so
essential to have a sound training organisation-and that is why
we have recruiting stands at public exhibitions because, like
Oliver, we are always asking for more!

THE All.H Y ART EXHIBITION
Colonel E. L. L. Vulliamy, O.B.E., L ieutenant-Colonel M . J.
R. Fletcher, M.B.E., and Mrs. Mellor (wife of L ieutenant-Colonel
G. Mellor) exhibited picrures at the opening of the Exhibition
on nth October, l96r.

An Exhibition of Painting
by Colvin Meik
Colvin Meik enlisted in 1938, and after trammg, served
with rst Mobile Divi.sWnal Signals and roth Corps Signals.
He was commissioned in 1943, served in East Africa, B.A.O.R.
and Middle East (4 Air Formation Signals and 3 G.H.Q.
Signals) until resigning his commission in 1950. H e lived in
Utah, U.S .A . until 1954, since when he has lived in Accra.
Ghana is very much in the news today, but we at home
know very little about the coun try, except for what we read
in the papers-and so, much of what we read is unfavourable.
But what of the country itself and the people in it?
Colvin Meik has uied to capture the mood of Ghana in
twenty oil paintings. His exhibition, " The Face of Ghana,"
was at the Bute Gallery, Bute Street, Kensington, S.W.7 .,
from 26th October to 9th November, the day on which Her
Majesty The Queen went to Ghana for her state visit. Those
who have been to Ghana, or the Gold Coast as it used to be
called-and manv of Royal Signals have been station~d therewill know that Ghanaians are a naturally happy people. They
may not be hardworking or industrious, except for the market
mammies, but they are gay and vivacious, and have a strong
sense of humour.
It is impossible in a few paintings to present a comprehensive
picture of a country of six million, but Colvin Meik takes
us from the harsh, dry heat of the north, with pictures of
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Movements-Warrant Olllcers and Sergeant•

PERSONAL
COLUMN
Because of the addition of the Column " Movement Warrant
Officers and Sergeants " the " Arrival s and Departures "
Section is discontinued.

London Gazette

Typ ical of the modern sophisticated Ghanaian wo man

the Wa Na's palace, a chief on horseback, through the cocoagrowing forest area of Ashanti ~own to the coast. There ~re
paintings of the fort at Kumas1, a mammy wagon uavelh~g
past a cocoa farm, several beach scenes, th~ ~oman Catholic
Cathedral in Ac~ra and the famous Chnsttansborg Castle,
built by the Danes three hundred years ago, which has recently
been re-decorated for the Royal visit.

23rd REGIMENT (T HAINING)

Letter from Lieutenant-Colonel W. D . Horniman (Reid. )
May I be allowed to dispel som.e of th~ ' m is~s of unrecorded
time' in which the writer of the mteresung arucle on the 23rd
Regiment in the September WIRE says that the birth of the
Regiment is wrapped.
No. 3 Operators Training Battalion was formed, as the w~iter
states, at Whitby. T h is was on 3rd October, 1939. It remamed
there until July 8, 1940, when it moved, not to Prestatyn, but to
Huddersfield, No. 3 Signal Training Centre, comm.and~d by
Brigadier G . L . G. Pollard, M.B.E., and later by Brigadier. C.
Wheeler. The Battalion uained Operators, Wireless and Lme;
Operators, Keyboard; Operators, Switchboard; and, later,
Operators, Keyboard and Line.
The succession of Commanding Officers was : 1939-1940, Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. Robt:rts, M.c.; 1940,
Lieutenant-Colonel J . S. Yule; 1940-1942, Lieutenant-Colonel
R. H . Gem; 1942, Lieutenant-Colonel R. Maguire; 1942-1943,
Lieutenant-Colonel W. D. Horniman.
On April 25, 1943, the Battalion was re-de~ignated No .. 6
Trades Training Battalion (M.T. D rivers, Driver Mechanics
and L inesmen), but was finally d isbanded on 30th September of
that year.
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Frot11 Tuesday 12th September, 1961, to Friday, 6th October, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant K. B. S. Kent from National Service List, to be
Second-Lieutenant, 13th July, 1961.
Lieutenant (Tfc. Otfr.) D. W. Swenson to be Captain (Tfc. Offr.), 13th
September, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel, Bt. Col. G. S. H. Dicker, M.B.B., T.D., to be
Colonel, ISt July, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. G. Hallett, O.B.B., T.D., to be Colonel, 30th
March, 1961.
Major A. R. Laws retired, ISi September, 1961.
Captain (T.O.T.) E. Thompson 10 be Major (T.O.T.) 18th September,
196x.
Second-Lieutenant J. M. Gray to be Lieutenant, 19th September, 1961.
Captain G . W. A. Stephenson to be Major, 22nd September, 1961.
232866o W.O.I J. V. Needham to be Lieutenant (Q.M.), 25th August,
1961.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) E. J. Brooks retired, 23rd September, 1961.
Lieutenant (Q .M.) H. B. S. MacMorran from Shore Service Commission, 1st June, 1961.
Captain H . K. Witt relinquished his commission on completion of
service, 24th September, 1961.
Captain (Q.M.) F. G. Ferguson to be Major (Q .M.), 24th September,
1961.
Lieutenant J. J. Bally from Short Service Commission, 13th July, 1961.
Lieutenant (Tfc. Offr.) L. J. Apps to be Captain (Tfc. Offr.), 27th
September, 1961 .
Lieutenant (Q .M.) F. L indley to be Captain (Q .M .), 28th September,
196x.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. de D . Yule retired, 2nd October, 196x.
Lieutenant P . C. V. Dolan to be Captain, 3rd October, 1961.
Major H. J . Waters, T.D., relinquished his commission on completion of
service, 1st October, 1961, and is granted the hon. rank of Major.
Major (T.O .T.) B. Maudsley relinquished his commission on completion
of service, 1st October, 1961, and is granted the hon. rank or Major
(T.O.T .
M ajor (Q .M.) W. G. Walters relinquished bis commission on completion
of service, 1st October, 1961, and is aranted the hon. rank of Major
(Q .M.).
Lieutenant-Colonel H. J. Thompson, o.n.E., retired 7th October, 1961,
and is granted the hon. rank or Colonel.
Second-Lieutenant P. Symonds from National Service List, to be
Second-Lieutenant, 5th September, 1961.
The undermentioned Officer Cadets from The Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, to be Second-Lieutenants, 29th July, 1961:
M . Mel. Ayrton
M . A. Cornforth
A. H . Boyle
A. W . Low
J. H . Almonds
W. J . P. Robins
J. R. Potier
M. L . Forge
D . C. N. Genders
K. G. Doyle
D. T. Burton
S. R. Davis
R. B. Smith
T. T. Hallchurch
D . J . Henning
Second-Lieutenant M. J. A. Felton to be Lieutenant, 26tl1 August, 1961.

Movem e n t o f O fnce r s
(Tak en place or forecast to take place-period ending 15th N011cmbcr, 1961)
Lieutenant-Colonel (T /Col.) J . H.
Collins . ..
.. .
.. .
.. .
To The War Office
Lieutenant-Colonel R . S. King, T.D. ,, School of Artillery
Major W. D. S . Renton
...
,, 28th Regiment
Major J . N. Hallett
,. R.M .C.S.
Major D . B. Emley
,. Illh Regiment
Ma1or R. H. Borthwick
,, School of Signnls
Major P . H. Palmer
,, 1st Regiment
Ma1or D . G . Cattermull
,, uth Reg'ment
Major M . B. M. Brown
41h Regiment
Major G . D. M . Pocock
59th Reg'ment (T.A .)
Captain E. G. Thomas ...
School or S'gnals
...
., School of Signals
Captain J. D . Morri s
Lieutenant M . F. Collins
,, 216 Squadron (Parachute)
Lieutenant M . F. Andrews
,, 21st Regiment
Lieutena.,t D. F. Malone
...
... ,. R ."1.C.S. (Course)
Second-Lieutef'ant K . P. Burke
...
R.M.C.S. (Course)
... ,. A .A.S., Harrogate
Captain (T.O.T.) F. R. Pedley
Captain (T.O .T.) G .
A.
Stanley,
o.c.M.
,. 18th Regiment

Relinqrris hm e nts
Major C. C. T ucker, 3rd September, 1961
Captain J. Whitaker, 51h September, 1961.
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W.O.I
W.O.I
W.O.II
A/W.0 II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.0.II
W.O.II
A/W.O.II
W.O.II
W.0.II
Staff Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
Staff Serf'eant
Staff Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
W.O.II
Staff Sergeant
W.O.ll
Staff Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
A/Staff Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

J. D. Ferguson

A. Williams
S. Barrett
W. E. Ingham
J. Drugan
'f. C. O ' Toole
G. Oakley
L. P. Shortman
S. A. Ware
J. Drummond
C. L. Gardiner
W. J. B. Gunn
D. A. Jones
P. McNaughton
J. D. Smelhhurst
K. S. Pemberton
E. E. Nugent
J. Lawrence
C. W. J Leggett
R. V. Purkis
S. G. Brill
E. D . Izod
R. S. Dobbs
G. McConnell
H. Godfrey
J. Smith
D. Jackson
J. Blacklock
G. P . Britt
T. D. Fowler
J. P. Downey
'f E. B. Cran
F. L. Crossley

To 30th Regiment
., 247 Squadron
237 Squadron
,, 24th Reg.ment
16th Reg.ment
612 Troop
,. 4th Regiment
Camp Comdt., War Office.
,, 8th Regiment
30th Regiment
240 Squadron
,. 15th Regiment
15th Reg;roent
13th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
71h Regiment
254 Squadron
R.A.C. Cenue, Wireless Wing
20d R.cgiment
1 Squadron, K.A.R.
30th Regiment
63rd Regiment (T.A.)
641h Regiment (T.A.)
319 Squadron (T.A.)
School or Signals
2ut R egiment
,, _13th Regiment

,,

H.Q., A.F.N.E.
Junior Leaders Regiment
224 Squadron
1st
Regiment
uth Regiment (S .P .S.0 .)
H .Q ., SHAPE.

Births
10th Regimen•
ORETON.-To Corporal and Mrs. G. Oreton, a son, George Henry, at
B.M .H., Hostert, on 20th August, 1961.
I l th R egiment
SMETHURST.-To Staff Sergeant and Mrs. J. Smethurst, a son,
Jonathon Jeremey, at Catterick Military Hospital, on 2nd October, 1961

ltlarr i ages
10th Regime"t
ADEY-STECKBL.-Corporal R. W. Adey to Inae Steckel, at Church
of Scotland, Greenock, on 2nd October, 196i.
18th R egiment
OTTLEY-HORNER.-Lieutenant C. K . Ottley to Lieutenant B. E.
Homer, W.R.A .C., on 6th September, 1961, at St. George's Garrison
Church, Tanglin.
IDRIS BEN AHMAD-JURIAH BTE HABIB. -Lieutenant Idris Ben
Ahmad 10 Juriah Bte Habib, on 17th September, 1961, at Tanglin.

4th Indian Air Formation Signals Office r s'
The fifteenth Annual Officers' Reunion Dinner will take place at the
Dominions Hotel, Lancaster Gate, London, W .2, at 7.30 p.m. on Saturday,
18th November. Further details may be obtained from Lieutenant-Colonel
H. V. Hayfield, 33, Crescent Road, Sidcup, Kent.

Roy al Si(>nals Institut ion Lectures, J 961
Thursday, 30th November. - " Communications and Electronics in Allied
Command. Europe." Major-General F. W. Moorman, U.S. Army, Chief
Signal Officer, SHAPE. 5 p .m ., North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal
Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.

Hoy a l Sib'lutls Officer s• A nnual R e WJion, 1961
Friday, 1st December, 1961, at the Drill Hall of 41 st Regiment
(Princess Loui e's Kensi10g1on Regiment) T.A., 190, H ammersmith Road ,
W .6, from 7 to I I p.m.

78fh

~lee ti11 g

of the Corps Comnaittee

will be held at the War Office on 12th December, 1961.

Roy al S ignals

Ins ti t u t ion, 9 t h

Annual Ge n e ral

~leeth1 g,

will be held at 3 p.m., on lucsday, 12th December, 1961, at the

nr Oflice

Cor1•s Dinne r
will be held M ay 301h, 1962.

Corps R e gular Officer s' A t l10D1e
will be held on 31st Mny, 1962.

Alde r s hot Tattoo-1962
will be held on 21st-23rd June, 1962.

continued overleaf
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Corps \\·eek-end and AssoeiatJon Reu11io11 and
AHDunl General ltfeetlng
,.;u be held a1 Ca1t rick on 71h/81h July, 1952.
Ro;ot·al Si~nalioi Rugby Football Club Fixtures
'ov. 171h
~ 14th
Dec: 161h
1962
Feb. 21s1

Royal Artillery - Woolwich . .
Cambridg_e LX Club Cattet1ck.
Oxford Greyhound
Cauerick.

Sg1.

gt.

Ca mbc ~lcy .

Dec. 51h
Dec. 6th
1962
Feb. 141h
Feb. I th
Mar. 21 t
Apr. 20th-23rd

Sg1.

2326303

authorised

durine

1hc

mo111l1

of

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

22289344
23201242
23656239
22583384
2256o242
23200346
22515876

~4480)

1570)
1640)

Hammond, M . D .
Green, L.
Norrie, W .

ew. Sen. No.
356o
3565
3590

A / S Sgt.
A / S Sg1.
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt .
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.

(1260)
( 1650 )
( 170.J)
(1740)
(5940)
(2700)
(2950)

Cowan,
. H.
Cooper, J.
Walmsley, R.
Matthew s, F. W.
Kent, D. M.
Lee. J. C .
Bradford, J . G.

Signal Centre Supervisor Roste r
To W.O.II 22519415

A / W.0.II

( 10;0)

Rose, M. J .

(43701
(774)

Sixsmith , K.
Freeston, P. J .

Operating Ros ter
To Sgt.

23177737
22826659

Cpl.
A/ Sgt.

llegiD1e11tal Duty lloster
To W.O.II

To S Sg1.

2549477
2326224
22540914
2035 173
25496o8
2547255
222.J5447
2548934
7021084
4698865
21182022
19036721
22229309
14447564
14406333
22542596
14451716
22466247
2256o174
22076349
22287855
19048558
2254870~

22524862
22296o29
2701223
22540457
22538632

1910

S Sg:.
S Sgt.
A / W .O.II
A / W.0.II
A / W.O.II
S Sg1.
S Sgt.
A / W.0.Il
A / W.O .II
S Sg;.
A / W.O .II
A / W.O.ll
S Sgt.
A / W.O.II
S Sgt.
A / S SgL
A /S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sg1 .
A / S Sgt.
A/S Sg1.
A / S Sgt.
Sg:.
A / S Sg:.
Sg1.
Sgt.
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W .O.I Latimer, J. R.

2587061

Commissioned (Lieutenant) Q.M.,
17th July, 1961-390 R egt. Duty
W .O .I.

(4040)
Izod, E. D.
(3640)
McConnell , G .
(4190)
Thomas. E.
(4220)
B;ady, J. M. H .
(406o)
Lloyd, A. C.
(4010)
McCormack, M . B.
(3920)
Wood , F . E.
(3430)
Coleman, J. H.
(3280)
Ramsdale, L . E.
(4260)
Morgan, D. L.
(2410)
Ca.sels, J.
(4250)
Grainger, A.
(4270)
Charlton, A .
(286o)
Cantle, T . J.
(4u5)
Walker, E. H.
(2190 Operator) Dossener, B.
(2450 Opera .or) Rees, J. D .
(2890 Opera1or) Brice, S. A.
(2840 Operator) Mead, J . C .
(248o Op:rator) Murray, N.
(2500 Operator) Robertson , L.
( 1070 G .T.D.)
Shand, J. M.
(900 Linema~ ) Cox, D. S. A.
(2240 Op: rator) Pearson , H .
(880 Li..1 eman) IllLiott, S. W. M.
(5 10 Linema,) Sweeney. P . G. W .
(75o G.T.D .)
Stubhcrficld, S. H.
(231 0 Operator) Renouf, A. J.

S/Sgt.

Lord, A.

General Trades nnd Duties llostcr
Sg1.

Wilkin, E.W.

16

J,inemnn Iloster
6398849

Sgt.

W oolgar,

J.

16

Careers to 55?

Foreman of Signals Roster
To S Sg1.

220

lloster

2327956

Tecbllical Roster
22967548
22)37771
22821293

Ponder

INSERTIONS
Hegimcni;al Duty lloster

=====Promotions=====
wae

2950

OTHER DELETIONS

R.M.C.S. - Alc!crshot.
Aldershot crviccs - Aldcrshot.
Wclbeck College Wclbeck.
Scarborough Hockey Fe ::h'31 - Scarborough.

The following promo1ions
S ep1ember, 1961:

2700

Centre Supervisor Roster

01•erati11~

R.A. .C . Aldershot.
R.A. - Woolwich.

1740

96o

W.O.II
Royal Military Academy, S andhurst -

.n·NIOll l.EAIJEllS

126o

Clt•rhml Rostc>r
Sl~1u1I

Royal Signals Hockey Fixtures

To Sg1.

Teebnlcal Roster

In Royal Signals Records as elsewhere, typists sometimes
make mistakes. We also have Mrs. Tennant, our artist. We
append one result of this combination.
To
Officer Commanding,
-th Signal Regiment,
No.
Cpl.

DR Bii

It is observed that the above named NCO previously served
with B.A.0 .R. from June, 199, until December, 1958, and is now
due for a tour in the United Kingdom.
His posting to 238 Squadron (War Office) therefore, still
stands.
Colonel,
0.1.C. Royal Signals Records.

General Trades nnd Duties Roster
To Sgt.

22325325
22537115
2255916o
22265178
23233997
22242392
22231895
22541253

A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A / Sgt .
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.

( 1920)
(2 190)
(1654)
(1850)
(201 0)
(216o)
( 1940)
(740)

Miller, G.
Lasota. P . J.
Park. G.
Reed, A. M.
Orme , M . J.
Garre n , B. G .
Gr(.-alrex . A. L .
W11lker, R.

22569493
22405494
22546997
21486431
23186446

Ht·~lm.-11tal

W.O.I
W .0 .11
S Sgt .

(4840)
(478o)
(1730)
(4530 )
(376o)

Bol<tison , J. F.
Townsend, R . W .
Turner. B.
Markham, A.
Balch, T.

86o
1900
SS 10
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and Duties Hoster
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SCHOOi.

The lack of notes from our School over the past two issues
has been due to a five-week holiday for our summer leave.
We commenced our winter term on 7th September, 1961
when three important changes in the life of the School were
adopted. Firstly, each of our four Companies have been
named after famous personalities in the Corps as follows :
"A" Company renamed Rawson Company.
"B" Company renamed Phillips Company.
"C" Company renamed cott Company.
"D" Company renamed Penney Company.
So in future all our notes will be in accordance with the, c
new titles.
The second change has been the adoption of a Platoon system

DELETIONS
Duty nester

Gt•n.-rnl Trndr
Sgt

A /Sgt.
Cpl.
A /Sgt.
A / Sg1.
A / Sgt.

UEGHIE~T

'l'bis

Throughout the long hours of every day and every night,
ceaselessly and endlessly, the eternal watch goes on, recording
a testimony of faith in the officers and men whose patience
and perseverance win for us the highest honour and fill our
h~arts with the greatest pride.
No other arm can cla.m to share in this or even reach so high.
With the passing of time, something positive-seconds of
solid achievement and a little lustre-arc cdded to the rich
heritage of our Corps. Whether in war or peace makes ltttle
difference: the traffic graph rises perhaps, and tempers with it,
and our activities arc extended onto the battlefield; but at every
level it is the same job-all the time.
Much of our work is taken for granted and littlt: is known
about most of it. Its very nature precludes publicity while its
aims and purpose thrive in obscurity. Yet the quality of leadership which invokes the determination, the skill and the integrity
that enshrines and preserves the communications so vital to our
Commonwealth and International obligations can arouse the
interest of a national audience and reach its eyes and ears
through other and more spectacular means.
We are proud to have one of the finest bands in the Army
and its reputation is reinforced and re-echoed in divers places
by the dru ms, trumpets, bugles and bagpipes, of the Junior
Leaders Regiment, the 51sr (H ) Division Signal Regiment T.A.
and the Gurkha Signal Regiment. From the H ighlands of Scotland to the lowlands of Devon; in Holland, Germany and France
men and women, soldiers and civilians have listened and taken
note. In Malaya and Hong Kong, in Borneo and Karmandu
the story has been repeated. The hills have answered to the
strains of our music and people of many races have clapped
their hands in approval.
Who has not heard of the motor cycle display team? the daredevil despatch riders, men of courage and humour, dash and
derision, stirring the hearts and testing the n erves of audiences
from Earls Court to M addison Square.
But that is not all, for the Corps also has a choir of Jun ior
Leaders, and the only one of its kind in existence. I s it not
time we elevated it to the dign ity of a Corps project? What is
the evidence? The Albert H all 1960 and the Christmas broadcast to B.A.O.R ., the Middle and Far East· and in 1961 the
tour of Holland, Germany and France undertaken at its own
expense. Wh atever the views of readers may happen to be, they
must all agree that there is a time for singing and a time for
encouragement. The Christmas carols and folksongs to be
recorded in
ovember will cost money. \'(iithout any outside help, each record will cost abour three pounds provided
we order a reasonable number. Do vou want a copy-to play to
your family on Christmas Eve and to your friends at your
Christmas party?
We have asked for broadcasting time on the BBC television
and ITV bu t both are cautious and wait to h ear the re ults
of our recordings next month before committing them elves.
HMV are also interested-and just suppos by a trick of chance,
that we cut a golden disc!
Enough! There is of course a Sc ttish dancing tea m with
aspirations of its own, and the dancers never tire of demonstrating the Roval ignals Reel and Gregory's Frolic and now
the H ighland Fling and thirty-two some reel. On second
thought perhaps th is had better remain a local activitv-aftcr
all one hardly wants to be dubbed "the dancing corps."
As I said a t the beginning "ponder these things "-are there
any of more importance in peace, or in war.

. \H~IY

1.111eman nester
To Sgt.

011
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ARMY BOYS ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS 1961
4 x 110 yds (Juniors) Relay. Record time of 45.2 seconds
Left ro right : A/ T Ton Ton (Ghana M.F.) A'T Perry, A,T Signalman
Lawson, A/T Lance Corporal Edwards

in each Company, whereby each Platoon consists of personnel
from different terms, i.e., it is now possible to be promoted
from apprentice tradesman Lance-Corporal to ergeant in the
same Platoon.
The third change was one that caused the staff of the chool
many problems, because Phillips Company had in the past
consisted mainly of " Sapper Trades " who last term left us
for Army Apprentices' School, Chepstow. It was necessary
to make up the numbers of apprentices in this Company from
the other Companys. Many ideas and permutations were
discussed, but finally the apprentices to move over from other
Compan:es to Phillips Company were decided by the well tried
method of all names going into a hat, and the required number
of names being extracted. It appears to have settled down all
right, bnt it is still a bit disconcerting to see some of the School
sports gladiators playing in different colours.
These notes are mainly for ex-apprentices of this School
and are covering the Inter-Company Sports of this term.
Hock(n-. Rawson Company won the Jun ior Cup and
Penney Company won the Senior Cup.
HoxinJ!. R awson Company won both the Junior and
trophies from Phillips Company in the finals.

cnior

DnskPt llall. In the Army Youth Competition, R awson
Company and Penney Company are through to th.: Command
emi-finals. Phillips Company was beaten by Army Apprentices'
School, Carlisle, and Scott Company has till to play against
the H ighland Brigade Jun ior Soldiers' Wing.
Unt.;b)-. The Inter-Company League result are as follow

Juniors
Played Points
2
4
2
o

Seniors
Played Points
2
o
2
o

R awson
Phillips
Scott .. .
2
2
2
.+
Penney
2
2
2
4
It is fairly safe to predict a win for Raw on Company in
Lhc Juniors and in the Seniors the main interest is in the
next match between cott and Penney Companies. The playing condition could well decide this re ult. If wet, Penney
Company arc favou rites, as they arc very strong up front. If
dry Scott Company should win by the peed and experience
of their three-quarter line.
S ot·•·•••·· Scott Raw on :md Phillips Companies are all
through the first round of the Army Youth Cup Competitions.
Penney Company being beaten three goals to two goal b ·
Phillips Company in the first round,
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Colonel Pat Williams has handed over as Chief Instructor to
Colonel David Hor field. We give Colonel and Mrs. Williams
our best wishes in their ne>.'t appointment at Fontainbleau, and
our gratitude for all that they have done for the School.
Sp rt. Summer sporting activity was crowned by our
School Athletics Meeting on 29th July. The sports field presented a very gay appearance with its colourful side shows and
interests for young and not-so-young alik . (We detected one
or two wistful glances towards the Go-Kart racing by more than
one Dad, even if only because Second-Lieutenant Angela Strike
W .R.A.C., was gallantly showing such fine form behind the
wheel). Contest in all events was keen, with Instructional Wing
acquiring the Team Trophy, and Lance-Corporal Green establishing himself as Victor Ludorum.
Now winter sports are well under way. The School is
running two soocer teams for the first time, both of them competing in league games with varied success.
Rugger captures a good deal of interest and much ·was learned
from our first match even though it ended in defeat (we reckon
the other chaps were very nearly professionls !).
Training for hockey started before our break, and an interGroup 6-a-side competition in which there were fourteen competing teams, set the season off to an enthusiastic start. We
field two teams which so far have an average of wins to their
credit. We provide regular players in the form of Captains
Rogers, Walmsley and Whitehead, Lieutenants McLuckie and
Boyle for the Corps team, whilst they, with Major GarnonsWilliams, Staff Sergeant Brown and Lance-Corporal Whiting
frequently provide staunch support for the Catterick Services
team.

Sergeants' ~fess. The August break was enlivened by
a " Hoe Down " Barbecue, whence a Swale-side country site
was visited one Saturday evening by a strong force of members
dressed in splendid Western costume (we suspect supplied unwillingly by junior family members !). Needless to say the party
was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Congratulations to W.0.II Gilbert and Staff Sergeant Ryton
on the presentation to them of Long Service and Good Conduct
Medals.
No. I I Signal Centre Supervisors' Course made a welcome
addition to our strength in September. This course is the "last
of the line" and is to be replaced by Yeoman of Signals courses
in future. They have come from as far afield as the jungles of
Malaya and the snows of Norway, but so far there are few complaints about their return to Catterick-even a note of nostalgia

T A/AER WEEKEND
The SO-in-C talks to Lieutenant Colonel Beazley, Lieutenant Colonel
Wood and Major Williams
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Demonstrating its " Fresh View" approach to Communicating

NO II SIGNAL CENTRE SUPERVISORS COURSE
Le(t to right standing : Ser11:eants E. Mann, J. H. Thirkhill, A . B. Millinton,
R. R. Ed11:ar, F. W. Jones, G. E. Hitchcock, R. H. J. Brewin, I. A. Reid,
B. Huxley-Du11:gan
Sitting : Sergeant E. R. Hurnell, Staff Ser11:eants G. A. Leiper, R. M. Frost,
H.~ D. Griffith, (WRAC). W.0.1 I. Burford (WRAC), Ser11:eant F. R. I.
Tweeney (WRAC). _Staff Sergeants A. R. Souter, K. R. Kreckeler, D.
Shakespeare

has been detected. Just to prove the point and to show what
a good looking course they really are we thought a course photograph a necessary adjunct to these notes.

No. SO '' Q " Course. "A profusion of signposts, barracks, churches, hospitals, playing fields and buildings . . . A
NEWCOMER'S FIRST IMPRESSION OF CA TTERICK."
Others, from Sandhurst :" I soon found there were great opportunities for following
almost any pursuit, and that most people seemed to take
advantage of these."
" I have been pleasantly surprised to find Catterick more
than a home from home. Headquarters' Mess is a marvellous
place to live in and the welcome its members have given us
makes the course now feel settled."
" A very vivid impression I have is of the interest shown
by everyone in their work and their willingness to. help and
tell one as much as they can."
An overseas student :" After one day at the School I was completely at home.
Everybody was taking an interest in us and help was coming
from all sides. One week later I came to the conclusion that
whatever the weather, which people talk a lot about,
life in Catterick is going to be superb. Their smiles equal
the sunshine of West Africa."
An ex-National Service Officer :"My recollections of Catterick were of an isolated spot and
of endless streams of National Servicemen drilling on
enormous squares. I was pleasantly surprised to see the
change that had taken 'Place. I found everyone most helpful
and human, and particularly with regard to my family and the
provision of a married quarter which I shall move into within
a month of my arrival."
T.A./ A.E.R. Week-end. The first week-end in October
marked the occasion of the visit of a large gathering of senior
officers of the Reserve Army. Together with those of the
Regular Army most intimately connected with them, they had
an opportunity to di~cuss their problems, particularly those
arising out of the recent reorganisation of the T .A. and A.E.R.
The meeting was presided over by the Signal Officer-in~Chief
who was accompanied by several members of his staff.
Provision of equipment was a major item for lengthy discussion; all those present were well aware of the difficulties and
the S.0.-in..C. confirmed that every effort is being made to
improve the situation.
A Corps Guest Night, run with the now customary efficiency
of the Headquarter Mess, was attended by 112 officers, who
enjoyed an excellent meal to the accompaniment of the Corps
non-touring Band and the Fanfare Trumpeters. Well done,
Mess Secretary, Mr. Cumbers and staff. (How thoughful, too,
the Alka Seltzers next morning !).
Planning Wing had no difficulty maintaining interest on the
Sunday morning with their excellent presentation of the now
rapidly-forming plan for military communications in the future.
The visitors certainly had some original and interesting thoughts
to occupy them as they dispersed to their widely scattered homes.
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1961

I. Co,rporal Day ('M' Tp) examines a message received from one of the bank of MUFAX receivers in the
Communications Head. Note automatic exchange in the background. 2. The Duty Signal Officer, Lieutenant
Davidge, speaks to Staff Sergeant Murray in the Communication Head. The bank of MUFAX transmitters and
a transmit teleprinter operated by Lance Corporal Smithson can also be seen. 3. Captain B. ~Canham, O.C.
'A' Tp, and S.S.M. T. A. Hall (2 Squadron) discuss a problem with a German Radio Detachment. 4. Lance
Corporal Pyle, checks a relay in the automatic exchange also in the Communication Head. 5. Signalman
Hotchens presents a pennant at the beginning of a match with the German 7th Signal Battalion. 6. Signalman
Wheeler talks over the field Intercommunication system from the tape relay centre to the Communication
Head . Lance Corporal Fitchett operates the printer. 7. Integrated power supply. Sergeant Trehearne and
Signalman Evans work with the Royal Engineers. 8. A Staff Officer deep in thought! Note automatic telephone, Office intercommunication system and Cl l/ C42 remote handsets. 9. Commander Royal Signals,
lieutenant Colonel G. H. Hoerder, departs to a Brigade Squadron in a German piloted Helicopter.
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m .; our la ·t '1 IRE , 'ote5 we have said farewell to
Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. T. Brett O.B.E. and have welcomed
our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel T. W.
Bavn s . .\l.B.E. We wish Lieutenant-Colonel and Mr . Brett all
the be t and every happine s in the future ai:id we ~hank th~m
for all the hard work that they have done durmg their tour with
the Regiment. '1 e hope that Lieutenan~-Colonel and Mrs.
Baynes will have an equally happy and enioyable. tour here.
Thi month we have also aid farewell to Ma1or and 1 s.
F.
1. Partington, Lieutenant and Mrs. D. F. J\1alone,
Lieut nant J. . B. Brinsford W.O.II and Mrs. R. Foster Staff
ergeant and Mrs. B. Cleaver ergeant and Mi:s. D. Jone
Corporal J. E. C. Barton and have welcomed Maior and Mr .
E. O. mith, Major and M.r . R. T . .M. Sharp, taff ergeant
R. Blow ergeant R. Barr.
ignalman and Mr . J. P. O'Brien and Lance-~orporal an_d
Mrs. L. Fleming are congratulated on t~e birth of_ their
daughters, and Corporal and Mrs. A. _Mc:G:h:e on the birth of
their son. We wi h them and their children all the best
for the future.
We must also wish a speedy recovery to two of th~ most
prominent members of our P.T. staff who are ti:mporarily our
of action. Corporal P. Murrey had an accident on the
trampoline and broke his collar bone and Signalman P. Moran
is in hospital having his tonsils out.
I n our last WIRE otes we mentioned Exercise " Step Up,"
in which the Troop Sergeants were to take the place of tI:e
Officers and the Corporals the place of the S~geams. This
Exercise is now over and much was learnt from It. One result
of it was that two Detachment Commanders have earned themselves the names of Stanley and Livingstone having been lost
in the wilderness of England for two days.
.
.
D uring the Exercise two decachments of the Med1_um Radio
Troop were in the Citadel ar Plymouth accompamed ~y 29
Field Regiment, R .A. Unfortunately, the person who designed
the fort did not anticipate the need in future for grass u~on
which aerial masts could be erected. It was only 'v.rh:lst
Sergeant W. F. Kilburn and Lance-Corporal G. Sykes were
taking an early morning constitutional walk around the battlements armed with tape measures and comoasses, that a tretch
of grass was found running in ~!'. right directi.on large enough
for a dipole. Eventually perrruss1on was o_bta:ned to ~ake the
vehicle on to the battlements and the station was qmckly set
up and communications established.
hortly after Exercise " Step Up" trade training st~rte_d and
that is now in full swing. Ten men from other Umts m the
Command have joined us temporarily to undergo upgrading
and refresher training.
·
Signal Centre Troop can now boast nor only that its occer
team which won its first match 9-1, but that the Troop football
pool 'syndicate has won its first dividend. All applications for
discharge have been withdrawn and it has been decided that
the 5..42-l farthine:s should be re-invested.
On the sports field the R egiment has made a good start to
the season. Firstly, the rugger team playing away against
the D uke of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment, who have incidentallv alreadv h'ld some succe~sful members. drew II-Ir. The
team seem better balanced than last year and with the
experience of Captain J. Fender, with Corporal P. M. Fallon
fightin~ fit again and with new blood in the team, prospects
are bright.
The hockey team has been in tremendous form. They have
already beaten the D ivisional chamoions and the runners-up
in the first two matches of the season and have won all four
of the matches so far. H opes are high for the forthcoming
tournaments. The soccer team is, however. looking for the
right blend, for although many trial matches have been played,
defeat was suffered in the first match against the Army Air
Corps at Middle Wallop. It was after this match that one
W.0.II offerr<i rwo Ser~e:ints in exch,m2e for the OQQOsing
centre forward. Desoite the defeat, Signalmen P. Smith and
R. A. North (the local Adam Faith) were outstanding and we
hope that with a little more backing the team will soon h!t
winnin~ form.
In the next month the Regiment moves out of its present
barracl<s and moves across the road into Ward Barracks. We
hope ! ! Our oresent ones are undergoing extensive modernisation. Meanwhile, the quarter situation continues to improve
daily, some 200 quarters bein11: built near to the Unit lines,
many of which are almost ready to be moved into.
Again this month more of the Regiment have returned from
392

Cormesy : D.P.R.

Kuwait, 1960. Corporal A. McElligot, Lance Corporal J. Mcleod,
Signalmen W. Luke and G. Johnston of 3rd Regiment relax at
rear headquarters outside the city
Kuwait and Kenya. At the time of writing the notes ~ost
of these men are still on leave and have not as yet had time
to tell us of their experiences, the photograph shows some of
them working out there.
Finally, we were honoured an~ very pleased to welcome
Brigadier H. R. Firth to the Regiment to give us a talk _on
THE WIRE and the Royal Signals Association. We would like
to thank him for a very interesting and very instructive lecture.
-I t h
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others) and just as vertical "engines-off" descent! We have
yet to hear of the adventures of our various "atts. and <lets."
to the contestants but, when we say that, everything has worked
(so far !). We must not forget to touch our hats to 7th
Regiment. They, while doing twice their normal job, have
also given invaluable and cheerful help with half ours.
We have said good-bye to a number of our friends since we
last contributed to THE WIRE, among whom was that bonzer
cove W.O.I (Foreman of Signals) H. Matheison, Royal
Australian Signals. We hope he will find his way back one
day (could it be at Christmas?). He presented the Sergeants'
Mess with a plaque to remember him by, though rumour has
it that the drop in bar takings will be as enduring a memorial !
We enjoyed having him; he and his family will be sadly missed,
and his six months' stay was an outstandingly " beaut " bit of
Empire preference.
Our farewells have also been said to W.O.II (Foreman of
Signals) Buckley and family, bound for Singapore; to Sergeant
Willoughby, for Bahrein; to R.Q.M.S. Hiscott and Sergeant
Postlewaite, facing the terrors of Catterick; and to the youngster
of the Sergeants' Mess, Sergeant Markie, bound for a session
of teaching little perishers at Harrogate. In addition, SecondLieutenant Burke has departed to the academic pastures of
Shrivenham, and Second-Lieutenant Farquharson to the hurlyburly of civilian life.
Another departure was simultaneously an arrival. On 30th
August, 1961, Ivor William Tyler, the son of Sergeant Tyler
(" Q" Troop), was duly enlisted and affirmed by the Commanding Officer and shortly afterward~ departed to Newton
Abbott as Junior Signalman Tyler.
We believe that he is the first boy to be enlisted in the 4th
Regiment and hope that he will be the vanguard of many. We
wish him good luck and all success in his ambition to become a
Technician-though we were a little hurt to hear that his
current location is White Spear and not Quadrant Troop !
"We cast our bread upon the waters."
And that is that - we cannot keep the D .R. waiting any
longer.

7 t h llE GIMENT (CORPS)

(IUVISIO~ .\I,)

It may be that we are a busy Regiment or it may be that we,
so far as WIRE Notes are concerned, are not very well organised.
Suffice it to say that these notes are being written in the field,
on Exercise " Spearpoint," with a matter of hours only to spare
before ·closing time.
We say that we are "in the field"; more accurately we are
in "A" field-and have been so for a considerable time. It
is quite a nice field and it is certainly a change f~r us to wak.e
up in the company of the same cows every morning. SucI: is
the fate of Umpire Communicators, and we draw consolanon
from the fact that our efforts have resulted in our rivals coming
to grips without inflicting any lasting harm upon each other.
We have had our moments, too. Corporal Gill, the Commander's operator and driver, has been introduced to th.e arts
of ground to air communications; the R..S.Jl:1. has ex .enenced
the thrills of vertical take off (formally mfhcted by him upon

As we go to Press, Exercise Spearpoint is just coming to an
end. This exercise has kept us fully occupied for about half the
month and has meant a lot of hard work for everyone. This
exercise, the biggest in Germany for seven years, has attracted
a large number of visitors-40 were of the rank of MajorGeneral or above! We were warned of this influx of quality
and told to be even more immaculate than we usually areone wag suggested that linemen would have to do their linelaying in No. I Dress. As Corps H.Q. we lived at one end of the
airstrip which, as it was in constant use by light aircraft and
helicopters of many nationalities, made our camp a very noisy
place. One German aircraft, when coming into land, came in a
bit low, and h ad to put on power to clear the Sergeants' Mess.
There has only been one crash so far, fortunately a minor one;
again for tunately the aircraft was taking off away from our
camp, or it might have dropped on us. Our R adio Relay Squadran bas been occupying one of those eyrie fastnesses so well
known to generations of Royal Signals on the ridge behind
Minden-they too have had their share of visitors.
Staff Sergeant R. Rowden (R.A.P.C.) and Sergeant M. J.
Orme have had a most interesting time as one of the crews in
the L uxemburg J eep R ally. They were part of the Champ

team entered by B.A.O.R. The rally proved to be a severe test
as the 500 Km course was run at an average speed of 45 k.p.h.
with one refuelling break of IO minutes. To maintain thi
speed on a course so full of twists and turns, not to mention the
hairpin bends in the hilly regions, called for driving skill of a
very high order. The individual winner was a crew from the
Luxembourg Army and the team award wenr, as expected, to
the German Army team who drove DKWs. Our team came
24th out of 63 starters which, considering the almost professional standard of some of the entries, was a commendable
result.
Sport has been greatly interrupted by Exercise Spearpoint.
At rugger we have beaten 4th Regiment by 25-0 and Bielefield
Javelins by 47-5; our rugger team, captained by Lieutenant
G. D. A. Mackay, shows tremendous promise. At soccer, we
have had a lot of inter-Troop games and also a game against a
well-known local civilian side, Brake, which we beat by 4-2;
goals were S<;ored by Signalman Sutcliffe (3) and Signalman
Davis.
At hockey we have beaten 3 Squadron 30th Regiment 7-1
and Jost to 4th Regiment by 1-7. Our shots are now in training on the .22 range, all set we hope to retain all the trophies
we won last year and our cross-country runners, headed by
Corporal Escott who has just recovered from a broken ankle,
are getting the creaks out of their bones.
Lance-Corporal Cooling, having come third individual in the
B.A.O.R. Motor Cycle Championships held in the Celle area
on 21st August, was selected to ride in the Army Championships in the U.K. a month later. We have just received confirmation that he finished individual 17th and qualified for an
Army Second Class Award .
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It was perhaps a sign of the changing times that this year it
proved possible to fit the whole Regiment, under our Commanding Officer, Colonel J. M . S. Tulloch, O.B.E., on to the
Baghdad Square for the Annual Administrative Inspection. In
the past it has been necessary to put Squadron s through one
at a time on separate parades.
During the parade Staff Sergean t S. N . Avery and Sergeant
E. Barker were presented with Long Ser vice and Good Conduct
Medals by Brigadier P . M. P . Hobson, o.s.o., the Inspecting
Officer. And as a further marker to the changing times a
plaque was presented to Signalman D . K. N . E van s as r epresentative last National Serviceman Technician trainee with the
R egiment.
A few words should be said about the positive and exciting
progress that is n ow being made within the Unit towards
"New L ook " training methods for technician trainees.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts. : -

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
Telephone
1894
29S5

Established

Sixt y Years Satisfactory Service
" WE BUY THE BEST "

R.S.M. M. Ham saying goodbye to W .0.1 (F of S) H. Mat hieso n
Royal Australian Signals
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" WE SELL THE BEST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR
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DISTRICT

Left : Staff Sergeant S. N. Avery rece ives his l.S. and G.C. Medal
from Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson D.S.O. Right : Sergeant E. Barker
also receives the LS. and G.C. Medal and in the background
Signalman D. K. N. Evans representative last National Service
Trainee waits to receive the Plaque
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This involves getting right away. from "Cha~ and 1:'alk "
teaching and the adoption of two ma1or new techruques. Frrstly,
the principle of " Whole to Part " teaching; at the heart of this
principle lies the fact that the best way for a boy to learn how
a watch works, for example, is to start off with a whole watch
and take it to pieces.
.
The second principle is that "Leaming by Doing." To. g!ve
practical effect to this principle a v_ery large number of ttammg
aids are in production so that mstructors ~ demonstrate
working circuits on a large Console and each tr~mee can ~t the
ame time study the components and take readmgs for himself
on a duplicate panel on his desk.
.
Turning to sports, recent .successes have mcluded : -

Army wimming Championships. Th~ .regimental
team was placed 4th, with Corporal J. Mayo obta1rung second
place in the individual 220 yards Freestyle.
Corporal Mayo was then selected to represent the Army in
the Inter-Service Championships.
Army Pentathlon Championships. S~geant . G.
Davis (A.P.T.C.) was awarded the cup for the best mtermechate
individual performance.
TuJt-of-War Ch~mpionships. Command. w~ers, the
first time a Royal Signals team has been seen m this Army
Championship.
Army Cycling Championships. (Inter-Unit). Lanc:eCorporal W. Lievesley, Signalmen G. Bennet and J. Bayliss
won the Frazer Cup. Other noteworthy wins by this outstanding team include : Army Road Race .. .
1st
Army 100 Kilometres
.. .
1st
Army Track Championships . . .
. ..
2nd
Army 50 miles, 25 miles and Roller Racing2nd in each event.

8th SIGNAL REGIMENT TUG-OF-WAR TEAM
Back row, left to right: Lance Corporal Yaxley, Signalmen McConnell,
Burley, Houston
Front row, left to right : Signalman Wilkinson, Second-Lieutenant D.
Jefferson, Signalman Shaw, Lance Corporal Fox with Staff Sergeant
S. N. Avery, Coach and Trainer

Army :Hotor Cycling Championships.
Our team
with Major B. W. A. Collins, Staff Sergeant Nicholson and
Sergeant W . Wood obtained two 2nd class awards. A fine
showing for three individuals with an average age of no less
than 38 years.
Finally, it is our sad duty to record the death of Lieutenant
Dominic Ward-an officer who brought boundless energy and
enthusiasm to bear on the life of the Unit in work and sports.
The Regiment extends its deep condolences to his family.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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under their senior ranks, Staff Sergeant P. Alexander and
Sergeant M. Ward, play a full and very important role in the
work and He of the Regiment.
Apart from their work which, naturally, they do most
efficiently, they have been invaluable in a host of Regimental
a.ctivities ranging from the Theatre Club to running the unit
library. Lance-Corporal V. Sherwood even runs a Brownie
Pack for children of the Regiment.
We are grateful to them all and delighted to have them with
us.
Their effect on the morale of the Regiment need hardly be
mentioned, suffice to say that, to date, no less than six of the
girls have married into the Regiment and a further six, now in
the engagement stage, intend to follow suit! I think it can be
said with some confidence that morale is high.
The most recent marriage, between Lance-Corporal P. Clymo
(WRAC) and Corporal Sandiford, took place on Saturday, 30th
September, in the Regimental Chapel and the happy couple
started their married life in the best style with a honeymoon in
Austria and Italy. We all wish them every happiness.

The late Graf Wolfgang von Trips presenting the Victor's Trophy
and bouquet to Captain J. A. Billing at the Cologne meeting on
12th August, 1961

act1v1t1es in the Regiment. He now goes off on posting to
Singapore where we wish him the best of luck and expect him
to win masses of Far Eastern sailing trophies.
Our Bear Kart Club has been having another round of success
with a win in two races at Munster on 5th August, another
win at Cologne on 12th August, a third place at Frankfurt on
27th August and a second place at Osnabruck on roth
September. Our photograph shows the club chairman, Captain
J. A. Billing, being presented with a trophy at Cologne by the
Graf Wolfgang von Trips, since so tragically killed.
The Club kart has been completely overhauled and we hope
to bring news of its activities next month.
We say goodbye to our Adjutant, Captain P. W. Hewitson,
who has gone to Staff College. He came ashore to do this job
in February after serving with the Mediterranean Fleet. The
Orderly Room Staff have no sooner got used to belaying a
message and scrubbing the decks before they are now required
to revert to normal with the advent of the new Adjutant,
Captain P. D. Evans, who is strictly a shoregoing officer.

13th REGIMENT (RADIO)

Regiment
(Army Group)
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Silting left to right : Majors J. P. Cairns, t.. Oddie, E. Williams, J. E. Denton, J. E. L. Adams, Lieutenant Colonel G. B.
Donald, Captain P. W. Hewitson, Majors C. McDevitt, G. Klosser, R. H . Borthwick, Captain E. P. Hushes
Centre left to rleht: Lieutenants D. J. L. Macdonald, C. A. Brown, Captains, C. V. lmpey, R. J. Tanner, P. D. Evans,
E.T. Bolt, T. G. Boast, C. K. Powell, J. A. Billing, Lieutenants A. L. Gilhooly, S. G . Barnes
Top left to right : Second Lieutenants T. B. Scarff, J. J. H. Alexander, Lieutenants P. J. Brunton, D. G. Smith, R. J. L.
Middleton, H. B. S. MacMorran, Second Lieutenants J. S. Beswick, C. T. Williams, W. R. Ewing

The end of September heralded a climax in our sailing
activities when we took on the local Sappers in a 6-race regatta
and at the same time sent our strongest crew up to Kiel for the
end of season regatta there. As events turned out we overreached ourselves in the local event and after leading 2-1 were
beaten 4-2 by the Sappers. But, since we are indebted to the
Sappers for all local sailing facilities, it ended the se81;on on
the right diplomatic note.
The crew which went to Kiel was skippered by Major J.
Denton and included our Commanding Officer, Colonel G. B.
Donald, who had been persuaded to sample the joys of deep
sea sailing in the Baltic. The duty completed a three days
work-up with a night passage to Sonderberk in Denmark fol394

lowed by a night passage back to Kiel. On the return passage
they spent four hours in the doldrums just off the entrance to
Kiel Fjord. But then the wind got up and they spent an
exhilerating and sometimes alarming moonlit dash down the
busy shipping lane into the harbour. A final day's hard sailing
with plenty of harbour hopping completed the training peri~.
This paid d ividends, because combined with dedicated skippering and skilful crew work, the first prize was won in both
the 30 Square Metre class races. In addition to the two first
prizes the crew returned in triumph to the Regiment with the
class prize, the handsome Timberlake Trophy.
All this, together with crewing on the Corps boat in the
Fastnet race, served as a grand finale to Major Denton's sailing
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1961

Thou~hts of a reluctant author. Really, the standard
of WIRE notes simply must be improved! They must be more
interesting, more newsy, more personal, more technical, more
this, more that ad nauseum-criticisms we have all made at one
time or another, usually from a position of complete safety in
the knowledge that the writing of the much maligned notes is
someone-else's responsibility.
However, when one finds oneself faced with the task of
writing WIRE notes for the first time, and against the inevitable
time deadline, it soon becomes very clear that the majority of
Regimental happenings, vital though they may be to those
intimately concerned, seldom make interesting reading to the
Corps at large, and contributions from the afore-mentioned
critics who, undoubtedly, lead the most interesting and adventurous of lives, simply are not forthcoming. One now has deep
sympathy and a good deal of admiration for the many Regimental scribes whose efforts have kept the WIRE going so long
and rn well-doubtless writing, in many cases, with cupboards
as bare of interesting material as this particular Regimental news
cupboard is at this moment.
Incidentally-why THE WIRE? Could we not think of a title
more appropriate to our modern and progressive Corps?

WRAC Support. Little has been mentioned in previous
notes of the fact that we are lucky enough to have No. 5 Communications Company WRAC attached to this Regiment. Their
advance party of five girls arrived in the barracks, doubtless in
some fear and trepidation, about two years ago and now,
having grown into a Company some forty strong, have established themselves as an essential part of the Reg:ment and,
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1961

ergeants' ~less News. Amongst the many successful
activities in the Mess perhaps the most noteworthy was a formal
Dinner Night on 29th September, arranged by the R.S.M.,
W.0.1 W. J. Russell, to dine-out the Second-in-Command,
Major J. McK. Lamb, on his retirement to a "golden" future,
and to dine-in his successor, Major E. J. Winn.
Every available senior .C.O. was present and the evening,
which was organised impeccably on traditional Guest Night
lines, was a great success and was, one hopes, the first of many
formal D inner Nights to be held in the Sergeants' Mess.
Our loss is 16th Regiment's gain as W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.)
Warren leaves this Regiment on well earned promotion to
R.S.M.
Sport. In common with most other Units we are having to
build this season's Regimental teams almost from scratch and
this is being done enthusiastically and to such effect that,
although the teams may not achieve the success of previous
years, it is clear that they will give a good account of themselves.
In the rugger world the main talking point has been the longawaited arrival of R.Q.M.S. " Dai " Rees and the effect his skill
and knowledge will have on the team. Although a little thicker
around the middJe than one remembers him in his Corps and
I Training Regiment heyday he is still bursting with good
rugger and we are sure that he, and old stalwarts SecondLieutenant M . Armstrong and Sergeant Winning, will weld a
useful team together.
The soccer teams have started the season in good style and
we have high hopes of them. The hardworking and seemingly
tireless Signalman Suter at inside-forward and Signalman
Thomson, goal, are towers of strength and, under the knowledgeable guidance of W.O.I Chater the team is taking shape.
Perhaps the most successful team will be the hockey XI,
guided by Captain P. Wetherill, who have made a fine start to
the season with a goal average so far of 17-1, in two games.
The Army Game--.-i true tailpiece. Junior N.C.0.,
having gained illegal entry into Camp under perimeter wire at
6200 hours, to shadowy figure of German picquet (as he
supposed): "Gu ten Abend, Kamerad."
"Aui Wiedersehen," replied the R.S.M. (for he it was). "In
my office at 0830 hours on Monday."
The N.C.O.'s thoughts remain secret.

Est. 1749

Phone 2108

W.METCALFE
The Sports Depot
STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROY AL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTIDNG
CRESTED MALACCA WALKING
CANES AND PACE STICKS

RICHMOND,

YORKS.
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September started off in great style. with a
three-day vi it by a party of delightful grammar school girls who
cast critical eyes over our activities here and by all accounts
were mo t reluctant to say good-bye. Perhaps one of these
day · we hall ee them in unif?rm:
. . .
Captain J. Britton our D entJst, 1s about to return to c1v1l life
and we took the opp~rtunity to bid farewell in the time honoured
fa hion, and to welcome his successor Mr. Hall Jones, a local
civilian practitioner. Colonel ffrench from Southern Command
W3S also present on this occasion.
Captain J. Muirhead, physical training expert from Salisbury,
looked us up. I think he wanted to pinch our P .T:I. but went
away feeling we could use an e.""rtra one here. His W.R. .C.
counterpart at Command has been wooing us to release
Corporals Stevenson and Schultz, our girl stars, for participation in representative hockey fixtures during October but unfortunately we've only been able to meet the requirement in part.
Alrhough Second-Lieutenant Gunning is back in civil life, our
Canoeing Club under Second-Lieutenant Lawrence and
Sergeant W. Currums continues to flourish and has made several
enjoyable trips to the River Wye. The girls are just as keen
and quite as expert as the men. Ramblers too, have been active
in rhe very beautiful nearby Malvern Hills.
Under the able guidance of Lieutenant S. Ormand, soccer
players go from strengrh to strength. Two very useful sides
are competing in the R.A.F. lnnsworth League and have yet
to suffer defeat. Signalman Higgins skippers the 'A" team and
Sergeant W. Currums the " B " and won't there be fun when
they meet ! In the past we have not fared too well in District
Competitions but I think rhe tide is turning now.
The Annual Administrative Inspection is only six weeks off
and the heat is on. Through the good offices of Colonel L. H.
M . Gregory, M.B.E., the Pipe Band and Corps of Drums of the
Junior Leaders Regiment have been made available to us for
the occasion, a rare treat indeed and a red letter day in the
Squadron's history but more anon.
Last week, the Lord Mayor of Bristol was presented with a
scroll to commemorate his appointment as Honorary Colonel
of the 5th Bn. The Gloucestershire Regiment (T.A.) and Major
J. Cathmoir, Captain R. Holmes and their ladies represented
rhe Squadron at the colourful ceremony.
For the fourth time since the New Year a "confirmed
bachelor" from rhe Sergeants Mess has succumbed to the
charms of our girls. On this occasion, Sergeant Webster joined
forces with Lance-Corporal Denise Longley, W .R.A.C. Good
luck and best wishes and we hope you enjour your sojourn
in the Lake District.
Major-General J. H. Cubbon, c.B.E., the 43 (Wessex)
Division/District Commander, has heard of our recent recruiting successes and sent a telegram of congratulation which was
most appreciated.
3 Squadr o n . The approach of winter has already been
heralded by Winter Training Programmes, and on the lighter
side rhe reappearance of rhe soccer and hockey posts. The
weather has, however, been singularly kind mis September, and
rhis has ~'tended the interest in the Canoe Club and fishing,
both of which are done on the River Thames very near at hand.
Membership of the Canoe Club has increased considerably as
more and more members of the Squadron were able to pass
the hundred yards' swimming test wearing light clothing.
Soccer fixtures m the Oxford Thursdav League have started and,
as this is a new venture, we are wondering about the outcome.
Three of our Squadron players, Lance-Corporal J . M. Terras,
Signalmen R. Day and E. Hoyle, also play regularly for the
Witney Town Football Club. Hockey is being organised by
Staff Sergeant J. Coxon and we are fortunate this year in having
a number of seniors able and interested to play. After an effort,
which also meant some loss of sleep (query) for shift workers,
we have managed to produce 22 players for two consecutive
practice matches, and the standard produced under the guidance
of our two umpire instructors, Sergeant H. Pedder and Sergeant
J. R. Moxon, is really encouraging.
This Squadron counts itself most fortunate in possessing a
really good spons pa~· ilion and reasonably good hockey, soccer
and c ricket ~round~ . and there is no doubt that due mainly to
the efforts of Mr. Dewe and Corporal R. Freeman, the Sports
Storeman, the ground and equipment are in very good fettle.
At the moment the rural quiet of Hampton R eceiver Station
has been shattered by the almost simultaneous arrival of no less
than five different civil contractors. All, it seems, are vigorously
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concerned in giving the place a new look. As a selecLion, we
have concrete cutting in the receiver hall, premix concrete and
steel working on the aerial field, steam r<;>lling on the C3I!1P
road and the inevitable term contractor with gallons of pamt
and acres of linoleum and t o complete the treatment, the
barracks' furniture and polishing agent. A clue to the reasonrhe new Signals works service h as started and the Annual
Inspection is only two w eeks away.
W e have been very pleased to welcome Lance-Corporal M.
Sullivan, Signalman P. C. Clementi, L ance-Corporals A. A.
Hinckley, J. Andrews and Sergeant ~·. !l· £-ucas t,~ the fol?,
and trust that having overcome the lnltlal shock they will
soon be settled in.
We are also very pleased to announce the following additions
to rhe Squadron, who came on fa mily strength during
September
Lucinda Ann-a daughter to Sergeant and Mrs. E. F.
Sharman.
Janette Mary- a daughter to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. R. J .
Rees.
David William-a son to Corporal and Mrs. R. B. Robson.

16th UEGDIENT (D.A.O.U.)
As mentioned in our last notes we have now come under new
command. We all wish to welcome Lieutenant-Colonel and
Mrs. Brader to rhe Regiment and sincerely hope that we manage
to make their stay in Krefeld not only a happy one but also one
they may Jong remember.
45rh (Essex) Regiment T.A., som~ 240 stron~" came . to
Germany in September and spent their annual trammg pen?d
here in Krefeld. This proved to be a great success, both Uruts
learning a Jot and benefiting from the close liaison at work and
at play. Although the acco~odation proble!11 proved ~ost
difficult and perhaps was a bit rou~h on o_ur friends we believe
this will not deter rhem from commg agam. The weather was
extremely good and in fact turned out to be the best two weeks
of the year and certainly helped towards the success of 0e
camp. Apa;t from individual training and a three-day exercise
in which most of the visiting Regiment took part, several s~rt
ing events were arranged. The first was. a hockey match which
was not brilliant but great fun ended m a 3-3 draw. 45th
(Essex) Regiment T.A. ha~ severa~ players. who had not played
before but Major G. Smith, their captam, had played more
games on our parade ground pitch than ~ny of our _own te~m
having previously served with our Regiment. Ma1or Srruth
scored three goals in under ten rni~utes before we _managed to
bottle him up and make him retire to the o.uts1de fo:~ard
position. In a triangular .22 shooting match '!"'Ith our v1s1~ors
and roth Regiment our team managed to wm by IO pornts
over 45th (Essex) Regiment T.A. The standard was rather
low except that our Staff Sergeant . Berry achieved a score of
95 with a strange rifle and no practice.
Congratulations go to Signalman D. A. Evans and Corporal
J. D. B. Lobley for their success in the B.A.0.R. Au~u.mn Golf
Meeting. Evans won an eighteen hole medal co~petmon. pla)'.ing off scratch with a round of 7r and followed this up, wnh his
partner Lobley, by winning the Regimental Foursomes.
Manv readers will know that Air Trooping from B.A.0.R. to
the U.K. is now the only means of travel and wit~ the closure
of the sea route via the Hook of Holland our Signal Centre
there has been withdrawn. This in some ways is a sad item of
news as we have lost an outpost of our Empire. At some time
or other most members of the Corps have passed through this
famous port of call and no doubt remember the Signal Centre.
What one loses is usually made up for in other ways and this
is indeed true of the Regiment. We have now taken over a
larger and more imoortant role in t~e .manning of th~ B.A.0.R.
Signal Centre at R heindahlen. This 1s a very f~rm1dable tas.k
and a worthwhile peacetime occupation. The chief problem is
the very great shortage of personnel to man all ou: commi.tments and until recruiting figures improve the Regiment will
be very much below strength. What abo~t i~ all you Nat!onal
Service or Regular Soldiers who are leavmg 10 the .next six or
nine months. Why not sign on and ask for a po~tmg to 16t~
Regiment. In the meantime we hope to get authonty to recr~1t
some pretty German frauleins-to help us out! This move will
prove most popular with rhe operators but it is understood
that the Duty Signal Officers are busy trying to raise an army
of their own from ex members of the Corps to save 'themselves
from a fate worse than death in the cellars of Krefeld.
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COMMAN DER ROYAL SIGN ALS
SINGAPORE
llocikey . The six-a-side hockey tournament for the whole
of Singapore w a~ held on the D over Road G round on Sunday,
rst October. F ifty-five games were played over a period of
seven hours resulting in an all-Signals final b etween 19th Regiment and r 8th Regimen t. After extra time 19th Regiment, last
yea r's winners, r etained the title. A great day and a thrilling
fin al.
. Boxing. After a lapse of some years Royal Signals in
Smgapore have taken up the gloves in a big way. A start was
m ade last season as reported by 249 Squadron in the April
WIRE. This season has opened with a very successful Inter Squadron Novices Competition held on 3rd October at Princess
Mary Barracks. The cup, which was last competed for in 1952
(according to the inscription), was won d ecisively by 249
Squadron, but rhere were some very promising boxers from
other Squadrons who should do well in forthcoming d istrict
competitions. Under the direction of Captain (Q.M .) A. Knight
and with the help of several enthusiastic boxers we are going
all out to produce a r eally strong Royal Signals team for the
team championsbips in January, not forgetting the talent from
19th Regiment.
Royal Signals Amateur Radio C:lub, Singapore.
The inaugural meeting of the Club took place in the excellent
little cinema of the Signal Training Centre (F.E.) on 29th
September.
Under the Presidency of Colonel A. F. Freeman, M.C., the
committee was elected as follows: Vice-President, LieutenantColonel D. E . Warren ; Vice-President and Liaison Member,
Major I. McAnsh ; Secretary, Treasurer and licence holder,
W.O.II (F. of S.) Davis; Q.S.L. Manager, Staff Sergeant (F. of
S.) Bradford; Technical and Organising Member, Captain W.
Norris.
The above being given powers of co-opting where necessary.
Premises for club activities including workshop have been
provided in Meiktila Barracks by 18th Regiment and the address
of the Club is c/o Signals Singapore, H.Q. Singapore Base
Distrkt.
The call sign will be published in THE WIRE when approved.
Membership is open to those serving in Royal Signals and
attached units as ordinary members. Past members of the Corps
and past or present members of Signal Units or other Services
may become Associate Members on payment of the subscription.
The membership subscription is $1 per month.
The constitution of the Club and its rules have been drawn
up and agreed.
The Club is essentially on a Do-it-Yourself basis and not
confined to H.F. A.M. transmissions. Interest is already being
shown in S.S.B. and closed circuit television.
Anyone interested who is due to come to Singapore should
not hesitate to write to the Secretary for further information.
18th UEGIMENT (SINGAPORE)

11.Q. Squadron. Now th at we are nearing the end of the
football season the Squadron sportsmen are seeking new channels in which to extend their surplus energies. The game of
softball has become rather prominent and under the able
management of Sergeant G. B. McMillan (R.E.M.E.) bas been
holding its own against the other Squadrons and succeeded in
giving 2 Squadron (Line) a sound thrashing.
On the 3rd September the last of the civilian outings was
held at Changi. As with the previous two it was a great
success and the curried chicken (thanks to S.Q.M.S. Leach,
A.C.C., and his staff) was a th ing of delicate beau ty. As usual
the games were organised by Sergeant T. Lunt, A.P.T.C., a
job well done. Considering there are 312 civilian employees
plus wives and children the organisation of feeding, transportation ?nd the other odds and ends was on a grand scale. Thanks
to Major E. A. Carn, O.C. H.Q. Squadron, things ran very
smoothly.
The boxing season is now in full swing. The Regimental
Novices Championships are due to take place on the 2nd and
3rd of October. Most mornings the Squadron boxers can be
seen slogging away at the Bags Kit Universal suspended from
the roof of the I.O.R. Cookhouse. Training is being carried
out under the watchful eye of our Q.M., Captain A. H. Knight,
assisted by Corporal P. Hearns.
We have just completed our swimming tests. A word about
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Sergeant " T ich " (have a go) H owker who did a m agni ficent
jump in to the deep end of the pool and almost drowned (he
forg_ot he. could not swim). But for the speedy action of Corporal
San1, assisted by three dozen helpers, two bark ing dogs and a
rather fat lady in a bikini we would I am sure, be practicing
fun eral drill and contributing towards a wreath. However
artificial respiration was appl ied in a most strenuous manne:
with the victim objecting vigorously.
Upon his release he managed to stagger his blue lipped, white
faced way to the changing r oom muttering unprin table words
in a rather strangled voice.
:i"o.r the last month w~ t e ~ has been rationed in Singapore,
th is is due to a lack of ram 10 Singapore and South Johore and
has ca used a defin ite increase in the strange and mystic smells
of the orient, more so in the area of the Kallang River at low
tide.
Recently returned from U.K. and posted to H.Q. Squadron,
Corporal Ahmad Sani who completed an advanced P.T. course
at the Army School of P.T., Aldershot, and whose claim to
undying fame is that he is the first M .O.R. (fully qualified P.T.I.
in the Regiment.
Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. M. J. Belcham,
R.E.M.E., on the birth of their son at B.M.H. Singapore.
O verheard on the sports field, "If the Japs attack us again
a t least we'll beat them in the 100 yards."

I Squadron. The annual training camps for 1 Squadron
are under way and in full swing. The camp this year is being
held at Mersing in Malaya and parties are leaving weekly for
one week's light duty(?) with just enough sport, P.T., swimming
and trekking to sweat out of their systems and ZDK's which
may be lingering around. A very determined effort by the
WRAC element to accompany the male element was most
reluctantly turned down.
The returning heroes sun burnt and carrying lashings of
coral are trooping back to the signal centre.
The word has gone round the insect world new blood is
arriving at Mersing and all manner of things that whirr, buzz
and ping are having a glorious time biting away.
Major Richardson is now getting all the kinks out of his
back from sleeping on piles of " Mutton Scotch Style " tins.
From observations made at the first camp it would appear
our G.D. man, Signalman Mabey, is not cut out to be a
butler . . . .
The hockey season is wi-th us once again, and although the
Squadron is not as strong as last season, when we included in
our team Major A. G . Smith (now R.H.E.) and Lance-Corporal
Abdullah, a State player, and now with H.Q. Sqµadron, we
shall do our best to hold on to the S.B.D. Minor Units Knockout Cup. Still with us from last season we have Staff Sergeant
Reed and Signalman Sardul Singh who are both Corps players
and Army trialists.
19th llEGI MENT

(AIU F OUMATION)

September has been a busy month for the Regiment, for in
addition to our normal day to day work the Unit has been
a.way at camp, taken part in numerous sporting activities and
been honoured by a visit from the Commander-in-Chief.
The Commander-in-Chief, Lieutenant-General Sir Nigel
Poett. K.C.B., o.s.o., unfortunately was not able to stay long with
the Unit, but he did inspect the Saluting Troop who were on
parade to welcome him, and after a discussion with the Commanding Officer the C-in-C met the R.S.M., the Warrant
Officers and Senior N.C.0.s at R.H.Q. This was followed by
coffee with the Officers.

lleJfim e n tal T rainJn Jf Camp. Pulau Tekon is a small
island off the east coast of Singapore. Before the war there was
a coastal artillery camp on the island, rhe big naval guns being
part of the famous Singapore defences. It is interesting to
note in passing that these guns in fact were amongst the very
few that could be brought to bear and did fire upon the
Japanese coming in the "back door" in 1942. The military
camp is now deserted and only the shells of the building
remain. However1 thanks to someone's imagination and
appreciation of Umt requirements the Crown land on the island
has been turned into an excellent training area. There is a
first class range the buildings provide adequate cover when
accommodation is required. In addition there is plenty of
second grade jungle for patrolling, exercising and, when
necessary, sleeping in.
The Regiment took full advantage of these facilities and a
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training cadre wa formed by Major R. Trelawny comprising
principally of Malaya Troop (Troop Commander W.O.II
Riching ). Sergeant P. E. Greenwood and Sergeant W. H.
Flowers did most of the instructions in English whilst Staff
Sergeant Buang, assisted at times by Lance-Corporals Alias and
Hu in, ran identical classes in Malay.
Everyone from the Regiment serving on Singapore Island
came over for a four-day course, during which time they
underwent uch pleasures as P.E. tests, range classification,
firing courses in other weapons, night compass marching,
patrol , ambushes, first aid platoon tactics, and bivou cing.
So energetic were the cadre, that one course which had a spare
few minutes were put through the hazards of bayonet fightingfor it could not be said that anyone was allowed to rest!
Courses averaged only about 12 hours in bed in their four
days, but credit where due, all were cheerful, albeit tired, when
their "time was up." Five identical consecutive courses were
run without a break. There is no doubt about it, it was a
" sweat," but everyone agrees the effort was well worth while.
The Commanding Officer visited the training camp on several
occasions, and amongst the senior visitors brought with him
was C.A.F.S.O., FARELF, Colonel G . G. L . Hinde, o.B.E.,
we appreciated his visit and helpful suggestions.
The Officers and Warrant Officers came over to Pulau
Tekon for a training day, and after firing a complete course
in Rifle, S.M.G., L .M.G., and then being put through a
falling plate competition, they left in a state of, near approaching, shell-shock.
During this day the C.S.O., FARELF,
Brigadier F. J. Swainson, o.B.E., came to the range, and along
with both his and C.A.F.S.O.'s sons, proceeded to show us
all how to shoot!
Sporting Events. Once again the motor cycle trials
team " took to the road " in order to enter for the 17th
Gurkha Division/O.C.L.F. Motor Cycle Trial, held at Seremban on 29th/ 30th September. The team, riding Matchless
motor cycles, consisted of Staff Sergeants G. H. Waters, A. E.
Maskell, and Sergeant T. M. Martin.
Sergeant T. Balch,
riding a B.SA. motor cycle, was entered as an individual.
The trial was a two-day event comprising a 125-mile road
circuit on the first day and 12 observed hazards on the
second day.
Unfortunately, Sergeant Martin's motor cycle
ceased forward motion after about 30 miles of the road circuit,
due to clutch trouble, and thus the team was out of the
running. The remainder continued as individuals, and Staff
Sergeant Maskell won the award for Second Best Novice.
Sergeant Balch rode extremely well and completed the trial
with a loss of only 33 points.
We would like to offer our congratulations to Staff Sergeant
Simpson of The Gurkha Signal Regiment for completing the
whole trial with the loss of only one point; the 17 Gurkha
D ivision/O.C.L.F. for running such an excellent trial, and for
their hospitality to the visiting teams.

21st REGllUENT (AIR FOllMATION)
Looking back over the past two months (we didn't manage
any notes for August), everything has gone along very smoothly,
with the usual Regimental activities providing the highlights.
Throughout August and part of September, most of the R egiment seemed to be scattered on leave in practically every
country in Europe, and it was not until the latter part of last
month, could we say that everyone was once aga in doing his
right job.
A very successful garden fete was held at R.A.F., Laarbruch,
at the beginning of September, to which the Regiment provided a number of stall , and also helped with the general
arrangements. Perhaps the most satisfied visitor to the fete
was Second-Lieutenant J. M. Curtis, who managed to collect
the first prize in the draw-a 1961 Opel Record (or DMs. 5,000
in cash). Needless to say that as Second-Lieutenant Curtis
had bought a car some three weeks ago, he chose the DMs.
5,000.
Although the afternoon was rather spoilt by the weather, it
did not dampen the enthusiasm of the h elpers nor deter a
Our thanks are
large number of visitors from attending.
extended to Second-Lieutenant J. C. Bruce and his helpers,
and to all the wives for their overwhelming generosity in providing gifts for the bottle stall.
In our " hatches, matches and d ispatches" section, the Part
II Order Clerk (Corporal C. J. Lawson) has been kept busier
than usual. Congratulations to the following, all of whom have
provided ·an increase in the ration strength.
Sergeant and Mrs. P. S. Paine, a son, Richard, on 7th July,
at Princess Elizabeth Hospital, Nairobi; Corporal and Mrs. C.
McLaren, a daughter, Kim Catherine, on 15th August, at
R.A.F. Hospital, Wegberg; Corporal and Mrs. J. H .
McLaren, a daughter, Larraine, on 25th July, at R.A.F.
Hospital, Wegberg; Signalman and Mrs. G. H. Holden,
a daughter, Debcrah Angela, on 10th August, at Darlington;
and Corporal and Mrs. H. C. Newton, a daughter, Sylvia Ann,
on 19th September, at R.A.F. Hospital, Wegberg. Congratulations also to Corporal and Mrs. F . E. Williams, Corporal and
Mrs. M. W. Teague, Signalman and Mrs. D. G. Kennerson,
and Signalman and Mrs. H. Woodhall on their respective
marriages. We hope that they will all have many years of
happiness.
New arrivals in the Regiment have been Sergeant A. Murray,
from 234 Squadron, Malta, to 2 Squadron; Sergeant C. Snow,
from Depot Regiment to 1 Squadron; while Sergeant McKenna
has departed with his "golden bowler."
Last month the Regiment held its own rifle meeting on the
Arsbeck Ranges. The meeting was a great success, and our
thanks must be extended to R.S .M. T. A. Vaughan, who made
all the excellent arrangements for the two days, and to all
the hard work done by the Range Staff at the firing point,
butts and statistics tent.
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lance Corporal Cole

REGIMENTAL RIFLE MEETING
R.S.M. T. A. Vaughan receiving his trophy from Colonel D. E.
Harrison, O.B.E., Chief Air Formation Signal Officer R.A.F. Germany
The results are as follows : Regimental Champion
Team Winners
Runners-up
.. .
Officers' Match .. .
W.O.s' and S.N.C.O .s' Match ...
Corporals' and L / Corporals' Match
Signalman' s Match
...
.. .
. ..

R.S .M. T. A. Vaughan (Regt. H.Q.).
" M ,, Troop.
220 Squadron HQ./ G. Troop.
Major (T.O.T.) J. T. Rogers (" M"
Troop.
R.S.M. T. A. Vaughan (Regt. H.Q.)
Corporal Wormall (L Wmg Troop)
Signalman Bolton ("M" Troop).

RIFLE MATCH

Individual Winner
Team Winners
S.M.C. MATCH
Individual Winner
Team Winners
L .M.G. MATCH
Individual Winner
Team Winners
FALLING PLATE

...

Sergeant G. H. Gibney (H Wing
Troop.
Squadron (H.Q. / G Troop)

220

R.S.M. T. A. Vaughan.
"M,, Troop.
Signalman G. W. Smith, H.Q. Troop
(M .T.).
2 Squadron H.Q. / F Troop.

MATCH
220 Squadron (H.Q ./G Troop).
L.A.D.

Winner

...

Craftsman

D.

Critchley

(L.A.D.).

POOL BULL

Winner

REGIMENTAL RIFLE MEETING
The LAD Team
Left to right : Sergeant Licence, Lance Corporal Price, Craftsmert
Heather, Campbell , Atkinson
Back row : Lance Corporal Clarke, Craftsmen Critchley, Cockburn,
Captain D. H. Kitchener, OC LAD
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24th REGUIENT

(TRAINING)

The Cricket Season 1961

PISTOL MATCH

Boxing. In response to a call from the C.S.0. for a Corps
team, the unit has started a thorough search for boxers. The
R.S.M. (W.0.1 A. H. Pooley, B.E.M.) was left alone to run
a " mill" from which he has produced several promising
volunteers. Their skill was further tested in an inter-Squadron
"blood-tub" held at Changi on 3rd October, when 2 Squadron
narrowly, but confidently, won. We hope to be able to provide
several boxers for the Corps team and thus assist in removing
the island " Cap Badge " title from the Gunners.

. top Press. The Regiment can, again, be more than proud
of HS M.T. Troop, for under the eagle eye of Captain R. G.
Furtad~, B.E.M. (M.T.0.) and W.0.1 (A.S.M.) K. H. Mitchinson
(W.0. m charge L.A.D.) the drivers won the unit the fourth
consecutive "Excellent" grading by the C.l.V. team. Well
done, indeed.

Colonel Vaigncourt·Strallen, Second Lieutenant Wilson, Lance Corporal Foxton,

Winners
Runners-up

Hockey. The season goes well with, so far anyway, every
prospect of attaining last year's high standards. Training, under
the eagle eye of the Quartermaster, Major R. H. A. Salisbury,
and the R.QM.S., W.O.II Q. R. Clayton (who also runs the
unit badminton team), is carried out practically every evening,
and this certainly paid when the unit won the Singapore Base
District six-a-side knockout competition on 1st October, for
the fourth successive year. In other games the full team have
won all seven matched played so far this year.

Other Sport. Soccer, Sepak raga, badminton and basket
ball are all going well, the players upholding the good name
of the Regiment, both as sportsmen and hosts, in all their
matches.

24th REGIMENT - CRICKET TEAM 1961
Standing : Corporal Storey, Signalman Schofiel1, Staff Sergeant Jagger, Lance
Corporal Mcloughlin, Signalmen Bonser, Ba-nbrough and Moort-y, Corporal
Duncan, Lance Corporal Dillon
Seate d : Corporal Waddleton, Sergeant Brooking, Major Ed,.ards, Lieutenant

...

ignalman W. H.
Wing Troop).

Isherwood

(H

Also last month, the Regiment entered a team in the R.A.F.,
Germany (2 T .A.F.) small arms meeting. Congratulations to
Lieutenant F . R. Maynard (L WST) on winning the Visitors'
Cup for the SR(b) match and being chosen to represent the
R.A.F. Command Team in the Colonial Rifle Match SR(b).
The standard of shooting was extremely high, and our team,
Lieutenant F. R. Maynard, R.S.M. T. A. Vaughan, W.O.II
(F. of S.) D. Hazell, Sergeant A. G. Stapleton, Corporals
K. Bell and K. Wormall were well placed in all matches;
the first three named getting into the last stage of the 24
firers in the SR(a) match.
In spite of the fact that most of the Troops in the Regiment
have been understaffed during the last few months, no let-up
has been allowed in amount of project work undertaken on
each of the airfields. Everyone has been hard at work, working
additional hours to complete the various jobs.
In addition all our spare energies are now being directed
towards an all-out assault in the Morrison Cup Competition.
To this end, the wires hum with hockey fixtures, football
fixtures, those required to play basketball or rugby, etc. The
other day someone also mentioned .22 shooting, but was
promptly " shot down."
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The Regimental team, under the leadership of Major R. 0.
Edwards, has had a most satisfactory season. At the outset,
when still in the experimental stage, the side was beaten by
8th Regiment and 15/19 Hussars, both by narrow margins. By
the end of May, however, the side had settled down into a well
balanced hard working team with some 15-16 players contesting
the eleven places. Following the two early defeats the team
has gone through the season with an unbroken run of successes
culminating in the win of the Northern Command Inter-Unit
Cup.
H ighlights-there were many, but probably the most outstanding was the cup match against the all-powerful 6 Bn.
R.A.O.C., a side containing some 50 per cent. of the R.A.O.C.
Corps XI. In this 30 overs game our opponents (who had disposed of the School of Signals in the previous round) scored
II9 for 8 in their 30 overs, to which the Regiment replied with
123 for 5 in 28 overs. With 20 overs gone we were lagging
behind the scoreboard by some four runs or more, but some
brilliant hitting by Lance-Corporal B. Wheatley completely
swung the game in the course of "two overs, and with a sound
50 by Second-Lieutenant C. Wilson and 27 by Lance-Corporal
McLaughlin, we pulled through.
Other highlights during the season were Lance-Corporal
Wheatley's bowling in the final against 19 Tank Transporter
Company R.A.S.C., his figures being 5 for 31 and 8 for 35;
Signalman Bambrough's most stylish 64, and Signalman
Bonser's 30 in the same match-and so one could go on.
The brunt of the attack throughout the season was taken by
Lance-Corporal Wheatley, Lance-Corporal McLaughlin and
Sergeant Brooking, their performances having been most impressive. Batting has been solid all the way down the order,
and the fielding has been first class. We have been most
fortunate in having two wicketkeepers of the calibre of LanceCorporal Cole (Durham County, Combined Services and Army)
and Lance-Corporal Foxton, who have both made valuable
contributions to the team's successful season.

STAMP COLLECTORS
THE JU:-l!OR LEADER REG.11\fE~T ha re tarted
its Philatelist Club and will be mo t grateful to
r celve stam ps from all Regiments,
quadron ,
Detachments ervlng overseas.
Amateur radio enthu In ts receive many Q L card
with foreign stamps.
Envelopes containing stamps to please be nddre. ed:
Philatelist Club, Junior L~ders Regiment. Royal
ignals, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, outll De,·on.
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30th Regiment (Trials)

28th
Regiment
(Army Group)
MOTOR CYCLE TEAM - ANOTHER GOOD YEAR
Left to right : Craftsman K. Andrews, S.S.M. M. G. A. Edwards, the Commanding Officer, Sergeant P. Lasota,

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

September, in Germany, is usually given up to the autumn
exercises and this year was no exception except that a number
of last minute changes in the scope of the exercises kept the
Regiment fully occupied. The exercises necessarily involve
extensive preliminary preparations and the brunt of these fell
on I Squadron which spent two weeks laying out cable and
establishing exercise communications. This year, for the first
time our Belgian Squadron took over its operational wireless
role. Not only did the radio side go well but we were all very
intrigued to find that our allies bad a highly organised base in
the field which even ran to TV for off-duty officers. Certainly
their scale and type of tentage aroused envy amongst those of
us who consider ourselves fortunate to be able to put up the
odd 16olb. tent! During the packing-up phase a metal object
was unearthed in the cookhouse area a few feet away from
the petrol burners. After he had had a kick at it Lieutenant
(T.0.T.) C. Brodley realised that it was an old 36 grenade.
Inspection proved it to be very much alive and everyone made
themselves scarce whilst a Sapper CO removed it and disposed
of it.
The other major event of interest in September was the final
of the Army Motor Cycling Cup held at Longmoor, Rants.
In this, the Regimental team of W.0.II M. G. A. Edwards,
Sergeant P. Lasota and Craftsman K. Andrews were placed

Second Lieutenant D. R. W. Durham

second (the Mills Trophy) after a Jong battle with 1st Training
Battalion RASC. Thus last year's result was reversed, 28th
Regiment losing its championship to last year's runners-up.
The Regimental teams have bad a successful season being first
in the Rhine Area, nth Brigade, 4th Division, Westphalia/
Lippe International Trial and B.A.0.R. Championships. In
the Rhine Area and uth Brigade events a Regimental team
was also runner-up. Outstanding individual performances were
by W.O.II M. G. A. Edwards who was B.A.0.R. champion,
4th Division champion, runner-up in the Rhine Area Championship and third in the Westphalia/Lippe International Trial;
Sergeant P. Lasota, who was Rhine Area champion, best regular
and Royal Signals rider in the Army Champion~hips and
runner-up in · the -4th~ Division Competition;· and- Signalman P.
Ormesher who was placed third and best novice/National
Serviceman in the Rhine Area Championship.
September has also seen the emergence, through notes in the
Weekly Regimental Bulletin, of a mysterious "shadow" Regiment called 82nd. Its activities and personalities seem to bear
a remarkable resemblance to those of 28, but as seen in a
mirror. Weekly issues of the Bulletin are quite eagerly awaited
for news of the "shadow Regiment" as recounted by an
anonymous contributor called "Franciscan Friar " and much
speculation exists as to his identity.

Recruit of the Month
SIGNALMAN

B.

SIMMONDS

Brian Simmonds was born at Dinnington, near Sheffield, and
after leaving the County Secondary Modem School was
employed by the National Coal Board as a surface worker.
He enlisted in the Corps in April for nine years and has just
completed his Driver Training with an excellent report from
his Troop Officer.
He is a married man with two children, he has an elder
brother serving with the R.A.O.C. in Singapore.
He is looking forward to his future career in the Corps and
more immediately service with his first Field Unit.
Continued from Page 4or. Column 2 .
Rugby, too, has had its triumphs and Captain J. N. Taylor
is congratulated on being selected for the trial matches held by
D orset and Wiltshire County Rugby Union, in late September.
A final item which may give food for thought is the fine
example being shown by Sergeant G. H. Del Pinto, newly
arrived in "H.Q." Squadron. The proud father of six young
sons and just as proud a member of the Corps, Sergeant Del
Pinto intends that all of his boys shall follow the oldest, Frank,
who is 14, into the Corps. Frank joins the Junior Leaders
Regiment in 1962 and will take with him the very best wishes
from the Regiment. This is the best way we know of keeping
White Swan Troop of the Junior Leaders Regiment up to
strength.
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Top l•(t to right : Sergeants R. little P. J. Hamilton, L. A. Heaps, S. F. Cooke, F. I. H. Lane, M.M., W. J. Arthur, W. S.~Beadle, W. J.
Duncan, D. F. Wilson, C. Baglletto, T. C. Bell, R.E.M.E., W . H. Bromley, J. F. Jones
2nd Row : Staff Sergeants A. R. Hill, L. V. lngs, B.E.M., C. N. Armitage, K. D. Horne, H. G. S. Daglish, T. W. Neal, R. A. Ry~er,
J. Cooper. R. Jones, D. Cunningham, D. 0. Bushnell, J. L. Gwynne, R. C. Shaw, R. G. Rotherham, M. Darton, R.E.M.E., P. F. C.
Brown, R.E.M.E.
3rd Row : W .0 .11 I. Simpson, W.0.11 R. W. Kelly, W.0.11 W. G. Davis, R.Q.M.S. W. E. J. Statham, W.0.1 G. H. Scott, W.0.1 E.G.
Jacobs, R.E.M.E., R.S.M. J. W. Sinclair, W.0.1 H. Bell, R.Q.M.S. H. J. P. Giles, W.0.11 B. L. White, W.0.11 J. McGrath, W.0.11
J. Daw

The enthusiasms of summer have now to be replaced by
those of winter, even though on the 10th October the weather
is sufficiently benevolent at Blandford to allow the wearing of
shirt sleeve order. A major part of the Regiment is preparing for Demonstration "Argus," which is to be held at the
Fighting Vehicles Research and Development Establishment,
Chobham, Surrey, in the second half of October. This
demonstration is to show to a wide selection of official and
foreign observers the most up-to-date equipment of the Army.
The Regiment will present the Corps' contribution to the
Army display. More details of this event will be given in next
month's notes.
In September it was a pleasure to have working visits by
Colonel T. R. Warburg, from the Signals Directorate, and the
Chief Signal Officer, Brigadier D. White, O.B.E. The latter was
able to see the performance of Hellfax over a Du single sideband circuit.
In turn the Regiment has been sending out its envoys on
visits. A noteworthy trip was made by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Piddington, M.c., and the
T.S.0., Major W. T. A. Collyer, to Germany to ensure that
the efforts of No. 3 Squadron were being bent to its proper
task. A week with the Squadron was, apparently, entirely
convincing. At home, a party of Officers from the Regiment
visited the R.A.P.C. Centre at Worthy Down to be bemused
by the performance of the electronic computor which now keeps
the accounts.
A slight change round of appointments in the Regiment
bas brought Major L. S. Ball to command No. I Squadron,
which carries out most of the trials and demonstrations. Major
I. G. Swan is warmly welcomed; he has joined the Regiment
from a glamorous General Staff appointment in Washington.
Regretfully the Regiment has lost this month Captain R. K.
Ward, a former Adjutant, and a loyal, highly industrious
Foreman of Signals, Staff Sergeant E. Doe, both of whom
become B.A.0.R.'s gain. However, the most stimulating and
pleasing news of the month came with the announcement that
the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Piddington,
M.C., is to be promoted to Colonel on taking up an appointment
in the Ministry of Aviation next March. The whole Regiment
offers its wam1 congratulations. It is known that LieutenantColonel A. T. Burrows, M.B.E., E.R.D., has been nominated as
the next Commanding officer and it will be a great pleasure to
welcome him early next year.
The great enthusiasm for golf continues in the Regiment and
a most successful day was enjoyed by the enthusiasts at the
Ga.r rison Golf Meeting, organised by H.Q., R.E.M.E. Training,
and held at the Tidworth Club on Wednesday, 27th September,
1961.
T he 18-hole medal (handicap) was won by Major A. J.
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Jackson with a net 65, and the 18-hole foursomes (handicap)
resulted in a tie between Mrs. Jackson and Major V. C. Valle
and their partners.
Prizes were also won by Major J. F . Everard, SecondLieutenant H. D. K. Flannery, W.0.II J. Simpson and Staff
Sergeant R. C. Shaw.
The sailing season came to a rousing end with Major W. T. A.
Collyer, the Officer-in-Charge, making a loud splash when
capsizing a Firefly in the final race series organised by Parkstone Sailing Club, Poole. In all fairness it must immediately
be stated that Major Collyer had earlier in the season gained
third prize in the Albacore Class during Poole Week. It is a
matter for pride that the Albacore helmsmen of the A.S.A.,
Poole Group, in which the Regiment play:; the leading role,
took first, second and third places in the Poole Week championships. This was the first season that the amenities of Poole
.?arbour have been ava:Iable to the Regiment and very full use
was made of them : there was representation in every race
of any significance which was held in Poole. Training on
Wednesday afternoons was well attended and a fair number of
helmsman certificates were gained.
The Group is affiliated to the Lilliput Club which has its
headquarters at the Blue Lagoon. At the annual dinner held
in Sandbanks Hotel, Poole, the Group Commodore, Brigadier
D. V. Henchley, O.B.E., compared this "Lagoon " with the
·popular conception of the term. The fact that at low tide
our Blue Lagoon is a vast mud flat made the comparison a
hugely amusing affair for the large and mellow audience, which
included the Lady Mayoress of Poole, the Lilliput Club
Officers, the Commanding Officer and a number of representatives from the Regiment. Captain D. H. Briggs was presented
with a second prize for partial success in the race " normal crew
as helm."
Hockey has had a good start and the marksmen had a field
day against 37 G.W. Regiment, R.A., rattling in seven goal
without reply. A "power house" team sent to Blandford by
the Royal Naval Air Station at Yeovilton succeeded in cutting
the team down to size again, but tails were re-elevated by a
decisive victory against the Petro1 Reserve Depot, R.A.S.C.,
from West Moors. However, the greatest satisfaction has been
given by the selection of Blandford (;amp by the Dorset County
Hockey Association as the venue for the two County trial
matches. In these games, held in early October the Regiment
has had two representatives playing, Captain D. H. Briggs and
Staff Sergeant G. S. Bidgood, of the L.A.D., who has recently
joined the Regiment. Corporal G. S. L. .Markwell, of 3
Squadron, would also have been playing if he had not been
with the Squadron in Germany.
Cot11ir111ed on page 400. Column
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Foreman of Signals of the Corps

The Johore Grant/ Prix

W.O.I (Foreman of Signals) J. D. Ferguson started his ~eer
in the Army at the age of r7t in Novei;riber, I94?·. After primary
training with the Royal Berkshire Regiment he iomed the Corps
at Catterick in February, 1947.
He qualified as a Radi~ Mechanic AIII in _December, 1947,
and after a Drill and Duties Course and a wait of a f.ew we~s
at " The Depot " he sailed fo~ Egypt, on the. Stm~aria, on his
nineteenth birthday, 28th April, r948. On arrival m .Egypt he
spent a few months with 8 Independent Infantry Bngade . ~nd
was then posted to train Mauritian Volunteers at the M aurman
Signal Training School at Fanara.
.
H is potentialities as a ~t~e ~oreman of Signals were soon
recognised however, for within eighteen months he was posted,
as a sergdnr, to attend, at the School of S~als, No. 8 Forero~
of Signal Course. On s~ccessf~ co~plet1on of the co~s~ m
April 1951 and after his marriage m June, 1951, he JOmtd
2 Infantry D ivisional Signal Regim~t, in. B.A.c;>.R., a.s a Staff
Sergeant (Foreman of Signals). Whilst. Wlth ll?ts Reg1m~t he
obtained a deal of experience on exercises which took hrm to
almost every part of BA.0.R. Su~h exp~ienc~ included providing a Public Address system, with buried rrucrophones.
At the end of his tour in B.A.O.R., in M ay, 1954, he returned
to the School of Signals for a Foreman of Signals Part II Course.
The following year, in March, having passed the course, he
was posted as a Warrant Officer (Foreman of Signals) II, to
Western Command where he was responsible for Signal Works
Service.
.
May 1958, and he was once more posted to B.A.0.R.; this
time t~ 10 Air Formation Signal Regiment. On the run down
of this Regiment he stayed . wi~ the S~ua dron which w~s
ultimately to become, . and .still 1s, 2~1 S1~al Squadron (Air
Formation). Whilst wnh Air Formauon Signals he wa.s kept
busy installing telephone exchanges and telegraph eqwpment
in vehicles.
He obtained well deserved promotion to Warrant Officer
(Foreman of Signals) I in August, 196o, and joined 30 Signal
Regiment in October, 1961.
.
A man of varied interests he is a keen shot havmg been
selected, from time to time, to represent his th_eatre and .Command in competitive shooting at Bulford and B1sley. He is also
a regular firer in small bore competitions.
.
He now is a keen photographer, has a small son, aged eight,
and is also an enthusiastic motorist.
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The Johore Grand Prix was held at Johore over the weekend
24th/25th July, 196r. Several members of the Forces Motoring
Club, including the writer, were invited to officiate as marshals.
Before the meeting written instructions were issued to every
marshal, together with a plan of the course, showing the
Sector to which he had been allotted and the Sector Marshal
in charge.
Practice was due to commence at 7 a.m. on the Saturday.
It meant an early start, as Marshals had to assemble at 6 a.m.,
while it was still dark, to allow for briefing, issue of official
badges and movement to the 22 posts around the circuit.
I was allotted to the third sector, comprising three Marshals
Posts and a cross-over for spectators. This Sector covered the
fastest part of the course, including Garden Bend.
The duties of the Marshals are varied. Flag marshals are
posted at frequent intervals around the circuit, right on the edge
of the track. Their job is to pass warnings to the drivers concerning the state of the track ahead. This is done by means of
coloured flags, which indicate danger, oil on the surface,
ambulance or fire brigade on the circuit and so on.
Telephone Marshals receive instructions from Race Control
and keep Control informed of the progress of the race, mishaps
to cars, movement of ambulances and similar events.
Course Marshals clear all obstructions from the course, treat
dangerous deposits of oil, keep an eye on the crowd and handle
the fire-fighting equipment.
Most of us had a go at each job in turn, although on the
Saturday I spent most of my time as a Course Marshal.
Practice was somewhat late starting but eventually the motor
cycles left the paddock and went to the start. They were followed by the various Saloon, Sports and Grand Prix cars in
tum. While the sports cars were practising there was a heavy
rainstorm. This brought all the head and tail lights on, but
even so the cars disappeared in their own spray 50 yards after
passing us. Fortunately there were no mishaps within our
purview. The cars were obviously treating the . circuit. with
considerable respect, though there were several mmor mishaps
elsewhere on the circuit and a number of drivers found the
escape roads useful!
The Japanese motor bikes in the 250 c.c. class were really
scorching through the bend at something around the ton, but
the standard of riding was high and only once or twice were
less speedy riders forced on to the grass.
We were expecting some excitement when the big bikes came
out to practice as the painted white line in the centre of the
road was very slippery and most of the riders were right on it
as they cleared the bend. However, although it put the wind
up some of the smaller fry it was noticeable that the majority
took a different line through the bend next time round.
The Johore Grand Prix circuit is just over two miles round.
A feature of the circuit is that the greatest capacity for crowds
lies on the inside of the circuit, but the only means of access is
through gates at various points around the course. These were
planned to open for five minutes between each race, but so
great were the crowds that it was taking half an hour each time.
Consequently the programme got more and more behind time.
The organisers got through two motor cycle races and three
sports car events before racing ceased on the Saturday, leaving
a motor cycle event to be carried over to the Sunday.
By 8 p.m. we were back in Singapore ready for a bat? and
an early night in bed, in preparation for another S a.m. kick-off
on Sunday morning.
On Sunday we were all in position at 6.30 a.m. and the first
motor cycle race started soon after 7 a.m., followed by several
sports and saloon races and the 35-lap motor cycle Grand Prix.
Crowds poured into the circuit all morning and by the time
the Grand Prbc started it was estimated that so to 6o thousand
were present.
Eventually all was set. The Track M anager had been round
to close the course, the Marshals were alert and Control had
been told that the course was clear.
Excitement was intense as there was some potent machinery
in the race, including a Lola-Climax, a Ferrari-Monza, a
Cooper-Climax, a couple of Lotus and a Cooper-Jaguar.
I found myself appointed. Telephone Marshal for. the Grand
Prix- just about the plumb iob. The phones were rigged on an
omnibus circuit (by courtesy of 232 Squadron, 2 Squadron, 18th
Regiment and several others) and consequently, one had a
complete though constantly .changing picture of the race ~s each
post reported events in their area, such as arguments with the
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W.0. 1. (F of S) J. D. Ferguson

TUE EARL HAIG FUND (SCOTLAND)
D uring the year ending 30th September, 1961, the
Relief Committee of this fund assisted 29 Ex-Signal~ or their families at a cost of £244.
It is right that all should know of this generosity.

SUBSCRIBERS'

ADDRESSES

Many copies of " The Wire " and of the Royal Signals List are returned by the Post Office with a
note that the subscriber' s address is unknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor in good time of their new address.
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The following goods are available from Associatio n Headquarters:
They are of good quality and are correct in style and colour. Many imitations are sold in shops, at higher prices.
at the quoted prices the Association makes a profit.
Corps Paint Transfers:
"Jimmy "-<>n background of Corps Colours (each)
lo" x 7t"
7t" x St "
31 / 1 . " x 2 2 / . ' '
3/2/8
l/6
As above but mounted on black plastic (each)
4 19
41 Corps T ies-Heavy Weave ...
7/6
816
Woollen
Terylene
II/Corps Scarves--Reppe (squares)
21 / Woollen
21/Cravats-Terylene
21/-

Corps Cuff Links
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Corps Blazer Badges (Silver "Jimmy,"
Crown and Motto in gold, as
approved by the Corps Committee)
Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
Small (each)
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
Corps Plaques

7/6

3/-

Even

Members only

45/2/3
l/8
35/_
201

26/6 Plus postage

PLEASE SEND CASH WfTH O RDER for all the a b ove articles except Corps P aint Transfers, for which an account
will be forwarded. Addition of postage in all cases would be appreciated.
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sandbags, excursions up the escape roads, break-downs, and
so on.
Within a few laps the race settled down. Chan Lye Choon
in his Lola Climax was in front, driving very well and looking
quite relaxed. Positions behind the leader were changing every
lap, as cars went into the pits or retired or lost ground.
P. G. Cowling in a Cooper Climax came up strongly into
second place but ran out of road just after the pits and went
straight on to the grass. He pushed the car back on to the
course but could not re-start. His Pit Crew after speaking to a
Marshal pushed him off. He was immediately disqualified for
receiving outside assistance but stayed in the race pending an
appeal against disqualification. Cowling now drove like a man
inspired. He had much lost ground to recover and set about
carving his way up through the field, setting the fastest lap in
the process. He eventually got close enough to the Lola Climax
to be in a position to harry Chan Lye Choon into making the
vital error so easy in such circumstances. This tooth and nail
scrap brought the crowd to their feet, but they were to be disappointed for it was decided not to appeal and about lap 40
the Cooper Climax got the black flag and retired to the paddock.
Now it seemed as if Chan Lye Choon was certain to win.
Already he had lapped several of the back-enders and was
taking a beautifully consistent line through the bend each time
round, looking as though he would go for ever.
Behind the leader there was no such certainty. The long
gruelling race, now in the 5oth lap, was taking its toll of
mechanical failure and driver fatigue. One unfortunate competitor pulled into the pits for petrol, three cans were put in
and he roared off to rejoin the race. But he soon came to a
halt-his amateur pit crew had put in three gallons of water!
The front end of the field was changing every two or three
laps and it looked as though some of the more orthodox
mach inery would get a place, if they continued to motor. And
so it proved to be:
1st, Lola Climax; 2nd, Cooper; 3rd, Zephyr Sports; 4th
Austin Healey 3,000.
Immediately the winner had done his lap of honour the
crowd poured on to the track to make their way home and the
second Coronation Grand Prix meeting was ov~r. In due course
we delivered our flags, shovels, brushes, fire extinguishers,
cement and other impedimenta back to Race Control.
Weary, thirsty, tired and dirty we made our way back to
Singapore, a bath and bed. Deafened by the constant roar of
engines, necks aching and stiff, burnt by the sun and with eyes
sore from the glare, nevertheless we decided that our names
would be top of the 1ist for the 1962 Grand Prix.

Shipping it Green
Soapwrapping
BY

JOHN HOLE

Through the advent of television boxing is now entertaining
many whose previous pursuits were ludo .and knittiJ?g. q1d
maids can now bolo the bat of that pvgmahon profession with
the best of the cauliflower fraternity. Some of our female legis~
lators think it is an abomination and do not realise it has its
good points. The art of self-defence develops ~ose ~e1:1ses which
are such an asset in other fields-such as earmng a hvmg. Some
of our greatest executives and merchant princes would never
have got to the top but for the qualities developed by practicing
the noble art.
I was apprenticed to a profession that has been known for
its skill in boxing from the time of Caxton. In those havcvon
days of my youth I used to att~nd frequent sessions ~t the Ring,
Blackfriars; the Holborn Stadium; The Dome, . Brighton; ~d
the like. Hence, with nearly half a century experience of boxmg
I have very definite ideas on this craft.
I first donned the gloves with my oppoe, who later became
the heavyweight champ}on of the M~tropolitan Poli.c~. When I
joined the old R.E. Signals I contmued my nov!Vlate under
Ernie Rigg at Crowboro'. T his S?apwrapper won. the light~
weight championship of the combmed Allied Services at the
Albert Hall in 1919. He was a good tradesman. We used to
stage a boxing tournament at frequent intervals. at Crowboro'.
On one occasion the chap I should have boxed did not tum up.
Just as well for me because the referee. announced that he was
fighting at the Albert Hall that same rught. Yes, we had some
queer amateurs in those days.
At every session we always had a Battle Royal. Not allowed
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Greetings to all readers from Kenya.
issue.
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Dinner
THE O.C.A. DINNER, HELD AT SIGNAL HOUSE, ATKINS ROAD, S.W.12, I Ith APRIL, 1959
There were 115 present. The group pictured above had an aggregate of 310 years of service in Royal Signals (Territorial Army).
(Left to right) : F. G. Webb, F. H. Smith, E. Denby, G. Comfort, W. Marshall, A. C. C. Willway (Brigadier President of O.C.A.),
D. E. Strike (Secretary of O.C.A.) J. London, F. White (Lieutenant Colonel since deceased) S. A. Fairchild, 8. Collins

nowadays! Seven boxers entered the ring and were blindfolded.
The last man left standing was declared the winner. They
used mops to clean up the blood from the ring. Just like the
stockyards of Chicago I
We had some wonderful scrappers. There was Boy Viney,
who became amateur champion of Europe. The Collins
brothers and many others whose names escape me. Properly
handled the talent we had would have conquered the world. It
was just a case of natural talent working its way to the surface.
When I came home from China we discovered Tony Stuart.
I remember him as a rookie, looked a useless clot. Captain
Spencer got hold of him and in the fulness of time Stuart went
to the U.S.A. and in the golden gloves competition showed the
'Ammies' what a third rate lot they were. Tony was also
A.B.A. champion in r930, r932, 1936 and 1937. A present day
colleague of mine who served a lifetime in the Fire Brigade
told me that Tony proved himself a very brave man throughout the blit2 in London. He has now retired as Deputy Superintendant ! A good example of Corps training. The foundations
we laid in the twenties paid big dividends during the war. The
training today will bring forth the giants (or pygmies) of tomorrow.
I cannot recall cut eyes in the early days. The use of the
head as a third hand was not considered correct then, hence
no cut eyes. Nowadays nobody seems to have heard of the
solar plexus.
Recently a boxer gave a perfect exhibition of a knock-out by
a solar plexus punch. The referee disqualified him! What a
crazy world! I think it was last year when TV viewers were
watching the AB.A. finals. A boxer from overseas, who everybody thought would walk it fought a chap from Brixton, London, Roy Francis. Roy bit the chap from overseas once. It was
enough. He went out on a stretcher. So you see it can be
done, if you use your crust, metaphorically.
If there is a young fellow in the Signals who wants to pick
up a million in sterling, I will telJ him now. First of all there
is the mental appi;oach.
A good example of tackling a job in the right way is Bannister's approach to the problem of breaking the four-minute
mile. He, Chataway and Brasher st1:1died the subject scientifically; laid their plans (like Monty would), decided who should
do what-without thought of personal gain; waited for the
pschychological moment; then each did their allotted task with
the utmost concentration. The job done, they picked up their
tents and stole away in to the night.
These three used their brains. Roger became a clever doctor;
Cbatawav showed Kuts bow to win a race then went for a rest
in the House of Commons; Brasher picked up a gold medal,
then showed the Russians how to climb mountains.
Another example that shows the use of brains to achieve
success. The three Germans and the one Austrian who climbed
the Eiger. What an example of applied science and the wonderful use of brains by four ordinary chaps. The film of this
climb should be shown to every man in the Corps.
Anyone who wishes to achieve anything in this world have
these two shining examples as a copy. If they show the same
application they will succeed at whatever they put their hands to.
The boxing fraternity of today needs new blood. Not one
boxer can punch his own weight. I can prove this. Once upon
a time when my weight was just over eleven stone I hit a chap
of sixteen stone. He just bounced and was a long time getting
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up. Now I have never been considered much good as a boxer,
yet, just for a second, I was a world beater I I unconsciously
delivered a perfect knockout. If I can do it, why can't you?
There has only been one boxer who could bit bis own weight.
I don't care what the experts say, they are generally wrong.
This is a fact-Jimmy Wilde at six stone ten was knocking
them out up to ten stone. He was a natural. We've never seen
the like before or since. If he could do it why can't our leading
professionals. Because they don't use their brains. They don't
treat it as a science.
To be a world beater you need only two assets; (a) the ability
to punch your own weight; (b) the ability to move fast.
Go to the zoo and study every kind of animal and see every
film showing how these animals and reptiles have to fight to
survive. Study the gazelle, see how he sidesteps like lightning.
How the ostrich can kick. Study every kind of animal. Learn
anatomy, how to find the vulnerable nerves of the body. Learn
to shoot, how to hit the target by travelling the shortest distance
to the target. Learn to breathe so that you can hit your
opponent and keep hirting and hitting, hitting so that he
wonders what is wrong. Develop a keen eyesight so that you can
see what your opponent is going to do. D evelop your reflexes
so that you can act instantaneously. Learn to move fast. You'll
be very slow at first but if you practice continuously and dedicate
yourself you will be surprised how you will come along. Do
weight lifting intelligently. Learn to balance. Do gymnastics
every day if only for a few minutes. Don't forget there is a
million pounds to be picked up-it's yours for the takingbut only if you use the brains you were born with. Nothing is
impossible. There is no fear of being bashed about. Don't
forget there is more pleasure in giving than receiving. Just hit
them once-it should be enough.
There is a school in Japan that teaches punching. They
don't use a punching bag, but a plank of wood, lightly padded.
Students, after a bit of practice, can punch holes in the plank.
Nothing is impossible.
Boxers, as we know them, use their fists as fla ils, hence there
is no power behind their blows. If you use your fists as ramrods using the floor of the ring to give you purchase, your toes,
your -whole leg, your body-all behind the fist, then you'll hit
your own weight. Always keep the fist closed. The finest
exponent of this to my mind was Signalman Rodda, I think he
joined the Nottingham Police about 1930.
As an example. Suppose your opponent hits at you with his
left, you, moving like a gazelle, side-step then hit him with your
right behind the left ear-he will drop dead. Note there is the
force of your blow plus the speed as he misses you plus the
force of the floor smashing him in the face. Added together
there is not much chance of him getting up for a long time.
Treat hitting vour own weight as a science, study it and think
about it contin uously and gradually the brain in that thick
head of yours will begin to function . If you don't wa nt to do it
for money-do it for the Corps l
An acquaintance of mine once said to me, " I'd give a
thousand pounds to be a millionaire." I replied, " I suppose
you want me to lend you a thousand pounds?" "Well . .. yes,"
he replied. Do a bit of thinking now. Borrow a thousand
(metaphorically) by training yourself and when vou are ready
pick up that million. Then there will be m any Signalmen who
will get a free pint by saying, " I used to know him, he was in
my mob."
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SQUADllON

The months of June and July proved to be uneventful and
rather dull. Apart from three minor and one major exercise
(the latter being Exercise "Trinity Angel," which is mentioned
again below), the Annual Administrative Inspection (which
lasted a week and there is still more to come) and the office
staff one man short (Signalman Swanson, who has just completed a First Aid Instructor's course, then went straight on a
three-week " pleasure " seeking holiday to Hong Kong), the
powers-that-be have left us alone.
A rousing farewell was given by the Officers and Senior
N.C.O.s to Captain P. D. Evans on rst July. It was certainly
an afternoon to remember, because, according to reports
of bis actual departure by train the following morning, he
insisted on the carriages being fitted with Land Rover tyres
(tyre pressure 21). We trust that he will arrive in 10th Regiment. The last signal received by that writer, prior to embarkation in Singapore, hinted that he was worried whether he
would find accommodation in B.A.0.R. for his eight children.
Having read with interest the account of 249 Squadron's
adventure in Thailand, we wonder whether the exercise proved
to be a giggling success due to the weekly pay being distributed
in T icals ! The fortunate members of this Squadron who went
up there, say they never laughed so much in their lives.
Apparently the exercise was a bowling success.
We just mention a snatch of conversation heard in camp
recently. Apparently a sarcastic Pommy was struggling across
the square with a large battery. He was met half-way by a
jovial type Digger proceeding in the opposite direction. The
Digger asked: "Say, Blue, what the hell ya carrying that thing
for?" Back came the reply, in what one might call "Oxford
English": "Well, old chap, you feel such a damned fool if
someone asks you for one and you haven't got one, don't you?"
And so, with Elvis Presley singing " Bunde Special " (for
the benefit of Toni Potter), we put down our pens, sit back in
our comfortable easy chairs and rave man, rave !
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Early spring on Ballykinlar Range is not always pleasant. That
shooting did prosper in spite of the elements, however, was
amply illustrated by the competition results later on. W.O .II
Rankin and team gained second place in the Britannia match
at the Corps Rifle Meeting, and maintained an average position
of seventh out of the fourteen teams competing. Congratulations to Corporal Hassal on coming third in the Catterick Cup,
and for follow:ng this up bv being third again among Royal
Signals at Bisley in the SMG Competition.
. July was notable for Exercise "Red Biddy." An escape and
evasion exercise which involved marching and canoeing over
some of the roughest going in Ireland, it was a real test of
stamina and initiative. Besides providing control cornmunica-
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tions, the Squadron entered a team; if two of its six members
had not been captured, we should have done better than we
did. Even though it began with a 30 mile march (Infantry
stuff!) the team were not disheancned; at this stage in fact
they were reputed to have been stirred to still greater effons
by the pectacle of Lance-Corporal Toole galloping on ahead
and doing s.x "press ups" at frequent intervals to prove what
a piece of cake it was !
The Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron in action was successfully demonstrated to over four hundred cadets of the A.C.F.
and C.C.F. at Ballykinlar. The demonstration was notable for
the agility of our linemen in laying cable over some very rough
going at quite considerable speed, and the equal agility shown
by light aircraft of the Brigade A.A.C. Flight in dodging our
aerials and dropping messages right into the outstretched hands
of Second-Lieutenant D ixon. We might also add the ability
of all and sundry to remain cheerful (if not dry !) in some typical
Ballykinlar weather.
So on to the last Exercise of the training season, "Brian
Boru." An amphibious exercise involving the infantry battalions of the Brigade, we again provided control communication.
Bad weather agam tormented us-but it will have to be considerably worse before the linemen sleep in a barn again 1
Now we look forward to a period of rest, recuperation and
upgrading training (plus the R.E.M.E. inspection)!). Father
Christmas beckons from not too far away, and preparations are
afoot. Corporal Hanlon fresh from his PT Course, chastens
the football team, and our embryo hockey team at least shows
promise, if not skill. But the season is yet early, and we hope
for great things to come.
229

Despite the irritations of Messrs. Kruschev and Ulbricht, vital
commitments are being met as usual. The Allied Weapons
Meeting, with its complicated communication layout, provided
us with a good deal of work early last month, particularly as
this year we provided a stand in the associated equipment display. The Radio Section provided as slick a procession of
" likely stories ' to the multitude of questions asked, as are
ever heard on O.C.'s orders.
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SQUADRON (BERLIN)

As may be expected, activities in Berlin have stepped up a
pace or two since last we wrote, and some of the more drab
parts of the city are now discreetly hidden from normal view
behind wire fences, brick walls and the surly features of
Communist guards.

A Battalion "rear li11k" in the dividf'd cityby Lance-Corporal G. D. L May
On Wednesday, 23rd August, at about rr.30 a.m., my Troop
Commander sent for me. " May," he said, " report to Brandenburg Gate as soon as possible, with your detachment. Your
job is to provide a radio link for the 2nd Green Jackets back to
Brigade H.Q." I set off with my crew in great haste, feeling
that the fate of nations depended on me. When we joined the
infantry on the border, we found that we were very much
in the public eye. There were pressmen everywhere taking
phorographs of the troops as they erected their tents and made
ready for their night's work, and for the next few days we
could hardly sit down to a meal or take a wash in the morning
without somebody being there to record it with a camera. Our
Battalion soon established an observation post at the very top
of the ruined Reichstag, which is built actually on the wire.
From here we could see all of East Berlin and quite a bit of
our own sector as well. Amongst the more interesting sights
was the visit of Major Titov, which we could plainly see from
our lofty perch, despite a very heavy escort of East German
police.
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Almost as soon as the lines were in from the ranges,
preparations for the Berlin Military Tattoo began. For the
second year in succession, we were able to act as hosts and
guides to the ,Corps Display T eam, who gave their usual
talented performance at the T attoo; had their photographs taken
at the Brandenburg Gate and discovered that " Schultheiss "
was stronger than " Watneys." Our own part in the Tattoo was
less spectacular, but the combined Signal contribution to this
event was considerable.

There is a momentary pause in events here in Berlin, and
at last we are able to take a deferred August Bank Holiday,
but we shall be at it again, preparing to win the Brigade
Swimming Sports, and preparing for the many planned visits
from members of our own side and any un-planned visits from
the other.
R emark of the month, heard at an Allied event. " ... You
Limies sure play it cool man! "

(MALTA)

It would appear that this Squadron had gone to ground since
the last notes appeared in March of this year. That, save for
our Exercise " Maltex," is not true and your new correspondent
will endeavour to dig into the archives and relate a brief precis
of the past half-year's events.
First and foremost there has been a change of Command. Io
July Major R. C. Anderson arrived to take over from Major
A. P. Boyle. In actual fact, he arrived in the middle of Corps
Week and probably wondered what on earth he was com:ng
to take over, as he was hardly allowed to go to bed for a week.
We wish Major and Mrs. A. P. Boyle all success in their new
" London " location and hope that Major and Mrs. Anderson
wm have a successful tour in Malta.
Captain Ross has recently departed to Cyprus, Captain Ward
has replaced him from H.Q., Royal Signals, and Lieutenant
Mills has just gone to Catterick. Captain (Q.M.) Etherington
arrived vice Captain Carter in March, as did R.Q.M.S. Newton
for R.Q.M.S. Johnston. Major H. N . Daniels has taken over
Administrative Officer on conversion of this post to that of a
retired Officer. We wish all arrivals and departures good luck
in the future.
Royal Signals (Malta) Corps Week was held at the end of
June. Royal Signals Officers managed to defeat R.E. Officers
in the annual cricket match, largely due to some merry hitting
by Major Whistler, who also did the bowling damage, and
Captain Chase and Second-Lieutenant Marley.
Other
occasions during the week were an Officers' Cocktail Party, a
Church Parade, a Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Ball and an
All Ranks' Dance. Each event in its way was highly successful
and enjoyed by all. Congratulations to all concerned in
transferring the tennis court into a magnificent showpiece of
the week to cater for most of the events. Fountains, waterfalls, lights, nature noises and herbacious finery were all
produced with apparent ease.
The annual Exercise, when we really did go to ground, has
recently been held and the Squadron in the main moved out
of barracks for a taste of active soldiering. In spite of our
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The Squadron establishment includes twenty-four technician
posts that are scheduled to be fill.ed by eighteen U~<. ?ased and
six M altese civilians. So far nme UK based civilians have
arrived and are installed and two Maltese civilians have com~leted their s!x years appr7n.ti.ce t~aining as rad io mechanics.
The introduction of these CJv1lians mto the Squadron over the
last twelve months has gone smoothly in the main and the
military technicians they have replaced have nearly all gone.
Earlier th is year the Squadron won the Troops Malta Baske.tball Knock-out Competition, defeating 40 Commando R.M. m
the final. We shall try hard to repeat this achievement in 1962.
237 St!UADllON (COMCAN)

234 Squadron (MALTA) Swimming and Water-Polo Team 1961
with the season 's troph ies

mole-like existence, hard work paid dividends and our "users"
were well pleased with the results.
On the spotting scene, the Squadron has had its repeated
success in the water during the summer months. Really
intensive training, under Second-Lieutenant Marley, brought
trophies in every event in which we participated. We have
gained all Minor Unit titles on the Island and have more than
held our own in Major Unit competitions, goal statistics at
water polo being 79 for and 15 against. Half the water polo
team helped the Army to win over the Royal Air Force and
Royal Navy sides.
At swimming the Squadron defeated 235 Squadron handsomely in the annual event, won the Troops Malta Minor Units
competition and captured many individual titles in the Army
Swimming Championships, Signalman Grixti being outstanding
and breaking two Army (Malta) records.
Cricket is not one of the Squadron's delights and a regular
side is not fielded. Signalman Hewitt has had a successful
tennis season, representing the Army team. Hockey, soccer
and rugby are just beginning to get the wheels turning and we
look forward to an enjoyable winter season.
The Wives' Club, under Mrs. Anderson, start the first of
their winter get-togethers this month.
Our greetings and best wishes to all past members of 234
Squadron who are reading these notes.
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The Squadron continues to flourish. The majority of the
living-in personnel and a fair number of Married Quarters are
at lmtarfa but a small outstation is still maintained at Fort
Zonkor. This is the hope of some nine individuals who operate
and maintain the COMCAN transmitter station in Malta.
This small outstation has already constructed a well-equipped
darkroom for the developing and processing of films, and now,
thanks to the industry and enthusiasm of Staff Sergeant R.
Conway (ZBtFA) a Royal Signals Malta Amateur Radio Club
has been built and at the time of going to Press a callsign
ZB1RSM has been applied for. The rig consists of a VFO two
driver stages and a pair of 807s in parallel in the PA stage giving
an output of 100 watts. At present a controlled carried modulation system is being employed but a plate and screen modulation system is under construction. The aerial systems consist
of a ground plane for 14 m/cs and 21 m/cs with a long wire for
3.5 m/cs and 7 m/cs.
Contacts have been made in America, UK and central
Europe while carrying out tests using ZB1FA's callsign. When
the local registration red tape has been overcome and ZB1RSM
officially granted we look forward to contacting all Royal Signals
stations, particularly Amateur Stations within the COMCAN
network. Success in this field will be reported in a later issue
of THE WIRE.

It can safely be assumed that if someone in the Corps mentions Vimy lines or Marne li~cs, then o~er fift~ per cent of the
remainder of the Corps will know 1mme~1ately . the p~a~e
referred to. However if the name Chin Bee is mentioned, it is
suspected that only a' very few people will .realise that th.e conversation has S\vung round to the small Signal Troop situated
near the west coast of Singapore. It is this regretable fact that
leads the writer to write this article. (A small memo, from
O.C. Squadron, saying your rum to write. \YIRE notes helped.)
Chin Bee is the site of the Transrruttmg Troop of 237
Squadron (COMCAN) and is situated_ 15 miles.w~st of Singapore city. The vital part played by this Troop is illustra~ed by
the fact that COMCAN Singapore is second only to Boddington
in the number of messages handled daily. In addition to our
normal role of operating and maint3:in~g the high power
transmitters we also operate and mamtam the small transmitters used on local theatre links, we radiate slow rnorse transmissions for training purposes and are just starting to install
a Forces Broadcasting transmitter.
We are administered by 18th Regiment through our Squadron
H.Q., but are self accounting for Engineer Services, Barrack
Services, rations (and duty free beer?).
It has been stated by the uninformed that life on a small
station such as Chin Bee must become monotonous. For us
this is not the case, one of the main reaso?s being the expansion
programme now in progi;ess, ne~ equ1p~ents replacrng old
equipments, modern techniques b.emg applied at all stages, and
large aerial field projects have given us plenty to occupy our
minds and hands.
As an example, this year has seen the er_ec;:.tion of _21 new
105 ft towers in the aerial field and the ra1smg of eight old
105s i:o 150 ft. together with the as~o~iated . aerial and feeder
route construction. The problems ansmg were all. d~e t~ the
fact that we live in a swamp ? ? ? ? ?. One tower, lt is claimed
took 36 25 ft: piles to give it a firm base. The only time ~e
linemen were heard to object was when, after a hard day s
work, they were called out from 1900 hou.rs to 020? hours the
following morning to put out bush fires m the drier parts of
the field.
The general layout of the camp is in the form of a large
rectangular area with the transmi.~g h.all, and st~dby _power
station in the centre, and adrrumstration area berng m tht!
corner, about three-quarters of a mile away.
The administration area consists of living accommodation for
six married families, one British other rank block, one Malay
other rank block, one Asian block, a Serg~nts' Mess, a canteen
and the Mansion, as the O.C.'s quarter is often called. The
MT bay is also in this area.
Being 15 miles from Sin.gapore and ~ith no ~~opping Cl'ntre
between us and the big city, the married families have some
problems with getting supplies, etc. For the living-in personnel, the canteen provides the usual facilities, including beer,
cigarettes and 'Nasi Goring.'
To compensate for the lack of local facilities, the Troop h~s
its own ways of entertaining itself, and can boast a Photographic
Club, a Modelling Club, a Music Club and a Boat Club.
The Photographic Club is fitted with all facilities for devel<;>ping, .Printing and enlarging and is much used. The Modelling
Club appears to be permanently in one of two states. Either all
the models are flying, or they all lie in crumpled heaps in the
Model Club room. The Music Club is exclusively Malay, and
has their undivided attention during off working hours. The
B.O.R.'s feel, however, that Bongo Drums at reveille is a bit
much. The Boat Club is the proud possessor of an eighteen
foot launch with an 18 h.p. outboard motor, a much used boat
during the weekends and off duty hours.
Social life for the senior ranks revolves around the small.
Sergeants' Mess, whilst the jun ior ranks have their own club
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in the canteen. The Troop in fact is becoming well known for
the socials it holds, the popularity of which was demonstrated
at one function recently when preparations were made for 100
people, and 200 turned up.
In October the Troop is acting as ho5L for a Squadron pany
when an estimated 300 people arc expected to attend.
The Troop takes part in all sports, and is continually producing sportsmen of Regimental stondard. We said goodbye to
Lance-Corporal Thompson this year who represented the
Corps al soccer.
Senior N.C.O.s in the Troop include Foremen of Signals
N . Webb (never call him "Spider") and Staff ergeant W.
Graham, who is also known all over the world as V.S.I. F.O.
His cubical quad, just outside his quarter, has caused many an
inspecting officer to stop, stand and stare. Staff Sergeants
J. Paul and S. Prior are also living on the station with their
wives (respective). Malay Staff Sergeant Osman and Serg:ants
Wright and Baba complete the senior N.C.O. compliment..
The O.C. Troop is Captain W. Norris who seems happiest
when bouncing radio waves up and down, backwards and
forwards. To the technically minded, he is in fact carrying out
some back scatter experiments. Mrs. Norris runs the Chin Bee
Wives' Club, and it is worth menrioning that they, the wives,
raised sufficient money to build a small swimming pool for the
children on the camp.
It is hoped that this brief resume of our Troop will enable
more of you ~o "Be with it" when the name Chin Bee is
mentioned again.
24-8
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Since our last contribution we have completed the islandwide l.S. exercise, celebrated Nepal National Day and the King
of Nepal's birthday, and provided control and umpire communications for Exercise "Trinity Angel."
There have also been a couple of Brigade H.Q. signal exercises, but these were just " pot-boilers " designed to re-activate
the fading sun-tan of the H.Q. staff.
Together with the VHF Troop, from 249 Squadron
(FARELF), we are responsib~e for all I.S. communications on
Singapore Island; the orgamsanon has been evolved over. a
number of years and is now quite slick. The three-day exercise
practises all aspects of internal security and shows again and
again the importance of good junior leaders; fortunately we
appear to have them.
On Nepal National Day we had a small " natch" and later
on the Gurkha Children's School sports. The latter are always
great fun ; our Regimental Pipes and Drums travelled all the
way down from R.H.Q. to "Beat Retreat" for us at the end
of the programme.
.
For "Trinity Angel" we formed up a Control Signal
Squadron consisting of fifty regimental signallers from our
Gurkha and British Battalions, the whole of 248 and some extra
radio detachments, sig-nal centre personnel and D .R.s from 17th
(Gurkha) Regiment.

The ext>rcise lasted some three weeks, and during the period
our vehicles travelled an average of a thousand miles apiece.
It was good fun and a great change from being on "Airportablc
~c1lcs "! Having been told we were non-tactical, we took " Lhl'
lot." The men had tents, we took our 3-Lonners, and even
used our Signal Centre light vehicle an::! l:ipher trailer.
249 Squadron were also out in force. and it was good experience for all ranks to work with rhem; we helped lay their
rad:o relay tails and worked closely with their radio detachments.
I hope they enjoyed working with us as much as we did with
them.
2
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A further re-organisation of rhe Squadron is about to take

part and our VHF Troop, which is responsibl~ for I~temal
Security communications on Singapore Island, is ro disband.
Gurkha Signals are to rake on this commitment and t.he new
Troop under Captain Ridl ington is now busy Jearnmg the
intricacies of the streers around Chinatown. One stalwart
member of VHF Troop has already departed, namely Sergeam
Harvey. He has taken a very acti e part in all Squadron
acrivities and we wish him and Mrs. Harvey, a very faHhful
supporter, every success in their new unit.
HF Troop have done extremely well on the football field and
have won the I 8th Regiment Inrer-Troop League. In spite of
remarks in the Regimental newspaper that it was too good ~or a
Troop team, it was in fact so, and their success was entirely
due to rhe enthusiasm and effort on the part of the men
concerned. Their Troop Commander, Lieutenant Golding, has
just returned from a month's leave ~ England, his. ticket
Singapore to England return only cost him 30/-. At rh1s price
several more applications are expecred.
There is a new enthusiasm in the Squadron for sailing and
ir is gratifying that so many men are taking up this sport, in
fact we have more sailors than the whole of 18th Regiment.
Peregrine, the new Regimental boat, is beinf? used e~ensively
for training helmsmen and the more experienced sailors are
running instructional periods for beginners. Another form of
aquatic sports which has a good following is that of canoeing.
Several hardy members set off each weekend and it is hoped
that they will soon be ready to challenge the "round the
island " record set up earlier this year.
Sergeant H iles has formed a television club and although
this ' evil " has nor yet penetrated the kampongs of the Far
Easr considerable enthusiasm is being shown within the
Squ~dron for a setting up of a "closed eircuit" syst~I?·
Radio Relav Troop as usual have been busy exerc1 mg and
their latest effort has been the serting up of a chain from the
sourhern tip of Malaya to Kuala Lumpur, over 200 miles.
Locations for detachments in this part of the world are
always full of interest and one ooor unfortunate parry were
sited by their 0.C. in an area swarming with monkeys, snakes,
corpions and flying foxes. In spire of these natural hazards
rhe link was established.
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Two Feminine Poiuf,<i of "\"i.- w
This month we have decided that ir's time the longsuffering Serviceman's wife should ~ave an _opp~)ftunity of
writing THE WIRE notes. The followmg contnbuuon are by
Mrs. Routledge wife of our R.Q.M.S. and a lady who prefers
to remain anonymous.
Although much is written about military activities in Hong
Kong, very little is said of the Colony, .as ecn through .rhe
eyes of the wives, so I would like to do JUSt this. _O n arrival
in Hong Kong, one is held spellbound by the splendid scenery,
the towering peak overlooking the large t natural harbour rn
the world, where a constanr flow of shipping bring fabulous
cargoes to be sold in the countless shops of Hong 'on.g; small
wonder Hong Kong is known as rhe ~earl of the <?r!ent, for
these shops display ever}•thing to delight the femmme e_ye,
and hu band soon learn to decline invitations to shop~rng
expeditions. Our spacious quarters and flat , et~. almost without exception, overlook the harbour and as consrantly~~Q K~

Left to right : Corpora l Kr ishnabahadur Sarni, Staff Sergeant,
Embamadur Rana, W. 0 .11 Kun bahadur Gurung (OC J Troop)
Staff Sergeant R. Cockroft
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This is in sharp contra t to the crowded ~reas of Wancha1, of
"Suzie Wong" fame, and the crowded c1ry of Kowloon, on
the mainland over three million people in a very mall area.
A short walk from our flat brings one to the Botanical
Gardens, where tropical trees, shrubs and flower. give :1
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wonderful array of colour throughout the year · close by is
the Peak Tramway, a cable-drawn car ystem which carries
thou and of touri t to and from the highest point in Hong
Kong; from there the whole Colony eems to be spread at
On the south ide of the Peak, many smaller
one' feet.
i la nd can be seen, and among these is Hayling Cau, the
I land of H appy Healing, the only L eper Colony in the Far
East-and it is to this island that visi ts are arranged by Wives'
Club and welfare organisations. Many wives take advantage
of these visits, and find an island which was a barren rock in
1949, i now transform ed into a highly-cultivated settlement,
where the patients, who were once considered hopelessly ill
outcasts in their native towns and villages are tended with
elfless care by a ream of doctors and nurses who voluntarily
devote their skill and knowledge to this worthy, but almost
unknown, cause. The island houses about 550 patients, and
th e annual number of completely cured patients is approximately 1 00. To supplement other donations to this voluntary
organisation, many articles made by the patients are on sale
to visitors, the prices are modest and the work excellent.
The Colony is a place of vivid contrast and unlimited
interest; its beaches offer unrivalled boating, bathing and
barbecue facili ties for nine months of the year, with an odd
spot of interference from typhoons, of course, and as autumn
and the cooler weather approaches, we look forward to being
able to visit, in comfort, various monasteries, temples and
walled cities which abound in the New Territories.
Of course, to enjoy all of these facilities, one must have
time, and here the wives of Servicemen are very lucky. The
summer conditions are so hot and humid that European s
normally find it impossible to cope with the housework,
especially washing and cooking. Allowances are sufficient to
enable all families to employ Chinese servants to do these
tasks, not entirely an unmixed blessing-<>wing to Chinese
politeness demanding a pleasant " yes " to all instructions,
whether understood or not.
All in all, I have found enjoyment, interest and many good
friends during my stay in the Colony.
Being a fair-minded Squadron, we have to admit that there
are othe! wives in H ong Kong. The following writer prefers
to remam anonymous.
We arrived at Kai Tak airport in May-there should have
been a lovely view-so the guide books said, but with the
kids crying all n ight, I wasn't much interested in views-besides,
you couldn't see anything for the clouds. It was raining hard
at the airport, so we put on our raincoats. \Vie shouldn't have
bothered, because we sweated so much in th em that we were
soon as wet inside as out.
The drive over to Hong Kong Island wasn't much fun
either. We stopped at some traffic lights by a market, and
the "pong "-it's a wonder we didn't smell it from the areoplane. That's where little Tommy was sick-he'd never had
a very strong tummy.
The .nex_t day ~erty came out in a rash-prickly heat they
called 1t-1t wasn t as bad as those blisters though-all over
my face-an d " you know what ,, r had them.
"You'll get servants," they said.-" Help you with the housework."-Don't make me laugh! Fifteen I've had, and all of
them together couldn't have run a house. Three tea sets and
the big glass bowl that Aunt H ilda gave us as a going-'away
present, they've broken; although mind you, Tommy said (big
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T ommy, that is) that he n ever could stand the sight of it,
but you know what men are.
And the in sects-<:0ckroaches they call them-more like
fl ying elephants, I would say, and Tommy will chase them
with his slippers, all around the kitchen. He's broken n ea r
as many pla tes as the amah !
"You'll love the beaches," they said. Well I've never beenno more would you if you'd seen the pictures of the shark
they caught at Clearwater Bay.
Anyway we've asked to stay another year-you see it's th e
children's schooling, and besides, a lot of people pay to come.
We'll have had four years for nothing-if we can stick it that
long!
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P c r s onalin. Since our last appearance in THE WIRE,
there have been several changes in the Squadron . W e welcomed Captain and Mrs. J. M . Hales from the School of
Signals, and congratulated Staff Sergean t T . N. Bennett on
his promotion to S.S.M . Corporal F . I . Loveday was promoted
to Acting Sergeant, and is also to be congratulated on playing
for the Army at soccer.
Pres entation Parade.
A form al in sp ection and
parad e was held on 13th July as the occasion to present the
Long Service and Good Conduct M edal to Staff Sergean t R.
S. Dobbs. Lieutenant-Colonel M . J. Fletch er, M.B.E., C.R.
Signals, Hong Kong, presented the m edal, and also presen ted Signalmen T ang H un g L um, Shiu K eung Chau an d
P an -ycrai H sien with Royal Signals. insignia on their acceptance mto the Corps. At the con clusion of the parade, a six-aside hockey match between the champ ion T roop and the rest
of the Squadron took place.
Exercises. An unexpected Internal Security exercise, on
25th July, found the Squadron prepared for everything except
th e defence of its own Squadron Lines, for which only four
men were available after meeting our communication tasks.
H.Q., Royal Signals, commented that we were lucky to h ave
four men, and that we must be overposted. Voice Procedure
exercises were run for Garrison, and the Air Support Troop
commanded by Captain D . Wright, sent a detachment to a near~
by island when a Compan y of I R.H.F. staged an attack. The
air strikes were precisely controlled and successful.
A full-scale Colony exercise, "Blue L amp III," in August,
tested the Squadron to the limit, and produced several radio
interference problems that r eminded us that Hong Kong is a
very small place.
S port. lfockey, sailing, and lately, soccer, have occupied
much of 01!-1' _leisure hours, and the H.K.O.R.s have produced a wmrung basketball team, under the guidance of
S.S.M. Chu Fook Hung. The swimming season showed us
to be better than we thou ght, and culminated in the Royal
Signals Swimming Meeting, when we tied with 252 Squadron
only to lose in the swim-off. W e had previously beaten them i~
the Garrison Meeting. Prominent performers were Signalman
K. J. Parry <firporal J. Hughes (from Hong Kong Troop, 19th
Regiment), Signalmen L. Forster and Lee King Chung. Staff
Sergeant Dobbs swam a very fast length in the chain of command race.
T h e A dnd n istra tiv" I n s p ectio n. We are now
harassed and busy, having the pre-Admin istrative Inspections
and parades. As we are also moving S.H.Q., taking over the
Barracks in which we live, and changing our role to a line
and engineering Squadron, life is never dull.
Ge n e ral. The hot, sticky, summer months are not
pleasant, and do not lend themselves to social occasions.
However, a very successful barbecue was held in July some
120 people joined in the fun, which included dinghy races
after a curry supper. Now that the weath.er is cooler, we plan
a night ferry trip round the island, as well as Wives' Club
meetings and visits.
Our new responsibilities in Whitfield are taxing us hard,
but when we settle down as a line engineering Squadron in
the ~e.w Year, our lives may ~e n;ore pleasurable-any line
techmc!llns who want a good 1ob m a good posting, please
volunteer!
Finally, and on a pleasant note, we are glad to report the
formation of a twenty-strong embryo branch of the Roval
Signals Association. The hard work has been done by S.S.M.
R. B. Mills.
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Lieutenant-Colonel M. J. R. Fletcher, M.B.E., CR Signals Hong Kong,
presenting the LS and GC to Staff Sergeant R. S. Dobbs

255 S«tU ADllOl'\" (BAJll&AIN)
A small Royal Signals detachmen t has been in Bahrain since
the inquiry into 'YhY Noah's ' 0 Pip ' was delayed for so long
when he found hunself stranded on top of a mountain. Then
in 1959, when wireless sets fina lly ousted pigeons in the P ersian
Gulf, the detachmen t became a Troop. The arrival of an
~fficer to <?Ommand the Troop then brought Parkinsons L aw
mto opera~on and the Tr<><?p rose to the dizzy heights of a
Squadron tn July, 1960. W1th the present establishmen t of a
Major and a Captain who knows what the future has in store.
Some points of interest regarding th is ' Jewel Set in an
Emerald sea ' may prove of interest to the r eader. Bahrain
(affec tionately known to all and sundry as ' This Hole') is halfw~y . up/down _the P ersian Gulf and is one of the hottest,
st1ck1est places m the world. I t is about thirty miles long and

~en miles wide and is mainly desert. The capital of Bahrain
ts Manama, which is a curious mixture of the old and the n ew.
Large American, automatic, automobiles have to a large extent
replaced the donkeys and the modern offices an d villas mix in
cosmopolitan fashion with mud an d straw houses.
. The Bahrain International Airport is situated on the small
island ?f Muharraq which is joined to Bahrain by a causeway
two n; tle~ long. . Perhaps the only oth er interesting feature of
Bahram 1s Awali, the town built by British and American Oil
Companies for their employees. Awali is a veritable oasis
situated in the centre of .t ~e island, it has green hedges, pleasant
avenues and every facility for sports and recreation. The
~efinery its~lf is o~ the east coast and has the only deep water
Jetty for ships calling at the island.
Now to the Squadron ! During the summer months when
the temperature rises to as high as 120° fa hrenheit and the
humidity is well over 90 per cent., physical exercise is limited
to blank~t pressing and swimming. However, now that cool
weather 1s here. and t~e temper.ature is down to 90 °, cricket,
soccer and tenrus are m full swmg and matches against Awali
and local teams have been arranged. For organised entertainment. the Squadron holds barbecues on nearby beaches and
occasionally arranges a trip out to sea in a dhow.
During the Kuwa it emergency the Squadron's resources were
fu lly stretched and a number of chaps were drafted out from
U.I_<. to help out. The Squadron would like to thank them for
the1r hard W<?rk and u~complaining co-operation . Incidently
the first man mto Kuwait was a member of this Squadron and
we are justly proud of the fact.
T his famous personality is now a Mr. but at the time he
'Y~s Corporal Ward. During this period the number of collis1<;>ns bet~een SI?S vehicles and large cars belonging to
yanous sheiks has mcreased alarmingly but there is no truth
m the rumour that armoured cars are to be used in future.
M! thus be.ing much reduc7d. a number of people have been
usmg the S1~al C~ntre pnonty stamp on exposed parts in
order to obtam a lift home on the SDS vehicle, none other
being available.
In keeping with THE WIRE'S brighter outlook which we
applaud, we will end this month's notes with a ~onversation
overheard during the Kuwait emergency: First Signal Centre Operator: I'm going special sick.
Second Signal Centre Operator: Why?
First Signal Centre Operator: I keep getting fla shes in front
of my eyes'.
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"H.M .N.Z.S. TA RA NAKI "

The more friends you can make in the world the more
interesting life becomes, especially if they come from such a
distant country as New Zealand.
So when we heard that H .M.N.Z.S . Taranaki was coming
here on her way home from England, we thought we would try
and get in touch with them. Also the C.O. of The Hampshires
wanted to know their arrival dates to arrange sports fixtures,
and a dinner night. They arc affiliated to the Taranaki Regiment in New Zealand.
We got a signal to Halifax N aval base and a kcd Taranaki
to call us as soon as she was within range, and the very next
day she came up on the air. From then on we worked her
right down to Jamaica and the results of the test, for sheer
long distance working, were a great fillip to our morale.
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Date
31
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6
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8
9
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11
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Read- T raffi c
ability Passed
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1/ 2
2
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1 /2
2
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Sep.
CLOS ED DOWN
Sep.
2/3
Ye
4
Sep.
Yes
3/3
4
Sep.
1/ 2
2
Ye
Sep.
2
Yes
1/2
Sep.
Yes
4/ 5
4
Sep.
Yes
4
4
ep.
CLO ED DOWN
Sep. ARRIVED IN KINGSTO N

Ships
Po ition
South of
Newfoundland
Halifax
45• N 63• w
w •N 63• w
Bermuda
Bermuda
OIT Berm uda
::1 • N 68 · w

Disumcc in
Miles
201 0
1795
176o
1400
ll 42

rr4 2

rooo
750

We were using a RS 53/R ro7 with a fold ed three wire
dipole cut to r3.2 Mes. The Taranaki, of course, has the very
latest in 6oo watt transmitter.
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~·hen . he ame in we went aboard and were . hown over the
whole hip. he is a frigate and the very latest add ition to the
Royal ew Zealand avy. H <.'r twin sh ~ft s d cv el~p 30,000 h.p.
and give her, as the avy rather sec;reuvel)'. put it, a .speed m
cxce of 30 knot . Her primar y ras ~ is hun u_n • submarme and
she ha homing torpedoes, and an u-submarm.: mortars to .deal
with them. In due course he will al o hav..: the EACAT guided
mis ile for anti-aircraft defence.
The crew's ace mmodation is very impressive. All h and
IMve bunks, and all Jiving and operational "pace are air conditioned. It was here I must ay that I found Corporal H.
Parke , our Telegraph Operator, who had first raised tt:ie
Tara11aki clutching a bulkhead apparently peechles . A stiff
-;hot of 'avy rum had paralysed his vocal cords. However, the
Yeoman of Signal as ured me it would not affect the mor c.
However, we had our reveng.: the n~xt night when we h ad a
little barbequc for them. o honours an: now even.

I

S(~U.\ltUOS

(CO~Df.\SD)

AFJUCAS

KING·s

lllFl.ES

What with " Long John " morning and " bikini " afternoon
we don't quite know where we stand with this peculiar weather.
The big consolation is that our summer is to come.
On aturday 16th September, we formed a portion (the
smartest) of a farewell parade to the Garrison Commander,
Lieutenant-Colonel Gilson. The morning wa hot and unclouded, the band played spiritedly, and there were no gremlins.
The dust of the parade ground was well washed down
afterwards, when Colonel Gilson visited the Offic: rs' Mess
.C.O.s in the
and " quaffed a noggin" with the Senior
Corporals' Mess. If that latter statement sounds a little confused, ee last month's conflagration news.
A this was the parade whereupon W.O.Il G. Oakley was
pre ented with his Long Serv:ce and Good Conduct Medal
for " noggin" read " noggins"! We do sincerely congratulate
him on the award of his aforementioned medal and look
forward to celebrating the bar to his nein: medal-if he is not
found out before then.
Into the big-hat brigade this month, we offer a warm welcome
to Sergeant Glenville from 201 Squadron, Corporal H ammonds
from 243 Squadron, Corporal Payne from 233 Squadron and
Corporal Coler-Dark from 24th Regiment. In addition, the
family of Corporal H ammonds followed closely upon his heels.
We trust that they will enjoy the long, lazy days in the equatorial heat of this sunny land-it has been raining for days!
Sergeant Ryal! has departed homeward on completion of his
second tour-he is spending most of his leave srudying th e
habits and language of the U .K. natives, and is, no doubt, by
this time, sampling the delights of fish-and-chips and Black-

Sergeant K. M. Slaughter of I Signal Squadron KAR tackles a hazard
in the Jaribun i Trials held in Kenya in September. He was second
1n the final placings, and the Squadron team was fourth in the team
competition
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pool rock if such a mixture can be imagined. Best of luck,
Sergeant Rya ll.
Barely a week later went W.0 .11 G. Oakley, who will be
sorely mis cd, both from a work and sport viewpoint. Bon
chance, Geoff, we hope 1ou find that non-existent Signal
Centre.
Again, the J aribuni Motor Cycle Trials have come roun d,
and our competitor-in-chief, ergeant "Tod " Slaughter, performed with brilliance, fai ling by one point to obtain first place .
As this will be, in all probability, his last shot at this particular
tri al, it attracted qu ite a gathering from the Squadron. If
enthusiastic support could have gained him that extra poin t,
he would surely have got ir. Watch out B.A.0.R., he'll soon
be grabbing all your trophies !
A little footnote of the " man bites dog" variety. W.O.II
alutes officer- no news. W.0 .II alutes Administrative Officer
and breaks a finger- news? Well, a certain W.O.I h as one
finger in splint, which authenticates a certain rumour.
Of
course, if he had broken his neck .. . another story.

Nigerian Army Signals
The structure and organisation of Nigerian Army Signals
has undergone many changes since our last appearance in
THE WIRE. Major D. F. L. James is in overall command and
is assisted on the " staff side " by Lieutenant A. C. Ilett. Major
J. Cross commands 1 Squadron, and is assisted by Lieutenant
A. Chea! as Adjutant and Second-Lieutenant P. Ifcanacho as
the Squadron Administrative Officer. Lieutenant (Q.M.) N .
Idika is the Unit Quartermaster. There are three "relatively
independent" Brigade Signal Troops.
r Brigade Troop,
in the orth, at Kaduna, is commanded by Captain J. McKail,
with Second-Lieutenant J . Lewis as his Second-in-Command.
Staff Sergeant J. Briggs is the Senior Technician with the Troop
and he has 'also started a Troop "Ham " Club. 2 Brigade
Troo9 is commanded by Captain A. Eze, with S.S.M. Molade
as his Second-in-Command. 3 Brigade Troop, which is serving
in the Congo is commanded by Lieutenant E. 0. lmadomwiyi,
who recently transferred to us from the Royal Nigerian avy.
Second-Lieutenants M. Mohammed and D. 0 . Orogbu arc
on the strength and are undergoing training at the School of
Signals in Catterick. Remain ing Royal Signals personnel on
secondment are W.O.I (Signal Centre Supervisor) C. A. D ossor,
B.E.M., who commands the L . of C. Troop. Staff Sergeant
B. Dossetter is in charge of the Trade Training Troop, and
W.0.11 (Foreman of Signals) M. R. D avies, who, with Sergeant
M. Woodcock, keeps the techn ical side of life under control
here in L agos.
Over and above our role Of providing communications for
the Royal N igerian Army, we conduct our own user trials on
new equ ipment, and are currently investigating several single
sid::band sets, one of which we hope to bring into use to replace
the old 53's and 1509's, which largely provide our static links.
A set, the HSR 2r, is in daily u se, providing a staff voice
link. We are also in the process of installing a VHF radio
telephone system, but have been held back on the provision of
the appropriate crystals.
1 Brigade Troop are enjoying their usual hectic role, and
allege that they spend more n ights in the bush on exercise
than in barracks.
Captain J. Willis is now on final tour leave before joining
the Army Apprentices School at H arrogate. We were all sorry
to see him and Mrs. Willis go home, but tbe occasion was
marked by a particularly memorable " wasser."
M ajor James is now enjoying th ree months' well-earned leave
in England, and we are hoping he will return with the solution to the quart into the pint pot problem.
Life out here in igeria is expensive. Someone, not of Royal
Signals, is quoted as having said that food was 2/IO a bottle.
It is nevertheless wholly rewarding, and many of the Signalmen of the Kennett, Stears, Congdon and Brunnen era arc
now senior N.C.O. tradesmen in whose hands the reputation
of Signals is safe.
The previous sporting record is well maintai ned, and th is
year we have won the 2 Brigade Soccer Cup Final, the 2
Brigade Soccer L eague Shield, the 2 Brigade Athletics Shield,
and were runners-up in hockey. Up North, Staff Sergeant Briggs
was chosen as the captain of the Northern Nigerian hockey
tea m and seems likely to be included in the national team that
is to visit Ghana.
This would appear to be an ap propriat:: rime to send all
previous members of Nigerian Army ignals our nest wishes
for Christmas and the New Year.
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SPORT
The Royal Signals (Cyp111s)
Tennis Tournament 1961
The climax of four weeks' tennis between Royal Signals
players from all parts of the island came on Saturday, 9th
September, 1961, when the semi-final rounds-plus one or two
quarter finals-of the Corps championships were held on the
Kensington courts, Episkopi. The championships were divided
into Men's Singles, Men's Doubles, Inter-Squadron Doubles,
and a " R abbits Doubles," the only qualification for which was
that no player had entered any of the other events.
Two players dominated the day. Captain J . K. Heyes of 9th
Regiment played in one final and two semi-finals, whilst LanceCorporal D. H. Harrison of 20th Regiment played in two finals.
The quarter-final singles match between these two, which
Captain Heyes won 6-o, 2-6, 6-4, provided probably both
the most exciting and best tennis of the day.
The prizes, including a special medal for L ance-Corporal
Harrison for the best feat or feet (which ever way you spell it),
and the Inter-Squadron Tennis Cup, were presented by
Lieuenant-Colonel R. R. Morrison, M.B.E.
The results of the finals were: Men's Singles-Captain J. K . Heyes (9th Regiment) beat Major M. Turner

(15th Regiment) 6--0, 6-4.
Men's Doubles-Captain W. B. Foote and Captain R. Burnett (15th Regiment) beat Major J. R. T. Paterson (C.S.O.s Branch) and L anceCorporal D. H . Harrison (20th Regiment) 6-4 , 2-6, 6-2.
Inter-Squadron Doubles--2 Squadron, 20th Regiment (Lance-Corporals D.
H. Harrison and N . G. Maddock) beat x Squadron, 15th Regiment
(Corporal D . H. Claxton and Lance-Corporal D . A. Grimwood)
6-2, 6-2.
" Rabbits" Doubles--Captain and Mrs. F. W . Edward s beat Major and
Mrs . W. Bell 6-J. 6-4.

Royal Signals 1961 Goll Meeting
Training Brigade
The 1961 Golf Meeting took place on 12th October, 1961, on
the Catterick Garrison Golf Course. The weather was l:lDexpectedly good and playing conditions perfect. A really
enjoyable day was had by all at the meeting. The prizes were
presented by Brigadier P. M . P. Hobson, D.s.o., to the sµccessful
competitors who were : Inter Regimental Trophy : 24th Regiment.
Medal Handicap : Winner, R.S.M. E. J. Ford; second, Captain
G. E. Foubister (R.A.M.C.); third, Captain M. J. H . Williams.
Stableford Foursomes : Winners, Captain G . E. Foubister
(R.A.M.C.) and Lieutenant J. B. Thompson; runners-up,
Lieutenant-Colonel P. D. Vaigncourt-Strallen and LieutenantColonel (Retd.) D. K. H ayman.

Scottish Command Royal Signals
Rifle Meeting, 1961
The annual Royal Signals Scottish Command Rifle Meeting
was held at Dreghorn Rifle Ranges on 16th/17th September,
1961. The weather conditions were far from being favourable,
especially during 16th September, when the tails of Hurricane
" Betsy," or her sister, were experienced, along with heavy
rain showers. The wind was blowing down the range towards
the firing points. The second day continued to be windy, but at
a lesser force and without rain.
Three Regimental teams, srst (H) Regiment (T.A.), 52nd (L)
Regiment CT.A.) and 61st Regiment (T .A.) competed for The
Lord Lieutenant's Challenge Shield and the Mercury Cup
Competition on 16th September. Registers have been forwarded
to the Secretary, T.A.R.A., London, and the result will be
announced in due course.
The Command matches attracted good entries, eight teams
for the Command Corps Shield Match, and 14 teams for the
Falling Plates Competition. The Hardy Challenge Cup for
the best individual shot and the Junior Ranks' Medal for best
shot, Corporal and below, were competed for concurren tly with
the Corps Shield Match. In addition, there were four individual entries. The competition was keen and the standard was
good, considering the boisterous weather conditions.
The usual keen in terest was taken in the Falling Plates Competition, both by firers and spectators.
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The Pool Bull and .22 RF shoots attracted many competitors,
but the Pool Bull eluded all firers. The prize money will be
carried forward to the next meeting and should prove an added
attraction.
The results were as follows:
SCOTTISH COMMAND CORPS SHIELD

(Shield and Medals to winning t.eam)
xst 61 st Regiment (T.A.)
2nd 5 xst (H) Regiment (T.A.) " A " Team

499 points
450 points

HARDY CHALLENGE CUP

Winner

W.O.II A. B. Peebles,
6m Regiment (T.A.)
Lieutenant-Colonel H . E. Lang, T.o.,
52nd (L) Regiment (T.A.)

Runntt-up
}UNJOR RANKS-

Winner

BEST SHOT-

8o points
78 points

Ml!DAL

Corporal T . A. R. Hall,
6xst Regiment (T.A.)

71 points
.22 RF COMPETITION
(Bert Target)
Winner
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) R. G . D . Spragg,
242 Squadron.
Runner: UP Sergeant S. Swan, 52nd (L ) Regiment (T .A.)
POOL BULL

None obtained. Prize money carried forward to next meeting.

At the conclusion of the meeting the assembled competitors
were addressed by Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E., Chief
Signal Officer, who congratulated the successful competitors and
assured all present that despite varying financial stringencies
and other obstacles, that everything possible would be done
to continue the holding of this meeting, as it had considerable
value as a "get-together" of Royal Signals T .A. Units in
Scotland, in addition to the opportunity to compete in rifle
shooting, which was still an essential art of a soldier, and
would continue to be so. Mrs. Blaker very kindly presented
the prizes to the successful teams and individuals. Appreciation of this essential and pleasing duty was shown in the age-old
and appropriate manner.
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Hockey
The first Corp match of the season was, once again,
agninst our old rival the Thi !es. A brief word on the
Thistle might help tho e reader who do not closely follow
hockey news.
The Thistle are recruited from the whole of Scotland and
include a number of international players, both past and present.
Becau e it is a fairly representative side, to say nothing of
its " strength/' it has come to be known as the unofficial
Scotti h tourmg side. A comparison between the Thistles
and the official Scottish touring side (the Picts) is not only
odiou , but mo t difficult to make for, as a matter of policy,
they never play each other !
Royal Signals, if nothing, has been consistent over the years
that this match has been played. They have never beaten
the Thistles ! Even at the height of their playing strength,
in the last 10 years, when all fell before them, the Thistles
match resulted in a one-all draw. This year was no exception,
for once agnin Signals were beaten (3-0) thus ensuring that
their record remained intact for yet another year!
The Thistles were undoubtedly the better side, but not by
such a large margin as 3-0. Their success can be attributed
to the fact that they took their chances; Royal Signals unfortunately did not. On many occasions, Royal Signals' midfield and approach play was superior, but lacked punch in
the circle. However, the Corps team played well, although
their first outing as a team, and produced most of the best
movements of the game.
It is pleasing that the Corps has acquired a number of
young players who acquitted themselves, in this their first
Corps game, admirably. A good sign for the future of Corps
hockey.
A report of this nature, coming as it does, at the beginning
of the season, would be incomplete without some remarks on
the painfully obvious lack of support Corps matches receive.
This first game of the season, played in fine weather, in the
heart of Corps country, could only muster a bare dozen
spectators. Whilst defeat cannot be put down to the lack of
support, it is nevertheless surprising how much better a side
will play when it has a crowd cheering it on.
For the benefit of those hockey enthusiasts who do not
know the Corps fixtures and, but for this, would attend
matches, a list is given below.
5th
6th
14th
15th

D ecember
D ecember
February
February

R.A.S.C.
R.A. ...
R.M.C.S.
Aldershot Services

Aldershot
Woolwich
Aldershot
Alder shot

Finally, it is regretted that this year none of these matches
is to be televised !

Territorial Army
43rd

(WESSEX)

provided us with some good outdoor training and the "enemy"
(Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals) with a great deal of
amusement- mostly at our expense.
During the middle week-end a ceremonial parade was held,
the Salute being taken by Colonel P. R. Sawyer, M.c., T.D., the
Deputy Brigade Commander, and during which the Lord
Lieutenant's Certificate was presented to Corporal R. J. Baker.
The Squadron Efficiency Trophy was won by " A " Troop, and
the award for the Best Recruit went to Signalman R. A.
Partridge. In all, a highly successful camp, which augurs well
for future recruiting.
J•J~·mouth. We have regretfully said goodbye to two stalwarts of the Plymouth Squadron in Major J. Brunyee and
W.0.11 H. L. Mitchell, M.M., both of whom have served with
the Unit since 1937. Their services will be sadly missed. The
merger of I Squadron 57th Regiment with our old I Squadron,
resulting in a new I Squadron and 342 Squadron has gone off
admirabl:r:.
The Centre entered two teams in the
Division/District Motor Cycle Trials and won the team award
and five more out of 14 prizes. Corporal Northfield took the
second individual award and Corporal Grayling third individual.
Sergeant Rowlands was the other member and we congratulate
them all on the success of their raid. Sergeant Bell, our P.S.I.,
has departed for B.A.0.R. with our best wishes and thanks for
his past efforts.

T.A. Cf>ntre, Exeter. As part of our propaganda and
recruiting efforts, Staff Sergeant Bill Ofield and his line party
are installing a permanent line route at the Exmouth Cricket
Club. It is a sombre thought that had the England Test team
been equipped with telephones they may have been aroused
in time to take some of those dropped catches !
The winter social season starts with a d::•'.1Ce on 16th
September, to which members of other T.A. Centres will be
invited. Congratulations to Captain and Mrs. J. N. Everett on
the recent birth of their daughter, Surrie.
T.A. f'.A>nt.-e, Bridt!water. Since we have become H.Q.
of No. 3 Squadron with W.R.A.C. Detachments at Bristol, Bath
and Taunton, a recruiting effort has been made to get local
girls to join the W.R.A.C. here at Bridgwater. So far, no
fewer than five have responded to the blandishments of our
P.S.I., Sergeant J. Baxter, including twin sisters.
Major L. A. James is our Squadron Commander, to whom
our congratulations on his recent _promotion, and a very full
programme of entertainments has oeen planned for the winter
months ahead and the presence of the ladies has boosted our
male attendances no end. Our photograph shows members of
the Squadron in Bridgwater Town Hall for an exhibition in
connection with the Youth Technical Training Week.
T . A. f'A"n tre, D ril'ito l . 341 Squadron went off on its own
annual camp in July with an Infantry Brigade to Dibgate
Camp, Folkestone. Despite indifferent weather, the camp was
successful if rather arduous, being mainly Exercises with our
Brigade. The Squadron were supplemented by a number of
volunteers from Plymouth, mainly linemen, ~hose assistance

llEGIMEN T T.A.

In direct contrast to the traffic on the Exeter by-pass,
reorganisation of the Regiment has proceeded apace but getting
used to having the W.R.A.C. with us is a gradual process and
care is still needed in the Messes.
For the first time ever, the D ivision/D istrict Regiment, less
two of its Brigade Squadrons, went to camp with W.R.A.C.
personnel at Penhale Camp, Newquay, Cornwall, in June. The
camp was blessed with sunshine and success, and what more
can any T.A. soldier ask for-tra de training was useful and
pleasant in the hot Cornish sun and the social atmosphere
could not have been bettered.
NEWS

FllO~I

oun

T.A. CE~TRES

340 Squadron , Salis bury . The Squadron spent the
first annual camp of its present existence with its Brigade at
Okehampton Battle Camp during the same period as the
Division/D istrict Regiment was in camp at Penhale. Major
R. H. Stock, T.D., is the Squadron Commander and for the
first week the Squadron carried out both military and trade
training. During the second week Exercise " Green D ragon "
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Members of No. 3 Squadron at the Youth Techn ical Train ing W eek
held at Bridgwater Town Hall
Left to right : Private P. No r man , W .R.A.C ., Signalman L W hi t e,
Sergeant J. Baxte r (P.S. 1.), Pr ivate P. Norm an, W.R.A.C.
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was invaluable. Staff Sergeant W. Westgate reduced the
Brigade Major to apoplexy by leading his gallant line party
through the middle of an ambush being fought with great vigour
and much noise by the two opposing Infantry Battalions. The
linemen carried on calmly laying lines amidst shot and shell
without turning a hair. During tpe middle week-end a number
of men departed at high speed to visit friends in London and
returned with membership cards to certain dubious clubs in the
West End. One unfortunate, who shall be nameless, purchased
a suit in Petticoat Lane, only to find on getting back that the
trousers only had one leg !
Staff Sergeant R. Newman, who joined us from 22 Armoured
Brigade, acted as Squadron S.S.M. and achieved the apparently
impossible by training raw recruits to ceremonial parade
standard in a week. The Brigade Commander inspected the
Squadron and paid tribute to their bearing and turn-out.
At a party in a local hostelry, the Squadron Commander,
Major E. H. Robin, was presented with an Indian Chief's
headdress and tomahawk from the " little Indians ' of the
Squadron.
T.A. Centre, T111n1ton. Two of our Staff Sergeants have
been promoted to S.S.M.-congratulations to W.0.11 F. W.
Wilson and W.0.11 G. Christie. Our civilian typist, Mrs. M.
Hill, leaves us this week to await a happy event-best wishes
from all. Sergeant E. O'Riordan has moved into Married
Quarters at the Centre after his recent marriage and is now
firmly entrenched as P.S.I., "H.Q." Squadron.

exercise area of 40 to 50 miles and proved a severe map readmg
test for the drivers and despatch riders. The driver trades bad
undergone a course in continental driver training before going
to Germany and they coped well with the strange traffic conditions, maintaining an accident free record so that incident
had to be created to test the ability of the regiment's R.E.M.E.
L.A.D.
On Friday, 22nd September, the Officers Mess, Bradbury
Barracks, was borrowed for a Guest Night.
The principle guests were the Mayor of Wanstead and Woodford, Dr. Sylvia Ashton, the Deputy Mayor of Krefeld, Dr.
Simonds, our Honorary Colonel, Colonel J. B. Jolly, o.B.E., T.D.,
Brigadier E. J.C. Harrison, o.B.E., Chief Signal Officer B.A.0.R.,
Lieutenant-Colonel K. D. Gribbin, M.B.E., Commanding 16th
Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Lamb, T.D., LieutenantColonel W. Brader and Major R. F. A. Weaire, E.R.D., A.M.I.E.E.
The same evening the Warrant Officers and Sergeants had
borrowed 16th Regiment's W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess for a
cocktail party and attempted to repay their hosts for their
hospitality.
The co-operation and assistance received in Krefeld and the
food eaten in the O.R.s' Mess, was sincerely appreciated by all
ranks, and should any of our friends in Krefeld be in the London
area they will always be welcome at Regimental Headquarters,
Selsdon Road, Wanstead, London, E.u. Telephone WANstead
5131. Please try to call on a Tuesday or Thursday evening.
47th REGDIENT (l'UIDDLESEX YEOMANRY) T.A.

45th (ESSEX) REGIMENT T.A.

After a long patient wait extending over several years during
which time the reports of various reconaissance parties were
received with increasing interest the Regiment landed at the
Hook of Holland on Monday, 11th September, to spend Annual
Camp in Germany.
Any Regiment that is given the task of playing host to another Unit within the confines of its own area faces a serious
problem; but when 45th (Essex) Regiment arrived at Bradbury
Barracks, Krefeld, they arrived with hand luggage only. Their
hosts x6th Regiment were faced with the problems of providing accommodation, training facilities, instructors, vehicles
and a list of stores to be "borrowed " that ranged from a box
of drawing pins to a Scammell recovery vehicle.
Hindenburg Barracks were re-activated to provide Ordinary
Ranks accommodation whilst Bradbury Barracks Officers' Mess
was expanded upwards to accommodate the Officers. Training
rooms, drawing pins and Scammell were handed over on Tuesday and training commenced immediately. 16th Regiment were
unable to provide everything that was demanded, they did however, manage the impossible but were beaten by the inaccessible and of all things a hole in the wall.
During the week-end of 9th and 10th September apart from
the " usual duties " all ranks were free and many managed to
go sightseeing to Dusseldorf, Cologne and some to Coblence.
A number, however, attended morning service in the Garrison
Church on Sunday when the R egiment's Padre, R ev. J. Ducker,
preached the sermon.
45th (Essex) Regiment has expanded by almost 45 per cent
during the past year and individual training was the first priority.
Three courses were run : a recruits' basic course, an N.C.0 .s'
cadre course, and an Officers' course. These courses begun by
Major J. R. Rahily in January, were of particular value to
Officers and N.C.0.s who recently joined the Corps from other
Arms. When Major Rahily left to take up a new appointment
his place was taken by Major G. Smith, who is our new training
Major.
On Friday, 8th September, the Regiment took over t'!ie Square
for an inspection by the Commanding Officer, iL1eutenantColonel J. M. Mansfield, T.D., when the dulcet t ones of Major
Shepheard, M.B.E., who has recently joine<;{ the Regiment as
Adjutant, were h eard by many for the first tune, although those
who have known him before say his note has lost nothing during
his spell away from the Corps.
On Monday, 18th September, 45th R egiment moved out for
a 48-hour exercise. This meant that. anything oi: anybody that
was in any way portable left 16th Regunent and disappeared out
of barracks with 45, stores vehicles and now finally the last
straw-troops.
The combination was, however, a uccess. The exercise,
designed to test the R egiment in its ability to maintain signal
communications wh ilst working under pressure, ranged over an
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1st May-Amalgamation Day!-and we've been working in
" double time " ever since.
Those previously uninitiated have been busy absorbing the
"art and mystery" of Army Group Signals, based on our
Centres at Chelsea, Pumey and Uxbridge.
Pre-Camp training for the June and September Camps kept
us hard to the grindstone, together with other activities, notably
the "Market Survey of Public Consciousness to the Territorial
Association," sponsored by London T.A. Headquarters and the
" Tough Training " Competition organised by The Middlesex
Territorial Association.
Camp at Penhale!-Activity was the keynote!-and one of
the most notable cc keys " being our special loan (for Camp only)
of R.S.M. R. .W. Scott- who in a fortnight became a legend!
Now out of the Service, the Regiment takes this opportunity
of saying, " Thanks for a job well done " and with it goes all
out best wishes for the future.
Our thanks and best wishes also to R.S.M. R. W. Pratt, who
left the Service just prior to Camp to take up an appointment
with the Foreign Office. His stay with us was brief, but the
memory of his good humou r and helpfulness will be a lasting
one with all ranks. (Few junior Officers are likely to forget,
"A small word in your ear, Sir!)
Post Camp activities include participation in the successful
"T.A. At Home," held at the Duke of Yorks Headquarters, on
x6th September, under the direction of London T.A. Headquarters. and the Rifle Meeting !
The Eastern Command Royal Signals T .A. R ifle Meeting
was held on the xst October at the Guards D epot, Pirbright,
where the ResPment won: T he Open Individual Competition,
The Young Soldier Comoetition, The Falling Plate Compe~
tion. The Inter-Unit Team Competition and The Urut
Challenge Trophy.

. . ~~~;~~;;;. .·;;·. .~~~~;~;~~;""~~;~;;;""!
A numbe r of vaca ncies, offering good career ~
prospects exist for male

RADIO OPERATORS
Writ e giving detai ls of ed ucatio n, qualificat io ns
and experience, to : Personne l Office r, G.C.H .Q. (R0/6),
53, Clarence Street, Ch elte nham, Glos.
·dlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllM llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllt
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The Hon. Colonel T. M. Niven, T.D., D.L., Commanding Officer Lieutenant Colonel H. E. Lang, T.D., with
Unit Officers and Guests at Annual Camp, Crowborough

The last doubts and apprehensions disappeared. Old hands and
new, Royal Signals and W.R.A.C.; all wo_rked superbly toget;Jler
and even the directing staff had to admit that all commu~ca
tions were operative in record time.
We _were especially
pleased with our new equii;>ment. ('l es, a ~ew items are reaching the T.A.). Thanks to Lieutenant Fountam, W.O.II Strathern
and a few other stalwarts we had, on both exercises, voice and
teleprinter circuits from camp to training area over a nonoptical RS B 70 palh.
.
.
Social life, including two all ranks' dances, went with a swmg.
Indeed parties were so numerous that I Squadron couldn't fit
theirs in. They had it on their return to ~la~gow. Our o~y
complaint-sore feet. Crowborough Camp 1s situated on a hill
and is very spread out-next time we'll take roller skates.

Reorganisation. T.A. reorganisation resulted in a considerable (some said "drastic") change in the Regiment. It
was with some apprehension that certain of our more senior
members heard the Commanding Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel
H. E. Lang, T.D., announce that we were to become "mixed."
However, all fears have proved groundless, and we now wonder
how we ever managed to get along without our efficient and
charming Signal Centre Operators, Drivers, Cooks and Administrative Staff.
We were sad to lose our 3 Squadron in Edinburgh, but
happy to welcome, in return, from 6rst (M) Regiment, a new,
mixed 3 Squadron, based only a few miles away. Equally welcome were the Glasgow and Paisley Platoons of 315 Battalion,
W.R.A.C. Lastly, we were most pleased to be joined by 321
Squadron (Port Task Force). They were quickly persuaded to
change their brackets and are now 321 Squadron (Infantry
Brigade).
To make room for new friends, old friends had to part. 313
Squadron, with whom we shared our main Jardine Street T.A.
Centre, have now moved to a more convenient location of their
own, south of the river.
In order to simplify training and allow programmes to run
their full course, little actual reorganisation and integration
took place before camp. This paid handsome dividends, as
trade test results at camp later showed. However, it is possible
that some of our new arrivals went to camp still a trifle unsure
of the warmth of their welcome.

-And After. A new training season has started and we
are now reorganised to fulfil our new role a_s a Divisional
District Signal Regiment. Inter-Squadron postmgs have been
kept to a minimum, and all volunteers have quickly settled
down to make the new organisation work. We all look forward
to a most interesting year.
We were most sad to lose R.S.M. W. Miskelly, now on final
leave. His drive, enthusiasm and tact, made him the ideal T.A.
R.S.M. He has complimented us by deciding to settle down
in Glasgow. We wish he and Mrs. Miskelly a happy future in
civil life. At the same time we welcome R.S.M. and Mrs.
Mullin and hope that they will enjoy their stay with us.

Ann ual Camp. This year camp was far, far from home,
at Crowborough, in Sussex. As usual, we were away for the
traditional "Fair Fortnight," from 15th to 29th July. Crowborough appeared to be a most popular choice, London only
40 miles away, and Brighton 20, being major attractions. Many
of us, too, hoped to find a spot of summer in the south. There
had certainly been none in Glasgow this year.
At dawn, on Saturday, 15th July, the road party set off,
hoping to arrive in Crowborough some 36 hours later. In
fact, thanks to Captain J. Stirling and his most able crew of
drivers, they arrived ahead of schedule. Unfortunately, British
Railways were not so successful with our special train. It
arrived two hours late. Nevertheless, Pipe-Major Sutherland
and his band, proud and resplendent in their new Ogilvie tartan,
played us out of the station and into camp. The band was a
great success wherever it played. Its engagements were many,
some at odd hours. The enthusiasm of Pipers and Drummers
never flagged, and their playing was always a credit to the
Regiment.
Our first week was spent mainly on individual and troop
training. Technical training and lecture rooms were not only
plentiful, but also well equipped. Training space was not at
all plentiful, and the training area was reminiscent of a Malayan
jungle. Indoor training was thorough and outdoor training
tough; an excellent combination, all agreed.
The second week was entirely devoted to outdoor training.
Two highly successful, two-day Regimental exercises were held.

J•ost Scriptnm. Do you have a ship to stick together ?
52nd (L) Regiment will lend a hand .
On Saturday morning the telephone rang. It was the
Managing Director of one of the largest Clydeside shipyards.
A new and larger bow section had been built for an oil tanker,
while the old stern lay in dry dock. The bow section had
been launched and was ready to be towed down river. When
the tide was just right, next day, the two sections would be
joined together. Radio sets, promised by a civilian firm hr.d
not arrived. C-0uld we help ? A quick decision was made.
"Yes."
Nobody else being available at such short noti_ce, Major
Galbraith, the Training Major, spent the afternoon mstructmg
dockyard officials in the use of 88 sets and in voice procedure
(modified). Next morning Second-Lieutenant Park, Corporals
McLeod and Graham took over.
The operation was controlled from the stern section, where
a telephone line also extended to the diver reporting on the
under water aspect. Radio contact was maintained with the
bow section and also with winch teams on both sides of the dry
dock.
The dock gates opened and in came the bow section. The
gates closed and the water was pumped out until less than an
inch lay beneath the keel. The bow section was lined up and ~e
last inch of water pumped out. Thanks to our 88 sets, everythmg
had gone according to plan. Now it was up to the welders
to make the join permanent.
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CROYDON AND DISTlllCT DllANC:D
A11nunl Ge11ernl Meeting
Drn11eh Chairman's Report
First of all I would like to thank the General Secretary of
the Royal Signals Association, Brigadi<"r H. R. Firth, for
setting aside time, which I am sure he can ill afford, to come
along and be with us tonight. He has not been to see us for
some years, although there are a number of us h~ sees regularly.
We had hoped that General Morrison, the Chairman of the
Association, would have been able to be present but, due to
a previous engagement, he couldn't make it, and sent his
regrets.
For the second year running, we have had a change of
meeting place, this time from Hackbridge Park back into
Central Croydon. As those who read the periodical Newsletters
will be aware, this move was necessitated by the move of the
T.A. Signal Squadron to Marlpit Lane at Coulsdon, and your
Committee felt that it would be better to find a more central
venue. The new accommodation here, at the Rose and Crown,
will however involve a very considerable increase in the rent
we have to pay. We have, of course, had accommodation from
the Queen's Regiment and the Signals T .A. at very advantageous terms for which we must be very grateful. Therefore,
in order not to run at a loss we must have three aims in view: 1. A better attendance at the monthly meetings.
2. A prompt payment of subscriptions when due.
3. An increase in branch membership.
I doubt whether there is anybody here tonight who does not
know somebody from the Branch who is not a regular attender.
A few timely words spread in the right direction could be just
what is needed in such a case.
Also, there are a large number of ex-Signals in the area who
do not belong to the Association or do not even know or who
haven't bothered to find out if there is a local Branch. Here
again, a chance meeting and a few well chosen words might do
the trick.
The Officers and Committee of the Branch have held continuous office in the main for so long now that the members
think that they have made the job their own. Nothing can be
further from the truth. I am quite sure that many would welcome a rest from these duties and, indeed, fresh blood would be
beneficial, bringing with it fresh ideas, etc. Therefore, the
remedy lies within the grasp of the members. We would like to
see fresh faces on the Committee and I am sure that none of the
hard core who have worked so splendidly in the past would feel
disillusioned at having someone take their place.
Before I go any further I must make reference to the handsome donation of five pounds presented by Major Clarke on
behalf of the T .A. Signal Squadron when we were obliged to
part company with them. I am sure that you would all wish
the Secretary to write to Major Clarke saying that the A.G.M.
of the Branch heartily thank his Squadron for such a gift?
To refer to the year's social activities, the monthly meetings
were held as usual, except for August, when my wife and I
were gratified at the attendance at our lirtle "At Home." It was
more successful than we had hoped and we are thinking of
making it an annual event, weather permitting.
The Annual Dinner was held this year at The Aerodrome
Hotel at Waddon, and although the numbers were very disappointing, an enjoyable evening was had by those who
attended. It will be a matter for your incoming Committee to
decide the future of this function .
Once again, the Branch was represented at the Annual Reunion at Catterick this July, when six of the members attended.
It was especially memorable in that H.R.H. The Princess Royal,
c.r., G.C.V.O., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., LL.D., graciously attended
on the Sunday.
I

Have you p laced your order for a
CORPS DIARY?
Now available f roni Association Headquarters
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This year the Branch has inaugurated visits to other Branches.
Members have so far visited both Uckfield and Aldershot and
it is hoped that we can invite them here for return visits in the
near future.
I am quite sure that these inter-Branch visits do a great deal
of good both from the liaison and social points of view.
The Branch also attended the Annual Remembrance Sunday
Service at Croydon Parish Church and paraded with its
standard.
It was also gratifying to see the larger gathering at the
op::ning of the Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey.
Once again we are able to report satisfactorily on the financial
position and I will leave the Treasurer to go more fully into
this when he presents the accounts in a moment or two.
During the past year the Branch has been able to send a
considerable quantity of clothing and some books to the Welfare
Section at Association H.Q., but, as I understand that they
were d is tributed as soon as they were received; it can be seen
that the need is still very great indeed. So please let me have
any clothing which you can spare.
In conclusion, thank you again for your loyal support during
the past year. Let us hope that, with our return to Central
Croydon, we will regain membership which was lost when we
moved to Hackbridge due to transport difficulties, and that
better attendances generally will be attained.
My especial thanks to the officers and the Committee for
their continued hard work and enthusiasm.
You may have the feeling from my report this year that I
have dwelt rather heavily upon attendances, new membership,
welfare, etc.. but unless these matters are considered in all
seriousi;iess, the very existence of the Branch and the whole of
the Association would be placed in jeopardy. The common
bond which drew most of us all together from 1939-45 is now
some 17 years old and must not be allowed to die. I think
that the last words of Shakespeare's Love's Labour's Lost.
spoken by Arrnado, are very appropriate-" The words of
Mercury are harsh after the songs of Apollo."
Gl.OSSOP A::\'D DISTHIC:T ROYAi. SIGN'ALS
OLD CO~IUADES ASS O C:IATIO~

The sixteenth annual dinner was held at the Rutland Arms
ar Bakewell on rhe 14th October. 1961. Lieutenant-Colonel
]. L. Harrison, o.B.E., T.D., the Qiairman, and 98 members
and their guests attended.
Replying to the toast of "The Unit," Colonel G. ]. Underwood, T.D., D.L., President of the Association and first Commanding Officer, spoke briefly of the raising of the Unit at
Glossop and of his pride and pleasure that 22 years afterwards
so many came together each year in comradeship and memory.
Major A. G. Goodman, T.D., the Vice-Oiairman of the
Association, proposed the toast of " The Guests," which
included Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., O.B.E., Colonel
Commandant and Chairman of the Royal Signals Association,
the Mayor of Glossop, representatives of the British Legion,
and the Commanding Officer and others of the 64th Regiment,
T.A.
General Morrison, replying to the toast, mentioned how
particularly he was impressed that both here and indeed else~
where, the Mayor and other civic dignitaries took a real interest
in these Association meetings. He spoke also of THE WIRE,
the magazine of Royal Signals and of the inclusion in the Royal
ignals Officers Lise of the names of the Officers of the Reserve
Army, which h~ said was an ~v~due reversi?n _to pre-w_ar
practice. He said that the .i\ssociat1on was c_onunumg ~tead1ly
and in good order and mentioned the formation of Regimental
Headquarters Royal Signals, which included the Headquarters
of the Association with consequent considerable financial
benefit. He announced that it was expected that Regimental
Headquarters, including the Headquarters of the Association,
would move from its present offices at 88, Eccleston Square,
to new and better offices in the Duke of York's Headquarters
about Easter, 1962.
As Major Goodman had mentioned earµ~, th~ main source
of income of the Branch of the A sociauon 1s the annual
Christmas draw. Mr. J. Dewsnap, the Honorary Secretary, and
others were assidious after dinner in selling tickets in aid of
this and Mr. F. Hallsworth, Honorary Treasurer saw to it
tha~ no member present failed to pay his annual subscription
if he had not already done so.
The evening for some ended in the small hours-for other
thick fog made their homeward journey slow and perhap
perilous.
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Welfare Section
Below, a11 attempt is made to describe, with suita~le
anonymity, six cases raken from the lflelfare S ecuon
files concluded during the first week in October
196;. Also, below, is a simple statemem of incom e
and expendiwre.
Widow of Signalman, N.S., 1956·58, who died
suddenly, 1961, leaving also two children. Grant made to
help to bmy him. As far as the Association is concerned,
this may well be the beginning and not the end.
Supper, Slguul Ser~'ice, Royal Engineers, 1914·19.
A single man, lives with his sistex, and he has £1 a week
after paying for his keep; the fund made him a grant to
buy shoes and undexclothes. He was helped to a suit in
1956.
Drh•er, 1940-46. Married. He has not worked since
August, 1960, and illness will probably prevent him ever
working again. Royal Signals and the British Legion
helped to pay for a short holiday for both.
Widow of ignulmuu, 1941·44, who died in 1961.
The Queen's Smrey Regiment and Royal Signals shared in
paying the cost of a Secretarial Comse for their 16-year-old
daughtex.
Driver, 1946-48. Married, five children. Was earning
£25 a week until hit by illness in August, 1961. He is still
unfit for work, and will be for some time. The fund cleared
his outstanding H .P. arrears.
Signalman (42nd Regiment) 1939-44, Royal
Engineers, 1944·45. Married, fom dependant children. He has been ill since May, and a small grant was made
to tide him ovex until back at work in October or November.

Royal Signals Association anti
Benevolent Funt!
The following
September:
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Expendi1ure during September, 1961:
(Includes: - R ent and Rates; Beds and Bedding; Furniture;
Cots and Prams; G eneral Assilltance)
... £231

Analysis of Cases :-

Total cases assisted

7

6

2
2
16

THE IMPROVED

Wireless

Service

Vacancies exist at the Foreign Office in London for
MALE and FEMALE CIPHER STAFF. Applicants must
have previous expexience in cypher work. Starting salary £655
at age 25 or over, rising to £875. Conditions of service include
acceptance of night, Sunday and shift duties (for which extra
allowances are paid). Candidates and both their parents must
have been British subjects or citizens of the Irish Republic at
all times since birth. All first appointments are on a temporary
basis with possibility of later establishment. Apply, giving
details of qualifications, to Assistant Director of Communications (D .W.S.), Foreign Office, London, S.W.1.
iu

4-DOOR DE LUXE SALOON

There's no value like Hillman value! Here's a car
famed through the years for its reliability and quality,
still further improved with a larger '1600' engine.
It has a smoother, even more exhilarating performance
throughout the whole speed range, and new
.,.....--~•llP!j;;ii!iJ
strengthened front suspension for even
greater stability. Its impeccable finish,
reliability and all-round safety are
hallmarks of the skilled workmanship and
high engineering qualities long associated
with everything made by Rootes.

Careers and Opportunities

Di1•lomatic

Hi 11 man Minx

A better buy because it's better built
H.M . Forces posted overseas are
able to purchase at generous tax
free rates, which allow up to six
mont hs motoring, in the U.K.
Please write for full details and
brochure to:

Libya

The Army of Libya wish to employ two ex-Warrant or
Non-Commissioned Officers with suitable qualifications in the
dual task of : (i)
Organ!sing Central Workshops for the maintenance and
repair of equipment, radio and radio relay; responsible
for ordering and maintaining stocks of spares.
(ii) Training soldiers to the standard of Radio Technicians.
Only those with considerable experience should apply as
there is no intermediate branch between ' Signals ' and
' Ordnance.' British and American Army and some civilian
equipment is used.
General experience is also an advantage as the duties may
include siting of radio stations and organisation of small signal
centres.
Conditions of Service
Permanent station: Benghazi.
Employment:
Initially for two years, the first six months
being probationary. Thereafter contracts
may be extended in successive toms of
two years.
Salary :
Up to £ 1,soo depending on qualification
and experience.
Housing:
Married or single accommodation provided. Furniture or cash grant in lieu
also provided.
L eave:
Two mon ths in each two years with free
passage including married families.
Applications :
In writing to be followed bv interview at
the Embassy of the United Kingdom of
Libya, 58, Princes Gate, London, S.W.7.

ROOTES LIMITE D European
Section , Overseas Dept., Piccad illy, London , W . I.
ROOTES AUTOS (Deutschland)
G.m.b.H ., Mili tary Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

Parts and Service in 163 countries

HUMBER • HILLMAN
SUNBEAM • SINGER

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
GOLDSMITHS & CROWN J EWELLERS,
GARRABD & CO. LTD,

ROYAL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home G.S.O
Export £6.5.0

THE BADGE OF YOUR CO RPS

In gold and enamel or set with
ROYAL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and ename
Home £6.7.6
Export £5.10.0

precious stones, a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting charm . Here
is a piece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always
in perfect ta te. Write now for

20

10 Cases of Soldiers who served during the 1939/ 45 War . ..
10 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War .. .

Archiprints Service
£138 16
[.92 I I

5

r

Clothing
Since mid-June, 1961, gifts of clothing and toys have
gratefully received from the undermentioned:
Major G. J. C. Moss, M.B.E., Lieutenant-Colonel and
R. Cleasby, Major J. H. Lawrence. T.D., Staff Sergeant
Cowe, A. V. lent, Esq., Mrs. I. G. Swan, A. Stokes,
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UNBEATABLE VALUE!

(IMPORT ANT: Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisements in THE WIRE MUST notify the
Employment Section, Royat Signals Association, 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1).

Service

received

24th Regiment
.. .
...
...
...
...
. ..
...
...
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
240 Squadron ( orthern Command) ...
s oth Reg.meat (T.A .J
308 Squadron (T.A.)
...
...
. ..
. ..
201 Squadron (Infanuy Brigade Group)
...
Royal Signals attached 76 Squadron, R.A.S.C. (L.c:r:)
H .Q ., A.E.R., Royal Signals
2 Squadron, 14th Regiment .. .
. ..
241 Squadron (Western Command)
58th R egiment (T.A .)
.. .
...
326 Squadron (T.A.)
66th Reg:me:n (T.A.)
520d Regiment (T .A .)
C.S.O., H.Q., B.A.0 .R.
.. .
3 Squadron, 16th Regiment
246 (Gurkha) Squadron
.. .
222 Squadron (Air Formation) . ..
235 Squadron (COMCAN)
...
Brigadier Sir Ralph H . Rayner, M.B.E.
J. B. Williams
D . E. Norris
L . G . Toogood
T . D. Briden
W. H. Hobby

Famihes of Soldiers serving in U.K. ...
Widows and D ependants
.. .
.. .
. ..
Released and Discharged Soldiers .. .

L. B. Simnett, Esq., Mrs. J. E. Carey, Mrs. D. I. F ield, Major
o.B.E., W. E. Osborne, Esq., Colonel and
Mrs. T. B. Gravely, A. C. J. Chalmers, Esq., Captain L. J.
Pratt, Major T. D. Shillcock, Mrs. J. White, Mrs. Barret,
Corporal McGhie, Captain C. A. M . Robertson, Captain R.
Lawrence.
Misses A. and P. Cleasby, Mrs. W . Batty, Mrs. G. M .
Fraser, A. Walsh, Esq., R. Cartwright, Esq., Mrs. Peat, M rs.
K. J. Adney, Brigadiex D. St. J. Hoysted, C.B.E., O.C. 2
Squadron, 13th Regiment, Mrs. C. Fairlie, A. E. Stead, Esq.,
Brigadier F . W. P. Bradford, M .B.E., Mrs. J. W. M. F arr,
Sergeant N. Wilby, Mrs. E. R. N . W. Nanney-Wynn, Mrs.
G . W. Vero, W.O.II C. Austin, Captain F. R. Pedley, Major
W. H. Bowler, Captain D. T. Hunneyball, Mrs. T. R. Warburg,
Mrs. J. Woodrow.

J. M. W. Badcock,

been
Mrs.
A. J.

Esq.,

Ltd .

Vacancies exist at Southampton, North London, Cheltenham,
and Bath for men up to 45/ 50 years of age, with a knowledge of electronic components and equipment, as applicable
to Service installations. Depending on experience, wage scale
within the range of £600 to £900 per year. Work involves
the compilation of spares schedules and the referencing of
electronic components and equipment for replacement purposes.
Telephone Mr. N. S. Posner, London, H il. 3689, or write
to Mr. Posner, Archiprints Services Ltd., 319, Ballards Lane,
London, N .12., mentioning Royal Signals Association.
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details to our military d partment.
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GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown j ewellers
'
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Telephone : REGENT 3 0 21 ( 11 lines)
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WAR OFFICE-VACANCIES FOR TECHNICAL STAFF
WAR OFFICE requires TECHNICAL STAFF at Grade II and III level for duties in Commonwealth
Communications Army Network Stations in MALTA, CYPRUS, KENYA and SINGAPORE.
Applicants for either grade should possess an 0.N.C. in Telecommunications or in Electrical
Engineering with a knowledge of telecommunications, or equivalent qualification. Successful completion
of a Foreman of Signals Course, Armament Artificer (Radio) Course or Sergeant X Class I Course may
be accepted in lieu.
Applicants for GRADE II posts must be fully experienced in operation and maintenance of SSB / ISB
and FSK equipment in transmis ion or reception, or multi-channel VFT equipment and auto-tape
tran milter and teleprinters, and must have a wide theoretical knowledge of related duties.
Applicants for GRADE III posts must have a good working knowledge of these duties and an
understanding of the related theory.
TOURS OF DUTY are for three years with the pro pect of extension. Officials may be accompanied
by entitled members of the family. OPPORTUNITIES for promotion and for appointment to established
pensionable posts occur from time to time. SALARY SCALES are at present: Grade III £752 - £1043 p.a.,
and for Grade II £1043 - £1188 p.a. Starting salary depends on age and qualifications. Foreign Service,
Over eas Family, Outfit and Trunk Allowances are payable in addition. Foreign Service Allowances
are sub tantial and non-taxable, and in some cases double the salary, depending on family status and
the overseas station in question. Details will be given to candidates interviewed. CLOSING DATE for
application is November 15, 1961.
Application forms should be obtained from Manager (PE1956), Ministry of Labour, Professional
and Executive Register, Atlantic House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Abroad with a FORD!
FORD will arrange the delivery and export of any
one of their exciting range of cars available for
export from the Anglia de' Luxe to the Zodiac
Estate Car, free of purchase tax to personnel
going overseas within a specified ti~e.

I

OFFICIAL
Sta11dard Telep!to11es a11d Cahfes Limiled

Telephone Installation

BADGE

LINEMEN
AND WIREMEN

Price

· £I

Q.

0.

Men with experience of telephone exchange systems (PAX,
PABX) are offered opportun it ies to install private automatic telephone equipment on various contracts in the London area.

*

*
*

*
This Is the actual size of the Badge which is
obtainable from the Headquarters of the
Association, 88, Eccleston Square, London,
S.W.I
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Write, in

Travelling allowances paid.
Living-out allowances paid.
Free Pension a nd Sickness Benefit.
Informal inte rviews arranged at Sidcup.

confid~nce,

to :

W. J . Yeomans, Personnel Man arer,
STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED,
Footscray, Sidcup, Kent.
or Telephone FOO<scray 3333, Extension 223.
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FORD
OFFER
YOU

oeoe

*
*
*
*

Priority Delivery

*

· Deferred Payment Terms

Trouble Free Export Arrangements
Unrivalled Export Experience
World-wid e Service and Parts Availability

STOP PRESS : Populars available for personnel posted to Germany only

MOTOR COMPANY LTD · Export Retail Sales Dept · 88 Regent St· London W1 Tel. REG 72 7 2
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For all who serve the Corps at 88, Eccleston Square,
the year closes on a note of thankfulness. We have much
to be grateful for.

.t\

In March, 1961, the whole of what is now Regimental
Headquarters came together under one r oof. After initial
dfiffiknculties, consequent largely on overcrowding and lack
o
owledge of who does what, the three components
are knitting together as a team which looks forward to
moving into new offices in 1962.
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H .M. Forces posted overseas
are ab le to pu rchase at
generous tax free rates ,.
which allow up to six months
motoring, in the U.K .
Please write for fu ll details
and brochure to :

:
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ROOTES LIMITED
European Section , Overseas
Dept., Piccadilly, London, W . I.

THE
SUPER
MINX
*

Over 80 m. p .h. from a 1·6 litre engine *Padded facia,
dished steering wheel *Outstanding passenger space
& headroom, wide opening doors* All steel unitary construction for great strength * Only 3 greasing points!

wI n

R 0 y A L S1GN A
.M A GA z 1 NE

ROOTES AUTOS
(Deutschland) G.m.b.H.,
Milita ry Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33 , Dusseldorf.
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The Official Organ of the Signals
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Association
Editor :
BRIGADIER D.R. FIRTH

All correspondence and matter for
publication for THE WIRE, should be
addressed to The Editor, THE WIRE,
88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1 .

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE

·· :

15th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
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Association, the Corps has every reason to be proud.
other Corps does better.

At the conclusion of 1961, TuE WIRE which inter alia

scription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months, 15/-; single

ROOTES

month, 1/3.

those who contribute to it. There is considerable opinion

SERVICE
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:::re~~ contents of THE WIRE has been of increasing

HUMBER · HILLMAN
SUNBEAM · SINGER
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The Signal Officer-in-Chief initiated, and many others
have aided, in a drive to increase sales of THE WIRE. The
results to date are encouraging. Efforts are being made to
make the contents of TuE WIRE more fully representative
of all that goes on in the Corps, Regular, Army Emergency
Reserve and Territorial Army and in the Association. We
are all one Corps, one family, and the more we know about
eac h o th er th e b etter.
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No

is the ' organ ' of the Association, pays tribute to those
stalwarts, the Officers and Committee of the Branches
thereof, who often in circumstances of difficulty, have
kept their Branches going. It thanks also in particular,

•

:.U:

Association given by the Corps and, indeed also, by
Branches of the Association.
Despite that a much smaller number are serving than
a year ago, the generosity of all is very great.
" Thank you " to all those who, during the year, sent
or brought clothing, and currently also, toys and books to
be distributed at Christmas.
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l'tu§- windscreen washers and safety oelt anchor pomts at no extra eost.
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Here's the brilliant new Hillman
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A very happy Christmas to you all and every wish for
a successful year in 1962.
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Major-General
A. M. W.

Wliistler
C.B.£
Signa/-0/Hcerin-(hiel
visits

B.A. D.R.
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10th REGIMENT
" On the Mat": R.Q.M.S. R. D. Angus, Signal men D. W. Thompson (taking throw), R. Brain, Corporal L.
Kinsey, Lance-Corporal W. Hickman, Staff Sergeant A. Whalley. In the background are the GP 14's in full rig

The Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General Whistler, paid
B.A.0.R. a short visit from 17th to 25th October, 1961. It was
a very full and very hurried visit; too hurried-as he pointed
out to at least one member of SX Branch.
During this short period be vis:ted all major units in B.A.0.R.
and found rime to meet and talk to as many officers and senior
.C.O.s as could be got together, and took great interest in
the various " attractions ' laid on for him, and met and talked
ro many of the men who did the work.
From B.A.0.R.'s point of view it was a very pleasant and
successful visit and injected a useful " shot " of morale uplift and
encouragement, at what is, to many of us, a difficult and
worrying time.
His informal talks, particularly to the senior N.C.O.s, in
which he expounded his views on the future of Royal Signals
and what was happening, were particularly well received.
The following summary of General Whistler's tour gives .some
idea of irs comprehensiveness and its speed.
:.· ·
·"'General Whistler arrived by plane (an hour late) on the after11oon of the 17th (Tuesday), and after spending the night with
the C.S.O., B.A.O.R., started next morning with visits to SX

centre compkx of vehicles, had his photograph taken with the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants and then looked at the new
res tauran t-service type of meal presentation in the cookhouse.
After a chat to the Corporals, General Whistler had tea in the
Sergeants' Mess and later was entertained at a guest n ight in
the Officers' Mess, at which C.C. Royal ignals r (BR) Corps
(Brigadier M. A. Charlton) and other senior officers of the Corps
Staff were also present.
On the Thursday, the Signal Officer-in-Chief was once again
on the move, and on arrival at 2nd Regi ment, accompanied by
Brigad ier Charlton, he was met by the Commanding Officer
(Lieutenant-Colonel G. H . Hoerder, M.B.E.) and rec_ived a
general salute from the R egimental Quarter Guard. After a
discussion w:th the Commanding Officer, General Whistler
attended a demonstration layout of Main D ivisional H eadquarters, using the trials equioment. He toured all the vehicles
and detachments and showed great interest in all he saw.
On his return to barracks, the Signal Officer-in-Chief addressed
senior N .C.O.s in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' M ess,
where he was joined, in due course, by Major-General E. A.
W. Williams, G.O.C. 2 Division. After a drink with the sen ior
N.C.O.s, they retired to the Officers' Mess for lunch.
In the afternoon General Whistler travelled up to Verden to
visit rst Regiment, and after a quick change, he attended a
cocktail party in the Seregants' Mess. He was greeted on
arrival by Regim ental Seregant-Major D. E. Woodbridge and
introduced to R.Q.M.S. F . A. May, R.Q.M.S . H. Fox, S.S.M.
R. Porter and many other senior N .C.O.s and their wives.
The S.O.in-C. then went on to a supper parry in the
Officers' Mess.
On the 21st General Whistler inspected the Quarter Guard,
commanded by Sergeant J. A. Marr, and then went on to see
the Command Group Complex, the Signal Centre Complex
and a demonstration of a Saracen-mounted AN/TRC, provided
by Lance<::orporal K . C. W. Bates, Signalmen J. N. Turner
and E. Gill.
He then visited "Charlie " Troop and spent a very lively
ten minutes on the merits of meggering cable. The S.0.-inC. asked an N.C.O. to megger a cable and then declared h im
"casualty." It was left to the other members of the detachment, Signalmen D. C. Clarke and J. Wood to complete the
task.
They began by earthing all legs, includ ing their own, but
finally produced the correct answer.
The S.0.-in-C. ended his visit to Verden by addressing the
whole Regiment, speaking of the future of the Corps, and
benefit that would be derived from the new trade structure.
He also said that he had been heartened to hear the G.0.C.

" Moment of Truth": S.0.-in-C. asks Signal man D. C . Clarke how
to use a Megger (I st Regim ent)
1 Division speak of the very good communications provided by
the Reginent on Exercise "Spearpoint."
After a well-earned Sunday off, General Whistler went on to
Lippstadt on Monday morning. There he was met by the
Commanding Officer, 22nd Regiment (Lieutenant-Colonel J.
Knowles, M.B.E.) and inspected the Quarter Guard, congratulating Sergeant Jukes," who commanded it, on the excellence
of its bear:.Og and turnout.
The S.0.-in-C. spoke to all regular junior N.C.O.s and then
toured the Regiment.
While with a detachment of 244 Squadron (Air Support) he
was able to talk to the pilot of an R.A.F. Hunter aircraft
flying over the barracks, from one of the Squadron's Air Contact
Team'> .

The S.0.-in -C. watching the preparation of a meal in the O . R.'s
kitchen. Also in the picture (left to right) are Private Aldred ,
A.C.C., Major J. L. Botterill , Messing Officer, W.0.11 Pearce, A.C.C.
and Lieutenant-Colonel P. F. Pentreath , M.B .E., 7th Regiment

W.O.'s and Sergeants Mess, 4th Regiment

Branch, and to senior staff officers of H.Q., NORTHAG and
H.Q., B.A.0.R.
' He then visited 28th Regiment at Rheindahlen, had lunch
with the officers at St. Ton:s and travelled up to Bielefeld.
.. . On the 18th, after visiting H.Q., Royal Signals l (BR) Corps,
· and meeting the Corps Commander,. once again he w~s whisked
away to visit 4th Regiment at Herford.
Here, he inspected a Quarter Guard, conferred with the C.O.
(Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. Hutchins) and Second-in-Command,
attended an unscripted and unrehearsed discussion, in which he
took part, between regular soldiers, on the problem of the allRegular Army and, in particular, the problem of recruiting.
After this, the Signal Officer-in-Chief went to the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, where he gave an impromptu
address to the senior N.C.O.s.
Then followed lunch in the Officers' Mess, after which he
travelled to 7th Regiment, where he once again inspected a
Quarter Guard (comm anded by Sergeant J. E. Heacock), and
went on to the Regimental Cinema, where he addressed all
officers and senior N.C.O.s.
G eneral Whistler then inspected a newly-completed signal
THE WIRE , DECEMBER 1961

IOTH REGIMENT
The S.0 .-i n-C. talking to Corporal A. Dugu id , the A.N./T.R.C.
detachment commander. In the background is Lieutenant C . A.
Brown and Lance-Corporal C. Campbell
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[Photo by

raff S1rgtant C. W. H. Gardner

16TH REGIMENT
The S.0 .-in-C. talking to Signalman B. D. Brown in the B.A.O.R.
Tape Relay Centre
425

21ST REGIMENT
Major General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., presenting Regimental
Cricket Colours to (left to right).Lance-Corporals G. C. HunterRowe, J. A. Harrison, V. C. Griffiths, Staff Sergeant J. Chesterman,
R.A.P.C. and Second Lieutenant J. M. Curtis

General Whistler then visited the Sergeants' Mess, addressing
the senior N.C.0.s. After lunch, the S.0.-in-C. left by car
to return to Rheindahlen, where he addressed the Regimental
Sergeant-Majors from all units in B.A.0.R., who were gathered
at H.Q., B.A.0.R., for the first R.S.M.s' Convention, followed
by a guest night in 16th Regiment Sergeants' Mess. It is
hoped that this R.S.M.s' Convention will become a regular
affair.
On 24th October, the S.0.-in-C. went to Krefeld to see 10th
and 16th Regiments.
He was met at the gate of Bradbury Barracks by the Commanding Officer of 10th Regiment (Lieutenant-Colonel G. B.
Donald). He received the general salute from the Quarter
Guard, commanded by Corporal J. B. Salter, the general salute
being sounded by Signalman J. Baker.
After a briefing in the Regimental Headquarters, General
Whistler saw demonstrations of the Regiment's work. Captain
R. J. Tanner and a team from "J" Troop erected a Pintsche
mast, while Lieutenant P. T. Brunton explained the intricacies
of Heavy Radio Relay. Lieutenant C. A. Brown demonstrated a
skillfully-camouflaged AN /TRC terminal and TM Troop had
set up a Mobile Engineering Control.
Finally, General Whistler visited the B.I.C.C. 14 pr. cable
course, where students were testing and jointing the cable under
the supervision of Staff Sergeant R. J. Judge.
The S.0.-in-C. then saw some canoes and GP sailing dinghies
which had been built by the Regiment, and met Lance-Corporal
L. Atkinson (R.E.M.E.), who had done most of the carpentry,
and saw a Judo demonstration under W.O.II R. D. Angus.
G:neral Whistler saw a Go-Kart demonstration by LanceCorporal G. T. Hartshorne and approved the fine array of
awards to the Club's credit.
The S.0.-in-C. then went on to visit 16th Regiment.
During the short time he was with them, he spoke to many
junior ranks, particularly National Servicemen, and told them
how well they had served the Army and the difficulties which
faced us without them.
The first place of interest in his programme was a visit to
the B.A.O.R. Tape Relay Centre, where he saw a steady flow
of traffic passing from station to station. In the workshop next
to the Tape Relay Centre he talked to Corporal Goodwin and
Corporal Murfin, both young regular technicians, who bravely
spoke up and gave the S.0.-in-C. some ideas on improvements
in the training syllabus at the Army Apprentices' School,
Harrogate. His next visit was to the Training Wing, where
he saw Telegraph Operators practising morse and Signal Centre
Operators and Teleprinter Operators on a conversion course
-426

to the new trade of Communication Centre Operator. From
there he went to a new project and commitment of the Regiment, the High Power Radio Site.
On his way to lunch he called into the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess for a drink and a chat with its members. At
lunch, which was provided jointly by 10th and 16th R egiments,
he was shown the Whistler Trophy, which at presen t is held
by 16th Regiment.
After lunch the S.0.-in-C. drove on to 21st Regiment at
Laarbruch, where, accompanied by Colonel D. E. Harrison,
o.B.E., Chief Air Formation Signal Officer, Royal Air F orce,
G ermany. After a brief visit to Station Headquarters, with the
Officer Commanding, Lieutenant-Colon el D. M . H aslehurst,
the S.0 .-in-C. inspected the Quarter Guard. T he guard was
commanded by Sergeant M. H . White, of No. 1 Squadron.
Afterwards the S.0 .-in-C. was introduced to the Officers and
.C.O.s and, at the same tim e, gave an informal talk
senior
which brough t them all up-to-date with some of the latest
developments of equipment for the Corps.
The visit of the S.0.-in-C. to 13th R egiment, on Wednesday,
25th October, was the final event on h is very full programme
before h e returned to London.
The visit started well, a las t-minute gamble on the weather
paid off, and the rain, wh ich had poured incessantly for hours,
stopped right on cue at the moment of the G eneral's arrival,
and lie was able to inspect an enthusiastic (and dry) Quarter
Guard in reasonable comfort. · The Guard Commander's efforts
were well rewarded, as the S.0.-in-C. was good enough to congratulate Sergeant Geere on the smartness of the guard.
Major-General Whistler, who was accompanied by the Chief
Signal Officer, B.A.0 .R., was taken on a quick tour of Mercury
Barracks by ·the Commanding Officer, and saw something of
the work of the Regiment. His tour ended, appropriately enough,
at the Sergeants' Mess, where, before being refreshed, rhe
S.0.-in-C. addressed all Warrant Officers and Sergeants on
various Corps matters, stressing in particular the important
role of the Troop Sergeants in Royal Signal units.
Lunch, in the Officers' Mess, looked like being rather hurried,
as there was little time to spare before the S.0.-in-C. was due
to leave Dusseldorf Airport. However, the happy liaison !>etween the Regiment and No. 12 Flight A.A.C. was put to good
use and the Flight very kindly produced a helicopter at short
notice for the journey to Dusseldorf. The S.0.-in-C. was thus
able to enjoy a more leisurely lunch and to depart from the
Regimental Parade Ground in fitting style.
Unfortunately, the moment the Alouette was well and truly
airborne, it was discovered that the S.0.-in-C.'s raincoat had
not moved as quickly as its owner-we hope it has since caught
up with him and that the weather in England was kind in tht'
interim.
So ended a hectic eight days.

Royal Signals B.A.O.R. R.S.M.s Dinner
10th R egimen t's Sergeants' lvj.ess had the privilege of entertain ing the R.S.M.s of all the Signal Regiments in B.A.O.R.
to a Regimental D inner on the evening of Monday, 23rd
October, 1961, after the R.S.M .s' Conventi0n at R heindahlen.
Despite difficulties, d elays, and the weather, all the R.S.M.s
had managed to find their way to Bradbury Barracks and were
enjoying a drink in the bar when, much to their surprise, a
trumpeter sounded the D inn er Call. R.S.M . Lain g then led the
way to the dining room for a five-course Regimen tal D inner.
roth Regimen t's own Fanfare for the Loyal T oast fo r Her
Majesty The Queen and Her Royal H ighness T he Princess
Roya l was also sounded.
After the cigars had been passed around everyone retired to
the bar aga in, where the remainder of the M ess members were
awaiting them, including W.O.II (now R.Q.M .S.) A. F . N.
Crabtree, form erly of the Regiment, but now "exiled " to 16th
Regiment, who share the barracks with u s.
It was not long before the beer and stories were flowing
freely, and it was interesting to note that four of the twelve
• W.0 .s I present, namely R.S.M.s Laing, Ham, W.O.I McVeigh
and R.S .M . Warren, had served together originally in " F "
(Boys) Company.
The unanimous opinion " R.S.M.s' Conventions and D inner "
- a good idea and should occur more frequently.

Tile Santi
The following tribute to Lieutenant-Colonel 1. L. 'Judd,
M .B.E., and the Band, is reprinted by courtesy of the
Editor, " Eastbourne Gazette," who has kindly provided
the photograph.
VISITORS

ARRANGED HOLIDAYS
DEAR DIS BAND

TO

O popular has Lieutenant-Colonel John L. Judd and his
Royal Corps of Signals Band been at Eastbourne that
numbers of regular visitors have arranged their holidays
to coincide with his performances here. Now he is retiring,
and the Corporation and many others paid tribute to him
during the week-end.

S

Sharing a joke at the beginning of the Royal Signals BAOR RSMs'
Dinner on Monday, 23 October, 1961, are Regimental Sergeant
Majors R. D. Laing (10th), T. A. Vaughan (21st), M. Ham (4th),
K. B. Bailey (28th), D. E. Woodbridge (1st)

The Borough Director of Publicity told the story of these
bookings at a reception held by the Mayor and Mayoress,
Councillor and Mrs. J. B. Coventry, at the Mayor's Parlour
for Lieutenant-Colonel Judd and Mrs. Judd on Friday. Only
a few days earlier, a resident in \Jl'.'~gdon Road to.ld me tI;iat
during 12 years that he was a v1s1tor, before commg to live
here, he always booked his holidays during the Signals band's
visits.
• l'tlost Pop1dnr '
Lieutenant-Colonel Judd is retiring in February, after 45
years' service in the Army. He has been Director of Music to
the Royal Corps of Signals for 16 years, and made his final
appearance with the Band in Eastbourne on Sunday. Among
many spontaneous tributes to his popularity at Eastbourne
was the cake from anonymous friends, and he and some of his
bandsmen are seen with this in the photograph at the foot of
Column l .
At the reception on Friday, the Mayor thanked LieutenantColonel Judd for the pleasure he had given to many thousands
of visitors and residents in Eastbourne. " His is the most
popular Band and he is the most popular Bandmaster that we
have ever had in Eastbourne, proved by the fact that he has
always had the best audiences and attendances," added the
Mayor. Mr. George Hill, the Borough Entertainments Manager, also paid tribute to the popularity of the Band here.
After the reception the Mavor entertained LieutenantColonel and Mrs. Judd at a luncheon at the Cavendish Hotel,
at which representatives of the Borough's Entertainments
Committee and department were present.
Terrific Tribute

Talking to Guard Commander, Sergeant Geere, 13th Regiment
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1961

[Courtezy: Eastbo11T1U" Garettt"
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As Lieutenant-Colonel Judd left the Central Bandstand on
Sunday, after his final per.formance, thousands of residents and
visitors gave him a rousing send-off. Someone among the
spectators broke out with "For He's a Jo.Uy G_ood !"!!llo".'17,"
and within seconds large numbers had iomed m with hun,
followed almost immediately by the Band itself.
It was a stirring moment for Lieutenant-Colonel Judd. For
the first time since he took over the direction of the Band, he
made no attempt to conduct it. He just stood there .. oyerco;ne
by the terrific tribute the people of Eastbourne were g1vmg him.
He first came to Eastbourne 17 years ago with the Band of
the Highland Light Infantry, and since his appointment ome
months later, to the Royal Corps of Signals. he has been visiting
the town with the Band six or seven times a year.
Continued on page 428
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Lieutenant-Colonel (Tfc. Offr.) R. A. W. Buckeridge retired, 6th
November, 1961.
Lieutenant S. C. Winfield (T.A.) to be Captain, 10th Auirust, 1961
To Territorial Army Reserve of Offic~rs:
Lieutenant-Colonel I. W. Herbert, T.D., 26th September, 196i.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Hoskins, T.D., 7th November. 1961.
Lieutenant (A/Capt.) J. E. Everett, 22nd September, 1961.
Lieutenant N. W. H. Ormonde, 4th September, 1961.
Lieutenaot D . W. Lonsdale, 30th September, 1961.
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PERSONAL
COLUMN

,,

The "Cairo
Reunion
Dinner, 1961

I 94G-l st T1·a1lm1 7."raining llati.1di""•

Cattcricl~

Through the good offices of " Soldier," a letter and some
photographs came into possession. The letter is signed "Dyb
Dobs," and bears no other means of ide~tificatio?. It mentions
Signalman Boyd (Bobby Boyd), Charlie Arrrutage, Corporal
Woodham, Signalman Trott, who was a G.P.0. Technician
from Watford and later became an Instructor at I T.T.B.
Owing to cost and probable lack of interest THE WIRE cannot publish the photographs, but if anyone knows the whereabout of those mentioned, or in fact was a member of "A.T.M.
35 of r945 " and will communicate with the Editor, it might
be possible to interest some of those in the pictures.

M'~vernents

-

OlliccrH

(Taken place or forecast to take place period ending 151h December, 1961)
Lieutenant-Colonel R. E. Storey ... To Ilth Regiment (HS).
Lieutenant-Colonel R. S. King, T.D. ,, School of Artillery
Major A. J. Jackson
,, 11th Regiment (HS)
Major /';. Holifield
Junior Leaders Regiment
Major P. P. H. Morton
44th (HC) Re~ent (T.A.)
Major J. Y. Fergilson
Jith Regiment (HS)
Major 'N. L. Baker
,, nth Regiment (HS)
Major T. I. G . Gray
,, Hth Regiment (HS)
Maier A. L. Dowell
nth Regiment (HS)
Captain G. Ferrier
,, 3rd Regiment
Captain H. A. Cuerdon
H.Q., Trg. Brigade Royal Signals
Captain M. W. Sims-Reeve
,, 201 Squadron
Captain J. L. Willis
...
,, A.A.S., Harrogate.
Captain R . A. Burfitt . ..
1 Ith Regiment (HS)
Lieutenant B. A. Rourke
,. 1nh Regiment (HS)

Sit1nal lVint1-Sclwol of ltfilitar11 Ent1inecring
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[Courtesy: Craine, Roche

Traditionally held ac Williamson's, in Bow Lane, the 17th of
O::cober was memorable for the presence of Major-General R.
E. Barker, c.B.E., and considerable and successful effort was
mgde to ensure chat as many as possible of those who served on
his staff were present. The following are seen in the photograph:
Brigadier R. A. Bagnold, o.B.E., M.A., F.R.S., Colonel R. W.
Bailey, J. H. E. Baker, Esq., T.D., Colonel K. B. Baldwin,
M.B.E., M.I.E.E., Major-General R. E. Barker, c.B.E., Brigadier
D. T. Bastin, c.B.E., B. H. Beresford, Esq., P. K. EdwardesKer, Esq., A. F. E. Evans, Esq., o.B.E., M.I.E.E., Brigadier H. R.
Firth, R. H. Franklin, Esq., E.R.D., Colonel G. D. T. Harris,
o.B.E., Lieutenanc-Colonel A. J. Hannah, o.B.E. W. F. H :ckox,

Esq., E.~.D., The R t. Hon. The Lord McGowan, T.D., A. A.
M ead, Esq., R. A. Meers, Esq., o.B.E., Colonel J. D . Parker,
Major-General Sir Ronald Penney, K.B.E., C.B., o.s.o., M.C.,
Lieurenant-Colonel R. J. Perry, O.B.E., Major E. J. Plane,
Brigadier R. R idley Martin, M.I.E.E., Colonel J. Reading, M.B.E.
E.R.D., M.I.E.E., W. G. Roberts, . Esq., A. Rollings, Esq., E.
Sharpe, Esq., M.B.E., Brigadier W. R. Smijth-Windham, C.B.E.,
o.s.o., F.R.G.s., A.M.I.E.E., Major-General L. de M. Thuillier,
C.B., C.B.E., F.R.G.s. Major-General C. H. H. Vulliamy, C.B.,
o.s.o., Brigadier Sir George Walton, K.B.E., C.B., T.D., D.L.,
Colonel L. R. C. Watson, M.I.E.E., H. M. Wells, Esq., M.I.E.E.,
F. Winter, Esq., A.M.I.E.E., C. B. Wooster, Esq., M.B.E., D .
Wynne-Rees, Esq.

Miss V. Shannon

THE BAND-Coniinued from page 427

It has always been a matter of satisfaction that most of the
Headquarters staff of the Association have served for a very
long time and the organisation has benefited greatly by their
accumulated "know how."
This applies particularly co Miss Shannon, who for over
eleven years has done pract:cally everything that d'.d not come
clearly under the defined work of others. The office has always
revolved around her.
True, in about 1958 her duties were defined as Committee
ecretary and Publications Sub-Editor (the latter a full-time job
by normal standards). She contrived to find time to do a lot
of other th:n~s as well.
Her knowledge of the ordinary members of the Association
was very great and many will m;ss her alert mind and instant
knowledge of how to go about it during the'. r gatherings.
Her colleagues of Headquarters staff will miss her more. She
could always "find " the missing papers, she could remember
what happened many years ago. By nature friendly, she was
a friend of all.
The Central Committee at her last meetin~ pa'.d tribute to
her care for their pauers, their sorrow at her depanure, their
pleasure that she had been offered an apoointment in another
sphere " which was too good to refuse." ·
Unknown to most, she has for many years also served with
enchusiasm in the Territorial Army, first in the Roy1I Anillery,
but since her comm·s~ion in the 65th, 55th, and now the
44th Regiment of the Corns.
May she Ion~ continue her service to Royal Signals as
Caprn'.n V. Sh·mnon, Women's Royal Army Corps, T.A.,
member of the Croydon Branch Royal Signals Association.

Presentation
At the end of the concert the Mayor went up on to the
bandstand co present Lieutenant-Colonel Judd with a chiming
clock, a gift from Eastbourne Corporation in appreciation of
his services to the town. In tribute to Lieutenant-Colonel Judd,
himself, the Mayor said, " He has a warm humanity. He understands what the audience wants and is able to put it over to
them." Finally, he wished Lieutenant-Colonel Judd a very
happy and long retirement. Mrs. Judd was presented with a
bouquet by the Mavoress before she and her husband bade
farewell to the crowds.

• Have you placei a stand ing order for a CO!'Y of
"The Wire"?
Why nat do so no'N?
-423
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JlO YAL SIGNALS SHOOTING TIE
Referring to the Notice which appeared on Page 58
of the February issue of THE WIRE, the Royal Signals
Shooting ties are now available from Messrs. T. M.
Lewin and Sons, Ltd., ro3, Jermyn Street, London,
S.W.r. Orders for the ties must be accompanied by
certificates of qualification, which may be obtained
from the Captain of Corps Shooting, c/o C.S.O.'s
Branch, H.Q., Southern Command.
In response to demand, Messrs. Lewin have produced a limited quantity of Terylene (at r6/6) and
Rayon at 13/6). In all cases, posrage (abroad r/6,
U.K. 6d.) shoul<l be added to all amounts sent, with
orders to Messrs. Lewin.
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With effect from rst April, 1961, the appointment of the
Royal Signals Representative at the School of Military Engineering has been accorded the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel. In
addition to commanding the Signal Wing, this officer now acts
as Signal adviser to the Engineer-in-Chief.
The present holder of the appointment is Lieutenant-Colonel
T. Cunningham-Burley.
l.ondon

Ga~fJttc

From Tuesday, 10th October, 1961, to Tuesday, 71h N011ember, 1961.
Major J. F. Mitchener retired, 14th October, 1961.
The undermentioned Lieutenants (T.O.T.s) to be Captains (T.O.T.s),
17th October~.9~.= Nation
D. G. Turner
R. D. Willingale
Cap:ain N. H. Hayes (A.E.R.) resigned his commission, 21st August, 196i.
Lieutenant E. W. J. Sandy (A.E.R .) to be Captain. 21st September, 1961.
Major R . Boyd (T.A.) to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 26th September, 196i.
M3jor H. Oddy, M.B.E. (T. A.), resigned his commission, 1st April, 1961.
Lieutenant D. E. D. Wright (T.A.) from Mx. to be Lieutenant, 1st
September, I 96 i.
Captain G. J. Curl to be Major, 19th October, 196i.
The undermentioned Captains to be Majors, 21st October, 1961:
P. J. Knott
I. Macdonald
J. A . King
Major (Q.M.) A. Sharp retired, 19th October, 196i.
Lieutenant J. Hill (A.E.R .) to be Captain, 21st September, 1961.
Lieutenant (Tfc. Olfr.) D . E. Mannington (T.A.) to be Captain (Tfc.
Offr), 1st August, 196i.
Second- Lieutenant A. J. G. Stockbridge resianed his commission. 25th
October, 1961.
Major (T .O .T .) I. M. A. Jones to be Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.), 17th
September, 1961.
Captain S. Squires (A.E.R.), resigned his commission, 28th July, 1961.
Lieutenant H. Whitty (A.E.R.) retired, 25th October, 1961.
Lieutenant J. S. Darling (A.E.R.) retired, 25th October, 1961.
Captain (Q.M.) J. Little (A .E.R .), retired, llth October, 1961.
Major J. R . Long (T.A.) to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 23rd October, 1961.
Captain R. E. Holmes (T.A.) to be Major, 4th October, 196i.
Major G. Rowland M.B.B., retired. 26th October, r96t.
Second-Lieute11nnt G . C . Underhill (T.A.) to be Lieutenant, 12th
October, 1961.
The undermentioned Colonels to be Brigadiers:
E . C. R. Baker,O.B.B., 10th May, 1961.
E. J. C. Harrison, O.B.E., 10th August, 1961.
The undermentioned Lieutenant-Colonels to be Colonels:
G . H. Starr, 6th January, 1961.
A. J. Leahy, o .B.B., 9th January, r961.
M . D . Price, O.B.B., 9th January1 1961.
T. R. Warburg, 30th March 1901.
D. R. Yearsley1 O.B.B., 9th September, 196r.
D. R. Horsfie1d, 12th September, 1961.
Major C. De Lyle Turner retired, 10th October, 196i.
Captain J. L. Donne to be Major, ISt November, 1961.
Lieutenant D. M . A. Burridge to be Captain, 3ut October, 196r.
Major (Q.M .) E. G. Chidgey retired, 28th October, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel and Bt. Colonel G. D. G. Mackinnon, T.D. (T.A.),
from T.A.R.0., retaining his present seniority, 8th August, 1961,
Lieutenant T. M. Evans (T.A.) Reserve of Officers to be Lieutenant,
27th September, 1961.
Captain L. J. Borland retired, 211d November 1961.
Maier (Tfc. Offr.) F. J. C. Wollaston retired, rst November, 1961.
D. B. Pirie to be Second-Lieutenant (on probation), 1st October, 1961
(T.A.).
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lletirem.cnt~

Lieutenant-Color.el H. J . Thompson
Major J. L. W. Bartholomew

7th October, 1961.
8th November, 1961.

1Uovc11te11ts-U' arrant Officers an.ii Sergeants
(Taking place during December, 1961).
J. I. Jenkins
4th Regiment

W.O.II
W.0.ll
W.O.II
W.0.ll
A/W.O.II
W.0.II
A/W.O.II
W.0.II
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A / Sgt
S:ir.
Sq:.
S~.

Sgt.
Sgt.
A{Sgt
Sgt.
Sgt.
gr.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

C. Nutton
W. M. Miller
B. S. Alexander
W. Carnley
R. A. Graveling
J. G. Woodley
J. R. Gilbert
D. W. Gunstone
I. D. O. MacMiWan
T. A. M. Downie
P. Dunne
S. A. Brice
S. W. M. Elliott
G. A. Black
J. H. Gustus
A. L. Greatrex
R. G. Osborne
R , Vasper
S. Saunders
E. Mann
F. J. C . Webber
M. Harrison
'>. G. Marchant
R. Jones
J. C. Tuc!<er
F. Thomas
F. Gray
J. R. Langhorn
R . F. Abery
D. M. Hingley
W. F. Graham

IJirtlts

59th Regiment (T.A.)
42ndRegimcnt (T.A.)
47th Regiment (T.A.)
253 Squadron
irth Regiment
24th Regiment
15th Regiment
7th Regiment
Central Vehicle Depot, R .A.O.C.
Far East Training Centre
18th Regiment
244 Squadron
8th Regiment
7th Regiment
30th Regiment
2nd Regiment
235 Squadron
43rd Regimeot (T.A.)
15th Regiment
16th Regiment
209 Squadron
242 Squadroo
234 Squadron
13th R~iment
H.Q.. orthern Command
28th Regiment
1 Squadron, 14th Regiment
8th Regiment
School of S'gnals
236 Squadron
8th Regiment

znd Reginumr

CARPENTER-To Corporal and Mrs. K . E. _Carpeoter, on ~th October,
1961, a daughter, Sally Anne, at B.M.H., Rmteln.
10th Regiment
GORTON.-To Corporal and Mrs. D . C. Gorton, on 2nd October, 1961,
a son, Cary Peter Elbert, at B.M.H., Hostert.
BORTHWICK.- To Major and Mrs. R. H. Borthwick, on 4th October,
1961, a son, David Malcolm Robert. at B.M.H., Hostert.
HOPKINS.-To Corporal and Mrs. H. Hopkins, on 24.th September,
1961, a son, Timothy John, at Warrington Borough Hospttal.
151/? Regiment
SYMONDS.-To Signalman and Mrs. Symo~ds, on 28~. September, 1961
a daughter, Karen Blaine, at R.A.F. Hospnal, Akroun.
FOWLER.-To Corporal and Mrs. Fowler, on 24th September, 1961, a
son, David John, at R.A.P. Hospital. Akrotiri.
McKECHNIE.-To Corporal and Mrs. McKcchnie, on 13th September,
1961, a son, Gary Robert at R.A.F. Hospitar Akrotirl.
DALE.-To Major and Mrs. Dale, on 9th September, 1961, a daughter,
Susan Katherine, at B.M.H., Dhckclia.
KBLLY.-To Signalman a~d Mrs. S. F. Kelly, on 11th <;>ctobcr. 1961,
a daughter, Mandy Chdstibn, at R.A.F. Hospital, Altrotiri.
MARTIN -To Signalmnn and Mrs. B. E. Martin, on 19th October, 1961,
a son, Keith Bryan, at B .M.H., Dhekclia.
QUTBELL -To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. G. Quibell, on 24th October,
1961 , a
Gary George, at R.A.F. Hospital, Aktotiri.
Cotuinu~d ori page 430
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20th IUgim.nt
RE.·. 'IE.-To Corporal and Mrs. M. Rennie, on 12th September, 1961, a
'~

. Philip Mackenzie, at R.A. F .. Aklotiri.
GOOD.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. A. R. Good. on 28th September,
1961. a on, Ian D avid. at R.A.F ., Akrotiri.
ELLI O ·.-To Lance-Corparal and .Mrs. K. Ellison, on 27th September,
1951. a son, Paul William, at Bensham General Hospital.
203 Squadron
JOHN TO, ::E.-To ergeant and Mrs. P. Johnstone, on 13th Augu t.
1961 . a daughter, Janette.

The Indian Signal Corps to Bus Driver
Havildar Major Charan Singh served the Indian Signal Corps
for twenty years and in r958 arrived in Newcastle-on-Tyne to
make a new career. He has lately been awarded a Certificate
of Merit by the Transport and General Workers Union for
general competence and for hi examination results on the
conclusion of a course of instruction.
~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.it

ltlnrriages
OLDHAM- EVA S. -Lonc -Corporal Oldham. 15th Rei:iment, to Miss
Margaret Eli28beth Evans, at All Saints' Church, Episkopi, or 9th
cptember. J 961.
COLE- AUD LEY.-Lance-Corporal Cole, of 15th Reaiment. to .Miss Rito
M.avi Audsley. at the Methodist Church. New Road , Ch inpJord, Essex,
on 10th September, 1961.
HARRTS- HARRIS .-Signalman B. Harris, of 1~th Regiment , to Mi s
Shirley Evelyn Harris, on 27th eptember, i<)61, at Harrow Registry
Office.

=

-

I Forthcoming Events I
§*********************************E
Boynl Signals Associaton Branch Representatives'
Meeting
will be held at the T.A. Centre, 47th Siana! Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry), T .A., at 10.30 a.m. Soturday, 31st M.arch. 1962.

DPnth.s
MAPPLEBECK.- Mr. H . Mapplebeck. of ioo, Acklam R U3d . Middlesbrough, Yorks .. on 8th October, 1961. President of the Middlesbrough
Branch of the Association.
McT DO.-Ex-C.Q.M.S. H. McTndo, at 25, Waterloo Road. Winton ,
Bournemouth, on 19th October, i961. A Member of the Bournemouth
Br.inch of the A ociation.
YOUNG.-2547273 W.O.IT J. Youn&, on 28th October, 1961. Member
of the Association.
J\.1.0RRIS.-Ex-Driver W. Morris, of r6, Haydock Street, Burnley, Lanes.,
on 5th September, 1961 , aged 52.

Insurance of Personal Effects
Recent "Welfare" cases have drawn attention to the fact
that few Other Ranks have any insurance of their effects, particularly while travelling on duty or leave. Now that an
increasing proportion of N.C.O.s and Signalmen are married
this matter is of greater importance. While articles of uniform
or equipment can often be replaced free in the event of loss or
damage while on duty, personal property can not be replaced
free. It behoves every married soldier therefore to obtain such
insurance as any prudent civilian will do.
Nearly all insurance companies and insurance brokers will
cover such risks at reasonable terms. One who specialises in
arranging such is P. W. S. Pope, Astral House, St. Mellons,
Cardiff, who indeed recommends and arranges cover on a Unit
basis.
Wnnts a nd Offe r s
In the October issue was published the admirable suggestion
that THE WIRE should, monthly, contain a list of articles
wanted by members of the Corps, and also a list of articles
which the owner wishes to dispose of. These advertisements
will, as heretofore, be published free, but in the event of a
successful sale or purchase, it will be reasonable if a small
donation, say I% or 5/-, which ever sum is the greater, is
made to the Association.

*

*

Corps Scarves-Woollen
Rayon Squares
Cravats-Terylene
Corp

Cuff Links

Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Corps Blazer Badges

8/6

rr/-

21/21/2r/-

7/6
3/-} Members
45/only

To Sgt.

22515591
2549535
23201310
22845263

Operating
To Sgt.

Clerical
To W .O.I
To W.O.II
To S Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Neale, D. T.
T:1ornborough, R. W . F.

WJson, M. E.

(590)
(100)
(6900)
(4470)

Mclnally, J .P. S.
Perry, R .
Harris, E. C.
Saunders, R . C.

(4870)
(774)

Sixsmith, K .
Frccston, P. J.

Ne"' Seniority No.
3540
3585

36oo

36 10

Roster

23177737
22826659

Cpl.
A / Sgt.

Roster
4746501
2372346
19042892
21005251
22314 52
22694231

Teclutical

will be held on 31st May, 1962.

37th lUeeting of the Central Committee of the
Royal Signals Assof'intion

W .O.I
W.0 .11
Sgts.

A/W.O .I
A / W.O.II
A / W.0.11
A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.

poo)
230)

Haigh, P.
Stein, R. H.
(370) Ormond, E.
(680) Convery, D.
(51 0) Mawson, D. H.
(1350) Quayle, J.

Roster
So
394
1910

will be held on 31st May, r962.

Foreman

of

Aldcrshot Tnttoo-1962

S Sgt.

1290

will be held on 21st-23rd June, 1962.

will be held at Catterick on 7th/8th July, 1962.

Royal Signals Institution Lectures, I 062
Tuesday, 3rd April : "Employment of Airborne Forces in Future Wars,"
Brigadier A. J . Deane-Drummond, o.s.o., M.C., at 5. r~ p.m. , North
Hall, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
*Friday, 25th May, "The Reserve Army," Colonel G. H. Shrimpton, T.D.,
6.15 p.m ., at the T.A. Centre, 47th Regiment, T.A ., Duke of York's
Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W.3.
*Friday, 28th September, "New Zealand," Brigadier ] . E. Anderson.
6.15 p.m., at the T.A. Centre, 47th Regiment, T.A ., Duke of York's
Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W .3.
Tuesday, 27th November, "Training of American Cadets at West Point "
Second-Lieutenant Paul L. Miles, Jnr. , U .S. Army, 5.15 p.m. , at
North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
• Members are allowed two guests for these lectures.

R oyal Signals Rugby Football Club Fixtures
February 21st

...

Royal Minitary Academy, Sandhurst

...

Camberley

Royal Signal s Association F'ootbnll Club Fixtures
February 17th
March 7th
April 18th .. .

Sheffield Universiiy
Durham University
Billi'llhom Synthonin
R.E . . E .
...
. ..
R.A.O.C.
• FLxtures not yet firm.

...•

Catterick Camp
Catterick Camp
Catterick Camp
Billingham
Caaerick Camp

H o y al Signa ls Roekey Fixtqres
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

14th
r5tb
21st
20th-23rd

2800

Signals

Roster

Operating Roster

Corps Week-end and Association Bennion and
Annual General Meeting

R.M.C.S. - Aldershot.
Aldershot Services - Aldershot.
Welbeck College - Welbeck.
Scarborough Hockey Festival - Scarborough.

Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/3
Small (each)
r/8
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
45/Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours
20/Corps P laques
29 / 6 Plus postage
Corps Diaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).
Please Send Cash With Order for all the above articles.
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To W.O.I
2328647 W .O.II (180)
To W.O.II 2u87634 S Sgt.
(36o)
To S Sgt. 225 1576o Sgt.
(1o6o)

DELETIONS

The following goods are available from Association Headquart e rs:
7/6

Mil.

Roster

Corps Regular Officers' At Route
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Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene

Technical

To Sgt.

Cor1ts Dinner
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®hituarie.s

The following promotions were autltorised during the montli of October.
1961:

will be held May 30th, 1962.

*

Through this column 239 Squadron sold the dining table
ru_i~ made a donation to the Association. Two pianos and two
billiards tables, with accessories, none are in " mint " condition,
are still available from 239 Squadron, Warren Camp, Crowborough, and any reasonable offer will be accepted.

=====Promotions=====

Sg:s.

74

Regimental
W.O .I
W.O .II
S Sgt.

General
Sgt.

3240

7220

Dqty Roster

420
So
So

740
2700
340

Trades

and

2370
2900

Duties

4034

6100

Boster

i900

Lineman
Sgts.

Boster
1220

Clerical
W.O.I

1490

Roster
90

Empire Fie/ti of Remembrance 1961
This year marked the fonieth anniversary of the British
Legion, the centenary of the founder, the late Field-Marshal
Earl Haig, K.T., G.C.B., o.M., and the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the death of the originator of the Field of R emembrance,
Major George Howson, M.C. It was therefore notably a Legion
occasion, and a wreath was laid by Earl Haig, D.L. Amongst
those especially present were the Chairman of the British
Legion POj)PY Factory, Mr. E. M. Stewart, M.S.M., and
Directors of the Factory.
Prayers were offered by the Rector of St. Margaret's Church
and by the Dean of Westminster. The Exhortation was given
by Mr. Stewart and the "Last Post" and " Reveille" were
sounded by Buglers from the Royal College of Music, Kneller
Hall.
The attendance at the opening was generally not as good
as in previous years. Those who gathered round the Royal
Signals' Plot numbered only 15. This was partly because
members of Territorial Army Signal Regiments in London
had other duties on this day. In spite of this, five N.C.0.s
(including two members of the W.R.A.C.) attended from 65th
(M) Regiment, T.A., and others present included Mr. A. E.
Stead (H.Q .), Mr. W. E. Osborne (R.H.Q., Royal ignals).
From Croydon Branch Captains D. T. Hunneyball and J. Way
Messrs. W. Cousins, S. V. Stanton, and from London Branch
Miss M. Archer, Mr. A. W. Smith, Mr. L. A. Whittingham,
(R.S .M . Retd.), and Mr. C. K. Maltby.
At r2.r5 the following crosses had been planted : Association
Headouarters, 30th R egiment, r Squadron I Ith Regiment
Aldershot. Catterick and District, Chester, Croydon, London.
London (North), Leeds and Scarborough Branches of the
Association.
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MAPPLEDECK

It will be with the deepest regret
that all friends of Herbert M applebeck will hear of his death, at the
age of 57 after a long illness. The
Middlesbrough Branch, of which
he was President, would like,
through the medium of THE WIRE,
to pay tribute to a loyal and conscientious man who gave un-.
stinted service ro Royal Signals,
Regular, Territorial Army and the
Association.
A native of Middlesbrough, he
joined the T.A. on its formation
in r921; left in r925 to join the
regular unit which took him to many parts of the world. At
the finish of the war he joined the Association as a Life
Member, and soon became President of the Middlesbrough
Branch, an office he held up to the time of his death.
Over the past twelve months his health began to fail, but
what courage and determination was shown by him, despite
his discomfort, he continued to let us and the Council of ExService Organisations, of which he was Secretary, know that
the work must go on.
He died peacefully on 8th October.
The affection and
esteem in which Mr. Mapplebeck was held was shown by the
congregation which gathered at the Ayresome Street Methodist
Church for the service, conducted by the Rev. Sangster, who
spoke of the work Mr. Mapplebeck had done for Ex-Servicemen. Attending the funeral were members of the Middlesbrough Branch with Standard and Escort; representatives of
other ex-Service organisations in the area; Alderman Randal, of
the Town Council, and members of the Newsagents' Federation.
Mr. Mapplebeck will be remembered by all who knew him
and worked with him, for the spirit and determination he had
to make these organisations function.
To his wife and two daughters we extend the sympathies of
all his friends in both the Corps and civil life on their sad
bereavement.

EX- C.q.:!'1.S . H. M c lNDO
The death occurred suddenly at his home, 25, Waterloo Road,
Winton, Rants, of ex-C.Q.M.S. H. Mclndo on 19th October,
r96r. C.Q.M.S. Mclndo transferred to Royal Signals from the
Cameron Highlanders in r930 and was finally discharged in
r95r. Since then he was employed at the Signals Research and
Development Establishment, Christchurch.
The funeral took place at Wimbourne Road Cemetery,
Bournemouth, on 24th October, 1961. The ceremony was
attended by Major L. J. Parker representing the Corps and by
Sergeant K. Quick representing the military section of SRDE.
. C.Q.M.S. Mci n do leaves a widow to whom we extend our
deepest sympathy.
IN S U B A N CE
The Association is accredited Agent to a well-known
Insurance Company and anyone who insures with this
com pany on introduction of the Association benefits by
a hall-share in the Agents' Commission, the other half
goes to Association Welfare. Further information
from Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.r.
BOUND VOLUMES of ""l'HE WIRE ~====="'.'i
We have available material to bind in book
form 20 copies of the 1961 " WIRE."
Messes and individuals who require bound
volumes should please let the Editor know
as soon as possible.
L;;;;=== = == = = = = = = ; ; ; PRICE IS £2/ 10/0

Fall in the Stars
anti Junior Leaders

ARMY APPllENTICES SCHOOL

Thi , a harity performance, at the Victoria Palace, on Sunday,
19th ovember was made memorable for at least two members
of the audience by tbe participation of the Choir of the Junior
Leade Regiment.
At the end of the first half of a star-studded programme,
1i s Gracie Fields had told some of her very quick, very
Lanca hire, stories. Alone, and as always, charming the vast
audience with her smile.
The semi-transparent back-cloth
whisked away to reveal the 57-strong Tunior Leaders' Choir to
join with that most famous lady in two of her famous songs.
"When you smile a you wave me good-bye" was fir~t
" made " for the writer when, so many years ago, she sang 1t
before a " back-cloth " of half a Battalion of the XXth Regiment in a troopship. That our own Junior Leaders Regiment
could, and did take their place, is fame indeea.
As always, "turn-out was impeccable. Their No. 2 Dress
of blue hat, smartly-cut jacker, collar and tie, ornamented for
stage appearance only, with a "choir sash ' in Corps colours.
During the interval it was pleasing to meet several of them,
obviously with parents or friends, mingling with a fashionable
audience in the lounge and bar. Modest, confident, delightful.
" Give my compliments to Colonel Gregory and tell him from
me that he should be very pleased with you." "Certainly, sir,
I'll do that, but-your name, sir."
Several of them, mercifully in shirt sleeves and denims, were
on stage as "audience" for a "camp fire" entertainment when
they were liberally spattered with shaving soap by Mr. Harry
Sccombe; joined in the chorus of many songs by the charming
Miss Shirley Abicair, and rolled about in laughter at the
r_ndering of " Good-bye" (" White Horse Inn") by Mr.
Arthur Haynes.
Quickly changing into uniform, mey appeared in. the finale,
singing with Miss Constance Shacklock -and Miss Vera L ynn.
All in all, it was a night to remember, both for the
distinguished audience and for the Junior L eaders. The Junior
L eaders were not able to demonstrate their drill, different, but
none-the-less impeccable, than that of the Tiller Girls, but to
have appeared on a programme with Mr. Bud Flanagan, Mr.
Eddie Calvert, Mr. Benny H ill, Mr. Frankie Vaughan, to mention bur a few of those who are sure to have talked to them.
A night to remember!
Miss Jean Metcalfe and Mr. Cliff Michelmore repeated their
earlier performances of "Two-Way Family Favourites," and
it was pleasing that Miss Patricia Lamben's first song was asked
for by the 16th Signal Regiment.

The Thirty-twosome Reel

Junior Leaders Regiment
Firelight Fantasy -

1061

'·I remember it well," said the ghost-like figure of the Bursar,
resplendent in his Balaclava uniform-he continued to explain
the traditions of Denbury and of how the first occupants of the
newly-built camp were the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,
who were themselves immortalised as the " Thin Red Line"
at Balaclava.
F irelight Fantasy was not just another small miEtary display
-it told the story of a young man entering military service and
his thoughts and first impressions on the many varied activities
in uhe Junior Leaders Regiment.
For 90 minutes over 1,400 spectators from all over South
Devon were treated to a feast of colour, pageantry and humour
by our Junior Leaders and their young ladies. The band, as
always, immaculate in scarlet and with their new drums glistening, gave another superb display of marching and playing,
coupled with the novelty of illuminated drun1s and beating in
a blacked-out scene.
The Choir go from strength to strength, last November they
performed at the Royal Albert Hall in the presence of Her
Majesty the Queen. Tills November they are appearing at
the Victoria! Palace in support of such stars as Gracie Fields
and Harry Secombe. One of their many songs is " Michael," a
current Pop H it-this was given most enthusiastic applause.
No military pageant would be complete without a Drill display. This had the twist of showmanship, with every member
of the squad, including his rifle, being illuminated by a series
of small bulbs supplied from a battery in the vest pocket. In
complete darkness their phantom-like movements were most
effective.
The Regimental Pipers and Dancers were joined in a dis.play
of l!he T hirtytwo-some Reel by some young ladies from local
dancing academy. The many hours of practise were rewarded
by flattering comments both after the show and in the local
Press.
Several other acts which were most entertaining included :
P.E. and R egimental Activities Demonstrations; "The Q
Stores," a very true to life portrayal by the R.Q.M.S., the only
modern approach being the issue of one Junior L ady to each
Junior Leader.
Our first space vehicle was launched, belatedly, with Junior
Leader Gagarin-the whole project being under the technical
direction of L ieutenant Wagstaff, R.A.E.C. (The rocket actually left the launching pad !)
The evening ended with the regimental bonfire complete with
ten guys (one for each troop) and the firework display ably
controlled by our Dentist, Captain Walker, R.A.D.C.
Guy Fawkes 1961 will be remembered for a long time ! Has
F irelight Fantasy become an annual event? We hope so _and
I am sure our friends in South D evon would welcome it in
years to come.
Our Cecil B. de Mille was our new 2 i/c, who within a month
or two of arriving at Denbury found himself immersed in me
detailed organisation of a Firelight Fantasy. What happens
after two years is anybody's guess, but nevertheless great credit
to Major Scott, now affectionately signed a "Fellow of the
Regimental Firelight Fantasy Festival" in recognition of his
Stage Management.
~

Illuminated Drums

We are very pleased to report that A/T Corporal H. Cooke
and A/T A. Gilliard, both 9th Term Telegraph Operators, went
up to 24th Regiment last month and both passed th~ir All
Trade Classification. They both pass out at the end of this term.
The observance of Remembrance Sunday in the School took
the form of a Drum Head Service on the Square, at which the
whole School was present, except a detachment from the
School which took part in the Civic Parade in Harrogate.
Present also was our recently formed Pipe Band. They led
the Parade in Harrogate.
The " new look " in Army uniforms is beginning to make
itself apparent in the School; the new Service dress for A/Ts
is of a pattern similar to the old one with the exception that
the stiff tunic collar at the neck has been replaced with an open
collared tunic, collar and tie are worn; and very smart they look.
Inter School Games
For all ex-apprentices a round up of news on the Current
Winter Games Series. On 21st October, 1961, we visited A.A.S.
Carlisle, and came away with a 5-1 victory, with one match
drawn.
Basket Ball ...... . ..
Shooting
Soccer
Rugby
.. ........ ..
Cross Country
Hockey
Boxing

Won
No match
Won
Draw
Won
Won
Lost

52 pts--31 Pts

Boxing .... ... ....... .

Won
Won
Lost
Won

Lost

Lost
Lost

Tele"raph Operators
Name

Trade Classificatiim
All

No .
23697592
23697521

Cook, H.
Gilliard, A.

23697625
23697555
236976o9
23697601
236976o2
236976o8
23697554

Bradbury, C .
Bryom. A .
Cormack, R .
EastlandJ C. (A / T C.S.M.)
Noble, J .
Peace, A.
Price, D .

23697509
23697533
23697524
23697508
23675331

2 goals to o
13 bouts to 4 bouts

39 pts--38 PIS
1523 p.s-1510 p:s
5 goals to l
ll pts to 3 p ts
3 goals to o
Team result a draw but
we lost the match o, having
the last runner home.
12 bouts to 5 bouts.

We entertain A.A.S. Chepstow at Harrogate over the weekend 25th and 26th November, 1961.
Our basket ball team remains undefeated in these series after
three years and has now the proud record of played eight won

ht REGHIENT (DIVISIONAL)
Visit of Major-General R. E. Barker, C.B.E. (retd)
" My Commanding Officer at that time was a hard an.d
narrow-minded man "- the speaker paused to refresh his
memory of events that took place some fifty years ago--" I
remember that matters came to a head when I stood up for a
soldier of my Company, who had shot a man whilst on guard
duty. I refused to put him under close arrest and found myself
marched before the D istrict Commander in very short order.
The D istrict Commander, however, fully agreed with my
actions and I was exonerated." He paused again-" on return
to the' Unit, the Commanding Officer summoned me to his
office and fix ing me with a look wh ich allowed no argumenthe a~nounced that the Royal Engineers had a vacancy for a
Signal Officer, and that he would nomnate me for the job. So
began my service with what has now becom7 the Royal Corps
of Signals." In th is way began a career m. the Coq:>s, for
Lieutenant R. E. Barker, which finally ended m 1945 with the
rank of Major-General, and the holding of two key ap_pointments that of Chief Signal Officer to General Wavell m the
Middie East, and to General Paget in the U.K.
The officers and men of the Reg!ment were honoured and
very proud to welcome, not only a very distinguished Officer of
the Corps but also a form er Commanding Officer in the years
1932 to 1936. It was most interestin.g, and at times very moving,
to hear of events which took place m other days, so simply and
graphically told by an Offi<;;er who had been there, and whose
life has spanned the whole history of our Corps. The lunch
given in the Officers' Mess in his honour will long be remembered by all who attended it. The extract shown above is but
a part of the story which was unfolded, for the record however,
we now have the official historv of one of our cherished pieces
of silver, the Australian Cup. During his tour of the Regiment,
General Barker was shown some of the modern equipment
Lieutenant ColoneJ A. J. Woodrow, Major General A. Jolly,
Major General R. E. Barker

Graduation List For December, 1961
The following Apprentices of the Present Senior Term will
be passing out qualified in the Trades shown on 13th December,
1961 : -

AIU

Line Technicians

4 goals to 2
6 p.s to 6 pts

On Saturday, 4th November, 1961, we visited A.A.S. Arborfield. We came away having been beaten 4 to 3 in the seven
games played.
Bas'<et Ball . ..... .. .
Shootirg ...... ... .. .
Soccer ........ ...... .
Rugby .... .. ..... .. ..
Hockey
.. .. .... .. ..
Cross Country

eight. Our present team seems as strong as any of its predecessors.
Captain P. C. Tripp and Sergeant McPherson are cw:rently
playing for the Corps hockey team and Sergeant D. Boddington
has been selected for our Army Trials in the same sport.
A/T Sergeant B. Thompson recently attended a Trials at
R.A.F. Cosford for the All England Under 23 Basket Ball team.

~

Devereux, S. (A/T C .S .M.)
TIII
Parsons, M. V.
Thompson, B. W. (A /T Sgt.)
Morris, T. R. (A/T C.S.M.)
Spence, T . J. (A/T Sgt.)

Telegraph Technicians
23697615
23697623
2367533 5
23697527
23697589
23697526
23697536

Dallas, G. B.
Fergusson, P.
Gaut, J.
Hulme, B. A.
Leeming, M . C.
Neilso'.1 , A. G . (A/ T Sgt.)
Palmer, T.

TIU

Radio Teclmician (Lt.)
23697547
23697$97
23697622
236976o4
23697516
23518766
23697577
23675325
23697534

Grant, G . A .
Harvey, S. M.
Hawthorne, B. A. G .
Mulcahy. J.
Nixon, D . M .
Selkirk, B .
Skinner, D . A.
Arnau, M. E.
Ashmo~, J. S.

Tiil

which forms part of our establishment, and he had many interesting comments to make on the changes which have occurred
over the years. At the Signal Centre Complex h~ met the
G .0.C. I Division, Major-General A. Jolly, who fittmgly, had
come to pay his respects, as an Australian to a New Zealander,
and to extol mutually the great attraction of the Commonwealth,
"down under." The brief visit ended with a supper party
given for General and Mrs. Barker, and they left with the
very best wishes from the Regiment for a safe and happy return
to their home in New Zealand .
(Continued im page 434)

Sport. Sergeant A. G . Evans, our go-karting expert, won a
great victory in the recent combined meeting organised by I
R.H .A. Driving his own kart, the " E vans Special " he won the
cratch race for engines over 4 b.h.p. and then went on to win
the championship race, and to be declared the " Champion of
Champions." He also helped to sustain the excellent r elations
with the local population of Hildesheim by teaching a young
German boy how to drive his kart. In an Anglo-German open
novices race, this young boy eleven-vear-old Hans Herman
Franz, won the event driving the " Evans Special " to the
immense satisfaction of hundreds of local spectators.
In other sport events the Regiment has not been quite so
fortunate. The Rugby XV went down to 94 Regiment R.A. in
the first round of the Army Cup by 8 points to 6. At halftime it looked as though we would win this contest, as we were
playing the better Rugby and our lead was 6 points to nil. In
the second half, the greater weight of the Gunner pack began
to tell and this, coupled with some poor Signals tackling, let
the Gunners through.
Our Hockey XI, who have had some good results this season,
lost by 2 goals to I to 7th Regiment in the second round of the
Morrison Cup. A very good game to watch, with the 7th
Regiment the stronger and steadier team in the forward line.
The Wives• Club. Verden was the centre of a rare event
in the fashion world, a display of costly furs direct from the
London salons, to tempt the femin'ne eye, and damage the
credit balance in many a hapless soldier's account.
It was very ably organised on a Garrison basis, and the
entire presentation, compered by Mrs. Melsom, with the
Gymnasium packed to see the show. Mrs. Woollard was the
lucky winner of the raffle for a beautiful fur cape, and Mrs.
Ridley judged to be a mannequin, in the best tradition of the
Dior school.
Guy Fawkes Nl~ht. The 5th was celebrated with all the
ceremony and custom in Caithness Barracks, and Verden witnessed the largest bonfire for years. At one stage it looked as
if it m ight exceed the planned intention of the R.S.M., W.0.1
D. E. Woodbridge, for the LAD Workshops seemed destined
to bum as wQll. but they are still intact however, and fun-::tioning on the CIV. The guy, a priceless character nearlv t\venty
feet ~all, bore a strik~g resemblance to the Provost Sergeant,
to wct, Sergeant A Tmdale. The firework display was most
impressive, and was wimessed by a very large numb ~ r of the
Garrison. During the displav Sergeant D. J. Culley and
Corp<>ral J. A. Harris, our cooking experts, ran a highly professional hot dog and fish and chips bar in the open. The queue
of customers was as long as any in the UK. Cr~dit for tre
staging of the whole display goes to R.Q.M.S. G. Schofield, H.
Fox. S.S.M. R N. B~ll and Sergeants B. N . Nicholls, J. A. Marr,
G. J. Holland and D. J. Culley.
3rd

REGIMENT

(DIVISIONAL)

~e . past five _weeks has seen the Regiment transformed into
a mm1~ture tra1~g brigade.
Every spare room has been
turned mto a trammg room for our annual trade training programme. A large number of courses have been held and first
signs are that the results will be quite favourable.
'
On 25th October, a party of 4r travelled to Wembley to see
the England v. Portugal international match. Those who went
were afforded a few hours in the Metropolis after the match
~o see . some of the historical and modem' attractions-very
1nterestmg !
'J!te Corporals' Mess held a dance in the Garrison Gvmnas1um on 2~th October, 3:nd a lot of hard work was pui: in
by the commmee to make 1t a great success. It was obviously
the first of many more they will bold.
Guy Fawkes night was celebrated on Thursday, 2nd
Novel!lber and a large crowd of 800 to l,ooo were present for
the. display. We appeared to be the onlv unit in the area
which provided such entertainment for the children ·who came
from miles around to see it.
'
We have two football teams in the district leagues and
although at present they are "shot shv," all these game; have
been hard .fought and the season is still young. We offer our
congratulations to Corporal A. Taylor. Signalmen R. A. North
and P. Smith, who have been selected to represent the Corps.
The ru~by. team has coi:tinued to play well, and the aftermatch fest1v1t1es are becoming a tradition. The most successful

of our teams, however, is the hockey team; so far it has won
all of it matche . Six members of the team have been selected
for the Divisional Trials.
At the moment the Regiment is in the midst of our move
to Ward Barracks, at last it appears that the move really will
be executed. The Quartermaster's departmen t, however, are
taking no chances and are not moving until the rest of the
Regiment has actually gone.
Recent arrivals in the Regiment include Lieutenant (Q.M .)
J. V. Harding, Staff Sergea nt R. Blow, Sergeants R. Barr and
A. M . Baldwin , and Corporals J. Brunt, H. E . B is ho~ an d
M . J. L. P almer. W e wish them a happy stay in the R egiment.
We also welcome back those memb ers of the Regiment who
have recen tly returned from the Cameroons. D epartures include Staff Sergeant B. Cleaver and Sergeant W . F . Kilburn,
who have left for G ermany and Catterick, respectively.
Congratulations are offered to Captain and Mrs. J. Fender
and to Corporal and Mrs. G . Sykes on the birth of their
sons. Congratulations are also offered to Staff Sergeants S. W .
M. Elliott and A. J. Renouf on their recent promotions.
Alwa~·H on Frldnys. It was on a Friday afternoon late
in June that instead of going to Portugal we were ordered to find
a large plane-ready partv to help out with the Kuwait crisis.
It happened again, in October-on a F riday- and yet again,
on the first Friday in November.
This latest operation, the preparation of detachments to fly
with other units to the aid of the civil power in British
Honduras, was mounted in a different atmosphere. Its very
nature was totally d ifferent from the now-customary "don't
know where, don't know when" brief.
Quite apart from
having to ask for volunteers, the problem was to select the
most sui table men from the many who wished to be able to put
their skill and training to a <;ause so obviously worthwhile and
rewarding.
As Lieutenant M. Marples left for London Airport and the
first party of eleven. under Sergeant P. Freeston, left for an
RA.F. airfield, we did not forget the Adjutant, who was left
searching the boo1's for a Latin scholar to translate the current
Regimental motto-" Have jabs, will travel."

7th

REGIHENT

(CORPS)

We had just enough time after Exercise "Spearpoint" to
get ourselves cleaned up, firstly, for a visit by the Signal Officerin-Chief, on r9th October, 1961, secondlv, for our Annual
Administrative In•oection by C.C., Royal Signals, I (BR) Corps,
Brigadier M. A. Charlton, O.B.E., on 31st October, 1961. The
C.l.V. followed hard on the heels of the Administrative Inspection, so we have been far from idle.
A reoort of the S.0.C.-in-C.'s visit is included elsewhere in
THE WIRE.
At soccer we have been beaten by I S.W.B. (2-6) and 36
Regiment, R.A. (2-3), but the team is gradually taking shape
and gaining confidence for our first Morrison Cup match against
22nd Regiment, very short1y. We also meet 22nd Regiment in
the Morrison Cup at hockey, having beaten 1st Regiment (2-1)
in a very close-fought match earlier this month; we believe our
goal in the first 30 seconds must have upset I st Regiment! At
hockey we have lost 1-3 to the Scots Greys (so far unbeaten
this year) and to R.A.F., Gutersloh (1-2), but we beat 49 Regiment, R.A., 4-3.
Our rugby team, very good as it is, was no match for
1 Wekh. and so, regrettably, we are out of the Army Cup.
Having disposed of Q.D.G., 34-6, in the Army Cup first round,
our team went to Berlin with high hopes but, as we knew in
our hearts, with only an outside chance. It was a good, fast
Everyone played well, but
match, which we lost, 3-28.
mention must be made of Signalman Wilson, who played at
full-back . Wilson has only recently tak:n up rugby, but his
calm and courageous game, under very fierce pressure, evoked
the praise, even of the fervent Welch. We beat 4th Regiment
25-5 in the Morrison Cup and look forward to playing 2nd
Regiment in the same competition shortly.
We have also
beaten I R.H.A. 19--0.
Our soccer supporters made the long trek to Rotterdam on
Ist November, in our bus, to see Tottenham Hotspur play
Rotterdam. Another partv is shortly going to Brussels to see
Scotland play Czechoslovakia.
Our .22 shooting team is going from strength to strength.
In our first two postal league shoots we have, as a team, averaged 94 and 95.43, which is good by any standards.
THE WIRE.
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0th

llEGIHENT
( RADIO)

WARNING

I t is a long time since a
con tribution appeared under
this heading because, to be
WA R - DOGS
fra nk, we have not had m uch
to say.
I n common with
every other Regiment, we
win most of our sporting
fixtures, have Admin istrative
Inspections, cel:brate Christm as annually and say goodbye to a lot of chaps. So,
instead of describing what
we did last month, we are
going to say what we have been doin g for years in a series of
short articles on Regimen tal life.
Every visitor to th e right-hand end of Cyprus will h ave seen
our vast aerial field and many will have thought what a dogs'
paradise it is--here for a start is the dog's life.
The War DoJ( Handlers
The dog handlers are not often seen about the camp. They
tum up now and again for food and pay and then melt away
into the middle distance to charm their savage beasts. Time
was when they appeared more often on ceremonial parades,
for instance, until one too curious General leaped back and
started to count his fingers. So now they come out only at
night, to roam the aerial field and guard the camp perimeter.
You might thmk that dog handEng would not be a very
much sought-after job. After all, being permanently on guard
is not everyone's idea of fun, out at night and in all weathers.
We always seem though to have just enough volunteers. It
may have something to do with the photograph in the " Daily
Mirror " last Christmas showing Corporal Dobson carrying
the latest C.S.E. girl off to the Christmas party. And then
again, even the R.S.M. waits until the dogs are locked up
before remembering that Saville needs a hair-cut, and the
Adjutant does not poke his nose in too often.
Altogether we have six dogs and handlers, headed by the
already mentioned Corporal Dobson. Most of them have never
had anything to do with dog train:ng before they go on the
course at the War Dog Unit-but very rarely do we have
anyone returned as unsuitable. (Perhaps the unsuitable ones
just do not return-I had better check the nominal roll again).
After the three-week course the handlers start a shift working
system, one night on duty, one free, and a day retraining at the
Dog Unit. Each night two of them load their revolvers, call
their dogs to heel and set off on a series of four-m ile tramps
round the perimeter. Most of the locals seem to have learned
about them by now and keep well away. The dogs, of course,
are kept in the lap of luxury, and never seem to complain
about their food. Occasionally a new ration issuer at the
R.A.S.C. shakes his head when the names Bunter and Rusty
appear on ration strength, but eventually a fair supply of bones
and meat turns up and all is again quiet on the dog front.
How to finish off? Well, the introduction ment:oned the
aerial field as a dog's delight, and that rem:nds me of the
story about the old hand who knew bis Standing Orders and
stood perfectly still when a dog on the loose bounded towards
him and started sniffing-but perhaps we will save that till next
time.
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" OK ! who is the wise guy that put this • Wadi-dog ' on my
lead 1"

10th REGIMENT (ARMY GROUP)
The highlight of this month's activities has been the visit of
the Signal Officer-in-Chief on 24th October. Although time was
very short he was able to see much of the Regiment's work and
sport with a particular interest in judo.
Judo is an up-and-coming sport here with about 12 exponents
under the guidance of W.O.II Angus. We have a green belt,
Corporal L. Kinsey, and two orange belts and With the championship next month it is hoped to greatly increase this number.
The soccer season has opened with the North Rhine InterServices League in which the Regimental team has played three
games. We met our ne:ghbours, 40 Advance Engineer Stores
Regiment, 6-3 in October, 1961. Only three of last year's team
remain with us, Signalmen A. T. Manton, T. C. Bingham and
T. Gillespie, the latter being the top goal scorer to date after
putting four into the Sappers net.
Badminton and squash has been entered into with considerable enthusiasm under the watchful eye of Second-Lieutenant
W. R. Ewing. While we have some 25 people on the squash
ladder we are compiling an interesting fixture list for this winter
and welcome any would be opponents.
From rackets to boots with the Rugby team having three
games to their credit this month. In the first round of the
Morrison Cup the team beat AGRA Signal Squadron by 11
points to 3.
Corporal L. Kinsey has led the pack well and Corporal F.
Hampshire has bad some very good runs on the wing.
. The team meets its old rivals, 16th R'egiment, in the second
round of the cup in the near future.
We ended the sailing season with an Inter-Squadron Regatta
on De Witt See on the 14th October. Due to a lamentable lack
of wind, and to Major J. Denton's luffing every boat out of the
last race on the start line on the starting gun, no real result
was achieved but we ended the season on a suitable note.
Reviewing the sailing season, we have sent two courses to
Kiel where we achieved a 50 per cent. pass-four qualifying as
Baltic helmsmen, and in our second visit (and first race) in the
End-of-Season Regatta won both our races and took the Timberlake Trophy back to the Regiment.
We found crews for the Corps team in the Triangular Regatta
at Mohne See but perhaps best of all we introduced a large
number of soldiers to the gentle art of sailing-on the two
Regimental GP14s which we built ourselves and which we
showed to the Signal Officer-in-Chief during his visit to the
Regiment.
During the last weekend in September, Lieutenant D. G.
Smith took a party of 1 Squadron to the Ahr Valley and recalls
the journey for us.
"Due to the excellent 'Indian Summer' we were enjoying
during an inter-exercise lull at the end of September, it was
decided on the spur of the moment to visit the Ahr Valley, a
Rhine tributary, to have a swim and sample the wine.

' The journey there took about 2!. hours ~d 11:l though the
cenery in the Ahr Valley was outstandmg the nver itself proved
to be too shallow for swimming. The weather beamed on us
and interiors of Brunhilde (the PRI bus) was like a hot house
with wilting lilies draped over all seats.
' South of the Ahr is a large, cool lake, the L aacher See, and
it was to this ' Oasis ' that we turned the bus nose.
' By the time we got there everyone was gasping for a swim
and the progress of the bus occupants from the car park to the
lake side was rather like a Western stampede.
" The really humorous part came when it was discovered that
there was only a boating station on the lake and that swimming
was ' streng verboten '!
" Of course, everybody's British sense of humour came to the
rescue and with true bulldog spirit and forced grins they leapt
into boats, rowed madly around the nearest headland and proceeded to strip and swim in the shortest possible time.
" Thus refreshed, the coach returned to Altenahr where, just
by accident, there happened to be a Weinfest in progress and
as a change from getting wet outside, we all got saturated
inside!
" Since then, there have been many enquiries from the most
unlikely people as to when the next ' swimming outing ' to the
Ahr Valley is being organised."
Finally we say farewell to Major R. H. Borthwick, who, after
the excitement of another "happy event" is taking up an
appointment at the School of Signals.
W.O.II A. F. N. Crabtree has "passed over" into 16th
Regiment to take up his appointment as R.Q.M.S.
To both of them and their families we offer our very best
wishes for the future.

I Ith REGDIENT (DEPOT)

Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O ..
Introducing Lieutenant-Colonel S. W.
Brackenbury, M.B.E., to Colonel-General Bogdan Orescanln

It may be considered unusual to describe the function of a Unit but experence
shows that in the case of the
Depot this would be welcomed by many who rightly
accept the Depot as their
"Parent" Unit.
The Depot is commanded
by Lieutenant-Colonel S.
W.
Brackenbury,
M.B.E.,
who arrived last month after
serving with The Gurkha
Signal Regiment in Malaya.
The Unit consists of four
Squadrons implemented by
an Officers Wing, a Courses
Wing and a Personnel
Selection Team. It also
administers Signal Training
Brigade H.Q. and the Corps
Band.
Enlarging the picture to
give a little more detail we
have:-

H.Q. Squadron. eommanded by ~lnjor n.
Carlyon who has, apart
from the usual tasks, an empire of some two hundred civilians
to administer. The head of the Civil Labour Depot is Mr. W.
Mcintosh, an executive officer. It is thought that he came south
for sunshine.
I S..uadren, :H afor J. G. James, M.C•• is responsible
for the Basic Training of recruits. In these enlightened times
we add " To introduce young men to Army life in a contemporary, sensible and pleasant way."
(The writer of these notes joined in 1932 and with magnificent
~ elf-control, refrains from comment.)
The Squadron is geared to cope with eight troops of forty
men. The course takes eight weeks including forming time
and two Troops work together, a fortnight separating each pair
of Troops.
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The competitive spirit is maintained by selecting the best
recruit the best shot and the best Troop.
A Pass-Off Parade is held each alternate Wednesday, to
which parents and friends are invited. Coffee is served in the
canteen and the Brigade Commander, Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., gives an informative address. Spectators are then
shown round the Unit after which they may stay to lunch. At
about 1300 hours they depart with their new soldier sons, husbands, etc., who are given leave until the following Monday
when they join their Trade Training Units.
Recruiting is going quite well, the figures for the curren t
T roops are 56, 67, 64 with 44 so far in the f orming T roops.
T he Commonwealth is well represented by men fro m Rhodesia,
K en ya, West Indies, Borneo, Sarawak, Malay, Cyprus,
Seychelles and soon Fiji.
Repress any critical remarks for recently a Seychellois was
Best Recruit-Signalman N . P. Savvy.

Courses Win", lUnJor K . J. Jordan, is responsible
for running the following courses. The Royal ::,.goals .:>ergc:ants'
Course, later to become Staff Sergeants' Course, The Junior
NCOs (Drill and Weapon Trainin g), Assistant Instructors'
Course and The Methods of Instruction Course.
The first two courses occur five times a year and the maximum number per course is twenty. The M ethods Courses may
occur weekly and are made up from personnel who have completed trade upgrading courses at Trade Training Regiments.
Students from these courses come from all theatres except
FARELF.
Interest is maintained by visiting various outside activities.
One is a visit to the R.A.F. at Middleton St. George where
many facets of R.A.F. rescue work is demonstrated. Students
are able to see the famous Black Arrows.
Civil Defence teams at Margrove Park, Guisborough, give
very realist ic instructions on rescue work-with a simulated
"A" bomb.
Old students may be surprised to learn that W .O.II A. F.
Pugh is posted out after all these years. W.0.II J. D. King is
welcomed as replacement.
Some strain was felt when both Staff Sergeants Warren and
Parry went into hospital at about the same time. They didn't
stay long, fortunately. Staff Sergeant Warren returned but it
is said that Staff Sergeant Parry was posted to 2 Squadron for
a rest.
No. 2 Squadron, ~lajor R. O. Wilson, is responsible
for drafting ove~seas.
An approximate figure is seventy-five a month and the
various facets of drafting keep the Squadron Staff very much
on its toes. Apart from the normal routine of documentation,
kitting-up, checking weight for air passage, inoccu!ations,
vaccination, passport and leave, the " welfare" problems are
high especially those related to compassiona:e retention which
originate just before " take-off."
Over fifty sold iers have travelled to B.A.O.R. in their own
cars during the last nine months. This is an added complication so a few words of advice ma y not come ami ~ s .
Firstly it is advisable to put the arrangements for organising
Car Ferry Passage and documents in the hands of one of the
motoring organisations. During the summer the Car Ferry
must be booked welJ in advance and should be dated from
two to seven days after reporting here.
Most important-you cannot take · your family unless your
new C.O. has approved an accompaniied passage. If you have
any problems, ask your Unit to write to the Depot as soon as
possib!e-or write yourself.
It is always very plea ~ ant to see old friends passing through
the Depot. Recently S.S.M. I . Druggan and Staff Sergeant R .
V. Parkes stayed awhile to take the Yeoman of Signals entrance
examination. WO.II C. L. Buckley passed through on his
way to Singapore, Sergeant T. H. Cross from the Army
Apprentices School on his way to Libya and Staff Sergeant
C. W. Gurden from the Junior Leaders Regiment to Hong
Kong.
Air Trooping from Manchester is now .in full swing which
is a great improvement. cutting out the tedious night train
from Richmond to London.
No. 3 Sanadron, ~faJor D. S. A. Untfoy. G.M"
copes with all personnel on Home Posting, Releases and Discharges, certain per~onnel on courses from overseas, and " odd "
attachments in U.K.
One of the major problems is keeping down Barrack damages
caused by exuberant "demobbees."
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Seriously, it cannot be overstressed that this jg the Parent
Unit and we like to know where you are- if you are in U.K.
for any reason. This Squadron also looks after those who may
be in U.K. on leave and then cannot return for some reason.
Your correct address please for all correspondence then we
guarantee no adm:nistrative delays.
Correct administrative and documentation procedure by
Overseas Units is much appreciated. A great deal of time is
spent on the telephone to Royal Signals Records sorting out
problems and each month some fifty signals are sent to Overseas U nits either requesting action, which should be automatic
or as " R eminders."

The Officer s W i nlo(, Major (Retd) C. S. R. Whi t e .
Major White was a Gunner but in the comparatively short time
he has been with us he has assimilated a vast store of Royal
Signals " Know how " on the administrative side and has made
many fr:en::ls by his keen and fr iendly interest in their problems.
This Wing deals with all the administrative problems of
some thirty to forty Officers in transit, awaiting Home or Overseas postings, up to and including Lieutenant-Colonels.
Would all Officers in transit please complete and return the
forms sent to them, expeditiously. It not only saves work this
end but is most certainly in their own interest, particularly
where fin ance and accompanied passages are concerned.
\Vnrrnnt Office r s' anti S c rJ:eants' Mess, Il.S.~I.
E. n. C. Wall. A very welcome visitor was received last
month, W.O.I H. W. T aylor formerly of the R.E. Signals. He
enlisted in 1902 and retired on pension in 1923. He presented
the Mess with a statuette of a Chelsea Pensioner, a gesture
wh ich was sincerely appreciated.
Ex-studen ts of the Courses Wing will marvel at the fact that
the Cadre Sergeants smartened up 22 Sergeants' Course at a
soccer match by 7-3. The match was noteworthy for the
energy expended rather than the technical skill but the
refreshment was well earned.
The Royal Signals Association dinner was held in the Mess
this year instead of the Garrison Mess, an irmovation which was
appreciated by the members of this flourishing Catterick Branch.
Sports. The R egiment played 6 Bn. RA.0.C. Chilwell in
the first round of the Army Cup and were beaten 7--0. This is
no reflection on s :gnalman Johnson, the goalkeeper, who played
extremely well. H e has played in a repres ntative Corps team
in a friendlv match against Manchester University, alongside
Signalmm Quinn, Cockrill and Wilkie from this Regiment. The
Corps won 6-2.
Signalman J. Quinn plavs for Sheffield Wednesday and has
been selected to play for the Army.
It is unusual for the Corps to produce a ba ketball player of
international standard but such is Signalman C. G. Evans who
plaved for England against Italy.
On 9th November Royal Signals plaved the R.E.s at rugger
on the occasion of the annual get-together and won by 13-3.
It sometimes happens that the "Parent Unit" is taught a
lesson by "Junior" but nobody minds either way on these
extremely friendly occasions.
However, ten points scored in the last ten minutes must have
hurt!
0

GPllC'rnl JVot"s. The Unit was visited by the Deputy
Chief of Staff Jugo-$1av Army, Colonel-General Bogdan
Orescan:n, and during his brief tour to the School of Signals
and H .Q. Signal Training Brigade watched a Pass--0ff Parade
rehearsal.
Other Officers in the party were Lieutenant-Colonel General
Milam Pavlovic, D irector of Armour, Colonel R. Vojvodic,
Militarv Attache in London, Lieutenant-Colonel Radke Lukic,
Jugo-Slav Signal Corps, Major Hinic, Liaison Section, JugoSlav G.H.Q .. and Colonel A. I. G. Ramsey, British Military
Attache Belgrade.
The Commander Signal Training Brigade, Brigadier P. M. P.
Hobson, n.s.o., is to present the L .S. and G.C. to W .0 .II J. D.
King on a Ceremonial Parade on 22nd November.
Captain S. R. Toon of the Staffordshire Regiment relinquished h:s Commission and his place on the Training Staff
has been taken by Captain G. R. Barnett of the East Anglian
Regiment.
Three other officers have joined the Unit recently, Lieutenants
G. Barnet, J. C. F. Gryspeerdt and M. E. Bradburv.
Lieutenant A. F ield and Second-Lieutenant M. Wright have
left us and we reluctantly say goodbye to our Medical Officer,
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W.0.1 H. W. Taylor formerly RE Signals 1902-1923

Captain M. McGregor, R.A.M.C. He has been succeeded by
Captain J. A. McCane-Whitney, RA.M.C.
The " Doc's " weekly programme has to be seen to be
believed. This must be one of the busiest appointments for a
M.O. On top of all the work associated with recruiting and
drafting, he has a Married Families circuit as well. 'Tis said
that his car uses two sets of tyres a year.
This is by necessity, a Unit of Planners and running true to
form, Christmas festivities under the guidance of our PRI,
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd) R. W. Atkinson, o.B.E., plans were
begun before Halloween.
A Merry Christmas to you all.
Is this a record? There are two Officers in this Unit who
were awarded the Colonel's Whip as Best Recruits in their
Squadrons. The "Young Soldier" won his in 1932 and the
" Old Soldier" some six years before that! Guess who?
THE WELFARE SECTION URGENTLY
REQUIRES CLOTHINGMEN'S WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
aim in all Depts.: -

uur

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
1894
29SS

Eltablished

Sixty Years Satisfactory Service
" WE BUY THE BEST "

" WE SELL Tim BEST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT
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Major F. A. D avidson (T.0 .T.) has been transferred to
War Office (Signals 2); we mtss his exuberance and pawky
humour and trust that despite the rarefied atmosphere, city
suit and daily commuting he still has Comcan interest much
at heart.
Other events worthy of note have been the G .D. to lineman
Conversion Course ably run by Corporal R. F . Sharp who has
just jo:ned us from Scottish Command, and the visit to the
Station of a party from 216 Signal Squadron (Parachute Brigade)
just to see how the other half live.
No. 2 D ress h as arrived in the Squadron and S.Q.M .S. is
now busy with the problems of fi tting and sorting out collar
badges left and right.
On the domestic scene we congratulate Private T . A. Buick,
A.C.C., on his recent wedding and Corporal and Mrs. Stoo:<es,
and S:gnalm an and Mrs. Cope on the birth of sons, and Corporal and Mrs. Pearson on the birth of a daughter.
We have said goodbye to : Lance-Corporals W. Campbell, D .
Southall and Signalman A. Watson.

Military Trnlninjl. Apart from normal work, preparation for the forthcoming Administrative Inspection and the
visit of the Signal Officer-in-Chief, the main . point of in~erest
in October was the first of the new-type Military Proficiency
Courses. The programme was based on the proposed _syll:1 bus
for the Military Proficiency Certificate, Class III, which 1s to
be one of the pre-requisites for promotion to L ance-Corporal,
and after ten strenuous days, the instructors and students alike,
voted this a most useful and interesting course.
Not entirely due to coincidence, the course ended the day
before the Signal Officer-in-Chief visited the Regiment, and
we were able to provide a ready-made Quarter Guard for the
occasion.

port. Any complacency we had, so far as hockey is concerned, was rapidly dispelled in the first round of the B.A.0.R.
Competition. A confident team went to 16th Regiment to
go through the formality of passing into the second round,
only to find that our opponents had other ideas, and were unco-operative to the extent of beating us 2-x. We now doubt
the wisdom of the recent posting of W.0.1 (R.S .M.) Warren,
as he had a large hand, and a formidable stick, in our defeat.
However, we are still undefeated in the league.
The rugger team has now reached the Rhine Area final, and
the soccer team continues to prosper. One of the less popular
games, basketball, is now flourishing under Lieutenant Bill
Barnard, and the team has won some good matches.
Weddlnjl. The most recent Regimental wedding took
place on 2rst October, 196r, at St. Mary's Church, Hayling
Island, between Corporal M. J. Feder! and a member of our
W.R.A.C. Company, Corporal Phyllis Gray. The Regiment
wishes them both every happiness.

14th REGIMENT

(t:O~ICAN)

I Sqaadron. What a month October has been. The
annual Administrative Inspection takes place in mid-November
and hordes of Staff Officers have been casting critical eyes at
all we do. So far, the chits are satisfactory.
For the big day itself, we are to be honoured by the Pipe
Band and Corps of Drums of the Junior Leaders' Reg'.ment,
Royal Signals, a great treat indeed for us and the people of
Gloucester who have been invited to the Ceremonial Parade.
Some three years ago our Sapper ·friends of the Royal
Monmouthshires visited this part of the world and erected a
Bailey Bridge across the Avon at nearby Haw to do duty until
the civil project was complete. A fortnight ago they returned
to d:smantle the military edifice and once again were our guests
in Robinswood.
Our Wives' Club, ably led by Mrs. Holmes, has also been
active in support of the SSAFA fete held recently in the Guildhall. Their stall raised the magnificent sum of £45.
Another Coroorals' Club dance went off w'.th a swing. These
functions bid fair to become a permanent feature.
Last week, the G.O.C., 43 Wessex Division/District spent a
most enjoyable day in our midst. We had hoped to be able to
invite him to the official opening of the rehabilitated Junior
Ranks' Club but a number of factors intervened to delay the
ceremony.
Not long ago our "A" and "B" teams, each with a 100%
record, met in the R.A.F. Innsworth Soccer League. It was
quite a thrilling set to and at one stage seemed Ekely to upset
the form book. In the end. "A" ran out comfortable winners.
A few days later we travelled to Yeovil and did battle w:th
6 Battalion R.A.S.C., last season's Army Cup winners. We
struggled gamely but they proved too strong. Signalman
H iggins, the team captain and West Bromwich player, has been
selected to play for the Corps.
For the time be:ng, our canoe:sts and ramblers are easing up
but in the Spring we exoect to resume again; with War Office
assistance we also hope i:o be able to oroduce a colour film of
our outdoor activities to show to the Schools C.C.F. contingents
we sponsor.
By the time these notes aP1'ear in print. Yulet'.de will be with
us. May we take this opportunlty to wish Sienals everywhere
a Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

2 Sqaadren. The Squadron had its Annual Administrative In pection on the 4th October, r96r. We have had the
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15th REGIMENT
3 SQUADRON 14th SIGNAL REGIMENT CANOE CLUB
Corporal H. Wilkes, Lance Corporal N. Oliver, Corporal J. Smith,
Lance Corporal P. Wadge, Mr. F. Ward, Signalman B. Davis, Lance
Corporal J. Morgan, Staff Sergeant D. Wade

Corporal M. J. and Mrs. Feder!

usual congratulatory messages despite the odd cobweb and
skeleton the Inspecting Officer managed to uncover.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess dined out Major
(now Lieutenant-Colonel) J. N. Hallett, the departing O.C. on
3rd October. He was presented with an inscribed silver tankard.
The Warrant Officers and Sergeants were also pleased to be
able to welcome their new Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel W. E. Lyske, to the dinner. They challenged the
Officers to darts. The Commanding Officer proved he was an
expert, w'.th guided missile accuracy, much to the dismay of
the seniors, who promptly challenged the officers to a game of
snooker. Here again Lieutenant-Colonel Lyske, alias Joe Davis,
also known as CbarEe Chester for his quips and cracks, had
everyone in stitches dur'. ng most of the game. As you have
probably guessed the Officers won.
We wish Lieutenant-Colonel Hallett the best of luck in his
new appointment at the seat of all learning (Shrivenham).
A "Tramos Ball" was held on 27th September. at which all
the broken furniture and packing cases " scrounl!''lble" were put
to good use. To everyone's delight the dance hall was scattered
with every conceivable piece of Etter (qu '. te a contrast to the
rest of 0•1r build'ng one wee'< before the Administrat'. ve In~pec
tion). The S.S.M. W'IS he·trd ro say" I'll never get th:s ooli•hed
uo in time for the Insoection ." In fact it took one man three
dws to out the sblne back. However. a good time was had by
all. Incidentallv, as a footnote, we have heard. if rumour be
anvthing to go bv, that cer•airi Guy Fawke• bonfire~ had hrge
donations of firewood from this Squadron. What says the "Q "?
3 Sqnndron. Octob~r has been a month of exceptional
activitv at Bampton. Sufficient to state that the main reason
for this was the Annu~I Inspect:on on 18th October. carried
out by Brigadier R. T. Volkes, C.B.E., Commanding Oxford and
Buckinehamsh:re Sub District. We have reason to believe he
was well satisfied with progress and efforts being made, and
now await the full report with interest.
Work is oroceed:n~ apace in the reconstruction of the Receiver
Station and aerial field. In connection with this develooment
we have been oleased tn welcome the follo.w'rig detachmerit
from the In~t~lhtion Troou in Nairobi : Cwt<1'.n T. T.
McVeigh, R.E.M.E .. W.O.Tl !- E. Cox, W.O.II P. Harvey. Corpor~l M . W. Smith, R.E.M.E., Lance-Corporals J. E. Toms
and J. Elliot.
There hwe also been reinforcement of the installation sec•ion
from our No. 4 Squadron, and we have been very pleased to
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welcome W.O.II and Mrs. C. G . Curtis, and Corporal and Mrs.
A. Watson, who have been fortunate in already obtaining hirings
in the Bampton area.
Social acuv1t1es have been numerous during the past few
weeks. An All Ranks' Games N ight has been held under the
manage.nent of Sergeant H. E. Pedder. On 26th October a
Social was held with the Barry F ields Theatrical Agency putting
on another of th eir very entertaining shows: on this occasion
we were also }o:ned by a party of W.R.A.C. from our neighbouring Squadron at Robinswood Barracks. This was a new
and very successful innovation in the way of inter-squadron
liaison and one which we hope to repeat soon.
Almost hot from the " bonfire " comes the news of the
Squadron Annual Guy Fawkes celebration which occurred on
Saturday last. The weather was kind, and the display
"engineered" by Staff Sergeant J. A. Coxon, Corporal B. H.
Lee and Lance-Corporal E. E. Page and many helpers, went
" off " without a hitch. Hot soup and hot " dogs " manufactured under ~he expert superv:sion of Corporal E. Whiteman,
A.C.C., rounded off the evening's entertainment in a very
fitting fashion.
Squadron postings in and out during the month have been
too numerous to detail. We extend, however, a hearty welcome
to the fold to all new arrivals, and bon voyage to the departures.
Other significant increases to the Squadron during October
have been : To Corporal and Mrs. J. Smith, a daughter,
M ichelle; to Corporal and Mrs. E. E. Page, a son, David Allan.
Congratulations.
Mention of our flourishing Squadron Canoe Club has been
made on several occasions. A photograph taken on the Thames
is included in this month's notes. Mr. F. Ward has assisted
the club in the provision of a boathouse.
4 Squadron. In this season of mist and mellow fruitfulness the com:non land around Cobbett H ill is lovely. A tinge
of sadness comes with this autumn as we face rundown and
ultimate ext:Oction. The writing is on the wall, already in
October we have said goodbye to our line party, namely Corporal A. Watson, Lance-Corooral G. F. Fuoco ~nd Signalmen
J. Adam and B. H. Stainer who, together with W.O.II Curtis,
are the first of the many to go to 3 Squadron at Bampton to
assist with new installations.
Partly because we were losing men to Bamoton and partly
because we felt another parting was due. we held a very successful Soci~t even;ng in the Jun!or Ranks' Club on 28th September,
1961. The buffet was up to usual high standard and the band
was faithfully prov:ded as usual by Mr. A. G . Hurley, the
Squadron Documents Clerk, Corporal D. A. Dexter was an
en ~husiastic and efficient M.C.
Regrettably we have aho bid goodbye to Mrs. Kitchen who
for many years has been Squadron typist. and very much more
as a source of advice information and help on all aspects of
Squadron woxk. As the wife of an ex-Royal Signals Officer,
Kay K'.tchen has always considered herself very much a part
of tlie Corps. We shall miss her and we wish her well in the
future.
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(CYPRUS)

The Regiment has recently said goodbye to two of its most
eligible bachelors-Captain A. J. Harrison and Lieutenant D.
G. M itchell-both of whom are now married and in U.K. We
wish them and their respective wives good fortune. We have
also bid farewell to 620 Troop, whose valediction appears elsewhere in this issue.
Sport. Goalposts are fast taking the place of sight screens
on the field of Happy Valley. The soccer team has starred well
and we have high hopes of repeating last season's successes.
Rugby has received a ' shot in the arm ' with the arrival of
Captain B. C. Hodgson. He has rapidly taken command of the
XV and instituted strict tra ining.
We give pride of place this month to a final report on a most
successful cricket team, the 'flanneled fools ' having emulated
the 'muddied oafs' by winning the Near East major trophies.
Two teams selected respectively from I and 2 Squadrons have
played in the Episkopi Minor Units Cricket League; both have
been judged form!dable opponents. The 2 Squadron team has
been ably led by Staff Sergeant Tombs, while the I Squadron
team, under Sergeant Elliot, achieved considerable success in
the competition, fin ishing joint runners-up.
The Regimental team, under the captaincy first of Lieutenant
D. Mitchell and latterly of Lieutenant N. Moss, has gone from
strength to strength as the season has progressed. A comfortable win over 203 Squadron took them into the finals of the
Roval Signals Cup. This game was conceded to a stronger 9th
Regiment team by a hundred runs after an early advantage had
been thrown away by some lame batting.
In the Cyprus Army Cup competition, good wins over a

IS REGIMENT (CYPRUS)
COMMAND CUP WINNERS 1961
Le(< ro right : Corpol"lll Claxton , R.S.M. F. Stockd•le , Corporals Lee, Stock,
Signalman Milne, Corpol"lll Hill, Lance Corporal Shrives, Captain C. A. Plllln1,
M.C., R.A.S.C., Lieutenant Colonel F. G. Short (retd) (HQ NEARELF-PT),
Lance Corporal Bostock, Corporal Grimwood, Lieutenant N. Moss (Captain),
Suff Sergeant Dixon, Sicnalman Abbott
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•
powerful Black Watch side (largely due to a fine knock of 97
by Corporal Scott) and 9th Reglffient (who were dismissed for
45 by Corporals Lee and Claxton bowling unchanged) rook the
Regiment l.Ilto the final at Dhekelia on 3fd September, 1961.
'The other finalists were the Cyprus Ordnance Depot, who
won the toss and batted soundly to score 161 despite some
inspired spin bowling by Corporal Hill (6-62) and R.S.M. F.
Stockdale. The Regiment's innings opened auspiciously with
some bright baning by Corporals Scott and Grimwood who
scored freely all round the w:cket until the latter was unluckily
run out. A subsequent collapse was partially stemmed by
Lieutenant Moss and Corporal Hill who rook the score to 109.
At this point the tail-enders came into their own ; Staff Sergeant
Dixon supplied 25 invaluable r uns but even with the last two
men, Corporal L ee and Signalman Abbott, both of COMCAN
Installation Troop, were faced with a deficit of 17 runs. T hey
both batted very sensibly and gradually the gap narrowed . The
pleasure of h itting the winning boundary fe ll to Abbott who,
unable to conceal his delight, performed a triumphal dance in
the middle. His hit not only made 15th R ~gime nt cricket
champions in Cyprus, but also won them a place in the Near
East final to be played in Malta against 40 Commando R.M.
on the 14th and 15th September, 196I.

Nea rest Com mand Finni, 14th/16th September,
196 1. The Regimental team travelled to Malta in rwo parties
and assembled on the morning of the 14th a t the M ar se ground
for the final of the N ear East Command Cricket Championship
against 40 Commando Royal M arines. It was a lovely, warm
day and the Marse ground an ideal setting for the final, green
grass outfield and trees all round the ground.
L ieutenant Moss, winning the toss, elected to bat and the
innings opened with Corporal Grimwood and Signalman Milne
facing the bowling of Fletcher and Hemmings. Runs came
steadily, bur wickets were also falling, with the exception of
Signalman Milne who batted very patiently for 41, Staff
Sergeant DLxon batting at number nine added an invaluable 20
and we were out shortly after lunch for 130. The Marines
opened their innings very confidently, scoring nine off the first
rwo overs, but gradually our bowlers found their length, and
with Corporal Hill, 5 for 33, and Corporal Claxton, 4 for 13,
bowling really well, the Commando side were out for 79 leaving
us with 20 minutes batting before stumps. Unfortunately,
Milne, who had batted so well in the first innings, was soon out
for o. However, Corporals Grimwood and Scott played out the
remaining few overs, leaving us 6r runs ahead and with nine
wickets in band at the end of the first day. Play commenced
at II30 hrs on the second day, and the two overnight batsmen
took the score to 46 before the second wicket fell. then there
was a collapse in the batting and the next five wickets fell for
an addition of only 19 runs, but the tail aga in wagged and with
R.S.M. F. Stockdale making 33 we were eventually out for 133
at 3 o'clock. leaving 40 Commando to score 184 at about a run
a m!nure. Our opening bowlers soon got into their stride and
seven Marine wickets were down for 29. Their tail however,
emulated ours and pushed the score along. The time factor
be~an to creep in, but with 10 m:nutes to .11:0 their last wicket
fell with the total at 95-Corporal Claxton s for 25 and Corporal
Lee 4 for 3~-leaving us victors by 89 runs.
The chamoionship trophy was oresented to Lieutenant Moss
by G .0.C. Malta, Major-G eneral A. J. C. Block, C.B.E., D.s.o.
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~ VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
A num ber of vacancies, offe ring good ca ree r
prospects exist fo r male

18th
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Squadron. The sporting highlight this month was
the Regimental Novice Boxing Championships, in which our
team took second place. The following are to be congratulated
on very fine bouts: Signalman Sheik Mohamed, Signalman
Harun Mustapha.
The overall organisation was under the able direction of
Captain A. H. Knight, assisted by Cpl. Hearns. The spontaneous support given to these two nights of novice boxing was
truly specracular, with the specrarors packed like the proverbial
sardines.
With the finish of the football season, our energies have been
channelled towards other sports. The Squadron have formed a
hockey team and play their first match this month. H.Q. and
2 Sq uadron have amalgamated to form a rugby team. OUI
soft-ball team is holding its own against the other Squadrons.
Badminton, tennis and sepak raga are doing quite well. We
have said farewell to Sergeant " Tick " Howker, who left for
the U.K. earlier than expected.
We welcome into the Regiment, R.Q.M.S. Smith, A.c.c. He
replaces R.Q. M.S. Leach, A.c.c., who has departed for the
U.K., complete with parrot l
I Squadron. Camps are taking up all the time and
conversation these days. The camps are at Mersing this yeara well-known holiday spot on the east coast of Malaya. The
site is r ight next to the sea (if the tide is in) and very near a
good fishi ng river. A few exercises to start the day, and a
game of badminton or Sepak Raga in the afternoon, leave
adequate time for exploration, fishing or sun-bathing. Corporal
0 ' H alloran provid es light entertainment with his harmonica,
accompanied (some say opposed) by Lance-Corporal McLean
and h is musical spoons.
The four-shift system is gradually being smoothed out, and
generally is proving a great boon to our shift workers.
L ieutenant Dudley is back with us again after a short spell
as Assisrant Adjutan t and a long spell in B.M.H. Major
Richardson has left us for S.T.C. and Staff Sergean t R ead
looks as though he will be very busy.
Corporal Mathews, W.R.A.C., had h er 21 st birthday recently,
and was duly presented with a lovely cake by her T roop-addressees receiving messages with crumbs adhering, please
excuse.
2 Squadron. During the past month, the Squadron
has had one major change in its active line communications.
The Main System Control, which has had many a frustrated
senior N .C.O. in the past 15 years, has moved from Fort
Cann'ng and is now within the heart of the Squadron in
Meiktila Barracks. This has strengthened the technical control
of the Squadron.
This month has brought several changes of appointments in
the Squadron. Our O.C., M}ljor C. deLyle Turner, has left
us, after one year, and is by now in the concrete jungle of
"civvy street." Our n ew O.C., M ajor W. Batty, has r eturned
to the area after a few years in England . We welcome him
and know he will enjoy the next few years in the Squadron.
Major G . A. Stanley has just about completed his take-over
from Major T. Bennett. We hope that the new projects for
the auto in the coming year are successful. We also welcome
Captain. R. G. Dore, who is taking over from Caotain R . A.
Dolbear of T.E. Troop, who have also gained Foreman of
Signals Buckly. Captain J . R. Garratt has taken over U.G.
Troop ~rom Captain G . J. Chittv, who is now r elaxing as
Second-10-Command of the Squadron, before returning home
in D ecember.
S.S.M . Findlay, whose R.H.E. happily coincides with the
soccer season (up the Spurs), has handed over to S.S.M. Turly,
who has joined us from Seremban.
Corporal Simms, from Hong Kong, after only being here for
10 days, was picked to play for the Army Rugby team. We
hope his success continues.

RADIO OPERATORS
PRIVATE HOUSE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

Write giving details of ed ucatio n, qual ificati o ns
and experience, t o : -

BE IR A
BEAUMONT, JERSEY, Channel Islands.

Pmonnel Offim, G.C.H.Q. (R0/6),

I=

53, Clarence Street, C heltenham, Glos.
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Brigad ie r E. I. E. Mozley meeting some of the office rs 19t h Signal
~egiment

1 9 th R E GIMENT (AIR F OR1'1ATION )
October has been yet another busy month for the R egiment,
with day to day work going ahead well. In addition to the
normal routine we have been honoured by visits from various
senior officers including Brigadier E. I. E. Mozley, D irector of
Telecommunications; Brigadier Braddell, Chief Paymaster, Far
East; Colonel J. B. GilEes, o.B.E., Colonel Malayan Forces, and
we look forward to seeing Colonel D. R. Yearsley, o .B.E., D .D .
T els. (A.F . Sigs) shortly. Brigadier Mozley, during his visit,
was met by the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel J. W . Elston, and
after discussing the various roles of the unit and related problems ·the Colonel introduced the R.S.M. (W.O.I A. H . Pooley,
B.E.M.), th e Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s of the Regiment. The Br'.gadier later had coffee with the officer s, after
whiCh began a full programme of visits to various parts of the
isla nd " occupied " l;>y a unit personnel.
October has seen yet more changes of officers in the unit
with M aj or A. S. Lashmar leaving for the M inistry of Aviation,
Lieutenant Ong to the Federation Army and Second-L ieutenant
P. A. Drayson to civil life. We welcome M aj or J. R . Hamer
who is replacing M ajor Lashmar as 2 i/c. Major J. H. Lane
and Staff Sergeant J. B. Cam pbell have also arrived during the
month.
The month ended with the D istrict (Malayan) M essing competition. Though results are not yet to h and it is considered
the unit cooks under Sergeant M ahadi will have done well.
Certainly the food produced looked, and smelt, excellent.

Sports. The month started literally, at knock-out pace, for
following last month's inter squadron " blood tub," the W.O.
i/c Boxing, R.S .M . Pooley, entered no less than rwelve willing
lads in f:tte D istrict novices competition. All showed tiemendous
guts and so great was their effort that eight reached the semifinals and four got through to the finals. Corporal G . Jackson
of 2 Squadron, won all through, includ:ng the final of h is weight,
by a series of knock-oms, and S ignalman Mat Abu comfortably won h is weight. Perhaps the best bout of the even!ng
was the lightweight final between S!gnalman B. 0 . Smith of 2
Squadron and Private McDonald of 1 Battalion Q.O. H ighlanders. They both showed tremendous guts and really both
should have had a winner's prize. However, Smith just lost.
He knocked out his opponent in the last round of non-stop
fight only to see him saved by the bell. The count had got to
eight at the end of the round but it was a good deal longer
before McDonald was fit enough to come forward and collect
his winner' s prize.
In the Hockey world the unit continue to go from strength
to strength and have, amongst other victories during the month,
recently beat H .Q. Singapore Base District 3-0 in the first round
of the Army (Singapore) Cup.
W .0.II (R.Q.M.S.) Q. F . Clayton and Corporal L. Dooley
brought fUither honour to the Regiment by winning, in two
straight sets, the District badminton doubles competition. Their
confident partner play and strong hitting was both a pleasure
to watch and too much for their opponents.
Soccer goes on well, Captain D . S. Keech is training his men
hard for the forthcoming sailing regatta, and a search is in
progress for more rugger players.
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Tennis. In the Royal Signals, Cyprus, Tennis Tournament Lance-Corpora[ H arrison and L ance-Corporal M addock
(R_E.M.E.) achieved three wins apiece and completely dominated
the scene.
Cyprus S n ili n&l ReJ(nttn . 30th September-1st Octo ~er.
Lieutenant J. W. Oliver was picked as reserve for the Army
team and sailed a 4th place in the Albacore Class race. about 34
starters. On the Sunday, 1st October, Corporal L. T. Reeves
sailed in the Fire.fly Class races and in the first race came uth,
out of 33 starters and in the second race 8th out of 36 starters.
Sailing has only been of small interest in the Regiment but now
the number of intereste.d persons is gradually increasing.
lUnrrinl{es. We had two marriages th is month, one
here in Episkopi and one in England.
In the All Saints' Church, Eoiskopi, Signalman T. Coyle
married M iss Margaret Longstaff, who had flown out from
England. M iss Longstaff met Signalman Coyle when she was
serving in the W .R.A.C. in Cyprus. After a very pleasant service
all the guests moved to the Amenities Camp, where the reception was held. L ieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. H. Cooper,
officers and various members of the Regiment toasted the happy
couple. One outcome of th is seems to be another forthgoing
marriage-two of the guests, one of our Signalmen and a
W.R.A.C. guest (is this a vicious circle). We enclose a photograph of the happy couple as they were about to move away
from the church.
The Orderly Room Corporal, Corporal D. Oliver, was
married to M iss Audrey Patricia Sollors on 16th September,
196I. at St. Michael's and AU Angels' Church. Ex ter. Corporal
D. Oliver met Miss Sollors when she was working in Cyprus
and we wish them both good fortune.
0

SJtort . The Football, Hockev and Athletics season is just
getting away and we have started with moderate success and
hope to report some wins and good games.

ANNUAL SUB SCRIBER S' ADDRESSES
Many copies of THE WIRE and of the Royal Signals
L ist are returned by the Post Office with a note that
the subscriber's address is unknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor
in good time of their new address.
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Reflections on Cyprus
(An Offieer-nnd-wlfe tenm from 9th Re~iment
look back over three years in Cyprus)
On leaving 9th Regiment for a Home posting, we look back
over three years in Cyprus remembering the good and the not
so good. We are sad to leave old fri~nds, but look forward. to
making new ones (and perhaps meetmg some old ones agam)
in the new posting.
For the first few months of the tour (from August, 1958),
life in 2 Wireless Regiment was overshadowed by the
Emergency. The fam:Iies of ne-.v arrivals were banned from
coming out, but fortundtely the situation soon eased an~ ~ost
families were united by Christmas. Even after that, restrictions
were enforced in order to protect life and property. Going out
to parties, with a pistol on one's hip, can be a b.t of a stra~.
The soldiers, when they went " dO\\'ll town " had to go m
groups of four and each sold.er was armed with either a rifle
or a Sten. The P.R.I. during this time was a happy man,
for everyone was confined to barracks or home after dark and
in consequence the Regimenral cinema, a private venture run
en .reiy ov self-help, made fantastic profits to swell P.R.I.
capital. In Famagusta swimming was confined to one area of
the beach, from which all Cypriots were excluded and where
armed sentries sat on the roof-tops. There were nevertheless,
the odd minor excitements; a bomb was found in a settee of
the men's NAAFI; two vehicles were blown up, but fortunately
with no injury to the occupants; a bomb was found on the
Rugby field during play and the game had to be stopped for
" bomb disposal." Although we thankfully left t!he unenv:able
task of Internal Security to the l.S. Units, we had our share
of exua guards and duties too.
With the peace talks starting in February, 1959, tension
eased considerably. When a bonfire celebration was held to
mark the redesignation of the 2 Wireless Regiment to 9th
Reg:ment in 1959 armed guards were still patrolling the
perimeter. As the old name disappeared in the flames, the
spectators were surprised to hear a bugle call and the skid of
the pipes as the pipes and drums of the Royal Ulster Rifles
marched in. This fine Battalion, with whom we had many
sporting fixtures at all levels, had decided to come uninvited
and help our celebraton : a typically thoughtful gesture.
With the relaxation of all restrictions, it became possible to
get about and see Cyprus, which is a really beautful island.
The island is steeped in history and there is much to see. Daytrips in a car, w:th a picnic lunch, can be made to many interesting places. There are the three ruined Crusader castles of
St. Hilarion, Kantara and Buffavento, each well preserved,
and majestically perched on a mountainous crest commending
wonderful views. Salam.!s, Vouni and Soli are places of
historical interest, well worth the journey. Vis:ts may be made
to the variou~ monasteries, which welcome visitors and can
provide simple but adequate accommodation. During the
springtime, it is a del:gbt to go up on to the mounta:n ranges
where there are many fine picnic spots among the trees and
masses of beautiful flowers. Dur:ng the bot summer, from
May to September, there is always shade and a breeze to be
found in these mountains.
The coast (of which there is plenty !) offers wonderful
swimming, fishing and sail:ng. And there is six months of
un:nterrupted sun, during the late spring and summer in which
to enjoy these recreations.
The Troodos range is a fine spot for a holiday at any time
of the year. As it is situated at a be:ght of about 5,oco feet,
the temoerature is always a few degrees cooler than on the
plain and this ma~es a welcome change during the hot Cypriot
surnmer. NAAFI run the Forces' Fam:lies Leave Camp at
Troodos, which is a haven for harrassed parents. offering as
it does cheao accommod<ition and a st<iff to cater for children.
Nearby is the lovely hill resort of Platres, where there are
several pleasant hotels.
Kyrenia, on the north coast from where one can see the
coast of Turkey is a charming town, oossessing a picruresoue
harbour and a fine castle. The beautiful countryside and the
town's backdrop of jagged mountains make this an ideal
holiday spot.
The poouhtion of Cyprus is only just over half-a-million,
with Greek Cyor!ots outnumbering Turkish Cypriots by nearly
four to one. Most towns and villages have mixed communities,
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although as a result of the troubles there now tends to be a
"Turkish part " and a " Greek part " to each place. The
Cypriots are mainiy farmers and their methods, until recently,
ihave been quite primitive. Rapid progress is bc:ng made and
even a combined harvester now is not uncommon, although one
still sees women cutting the corn by hand and a donkey helping
a cow to pull the wooden plough. In the towns, too, there is
incongruity amongst the shopkeeping trade; some shops are
modern supermakets, while others are small and un.<empt.
Greeks and Armen:ans seem to make the sharpest business, but
wherever one shops considerable patience is required.
Limassol and Famagusta are the two main ports, but the
latter is the only one with a proper harbour and even that can
only cater for small ships. It is planned to enlarge Famagusta
harbour and to make it fit to accept larger ships. Efforts are
being made to improve the island's undoubted tourist attractions and several hotels are under construction. Being in the
Sterling Area, Cyprus makes a convenient holiday for British
people as well as those from the more adjacent countries.
Now that the Republic is established and the Sovereign Base
Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia have been defined, it has been
possible for the Forces to develop their camps. F .ne permanent
barracks are replacing the old " temporary " camps. Married
quarters are be:ng bu:lt and consequently the Serviceman will
not be so much at the mercy of the Cypriot landlord, despite
the compensation of LOA. Most of the families now live in
"hirings " or private accommodation in small flats or bungalows, which are easy to run. Hard working maids, at about
balf-a-cro\\'ll for an hour, can be obtained easily; they do the
heavy work and washing, and make a good job of it too. One
advantage (or is it a disadvantage?) is that usually they cannot
speak English and so no time is wasted in chatting I
As with everything else, the facilities for shopping have
developed considerably. Most things can be purchased quite
easily, but the price is rather higher but compensated by LOA
rates. Materials for the summer are in good supply, and so too
are good quality English drip-dry cottons. Plastic household
articles and kitchen equipment have also been introduced on a
large scale. For families, at the start of one's tour, it is worth
bringing out the maximum amount of children's clothes as they
are rather difficult and expensive to buy in Cyprus. Parcels
sent out from Britain are liable to Cyprus Customs duty.
Another advantage of being in Cyprus is its proximity to
such interesting places as Turkey, the Lebanon, Israel and
Jordan. There are frequent tours to the Holy Land at a very
reasonable price for members of the Forces. The fare of £30
includes air travel, accommodation and guides: excellent value
for the money! Jhusalem, of course, is full of interest particularly the Jordan side where most of the holy places are.
Beirut in the Lebanon which is only fifty minutes away by
air, is a very modem and booming city. Beirut is well designed,
as can be seen from the air; it lies along the edge of a lovely
sandy bay, and stretches back inland to the foot of the mountains, where there are many fine houses with glorious views.
Perhaps its main attractions are the trips which can be made.
Byblos, supposedly the oldest inhabited to\\'ll is across the bay,
just past the large and money-making casino. Baalbek with its
magnificent ruins of Roman and Bvzantine City and temples,
is a full day's trip but well worth the effort. A good drive is
up into the mountains to see the palace at Beit-ed-Dine and visit
the famous Cedars·. Last but perhaps not least. one must not
forget Beirut's night-clubs, which rival those of Paris.
Istanbul is another city, which is well worth a week's leave.
The fl ight by Comet takes rt hours and costs only £25 return.
As normal in the Middle East, good accommodation is expensive, but one has to " grin-and-bear-it" for the less costly hotels
are none too salubrious! Istanbul has plenty to offer to the
holidavmaker. in its ideal position situated astride the
Bosphorus. One of the ma in attractions in the evening is visiting
the waterside cafes and restaurants, where one can eat or drink
and watch the shipp'ng activity and the twinkEng lights across
the water in Asia. A r:de in one of the water buses at night,
with a full moon is an unforgettable exoerience; steamers also
provide a pleasant trio out to the Princes' Islands in the
Marmara Sea. Buyukada is the largest island, which prohibits
motor veh icles and so one must drive around it in a horsedrawn "Surrey."
All in all, Cvorus has been a good oosting. and we have
enjoyed our Cook's tour in the Middle East. Having read this
you may yourself be inclined to volunteer for a Cyprus tour;
we are sure you would not regret it.
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During the month we have been very pleased to have a
visit from the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General A. M.
W. Whistler, C.B.E., during his tour of Units in B.A.O.R.
Details of his tour are, however, reported elsewhere in this
edition.
Also Colonel D. R. Yearsley, O.B.E., the Deputy
Director of Telecommunications (A.F.) at the Air Ministry, has
been able to spend a day with the Regiment during his recent
introductory visit to Air Formation S.gnal Units in Germany.
In the time available, Colonel Yearsley was able to meet most
of our officers and seniors and to see some brief a~pects of
work carried out by tradesmen in the Regiment.
This month we are proud to announce that 81st Regiment
has been affiliated to the Regiment. In 1960 a large number
of officers and senior N.C.O.s of 81st were attached to the
Regiment for their 14 days' annual training, and we are now
looking forward to them all coming out again to B.A.O.R., when
they can be assured of a very warm welcome indeed.
Our sporting activities this month have been varied. At football, in the Rhine Area League, our team has been playing
good and interesting football, and up to now has only been
beaten once, by R.A.F., Laarbruch "B." Results of matches
so far played are:
Oct. I I
Oct. 18
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. I
Nov. 4
Nov. I I

21st Retmcnt
.. .
H.Q..
eindahlcn
113 Coy.1 R.A.S.C.
21st Rcgunent
.. .
13th Regiment "B"
R.A.f' .. Duren
21st Regiment

3
5

2

5

3
2

R.A.F., Butzwcilcrbof
21st Reg·me">t
. ..
2ut Rewem
...
R.A.F.. ruggen ...
21St Regiment
21st RegJnent
...
R.A.F.. Wildcnrath

2
5

3
5
5
3
I

In the Morrison Cup football, we were just a little unlucky
to be beaten by 13th Regiment, 4-x.
We have been well represented in the R.A.F. Station rugger
sides.
Lieutenant F. R. Maynard, Lance-Corporal V. C.
Griffiths and Signalman G. A. Ghaut have represented R.A.F.,
Laarbruch, in matches as far afield as Berlin, whilst Lieutenant

GOON

Golden honeycomb
centre in rich milk
chocolate
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P. R. Davies and Second-Lieutenant M. J. Bowen have been
star members of the sides run by R.A.F. Geilenkirchen and
Bruggen, respectively. Once again in the Morrison Cup, after
a very hard fought game, we were beaten by 28th Regiment,
15 points to nil.
Captain J. Woods, our Cross-Country Officer, has been
putting the final touches to our team for the Rhine Area Minor
Units, and later, for the Morrison Cup. Each week, in all sorts
of weather, he has had his team out pounding the highways
and byways around Laarbruch, getting them "run-in." The
team has some promising material, with such gladiators as
Signalmen G. H. Holden, N. E. Hallam, E. Shilling and G.
Anderson perhaps setting the pace.
This month we were pleased to welcome Sergeant and Mrs.
A. Samut to 2 Squadron, R.A.F., Bruggen, and Sergeant and
Mrs. C. Snow to I Squadron at Laarbruch. Also, we are
pleased to wel::ome five very special and " very new " members
during the course of the month; congratulations going to
Sergeant and Mrs. N. D. Davies, Sergeant and Mrs. S. C.
Gibney and to Signalman and Mrs. J . Hogg on the birth of
their daughters; and to Lieutenant and Mrs. P. R. D avies and
Sergeant and Mrs. A. E. Woods on the arrival of their sons.
All are settling in and are doing fine.
At the beginning of the month the Regiment was presented
by the Nuffield Trust for the Forces of the Crown, with a
Morris J2 Mini Bus. Already the bus has been out on a number
of occasions, and has been well sought after as a means of
improving the recreational facilities of the Regiment. Anyone
interested should apply to the P.R.!.

22nd REGDIENT (CORPS)
The training season has now come to an end and the Regiment is in the midst of CIV and Tels Inspections as well as
making hectic efforts to get individual training under way. We
would very much like to meet the person who coined the phrase
" Quiet Season " as we would like to ascertain exactly when
this takes place.
On looking back over the training season which culminated
in Exercise Spearpoint there are considerable grounds for satisfaction but not complacency. The weather has not always been
kind.
On Exercise Induce Sleep, which was a Regimental Exercise
held north of the Kiel Canal in very pleasant countryside, it
rained steadily throughout except for one afternoon when we
were visited by Brigad:er M. A. Charlton, C.C.R. S:gnals. One
of the highlights of this exercise was a camouflage competition.
This was won by Signalman Tibbets' detachment and as a
reward Signalman Tibbet was taken for a ride in a helicopter. On
entering he asked where his parachute was. The pilot politely
said that they were not required as his helicopter could gently
free-wheel do\\'ll if the engine failed. During the ride he demonstrated how this was done! This exercise followed a s_ven-day
camp when the Regiment carried out its range classifications
and PE Tests.
Exercise Ground Zero 26 was simply a problem of surviving
really heavy rain. However the weather for Spearpoint was
excellent and commun:cations were so good that certain membets of R.H.Q. had time to practice their golf swings! (this
train:ng was not reflected in their efforts at the Royal Signals
Golf Meeting).
In our last notes we mentioned our visit to our American
friends at Wiesbaden. The return visit took place on the 22nd
July and was a great success. At softball we held our vi itors
to the remarkably low score of 18 runs to 12 in their favour,
and for the cricket we pooled resources and drew 52 each. Our
station cannot be sa:d to be a centre for enterta:nment and in
consequence there was a certain amount of trepidation as to
how we could entertain our visitors. There was, however, no
need for worry as when they left they clearly stated that they
were going back to W iesbaden to rest. We hope to rep_at these
visits next year.
In September the Regiment ran a fete in aid of the Roval
Signals Benevolent Fund and similar funds of our attached
arms.
In this, as in past years, we were very well supported by our
Wives' Club under the chairmanship of Mrs. J. Knowles, our
C.O.'s wife.
The Fete raised the magnificent total of £148 12 . 9d. (Thank
you very much.-Ed.)
On 4th November we celebrated Guy Fawkes N:ght with a
bonfire-fireworks. fish and chips and hot dogs. We had, as
our guests, several distinguished members of the local Town
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Council and members of the German Regiments stationed
locally. The fireworks were produced by a local contractor and
were adjudged by all to be first class-the fire blazed well and
there was no food left at the end of the evening. All in all a
good evening that further cemented th friendly relationship
that exists b.twecn the Regiment and the local population.
We have rather more to report on the sporting side this
month so each sport will be dealt with under its own heading.
Ro~·nl
IJftmls Golf ltfc>rtlnJf. This was attended by
four officers who started off well equipped with golf balls, but
those who know the course at R.A.F. Bruggen will understan d
how these sto:ks were sadly depleted. However even if success
did not come their way they at least had an enjoyable time with
plenty of exercise.
Doxln~. On Monday, 6th November, and T uesday, 7th
November, the Regimental Individual Boxing Competition was
held in the Gvmnasium. Although a certain amount of skill
was lack:ng there was no lack of "guts " and determination .
The semi-finals gave us an exciting fi ght between L anceCorporal Munro of 244 Squadron and Lance-Corooral Bone
of 3 Squadron. L ance-Corporal Munro was given th e decision
and L ance-Corporal Bone was subsequently presented the cup
for the best loser. Lance-Corporal Munro went on to win h is
fight in the finals against Signalman Tuffin.
In the finals the greatest skill was displayed by Signalman
Cur ron of 2 Squadron who beat Signalman Uttley of 244
Squadron in the light welter weight class. This was a good
bout wh:ch lasted the full three rounds and proved that science
could rise above brute force.
All in all the competition proved an experience for those
who had done little boxing before and it is hoped that it may
help to make this sport a little more popular.
Second-Lieutenant Tony Hunt, one of the competitors as
well as the organiser of the events. has been advised that it is
advisable to keep both feet or at least one foot on the ground
if one wishes to remain upright.

Hof'k4"~- Inter-Sql:lJ!d~on hock7y has been running quite
s.moothly smce the begmnmg of this season. As there is very
little to choose between the standard of play, it has proved to
be a . ".ery successfyl an~ popular league and, what is rather
s?rpnsmg, ~~ a fairlv high standard. As things stand at the
t1m7. of wntmg, ?- Squadron are hanging on to the leading
pos1 tlon by the skm of their teeth.
A Hockey Umpire's course was recentlv run by Major Coslett
for the area, this C01!fSe was well attended and, to some extent,
has solved the umpire shortage around Lippstadt.
. On . the Regimental side, we are having a successful season,
m spite of the Second-in-Command. who is al~o our centreforward . Of the ten matches plaved so far this season. we
have not yet suffered a loss. It is hoped that we will continue
our success in the Morrison/ Army Cup. Our sympathy for
W.O.II Watson, our most excellent centre-half, who is out
of the game for several months, due to injury sustained on the
field of play.
Ru~by. It is one thing to win through to the semi-finals of
the Morrison Cup, but it is quite another thing to do so with
yo.ur first ru~by foot~all win in. over two s.easons ! However,
this the Regiment did by beatmg 1st Regiment at Lippstadt
on Wednesdav. 8th November, by rr points to 5 points
Good handling and running by both sets of threes ~arked
the start of th e game, and after five minutes, 1st Regiment
cleverlv. broke through to send their right wittger in for a good
tr; . Lieutenant Penney added the po:Ots.
The pattern of the game was soon set when 22nd Regiment's
forwa~ds raced the length of the field only to be checked on
the lme. 1st had a slight advantage in t he tight scrums
but lacked the fire and tigerish tackling of 22nd in the loose'.
The home backs . pref;::red to use the through kick to
~ass the close-markmg visitors and went near to scoring several
um es.
. Some ten m :n~tes after the interval the visitors were penalised
m front of their posts and Costigan kicked the goal. The
home forwards were now running right in the loose and when
they gave the ball out in the 5oth minute, Fitzsim~ons kicked
through for Lynch to touch down between the posts. Costigan
converted th e trv.
Despite several efforts by 1st Regiment to score again. the
n:iatch was won when MacDonald fed Seutter on the bl 'nd
side from a set scrum. The big winger brushed off two tackles

then passed back to MacDonald, who bounced over in the
corner. Costigan failed with the kick.
J<'ootbnll. After making a good start to the season we
entertained 4 Divisional Signals in the first round of the
Morrison Cup. The game resulted in a 3-1 win for the
Regiment. There was a very strong wind, but otherwise conditions were perfect. We won the toss and played with the
wind, Sergeant Grierson opened the scoring for the Regiment
with a well-taken goal. 4 Division were pressed back in their
own half most of the time and just before half-time Signalman
Knott scored a fine goal.
In the second half 4 Division threw everything into the
attack, but it was the Regiment that scored once again, through
Sergeant Gr:erson. For a period, 4 Division really put on the
pressure and our defence was caught on the wrong foot once
or twice and 4 Division got a consolation goal after a goalmouth
scramble.
It was, on the whole, a good, clean game, with Signalman
Rathmell, the team captain, our stronghold in defence, and
Signalman Knott and Sergeant Grierson our stars in the forward line.
Corporal C. N. Lightfoot, who will be remembered by many
ex-Harrogate boys, recently attended a F.A. coach:ng course,
which was run by three P.A. national coaches in the U.K ., and
we are pleased to be able to report that he passed with fly ing
colours.
I n conclusion, a very merry Christmas and a happy New
Year from all ranks of 22nd Regiment.
28th REGHIEN T

(ARMY GROU P )

The h ighlight of October was, of course, the visit of the
Signal Officer-in -Chief, M ajor-G eneral A. M. W. Whistler
who spent from 10.30 a.m. to 3 p.m. with u s on Wed~
nesday, 18th October.
D uring his brief stay he saw the
Communication Centre, inspected a Quarter Guard at Francisca
Barracks, visited the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' M ess
had lunch in the Officers' M ess, wa tched part of an inter~
Squadron. ~occer match, and called in at .22 shootin g practice
at the mmmture range.
Oc~ober has also seen consid erable sporting activity in
Mornson Cup and other competitions. At Morrison Cup
rugby, we succeeded in going through to the second round
by winning r6--o against z r st Regimen t. Now we meet 13th
~egiment in the second roun~. Also at r ugger, we drew 3-3
m a. well-i:riatched struggle with 40 Advanced Engineer Stores
Regiment m the first round of the Rhine Area Competition.
At soccer, we drew an away match with AGRA Signals in
the first round of the Morrison Cup. The replay will be at
home, early in November . Soccer has seen a further success
of "nato-isation" in our Francisca first XI, which now regularly fiel~ four, or even more, players from 13 Cie T Tr of
the . Belgian Army.
The Belgian soldiers of the Squadron
vo::iferously . support our home . matches and their energetic
use of certam full-blood ed English words from the touchline
has proved to be amusing (and occasionally, almost embarrassing !).
On th~ ligh~er side, s.everal members of the Regiment have
been actively mvolved m the West Rhine Operatic Society's
pro_duction of "The Gondoliers." Major Michael Petheram our
Adiutant, bas, in additio~ to taking a major part, acted as
se~retary for the producrion.
(The Orderly Room Staff are
relieved that all went well! ). Capta!n Dahpne Chandler, who
commands 5 Squadro~ (W.R.A.C.), and Signalman Brian
Woodward ~lso featured m the cast. Captain)3rian Postle::hwaite
helped behmd the scenes. Many members of the R egiment
attended the show, includ :ng the Wives' Club who made an
outing of the o::casion. All voted it first class. '
Thr~e vehicles from the Regiment enter d for th e Forces'
Motorin,g Club (B.A.O.R.) annual night rallv-The D euxieme
Tour Eifel. .Muc~ to the astonishment of hardened rallyists,
our team arrived m Champs and, although we did not complete the whole rally, a great deal of experience was gained·
after all, only. two out of 26 entries did complete the course:
We are plannmg now to run our own Regimental r ally late in
November.
Retrospect Epic Ride
On browsing through our Corps M agazine the other month
there ~as a mention that our n ew Colonel Commandant was t~
be Maior-General L. de. M. Thuiller, C.B., o.B.E. The name
brou~ht ba~k memories of the far-away and hot days up the
blue m Afnca.
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Tobruk had fallen and we were on our way back but it
wasn't to be all that easy because we became enci;cled by
"Jerry" and "!ties." Our vehicles were spaced out in lager
and we were shelled and mortared hour after hour the first
casualty being the popular D.R. Sergeant. While this 'bombardment was going on, one of the drivers worked on his engine
The Commanding
regardless, and was later commended.
Officer had decided that neither he nor his command were
going "in the bag," so he went on a reccee and found a way
ou~ through a wadi. There was a snag, of course, a stretch of
quicksand to go through, and it was uncertain whether 4 x 2
vehicles would make it_. As darkness fell we formed up and
n:oved up to the wadi and halted at the quicksand. Again
disaster, we were . spotted, or at least we thought so, by a large
bomber, but obviously we hadn't, otherwise in that confined
space, we would have been obliterated. The' plane went on its
way.
The first vehicle entered the soft sand and after a short
distance began t~ di.g in; literally hundreds of willing hands
pushed and carried 1t through the remain ing distance. This
system went on throug_hout the night. As each vehicle got
through we formed up m spaced convoy, and by this time the
Commanding Of!icer de.ci~ed to move out to the open desert.
M_any other Reg:ments iomed us, and at first light it was quite
misty; w~ went throu~h an "Itie." lager and passed the time
of day with t~e sentries, who. believed us to be " Jerries," no
other explanauon seems possible. We travelled on un til the
sun ~ame out? and the Commanding Officer decided to brew-up.
Mynads of little fires appeared like magic the whole length of
the convoy. J ust as the tea was brewed, the soya links and
bea~s ready for consumin g, a major flap occurred ; armoured
v~h 1cles were seen to be movin g in our direction. Up in the
air went the tea and the meal, we clambered aboard our vehicles
an d extended into open lager, the drivers putting their feet hard
down.
A most amazing sight, our soft-skinned trucks like a shoal
of fish, being chased by a shark, in the form of 'armour. We
esc~p ed and got back .behind the Ala mein Lin e, re-grouped and
agam became an efficient formation, wh ich n ever again retired,
althoug.h th_e war went on for many years and campaigns after
the epic ride.
Our Command ing Officer then is now our
Colonel Commandant. To the boys at that time " Our P ete."

SHIRLEY BROOKS
MILITARY TAILORS AND OUTFITTERS
announce Change of address

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,
LONDON W.C.2
Telephone

TEMple Bar 3657

UNIFORM CLOTHING
OFFICERS' MACKINTOSHES
OFFICER'S CAPS AND BERETS
SAM BROWNE BELTS AND LEATHER
ACCOUTREMENTS
SHIRTS AND REGIMENTAL TIES
Regimental or
MINIATURE MEDALS AND RIBBONS
Individual
WELLINGTON BOOTS AND SPURS
Enquiries
Welcomed
METAL BADGES AND BUTTONS
EMBROIDERED BADGES AND
Prices on
CHEVRONS
Application

Regimental Stable Belts are Our Speciality
•

Regimental Wall Shields, Cuff Links, Cigarette
Cases, Brooches, etc.
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This could be any Signals Installatio n, but it Is Jn fa ct t he Io n& awai te d D I l / P.230
Installation fully loaded and ready t o start T roop Trials. The cre w Is (left to
right) Signalman L. Ricketts, Corporal A. Macl ndoe, Siinalmen K. Ga mble and
8. Patto n. (The aerial is tied do wn befo re the vehicle moves o ff)

30th Regiment (Trials)
D emonstrat:on " Argus " held at the F ighting Vehicles Research and Development Establishment at Chobham, in Surrey,
over the period 24th to 27th October, 1961, engaged a large
par.t of the Regiment.
The aim of " Argus " was to demonstrate up-to-date military
eqmpment which is either just in service or soon will be. The
demonstration was mainly for the benefit of an informed,
invited audience which ranged from the Secretary of State to
Anny Cadets and included representatives of leading manufacturers wh o had produced much of the equipment on show.
It was the Regiment's task to show some of the new and
nearly-new equipments which represent the contribution of the
Corps towards the Army' s re-equipment programme. Many
readers of these notes will be well aware of the difficulties
involved in presenting khaki drab electronic equipment in such
a manner that it will attract and hold the attention of the average, self-consciously non-techn:cal man-in-the-street. Nevertheless, aided by ·atrocious weather, which conspired to drive
drenched spectators from the muddy outdoors into the stygian
gloom of the Signals tent, the well groomed demonstrators
succeeded in impressittg some and interesting many of the
visitors in the d:verse array of hardware which is necessary to
make military communications modern.
Visitors to the Signals display included the Chief of the
Defence Staff, The Earl Mountbatten of Burma, K.G., P.c., G.C.B.,
G.c.s.I., G.C.I.E., G.c .v.o., o.s.o., the Secretary of State for War,
the Right Honorable John Profumo, o.B.E., M.P., the Master
General of Ordnance, Lieutenant-General Sir John Cowley,
K.B.G., C.B., A.R., and the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General
A. M . W. Whistler, C.B.E. It was a pleasure to see the two previous Signal Officers-in-Chief, who were also taking great
interest in <he display.
The Headmaster of Westminster School, Mr. John Carleton,
showed his interest in this large military exh:bition by writing,
"It really was a most fascinating display and I was tremendously impressed by everything I saw. My father and grandfather were both generals, and although the military mantle has
not descended to me, I try to pass it on, at second-hand, to
my boys."
It is to be hope.cl he passed through the Signals tent too.
Of course, as Mr. Carleton impEes, there were other th ings
of interest apan: from the Signals tent. While the hovertank
has yet to appear, the suspension systems of most of the vehicles
on show were imnressive to every driver present. The noise
level of the Rotodyne vertical lift aircraft must surely constitute
a serious and planned aspect of its self-defence system, to judge
from the reactions of the onlookers. The saucy jiving of the
Foland Gnat with the more portly preambulations of other
aircraft from the Army Air Corps added a really modem aspect
to the wealth of military transport now being brought into use.
:J Squadron has just returned from its annual visit to
Germany where it engaged in a number of exercises. Culminating these was the large Exercise "Spearpoint."
There were, of course, many large incidents but it is the
more human ones that remain in the mind's eye. The hundred
foot fall down a stone quarry early one morning by Signalman
G . B. Derrick is one such incident. And he lost only a few

«S

At "ARGUS." Major General M. S. Wheatley,
greets Lance Corporal K. Harlick. In the centre is the Signal
Officer-in-Chief

ceeth as a result. Then Corporal G. B. Jones and Signalman A.
Whenlock mangled their one-ton truck and bad the fortune
not co do the same co themselves. The remainder of " J "
Troop cook obvious enjoyment from stripping the truck of its
equipment.
It was in all an enjoyable trip to B.A.O.R. The Squadron
worked hard and none more than the attached R.E.M.E., Corporal J. Seikus and Craftsman J. R. Angus. Playing ha~d, coo,
was a demand well answered by all ranks. A par y given by
4th Regiment in their "Up Above Club " was a test of this and
many of the Squadron have half a tie lef~ to prove it. Ac ~occer
a 4-2 win against 3 Squadron of 71h Regiment and a 5.2 v:ccory
at the expense of 5 Squadron compensated. for the .hockey
defeats by 4th and 7th Regiments, the derails of which are
rather too sordid to be mentioned.
203 SQUADRO::V (INFANTRY BRIGADE GROUP)
Now that we are back again in Cyprus, we are once more in
a position to let the rest of the Corps Ia:tow how \~•e are, what
we've been doing and who has been commg and gomg.
At the end of September we bade farewell to Major and Mrs.
R. Wvthe and welcomed our n~v O.C., Major J. Cubberl'!y, and
his wife. To Major Wythe we give our thanks for mak'ng us
what we are; to Mrs Wythe, our thanks for all that she did for
our fam:lies; and co both of them we wish good luck for the
future coupled with our heartiest congratulations on LieutenantColonel Wvthe's promotion and new command. All ranks join
in welcotn:ng Major and Mrs. Cubberley to the Squadron and
hope that their stay in Cyprus is a happy one.
Mid-September saw the commencement of our cemoorary
move to Kenva. S.S.M. D. F. Langston. W.O.II R. Thornborough and Corporal D. Bowden flew off from icosia as a
pre-advance party to supervise the unload ing of the first freight
plane which was due co arrive in Nairobi before the first
passenger plane. After a series of delays and wrangles with
Movements the two Warrant Officbrs arrived in Nairobi five
days later, and then only because of the good offices of Major
Townson of C.R. Signals Branch, Aden. When the S.S.M.
went co Aden civil airport to catch the Nairobi plane, he swore
be would no doubt end up on a flight co Mecca, as all the other
passengers seemed to be Eastern gentlemen carrying praverrugs, chickens (live) and packets of dates wrapped in palmleaves. Corpora Bowden was unfortunate enough to have to
remain in Aden even longer, and took some ten days all told
to get to Nairobi. However, the remaining freight and passenger lifts were more normal-although you wouldn't have
thought so with all the flight delays-and the whole Squadron
was in Nairobi by 1st October.
The sporting and social activities started on arrival and
extended throughout our stay. With only twenty in the
country we played 209 Squadron at football before they left for
England, and lost 5-1 (it was the altitude) I However, several
of our own players were good enough to play a few games
against some of the European clubs in Nairobi. Impala and
Caledonian being the most prominent. In m id-October, when
210 Squadron were nearly all back from Kuwait, we 8layed
them at soccer and hockey, losing the former game 3-2 it was
the altitude I) but winning the latter 5-3 (it was the altitude!).
We also spent a most enjoyable day with 1 KAR Signal

Squadron. In the afternoon a football. match was i;layed between teams raised from the respecnve Corporals Messes,
which resulted in a win for 1 KAR Signal Squadron 3-0 (it
was the altitude!). This was followed by a splendid meal, and
social evenings in both the Sergeants' and Corporals' Messes.
A highly flushed and loudly singing contingent from 203
Squadron was poured on the transport at midnight to return
co Kahawa (again it was altitude!)-thank you S.S .M. Young
and the Corporals of I KAR Signal Squadron for a great time.
Trips co the Nairobi Game Park were a regular feature eyery
weekend and were much enjoyed by all who went and especially
by the camera enthusiasts. Lieuce;nant. M?ss couldn't find any
cricket co play so he went mouncam climbmg, and cook a party
of ten to the cop of Langanot on one occasion and a party of
fourteen to the cop of Kinangop on another. Not to ~7 outdone a party of seven senior ranks went on an expedmon to
Thompson's Falls, Lake Nakuru and Carr Hartley's Bi!f Game
Farm at Rumuruti, finding time on the way to rough it for a
night at the Coldstreams' Mess.
Most members of the Squadron were fascinated by Nairobi
- we dont gee cities like that in Cyprus! Different people took
great delight in d '. fferent things. For one there was the novelty
of the double-decker buses; for another there was the sight of
real steaming, railway engines· for a large number there was
Eastleigh or the Sans Chicane (it must have been the altitude 1).
In spice of all these d~lights and dalliance, there was a lot
of work and training. Sergeant Perry and the MT put 30
vehicles on the road ready for operations inside a week; " A "
Troop held a couple of two-dav radio exercises ; the technicians
did a tels and radio inspection for 1 Coldstream Guards;
Corporal Birkwood's detachment accompanied the Int. Platoon
on a long recce around Mount Kilimanjaro; Sergeant James
commanded two detachments who assisted 34 Field Engineer
Squadron on the flood relief work in the Malindi a_rea; and
Lieutenant Wilson-l3rown demonstrated new type radio sets to
some of the KAR Battalions. Add in PT and Classroom
training for technicians, radio operators, drivers and EDs, and
a pretty full day resulted.
For the whole of the period we were in Nairobi we also
accepted responsibility for running the Kahawa S:gcen, the
Brigade DR schedules, the link on the E. Africa <;:omm~nd Net,
and a B44 link for a Movement Control strugglmg with three
simultaneous airlifts. A Cx 1 link was established between
Kahawa-Anzio Camp-Bahrein-Kuwaic, which worked tolerably well, although we were a little disappo:nted that we could
only reach Cyprus on voice for a couple of hours each _night.
Since this was over 2,000 miles, it must have been the altitude!
In between times, of course, we unboxed all our equipment
and stores and then crated them all up again. The UEO and
his team did exceedingly well co get the Squadron boxed and
air-lifted both times (40.ooolbs.), but it does seem strange that
our only loss was the UEO'S personal kit-box! However, we
can boast of being the only fully air-portable Signal Squadron
in existance, as we even appear to carry our flight-spares for
aeroplanes. On three occasions the crate of spares belonging to
the Flight Engineer of the DC: 6 turned up with our fre ight! wonder how long it will be before we acquire the DC 6 to
go with them!
Eventually, ·this short, but enjoyable, stay in Kenya came to
an end and we were all back in Cyprus by 25th October. And
here we would like to thank 209. 210 and I KAR Squadrons,
and all our other friends in E. Africa too, for making our stay
so pleasant and enjoyable. We all wish that all our other
exercises were the same.
Since arriving back we have spent some considerable time and
effort getting operational once more and in putting our house
back in order. We are now back co normal again, so much so
that when C.S.O. NEARELF, Brigadier Pringle, and his successor, Brigadier Honeybourne, decided co visit us at about 24
hours notice we were able to put on a small demonstration of
our normal work in the field for the n ew C.S .O., and give him
a fair idea of what we do and how we work.
Several friendly soccer matches have already been played and
we can field a pretty fair team in the Minor Units League and
Cup competitions. This is a new departure. as hitherto we
have always been included in the Brigade H.Q. team. The
week we completed an inter-Troop knock-out sports competition commenced in Kenva, results of which are as follows :
Football-Line Troop/S.H.Q.; hockey- MT; basketball- MT.
For those who know him, the following story of the O.C.'s
dog, Wolseley, may prove amusing. One morn ing last week
Wolseley jumped off the O.C.'s Land Rover in Dhekelia and
disappeared on urgent business of a canine nature. Next day
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the O.C. was informed chat he had been found by the Garrison
Guard Room. The Chief Clerk grabbed a driver and cold him
co nip down to Dhekelia and collect "Wolseley" from the
Guard Room. Much later the driver reported back empty
handed, and told us that the Garrison Police did not have any
Signalman of our Squadron in the cells!
Recent departures include Captain and Mrs. J. Montague,
Corporal King 456, Signalmen Edwards, Lockwood, Peck,
Turner 378, Green, Buchanan, Kissane, Phillips 248. On the
credit side, new arrivals include Lieutenant Moss, Corporal
Butler, Corporal and Mrs. Bartlett, Lance-Corporal and Mrs.
Daniels, Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Boulton-Lear, Corporal and
Mrs. Smith 113, Signalmen Kent and McDonald, Corporal
Dale; and a new baby daughter for Sergeant and Mrs. Johnstone.
There have also been a crop of marrages in the Squadron of
late. Corporal Powell came back from U.K. leave with a brand
new bride, and Corporal Norton and Lance-Corporal McConnachie got married in Dhekelia after their fiancees had been
flown out to join them. To all of them we extend our congratulations and best wishes for a long and happy married life.
For those who think Cyprus is a hot and dusty island, the
weather a fortnight ago should dispel all illusions. More rain
fell during the course of one Friday night/Saturday morning
recently than in the whole of last winter. However, the powersthat-be have published an order that the official swimming
season ends on 30th November-most old-hands stopped swimming over a month ago and it is only the " whities" from
Blighty who brave the icy Mediterranean these days. But for
those who enjoy mud-larking, Cyprus is definitely the posting
at this time of year.
204 SQUADRON (GUARDS BRIGADE GllOUP)
The 1961 training season has concluded with Exercise
" Spearpoint.'' The Squadron was umpiring yet again this
year, and some are beginning to wonder when we will be able
to adopt our proper role as a Brigade Signal Squadron. There
are advantages in umpiring, with the words "non-tactical"
being band:ed about with big smiles, but it would be nice to
be ump.red for a change.
As with all Exercises, Exercise " Spearpoint " had its
moments. We laid some of our cable by helicopter on one
occasion (a great thrill). The L'.nemen were not so keen on
recovery, as, apart from going under one set of telegraph poles,
the chopper draped the line straight across everything-trees,
fences and cows. Laymg speed was estimated at 15 miles per
hour. Corporal B. Mason happened to be out on a D .R. run,
minding h:s own business, just at the place where some
American troops had landed by helicopter and had overrun an
Artillery Battery. To his great consternation, he was grabbed
by an American Officer who had spotted his white umpire's
armbands and requested to umpire the ensuing battle. The
result has not been published.
At the present low rate of reinforcements we reckon that,
in some departments at lease, we shall perhaps be able to
boost our recru:ting with the catch-word " Nothing under
Lance-Corporal." We noticed, however, that we normally
swell our meagre numbers in the field with extra linemen and
nearly a convoy of R.E.M.E. Telegraphs Section. We th ink
that our field cookhouse may have something to do with it,
as Staff Sergeant E. S. Cone and Corporal J. Dominey have
achieved the " Better than in barracks " label, Compo Curry a
la Cone being a speciality.
Our Saracens have now stopped being re-remod '. fied and are
now th e or.de and jov of Offic r Commanding "A" Troop,
Second-Lieutenant J. Webster. He insists on riding one home
on National Service release and will post it back by A.P.O.
With the Exercise season over, we can now look forward
to the winter train'.ng-getting to grips with the new procedure,
the odd Crashout to keep us awake at nights, and the annual
Administrative Inspection. When the new Stirling Drill was
practised on the Square, it was said that some of the barrack
civil employees fled into the fields scream'.ng '• The Russians
are here ! " But we have never heard of a Russian SergeantMajor with a Scots accent. It should be mentioned that the
arrival of S.S.M. Paterson straight from a Guards Course at
Pirbright quite disturbed certain members of the Squadron,
but most of them have since come around to his point of view.
The Wives' Club is going great guns every Wednesday
evening in the Squadron Games Room. Apart from tea drink0
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Line Laying -

Exercise Spearpoint

ing it is difficult to say what exactly goes on in there, but they
come from far and wide and stay hidden for hours. Cries of
" Bingo " are all right, but sometimes it sounds like Exercise
" Spearpoint" being fought.
It was noticed by someone that Staff Sergeant J. F. Thornton
had not been mentioned in THE WIRE. We collected five boh
as a bribe and now he has. His long-standing efforts in organising sport in the Squadron have earned him it anyway. It was
suggested that the initials M.I.W. (Mention in WIRE) be
entered against his name in Royal Signals Records.
Apart from knock:ng the bent bits straight on the M.T.,
and polishing the Officer Commanding's dog for Administrative
Inspection, the Squadron lines are being tastefully redecorated
-self-help of course, which g:ves us great freedom of choice
of colour scheme, especially in the Squadron's smallest room.
A number of barrack rooms have got nice new clean parquet
flooring, which shows up every cigarette burn with extreme
clarity. With the renovated barrack rooms, a large number of
very female forms have been banished. We wonder where
they went, and what would be a suitable substitute.
205 SQUADRON (INFANTRY BRIGADE GROUP)

•

Our absence from THE WIRE has been noted. Lance-Corporal
Tate grew so many grey hairs trying co extract pfennigs from
difficult subscribers demanding value for money that he gave
up the unequal struggle and departed on leave. This was a
tactical withdrawal of the highest order, for his absence
coincided with the PRl's abortive attempts to close his account.
In September we said goodbye to Major Rayner and his
family when they left to establish the U.K. echelon of the
Horse's Head Squadron in Warminster. We are assured that
he really did manage to persuade the U.K. Customs and Excise
and Hygiene authorities that his personal sample of Nag's Head
Jug was neither dutiable nor infectious. We wish Major John
and his family every happiness in England.
We welcome our new 'management,' Major John Beale, and
his familv co Iserlohn. After their initial series of what were
almost daily 'moonlight flits ' (?) they are now firmly rooted
in Rembrandtstrasse. Mrs. B ale was almost immediately
appointed Squadron Welfare Officer, causing, we hear, pointed
discussions regarding the ownership of a certain Rover motor
car.
The autumn exercise season saw us much in the field preparing for and participating in the much publicised exercise
Spearpoint. The weather was kind and Alfa Troop's gremlins
were hibernating so that we did our stuff-to the obvious satisfaction of all concerned. However, life was not completely
devoid of incident. The members of the Harbour Party had
some wonderful stories to tell. There was the occasion when
O.C. "H.Q." Company accompanied by Pronto (or Pinto?)
took off at great speed after an enemy spy. It is not recorded
how many traffic laws were contravened-suffice co say that
Pronto emerged from the disorganised harbour party in a helicopter to continue his reconnaissance. For once his normally
infallible method of finding a barn bearing crossed Saxon horse's
heads using a compass and a I : 50,000 map was not employed.
However, the O.C. is still trying to recall what went wrong,
when, returning to Brigade H.Q. armed with the password of
0

the day • Banbury Cro s,' he was stopped by a bright and shiny
young · R.\iiP NCO and the following exchange took place (recorded in the O.C.'s own words):,
The NCO saluted smartly: " Do you know the password,
Sir?" I replied I did. "Well-what is it, Sir?" I hadn't expected this one: " Now look, Corporal, I know the passworddo you?" '·Yes, Sir, it's Banbury Cross!" "Corporal, you've
got the password right, but you don't use it that way. You
should challenge me and then I reply. Have you got it?" There
was a pregnant pause--" R ide a Cock Horse, Sir?"
Our two line detachments had a really successful exercise.
From time to time the reeling in party found extreme difficulty
in arriving at a new location in time to move out with the
harbour party. The rumour grew that Messrs. Connolly, Shutt,
Evan , Ashdjian and Cross were speculating on whether
Sergeant Easter and Corporal Lee would shoot them, the Staff,
or themselves. Eventually honour was satisfied when S.S.M.
Young, Foreman Bowden and Sergeant Easter led a Squadron
mutiny in which Brigade H.Q., wearily ' standing to ' for the
umpteenth time, were suddenly attacked by a savage horde of
turncoat communicators. Unfortunately, determined efforts by
an RMP detachment armed with persuasive pitchforks proved
too much for our limited supply of thunder-flashes and blank
ammunition! our gallant insurgents were led in roped together
in a " bloody but unbowed " chain gang, and Sergeant Easter
was last seen being sat upon by two vast coppers who were
sinisterly removing his boots . . . However, he had other compensations for not long before, he had arrived in a new location
previously occupied by the enemy divisional H.Q., to find that
their departure had been so rapid that all their cable was still
' in situ.' Our Squadron cable return to higher formation that
evening was quite startling-and was not really believed!
Corporal Lawrence and his fellow D .R.s spent many hours
pursuing elusive Battalion H.Q.s. The comments of one unhappy soul were truly remarkable when, after a long night of
fruitless motoring to and from unoccupied map references, be
discovered his quarry entering Brigade H.Q. !
We were honoured in October by the visit of an Italian Signal
Officer, Captain Aldo di Tizio, this the comeback of a pleasant •
s~an enjoyed by a former officer of this Squadron. We enjoyed
his company very much, and sympathise with what will undoubtedly be his most lasting impression of the British Armyour habit of an early morning cuo of tea. His commentdelivered with truly Latin fervour: ''A cup of tea in the morning, but of course it is very nice; but why, why at o6oo Zulu! ?"
His voice rose. he seemed almost to pinch out the word ' Zulu '
with his forefinger and thumb, then raised his eyes and bands
to the Almighty. He made a good point.
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September and October have been months which were to
~e for ~qu~dron train:ng. . Members have been disappearing
~ all direc:tJons on upgrading and regimental courses, and at
tunes the camp has been almost empty.
After the draughts of June and July came the monsoons in
late September. It has been said that if you have not been
to Manches~er, you have not lived. Manchester bas nothing
on North Malaya in the monsoons !
Being a Commonwealth Unit we get more than a usual crop
of visitors. The winter in Australia has just about ended, and
so has the season's collection of senior Australian visitors. We
now eagerly wa:t to see who will come out from the United
Kingdom this winter.
The Squadron has said "Fare thee well, Sergeant-Major,.
to. W.O.II an~ Mrs. Drummond. We wish you all the be~t
w1~ 3ot? Regrment and bet you will find it very d'fferent from
being with us ! There has been a 2reat chan2e of face in the
Squadron in the oast few months. The Australian Government
has seen fit to rdieve its Force in Malaya, and so we have said
many farewells, and welcomed their replacements. The British
element of the Unit has been brought uo to strength and so
many new faces have appeared that the Admin istrative Officer
d'd not know if he was dealing with a Signal Squadron or a
Transit Camp.
Among the worthies who have gone are Ser2eant Steuhens
who bowl~ his heart. out in cricket this year; Corporal Byrne:
whose smilme; face will orobahly now be adorning an Orderly
Room "somew?ere in Australia." and many others who have
served tre Umt well. S.Q.M.S. Talbott moved up into the
ergeant· Major's office, and now sits there permanently.

Congratulations. We welcome Staff Sergeant Young, our new
S.Q.M.S., and Sergeant Harris, both from U.K., and Staff
Sergeants Hillman and Danaher from Australia.
Sergeant Bennett, we hear, has now become a qualified flyer
in Eght aircraft. We hope he does as well on his upgrading
course down in Singapore.
About a year ago I wrote that my next notes may well be
written from a new home in Malacca. Things seem a little
more definite now, and so long as the plans are not changed
again we hope to be there by Christmas. Fort George has
become Camp Terendak, and everyone up here in the North
looks eagerly forward to living in a more permanent atmosphere.
For those who have never been to Malaya, it may be of
interest to learn a Ettie of the local pattern of life. The country
is occupied by three main races of people, there being Malay,
Chinese and Indian. This means that there are several religions
in the country. The Malays are Moslems, the Chinese are
either Buddhists or Christian, and Ind:ans Buddhist and H indu.
Of course, you may wonder where do the Europeans fit in, and
of what interest have the relig:ons of the country to the Military
Forces. Well, all these religions have their own festivals and
holidays, and they are all suitably spread over the year, so that
one appears about every month to six weeks. The European
cornmuniry (probably because they are not such a fanatical
race as far as religion is concerned) sits on the fence and enjoys
all the holidays of the other religions, as well as those of their
own, with a liberal sprinkling of English style Bank Holidays.
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Since the advent of £zoo bounties, what was known locally
as " Peat's Private Army " bas now become " Macfarlane's
Mercenaries.'' This, of course, is very unfair, altheugh elements
of the Squadron have waged varied wars in many parts since
the summer.
!Faces have changed considerably. Major Peat and Captain
Cook have left 2nd Regiment and 22nd S.A.S. respectively.
Major Madarlane has taken over command, Capta:n Flynn
as Second-in-Command and Lieutenant Collins has jo:ned us
from Shrivenharn. Of all these chiefs, and also the many braves
who have left or joined recently, the Squadron welcomes the
newcomers, thanks the leavers, and wishes them all the very
best of luck in their new appointments.
Things have been brisk, are brisk, and look like staying brisk
as far as bus:ness is concerned.
We won the Brigade Minor Units' swimming competition
early in June, narrowly beating 9 Parachute Squadron, R.E.
There then followed a goose-pimply water polo match (216 v.
9 Squadron), when both teams nearly drowned each other.
We thawed out in time to be embarrassingly successful at
the Southern Command Corps shoot. Sergeant Thornbury and
Signalman Gregg (who has now left) then went on to shoot
for the Corps at Bisley. Shortly after this we jumped into
Exercise " Eton Fete" in Norfolk. Corporal Devey did some
natty recruiting by drifting low over the Thetford/Newmarket
road, and to the delight of the British motorist, landed like a
sack of soot behind rhe hedge. This Br!gade Adm:nistrative
Exercise was curtailed by the Kuwait crisis, which sent a hardcore of heroes off to the Persian Gulf. They have all now returned
except Corporal Emery, Lance-Corporal Laidlaw and Signalman Fahey, who are still building sand castles.
As this escaoade was ending, the athletes started limbering
up for the Squadron Sports Day. This was an affair
reminiscent of the Battle of A'!incourt, except that we probably
had more casualties. M.T. Tro01> arrived for the tug-of-war
looking l:ke a gang of Arabs, but were still pulled off their
feet by H .Q. Troop. Perhaps the highlight of the day was
the S.S.M., who was very ably thrown by the hammer.
This was good practice for the Brigade Soorts Day a week
later when, after torrential rain and an unscheduled parachutist
landing in the stadiu'll, we were placed third in the Minor
Units' comoet!tion. We now lead in the Ismalia Cuo competition. The next day we converted to P .B.I. and a fully eonioped
Platoon of Signah1en slogged out the 10 miles of the Evelyn
Woods course. Two hours and five minutes was a fair time,
but the shooting was so bad that -t he Officer Commanding sent
us off on block leave to recover.
.
After the k"'~ we imrnediatelv flashed un to Scotland for
the Bri2ade H .Q. Exerci~e, "Highland Pline." in Au~st.
Communication~ in the hilly country were a hit trickv. but a
link was m'l int::iined with Farnborou~h throu1?hout. We then
stayed on in Scotland for a week's camp on the Brigade Major's
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land at the west end of Loch Earne. A local dance started
Lhc camp well and resulted m many peopk having pr cuy bu~y
cvcnmgs. During the day, apart from waterskiing sailing
hsJ11ng and dlffibmg, we had potted sporrs found .K~b Roy · ~
cave and opened up a link to Farnborough every day. (Jur
one ~mbarrassmcnt was a Landrover, hull-down in mud and
~locking the entrance to the camp, with the slogan " Go anytlm~, a~ywhere, . with the Parachute Bngade," defiantly stuck
behmd m the windscreen !
Back in Farnborough we survived the next few weeks with
the Squ~dron ?cpleted by courses, trade training, parachuting
and_ the mtermmable tcsung of new brainwaves and lightweight
equipment. Somehow we got off to Exercise " Stagger" in
September.
_This was . a full-scale Brigade Exercise on Salisbury Plain
with the Bngade brought up to strength by one Battalion of
the Gloucesters. . The enemy was one Battalion of the King's
O:ivn Border Regiment . plus S.A.S. elements, including our old
fnend, now enemy, Lieutenant J. Cook. Various "funnies"
on the Exercise included an internal security problem tactical
yce-fa\lmg a~~ a ~tati~~line drop behind enemy lines, in which
Kami-Kaze
expedition, Signalmen Doherty Biddlccombe
and. Beswick t~ok part. Signalman Pollock bad the doubtful
pnvilcge of bemg caught by the S.A.S. and his comments are
9une unrepeatable. The Officer Commanding, having dropped
m the first lift, ~ .V.'d at top speed to find himself not only
Office~ C<;>~andmg the . Squadron, . but ~rigade Commander,
he bemg_ mlt1ally the se~or Officer m Brigade H.Q. But this
w_as an !IDportant Exercise and a good one, and the forward
Signallers de~erv_e a special mention for maintaining 100 per
cent commumcauons throughout.
~f~er '.' Stagger " we were busily getting down to routine
trammg m the classroom, on the sports field and in the air
when Captain Flynn decided life was dull and arranged
Exercise " Skywork." So a small party motored off to the
No~th of S_cotland, we draped Hankley Common with wire
aenals at this end, and thus we practised rad io communications
over 500 miles and the amended voice procedure.
At the moment the Rugby and football teams are having a
sparkling season. When we can get all the stars together a
couple of very formidable teams are fielded. The S.S.M.,' of
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course, thinks we all play like " a bunch of blooming faines.''
Free-falling 1s on the up and up, and we are developing a
small clique of trained men. Corporals Hay and Petty bemg
the founder members.
. Corporal Andrcou escaped and evaded successfully for a week
m Wal~s a~d put up a very good show.
LookJ~g .mto the f1:1ture, Exercise "Solinus" is nearly upon
us. This JS_ a Battalion Group Exercise being mounted from
Malta and. mvolvmg a drop mto North Africa. It will then
be about tlme for qhris~as leave. Early in the new year we
shall be ac!J?m1st.rat1vely mspected (!), before which everything
stan~ii;i~ still will, no doubt, be painted. Also there is a
possibility of a trip to Singapore for the lucky few.
L~stly, we must record . the Squadron's thanks to Captain
Maqoram, ?ur Admimstrauve Officer. He will be leaving just
before Christmas, after four years' service with us. He has
done a _marvellous job and we shall be very sorry to lose him.
W!:J.o will now make all our excuses for us, remember all the
thmgs we forget, and generally ·Steady us all down to some
form of sanity, we do not know.
~u.t w~ certainly need someone, because life is hectic, life is
exc1tmg m 216 Squadron (Parachute Brigade).
***Your Orderly Room has deta ils of how to apply.
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Cam1•ers All %
. In_ a normal year we would be well into the monsoon season
!11 Smgapore, but th~ weather. here is odd as it can get. Malaya
is _largely covered with what is usually referred to as " tropical
ram forest," but of late we have had precious little rain. The
Smgapore reservoirs have been empty for months, water is cut
off for fo~r hours a day, and all sorts of restrictions are in force.
Our precious plants shrivel away and our unwashed cars are
a constant reproach.
The late arrival of the monsoon has been a blessing in one
resl?ect. Our summer training camps have been able to run
?n 10to ~e monsoon period without floods turning the secondary
Jungle Into marshland and the rivers are still safe for the
amateur sailors among us.
Our Squadron camp this year is at Mersing on the East
~st of M~Jay~, abo1;1t a huJ'.dred miles north of Singapore
C1ty. Mersmg JS a little fishing port, attractive in jts way
but offering little to attract the B.O.R., although the M . O.R.~
were always rea~y for the l!berty truck in the evenings, as the
town boasts a cmema showmg Malay films. The camp site is
about five miles outside town, just behind a fine sandy beach on
the South China Sea. Mr. Burlin could make a lot of it
but we, with our rather limited resources, are qu ite proud of
our own efforts. Successive waves of "campers " have produced
tables, benches, beach huts ang showers with timber cut from
the ulu and R.A.S .C. ration boxes as the basic materials. We
have been to sea in Squadron canoes and in hired native boats
which handle none to well with six enthusiastic but
inexpcrienc.:ed oarsmen, and even worse as sailing craft using
an Jmprov1sed mast and a spread of poncho "sail." Last
week's campers are rather proud of their triumphal arch of
duty-free beer cans representing as it did many hours of canemprying effort. Signalman Cheevers will long remember the
constructional work as he chose to chop at h is finger and had
to be rushed away for a couple of stitches. For many of us
this was a first experience of life under canvas and everyone has
learnt something. Captain Steel, for instance, has learnt not
to dive into water that is not there ! It is bad for the neck
muscles!
Several members of the Squadron have now been away in
Australia on attachment to an Australian Signal Unit and
other have had L.S.T. trips up to Hong Kong and Bangkok.
Certainly one can get around in the Army.
We have to congratulate Captain Blashill and LanceCorporal Herd on their successes in the S ingapore Army Golf
Autumn Mee.ting. Captain Blashill (handicap 14) won the
tableford pnze and ball sweep and was second in the nine
boles (net 30). W ith Staff Sergeant Milner, of R.E.M.E., he
won the Greensome bogey competitfon. Lance-Corporal Herd
(handicap 3) was the runner-up in the individual scra ch competition with a gross score of 80. With thi talent in the
Squa?ron and a golf course in Princess Mary Barracks (thanks
to Lieutenant-Colonel Warren) it is not surprising that our
shift worke:~ tend to spend a lot of their spare time receiving
free golf tuition or that one camp became a dam~er area owing
to a certain randomnes about the practice shots of Sergeant
Stoneham l
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221 SQUADRON (AIR FORMATION) OFFICERS AND SENIOR N .C.O's
Front row, le(i to right : W .0 .11 (R.Q.M.S.) Mi ller, Second Lieutenant J. Wolfe, Lieute nant (T.O .T.), J. Mitc hell , Captain A. A.
Griss, Major K. F. Lloyd , Captai n (T.O.T.) L. Le Ha rdy, Lieutenant R. Mansfie ld , Se cond Lie ut e nant C. Reynolds-Jones , W .0.11
(S.S.M.) Collins, B.E.M.
Second row, le ft to right : Sergeants Rapson, How 3rd ( R.E . M. E.), Staff Sergeants Harve y , Ker ton , Se rgeants Ashurst, Mor ris.
Bacl row , left to righ t : Sergeants McK inr. on , Harding, Port, Has kell and Ham ilton .

It is with very great regret that we all?oun~e that ~i~ is the
last time that 221 Squadron will appear m print. It 1s, Ill fact,
doubly regretted, because not only is it the last time, but also
the first for many months.
.
Officer Commanding 21st Regiment ha~ alre'.ldy made his
take-over bid but unlike those concerns Ill which Mr. Clore
and his collearues' take an acquiring interest from time to time,
our "Board of Directors' is in no position to resist the offer.
Consequently, in November, we will be swallowed up by ~e
larger concern an~ beco~ a det~ched Squadron of 21st Regiment (Air Formanon) bemg redes1gnaced o. 1 Squadron. We
do assure our new Commanding Officer that he is taking over
a going concern the word "going " here being used in the
sense of " being 'in motion" and not departing." The unusual
thing about this particular take-over bid is that a new "Managing Director " was appointed and took office two months
before the transaction was due to take place. Major K. F.
Lloyd, already serving with 21st Regimen~, at Laarbruch,
arrived to take over the Squadron from Maior C. B. Masser
towards the end of August. We hope that this has not made
too great a difference to the value of the shares. Major Masser
is now at AGII, so the handcwer of the Squadron was accomplished smoothly, it being considered tactless in the circumstances to have it otherwise.

Signal Regiment under the Command of Lieutenant-Colonel
D. R. Patterson, O.B.E. (the Editor of these notes recalls with
considerable pleasure the hospitality of Colonel Patterson and
his officers on occasional shopping trips to Trieste from his
rather less opulent station in Austria).
The Regiment continued in Trieste until the withdrawal of
BETFOR in 1954, on the signing of the peace treaty. It was
then re-formed as 10th Air Formation Signal Regiment, under
Lieutenant-Colonel G . Mellor, and provided communications
for H .Q., 2nd Tactical Air Force in Germany, and units directly
administered by that Headquarters on non-flying stations.
R.H.Q. was at Royal Air Force, Goch, and detachments were
stationed at Rheindahlen, Gutersloh and Buckeberg. Reorginisation of 2nd Tactical Air Force, in 1957, resulted in a rearrangement of duties between the three Air Formation Signal
Units in BA.0.R., and the Regiment was reduced to a Squadron
and re-named H.Q., 2 T.A.F. Independent Air Formation Signal
Squadron This new Squadron was located at R.A.F. Station,
Wildenrath, where it still is, and, on the re-numbering of all
Royal Signals Units, became 221 Signal Squadron (Air Formation). On reorganisation, as No. I Squadron 21st Regiment (Air
Formation) the Squadron will continue its task in support of
Headquarters, Royal Air Force, Germany (2nd Tactical Air
Force).

History. It might be of interest to readers to trace back in
the history of 221 Squadron and give a brief resume of our
activities since the late 1930s.
We cannot vouch for the
absolute accuracy of our records in this respect, but as far as
we can tell, we originated from the
orth Midland Corps
Signals (T.A.), which became 3rd Corps Signals with the
B.E.F. in France in 1940. On return from France, via Dunkirk,
the Un it was reformed as roth Corps Signals and saw service in
the Middle East, in Syria.
In August, 1941, No. 3 Company of 10th Corps Signals was
moved to Mena to help form Mobile Corps Signals, and served
with 13 Corps in the Western Desert and throughout the campaigns in Sicily and Italy. From 1945 to 1947, 13 Corps was
allotted the task of occupying the disputed area of Trieste, but
the greater part of 13 Corps Signals was then wi~drawn to
Padua. Elements of the Unit remained in Trieste, however,
and with 24th Guards Brigade Signal Squadron, formed a new
Regiment known as British Element Trieste Force (BETFOR)

Current Events. During September, the Squadron was
deployed in the field for two weeks with H.Q., Royal Air Force,
Germany, Communications Centre, on Exercise "Hot Wire."
The weather was extremely good, and since we were administered domestically by the Royal Air Force, the atmosphere on
the "Domestic Site" (this being the R.A.F. term for Administrative Area) was of a first class Butlin's Holiday Camp! We
were provided with a NAAFI, cinema and all camp amenities,
including a detachment of W.R.A.F., but no Redcoats. However, we did assert our individuality in several ways, and
although our colleagues in Brigades and Divisions might have
raised their hands (and voices) in horror at our domestic arrangements (quite frankly, we ourselves were not terribly happy about
living in such comfort), we feel sure that they would have
been suitably impressed by the Operations Area (Technical Site,
in R.A.F. language).
This was the second large exercise of its type which we have
been involved in this year. In addition, Troops have been out
independently on their own exercises, when the Army system
of living in the field was adopted.
Departures. Second-Lieutenant G. S. Baskett has now
left the Squadron on completion of National Service. Mr.
Baskett will be remembered for an ambitious canoeing trip
which he undertook with three members of the S9uadron
(Corporal Hutchinson, Signalmen Kemp and Colley). His canoe
was badly damaged near the start of the journey in Holland,
and the trip continued with two members canoeing and two
hitch-hiking on alternate days.

~
~

SYSTEM CONTROL VEHICLE
Left to Right : Corporal Scott, RAF (Radio Relay Link Controller),
Captain '(TOT) J. E. Le Hardy, (Oi /c System Control), Lance
Corporal Reynolds

qu arter size instrument belonging to a nine-year-old boy and
performed upon it with great success to a small and critical
audience.
PBX APPARATUS VEHICLE
W .0 .1 (F of S) Ferguson , Lance Corpo ral Clarke
Our latest d eparture, who will be sorely m issed, is W.0.I
(Foreman of Signals) J . F erguson, who has gone to join 30th
R egiment at Blandford.

North Midland Corps Signals, 1938, to 221
Squadron, 1961. W .O.II (S.S.M.) W. Langham, M.B.E.,
left in August on completion of his Army Service, and has
been replaced by W .O.II L . N . D. Collins, B.E.M., from 201
Squadron (Infantry Brigade Group. W.O.II Langham's record
of service is interesting, in that he joined North Midland Corps
Signals (T.A.) in 1938, and served with the same unit, under
different ·titles, until 1947, when he was posted to 10th Air
Formation Signal Regiment and remained with the Unit after
its reorganisation as a Squadron until his retirement. He therefor e served with one or other offshoot of his original Unit for his
entire service.
There is one " character " in the Squadron who must be well
known to many in the Corps. The Second-in-Command,
Captain A. A. Griss, first joined the Army in 1931. We think
he was a Gunner, but we do know that he spent his early days
in India and many are the tales he tells of his experiences. One
story, however, has only recently come <to light and this quite
by accident. Apparently he was once a very accomplished
violinist (the word "fiddler" would no doubt be inappropriate)
but Jost his fiddle on The Frontier in 1937, the instrument
being damaged beyond repair under the hooves of a pack-mule.
A few weeks ago he came into temporary possession of a three-

Sport. The Squadron carries with it to 21st Regiment a
not unimpressive record in sporting activities. This year, with
the help of other small Army units on the station we gained the
greatest number of points for swimming towards the Tomalin
Trophy. Unfortunately however these points were not counted
in the results of the Station Swimming Gala but our team did
extremely well under Second-Lieutenant C. Reynolds-Jones
with great assistance from Staff Sergeant W. Harvey and Signalman G. Harrison, all of whom acquired several prizes.
The football season has just started and the teams are training
hard. During the September exercise we played several matches
against R.A.F. Duren and against a local German team whom
we hope to visit again soon to play a deciding match.
So far we have not had much success in raising a rugger
team but we are trying hard. We have the nucleus of a good
boxing team, two of which, Lance-Corporal Chapman and
Signalman G. E. Hall, have already been selected for the R.A.F.
Command Team. Corporal M. Annis would have no doubt
been selected had it not been for his absence in the U.K. on
leave.
All our Squadron will now have the opportunity of representing their Regiment in their respective sports. This will
increase their scope considerably though it will mean for some
that they will be playing for several different teams during the
same season in different competitions. For instance, a good
footballer may find himself playing both for his Squadron and
his Regiment and als0 for his R.A.F. Station.
249 S4}1JADRON (FAilE.LF)
The disbandment of V .H.F. Troop has finally taken place and
the new Gurkha V.H.F. Troop have now accepted the l.S.
communications responsibilities for Singapore Island. It is
always sad when a Troop disbands, but on reflection V.H.F.
Troop, all those who served in 1t will always think of it affectionately as "a good little un." We wish the Gurkhas well
and hope they have the successes that the original Troop always
had.
Enthusiasm for sailing continues to thrive in the quadron
and trainee sailors are flocking to the Sailing Club to take part
in this activity. It is reported that the standard of the
beginners is improving by leaps and bounds and there soon
should be many qualified helmsmen in the Squadron.
Boxing took up most of the Squadron's interest at the
begfaning of this month in the form of the Inter-Squadron
novices' championships. It was a most exciting contest; the
quadron won the championship by winning five of the bouts
in the finals. Much of the credit must go to Signalman Sandlan,
of V.H.F. Troop, who was responsible for training the team
and, of course, to the time the contestants put into hard training
for the contest. It was a very creditable performance.
Corporal Hearns also boxed his way to the ingapore Base
District novices' championship at lightweight.
Lieutenant Golding and Second-Lieutenant Bruce took a
party in Adventure Training an scaled Mount Ophir up in
Malaya. The party consisted of I5 of the H.F. Troop and it took
DISTRIBUTION POINT NEAR TELEGRAPH TEST
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chem four day~ to complete the operation. TJley all retu_rned
looking tired and weary, but very pleased with their ach1evcm nt and full of more ideas to try and find higher and more
difficult mountains to conquer.
The quadron is now working hard to bring the M.T. up to
tandard for the annual C.I.V. Inspection which takes place
ne.'t month. Everyone is feverishly scraping and painting,
rim splitting, etc., doing the hundred-and-one jobs which must
be done in order to get an excellent report. It will not be the
fault of the quadron if the report is not a good one.

2:>3 SQU.\.DRON (KOWLOON)
Personalia. During the last month we have had a welome number of new arrivals. S.Q.M.S. C. W. Gurden, Sergeants L. T. Oliver, E. L. Bates and C. D. McGee all came in
the space of a week, replacing S.Q.M.S. R. S. Dobbs, Staff
Sergeants H. Godfrey and J. M. M. Duulevy and Sergeant B.
E. haw (absent on a U.K. course). We hope those arriving
enjoy their tour here and to mose who have gone we wish every
uccess in their new jobs, civilian or military.
Captain M. J. Hales, who arrived barely four weeks ago, had
the misfortune to break his shoulder surfing. All is well now
bu_t golf goes back three months I

The Administrative Ins1•ectio11. The actual Parade
and Inspection by Brigadier W. P. Lawson, M.C., on nhe 17th
October heralded the end of the numerous "pre-administrative"
inspections. The day was fine, the parade, inspection and march
past good, and the Inspecting Officer had kind words to say on
the performance of the Squadron. The last remaining inspection is the C.I.V., in progress at the time of writing. When this
is over we can return to normal work apart from the minor
hazards of the Remembrance Day Parade, the Military Tattoo,
Christmas and the reorganisation of the Squadron.

Sot.'ial.
ow that the Squadron has taken over the administration of Whitfield Barracks we are proud to announce the
formation of our own Sergeants' Mess and Corporals' Club.
Both are functioning well, due to the hard work of many, particularly S.S.M. R. B. Mills, S.S.M. T. N. Bennett, Corporals
R. F. Cox and S. H. Lee. Both messes have run successful
opening functions attended by our colleagues in Whitfield Barracks. The spirit in the two messes promises well for the future.
Sport. S.S.M. Chu Fook Hung has done well with the
basketball team, originally entirely composed of H.K.0.R.
!Footballers have had their successes, particularly Signalman
Sutton and Sergeant F. Loveday and we can, and do, run two
separate teams. Prominent among our sports minded personnel
is Sergeant D . Hanley, R.A.P.C., who can organise, play or
referee almost anything.
In mid-November the O.C., Major N. F. F. Mackinnon, goes
over to Macau for the Vlllth Grand Prix Motor Races. This
year he has a team of three cars, and Royal Signals provide
many of the pit personnel. Captain (T.O.T.) R. D. Willingale,
from our rival Squadron 252, is race manager again, and though
the opposition is stiffer this year all look forward to an enjoyable race week.
Visits. Brigadier E. I. E. Mozley visited us in October, and
was interested in the many changes, both civil and mil:.tary since
he was last here over ten years ago.
Her Royal Highness Princess Alexandra is visiting the
Colony now, two of our officers, Captain D. G. Wright and
Lieutenant D. W. Stubbs have had the honour of meeting her,
and we as a Squadron are producing a team of " sedan chair
races " at the Military Tattoo. The success of her visit to Hong
Kong is great, and it is everyone's wish that she could stay
longer and be shown more.

Thi~ is our second and last contribution lo our Corps
magazine, we are yet another victim of the manpower bug.
Where are all those who love the open life of soldiering and
signa lling? 31st October marks the end of a verv successful
21 .months of operational working (unsolicited test.lmon:als are
available to support this claim).
The Troop was formed as 620 Signal Troop (Reserve) in
January, 1960, from members of "A" Troop, D.R. Troop,
M.T. T~oop and Signal Centre Troop of 29th Regiment, and it
was d?c1ded that the ~roop should be based at Episkopi under
the wmg of 15th Regiment who have proved most hospitable
hos~s. I_n April this year it was dec'. ded to change the Troop
des1gnat1on to 620 Troop (NEARELF). Apart from the rubber
stamps we hold, the re-designation had no effect.
.The Trool?'s oper_ational commitments as a Troop started
with ex-Starlight which was controlled bv I Infantrv Division.
Our role was to provide rear link communications from Tobruk,
Timimi, Dema and El Adem to Cyprus, Malta, U.K. and
Benghazi. Our efforts were well rewarded bv plaudits from
almost world-wide sources. On the termination of Starlight
the Troop returned to base in Cyprus, where a well earned rest
was enjoyed by all. Numerous small Brigade and Troop exercises were carried out between Tune and the end of 1960. It
was in November of 1960 that the Troop changed hands
Captain W. G. Robinson handed over to Capta!n A. T. Harrison'.
Immediat~ly after this handover the Troop started preparations
for ex-Tnang]e again taking place in North Africa, this time
we were supporring 3 Infantrv Brigade. Repors on this
exercise were published in the July edition of THE WIRE. After
our return from North Africa in Mav this vear we were told
of our impending disbandment. Nothing daunt d, preparations
were made for what was to orove our last air suooort exercise,
Barbie-an, virtuallv the whole Trooo was emolo~ed. both as
friendly and enemy forces. Although co'Tlmunications were
slo~ at the start, we warmed up for the last three days, and ·
agam yet another pat on the back.
0
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620 TROOP (NEARELF)
Back Row, left to right: Lance Corporal W. Moore, Signalmen M. Barber, T. Watkin, C. Hughes, F. Coyle, Lance Corporal B. Oldroyd,
Signalmen J. Ma rshall, J. Ellis, C. Deeney, M. Brooke, Lance Corporals J. Byrne, A. Mewitc, J. Bailey, Signalmen G. Johnson , B. Bird.
Centre Tow ; Signalman J. McGuinn, Lance Corporal R. Bassett, Signalmen A. Besford , A. Ensor, P. Bowl es , Lance Corporal A. Woods,
Signalmen T. Thwa ite5, S. Craddock, P. Puttock, M. Cox, J. Douglas, A. Few, J. Mahar, J. Johnson, J. Pollard, D. May, W. Cartlidge.
Front Row : Corporals K. Child, W . Couperthwaite, S. Meredith, Sergeant B. Turner, Staff Sergeant J. Ankers, Captain 8 . C. Hodgson ,
Lieutenant Colonel D. L. Sylv .. ce r-Brad ley, Scaff Sergeants J. Bartram , (FOS) R. Jeffery, Cor po rals R. Altk en, D. Morgan, J. W illiamson,
Lan ce Co rpo ral J. Dark.
(Inset) Lieutenant N. Moss.

At this time everyone was anxiously awaiting posting orders" What's this about a Signal Troop in Jamaica, Sir" or "I
wouldn't mind a bash at the Far East now?" although some
people wouldn't really have minded going back to North
Afnca, incidentally here we must thank the NAAFI staff for
their hospitality whilst we were there. "NAAFI " girls" certainly make a change from the usual run of the mill ' counter
hands ' that one meets in this part of th e world. The first
surprise posting came in the form of O.C. Rad io Lieutenant
B. F. Kavanagh who was virtually strapping on his parachute
ready for 206 Squadron. He is now enjoyin~ the rigours of
Catterick-DZ marking not known. After this, po:;tings came
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thick and fast-Aden, Cyrenaica, Malta, B.A.0.R. and Cyprus.
What a situation for a handover, Captain B. C. Hodgson arrived
right in the thick of it to take over from Captain Harrison, who
had been strain:ng at the bit to go home and jo:n the " Pads
Associat)on," this he has now done and we wish both Captain
and Mrs: Harrison a very happy life together. Lieutenant N.
Moss has left to join 203 Squadron and our best wishes go
with him.
For those who know our "compound " it is looking very
bare now and we are all ready to bid farewell to what has
proved an invaluable experience to all who have served with
the Troop.
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As the year draws to a close, we look back on what for us,
was a typical twelve months. Hogmany, 1961, was spent by
manv of the Troop in Aden, where we drew equipment and
vehicles, prior to going to the Oman. In the Oman we were
joined bv the remainder of the Troop, and for some ten
weeks enjoyed the dubious delights of a desert life. Besides their
normal communications duties. which took them over a fairly
large area, the Troop also climbed Jebel Akdar, along with "the
remainder of the Regimental detachment.
We were not,
however, too sorry to exchange the warm beer and sand in
the desert for the ra in and warm beer of England, and thankfully vanished away on block leave.
On return, we were heavily committed to the signals side
of a Combat Survival Course run by the Regiment. As usual,
laying down th eir morse kevs and led by the Sergeant-Major,
a patrol went out from the Troop to pursue the students from
the course around Wales. Several captures were made, even
by members of the Troop, who changed sides, being agents on
the side of the escapers by night. and pursuers bv day.
Wi th the lack of time, with which we are familiar, we were
away again. this time in strength to D enmark, for an exercise,
whose details may have fa ded from our minds, but those of the
tim'! in Copenhagen, afterwards, n ever will.
B;ick on::e more in England. we suffer d cwo di appointments ·
as first a trip to Portugal and then a three-month detachment
in Kenva were cancelled .
However, at the time of writing, we have most of the Troop
in Bavaria. and are expecting a trip to Corsica next month.
After Christmas. away again. we hope. for another long spell.
If th e Sundav papers are right. and the entire Army is going
to soldier in this country, here is one part of it that will not be
happy.
Of the entire vear manv memories stand out : the sea
passage in an LS .T . from Aden to Mu•cat. the du t of the
Oman, and the ruggedness of the JPbel. the hospitality of the
Danes and the fri endly greeting wi•h which we are generally
received in num . rous exercis'!s in \Val'!s: all the e. and many
more, are in a year's soldiering with the Special Air Service.
The writer, as he concludes his tour with the R egiment and
moves on, would like to take this final opoorrunitv of recommending service with this unit to anvone in the Corps with a
yen to see the world, and when it offers, experience a little
action.
0
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I S(tl'AIHlON (t:OMD), THE KIN(;.S AFRH' AN
HU'LES

East Africa remains in the news headlines, and we arc in
rum being kept busy as a consequence of this. At present we
are engaged in organising Operation Highlight for the
Tanganyika Independence celebratiom on 9th December, 1961.
The operation consists of the provision of communications from
top to bottom of Mount Kilimanjaro, and the lighting of a
beacon and pyrotechnics at the top, at the actual moment of
Independence. For those not acquainted with the facts
Kilimanjaro is the highest mounta:n in Africa (20.000 ft.) and
th~ temperature a~ th~ summit is 20 degrees below freezing
pomt. The operation 1s to be mounted by us with assistance
fro~ the local . P_osts and Telegraphs, who amongst other
services, are prov1dmg a post office on the mountain. Our worldwide postal address is "Expedition Kilimanjaro," Tanganyika,
and the first day cover of the new Tanganyika Stamp with the
expedition postmark will be a collection piece indeed. Those of
you who are fortunate enough to receive one of these covers will
have the additional pleasure of knowing that ir started its
journey in a Signals vehicle. Operation Highlight is goin g to
keep us even more busy than usual and those intreo:d climbers
Major P. J. W. Stephens and Captain P. D. Alexander have
already been seen at 9,000 ft., looking fit (for what, we are nor
saying).
Amongst all the other activities, the Administrative Inspection has come and gone, and the result has been an orgy of
self-congratulation. During October, we have entertained 203
Squadron from Cyprus, and even had the satisfaction of beating them at football. After the match, all ranks were entertained in their appropriate messes. Incidentally, we hope they
have sorted out the ownership of the Signal Squadron lines at
Kahawa Camp now, and we sympathise with the clerk who
answered the phone with "203, 209 and 210 Signal Squadron
Offices."
Arrivals and departures get lase place of all this month. We
welcome Sergeant A. J. Stirling from B.A.O.R. and say farewell to Sergeant M. Harrison, Sergeant J. Brant and Sergeant
J. F . Downes, all from "J " Troop and all going back to the
rigours of a U.K. winter.
Finally, our usual recruit:Ug punch line-if you want to see
some sun, get those secondment applications filled in.

Sport
Hockey
Royal Signals v . I L A . E .C.
This, our first representative game of the season-if one
discounts the match against the Thistles-resulted in a win for
Ro.yal Signals by two goals to nil.
One would like to be able to tell of a hard, tough, exciting
match, but regretably this is not possible. The Corps should
have won by a much greater margin for in almost every aspect
of the game they were superior to their opponents; their failing can be artributed to three factors; firstly, the gap between
half-backs and forwards which cost the Corps the vital grip
on the game; secondly, the unfailing knack on the pare of the
forwards to be off-side at a crucial moment; and thirdly, the
inability of the forwards to put the ball in the net-everything
but score I It would not be entirely fair, however, ro criticise
the forwards without a word about the R.A.E.C. goalkeeper who
played a magnificent game and made some miraculou saves.
Although R.A.E.C. he is in fact attached to the Junior Le3ders
R'!giment (Royal Signals) and plays for the Regimental teamsignificant?
On paper the Corps had a fairly strong side notwithstanding
the absence of Lieutenant Cook who. because of " pressure of
work." was unable to r epresent the Corps. The two youngest
members of the side making their debut for the Corps gave: a
good accoun t of themselves on the left of the forward line.
Their approach play was very good, and they did not lack peed ·
and, once they have mastered the art of quick, hard shooting
their future in Corps hockey is assured.
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The two goals finally came from Lieutenan~ Last and Captain
Harmen. Captain Hartnett's was a splendidly exec~ted shot
which for once left the goalkeeper unerly at sea. Lieutenant
Last, on the other hand, after a few excellent though u~succ~ss
ful attempts eventually scored in a manner most ':1111ike h1m,
for having beaten the 'keeper, he gently tapped m the ball
with the reverse stick.
pectators were once again co~spicuous by th~ absence; ~t
was heartening to see that two did manage the iourney, albeit
that they were a Gunner and a member of the R.A.E.C. .
The team is as follows : Goal, Officer Cadet Castle; nghtback, Captain E L. Rogers; left-back, Captain J. W. Walms.ley;
right-half Captain D. Briggs; centre-half, Captam P. C. Tnpp;
left-half, Captain D. C. Whitehead; outside-right, Major H.
Rothwell; ins'. de-r:ght, Captain M. A. T. H artnett; centreforward, Lieutenant C. N . Last; inside-left Second-Lieutenant
T . Boyle; outside-left, Second-Lieutenant J. McLuckie.

TERRITORIAL ARMY AND ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE
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Cypros Rille Meeting 1961
The meeting was held at Dhekelia Ranges on 24th-29th
eptember, 196r. 9th Regiment and 15th R egiment entered a
team of 20 each; 20th Regiment entered a team of 10, and
four members of the Signals Branch were included in the
H.Q., NEARELF, team.
From th:s total of 54 competitors, 12 qualified for the " Cyprus
48," which is the local equivalent of the "Army Hundred; two
trophies, four first, two second and three third individual prizes
were won, and five individuals received winning team awards.
This is a most successful improvement on the last meeting in
1959, when only four qualified for the "Cyprus 48," and only
one trophy, one second individual and four winning team awards
were won.
This year's successes reflect great credit on unit team captains
and the competitors who, over the last two years, have trained
hard in this important part of military training.
The matches fired were the same as those for the Royal
Signals (NEARELF) meeting, which has been previously reported, with the addition of an extra stage in the individual
championship, "The Cyprus 48 " match, in which practices
I and 2 of the Whitehad Cup were fired.
Corporal D ark, of 15th Regiment, proved himself a worthy
holder of the Corps (NEARELF) rifle championship. His successes with the rifle were: Second in the Individual Championship; Winner of the Young Soldiers' Championship; Third
Class B of Match III; Winner, Class B, of Match IV.
Lance-Corporal Sawdon, of Signals Branch, was eighth in
the Individual Championship, third in the Young Soldiers'
Championship, and second in Class B of "The Cyprus 48."
Signalman Hannaford, of 9th Regiment, was 13th in the
Individual Championship and first in Class B of Match III.
Sergeant Denton (R.E.M.E.), 9th Regiment, won the " Cyprus
48," tied for third place with Captain W. Robinson in Match
III. and was 15th in the Individual Championship.
Captain W. Robinson, 15th Reg:ment, was 22nd in the
Individual Champ:onship and th ird in Class A of Match I II.
Major K. Parsons, Signals Branch, tied for first place in the
S.M.G. championship with 132, but was "counted out" to
second place. He al•o captained the H.Q., NEARELF team,
which won the S.M.G. team match.
In addition to those already named, the following also qualified for the " Cyprus 48."

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
with N.B. Clasps and Slides
Regulation Pattern

M ade up as required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax
(Po 11Ace

each 9/2
Extra)

"

9/6

T . FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER

Lieutenant General Sir Richard Anderson, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
G.O.C-i n-C. Near East Land Forces presenting the trophy for the
Young Soldiers Rifle Championship 1961 to Corporal Dark of 15th
Regiment (CYPRUS)

Captain D. Hall, RA.P.C., and Corporal Hudspeth, 9th
Regiment.
Sergeant Gray, Corporal Bromley and Signalman Bolton, 15th
·
Regiment.
Sergeant Morrill, 20th Regiment.
20th Regiment were second in the Minor Units rifle team
match.
9th Regiment were second in the Major Units L.M.G. team
match.

Shooting
.22 Competitions
Team captains are reminded tha·t entries are now due for the
undermentioned IIJatches:
A.RA. MATCH 66
(Individual Match with No. 8 Rifle, as issued).
Corps Trophy-" The Aldershot Cup."
A.RA. MATCH 67
(Individual Match with ANY RIFLE)
Corps Trophy--" The Blandford Cup."
A.R.A. MATCR 69
(Unit Team Match with No. 8 R ifl e, as issued).
Corps Trophy-" Royal Signals Small Bore Trophy."

RESULTS
1''ARELF Trian~ular l'tleeting, 1961.
Sergeant Balch was chosen to represent Singapore, and
Lieutenant-Colonel M. J. R. Fletcher, M.B.E., captained the
Hong Kong Team.
L ieutenant-Colon~! Fletched was placed second in the
Parachute Regiment Cup with a score of 136. The winner
scored 138.
London Midd lesex R i Oe Association Annual
Meeti n~, 1961.
THE PRESIDENT'S PRIZE
(Conditions as for Stage r, The Queen's).
Major C. V. Walsh, score 99, placed 15th.
Colonel H. J. Thompson, O.B.E., score 99, placed 16th.
THE ANDERSON Cur
(Conditions as for Stage 3, The Queen's).
Major C. V. Walsh, score 135, placed 9th.
THE MALCOLM GRAND AGGREGATE
(Aggregate, Stages r, 2 and 3, The Queen's).
Major C. V. Walsh, score 372, placed 4th.
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LAFONE DAY PARADE
(Middlesex Yeomanry)
The Regiment, led by its Band, marching through the City of London to the Memorial Service at St. Martinsin-Ludgate

The gathering of the Middlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades'
Association, at a dinner on the nearest Friday to October 27th,
each year and the holding of the Lafone Day Parade (the
annual Regimental memorial service) on the following Sunday,
are held at this time as a particular commemoration to the
valour of Major A M. Lafone, v.c .,-who, with the majority of
"B" Squadron, gave their lives in the heroic defence of "Point
720 " -a hill fort near Karm, in Palestine-against repeated
attacks from the Turkish Cavalry on the 27th October, 1917.
In recognition of his bravery in this action, Major Lafone was
awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross.
The O.C.A. Annual Dinner on the 27th-its thirty-fourthwas held at RH.Q.
With Major-General C. M. F. White, C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o. (our
Honorary Colonel), the guest of honour, Colonel Viscount
Malden, T.D., in the Chair, and almost 150 present, the evening
was assured from the start.
The L afone Day Parade followed its traditional form, when
led by the Band, the Regiment and a strong contingent of the
Middlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades marched through the City
of London· to the annual m emorial service to the fallen of three
wars at St. Martin's-in-Ludgate and afterwards to the Middlesex
Yeomanry War Memorial in St. Paul's Cathedral.
The Last Post and Reveille being sounded by the Trumpeter
Sergeant, Sergeant C. A. Cooper.
Colonel C. Vincent-Smith, T.o., J.P. (the C.O. of the 47th
(London) Regiment prior to its amalgamation with the Middlesex
Yeomanry) was dined out by the Officers' Mess on the 20th
October and his old officers took the opportunity to commemorate his past service by presenting him with an inscribed
cigarette box. It was Colonel Vincent-Smith who, on the
amalgamation of his old Regiment and the Middlesex Yeomanry
presented the Officers' Mess of the new Regiment with the table
decoration that has attracted so much interest since-the model
of two officers, one from each Regiment, wearing the distinctive
blue un iform of the Middlesex Yeomanry and Royal Signals.
A "Special Operations" exercise in the Welsh mountains,
held over the weekend of the 13th-15th October, was the first
of a regular series of these activities planned by the C.O.
Special Operations activity, defined by Lieutenant-Colonel S.
R Beazley, our C.O., as " Military training that is not directly
connected with training for our tactical role" (e.g. tough training and exercises with other arms, etc.), forms a major part of
his plans for a variety of activities- instructional, recreational
and social-that he is currently organising for the new Training
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Year to meet the needs of the retention factor, so vital in T.A.
Command considerations.
The highly successful Mountain Operation was held in conjunction with our associated Parachute Squadron-305 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Squadron (Parachute Brigade).
The party of forty were led by Captain J. C. Holdaway, of
the Parachute Squadron, an experienced mountaineer.
In all, about 30 miles was covered in a day and a half, all
across mountain country, an experience that few are likely to
forgeL

LA FO NE DAY PARA DE
Colo nel Vincent Ma lden, T.D., Preside nt of the Middlesex Yeomanry
Old Comrades' Association, laying a wreath on the Middlesex
Yeomanry War Memo rial, in the Crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral
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SI (HIGHLAND) REGIMENT (TA) ANNUAL CAMP - 1961
.
Fron< Row (left 10 right) : Major ( QM ) S. L. Gant, Lieutenant J . S. D. Robertson, A & SH, ADC to GOC, Ma1or M. 0 .
Mackenz:ie (WRAC), Lieutenant C olonel T. B. S. McMain, M . B.E., T.D.-Commandlng Officer, Major General F. C. C.
Graham, C.B., O.S. O ., G O C SI Highland Division and District, Majors J. H. Moonie, M.M., T.D., J. E. Evans, M. C.,
J . S. M. McVean (WRA C), C ommandi ng Offi cer, H.Q. WRAC 52 (L) Div/dist, D. M. Sutherland.
Cenrre Row (left 10 ri gh1) : Li eutenant W . W. Forbes, Lieutenant ( QM) M. Fraser (WRAC), H.Q. WRAC 52 (L). Dlv !Dist,
Maj o r J. R. S. T hi r d, T.D., (RAMC), Captain L. E. Allardyce (WRAC), Adjt. H.Q. WRAC 52 (L) Div/ Dist, Ma1ors A. C.
Evans, T . D., A . M. Mitche ll, T .D. (RAPC), Lieutenant D. E. Gardner (WRAC), Captain J. S. A. Murray, Second Lieutenant
M.A. Moir (WRAC)
Reor Row (lefl to right) : C aptain E. R. M. Sutherland, Second Lieutenant J. Fowlie (WRAC), Officer Cadet G. S. W . Rutherfor d , S e cond Lie utenant A . B. Yackim i n ie (W RAC), Captain N. S. Thornton-Kemsley, Lieutenant J. S. Stallard (WRAC),
Ca ptain B. K. C r o o ks ha n ks, Se cond Lieuten ants S. W . Tough, A. M. Thomson (WRAC), Capt;ain W. Tyers.

•• Toddle r Snn te b e d from D eath •• he'ldlind Aberdeen local newspapers reporting the rescue of a three-year-old
child from the deep and icy waters of Den Burn. Sergeant
A. A. Johnston, of Aberdeen I Squadron-Radio Relay Troop
Sergeant--dashed 100 yards across muddy waste land after
being told by two small children that their chum had fallen
into the water. Fortunately, be immediately saw the "wee
lass" ly:ng face downwards in the swift flowing torrent which
had been swollen by recent heavy rains. Sergeant Johnston
reached the girl by struggling against chest-high waters and
managed to throw her on to a mudbank before the current
swept him off his feet. By the time he himself succeeded in
gain:ng the bank the child was unconscious and he applied
artificial respiration until the arrival of medical assistance. But
for the unhesitating and courageous action of Sergeant Johnston
this accident would have had a tragic ending.
Compettors of Stirling 2 Squadron were greeted with a
considerable amounc of good-natured banter when their
"vintage " B.S.A. machines lined-up alongside civilian entrants
at a Motor Cycle Rally organised by Stirling Road Safety
Commiuee and Police. The 45~mile road section and subsequent manoeuverab:liry tests were so successfully tac<led,
however, by Captain A. S. Petrie, Si!!nalmen A. E . Cunnin~ham
and R. J. Stewart that they gained firs t, second and fourth
places respectively in the over 250 c.c. class. Lance-Corporal
R. A. Morrice. of I Squadron-competing in H i!?hland District
Motor Cycle Trials-saw little of the beauty of Royal Deeside
as he drove qo m:Jes throu~h the night, in rain and swirl:ng
mount'l:n mists. from Aberdeen at 1.45 a.m. to Barry Camp,
neu Dundee, by way of Braemar. the D evil's Elbow and
Spital of Glenshee. After this gru,.lling Grampian circuit the
sand ha7:'lrds presented little problem and he finished the
comoetition a~ novice runner.uo.
The h'lrd oreoaratory work by Permanent Staff members.
R.S.M. T. W. !llckson. W.O.II C. P. G. Thomson (W.R.A.C.)
and SergC";lnt C. A. PhiEo (W.R.A.C.). together with Staff
Sergean J. D uck and the ever helpful ex-Sergeant and
Associa ion me'Tlber D o~las Sinclair, was well rewarded by a
much increa ed attenda.,ce at Arm:st:ce Service in Foothill
Bllrraclc:s, Abe•deen. Oiotain the Reverend J. B. Deans,
Chwh;n to the Reg-iment, conducted the service, Honorary
Colonel T. P. E. Murray. o.B.E., T.D .. A.o.c .. re'ld the Lesson,
and Co'Tl'l'land'nl!: Officer l..:eutenant-C0lnnel T. B. S. McMain,
M.B.E.. T.D.. hid the wre<tth 011 beha 1f of the Regiment and the
Aberdeen Branch Royal Sig-n'lls Associ<ttion, before a congreg:11ion of O'!St and ore~ent members of the Regiment, their
friends and rellltives of the F<tllen.
A~;n<? P ioe-Maior A. McDoueall surely must now be "ane
o' coti'l's m'l:St wee! kent oipers" by recently play ing before
the R;<>lit Honourable J. S. Maclay, P.C.. C.M.G.. M.P.. Her
Majesty'~
ecretary of State for Scotland, Sir Ian Forbes'456

Leith of Fyvie, Baronet, Lord Lieutenant of Aberdeenshire,
Mr. Hector Hughes, Q.C., M.P., Parliamentary representative
for orth Aberdeen constituency and many other dist:nguished
guests from far and near at a " Granite City ". funct ion. .
And finally, best w:shes for the future with 63rd Signal
Regiment (T.A.) to R.S .M. D. Haughney, whose tour has
been of tremendous benefit to the Regiment and a warm
welcome and congratulations to his successor, R.S.M. Jackson
on posting from School of Artillery, Larkhill.

LIFE

ASSURANCE

at
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The trammg season has finally drawn to its close, and the
H eadqllarters staff is now busily engaged in moving from
Cradock ro Drake L ines, and it is hoped that by the time you
arc rcad :ng these notes, we shall be established in our new
location, and enjoying a closer and more profitable relationship
with 30 th Regiment.
The last month of the trainin g season was not without its
highlights, although, unfortunatelv, du e to the R.A.F. having
no serviceable aircraft ava:lable, the vis:t of the G.O.C., Scottish
Command, had to be cancelled at the last m:nute.
This year it was decided to organise a we_k-end rifle meeting,
on 14th-15th October, in which all A.E.R. Signal Units could
enter a team for the Fane Cup, which was presented by the
late Major Aubr ~y Fane, Royal Signals, A.E.R., to be competed for yearly by A.E.R. Units, during their annual range
classification . A total of seven teams participated on the day,
and to the surprise of everyone concerned, the weather decided
to be kind, so a good time was had by all.
The standard of shooting was extremely good, with only
three points separating the first and second plac ~, and 49 points
between first and seventh places.
The results were as follows:
801h
84:h
8 tst
820d
404
402
83 rd

R~g:mcnt

R :g· m ent
R ~ g mcnt
R :gime nt
Squad~on

Souac!ron
R eg'ment

Score
257
254
235
230
226
210

208

CHARGE
COVERING
WAR RISKS!
Policies for :

Convertible Whole Life, Endowment, Education,
Death Duties, House Purchase, etc.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
OFFICERS' KIT :
Eu rope 15/- per £100
World Wide 25/-per £100
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS
PERSONAL ACCIDENTS
Premium £3 for £ 1.000
D eath and other benefits

MOTOR:
Com petitive Rates for
New a nd Old C'ars
Home & Foreign Policies
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf. Gun, Hunter
Personal Liability, T ransit
Televi~ion Policies, ett:.

D. E. TDO)IPSON & Co.,Lfd.
Insurance Brokers
11 KING STREET, RICHMOJ\T)), YORKSHIRE.
Tel. No. 2308
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Our Command _r's wife, Mrs. Grigg, kindly consented to
present the cup to the winners, 8oth Regiment. All competitors
expressed the:r appreciation for the fine efforts of the H.Q.
Staff (a nd espec:ally to those whose occupation is of a
send-::ntary nature) which went to make the we-::k-end the
success it was.
It is with great regret that we learnt of the sudden tleatb,
on 4th November, 1961, at Chester, of Mr. H. Lucas, who was

Association Notes
There is one born every m:nute, 'tis not often one enrols at
a Branch meeting only to discover that you are reckoned to be
the one chap who can find tim_ to write THE WIRE notes; those
of you about to enter civilian life, beware, it could happen to
you. Seriously though, the committee is composed of a bunch
of really hardworking chaps, what with running dances,
treasure hunts, seeking accommodation for var:ous functions,
keeping track of the Games Tournam:nt and keep:.Og the
members w:Oed, din:d and entertained, there is little time l:ft
for reporting the events, until as so often happens, a fool steps
in where, etc., etc.
As a n ewcomer to the Branch I can vouch for it being in an
excellent state of health; the comm:ttee meets regularly, there
is a well attended mon thly m'!eting of the Branch, the whole
v'ery ably guided by a Chairman who is obviously a believer in
the democratic way of life, for believe it or not unlike many a
C.O.'s conference, decisions are made, and, things happen.
Much has happ.ned, a most successful dance which d:spite
the efforts of th e chuckers out managed to make a profit· the
really encouraging feature of the show was the way in which it
was so wall supported the attendance far exce .ded expectations.
The highEght of recent activities was undoubtedly the " Stag
Night," wh ether it was the most excell-::nt turkey and chicken
curry so ably produced by the two stalwarts or the possession
of " Blue Ticke:s" for the night that made it such a success is
a moot point. a "roaring" success it certainly was, reminiscent
of 'Pindi and Cairo' days, our visitors were not averse at helping to keep the ball rolling and many a modern version of an
old song was learned from them.
It is possible that there are a number of ex-Royal Signals
living in the district who don't know what they are missing,
to them and members of other Branches visiting Hull at any
time who may care to look us up, the address is "The Civil
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our E.O., of Documents Wing, during our years in Blacon
Camp.
The Commander and all ranks extend their deepest sympathy
to his widow, Mrs. H. Lucas, of 20, Western Grove, Upton,
Chester.

Posit!on

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
(DULL BRANCH)

NO EXTRA

80th Regiment FANE Cup Team

STA~IP COLLECTORS
THE JU'.\'IOR LE.\OER REGJ'.\IE~T ha restarted
Its Philatel:st Club and wlll be mo t grateful to
receive stamp
from all Regiments,
c1uadron ,
Detachment sen·ing o\·er eas.
Amateur radio enthu ia ts recel\·e many Q L cards
with foreign stam]ls.
Em·elope eontaininz tamp to please be addre sed:
Philatell t Club, Junior Leader Regiment. Royal
ignal , Denbury Camp, Newton bbot, outh Oe\'on.

Service Club, De-Grey Street, (off. Beverly Road)," where on
either the first or last Thursday of the month a welcome will
await.
Doubtless resulting from service in Signals the comininee
members are great believers in planning well in advance (who
ever kn_w ·of a S:gnal Unit that never knew exactly what was
going to happen? ), consequ:mtly arrangements for the Christmas
festivities are firmly buttoned up, the dinner and the pla::e, is
organised for January and nothing if not ambitious, it is hoped
to sponsor a ser:es of Lctures on the technique of passing the
t-::st of the Institute of Advanced Motorists. Until the next
time from all at Hull the season's greetings.
I•ORT TALBOT AND DISTRICT Bl!l ANCD
The Tenth Annual Dinner was held at i:he Walnut Tree
Hotel, Port Talbot, on 28th October. Mr. Gordon J. Toms,
Chairman of the Branch, pres:ded. Twenty-two members of
the Branch and their ladies and a number of guests were
present.
After the Loyal Toast, the Chairman of the Branch made
certain announcements particularly about the laying up of the
old Standard of the British Legion Port Talbot Branch; Remembrance Sunday Parade, the admirable practice of decorating
the British Legion Club House with plaques provided to commemorate the mJ.itary experience of members.
Mr. Toms continued with a very generous tribute to the
work done by the staff at the Headquarters of the Asso:iation
and in particular he praised the organisation of the Reunion at
Catterick, in July. This, he said, was made memorable by the
presence of Her Royal Highness, the Prince s Royal, Patron
of the Association, and for him personally as for many other ,
when representatives of all the Branches were presented to Her
Raval Highness.
Replying to the Toa t, Brigadier H. R . Firth, Gene ·al ecretary spoke of the ending of the dista trou strike by the Steel
Company of Wales which providentially had cea ed that very
day. He mentioned that the Choir of the Junior Leaders Regiment. Raval Signals, were to sing at a charitv performance at
the Victoria Palace in London in aid of the Army Benevolent
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Fund, and he told tho e present of the way in which over 500
boy of the Junior Leaders Regiment had spent a considerable
time of their summer holiday on the continent of Europe;
the choir, the band and 100 or more who had taken part w1~
u ess in the N 1jmegen marches. He spoke also of the way in
which the Royal Air Forces Associa ion joined with and indeed
led many other organ isations, including our own, in making
repr sentations to the various Ministers of the Crown of ways
in which the lot of the handicapped ex- ervicemen and their
widows were to be assisted more generously.
Mr. Jason Thomas, the Chairman of the Royal Air Forces
Branch in Port Talbot, proposed the Toast of the Port Talbot
Branch of the Royal Signals Association. He stressed the paramount importance of each Branch having at least its annual
dinner. If a Branch was able to do this, the Branch would
continue. Without the annual dinner the Branch was doomed
to failure. He, himself, felt that in Port Talbot they should
endeavour to organise as a combined operation more functions
with various ex-Service Associations joined together for the
benefit of all.
Replying to the Toast, Mr. H. H. Behrens, the Hon. Secretary
of the Branch. said how much they all owed to Major J. A.
Teskey, the Officer Commanding 509 Company R.A.S.C. T.A.,
who had recently and most kindly given the Branch fac:lities
in the T .A. Centre. " He is a real friend and benefactor "
Two years ago the Bran::h was flound ering; their membership
had been reduced to " 12 discioles" and all too frequentlv only
three or four came to the meetings. Through circumstances
which were known, the Branch had two years ago been unable
to continue in the facilities given them in the British Legion
Club and had perforce to hold their meetings at an Inn which
had never really been satisfactory.
Now, they had their meetings in the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeanrs' Mess at the T.A. Centre in private while Mess
Il"embers were on duty. Immediatelv duty was over the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants of the Roval Armv Service Corps joined
with the members of the Roval S ignals Association in a
pleasant ~ocial evening. They were now to be given facilities
to use the miniature range and were looking forward to a
renewed period of prosperity.

'Vnrrant Officer, lU.S.M. Signal Service, Royal Engineers,
1900-1920· Royal Signals, 1920-1921 and 1939-42. He has
now an incurable disease and not expected to live long. His
wife wrote: " My husband and I were touched by your
words of kindness. We have received your welcome cheque.
Many thanks to the Association for this kind gesture. It
will be put to very good use for his comfort. With best
wishes to the old Corps, where his heart still is."
Si~11abnan,

1946-49. Married. Acquired an incurable
disease in August, 1961, and will soon almost certainly be
totally incapacitated. He has only one child-a boy, at school.
The fund jo:ned with the British Legion in making a small
permanent weekly allowance to augment what is received
from the Welfare State. Before his incapacity he was earning
a good wage.

La11ce-Corporal, 1955-60, when he ceased to fulfil Army
medical requ:.Cements. He set himself up as a television
engineer on a good wage, but through an accident in late
1960, had to give up work and is now 100 % disability under
the Ministry of Pensions. The Royal Air Forces Benevolent
Fund, the British Legion and Royal S:gnals all helped to
make alterations in his home to enable him to be reasonably
mobile within it. He had previous service in the Royal Air
Force
ROY..\L

SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND

AND

The following subscriptions were most gratefully received during October,
1961:

£ s.

Headquarters, Training Brigade .. .
8th Reg.me.lt
...
...
. ..
.. .
11th R~g.ment
.. .
...
...
. ..
24th Reg.ment (Officers' Mess)
.. .
50.h Reg.me.11 (T.A.) (Officers' M ess)
C .S.O.'s Branch, Southern Command
14.h Reg.ment ( I Squadron)
14th Reg.ment (3 Squadron)
14th Reg.ment (4 Squadron)
63rd R! g.ment (T .A.) ...
217 Squadro::l (Sundem)
...
. ..
Intcll.gence Centre, Maresfield Camp
65th Regiment (T.A.) .. .
. ..
...
C.S.0 .'s Branch, Scot tish Command . ..
. ..
.. .
...
...
47th (MY) S:gnal R egiment, T .A. (Warrant Officers & Sergeants)
6xst Reg..ment (T .A.) . . .
.. .
Below, an attempt is made to describe, with suitable
Headquarters 1 (BR) Corps
7th Reg.ment
.. .
...
. ..
anonymity, seven cases iaken from the Welfare Section
13th Rog.ment
...
...
. ..
flies, concluded d11ring the first week in November,
22ndR~iment (R egime:nal Fete)
1961. Also, on the same page, is a simple statement - ....,." ,:· · '%8fh'Roig:mt:.,l'{Wives'- OUb)~ .. . ..
2II Squadron (Infanuy Brigade Group)
of income and expenditure.
221 Squadro:t (Air Formation)
229 Squadron (Berlin)
SIJ!nnlmnn, Hl41'-4R. Single. Has been in hospital for
619 Troop (Bielefeld)
...
. ..
. ..
15 months and has no relatives on whom he can reasonably
Commander. Royal S' gnals, Hong Kong
be dependent. Apart from giving him an immediate grant
C.S.O., H.Q., 17 (Gurkha) Div./OCLF
.. .
Gurkha RegJ:ncnt and H .Q ., Gurkha. Signals .. .
to purchase essential clothing. arrangements are being made
208 (Commo:lwcalth) Squadron . ..
. ..
. ..
to provide him with more clothing, as items which fit him,
230 Squadron (OCLF)
come to hand.
247 (Gurkha) Squadron
248 (Gurkha) Squadron
9th RegJ:ncnt
..
DrlvPr. 1 ft:JR-4 :J. when he ceased to fulfil Army physical
228 Squadron (SHAPE)
...
...
.. .
. ..
requirements. He has five children and has not worked
H.Q., Allied Forces, Northern Europe, Norway
since September, 196o. due to an accident. It will be 50me
Darlington Branch
.. .
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
Hull Branch
...
...
.. .
...
...
. ..
time before he is well enough to resume work. The Fund
K. J. Williams .. .
helped with debts incurred by hire purchase commitments
M . Panter S'<idmore
taken out prior to his ceasing work.
J. D. S:nethurst
M. Trow ...
L. H . Dra'<e
Servin~ SlJfnnlmnn.
Married. Four children. In early
] . R . Ba.cter
...
. ..
196o, both the man and his wife contracted tuberculosis,
V. W. G. King ...
...
. ..
and in the emergency the whole fam:Jy had to be evacuated
Victor Brown (Gosberton) Ltd .
L. H . Morse
from Germany. During the process of the evacuation, the
C. P . Prescot
.. .
.. .
parents of the children were separated and one of the childH. W. Vaug'1an-Thomas
ren died. The husband is now capable of returning to his
W . C. Buchrnan
R. C. C. Palmer
duties and his wife is indeed out of hospital, though verv frail.

8 17
30 7
16 14
3 14
4

With three children to look after, in a Government hiring, a
washing machine was considered to be necessary. and on
the strong recommendation of the Commanding Officer, help
was given to buy this, partly by grant and partly by loan.
rporal. Royal West Kent Regiment, 1938-43, and Royal
Signals 1943-46. Married, two young children. He was
taken ill with an incurable disease in January. 1961, and will
never work again. Request is only for help for the two
children and for clothes. The Association, however, .hurriedly
sent cash to purchase coal for the onset of winter, and now
has measurement forms for the ex-Corporal, his wife and
children, and will be able to provide a little, from time to
time, of part-worn clothing.
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Bxpend'ture during October, 1961

. ..
.. .
. ..
.. .
. .. £384
(Inch•<les : -Re"t and Rates: Beds and Bedclina; Furniture;
Cots and Prams, General Assistance).

7

9

Analysis of Cases :of Soldiers serving in U .K.
of Sn'rl'ers s~rvi-g in B.A.O.R.
and Deoendants .. .
...
...
and Discharged Soldiers ...

.. .
. ..
. ..

Total cases assisted ...
19 Cases of Soldiers who served during the 1939/ 45 War
12 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve durinii the War

VACANCIES IN TUE DIPLOHATIC WIRELESS
SEllVICE OF TUE FOREIGN OFFICE
Applications are invited from suitably qualified persons who
wish to be considered for employment with the Diplomatic
Wireless Service.
(i)

Liaison Briefing Officer
Salary scale: £1,200--£1,400 per annum.
Qualifications:
Experience in intelligence, field security or investigations work.
High technical ability not necessary, but
familiarity with technical terms a decided advantage.
Required to prepare briefs for Inspectors, production of
reports, correlation of records and liaison with other
Government Departments.

(ii) Shorthand/Typists and Typists
Salary: According to age and ability, from £6 to £12/2/6
per week.
Qualifications:
Typist Grade II
30 w.p.m.
Typist Grade I
40 w.p.m.
Shorthand/Typist Grade II 80 w.p.m. 30 w.p.m.
Shorthand/Typist Grade I roo w.p.m. 40 w.p.m.
(iii) Draughtsman
Salary: £8n at age 25 to £993 per annum.
Qualifications:
Ordinary National Certificate, with a min imum of three
years practical training, and at least one year in a Drawing
Office.

(iv) Section Head (Telephony and Telegraphy)
Salary: £1A82-£1,747 per annum (National)
Required to take charge of section and should have
extensive experience in:
(a) Installation and maintenance of P.A.B.X., P .A.X.,
P.M.B.X., and other subscriber apparatus.
(b) Maintenance of machine telegraph equipment.
(v) Sub Section Head
Salary : £!,482-£1,747 per annum (National)
Required ·to assist the Section Head with particular responsibility for telephone system planning and traffic
analysis.
Candidates for the above appointments should not be
over the age of 50.

IO IO

Total Receipts

Famil'es
F•m;Hes
Widows
Released

Careers anti Opportunities

I

I

t

28
31
... {256 r6
... £127 I I

I
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(vi) Senior and Junior Engineering Inspectors
Salary Scales: Senior £1,128-£1,388 per annum
(National)
Junior £ 988-£1,128 per annum
(National)
Required for specialised inspection work relating to telephone, electronic and radio engineering at overseas stations.

(vii) Foreman- Installer (Telephony)
Salary scale: £988-£1,128 per annum (National)
Required to take charge of team installing telephone
systems overseas.
Should have extensive experience in
installation of P.A.B.X., P.A.X. and P.M.B.X., equipment
of up to 600 extension capacity.
(viii) Installer (Intruder Alarm Systems)
Salary scale : £988-£1,128 per annum (National)
Requ ired to install intruder alarm systems overseas, and
should have experience in the installation and maintenance
of alarm systems, e.g., contact, radio, infra-red systems,
although suitable applicants can be given training in this
work if necessary.
All candidates for posts (iv) (v) (vi) and (vii) should
possess technical knowledge to the standard of City
and Guilds Final Certificate in Telecommunications
Engineering, or to the standard of the H :gher National
Certificate or show evidence of an equivalent standard of
Education.
Staff on shon tours are not accompanied by their
families.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER
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(ix) Installer (Telephony)
Salary scale: £827 at age 26 to £988 per annum (National)
Required to install telephone systems overseas.
Experience is essential in the installation of P.A.B.X.,
P.A.X., P.M.B.X. and other subscriber equipment.
(x) Overseas Maintenance Engineers
Salary scale: £827 at age 26 to £988 per annum (National).
(Foreign Allowances are paid when serv:ng overseas).
Required to ma:ntain telephone installations and other
communications apparatus overseas.
Experience is essent:al in one, or both, of the following:
(a) Maintenance of P.A.B.X., P.A.X., P.M.B.X. and other
subscriber apparatus.
(b) Maintenance of machine telegraph equipment.
All candidates for posts (ix) and (x) should have, as a
m:nirnum, technical knowledge to the standard of C:ty
and Guilds Intermediate Certificate :n Telccommun!cations
Engineering, or the standard of the Ordinary National
Cert:.ficate, or show evidence of an equivalent standard of
education.
Candidates for posts other than (i) (ii) (Ei) (iv) and (v)
should be between the ages of 21 and 40. Marr:ed men
with families are eligible. All members of D.W.S. are
requ:.Ced to serve overseas on short or full tours of duty.
Candidates accepted for posts (vi) (vii) (v:ii) and (iv) will
be based at Hanslope, but will be liable for about four
tours of overseas duty each year, each tour lasting about
six weeks. In the case of posts (vii) (viii) and (iv) there
may be occasions when a tour lasts up to three or four
months, in wh:ch case, the number of tours in the year
will be reduced.
Maintenance Engineers will be required to serve overseas for tours of duty of 12, 18, 24 or 30 months' duration,
and may normally be accompanied by their fam:lies.
Allowances will be paid to personnel based in the United
Kingdom who perform regular short tours of duty overseas.
Terms of Appointment
Any member of the D.W.S. who marries a foreign subject
may be required to resign.
The full terms of appointment will be notified to selected
candidates.
Holidays, Sick Pay and Sick Leave
On appointment, successful candidates will receive the
normal Foreign Office entitlement.
Accommodation
Whilst in the United Kingdom, officers will be based at
Hanslope, near Bletchley, Bucks. Hostel accommodation
is available at Bletchley for single or unaccompanied married men. Abroad, the Foreign Office will normally provide accommodation.
Applications
Applications, giving brief details of age, experience and
qualifications should be forwarded in writ:Og to the
Personnel Officer, D iplomatic Wireless Service, Hanslope
Park, Wolverton, Bucks.

*

Standard Teleyhones and Cables Ltd. w11, in the near future,
have on offer a number of excellent appo:ntments suitable for
retired officers of the Corps. Appointments are progressive.
The salaries will be suitable.
Appointments will normally be offered to officers between the
age of 35 and 45 years, but older officers will be considered for
certain of these appointments.
Applications. in the first instance, in a sealed envelope,
through the Secretary, Royal Signals Association, who will
write to say that the application is in response to this
notification.

*

The position is at the moment vacant in 45th (Essex) Signal
Regiment, T.A., for the post of Adjutant, at T .A. consolidated
rates of pay-[.945 per annum, rising to £990, after three
years with the R egiment.
The successful appEcant wi11 be required to work mainly at
Wanstead, London, E .u, and applicants should replv, in
writing, to: O.C .• 45th Sismal Regiment, T.A., Signals House,
Selsdon Road, Wanstead, E.u .
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You are welcome at
No. 6 Pall Mall

\
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at Cox's and King's branch of Lloyds

Bank, 6 Pall Mall, S.W.1 we have been officially
appointed Army Agents for over two hundred
years and Agents to the Royal Air Force since
its inception. Of course you may bank where
you please but the reason why so many officers
open their personal accounts with us is that we
have unrivalled experience in dealing with the

Se

financial affairs of officers stationed at home
or abroad. We have departments' specialising
in general and kit insurance, in income tax,
the purchase and sale of stocks and shares and
the safe custody of valuables. This full banking
service includes facilities for serving officers
to cash their cheques at any branch of the
Bank without prior arrangement.

An officer's banking transactions are confidential to him and
his bank. Our position as Official Agents in no way affects this.
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LLOYDS BANK LIMITED
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COX'S & KING'S BRANCH, 6
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PALL MALL, s.w.1

Telephone WHltehall 7001
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Official Agents to the Army and Royal Air Force
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